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FATOUKITES OF THE EMPEEOB HONOEIUS.

(.raintal by J- "'• Walerhouse, A.n.A. Itoi/al Aradcmy, 1SS3.)

J. W. WATERIIOUSE, A.R.A.

TriE honours of Associatcsliip in the Royal Academy

liave not often fallen to men so early in life as

to the painter of " St. Eulalia." With the exception

|M'rIiups of Mr. Gregory, he is the yount;-est of the

A.R.A.'s, and his election is the more notable because

his work has ever been distinguished by qualities that

a])peal more to paintei-s than to jiopular tastes. His

pictures, which arc comparatively few, have been

exhibited in unbroken sequence at Burlington House

since 1S74, when the artist first solicited public

notice. Something like a dozen works f(}rm the

solid justification of the Academy's choice, and these

almost wholly represent the art-work of as many

years. These facts must be ever present to any one

who would rightly estimate the painter's individuality.

Youth is naturally the period when production is
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most facile; then the warm promptings of the

creative faculty are more irresistible than when the

cold counsels of experience have disci])Iincd the aspira-

tions, and the lessons of art and life are in soim- sort

learned. The very instincts of the young painter

impel him at fervid speed on the road to ovcr-pro-

dnction, with its perilous results of iterations, man-

nerisms, and other enslaving limitations. Thus of

an unehastened passion are forged the bonds of ser-

vitude, and a mannered artificiality replaces style.

This much may be >uged, ai)art from the exuberance

of ])recocity which is one of the rarest privileges of

genius. The reticence of Mr. Waterhonsc's work,

with its measured and dclilwrate outcome and pro-

gress, is doubtless partly due to early education,

though to a greater extent it proceeds from a certain
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scruj)iili)us conscientiousness, and conservatism of re-

verence, that arc innate. These moral qualities are

precisely those above all otliei-s that are the natural

allies of the capacity for taking pains, the method of

conception that involves a long process of preoccupa-

tion, the mental habit that delays execution until the

whole process of conception is thoroughly exhausted.

One thing which intimately concerns Mr. Waterhouse's

work is very clear : works of art thus conceived can-

not be produced with rapidity. To this mental habit

of brooding introspection is due the compai-ativc

paucity of Mr. Waterhouse's works, with much that

is fresh and virile and original in treatment.

Mr. John ^Yilliam AVatcrhouse was born at Rome
in 1819. Five years later he first saw England, but

ever afterwards he took the warmest interest in

Rome and her history. The French occupation

and the career of Garibaldi were, of course, the

vaguest of memories
;
yet it is interesting to note,

as anticipating the special direction of his subse-

quent studies, that when at school in Yorkshire

he delighted in reading of ancient Rome and her

heroic ages. As a boy he was wont to express to

his school-fellows the most perfect confidence in

the Roman soldiers, and was sure that they were

equal to thrashing any fabulous number of moderns.

Nor was this feeling limited to the ordinary hero-

worship of boys. At eight years of age he acquired,

through a friend of his mother, a veritable relic of

Pompeii, a fragment of plastered wall, which the

young archaeologist treasured with unspeakable satis-

faction. It was a precious link between the present

and the Italy of his dreams. AVhcn subsequently, iu

1877, his imagination was kindled by reading iu the

ruined streets of Pompeii the melodramatic romance

of its last days, he could not but think of the small

fragment of the lost city that stirred his boyish

enthusiasm. Here was the chain completed that

bound the land of his adoption to that of his birth,

and henceforth Italy was for him what she has been

to so many artists and poets. The artist himself

would probably speak lightly of these boyish re-

miniscences, regarding them not as indications of

s])iritual impulse but as accidents ; the biograjjher,

however, is probably justified in investing them with

a deeper significance, and in viewing them as evidence

of the shaping divinity, not the mere trifles of which
the round of life is made up. Be this as it may,
they a))pear to me more significant than the fact that

the boy showed a fondness for drawing, and like

others who distinguish themselves, was not a bright

and shining light at school. Cradled into art Mr.
Waterhousc certainly was not, if the ])hrase implies

(hat he disjilaycd any precocious aptitude, or was
nourished in a forcing atmosj)licre of culture. Though
lie was unlike the poet who lisjicd in numbers, he was

not without the example that incites imitation, for on

leaving school he worked in the studio of his father,

where he mastered somewhat of the element of his

craft. Even then, iu the routine of studio work, as-

sisting his father by painting in the backgrounds of

portraits, he was not conscious of an all-compelling

call to become a jiainter. He entered the Academy
schools, but attended only the evening classes ; and

it was not till his twentieth year that he first felt

moved to make art the serious study of his life.

Previous to this he was not averse from professions

little sympathetic with art, and towards engineering

in particular was favourably inclined. Once formed,

the resolution was adhered to with characteristic

tenacity, and the painter pursued his studies with

equal energy and conviction, till in due time the

l^eriod of tutelage was passed, and he was emboldened

to hazard the attemj^t of a first lecture destined for

the Academy.

It is tolerably clear that beyond a boyish taste

for drawing, the early years of Mv. Waterhousc do

not effectively illustrate the adage of Wordsworth.

That he made no haste to reveal himself may be

fairly assumed, for it was not till 1874' that he took

part in the annual show at the Academy, when
his picture, " Sleep and his Brother Death,"' was

exhibited. The two figures recline side by side on

a low couch, beyond which are the columns of a

colonnade o2}en to the night and touched with moon-
light. The interior is lit by a lamp, whose light

streams on the foremost figure. Sleep, whose head

hangs in heavy stujjor on his breast, and his right

hand grasps some jTOppies. By his side lies Death in

dusky shadow, with head thrown back, and the lines

of the figure expressive of easeful lassitude. At his

feet is an antique lyre, while immediately in the

foreground is a low round table. The imaginative

quality of this impressive picture lies in the poetical

conception of the artist, in the subservience of the

allegory, the unobtrusiveness of the symbolism. Of
Death, the gloomy presence, and Sleep, the rosy

infant, more than enough has been set forth in

grotesque and allegory to deprive the old poetic idea

of all its piquancy. To obtain great results from

least suggestions, to re-inspire the outworn proper-

ties of ancient symbolism, to vivify with fresh and

sufficing significance a trite and discarded theme,

must be accounted among the high ofllces of the

imagination. They, at least, animated the aims of

Mr. Waterhousc in this striking presentment of Sleep

and Death. The two figures are both young, and

the beauty of youth belongs to one as much as to the

other, even as death has its own beauty of bland and

dreamless repose. The cunning simulation of death

by sleep, the intimate correlation of the two so

quaintly expressed in Sir Thomas Brow-ne's assertion
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tliat lie dit'il daily, are empliasised \>y the stranjje

likeness and unlikeness of tlie reeuinbent figures.

They might almost be two friends who have ban-

qnettod with Lueullus, from one of whom the spirit

has passed in the night, while life in the other is

expressed only by the less easeful poise of the head,

drowsed as though by some opiate. It was but

natural that a picture so suggestive and thoughtful,

so serious in aim, and so eliarged with emotional

power, should attract considerable attention.

.\fter this first success, Mr. Waterhouse exhibited

at the Academy in the following year a picture

entii'ely removed in subject and treatment from his

tii-st work. The " Miranda" was in no sense a dra-

niatic illustration of Shakes]icare, but was rather,

for all its pictorial eifect, a purely academic study of

the figure, set forth in a spacious aerial medium of

broad, soft evening light suffusing sea and sky. In

a foreground of sea-shore ^liranda, lightly draped,

is seated on a rock, watching with clasped hands and

partly averted face the brave ship tossing in the

otling ; the blue sea breaks unlicedcd on the sand, her

eyes being wholly absorbed by the vessel, which is

yet to suffer through the magic of Prosjiero. There

is no su£rs:estion of tlie imaiiinative insight and ex-

haustive idealisation that are notable of the vision

of Sleep and Death, though a satisfying potency of

colour and a finely graduated brilliance of illumina-

tion give admirable force and relief to the figure. Tn

I'^ld the artist achieved the distinction of a ])lace on

the line with a picture entitled "After the Dance."

The exiiiliitidii also iiicludeil Mr. Tadema's well-

known picture of the same title, a coinciilence that

much exercised the simple-minded. The picture

shows a Roman interior, with a portion of the atrium

and a peep into the court beyond. Two figures, a

boy and a girl, recline on cushions, one sitting and

the other languidly stretched on the tesselated pave-

ment with a tambourine alongside. In tiie distance

a group of minstrels on the extreme left complete

the composition. The chief points of the ])icturc are

its simjdicity of scheme, its dexterous lighting, tiie

harmonious colour, and the graceful abandon of the

two dancers. There is no pretence of archaeological

display, nor any highly-wrought detail, or accessories

introduced for the mere mastery of textures, that

might disturb the impression of luxurious repose.

Eetwecn ls76 and 18S:3, in which year the artist

was married, Mr. Waterhouse exhibited at least one

]iieture annually at the Academy, and gratified the

desires of his youth by re-visiting Italy. This visit

established him in his old faith, and directed his

studies in Roman historical subjects. In 1SS3 he

produced a work which obtained more notice and

criticism than anything he had yet exhibited. The

subject of the Emperor Honorius feeding his pet

poultry was, however, not suggestotl by (iii)bon or

the historians, but by a passage in Mr. Wilkie

Collins's " Antonina." This pict\ire, which we
are so lucky as to reproduce, is the most ambi-

tious in scope of all the artist's works. For so

many years historical genre had l)ecn in a sad way in

this country, that the field was well open to an artist

ready with a boldly conceived and serious example.

Pure historical art being but a dead tradition, or in

British art, at least, somewhat impotent and un-

thriving, the best substitute, perhaps, lies in honest

treatment of such incidents as this of Mr. A\'a1<'r-

house's choice. The subject was eminently adajited

to stimulate the pictorial invention of the artist and

exercise his e(jiiipnicnt in the resoun'cs of the pie-

turescpie. He has certainly succeeded in telling the

story with refreshing simplicity and directness, and

that, too, with as strong an enforcement of its sig-

nificance as was compatible with the limitations he

has himself set.

In dealing with the superb cynicism of Nero

fiddling while Rome burned, some pictorial suggestion

of disaster might reasonably enter into the painter's

scheme. The indifference of the Km])eror Honorius

is but a repetition of that grim theme in a minor key,

less portentous in effect, less acutely tragic. Thus

in Mr. Waterhousc's picture we have none of the

evidences of disaster, no furious irrviption of bar-

barians or ])anic-stricken citizensj only the blind in-

fatuation of the Emperor who caresses and feeds the

feathered bipeds of his little empire, heedless of the

obsequious messengers and the destinies of Rome. A
variant of this picture, which remains unfinished,

differs in some essential matters from the cxhibiti'd

work. The posse of Honoring suggests a peculiar in-

solence, an assumption of exasperating calm that is

less forcible in the finished picture ; the nies.sengers

of ill stand clo.se about him, with only a brief space

betweeen them and the Em]ieror, occupied by the

pigeons, guinea-fowls, and other objects of the

imjwrial pleasure. The scheme of colour is warmer,

more sumptuous, and in a livelier key, though the

composition of the finished work is far more studied

and ])leasing.

Our next example of Mr. Waterhousc's work is

" The Oracle " of last year's Academy, one of those

pictures sure of popularity, though entirely' free from

the sensationalism that is the common bid for

popular applause. The semieirque of eager women,

some pale, others flushed, all agitated, and the ])ale

priestess with her car to the mouth of the onide

about to deliver some mystery, are so potent with

character, so sincendy human, so admirable for the

varied expression of ])assion, that the popularity of

the picture offers no enigma as popularity sometimes

does. This year the artist is represented by the
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<. St l''ulalu.
" .n.-ravecl and nclir.d in The Magazine m the catalogue, bul ilic lii^uves in tl.c drawm^, w,lh

o^ Art for July; and by a single water-clour at the the details of their envmmment, are sell-explanatory.

A I)YE-WAY IN OLD KOME.

(From lltr Walrr-Culimr Drairin;) hy J. W. Wutn-lionsr, A.U.A. Itoiiui InsiiWtc, laSS.)

Institute, " A Byo-Way in Old Rome," whieh we Part of the present summer has been spent by Mr.

reprodueJ. This eharminir example of vivaeious, VVaterhouse in Venice, of whose architectural glories

piquant eolom- aud pure limpid tone appeared untitled and silent water-ways he has recorded his impressions
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in not a few brilliant studies. Whothcr lie intends to

enlist himself in the band of our modern Venetians

there is no tellinsc. It may be safely assumed of so

conscientious and thorough an artist that if Venice

has any share in his next work it will be essential to

his design, not the picturesque adjunct to a study

;

Venetian, it will express something of the human

interest, the immemorial attributes of the city of

painters, not the superficial phases of life that

enamour the tourist. J. A. Blaikib.

AET IN EGYPT.

IS only what might be expected

from the n;iture of the case if we

lind impressed upon the handi-

work of man the very tone and

temper of his mind. The thoughts

that task imagination and reason

til the uttermost ; the feelings that

kindle his nature from its depths ;

above all, those intuitions " which, be they what

they may," he yet consciously recognises to be "the

fountain-light of all his day, . . . the master-

light of all his seeing," are likely to reveal them-

selves on the canvas he colours, and on the stones

with which he builds or which are shaped by his

tools. Eor it is the gloiy of art to be born not of the

physical part of us, but of our higher nature ; in its

highest forms it is the outcome of the soul in agony

—striving to express the voices it has heard, the

visions by which it is blinded, the emotions whereby

it is touched or shaken. And it is for this reason

that we prize it; a picture, a cathedral, a statue

is dear to us just in proportion as it tells out for

us better than we can say for ourselves some idea

which has mastered us, or some feeling by which we

are profoundly moved. Nor can we wonder that this

relief has been sought in forms which are abiding;

sighs and words are lost in air, marble is perennial
;

and the permanent vehicle is a necessity of men to

whom the notion of death is abhorrent, and who
shrink most sensitively from the contemplation of

that perishing which they know to be worthiest in

them. The press has accustomed later ages to the

direct appeal of ideas (independent of form and sense),

and confers an immortality upon unembodied thought
;

hence a loss from art of much which we are never

likely to regain. The material has given place to the

spiritual, the local and circumscribed to what is free

and imiversal ; but before there was literature, art

was the sole enduring iitterance of what was finest

in humanity, and is to us a most eloquent disclosure

of the iniicr life of the geiu'rations that have been.

I prii]iose to ghmcc at her work as affected by these

strong tides of human life, as receiving inspiration

and significance from national characteristics, from

philosophy, and fmin religion. The last, concerned

with our personal relations to what is eternal and

Divine, touches man most keenly, and will be found

to have scored the deepest mark. It is religion that

is prominent, even before we can speak of art at all,

in the rude monolith on Syrian upland or on the

downs of Wiltshire ; she reared the colossal temples

of Mexico and Burmah, of India, Chaldsea, and Egypt,

and the beautiful shrines of Greece ; it is her spirit

that breathes in the palaces of pictures and the elabo-

rate Gothic minsters which are still the crown of

Western Europe.

The pristine civilisations had their rise in countries

where the scale of nature is stupendous, and their

religions were strongly coloured by the physical en-

vironment. The imagination was at once oppressed

and inflamed by inaccessible mountain ranges, by

boundless deserts, by the unending flow of the ancient

river, by the subtle irresistible forces revealed in tem-

pest or in plague, by the blazing sun, by the teem-

ing earth. The scorching day, the vague vast night,

the unwearied march of the stars, the recurring pro-

cession of the seasons, marked by such pomp and

circumstance as we have never dreamed of, over-

whelmed the mind with the two infinitudes of time

and space ; and man was compelled to communicate

to the stone on which he wrought the grandeur and

magnificence, the sense of mystery, the dread surmises

which possessed his soul. This feature Egypt shares

in common with the rest. The expanse of sandy

wastes about the valley of the Nile, the abyss of the

silent heaven that overarches it, find their counter-

part in the enormous figures reared by the Egyptian

sculptor, and in the vasty glooms into which the

temples of the Egyptian architect rose and retired.

But Egypt had her own mood in which to meditate I

on mystery, and to work at the problems of life and

death; and her typo of art is jK'culiar to herself.

Until we come down to the cathedrals of the Middle

Ages, there is no architecture in the world combining

as does that of Egypt prof(jund religious sentiment

with daring conception, and that so mingles beauty I

with solemn majesty of execution. Her "note'" is

Calm—impassive, but not stolid; strong, yet sweet;

the tranquillity is that of the man of thought; and of

the thinker baffled— not bewildered—who can wait.
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and wills to wait, longer tliau tliis life even, for the

endinj^ of liis (juest—if end indeed there bo. This

qiiieseence results from two causes. -lig.v|)t never

entered the lists in competition with the great aggres-

sive niiinarehies of the elder world; it was very late

in her day when the instinct of self-preservation drove

her into a rivalry, temporarily successful, with the

threatening Assyrian power. Iler development was

self-containeil. True, her wails teem with battle

scenes, but the large majoritj' of the exploits com-

memorated consist of the suppression of refractory

Ethi(ii)ians, or of some tribe ])rone to ]ii]fer cop[)er or

blue-stone in the quarries on her Sinaitic frontier; of

a naval action onl)' one representation has been found

:

it was clearly a defensive action, since the reigning

Pharaoh shoots down his enemies from a station on

shore. All her need was met by her internal resources,

and the spirit of adventure and discovery, but seldom

roused in her, was never sustained. This national

inertia is embodied in the very posture and attitude

of her colossal statues, and in the intaglios of temple

and of tomb, which are crowded with monotonous

mc>cbanieal ligures, of which movement cannot be

predieatet.!, although the drawing dclines the action

unmistakably. But, again, her restfulness was not

vacant; Egypt did not seat herself in indolence.

She retired to the conlem|>lation of nature around

her, and of the spirit within, to metaphysical subtle-

ties, to abstruse eschatological sjieculations, and to

the elaboration of a theosophy which sudiced tj set

up successive nations. Very early had her doctrine

of metempsychosis been jierfected ; no sooner in the

shadowy vistas of her dynasties do we discern the

figure of a king than we detect his Majestv writing

a treatise on anatomy while Niinrod is " mightily

hunting;" and this searching spirit, tiie meditative

Soul which went out into eternity, looks forth from

the unconscious reposeful features, the dreamy stead-

fast eyes of couchant Sphinx, of seated Amenophis,

of the recumbent ruin in the liameseum—which

seeing, see not : whose horizon is not bounded by

the curving line of the melancholy desert, nur by

any limit of this nether s]iliere.

The ^lemjiliian jiyraniiils—the most stupendous

pininnj

I'OKTKAIT STATDE AND BELIliF : AJIt.N'jIlIIb IV.
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slnicUn-es vwr vc:uvA liv human liands, compvising' them up. The hold wliieh the hi'reafter luiil nu tlie

memorials which Sir Cianhier AVilkinsun believes to mind of the E<)-yptian was amazing : it dwarfed into

THE MEMN'ON AT niGH NItE.

be the most venerable in the world—constitute what insignifieanec all the pride of the present ; with him

is, however, the unique result of Egyptian specula- palace and hut alike were but " places of sojourn,"

tion; and it is remarkable that they were not built the sepulchres were "eternal abodes;" //ere we are

in honour of the living, but of the dead : they are shadows moving among shadows, f/iere we enter on

))ast question the sepulchres of the kings who piled realities. Hence, while scarce a vestige of the ancient
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ca])ital can be discovereJ, tlie desert and its fringe of

rocks are populous with the remains of the spacious

habitations provided for the dead. The hills were

honeycombed with the tombs of the noble and

wcallhy castes, and are strewn with many a monu-

ment of burial. Of these excavations take as an

illustration the posthumous palace of Meneptha at

Thebes, explored by Belzoni : it was carried 350 feet

into the solid rock ; it went down 100 feet below

the level of the entrance; it contained Hve pillared

chambers, numerous corridors, and a hall (with a

coved roof) in which was placed the sarcophagus.

But the desert itself bears the most astounding-

memorials—those prodigious constructions, the sixty

or seventy pyramids; massive bulks of limestone and

of o-ranite, here and there of brick, sometimes mere

gigantic rubble-work, the hugest having a perpen-

dicular height of nearly 500 feet, a side length of

about 800 feet, a base covering more than 13 acres,

and a solid content of masonry estimated at 7,000,000

of tons. They were threaded with passages, galleries,

colonnades, and furnished with halls, sometimes iso-

lated, sometimes en suile—the most imposing being

the sepulchral chamber, as large as a duke's draw-

ing-room or a palace banquet-hall. Such were

the " vasty halls of death " reared for themselves by

the kings of the Fourth Dynasty, the inheritors of a

l)ower consolidated by monarchs bearing the signifi-

cant titles of " The Stable," " The Striker," " The

Terrible," "The Smiter of the Peoples." Without

doubt the pyramids tell a tale of haughty sovereigns

isolated from the life of the people, doing their

pleasure with undisputed will and unlimited resources,

reckless alike of treasure and of the toil of dejjressed

multitudes ; but still more emphatic is the testimony

they bear to the grip of the established religious

belief. Absolutism may command prodigious per-

formances, but it cannot command that elevation and

boundlessness of conception such as we observe in

simple form in the Memphite necropolis, and elabo-

rately consummated in the temples of the Thebaid.

That can only come from within ; and on so surpass-

ing a scale only from thoughts that strongly stir

the soul, and in presence of which the whole nature

surges and dilates. The myth which incarnated

Osiris in the monarch was early matured among the

I'^gyptians, and might well account for the marvel of

the regal sepulchre; but, more generally, the life of

the spirit was mysteriously associated by them with

the continuance of the body, to which, after 3,000

years of discipline in other forms, it was destined to

return. No effort, therefore, to arrest natural decay,

or to prevent violation (such as might l)e wreaked by

foreign foe or by a hostile dynasty), could be too

extravagant ; hence the care and cost lavished on the

emljalment of the corpse ; hence the pains to entrench

the mummy within impregnable bulwarks— to secrete

its place of burial far within wallcd-up door and

behind adamantine barrier; hence, too, the choice of

form which presents the most defiant front to the

shocks of war and to the ravages of time.

Such was the Egy[itian tomb. In Lower Egypt

its imi3ortance, both ideal and actual, altogether over-

shadowed the temple ; in Upper Egypt the reverse is

the case—here, as we have seen, the tomb is spacious

and splendid, but it is an excavation, not a construc-

tion. It is not overstating the fact to say that the

temples of the Thebaid are unapjiroached for grandeur

of conception and of execution, and for the condjina-

tion of solemn splendour in the broad effect, with

grace of form and beauty of detail. Even the pyra-

mids are said to be unimpressive at first sight, and

they may seem to stand in need of writing up ; but

it is not so with El Uksur, with Karnak and its

pillared halls, with the august session of imperial

shapes in the hewn shrine of Aboo Simbel. These,

like the sublimities of nature, flash their glory at once

on the beholder, and elicit the spontaneous tribute

of awe anil admiration.

The requirements of public worship and an im-

posing ritual suggested and regulated the general

plan. The hypisthral courts resulted in a dull pre-

dominance of horizontal lines, which were broken up,

and their flat monotony dissipated, by the introduc-

tion of the obeli.sk—often a huge monolith, usually

placed in pairs in front of some temple which they

overtopped ; some suppose it to represent the sun-

beam. The great breadth of the massive pylons, or

wings, the crowding of colossal columns, the con-

trasts of light and shade in hall and crypt and cloister,

the effect of brilliant colours, so harmonised that the

decorated walls look dusky rich

—

" Huud like an Indian moth "

—

may be seen at their best in the Thebaid. The

famous temple at Karnak exhibits every characteristic

feature in its highest devclijpment ; while the memo-

rial palace-chapel of Rameses II. at Thebes marks

the culmination of artistic work. The former—it

being the product of successive dynasties, and the

treasure-house which accumulated whatever of richest

and rarest century after century devoted to religion

—

resembles the great Dom of Cologne, which, however,

may be dropped into its Hall of Columns with room

to spare. Its dependent sanctuaries, with their con-

necting pylons, its vast halls, its plain and colon-

naded courts and cloisters, its obelisks and colossi, its

avenues of confronting sphinxes which extend for

miles, its walls and banks and embankments, occupy

such an area, and constitute such a scene of archi-

tectural magnifieenee, as dwarf the proudest site the

world c:in show info insio-nificancc. But it owes
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most to the Eminre, the Augustan era of I'tryptian tleelino wliidi made it i)hiinthat when Persia struck

at K;jy])t she dealt the ileath-bluw to art in that

eiiehanted and enehantinjj land.

Tiie artistic capaeity shown in the monuments is

very considerable ; jLjenius and ]X)wer are everywhere

conspieuous. Think of what is involved in the detach-

ment and rounding of the column, the ta]ierinfj shaft,

tlie "raeioiis curves of the

art, of which the Rameseum at Thebes will serve for

type. The precedent periods are well marked. The

creat pyramid buildei-s of the Fourth Dynasty exhibit

in their structures conscious streui^'th and solid sim-

plicity, crude ideas worked out with faithful care, but

with more of teehnic than artistic skill. Under the

Sixth Dynasty, of which

the temple at Denderah is , bell-capitals, the variety of

an example, there was a / treatment of the few simple

less conscientious style of ^' .s^sS"^^->s^ forms of the i>apyrus—

sculpture, less care in the - --^.^^"- stalk and leaf, bud and

tional force was dissipated ^^^^^^^^^^^R ^ trusttil, observe the con-

in campaigns undertaken { '^^^^^^^^^^^K trasts which subdue masses

Hassan illustrate the epoch \ '"^^^^^BS^^^ (scarcely inferior to that

of the Twelfth Dynasty; "^^
-""^

-jiaiiiim r'
"'^

Ktnn-ia) of the vases

T L 11 ^^K^ ' '- ^''' '// /y rietv of dotr ; and, thou<rh
tion ; I have already •^^K' ^' :>'-^i^^/'/ ^ "^ " h ' > "

1 1! ii T> "^^fe ^ -yi^i^y^i^y shv of foreshorteniii":, his
spoken of the Rameseum ^^^^^ ^'^^y^^^y^y i

c ,1 • 1 '-: ^ ^x ^ '^ Quadrupeds when thus re-
as expressive or tins eul- . -^_ ^y^ vjua^i

\
^

minating period. The na- • "^^ presented are excellent;

turalism of the Fourth :V\ occasionally the prevalent

Dynasty and the iBsthetic '^^ ^ q»«*tism is broken by a

finish of the Twelfth alike «^^ i^efkbtam. slight infusion of vivacity.

are gone; but there abides
Nevertheless, he knows

the unwearied patience with material and great nothing of ix?r.«pective, he is innocent of grouping

fidelity in detail. We are mor.. than ever amazed his composition is infantile, and his delineation ot

with the expanse of surfaces, with enormous bulk, the human form always and everywhere is deplor-

with the boundless mechanical resource; but the able. In profile he never escapes Irom a sl.lT con-

ti-anseendent marvel is the presence of a true art ventional type of figure, and in an unusual attitude

triumphing on tliis Titanic scale, and of beauty per- or position the <li-awing is wretched, btrangest ot

vading height and space. Beyond this point the all, the lapse of 1,Odd years leaves the artist in this

native genius never ivassed ; in the Sixth succeeding respect just where it found him: he has not advance<l

Dynasty the spoiler had come up among the gor- one step. -Where are we to look for an explanation?

geous temples and the glorious tombs, the barbaric What was it cramp.-d the inherent faculty and vigour,

hordes led bv Cambvses were ruining throughout and i-reveiited all .Icvclopmcnt along this particular

the countrv, and the attempted revivals of sculpture line? It appears-wc are indebt.Hl to Ilalo and

under the Ptolemies and Caesars were but stages of Synesius for the informatiou-that from the verj
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earliest times there existed a reliyious eensorship of

art ; the rude anlhropomdrphic models of the gods

became established by law ; and from these sacred

arehetypes of an archaic age it was made penal to

deviate even in the age of highest culture. Thus the

mimetic arts were fettered in infancy by a hieratic

canon, and the sinister influence could not, of course,

be restricted to the domain in which it directly in-

terfered ; in no department could Egyptian art, even

mony which were the note of that time ; but not for

the efflorescence on one side can we condone the arti-

ficial blight upon the other, which reduced the .spacious

genius of the Egyptian artist to the suggestion only

of life and action, and jiaralysed his power of ex-

pression, so that there is no consummation of an act—

•

animation cannot even be said to be suspended, for

his forms have never received a living soul. The
violence done to him, and the llmuo'lit of what the

THE EOCE TEMPLE OF OIKSHEn.

in her acme, emancipate lierself from the effect of

the faulty traditions she had been compelled to con-

serve. Hence the wonders she has wrought do but

leave ns regretfully pondering what might have been;

that she attained to their magniliceut proportions is

a perpetual miracle, confounding every feebler age.

Assume that the Ephesian Council had combined the

power and the will to tie the European drama for

ever down to (he level of the Passion play of Gregory

of Nazianzcn, where would have been Shakespeare

and Racine, with the illustrious lines of French and

English dramatists? Where the Talmas and Rachels,

the Garricks, Macrcadys, Kembles of the stage ? The

vigour with wliiili the enactments of the jiriesthood

were enforced by tiie Twelfth Dynasty was in some

sort compensated by the superior elegance and liar-

world has lost thereby, excites a grudge against the

entire sacerdotal order. True, in media'val times it

was the conservator of art; it became her shelter in

wild weather, and rendered her essential service; but

not even Fra Angelico, nor many such a Friar Pacifico

as Longfellow has shown us at work in the scrijjtorinm

of the Hirschau Convent, can make us forget or forgive

their ]n'edeeessors, who all but strangled in its cradle

the gigantic genius of Egyptian art. Those cruel

swaddling-bands must have been fatal had that art

been of the earth, earthy ; the secret of its vigorous

yet stately life lies here : in that—as its divine calm

and mysterious immensities assure us—it was essen-

tially spiritual in motive and scope; its impulse and

its inspiration were drawn from the world that is un-

seen and eternal. William Holmeden.
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A.MiMiKWN SILVElf-WOUK.

T O unv i>i'isnii whose patriotism is eutliulic t'n()iii>-li

to ciiilpr;ii-t' the arts ami inaiuirartures oF his

I.—A LOVING cup; silvee.

country, as well as her arms anil jKilitirs, it must

always he jiainl'ul to fet'l that she is inlrridr to other

nations in those respects, ami jieriiaps even more

paintiil to confess it. But painful tlmu^ii the con-

fession he tn liiiii wliii iniikes it, and distasteful as

it niav ]icriiaps jirove to those artists and manufac-

turers whom it may eoneern and who may notice it,

the avowal iiad hrttcr he made in lime tliat we may
not within tlie next few years he utterly distanced

in the race. Tiie hitterness of the confession may
prove a healthful tonic. The writer of this article

cannot liope that what he says will very fjreatly

intluence in any way the producers of our artistic

manufactures, but it may call the attention of a

thou<;'htful two or three to a rival who, without drum-

heat or fanfare, has in one or two branches of pro-

duction in which we were at onetime pre-eminent, for

years been forj^-inij^ ahead of w... I refer to America.

Accustomed as we all are to the jjenius of

.\meriea in mechanics, wit uessintj her mii^hty en<^i-

neerinjif works, and knowini;- the boldness of Ameri-

can thouj^'ht and invention, and the iiii^enuity and

skill which her citizens apply to the carryinjj out

of their conceptions, we have been rather too apt to

overlook the advance they have made in the arts and

in the a]i]iliiation of them to their mamifacturos.

Whilst crediting them with the greatest skill in the

invention and production of all labour-saving con-

trivances; and in the making of articles of daily use

and service by new and improvcil methods, we have

been blind to the great strides they have lieen taking in

recent ycais in the manufacture of those articles to

which art is a])plied, and in the jM-oduction of which

there must be, at least, some kninvledge and feeling

fi>r design, of which till lately the old ci.untrics

believed they possessed the exclusive monopoly.

In the lirst busy centuries of the Anglo-Saxon

race in America, when the rude forces of the conti-

nent had to be conquered, and tlu' whole of men's

energies was devoted to the development of the

natural resources of the land and to the lu-oeuring of

the daily necessaries of life, the young country had

no time for the formation of a national style in art or

letters. The good old methods of the mother-country

sulUced for them, and the people were content to

run in the lines that tiieir parents and grandparents

hatl followed. But with iulvancing civilisation, with

the gre;iter wealth, and the conseijucnt leisure that

it brought, came the time for them to assert their

independence otherwise tiiau pdiitieally. The day of

imitation had ceased, and iVmerican taste iM'gjiii to

be no longer the mere echo of European culture.

\
/

,^f^
^

n.— vask; iiammkuku iko.n a.Mi Arii.o.D sii.VKn.

Perhaps the manufacture to which American art

is applied most characteristically, or as charactcris-
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tieally as to any, is that of the silversmith ami the

worker in the more precious metals, and it is to this

subject that I would wish to call the attention of

our English makers, in the hope that they will, for

once, lay all trade jealousy aside, and be willing to

take a hint from their Transatlantic rivals. It is not

of the groat pieces of silversmith's work, the large

priced articles which only the very wealthy can buy,

that I wish to speak, but of the silver-work of com-

merce, the spoons and forks, the sugar-basins and tea

sets, that are retailed daily in the open shops. It is

in these that the superiority of the American design

and manufacture is apparent.

It was not until the Paris Exhibition of 1878

that we in England knew there was such a thing

as artistic American silver-work. Even many Ameri-

cans themselves had to go to Paris, where they could

compare the best produce of all the nations with

their own, before they could credit that in their very

midst they had manufacturers whose work rivalled

in their own field the best productions of Cristofle,

Elkington, and the other great makers of London,

Paris, and Vienna. Since then the American silver-

smiths "have not been content to stand still; every

year a steady improvement has been apparent in both

design and workmanship. Doubtless this has de-

pended greatly upon the artistic sense of the well-

to-do middle-class American, that class which in

England we have presumed to consider utterly Philis-

tine and inartistic, b>it to a great extent the supply

has created the demand.

By producing articles in

advance of the prevailing

taste, and placing them

before the public, the great

makers have educated that

public and taught it to ap-

preciate and buy the more

beautiful goods.

Although there are

several leading silversmiths

in the United States who
manufacture very beautiful

work, it will be more con-

venient for me to instance

the productions of the Gor-

ham Manufacturing Com-
pany—with whose methods

and with whose design I

am both best acquainted

and best pleased. It is

very certain that had we
in lilngland the chance of

buying spoons and forks as

l)ea\itiful as those engraved

(vi.), at (he same price that

we pay at present for the hideous articles procurable

here, we should do so. But what choice have we ?

If we so to one of the first London silversmiths and

ask for spoons and forks, we are met at once with the

smiling query, " Yes, sir; fiddle or old English?"

Fiddle or old English ! If we decline both those

chaste designs we are assured that there is still a

large selection of patterns remaining. The " Lily,"

the "Beaded," "King's Pattern," and "Queen's

Pattern." There, perforce, our choice must end

:

these designs of that period of pure taste, George

the Fourth and early Victoria, being the alpha and

omega of English taste in that one direction. I

believe that one or two enterprising firms have gone

a generation or two still farther back, and have pro-

duced the rat-tail forks and spoons of Queen Anne,,

and that a certain amount of elegance which they

possess has, for want of something better, given them

a large sale.

]\Iark the difference, in this one article, between

the supine conservatism of the English manufac-

turers and the alertness and constant progress of the

American maker. For instance, the company whose

forks we present would not be satisfied unless it

produced every year two new patterns, nearly all

of which are l)eautiful, and of which they will pro-

duce a complete set of all articles for table use

from a salt-spoon to a soup ladle. And not content

with the custom of making the handles of all the

different articles exactly alike, as prevails in Eng-

land, in some of the ser-

vices no two articles ai'e

alike, there being as many
as a hundred and forty

designs for the various

forks and spoons of the set.

Only a technical man can

know the enormous increa.se

of time and trouble that

this entails. Expensive steel

dies are cut for such arti-

cles as are not cast, and

oftentimes new machinery

is laid down, for not only

will the great American

makers have fresh designs,

but they insist upon hav-

ing the best workmanship

and finish upon all their

goods. The Medici and

Fontaineblean patterns ai'e

ty])ical examples of the

care Ijcstowed ujion this

one branch of Ihc silver-

smith's liusiness in the

X'nited States.-A COFl'KK-roT -, I'EHSIAN TKKATMENT,
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The reason for the beauty of the finish of Ameri-

can articles is that the ^-reat makers ailojit the latest

and must inijiroveil systems of manufacture. They

eaiinot aifnnl to have anythiny' Imt the very best.

^VlRre manual labour is so dear, and often so dillicult

to obtain, it does not pay a manufacturer to have

stampinj^'s come out of the die, or eastings out of tlie

sand, so rough and burred as to require hand-work

upon them afterwards. Hence it is that their cast-

ings on leaving the mould are frequently sharper,

cleaner, and more perfect than the finished article

in England, and the spoon or fork that goes into

the stamp a mere blank scarcely requires touching

before it goes to the plating bath. It is not that

their sand, as is often alleged, is one wit better than

our own, but that they make and face the mould

with three times our skill and care. By the excel-

lence of their jircliminary work they save themselves

a great ])art of the labour bestowed upon an article

in ShctHeld or Birmingham ; and thus the makers

can afford to pay for good design and yet sell their

goods at a cheaper rate than we. Does a labour-

saving machine appear, even though it be but a slight

imjnovement on what they already possess, that

machine replaces their old one. They know tiiat

they cannot be behind the time with their a]ii)li-

ances, and yet keep in the front rank witii their

productions.

How different is this in England. Smith and Co.,

"established IS],5," or Jones and 15rown, " the oldest

silversmiths in England," go on employing the same

appliances and working much in the same method

as their grandfathers did before them; they use the

old time-honoured stamps and dies and presses, or,

at least, endeavour to convert some effete and worn-

out model to newer shape or service. So many

blanks out of every gross are " wasters ;
" so many

castings "porous;" so many pennyweights in every

ounce are "burr" and " waste;" and, consequently,

so much time, the most expensive of all items in a

manufacturing business, is wasted and irretrievably

lost. Labouring under these self-imposed, or rather

self-retained, disadvantages, is it surjjrising that our

manufacturers are distanced by their American

rivals? What is true of the masters is also true

of the men. It is undeniable that not more than

one out of ten English mechanics who emigrate to

America knows how to use the tools placed in his

hands. Any intelligent workman who has emigrated

to the United States, and gone into one of the best

workshops there, will acknowledge the fact. He

thinks he knows his trade till he gets there, when

he discovers that in most things he has to begin

all over again.

Whilst upon tlie subject of the low state of

taste in our present J'higlisli silvcrsmiliiciy, the

writer may jierhajis be allowed to pomt out what he

believes to be two of the chief causes of it. One,
and perhaps the more fatal of the two, is the fal-

lacious practice of buying our silver j)latc by the

ounce. So long as a buyer asks tiie weight of a

piece, and how many shillings the ounce, the maker
will try to put in as much solid silver and as little

workmanshij) as j)ossible. Can anything more truly

inartistic and sad be imagined y If weight of silver

is required, in the name of heaven buy your mcfal

by the ingot; but to go to an artist to buy his

produce in the scales is insulting as well as foolish.

AVas it thus that Francis bought of Benvenuto, or

Diane of Delaulne? The second cause is the custom,

which we trust is on the wane, of melting up old

silver by each generation, and having it made into

new plate. This is probably the natural conseciuence

of the buying-by-the-ounce system, but so long as

this practice is continued we can hardly expect a

workman to bestow upon a piece the loving care and

constant thought that are neccssjiry to make a wnrk

of art of it. No art can flourish under such ilis-

couragement, and so long as every heir, ujioii suc-

ceeding to his heritage, has his father's silver re-

cast, and his mother's jewels re-set for his bride, just

so long shall we have silver and jewellery worthy of

such treatment. Xo man will jnif his whole heart

into work which he knows to be e|>hemeral.

There is in England among our cidtured classes

an absurd and superstitious distaste for all artistic

articles in the manufacture of which machinery has

been eniiiloyed. The fact of an object not being hand-

made is sullicient to condemn it, tliough it may be

entirely beautiful in itself. This fonlish and liltle-

thinking faction holds by that motto which ajipcars

upon a beautiful cup belonging to the Blacksmiths'

Company, and dated IC.Jo, "By hammer and liaiid

all arts doe stand," and considers tliat the art of

the silversmith can never truly be an art as long

as machinery is employed in it. This, 1 think, is

entirely a fallacy, and one worth the endeavour to

remove. There is, doubtless, some goixl reason for

the existence of this feeling, and I Ijclieve that it

arises chiefly from the fact that the manufacturer

tries to produce by machinery shapes that can <udy

conveniently be made by hand, or tliat he endeavours

to imitate in his machine-made goods elTects that

would only appear in hand-nuule ones. This gives

an appearance of insincerity to the article which is

fatally ])rejudieial to the right etijoymeiit of it.

The fault lies entirely in the design, and not at

all in the method of production. Did the artist

better understand tlie capabilities and the limitations

of tiie machine lie thinks for, he would design an

article entirely adapted to it. This is the most fre-

(pieiit fault on the [jart of our designers. They
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have .such slight pi'actical kiuiwludn'o of (he tools or

methods of the silversmith that theii- designs are

rarolv of service. In any ease of competitive design

IV.—A puncii-bowl; corrEu on corrtr..

many of the seemingly most beautiful of the draw-

ings are quite impracticable, or are only to bo

mado at so great a cost as to be virtually useless.

Now I think that the imjiartial reader will consider

that the Gorhain Company have succeeded in pro-

ducing some very original and beautiful work,

although they use machinery to so great an ex-

tent, if be will turn to our illustration of a

loving ciq) (i.) ; and perhaps it may not be

uninteresting to add that their chief designer,

an Englishman by birth and education, is an

eminently practical man, having at one time

been ensealed in business as a die-sinker. It is

jjrobably owing to this fact that so many of the

Company's productions are so satisfactory.

Of late years the inllucnce of Eastern art,

especially that of Japan, has been very apparent

in Western design, and this has perhaps been

more particularly so in America. It can be

traced very distinctly in many of the Gorham
Company's patterns, but there is nothing slavish

in the ready adoption of an idea. Even in a

certain delightful tray of theirs, which is

Japanesque, there is a naturalism wliiih is

quite Western in feeling. This readiness of

adaptation is again seen in our illustration of

a coffee-pot (ui-), wliere the treatment is ])urely

Persian. This very charming specimen is only

one selected from several somewhat similar ])ieces

(|uite as beautiful as it. ^'ery noticeable in the

ifoods of this and other American firms is the

success with which handles are treated. 'I'hey are

usually light, elegant, and are always placed in quite

tlie best position for service. This consistent appro-

priateness to use in American articles

is one great reason of their beauty. But

that this success in design does not lie

in a servile following of Eastern forms

is apparent in many hundreds of pat-

terns, for many of which we wish we
had space to engrave. The lamp (v.) is

very far from being Oriental.

Although I have at jiresent been

speaking only of silver and eleetro-jilate,

the American silversmiths do not exclu-

sively confine themselves to working in

those metals. For instance, much of

Messrs. Gorham's most charming and

original work is in copper, and what is

teehuically called " mixed metals." It

is difficult to convey by words, or liy

illustrations in black and white, any

idea of the great beauty of their copjier

goods, as their chief charm lies in the

wonderful scale of colour the makers are

able to produce in this rich metal by

their novel and astonishing methods of bronzing.

Most of the pieces, too, are admirably decorated with

applied ornament of silver, the contrast of the bright

decoration with the varied tones of the copper having

an indescribable charm. Perhaps it is only a spray

.1 l.A.Ml- , Ml.VLU AND DKUNZK.
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of silver leaves and berries trailiiiij- aeross one side of

the miiflelc copper pot or basin, which is of the bright

colour of a newly-shelled hoi*se-chestnut, or one or

two admirably modelled fish or crabs swimming

or crawling over a polished tray, which glows as

crimson and warm as the sunny side of a peach;

but, whatever it may be, the decoration is apjjlied so

gracefully and lightly as to be entirely delightful.

On one little piece there is a charming bit of tyjiical

the nianiifactuiv luus been diseontinuetl. Nearly all

the many specimens I have seen of it have been sin-

gularly artistic. Another department of the same

manufactory is devoted to the working, carving, and

staining of ivory, in which branches it holds an

unrivalled position. .\s an example of American

work in this Itranch we engrave the handles of

a salad s|iiii)n and fork of stained ivory (vi.). The

decoration in this case is purely Japauestpie.

n.—spoos A>-i) FORK handles; ivonv and silveb.

American humour, the humour of incongruous juxta-

position. It is a small copper tray, on which an

angular Japanese lady is listening with oblique-eyed

wonder to the piping of a little naked Renaissance

angel. It is quite cx(piisite in its way, and as utterly

beyond the academic primness and propriety of our

school-of-art-taught student of design, as it would

be beyond the heavy-handedness of our British work-

man. We engrave (iv.) a tine specimen of this

copper work, a large hammered punch-bowl, deco-

rated with a sweeping wreath of vine. Illustrative

of yet another branch of this Company's manufacture

is a vase of tinted iron, decorated in rejwnsHe gold and

vari-coloured silver. Tins style of work, beautiful

though it be, did not prove a commercial success, and

363

To show what attention is jiaid to detail in

America, I shall mention that even tlu; cases and

caskets for enclosing their ])reeious goods receive the

same artistic attention, and exhibit tiie same good

taste and excellence of make. Instead of tin- heavy

and clumsy cases of the usual ibcary morocco, an

endless series of the most beautiful i'aljrics that can

be obtained is used for this purpose in America. It

is needless to say that any little article i)urchascd

from them looks doubly charming when i>roduccd

from the. rich coloured silk or velvet bag in which

the artistic taste of the management has caused it

to be encased.

Before I end this paper I should like to say in

what I consider the chief fault of this branch of
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lies. It is not seen so muoh in the

j)ieces lici-e .-ielectetl for engraving' ; but in many

pieces of American silver it is apparent that the

form is less thought of than the ornamenting of it,

anil that often in the desire for originality and

novel! V the designs degenerate into awkwardne.ss and

even ugliness. Restraint in both ways might often be

emjjloyed with advantage. The new freedom slips at

times into licence, and American decoration, thongh

beautiful in itself, loses its subservient plaee, and

becomes of more importance than the shape of the

article to which it is applied. A. St. Johnston.

THE EOMANCE OF ART.

SCULPTOK AND BRAVO.

THAT famous scuffle with ]\Iichclangelo was the

beginning of Torrigiaui's wanderings. He
could no longer remain in Florence; banishment or

imprisonment awaited him, and in the horror of the

moment when the boy fell senseless under his blow,

he probably imagined that he had killed his comrade.

It was a ghastly scene of strife and passion to be

enacted in a church, under the grave eyes of the

reserved and self-respecting personages whom kind

Massaccio and gentle Filippino had painted on the

wall. Those saints and angels, those crowds of

serious and earnest men had looked down on many

a prayerful congregation, aye, and on many a

copyist, before the Duke Lorenzo sent his two most

gifted proteges to study the famous frescoes in the

Calmine.

Thirty years later Torrigiani, talking of the affair

to Benvenuto, said it was all done in a moment of

passion, whose heat had been fanned by the biting,

teasing words of Michelangelo ; bnt Benvenuto adds

that the conversation caused in him an unconquerable

aversion to the fellow j and Vasari, who is seldom un-

kind, gives a darker version of the story. Torrigiani,

he says, " was by nature of an excessively choleric

and haughty disposition
;

powerful and robust in

person, he was so violent and overbearing that he was

perpetually offending his fellow-students, to whom
he not unfrequently offered outrage in deed as well

as in word. He could never endure that any shoiild

surpa.ss himself, and often set himself to spoil with

his hands such of the works of his fellow-students

as he perceived to display a degree of excellence to

which he could not attain ; when, if those whom he

thus attacked resented the injury, he would often assail

them, and that with something harder than words.

He had an especial hatred to Michelangelo, but

for no other reason than because he saw him to

be studious and devoted to his art. Moved by a

bitter and cruel envy, therefore, Torrigiani was

constantly seeking to offend Michelangelo, both in

word and deed, insomuch that they one day came

to blows, when Torrigiani struck Michelangelo on

the nose with his fist, using such terrible violence.

and crushing that feature in such a manner that the

jH-oper form could never be restored to it."

But no matter how evil Torrigiani's nature, that

must have been a fearful moment, when, as he

expressed it, he " felt the bone and cartilage of the

face crush as though they had been a wafer biscuit,"

and when he, the big robust young Hercules of twenty,

saw the lad of sixteen fall down lifeless at his feet.

Michelangelo was carried out like one dead, but

Torrigiani probably did not wait to help to bear him
away. That lifeless form, that crushed and bleeding

face, shapeless and hideous, awakened within him

terror as well as remorse— he must escape the wrath,

not only of the duke, but of Buonarotti's many
friends and his own many enemies. He hurried on

to Rome, where Pope Alexander VI. was then

adding the Torre Borgia to the Vatican, and on

the stucco decorations of the new building the

clever young sculptor found employment. The

work, however, was monotonous and wearisome.

Torrigiani's blood flowed quickly ; he was young,

and the desire to see life and the world possessed him,

so, with others of his townsmen settled in Rome,

he joined the forces of Duke Valentino, who was

then making war in Romagna. Although a bully,

Torrigiani was no coward; he bore himself very

bravely in the campaign, and afterwards under

Paolo Vitelli in the war against Pisa, and fought

under Piero de' Medici at the action of Garigliano,

where he obtained a pair of colours, with the reputa-

tion of being a brave standard-bearer. Still, either

because his other duties were less satisfactory than

his fighting, or because that outrage on Michel-

angelo was yet remembered, the rank of captain

was withheld from him, and, after nearly twenty

years of service he left the army in disgust, and, at

the age of forty, without a penny in the world,

he once more resumed business as a sculptor and

modeller. He probably settled in Florence, for it

was to Florentine dealers that he sold the bronze

and marble statuettes which he then commenced

making, and after a time he was invited by one of

these dealers to go over to London, where there was
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a splendid openinfj for a sculptor. AVhether Torri-

yiani went over expressly to erect the tomb of

llenrv ^'1I., or whether the order was given him

alter some residence in Eng-land, we know not, but

it was in 15 1 (i tliat " Peter Torrvsany, of Florence,

gravel", but now living in the parish of St. Peter's,

Westminster," was commissioned by Henry VIII.

to make the tomb of Henry VII. and his queen

Elizabeth of York, to be tinisiied before Nov. ^9th,

1510, and for the which the said Peter Torrysany

was to receive £1,000.

On the whole Giustiniani's picture of England is

quite as pretty and as civilised as Cellini's picture of

Itaiv at the same period. There is, perhaps, more

feasting and stately jousting, but, though Henry

presided in London and God's Vicar on earth in

Rome, infinitely less intriguing with your neighbour's

wife, and less stabbing and scuffling in streets. But

those were not Henry's evil days; he was only

between twenty-four and twenty-eight, and he was

still married to his brother's widow, Katherine of

Arragon. The queen, we are told, was thirty-live

and very plain, but the picture of the young king is

delightful. " His ^lajesty is the hands<imest potentate

I ever set eyes upon ; al)ove the usual height, with

an extremely fine calf to his leg, his complexion very

fair and bright, witli auburn hair combed straight

and short, and a round face so very beautiful that it

would become a pretty woman, his throat being rather

long and thick." "Nature could not have done more

for him!" cries the enthusiastic ambassador; and

again he declares that "This most serene king is

not only very expert in arms, and of great valour,

and most excellent in personal endowments, but is

likewise so gifted and adorned with mental accom-

plishments that we believe him to have few equals in

tlie world. He speaks English, French, and Latin,

understands Italian well, plays almost every instru-

ment, sings and composes fairly, is prudent and

s;ige, free from every vice." Such was the monarch

Torrigiani undertook to serve. The court was as gay

as the king. Again and again Giustiniani expresses

his satisfaction, and exclaims with wonder at the

magnificence of the brocades and jewels of Henry's

Court. The bodyguard, too, were all very handsome

men, and " By God ! they are all as big as giants !"

Biggest of men, finest of silks, largest of jewels,

swiftest of horses, found their way to the Court

of the cultured and luxurious young athlete, who

after tiring out ten horses in a day's hunting, would

end the evening with very stately jousting, and as

the night closed in take up his mandolin and sing

to it verses and tune of his own improvisation. We
would give much to know what the big Torrigiani

thought of the bodyguard of giants, the banquet-

ings, the picnickings, and May-day feasts at Green-

wich, when the (picrn and tweniy-livc yoinig girls,

mounted on snow-white palfreys eaparisoni'd with

gold, met the king and his archers in the liowery

wood, whose bowers weiv filled expressly with sing-

ing birds which carolled sweetly during the inevit-

able feasting. The nature of his work must have

brought Torrysany into close contact with AVolsey.

"The Cardinal," writes the Venetian, "rules not

only the king but the entire nation. AVhen we

first came over he would say, ' The klnij icill do

so and so,' then it became ' JFe will do so and so,'

and now it is '/ x/iall do so and so.'" How, we

may wonder, did our sculptor agree with this not too

gentle ecclesiastic ? But at least Torrigiani was not

idle; in 1510 the toml> was finished antl cast, and

Henry, pleased, as well he might he, witli the work,

ordered the sculptor to make him drawings and a

model of a monument for himself and his queen,

Katherine of Arragon, to be completed on a scale

one-fourth larger than that of his parents.

Before beginning this great work Torrigiani re-

turned to Florence to seek out young men to help

him to complete it. It was at this time that he

met with Benvenuto Cellini, who was then in his

twentieth year, and who Torrigiani was desirous of

taking with him to London. "This Torrigiani

then," writes the younger artist, " was a hand.sonie

man of consummate assurance, having rather the air

of a bravo than of a sculptor; above all, his gestures

and his sonorous voice, with a peculiar manner of

knitting his brows, were enough to frighten every

one who saw him ; and he was continually talking

of his valiant feats among those bears of English-

men." But for some unknown reason Torrigiani

returned no more among the English bears, but

went to seek his fortune in Spain, whose nineteen-

year-old king, Charles \'., had just been crowned

Emperor of Germany. Charles and his courtiers

were patrons of the arts and devout sons of the

church, and between princes and prelates Torrigiani

found abundance of patrons. Amr)ng the most

ardent of these was the Duke of Arc'os, for whom

Torrigiani undertook to make a replica of a certain

Madonna, which was jiccouiited his inasteri)iece. To

obtain this statue the duke made so many line pro-

mises that Torrigiani believed himself about to be

enriched for ever. On the completion of his work

his hopes amounted to conviction, for the duke sent

him such a quantity of those coins called maravedis

that two men staggered under the we- ;ht of them.

How best to invest these riches was now Torrigiani's

chief care, and in I his matter he consulted a fellow-

count rvman who was settled in Si)ain—consulted

him only to learn that so worthless are the maravedis

that the whole weight of them did not equal the

value of thirty ducats. To be cheated thus was
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hard, to be befooled and a laughing-stock was past

endurance. Torrigiani took his mallet up, he strode

out, and went to where the statue was, then with

one blind, furious blow he shattered it into a thousand

pieces. It is now the duke who will look foolish,

for ho has paid thirty ducats for a lot of broken pot-

sherds. But, Master Sculptor, were you not aware

that the image of God's Mother is a sacred thing,

and to lay violent hands on it is sacrilege ? It is

to be feared you are a heretic; we must assure our-

selves of your orthodoxy before the Holy Office.

The days are long in the dark and noisome cell

;

but eacli day the prisoner is taken forth and ques-

tioned before the inquisitors. It all ends one way •

the doors of the Inquisition all open on to the stake.

Torrigiani knows it ; he is sunk in deepest dejection,

even before his doom is pronounced. He is judged

worthy of the most awful death. He will not bear it.

No one shall kill him ; he will die. He does not eat,

he does not drink. He was strong once ; but he

cannot lift his hand now, he is weak and faint, and

the world is dim and far, far off. But his will is still

strong ; he will not moisten his parched tongue, he

will not yield to his craving stomach, to his feverish,

mad thirst. He will not bear the shame of a public

death. No man shall see and laugh at his dying

agony ; and so one morning when the jailors visit

him they find him dead. p. Mabel Robinson.

THE LOWER MEDWAY.

IF it were not true that things are more valued for

being far off, so many profound moralists would

not have made the remark. Taking this virtue of

distance for granted then, it may be asserted that the

places which are counted near. You pass it compara-

tively early on a journey to Margate or to Dover,

and, as a rule, you pass it without in the least know-

ing how well it is worth seeing. Tunbridge, Maid-

LONDOK STONE : LOOKIMQ SEAWABD.

Medway would be a very much more ])opular river if

it were only five or six times as far from London as

it is. The virtue of remoteness it does not possess.

On the contrary, it is less than half as far oft' as many

stone, and Rochester, at which three places the river

is crossed by railways, are all within an hour or so of

London, even for trains of very moderate speed. But
though the majority of sightseers hurry over it, the
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Medway is as worthy of a careful visit as any river at Slieerness. Workini^up from this lattor jilauo to the

in Englaml. It would be rash to assert that no other other, you pass from a Hat marsh land of sea-walls and

has an equal variety of scenery to show; it would dykes and fat pastures to a liiliy upland of cornHelds

even be foolisli, with the Tliames at liand. Not a and woods. Between the two points are tlie several

little of what is most characteristic of the lower ijradations which lead from one extreme to tiie other.

nOCHESTEn, FKOM STROOD.

Medway, for instance, is also part of tlie larger river,

and it would be impossible to say what lielongs to the

one, and what to the other. Still, after making all

allowances, it may be said of the Medway that it has

as much change of scene to show as any other. The

highlands of Scotland and the flats of Holland cannot

be more different than are the banks of this river at

Penshurst near the borders of Sussex, and its banks

As for human associations, witliout whieli scenery

is ai)t to ])all on certain jiersons, tlie Medway abounds

in them. It starts witii literature and ends with it.

By beginning with Sidney at Penshurst, and ending

with Dickens at ]lochest<?r and iu the marshes, a man

might survey no inconsiderat)le part of J^nglish life,

and its history and romance. At the source these

associations lie thick. Groombridge itself was once
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the home of the Wallers. At no great distance from

this charming village and its beautiful moated house

is Tunbridge Wells. How large a part that place has

played in literature it is surely unnecessary to say.

There are the " Memoires de Granimont :" for, after

all, Hamilton belongs as much to us as to anybody:

with their scenes of the Court of Charles II.; and, to

mention no other writer, has not Mr. Thackeray written

about it much, and with affection ? In the present

case, liowever, we arc beginning at the other end, to

work up the sti'eara and not down it.

Of the literary associations of the lower Medway

the strongest are, and will be, those connected with

Dickens. He not only wrote about it, coming back

on it again and again, but he was born on it, and died

within a couple of hours' walk of Rochester. Not

the worst scenes of " Pickwick " are laid in that

town or near it, as everybody knows, and they also

know that " Edwin Drood " was to have passed in the

same place. Neither are the marsh and river scenes

of "Great Expectations" things familiar only to a

few. The jNIedway valley is accordingly full of the

memory of Dickens and of his work. There is not a

ploughman for miles round Gad's Hill who does not

know who lived there, and why visitors come from

far and wide to look at it. The « Sir John Ealstaff
"

is full of tales, some of a pathetic kind, about way-

farers, young and old, who have come and even wept

before the railings of the house. At Cobham they

direct you to the " Leather Bottle," because it was a

haunt of Mr. Dickens's. In the room where Mr.

Tupman was found consoling himself for the flight of

the maiden aunt, pictures of the study at Gad's Hill,

and a portrait of Mr. Sam Weller, the gift of his

creator, hang alongside of works of art supposed to be

portraits of former landlords or landladies. Perhaps

they are, if only one could see for the dirt. At Ro-

chester you are reminded of the benefactor of the

country-side in a manner not quite so satisfactory.

The inn where the military doctor challenged Mr.

Jingle is there, with its staircase and its assembly

room unchanged, and the enterprising landlord docs

well to remind his customers of the fact. There are,

however, ways and ways of doing it. When it comes

to putting big tickets on washliand-stands, announcing

in large black letters that this article of furniture

came from the sale at Gad's Hill (it probably was in

the servants' quarters), the customer is not thereby

moved to reverence of IMr. Dickens, but to quite

another sentiment. That sort of thing reminds j-ou

not of " Pickwick,'' but of a certain hideous j)la-

canl which used to disgrace London hoardings a few

months ago, and in which the author of "Pickwick"
was made to do duty as part of a rebus puffing some-

body's goods. One does not like to be liit in the

eye by way (jf having one's attention called to books

one knows tolerably well without the assistance

of landlords.

Dickens will, of course, be first in the mind of

whoever looks on the mouth of the Medway, or even

on the stream far up beyond Rochester ; l)ut there

are two others, masters in their way too, who must

not be forgotten. Pepys has much to say about the

river and its dockyards, and Marryat has put the

ojicning scene of the " King's Own " off Sheerness.

That naval station is seldom used by him as a back-

ground. For one mention of it which comes to mind

on thinking over the sea stories, there are a score of

Portsmouth, Malta, or Port Royal. Still, Sheerness

is not forgotten, and Marryat is entitled to his place

among the authors who ha\-e'written of the Medwa3^

In common civility, it must be sujsposed that whoever

looks over the river from the marshes where Pip grew

up between the excellent but likewise feeble Joe, and

the " fine figure of a woman," and was lectured on

the beauty of gratitude by Mr. Pumblechook, and

taught elocution by Mr. Wopsle, thinks more or less

of the events recorded by Pep^s and by Marryat.

They are withal worthy to be remembered, unpleasant

as they are. Sheerness and Chatham have been the
'

scenes of the most shameful disaster which ever befell

this country, and then, later, the most terrible danger

which ever threatened it was seen at the Nore. In

1667 the Hoos and Upnor Castle on one side, Sheer-

ness and Upchurch on the other, saw a Dutch fleet pass

up to Chatham, and there break the boom and burn

the ships. Thanks to Pepys, it does not require much
imagination on our part to realise what the event

looked like to contemporaries. It is all alive in his

" Diary " to this day. Not that Pepys saw any of it

with his merely bodily eyes, for he never came any

nearer than Gravesend, " where I find the Duke of

Albemarle just come with a great many idle lords and

gentlemen, with their pistols and fooleries, and the

bulworke not able to stand half an hour if they

{i.e., the Dutch) come up." Pepys was not the man
to trust himself too near De Ruyter's guns in the

company of " idle lords and gentlemen," with no

better tools for fighting than " pistols and fooleries."

He kept to town,, and got his money together, with

an eye to the " portable propci'ty " which would have

been approved by Mr. Wemmick, and sent Mrs.

Pepys off with .€1,.jOU in bags, but, nevertheless, stuck

to his office work, in spite of " frights and fear," in

his usual way. But what went on in London must

have l)een onl}' a larger and more diluted version of

what happened at Chatham ; for, after all, the Lon-

doners, though they were cruelly scared, were not ac-

tually bombarded. Now the people of Chatham were,

and the worst of it for them must have been that j
they not only heard of the approach of the Dutch, but

naturally saw them for days. In all this region the
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oiouiul is so low as to be in many places below the

liiijh-water mark on the embankments. Even the red

sails of a bar'j;e can l)e seen across the ficKls a lon<^

way oft", looking exactly as it' they were growing out

of the ground. The country people must have seen

the Dnicli feeling their way n\> for miles, and fnim

the rising ground lielow Cliatliam it was jwssible to

get a bird's-eye view of all their proceedings. As for

their actual guings-on when they got to Chatham,

they are toi> painful a subject U> be dwelt on. They

broke the boom and smashed tlie yard—a very small

one in those days—and burnt several ships, and car-

ried off one. An impudent Dutch trumpeter played

" Joan's Placket is Torn " on his instrument by way

of expressing derision of the conquered iMigiish, and

then De Ruyter sailed off, and the people of this

counti-y were considerably surprised he did no more

mischief. The one bright spot in the disaster was the

conduct of Mr. Pett, the builder. He ran, it is true,

but he carried off his models, and when he was asked

by angry ofllcial jjcrsons why he did not try to save

the king's stores, answered that the Dutch would have

found iiis ideas, as shown in the said models, more

round the .Medway may have been full of fear, but at

least there was no panic. On the contrary, there were

red-hot shot and batteries full of soldiers waiting for

the mutineers. Poor Parker's " lloating republic " rode

at anchor out of gun-shot range, or cruisetl round the

Nore to stop the colliers, but it never dared to try

and force a landing. The g-ame was too desiieiule,

and one after another the mutinous crows lost heart,

broke away from the rebellious lleet, and ran under

the batteries at Sheerness. The Medway itself never

saw them. The shore must have been an unpleasant

sight to the mutineers. Gibbets adorned the banks

in those days, and the skeletons of jii rates gyrated

about them. If Parker's men ever caught sight of

those ugly-looking objects through their telescopes,

they must have been quickened to look elsewhere.

Poor fellows ! many of them came to the same end.

Indeed, an odour of gallows and prison hung rouml

Sheerness then and long afterwards. Along the

marshes were anchored the hulks, useil as receiving

ships for the convicts who were to be shipped off to

Botany Bay. Out of one of these ugly yelUiw mon-

sters (there is nothing in the world more hideous than

ni;ab snodlakd.

valuable than any stores. There was, I think, a a Imlkj Abel .Magwiteh made his escape by swiin-

Kne artistic vanity about that which ought to keep ming across to the east side of the river ajjparently,

Pett's memory green. a'«l ^o nearly got off. It would be worth wlnle to j-o

In the days of the ^ilutiny at the Nore the flats down to those marshes merely to see the scene of his
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meeting with Pip, of tlie eliase in the mist, and of

the dreadful struggle between the convicts. There

is nothing more terril)ly vivid even in Dickens.

Pool. If a man wants to see ships of all kinds and

nations he can do it for a few pence by taking a river-

boat at London Bridge and going down to "Woolwich.

AT CUXTON.

Only a guide of great dishonesty would promise

the traveller up the Medway the sight of beauty all

the way. Among its varieties there are undoubtedly

some of an ugly kind. To be sure, nature is not re-

sponsible for the worst of them. Some years ago,

when I do not know, but after Pip's days, enterpris-

ing business men took to building cement works on

the river. Now, works of all kinds ai'e ignoble to look

at, unless it be at a very great distance. The gas-

works on the Essex side of the Thames, seen across

the river from the high ground above Plumstead, are

not without merits. In a fine sunset, and when the

big metere are very low, they have a faint resemblance

to the ruins of Palmyra, as seen in books of travels.

By making believe very much, they may be made to

bear a certain look of romance, but then you must see

them only at a distance. Nothing but boredom and

disgust is to be got out of cement works a stone's

throw off, and it must be acknowledged that there

is a considerable stretch of that sort of thing to

be gone through on one's way ujj the Medway.
Chatham, Rochester, and Strood, three places which

run together, so that human ingenuity has some

difficulty in discovering where one ends and the

other begins, present very little to the river where

it twists round above Upnor but works, wharves,

and warehouses. Of course there are ships on the

river—all manner of steamers, lighters, barges, row-

boats and coasting craft. Wherever these things

are there is, if not beauty, at least something

striking and picturesque ; but then the same sort of

thing can be seen to far <jreuter advantajje in the

On that piece of the Thames every kind of craft

which crosses the ocean, and most kinds which never

leave our coast, may be found bv the thousand. They

not only swarm on the river, but seem to have got

inland an indefinite distance on cither hand. Com-
pared with that scene of vast industry, the crowd of

masts and funnels on the Medway is small indeed.

It is not until you are above Strood Bridge that it

is possible to begin and enjoy the beauties of the

Medway again. At this point the cement works and

factories are fairly well shaken off for a time, and a

fine stretch of river between rising hills takes their

place.

Rochester has many attractive points for the de-

lectation of visitors who can wander about it—quiet

little bits of old brick houses, including one perfect

specimen of Elizabethan architecture, and a cathedral

which can be looked at with satisfaction from one

point of view ; but as seen from the river Rochester

is the castle. All that is visible of the cathedral

had infinitely better be away. It is only the shame-

ful central tower, an absurd thing stuck up by a

pious restorer half a century or so ago. The good

man, or his architect, replaced the old tower by a

square affair which has the appearance of having been

made with a minimum of stone, and has two starved-

looking windows on each face. A queer twirligig

adorns each corner. Happily, the old keep over-

powers this lamentable object altogether. The rest

of the town is much hidden by the works and grounds

of the castle. As much of it as does show from the

river above the bridge is not at all worthy of the
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ancient building, and the discrepancy has not been

removed by some recent well-meant efforts in the

hdusc-building way. There are two or three houses

just down on the river, which are distinctly " archi-

tectooralooral." Happily, they are few. As for the

castle itself, it looks so simple that the wonder is

anybody cannot do just as well. There is an oblong

block of stonework, with its Hanking towers, and a

smaller mass of building jutting out at one corner.

It stands in a court of no shape in particular, ami

round this again is a wall much battered, but still

lofty in ])arts. Out of these very few elements the

old architects contrived to make a most imposing

building. From the river, or from the hill-side on the

east bank, the tower looks not so much strong and mas-

sive as light and elegant. At the foot of its walls it

looks heavy enough, and inside it is rather terrifying

than otherwise. Standing on the ground of the base-

ment, and looking up to the sky—for there is no roof,

and the floors have vanished long ago—is rather like

being at the foot of an immense shaft. The height

of the tower is not very great. It is only a hundred

feet or so, which is little as compared to many
church towers; besides, there is a good wide space of

some fifty feet by five-and-twenty inside between the

outer walls and the dividing partition. Still, the open-

ing overhead looks wonderfully small, and imposingly

high lip. This sense of the castle's height does not

diminish when you clamber aloft. Quite the reverse.

The ascent is, by wit or accident, so arranged that it

takes a little journey to get to the top. Passages

through the wall, which is twelve feet thick, lead to

shaky-looking wooden bridges over corners, and they

again to dark bits of stone or mere broken masonry. In

reality it would require quite an effort to break one's

neck, for the bridges are perfectly solid, and the town

has provided stout railings to keep visitors safe ; but

everything looks so high, and the consequences of

falling are so obvious, that some little strength of

head is needed to make the ascent with complete

comfort. Then the wind rushes round corners as

if it were capable of blowing the whole ]ilaee down,

and could sweep an ordinary " human " off like a fly.

Once well up there is a reward for courage. The

view from the windows which overlook the river is,

indeed, noble. The Mcdway at Rochester, and for

a good way above it, is a tidal river, and varies in

beauty accordingly. When the tide is out there is

rather too much mud-bank, but when it is full there

is a splendid stretch of water to look at, and still

better to look down on. The misdeeds of cement-

makers arid such offenders have not been perpetrated

here, or at least they are not obtrusively visible.

The works, which begin again higher up the river,

do not spoil this view. What is visible is a tine

sheet of water, not transparent by any means, but

bright and clean-looking, lying between rounded hills.

On either side are hop-grounds, and pasture and

corn-land, and woods. In this part of Kent there is

wood everywhere. It is a land where everybody

seems to have been always prosperous, and rich

enough to have trees standing in the hedges, and

along the roads. There are no big fields cultivated

to the last square inch, cut oft" by stone walls, and

looking abominably like eligible sites for houses,

such as are to be found elsewhere in this island on

both sides of the Border. The farm land seems to

melt into the park.

It is obvious that there are two ways of seeing

the Medway above Rochester. One is by going up

the river with the tide, the other is by walking

along it. Though there is an air of paradox about

the statement, it is none the less true that the

best way to see a river is to keep off it. In a boat,

whether pulling or beinj pulled, you see far more of

the banks than the river. Now, the beauty of a

stream is never so imposing as when a long stretch

of it can be seen at once. Therefore, to see the lower

Medway valley well, as good a way as another is to

walk over from Rochester to Maidstone. The dis-

tance is not ten miles as the crow flies, but it can be

indefinitely lengthened by the help of digressions.

There is no reason why the walker should miss either

Cuxton, or Snodland, or Aylesfoi'd, or AUington.

For much of this part of the river the distant

view is to be recommended, and from the eastern

bank. The ill-advised walker who follows the bank

on the west side soon makes up his mind not to do

it again. He pays for his experience by spending a

couple of hours or so in what the guide-book justly

describes as " a northern manufacturing district."

From above Cuxton up to New Hythe lime works

follows lime works, funnels and furnaces and ugly

sheds succeed one another. The road is blackened

with coal dust, and a grimy tU'posit defiles the old

red-brick' houses and antiijuc-looking cottages which

arc scattered along the river. Avoid that walk.

Here, if ever, is acase for acting on the rule that a

river is never so well .seen as from a distance.' On
the west bank you can get a noble view bv turning

away to your right at Cuxton and walking along the

high level road to Wrothani, which the good Kent
man calls " Rootutn." This line has the defect of

drawing you too much away from the river. A
better road to take is that by the eastern hill, which

stretches almost all the way to Maidstone. It is a

long pull up, but then the valley of the Medway
lies rolled out before you, a splendid expanse of

corn-field, hop-ground, and wood. The river bursts

through the middle, and at a distance is not too

much sjioilt by the triumphs of industry. At night

the furnaces may even have a certain beauty.
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At New Ilvtiu" it is aijaiii possible to enjoy

tlie i-iver without having- rei-oiirso to the i)recaiiliou

of keepinof at a distance. From this puiul the

tow-])ath can he walked along- witli pleasure. 'I'he

.Medway is still a tidal stream, here and till beyond

Aylesford, but it has already mneli of the character

wliieli it keeps during the rest of its course. It

is a narrow river, and a deep and a green. An in-

genious writer on art who has recently discovered that

then' is an unpleasant colour naturally offensive to

mankind would rapidly grow tired of the Medway.

Not only are the banks green with every shade of

greenness, but the water itself is of a very deep tone

of the same colour. There is something solid, and

slow, and rich about the water, which is in keeping

with the Kentish man's traditional ])rosperity. It

is the river of a cotnity which gave its yeoman such

a satisfactory yearly rent. As you approach Ayles-

ford the trees grow thicker on the left bank, and

come down so low that their branches touch the

water. At high tide the banks are full to the very

to|), and barges are to be met from time to time

being towed up or down by tugs, or even by the

laborious bargee himself. The bargee has many

vices, and when he is heard carrying on a slanging

match with a countryman on the opposite bank, one

is strongly tempted to think him a mere uuisaiue.

Still he is entitled to some consideration. When a

man has to spend hours going along, bent forward

at an angle of forty-five degrees, with a rope over

his shoulder, and a barge at the other end of it, he

must accumulate a stock of irritation which needs

to be worked off bv violent courses of some sort.

Aylesford itself is an altogether delightful little

town. As you come on it along the tow-path on

the right bank, you iiave a Kne sti-cteh of well-

wooded country to look into across the river. Oreat

trees stand in rows or in elum|is. Just before the

town itself is reached there is Pieston Hall, "a
modern Elizabethan house," standing on the very

water's edge. The rather thick-looking green river

washes the walls, and the trees stand so closely round

it that the newness of the building is kindly hidden.

One only sees bits of well-toned wall and jiatclies of

red roof. A little farther and you stand in front of

the town. A row of red-brick houses, not ancient,

but of decent shape, run along the river. When the

water is high it touches the foundations or walls of

their gardens. At the end is the narrow old bridge

with its pointed arches. There is an old-world look

about Aylesford, though the actual remnants of

antiquity are not numerous. Iti> Friary has been

built into a modern residence, and its hospital

rebuilt, but tlie modernity is not glaring. If }ou

Teave the river behind here and turn to the hills,

you come upon remnants of an antiquity which

surjiasscs the Friaries. The lield of the countless

stones (there are about four with a few little trees)

and the cromlech. Kit's Coty, are remnants of

the Druids, or at least of the builders who are re-

membered by that vague name. For the rest, the

district seems to have been full of the tcmibs of

that early race. Above Aylesford the liver does

not change in character, and the lower ^ledway

may be said to end at the first lock below ^laid-

stone. D.wiu IIannav.

A FEENCH THEATRICAL MUSEUM.

IT is not a little curious that one of the most

interesting of the many museums of Paris is

scarcely known either to the inhabitants of the city

or to the strangers within its gates. Nor is it

described adequately in any of the numberless guide-

books which make life miserable to the traveller.

And this is the more curious in that the museum is

situated almost in the exact centre of the strangers'

quarter, and in that the objects collected in it are

likely to be of especial interest to that very large

projwrtion of the visitors to Paris who are attracted

there by the variety and charm of its theatrical

entertainments. This museum is attached to the

library of the Opera, and it is now installed in the

majestic left wing of M. Garnier's masterpiece. The

Opera is perhaps the most characteristic monument

of the Second Empire. Its bold magnificence and

its showy splendour are thoroughly typical of the

time when it was [jlanned. By imperial edict the

building was begun about ten years betore the

imperial power was Ijroken. The architect, by ordei-,

designed a stately ])aviIion to serve as a ))rivatc

entrance for the imperial party. In this jjaviiion

there was a spacious reception-room for the Empress;

there were smaller rooms for the suite ; and there was

even am])le accommodation for the escort of cavalry

which guarded the imperial carriage. Access was

had to this jiavilion by a caniage-way which curved

up gracefully from the level of the surrounding

street, so that the imperial opera-goers, wlien once

they had alighted from their state-coaches, would

have only a few steps to walk to the imperial box.

But before the Opera was completed the Empire was

finished. In the new Kcpublic the chief of State
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had no use for the imperial jwvilion with its carriage-

way and its reception-room. At the Opera the

President of the Rei)ublie had, in fact, just what

Charles X. once declared tliat he, like any other

far tlie most chequered career. Managers have heen

bankrupt; opera-houses have been burnt; and revo-

lutions have shaken it to its foundation. No wonder

is it that its early archives have been scattered and

THK MYSTEUT OF VALENCIENNES.

(Drawn from the Original b-ii Saridoz. Muscc tic I'Op^ra.)

Frenchman, had at the Theatre Eranyais—only a seat

in the stalls. There was no one to pass through

the imperial entrance or to occupy the imperial

pavilion. It happened that the space reserved in

the Opera for the library and the archives was ample

and commodious, but very difiicult of access, as it

was close up under the lofty roof. The eye of the

archivist, M. Charles Nuitter, fell ujion the imperial

pavilion, and he rested not until he had succeeded in

getting its useless splendours made over to him for

the more accessible display of the chief treasures of

the library and the archives. These treasures had

been largely increased by the addition of many ex-

hibits, maquetles of scenes, and models of theatres

prepared for the special theatrical exhibition, which

was one of tlie most original shows in the Exposi-

tion Universelle of 1878. The western wing of the

Opera has been legally set apart for the library ; the

circular reception-room of the Empress has become a

reading-room ; an ante-room contains a selection of

the maqnctfe-s; and a long gallery, originally intended

as a smoking-room, serves admirably to display the

pictures, busts, and so forth.

It has been epigrammatically remarked that the

only institutions of Louis XI^^ which still survive

are the French Academy, the Comedie Frangaise, and

the Oj)era. Of these three the Opera has had by

lost. The Opera began its performances in 1071,

but the earliest series of registers now in the archives

is not anterior to 173.5. For the last century and a

half, therefore, the Opera is in possession of its own
documentary history; and for the earlier years of its

life it has been possible to reconstruct the archives,

in some measures, from the official j^apers preserved

in the other government offices. In 1749, when the

Opera was placed under the care of the city of Paris,

the pajjers were carefully preserved. As they were

stored outside of the opera-house itself they escaped

the fires of 1763 and 1781. Although they increased

in bulk they were not classiiied or cared for. ]\I.

Nuitter cites a report of 1815 which declares that

the archives fill the attics of the theatre, and that

they cannot be put in order for want of space. But

although this report demanded an immediate amend-

ment of the disorder, nothing was done; and even in

ISOO the immense mass of old papers were heajjed

together in the attics over the public lobby. When
the new Opera was planned in 181)1, it was jjreseribed

that there should be due accommodation for the

library and the archives. In 1866 an archivist was

ajipointed whose duty it was to set in order all the

documents, and esjiecially to preserve and catalogue

the designs of costumes and scenery. The archivist

is M. Charles Nuitter, the librettist of many well-
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known operas, and the author of a must interest- uf merit, anil the author of an admirable anaiylie

in"- and instructive account of the construction and catalogue of tlu> treasures in liis eare

lUt LU.Nli OALLLICV, Ml'-l.r. I'K I. > IKl.A.

(From a Biairiii<; by S<nuloz.}

Of the value of these documents it is scarcely pos-
arrangements of the new Opera (" Le Nouvel Opera."

„, , .
, c

Parish Hachette ct Cie.). The librarian who has sible to speak too h.ghly The h.story of mus.cn

charge of the scores and of the mass of music, printed France and the h.story of the I-rench sta,,..- cannot be

and Tn music, is :^I. Theodore de Lajarte, a comj^ser written without their assistance. Lvery u..n.ster,from
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.M M. lie Miuuvpas and J' Argciisoii down, is represented

by many autographs, so M. Nuitter tells us. During

the Revolution the authority of the household of the

king gave ])]aee to that of the Committee of Puhlie

Safety. A little later, " from the year XI. of the

Republic to 1807, everything, even to the smallest

authorisation of expense, is signed by the hand of

the First Consul or of the Emperor. Then, as under

Louis XIV., the management of the Opera was

under the personal charge of the sovereign." Letters

abound of every composer, librettist, singer, and

dancer. " The most celebrated names can be read at

the bottom of these letters, doubly curious in that

they turn nearly always on self-interest and self-love."

Nor are the purely business documents of less interest

than the literai-y and artistic correspondence. The

register of receipts lets us follow day by day the

popular success of every opera. We are told of the

presence of the king and queen ; and then a few

years later we read of the performances given " by

and for the people.'" M. NuiLlcr records that on

the 18th of prairial, year four, the Opera had a gross

receipt of 1,071,3.50 livres; but then those were the

davs of limitless and irredeemable paper-money, and

a single seat in the boxes was worth 9,000 livres;

the real value of the "take" was only a thousandth

part of its nominal value. Other series of papers

are interesting in other ways. For example, under

the old monarchy the boxes were let by formal

leases before a notary; and the preservation of all

these leases enables the student to draw up a full

list of the noble box-holders at the Opera in any

year between 17^8 and 1780. Again, it was the

custom to require from all those who desired to

supply the Opera with stuffs of any kind—silks,

cloths, ribbons, &c.—samples of these attached to

their proposals. These samples, still affi.xed to the

letters declaring their prices, are now in the archives,

where they will be of great use to the future

historian of textile fabrics who may seek to know
the exact retail cost of any given stuff in any year,

before the introduction of imj)roved machinery de-

stroyed hand-labour and lowered the market price.

When the Salle Yentadour, the home of Italian

opera in Paris, was torn down a few years ago, the

Opera acquired its documents, including—with only

a few breaks—the registers, &c., of the Italian

comedy from 17 IG to 183^.

The library is open to the public free every day

from 11 to 4. The entrance is by a little iron gate

at the extreme western end of the Opera. On this a

hospitable sign declares that there is free admission.

The visitor walks up the broad and gently-bending

carriage-way ; from this he passes into a spacious

vestibule, and then up a single Hight of stairs ; ad-

vancing along a passage, he soon tinds himself in the

tall and narrow two-storeyed library, lined with bonk-

cases and guarded by a single attendant. Refore

him is the little room where the iiiafiiietli;^ are dis-

played, and beyond this is the long gallery con-

taining the pictures and busts. To his right opens

the ample circular room intended originally as a

reception-room for the Empress, and now furnished

with broad tables where the reader may consult the

books he needs, and on which he will find ready to

his hand the chief musical journals of the world.

From this circular reading-room open the private

offices of M. Nuitter, to whose courtesy I take great

pleasure in here expressing my obligations. The

chief objects of interest in the reading-room are the

models of the Roman Theatre at Orange, and of the

stage of the Mystery of Valenciennes. These were

made for the theatrical exhibition of 1878, to

accompany the maqueftcs of scenes of the O^iera.

A maqaette— there is, unfortunately, no exact

English equivalent for this technical term— is the

model of a scene, drawn to scale, and submitted by

the scene-painter to the manager, the stage manager,

and the dramatist, before the painting of the scene

itself. The scenic models of every scene painted for

the Opera have been preserved in the archives since

1861. When the theatrical exhibition of 1878 was

determined upon, it was arranged that certain of

the jDnquetles of the Opera should be set up and

lighted, so that the public could see them, and that

they should be accompanied by other models of

scenes in earlier operas, reconstructed either from

the actual scenes in use at the Opera, or from

drawings, or from the stage descriptions in the

libretti. The aim and intent of this act was to

show in a series of iiiuquelleH the history of the art

of scene-painting, and indirectly to reveal the great

changes which have successively taken place in the

accepted conventions of the acted drama. To this

end there were adjoined to the inaqiiettt's of the

modern drama, reproductions of the classic theatre,

and of the stage whereon the mediaeval mysteries

were performed. In order that these latter might

convey an exact idea of their difference from the

more familiar theatres of to-day, they were made in

exactly the same proportion— three centimetres to the

metre, or about the scale of -r}^. The classic theatre

chosen for reproduction was that of Orange (Arausio),

closely akin in size and shape to the theatre of

Pompeii. This theatre, the walls of which are

still standing, although stripped of their marble,

had been elaborately studied by M. Cai'istie; and

in the making of the model of the theatre as it

probably appeared to the Romans, MM. Garnier

and Heuzey availed themselves freely of M. Caristie's

suggestions. The immensely greater size of the

antique theatre when compared with any of our.s is
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shown at once when this model is seen in conjunction

w-ith the maqueltes of the modern opera drawn to

the same iscale. The stage of the Oransje Tlieatre is

sixty-one i>ietres wide, while that of tlie Opera is

only sixteen. As striking as this contrast between

the earliest and the latest is the contrast between

either of these and the intermediate mediajval stage.

From a MS. in the National Library, MM. Duvig-

naud and Gobin executed a model of the long

and narrow decorated scaffolding upon which was

acted the ilystery of the Passion at Valenciennes

in 1517. In tin* antique drama tlu're was little or

no change of place, and in the modern drama one

scene succeeds another as necessity arises; but in

the rude drama of the Middle .Vges all needed ])lares

were set before the spectator side by side, and the

actors moved along the platform from Paradise to

Nazareth, and thence to the Temple, Hierusalem, the

Palace of Pontius Pilate, the House of the High

Priest, the Sea of Galilee, the Golden Gate of the

Temple, until linally they came to " Le Limbe des

Peres," and to " L'Enfer." The names of these

places were inscribed on the draperies which hung
from the edge of the scaffolding ; and there were

primitive efforts to reproduce the jilaces themselves

by rude scene-painting, and by the use of " prac-

ticable " doors and liouses.

In the exhibition of 1878there were three maqnettes,

unfortunately not now shown at the Opera, in which

there was a fine confusion of scene. The first was

the set required for " La Folic de Clidamant," a play

of Hardy's acted about 1619. It was reproduced,

under the direction of M. Emilo Perrin, the present

manager of the Theatre Francjais, after the MS.
of the register of Laurent Mahclot, preserved in

the National Library. " There must be," said

the MS., "in the middle of the stage, a handsome

palace, and on one side the sea where appears a'

ship with masts, 'where appears a woman who

throws herself into the sea, and on i\w other side

a fine chamber which o])ens and shuts, where there

is a bed well covered with cloths." The iiiaquelle

represented this comprehensive view as exactly as

might be, and the following maqueffes, giving the

sets of Ilotrou's " L'Hypocondriaque ou le Mort

Amoureux" (1(;:5]) and of Corneille's "L'lllusion

Cnmique" (H)-"56), are, it is natural to find, only a

little less complicated-

At the Opera now, the models cf tin- Theatre at

Orange and of the ^Mystery of Valenciennes are in

the circular reading-room ; while ten maqnellM line

the walls of a little ante-room connecting the main

library with the long gallery. They are mounted

and lighted by gas, so that the s])cctator seems to be

looking at a real stage. They inrhide a scene from

"Guiilaume Tell" (18:29); tlie marvellous set of

tlic cloistei-s and graveyard by moonlight, designed

byCieeri for tlie tiiird act of "Robert lo Diabie
"

(18-"31); the scene of the gardens of Chenoneeaux,

with its ample flight of stone steps, as shown in the

second act of " Les Huguenots" (1S:}IJ) ; the origi-

nal and effective street scene of "Faust" (18(59);

and the exterior of Eisinore, as sliown in the fii-st

act of "Hamlet" (1808)—a most elaborate set, the

separate pieces of which are given one by one in M.
Arthur Pougin's " Dictionnaire du Theatre "—that the

readier may see for himself how mucii detail may go

toward a simple total effect. A comparison fif these

Miiqiii'Ufx one with another is most instructive to the

student of the stage and to the admirer of the art of

sccnc-])ainting. Here one may see the limits of the

art; bej'ond what there is here, it is not needful to go;

these are the work of the great masters of the ci-aft,

who have known best how to combine constnu-tion

and ])ainting. And while it is a comparison of these

modern maqueUe-t one with another which is most

fertile to the dramatist and the dramatic critic, it is a

comparison of these maqiieHes with the UKxlels of the

mediaeval and ancient theatres which is most sugges-

tive and fruitful for the student interested in ti-aeing

the evolution of the drama, and of the cflVet on it^

far larger than most writers are ready to admit—of

the physical conditions of the stage.

Beyond the little room in which the iiiaqiietfen

are displayed extends the long gallery, originally in-

tended as a smoking-room to be o])en to the jiublic

during the perform.ances of the Opera. It serves

now as the museum, yet it is possible that it may

be restored to its original purpose without, how-

ever, abandoning its present employment. Upon the

walls are hung half a dozen portraits and jiictures of

operatic scenes. In glazed cases at the sides are

grouped a selection of plans of opera-houses, of the

most striking sketches of costumes and of designs for

scenery, and of the most curious ])laybills and posters.

In a glazed table before one window are nuisical

MSS. in the autngra])lis of Lnlli, liamcan, Ilaydn,

Gretry, Gliick, ^leliul, Rossini, C'licrubini, Sacchini,

Gossec, and Spontini ; and on the other side of the

gallery stands the jiiano wliicli Spontini was wont to

use in composing, presented to the Ojicra l)y Mine.

El-ard. In a second glazed tablr Mrc nmre MSS. by

more modiMii coni))osers, Aubcr, Wagner, Meyerbeer,

Hcrold, Atlolpbe Adam, Victor Masse, Halcvy,

Felicien David, M. Ambroise Thomas, and M. ('harks

Gounod. Yet a third table displays various musical

curiosities, miniatures, old instruments richly deco-

rated, and a Hispano-Maurcsque tambourine given by

Mile. Fonta. I'p and down the gallery, on jicdestals

at irreu'ular intervals, an' busts in marble and in

terra-cotta of certain of the celebrities of the Opera.

Here we see Roger, the tenor, and among the jinme
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(lonne Mmes. Ciiiti-Damourcau, Pauline Viardot,

Aliolan-Carvalho, and Gabrielle Kvass. The bust of

Mine. Viardot is by M. Airne Millet, and that of

Mme. Krauss by jNI. Jules Eranceschi. Perhaps the

most vigorous of the busts is one of Mile. E. Fiocre,

the dancer, done in terra-cotta, by M. Carpeaux, the

sculptor of the group " La Danse," on the front of

the building—the group over which, when it was first

displayed, some energetic art-criticj protesting too

much, ventured to break an ink-bottle. Two other

divinities of the dance are also preserved here in

marble : the hapless, the graceful, the symjiathetic

Emma Livry, who was burnt to death by the catching

fire of her light ballet-skirts, and immortal Cerrito,

the last of the great race. Beside these three ballet-

dancers is one ballet-master, Gardel (17oi—181-0),

one of the true geniuses of the choregraphic art.

Over against M. Carpeaux's picturesque bust of Mile.

Fiocre, as though to protest against the dance of

time and to declare the monotony of art and life,

stands a mummy, the inscription upon which sets

forth that when alive and in the flesh it was a

noble lady, Ar-Bast-Uza-Nivou, daughter of Ka-

kai-t, chief singer of the Pharaohs and of the King

Takelotis.

There is a complete card-catalogue to the ten

thousand volumes which now compose the theatrical

library. In modern dramatic criticism and histrionic

memoirs, and in full files of theatrical and musical

journals, the library is especially rich. It is M.
Nuitter's desire to complete this collection in time,

as far as may be, and to assemble here all the books

about the stage in whatever language they may be

written. The musical library is also growing rapidly;

it contains nearly thirty thousand volumes. Among
its treasures are many unpublished and almost un-

known airs, overtures, and fragments of all kinds

from operas by the groat composers of the French

school. There are, for examisle, at the Opera, at

least fifty full operatic scores of musical dramas

never either performed or published, not written

by novices, but by composers as distinguished as

Sacchini, Philidor, and Herold. Cuttings from
" Guillaume Tell " and " Robert le Diable," and

other chips from the musical workshop of Rossini

and Meyerbeer, abound, and are little known even

to special students of the works of these composers.

Among the other treasures of the library is a full

collection of the designs for the costumes of every

piece produced at the Opera since the year XII.;

most of these were by the artists attached to the

establishment, but some are from more distinguished

pencils—by Louis Boulanger, for example. From
the Baron Taylor sale in 1876 the Opera was en-

riched by an important collection of designs of

Eighteenth Century operatic costumes by Boucher,

Watteau, Eisen, and their fellows; and in 1879,

by an exchange with another government depart-

ment, the Opera gained an interesting series of

designs of the costumes and scenery of the Opera

in the Seventeenth Century.

S])aee fails me to set forth all the riches in M.
Nuitter's care, or I should like to dwell for a moment

on the curious masks worn by all ballet-dancers until

1770, made of leather on wooden moulds. From M.
Halle, the representative of the firm which has made

masks for the Opera for now more than a century,

M. Nuitter received one of the wooden moulds on

which M. Halle's ancestors have been wont to make
these masks ; and in showing it to me, M. Nuitter

pointed out the strong likeness existing between this

harlequin's mask and the mask of the old Greek

drama ; nor are the masks of the Japanese theatre at

all dissimilar. Brander Matthews.

t"^
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THE BEGINNINGS OF THE EOYAL ACADEMY.

THP] Royal Academy was established in 1768,

but the idea of it had flourished long before.

Kneller's drawing academy was started in London

in 1711 by "some gentlemen painters of the first

rank ;
" but its career was brief and stormy. Jealou-

sies rapidly grew ; the president and his party were

obstructed and caricatured ; so they locked out their

opponents and shut up the shop.

The chief of the parties into which this "academy'^

had split was headed by Sir James Thornhill, who

submitted to the Government a plan for a Royal

Academy, which " should encourage and educate

the young artists of England." The plan involved

the erection (at the upper end of the King's

Mews, Charing Cross, and for rather more than

three thousand pounds) of "a suitable building, with

apartments for resident professors." Lord Treasiirer

Halifax supported the proposal ; but the Government

refused to find the money. Rebuffed but undaunted.

Sir James started a drawing academy at his own

house. Here again dissension bred apace. A cer-

tain Vandrebank led the opposition, and presently

withdrew with his adherents to an old meeting-house,

which he converted into an academy, " and intro-

duced a female figure, to make it more inviting to

subscribers." Nevertheless the subscribers did not

pay, and the sheriff's officer finished what Vandre-

bank began. Sir James Thornhill's academy was

carried on till 173 1, when it died with him.

The next attempt was more successful ; but it was

no more than a drawing school pure and simple. It

owed very much to Hogarth, who lent his father-in-

law's furniture for the purpose, and helped to establish

the school upon an unpretentious, practical basis. It

was a private undertaking, conferred no degrees,

asked for neither public notice nor public money,

and strove for no distinction beyond the rare one of

teaching well. It flourished for several years; and

it educated most English painters of the time.

In 174'9 the Dilettanti Society, after an existence

of fifteen years, found itself an institution of influence,

and passing rich. The establishment of an academy

of art was just the kind of thing to tickle its imagi-

nation and flatter its self-importance. Accordingly it

"took steps" to acquire a site, and negotiated for

the purchase of Portland stone wherewith to erect

a building planned after the temple at Pola. At this

stage, however, it seems to have perceived that it

were scarcely wise to build an academy of art until

you are sui'e of your artists. The Society, therefore,

asked the School of Painters in St. Martin's Lane

to co-operate. The painters refused to aid in the

formation of an academy of art which was not

to be governed by artists. The Society, on the other

hand, declined to pay for the foundation of an insti-

tution, in the management of which it was to have

no share ; so the negotiations suddenly ceased.

But the idea had taken root. In 1753 several

artists met at the " Turk's Head," in Gerard Street,

Soho, to discuss a new scheme. The affair was a

complete fiasco ; its projectors were ridiculed and

caricatured on every hand. Still the notion lived.

In 175.5 a committee of artists took up the quest once

more. This time there was more of guile in their pro-

ceedings than hitherto. They appealed to the sym-

pathies of the public at large. They proposed to get

their academy started by aid of public benevolence

—as if it were an almshouse or a charity school.

They proposed further to apply for a charter of incor-

poration, the terms of which charter they published.

They remembered the substantial cash assistance for-

merly offered by the Dilettanti Society, and they took

care to mention it handsomely in the prospectus.

The bait took. The Society renewed its offers, and

forthwith commenced negotiations with the artists'

committee. Never had success seemed nearer. But

the artists wrecked their own scheme. While the

Dilettanti Society displayed "that generosity and

benevolence which are peculiar to greatness," the

artists were mainly inspired by " motives apparently

limited to their own views and ambition to govern."

The project collapsed, and with it disappeared nearly

all hope of a national academy of art.

By quite other means, indeed, was the rise of the

Royal Academy brought about. In 17-1'0 Handel en-

riched the Foundling Hospital by the performance

of his works ; and in the same year Hogarth pre-

sented it with his portrait of Captain Coram, and

designed a decoration for the entrance. Five years

later was completed the west wing of the j^resent

building, when many other artists, following Hogarth,

gave or promised examples of their work. The col-

lection thus formed was the talk of the town. The

Foundling Hospital became the fashionable lounge.

All the wit and beauty of the time went to see the

pictures, and realised in some sort tiiat here were a

number of Englishmen who could really paint re-

spectably. The painters on their side discovered that

here was a public disposed to interest itself in them

and their works, and that might be induced to pay

for the privilege. For some years they eagerly

watched this new phenomenon; and year by year
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more s;\n<4-uiiie grew their hopes. At last, in 1750,

they met again at the " Turk's Head," and resolved

that once in every year they should publicly exhibit

their performances, in order to obtain money for the

support of artists " whose age and infirmities or other

lawful liindranees prevent them any longer from

being candidates for fame." A committee of six-

teen was appointed, and promptly got to work. The
Society of Arts, then some five years old, lent its

rooms (then in the Strand), but stipulated for free

admission ; so the committee "admitted the public

gratis," and charged sixpence for the catalogue. The
first exhibition was a great success. Tlie rooms were

crowded; sixty-nine artists contributed one hundred

and thirty works; 6,.5S2 catalogues were sold; and

the committee were enabled to pay all expenses, pur-

chase £100 consols, and hold a balance m hand. A
significant circumstance, however, marred the general

satisfaction. The Society of Arts asserted its rights

by hanging among the masterpieces of the redoubt-

able sixty-nine the drawings with which certain of

its students had won gold medals and other prizes.

The multitude j^ersisted in regarding these prize

drawings as the works which the co/jtioacenfi had ad-

judged the best in the show, and accordingly wor-

shipped them. The newspapers, too, bestowed their

praise upon these obnoxious young prize-winners, and

ignored the " mature professors of art.'' This, com-

bined with the sudden superfluity of riches, led to

dissensions and jealousies. The original intention

had been to spend the profits on distressed ])ainters;

but a party arose and fixed its eye upon the £100

consols and the balance in hand, and demanded that

the money should be devoted " to the advancement

of art." It was agreed, however, that the question

should stand over until £500 had accumulated. But

the dispute with the Society of Arts eventually broke

uj) the association of artists. Several of the latter

wished to continue with the Society ; the rest were

irritated at the conditions the Society imposed.

Especially were they annoyed by the intrusion of the

prize works of the Society's students; and they com-

plained that the exhibition had been " crowded and

incommoded by the intrusion of persons whose station

and education disqualified them from judging statuary

and painting, and who were made idle and tumultuous

by the opportunity of attending a show." It was

proposed, therefore, to charge in future a shilling for

the catalogue, without which no one should be ad-

mitted. To this the Society refused assent, the

result being that a large section of the artists, in-

cluding the committee of sixteen, hired an auction

room in Spring Gardens, and held a show of their

own in the meriy month of ^lay, 1701.

Thenceforward London revelled in two exhibitions.

The exhibitors in Spring Gardens styled tliemselves

"The Society of Artists of Great Britain," and were
governed by the wily original committee of sixteen,

lloyarlh and Hale embellished their catalogue with
designs suggestive of their Si>artan determination to

devote their profits to the relief of the distressed.

Thirteen thousand copies of it were sold (you could

not get in without one); and this, their first ex-

hibition, brought in £(550. The timid remnaut in

the Strand continued on much the s;ime lines as

before, but, though they were " enrolled of recoi-d,"

and honestly distributed their profits in charity, they

never recovered, and eventually died out.

The Society in Spring Gardens was active. The
committee had been increased from sixteen to twenty-

four; and, wielding an absolute des]iotism, began

to think themselves a sort of governors for life: a

view of their position which led to some trouble.

For their catalogue in 17lpiJ Johnson wrote an

address, declaring that " the purpose of this exhibi-

tion is not to enrich the artists, but to advance the

art ; the eminent are not flattered by preference, nor

the obscure insulted with contempt." We write our

catalogues differently now. There was set forth,

however, an ingenious plan for a]ipropriatiiig the

profits that rather contradicted the Doctor's rhetoric.

A committee was to review the works, and secretly

set a price on each and all. At the close of the

exhibition the works were to be sold by auction. If

they sold for more than the secret valuation, the

artists were to receive the increased amount; if for

less, the deficit was to be made good from the jirofits

of the exhibition. The result of the first (and only)

trial this pretty plan received was the disgorgement

of upwards of £120 to artists whose works failed to

fetch the prescribed figure. Still, on the wIkjIc, the

Society had no reason to complain. Hy 17f>l their

receipts had risen to £7C0, and but for their com-

mittee they might have pros])ered even more. The

arbitrary exercise of power by the committee disgusted

many members ; discontent was rife. Not a few of

the most eminent artists refused to take office, while

others alreaily on the connnittee seem to have neg-

lected their duties. The most active committee-men

were the least capable artists ; and into tln'ir hands

the whole government of the Society was hqising, at

a time when it had no definite legal status, when its

constitution was vague, and when it was growing rich

without its property being properly secured, 'i'liese

important points were clear to many members; and at

a general meeting it was proposed to ask the Crown

to incorporate the Society by charter. The commitfec

opposed with might and main ; but the general body

won the day. The charter was granted on January

26, 1705. In substance it was all but identical with

the charter propose<l ten years before. It did not limit

the number of members, or " Fellows," as they were
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thencefoi-tli e;illetl ; the managing body were to be

styled "Directors;" the association was entitled "The

Society of Incorporated Artists of Great Britain," and

rejoiced in arms, a crest, a constitution, and the power

to hold land to the yearly value of £1,000, to sue

and be sued, to make bye-laws, and to elect (every

St. Luke's Day) Directors to serve for the ensuing

year. Over two hundred artists signed the roll.

J5ut having so far g.iiued their ends, the Fellows

proceeded at once to stidtify themselves. Their first

act was to elect as Directors the verv committee-men

who had already given them so mudi tniuble. Thus

did they ordain the downfall of their own Society,

and pave the way for those intrigues which resulted

in (but did not end with) the establishment of the

Royal Academy. Haury V. Barnett.

A CHAPTER ON CHAIRS.

IN this present year 188.5, chairs are numerous,

and they can be bought in Londun and elsewhere

for verj' moderate ])rices ; but if we locjk back to

the days when Pho-nician traders bought copper, tin,

and bronze from our southern coasts, chairs were by

no means common. Our ancestors made themselves

wattle huts in the forest and worshipped trees and

idols ; they were probably but poor joiners. They

drovechariots drawn

by hardy forest

ponies, and some

amount of cnrpentry

there must have

been amongst them.

They could cut cii'-

eiilar wheels, pro-

bably surroiinded by

tires of bronzCj for

it is certain that

they were no mean
artists in that metal.

Could they make
seats and chairs of

bi'onze such as were

used among the civi-

lised people to

whom the Mediter-

ranean traders sold

their Cornish metal

and enamel ? It is

possible ; but no-

thing of the kind

Ivas ever, to our

knowledge, been lui-

earthcd from any

British tomb.

We Come then

to Saxon times, of

tliG customs and

habits of which wc

have many historical

evidences. The
I.—TUE CORONATION CHAHl.

(Westminster Abbey.)

reader should bear in mind tliat before the Saxons

settled in the couutr}' it had for a long period

formed a portion of the Roman Empire. Roman
troops had been withdrawn, indeed, before the

Saxons came, so consuls and governors were no

longer sent hither, nor was Rome what it had been
;

but civilisation, the elements of orderly administra-

tion, the arts of peace, had been introduced into the

country. London,

and other walled

towns, and numer-

ous villas remained

as evidence of the

beneficent rule of

the Roman Empire.

The architecture of

the Saxons, of which

we have many re-

mains, is a rude

imitation of that of

Rome. Other arts,

even to that of dress,

agreed with those

that were contem-

poraneous in Gaul

and Italy. Neither

should it be for-

gotten that learning

and many branches

of art wore culti-

vated in the cloister,

and that abbots and

monks made fre-

quent journeys to

and from Rome.

Some of the

earliest evidence of

the shapes of chairs

in these Romanesque

times are to be

gathered fi'om old

ivory chessmen. A
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curiiius set now in the British Museum wi'iv I'oiind

in the Isle of Lewis, amont^st whieh is a bisliop

U.—POMPEIAS.

(South Kensington.)

seated . Bas-reliefs of ivory sculptured with sacred sub-

jects, datinc: from the Fifth Century to the Tenth,

<;ive us other examples of seats in various shapes.

Some are in the shape of the Roman liselliiim (ii.)

;

some with massive arched or i^abled backs and rude

arm supports. Of the ivories here noticed, some have

lieen carved in the south of Europe, and others in

the north, but they may safely lie taken as evidence

in their own day of the types of chairs of which we

are in search. They were derived from the Roman
fashions of the later centuries of the Empire.

The Bayeux Tapestry w'as made in the Eleventh

Century. A reproduction of it can be studied in the

Soutli Kensinjrton ^luseum. We there see Kinf»

Edward tlie Confessor seated on a throne (iv.) made

like the Roman biscUium. The ends of the frame-

work are carved into the lieads and claws of animals.

Harold has a seat of similar character; the chair is

made of bars, the ends of which are carved into

heads of wolves or other animals. In this instance

it is the corner posts. The}' rise above the seat, and

perhaps have been connected by straps of leather

from back to front, whieh would form rests for the

arms. The chair of the Duke of Normandy is of

the same kind. Evidently such chairs were used by

chiefs and kings on both sides of the Channel.

A chair much used by the ancients was jointed,

and could be folded and carried in the cliariot

{cnriilis). Man}', if not most of them, were of

metal, as is the bisellinm of our woodcut, and

damascened with silver and gold. The pattern is

discernible in many varieties of mediseval chairs, as

seen in ivory carvings and illuminated .MSS. They

were made with the cross trestles on the sides, and a

seat of leather thongs hung between. The bars coidd

have backs attached to them by i>rolong'ing one set,

or by curving them so as to bring the Ijack pieces up

conveniently. The type corresponds witli or survives

in many of our folding garden-.seats in the j)re.sen(

day. Another form of chair has been noticed, that of

the massive episcojial chairs of cathedral cliurches.

Some of these were movable, as, for instance, tlic

olivewood and ivory chair of St. Peter in Rome;
othei's were of stone or marble, and formal jiorlions

of the arcliitectiire of the churches to which they

belonged. This architectonic character is traceable in

our Coronation ("hair in Westminster Abbey (i.).

It was made for Edward 1., in (he Thirteenth

Century. It is df oak ; the Ijack rises into a gable

with small pinnacles on each side of it. Tiiey arc

now damaged, but weie probably surmounted by

small seated lions or other animals. The sides of the

chair are arcaded panels. Curved braces, on which

to rest the arms, connect the sides with the ujijier

part of the back. It is probable that couching lions

or bosses of foliage stood on the front ends of these

liraces to support the arms when resting on tlnin :

but the arms are padded, so that there is no means

of verifving tliis supposition. The framework of

the seat is onen, the (juatrefoils on tlic sides wliich

m.—sixTEEjrrn century itaman.

strengthen the frame are jiierced, and wc see the

"coronation stone" within. 'J'his sfmie, an uidiewn
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mass, was ljroii.:4-lit from the Abbey of Seoiic, in

ScotliiiKl, by Edward I. It was believed to be the

stone which tlie patriarcli Jacob set up after he had

slept npun it, as related in the book of Genesis.

There is a rectangular groove on the upper sur-

face, which has probably been filled by a metal

plate, engraved with some legend or record of this

tradition. The stone was removed by Edward, as a

matter of policy, from the chair in which it had been

placed to his new chair at Westminster. The whole

surface of the woodwork was formerly gilt and

painted. Traces of this decoration still remain. It

is laid over a well-prepared ground of line plaster,

.and the gilding has been elaborately tooled. The

chair is mounted on four carved lions, but these are

modern work. During coronation ceremonies the

chair is covered with costly hangings, raised on a

platform, and placed under the central arches.

Chairs have been described as connected with the

exercise of authority in the State or in the family.

During the ^Middle Ages, as every one knows, most

of the lands and houses in the country belonged to

feudal barons, who enjoyed certain rights and juiis-

dictions under the Crown ; all of them were in conse-

quence treated with a certain amount of deference

and ceremony. One of their privileges was to erect

a canopy, embroidered with armorial bearings, over

the chairs in which they administered justice or sat

at ceremonial dinners.

The cloth of estate, as

the canopy was called,

survives in the canopies

of throne-rooms in our

royal palaces.

These woven canopies

were replaced in some

instances by a panelled

back and a jirojectiug

canopy of wood. The

seat was wide enough to

contain the lord of lie

mansion and his wife,

and this piece of con-

struction contributed to

their comfort at meal-

times. The great halls of mediseval castles

and manors admitted a good deal of cold

air. The " high " or principal table was at

the u])per end of the room. It was often

lighted by a projecting oriel window, reach-

ing to within three or four feet of the floor;

the window-glass was leaded, and not as

weather-proof as our modern slieets of plate

glass. A panelled back protecting the body

and the head was not only a stately and

decorative addition to the seat, but it was also

an clement of comfort in those vast and draughty

apartments. These panelled seats are still to be met

witli, reduced and simplified, in the form of those old

wooden settles which our readers may see for them-

selves in old-fashioned coimtry public-houses. Other

persons sat at meals on stools, or on long benches,

which can be seen any day in the dining-halls of our

old colleges and inns of court.

Seats much more elaborately carved and decorated

are to be met with in the stall-work of cathedral

and capitular churches. They remain at Winches-

ter, Manchester, and in many other cities. I need

not refer the reader to any more distant from our

editorial office than those in Westminster Abbey.

These stalls in King Henry VII. 's Chapel are those of

the sovereign and the knights of the military order

of the Bath. They belong to the latest period of

mediaeval art, but for elegance of design in the

tabernacle work, of the canopies overhead, and for

ingenuity and skill in the carvings under the seats,

they are unsurpassed. The slabs which form the

seats turn back on a pivot, and are provided with a

carved bracket, which can be used as a partial seat

or rather rest when the occupant is standing. It is

on these brackets that the best carving will be seen.

As for the canopies, they are miracles of lightness

as well as of stately composition and arrangement.

They represent spires or lanterns, pierced with little

windows, supported and surrounded by but-

tresses and iiinnaeles in accordance with the

elaborate architectural structures of their

day.

Mediseval parlours, in which the ladies

of the family sat and entertained company,

were provided with lighter chairs of wood

after the type of the coro-

nation chair, and with

folding chairs (v.) such

as have been already

discussed. These chairs

could be carried on jour-

neys, and were taken out

into orchards and gardens

in which the company sat

in fine weather playing

chess, draughts, tables

(backgammon), and other

games. Cushions and

cloths to hang over the

back of chairs were com-

mon additions. The art of

weaving was thoroughly

understood, and embroi-

dery was one of the usual

occupations of- ladies even

of the highest rank.

IV.—EDWAKD TUE CONFJiSSOE S CllAIK.

(liayeux Tapestry.)
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A cnrious chair, the construction of wliich has

been reproduced by hundreds of examples, is known

as the " Glastonbury Chair " (vi.) . It is, if I remem-

ber rightly, preserved in the palace of the bishop in

AVells (Somerset). It is made of two

square panels morticed at the corners

into a pair of trestles, and two narrow

boards unite the top corners of the

back to the front corners of the scat

.

Tlu'v are conveniently hollowed out

in the middle to rest the arms. Tlic

turning-lathe has been in use from

time immemorial, and chairs were made

up of turned bars during the Middle

Aijes. There is in the Ashmolean

Museum in Oxford a chair triangular

in shape, with turned posts on the

angles, a row of turned upright rails

under the seat, and another sujiported

on the back post, and connected with

the seat and fore posts by diagonal

bars. All are turned in the lathe. It is called the

chair of Henry YIII. So far as to the chairs of the

.Middle Ages.

The Renaissance was a movement in the arts that

affected the designs and ornamentation of furniture

as much as it did the painting and sculpture of the

great masters. During the time of Elizabeth there

was a considerable affectation of Italian fashions in

this country. Portraits of the later Sixteenth Century

represent chairs made of plain square bars with knobs

or balls at the end of the arms, and on the angles of

tlie back, handsomely covered with velvet and fringed

with gold. It is perhaps from this period that up-

holstered chairs came into general use. Heretofore

furniture was covered with cushions or hangings that

could be removed and put away when families moved

from one house to another ; for it was rarely that the

owner of several kept more than one furnished with

auv kind of completeness. Now times were more

settled, life was more luxurious and comfortable, and

furniture was padded and upholstered.

We owe to the times of the Stuart kings, perhaps

the early years of the Seventeenth Century, the first

examples of those narrow, high-backed caned chairs

which are still commonly met with in houses called

Elizabethan. The frames are of walnut or beech,

the front legs bulge and are carved, the back legs

rise in turned posts, and support a panel or frame of

rather coarse carving, and filled with neatly plaited

cane-work. Sometimes the panel is divided verti-

cally ; indeed these high, cane-backed chairs form a

numerous family, of which most readers will be able

to call many different examples to their recollection.

The illustrations of endless tales and romances repre-

sent such chairs occupied by ancient grandmothers in

V.—FIITEESTH CESTtJET.

hoops, high head-dresses, black mittens, a crutched

stick, and other stock properties.

The bars of these chairs assumed the shape of

a spiral twist. This change is perhaps due to the

turners of Germany, who also de-

veloped eccentric action in the lathe,

and machinery which could be adapted

to it, with astiinishing ingenuity. The

chambers of Whitehall and other pa-

laces were furnished during the Stuart

reigns with chairs turned in this

fashion, but substituting a comfortable,

square upholstered back for the incon-

venient, high, and narrow panels of

carving and cane-work. It will be

seen by the accompanying illustration

(ill.) that no space is wasted when

rows of these chairs are set together

round a table or against a wall.

It must have been during the

Stuart reigns, but in remote country

houses, that the heavy oak chairs we occasionally

meet with were made. I refer to those with solid

panelled back, with a sort of j^ediment on the up])cr

edge made of curved volutes, rudely carved wings

adding width to the back; and heavy projecting

arms. Dates are sometimes found on them ; that of

1670 is on a specimen now in the English furniture

court at South Kensington, and it is a thoroughly

representative piece. These arm-chairs are heavy and

scarcely convenient, but the dark hue of the wood

and the archaic rudeness of the carving give them

a certain "ancestral " character.

The Eighteenth Century was a periotl of change.

Old fashions of the Stuart reigns, partly national,

partly Borrowed from the French Court, which

influenced those of this country, were dying out.

The times of William and Mary saw the introduction

of Dutch architecture and furniture to a considerable

extent. The legs of chairs of the early Eighteenth

Century are massive, bulging outward with roun<lcd

shoulders, and contracting as they reach the ground,

often ending in carved stag hoofs. Amongst other

changes marquetry of coloured woods, i)icccs of ivory,

and mother-of-pearl came into use. During the Six-

teenth Century inlaying with pear, lime, and other

hght-coloured woods on the sides and li<ls of cabinets

and chests was not infrequently practised in this

country, but marquetry, the process of covering whole

surfaces with patterns made up of a complete coating

of thin veneer, was of later introduction. It had

long been practised in Italy, to which country it was

probably imported by Venetian and Genoese mer-

chants from Persia and India. Here it came into

fashion along with Dutch furniture. Chairs were

made with high backs, not of cane, but of plain wood
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covered with maniuetiy, and somutiiiies the shoulders

of front Ico-s, and the front of the bed of the chair

as well as the back. The wood of which these chairs

are made is walnut, occasionally oak.

VI.—THE OLASTONDUET CHATE.

Mahogany was regularly imported in the

Eighteenth Century, and the admirable qualities of

the wood led to its general adoption for furniture

of all sorts, and for chairs in particular. For many

years chairs continued to be of the massive form we

have described, notwithstanding the greater heaviness

of the material. The bulging legs were sometimes

covered with delicate acanthus-leaf carving, some-

times plain with only fine beads on the edges. The

backs were pierced with various patterns, the more

costly covered with acanthus carving delicately cut

so as not to interfere with the comfort of the sitter.

Cushioned seats covered with morocco leather, or

with the decorated stamped leather commonly called

Spanish, were dropped into the bed of the chair in

a frame prepared for it. Other chairs were plain

with small panels of carvings counter-sunk below the

surface. As far as I have seen, such little carving

is generally of some Chinese design, a fret, or imita-

tion of lettering. Occasionally the work has been

executed in China, to order, on furniture sent out

for the purpose and re-imported. A little later,

chairs made of beech and other woods, and carefully

carved and prepared for gilding, were made expressly

to have seats, backs, and clbow-2)ieces npholstered

with tapestries imported from France and the Low
Countries, or woven at Soho or Mortlake.

Gradually mahogany chairs less cumbrous in size

and with lighter details were made by cabinet-makers,

tlie names of whom are well known. Thomas Chip-

jiciidale (vii.) ])ublislu'd a book of his designs in

i7()!l. A. Ileppclwhitc, Thomas Sheraton {viii.),are

names of. other cabinet-makers of the time. Matthias

Lock published furniture designs (171'-}?). These

books can be consulted. The chair-backs are of many
patterns; some represent fanciful knots and bows of

ribbon, others a series of curved bars radiating from

a carved centre, the whole foruiing a shield-shaped

composition of open work. Others are interlaced

straps in various patterns.

A remarkable design may be noticed in some of

the chairs at South Kensington. The backs contain

a carved classic lyre, of which the strings are repre-

sented by brass rods. In the case of arm-chairs the

arms are supported by brass rods connecting them

with the bed of the chair. It is worth notice that

these pierced mahogany chairs are sometimes cut

into cusped tracery like that of the later pointed

architecture. A sort of " Gothic" revival is discern-

ible in many kinds of furniture made during the

latter part of the century, and we shall have to call

attention to it in dealing with other objects as well

as chairs. In examining mahogany chairs of the

cabinet-makers we have named, one is struck b^' the

excellence of the workmanship and the careful selec-

tion and prejiaration of the material. The evenness

and consistency of the grain, as well as the proper

storing and drying of the wood, have been attended

to by those experienced workmen in the appropria-

tion of particular slabs of wood for chair-making.

^Modern imitations very often fail in these parti-

culars ; the selection of wood, the seasoning and the

VXl.—CUH'PENDALE.

exactness in cutting and litting the whole of each

tenon or bar into tile mortice prepared for it, so

as thoroughly to unite the various members of the
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i-i.iistnKtion fMjri.tluT, are just tlie details in whidi wimlow truouiy cmM lie shown on chairs and tahlc
tiiese ]iio.luctions are found di'lieient. Iniincs it was considered that the manners, at any

A iiylit, stiiiw-eoloured wood called satinwood rate tiie liirniture, of our mcdiicval forefathers were
was inijiorted during thi> last century, and was a adi'ijuafelv represented.

!4' 1 'li':"' ii^L'd iiy joiners and ealiinet-niakers. Tlie Windsor ciiairs have the seats of ehn-wiod
reader will see cliairs veneered with satinwood in the li..lloweil out, the lejfs turned in the lathe, and tlie

South Kensiniit on Museum. Satinwood chairs are hacks formed of yew and other touirli woods, Lent

1,'enerally inlaid with medallions of maniuetry on the round l>y lioilin-^, with uiiriy:ht turned or hand-shajicd

larji-er surfaces. Chairs will be occasionally met mils. The hacks are further supported hy a pair

with veneered with satinwood and decorated with of sloped rails, which fit into a projection which
llowers, wreaths, iieacock feathei-s, &c., painted and stretches behind the scat, and is a jjart of the slab

carefully var-

nished and hand

polisheil.

A remark-

able revival of

classic furniture

took ])lace under

the iifuidance of

Robert an<l

.lames Adam,

brothers, archi-

tects and de-

si<rners of all

kinds of deco-

rations. Their

ornamentation is

lioht, with a

tendency to wiri-

ness ; but there

is much elegance!

in the carved

nioiddiui^s and

arantlms leaves

of their desi<;ii.

Chairs with
sipiare leys, with

beaded edfjin'ifs,

little oval mi!-

dallions filled with

out of which the

seat is made.

These chairs are

common furni-

ture in the liars

and jiarlours of

old-f asli ioned

]iulil ic-houscs,

and are made,

alon<r with vari-

ous kinds of

cottage chairs,

at High W'y-

condjc. Admir-

able chairs made

of ash, the

frames turned

in till' lathe, the

backs made u])

ol thin hori-

/.I'lilal boards,

and with seats

of light wickcr-

woik, arc met

with in farrii-

h(jusesand coun-

try cottages.

'riii'V arc neat,

and luiiidy, and lln'ii^h bulit, I lu'cd hardly say aie

ui'll made and ilinablc.

We have discussed in the foregoing lines only

lli'ise hading types (d' chairs which have devidopcd

into the drawing-room, dining-room, and bnlrooin

chairs, and those luxurious stuffed arm-ihairs thai

VIII.—SUK RATON.

{South Kaisington.)

canlhiis leaves, and similar orna-

ment, are still to be met with in bnuses built by

the brothers Adam. They jmblished designs not

onl}' of tlie houses they built, but of the furniture

which they were proposed to contain.

Handsome dining-room chairs of mahogany were

made some eighty years ago quite plain, the hind might with propriety ])e called beds cut short or hall'

*

supports raking backwards, having a single liori- couches, ordinarily used at the present day. ^lany

zontal board or bar some nine inches deep on the of these types survive, many others have been rejiro-

back, concave to receive the shoulders, the scat up- diiced to satisfy the general thirst for novelty, for old

bolstered with morocco. They are absolute copies, tlnngs seem new wlien they are drawn out from the

except perhaps the morocco seat, of chairs such as oblivion into which tliey have fallen, and to produce

were used by the ladies of ancient Athens at meals, novelties is one of the great efforts of manufacturers.

A more curious revival was that of the " (iothie " As regards chairs, a large jiart of each oin- is made by

pierced and carved work executed late in the last machinery, and though great exai'tness can or ought

century, and at Windsor Castle and elsewhere during to be secured by such agency, really good chairs are

the early years of the present. As long as elaborate not too common. J. IIingeiu'ORD Pollen.

366
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KEPRODUCTIONS OF PICTUEES IN THE BRUNSWICK
GALLERY.

rpiIERE is one thini,'-, if there are not many, on

J- which the stuJent of art has cause in these

present days honestly to congratulate himself : and

that is the progress made towards perfection in the

means of mechanically reproducing old pictures for

the purposes of study. For a long while the works

of the ancient masters almost batHed the resources of

photography. With the exception of a small number

of very simply coloured or particularly well-preserved

examples, the results obtained from their works Ijy

that method were distressingly inadequate. A series

of chemical and mechanical improvements led up

by degrees to the production, by the best German

and Italian photographers (from which class must

unluckily be excluded the Venetian), of very passable

reproductions of the contents of the chief European

galleries and churches : passable at least as souvenirs

and memoranda for the student. But even the best

of these, from the very nature of the photographic

product, and its qualities of colour and surface, were

little pleasing in themselves as objects of beauty

and taste. MM. Braun of Dornach within the last

few years went a great stride farther. They fairly

conquered those chromatic and other difficulties of

photographing faithfully from the coloured, and often

f^««coloured, time-mellowed or time-corroded surface

of an ancient picture, which had been too much
for an earlier chemistry. By sheer perfection of

the photographic art, and without any illegitimate

process of tampering with or retouching the nega-

tive, they succeeded in getting the lens to translate

accurately and vividly the finest and most evanescent,

as well as the most forcible, effects of the jjainter's

handiwork ; and actually in some cases to bring out

intricacies of definition and subtleties of tone and

relation in the originals exceeding the power of the

human eye to detect.

We have often in this Magazine had occasion to

praise as they deserve the series of masterly repro-

ductions successively issued by MM. Braun after the

pictures at Madrid, St. Petersburg, Dresden, and the

National Gallery. For the special student who can

afford them, these are and are likely to remain, from

their size and their ]irecision and fulness of detail,

the most completely faithful and satisfactory records

of the oi-iginals he can procure. But all processes

of direct photographic printing, including even the

carbon jirocess as practised with so much skill by

MM. Braun, arc subject to certain disadvantages.

A smooth and shiiiy poverty of surface, a want of

richness and " quality '•" in the lights and slindows,

and of pleasantness in the colour, are inevitable short-

comings in the results of every such process con-

sidered as objects of art and fancy in themselves.

However admirable as translations of the original, no

one would care to possess or to hang up either the

best carbon or the best silver-printed photograph for

its own sake and as a thing of beauty. Not so with

the results of the various processes called by the names

of photogruvare or lu'liogravure. In these, as is well

known, the image procured by the original photo-

graphic negative is transferred to a bitten or electro-

dejjosited metal plate, from which impressions can be

taken with all the advantages of colour, quality, and

appearance, of brilliance in the lights and velvety rich-

ness in the darks, that belong to a true etching or

engraving. We are all familiar with the fine repro-

ductions of modern pictures—usually chosen, if not

executed, with a view to this particular purpose—that

have been produced according to one variety of the

photogravure process by AIM. Goupil. It has been

reserved for the Berlin Photographic Company to

apply another variety of the same process to the

works of the Old Masters, and to apply it with ex-

traordinary success. We give a specimen of their

results in the " Waterfall," after Ruysdael, which

illustrates our present issue. This is taken from one

of the early numbers of a series of reproductions of

the pictures in the public gallery at Brunswick, which

the Company are now in course of 2'i'odueiug. This

publication really ojjens out a quite new prospect for

the study of the old schools of painting. Here we
have, at an extremely moderate price, what is to all

external appearance a set of excellent small mezzo-

tint engravings, possessing every charm of colour

and quality that belongs to that art, and produced

by purely mechanical means (if, as is alleged, no re-

touching has indeed been used upon the negatives or

plates) from originals many of which one would have

expected to defy mechanical reproduction altogether.

The choice of examples given includes the rough

with the smooth, and has been made by the editor,

Dr. Hermann Riegel, wiio is also the director of

the museum, with a view exclusively to the historical

or artistic interests of the originals. The Brunswick

Museum is not as well known to lovers of art and

curiosity as it ought to be. Of the comparatively

small number of English travellers who visit that

picturesque and delightful old German city, the

majority probably go for the sake of the town itself
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and its associations rather than for the stud)- of its

art-collections; which arc, nevertheless, of much im-

portance and singularity. The picture gallery con-

sists in the main, with certain subsequent additions,

of those ])ortions of the ancient ducal cidlectinu of

Salzdahluiii whicii were citlicr saved at the time of

its dispersal and spuliation in IS(lt), or else recovered

(from Paris, Cassel, and elsewhere) at various inter-

vals afterwards. It contains upwards of nine hundred

examples, of which hy far the greater part are by

Dutch and Fleuiish masters. The more admired,

proud, and graceful schools of Italy are not numer-

ously represented. Venice, indeed, contributes one

classic masterpiece in the shape of Palma's beautiful

"Adam and Eve" (of which it is hardly possible to

conceive a more satisfying reproduction than is given

in the present jiublication), and one capital female

portrait by Veronese, the plate after which is also

very successful. But the great riches of the collection

are in the works of the rarer second-rate and third-

rate i)ainters of the northern schools : works of which

the interest is great for the s[)ecial student, but for

the general visitor relatively slight. Thus, while of

Rembrandt himself the collection contains four or live

doubtful and as many genuine pictures—among the

latter, two masterpieces of his later time—it is par-

ticularly strong in the works of his less-known Dutch

predecessors, as Ravesteyn and Michel Miereveit in

poi'trait-paintiug, and Lastman and others in history:

while of his best ])upils and followers, as De Wit,

Eeckhout, Victors, and Hernhart Fabritius, several can

be properly studied, and appreciated at their true

value, in this gallery and in this gallery almost alone.

Of all the pictures and i)ainters of these schools at

Brunswick, a painstaking and in general trustworthy

account has been published by Dr. Riegel, in the

second volume of his " Contributions towards the

History of Art in the Netherlands." Unluckily

Dr. Riegel is on Italian painting a somewhat less

comi)etent authority, maintaining, for instance, the

obsolete attribution to Giorgione of Palma's aforesaid

" Adam and Eve." An important first step was taken

towards the pictorial illustration of the gallery ten

years or more ago, when Prof. Unger first published

his spirited set of etchings after some score of its

more important works. But the present undertaking

is on (piite a different scale of completeness. It is

to consist of a hundred plates in all, selected in the

proportion of eight from the Italian school, three from

the German, one from the French, twenty-one from

the Flemish, and sixty-seven from the Dutch. The

examples hitherto published serve to show with what

success the process employed can be adapted to

examples of the most opposite methods of execution.

Nothing can be more unlike the delicate modellings

and finished and blooming tlesh-surfaces of Palma

than the summary methods, all hurtlingly rough and

careless-seeming as they are, but full of science and

of magic, used Ijy Rembrandt in a masterpiece of

his advanced life like the celebrated rcd-and-tawny

"Family Picture" at Brunswick. But iMith are

rendered in this series with eiiual success. Not less

so is the sober workmanship of Frans Floris (for in

portrait the foolish extravagant bombast of Floris's

manner in historical painting left him) in a study like

that of the " l'\deouer;" nor the touch, at nui-c fiery

and firm, of Rnbeus in his portrait of the Manjuis

Anibrogio Spinola, with its concentrated energy and

astuteness of expression, and its brilliancj' of costume

and detail ; nor the minute and wiry handling of the

Flemish landscape-painters, as Breughel, Abraham

Goyearts, and Josse de Momper. It is surprising in

the examples of the last-named class, or in one like

the wood-landscape of Cornelis du Bois, how well

the vivacity and sparkle of the foliage lights are pre-

served, and how little is lost of the delicate grada-

tions of the sky. And in quite a difl'iTcnt scale of

effects nothing can be either more brilliant, or more

true to the original picture, than the relief of Rem-
brandt's profoundly expressive and ))athetic figures

of Christ and the Magdalen, in a concentration of

quivering supernatural light, against the inscrutable,

but nowhere really opaque, mystery of the wooded

background.

We have named some of the most characteristic

and nudually dissimilar of the masters whose works

at Brunswick have been produced thus far in the

scries under discussion. For a group of examples of

especial artistic and historical interest, showing how

the influence of Rembrandt transnnited, in the case

of some of his pupils, the native dramatic and human

instinct of their race with a touch of higher poetry

—

poetry both of sentiment and of atmosphere—let the

student turn to the " Tobit and Tobias" of Eeckhout;

to the admirable " Christ in the House of Cornelius"

of Bcrnhart Fabritius; or even to the "Annunciation

to the Shepherds" of Ostade. The large Roman

subject by another distinguished follower of Rem-

brandt, Ferdinand Bol, is on the otlier hand, though

one of his most important works, an example show-

ing how the master's outward tricks of costume and

fancy ecndd be caught by a pupil to whom the in-

ward fire of his spirit failed to communicate itself.

It is to be hoped that the ex])erimcnt thus made

with one of the less known and less popularly at-

tractive provincial galleries of Germany may be re-

warded by a success sufficient to encourage the

extension of a similar treatment to some of the

more famous collections of that country, and ulti-

mately to those of Italy also. The gain to the

student of art and the advantage to pojiular cullure

would be alike great. SiDXEY Culvin.



OLD VENICE.

{Frum the Pidiirc by F. Dodenmiillcr.)
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AiiTJSTS' JiU.Mi:s.

Mi; ii.\i;i;v FENN'S, at moxtclaii;. ni:\v .ikp.sky.

I.—THE COTTAOE, NOETII AXIi SOUTH.

aiv already in tin's qnnrter so many jilonsant vil-

laj^cs and scattered residences, that the idea is not

without a colour of prohability. Lookinf^ from the

crest of the hills towards New "^drlc, one sees the

great plain, throujyh .which the Ilarkensaek aiid

the Passaic glide, already so thickly sprinkled with

dwellin_!:^s that the conlines of the cities of New
York and Elizabeth and Jersey City are hardly rc-

eognisaljle from this distance. When one considers

Ihat those cities tlieniselves are hut adjinicts of New
York, and that a lar<;-e part of the male population

of the country as far as the eye can reach is com-

posed, of men who are New Yorke

367

unsjioiled nature on the other, lias made tlie district

a favourite skctchlnii'-j;-ronnd with New York arlisis,

arid s'.'veral of ihcin have, al mic time or another,

resided there. There is no tellin;;- how often these

dells and craj^'-s, these meadows and apple orchards,

fiirei^nuMids rich with \\il«l linwers and hits of faint

lilue distance, have been painted. Unite a loii^-' list

it woidd be that should contain the names of ail who

have visited tlu'ni, season after season, witii crayon

or bnisli. And a conspicuous ])lace on it would

be thai whieh should lielont,^ to Mr. Harry Fenn.

Throu;,'-], tlie medium of the illustrated majrazines

everybody has been ma le familiar with his drawings.
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It is needless, therefore, to say anvtliing more

about them tlian, simply, that their subjects have

been talcen more often from the neighbonrhood

of the Oransje Hills than from any other locality.

The old mills, the streams fringed with willows,

the sprinty bloom of the orchards, and the autumn

fields full of golden-rod and purple asters and

scarlet sumach, have laid hold on him more firmly

than on Bolles or Drake or Moran, perhaps his

foremost rivals. Hence, no doubt, it is that, after

having travelled extensively, in America and out of

it, he has returned to the Orange Hills to make

there his home..

^yith this project in his mind, it is not strange

that, of all the many changes which had taken

])lace during his absence, none should have made

such an impression on him as those connected with

the progress of American domestic architecture.

There are few who, like him, have recently spent

some time abroad, who have not remarked this

change. And, although improvement is less evi-

dent in private than in public buildings, though

the drawbacks such as accompany every change are

most perceptible in modern country houses, still,

even in these, great progress is visible. The older

country residences along the Atlantic sea-board

are, in many respects, well adapted to the climate,

and not insusceptible of artistic decoration. They

are, however, better adapted for summer than for

winter weather, and it is difficult to supply the colour

and the appearance of

comfort demanded by

modern taste without

detracting from their

somewiiat Quakerish

elegance. One fresh

from European ex-

periences can hardly

but feel that the

beauty of colonial

mouldings and carv-

ings has been some-

what exaggerated,

while a uniform coat

of white or grey

paint, indoors and

out, is apt to strike

him as rather chilly

in effect. The com-

mon disposition of

the main hall, wider

than in England, adds

unnecessarily to the

discomfort to be ex-

perienced in an old-

fashioned American II.—THE OEOUND-PLAN.

house in winter. Running athwart the building, from

front to rear, it occasions an increasing current of

cold air through the mitldle of the house, which may

be moderated indeed, but only by double doors and

at a considerable expense for fuel. Now, although

the younger architects of America, as might be ex-

pected of men who have broken with tradition, have

quite generally fallen into an unehastened, mongrel

style, full of affectations and overladen with bad orna-

ment, still this much may be said for them, that they

have almost as generally sought to secure com'cVt

and convenience as well as a picturesque outline, and

a warm and harmonious scheme of colour as well as

an abundance of rather cheap decoration. Here and

there, indeed, common sense and good taste have so

far prevailed, that only a carping criticism can find

much to decry. It is because it belougs to the

smaller class, and may afford a good idea of what

American architects are aiming at in domestic de-

sign, that it has been thought well to give here a

description of INIr. Fenn's house, illustrated by

drawings furnished by himself.

Like most American country houses, alas! the

building is wooden. We Americans have hardly, as'

yet, arrived at the stone age. As will be seen by re-

ference to our illustration (i.), it has two main storeys,

with a basement and a roomy attic. The two views

here given show the house to be as picturesque as it

is really desirable it should be, standing, as it does,

among such picturesr .le surroundings. But a com-

parison of them with

the ground-plan (ii.)

will show that its in-

teresting projections

and recesses result

logically from the

most convenient pos-

sible disposition of

the space to be roofed

in. Considering that,

in the American cli-

mate, the jiiazza is

as important as the

chimney, a happier

disposition can hardly

be imagined. You

enter by a porch shel-

tered on two sides by

the building itself,

and on the third and

fciurth by the rising

slope of the hill and

by a skilfully -ar-

ranged screen of ever-

greens. The roof of

this porch makes one

I
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continued curve wltli the <»able wliieli crowns tlie you immctliate entrance to parlour and dinin<»'-ro(ini,

projection containing the stairs witli which it com- piazza and staircase. The roof ahove the hall rises

municates. From the vestibule you advance into hi-bcr than that of any other portion of the build-

the square hall (ill.), which, as a hall should, gives iug, and is further distinguished by the turret-like
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i-n\) of the two-storeyed piazza, wliich is really an

adjnuet of it. The attic under this roof is Mr.

Eonn's studio, and tiie space under the oap of the

tower is utilised for storini;- canvases, &e. Exte-

riorly, the woodwork of the eoltajjfo is painted a

(lark hrown ; (he plastered surfaces, plainly indi-

cated in the drawing, have, unfortunately, been dis-

turbed by some meaningless incised forms, intended

as ornament; Init these may be easily covered up

by a fresh coat of plaster. Some vines, which have

here a light salmon colour; and a frieze is simulated

by placing, on a narrow shelf, a row of blue-and-

whitc Delft and Spanish-Moorish platters. A few

line ])ieees of old Nankin blue-aud- white porcelain

may be admired on the mantelshelf of the dining-

room
; and a nundicr of ])rints in red ink, after

drawings by Mr. Burne Jones, occupy the remainder

of the wall-space. The drawing-room is mostly in

warm greys, corresponding with the Japanese jjor-

licre with its pattern of waves and tortoises in black

IV.—THE HALL, LOOKING INTO THE DINIXG-EOOM.

only just been planted, will eventually hide a good

part of the exterior surface in any case; aud their

fresh green will make an acceptable contrast with

the brown and grej' of the building.

The colour-effect of the interior is already all

that could be wished for. ]Much of it is undoubtedly

due to the artistic arrangement of ^Ir. Fonn's choice

though small collection of hr'ic-a-hrac, and to the

draperies of doors and windows. But, as it left the

hands of the architect, INIr. Fickcn, it must have

appeared a j)leasant and inviting interior. The

wainscoting of the hall, its ceiling, and the wood-

work of the stairs are of Georgia pine varnished

to a fine golden hue, which strikes the keynote

for all the three principal rooms. The wall above

the wainscoting is a cream tint, with panelling of

yellowish matting. In the dining-room (iv.) this

last is replaced Viy the painted surface of the wall,

and white, and w ith the window of opalescent glass,

and bookcases curtained with Japanese brocade.

The unplastercd brick of the hall chimney should

be remembered when forming a conception of the

harmony of warm, subdued tones furnished by the

architect, to which jMr. Fenn has added little but

blue and green and gold, his share of tlie decora-

tion culminating in the tail of a magnificent stuffed

peacock, which depends from its perch on the stair-

case window-sill. The over-mantel, as shown in the

drawing, is in stamped and gilt Jajianese leather.

The upper rooms are all in the same light golden-

yellow tone ; but each has its individual effect, due to

its outlook or to its decoration, or to both. From

a railed platform on the roof of the wing wliich

contains the offices and the servants' rooms, a view

may be had almost as wide as that from the summit

of the neighbouring hill. R. RlORDAX.
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"A POLISH VILLAGE: NOVEMBER."

Fkom the Picture by A. Wierusz-Kowalski.

THIS jiicture has at least the interest which

attaches to new material. Poland is practically

virgin soil for the most of Western Europeans; and

to read of it—or of that part of it which has in-

spired the admirable talent of M. Sacher-^Iasoch

—

is literally to take a plunge into the unknown.

Morals, manners, types of character, scenery—every-

thing is new and strange ; and the general impres-

sion is almost dreamlike in its vivid unrealitv. In

the present work we are shown a village street in

November. Being primai'ily a landscape—a present-

ment of weather and atmospheric effect—it does not

affect us with any of the romantic influence which

would breathe from a similar motive in the pages of

Sacher-Masoch. Still, its effect is novel and peculiar,

and the types with which it is peopled are worth study.

The composition is a little tumbled, and the conception

a trifle confused; but it is fair work of its kind.

AECH^OLOGY v. ART.

LTHOUGH not clean past the

season of youth," as honest

Jack Falstaff says, I am yet

old enough to have been a wit-

ness to a momentous change in

the treatment of ancient art in

its revived forms. A quarter

of a century ago a great part of

the architect's pupilage was sjient in the lawyer-like

j)arsuit of getting up precedents. A form of Gothic

not according to knowledge had developed into such

obvious travesties of ancient work, that as the only

remedy men set themselves sedulously to work to

study the older forms, in order that the secret of

their success might be educed in the process. The

most painstaking measurements were made and the

minutest details of medi;eval structures were recorded

and classified with method and precision. Sharpe's

" Parallels," Paley's " Gothic Slouldings/' &c., were

the text-books of the tyro, and woe betide the youth

who employed in his designs a moulding of a later

date, a cap or ba.se which was not of the character

in use at the time when the original work he was

endeavouring to reproduce was in vogue. The ex-

jilanation of this jealous regard for precedent was of

course the distressing luilikeness to ancient work

which resulted from originality of any kind. But

although it may be conceded that in the early stages

of the Gothic revival it was prudent to stick to the

beautiful details of the earlier builders, it is difficult

to account for the passion for employing one parti-

cular period of Gothic for an entire building, a prac-

tice the antithesis of that of medieval arcliitects.

AVhile giving the fullest credit to the exquisite

beauty of Salisbury Cathedral, almost the only in-

stance of a great work carried out entirely during

the prevalence of a single phase of Gothic art, it may
be doubted whether for jiictorial and artistic effect

it is not inferior in many respects to buildings which
exhibit the whole range of our native architecture

from early Norman to Tudor. Our painters, at any

rate, prefer the la' i;er, and they should be the best

judges in such a matter. Take the pictures of David

Roberts as a class, and you will find—what one might

expect—that with a painter's true instinct he selects

for his subjects preciselj' those works where the diver-

gence of style is most marked : where the great simple

vaulting of the Thirteenth Century is " set off " Ijy

the elaborate Cinque-cento stalls of the choir, their

black oak telling against the grey walls, and the huge

pulpit of fantastic—debased if you will—outline and

detail standing out boldly and grandly from the moi'e

reticent early work surrounding it. Our cathedrals

and parish churches throughout the land afford ex-

cellent instances of the artistic or pictorial charm

which results from even an incongruous juxtaposi-

tion of elements, if only they are seen to have a

history and a raiwn (Vetre.

By a mere accident a case has arisen which

affords an example of the ancient method in modern

work. The cathedral at Truro is designed by Air.

Pearson in that simple and severe phase of quasi-

Continental Thirteenth Century Gothic which he

knows so well how to treat effectively. It was^

however—and properly—essential for the satisfac-

tion of local sentiment, that St. Mary's Church, or

a portion of it at least, should be retained. And
accordingl}' a part of the old Perpendicular work was

in Mr. Pearson's scheme placed side by side with

his own " Early English," with the effect obtained
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by the Russell and Loiiijlancl cliantrios at Lincoln,

about the value of which no one will dispute. In-

stances o£ the skill with which our ancestors fitted

the new work to the old, such as in fitting the

Perpendicular tracery to the Norman transept arch

at Norwich, will occur to every reader.

Nor can it, I think, be duubted that, from an

artist's point of view at least, the gain is on the side

of the combination, always provided that the attempt

be controlled by taste and the liberty be used with

discretion. If, however, the testimony of the ancient

edifices be not admitted on the score that, Topsy-

like, "they growel," and were not deliberately built

of many styles, but that their authors always con-

fined themselves to the prevailing style of the time,

I would reply that their case and circumstances were

different from ours. They were original authors;

we are at best but skilful adapters. We have

the whole of their work before us, and see, or think

we see, that a great part of its charm, pictorially

—and that is mainly how we are affected by it

—is due to the fact that it is made up of many
and various styles, all acting and re-acting on

each other to their common advantage. ^\ e know

the ancient builders felt no scruple in adding their

own prevailing style to the earlier work which they

might more easily have simply copied, and if they

felt no incongruity in the result we may infer that

it would not be so very dreadful in us. The austere

Norman and graceful Early English have their re-

spective merits heightened by the playful fancy and

exuberant ornament of the later Tudor, and this in

turn finds in the earlier work a foil or setting which

gives point and force to its peculiar charms. And
if, notwithstanding what I have said above, I fail to

convince my readers that a little latitude should be

allowed our church architects in the selection of more

than one style or period for our buildings, a latitude

recently denied to the writei-, and that such latitude

would place in their hands soiu-ccs of effect from

which they now debar themselves, let me point to

the practice of domestic architecture for confirmation

of my general theory that such a liberty of treat-

ment would Icail, if wisely used, to greater pictorial

excellence in our mudcru wcirk.

Most architects—and I tiiink I might safely say

all painters— would agree with me if I were to

name a living II. A. as tlie most successful and

skilful designer of English dwellings of the better

class. His name and works will occur to all my
readers. What is his method ? Precisely— in his

most successful efforts— that which 1 have been

advocating. Taking a plan of Fifteenth Century

type, with its great hall, open fireplace, open timber

roof, &e., he throws across it an oaken screen of

Jacobean design. A half-timbered gable of black

oak shows here and there among the Tudor stone

fronts with their muUioned windows and jutting

oriels, their embayed doorways of four centred

arches and elaborate armorial enrichments. From

Elizabethan work he culls the ])laster ceilings and

the ample staircases which lend such a charm to so

nuuiy old English houses. His mind is open to the

beauties of all the native styles, and he rejects none

of them. The English classic of the Renaissance finds

a place in the ensemble, and every phase of English

art down to our own time—with ^Morris's ]>apers

and the electric light, so only that they be good

of their kind—are comprised in this truly Catholic

art. The purist may inveigh against all this, and

I grant that there is something to be said from

his point of view. But the fact remains that after

all there are at the present day no houses so en-

joyable, so full of incident, so interesting, and so

comfortable as those designed upon the liberal prin-

ciples which I have indicated above. And unques-

tionably there arc none exteriorly so pieturescpie and

attractive.

The question which I wish to raise is whether by

a similar treatment our church architectin-e might

not be rescued from that monotony w^hich seems to

attach invariably to our modern ecclesiastical work,

and whether the time has not now arrived—we

having learned perfectly our " archtcology "— to

attempt the application, in the painters' sense of the

word, of a little "art." E. Ingress Bell.

FKANZ LENBACH.

A MONG the portrait-painters of modern Germany,

Jt\. the first place belongs incontestably to Franz

Lenbach ; and, indeed, in the grave and noble style

which he affects, and which is that which in former

days raised the art of portraiture to the very first

rank, it would be difficult, at the present moment, to

find his superior in Europe. In saying this, no dis-

respect is meant to the really great portrait-painters

of modern France: men for the most part cither little

known, or exciting but a languid interest in England

—such, for instance, as the mighty Bonnat; Paul

Baudry, hardly surpassed even in this branch of his

art ; the grave and pathetic painter-sculptor, Paul

Dubois; the exquisitely subtle Elic Delaunay; or
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Bastien-Lepago, imrivalled in tliu deliiieatiim in a things, to evolve the mail, outlines of a human per-

small space oi the essence of a personality, no less sonality, are nearer to those of our own Watts than

than of its material envelope. Each of these is jire- to the aim of any other modern
;
though the tech-

FKANZ LISZT.

(Diaim in i'ustcls hy Fravz Laibach. From a Sketch bu Edyar Barclay.)

eminent in his own way, and has certain cpuilities of nique of the two painters is widely different. Both,

technical power, grace, and relinement to which the however, are distinguished for largeness of view, and

German does not lay claim, or which he rather pur- for a power which amounts to genius, of expressing

poselv relegates to the background. Perhaps his mode the more pcn-manent and essential side of a personality

of looking at humanity, and his endeavour, above all distinguished in politics, art, or letters.



OTTO VON BISMARCK.

(I'ainUd by Franz Lfnbach.)
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Ilerr Lenbacli lias never willingly undertaken the

delineation of feminine loveliness, either scorning a

task which is I'ather that of the painter par excel-

lence than that of the jjsychologist and the diviner,

or justly judging his powers to be unsuited to the

undertaking. In such portraits of women as he has

produced, though they are not lacking in his usual

quahties of breadth and dignity, we find just a shade

of that conventionality, that enip/iase, which are so

conspicuously absent from his greater works in the

category of male portraiture. To a somewhat cele-

brated friend of his, noted for her commanding beauty

and her fanatical worship of Wagner, he is said to

have replied, when she expressed a wish to sit to

him :
" Your beauty has in it nothing which in-

spires my art-; if you were an old man, upon whom
time and suffering had set their mark, how much
more willingly would I hav'e undertaken the task !

"

Although Herr Lenbach has attained the first rank

in one branch only of his profession, and is in so far

inferior to the great French and English painters

with whom we have paralleled him—all of whom
have attained very high rank in other branches of

their art—he has essayed other styles also, with fair,

though not transcendent, success. Some early speci-

mens of his excursions into landscape and genre are

contained in the gallery of Count Schack, of Munich,

who also numbers among his treasures many por-

traits, as well as an unrivalled series of copies by

the artist after works of the Old INIasters.

If we take into consideration his original works

only, it is not to the category of the splendid painters

of porlraits d'appardt that Franz Lenbach belongs.

lie has little kinshijj in point of view with the

majesty and outward magnificence of Titian, with

the exuberance and cheerful brilliancy of Rubens,

or with the aristocratic charm and gentle melan-

choly of Van Dyck : that is to say, with the

more usual moods of these great men ; for they,

too, have shown how fully capable they were, on

occasion, of sacrificing everything to a due under-

standing and expression of the idiosyncrasy of the

model. Neither does Herr Lenbach altogether belong

to that class of portraitists whose aim it is, above

all things, to seize upon salient outward character-

istixjs, and infuse into their creations the suggestion

of life and movement ; who strive especially to show

us human beings through whose veins the blood

yet seems to course, upon whose lips the breath yet

seems to linger. Such was the incomparable realist,

Velasquez, to whom the moderns, and especially those

of the Latin schools, have vowed an almost fanatical

adoration ; such, too, that supreme master of the

brush, Franz Hals; such our own Gainsborough; and

such also, in his own way, was the great pastelliste,

Quentin de la Tour. Rather should we place Franz

Lenbach in a category which might be made to

include such various painters as John Vau Eyck,

Antonello da Messina, Giovanni Bellini, the younger

Holbein, Lorenzo Lotto, II Moretto, and esiJccially

Moroni and Rembrandt ; to which class, as portrait-

painters, even Lionardo da Vinci and Raphael may be

said to belong. These have, each in their different

way and with the widely-varying technique of their

age and school, sought, above all things, to penetrate

the outer mask of the personality which they attempt

to present, and to attain, besides a reproduction of the

purely physical type and character, such a suggestion

of the mental characteristics and general idiosyncrasy

as almost to open a window into the soul, and to lure

on the gazer to an attempt at unravelling the life and

destiny of the being portrayed. The first and greatest

aim of such painters is, not so much to j^roduee such

an image as will cause the beholder to exclaim, " It

lives and breathes, it will step down from the canvas

and walk," as we are tempted to do before a sombre

cavalier of Velasquez, or a Dutch elegant of Franz

Hals. It is rather to guide us in divining the

very workings of the mind, as in the marvellous

" Lionr '-do Loredano " of G. Bellini—that unrivalled

picture of unsubdued mental force galvanising into

vigour a worn, emaciated body ; to enable us to study

both the individuals and types of a period, as in

the Windsor series of nobles and worthies by Hans

Holbein; to inspire us with an irresistible sympathy,

such as a Giambattista Moroni commands for his

"Tailor" or "Schoolmaster." There can be little

doubt which is the higher, the subtler achievement,

the one to attain which the most triumphant tech-

nical skill is insufficient without the intuition of

genius. Though we have ventured, in order to

illustrate our meaning, to cast the great prota-

gonists of portraiture roughly into the divisions

above indicated, it must not be understood that we

would deny to the greatest among them a measure

of each distinctive quality which has served to

mark out the attempted division ; but only that

their most distinguishing characteristics are such as

we have sought to indicate. It is, then, under the

last division that we must class Franz Lenbach.

In his determination, above all things, to set before

us the man, not only as a living being, but chiefly,

as a personality, distinctive no less for its mental

than its physical characteristics, and having its place

as a factor of the humanity of the time, he has,

with almost undue severity, sought to subdue and

eliminate the charms of colour which his copies

of well-nigh magie power would lead us to believe

that he must possess; deeming, rightly or wrongly,

that the grave subjects chielly affected by him would

lose dignity and character by a richer treatment.

His rendering of the carnations is certainly open to
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the charj^'e of a want of freshness and charm ; the

tones being often unduly brown and muddy, and the

general handling, although remarkable for breadth

and freedom, being distinguished by a certain loose-

ness which detracts from the power and certainty of

the effect. In this respect, however, his latest pic-

tures show a marked imjn-ovement.

Among the earlier of his works which excited

general notice and admiration was his own portrait,

exhibited in Paris in 18(57, and now in the Schack

Gallery. Although it is low in tone, and almost

achromatic—so much so, indeed, as to have exposed

the painter to the reproach of aiming at a wilful

piisfic/n; of certain Old Masters— it has an irresist-

ible truth and charm ; the homely features are

illumined by the penetrating, kindly glance, while

over the whole is thrown a vein of gentle, contem-

plative melancholy which recalls, though without

any suggestion of imitation, the sympathetic crea-

tions of Moroni and his master II Moretto, to which

we have more than once referred. Less completely

s.itisfactory, though admirable in conception and in-

sight, are the two presentments in the same gallery

of its owner. Count Schack, though these are the

definite outcome of the very numerous efforts of tlie

painter to satisfy himself by the production of an

adequate portrait of his earliest patron.

The Wagner villa at Bayreuth contains, among

other works from his hand, a bold and striking

sketch of the Abbe Liszt (re-drawn, and here en-

graved), in which has been suggested rather the

jiower than the rare refinement and charm which

characterise the features of the great virtuoso. But

it is by his portraits of German statesmen, warriors,

and intellectual leaders that Herr Lenbaeh has won

his chief renown. Lysippus was not more exalted

above his compeers as the portrait-sculptor in or-

dinary of Alexander the Great, than is Franz Len-

Ijach as the painter piir excellence of the great

diplomatic conqueror. Prince Bismarck. Among
the earlier of the series of well-known portraits,

one of the best known is the admirable half-length

of the Prince, in a civilian costume, and holding

a felt hat, to which the equally remarkable por-

trait of Count Moltke forms a pendant. Both

api)eared at the ^lunich Exhibition of 1879, and

after liaving been shown in many i)laees, have found

a final and highly appropriate resting-place in the

National Gallery of Berlin. Most recent, and per-

haps most remarkable of all, are some portraits of

the great soldier-diplomatist, executed in the latter

part of last year from sketches made at a num-

ber of sittings which the Prince, conquering for the

nonce his pronounced aversion to such infiictions,

vouchsafed to accord to his favourite limner at

Varzin. Apart from the noble vigour and simplicity

of these works and their unsurpassable characterisa-

tion, they aetiuii-e an added interest from the fact

that they had their origin, it is said, in a desire

expressed by Pope Leo XIII. to jiossess a portrait

of his great opi)onent in the " Kulturkampf " com-

menced with his predecessor. No incident more

pieplant or apjiropriate could mark the now a]i])roach-

ing close of this strange contest, the only one from

which the founder of German unity has not issued

absolutely triumphant. The Prince, in the most im-

portant of these last portraits (which we reproiluce) , is

represented standing at ease in the civilian costume

of a Prussian country gentleman, loose, cajiacious,

and convenient. Though liis features show unmis-

takable evidence of the wear and tear resulting from

hard work, advancing years, and acute suffering, the

expression is still one of indomitable energy, tem-

pered by calm self-reliance j and it is conveyed with-

out an approach to over-emphasis or conventionality.

Another portrait of the same series i-epresents the

Prince with his features seen in the half-shadow

of a huge overhanging hat. Still later in date

is the admirable portrait of Pope Leo XIII., seen

in profile, of which an engraving accompanies the

present notice.

At the Paris Univei-sal Exhibition of 1S7S,

although one wliole class of the painter's works was

necessarily excluded, he was represented I^y four can-

vases, among which was one of his masterpieces, the

admirable presentment of Dr. Dollinger, renowiu'd

as the main opjionent of the dogma of Infalliijilily

proclaimed by the last CEcumenical Council at the

dictation of Pio Nono. This is unsurpassed for sub-

tlety among the artist's productions, and may take

rank among the great achievements in portraiture

of modern times, though its attractions lie entirely

in the pathos and keen psychological power of the

delineation, and are not in any degree due to charm

of colour or virtuosity of execution.

Something more must be said in conclusion as

to Herr Lenbach's unique powers as a cojiyist. It

was Count Schack who, astonished at the tech-

nical perfection and intuitive sympathy evidenced

by the then very youthful painter in a copy made

after the "Helena Forman with her Child" in the

Alte Pinaeothek of Munich, specially employed Herr

Lenbaeh to make for him, first in Rome and Florence,

and afterwards in Madrid, a whole series of copies

of representative masterpieces. Thus were executed

reproductions of the exquisite "Concert" of the

Pitti ; of Titian's " Sacred and Profane Love " and

"^\nns of the Tribune;" and, above all, the as-

tounding copy of the same master's " Charles V.

after the Battle of Muhlberg," in the Madrid Gal-

lery. Rarely, if ever, has a copyist so absolutely

succeeded as in the last-named instance in ini-
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(^Painted by Franz Lenbach.)
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partinij to his work tlu' voiy flamo oF insjiiration,

tlie I'liui, of an orio-inal mastorpiix-o of llio very

first rank; all tlic lurid splendour of tlio colniir,

all tlie intt'uso pathos of tho dolineation, arc here,

and t'xcrcise a spell scanelv inferior to fha( worked

liy the |>ieture itself. In like manner, and with lln'

same inlnifion, the melaneiioly charm and soher, ]iro-

fonnd harmonies of the Pidi "Cuncert" are q'iven.

Again, in (he jiortraits after Knbcns—notably in (hat

of the master himself, the oriiiinal of which is in (he

I'itti—the clear lirillianey of (he carnations, the self-

reliant ease and firmness of the iiandling^, are imitated

to ]ierfee(i(in. TjCss snpromely suceessfnl—(hough

onlv, ])erhaps, hy comparison—is the "Philip I\'.

in Hunting Costume" by Velasquez, nt Madrid.

It is not hyperbolie praise to say tliat Herr Len-

liaeh's success a.s a copyi.st is without parallel in

modern times; and, in expressing sncdi an opinion, we

bear in mind the magnidceut reproductions executed

liy Paul Haudry after portions of ^Michelangelo's fres-

coes in tiie Sisfine Chapel and of Raphael's Stan/.o

and Cartoons (Ecolc de.s Beaux-Arts, Paris). The

secret of tliis unique success is, first, his remarkable

intuition and sympathy with the aim and inner

meaning of the masters whose works it has been

a laljour of love for him to repi-oduce, and, next,

his successful endeavoin" in each case to adopt (he

very school and technique of the painter to whom he

is for tho time bcinor devoting himself. This four

(le force could only lie accomi)lished b}" a born painter

and a true colourist ; so that wo are left to guess

at tho reasons which impel Ilerr Lenbach to be so

chary in imparting to his own works tho charms of

colour and brilliant execution which he knows how
to rendi'r again with such unrivalled success. This

same ))"Wer of absolutely truthful, yet bold and free,

reproduction, combined with the retention of so much
of the subtle essence of the work copied, cannot bo

paralleled with the exul)crant jiower and individu-

ality of a llubens, which, whether he sought to render

even the " Prophets " of a Michelangelo, the " Battle

of Anghiari " of a Lionardo, or the "Triunii>hs"

of a Mrtutegna, could not he repressed, but burst

forth and mnnistakably revealeil i(self. Neither can

it lie more li( I y com parcel with (lie peculiar powers

of anotlicr Northern artist, Havid Teniers, wlm
has been, jierhaps, somewhat over))raised as a mere

copyist; for in his ([uaint miniature reproduelinns,

especially of thi> works of Italian ])aintcrs, his

own gro(es(|ue Eleniish (\pes slily ))eep for(h amid

their strange surroundings, and not scddoni lend

(o the works so reproduced a certiiin amusing air

of (ravestv. One work of (he best ]ieri(«l of (he

Renaissance shows jire-emiiU'iitly (he peculiar jiower

of which Ilerr Lenli:ii li possesses so large a measure,

anil that is tlie famous copv which was executed

bv Andrea del Sarto after the " Leo \. with

Two Cardinals" of Raphael (in the Pitti Palace),

and which finally came, with the Farnese Collection,

into the JInseo of Na]des—a eojiy so marvellous

that it deceived (iiulio Romano hinisell', when it was

shown to him at Mantua.

Herr Lenbach was born on (he 1-lth Deceinlier,

IS;36, at Sehrobenhausen, in Upper Uavaria, and is

said to be the son of a master-mason, and to have

received preliminary training in the same craft;

though, if this be the case, his subse(|uent ])rogress

must have been extraordinarily rajiid, as we find

(hat in 18u9-G0 he oeen])ied an iin])ortant position

at (he new art-school of ^VeimMr. He received his

artistic training chiefly at j\[unich, and has since

been somewhat of a wanderer, residing alteinately

at Rome, Munich, Madrid, and Vienna. Of late

years, however, ho has divided his time between

Munich, where ho possesses a studio rich in works

of the Italian and German Renaissance, and Rome,

where he occupies a noble suite of ajiartments in

the Palazzo Rorghose, above tho gallery where in

former years he laboured so assiduously and with

such supreme success. Ci.aide Pnii.i.ii's.

-•^»4«l^»->

THE ROYAL ACADEMY'S "INSTRUMENT," AND
now THEY GOT IT.

11IIE Fellows and the Directors of the Incorporated

Artists were inspired by totally different am-

bitions. Tho former, finding that the school in

St. Martin's Lane was private and inadequate, de-

sired to found out of their Society's funds a high-

class public academy that should be more generally

useful alike to the profession and the country. The

Directors, on the other hand, led bv Chambers and

Payne (both architects, observe), proposed that tho

funds " should bo laid out in the decoration of some

edifice .adapted to the objects of tho institution." In

this tho Fellows declared they as a Society had no in-

terest ; and in 17C7 they resolved "that it should be

referred to the Directors to consider a proper form for

instituting a public academy, and to lay the same

before the meeting in September next."
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Here was a " poser " for the Directors ; but they

rose to the occasion. It apjiears that one Daltoii,

who combined tlie duties of treasurer to and director

of the Society, and of librarian to the king, with the

labours of the insignificant artist he was, had shortly

before put "another iron in the fire," l)y establishing

a print warehouse in Pall INIall. Tiie speculation

was a sorry failure ; and the speculator found him-

self paying heavily for empty premises. In this state

of affairs he conceived an idea worthy of his genius
;

what is more, he contrived to gain for it the sup-

port of the king. Accordingly the Fellows were in-

formed that His ^lajesty had resolved to institute a

public academy under royal patronage. So delighted

were they at this prospect, that they immediately

repealed the i-esolution above quoted; and amidst

universal rejoicing Mr. Dalton painted out "print

warehouse " over his door in Pall Mall, and painted

in " Royal Academy." It was then represented to

the subscribers to the useful, comfortable school in

St. Martin's Lane that, as they would thencefor-

ward have free access to the Royal Academy, their

school would be superseded, and their furniture use-

less. So they assigned to Mr. Moser their busts

and lam])s, their chairs and statues and anatomical

figures, to be removed to Pall ]\Iall ; and they never

got them back again. The royal estahlLshment in

Mr. Dalton's warehouse was a signal failui'e. The

king gave notliing ; the Directors refused to spend a

farthing ; the Royal Academy was to support itself.

The artists had been " done," and expressed their

feelings in heated terms. The struggle between the

Directors and the Fellows was renewed in a bitterer,

fiercer spirit, and became a public scandal; but it

terminated, so far as the Society was concerned, on

October 18th, 1768, when the Fellows elected six-

teen of their number to supersede as "many of their

opponents, the rest of whom resigned in a body on

the 10th November. Thus, after eight years of

autocratic rule, devoted to their own advantage and

not the Society's, these twenty-four gentlemen found

themselves defeated and disgraced. To that they

could not submit. They promptly and secretly de-"'

cided to found a new society and crush the old.

Some of the leading members of the Incorporated

Artists held aloof from these disgraceful intrigues

and sfpiabbles. Reynolds, in particular, refused to

take part in the Directors' meetings*; and when

they separated from the Fellows and raised " a

schism in the arts," he declined to exhibit with

either party. West also withdrew ; and " these in-

decent bickerings" coming to the notice of the king.

His Majesty asked him for an explanation (which

West gave after a fasliion), and declared that he

would " patronise any association formed on ]irin-

ciples calculated to advance the art." This royal

declaration was carried by West to three ex-Direc-

tors—Chambers, Cotes, and Moser—who instantly

acted up)ou it with cunning, secrecy, and despatch.

Chambers was the king's architect, and " towards

the latter end" of November, 1768, "waited on"
His Majesty to say that " many artists of re-

putation, together with himself, were very desirous

of establishing a society that should more effec-

tually promote the Arts of Design than any yet

established;" but they knew that their scheme
" could not be carried into execution without His

Majesty's patronage.'" The king, in reply, said much
the same that he had said to West ; with the result

that " a memorial was drawn up, signed and pre-

sented in form," on November 2St\\, by Cotes,

Chambers, Moser, and West. After praying for the

king's " gracious assistance, patronage, and protec-

tion," this document set forth the " two principal

objects " the memorialists had in view, namely, " the

establishing a well-regulated School, or Academy of

Design, for the use of Students in the Arts, and an

annual exhibition open to all artists of distinguished

merit.''' The king received the memorialists very

graciously : said that the culture of the Arts was
" a national concern," that they " might depend

upon his patronage and assistance," and asked for

a full explanation of their intentions. Chambers

then hurriedly drew " a sketch of a plan," which

( " having shown to as many of the gentlemen con-

cerned as the shortness of time would permit")

he presented to the king on December 7. The

king perused and revised, and directed that the docu-

ment should be drawn up in proper form. This was

done ; the king signed it on December 10; and the

first meeting of the Royal Academy took place on

December 14, 1768. Mark the rapidity with which

this affair of " national concern " was arranged. The

entire business w-as settled in less than six weeks

after the Incorporated Artists dismissed their com-

mittee. Is it likely that if the instigators of the

affair—the disgraced Directors—had really meant to

establish the arts on a national basis there w'ould

have been this unseemly, unnecessary, and, as the

secpiel shows, mischievous haste ? The truth is that

what they had at heart 'was not so much the in-

terests of art as their own ]ietty ambitions. Their

object was to wreck the Incorporated Artists, and

by dint of spite and sharp practice, aided by what

Haydon truly called the " basest intrigue " screened

and shared in by a well-meaning but dunder-headed

king, they achieved it. And then the backstairs

secrecy of it all ! Kirby, the President of the Incor-

porated Artists, was His Majesty's teacher of per-

spective, and constantly at the palace ; yet he never

heard a whisper of what was going on, and assured

his Society, in his inaugui-al address, that the king
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would not countenance the renegades. Not till evciy-

tliinj^ was ripe did the secret come out; and it came

out dramatically. West was paintini^ the "De-

parture of Reguius" at the Palace—or, according to

some rendering's, at Windsor Castle. The canny

Quaker was at work one day, the king and queen

looking on, when Kirby was admitted and intro-

duced to West, whom lie warmly congratulated on

the picture. Presently Kirby said, " I hope, Mr.

West, that you intend to exhibit this picture ?
"

To which West : " It is painted for the palace, and

its exhibition must depend upon His Majesty's plea-

sure." " Assuredly," said the king, "I shall be very

hnppy to let the work be shown to the public."

" Then, Mr. West," said Kirby, "you will send it to

mv exhiliition." "No!" exclaimed the king, "it

must go to my exhibition

—

to the lloijal Academi/ !
"

Tlie news created consternation among the In-

corporated Artists, as well it might. Sir Robert

Strange proposed a petition plainly stating the in-

jury which the Academy's illiberal constitution and

its threatened monopoly of royal support would do,

not merely to the Society, but to artists in general.

This, however, was overruled, :nul a petition of a

more cautions and mealy character was presented.

The king, in a manner as mealy, but disingenuous

withal, declared that the Incorporated Society already

had his protection; that he "did not mean to en-

courage one set of men more than another," but to

patronise the arts ; and therefore they " might rest

assured his royal favour should be equally extended

to both." But His ^lajesty did not keep his royal

word. He was seen at tlie Society's exhibition only

once afterwards, and gave them only one donation

more ; but he constantly visited and petted his Royal

Academy, and presented it with upwards of £5,UU0.

The Incorporated Artists made a gallant fight of it,

but in vain ; their existence gradually became more

titful and precarious ; they exhibited for the last

time in 1791; and in 1S3G the last surviving member

handed over the books, documents, and charter to

their conquerors of the Royal Academy.

The document drawn up in such extraordinary

haste, and so foolishly sanctioned by George III., is

called the "Instrument." It is probably the most

unconstitutional parchment in existence. It sets

forth that certain painters, sculptors, and architects

having solicited the king's assistance in establishing

a society for " promoting the arts of design," and the

utility of the plan being demonstrated. His Majesty

did thereby institute and establish the said Society

under the name and title of " The Royal Academy of

Arts in London." And then in twenty-seven clauses

it provides for the constitution and government,

and nominates the original members. At the end

is written in the king's hand, " I approve of this

plan ; let it be put in execution. (Ikouoe R." It

is innocent alike of seal and attestation, and neither

it, nor the bye-laws and regulations made upon its

aiitlun-ity, afl'ord legal basis for a national institution :

regarded strictly in its light, the Royal Academy

is simply an artistic club patronised by the Sove-

reign. Such a condition has advantages, and it is

significant that every proposal to place the Aeadeniy

on a really legtil national basis, every effort to strip

its position of the mischievous and anomalous am-

biguity which is its chief characteristic, has been

resisted with consistent pertinacity. True, in their

evidence before the Conunission of ]^(!.'5, several

Academicians individually desired a more definite

status ; but the Academy as a body has actively or

passively resisted every attem]>t to define its jiosition

and fix its responsiliililies. ]\Iore than this, it has

not scrupled to trade upon the uncertainty of its con-

stitution : as Mr. AVestmacott candidly confessed,

when it wishes not to be interfered with it is pri-

vate ; when it wants anything of the public it is public.

The Instrument itself is witness to the narrow,

selfish sjjirit in which the Academy was estab-

lislied. It expressly declared that its members

shoidd " not be members of any other society of

artists established in London "—a rule obviously

aimed at the. association with which it entered into

social and commercial rivalry, and at the jjcrsonal

antagonists of the famous Committee of Sixteen

;

and a nile which, though since forced into abeyance,

has never been repealed. The efPect of it was, of

course, to place monstrous restrictions upon artists

generally, and to exclude several notable men from

the Academy's honours and advantages : men, to

wit, of such commanding ability as Sir Robert

Strange (the greatest line-engraver these islnnds

have i)roduced), as Grignon and Woollett; as Allan

Ramsay, the king's serjeant-painter ; Hudson, who

tan<;-ht Reynolds; Romney, who rivalled him; and

Wright of Derby; to say nothing of Eil wards, I'ar-

ington, Humphrey, Wheatleigh, Smirke, Mortimer,

Scott, and others. No doubt in the end some of

them were connected with the Academy ; but they

were deliberately exdudc'd from it in the bi'gin-

ning, and their ])laees lilied by a rauged regiment

of coach- and sign-painters, and no fewer than ten

foreigners. It is remarkable, too, that though

Article II. of the Instrument says: "It is His

Majesty's pleasure that the following forty persons

be the original members:" only thirty-six are named,

and the list was not completed until 1772—four

years after the Academy was born. ]\Iore remark-

able still is the fact that though this Instrument

expressly defines the Academy's object to be the

promotion of " the arts of design," it also expressly

shuts out all arts but jiainting, sculpture, and archi-
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tectiirc. Eii"-ravin(?—on wood and mutal—wliicli are insult Sir Robert Strange, who had been in the fore-

" fine
" arts and eeramics, metal-work in iron, silver, front of the opposition to the Committee of Sixteen,

and "-old and various other "arts of design," In short, the faets unmistakably show that the ehief

have no place in its provisions ; and though they oljjeet of the originators of the Academy was not to

elected Bartolozzi and other engravers, and some promote the arts of design (for to do that would

purely industrial artists, they did so in direct con- have been to honour their opponents), but to promote

travention of their own Instrument, and in order to themselves. Harry V. Barnett.

AKT IN ASSYRIA.

nil'] activities of the spiritual nature constituternilH activities ot

-L an essential eccondition of (jriginaliiy, progres-

sion, and fruitfulness in art; apart from these there

can be none that is supreme. This the art of Egypt

eminently was. The land T/hei^.n !* grew was the

they were who gave the inspiration, their dreams

yet haunt the stone; the men who gaze upon it feel

even now the impulse of the thought of ages long

departed, and are set dreaming still. It matters

not whether it be at Karnak, under the glare of an

seat of a contemplative and profounaij philosophic Eastern sky, or among the gathering shadows of an

cast of mind, whose foremost exponent, aljout the autumn afternoon in the British Museum; the pil-

time that Moses was establishing the Theocracy lared temple or the calm face will lure the soul

among the Hebrews, was unfolding his "Principia" from within and set her at large in a world that is

ideal, until she

lose herself in in-

finity or in eter-

nity.

Art of a very

different order

now awaits us,

though at first

sight it may
strike us as fa-

miliar. There is

equal daring in

conception, equal

boldness in execu-

tion, equal mag-

nitude of scale ;

but it does not

set lis dreaming,

excites no awe,

awakes no rever-

ence. It simply

moves our wonder

—so massive, so

vast; but there an

end : it is mere

bulk, and almost

nothing more.

Here (i.) is a

gigantic head.

The spell it ex-

ercises we may
not be able to

define ; the touch

that makes the

in three myriads

six thousand five

h u n d r e d a n d

twenty five vol-

u m e s— so, at

least, Manetho

says ; her priests

were the teachers

of the great mas-

ters of thought in

Greece ; upon her

soil, equally with

that of India,

mysticism found

its native home

;

in her congenial

air Greek meta-

jihysics became

reconstructed ;

and in her schools

the memorable at-

tempt was made,

which was for

centuries to cor-

rupt the Churcli,

to fuse this in-

tellectual product

of cultured pagan-

ism with the su-

per-sensual side

of Christianity.

This inmost soul

of the land lives in

its art. Dreamers
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ililT. runof between it and the oiu' we are abml to

liKik at may be impereeptible ami inileseiibalile,

but it is there, and the difference is real. In its

iiresenee we are hushed and solemnised, perehanee

a])palled : but tlie' s]iirit kindles, and is deeply

stirreil : Iiatllid by tliose inscrutable eyes, yet fasci-

nated ; and held to them

belcire it —not i'or a moment abashed; and wc resent

and desjiise the pride and slate which have nothino'

in them dioiiilied or noble. The iirst had birth by

the Nile; the second is the outcome of ^lesoiiotumian

sjenius. In the national history and character lies

the explanation of the contrast which strikes us.

In the Armenian mountain country two liistoricAlCLI-^-Vl
f

1.1 II VI. ««V.1VL VV «. 11\.. Ill Jill LKVrf .&llllVltl(.I.Il lllV/ltd ^\* I 11 \.«>«.fcl>^l f L^tlt.' ll(>JbV'(lV>

in their unsleeping' wateli, rivers have (heir rise; one on the northern side, the

"->.,

?!r-.

/

^^-^t^ i&c^i, ^j:hi^i2M'J^'iii^^:^r^^--'':^^

n.—ASSYEIA.

or drawn out after lliem on their endless cpiest.

Mere (ii.) is another quite as hun'e; but while we

admire we are not • interested in the face: it is

commonplace ami hard, and without any meaning

—

any at least that excites our enthusiasm. "There

is no speculation in those eyes;" the hau<^htiness

of the features is not that of an inborn lordship,

native, habitual, unaware, but that ratlier of the

noiivean r/V//*', self-conscious, coarse, and vult^ar. The

power is sheer brute force ; the command that of

material resources only. We arc n(jt the least afraid

3G9

other on the southern, of the Niphates ranye, and

after rollino'Si>uth for some 700 miles or more inini;le

their mifj-hty Hoods for a further course of about lUO

miles, which is ended in the waters of the Persian

Gulf. Tliey arc the Euphrates and the Ti<^ris, which

washed the hoary capitals JJabylon and Nineveh

;

and the territory enclosed by them was the scat of

the primitive empires of ChalcUea and Assyria. It

rcscnd)les a wedge, with its narrow end on the sea

and its broad base on the mountains ; the whole

tract bcinir divided liv nature into three distinctive
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ve,o-ioiis. 'J'lic base rests on llu' line dl' Masiiis leading'

n]) (() llio snowy heig-lits of NipliaU's; Uiis is a hilly

hii-liland of limestone, broken by arid interspaces,

iuterniixed with rich ])lains and fertile valleys. It

-TYPE OF SQUARE ASSYRIAN TEMPLE.

breaks down snddenly npon !;reat expanse of

lowland—a wide, dead flat, now a wilderness, once

crowded with famous cities, and thronged by dense

populations. This, in its turn, gives place to a rich

alluvial plain, literally the gift of the rivers, of old

unsurpassed in fertility.

This riverine deposit was occupied some 2, -300

years B.C. by a race of Cushite immigrants, in whom
mingled a strong Turanian strain, who founded there

the more ancient civilisation, the Chaldsean Monarchy,
whose cities were Babylon (Babel), Ur (Muglieir),

Erech (Warka), Larsa or Ellasar, Sippora (Mosaib),

and Calneh (Niffer) ; and hence in aftertimes went
forth the colonists whose settlements on the northern

ujjlaud became, when consolidated, the overshadowing

Assyrian emiiire; having its strength in Niueveh,

Resen, Calah, Asshur, Arbil, Dursagina. These

settlers early yielded to 1he influence of foreign

penpli's on their borders, Syrians, Parthians, Kurds,

Medes, Elaniites, Arabs, Aianiieans, Hittites; and
became entirely Semitised before they made any
name in history ; more gradually the ChaldiBans

succumbed to the same forces, and in eight cen-

turies after their rise became practically indistinguish-

able from llie Assyrians, who, two centuries later,

won both independence and supremacy; holding the

mother country thenceforward as a stizerainty imtil

their power fell about B.C. G:')(). But the Chaldeans
could never forget that thev witc the nmre ancient

state, and had been the nmre imjiortant ; they could

not ac(piiesce tamely in the loss of prestige, and their

native viceroys were in freipient revolt, more or

less successful ; thus maintaining the national s])irit

which survived the overthrow of Assyria, and upheld

the empire for another century.

This slight outline, geographical and historical,

illustrates the national character and the conditions

of the national art. That of Assyria is the more

considerable ; she was the paramount iMesopotamian

power for nearly seven centuries, and that when tlie

civili.sation of the empire was at its height; she

had sculptors at her service, for stone was abundant

in her rocky highlands and her mountain frontier;

and she developed a skill and finish and vigour of

execution of which there is no trace in the crude

work of the earlier Chaldtean builders. But she had

no artistic impulses; she originated no art; and in

the way of ideas she added nothing to her primitive

Accadian inheritance. This she adopted bodily as her

model, and sim])ly worked upon with better material

and more practised hands, enriching it in scale and

pomp, but imjwverishing it by the elimination of

spiritu.l concej^tions and by the degradation of its

purposes. We must first glance at this bare, bald,

unimaginative art of ancient ChaldiEa, which indeed

can only be called art at all when viewed as the

immense advance it is npon mere savage life, yet

has iu it an element transcending all the magnificence

of her more superb yet degenerate descendant. The
Chaldseans, given to ])hysics rather than to meta-

])hysics, and without the culture and philosoiihy of

the Egyptians, were, like them, religious. They
honoured the gods; they believed in a life hereafter;

and their jioor memorials are redeemed by these con-

siderations. As by the Nile, so by the Euphrates,

the temple and the tomb predominate, but the

Chalda^an cult was immeasurably inferior. Around
the mounds which mark the sites of their chief centres,

miles of desert are populated by their dead, coffin

being ])iled on coffin throughout this immense area in

de])ths varying from .30 to CO feet. Their notions

of a future existence Seem to have been much the

same as those embodied in the Hebrew Sheol or the

Homeric Hades, and in harmony with these elemen-

tary ideas their burials were attended by compara-

tively " maimed rites ;
" there is no sign of the solemn

processions and dolorous pomp so common throughout

Egypt. Neither did they rear such massive ]n-isons

for the soul as cumlier the plains of Ghizeh ; instead

of the imperishable mummy and elaborate mausoleum,

we find only in spacious brick vault, or clay jar, or

under its clay cover, the naked skeleton which crum-

bles at a touch into finest dust, and by a breath

of outer air is mingled with the desert sands. But
Ihei'c it is; it has been reverently interred, and is
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attoiulod by the cruse aii;I paten wliieli contained its

modest viaticum. This eaith was not the wlioie

;

till re was some journey i'or the soul to enter upon,

and a life beyond death to bo sustained.

The poverty ot" desi>;-n and ab.sence ot' decoration

whleli mark the tomb are equally characteristic of the

temple. So far as the remains admit of reconstruc-

tion, it consisted of three storeys. The lirst, a huge

parallelogram (its angles correspondent to the cardinal

points), whereon was imposed a similar but somewhat

smaller stage (coincident as to position of angles, but

not as to centre), and this was surmounted by a sort

of tower, wherein was the image of the god, and

upon the inside of it all of adornment which the

building possessed was lavished; colour, metal, and

showy stones being profusely employed for this

pur[>ose : access to the shrine was from the basal

j)latf<irm by means of a broad external staircase.

The lowest stage was Hanked by massive buttresses

and pierced by numerous air-holes ; but there was no

exhibition of resource, no reach after design, uo appeal

to the sense of beauty. The long side of the struc-

ture measured about :J00 feet ; the total height was

probal)lv 1(10 or 150 feet; and it is clear that the

builder relied upon mass and height alone for his

effects : on the dead Hats, as we may judge from the

great heaps of their ruined cities, these rude piles

breaking the dull expanse, and climbing up among

the stars, could uot well be without a simple and

stem grandeur. \\m. IIolmdex.

SOME JAPANESE PAINTERS.*

IT is a truism (hat the theory of Japanese art

which has all along obtained in Europe is

merely a result of ignorance, or, at all events, of an

imperfect and desultory acquaintance with some

few isolated facts. It is a truth that with the

appearaiU'C of Mr. Anderson's two books—the ad-

mirable " Catalogue " which he has compiled for the

Keeper of the Prints, and the magniiieent publiea-

tion with which we are immediately etuicerned—we

can have no longer any excuse for our ignorance.

For .Mr. Anderson has given us a complete history

—the lirst of its kind—of ])i(torial art in Japan,

from its beginnings under Kanaoka to its latest

development in the hands of the heirs of Ilokusai

and Gauku : with an exhaustive account of the

several schools which have been its expression during

the last twelve hundriMl years; of the ideals and

tendencies by which it has been governed, the aims

at which it has been directed, and the innumerable

motives — Buddhistic, conventional, mythological,

popular, legendary, naturalistic— which have in-

spired its scarce less innumerable professors. Who-

ever is responsible for what may be done hereafter

will have to take Mr. Anderson's work as the basis

of his own. Thanks to him, we may study the

three or four thousand numbers in the British

Museum collection with some understanding of

their literary and historical <iuality, and develop

an appreciation as intelligent and an idea as complete

and serviceable of the Yamato School, and the vary-

ing styles of the Ukiyo-Ye Rui, as of the Umbrian

School itself, and the several phases of English

caricature.

"The Pictorial Arts of J.ipan." By William Anderson,

F.li.C.S. (London : Sampson Low.) Section L : Histoiical.

The '•Descriptive Catalogue" and the treatise

—"The Pictorial Arts of Japan"— while inde-

pendent of each other, are very largely coniple-

mentar',-, and should properly be studitvl together.

For the presi'ut, however, it will In' well to confine

ourselves to the latter, as the more |)opular and less

scientific of the two, as well as the more sumptuous

and the richer in jilastie interest. The matter of this

the first section (which is revieweil from the advance

sheel.s) is altogether historical. It is devoted, in

fact, to a rapid sketch of the art of painting in

Japan, from the earliest to the present limes. The

Japanese themselves, it appears, are not averse

from referring its origins to the Fifth Century.

Then, it would seem, a Chinese painter of royal

descent, a certain Nanriu, came over lo the Court of

the I'hnperor ^'uriaku, and dying in the fidness of

years and honours, bequeathed his place and his

practice to along series of descendants, the lillh of

whom was graced by the Mikado with the title

of " Yamato Yeshi," which is, being interi)reted,

" Painter of Jai)an." \Vhat is significant in this

tradition is the frank and resolute confession of a

Chinese source l'<n- all Japanese painting. China,

indeed, is the very /ons et origo of the artistic in-

.spiration of Japan. Her influence began in the

Sixth Century, and it is living even yet. She im-

posed her conventions, her ideals, her styles, her

processes, her materials. From the Sixth to the

Seventeenth Centuries her cxami)le was literally

the dominating inllueiiee in all .lajianesc schools;

and though since then she has fallen behind in the

race, and seen her dominion pass with the passing

of her strength, it is none the less a fact that the

artistic practice of the Tokio and the Yeddo of to-day
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is indobtedj in some of its cliief essentials, to pre- close of the Foiirteeuth Ceutiiry, is domiiuited by

cents that were maintained liy her, and acliievements the tradition and example of the famous Kanaoka,

that she wrought, a thousand ye;irs ago. wlio may lie described as the Japanese Giotto, and

ElSIIAilON AND THE ITINISTEEIXG DEMON.

(Popular School. From a Drawing hy Isai: Klnctecnth Century.)

In the beginning the Chinese teaching was

mainly in the direction of religious art. As the

Buddhistic invasion had passed from India into the

IMiddle Kingdom, so, in the fulness of things, it

passed from the IMiddle Kingdom to Coi-ea, and

from Corea to Japan ; and as in the one case, so in

the other, art was the handmaid of religion. Then

was invented the "Butsu-ye," the cliche of the

Buddhist picture, which has survived into our own
times, so that Mr. Anderson is able to quote as

typical an example painted by the Abbot of Zozoji

in the present century. Then, too, were produced

those magnificent achievements in wood-carving, to

the merits of which the two " Deva Kings," Brahma
and Indra, now at Kubukuji—jierfect in anatomy
and construction, superb in gesture, heroic in de-

sign—still bear such astonishing witness ; the

tremendous bronzes—the " Yaikushi," and the
" Yairocliana," yet standing in Nara—that affect

the beholder with something of the awful grandeur

of the greater master-works of Egypt. The evolu-

tion of Buddhistic art is divided into three periods.

The first, from the Sixth to the Ninth Centuries, was

one of education ; the second, which extends to the

is further illustrated by the practice of the great

men of the Yamato School, the Kt)ses and Takumas
and Kasugas who essayed to modify the conven-

tions received from Wu-taotsz^ and the masters of

the T'ang dynasty, and create a school of genuine

native art. As for the third expression of Buddhistic

painting, it is altogether due to the genius and

initiative of the monk Cho Densu, a contemporary

of Angelico, painter of the five hundred disciples of

S'akyumuni, in the temple of Tofukuji, at Kioto,

whose examjile, it would seem, remains in working

order down to the present day, when the school is

in decay, and the inspiration under which it worked

is passing gradually into nothingness and mere

obliviiin. Of the Yamato, afterwards the Tosa,

School, which is contemporary with the second

and third jieriods of the Buddhistic, Mr. Anderson

remarks that it is simply " the oldest and most

characteristic, but the weakest and most conven-

tional, of the Japanese modifications of Chinese

art." It was founded, in the beginning of the

Eleventh Century, by a certain Kasuga Moto-

mitsu, on the liasis of a set of peculiarities,

the invention of Kanaoka and his pujiils. Its
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THE EISHI LI TIEH-KWAI DISPATCHINO HIS SPIEIT TO TIIK MOUNTAIN OF THE IMMOltTALS.

(From a Ficture by Kano Taniju: SmenUerUh Ccnlnry.)

"iiiaiu principles of (k'sign " were Cliinese, with it dicw iic;itly ;iiiil ilaintily, and its colouring

exaggerated conventionality and diminislied f^ree; was "as decorative as the use of gold and
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brilliant pii--ments eoulJ make it;" it dealt iii

tliLMnes Bucidhistic, ceremonial, romantic, epic, legen-

tlary, biographical; bnt its treatment of the fifjure

was conventional and feeble in the highest degree.

Till the end of the Fifteenth Century it reigned

supreme ; bnt then it suffered change. Chinese

art, a long while in abeyance, arose once more in

the person of the priest Jo-setsu, who, " after a

profound study of the pictures of the celelirated

artists of the Sung and Yiien dynasties," established

a monastic academy, and had the honour to number

among his pupils three of the greatest artists of

Japan, the great master Shiu-lnin, the inimitable

Sesshiu, and the famous Kano Masanobu
:
"the

founders of three out of the four schools which

monopolised the attention of the artistic world down

to the middle of the last century."

The leading spirit of tV.is Chinese Renaissance

is the artist-monk Shiu-bun. "His pictures,"

says the Honcho Gwash'i, " were representations of

landscapes, figures, flowers, and birds, sketched in

ink, or lightly coloured, after the rules of Ba-ka-gan.

He was perfectly versed in the most profound prin-

ciples of Mokkei and Giokkan, and had studied

under Jo-setsu. He never painted in the Yamato

style. In modern times the followers of Sesshiu,

Oguri, and Kano used Shiu-bun as a ladder by

which they might attain the altitudes of the Sung

and Yiien dynasties." His teaching—supported in

their several directions by the practice of the Kano

and Sesshiu academies—continued in full force till

the end of the Seventeenth Century ; was revived in

the middle of the Eighteenth by the arrival in Japan

of a number of good Chinese masters, and has re-

sulted in the present day in the production, by the

amateur Ina-gaki, of the " Thousand Carp," a picture

of a shoal of swimming fish, which is one of the best

things in Mr. Anderson's selection. Of the two

fellow-students of Shiu-bun, one, Sesshiu, a kind of

Japanese Claude, excelled in landscape, and has left

us compositions which are touched with a " grand

simplicity," and whose " extraordinary breadth of

desio-n," " illusive suggestions of atmosphere and

distance," and " all-pervading sense of poetry," move

our author, as may be seen, to genuine enthusiasm.

The other, Kano, is illustrious as the father of his

son Motonobu—pre-eminent in imagination, unsur-

passed in technical skill—one of the greatest names

in art, and the true founder of the Kano School. He

was the ancestor of a long line of painters, one of

the most famous of whom, his great-great-grand-

son, Kano Tanyu, may be studied in the extra-

ordinary work which we have quoted from ]Mr.

Anderson's pages. His manner, it should be ob-

served, is said to resemble, not Motonobu's, but

Sesshiu's, and his descendants exist to paint until

this day. They exist, however, to little or no pur-

pose. Meanwhile, the Ukiyo-Ye Riu, the Popular

or "Worldly" School, whii'li was to swamp all

others, and to which the world is indebted, among

other things, for those achievements in xylography,

which constitute the best known and the best

liked part of Japanese art, had arisen (Sixteenth

Century) under jNIatahei, a pupil of the aristocratic

Tosa academy, and withal the direct ancestor of

Hishigawa Moronobu, and through him of Hokusai

;

while the theory of naturalism in art, which has

riv lied even the success of the Ukiyo-Ye Riu, had

found its first expression (1732—95) at the hands of

Marayama Okio.

Mr. Anderson's illustrations are remarkable enough

to merit a special chapter. From those in the text we

have selected two for reproduction : one, by a pupil of

Hokusai, as an example of the Ukiyo-Y^e Riu; the

other, by Kano Tanyu, as a specimen of the Kano

School. Of the twenty fiors te.rlc—m etching, xylo-

graphy, chromo-lithography, and pholofjruVKre—we

can say little or nothing save that they are admirably

produced, the chromo-lithographs in particular being

quite the best we have seen. They form a series

which has a certain historical completeness. The first

are presentments of the wonderful " Deva Kings " at

Nara, and of a certain number of antique lironzes and

wood-carvings. Then come examples of the art of

Wu-taotsz', Mokkei, and Meicho ; of Shiu-bun,Sesshiii,

]\Iotonobu, and Sesson ; of Ina-gaki, Haruki Naminei,

Hokusai, Itaho,Bunrin,Yosai, and :\loriIpp6. Thelast,

a light of the Naturalistic School, is represented in our

frontispiece, which is a reduced copy of the exquisite

ehromo in Mr. Anderson's book. W. E. H.

THE UPPER MEDWAY.

THE mile and a half or two miles of towpath and there is no want of trees; but withal cvery-

fromAylesford to xVllington are not of a striking thing is on a subdued scale, and at places a little

character. Tlie water continues to look remarkably spoilt by the subordinate belongings of barges. The

solid at all times, though of a thicker consistency barge in itself, under sail or being towed, full or

at low than at high tide. The banks are green, empty, is generally a pleasing thing to meet; but.
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;ii'tor :ill, a l:uulini,''-]>l:ie(.' with a craiK' is scldniii

])ictuivs(iiic; neither is a store. It is also an nnrnr-

tiiiiati' tnitli tliat coals are eavried in these hari^'es,

auil landed on those banks, wherehy the line white ol'

the Kt'iit chalk is at places not a little deliled. A(

AUiiin'ton better thinq;s are to be I'ound.

The Medwav Tjoek is, I believe, a thin^' very

inneli bv itself. In what respect it dilTers from other

locks in its ineelianisni— if it does diO'cr— is not easy

to be nnderstood, and still less explained, by the mere

pietnrestpic tonrist, who does not understand these

tliiiios. Happily, there is no need to nnderstand the

mvsterics of these locks, even if yon have to o(i

tlirnii^'li them. You ll.iat in, you llo;il up, and you

tloat out in the usual way, or what looks uuconmionly

like it. Perhaps the main difference is, that there

are no lockmen on the ^ledway. l?ar<i'ees and boat-

men open the gates with a crowbar for themsid\es.

^Vhcn you are rowing up the river a sim]iler, and

inlinitely less tedious, course is to carry the bnat over

the weir. The lazy boating man will always lind a

country fellow, or two of them, at hand ready to do

the job for him, and quite satisfied with a pint for

their labour. At Allington the lock is exceptionally

])retty. With the weir it makes a good stretch of

water, and on the right bank there is a mass of green

foliage which sup])lies a ha])py background. AVhen

a barge is coming through the lock, and a group of

men working, or jnetending to work, or merely look-

ing on at other people working, is standing about

tlie black bars of the lock gate, the whole makes a

plea.-^ant picture. The l']nglish countryman, who is

one day to b<' again the English yeoman, seems to

have a line gift of loaling. That he does work some-

times is manifest : the lields, the hedges, and the

line eonclitii>n of the teams of horses show that he

is not always idle. What he does do, however, is

done in a thoroughly leisurely fashion— at least it

looks so; and when anybody else is working in

the neighboiu-hood, a handful of stout-looking fel-

lows can always be seen gazing as intently as if

no such thing had ever before happened in their

exjierience. It may be that this tendency to loaf is

not a thing to be jn-aised, but it has a redeeming

(piality. 'I'haidis to it, locks and bits of river-baidc,

and benches in front of old red-brick inns, arc sup-

]ilieil at all times with their due allowance of a]i|)ro-

priate figures. At the proper time and .season loafers

of another kind are to be seen about Allington.

\oung men in white flannels, with caps and jackets

of more or less gorgeous colours, st;nid al)oul and sit

about, and ])erch themselves on rails, and snndce. It is

to be presumed, also, that they sometimes go in boats,

though on rare occasions. For the most part their

function in life seems to be to enliven the sombre

greens and browns of Allington Lock with patches

of white and crimson, and here and there a touch of

aniline dye. To see all these things and enjoy them,

it is well to go to the Malta Inn, which is close at

hand on the left bank, and sit on the first-door balcony.

There is in this
] art of Kent much jolly good ale and

old. The prudent tourist will provide his own tobacco.

MAIDii'iuNK.
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Leaviii"' boliiml AUinntun Ijock, tlic Miilta Inn, manner nttci-ly fatal to hi aotli' iniif<iniillc. Ono of

llie Ijaro-ees loafers, and vunuL;- men in while liannel, the literary associations which are so abundant round

you mav stroll alonu^ the left bank of the river the MeJway belongs to Allingtou. It was for a

towards .Maidstone. IlerCj for a g'oodish stretch, the time the property of the Wyatts, and Sir Thomas,

PENSHURST.

surroundings of the towpath are all they should be:

a good green bank, a full river, and over it a set

scene of fields, well-grown hedges, and fine trees.

About half-way between the lock and Maidstone

there is one of the most charming bits of the river.

In a bend, which is almost in the shape of a horse-

shoe, stands the ruin of Allingtou Castle. As seen

from across the water, it is a great straggling mass

of masonry, fallen in and battered, as a matter of

course, but still preserving the appear.ance of a build-

ing, and not reduced to mere heaps of stone with

a melancholy fragment of wall surviving in a corner,

whirl) has been the fate of even more famous holds.

Tlie Hanking tdwers, the gateway, the elmpel, the

two courts, all stand moi-e or less, and, strange to

say, perhajis the best of the whole is a comparatively

modern aildition. A farm-house has sprung up

among the ruins, and has added beauty to them.

At one point of the wall, which is itself a little loftier

than the rest, the peaceful modern building shoots up

square, narrow, and high, like a watch-tower. The roof

of red brick harmonises admirably with the colour of

the ruins, and the rest of the building has been fitted

into corners, and perched on ledges of masonry, and

has generally adapted itself to circumstances in a

the poet, was born within its walls, and lived there

much.
" Courtier of many courts, he loved the more

His own gray towers, plain life, and letter'd peace.

To read and rhyme in solitary fields

;

The lark above, the nightingale below,

And answer them in song."

So does Lord Tennyson make his son say. This

son, the younger Sir Thomas, was in his time a

famous man, the rebel of Mary's days, who " kept

touch " at the gate of the city. The same authority

tells how he started on his unhaj)py march to London

from the noble old house :

—

"Ah, gray old castle of Alington, green field,

Beside the Tiriinniing Mcdway, it may chance

That I shall never look upon you more."

He saw it never again. Allingtou (we use the

double " 1 " now) passed to other hands, and was

allowed to fall into ruins. It was a dangerous thing

for a house to produce stirring men in those times,

when the rebel who bravely ventured was held to

have justly forfeited his life.

After Allingtou, again, there is a little bit of

industry to be gone through before Maidstone is

reached. Wharves, storehouses, and such-like must
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be liiiiricJ tlirough, and then pleasanter san-oundingjs

are reached. ^laidstone itself is worthy to be the

couiitv town i)£ Kent—a clean, well-lniilt place, witli

good remains of old times and a llourisliini;- present.

The barracks are not too ugly, and the red-coats who

live there ljri«,diten up the streets. Small ii-roups of

boys, who will one day be men and soldiers, walk

about or dawdle on the river-bauk in tunics of that

conspicuous colour wisely made loose enough to give

them room to grow. The inns have not yet become

hotels according to the new model. Of course they

have kept up the good old tradition of high prices,

but then vou can take your ease in them, and the

the town saw hot work. In IC!-'^, in the second Civil

War, it had a visitation fmm General Fairfax. lie

swept down on it from Blackheath, driving the

divided forces of the lloyalist Earl of Norwich be-

fore him, and carried the town after sharp lighting.

Norwich was not there, having taken the road to

lliichester, whence he ran away over the Thames into

Essex, and got shut up with Sir Charles Lucas in

Colchester, which " was not glad of their company,"

and had little reason to be. What is most conspicuous

in ]\Iaidstone from the river is the Church of All

Saints, with its college. The church, in a state of

obvious but not offensive restoration, stands close on

SS^^^^^vf»'•
i'

/

iZ-i.'^ ^^^

OLD KIUIICJE, NtAU THE I-(l\VIlElt MILLS, TlXimiDGE.

waiter who serves you is not a German, as he com-

monly is in pretentious northern hotels, but a well-

shaven Englishman with a reasonably rubicund face,

who looks and moves and talks as if he had done

leading business in John Kemble's time. Besides

his imposing appearance, he has the not insignificant

merit of waiting well and quietly. The past of

Maidstone, which is not a noisv one, has left a fair

heritage in the shape of handsome buildings. Once

370

the river, with its college stretching along the bank

beside it. It is an imposing specimen of the Per-

pendicular style, not very attractive, but grand, or

rather, in the best sense the word can bear, grandiose.

Once clear of Maidstone, old and new, the tourist,

in a boat or on the towpath, can follow the river

into country pure and simple. There is a railway

on the right bank, but it is hidden, and the trains

go blowinir and screaming out of sight. At the first
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beiul Leyoiul tlie town you are a.!;-ain stniek with the

greenness of the Medway and all its belongin<^s. The;

water is green, and so are the banks. On the right

the liekls of corn-land break the prevailing tone with

strips of pure yellow, or yellow with a strong dash of

red ; but on the left the alder-trees hide the fields for

miles, and grow to the very edge of the water. To

see this part of the Medway in all its glory it is

necessary to go along it when the hops are gust ready

for picking. The long poles are covered to the very

top with the deep glossy foliage of that noble plant.

They can be seen to perfection from the river.

Though of a fair breadth, the Medway is deep, and

there is no need to be on the look-out for shallows.

Ul^ to the very bank the water has cut its channel

well into the soil, and you can look right into wide

fields of hops. In the autu/nn season also you have

a chance of seeing something of, perhaps, the most

curious of what little wild life remains in England.

The hoppers are everywhere.

Tlie race of hoppers is not unknown to the most

superlicial of newspaper readers. Their sins and mis-

fortunes are a fertile theme, and the paternal legis-

lator has taken them in hand. Considered from the

])icturesque tourist's point of view, the hopper is an

uueonveiitioual-looking person, who camps about on

the river-bank in a manner not unsuggestive of the

aboriginal savage. "Camps" is exactly the right word,

for rows of tents placed in a line of military precision

are to be seen in the fields. Here the hopper—just

come from Whitechapcl—-cooks his dinner at a gipsv-

fire, and his squaw mends rags close by. In other

places the gipsy-fires and rag-mending go on under

a convenient hedge. Elsewhere two old women, of

witch-like features, may be found, with half a dozen

children about them, squatting under the protection

of a steam roller. Three crooked sticks propped up

against one another over about as much fire as would

fill a moderate-sized saucer stand in front, and at this

kitchen they are cooking something mysterious in a

passing strange fashion. Hoppers are of all ages, of

both sexes, and, as far as can be seen, of various

ranks. The great majority are ragged enough,

though even about them there is a vague something

which suggests that the rags are at least partly

voluntary. Many are obviously too well fed to belong-

to the utterly poor who go half-naked ; and if their

attire is of the roughest, it may be partly because they

are too wise to camp out in more decent raiment.

They have bundles, obviously full of something, with

them, and a large variety of pots and pans. Now
and then one sees men, and even women, among
them who belong, apparently, to the class of work-

people in pretty regular employment. At times, to

be sure, one catches sight of a close-cropped bullet

head, suggestive of a very recent " six mouths;" but

it is the exception. On the whole the hoppers give

one the impression that they are a much more orderly

body than seems consistent with the nomadic nature

of their trade. For many of them, indeed, the work

is regular enough. There are some families which

come yearly to the same farms, and write carefully

beforehand to ask when the hopjiing is to begin. On
the whole the hopping season seems to represent their

mouth at the sea-side — a holiday of work under

healthy conditions. In rainy weather they must have

a bad time, particularly those who are lodged in tents.

A large proportion are put into long outhouses, built

for the purpose, and used for no other. These sheds are

wind and water tight, and abundant clean straw is

supplied for beds. Though not luxurious, these houses

are not actually indecent, and are decidedly superior

to an average London slum. Doctor Johnson, who
believed iu the healthiness of Londoners, would have

been gratified to learn that the Kent farmers prefer

the town hoppers to the country, or, as they are called,

home hopjiers ; because the former stand bad weather

better than the others, who have been accustomed to

an open-air life all their days. In point of character,

the hopper reaches to a certain level of respectability.

He or she belongs to the race of Autolycus. They

cannot resist any trifle they thid lying about, but they

seldom meddle with serious thieving. Violence is not

unknown among them; but in the remoter parts of

Kent, which may be said to include the ]Med\vay

valley, it is reported to be the exception.

From hojjs to hop farms seems a natural transi-

tion. Even if one knew anything about it, this

would not be the place for imparting useful infor-

mation as to the working of one, but the outside of

the farm belongs to the things of the Medway. It

forms, indeed, a very conspicuous part of the scenery'.

Nobody, as far as I know, painter or poet, has ever

done full justice to the oast-house. None the less, it

is a picturesque object. The round brick tower with

its pointed top, pretty much in the shape of a steeple-

crowned hat, is pleasing, even when one stands alone.

When a number are grouped together, their merit is

increased. The whole block standing among trees or

tall hedges, which are never wanting in Kent, has a

very distant look of being something much more

romantic than a prosaic place for drying hops in.

Over Farlcigh Lock, above Maidstone, one jmlls

along on the "brimming Medway" between "the

green fields." AVhen my Lord Tennyson has given

a landscape an adjective let no literary gentleman

presume to change it. Brimming, indeed, exactly

describes the river, and, for that matter, many Eng-

lish rivers. Big or little, they have this to distin-

guish them from the Scotch, that they are full and

silent. Right u]) to the Border the difference is

marked. Stand at the spot where the Till falls
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into the Twooil, and you will sco llio wiiloly various

nature of the two countries' streams. The Tweed

flows swiftly alon>4', hroad, shallow, clear, ripplini;^

over its ])elil)les, or roarin<j over its weirs. The less

famous Till is niirrow and slu<?p;ish, hut far deeper;

and one sees at a "glance that it has come throuijli

rioli soil, and between highly cidtivated fields.

Not the least of the services rendered by a great

poet to such as write articles is that he saves them so

nuich beatiuy;- of the thicket of what they call their

larly not when it holds ita man for years. No small

part of that debt " des arrerages de Plaisance," which

Hope ow«l Charles of Orleans in his life, was run u])

at Groombrid^v. In time there came another ]> let

from the moated grange. It belonged to the Wallers.

The all-accomplished tourist, who knows everything,

goes from (3 room bridge thinking of Waller, to see

Saecharissii's walk at Pensliurst, where he knows

he has to think of the more famous and even less

read Sir Philip Sidney. Considering how niueh the

TVNIlRinOE.

brains in search of opitlicfs. For the rest of the

Upper Medwav brimming and grei-u will sufiiee.

How shall the pleasures to be got from it be told ?

You must row on it, scramble over its weirs, lie

about on its banks, look at its fields, and then carry

away the recollection of them all. The historical

and literary beauties of the river, which bear telling

better, begin to come thick again wlicii Tunbridge is

left behind. This town itself is a paler Maidstone ;

but due south lies Tunbridge Wells, not on the river,

but near it on two sides, to the north and to the west.

Concerning the Wells itself, is there not much written

in the book of the " Jlemoirs of Grammont," and

elsewhere ? It does not directly belong to this

chronicle, but I should advise the picturesque tourist

to skip the river at this point, and reach it again over

the high country round Tunbridge Wells. If he

does, unless he carefully goes wrong, he will ])ass by

Groombridgc, a place to envy. It is a moated house,

still complete : restored, indeed, but so long ago

that the restorations are themselves of a respecfal)lo

antiquity. Scholarly information abounds concern-

ing Groombridge. It was the prison of Charles of

Orleans, a beautiful one, but no cage is ])leasant—

•

malgre the beard of Colonel Lovelace—and particu-

tourist has to think of, it is wonderful how easily

he seems to succeed.

When the IMedway is about ending, according to

our route—that is to say, very nearly at its source—lies

Penshur.st, which may be best approached from liid-

borough Down. The road, after running along the

crest of the Down, with views—not of the ^lorris

liiiul—on either liand, takes a curve, ;iiid dips mfo

Penshurst, so as to show a i)icturesi[uc <-lus(cr of red

roofs, spreading meadows, park, and white jiark gates

lying below. Then it goes past some careful imita-

tions of antiquity, in the shape of cottages, to the

entrance of the cliurehyard, an archway under an

ancient tiniber-biiill house. Passing umlcr the arch,

vou come opposite the somewhat ugly church sleei)le,

and beyond that the great window of the gallery of

Penshurst Castle stands out to the right. Near the

walk round to the gateway of Edward VI.'s time

stood, but stands not any longer,

" Tli.it taller trpo, whic-li as a nut was Bet

At his gi('at birth, whore all llie muses met."

The " he," as nobody needs to be told, was the

great, the Moved, the stainless Sir Philip, to whom

from Dickens it's a fair journey ujnvards.
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A LOCK, NEAR TfXBlilDGE.

People who like visiting what the guide-books call

"seats'" should enjoy themselves thoroughly at Pens-

hurst. There is a well-preserved great hall, " very

fine and lofty/' with the original open timber roof,

and large windows, with the Hewing tracery known
as " Kentish." There are fine old fireplaces, screens,

a Queen Anne ballroom, a Queen Elizabeth room,

family portraits and family heirlooms, a tapestry

room, and a gallery. In short, it is a little museum,
atid you are marched round it in the proper way with

a fluent person to instruct you if you like that sort

of thing. Some tiiere are who prefer the outside

of such places, and dislike tramping about other

men's houses. The outside resources at Penshurst are

abundant, and if the tourist feels inclined to address

the house of Sidney, or what remains of them' [and

it], let him quote Ben Jonson :—
" The lower land that to the river bends,

Thy sheep, thy bullocks, kinc, and calves do feed

;

The middle ground thy mares and horses breed.

Each bank doth yield thee conies ; and the tops,

Fertile of wood, ashore, and Sidney's copse,

To crown the open table doth provide

The purpled pheasant with the speckled side
;

The painted partridge lies in every field.

And, for thy mess, is willing to be kill'd ;

And if the high-swoU'n Medway fail thy dish

Thou hast thy ponds that pay thee tribute fish."

It must have been a pleasant thing to be a great

noble in Queen Elizabeth's time, and to be flattered

by Ben Jonson. David Hannay.

I
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THE LOST "CUriD" OF MICHELANGELO.

11IIE inakiiiiiTiP the " Sleejiino- Cupid" towards the

close of 1-1'95 marks a memorable epoch in the

history of Florence and in the life of Michelangelo.

Three years before this the young sculptor's promising

career had received a momentary cheek by the death

of" his first patron, Lorenzo the M.agnitieent, and

for liim Florence was now a changed place. The in-

solence and caprices of Lorenzo's son, Piero de ^ledici,

soon disgusted the friends of his house, and IMichcl-

angelo was not the man to serve a jiatron who at one

moment commanded liini to make a statue of snow,

and at another declared thac he held him sei.ond to

the swift-footed Spanish groom who belonged to his

household. Accordingly he left Florence for Bologna,

and did not retiu'u until the summer of L1'J5, when

Piero and his friends had fled before the partisans of

the reforming friar, Girolamo Savonai'ola. In spite

of his early connection with the Medici, Michel-

angelo was known to sympathise with the Piagnoni

or friends of the Frate, and in the general enthusiasm

wliieh now prevailed he was summoned, along with

Lionardo, Cronaca, and the first architects of Florence,

to supply designs for the new hall, where the popular

council was to meet, and where by a strange fate, four

hundred years after, another and greater assembly,

the Parliament of United Italy, held its first sittings.

During the summer of that memorable year, when
Michelangelo was in Florence consulting with his

Piagnone friends, and hearing those marvellous ser-

mons of Fra Girolamo, which rang in his ears to his

dying day—in those stirring times it was that he one

day carved a statue of a winged Cupid, lying asleep,

with quiver and torch at his side. Perhaps, like the

mask of the Faun .vhich in his boyhood lirst attracted

Lorenzo's attention, this "Cupid" was a reminiscence

of some well-known statue in the Medici Gardens.

But, wliatever first suggested the idea, Michel-

angelo's new work so closely resembled an antique,

that one of the ^Medici, Lorenzo di Piero Franee.sco,

who still remained in Florence, told him jestingly that

he need only break off one of his " Cupid's " arms
and bury it underground to make it pass for one of

the ancient statues then so much in request. The jest

was actually turned to account by a dealer named
Baldassarre del Milanese, who bought the " Cupid "

for thirty ducats, and carried off his prize to Rome.

Here he buried it in his vineyard for a short time,

and then digging it up again sold it as a newly-

discovered antique to Cardinal Riario di IS. Giorgio

for the sum of two hundred ducats.

Before long the canlinal, who, although he shared

the fashionable craze for eolloetinganti(piitics, was no

skilled connoisseur himself, was informed of the trick

which had been played him, and at once returned

the "Cu])id" to the agent, and insisted on recovering

his ducats. At the same time, however, he sent a

gentleman of his suite to Florence to bring back the

young sculptor whose genius could deceive even prac-

tised eyes; and on the 2;3rd of June, 149G, the great

Florentine for the first time entered the city where his

mightiest works were to be done. No sooner had he

arrived than he sought out the agent who had so

basely defrauded him ; and, laying down the paltry

sum which had been paid him, requested Baldassare

to restore him his "Cupid." This the indignant

agent refused to do, replying very roughly " that he

would rather break it in a hundred pieces than give

it up ; that he had bought it for his own, and meant

to keep it." The letter in which Michelangelo de-

scribes the interview is the best proof of his own
innocence in the matter. It is dated July 11th,

1496, and written to Lorenzo de' Medici, but sent

under cover to the painter Sandm Botticelli, who,

like Michelangelo himself, had friends both among

the Medici and Savonarola's followers. It was appa-

rently not yet considered safe to write openly to one

of Piero's family in Florence, and it is worthy of

note that ^liehelangelo begins this letter to a ^Medici

with the Piagnone watchword of C/iristuH.' After this

failure ^Michelangelo ceased to vex himself about the

statue, and Baldassare soon found a purchaser in

Caesar Borgia, Duke of Valentino, and son of the

reigning pope, Alexander YL, who, like the cardinal,

seems to have taken the Tuscan painter's work for a

genuine antique.

Under this impression he sent it, with a torso of

Venus—of real antiquity—as a present to Guido-

baldo, Didce of Urbino, whom he was desirous to

conciliate. For already he was casting covetous

eyes on the fair province of Romagna, and, with

this object in view, it was necessary to disarm the

duke of watchfulness by false assurances of friend-

ship. So Michelangelo's " Slee|)ing Love " passed

from the Florence of Savonarola and the ]\Icdici,

from the balls of the Vatican and the Eternal City,

to that famous little principality between the Apen-

nines and the jMarch of Ancona, which flourished

under the paternal rule of the house of Montc-

felfro, nnd where even then in the hilly street of tiie

mountain town the boy Kaphacl was growing up.
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Tlieiv, if ever sinee Artluir's days, tlie world saw

a model eoiut held by a blameless prince, and

the palaee on the roeky heio'hts of Urbino beeame

the home of that brilliant eomiiany which Castig-

lione's regrets have matle immortal. There the finest

seliolars and the brightest spirits of the age met, at-

tracted from all iwrts of Italy by the charm of the

l)lace and the noble qualities of the duke and duchess:

CJnid(ibaldo himself versed in all knightly arts and

classical learning, who in days o£ exile and sickness

found solace in the company of poets, and died with

a line of Virgil on his lips; Elizabeth, the friend of

Castiglione, of ^fantegna, and of Raphael, whose

divine beauty and goodness have been the theme of

a hundred writers. Even Bembo's frigid periods

grow warm when he speaks her name, and we feel the

stirrings of his heart under the weight of his pom-

pous rhetoric when he tells us, many were the women

remarkable for certain e.\cellences whom he had seen

and known, but one alone there lived in whom all

virtues and all graces were united.

That famous palace of theirs still rears its airy

turrets and balconies, like some enchanted castle,

above the blackness of the old town. Those mar-

vellous collections of pictures, of tapestries, and

]\1SS., of which Giovanni Santi and Bembo and

Castiglione all wrote in t\irn, which so tilled the vast

halls that it seemed less a palace than a city, have

all vanished. But still, as we wander through the

desolate rooms, the medallicnis of Federigo and Guido-

balJi, the eagle of Montefeltro, the garter of England,

borne bv two dukes in turn, meet us everywhere

among the dancing Loves, the roses and carnations,

cai-vi'd in delicate relief on marble doorways and

niantel]iieces. At every step we are reminded of some

page of the " Cortigiano.'' We recall the glittering

pageants, concerts, and dances, the plays and pasto-

rals, which these deserted halls witnessed. Bib-

biciia's " Calandr.i," Custiglionc's " Tirsi," we think

of them. We pause before a high-arched window to

look on the purple mountains, and suddenly we remem-

ber that it was here the perfect Gentleman watched

Elizabeth singing Virgil to the sweet strains of her

lute. We think, above all, of that summer night when

Madonna Emilia led the conversation in the chambers

of the duchess, and Bembo grew rapturous in praise

of love : till the short hours of darkness had Hed, and

the dawn broke rosy over the snowy peaks of ^lonte

Catria in the far east, and through the open casement

came the morning songs of the waking birds.

]\Iany were the renowned guests, soldiers and

scholars, architects and painters, who, as they paced

these corridors and tapestry-hung chambers—where

" nothing but what was finest and most excellent

"

might enter—must have paused to look at the new

statue. Perhaps the duke's own niece, Vittoria

Colonna, saw it as she played, a fair-luiircd child,

in her uncle's hails, all unconscious of the love,

stronger than death, that was one day to link her

soul witii that of the master whose baud had carved

the marble. And, (lerhaps, one greater still stood

there, and lingered a moment to gaze on the Borgia's

gift—an angel-faced boy, with deep-set brown eyes

and square-cut fringe, as we see him to-day in his

father's fresco up at Cagli, a great favourite with

the duchess for Giovanni's sake, and already giving

promise in the early bud of that perfect flower that

was destined to make Urbino illustrious among all

other cities in the world. It may be that Raphael

came and gazetl with those earnest cherub eyes of

his on "tiie winged boy held fast in the bonds of

eternal slumber," and flien went back to his home

in the stec]) Contrada del ^lonte to jiaint his own

"Sleeping Knight:" that little picture as exqui-

site, as tender in its mystic poetry as a dialogue

of Emilia and Castiglione; of all the great master's

works, the one which most clearly owes its ins]>iration

to the courtly and chivalrous influeuces which haunted

the atmosphere of Urbino.

But there was another visitor at the dur;d ])alace

who looked on Michelangelo's "Cupid'' with more

than common admiration in her critical eyes. That

was Isabella of Este, Marchioness of Mantua, and

sister-in-law to the Duchess Elizabeth. This re-

markable woman, who jilayed a distinguished jiart

in ]iolitical events, and was in correspondence wilii

all the leading scholars and painters of her day,

had a jiassionate love for works of art of every

description, and spared no pains to gain possession

of whatever object took her fancy, whether it were

a picture by Titian or Perugino, a Greek statue, a

rare musical instrument, a choice edition of Petrarch

or Virgil fresh from the Aldine press. A frcipient

guest at the Court of Urbino, she looked with long-

ing eves on the new " Cupid," and secretly wished

she could carry it off to her own museum in the

Castle of Mantua, which, under the name of the

"Grotto," was destined to attain a worM-widc

renown.

But graver and sadder thoughts soon came to

mingle with these in Isabella's mind, llcr keen eyes

saw more clearly than those abont her the storm which

was fast gathering round the duke and his brilliant

Court. From the first she had looked with distrust

on Borgia's advances, and in April, 1.501, we find her

writing to her husband, Francesco Gonzaga, that she

trembles to hear of Duke Valentino's progress in

Romagna: not that she bears him ill-will personally,

but that " this poor signor and his faithful people are

worthy of a better fate." Borgia's gift was, in fact,

only part of a deep-laid plot. One by one the petty

lords of Romagna had been compelled by force of
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arms or treason to ojien their gates to him. Year by royally entertained by the Duke of Urbino, and the

year and week by week he advanced nearer to the duchess herself accompanied her to Ferrani, and
borders of Guidobaldo's territory, while all the time was present at the nuptial fe:.tivities which followed.

ISABELLA OF KSTE.

{Painted fry Titian. Bdvcdd'c.)

he redoubled protestations of friendship and devotion

to the duke himself.

In February, 15 Oi, on the occasion of the marriage

of Duke Valentino's sister, Luerezia Borgia, with

Alfonso of Este, Isabella's brother, the bride passed

through Urbino with an immense suite. She was

Meanwhile Gnidobaldo remained at Urbino, receiving

daily assurances of brotherly love and good-will from

Valentino, whose hired bands were fast closing

round the little state. On the 20th of June the

duke, " supposing himself in perfect security," was
supping in the orange groves of the Franciscan
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convent without the walls ol' I'rbiuoj and enjoyin<^ nishiny stream, where we ])aiise to-day to look at

the peaee of the suiumer evening, when a messenger Giovanni Santi's fresco and Rai)hael's portrait; a few

arrived in hot luisto to warn him that Borgia was hours more and lie would he at the gates of Vrhino.

marching upon U rhino at the head of -^jOOO men. It was too late now to think of defending the

\N V .

UEBINO.

{Frum a Drawing; by Jo&cph PcniitU.)

That morning, in the early dawn, he had taken town; already Borgia's mercenaries were advancing

horse at Spoleto, had marched through the rocky in every direction, the passes of the Apennines were

defiles of the Furli Pass, up the great Flaminian guarded, a price had been set upon the duke's head,

way, and along the Metanrus valley as far as Cagli, Yielding to the entreaties of his servants, Guidohaldo

the little white-walled town on the cliffs above the fled, and, after many perils and narrow escapes, suc-

371
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ceock'd ill reaching Ravenna. ("I have saved nothing

but my life, my doublet, and shift," he wrote, eight

days afterwards, from Mantua to his kinsman, Car-

dinal della Rovcre, afterwards Pope Julius II., in a

letter giving a graphic description of his midnight

llight, and of the treacherous words by whicli Borgia

iiad deceived him. " Such ingratitude and trea-

chery," he adds, " were never before known among
men.") By sunrise next morning Valentino, or,

as he now styled himself, the Duke of Romagna,
reached Urbino, and the citizens had no choice but

to surrender. Arrayed in a splendid suit of armour,

the conqueror strode into the palace of the IMonte-

feltri, and there installed himself on the ducal thnme.

The few of Guidobaldo's faithful subjects who
dared offer any resistance were stabbed or strangled.

During the next few weeks a long train of mules

were seen wending their way down the steep hillside,

laden with gold plate, with tapestry, and pictures.

Marius Sanuto estimates the value of the booty

carried off by Borgia at 150,000 ducats, about a

(juarter of a million. It included Michelangelo's
'• Cupid " and the torso of Venus, which he him-

self had presented to the Duke of Urbino, and which

now became a second time his property. A few days

after there came to Urbino Lionardo da Vinci, then

in Cesare's pay, who employed him to inspect the

fortifications of the cities in his dominions. A draw-

ing of a dovecote in the jjalace and one of its splendid

staircases, with its different doorways, preserved in

his note-book, bears witness yet to his visit.

For awhile the tyrant kept possession of Urbino;

and after one ineffectual effort to recover his throne,

Guidobaldo, abandoned by his allies, and enfeebled

by illness, resigned himself to his fate. Both he

and the duchess remained in Venice, courteously en-

tertained by the doge, and consoled by the society

of their learned friend, the printer, Aldus INIanntius,

who dedicated his Xenophon to Guidobaldo, and

complimented him in elegant Latin on a certitude,

which would have satisfied Plato that the wished-for

day had come, and that at length the world beheld

a king who was a philosopher, and a philosopher who

was a king. Then came the tragic death of Pope

Alexander VI., and in a moment the whole aspect

of affairs was changed. Before long Cardinal della

Rovere ascended the papal throne, and Cesare fled

to Najiles. The people of Ih'bino rose as one man
against the usurper, and went out in processions, bear-

ing olive branches, to welcome back their beloved duke

and duchess. Guidobaldo and Elizabeth returned to

reign once more over a loyal and grateful people,

and to enjoy many years of uncloiuled peace and pros-

perity. The library of ^ISS., tiie tapestry, and most

of the treasures which Borgia had plundered were re-

stored to their former place. A yet more brilliant

company met in the duchess's chambers to talk of

love and philosophy through the livelong night. The

dancing and the masquerading began again as of

old, and those halls rang once more with the voice

of laughter, of music, and of song. But the

" Sleepmg Cupid" of Michelangelo came back no

more. Thereby hangs a tale, stranger, perhaps,

than all that has gone before. On the 21st of

June, 1502, Borgia haid entered Urbino; on the

iiSth the exiled duke wrote the famous letter in

which the story of his wrongs is told, from the

Castello of ]\Iantua. Two days afterwards (30th

June, 1502), from that same Castle of Mantua, where

the fugitive had been welcomed with open arms by

the marchioness and her husband, Francesco Gonzaga,

Isabella of Este, wrote thus to her brother. Cardinal

d'Este, in Rome :

—

" The Lord Duke of Urbino, my brotlier-in-law, had in

his house a small antique Venus iu marble and also a Cupid,

which were toi-merly given him by His Illustrious Excellency

the Duke of lioraagna. I am certain that these ha\e fallen

into the hands of the said duke in the revolution of the.

State of Urbino. And since I am at great pains to collect

antique objects to adorn my studio, I desire exceedingly to

possess them ; and this does not seem to me iuconveuient, -

since I know that His Excellency has little taste for anti-

quities, and would, therefore, be the more ready to oblige

others. But since I am not intimate with him, and cainiot,

therefore, assure myself that he will do me this pleasure, it

seems best to me to make use of Your Most Reverend

Signory, and to pray you of your grace to ask for this

said Venus and Cupid, both by letter and messenger, iu so

efficacious a manner that you and I may both be satisfied ;

and I shall be very well content, if so pleases Your j\Iost

Reverend Signory, that you should say you wish to have

them for me, and that I have asked for them very urgently

and sent an express messenger, as I do now ; for, believe me,

I could receive no greater pleasure or favour eitlier from

His Excellence or from Your Most Reverend Signory, to

whom I commend myself," ttc. itc.

The letter, in its frank, straightforward tone, is

very characteristic of the writer. A high-minded

accomplished woman, a, true friend and a generous

patron, she was singularly unscrupulous in the means

she emjjloyed to gain possession of the works of art

upon which she set her affections. We all know that

piteous tale of Mantegna's beloved " Faustina," how

she haggled with the dying man over his beloved

marble, " la mia cara Faustina," until at last she se-

cured it for a low jirice, and in so doing broke the great

master's heart. And now she did not hesitate to ask

a favour of the unprincipled man who had driven

her own kinsman froni his rightful throne by an act

of treachery so infamous that, even in those reckless

days, it had aroused universal indignation throughout

the whole of Italy. It is true she herself would not

stoop to ask this favour of Borgia in person—" Non

ho domestichezza con lei;" she is not on sufliciently

familiar terms with him for that. She had made no

I 1
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secret of her aversion to her brotiier's maniaye with

Luerezia Buro-ia, as we learn from her letters to her

hiisl)aiKl, but she is none the less ready to avail her-

self of tlie connection with the tyrant's family to

fr.iiii her end. Her i>rntlier, the canliuiil, complied

with her request, and 15ory;ia, who was aliove all desi-

rous of conciliating the .Marquis <if Mantua, hastened

to gratify his wife's famy. On the -llud of July

Tsahella wrote joyfully to tell her husband that the

]>recious marbles were safe in her possession. "I need

not. speak," she adds, " of the beauty of the ' Venus,'

because I believe you have already seen it, l)ut I can

tell you that for a modern thing- my 'Cupid' has no

et[ual." And so, after all its wanderings, the great

Florentine's Sleeping Boy found a home in the old

citadel on the reeely banks of INIincio.

Grim and frowning without, cut off from the

outer woi-ld by the sleejiy waters of the vast lagoon

whic)i bathes its walls, the stern old castle had little

of the sunny brightness, the fairy charm, which still

lingers about the fair palace of Urbino. But within

no ])ains had been spared to make the Castello di

Corte a residence worthy of the Gonzagas. One of

Isabella's chambers at the top of the castle, com-

manding a beautiful view over the lake and Mincio,

was known as II Paradiso ; the other, on the ground

lloor, was called the Studio della Grotta, from the

grotto-like niches, placed between its marble columns,

each adorned with Isabella's name and motto. In

this famous studio, " Quel loco die la Grotta il

mondo appella," described alike in prose and verse

by scholars of her Court, the " Sleeping Cupid" was

now placed side by side with the finest antiques and

the noblest works of the noblest living artists. There

were bronzes and cameos and bas-reliefs, busts of

Uimian Caesars, Apollos, and Ledas, Satyrs, and

Tritons, ilantegna's " Faustina," a " Sleeping Cupid "

by Praxiteles. There were Perugino's " Triumph of

('ha>tity," and the great .\ndrea's more wonderful

allegories, the " Parnassus" and the " Vices Expelled

by Mercury;" here was his ]iuj)il Lorenzo Costa's

painting of Isabella herself, holding her Court, and

crowurd iiy the hands of Love. Here, in after days,

were [ilacetl the masterpieces of Gian Bellini, of Titian,

and of Correggio. Here, too, were ])riceless vases

and dishes of majolica, plates of ruby lustre from

Guldno, Urbino cisterns, adorned with classical

myths and rich arabesques of pearly white or tender

blue. And, as in that meeting-place of celebrities,

Urbino, the greatest scholars and first Hellenists of

the age were frequent and familiar guests.

The Latinists of Naples, Pontanus and Vergerius,

and the great Venetian printer Aldus, were Isabella's

chosen friends. Ariosto came to read within her

chamber cantos of his " Orlando " aloud to the ladies

of her Court. Castiglione, whose palace still stands

on the opposite side of the piazza, was one of her

most devoted subjects, and wrote e])igrams on the

statues in the Grotto, before he left his native city

of ^lantua for love of the Duchess Elizabeth, and

followed her to Urbino. From him Isabella heard

afterwards of the great fame to which the scidiitor

of her " Cupid " had attained in Rome, and after inr

husband's death we find her writing to Castiglione,

to inquire if ^lichelangelo would design a tomb for

the dead marquis. But Michelangelo was away in

Florence at the time, and the prf)ject seems to have

been abandoned. The " Cupid " she kept to her

dying day, and it is duly entered in the inventory

taken in l.j.jO, twenty years after her death.

After that we have no more certain information

of our statue. It may have been, as some writers have

supi)oscd, the " Cupid " shown to the French travel-

ler De Thou in 1.573; but after the sack of ^lantiui

and dispersion of the vast Gonzaga collections we

never hear of it again. Jui.iA CAinwniciiT.

"SUMMER."
From the Puti'iik isv Richel.

rpiIERE is allegory and allegory. There is, for in-

JL stance, the allegory of ^Ir. G. F. Watts, who

in " Love, Time, and Death " has fixed the plastic

sense of an eternal human trtith. Again, there

is the allegory of Mr. Burne Jones, whose " Days

of Creation " are the expression of an intense and

])eculiar imagination acting under the stimulus of a

tremendous tradition. Herr Sicliel's is of a very

different type. Here the model is everything ; the

idea, the concejition, the truth to be expressed, are

afterthoughts at most, or have no real existence apart

from the title of the picture. Ilcrr Sichcl has draped

and jjosed an average young German woman ;
painted

her a lap full of flowers ; stuck a butterfly on her

finger; called the arrangement "Summer;" and so

achieved his allegory. That the result is hardly to

be distinguished from the cheaper forms of ffeure is

not the jjaintcr's fault but his misfortune. It is a

])ara<lox that who drives fat oxen must himself be

fat; it is a truism that he mu.st have at least some

touches of imagination who would paint imaginative

pictures.
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BEDS AND BEDROOMS.

BEDS in some parts ot" tho wmlil—in IVrsia and

the far East—have very j^enerally served as

couches, and even as tin-ones of stale during tlie day-

time. Tliose of the ancient Persians were of go\d.

The bed on which tlie Sultan of Turkey used to receive

ambassadors in the jinreh or "sublime porte" (gale) of

his palace is still shown, and is overlaid with plates

of i)ure gold set with jewels, and covered by a tester

on golden ]iosts. Western nations have not made a

display of their riches in such a shape as this. The

beds of our ancestors were bags tilled witli straw

or leaves (litter, from the Tjatin Ifi/civ, to collect
;

the only noticeable room of the house, on tables

(ir benches. Woollen coverlids wen? provided for

warmth
;

poles on which they could hang their

clothes, or hooks projecting from the wall
; perches

were provided for their hawks. Attendants and ser-

\anls slept u])on the flour. Bedding of this rough

kind ciiuid l)e stuwed away during the day, and as

many guests could be accommodated as there was
room fi>r in the hall. All the rooms of the liou.se,

such as the hall, the chapel, the sleeping-rooms

against the wall, the odiccs, were on the ground

floor. After a time a room was built abi.ve the hall.

-A MKIH->;VAL llj.li AN'D KKIHtOO.M : 1- Ku."\l VlULLbT-Ll.-M'C.

lectiim, a bed), like the modern palliasse, but not

upholstered or squared with modern neatness. The

bag could be opened and the litter re-made daily,

as the travelled reader will have cxperienceil with

the mattress of old-fashinned inns in Italy. There

were few bedrooms in the houses of ancient Eng-

land. The master and mistress of the Anglo-

Saxon house had a chamber or shed built against

the wall that enclosed the mansion and its de-

pendencies ; their daughters had the same. Young

men and guests slept in the great hall, which was

called tho solar, a chamber which admitted the sun

freely, and had occasionally a gallery or terrace on

which to take the air. It was a])})roaclied by out-

side steps, and the terrace was jMobably a lung

landing-place or open-air passage.

The beds of the master and mistress of the house,

those of personages of distinction, were stout frames,

sup])orted by four posfs, turned in a rude lathe, or

carved (ii.). On this frame sacking was stretched,

laced with cords or thongs jiassing through rings

ruunintj alunj; the bars that formed the framework.
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Over these was laid a palliasse or sack of straw,

leaves, or herbs. Early iJlmniiiations do nut f^ene-

rally indicate separate

pillows, hut show that

the mattress was long'

enough for one end to

serve as a pillow, propped

on the har at the head

of the bed. The curious

reader will see in illumi-

nated MSS. and carved

ivories numerous compo-

sitions represeuting the

deatli of the blessed

^ irg'in, or other scenes,

in which a bed occurs

—

e.ff., amongst the fictile

ivories at South Kensing'-

ton. No. 61, 18. There

the mattress is broug-ht

up beyond the head and a mat is laid above it,

valances of drapery are hung below the bed-frame,

and it is covered by an elaborate tester or canopy,

supported on four tall corner posts. The ivory in

Beds of a later period of the Middle Ages were com-

fortably made and handsomely furnished (i.). Castles,

houses, and manors of

the Thirteenth or P^our-

teenth Century were built

of two, three, or more

storeys. The bedrooms

were small, but as the

floors of the rooms over

them, whether leaded

platforms for defence, or

granaries and store-rooms.

Were of oak, and the

rooms not ceiled, the

joists could be carved or

painted, and beds were

furnished with testers,

stretched by cords to the

joists above. Curtains

with rino's runninof on

iron rods could be drawn round the bed at pleasure.

Edward I. married a Spanish princess, and the de-

cencies and luxuries of English houses made great

advances during his reign. His sou, the first Prince

ANGLO-SAXON.

question is of Byzantine workmanship, and repre- of Wales, was born in Carnarvon Castle. The little

bedroom in which he was born, and the window from

which, on the shield of his warlike father, he was

shown to the Welsh chiefs and people, is still to

be seen. During the reign of Edward all sorts of

splendid materials were used for curtains. It has

sents a jiiece of furniture and a refinement of man-

ners far in advance of what was to be looked for

in England at the time at which it was carved—viz.,

900—1100. It shows, however, what sort of bedding

was then in use all over Europe. In our illustration

(ii.) there is an embroidered or woven carpet, hung been maintained that tapestry woven with historical

from the bed to the ground. A coverlid with embroi- scenes was introduced in Edward's reign, but woven

dered border, and lined with fur, serves to keep the tapestry and embroidered canvas such as the Bayeux

sleeper warm, and he has, besides the end of his mat- Tapestry (worked with the needle) had long been in

tress, a small square pillow, covered with white linen use. Tapestry, with historical subjects woven in the

and embroidered at the four corners, under his head. loom and not needlework, might have become common
Bed clothing so complete was far from common, during the Thirteenth Ceutur}'. Arras, in Flanders,

Old Anglo-Saxon wills, however, make occasional was one seat of manufacture of this tapestry on a

mention of bed clothes : "curtain, sheet, and all that large scale. Carpets of Oriental origin of the sizes

thereto belongs ;" "all the bed clothes that to one bed we now know under the name of rugs found their

belong." King Edward the Confessor's bedroom in way to this country from the East, perhaps also from

the Bayeux Tapestry (in.) is a small building erected the Moors of Spain.

against the enclosing wall of his palace. Curtains It is wordi notice that in many MS. illustra-

proteeted the Anglo-Saxon bed from draughts. The tions of that century, besides the bed and its cur-

doorway could be closed by curtains— if, indeed, it tains, linen sheets (originally made at Rennes, in

was not, as appears in some instances, an opening Brittany) and eml)roidered coverlids are represented,

without doors. Window-glass was all but unknown, together with a rug or carpet iu front of the fire;

except in churches, in Anglo-Saxon times ; windows benches, arm-chairs, a toilet-table with a cloth

being small and closed at night with shutters, on it, a water-jug, drinking-vessels and perfume-

Hangings that would draw across the room and

completely shelter that part of it whidi was occu-

pied by the bed were, therefore, of supreme im])ort-

ance to the comfort of the occupier. Anglo-Saxon

pots. !Media3val beds were not unfreqnently placed

in recesses of tlie wall jirovided for them— whence

the names cot, crib, and stall. Ezechias is said to

have " turned his face to the wall " to shut out the

bedsteads were sometimes made with solid sides like sight of the persons and things around him, and th«

groat cradles, and with sides made up of rows of phrase occurs often in narrations of the last actions

turned rails. of dying men. It would seem to imply that beds
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were often made in some siieli reeesses. It became

a fasliicm in Freneli houses to arransfe the bed at the

end of the room whieh, by drawing- a eurtain across

that portion of it, was shut oil' from tlie remainin<>-

Si>aee. Old-fashioned houses in France retain this

arranj^ement still, leavini>- passa<4-es at the liead ami

foot of the bed, shut off from the room by doors.

These passajjes are used for washing and dressini"-

closets. It ouij^ht to be noticed that in the Fifteenth

Century beds were made of panelling, the bed being

sometimes formed into a chest or receptacle for

dresses below. The whole room was lined with oak

panelling, and the bed was made to agree with the

walls, benches, and other furniture. Carved corner

posts supported a panelled tester or canopy, and this

fashion continued through the Sixteenth and Seven-

teenth Centuries, prnbably till it \v:is driven out ol'

use by the continental fashions which became popu-

lar from and after the period of the restoration of

Charles II.

A j)lain stump bedstead on which the unfortunate

Edward II. was murdered is still shown in Berkeley

Castle, Gloucestershire. Other rooms in it contain, I

should note, tine examples of Tudor bedsteads of the

Sixteenth Century.

Here is a description of a set of bedrooms prc-

covered with carpet ; a bed of as good down as could

be srotten ; the sheets of Raynes (llenues) cloth, and

line festoons (valances?); the counterpane of cloth

of gold furred with ermine, and the tester and eeilcr

also of cloth of gold; the curtains (jf while sarcenet.

The bed head and jiillows were of the (pu'cn's own

i>nlcring. In the second chamber was likewise a bed

all white, knit like a net, and there was a cupboard"

(a small Iniffet, with cupboard below and shelves

over, on which ])late was placed). "In the third

room was ordained a bayne (bath) or two, whleh

were covered with white cloth."

A curious account has been preserved— in a MS.

by Peter le Neve Norroy, King-at-Arms—of the way

in which the bed of Henry VII. was made in his

[lalaccs of Shcne and elsewhere. It is so miuh to

our purjiose that it may be quoted here. From his

time court ceremonial, and [jcrhaps it may be said in

general, modern manners were brought under some

kind of delinite rules. The old feudal system came

to an end on IJosworth Field. Old families had been

destroyed or decimated by the civil wars. Hence-

forth kings were su])remc. Renaissance manners were

in full swing all over Europe. This is the way His

Majesty's bed was to be made—"The curtains must

be drawn (the spelling is modernised), and a gentle-

m.—EDWARD THE CONFESSOK's BKDEOOM.

(Baj/f«x TapcsUii.)

pared in 117:J bv order of Eduanl TV., in Windsor man usher must hold the curtains together; then

Castle: " Three chambers of pleasure, all hanged must two s.piires of the body stand at the bed's head,

with white silk and linen cloth, and all the floors and two yeomen of the crown at tiie bed's feet, and
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all the stiilV laid sal\' at tin- bed's feet on a carpet till

the ediiteiits o( the palliasse (whieh was (ipeii in the

middle) were ro-niade. Then a yeoman to leap upon

the bed and roll him np and down and array the

litter; then to lay <liiwn the eanvas again, then the

I'eather beil, and beat it well and make it even and

smooth. Then take the fustian (under blanket) and

cast it upon the bed without any wrinkles, and the

sheet in tlie same wise." Then follow directions

regarding the sheet, how it is to be stroked smooth,

tucked under the feather bed, over it is to be

laid " t'other stuff,"

upper sheet, blan-

kets, and fustian,

and over that a

covering of martin's

fur and ermine. "A
yeoman to beat the

pillows and tlu-ow

them up to the

squires to lay them

on the bed head, as

pleaseth the king's

grace." A sheet of

Rennes was passed

under the pillows,

falling over loose in

front (no )>illow

case), over that a

rug of ermine. The

bed clothes were

then to be brought

well up to tlie pil-

lows, and turned

down the space of

an ell. It is added

that when all was

done these func-

tionaries withdrew

behind the curtain

ments). Her chamber was hung and ceiled with

blue arras cloth with golden tleurs-de-lys on it. The

jiallet had a canopy of velvet of many colours striped

with gold, and garnished with red roses. An altar

was made, furnished with relics ; a cupboard, the top

shelf furnished with gtild plate. She commended

herself to the prayers of the lords, the chamberlain

drew the curtains of the " traverse " which parted ofE

that portion of the room, and after that no manner

of officer came within the queen's chamber, but only

ladies and gentlewomen after the old custom.

The cradle of

King Henry V. is

preserved in Mon-
mouth Castle. It is

not unlike the old

cradle in South

Kensington (vi.).

It is a crib, jia-

nelled, swinging on

two posts, one at

each end, rudely

carved into falcons.

There is no half-

tester over the head.

The Elizabethan

bed (iv.) is still to

be seen in many
varieties. It stood

under a canopy or

tester, on four stout

columns, two of

which formed the

framework of the

bed head. Some-

times the actual

bedstead was with-

in the panelled en-

closure, and could

be drawn out and

-ELIZABETHAN, CAUVED 0.*JC.

(Sovth Kinxiiifikm.)

that divided the room and had a drink all round. pushed back without disturbing so large a strue-

A curious precaution was observed during the ture. It was derived from the panelled bed of the

Mid<lle Ages with regard to queens about to be con- ^liddle Ages, to which reference has been made.
tined, and probably tu all ladies of rank. They were On the columns of the older beds were figures or

secluded in bedrooms of which the bed curtains,

tester, tapestry, or wall hangings, were carefully

chosen, so that there might be nothing in them to

daz/.le the eyes or awake gloomy thoughts in the

mind. Figure subjects were not allowed on the

tapestry. Elizabeth, queen of Henry VII., retired

on Allhallows' Eve, 1489, to her chamber in West-

minster. After mass and communion, for which the

Earl of Salisbury held the towels, the corners of

which were embroidered with gold, she was led to

an anteroom, where she waited under her cloth of

half-figures of the four evangelists. A mediaeval

ballad mentions " the four gospcUorus (gospellers or

evangelists) on the four pillorus " (pillars), and heads

of angels "all of one mould." The tradition of these

old beds survives in the invocation still used in some

country places. " Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,

bless the bed that I sleep on. Tvifo angels at my
head, four angels round my bed ; two to watch and

two to pray, and two to carry my soul away," &c.

After the Reformation this old usage died out. The
columns of the Tudor bed have square dado bases,

estate (throne canopy) and partook of a void (refresh- aeoru-shaped central bosses, and in general character
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resemble balusters on a large scale. Tlie bed lu'ail

is supported by caryatides, or terminal figures, and

panelled witli arehed or square recesses sometimes

containing ligure-c.irving of some merit. The tester

is panelled, and all I'rame pieces, wherever set, are

carved with decorative mouldings of many kinds.

Many beds made of oak for the English market

were imported from Flanders, the bed heads and
feet coni]>osed of many tiny open arches. Bed
tcster.-i, finished with details rei)resentin<j hauo-iuir

fringes and decorative detail borrowed from drajxjry,

may generally be set down as of Flemisli origin :

English beds of tliis date are more massive and

ruder in exocutioii. Shaw's "Ancient Furniture"

contains an engraving of the great "bed of Ware,"

in Hertfordshire. It is in the Tudor style, twelve

feet sijuare, and bears a date (but not authentic), 1 IGO.

The Stuart sovereigns borrowed many fashions

from the Court of Louis the Magnihcent. Heds

Were still four-posters, had taller supports, and were

of liL;iitcr build ; the frames of oak, later of ma-

embroidered at the head, plumes or ornaments
made in upholstery, in imitatinu of ostrich feathers,

set oft' the four tops of the corner posts, and

V.—SEVENTEENTH CENVtJET.

{Hampton Court.)

hogany, and both the heads and the testers were

upholstered in rich materials. Armorial sliield^ were

372

VI.—AN ANCIENT CEADLE.

(.South Kensington.)

fringes and other trimmings bordered the valances.

Fine examples of this fashion of beds are to be

seen at Ham])ton Court in the state bedrooms (v.).

They were introduced in the reign of AVilliam and

Mary or of Anne. They are not structures of oak,

but light frames upholstered with costly curtains of

Genoa velvet, L^'ons or home-made brocades. Ladies

of rank in this country during the Seventeenth and

Eighteenth Centuries took a pride in their skill with

the needle, and embroidered the white dimity cur-

tains of their beds with crewel or worsted work in

bold and effeetive designs. These curtains are found

in many old country houses, and they have been

reproduced in the royal schools of needlework at

the present time.

The last century saw the inlmductiou of what

was called "rococo " carving into this country, wood

carved and ]>iereed with grotestjuc curves and o]]cn-

ings, little sjjrigs of acanthus leafwork and fantastic

edgings, calculated to show off the shine of gilding,

which was used on furniture of every description.

Old-fashioned bedsteads have cornices or crowns to

sustain the tester carved in this way ; sometimes

gilt, sometimes white with gilt or coloured edges.

Bedsteads of this period are sometimes so high, and

the amount of mattress and feathers piled upon them

so considerable, that it i-equires a flight of steps to

reach them. Later on we find testers rising to a

centre, the curtains hung from a gilt crown, and the

tester neatly jdaitcd with a rosette in the middle, or

they are lined with ;i circidar loi)kiiig-glass, a French

fa.shion. The liedsteads have high upholstered heads

and feet, the corner posts carved anil gilt. An old

bedstead of this kind, French, in the Soutli Kensing-

ton Museum, has the posts carved inti) quivers full of

Cupid's arrows. J. Hi M^Klil-oi!!) Pol.l.K.V.
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PEOFILES FEOM THE FEENCH KENAISSANCE.

JEAN GOUJON.

IITTLE is known of the

life of Jean Goujon, the

o-reatest sculptor of the

French Renaissance. He
lived and worked; he

died and left his country

a tradition of Italian grace

united to his sliarp and

dexterous touch. Beyond

these facts, a few dates,

and fewer rumours, we
know little of his history

;

and his inlluence is more

apparent than his life. It is, however, probable that

he was bom in Normandy about the year 1520. A
posthumous and doubtful portrait certainly gives him

the quality of " Parisien," but this goes for little;

and our first authority is the mention of Jeau

Goujou's name in the building accounts of St.

Maelou, at Rouen, where it is recorded that in 1540

he carved and designed certain capitals and columns

for that cluirch. His touch was good. Next year

we find him promoted to carve, for the Cathedral at

Roueu, a statue of Georges d'Amboise Bussy, which

has been mislaid and lost somewhere long ago. In

the cathedral ledgers the youthful sculptor is still

described merely as a stone-cutter and mason. To

those biographers who pretend that Goujon learned

his art in Italy, it should occur that in 1541 he was

still a simple stone-cutter at Rouen, and that from

1540 until 15G0 there is some record, often bare

enough, for every year of his career.

Jean Goujon began like any of the great anony-

mous sculptors who preceded the Renaissance. He
chipped his shafts so well that his masters gave him

a capital to carvej and from that he rose to some sub-

ordinate figure—some inconsiderable image; thence

to a master's art. No training in the studios of

Italy for him. A simple mason, he learned a

mason's work; and if any master taught tliat right

hand of his its cunning, it was no greater sculptor

than a certain forgotten old jVIaitre Quesnel, of

Rouen, who wrought the leaden statue of the A'iriiin

in the cathedral there, and who carved two of the

figures round Louis de Breze's tomb.

From bis early master, the French provincial

mason, Goujon learned a certain fidgety and broken

trick of draj)ery, which he never quite got quit of.

And no doubt in the cloisters of Rouen he first

acquired that austere and youthful gravity which

should always qualify his least claustral work. There,

perhaps, also he learned the frank and sharp execution

which gives so truly French a touch to the Italian

forms that he admired. And having studied to good

purpose, in 1542, being it is supposed a little over

twenty }ears of age, he left his Norman bome and

came to Paris. Here lie went at once to work at St.-

Germain-l'Auxerrois, then being restored by Pierre

Lescot. Jean Goujon and this sublime young person

there began a life-long friendship, or so, at least, tradi-

tion has it. It is certain that Goujon was a great

admirer of Leseot's exquisite sense of style and grace.

A rood-screen at St. Germain, designed by the one

and decorated by the other, sufficed to bring both

architect and sculptor into the full light of fame.

Thus, two years after Goujon, " an image cutter,'"

was entered upon the ledgers of St. Germain, he left

that cburch to go to Ecouen, and serve there, under

Bullant, as architect and sculjjtor to the Constable

of France. He was no longer a mere sharp young
Norman mason. He had before him a great career,

and he had a great ambition. Not content with the

gifts he possessed, be set to work to learn the science

he had not, reading and translating Vitruvius, study-

ing books, and comparing monuments, till the self-

made man (independent, plain-spoken, as we find him

in his famous preface) became no less an artist, if

anything too exquisite in his fastidious grace.

Even at Ecouen, in this early work of 1544, we
see how great an influence the Florentine masters have

had \q)on this Norman lad. If in the sharp-cut frieze

of tliorns and lances we detect his touch so purely

French, so different from the large rounder manner

of tbe Italians, none the less in the beautiful figures

of flying "Fame," in the grandiose "Evangelists" of

Ecouen, there is a certain Italian style—style with-

out character—recalling Primaticcio and Bronzino, a

style which, at its best, has a distant and translated

echo of the genius of Raphael. There is no doubt

that Goujon was profoundly affected by the Italians

of Fontainebleau : Benvenuto, and Rosso, and especi-

ally Primaticcio, with his models after the antique

and his traditions of Raphael. From them he learned

his languid, long-drawn grace, his love of ornament

and of elaborate coiffure, his almost too fastidious

sense of elegance, his appreciation for the nude.

There is, in our National Gallery, a Bronzino which

offers the perfect type of Goujon ; and it is known
that Monsieur Lenoir had in his possession a design

of Primaticcio's for the Fountain of Diana at Auct

I
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so exiK'tly resembling' the work oi (ioiijon tliat it

is possible tlie Xorman seuli)tor merely copied the

Fli)ivnfiiie desiyn. It is vain to assert that Goujon

delivered Fnuiee from the Italians. He did a wiser

tiling'. Taking siieli ijualities of theii-s'as he could

nse, he made of tlieni, by his sluuj) and vivid touch,

by his northern gravity, a new and different art, and

one best suited to his time and country.

He did not work many 3'ears at Ecouen. In

IS-t? lie ])assed from the service of the Constable

into that of the King, and returned to Paris to deco-

rate the Louvre, which Lescot, his early colleague,

was re-creating witli admirable simplicity and dis-

tinction. The old King was dead (Franijois, the

enemy of the Constable), and Henri had ever been

the firm ally of ^lontmorency. It was natural that

he should choose his sculptor at Ecouen. Thus Gou-

jon passed into the service of a very constant master,

under whose protection he should execute the noblest

of his work. The Caryatides of the Louvre, the

" Diane Chasseresse " of Anet, the beautiful " Fons

Xymiihium," the staircase of Henri II.—all that we

have most characteristic of our sculjitor was wrought

in the brief eleven years of Henri's reign. The note

of his genius, graceful, precise, with a certain grave

tenuity of its own, was admirably consonant with

the tastes of Henri and Diane. The nymphs (»f

the "Fons Nymphium," with their singular self-con-

scious and reciieilli piquancy; the ]ilaying children,

lanky, overgrown, yet gracefully humorous ; the

sapless heroes, the prophets, elegantly lachrymose,

with wind-intlated draperies, all the charming long-

drawn figures of Jean Goujon's decorative fancy,

have that elaborate grace, that faintly artificial deli-

cacy, that came into fashion with the pale witch

of Anet. His talent belongs, by nature, to that

solemn court of black and white, to that atmo-

sphere of faded lint still potent charm.

Henri II. was then not thirty years of age,

virtuous, very strong, his only excess an almost

Platonic affection for a woman twenty years his

senior. There seemed every chance that France

would })rosper many years under the rule of his

gentle obstinacy, his mediocre idealism. He was

uot brilliant, splenditl, a knight and a poet, like his

father, but there seemed a happy future possible for

him and for France. A second Renaissance, nar-

rower, trinmier, less impulsive than the first, arose

in his Court; and Ronsard and Goujon, and Lescot

and Delorme seemed no unworthy successors to the

Rabelais, the !Marot, the Calvin, the Vatable of the

past. All seemed well. Ronsard wrote his odes,

and Goujon displayed his irresistible grace, and with

every day showed a i-arer sense of beauty. Lescot

built his Louvre (from which, a little later, Charles

IX. was to fire upon the poojile of Paris), but under-

neath this lair Armida's garden of art and grace

fearful earthquakes were inevitably brooding. Sud-

denly, in l.j.j*<, Henri died, and almost immediately

the disasters of France began.

She was divided between the (iuises and the

Huguenots. Catherine, the (|ueen-niother, eipially

hating and dreading either i)arty, gave her support

first to one, then to the other. Suddenly, in 1502,

after the death of Fran(^'ois II., when Marie Stuart

was no longer the formidable patron of the Guises,

Catherine shifted over to the Catholics, and a great

massacre of the Huguenots took place at Vas-^v and

at many other towns. "A foreign woman, terrilied

herself, and without friends or confidants, never hear-

ing a single word of truth, I would rather ])ity than

accuse her," writes the Venetian Giovanni Correr.

There was as yet no massacre in Paris, but all

the queen's heretic servants were dismissed from her

emjiloy ; and with them, no doubt, Jean (ioujon.

An unbroken tradition records his adherence to those

Huguenot doctrines which attracted so large a por-

tion of the genius of France. And, whereas, till the

end of the year 15C1 his name constantly recurs in

the ledgers of the Louvre, after that dale we find no

record of him there. Dismissed from the palace, he

worked at the Hotel Carnavalct, carving the sjdendid

archaic lions of the portal. He worked also on the

allegorical figures of the fa9ade.

The ledgers of the Hotel Carnavalct are lost,

and we have no record of Jean Goujon after his dis-

missal from the Louvre in l.jlil. AVe cannot s|)ecify

the year of his death; but a singularly vivid and coni-

plete tradition records that in the terrible August of

1572, on the second day of the St. Bartholomew,

Goujon returned to his scaffolding, confident in his

popularity and in the eminence of his position. A ct,

or so at least the rumour has it, Queen Catherine had

sent to (joujon bidding him stay at homo that day.

She had, we know, the Mcdicis rcsjicct for artists.

But Goujon did not stay ; and, standing on his scaf-

folding, chisel in hand, he was struck by a bullet

sh<jt from an arquebus, and fell a martyr, who had

lived the sculptor of the Court. It has been objected

that we have no record of his death. But we must

remember that, great as was Goujon in his art, we

have no evidence that he was specially prominent in

religion ; and, moreover, the records of the St. Bar-

tholomew were collected absolutely without system

or exactitude. The king, alarmed at the incom])lete-

ness of the coii/j d't'lat, at the horror of the tragedy

for which he stood responsible, wrote to the President

of Parliament, commanding him to hush the matter

up. '• Since there arc always those," writes Charles

IX., " who love to meddle with writing, / beneech

you let not/ling be printed, neither in French nor in

Latin." A. Mary F. Robinson.
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"A MOMENT OF PERIL."

From the Bronze by Thomas Brock, A.R.A.

EXHIBITED, we believe, in ISSI), this spirited his Indian rider. Perhaps the worst point about the

work was bought at once for the Cliantrev work—apart from its carelessness of pure beauty—is

A MOMENT OF PERIL.

(From Vic Bronze by Thomas Brocl;, AH. A. Chantrey Gallery.)

Gallery, where it now is. It has some good seulj)- tlie motive. Violent aetion is iKit meant (it is said)

tural qualities. The modelling is sound ; there is a to be eternalised in three dimensions : the agony of

real intention of drama; tlie action is taken at its the " Laoccion " marks a decadence in art and in

climax; and though the snake is not altogether so intelh'gence, as the inscrutable calm of the " Aphro-
nneonventional as could be wished, tliere is plenty dite"' of Melos is significant of a culmination in

of evidence of the studv of nature in tlie horse and both.
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THE SCREEN IN THE LUMBER KOOM.

(M'riUen by Austin Dobson. Draicn by Raiutolph Catdccotl.)



BUCKIMGIIA3I PAI^CE : THE THBONE-ItOOlI.

(Fj'otK a rhvluijiaph by U. -Y. King.)

BUCKINGHAM PALACE.

AS an example of the architecture of the Victorian

- ai;v, BiK-kiiii^liam Pidaee is not a Luiidins;- of

which we can feel very jiroiuL The additions which

make it the largest of English ro^al residences were

designed at a very unfortunate period in our art-

history. xVrchitecture had just then fallen between

two stools, the Ciothic style and the Classical. Clas-

sical architecture itself was also divided, and the

Greek, or supposed (ireek style, was contending with

the Palladian. So that, literally, there were three

incompatible schools of design—not one of which,

by the way, was understood by a majority of its

professors. No wonder, then, if the design of Buck-

ingham Palace, in spite of its immense size, deserves

above all other adjectives that of "trivial," whether

"trivial" means, as Dr. Johnson says, "vulgar," or

is connected with Latin words referring to three

ways. There were three possible styles in which

Buckingham Palace might have been built; and it

may safely be said to be in none of them.

The site occupied by Buckingham Palace and its

extensive gardens has a iiistory which reaches back a

373

very long way indeed. This will be ajijiareut when I

say that it stands actually upon the original AValling

Street: not the diverted Watling Street, of which

a distorted fragment remains in the city, but the

real, old, direct Watling Street, which led the ancient

Briton and his Roman master from Ciicstcr to Dover,

before London was heard of or London Bridge built.

This road passed down what is now Pai'k Lane, and

crossing what is now Piccadilly, ran straight to West-

minster, wliero there was jiroljably a ford at low

water, which led the traveller to the other section of

the road at Stangate. Between Piccadilly and West-

minster the ground was marshy anil was watered by

two streams, the Westbourne and the Tyburn, which

just at Hyde Park Corner a])])roached very near to

each other. There was a bend on the Tyburn at a

place called Iwfore the Norman Conquest " Bulunga

Fen." Here the Watling Street descended from the

hill—Constitution Hill. Here, with its front actu-

ally on the old course of the Tyburn, and with its

north-western corner actually on the old course of

the Watling Street, stands Buckingham Palace.
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The oiliest map which gives the features of this

locality in aiiv detail is one in the Craee CnUec-

tiou at the Hrilisli Museum. It is a survey of the

estate of Mrs. Mary Davies—misspelt on the map

"Dammison"—made in 1675, by a certain Henry

^lorg-an (whose method of spelling the English lan-

guage was pceuliar to himself). He shows us Hyde

Park Corner, which he decorates with trees and calls

'' Brooke shot.''' A road skirts the Brookshot having

on its western side open fields labelled " Pastuer.'''

The road passes close to " Gorin" House, and an

alternative name is also recorded—" Arudall " House

and Garden. This stands for " Arlington " House.

Behind it on the western side is " Mr. Thomson

Pasteur, with a brick wall called Goriu Garden."

The brick wall enclosed a hexagonal plot, which very

neai'ly coincides with the forty acres of the present

Palace Garden. Nearer the road, to the north of

"Arndall House," is the "Mulberry Garden."

Here, then, we have the beginnings of Buckiug-

the great importance to England of the newly estab-

lished silk manufacture caused an attempt to be

made in many jilaces to feed the silk-prmliu'ing insect

at home. The French some years beftire had made

not unsuccessful efforts with the same object, and

ignoring the differences of climate, our " British

Solomon " issued to his subjects a circular in which

he recommended them to plant mulberry trees, and

himself set the example by walling in four acres of

the Green Park, then called " Upper St. James's

Park," and establishing a ^Mulberry Garden. The

first keeper was William Stallenge, who appears

either to have been successful, or, at least, to have per-

suaded his patron that he was so, and he had a patent

granted him for seven years. Eventually, however,

the office of Keeper of the Mulberry Garden became

more or less a sinecure, and evidently not a very rich

one, as it was sold by one official for the modest sum

of £406. The buyer was George Goriug, a favourite

of the king, who was made a peer, as Lord Goring,

EUCKIXGUAM PALACE : THE PEINXE CONSOEI S 1IU6IC-E00M.

(Fi-om a Photogra2ih iy H. -V. Kimj.)

ham Palace. Next we have to account for the local in ICiS. He built a house on land adjoining the
names, the Mulberry Garden and Goring or Arlington gardens, and seems to have made it his residence.
House. Soon after the accession of King James I. He was raised by Charles I. to the earldom of Norwich,
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a titlo which had been his matonial hik'K'V, but lie

seems to have been called Lord Ciorin<j to the day

of Ids death. His house, durin!^ the Common-

wealth, was rented by Lenthall the Speaker, and

after the Restoration by Lord Avlin^-ton, of the

" Cabal," who had also a house and grounds at

the opposite side of the park, w-here they are still

commemorated by Arlington and Bennet Streets.

When the second Earl of Norwich died childless

in 1671, Arlington obtained a Crown lease, and he

had, therefore, been about four years in possession

when Henry Morgan made his survey. Views

of Arlington or (ioriug House are extant. One

of them, an anonymous etching, is in the Grace

Collection, and is dated in 160:3. It shows a good,

plain design of the Inigo Jones type, with a higli

cupola in the centre and an areaded portico. It is

([uite possible that some remains of this house are

still existing in the fabric of Buckingham Palace.

.Meanwhile the ^lulberry (iardcn became a place

of public amusement. Both Evelyn and Pepys in

their immortal "Diaries" speak of its attractions. It

seems to have been a resort of fashion even during

the Protector's lifetime, and was furnished with a

place in which to dine and a good cook. Pepys, in

April, 10()9, much admires a Spanish dish—he calls

it an "olio"-—of which he partook, visiting the

garden twice on the same day. 'riic plays of the

Restoration perioil contain many alhisions to it and

its convenient arbnurs, and the trees must have been

productive, for Drydcn loved the nnilberiy tarts.

The gardens were probalily closed to the public

before Arlington House passed into the possession of

John Sheffield, ^larquis of Normanby, who, in the

same year, 1703, in which he rebuilt it, was created

Duke of Normanby, and, a few weeks later, Duke of

the county of Buckingham. He is known in history

by the title, and the form of it, which he preferred;

for he signed his name not " Normanljy and Buck-

inghamshire," nor even " Buckinghamshire," but

simply "Buckingham." And tiiis form is still

retained in the official name of the palace. The

architect employed was Wynde, a Dutchman.

Arlington had died in lOS.j, leaving only a

daughter, and the duke seems to have bought the

lease of 1671. In his will he speaks of it as if it

was a freehold. Buckingham is an interesting cha-

racter. His chief vices were the vices of his time,

added to an inordinate family pride. He had, it was

said, jiroposed to marry the Princess Anne, and being

refused, retired for a time to the Continent ; but he

got over his disappointment, and eventually, by a

curious fate, married as his third wife her step-sister.

Lady Catherine Darnley, one of the acknowledged chil-

dren of King James IT. AVhcn Anm^ liccame queen

she remembered the compliment Normanby ha<l paid

her, and very shortly after her accession conferred tlie

two dukedoms upon him, and made him also Lord

Privy Seal. In 170:i he put a new front and two

wings on his house in St. James's Park, and about

the same time he laid out the gardens, which, strictly

speaking, can have only in small part been on the

site occupied by King James's mulberries. In 1706,

on account, perhaps, of some slight to his vanity,

he resigned his office, but did not, as he writes to

his friend, the Duke of Shrewsbury, go away from

London. " Vou accuse me," he says, " of singularity

in resigning the Privy Seal, with a good pension added

to it, and yet afterwards staying in town, at a season

when everybody else leaves it, which you say is

(lesj)ising at once both (Jourt and country."

The difference which one hundred and eighty

years have made in the ajipcarance of the west

end of London cannot be better illustrated than by

some of the sentences of this letter. The garden is

able to suggest, l)y the advantages of its situation,

the noblest thoughts that can be, for it presents at

once to view " a vast town, a palace, and a mag-

nilicent cathedral." Considering that London was

then all to the eastward of his house, that the palace

\\;is S(. James's, and tlie "cathedral" Westminster

Abbey— in wliicii, by the way, he was destined to be

buried—this is rather a high-Howu description. Hut

he goes on to say that the commonest shrub in his

garden excites his devotion more than a church, as

the works of nature appear to him to be the better

sort of sermons. "The small distance of this ])lace

from London," he continues, " is just enough for re-

covering my weariness, and recruiting my spirits so

as to make me better than before I set out." He

then enters on a minute description of his house, with

its hall " paved with square white stones mixed with

a dark coloured marble ;
" its " ]iarlour, thirty-three

feet by thirty-nine, with a niche ilfteen feet broad

for a heanfcUe, paved with white marble and placed

w-ithin an arch with pilasters of divers colours, the

upper part of which as high as the ceiling is painted

by Rieci
; " its " staircase decorated with the story

of Dido, and domed with the figures of gods and

goddesses ; a saloon, thirty-five feet by forty-iive,

also painted
; " and a " closet of original jiicturcs,

which yet arc not so entertaining as the delightful

prospect from the windows." He laments, however,

"as an instance of the mind's unqiiietncss under

the most i)leasing enjoyments," that he misses a

pretty gallery in the old house which he pulled

down to make way for a saloon. The gardens,

as has been observed, seem to have pleased him

as much as anything, and he tells his friend of the

broad walks, the tall lime trees, the tubs of bays and

orau'^e tri'cs, the terrace four bundriMl paces long,

and tlie canal six hundred yards long, with a double
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row ol' limi's on each side. The most interesting

sentence in this part of the letter is that wliich

mentions llie view over what is now Grosvenor

Place and IJelgrave Square :
—" A wall covered with

roses and jessamines is made low to admit the view

of a meadow full of cattle just under it." Under

the windows of his hook closet " is a little wilder-

ness full of Iilackhirds and niglitingales."

the house to his widow, who survived him till 1743.

In 1761 it was bought by the young king, and in

1775 was settled on the queen when Somerset House,

in the Strand, was given up for public offices. The

price paid to Sir Charles Sheffield, the duke's even-

tual heir, was £21,000.

George III. made Buckingham House tlie head-

quarters of his immense literary collections. We

buckinoham: palack : the maeble hall.

(From a riwtograph by B. If. Kinrj.)

The exterior of the house itself is hardly men-
tioned by the duke ; but it seems to have been but

little altered even after its occupation for many years

by Queen Charlotte. It was of red brick, with stone

dressings, had a Corinthian portico, and two wings

connected by curved colonnades with the centre. An
ajipropriatc! Latin motto was on the entablature, re-

ferring to the charms of the situation ; and on the

garden front were the words, now so hackneyed,

"Kus in Urbo." Tlicre were statues and fountains

and other embellishments of the kind, most of which
disappeared after the duke's death in 1721. He left

must remember that London in those days was but

scantily furnished with libraries. The nucleus of

the library at the British Museum was only formed

in 1757, when George II., shortly before his death,

gave the old library of English kings, in all about

ten thousand voliimes. There were libraries at Syon

College and St. Paul's for clergymen, and in Queen's

Square for dissenters. A few other small collections

were open to the public, but do not seem to have

been much used. So liberally did the young king

go to work to start a new royal library in the place

of that given away by his grandfather, that though
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(From a rhotograph by JT. N. King.)
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he only asceiuluil the tlirone in 1700, and was then,

as is well known, but eighteen years of age, he liad

alreailj^, six years after the purchase of Buckingliam

House, collected a library which, to use the words

of Johnson, as reported by Boswcll, " was more

numerous and curious than he supposed any person

could have made in the time which the king had

employed." Barnard, the king's librarian, was mucli

beholden to Johnson for a long letter, in wliich he

ffave elaborate instructions as to the formation of

a library. It would have been interesting to read

this letter, but Boswell could not obtain it from

Barnard, who thought it would detract from his own
merits. The great foreign collection of " Consul

Smith " contained books and ^fSS. as well as pic-

tures, and new rooms had to be added to the old

house. P3'ne gives the interiors of two of tliem, as

•well as views of several other rooms, the hall, stair-

case, and saloon of the duke's building, evidently

not much altered since he wrote his letter to the

])nko of Shrewsbury, though by 1818, when Pyne's

(Iniwings were made, VVyatt the elder had been at

work. The librnries were plain, their ornaments con-

sisting of books alone; and it is interesting to imagine

the uncouth figure of Samuel Johnson standing by

that tall wire fire-guard or sitting in one of those

comfortless arm-chairs with an Aldine I'dllio priiicejis

close to his nose. ^Ir. Barnard, we are told, "took

care that he should have every accommodation that

could contribute to his ease and convenience while

indulging his literary taste in that place." The
king hoard of it, and desired that he should be

told of Johnson's next visit. The minutes of the

conversation were submitted to the king for his

approval before publication. At the time of the in-

terview George III. cannot have been twenty-five

years of age, and considering the poverty of the

education he had received, and the slight knowledge

he can have had time to gain of his newly acquired

books, his remarks are surprisingly safe. The books

collected here form now a very important part of

the library at the British Museum, to which between

sixty and seventy thousand volumes were conveyed

by an arrangement with George IV.

All the children of Queen Charlotte, except the

Prince of Wales, were born at Buckingham Palace,

and, after the king's final illness in 181 (J, she re-

sided here occasionally until her death in 1818.

The scheme of making this the head-quarters of

the Court instead of St. James's was one of the

favourite ideas of George IV. ; but as there was con-

siderable difficulty in obtaining funds from Parlia-

ment, it was determined, ostensibly at least, only to

repair and enlarge old Buckingham House. Enor-

mons sums were, however, expended by Nash, with

a most unsatisfactory result, for the height and pro-

portions of Wynde's design were retained, although

wholly unsuited to the new dimensions. This may
be seen from our picture of the INIarble Hall, which

is far too low for its great extent.

The buildings, including a magnificent marble

arch, subsequently removed to Tytnirn Turnpike, a

little higher up the Watling Street, were not com-

pleted till shortly before Her Majesty's happy acces-

sion, when the house was found so inadequate as a

royal residence, that further alterations had to be

made and a new front built. This was done by

Blore, with the result we now see. The additions

were almost finished by 184-8, but the decorations

of the interior went on for many years, and, as our

woodcuts show, are in some ways worthy of a better

building. W. J. Loftie.

Jl ^oitg of i^n ^cab.

'T^HE Ganger walked with willing foot,

^ And aye the Ganger played the flute

;

And what should Master Ganger play

But Over the Mills .-ind Far Away ?

Whcn^cr I buckle on my pack,

And foot it gaily in the track,

pleasant Ganger long since dead,

1 hear you fluting on ahead.

You go witli me the self-same way—
The selfsame air for me yon play:

For I do think, and so do you.

It is the tune to travel to.

For who would gravely set his face

To go to this and father place t

There^s nothing under heaven so Hue
That^s fairly worth the travelling to.
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On every hand the roads legin.

And people walk with zeal therein;

Bill -vheresoe^er the hi^h-.iiays tend.

Be sure there s nothing at the end!

Then follow, you, wherever hie

The travelling mountains of the sky.

Or lei the streams in eivil mode

Direet your ehoiee upon a road.

For one and all, or high or low,

IVill bring you where you wish to go;

And one and all go night and day

Over the Hills ami Far Away.

RouERT Louis Stevenson.

DAVID NEAL.

LBKUT WOLFF said ..f

^liiiik;'us\ :
" II est un

]iuiiitie Iraiicais ne en

Ilouirrie/' au e.\pression

wliicli lias been para-

jihniseil to deseribe tlie

subject (if this sketch as

" a (iermaii painter, bora

in Anioiica." David Xcal

is, however, an American artist by more titles than

the accident of birlli. ^Vhile a pw]iil and master of

the ^lunich school, and an exponent Ijoth of what

it has accomplished and of what it aims to reacli,

he has jireserved an individuality which possesses,

at least, a tlavour of his native soil. I nlilce most

of his fellow-countrymen who have studied art

abroad, he has neither fallen into imitation of his

masters, nor lost his way in a vain pursuit of

orijjinality.

He was born, 1S.3S, in the city of Lowell, Mass.,

which has been callwl the iranchester of New Euj^-

land. Here his childhood was spent up to the age

of fourteen, when his father, who had met with

reverses in business, died; and he was left at that

tender age to begin the battle of life, almost alone,

and with but little preparatory training for the

struggle. Friends jirocured him, however, a situa-

tion in New Orleans, for which place, many hundred

miles distant, he sailed from Boston, and became, on

his arrival, levee or wharf clerk, with a firm dealing

in mahogany and other woods from Honduras and

Brazil. In this employment he did not continue

long, but at the end of a year, with the earnings he

had saved, started for California, rid Chagres River

and Panama. He must have been a surprise to the

older Jasons who were his fellow-passengers.

Arrived at San Francisco, accident threw him in

the way of a friendly wood-engraver, who took an

interest in him, and proposed to teach him his art.

From his earliest youth he had been devoted to draw-

ing, and he gladly accepted the kind offer and eon-

genial occupation. He was not destined, however,

to achieve his education in it. His talent as a

draughtsman was more valuable than his dexterity

with (he graver, which was soon taken from him,

and his work confined to making the Indian ink

drawings upon the blocks. In this his prolieieucy

and facility were such that he soon became the

draughtsman for all the engravers in the city. His

success encouraged him to attempt higher llights,

and he began to paint portraits, and was eniployed

by the police to sketch the likenesses of criminals

in the courts, for a Rogue's Gallery, without the

knowledge of the involuntary sitters. At the cml of

two years of jirofitable labour he had saved a certain

sum. \\ ith the true instinct of genius, he throw

up his increasing employment, made the long voyage

back to New England, went back to the forms of a

jirivale school at Andover, New Hampshire, and re-

mained upon them as long as his funds lasted.

Money spent, or rather exchanged for its equiva-

lent in learning, he returned to his home in the

Pacific, where he found bis oM jilaces open, and

again went to work, devoting every leisure hour to

study. Among his friends and associates of this

period was Thomas Bret Ilarle, then, like him-

self, unknown to fame ; another was Charles Nahl,

a German artist, the ])ainler of the " A\'allenslein
"

in the Stuttgart Gallery, who gave (he young

draughtsman his first instruction and encourage-

ment, and decided his impulse towards art as a ])ro-

fession. Indeed, he had already embarked on that

voyage, and called his worksho]) a studio.

Here entered one day a well-to-do citizen, who,

watching for a few moments the young man at work,

abruptly asked him

—

"When do you intend to go lo l^nropeV"

The youth flushed at the thought. " As soon

as I have the means," he replied.

"How much have you?"
"I-light hundred dollars."

"Well, my wife and I are going to New ^ ork

by the next steamer. Vou had better go along."

With Neal it re(]uired Init little lime to make

up his mind. His friend secured him his ])assage

to New York at half fare.

At New York he took a German steamer for

Hamburg, where he arrived on New Year's Eve,
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1862, his ears gjreeted hy music on tlie sliore, of good

oineii
—" Heil dii- im Siegerkranz !

"— as be sailed

up the Elhe. He passed on without loitering to

Munich, and began to work there at the academy

under Kaull)acli. Here, like Benveuuto Cellini,

Westminster Abbey, St. George's Chapel, Windsor,

the Parliament House of Edinburgh, and the Cathe-

dral of Glasgow. This alliance, made romantic by

difficulties and objections overcome, had imiiortant

results upon the young painter's evolution. At that

FEANK O. MACOMBKE.

{raintcd 111 David A'cal.)

"about this time he fell in love," a circumstance time the painting class in the academy languished

which resulted in his marrying the daughter of under tiie feeble direction of Professor Anschiitz,

the Chevalier Ainmliller, the Director of the Royal who was himself conventional and methodical in an

Glass-painting Academy, the reviver of thnt brilliant ultra-academical degree. He mixed, for instance,

art, esteemed lost for four centuries, and well known all the tints upon his jialette before beginning his

in Great Britain by his great works in St. Paul's, work, which was carried farther, "line upon line,
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and precept upon precept." Mr. Neal had the good

fortune, therefore, instead of entering' this class, to

become the ])upil of his father-in-law, with whom

he studied also the principles of architecture and

perspective. When Alexander Wagner, however,

took the painting class, he returned to the academy,

and made, under that genial master, rapid progress.

Here Ainmiiller's influence secured him, in 1869,

admission into the atelier of Piloty, made famous

not only by his own worlcs, but by those of his

pupils, among whom, at this time, were Makart,

Gabriel Max, Kurtzbauer, Griitzner, Hermann,

Kaulbach, and Defregger, some of whom have since

gone beyond their teacher. Wagner's final advice

to his pupil is worth quoting, for the advantage of

other young artists :
" Use large brushes and stand

up to your work !

"

"Sir. NeaFs first exhibited works were p.iinted

under the directions of his father-in-law—himself an

architectural painter of distinction. The subjects were

" St. Mark's, Venice," and " Westminster Abbey."

For the first he made a journey to Italy, and for

the second to England. At Westminster he began

his studies in the abbey, with the ingenious uncon-

straint with which he had worked at St. Mark's,

greatly to the indignation of the vergers, who exerted

their authority to prevent it, until, armed with a

letter from a London architect to Dean Stanley, he

petitioned for admission, which, at first withheld,

was finally granted, in consideration of the long and

expensive journey he had made for the purpose.

Tlienceforth he entered the abbey by the dean's

private door, and finished his studies without moles-

tation. The paintings were sent to New York, and

exhibited at the National Academy, where they were

received with favour, and drew upon the artist the

attention of Emanuel Leutze and Albert Bierstadt,

both of whom exerted much valuable influence in

his behalf.

The characteristic of the young artist which had

led him to return to school influenced his farther

development. Cautiously feeling his way, advancing

step by step, his next composition was one in which

"still-life" was prominent, and the human figures

introduced, while more than mere stajfiiga, of only

secondary importance. It was, in the main intention,

a "study" on a large scale, but was ingeniously

combined with pictorial effect and interest. The

picture was shown at the exhibition of the works of

the Piloty School at the Munich Royal Academy,

for the benefit of the wounded soldiers of the Franco-

Prussian .War in 1871, and was quoted as one of the

two most attractive works exhibited, the other being

"The Wrestlers" of Defregger. It was called—to

give the child a name—" Retour de Chasse," and

represented a richly covered table, liltered almost

with medieval o'jjcts de ln.re : inlaid arms, a glitter-

ing huntsman's horn, and a tall jug. In the fore-

ground a hound watches over a display of dead

game, protecting it from the incursions of an im-

pudent spaniel. Behind the table, lolling in a

high-backc^d easy-chair, is the young lord of the

manor, who holds out a wine-glass to a pretty maid

bringing in a fiagon, and to whom he is evidently

offering a compliment more or less discreet.

This work gave the artist a local reputation ; but

it was not until his next picture was exhibited that

his fame extended beyond tlie Iser, a result due in

part to the fact that the woi-k found a purchaser

in the then Lord Mayor of London—Sir Benjamin

Phillips. It was his first firm step towards high

art, since convention has consecrated that term to

historical painting. It was his " James Watt," a

subject calculated to touch the popular heart : one of

those anecdotes whici), giving as they do a glimpse

into the evolutioa of genius, the world never -tires

of contemplating. The idea of the picture had been

one of the earliest formed by the artist, and was

conceived subjectively, and imbued with his own

personality and experience, both being in felicitous

accord with the motive. The dreamy, meditative

boy, so lost in the study of the mysterious force

issuing harmlessly from the mouth of the kettle,

as to be deaf to the reproof, or the invitation, of

his aunt calling him to the meal, at which the

other members of the family are already gathered,

is but a reflection of himself. Such day-dreams

had he dreamed, and from them, equally, might be

expected some kindred realisation. The picture was

in the Royal Academy Exhibition of 1874.

It is in one sense a mortitying confession, but

in another a natural tribute—the fact that the

American public is accustomed to echo English

opinion in matters of taste. Any artist—be it in

literature, on the stage, or in painting—who has

received the " hall mark " of British favour, awakes

at once to find himself famous in the United States,

and this benefit accrued to jNIr. Neal. His was not

a head to be turned with success, however. He
worked with the more fervour, and with a con-

scientiousness which barely esca])ed timidity. He
now began his " First Meeting of JMary Stuart with

Rizzio." The subject was once more an advance in

pretension, a higher goal of ambition. It presented

new technical difficulties to overcome, a deeper psycho-

logical moment to express ; it called for more thought,

and demanded the creative force of imagination. It

was years upon, his easel. Fortunately by this time

his means allowed him to make haste slowly. He
])ainted elaborate studies for every detail of costume

and accessories. The fortuitous arrival in Munich

of !Maric Gordon — a charming comi)atriot, herself
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an artist—fuinislKHl him the model for his lovely

heroine, hitherto soui^ht iu vain. The " autheulie
"

portraits of the unrortunate Queen of Scots, the

one at Abbotsford, for instanee, were not of a kind

to inspire an artist who had made his own the

dictum of Inijfres :
" L'art ne doit etre que le beau

et ne nous enseiji-ner que le beau
; " and he availed

himself of a permissible poetic licence in the treat-

ment of a poetical theme. He took the same liberty

with the features and figure of Kizzio, which are

certainly truer, in an sesthetic sense, than if he

had followed tlie f;irts given by possibly prejudiced

contemporaries. The result was a beautiful picture,

too well known from prints and photographs to

retpiire description. The great gold medal of the

Bavarian Royal Academy crowned the work, which

had a j)opularity almost exce})tional. The study

liead—rather than portrait—of ]Miss Gordon (Mrs.

Raymond) had, proportionately, equal success. In

photographic reproductions it has had a vogue sur-

passing even tliat of tlie celebrated p;)rtrait of the

Countess Potoeka.

The "Mary Stuart" was first exhibited at the

" Kunst-Vereiu " of ^lunich in 1S7C, from whence

it made almost the tour of Europe and America

before reaching its final destination, San Francisco.

For some time afterwards ]Mr. Neal exercised him-

self, as an athletic ju-eparing for a race, in a sort

of technical " training," painting numerous female

heads, before he began his next work, the motive

of which was drawn from the lines iu Uhland's

noble ballad, the " Ulme zu Ilirsau "

—

" Str.ihl ties Liclit.s, du diinge.st

llinab in jcilo Gruft"

—

which he sought to carry out in the minutest de-

tail in the spirit of the Tenth Century. For the

architecture of the background, which is Byzantine,

he made studies of the crypt of tlie cathedral at

Freising, built in the year 82 k This jncture, which

Frederick Pccht called " a little masterpiece in grey,"

represents a youtliful nun at prayer, her beautiful

uplifted face glorified by a beam of golden light from

the chapel window, which makes a fine contrast to

the cooler tones of the rest of tlie composition.

In 1877 he visited the United States, partly to

exhibit his paintings, but principally to fill a number

of commissions for portraits. He was received with

great warmth, not nien-ly by the citizens of his

native place, but wherever he went, "far beyond,"

he modestly declared, " anything I deserve—com].li-

mentary dinners, receptions, &c. I have nearly worn

out my swell dress-suit 1 " He returned to jSIunich

in November, 1878, from whence he wrote :
" Mrs.

Neal met me in Paris. Had it not been for the

exhibition nothing could have kept me from hurrying

home by the first train, such was my longing to sec

my babies. My arrival there was the occasion of a

great festival on the part of the children, who had

the rooms you know so well handsomely decorated.

They all seemed at first to be at least a head taller,

but after a week they managed to get back to their

old proportions. Thirteen months are a great deal

upon a child's head." While in Paris he saw and

was greatly impressed by Munkiicsy's "MiUon,"

which was " one of the finest pieces of colour " he

had ever seen. He admired Makart's " Charles V."

also, but he confessed that French art had an elegance

and purity of taste that no other nation can appmaeh.

"The German pictures," he thought, " looked heavy

alongside the French."

He made a subsequent trip to Paris a few months

later, with the approval of his master and ovlicr

counsellors. It was, however, to a certain extent a

dis:ippointment. " I have found here," he wrote,

" everything so different from what I anticipated,

that if I conclude to return it will be u])on quite a

dilTerent princii)lc." Still, he profited greatl3- iiy his

stay, short as it was. Among other ])ietures painted

while he was there was " La Chatelaine," head and

bust of a young lady in the costume of the Seven-

teenth Centuiy, with a tapestried background. It

cost him seven weeks of hard labour and study, a

proof of the thoroughness of the latter. His model

he described as one of the most chaiiiiing young

persons he had ever met, "a poor, unfortunate girl

who actually died of a broken heart, whose history

would furnish material for the saddest romance."

Once more at home, he occupied himself with

studies for several large works, a " St. Mathilde,"

which was laid aside for his " Cloister," and the still

more important " Visit of Cromwell to Milton."

His work on these was interrupted for a time in 1881

1)V another journey to Paris, where he remained three

months. This time he felt "ripe" for it, and wrote

eiitluisiastically of the progress he niaile. A\liile

there he saw .Munkac.-y's " Pilate," which more than

realised his expectations. " I have come to the con-

clusion," he WL.te, " that there are only two grrat

artists living

—

-liichaid Wagner and Michael Mun-

kiusy !
" During this visit, the object of which was

evidently a special one, he made a sketch from a pic-

ture of Delacroix in the Louvre: "as complete a sym-

phony in colour as Beethoven ever put into music."

In May, 1883, the "Oliver Cromwell of Ely

Visits John Milton" was finished, and exhibited at

the Royal Academy in Berlin. In this picture, as in

the artist's "James Watt," his Puritan sympathies,

and the nature and perceptions of a " sell-made man,"

are apparent, accounting in both cases for the suc-

cessful comprehensicin of the j)riiicipal figure. It was

another of his early conceptions, dating back to the
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influcnees wliiuli sui'i-ouikIchI liis cliildliocul, and asso-

ciated witli the familiar objects of liis life in Now
En<;'land, painted wood fuiMiiluiv, &i'., which had

been handed down from the time of the ]\IaiiJhiircr

;

hence the interior and accessories are not of the cun-

jirivate life, and fur aecnrate jKirti'ails of his features.

The account ^-iven of him by Carlyle appeared the

most valuable, althoui;-h it overthrew most of the old

traditions. On the one hand, he admitted, this made

his task lighter, by allowinn' his imagination more

lentiiinal Ixenaissance. His represcniati<in of Cromwell latitude. He jirocnred all the known likenesseSj

Ni:XS AT ITwlYEK.

(Tamlnl Ifij David Kcah)

was that of the farmer and brewer, but with a sng'-

gestion of the possibilities of the future, which
admitted giving to the work a character foreboding

the great political events it had in store. 'While too

modest to call his picture an historical one, preferring

rather to ajiply the (ierman phrase J'^pinodeu Mo.hrei,
lie neglected no means of giving to it the veii-

similitudo of history. H(> .sought, with his usual

tenacity of purpose, for authentic details of the hero's

"each one of which differed entirely from (he

others;" nor was the resulting confusion lessened

by the plaster mask, said to have been taken after

the Protector's death at AVhitehall, inasmuch as it

was over life-size. The picture is, in composition,

and above all in onlour, the artist's masterpiece. "A
symjihony in blue" it might be called in Grosvenor

( iallery jargon. In technicjue it is superb, leaving out

a little abandon—a concession to the taste for hravura
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— wliifli has tlie result, liowovcr, oi cuiiL-ealiiiy tlio ticni of \.hv tliivo (yiies of ilevotees is full of subtle

lalxiur and ]iainstakini,'- with wliich the thorouijfhucss psychdlnii'ical study.

uf till' work was olilaiu('(l. Tlic i;ivalest stress is

jilaci'd ujion Ihc "values
'

and foree of rohmr.

Kvery part was painted

jjriiiiii, and the mosaics

were skilfully joined,

thus preserving crispness

and freshness, lireadtli

of light, and clearness

of tone.

One other work, his

latest, the " Nuns at

Prayer," exhibiteil on the

eve of his last voyage

to America, and inspired

hy the passage out of

Longfellow's " (idldeu

Legend " :—

"The peace of (ioil tli.if

passitli iinderstandinij

Rritfns in those cloisters .md

thcie conidoi-s "

—

remains to he hriclly

noted with regard to its

scheme of colour. It is

one which has heconie

a favourite problem of

modern jminters—white

upon white—what Mr.

Whistler might call a

"sonata" in that coloiu'.

The nuns are clad iu white, and i)ainted against a

baekgronnd of purest white, their dress broken only

by the dra]iing of the black sn/pit //erg. On the left

of the ]iicture is a gleam of blue sk}-, against which

the grating and the foliage of the convent garden

stand out in bold relief. The work is more than a

four th' fi,rrc in colour, liowevi'r, and the dilTcrentia-

A review of h

DAVID NEAL.

{From a Photoiinii>ti Utj h'rwll.)

Work Would be incomplete

whicli oiiiiltcd :i refer-

ence to his jiorlrait-

liainting,iu which branch

of art he has met with

singtdar success, a dis-

tinguished authority

having even ilcclarcd it

to be his l'<irlf. It has

been the motive of ids

frequent voyages across

the Atlantic of late

years, and it has no

doubt been benc(icial to

hisdevcloimient , l>y <lra w-

ing him out of the o\-er-

anxious |icrfection oi' his

work, and making his

execution nmre magis-

terial and lapid. His

jiortraits, witlieul bi'iiig

idealised, are yet far i'l'nin

the inanimate facts of

the ]ih(itogra]ili, or the

brutal realism ul' sonic

niddeni I'reneli iiiasti'rs.

They are like and living,

and a|iart frnm the re-

semblance to tlic sitter,

have a distinct value as

works of art, and as such

are ealeulateil to be treasured by posterity l(^llg after

the afl'i'et innate interest of friends and family in

the originals has passed away. They bear, to my
thinking, the imjircss of the study of \an Dyck,

altliniigli ]iei-lKi|is iiiiir<' at second tliaiial first- hand

— thnaigh the works, as it appears to nie, of Franz

Leubaeh. JullN K. T.\lT.

THE ROMANCE UE ART.

A FA1T11-11EALI\(! ACADEMICIAN.

IN Chiswielc churchyard, near the enijify grave

of I'go Foscolo, is the ponderous and vastly

inelegant tomb of a painter who was once deemed

to be a considerable personage. Philip James De

Loulherbourg, R.A., has lain in tlic same chnrch-

yard with Hogarth for three-and-seventy years;

and he has been forgotten for two generations,

despite the confident assumption of immortality

which some undiseerning friend placed over his head.

In his (lay, De Loulherbourg lomned large in the

firmament. He revolutionised .scene-painting ; in-

vented a pictorial kaleidoscope ; originated the

absurdl^'-named "expressive" style of landscajie-

painting; and cured the deaf, the dumb, and tln'

serofidous under grace of Mesmer and IJrothers the

Prophet. Yet not all these "(jualities and proofs

of genius " have sufficed to save him from oblivion.

His artificially-natural manner as a painter did not
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long survive him ; the elaborate scenery he painted

for Garriek at Drurj' Laue has, of course, disap-

peared, and only the tradition of it remains ; the

kaleidoscope was a dismal failure ; the faith-healing

was the most melancholy incident of all. These

things being as they were, De Loutherbourg was,

of course, an Academician.

De Loutherbourg was an Alsatian, and Strasbui'g

gave him birth in 1740. His father, like himself,

was a painter of mediocrities—a thing not to be

wondered at, seeing that he was principal Court

Painter to the Prince of Hanau-Darmstadt. Both

his parents had the good sense to perceive that the

worst use to which they conld put their son was to

make an artist of him. The father thought he conld

jiush him on in the engineering department of the

army; wliile his mother was so impressed by his

youthful holiness that she set her heart upon making

him a Lutheran pastor. But the young man was de-

termined to p;iint; and, sorely against their better

judgment, they sent him off to Paris to study under

Carle Van Loo. For a long time after that, Philip's

confidence in himself was fully justified ; for at two-

and-twenty he was elected to the Paris Academy of

Painting, desjjite that the earliest age of admission

was fixed by the statutes at thirty. Precocity was

De Loutherbourg's bane. His early success, natur-

ally enough, developed an appreciation of his abilities

which other generations have been unaljle to endorse.

It was inevitable that his work should suffer in con-

sequence ; and it may be that had success come

somewhat more tardily his reputation would now be

less neglected. Flushed with these Parisian honours,

young De Loutherbourg travelled for seven or eight

years through Germany, Switzerland, and Italy. At
tirst he restricted himself to landscape and portrait-

painting ; but when he reached Italy he was fired to

e.^teud the sphere of his art, and commenced painting

sea-scapes, still-life, and battle-pieces—an imprudent

attempt to do what many of the greatest had, with

good reason, shrunk from. He was thirty-one when,

in 1771, he came to England, and he lived here un-

interruptedly until his death, more than forty years

later. His success in London was even greater than

it had been in Paris and at the little Germanic

Courts, where he was condescendingly patronised by
the llochijeboren. Garrick wanted a man at Drury

Lane who could improve upon the olden scene-paint-

ing, and, De Loutherbourg seeming to meet his need,

" Davy" engaged him at the really handsome salary

lor a century ago of £500 a year. Tiiat was the

"basis", of which Jlr. Howell's Bartley Hubbard
was so enamoured ; and De Loutherbourg turned it

to good account. The Drury Lane engagement kept

him constantly in view ; and it is clear that he is

entitled to be considered the father of modern scene-

jiainting. His sceneiy, indeed, was as surprising to

playgoers, who had been accustomed to the utmost

crudity in the local colour of the stage, as Garrick's

acting had been when he burst upon the town and

upset all the traditions of the player. There is

general agreement that the scenery he painted for

the revival of "The Winter's Tale" was his best

effort in that direction. How long De Loutherbourg's

connection with Drury Lane continued is a little un-

certain ; but it lasted for some time after Garrick's

death. In 17S2 he became at once a Showman and

an Academician. The show was called the Eido-

phusikon— a sort of kaleidoscopic panorama— and

was intended to "unite the machinist and the painter

by giving natural action to perfect resemblance."

The aim was not a particularly noble one, and

nobody, save perhaps its inventor, can have been

very sorry when in a few weeks, despite the unde-

niable attractions to the Briton of a brass band, the

exhibition had to close its doors. Landscape was

found to be much more remunerative than the open-

ing of peep-shows, and in that field De Loutherbourg,

albeit the butt of Peter Pindar's ribald comparisons,

worked industriously until his death. Many of his

pictures are scattered about in old country houses :

a former Duke of Marlborough had several at splendid

White Knights, near Reading, long since demolished.

A few of them, such as, for instance, the "Review
at Warley," the " Victory of Lord Howe," and the

"Siege of Valenciennes," trespass upon ground where

the painter was not in the least at home.

For the last twenty-seven years of his life De
Lnutherbourg lived in Hammersmith Terrace, a row

of gaunt, featureless houses facing the river at the

commencement of Chiswick ]Mall. When he first

went there the terrace had probably not been built

more than twenty years ; the Thames washed the

lawns in front, while meadows and orchards ex-

tended close to the little gardens at the back. To

the south there was a fine view across Barnes and

^lortlake to the Surrej' Hills ; to the north, bcj'ond

the perfumed orchards and the rugged common-

land about Shepherd's Bush and Acton, were the his-

toric heights of Northern London. The river-front

of Hammersmith Terrace still has a certain ragged

picturesqueness. In De Loutherbourg's time it was

mainly occupied by artists, authors, and singers.

Arthur jMurphy, tiie actor and playwright, who

wrote, inter iiiiillofi alios, " 1\\e Grecian Daughter,"

and compiled an inade(piate life of Garrick, lived

at No. 15, and was constantly visited there by the

leviathans of his time—Johnson, Goldsmith, and the

rest. Mrs. Mountain, the vivacious actress and

singer, lived at No. 5. De Loutherbourg's house was

No. 1-3. It appears to have been originally two

hduscs, since it is double the width of the others
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ill tlie Icrniec, ami rejoices in the luxury of two

li-Diit dofus ; the second having been put in by

Dc Louthcrbours^ as a state entrance for Georj^e III.,

who liviiueiitly called \i|ion him. Shortly after he

commenced his long residence on the Mall, De

TiOutherbourg turned alchemist and beg-an to dabble

in the black arts. He laid in a stock of crucibles and

retorts, and sought diligently for the Secret of Secrets.

He did not find it, and the experiments came to a

violent end, for one fine day Madame sailed into the

laboratory and smashed its contents. Had she been

versed in the traditions of the occult sciences she

need not have given herself so much trouble, since

tiie laboratory into which a woman enters is thence-

forth unholy, and no experiment attempted therein

will sueceetl. Foiled as an alchemist, De Loutherbourg

was too much fascinated by the occult to abandon

association with its professors. He studied Mesmer

and became th:' bosom-friend of Brothers the Prophet,

who professed to remove alike congenital infirmities

and organic disease, either by touch or by sympathy.

Sharpe, the engraver, who lived lower down on the

Mall, at Orford House (demolished only in Se])tember

last), was of the same company, which was joined a

little later by the redoubtable Mrs. De Loutherbourg

hei'self, who, although she drew the line at alchemy,

was a sturdy believer in faith-healing. She and her

husband believed, honestly enough perhaps, that they

had been Divinely granted power to make whole, and

no time was lost in proclaiming the possession of the

miraculous gift. The pair seem to have "cured"

more often by sympathy than by touch, for the

sufferer was frequently in another room, and some-

times, indeed, in a distant house.

Soon the fame of the Loutherbourgs spread over

London, and early in 1789 the nundj(a- of ])atients hail

become so great that systematic arrangements had to

be made for their reception and treatment. A room

in the house at Hammersmith Terrace was set apart

and called the "Healing Room.'^ Certain days in each

week were fi.ved for the attendance of the half-witted

])ersons who were anxious to be cured so easily and

jileasantly ; and those arrangements were regularly

advertised in the newspapers. Horace AVal))ole, who,

however little he knew about art, assuredly had a

keen eye for the follies of his time, mentions these

faith-healing neaiices in a letter to the C(juiitess of

Ossory :
" Loutherbourg the painter has turned in-

spired physician and has three tho\isand {)atients.

His sovereign panacea is barley-water; I believe it is

as efficacious as mesmerism. Baron Swedenborg's

disciples multiply. I am glad of it : the more

religions anil the more follies the better." On one

occasion the whole of the three thousand patients

surrounded the house at once ; and when the fame of

the healings first began to sjiread, the crowds outside

were frecpiently so large that the " insjnred phy-

sician" found it diflicnlt to enter or leave' the house.

In 17S9 A Mi-s. ^[ary Pratt wrote, under the iinm iff

f/iii'n-e of " A Lover of the Lamb of (lod," a pamphlet

full of details of Mr. and ^frs. De Loutherbourg's

cures. These ])ioiis recipients of what Mrs. Pratt

calls '• the Divine manduetions," ha<l at that time

cured blindness, deafness, lameness, cancer, loss of

speech, j)alsy, and the king's evil, to say naught of

more trivial misfortunes. A boy suffering from the

king's evil had been discharged as incurable from

St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; but in five days De
Loutherbourg, without seeing him, had nearly com-

l)leted his cure. Tiien there was a feminine ))ersonage

who made matters unjileasant for her friends when

they called upon her. She was possessed of a devil,

and was in the habit of biting and scratching those

who came near her, very much in the fashion of an

insane Grimalkin. She, Mi-s. Loutherbourg cured in

a trice. A Chelsea news-carrier had an abscess in

his side: the Academician placed his right hand u|)on

the sore, and in thirty seconds it was completely

healed. Almost as rapid was the giving of hearing

and speech to two deaf and dumb girls. A pass of

the hand, in the mode of Mesmer, cured an obstinate

case of gout in the stomach; and a withered arm

was made whole in a few minutes.

During the six months that their fame was at

its height the pair " cured " two thousand persons.

Tiie " Lover of the Lamb of God" was ipiite prepared

to fall-down and worship the two Divinities; and she

called upon the Archbishop of Canterbury, to whom
she dedicated her pamphlet, to compile a form of

prayer to be used in all churches and chapels " that

nothing may impede this inestimable gift having free

course." By that time the faith-healers had been

pulled down from Olympus and had narrowly csiaped

being lynched. One of the miracles failed, it is said,

but it is more probable that the silly creatures, who,

in a beatific ecstasy, had imagined tjiemselvcs cured,

were buginiiing to find that, when the exaltation

passed away, tlieir last state was worse than their

first. " I have iieard ])eople cursing," wailed the

" Lover of the Lamb of God," " instead of returning

thanks." De Loutherbourg and his wife ])rudently

retired to the country for a time; and I cannr)t find

that the " Healing Room " had many occupants after

their return. No fee was charged; but a very good

business indeed was done by some clever peo])le

who obtained free tickets of admission and sold

them at ]irices ranging from two to five guineas

each. The ridicule of his mesmeric healings was not

severe enough to drive De Loutherbourg away. He
painted industriously during the remaining quarter

of a century of his life, and died in Hammersmith

Terrace in l~5l2. J. Penderel-Bkodiiir.st.
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(From the Dust by A. Lionanl. Salon, 1SS6.)
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FitoM Tin; 1U>T r.Y Lkonakd : Sai.ox. 18^5.

THIS, ail ideal Kiist of Panto's Mfatriir, was

M. Leoiianrs cMHitributioii to the Salon of '">•").

It is a good work of its kind. The type is not un-

duly lofty; ill the expression sweetness is tempered

with di>;nity ; tlii' execution, while fully a(.'eomplishe(l,

is touched with a certain relinenient. In the Salon

it attiiicted, we believe, not much attention. In the

Royal Academy it would have seemed a mastcri)icce.

But the French are better sculpti.rs than we.

Among them the sculptural tradition has from the

lirst lived viii-orously and been hiohly honoured.

Between the Keiiaissanee and the Salon of to-day

there is an unbroken chain of exeidlcnt achieve-

ment. It begins (let us say) with Jean (imijuii;

it passes on through Puget and Coysevox and the

Coustous, through Iluudon and Callleri, through

Barye and David D'Anf^vrs ; and in the ])resent it

is illustrious in the work of such masters as C'rauck

and Falgnieri's, .Mcrcie and Dalou, ('haim and Paul

Dubois and, above all, Auguste Ilodiii.

TABLES AND TABLE CUSTOMS.

MODERN habits have necessitated tin' invention bronze (iv.) on which was laid a. table or board of

of tables of many varieties and shapes—tea- wood, or a slab of marble. For personal use the

tables, librarv-tabies, writing-tables, kneehole-tables, slabs of anti(pie tables seem to have been generally

billiard-tables, work-tables, to say nothing of dressers made of wood, carefully selected from logs in whieji

1.—SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

t South h'ms'mfitou.}

an<l tables for the kitchen, and we make them of

wood. The ancients made tables in many materials.

There are casts of table supports in the South Ken-

sington Museum taken from the originals of bronze

m the Museum of Naples; objects discovered in

the excavations of Pompeii. The British Museum
contains folding tripod -trestles, or table-stands of

37.5

the grain was fancifully figured, and from wens and

the heads of jxdlard trees. Roman tables were to be

nii'l witli ill the early centuries of our era in many

countries as distant from Italy as our own. Various

pieces of furniture are drawn in Anglo-Saxon MS.

—

now in the British Museum and other libraries—

a

tal)le, e.f/., standing on three lion logs, such as some
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of those already inentii)ned ; a table of this kind is a

copy of an old Roman table, perhaps an actual ex-

a!n])lo still extant when the drawing;' was made. The

diiiing-table was a board or set of planks, tongued,

glued, and held together by battens, fastened on two

pair of trestles. Linen table-cloths came very early

into use, and they are seen in ^IS. drawings knotted

at the corner of the table. Dr. Rock, in his "Textile

Fabrics," assures us that flax was cultivated before

Saxon times by the ancient Britons, tliough not

used for clothing, since no shreds of it are fiiund

in British tombs.

Ordinary Anglo-Saxon houses having liad hut

one room for general use—such bedrooms as there

were being mere sheds and outhouses, mere sleeping

berths, and no more—small " occasional " tables must

have been in use. Most of them, again, were pro-

bably boards hinged and folding, laid on trestles like

the large family dinner-table, and movable. If there

was but one general or common room, the large table

or set of tables at which the lord of the mansion, his

family, guests, and servants sat at meals (for all

dined together), must have been made so that they

could be stowed on one side during hours devoted by

the family to their ordinary occupations. Food from

the dinner and alms were distributed after meals,

to the poor, by the lady of the house in the porch;

from which honourable work she derived her style

as the "loaf-giver"

—

{klcefd-igc)— in old English,

Leved-y, Ledy, Lady.

The Bayeux Tapestry represents Harold seated at

table drinking with his henchmen and friends. Tlie

table is a segment of a circle. The Norman invasion

did not, probably, change the customs of the English

for a considerable time ; indeed, the Normans more

generally conformed to theirs. Norman castles were

of enormous solidity in construction, and contained

storeys one alxjve another reached by turret-stairs.

They contained separate rooms for the men and
women of the family, bedrooms, wardrobe-rooms,

store-places. But the large hall of our Saxon fore-

-A KOYAL DEJNEE-TABLE : FOUETEENTH CENTUET.

n.—FLEMISH : EAKLY SEVENTEENTH CENTUET.

fathers kept its place, and it forms the principal

feature of all houses iu the Middle Ages, secular as

well as religious.

With the enlargement of the house and a greater

amount of retirement and privacy, the manners of

our medifeval society were gradually moulded into the

shape they maintained till the Middle Ages may be

said to have come to an end, and, indeed, till long

after. The Normans were more temperate at the

table, and did not sit drinking to the same extent

as had been the custom of the Saxons. They were

more lively movers, perhaps, and tables were removed

after great dinners that the company might join in

a dance. Thirteenth Century houses had also a parlour

or talking-room, to which guests might retire, and

where conversation, songs, chess, and other games

might be carried on. The niediieval hall

was in close proximity to the kitchen

;

an open drain from the scullery some-

times ran through it. It was during

the reign of Henry III. that "Westminster

Hall was drained underground. The

hall was not panelled till his time. Tables

were arranged along the npjier end of

ancient halls, and long tables from this

^W one down the sides of the room. The

V upper or " high " table was on a raised

floor, or dais, a step above that of the

bodv of the room. Here were seated,

in the centre, the lord of the house,

his guests, and family. At a later period

this part of the hall was lighted by an

oriel window, as at Hampton Court.

This was the general arrangement of

tables for meals and those ceremonial
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feasts or banquets of wliich mention is freijuently

made in old records. Coronations, marriages, bap-

tisms of lieirs to tlie throne, the grantint;; of civic

j'rivileges, truces, reconciliations with turbulent pro-

vinces or factious

corporatii lis, were

celebrated by joy-

ous feasts. Con-

cessions are always

more easy when
hearts have been

softened by plente-

ous food and good

old wine. On such

occasions a room

like Westminster

Hall scareelv suf-

ficed. The whole

of Palace Yard was

sometimes covered

in willi booths, and

open house to all

comers kept for a

fortnight. Knights

and lords rode in-

to their places on

horseback, some-

times abandoning

the horse to the

first citizen who
caught him.

MediiBval tables (in.) were laid for guests ou the

outer side only; the inner was reserved for service.

There are records of round tables, that is, narrow

tables running round a circle in the way already al-

luded to, as shown in the Bayeux Tapestry; the inside

left with openings for attendants to serve the guests

who sat on the outer side. King Arthur held his

court and entertained his famous knights round such

a table. When Edward IIL had instituted the Order

of the (rarter, he held high festival at Windsor Castle

with tournaments and (lances. He built the Round

Tower for the use of tlie fraternity. The Chapter-

House was to have been two Inindrcd feet in dia-

meter, and to have held a round table at which he

and his twenty-four knights could be seated. The

shape of the tabic was intended to show the absolute

equality of the knights of the order. It is said that

a large oaken table was found some years ago in the

Round Tower; whether it is there now we do not

know. Cathedral Cha]iters assembled in a round or

octagonal building, and dined at a ruiind table, to

show the equality of the members of the Chapter.

The tables of the Tudor age, which we still possess

in our ancient halls, are solid, hard to move, with huge

baluster legs, carved sometimes with leaf-work, some-

iT.—boman: bsokze.

(SoutA Kmainglon.)

times with strap-patterns. Before touching on the

smaller tables proper for parlours and withdrawing-

rooms, a word must be said about sideboards, lii

great halls sideboards were slabs (boards) placed in

convenient places for cutting u]) meat, or for resting

plates and dishes. Others were arranged at the end

of the room opposite the high table, to hold silver or

gilt or other plate ;
generally in two, three, or more

stages, according to the family splendour in that

respect. A recognised rule seems to have prevailed

in France. So many degrees, steps, or shelves were

allowable for counts, so many for dukes, princes, and

so on. The reader will recall to mind pictures i>f

Paolo Veronese (the feast in Levi's house, to wit) in

whieh rows and rows of silver salvers and dishes are

ranged against the wall, as was the custom in the

painter's day on great occasions. Such structures

were literallv x/'/e Ijonrdi. \n AVolsey's palace at

Hampton Court the sideboard, or cupboard, as it

was called, at great banquets was " as long as the

chamber was in breadth." (The inner hall, we may
presume), "with six 'deskes' (shelves) ganiyshed

with guilt plate, and the nethermost deske was gar-

iiyshcd all with gold ))late." A pair of silver-gilt

candlesticks with lights (branches). "This cujiboard

was barred round about." There was abundance of

plate for use during the meals, and these costly objects

were not required to be taken down from their places.

Sideboards, with receptacles clused wiih doors,

were used for smaller rooms. There are several

examples at South Kensington. They have little

>

V.—ELIZABETHAN.

{South Ke»8lnyton,)

presses, one set above another, the doors covered with

carving, sometimes with figures of saints or of the

cardinal virtues ; after the Renaissance, with classical
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rjoddesses or allegorical figures. Most oi: these

l)iiffets are made with one, two, three, or more

shelves above them, on which upon occasion plate

and so forth can be displayed.

We have seen, in the chapter on beds, that a

small buffet of this kind was o-enerally a part of

the furniture of bedrooms in the later medifeval

times. In Flanders we meet with such a buffet,

closed with doors above as well as below—a mere

Century tables (i.) are to be seen in the South Ken-

sington Museum, supported on a central row of

arches, the two end supports spreading out horizon-

tally to give a firm footing. It is important to

note that these shapes survive in what are called

Pembroke tables.

Me ought to notice here the silver tables of the

Seventeenth Centur}'. Tables of the precious metals

are heard df in median'al records. Joanna, daughter

VI.— SILTEE.

(Wiiiilsor Castle.)

jn'css—but with the upper door made up of little

arches, constructed to admit air and to keep food.

They are called, I should mention, after the Be-

guines, or Sistei-s of Charity, each of whom keeps

her own food.

Small tables for daily use were made in many
shapes—some suj)ported on thick boards at each end

sliaped into eusped arches ; others were on one central

support, as in a certain sort of card-table, from which

has grown a complete family of tables supported on a

stem branching into three stems, the tea-tables of a

former generation. Here (v.) is one of Elizabethan

date on three legs ; it is made to turn up, and the

top is secured to one of the legs, which is hinged, by

a socket and peg. English tables were often made
with two thicknesses, the lower ])ulling out at each

end, and resting on suj)ports drawn out from the bed

of the table; others again with hinged flaps, and

tables of this kiml wo still use. 15c;uiliful Sixteenth

of Henry II., claimed as legacies from her husband,

the King of Sicily, a chair and footstools of massive

gold, a table of the same metal, twelve feet long on

trestles. These were portents in the way of costly

furniture. But in the Seventeenth Centur}', Louis

the Magnificent in his Versailles, and the Stuart

princes in this country, made themselves much silver

furniture, tables amongst them. Two or three still

belong to the royal plate closet in Windsor Castle

(vi.) ; one was made in the reign of William and

Mary. In the last century fine ladies had their

small Chippendale lea-tables covered with a large

silver salver as large or larger than the table, and

tea, then a costly beverage, was served upon it. Chip-

]iendale is a name connected with tables as with

chairs. We meet with Chi]ipendale tables of which

the raised edge is in broken curves, and moulded

in imitation of the great salvers just mentioned

;

others are surrounded with little galleries made of
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tiny l«lustnules; others a-uiu are of extraordinary of the fair An-ehea Kauirmaiin, Cuniau!, and uiher
h^htness, and called spuier-tables. The uorkn.an.shii, artists, en,,doved ei-hty years ai^o. Work-tables, the
as well as the material are admirable. Tables covered toj^s hin-ed and with a silk ba- below loo-(tbles-
with veneers of fine-ramed woods, very linely fio.,„vd whist-tables ; standard-tables of" marble' with ham-

VII,—A CIIIPPEXDALi; DRESSING-TABLE.

[South Kt'tlttiiiyton.)

]iieces of satmwootl, rosewood, and otlier materials, mered iron sap])orts ; tables on classic trajiezopiioras,
were made during the latter quarter of the last ccn- or on lion-head, and leg supports, need no comment,
tury. A little satinwood toilet-table can be seen in Every reader will have seen these and other varie-
the South Kensinq-tr)n :\ruseum (vir.). The front is ties in scores of houses with which he is acquainted,
shaped like Cupid's bow, with a heart-shaped mirror They follow the traditions of other times, for modern
over. It is painted with garlands and other decora- inventiveness has produced little that is actually new
tion, and with little hgiircs in medallion.s, the work in table construction. J. lIcxGEiti'oUD Poi.i.e.v.
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ALDEEMAN BOYDELL.

JOHN BOYDELL, Alderman and Lord Mayor of

London, bora in 1719, was brought up as an

engraver. The art, with the exception of portrait

engraving, mostly in mezzotint, was almost entirely

confined to book illustration, and largely in the hands

of foreigners. We may estimate the position of the

ordinary practitioners from the character of the de-

signers and their rate of remuneration. The general

price of a design was one guinea ; Samuel Wale, a

Foundation Member of the Koyal Academy, thought

himself most liberally dealt with when on one occa-

sion he received half-a-crown extra per design ; and

Hayman, enjoying the greatest reputation among

them, rarely, if ever, got more than two guineas.

Xothing but slovenly work could be expected under

such circumstances, nor was it likely that anything

but wretched productions of the graver could be in-

spired; progress seemed hardly possible. Hogarth had,

however, already done something in this direction. On
the publication of the "Harlot's Progress" in 1733,

it is said that there were but two printsellers in the

whole of London; the success of this work provoked

many piracies, and, in 1735, Hogarth obtained from

Parliament a Copyright Act, for the protection of

engravers. This gave the inventor or designer an

exclusive right of publication for fourteen years, a

penalty being laid upon all who should pirate such

works or any part of them. Thenceforward the

trade in .prints became more secure, and the business

a flourishing one, as exemplified in the increased

number of publishers. But when Hogarth required

other hands than his own upon his work, he could

find no native assistant of sufficient ability, and had

to have recourse to foreigners. The outlook for an

engraver, especially one of mediocre talent, was

anything but promising, yet eventually Boydell not

only achieved a fortune for himself, but exerted a

most beneficial influence on his own and the sister

arts, and materially aided, as I shall have occasion

to show, the development of very many young men
of talent.

In 1711 he began to publish a collection of land-

scape views, which, though very poor stuff in them-

selves, and which a little later would hardly have

been vendible, obtained at this time a very consider-

able success, and inaugurated those extensive enter-

prises which, in the end, raised him to the highest civic

dignity in the City of London. He quaintly alludes

to this in a letter to Mrs. Carey, sister of Sir Joseph

Banks, on presenting her with the engravings in

question :
—" Alderman Boydell's respectful compli-

ments to ^liss Banks, desires her acceptance of a

collection of prints. The author does not claim any

merit in the execution of them, but presumes it may
be thought wortiiy of remark that it is the only

book that ever had the honour of making a Lord

Mayor of London. Cheapside, i^th March, 1792."

He continued the publication of folio prints, at

one shilling each, from 1711 to 1755; and not

content to progress himself, he embarked the pro-

ceeds in various artistic speculations, which at first

took the form of employing the best of his brother

engravers in the reproduction of the Old Masters.

At the outset the success of such a career must have

seemed somewhat dubious, though the position was

certainly improving with rapid strides. Strange, in

175(1, began to publish on his own account his cele-

brated prints from masterpieces of art. During the

next year or two Knapton and Dodsley produced a

series of historical jirints from designs by Hayman
and Nicholas Blaike^-, the first series ever published,

be it noticed, of English historical engravings from

English designs. Dalton began his publications in

175;J, but employed foreign engravers chiefly, and

in 1755 Stuart began his famous work on Athens.

Thus Boydell's speculations were well timed. He
gave emplr)vment to some of the best men we have

produced, as Woollett, Earlom, Heath, Baron, J.

Smith, Yal. Green, Fittler, J. McArdell. One of

his most important undertakings was the iniblieation

of the celebrated Houghton Gallery, afterwards sold

to the Empress of Russia, which, besides employing

the engravers, also kept busy the pencils of George

and Joseph Farington, who made most of the draw-

ings. Amorg other draughtsmen engaged on this

important work were George Robertson, Martin,

Haide, and Greese.

Perhaps the most famous of all the prints with

which Boydell was concerned was William Woollett's

masterpiece, "The Death of General ^Volfe," after

West, and by far the best picture he ever painted.

Undoubtedly the subject, naturally flattering to the

amour propre of the nation, had much to do with the

extraordinary success of the plate. Woollett him-

self received between £6,000 and £7,000 for it, and

Boydell estimated his own receipts for this single

work at £15,000. Single impressions sold for nine-

teen and a half guineas as early as 1821 (Master-

man Svkes Sale). While on this part of the subject

I must not omit to mention that the great and con-

tinued success of the "Wolfe" plate tempted Boydell

to indulge in that most reprehensible practice, the
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workiiii^ up the worn plate, ami selliupj impressions as

tlie engraver's original woriv, i:i tiiis case as "un-

lettered proofs." The discoveiy of the deception led

to a clever satirical letter from an anonymous writer,

jiurporting to come from the deceased Woollett. It

begins thus :
—" From the Banks of the Stygian

Lake, 1701. My Lord,— It is rumoured by the nuui-

l)erless shades of famished artists who daily arrive in

these gloomy regions, that an attack has been made

upon t/lie reputation I left in the upper world, of a

nature so grievous, that, even at this distance from

the busy scenes of life, it has quite destroyed my
jieace, and hindered me from passing into the happy

bowers of Elysium, the grim ferryman refusing me

a passage from these dreary shores till my ' perturbed

s]>irit is at rest.'" It ends, "I, therefore, humbly

take my leave f(U- the present, trusting in your

Lordship's goodness, and that the money you have

so generously subscribed towards creating a monu-

ment to my memory on account of my having

executed those very works which have been so

basely spoiled, will now be employed tdwards bring-

ing to condign punisluncnt the wretch who has so

shamefully imjiosed upon the liberality of a generous

public, and who, by cruelly defacing the print of

the ' Death of General Wolfe,' has destroyed the

only monument desired by the injured

—

William

WooLLKiT." This was sufficiently severe ; but the

incident referred to was, I believe, tlie duly flaw

in the commercial character of the publisher ; other-

wise his dealings with artists were marked, not

only by liberality, but also by the strictest integrity,

to which testimony is not wanting. Woollett's

first important jilate for Bnydell was the"Niobe,"

after Richard Wilson, in 1761. This brought the

publisher over £2,0(10, and the engraver not less

than some S.li').

In all Boydell's enterprises success followed

rapidly upon success. The distribution of his pub-

lications, including very many reproductions of

English paintings, was not confined to our own

country, but the fame of our engravers spread over

the whole continent. A trade of remarkable extent

grew up, completely reversing the position of half

a century previous. The Earl of SuiTolk stated in

the House of Lords, during the debate on Boydell's

Lottery Bill, that the revenue coming into the

country from this source exceeded, at one time,

£:J00,000 per annum. It was the general opinion

that much of it was attributable to the operations

of Alderman Boydell. Here is further confirma-

tion :—West, in Prince Hoare's "Academic Annals,"

says :
" Xor here should be wholly omitted the

name of Boydell, who, with a laudable commercial

enthusiasm, spread by engravings the celebrity of

British art throu"'h the civilised world."

While Boydell had been making a fortune out

of engraving, the position of painting in England

had wholly chanf^vd. Hogarth, though flouted and

despised, had shown that England could [)roduce a

painter. In 17j2 Reynolds returned to J'^ngland,

and though greeted by Jack Ellys with " Kneller in

painting and Shakespeare in poetry (!)," soon earned

a European fame. Gainsborough had built up a re-

putation at Bath, and found a career ready for him

on settling in London ; llomney became the acknow-

ledged rival of both ; Opie, the " Cornish Wonder,"

and "English Caravaggio," thought of investing in

cannon to keep the crowd from his door; \\'est was

receiving a prodigality of royal patronage, ani( muling

in the end to fully £10,000 ; ^lorland was earning

and squandering a large income. This remarkable

outburst of talent soon placed England in a fore-

most position in art. There was ime dcpartnicnl

,

however, which was still insig'nilieant— histDiical

j)ainting. Reynolds, West, Barry, and others offered

to paint tlie walls of St. Paul's Cathedral gratui-

tously, but Bishop Terrick refused the offer as a

Popish ])r(iject. Barry painted the great room at

the Society of Arts with the " History of Human
Culture," hoping for no other reward than the

iidvaucement of the arts of this country, and exist-

ing meanwhile, he says, mainly on bread and ajiples.

M'ith the same end in view, Reynolds painted the

designs for the great window at New College,

Oxford. But still historical art languished, equally

with landscape; Wilson had starved on his fame, and

Gainsborough would have done likewise had he not

painted portraits. Those like Barry, who relied on

liistory and disdained "face painting," found life

a path of thorns indeed. Years later Xorthcofe

attempted to dissuade the ill-starred Ilaydon, then

an ambitious youth, full of hopeful enthusiasm, from

entering upon the career. " You w-ant to be an

historical painter? Then you will starve! You

must paint portraits here !
" Probably the painters

themselves, apart from the question of capability,

were somewhat to blame in this matter. There

was a general tendency to subjects of iKJrmr; in

the effort to be tragic they became morljid. It will

be remembered that Sir Richard Grosvenur insult-

ingly refused Hogarth's " Sigismuntla," wliiih hi' had

commissioned, on this very ground. ]5y-tlic-bye,

the ]iicture, which is now in the National (iallery,

was bought by Boydell at the sale of Mrs. Hogarth's

effects. Of Reynolds's few historical efforts, three

are horrible: the " Death of Cardinal Beaufort," the

"Death of Dido," and " Ugolino ;
" the most pro-

minent works of Opie and Northcote were murder

scenes ; and the same, I regret to add, may be said

generally of almost every painter of the time who

attempted history. Ali luci) Bkaver.
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MOEE ABOUT ART IN ASSYRIA.

HERE is a people amenable, as we have seen, to heavens mainly as a province to Le measured piid

great ideas, and possessed of an inherent energy mapped out, and the eonsequenee is that wliiie lie

w hieli outlived the warring and conquering Assyrian did \von<lers with them, tliey could do very little with

power; how are we to account for its art being so him. His religion was real, l)ut not spiritual in a

IV.—A WOUNDED LIONUSS : FEOM THE HUNT OF ASSUE-BANI-PAL.

(nrtthsli M/isi'nm )

very mean and meagre? The Chahhean heard, as did

Egypt, the voices of the vast desert solitudes and of

the illimitable skies, luring the thinker to a cause

and end behind and beyond nature; stirring his soul

to impalieiice of restraint, and nrging it past all con-

lines. To these voices, too, he yielded; but he did

not yield enough. Reason in him fettered imagina-
tion

;
his genius was outward, scientific, critical, rather

than introspective and receptive : he regarded the

high sense; and his speculations were not of things

unseen : there was no growth or expansion in what

he deemed of life and death. Otherwise he might

have trimnphed over a natural restriction, which,

like the hieratic canon in the case of the Egyptian

artist, was allowed to stunt his very vigorous vitality.

Pie had no stone; hence sculpture must always have

been to him an unknown art ; and he was deprived

of one powerful incentive to attempts at architectural
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elevation. His alluvial level supplied no quany, and e(insliuetii>n, nor variation in the main outlines. The

the diliieulty and cost of transport i"rt)ni the rocky notable result of its introduction is that the Assyrian

friu".- of tlie Aral>ian desert rendered stone praeti- became a seulptor, ami from the artist's point of view

eallv inaccessible; the explorer therefore looks in vain herein is his renown ; it is this alone whieii has saved

V. 3ABO0N S P.ILACE, KHOHSADAD : TIIK SOUTn-EASTERN GATE.

for any fragment of pillar or ca]iital or nreliitrave.

The architect, the builder, of f'hidda-a had to content

himself with his mud, whirh mndc excellent bricks

;

but we can understand how tlic liinitation to tliis

mean material " froze (lie <^nni;d current of his soul ;

"

and how in his laml desio-n and exec\itiou were in-

evitably repressed and panj)erised.

Now it is extremely curious that this art, "cribbed,

cabined, and confined," was not only transferred

wholesale by the Assyrians to their own soil, but

slavishly imitated and piously perpetuated by them,

without development and almost without improve-

ment, throuo-hout their time of empire. His land

traversed midway by the Sinjar Hills, and with

inexhaustible treasures of stone in Masius on his

northern and Zagros on his eastern bounds, this

master of the world went on building with clay, and

feasting his aesthetic soul upon an "endless meal of

brick !
" True, in the course of centuries stone did

make its way in, bringing with it a richer style ; but

there was no advance whatever in the principles of

376

him from contempt. Critics make three periods: the

first, that of Assur-na.ssir-pal {circa 860 B.C.), marked

by simplicity, sjiirit, and heavy execution; the second,

terminating with Esarhaddon (670 n.c), in which

elaborate backgrounds appear, and rich and complex

grouping. The third is the culminating era, in the

reign of his son and successor, Assur-bani-]ial, whore

the drawing is improved, and we find good fore-

shortening and a return to plain backgrounds. Still,

there is no perspective properly so called, and the

growing luxuriousness and effeminacy is shown in

the introduction of .scenes from the harem.

I have said that the Assyrian impoverished the

art which he "conveyed" by emptying it of spiritual

conceptions, and that he degraded it by applying it

to baser uses. His religion seems to have been a

state affair, altogether formal and ceremonial ; there

was no belief associated with it by which life was in

any degree lifted out of its material environment

:

with him eartli was all in all; and his art, in sad

contrast to that of Egypt, was secular, realistic, and
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base. It strikes us as incredible tliat a '-rcut nation

should have been absolutely careless of its dead ; and

since no vestii;* ol' a sepulchre lias yet been discovered

in (heir land, it has been sug-gested that the Assyrians

made use ol' the vast cemeteries in Chalda^a—a prac-

tice not without historic parallel. However this may
be, no memorials or inscriptions distinctly Assyrian

have been found in them, and for all that is yet

known it appears that they dismissed their dead from

sight without record, " without emotion, hope, or

aim,'" having no cpiestionr to ask about them, no

anticipations to cherish. The essential earthliness,

worldliness, indeed, of the Assyrian is shown also

in the circumstance that while the early Egyptian

magnified the tomb and the primitive Chaldtean the

temjjle, his chiefest buildings were palaces of ex-

traordinary magnitude and magnificence, to which

the temple was a mere (sometimes an insignificant)

appanage, the quarters consecrated to the deity being

a small fraction of the area appropriated to the

monarch's harem. The royal hall of Sardanapalus I.

at Nimrud was 161) feet long by -iU feet broad ; that

of Sennacherib at Koyuujik, ISO feet by J-0 feet; his

son Esarhaddon constructed one of 165 feet by 6:2

feet, but the insuperable difficulty of roofing it com-

pelled the builder to sjsoil the effect of this space by

breaking it up with central bits of wall. In Sargon's

palace at Khorsabad (v.) were five halls ranging from

87 feet by 25 to 116 feet by '6'S. The ground-Hoor

had seldom fewer than forty or fifty chambers ; sixty-

eight have already been excavated at Sennacherib's

palace, and a great part of it remains unexplored.

Tiie extent of this residence almost rivals that of

the temple at Karnak. But the restorations of Fcr-

gusson and Layard show these courts and halls, how-

ever imposing in area and in colossal statuary, to be

utterly destitute of inventiveness or of artistic charm.

There are no glooms or shadowy recesses, or sugges-

tive expedients or decorations ; all is open, staring,

glaring, barbaric, and tawdry. Guarding the entrance

of hall or corridor are huge winged bulls ; beside

them, on the perpendicular panels of the wings, are

hawk-headed divinities, and the horizontal panels of

the side walls are filled with representations of mere

matter-of-fact every-day incidents taken from battle,

from the chase, from court ceremonial ; or the great

winged bulls occupy the centres of the side walls,

and the other figures and scenes are set around them

as before, all being in relief. These arrangements

appear to have prevailed with a tiresome monotony,

and all the details are equally uninteresting. The
temple was not comparable with the palace ; but so

far as it went it was made splendid. The description

of the Temple of Bel at Babylon reads like the sort

of heaven to which Miss Kilmansegg would like to go

v/hen she dies. It was a pjramid of eight square

stages, the basement being :JOI) yards each way. In

the shrine at the summit was a golden image of the

god -lO feet high, two other statues also of gold, a

golden table 111 feet long' liy 15 feet brnad, w itli nianv

other colossal objects likewise golden. The basement

contained a second shrine, with two images and a

table, all of solid gold. Outside the chapel were two

altars, and of these the smaller was of gold. It is a

relief after this to go into the suburbs. Out there,

at Borsijipa, is a similar temple of seven stages, each

coloured to represent the planetary spheres, the azure

of the sixth (^Icrcury) being obtained by the vitri-

faction of the bricks after the stage had been com-

pleted. Assyria has little else to show us. She

could never deal with stone as the Egyptians did.

Her columns and her pilasters are small and feeble;

their capitals are devoid of grace or beauty ; their

bases bad, rounded at bottom, and resting on a flat

slab or on the depressed back of a couchant, or,

stranger still, of a walking, beast. It is supposed

that Assyria gave the Greek his Doric and Ionic

forms. It may be so ; but, at all events, the Greek

dealt with them as Shakespeare with old plays, so

irradiated and transfigured them as to make them

unrecognisable to their own authors. Neither did she

distinguish herself in the matter of obelisks. Few
have been found. There is one of black basalt, 7 feet

high, in the British Museum. She, however, appears

to have known, and to have applied on a small scale,

the principle of the arch.

In the representation of natural figures better

may be said of her. It would be strange if the

violent activities provoked by her incessant cam-

paigns, and the military vigour which, under Esar-

haddon, achieved the unsurpassed march of nearly

1,000 miles from his capital, ;JSU of which lay

through arid desert, had not found expression in the

artist's work. His men and beasts are all vitalised,

and exhibit an unusual animation. The rapt and

dreaming faces arc here wide awake and vigilant, the

couchant figures have sprung to their feet, the forms

once seated are eager and alert ; and though the spell

is broken, though all is disenchantment and dis-

illusion, we must note the fact and interpret its sig-

nificance. The warriors are of exceeding thew and

sinew, stalwart of frame, brawny of limb; they hurl

their whole force into their action. All that can be

dune they do with a thoroughness not to be surpassed.

AVhen they must be still they throw their irrepressi-

ble energy even into inaction, and human beings and

colossal lions and bulls thrust their feet down on

earth as though they would take root in it, and stand,

" Like Teneriffc or Atlas unremovcd."

The hunted beasts run or fight with all their might

;

the dying lion dies hard, with contorted limbs, with
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cxtendotl daws;, c^nasliinir his terrilile teeth uml growl-

iiij;' in rage ami ivsentnient (iv.). There is no mis-

taking, as we gaze, the stern, strong, swift llavager

among the peoples, the lion with eagle's wings of

Hebrew vision, the Romans (as they have well been

ealled) of the ancient world, witli might to pull

down the nations under them, and with force to

keep them there. We understand the steady ex-

tension of her domination until it swept from the

Ilalvs to the Mediterranean, and from the Persian

tiesert to the Caspian Sea. Yet there is much coarse-

ness about it all, and the brag of Habshakoh is clearly

a distingni.shing feature of the national character.

The forms moulded in clay surpass the products of

the chisel, and evince an accurate eye and a practised

hand; nevertheless Egypt, excelling always in de-

scriptive outline, never could have done anything so

bad as some of the Assyrian delineations, where rhi-

noceroses and antelopes have the same type of frame,

the same stout legs, the same massive muscles, thighs,

and hip-joints, and all sorts of monkeys can scarcely

be distinguished from the " human form divine."

Xor is the Assyrian grouping or perspective other

tlian pitiful. In matters like these, involving reach

or i'actdty, she fails.

Not for want of energy nor of power, there is

siiperabtinilant evidence of botli. They were enor-

mous builders, the Accadian settlers on the marshy

lowlan.l, the Semitised colonists of the hilly high-

land. Ctesiphon gives an area for Babylon, with

her hundred brazen gates, which is five times that

of London. The wall of Nineveh was 150 feet

high in the time of Xenophon ; a four-horse chariot

could turn about on that of Babylon; and Nebuchad-

nezzar's palace was girt by a wall seven miles in

circumference, while trees and flowers were grown

on terrace above terrace raised on successive tiei-s

of arches to a height of 75 feet. Why, then ? She

was handicapped, no doubt, by the strange olistruc-

tion inherent in Semitic blood; but the Arab showed

that he at least was capable of fine architectural

achievements. Is it because perennial war and cen-

turies of conquest left no leisure for thought and

culture? Greece led a life of constant stir and

tumult ; but this never restrained her intellectual and

sjiiritual development. The cold, indifferent pride of

tlie Egv))tian countenance does not ])romise more

than the hard, grim cruelty of the Assyrian features;

yet the art of Egypt fascinates all ages, it touches

what is deepest in the human heart, while that of

Assyria rouses no enthusiasm, and is chiefly of inte-

rest to the historian and the anticpiarian. I trace

the infinite diilVrcnce to this source: the Egyptian

had the capacity for great questions and for high

aspirations ; whereas the Assyrian had no thought or

care beyond this present life. W.m. Holmden.

CHESTER.

^ ^^5 '^i*-' i""lway runs

(J^.!^ close round Ches-
-^- -;; ter's northern

wall, the station

lands you in an ugly

modern town, with tram-

cars and omnibuses plying

busily between the old

town and the new. The

two are so united, Chester out-

side the walls has huddled so

close to her older and fairer

y^^ sister, that as you walk up Foregatc

Street you hardly realise that the high

arch before yon is really the eastern gate

of the city, and that you are, as yet,

outside the walls. It is long since Chester first

began to throw out suburbs on the eastern side.

There was already, in the days of Cliarlcs I., (piite

a town outside this wall—a town which was forti-

fied by outworks, and which was of such impiirtance

that when the Parliamentarians possessed themselves

" of all the city outside the East Gate," it was felt

that the end was near because the Roundheads could

now draw the mouths of their cannon to the very

gates, and concentrate their force on the walls of

the city. All day the cannon roared against bar-

ricaded East (iatc; all day the Roundheads, with

guns and scaling-ladders, attacked the walls, but

every head as it appeared above the height was

thrust down info the depths, and the breach at last

effected was stealthily repaired by night, so that,

despairing to subdue the dauntless heart of Chester,

the Cromwellians changed the siege into a close

blockade, and starved into sidjmission those who could

not be overcome by force.

The walls, still standing and complete, are Ches-

ter's ])ride; they are the only walls in the kingdom

that arc preserved entire, and in such repair as to

serve for a public walk. There is a staircase to their
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siuiunit just liv East Gato, so we will Cfo ii]i ami Cresty's " Cliestcr Guide " very visible. Such is tlie

stroll around these walls that still stand on the t'oun- present aspect of Chester walls. Only a few yards

dations the Romans laid for them more than eighteen to the north of East Gate we pass the cathedral, a fine

hundred years ago. Warfare and time have played specimen of ornamented Gothic, too recently restored

havoc with them, and it is only here and there for perfect picturescpieness, but charming with its

that the antiepiaries lind a few stones of Roman accessories of green churchyard and trees (v.). Near

masonryj those we walk on date for the most part l)y is the Abbey Square, the only square Chester

I.—IN PIEEPOINT LANE : A STAIRWAY LEADING TO THK EOWS.

oidy from the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centu-

ries, and these needed restoration after the siege of

the Seventeenth. They have quite lost their war-

like look, these walls, railed in on either side and

flagged, and at every step you see some ragged little

urchin imperilling his life by strange gymnastic

feats around the iron bars. Then there are groups

of trippers and tourists (with whom, of course, we
have no part) : women with little wicker baskets

suggestive of luncheon; men with satchels bang-

ing from their shoulders, and the orange binding of

can boast, famous as the scene of the old 'Whitsun

j)lays, and in whose gateway the Chester martyr,

George Marsh, was imprisoned until he was burnt

for heresy. The cathedral and the square lie within

the walls, and therefore to our left. The Phoenix

Tower, from whose summit Charles watched the de-

feat of his cavalry, turns its face outwards, and now

looks down on nothing more warlike than the Chester

and Ellesmere Canal, whose silent waters glide along

the base of the whole of the north wall. Tjike the

cathedral and St. John's, like the walls themselves.
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ami, imlful, all the j^-reat buildini;-s ol' Cliustoi-, the

Plioeiiix Tower is of red sandstone, wliose soft crumh-

linjj surface soon attains a look of n'roat antiipiity,

thoufi^h it lai-ks the severe Ix'aidy, tlij^nity, ami valu-

able cool tones of the harder s^rey stones of other

parts of the kinii'ilom.

Turnini;' this northern eorncr we eoinc on one of

the prettiest liits "!' "ur walk. Oi'ep down to our

riijht is the tree-sheltered eanal, and to the left the

wall is skirted hv a lout; alh'v of fine

elms, extending' almost to the Xnrtii (iaie,

the central jioint of the nortiiern wa

Like all its fellows, North (iate is modern,

for the old gates one hy one have been

ivmoved as inconvenient and unsafe, and

UKukctiui,^ is now removed to the new markel-idaee,

that stands shoulder to shoulder witii the town-hall

-DlilliOK AND CASTLE 8TEKETS,

FKOM ST. OLAVk'S.

arc rejjlaced by arches

of a single span over

the whole roadway.

From them you get

good bird's-eye views of the four main street.s which

meet in the open space where St. Peter's Church

marks the site of the Prffitorium ; where the market

cross and pillory once stood, and where the bull-

baiting and marketing took place. But even the

and tlic shanililcs in

Norihgate Street,

lacing the west front

of the cathedral. To see all

this we have had to descend

from our gatcwav, and wal

I litth' up the busv market

street. From here we j)er-

eeive that the North (iate is

built in the Doric style, and

a Latin inscri]>tion tells us

that it was built by Kobertus Comes

Grosvenor in 1 Sds, and that Thomas

Harrison was anhitect. Over the

ate the borough gaol once stood,

and from tliis cheerful elevation

criminals wei'c Hanged.

The gallows doubtless faced out-

Kle the city, and Chester criminals

died looking at the fair prospect of

the fertile Cheshire plain, bounded

on the westward by the suave out-

line of the distant Welsh hills. This

view is still better seen from t la-

top of Morgan's Mount, an old sen-

tinel station some distance farther

whence, says the guide-book " we

have a wide-s])rea(ling and enchanting prospect, ex-

hibiting the windings of the Dee to its estuary

;

Flint Castle; the Jubilee Column on ^Inel Fammau;
the lighthouse at the Point of Ayr; the beautiful

range of the Clwyddian Hills, and the Church and

Castle of Hawarden." That all these things are to

be seen I doubt not ; but they do not thrust themselves

upon one's notice with the vivid self-assertion that

ilontr
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tlio (Icseri]i(ion implies, niid to all save the very en-

terpvisinti- tourist these landmarks will remain veiled

in tlie soft haze of distance, and jNIorgan's jMount be

merely a pleasant place where one may rest awhile,

noting the dreamy vaporons stillness of the plain.

A little farther yoir come to the remains of

another watch-tower, once called the " Goblin's

Tower," but, now that its

lower storey alone remains,

known by the more familiar

name of Pemberton's Par-

lour. It is quite near to

the junction of the north

and west

walls, re-

markable
for the pic-

commission from the dean's luggage, substituting in

its place a pack of cards, which the worthy man pro-

duced with much effect and astonishment before the

Lord Deputy and Privy Council at Dublin Castle.

Here, too, Charles's forces landed during the Civil

War when he withdrew them from Ireland, and for

many years the duties on Irish linens brought into

turesquo group of

Benwaldes thorn's

Tower and the

Water Tower, built in 1323, about

thirty yai'ds from the main wall,

with which it is connected by a bat-

tlemented roadway. It is to be supposed that the

Dee had already receded some distance from the main
wall, for the Water Tower was intended as a defence

against marine invaders; but it now stands high

and dry, with a tiny public garden and a whole

network of railway lines about its base, and quite a

distance of streets and fields before we come to the

narrow waters of the sandy Dee. Nature has borne

her full share in the changing of Chester : the Dee
has moved far from this western wall ; where the

harbour once was streets and fields are now ; large

ships can no longer enter Chester Port, and Liverpool

has taken into the ampler IMersey the commerce that

once came to the city on the Dec.

But in the old times Chester doubled the parts of

Ijiverpool and Holyhead. Here Dr. Cole rested when
bearing Queen Mary's commission for the prosecution

of Protestants in Ireland, and here Mistress Mot-
tershed, of the "Blue Posts Inn," abstracted the said

Iir.—BISHOP LLOYD S HOUSE AND WATEEGATE EOWS.

this port sufficed to pay for keeping the walls and

gates of the city in repair. We have to call these

facts to our memory to realise how Watergate came

by its name, for there are now streets without as

well as within, and a range of green low-lying

meadows between the Watei'gate and the river. Chief

among these meadows is Chester race-course, the old

Iloodeye, where city games used to be held. This

meadow-land bounds the outside of the wall till we

come to that point where the river makes a sudden

curve, and flows in its old course close under the

south wall. At this point Chester Castle overlooks

the wall, but it is merely the modern successor to

the historic Chester Castle, to which Richard II.

and the Earl of Salisbury were brought prisoners,

mounted " upon two little nags not worth forty
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francs," and where the y-alliiiit Earl of Derby was

imprisoned and condemned.

The Dee .«till skills tlie sc.iidieiii wall. Brido-e-

yate and the beautiful ThirteiMith Centuiy Dee lii-idi>'e

still eoniniand the river—wide here, and shallow

—

frin<;;ed with trees, and decorated with tiny piers and

all the pretty accessories oH pleasure-boat inj;-. Ahead

of us, on the Dee side, and outside the walls, is

the grand, though mostly ruined, pile of St. John's

Church, Chester's Norman and most interesting

church. Now we have turned the corner ; we are

once more on the east wall, where there is as much

town without as within; houses butt up against

the wall on either side, and from this arch, looking

up and down, we see a fine broad street, busy with

life and movement. AVithin the walls it is named

Eastgate Street, but Foregate Street without, and

this arch is East Gate, where we began our walk less

than an hour ago. Shall we go down and enter the

Roman city? At tirst there is little savour of anti-

ipiity. Eastgate Street has l)een much modernised
;

old houses have been pulled down, and new ones,

some of them more antique than the o\d, built in

their stead; but through all changes Chester has re-

mained as faithful to its " rows " as to its walls.

The origin of Chester "rows" (iv.) is a fruitful

source of speculation. Some tell us they are a survival

of the Roman arcades, and that in the north-west

corner of Trajan's Forum there are rows nearly akin

to those of Chester. Others aflirm that they were in-

tended as an internal fortification against the Welsh
;

but, as the Welsh never once succeeded in passing the

walls, it is improbable that the Cestrians took such

timorous precautions against an enemy who bad never

proved really formidable. Perhaps the peculiar form

of rock on which the town stands may have suggested

the peculiar form of house, for towards the middle of

the city, where the rows are, the rcjck rises so rapidly

that the four Roman streets are hewn out to a depth

of from eight to twelve feet. On tins excavated

level are the lower row of shops, shallcjw places with-

out back buildings, and with the siiriace of the rock

sheer behind them. Thus the level of the rows is

the real level of the houses. We walk on the roof

of the lower shops, but we are on the natural level

of the ground : the kitchen premises are behind the

rows, and the roof above us is the iloor of the first-

Hoor rooms, though the appearance of the houses

would lead us to believe that the rows were on the

tirst Hoor, and the space we walk in the place where

the first-floor front rooms would naturally be. The

rows are entered at either end by flights of steps,

and at short distances stairs like those in Pierpoiut

Lane (i.) connect them with the street below.

Eastgate and Bridge Street Rows have been much

modernised. Tlie roofs are raised to an even height

;

cast-iron has suiiplanted the solid oak supports, and

]>!ate-glass sho]) fronts have superseded the llap

shutters that of old formed the sole ])rofeelion of liie

shojis within the rows. Here are the best shops in

Chester: shops smaller, but as good as any in London,

and as utterly unpicturesque. But Lower Bridge

Street, near the gate, still keeps a flavour of anti(iuity,

and bo;ists some gabled and half-timber houses (ii.).

Here the " Falcon Cocoa-house," a modem version of

the " Falcon Inn," one of the oldest and quaintest

houses in Chester, shows its charming, if reconstrueted,

gables, and the "Albion "and "Bear and Billet,"

both really ancient, though reasonably restored, recall

the days when Blue Rilibonites were not. In Lower

Bridge Street, too, Charles I. tarried for his two

days' visit in Chester, and it was through Bridge

Gate that the defeated monarch with live hundred

horse rode away to Flint Castle. But though Lower

J5ridge Street is not overmuch mudernised, it is in

Watergate Street that there is most to charm the

artist. Some of the houses have had to be rebuilt,

and it must be confessed that they have been recon-

structed rather too much in the style of the Old

London street in the South Kensington exhibitions.

Still, on the wliule, \\'atergate Street is a wdiiderrnl

specimen of Seventeenth Century work.

A j)icture (m.) reproduces the outlook from

Watergate Rows, whence is seen that quaint block

of buiklings which contains the elaborately carved

house built by Bishop Lloyd in the year 1015, and

still called by his name; and the even more jwpular

" (jihI's Provitlencc House," so called from the in-

scription, " (iod's Providence is ]Mine Inheritance,"

which the inhaliitants painted across its facade to

commemorate their merciful deliverance from the

plague of 1052, which devastated the city. I'nfor-

tunately this house has fallen into the hands of a

dealer in anti(iuities, and has been so entirely rebuilt

as to retain little of its original character.

I had hcartl that the old house of the Stanley

family is iu Wateigale Street, but for a time 1

failed to discover it, till after much iiupiiry I was

directed up an exceeding narrow entry, past a row of

small modern houses, which entirely conceal the old

Derby House from the street. The fine gabled house,

with its carved front, is now tlie dwelling of .several

))oor families, but it has escaiied the restorer, and its

character is unspoiled. It still retains its carved

beams and gables and broad oak staircase, .\niong

its inhabitants is a little maiden, who sh<jwed us a tiny

loft wherein she said the Earl of Derby lay hidden

for six weeks. Dates are stubborn things, and refuse

to let those six weeks lit in at all, for we know that

Derby was with Charles II. at Worcester on the ;3rd

of September, 1051, and that he accompanied bisprince

to a place of safety before making his own escape to
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Chester, where lie siirreiideivd liimselF, under a pro- nf Apolld ; hut Chester was early converted to Chris-

mise of ijuarler. This was soon disrei^arded, for, as tianity, and as early as the Second Century the

early as the 1st of Oetoher, Derhy was tried in Chester temple was replaced by a monastery dedicated to

Castle and sentenced to be beheaded at Bolton. But SS. Peter and Paid, " wliieli was the burial-jilace to

IV. BBIDQE STREET ROW.

even witliont those six weeks of weary bidinq', Derby's

career is romantic enough. His defence of Latham
House, bis long-sustained siege of the Isle of Man,
bis imprisonment and death for loyalty, make an im-

pressive outline whose details are among the most

touching of the romantic stories of the Civil War;
though, perhaps, did we but know them, the less

famous Sir Timothy Featherstonehaugh and Captain

Benbow, who suffered death in Chester market-place

on tbe same day that their leader died in Bolton,

were as devoted, brave, and tender as be.

To visit the cathedral we must retrace our steps

up Watergate Street and turn down busy Northgate

Street. Here the rows, built chiefly of wood, are

raised only a eoui)le of feet above the level of the

street. They are of all rows tbe humblest, serving

for the most part fo?- cobblers' stalls and fruit shops,

and in some places they are impassable by reason of

fruit and fish-stalls reaching out into the street.

Therefore the street, though a busy one, is a better

walking place tban the rows, and soon brings us to

the rust-brown pile of the cathedral. This—so the

legend tells us—stands ou the site of tbe temple

.all Chester and seven miles about Chester, and con-

tinued so for the space of three hundred years and

more." To this abbey the remains of St. Werburgli

were brought in tbe Ninth Century for safety in tbe

event of an invasion of the Danes, and here an

abbey ebureh was built to her memory, whieb grew
and cbanged till it became the Chester Cathedral

of to-day. Among those who had endowed it was

Hugh Lupus, founder of the house of Grosvenor,

who thus sought to make bis jjcace with God, and

who, stricken with sin and sickness, entered the

abbey three days before bis death. He was laid

in the burial-ground, but early in the Twelfth Cen-

tury bis nephew Handle, Earl of Chester, built the

Chapter House, and laid his uncle's bones within

it. We enter the Chapter House from the cloisters,

which are of exceptional pieturesqueness (v.). Like

the chief part of the cathedral, they date from the

Fifteenth Century, but parts of the eburcb are as

late as tbe time of the Tudors, while there are also

considerable Norman remains. But Chester's Nor-

man church is the beautiful but imfortunate St.

John's, which was founded towards the close of the
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SevLMitii CV-nlury \>y Kiiijj Etliulivil, who, '' iiiiiuliiiij ami foiMi ijmwiim- in its lul'ty pillars, ami a soil tiui"

to build a church, was told that whore he should see covering the spot where no altars stand. For eleven

a wliitc liind there he should build a church, whicli years no effort was made to save any part of the ruin,

white hind he saw in the place where St. John's but at length that portion now used for Divine Ser-

C'hurch now standcth, and in renienibraneo whereof vice was roofed in and restored, forming a large and

his picture was placed in the wall of the said ehureli, very beautiful Xornian church. The steeple was for

V.—THE CLOISTERS.

which yet standcth in the side of the steeple towards

the west, having a white hind in his hand." Ala.s,

the steeple is no more ; with it began the series of

disasters which have befallen St. John's. In the

middle of the Fifteenth Century it fell in, destroying

a great part of the choir. It was rebuilt, but a cen-

tury later both it and the western stcepie fell, destroy-

ing most of the church. The greater part remains

unroofed, unfloored to the present day, with moss

377

safety brought down, and only the tower left stand-

ing. But even this precaution was unavailing; in the

great storm of October, ISSl, the tower fell, crush-

ing a great part of the ruins, but mercifully sparing

the church. Towerless, spireless, St. John's must be

now safe from the wind, its most pitiless enemy;

and stunted, ruined, spoiled though it be, it is stdl

one of tlie fairest and most interesting monuments

of old Chester. E. Mabel 11obix.son.
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THE PEOFESSION OF AET.

Ill'] distinction between artist

;ind artisan is not altogether

insular ; it is becoming every-

where more and more marked;

Init it is among the nations

least favoured with artistic

sensibility that it is most dis-

tinctly pronounced. In Italy

or France, we know, the word artist has a liroadly

catholic significance compared to which our interpre-

tation of the term is narrow, even to sectarianism.

Our fathers, and their fathers before them, looked

upon art as so much elegant trifling. They had no

conception that it was the natural outgrowth of

earnest craftsmanship, and that, as such, it belonged

to it once and for all. They inclined to separate

art from everything but picture-making; and to

that inclination may be attributed, in great mea-

sure, the low condition to which art fell in their

day—a condition which might almost tempt one to

think that there would have been no great harm

done if the devil had answered the call of the philo-

sopher, and promptly flown away beyond recall with

the " Fine Arts."

For, indeed, the lofty profession of art has helped

to stifle the thing itself. Art is not a profession.

Yon may oust it from trade and handicraft, but you

cannot make it anything but what it is. Try to

squeeze it arbitrarily into the shape of professionalism,

and you only disturb its natural and healthy growth.

Is it natural or healthy that workers in art ai'e now

compelled to over-tax and over-stimulate one side of

their nature, and that one the emotional or inven-

tive side, which can least bear the strain ? The arti-

ficial stimulation of what should flow spontaneously

from the workman happy in his work—a would-be

remedy worse than the disease— is in itself enough

to account for all that is morbid in art.

The due exercise of a faculty leads duly to its

development, our powers increasing by use ; but this

professionalism, wliich is only one phase of modern

specialism, makes abnormal demands upon men, to

which they are not, and cannot possibly be, equal.

The effort is too great. For a moment it may raise

us above ourselves, to a height from which we only

fall the sooner below our natm-al capacity.

All the evil resulting from tliat process of cho])-

ping up a craft into the smallest possible pieces,

wliich tlie economist entitles "the sub-division of

labour," is acknowledged in so far as it affects the

artisan. No one—no artist at least, denies that it is

to his irreparable loss that he is condemned (o do only

the mechanical part of the work, or may be only one

minute portion of that. It is not so generally recog-

nised that the gain to the prtist wdio is relieved of

this meclianical labour is more than doubtful. Man
may be a mere worm on the face of the earth, but he

is not so lowly organised that ho can be thus minced

without hurt. There is something of drudgery in

every art, which, when once a man has gone through

it all, ho may well wish to be rid of, and which might

fairly be left to apprentices, pupils, " improvers," and

assistants; but to relieve him altogether from the

mechanical, commercial, and other cares common to

craftsmanship, is, so to speak, to cut off all com-

munication with the base of his operations, and to

leave him in isolated enjoyment of his scarcely ten-

able professional jiosition.

In every walk of art and life we see the ill effects

of separatism. When the poet comes to adopt poetry

as a profession, does he then write better poetry

because it is his business to poetise? They are not

his later poems that we prize the most, all the

merits of maturity notwithstanding. Technical per-

fection is no equivalent for inspiration lost. Perhaps

there are few poets whose works would not be better

known if a good half of them were suppressed. It

is much the same with the novelist. How full of

meat his first books are compared with his later

efforts ! Once set np in the profession of letters

he begins to see that a much thinner kind of thins:

will answer all professional purposes, and he spreads

out the substance of his brains accordingly. Many
a one becomes so skilful in the art of spreading you

scarce see that the stuff is running short, and that

the art which once merely gave consistency to brain-

work now serves to hide the absence of any such

ingfrodient. One could show similar results from

professionalism of w-hatever kind. The professed

thinker is in danger of settling into a pedant, the

professor of this or that science of developing into a

prig ; and this because he confines himself exclusively

to what should be only one side of his life's work.

One thinks less truly when one knows that it is

expected of him to think. One's words are heavier

as they begin to carry weight with them.

It may be said that all this is the result <i[ the

ago we live in, and the high pressuic at which

we live; but if that is so, and if the result is

prejudicial to art, is it not as well that the artist

should loi)k into his position betimes, and see whither

this spirit of the age is Icadini;- him, and how far he
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is comiielkul to conform to it ? Or does man count

indiviiliuilly for nothiny in :ill tliis? Surely tlio

spirit of till' age is iieillier more t\>v less tliau the

sum of your intelliyenee and mine and others; every

nsan must count for somctliing ; and it is not the

majority who lead but the strong- who lead them.

That the high pressure of modern life and the

piecemeal cutting-up of labour conse(|ueut upon it

have done harm to art, is everywhere obvious. AVe

find, for example, in modern literature—the literature,

that is to say, which has been affectetl by the railway

]iace at whicii we gx)—those writers whose works have

siiffered least are they who have been strong enough

(of purse or of character) to resist the demands made

upon them, and to produce only in response to the

pressure from within. Others, again, who have been

])artially engaged in work of different, and perhaps

lower, kind, have been able, thanks to it, to maintain

the high level of their art ; because, not being alto-

gether dependent upon it for a livelihood, they were

in so far free from the temptation either to force

or to degrade it. It is, 1 take it, indisputable that

the world owes something to the circumstance that

Shakespeare had his craft as actor, his business as

manager, to fall back upon.

If the case of the painter is not exactly parallel,

if we cannot (|uite say that any modern painter owes

much of his fame to a similar determination to go at

the pace his powers prescribed, no matter what was

asked or expected of him, at least we can point to

the better work of men who were wont to go at a

more natural i)ace, and to the degradation of many

a modern artist's work, in obedience to popular

demands.

There is no denying the force of the ])ublic

current ; but it docs not follow that men must be

content to swim always with the stream, like so

many dead things, without will or energy of their

own. It is not an edifying sight to see how such

of us as have to earn a living, or to make our own

way in the world, arc driven in these days, whellur

we will or no, to the lowering of our art—and this

]iarlly through the raising of it to the rank of a

profession. The very necessity of doing always

sometliing that is " fine," something that is even

" art," is i)rejudicial to our work. We should think

better of it if we thought less of it. If we held it

more as a craft, more, as a trade even, we should be

by so much the less induced to lower it. For we

cannot go on i)roJucing at the higher pressure ; the

attempt to do so makes art a weariness to us; and at

last we come to look upon it as a trade and nothing

moie. That is the end of our endeavour : it would

be more wholesome, and more hopeful, if we were

to begin at that point. For instance, if the painter

thought of himself more as a painter, whether of

walls or ]janels, the sculptor as a carver, the architect

as a builder, the decorator as a wall-painter, the

ornamentist as a pattern-designer, and so on, a good

workman might then po.ssess his soul in peace. lie

could nearly always be sure of keej)ing uj) to the

level of good craftsmanshii) ; and if he were an

artist (not every painter, sculptor, architect, or deco-

rator is an artist) there would always be about his

work some artistic character, whilst at times the art

in it would blossom into something wortliy of the

name of "fine art"—supposing that to be of any

consequence. So far from his art suffering through

this lowlier ambition of the artist, it would greatly

gain. If the man had breathing space, the artist

time to mature himself, this could not liut become

manifest in the re])ose and dignity of his designs.

The common work w hich had no great pretensions to

art, but which yet was not without artistic charm,

would be a relief from the strain of jiroducing con-

tinually something of the nature of line art ; and

whilst he was doing mere juurneyman's work, Ijiil

doing it well, he would have leisure to revolve in his

mind noble schemes of design, which a jicriod of

com|iarative rest would give him strength to accom-

plish Worthily. This is not altogether an Utopian

idea. It is not j)rnpi)sed that artists should accept

a lower sphere of art, or lower price for it, but simply

that instead of "pot-boilers," which after all may

not sell, a man should resort to ]'ourney-wiiik, dcjue

to order, the price of which would enable the young

painter to bide his time, and so secure his own price

for work of a higher character. There certainly was

a time when this was possible, when this actually

was; is it possible now? Surely it is less impo.ssible

than the perpetual production of masterpieces

!

The splendour of great epochs in art has dazzled

us. Modern artistic aims and aspirations have been

directed with dangerous ])ersisteucy towards the

strongest light; and its brilliancy blinds us to the

fact that the glorious summer weather rules turn and

turn about with dark and dreary winter days. AVe

act now as if we lived in a paradise where art was

always in full flower—a fool's paradise! What would

our art appear in the eyes of a Greek of the age of

Phidias, or of an Italian of the lime of Michel-

angelo ? In those days there were giants. But we

are adopting a theory of life which will not hold

when we think all to walk after this manner. (The

giants among us will grow soon enough In their

natural height—no fear of that—and we may safely

leave them out of the question.) In men of merely

manly stature the "professional" swagger is not only

ridiculous, but a hindrance to progress. There is

even danger that it may end in ignomini(JUS down-

fall. Maybe some such disa-ster is necessary, that

we may find our level. Lewi.s F. D.av.
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THE ART OF SKETCHINa.

MANY workmen, each one o£ tliem knowing

nought of tlie use of the parts they fabricate,

may co-operate in making a machine ; but every

incli of a picture must be done in conscious relation

to tlie entire conception. By a stretcli of possibility

blind co-operation towards an artistic end can be

conceived. Sujipose that twenty artists in mosaic

are engaged to make a picture four yards by five on

the floor of a large hall. Suppose the subject to be

the landscape seen, from a marked spot on the floor,

through a window of the same shape as the picture.

Suppose the window and the picture divided into

twenty squares ; and suppose each worker entrusted

with a scpiare yard of floor representing that part of

the landscaj)e which is visible through the corresj^ond-

ing square of window. Give these men years ; grant

them all possible skill and patience j and imagine

for the idea or the general aspect of their picture.

The unsemble achieved is not what they worked for

—

is not an outcome of organised intention. It has

been fortuitously produced, in the process of finishing

a number of little objects in a blind and isolated

manner. The antithesis of such work is sketching.

It may be defined as the art of jotting down,

without regard to accidental facts, an ensemble in

drawing, chiaroscuro, or colour, or in any one alone.

In sketching, only the greater facts are relevant,

only the complete scheme is essential. It is idle

to consider alternately both the small and the large

divisions of a subject, inasmuch as, owing to dif-

ference of focus, the impi'essiou is different, and im-

pression is the painter's material. If you look,

for instance, too much at the incidental curvatures

and departures from the general tendency of a long

BY THE SEASIDE.

(From the Prize SlMch, "Figure," by Waller Shannon. Lambeth Sketehlng Cliib, ISS5.)

the general effect—imagine the appalling jumble of

keys, tonqs, and methods of treatment !—that would

result. Just such a confusion may be perceived in

the work of painters who see small objects more

readily than the large divisions of effect to which

they belong. Such men are hardly responsible

line, you will infallibly exaggerate them and lose

the swing, the greater truth, of the whole. In

the same way, if you look closely into the small

modellings on a given surface, you will assign to

them an unreal importance, which will destroy the

suavity and greatness of the larger undulations. If
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you too carefully spy out aud match your local In a picture which stnndfi for months upun tlie

colours, you will see them more strouijly than is eon- easel you may faintly hojie, by scumbling- and ylazcs,

sistent with the effect of the aerial envelope. In to better the effect of masses of elaboration which

THE BUILDiya OF THE HOUSE.

(Fimn the Prize Sketch, "Design.," by C. S. RicUctts. Lambeth Sketching Club, ISSS.)

fact, in thus focussing all minor points with equal

fulness of attention, you are mentally putting a

frame round each of them, and conceiving it as a

picture, to the prejudice of the larger jiicture, the

true one, to the proportions and design of whioli

everything component should always be mentall}'

referred. I have seen men come into a studio of

painting unable to see or suggest rightly even the

broadest and most evident effects, yet capable of

making, with mechanical neatness, a yard-long chalk

drawing from the anti<j\ie. Every area of surface the

size of a tlireepenny-bit would be full of careful

modelling, while masses as big as a soup-plate would

be broken up into non-existence, or, if acknowledged

and presented, would be in glaringly wrong relation

to the rest. Of necessity the painters who produce

such work have yet to learn the elements of their trade.

are out of all relation to each other; or you may
blot them out and establish your masses aright by

means of a broad and sketchy " lay in." But the

sketeher from nature has no time for such resources :

he is bound to attain at once his object of record-

ing the big constituents of a scene, or effect, while

it is still before him. A sketch proper, then, is

always the record of an impression : if from nature,

of an ensemble perceived ; if from chic, of an en-

semble imagined. The latter process, of working

"from the head," should seem more conducive to

unity of impression than that of generalising in the

presence of multitudinous nature. But even in this

case, the uneducated, or the over-educated in a school

of false finish, proceed alike from small object to small

object, realising each one separately, and without

conceiving the aspect of the whole. It is the way of
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ccrhiiii writers to go on from sentence to sentence

without knowing wliat is coming, without considering

cither the dimensions of the suliject or the constructive

harmony of the plot. But in llie painter's ease the

artistic fault is more serious, and the couscquences

are more damning. The writer's work at least is

read progressively, as he conceived and wrote it ; the

jjainter's is seen in a glance, entire, as he ought to

have conceived it, but has not. Again, the writer

has no fixed limits, his volumes may be of any size

you. please ; but the painter must pre-cousider his

composition, and so conceive it as a whole that in his

mind's eye he may behold it framed—complete in

unity of ambition and effect—before it is begun.

In fact, the qualities that go to make a good

sketch are the basis of all true pictorial art. The

chief rule of painting, "to get the relations of the

masses right at first/'' is the one secret of the

sketeher's procedure. Every picture ought to pass

through a sketch stage. Some, indeed, were better

left there, but that their authors may learn by

inishing them farther. In these cases the works

themselves inust suffer, for those who only feel the

large effects of nature can be but ill served by the

quality of intelligence, when they have got beyond

the guidance of their natural sentiment. It is often

said that an artist must learn first to finish minutely,

and may then, as it is admitted most good men have

done, 2)roceed to work broadly. But this is putting

the cart before the horse ; for if one does not begin

by acquiring some power of rapidly seizing the con-

stituents of an effect—some capacity of presenting

one's masses aright—how can one ever attain to the

perception and the representation of true relations

among groups of dejjcndent objects ? It is the

aim and end of a sketching education to teach one

to render this broad first draught continually more

satisfactory and eomjjlete. The artist, therefore, who
begins by working more minutely than he ends, is

pursuing a false system of progress : he does not

understand enough of the princijiles of his art to see

that he is painting at a loss of truth and effect;

and he only afterwards discovers the true measure

of his powers, his aims, and his materials. It is a

mistake to suppose that there are many painters who
are capable of high and artistic finish, especially in

landscape. A great number are constrained to at-

tempt a sort of finish by the clamour of specialists,

scientific or aesthetic, who prefer an extra cow, or a

few more flowers, to the larger facts of nature and

the (eternal principles of art. Hence the familiarity

of the public with those examples of prim and petty

art wdiich are the picture-dealer's joy : pictures con-

taining an amount of sham finish which, if real,

would supply two Constables and a dozen Whistlers

with a superabundance of fact>.

If learning to sk(.'tch boldly, bmadly, and justly

from nature and memory were held one of tlu- first

constituents of a painter's education, wu should

seldom hear the absurd yet common comjilaint :

" I cannot see things largely ; I must see every leaf

and every stone." Rightly interpreted, its signili-

cance is no more nor less than this :
" Like the

mass of mankind, though not blind, I receive no

artistic impressions from nature.'^ Detail, thus seen

through the ordinary c^'c, iininformed by any inward

sentiment of a general impression, is referred to no

organised whole, has no artistic significance, and, by

occupying the mind with its labyrinthine triviality,

tends to delay the arrival of appreciative artistic

vision. The word IS misleaamor. All

men, from Corot to a common botanist downwards,

can see, by prying about, whatever is visible to

ordinary sight. But the painter's sight is not thus

roving and inquisitive ; it is a sort of receptive

reverie, wherein only what concerns some peculiar

sentiment is accepted. Not till the artist has begun

to feel and express essentials can he hope to acqviire

effectively the only valid sort of finish : that com-

pletion of an artistic idea in which detail is used in

subservience to feeling, and impiression is emancipated

from the tyranny of the ordinary habits of vision.

At the present day fidelity and sincerity to per-

sonal impression are valued above the rival qualities

of imagination and style. And there is an extreme

and logical section of sketchers to whom subject and

composition are indifferent ; to whom any motive

is welcome that affords fresh opportunity of feeling

broadly and noting rapidly the action of light in

revealing objects. Side by side with such men,

however, is an extremely illogical sort who, whilst

pretending to serve art, shrink from the real work of

art—the subordination of natural facts to the record

of man's impressions. They serve that imaginary

tyrant " Nature," and by the vain and slavish attempt

to cojiy whatever she sets before them, they expect

to get into their picture the poetry they hear of along

with all the little sticks and stones they see. But it

is not in the jumble of facts called " nature," but in

the qualities and relations of the impression made on

man, that human sentiment consists ; and it is in the

record of that imjjression, not the record of its cause,

that the poetry will be made manifest.

Sketching from memory, as it strengthens the

imagination and turns the attention to style, is likely

to neutralise these faulty and unfruitful tendencies.

But no original imaginative work can be done by

those who have never stocked their brains with

personal impressions acquired directly from nature.

Work from nature may be l)est improved by the

example and criticisms of others, in every stage of

emulation and production, on the same spot. This it
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is wliifh makes cortam Froueh vilIa<?os, rioqiienlL'tl liy

jljoihI artists with no ilesiro to pose as superiorities,

such excellent schools for the painter at a certain

f-ta^e o£ tlevelopment. In London, as in Paris and

other large cities, sketching- from the head is practised

in rcijjnlar eluhs, started (iil hoe. Some are associa-

tions of artists among themselves for amusement and

practice. Such used to he the Latin Quarter Club

in Paris; such is the Langham in London. In the

former no work was done at the club, which only met

to discuss in a friendly way, over pijjes and drinks,

its sketches and studies from nature, as also its notes

of ideas for pictures and statues. At the Langliam

sketches are done on the spot in two hours, and arc

then submitted to the criticism of the club. Of

school clubs—used as a direct means of education,

supervised by professors, and kept going by^ system

of competition and reward—are the Lambeth, the

Gilbert (St. Martin's), the West London, and the

South Kensington. For twelve years past com-

petitions have taken place among these clubs and

others. An award of honour has l)een given to tlie

winning body, and prizes in various branches open

to members all round. The Lambeth and the

Gilbert, the earliest in the field, have taken most

of the awards : the former, which was founded in

l^fil by Air. Sparkes of South Kensington, having

decidedly the best of it. The movement is a good

one ; and, provided that the sham design which,

without the rpialities of a sketch, is a poor imitation

of a picture, be rigorously discouraged, it cannot fail

to be productive of good.

JIany of the judges have been specially suited to

their duty; all have been men of reputation. The

third rule provides that " all works sent for com-

petition must be kept within the definition of a

sketch
; " and most conclusive as evidence of the

utility of these clulis and of their right direction are

the merits of the prize sketches. Two of these we

engrave—Mr. Shannon's under tlie head " Figure,"

and Mr. Kieketts's under the head " Design." Mr.

Shannon's, more distinctly seen as a whole than !Mr.

llicketts's, has greater unity of impression, and, with

less padding, contains fewer weak spots. He has

devised rather an ungainly line of distant hills, un-

necessarily bl.ack and unnecessarily high ; it would not

have been amiss, too, for some of the wreck to come

against the sky. One might add th;it, for the sake

of a certain grouping, he has made the action of the

llgures carrying the body somewhat capricious and

unnatural. It would, however, bo wrong to attach

much importance to all this in a sketch ; such points

can be remedied by thought and study in a picture

without departing from the general sense of the

rough draught. Air. Kieketts, though more uncipial

than AFr. Shannon, exhibits in places somewhat

stronger and more realised work. The distant hills

and architecture are keenly felt, and represented with

breadth and spirit. The group in the foreground

has considerable animation, and some of the modelling

is very accurately realised ; but as a whole it is not

seen under the same conditions of strong Oriental

sunlight as the distance. The masses of light and

shade in the group might be more broadly con-

trasted, the east shadows darker and firmer, and the

near architecture more illumined with reflected light.

In fact, the enaemhle is less distinctly felt and less

exclusively aimed at than in the work of Mr.

Shannon. However, as these artists have comiwted

for different prizes, and have aimed at different

oVjjeets, any close comparison of their merits would

be manifestly unfair. R. A. M. Stevenson.

THE AGE OF LOUIS XIV.*

|T is something that AI. Genevay

should write with clarity and point.

It is moi-e, perhaps, that he should

always be at the pains of think-

ing for himself, and that he should

have a strong disinclination to

take either facts or opinions at second-hand. In

" Le Style Louis Q\iatorze " he has produced a book

of singular interest. He is a master of his subject

to begin with ; and he has not permitted his subject

to master him. His admiration for Le Brun, "the

Louis Quatorze of decorative art," as some one has

• " Lfi Style Louis Quatorze." Charles I.c Brun. Par A.

Genevay. (Paris : J. Rouam, Librairie de VArt. 1886.)

called him, is tempered by discretion and good taste.

He is prepared to admit the services to art of King

Plifebus and his minister Colbert; but he is of those

who look behind the event, and he can see that there

were great men in France before Colbert, and artist-

kings before Colbert's master. The possession of

these excellent qualities imparts a peculiar merit to

his work. It is in some sort brilliant, and at the

same time it is eminently trustworthy. There was

room for it in the literature of art-criticism ; and now

that it has come, there is space beside it for not much

else on the same sulijcet.

It is, or used to be, a ebmmon superstition that

French art, like the French opera and the French
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ilniiiui, diiti's fiviin Louis XIV., and from Louis XIV.

aloue. As a matter of fact, it does nothing of

the sort. The Academie Royale do Musique, the

Theatre Francjais, and the Academie lloyale de

Peinture are all three his foundations. But of the

tliree arts of which these institutions are the concrete

oxiiressions, only one, the art of opera, was actually

begun in his reign. The origins of French drama as

we know it are referable, not to Moliere and Racine,

but to Rotrou and Corneille; and the origins of

equally glorious with ]\Iedicean Florence. And his

example was . sustained by his descendants. The
^'alois, as M. Genevay remarks, were miserable

failures as kings ; but as artists they were worthy

of their sire. They continued his tradition ; they

worked hard to make their France a second Italy;

they spared neither money nor interest; and it is sot

their fault that they failed. With Henri III., the

last of their line, the Valois went out, and the

Bourbons, in the person of Henri IV., came in.

THE YOUNG LOUIS XIV.

(From a Bronze "d cire pcrdi(£" Wilkinson Collection,)

French art as we know it are the creation, primarily

speaking, of Francois I. That admirable blackgiiard

it was who opened France to the influence of the

Italian Renaissance, and prepared the way for the

triumphs of the later generations. He was a poor

enough ruler, a bad general, a clumsy and un-

successful diplomatist ; but he was an artist to his

finger-tips, and, as Miss Robinson has for months

past been telling us, his initiative in art is one

of the great and abiding facts in French history.

He built, he bought, he patronised, he imported ; he

brought in Lionardo, Benvenuto, Andrea del Sarto
;

lie did his best to make the France of the Valois

But the chain was by no means broken for that. M.

Genevay reminds us, and none too soon, that Henri

IV. was in his way as good and enlightened a patron

of the arts as any Valois that ever reigned. He
had to contend with the narrow ideas and the rigid

morality of Sully, " genie borne s'il en fut jamais,^'

and to persuade that excellent cashier turned minister

that even the France he administered could hardly

live by farming and breeding alone ; and, difficult as

was the task, he succeeded. He re-established the

manufacture of tapestries, and found room for it in

the Louvre ; called in a couple of good craftsmen

from Flanders, ennobled them, and set them up in a
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workshop ill tlio old Palais ties Tournelles; created in

the Savonnerie a carpet factory oE the first order;

and encourag-ed his foundations by a system of pro-

tection vigorous enough to blacken its author to all

time in the eyes of every good free-trader living.

More tlian that, he surrounded himself with crafts-

men of every kind. The Louvre was crammed to the

attics, says Sauval, with sculptors, watchmakers,

])erfamcrs, knife and sword - smiths, engravers,

gilders, ciseleurs, artists in damascene work, mathe-

matical instrument makers, and carpet and tapestry

weavers—all " the most renowned of their kind." It

was his wish to fill the palace at once " with the

greatest lords and the rarest masters of his kingdom,

to achieve as it were an alliance of intelligence and

the fine arts with nobility and the sword." And all

this he did, not for himself, but for the honour and

glory of France. He began the work of Colbert and

Louis XIV., but without the magnificent egotism

which inspired these latter in their undertaking. He
died too soon, and left his work unfinished; and

his reputation is that of a kind of French im-

personation of Robert Bruce, with the addition of

a certain triple talent—

-

" De boire, et de battre,

Et d'etre vcrt-galant "

—

peculiar to himself. Louis XIV. outlived his oppor-

tunity and his fame; died old, ruined, hated, and

contemned; and is jjrineipally remembered (outside

Dumas' incomparable romance) as the patron of

Sully and Moliere, the employer of Boulle and Le

Notre, and the origin, thvongh Charles Le Brun, of

a jiarticular style of furniture and decoration.

He began, as we know, Ijy ruining Fouquet, con-

fiscating his enormous property, and enlisting under

his own flag the noble troop of artists of every sort

whom the magnificent superintendent had had the

wit to discover and the good taste to attach to his

fortunes. There is no doubt that Foucpiet was a bad

and criminal minister, and withal a man p)resumptuous

even to madness : as there is none that the primary

cause of his downfall was, not the king's sense of

justice, but the king's vice of jealousy. But, in his

way, he was one of the most enlightened amateurs

that have ever lived ; and for a long while Colbert

and his master could do little more than follow in

his traces, and work as he had begun before them.

He had discovered Le Notre ; and the gardens of

Versailles were but an adaptation of the gardens

at Saint-]\Iande and at Vaux. He had discovered

Le Brun ; and the Gobelins, the famous factory of

tapestries, to which are owing all the greater master-

pieces of the art, was but an amplification on a

large scale of the factory which Fouquet had cslab-

lished at ^laincy, with Le Brun at the head of it.

and the best craftsmen in France to take his orders

and execute his ideas. His device, a rising sun, with

the legend " Quo non ascendam," was less arrogant

than it seems. Had he but kept his head, he might

have vanquished even Colbert, and shone with a lustre

scarcely second to Louis' own. It is fortunate for

France and the world that he did not : that Louis,

albeit a complete and superb representative of the

duties of his calling, was not much of a gentleman,

and in the matter of egotism could have given points

to Napoleon himself. Colbert, a man of the middle

classes, was a man of the first order of genius : he

gave to France a fleet, and a mercantile navy to do

business in its shadow ; he made roads ; he dug
canals ; he encouraged industry ; he filled the country

with good craftsmen ; he protected his creations

with an energy that would scandalise the Cobden

Club ; he made his king magnificent and his people

happy ; he was so to speak an industrial Richelieu.

Moreover, he had served an apprenticeship under

Mazarin, the greatest collector—of pictures, medals,

antiques, sculptures, books, jewels—of his time ; and

being an intelligent man, and a vigorous tempera-

ment, he had developed a kind of artistic sentiment.

But he was, in this sense, a common banker in

comparison with Fouquet. It is another proof of

his immense intelligence that, Fouquet ruined, he

did not scruple to continue Fouquet's work. It has

to be admitted that he centralised his achievement

a great deal more than Fouquet would have done
;

but he took his lieges with him, and made the

arts a national concern, and not, as Fouquet would

have made them, the matter of a great person's

avocations.

The secret of the Great King's greatness lies' m
his fashion of understanding the duties of kingship.

" I am the State," he said ; and he meant it, and

ruined himself and his jjeople in the attempt to live

up to the expression. Under him Versailles was

nmhilicus GaUifd—the very navel of France. In

him everything was centralised; from him every-

thing proceeded ; he was the cause, and his kingdom

only an effect. Conde and Turenne were personal

emanations from him ; Moliere and Racine were but

his expressions in drama; in Boileau he wrote verse
;

he govei'ued in Colbert and Louvois; he painted in

Mignard and Le Brun. Whatever was done was not

only done in his name but depended absolutely upon

his influence. He made a man minister for a gootl

stroke at billiards; for how could his nominee do

wrong ? His life was a perpetual apotheosis. He
surrounded himself with reminders of his glory

;

among jiictures of his divinity, among heroic statues

of himself, among trophies of victory so insolent that

they could only be avenged in war, existence moved

fur him iu a solemn procession of self-worship ; and
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wlien he tinned from the consideration oE these anti-

cipations of iminortaHty, it was to meet tlie adoring

eves of men and women whose hearts he eould, and

did often, break with a single frown. In the con-

templation of his own dignity lie lived and moved

and had his being. It was the principal fact of

the universe ; and he imposed it as such upon his

intimates and his people alike. There was no ilattery

so gross as to seem unnatural, no adulation so fulsome

as not to be appropriate and welcome. The kings,

the heroes, the gods and demi-gods of antiquity had

lived, it seemed, but to be honoured in his likeness

and admired in his adornments. lie was Apollo,

ho was Hercules, he was Jupiter in turn ; one after

another all the greatnesses of the past were pi-esented

in his image, like him high-nosed, and like him be-

wigged ; M. Genevay has even seen the legendary

lierruque introduced as an attribute of (!od the

Fatlier. To such a man the spending of blood was

as natural as the spending of money. In one year

he Hung away on Versailles alone over 45,000,000 of

I'rancs ; the Dragonnades, the Edict of Nantes, and

the wrecking of the Palatinate cost him no more than

a mere scratch of the pen.

A despot himself, Le Brun was the very man to

serve a despot. He came at the right moment, and

he took almost at once that place at the head of

artistic France which he kept, almost without con-

testation, till the end of his life. Simon Vouet was

dead; Poussin was domiciled in Rome, and was a

Roman in everything but the name ; Philippe de

Champaigne was sixty years old. The ground was

clear for Le Brun, wlien at six-and-twenty he re-

turned from Rome, where, under the patronage of the

Chancellor Seguicr, he had painted, under Poussin,

for some three or four years ; and at twenty-eight

(10 IS) he had luck and enterprise enough to found

the Academic de Peinture, which broke the influence

of the old Maitrise, the Painters' Guild, for ever.

He was indefatigably active; bold, pushing, adroit;

gifted with an incredible facility of conception and

design ; intelligent as few men of his time ; a good

courtier, a fine diplomatist, an incomparable c//rf

d'n-iilf ; and his success, inaugurated by this master-

stroke of policy, was instant and complete. Fouquct,

after filling Saint-Mande with his work, appointed

him chief painter at Vaux-le-Vicomte, at a salary of

something like £2,000 a year. He was the inventor

and director of all the great amaienv's fetes gala nfex;

he organised, directed, and administered the tapestry

works at ]Maincy ; within and without lie furnished

and decorated Vaux as completely as he was after-

wai-ds to furnish and decorate Versailles. Three years

after (1001) Fouquct was hurled down from his

place, and Le Brun changed masters. His function,

however, remained the same. lie was translated

from Vaux to Versailles, and from Mainey to tlic

(robclins. As before, he painted, he decorated, lii>

designed ; as before, he invented pageants, and

ceremonies, and shows ; as before, he was the cen-

tral inspiration of a crowd of artists of all sorts

—

painters, sculptors, decoratore, cabinet-makers, carvere,

founders, gardeners, tapestry weavers, and draughts-

men. The crowd was thicker ; tiie work was on a

larger scale ; his masters were Colbert and the king;

that was the only difference. He was eminently the

man for the work. He invented and jierfected, in

all its component parts, what is known as " Le Style

Louis Quatorzc." No problem was too complex for

him, no detail too trilling or too small. \Vorking

for the king at Versailles and Marly, at Sceaux for

Colbert, he did for the interiors of these places what

Le Notre eoidd not do without his help for their out-

sides. They were his jicrsonal creation, and without

him they could have had nc) individuality at all. Tlu;

general scheme was his, and his were its constituents.

Mouldings and trophies, hangings and tapestries and

carpets, ornaments and ceilings, pictures and statues,

gildings and lustres, woodwork and bronzes and

furniture—all was of his designing, or at least was

designed under his inspiration and immediate super-

intendence. He seems to have never acknowledged,

save in the case of Mignard, the existence of such a

vice as jealousy. If a man could do good work, that

was enough; painter, .sculptor, engraver, ('hcuixle, la-

was at once enlisted in the phalanx under his com-

mand. At the Gobelins he had control of a com-

pany of fifty artists—painters of history, animals,

battles, landscape, architecture, the figure. In the

decoration of INIarly and Versailles, and the celebra-

tion of his master's achievements, his aides in all

departments of art were the best men of their time.

Caffieri and Girardon, the Anguiers, the De Marsys,

Abraham Desjardins, Coyscvox, the Constous, Jean

Warin even, assisted him in sculpture ; the Kellers

cast his bronzes ; he was associated with Le Notre

in the production of those masterpieces of landscape

gardening which are pci-hajis the best and highest

expressions of the plastic genius of his age; Bciaiii,

the incomparable designer, was his right-hand man

in the work of ornamenlation, Bou!ic, the iiicoin-

jiarabli! ehcimte, his right-hand man in the pro-

duction of furniture ; in engraving, he had the

help of Edclinck, Israel Silvcstre, the brothers Loir,

Sebasticn Le Clcrc, and Gerard Audran ; his gold-

smith was the illustrious Claude Baliin ; in painting

ho was served by such men as Van der Alculen, the

two Vvarts, Noel Coypel, the Testelins, Baptiste

Monnoyer, Jean Jouvenet. His master had said,

" I am the State ; " with as much truth so might

he have said, "L'art e'cst moi." When Colbert's

influence declined, and Louvois came to the front, he
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liad to suffi'v soniowliat from the rise and ascendancy lie left some six - and - twenty pictures and

oL' ^lignanl. But this was the only check lie ever upwards of two thousand drawings and designs.

encountered. With his royal master he remained But his great claim to our regard is as the inventor

till the end almost as gn>at a favourite as Ijc Notre of a style. It was pompons, a trille stilted, a thought

himself. And among his fellows, whom he ruled too gorgeous, a little heavy; hut it was rich, har-

with a eomhinatiou of honliomie and ahsolutism which monious, noble, eminently personal and apjn-opriate;

made him ahsolute master, his leadership only dis- and it ]ilaces its author among the grt'ut masters

appeared from being with his life. of the art. W. E. H.
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THE TIBEIJ : OSTl.V TO BACiNOlJKA.

rn HE pilii'iim of tlic Tiber who woiiKi liiico il I'l-om

JL its mouth to its source will first find himself

ut.Ostia, on the sea-coast, fifteen miles from Rome.

A desolate region lies around. The horizon line is

unbroken save by some solitary tower, relic oi

ancient Rome or the ^liddle Asj^es. Solitude and

melancholv reii^n undisturbed over its forlorn cane-

brakes and watery morasses. The Tiber has here

two mouths, forming a triangle with the sea, and

interest which belongs to the works and lives of

vanished generations, who have lived and laboured

but to find oblivion. The most slrikiug of these

ruins is a temi)le, sui)j)o.sed to be thai of \ ulcan,

wiiich raises its bare brick walls, stripped of their

marble covering, defying time and the rude forces

of the elements. Another consj>ieuons object is the

mediaeval fortress built by Sangallo (ii.) for the war-

like Pope Julius 11. It comprises a good part of the

I.—EOMK, WITH SAN OSOFBIO.

enclosing the Isola Sacra of former days, now the

pasturage of herds of semi-wild cattle. The upper

or more northerly of these two streams is now the

navigable one. It is a canal, formed by the Emperor

Trajan, in consequence of the silting up of the

natural bed of the river, an extensive ])ort being

established at its mouth. The ancient seaport

Ostia is now left far inland, three miles from the

sea. It must have been a considerable town. Its

ruins have been opened up of recent years: streets,

shops, houses, and temples having the pathetic

379

modern handet, several miserable residences being

included within its walls. Not far from here is the

gloomy region of Castel Fusano, on the borders of

a pine forest stretching to the sea. This spot is

sometimes made the rendezvous for parties of ])lea-

sure from Home. Such parties, however, must take

their merriment with fheiu, f<ir they will not find

it there. There is a solid and lonely house of the

Chigi family, with towered corners, rarely inhabited.

Mia-sma lurks at its angles and hangs about its

scowling front. The neighbourhood is beautiful.
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but its beauty is of a laryo and suleinn kind, as is

the beauty of the eliildreu of death.

A holiday steamer will take the traveller from

the sea-side hamlet Euimicino along' the upper

branch of the river to Rome. There is little

to arrest the attention on the upward journey,

exeeptinsj some broken sepulchres in the banks, and

the everlasting beauty of the Campagna, which,

with its tender lines and expansive undulations,

leads the eye to the distant mountains by which

it is bounded. Presently we are in sight of Rome.

Shortly before entering its walls the remarkable

Church of St. Paul is passed, whose columned

marbles and classic proportions recall all we are

told of the magnificent temples of antiquity. But

not assuredly in external architectural features does

its beauty lie.

The first object presented to us on entering Rome

is Monte Testaccio, a considerable mound formed of

the broken pottery of ancient times, in the neigh-

bourhood of which there was probably a manufactory.

Near here is the Protestant cemetery, in which

repose manv who came hither to seek a little rest

and found the eternal one. The traveller will find,

in the shade of lofty cypresses and near the pyramid

of Caius Cestius, two graves which will always be

held sacred by Englishmen—those of Keats and

Shelley. As we arrive at the quay, the modern port

of Rome, the Aventine is seen to rise on the other

side, with its churches and gardens. This is the

most considerable of the historical seven hills left

to the modern city. Every day fresh alterations are

made. Soon, in the process of change and levelling,

the "seven hills'' will be a tradition, and nothing

11.—3ANQALL0 S CASTLt, OSTIA.

be left of the greater part of them but the name.

The Aventine, once the site of several important

temples, is now surmounted by three churches

:

those of Santa Sabina, Sant Alessio, and the one

called II Priorato, from the circumstance that there

was attached to it a priory of the famous Knights

of Malta—their English centre still remembered

in Clerkenwell-—some of whose tombs and monu-

ments decorate the churcli. The beautiful legend .of

St. Alexius, whose name is given to one of these

churches, may bo read in IMrs. Jameson's " Sacred

and Legendary Art," and it is worth reading.

Just beneath the Aventine are the remains of

the old Sublician bridge, which Horatius Codes is

said to have defended so valiantly, and in its neigh-

bourhood the ancient and modern marble-wharf of

Rome. Some time ago antique marbles, partly worked,

were found here. A little higher up we come to the

small round temple, one of the most completely pre-

served left to us, called the Temple of Vesta. This,

however, has long been known to be a misnomer,

the site of the Temple of Vesta having been dis-

covered, as was anticipjated, in the recent excavations

about the Forum. It rises over the exit of the

large underground structure, the Cloaca Maxima, or

main sewer of ancient Rome, and it is picturesquely

backed up by the fine campanile of Santa Maria in

Cosmedin, commonly called Delia Bocca della Verita,

from the ancient mask still preserved in its portico,

the mouth of which was supposed to be a test for

liars, whose hand placed therein suffered mutilation

or disablement.

The next step brings us beneath the broken

bridge, on the site of the ancient Pons ^milius, to

the island of the Tiber, held

sacred in ancient days be-

cause it was surrounded by

the river, which here parts

into two streams, which are

shortly re-united. A sin-

gular cause of its origin is

given in a legend, which

says that a certain portion of

ground higher up the stream

was dedicated to the god

Mars—the district still re-

tains the name "Campo
Marzio"—which was seized

upon as personal property

})y the last of the tyrant

kings, Tarquinius, and sown

with corn. On his banish-

ment it was not thought

right to make use of the •

produce of the consecrated

o-round, so it was cast into
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died. In this part of the river tlie remains of tlie

the river, and afterwards, aceumulatin£j amid-strcani, Churcli and the Monastery of S. Onofrio (i.), in

it formed tiie nucleus of the island. The sacred wliieii Tasso spent his hitter years and where he

serpent, subsequently brought from Epidaurus, ae-

cordin<^ to the Del-

phian oracle, here

taking^ refuge, the

island was by means

of niasonrv, remains

of which still exist,

eonvertetl into the

form of a ship, was

consecrated to the

divinity Apollo, and

became the site of the

Temple of ^'Eseula-

pius, to which the

sick resorted for cure.

The fine Church of

S. Bartolomeo now oc-

cupies what was pro-

bably once the site of

this temple. A modern

luispitid in the neigh-

bourhood commemo-
rates its ancient uses.

From this ]>iiint upwards the old houses with

loggia and balcony, the fragments of ancient ruin,

the hanging gardens with their golden oranges

glowing through the dark green leaves, and the

(plaint jetties, are all being fast removed to make

way for a terraced embankment, which is ultimately

tn.—BOEGHETTO AND THE PONTE FELICE.

ancient Pons Triumphalis are seen at low water, just

before we arrive at the Ponto S. Angelo, in face of

the mighty mausoleum of the Emperor Trajan, the

history of which is that of Rome itself. Perha]is

tiiose interested in artistic lore will first recall to

mind on seeing it the account, given by himself, of

to go through the whole city. Perhaps the Romans the braggart Cellini, once confined within its walls,

are only reasonable when they ask why their city and the graphic narrative of his escape from it.

of living men and women should be left as the From here the dome of St. Peter's, with its majestic

archffiological museum of Europe ; but to a stranger curves, is seen at its best. Madame do Stael says

coming here in a studious and thoughtful spirit a that St. Peter's is the only work of art which ever

feeling of pain and regret at the devastation pro- impressed her with the same sense of grandeur as

duced by modern changes will be just as natural. the works of nature, a sentiment which many will

Leaving the island, we pass on the right the re-echo.

Ghetto, or Jews' quarter. Crowded and dirty as Leaving here and skirling the I'rati di Castello,

is this part of the city, it is said to he the most now being fast covered with bviildings, we reach

healthy in Rome. Certainly it is of most unwhole- the wharf of the Ripetta, formed of stones taken

some aspect, but picturesque withal in a higli from the Colosseum, and the ugly modern bridge,

degree. It is strange that behind its squalor and which it is to be hoped will ere long be rebuilt; and

filth it should hold treasures of costly stuffs and so we pass out of the limits of the city, near the

other articles of value. It abuts on to the gloomy Porta del Popolo. Then it is worth while to turn

walls of the Theatre of Marcellus, whose ancient for a few moments to take a farewell glance at

porticos are the workshops of artisans and the the noble range of the Vatican and St. Peter's, as

stores of vendors of smoke-begrimed wares. Its they stand out in grey relief against the sunset sky.

cavernous ajches are often reproduced on the can- The vast dome seems to be buoyed up in the air, as

vases of painters. A picturescpie vista, too, gives if it belonged more to heaven than to the earth, a.«

us the portico of Octavia'and the old fish-market. the last rays of day surround it with a corona of

From here, after passing the Pontc Sisto and the

palace of the Farnesina, the treasure-house of the

well-known frescoes of Raphael, we come upon a

fine view of the heights upon which are bnilt the

glory. The gloomy mansion near the bridge, under

the heights of ]\Ionte Mario, is the Villa ]\Iadama,

built by Giulio Romano for Cardinal Giulio de'

Medici. The view from the hill above it is very fine.
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and has In-cn (•e]cl)niti'il by ^Martial in one ui liis

most charminor descriptions. At Ponte Molle, the

ancient Pons Milvius, we fairly enter upon the Cam-

pajjna, and every step in this neiglibourliood is rich

with memories of the past. This bridge, built upon

the old foundations, has a place in history, as the

spot on which the ambassadors of the Allobroges,

concerned in the Cataline conspiracy, were arrested

by the order of Cicero. From this bridge the

depraved Emperor Maxentius fell into the river

associated with the earliest liistory of Rome. Still

the ancient tombs are to be seen in the rocks. In

the far distance a blue range of mountains rises, toge-

ther with the broken peaks of the celebrated Soracto.

Perhaps there is no spot in the neighbourhood of

Rome in which the witnesses of the past rise so thickly

before us. Fragments of masonry stand up from the

turf like the gravestones of buried memories. Every-

thing is gone ; only here and there a lonely teniila,

or farmstead, marks this once so populous region.

IV.— CIVITA C.1STELLANA.

after tlie battle of Saxa Uul>ra, and [)crished. As

we arrive at the mineral springs known as tlie

Acpia Cetosa, an expansive panorama lies Ijefore us.

Yonder low range of rocky cliffs to the left are the

Saxa Rubra, in whicii was proliably the (omb of the

family of Ovid, tlie Latin poet. The cave is still to

be seen, but the paintings and other indications in

it have perished. Beyond these, and some distance

away, is what i-emains of old Veii, oncc^ the for-

midable rival of Rome. This plain was the scene of

many a terrible sight. Yonder elevated table-land

was the site of the ancient Antemnre, from which

the Roman warriors robl^ed their first wives. It is

identified from its situation, being exactlv where the

Arno, fiowing from " watery Tivoli," falls into the

Tiber. Farther yet in the same direction the farm-

stead, Castel Giubilco, on a bluff overlooking the

river, indicates the position of the city of Fidena?,

We now abandon altogether the Campagna, its

untilled pastures giving place to well-cared for fields

and plantations. From the river-jilain a range of

low hills slopes upwards, many of them crowned with

higldy picturesque little towns and villages, whose

grey walls are dominated by a tall campanile, or

sometimes a quaint tower or two, relics of the feudal

affes, and then we reach tlie hamlet of Roro'hetto

(lU.), whose only feature of importance, in addition

to the few houses of whicli it is composed, is an old
j

mediasval castle, or Tather the broken fragments o£|

one, forming a picturesque object from the plain.

Near here is the Ponte Felice, which occupies tlie 1

site of an ancient bridge, built by the Emperor
j

Augustus, connecting Umbria with Etruria. Herel

the river ceases to be navigable, and our course hence-

forward must be prosecuted, for the most part, on j

foot or oil horseback, where no road follows the track,
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as is the case in many \>:u-is. Our rest ini;-j)lace lios process nf lime. In these walls smuuiv towers occur

at Civitil Castellana (iv.), connected with the Tiber at intervals around the city. Twn arclied gateways

liy a small trihntary called the Treja. Karely visited still remain. Within the walls tliccit\- has vanished;

Iiy t'orei<;ners, tliis pictnresque town keeps a modest only a lew niins here and there markinoj tlie jiosition

seclusion. Its principal feature is a sturdy old nl' I'luincr hiiildinns. 'I'he drooping iv\-, tiic deso-

fortress, built l)y San<^allo for Pope Alexander \l. lalion, the sig-hing <>( the wind, as if to mourn the

/

^ ,

^^.

V_:^

.

1

^t*-.'

'^^7r~:^ :

•^

It is most romantically situated, bounded on three

sides by a deep natural loss or ravine, which served

it well in the old lighting days. The chasms

are crossed by two bridges leading into the town.

Signs of stujK'udous volcanic action are visible every-

where. At the bottom of these ravines a stream

runs which turns several quaint mills. The sides

have in many places been excavated for tombs, long

since dislodged of their inhabitants. Not far from

this town, on a plain overlooked by the towering

Soracte, now in our neighbourhood, is the old Roman

Falerii, its walls almost uninjured through the long

long decay, affect the mind with a sensation of pro-

found melancholy. A church «i very beautiful con-

struction in the Lombardese style of architecture

of the Twelfth Century, together with a monastery,

now the abode of labouring jR'asants, occupy one

extremity of the area. The roof of the chun h fell

in more than half a century ago, and it has never

been rcpaireil. There are several columns of Hated

marble, relics of the old city, an<l a noble white

marble portico by the famous Cosmati brothers, all

suffered t(j fall into unreclaimed decay.

Passing the village of Otricoli, the ancient Ocri-
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culum. and tlu' juiu'ticin of the Nar with the Tiber,

we arrive at Orte (v.). The traveller by rail through

Central Italy will remember to have seen this pic-

tures(iuely-sitiiated town in the distance occupying'

the crest of a lofty elevation. He would not be

disappointed were he to visit it. The approach to

it is striking. As the road winds upwards the

houses are seen rising from the rooks, as though

they formed a part of them—old, weather-stained,

frowning gloomily from their elevation on the world

beneath. One must go back to the old Etruscan

time for its origin. Even yet it retains some of

the Etruscan character in its architecture. Its life

is its own. One wonders what it has to do with

the outside world, for no modern use or invention

appears to have touched it. Nor is this its only

charm. The river as seen from the town is marvel-

lously beautiful. It goes winding through the plain

beneath like a silver serpent.

The morning hour is the hour for travel in an

Italian summer. As we wind down the hill the

night mists still linger in the hollow. Following

the course of the river, broken mediaeval towers

stand up here and there on the rocks from the old

belligerent days, their name and history forgotten.

Still more beautiful beneath the fastnesses of Bas-

sano, the river winds by groves of poplar, where

shepherds in patriarchal fashion watch their flocks,

leaning upun staves, or the peasant maiden sits spin-

ning in the shade. So through a lovely wood, soothed

by the songs of many nightingales, after passing a

lazy little town called San Michele, we reach the

wonderful town of Bagnorea (vi.).

This strange place is situated on the edge of an

enormous gorge, or rather basin, from the centre of

which rises a vast cone, connected with the main-

land, so to speak, by several walls or pathways of a

harder material, which has remained when the more

friable substance has fallen away. Upon the table-

like summit of this cone an old, old city stands, now
almost abandoned for its more convenient rival on

the brink of the crater ; for, undoubtedly, it was once

the crater of an enormous volcano. This isolated

town is called Civitil Bagnorea. It was the Balneum

Regis of ancient times, celebrated for its hot mineral

springs, which have now ceased to flow from the

frequent earthquakes which have occurred there. It

had a troubled mediceval history, too long to recount

here. It is celebrated as the birthplace of John

of Fidanza, known as Bonaventura, the " Seraphic

Doctor," who is introduced by Dante in the " Para-

diso," and is represented in Raphael's " Disputa,"

a remarkable man in his day, and of worthy after-

fame. One regrets to have to add that nowadays his

noble system of Christian philosophy is too much

forgotten. William Davies.

7 • ;iO?ii--<^!

VI.—CIV1T.\ BAGNOEEA.
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HERE can be no doubt

that, in spite of the

Royal Academy ami all

its works, tlie prospects

of British art are stea-

dily brightening'. The

old faiths are waning,

the old ideals have lost

their charm ; only for

such as are either too old or too

self-satisfied to learn do they

l)revail. It is now seen that

what has been called the Bible

and Spectacles school of art is,

on the whole, a poor thing ; that

there are other walks in land-

scape than those in which so many academical re-

nowns have been won ; that, after all, there should

be something more than sentiment in a picture, and

that a painter is none the worse, but very much

the better, for knowing how^ to ])aint. Of this, such

collections as those in Piccadill}^ and at Suffolk

Street afford much satisfactory confirmation.

Art, of course, is not necessarily a mission. Time

and circumstance combining, it may well be one,

no doubt. But it is not to be denied that in these

davs, and for the vast majority of those who practise

it. Art is primarily an' amusement, or, at all events,

an amusing way of making bread and butter. There

are plentv of people to whom this view of things

will seem gross and abominable. But if the testi-

mony of the artist himself is to be believed, it is

the true one, for all that. It is incontestable that

the artist is not made, but born. But it is just as

incontestable that a great proportion of the multi-

tude who are given over to the practice of art

never can be artists in the high sense of the word,

and might do better and more usefully, perhaps, in

banking or soap-boiling. They are called, as the

saying is; but the cull is not particularly serious;

were soap-boiling or the criticism of novels as

))leasant and exciting to pursue as painting, they

would probably have inclined to obey such summons

with the dogged alacrity they now display in Art.

Tiie fact is, indeed, that wdiat is called artist-life

—

we use the term in its broadest sense, and with no

after-thought of clay pipes and velvet coats and

passionate models—is of all modes of existence the

one best suited to the terms of modern life. It

has been decreed that what we call our individual

realities are precious ; that the theory of citizenship.

besides being old and narrow, is one to be interpreted

in divers ways; and that the go-as-you-j)lease-or-

as-you-can style is the alpha and omeg-.i of human
experience. This being the case, it is not surprising

that there should be so many to prefer the painter's

life above all others. It is one of intelligence and

of enjoyment; it abounds in agreeable experiences

;

it is honourable in itself ; and, if fortune only Jiold,

it has such possibilities of honour as are contained

in the comjjass of but few of the careers open to

the sons of men. Did not Charles V. pick up

Titian's trush for him? Was not Sir Peter Paul

Rubens, the chief of painters, one of the wariest of

ambassadors and one of the most famous of men?
Is not Mr. Whistler the coni])anion of dukes and

editoi's ? And does not Sir John jMillais make as

much as £:J0,000 a year? Against all this there is

to be set the fact that dealers are commercial men,

and that, paint he never so well, the aspirant after

such credit and renown as paint can bring may find

it convenient to be on familiar terms with his frame-

maker, and put up with more ill-feeling on the part

of his colour-man than he would endure from any-

bodv not a bu^er or a count of tiie Holy Roman

Empire. But, all things considered, it is not at all

surprising that the painter's should be just now a

])opular profession. What is surprising is that, as

the Institute exhibition and others will prove, there

should be so many who are content to paint for

painting's sake, and with no thought of the loaves

and iishes: that there should be such a number

who are content to produce work which, however

satisfying to the artistic conscience, must, until the

public is so far educated, of necessity remain un-

popular and unremunerative.

But Art is free ; at least to those to w horn she

has elected to speak more privily ; at least to those

who have seen in her something more than the

dealer's best disguise. In England here we have

always been averse from her intluence. W e have

preferred ourselves above her : the accident above

what Carlyle would have called the ]:(( iiial Verities.

To the English mind it would seem that, outside

politics, such things as order, governance, law, are

the accursed thing; that we can only exist in the

light of onr own personalities; and that anything

done in deference to convention is, and must be by

the very nature of things, a l>aeksliding from the

truth. We must still believe in ourselves; for, if we

do not, we have nought else to believe in, and are

atheists. In art, morality, politics, what wins us is,

r
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not i)i-inc'iplo, luit jicvsonalitv; nut convciitimi, Init Ikjwovit lialting-, to speak the unspeakable, and it

individual eeeentricity. AA itli clieerful stolidity we shall aft'eet us any numlier o£ times more keenly

set our Turner over (.'laude, Ilug-o above Dumas, and lastinoly than the most complete expression of

A SONO WITIIOL'T WOKPS.

(Painted by C. Burton Barber. Institute, 1SS5.)

^A ai^ner over Gluck, the slipshod rhapsodies of a palpable truth. Omnibus hoc riliiim ; 'tis the
Slielley above the jierfect achievement in the national weakness, and, as f,'ood Britons should, we
balancing of sense and style of Pope. We are contemn the French because they do not share it.

stirred to admiration far less by the ])lastic tiiau by They have the loj^ieal gift, the instinct of style, the
the spiritual qualities of art; give us an attempt, formative if not the creati\'e intelligence; and we

*
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haw no patience with them. Better the rant, the

fustian, Ihc iij;'noraiit ins])iration of the Elizabethan

ilrania than the exquisite achievement of Racine, the

aihnirable completeness of Moliere ; better, as has

been said, the romance of Turner at its wildest than

the perfection of Claude at its broadest and noblest.

It is not the least significant sign of the times that

of late years there should have been something of

a change of parts. We, on our side, are beginning

to imderstand that art is not made of individuality

alone ; they to perceive that it is far easier and inore

soothing to the sense of vanity to make laws for

oneself than to work in obedience to laws already

made by greater men.

At the Institute both these tendencies, the old

and the new, are very fully and fairly represented :

the one for the most part on the line, the other for the

most jiart underneath the line. Evidently the young
men are learning, as evidently the older meri are

not forgetting. Mr. Stevenson's "A Gray Morning "

(0) displays, for instance, a sequence of exquisite

values, within the limits of a general scheme of

tonality which is scarce less narrow in fact than it

is refined and delicate in quality; while Mr. Hemy's
"The Chart" (13), conceived and done in a most
liberal, not to say florid, vein of colour, is occasion-

ally hard and glaring, and shows the artist's sense

of values to be very frequently at fault. ]Mr. Birge

Harrison's " A Wave^' (11), the sketch for his Salon

])icture, is the model of what a sketch should be :

broad in effect, bold in handling, fresh and brilliant

in colour, and touched with vigorous evidences of the

artist's capacity of selection ; while " A Home Scene

and a Heart Study" (78) of Mr. S. J. Solomon is—
with its hopeless confusion of values, its contlictiug

lights, its incoherent jumble of masses—a model, in

spite of some passages of clever painting, of what a

finished picture should not be. Or take the case pre-

sented by Mr. Hargitt's "A Dorsetshire Moor " (161)

in opposition to the "Fen Country" (101) of Mr.
J. S. Hill. The one is a large picture, of a composi-

tion which is meant to be broad and imposing, and
would succeed had the artist been content to see what
is essentially his principal effect. This, however, he

lias not chosen to do. It has seemed right to him to

break up his foreground into half a dozen small pic-

tures; and the result is that, by sheer hard niggling

—

by the anxious observation and the patient rendering

of certain constituents of his cusemhle in preference

to his ensemble itself—he has seriously disturbed the

impression he desired to produce, and failed in his

purpose of painting a really satisfactory and comjilete

picture. ^Ir. Hill, on the other hand, has worked on

a better jn-ineiple of selection; has taken his subject on
its larger lines and in its essential masses ; has painted

as broadly as he has seen ; and has produced a very

admirable little work. The same qualities are shown
in another tiny canvas hard by, the view, " Near
Coniseliffe-on-Tees " (16:2), of Miss A. M'Lachlan

;

so that in this corner of the exhibition is material

for profitable study. In such material, however, the

Institute abounds. The student may take, for in-

stance, in this same room, such work as Air. Bloomer's

elegant and aerial "On the River Colue " (159);

as Mr. Leslie Thomson's excellent "Lock on the

Kennett " (3£S) ; as Mr. W.ay's most true and beau-

tiful impression of moonlight (128), which to our

thinking ranks with the good things of the gather-

ing. Another comparison, and we have done with the

work. Mr. Arthur Lemon and Mr. E. L. Brewtnall

may both be studied on the same wall, at a couple

of paces' distance : the one in "An Autumn Morn-
ing" (65.5), the other in "Outlaws" (686). Mr.

Lemon's little canvas—with its vigorous yet finely

studied horses in the act of ploughing, its excellent

achievement of values, the charm of its fresh, simple

colour, the real romance of its distance—is a gem
of sincere sentiment and good craftsmanship. Mr.

Brewtnall's robbers are of the stage, stagey ; their

tights are new, their action is suggestive of rehearsals

and the model ; and they are set in a landscape illu-

minated, as with magnesium wire, in such a fashion

that the confusion of values is at laast as distract-

ing as that in Mr. Solomon's unhapjiy essay in city

and suburban romance.

Mr. La Thangue is one of the good exhibitors.

He sends but a single contribution (3'JU), which he

is content to describe as "A Study;" but this

"Study" of his is so finely observed and so admir-

ably painted as to be, to our mind, in some sort the

best thing in the gallery. Mr. Millet is represented

by a couple of canvases. One, the larger, " The

Granddaughter" (450), we engrave; the colour is

sober and refined, the craftsmanship) accomjilished,

the general effect attractive and uncommon. The

other, "The Amanuensis" (7), is, on the whole, the

better of the two. It is a capital study of cha-

racter and gesture ; the tone is rich ; and, save for a

touch of hardness in the rendering of certain objects

in the corners, the effect is unexceptionable. Miss

Dealy's "A Dutch Bargain" (101) is original in

conception and in style. The two mites of figures

are really humorous in themselves ; more than that,

they are painted with as it were a Dutch precision

and firmness which, in combination with the free,

loose, broad treatment'of the landscape behind them,

makes the work remarkable in a flavour—a good one

—of its own. Mr. Kenningtpn's " Poverty " (4-8)

has good qualities of sentiment and observation; it

is, however, a little too clean in effect, and a little

too sleekly painted, to be wholly satisfactory. Mr.

T. II. Farrer's "Jewels of the Adriatic" (1:2) is
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MISS FARREN

(
I 'ainted by Lawrence. Kngiavid by BartolozzL)
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(listino-uisliod by good harmonies of tone, ami by

a licli warmth of colouring-. ^Ir. John Roid's

"Windmills" (23) is not suggestive of nature; but

it is couched in a strain of genuine colour, and is

capital decoration. Mr. F. II. Parker's " A Snake

Catcher " (550) has a fine bhmde atmosphere. INIr.

JIaccallum's " Prawning in the Scilly Islands
'•"

(101) is truer in atmosphere and less garish and

glittering than some other works of his which we
remember. ^Ir. Rale is represented—less happily

than last year—by a "Skylark" (3-i7), strong in

style, and showing gond work with the jialette-knife.

^Ir. Walter Crane is responsible for a wan, lean,

dreadful "Fiammetta" (701). Mr. Clausen (IJS),

Mr. Barnard (071), and Mr. Seymour Lucas (291)

are much the same as usual; Mr. Wyllio (215,

502) is not nearly so good as he ought to be. Mr.
Henry Moore has taken a new departure (.'5), and
has not yet got the trick of it. Finally, to l)riiig

this brief enumeration to an end, Mr. Rurton
Rarber, in "A Song Without Words" (G07), which

we engrave, contributes a good type of the anecdotic

school, in examples of which it may be that the

exhibition is all too prodigal.

MISS FAEEEN.

Painted uv Lawrence. Engraved by Raetolozzi.

^•^ ^J ^ ! ^ l^. '--i>

HIS portrait was paintiil

the third year of young

Lawrence's residence in

liondon, he having barely

attained his majority,

and was living in rooms

at 11, Jcrmyn Street.

Here he was visited by

his fair sitter. As she

entered tlic studio, and

liegan to unfasten her white .Jolin cloak, he was so

impressed with her graceful pose that he begged her

to keep it. So he saw her, and so he painted her.

The picture was exhibited the next year (1790) at the

Academy. It was the turning-point in the painter's

fortune. Reynolds, already half-blind, had resigned

his Presidency ; Gainsborough was dead ; Romncy

had retired from Cavendish Square to Hampstcad.

At a bound Lawrence became the fashionable portrait-

painter, though Hoppner contested the race with him

till his (Hoppner's) death.

The picture is now in the possession of Lady

Derby's grandson. Lord Wilton. Our frontispiece is

reproduced from the rare and much-prized engrav-

ing. Mr. Andrew W. Tuer, in the revised edition of

his elegant book, " Bartolozzi and his Works," re-

grets to have discovered that the plate, hitherto con-

sidered one of Rartolozzi's c/i>;/'x-i/'<rurre in stipple,

was in reality the work of Charles Knight. It is

evident that Knight etched the groundwork, antl that

on the picture becoming famous as the portrait of

the year, a more fashionable engraver was employed

to finish his work with the burin. As anything

that will tend to elucidate the matter is of interest,

I sliall ajipond tlie inscriptions upon impressions that

have come witliin my notice. (1) Earliest state;

trial proof of the etching. "C. Knight, sculpt.,

1791." " Miss Farren " (in open script lettering, very

slight). " London, published February 25, 1791, by

J. Jeffryes, Ludgate Hill." (2) The finished proof,

the "C. Knight, sculpt." erased; the name of the

painter, " Lawrence," added ; no engraver's name;

]iubliration line same as No. 1. (3) " F. Rartolozzi,

sculpt." added : otherwise same as No. 2. (l) Pub-

lication line shifted to top of space, parallel with

painter's and engraver's names ; date altered to

1792; otherwise same as No. 3. (5) On. March Sth,

1797, Miss Farren became Lady Derby. No time

was lost in altering the title of the plate, as it

now appears, "published May 15, 1797, l)y RuU

and Jeffryes, Ludgate Ilili." The print obtained

new value anil interest from the nuptials of " Darby

and Joan." The title was erased; and proofs and

curious states were carefully prepared for the con-

fiding collector :
" proofs before the title ;" " proofs

with the arms added," e/c/ied ; "proofs with the

arms added," Ji/led in ; " open letter proofs," with

the title "The Rt. Ilonb'e- the Countess of Derby."

((>) The i>late has changed hands :
" published j\rarch

20th, 180:5, by J. P. Thompson, Gt. Newport and 51,

Dean Street, Soho," the other lettering same as No.

5 ; the letters of the title are filled in ; the plate has

been repaired, but is much worn in the face.

Rromley, in his catalogue of portraits, compiled

the year after the plate was engraved, attributes the

"Miss Farren" to Rartolozzi. He is certainly an

authority. Mr. Woodhouse, who was an early patron

and friend of the engraver, and made a collection of

bis drawings as well as his engravings, also ascribes

it to IJartolozzi in bis catalogue (collection sold by

Mr. Christie, January, 1801). And I have seen a

proof similar to No. 2 from the famous Sykes Col-

lection, on which Sir ISFark had pencilled, " Rare

proof by Rartolozzi." E. Raurington Nasu.
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CHESTS AND CABINETS.

IN a primitive state of society there is but little

personal property that requires safe-keeping; or

it is gathered into a few hands. Our forefathers, in

the clays of King Alfred the Great, had not many

jewels nor any consideraLlo amount of ready cash.

There were powerful and wealthy persons amongst

them, but their power consisted in the number of

serfs and dependants who tUled their land and were

bound to obey them ; and their wealth lay in herds

of cattle, flocks of sheep, and wool in abundance—in

short, all kinds of agricultural produce which the

farming of the day could get from the land. The

fruits of the earth were theirs, but the precious

metals were scarce. Still persons of authority and

wealth were not altogether without personal orna-

ments, and what we should call valuables. To keep

these they had chests and boxes of oak. These

chests of theirs were massive and heavy, strapped

and hinged with heavy clamps, and secured by long-

bolts and padlocks.

When society became more numerous, land better

cultivated, manners more refined, and town and

country under more strict and careful management,

personal wealth increased. Amongst the guilds, or

parish churches still contain chests of the Middle

Ages fastened with two or more locks, kept in

sacristies, tower-chambers, and other safe places con-

nected with them, in which registers of births, mar-

riages, and deaths are locked up to this day. The

older of these chests are, in a great measure, held

together by iron hinges prolonged into clamps, and

by other clamps which, in fact, fasten the boards in

their places as by iron chains, adding enormously to

their weight. The wood is otherwise unornamented,

merely oak pilanks pegged or nailed together at the

edges. A chest of the time of King John, richly

decorated with plates and strap-hinges of hammered

iron, is preserved in the Castle of Rockingham.

Chests of later date, those of the Fourteenth and

Fifteenth Centuries, are lighter and better made.

They are framed and panelled. Generally the corner

upright stiles or posts are prolonged so as to form

legs to lift the bottom of the chest some few inches

above the floor or pavement. The rails or framings

of the panels are carefully ploughed into lines of

moulding, and in some instances little buttresses

of architectonic character are carved out of their

thickness. It is in the Fifteenth and earlier part

CAEVED OAK ; FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

(South Kaisln(jton.)

associations who taught apprentices and gave their of the following century that the more elaborately

sanction to masters of trades, that of the chest wrought wooden chests were made. The panels were
or truidv-makers became an important body. Old carved with tracery, often elaborate and beautifully
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fiiiislu'tl. The loek-platt's are often pieces of finely-

worked iron. In many instances, it should he re-

marked, the plain parts were painted and gilt.

We must not forget that this sort of skill was

not only promoted hy the guilds of workmen. The

travelled monks brought back many accomplishments.

chests such as these, but with elalxirate structures

subdi\ided into cupboards or closets, drawers and

2)igeon-holes of every sort of shape and size, made

for containing vestments, the various sacred vessels,

linen, and other reipiireinents for public worship ; in

which thev could be stowed.

PEAEWOOD AND JIAliaUETEY : EABLT SIXTEJiNTH CENTUllY.

(Soirfft Kensington.)

-In the cloisters of their monastic buildings they

had schools in which they taught their pupils the

art of sculpture in stone <ind wood, joinery, and

other crafts. Naturally the finest productions of

these arts and crafts were devoted to the decoration

of churches and altars, and to the furniture of sacris-

ties. There remain some quadrant-shaped chests

for copes now in Wells Cathedral, in Somersetshire.

Churches and sacristies were furnished not only with

As for chests, they have been so generally de-

stroyed that we usually meet only with fragments and

panels, unless we tumble upon them in old granaries

where the oakwood acts as a preservative from the

raf-., and where they are used for corn and f!(jur

bins. In the darker recesses of the Kensington

Museum are many fragments in proof of the care

once bestowed on these receptacles. Besides serving

as safe or convenient places to hold clothes, mediajval
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pictures show us tlie chest placed at the foot of the

bed, and husband and wife using it as a seat. The

Kensington Museum con-

tains more than one old

chest witli a chess-board

inlaid on the lid.

At an early period in

the ]\Iiddle Ages, certainly,

and frequently during the

Fifteenth Century, it was

customary to import chests

made of cypress-wood to

keep taj)estry and other

woollen goods in. The

aromatic smell of that tim-

ber was considered as a

specific against moths. In

the corners of these im-

ported chests, and in those

of native make, we find

little receptacles covered

by (lap-lids, in which small

articles eoukl be kept. Some chests have nests of

these contrivances round their inner sides. Italian

chests of this kind are often elaborately painted, and

show that they were given (as they were also in

our own country) to daughters of the house.

Before leaving the subject of chests it is worth

notice that in the Middle Ages houses, castles, and
manorial residences, scattered at considerable distances,

often belonged to one owner. It was generally the

ease with regard to ]irinces and great feudatories.

They were rarely all of them furnished with anything

like completeness, nor were they ready for imme-
diate occupation. Furniture, therefore, had to lie

packed in rough chests called " standards,^' and carried

on jiack-horses, asses, or carts.

Mediaeval potentates and most private persons

possessed small boxes or ca.«kets in which precious

oh]"eets were carried or put away. They were kept

about the personal luggage, or were entrusted to

faithful dependants ; were hidden, or buried, or con-

veyed away with the utmost secrecy in times of

peril. Fortunes might depend on the documents or

jiapers they contained, or on the valuables enclosed

in them. Romances are sometimes made to turn on

the finding of such caskets, and it is certain that

elaborate skill was often devoted to the ornamenta-

tion of such precious receptacles. The jewel-case

of Richard of Cornwall, King of the Romans, is

now in Vienna. It is made of oak, with hinges,

clamps, and lock of wrought-iron, and bosses of metal

enamelled with heraldic shields.

It is to be observed that the castles and

palaces of the Middle Ages had a special chamber
called the "wardrobe" room. It was fitted with

MEECnANTS WAKES : FOTJBTEENTH CENTUKr,

(^Froni a Mamcscript.)

shelves and closets, and was under the charge of a

separate servant or ofiicer, who kept his own—often

elaborate — wardrobe ac-

count's. The office sur-

vives in name at the pre-

sent day—that of Mistress

of the Robes. Not only

was the decorative furni-

ture of the house kept in

the wardrobe, such as

hangings, but winter

dresses, &c., when not in

use, and the groceries and

stores now commonly kept

in the still-room—wax,

raisins, spices, no doubt

jam-pots, honey, and sugar

as well. Sometimes these

wardrobes were fitted up

with decorated wood and

iron-work. Very elaborate

accounts of the wardrobe

administration under Elizabeth are still preserved in

MS. in the Lord Chamberlain's ofRce.

^^ hen times were more settled, the personal com-

fort of princes and subjects was better consulted, and

presses were made, sometimes standing out in the

room, sometimes consisting merely of doors fitted

in front of a recess in the wall. Some are elabo-

rately carved : one, for instance, in the museum
at Vienna. A fine, upright wardrobe, said to have

come from the royal palace of Theobalds—ruined

by Cromwell in IG.jO—was exhibited in the South

Kensington Museum some years since. It is now
in private hands. The front is divided by three

tall pilasters of baluster shape, and between them

the space is panelled with little niches for figures

one above another, reminding one of the decorative

designs of Holbein. In the Sixteenth Century we
meet with those more elaborate structures to which

the name of cabinets (literally little houses or rooms)

has been given. The cabinet may be said to have

grown out of the chest by a power of develojiment

of species. Many of the older cabinets found in

our modern museums, the Spanish cabinets in the

Kensington ^Museum to wit, are chests, sometimes

fitted round with little drawers, with an outer or

covering lid to close them in, and mounted on a

stand made of carved or turned rails, so as to bring it

up to a convenient level for use. A great number
of cabinets made in many countries are chests of

drawers mounted in this way and ojiening horizon-

tally. One of the most elaborate in the Ken-

sington collection is that known as the "Tudor"
cabinet. It stands on arches, and the arches on a

platform inlaid on the surface with the badges of
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tlie Tuilor familv. The upper part is made up as an in \Vales and remote eounties still eonlaii\ examples

areliiteetural model ol' a triumphal arch or a small of the same design, made and deenrated liy ))roviu-

temple, the doors and ends being arched ))anels

lillcil with carved classical battle-pieces. When

opened the interior is also an architectural frontis-

piece witli columns and bases, and the whole Idled by

a nest of drawers of various size. The architrave

cial joiners. Caryaliiles with \ aiidycU biMrds and

moustaches are often parts of the composition, and

llicy are further inlaid with coarse manpietry.

Carved-oak cabinets gradually g-ave place to such

as were decorated with manpictry, or pictorial mosaic.

above the arches of the outer doors also opens and made up of very thin slices of veneer, or thin wood

discloses five small drawers behind it. All the of different colours, fastened down with glue. The

drawer-fronts are covered with bas-reliefs of iigure shape of the cabinet, too, underwent a change. The

sculpture of admirable execution. " bureau" consists generally of three parts : a shallow

From and after the Tudnr i)eriod cabinets of cupboard (closet) or bookcase, a writing-desk with a

various design became not only the most useful, but slojiing llap that folds down and becomes a table.

the most elaborate and decorative pieces of furni-

ture tliat were made. A great number of carved

cabinets in the Kensington Museum may be com-

))arcd with the one described. Some are like two

c bests superimposed one on the other, g'enerally with

an open space below the lower chest or lower divi-

sion. Into this open space vases and vessels not

in immediate use, or liable to damage from exposure,

could be safely placed. The lower shelf, however,

was often enclosed, and the cabinet, instead of

and with a chest of three or four drawers below.

The back part of the centre is a cabinet in small, has

pigeon-holes and drawers, not \nd'rc<picntly secret

drawers, ingeniously liiddeii, and when released by

moving some sliding division of the woodwork start-

ing out with a spring. The present w'riter has

known an ancient family bureau on receiving an acci-

dental shock disclose a drawer lined with old s[>ade

guineas ; but such ha|>py discoveries are i)robably

very rare. The earlier bureaus are commonly not

drawers in the upiier part, consisted of one or two made of oak, but of walnut-wood. Sometimes the

sets of closets above, and a third l)elow. Other doors of the upper part are sheets of jjlate-glass,

cabinets opened like the presses described as ward- silvered for mirrors, or jilain. These glasses are

robes, with large doors show-

ing shelves within. Some-

times they have a row of

little drawers under the cen-

tral shelf. Cabinets of this

kind, during the Sixteenth

and Seventeenth Centuries,

in all countries have a strong

family i-esemblance. In

Italy and in Holland, cabi-

nets of the time had not only

an architectonic exterior, but

arciules, balustrades, black

and white floors, ingenious

looking-glasses to multiply

the a])parent extent of them.

As to those made in Eng-

land, they were more nearly

allied to the cabinets of the

Low Countries, Flanders, and

the busy cities of Belgium,

(ireat numbers were even

made in Flanders for the

English market; the fronts

only, leaving the interior and

the ends, or flanks, to be

fitted in England. These

designs were co]iied and re-

produced in various parts of

the country. Old farmhouses

A PtSELOPE: EAELY SIXTEENTH CENTTEY

(SoiK/i Keminglou.)

generally cut into curves

of various shapes on their

edges, and bevelled, showing

that they have been made

at Landjcth, subse(piently to

the erection of the glass-

wdrks by the Duke of Buek-

ingham in 107(1. A\'aliuit-

\\ood was imported and used

towards the close of the

Seventeenth Century in con-

siderable cpiantities.

Many of the bureau

fronts and fronts of chests

of drawers of the I'lighteenth

Century have undulating sur-

faces bulging out in front.

These surfaces are generally

veneered with some pattern,

or simply with wood of line

grain— foreign walnut, for

instance—the substance being

of oak. Some have marble

tops. They are difficult of

execution, and are more com-

mendable as proofs of skill

than as improvements. Curi-

ous drt'ssing-tables were made

in the last century, when ma-

hogany had become the recog-
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niscd wood for rnniidiro. Tluy coiifniii, in a compact

form, every article llieii re(iuirc(l f(ir llie toilet. Tliey

are, however, dressing-cabinets ratlier than tables.

The enterprising spirit of the last century, which

led to such extensive colonial expeditions, in fact the

The designs of Chambers and of the Adam
lirothers were taken up by some admirable joiners

and cabinet-makers. Tlicif names have been already

(juoted in connection with chair patterns. They also

made "Chinese" furniture, light pagoda-shaped

CARVED IN THE STYLE OF HOLBEIN.

(So^tth Kcuaivr/tOV.)

establishment of an empire in the East, and of fac-

tories and settlements in many distant lands, could not

fail to affect the national fashions. No small quan-

tity of furniture was imported from India, China,

and other Oriental countries. The great chests of

teak, and sometimes of cedar (these are less com-

monly met with), and of Chinese lac-work which

were brought over by merchant captains, are still

met with in country houses. The large Chinese

chests are sometimes plain, sometimes covered with

lac, with incised and painted decoration. Chinese

cabinets consisting of chests of drawers on legs, and

closed by folding-doors, are not uncommon. They

arc black, well decorated with lac-work, and have

finely cut and chased clamps and lock-plates of gilt

metal, sometimes of silver. It is presumable that

such cabinets as these have been made to order, as

furniture often was by Chinese workmen. Nor are

these lac cabinets the only objects made in the

east or south for English use. Now and then we
meet with a complete bureau, book-case top, drawers

below,' slanting centre, fitted for ledgers and account

books, evidently made from a bureau sent out, but in

teak or in Indian walnut, and inlaid with ivory in

designs of great beauty, perhaps Persian.

cabinets, with the sides of glass, to keep porcelain

and other fragile curiosities. To this fanciful taste

we may attribute the imitations of Chinese lacquer

which were then made ; little caljinets, clock-cases,

and the like. Cabinets were occasionally made of

ebony, and carved; but ebony cabinets were more

rarely made in this country than in Holland.

The Adam period saw the introduction of satin-

wood. It was brought into use by the cabinet-

makers of that day, and cabinets made of it in

quaint shapes as well as cupboards and Itook-cases.

Rows of shelves, but the shelves higher in the

centre than on the sides, and having the tops curving

up to a clock-stand, are occasionally met with of satin-

wood, and of admirable workmanshi}). They coin-

cided with the gay furniture of the Louis XVI. period.

Most of this old satinwood furniture is decorated

with medallions of marquetry, the ground being of

some dark wood, tulip-wood, rosewood, or mahogany.

Another kind of decoration connected with satin-

wood has been noticed in a former paper, viz., minia-

ture paintings by Angelica Kauffmann, Cipriani, and

other decorators. This may be called a " Vernis

Martin " process. Wedgwood medallions were some-

times inserted instead. J. H. PoLtE^f.
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THE EOMANCE OF AET.

THE MAIDEN AND THE TOMB.

THE stoiy begins in a hall in the Palazzo Venezia,

at Rome. The Venetian ambassadoi*, Cavaliere

Ziilian, has invited a Jiavty of artists to dinner,

that they might give their opinion on the merits

of a group of sculpture, " Daedalus and Icarus,"

\,'hich has just been sent from Venice. It is the

wo"k of a very young artist whom the ambassador

has lirought to Rome for a few years' study of

the ancient masters.

The artists are all assembled in the hall of the

palace, waiting the entrance of their host. There

are Gavin Hamilton, the Scotchman, who is quite

the Ruskin of his day, and Volpato, a fine-minded

Italian engraver, with Cades, Angelini, and several

others; while outside, in the loggia, a group of

three pace anxiously to and fro beneath the arches.

Tiiey are the young artist himself, nervous at his

who became an artistic conscience to him, and

Volpato, with whose friendship is connected the

short story of Canova's love. For Volpato took a

great fancy to the earnest young artist and asked

him to his house, which was situated in the Vicolo

Barazzi, now '' La Bocca di Leone," near the Piazza

di Spagna. Volpato's house was a very pleasant

one to visit, for he had several sons and daughters,

and among them one named Domenica, such a beau-

tiful young girl that Canova fell straightway in

love with her. For a long while he admired with

a distant reverence, and the girl little knew all the

feelings which were hidden under the quiet exterior

of her father's new protege. No doubt his quaint

ways afforded amusement to the lively young Roman
maidens, for the Cavaliere Zulian was no longer

ambassador, and Canova, released from the bonds

first artistic ordeal, his friend Antonio D'Este, a of court life, had a pension from Venice, and was

fellow-sculptor, and the Abate Foschi, a learned aide to carry out his own mode of life, and unique

priest who has set himself to train the young man's

intellect up to a level with his art. " Who knows
what they will say?" sighs Canova; "I might

have spared myself this ordeal, after all."

At length the ambassador enters and salutes his

guests, and the group is unveiled. No one dares

to speak, for this is quite unlike the posturing

nymphs in flying garments to which they have

become accustomed ; the disciples of Bernini scorn

its natural simplicity, the academicians think it

too free from classical canons of art. Only Gavin

Hamilton dares a free and loyal criticism ; he is

afraid of nothing which is true to art. " Signor

Ambassador," he says, " the group wants nothing

but a stronger style and a little knowledge of the

maxims of the antique masters. He who, out of

his own inspiration, has brought art to this point

must undoubtedly be a genius." Then he proposes

that, now the artist has seen the masterpieces of the

Vatican, and has had the beauties of Greek art brought

before him, a piece of marble should be given him
to make any statue he pleases, so that his power

may be judged better. The other artists second this,

and Canova is made haj^py by the general praise.

The ambassador, turning to Volpato, gives him a

commission to obtain the marble and have it sent

to Canova's studio, and while the artist begins to

dreani of his "Theseus," the stately host leads the

way to his dinner-table.

This scene was the beginning of many friend-

ships to Canova, especially those of Gavin Hamilton,

enough it was. He avoided easy-chairs, and limited

his hours of sleep on the hardest and most simple of

beds. Before he dined he plunged into a cold bath,

and after dinner be reposed for half an hour. Rising

at sunrise, he spent the first hours of day in drawing

from a model ; after breakfast he modelled in clay.

His marble-work was done in the afternoon, and often

the finishing and polishing were executed by candle-

light. He worked with his taper in one hand and

his file in the other.

Volpato was so pleased with the model of

" Theseus Victor," which ho had watched grow
under Canova's hands, that their friendship grew

into intimacy, so that the young Canova had oppor-

tunities of seeing his admired Domenica almost daily.

At length he summoned courage to ask her father

(through a friend, of course, for such is the Italian

etiquette) if he would be willing to give her to him

as a wife. Volpato was delighted ; the girl not un-

willing, the dot was arranged, and the betrothal took

place. Canova was allowed the regulation inter-

views in the presence of the family, and joined the

supper party every evening two hours after sunset.

The lover's artistic prospects were also brightening,

for Sig. Cai'lo Ghizi had spoken to Volpato of a

sculptor for a grand tomb he wished to erect to the

late Pope Ganganclli (Clement XIV.), and Volpato

had secured the proniise of the commission for his

son-in-law elect. Such a work as this would place

Canova at once in a foremost rank. Yet such was

his conscientiousness that he would not accept it
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until he had written to Venice to ask permission,

" for," he said, " Venice is payin<i^ my pension, and

has the prior ritfht to my lalxmr." The Republie,

without hesitation, sanctioned his acceptance.

Meanwhile, as the wedding- day drew nigh, the

lovely Domenica f^-rew more and more cold in her

responses to Canova, and " he saw no more on her

countenance the sweet and complai.sant smile so dear

to him." Neither could he penetrate her motive for

the marked chauije which troubled him so much. A
friend, however, discovered that wliicli was hidden

from the lover. The Vicolo Baraz/i was narrow,

and the windows of the opposite houses were near.

From one of these windows the handsome face of a

young Polish painter often looked out, and the face

had betrayed so much admiration for the pretty

Domenica that a Romeo and Juliet affair ensued,

and the words wliieh should have been addressed to

the serious Canova were spoken more warmly from

window to window after he had left. When Canova

was told this he said he would not believe his love

guilty of such perfidy, unless he saw and heard with

his own ears. II is life's happiness being' bound up

in it, he thought it his right to make use of any

means to learn the truth, and decidedly the means he

chose wore both romantic and bizarre. He one evening

engaged a very robust young baker, who was accus-

tomed to carry out the bread in a tall basket on his

hack, and made him wait at the corner of Via della

Cmce, on which the house of A'olpato abutted. He
had been so gay at supper tliat evening that Volpato

remarked to his daughter he was " pleased to see

Canova in such good spirits." AVlien he left the

house he disposed himself in the bread-basket, and

listened until he heard a low voice sjjcak from one of

the windows. " Now," he whispered to the baker,

who forthwith swung the basket up on his shoulder

and walked with his load down the " vicolo," where

he stopped to rest his burden just under the

window.

" Why should we lose time ? " pleaded the hand-

some Pole ;
" in a little while you will be married

to Canova, and then all hope is over." And the

voice of Domenica was heard responding, with a

sigh, " Yes, it is true I must soou wed Canova

;

but it is also true I only do so because I must
obey my father." Canova had heard enough ; he

struck the side of the basket as a signal to move,

and the baker, hoisting him up again, carried him
out of the street. Little sleep did he get that

night; but after long and sad thought he wrote

a letter to the girl herself, saying, " I cannot but

admire your strength of resolution, which would have

allowed you to unite yourself to me as an eternal

sacrifice, only out of filial obedience. I ought to

thank God that he has made this known to me in

time to release me from the unhappiness which I was

by chance going into, and that 1 can see how I have

lieen deceived. Such a marriage would have been

quite contrary to m^' hopes, which were to give my-
self entirely to you, and have your whole love and
care for me in my domestic life, if (rod had seen

fit to fulfil them. I need the care, for out o[ my
art I am notiiing, and cannot fake liecil of small

worries " This letter was given to one of

^^)IJ)a.to's .'Jcludars for Domenica. She showed it to

her father, who, understanding Canova's character

"better than herself, said, " My child, the affair is

over; we can never make this right again; how-
ever, I will try to pacify Canova. But his honour is

concerned, and here ho is rigorous to an extreme

point."

Volpato's surmises were correct. Canova refused

his overtiu'cs, but with such true reason that Volpato's

regard and respect for him were not lessened one

whit, and he showed that he also had a strong idea

of honour, for when the commission of the tomb of

Pope Clement XIV. was decided, he gave it as he

had promised to Canova, in spite of the melancholy

affair of the broken marriage. As for Domenica, a

few years later she married Raphael Morghen, tlie

engraver, who was one of her father's pupils.

Canova gave up thoughts of love from that

moment ; he got his aunt to come and keep house for

him, and declared that henceforth he had only one

bride

—

Xvi. He set to work earnestly at the tomb

of the l'o[i(', and no dniilif the sadness of bis own

s])irit was partly expressed in those ]iersonificalions

of grief, the statues of "Meekness" and "Tem-
perance" which stand bcrorc the elligy of the Pope.

His studio was o])imi at all hours to the ))ublic, for

it pleased him to hear every one's criticisms, saying

"that a chance word had often given him a new

idea or a fresh turn to a thought." A painter of

great reputation in those days was' Batoni, but he

was leader of the school of Bernini, and, consequently,

not likely to a|)preciate either simplicity or classi-

cality. Canova, however, coveted much to hoar his

opinion of the model, and Gavin Hamilton one day

brought him to the studio. He gazed in silence for

some time, then said, "Bravo! bravo! one can see

that you have talent, but you are still a long way

out of the road which many great men have trodden.

Go back to St. Peter's," he added, " and study the

works of Bernini and Algardi. I need not say

more ; take courage, and remember tliat we are in

Rome—that Rome which is full of fine models."

This to an artist who had given his soul to the

purest Greek models!—to be sent to J5ernini for in-

struction ! It required all Hamilton's best arguments

to put Canova right with himself after this; and when

he ended with, " You are young, and have to fight
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nijninst jirtistii' in-cjiulico, a,<i-ainst men wlio lie asleep

in I'also art, and against the ilecadenco of senlpture,"

the voung artist was more trancpiiliised. The models

finished, Canova went to Carrara himself to choose

the inarhles, and when they arrived he set to work

witli incredible energy, so mnch so that he made

himself ill, and had to go to Tivoli to rest and re-

cover. Jn April, 1787, the mausolenm, which was

placed in (lu- Church of S. Apostoli, was unveiled,

and Canova sciil his friend, Antonio l)'l<]ste, to hear

the critiques on it. 'I'hc followers of IJatoni had, of

course, many faults to lind, but the general opinion

was favourable. A sculptor named Bergondi was very

bitter in his censure : but a bystander remarked,

"This gentleni:in, who is such an immeasurable

critic, is the sculptor <if those angels," pointing to

some figures near, " which, if you observe them,

have a great likeness to frogs

;

" so Signor Ber-

gondi's criticism was silenced. A wit posted a notice

on the cafe in the Piazza di Pietra, saying, " Who-

ever has found the leg of Temperance, and will carry

it to the sacristy of S. Apostoli, .shall be rewarded."

It is true that there is but slight indication of

the left limb of the statue of " Temperance," but

the drapery is so full and graceful that it might

not be noticed. Ciinc va obtained 10,000 scudi for

the monument, with which he redeemed his grand-

father's jiroperty in Possaguo. Soon after he had

the commission for the still liner monument to Pope

Clement XTII. in St. Peter's. Leadkr Scott.

AN "ATELIEE DES DAMES."

ONE never lliovoughly re.discs tlie prevalence of demands more and gives less than any other.

11,0 artistic mania, or the thoughtless m:mwY In shoit, the average man has to earn enough to

in whi.di it selects its victims, unless, leaving the buy bread to eat, and the average art-student finds

beaten track a little, one investigates the contents of it as much as he can do to save enough to buy

I

\

'I
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tli.it you can never tell it' you have a talent or trunk lor an eveninf^--ilress, and give u)! an anatnniy

not until you try; that it is so nice to be ahle to leetnre or aquardle seance at the studio. In iaet,

paint pietin-es of your friends; and, in fact, that it is a life "the \v<irld forgetting, by the world

A rnOFKSSIOXAL MODKL.

you niiijht as well join Z's studio—just to see what

it is like. This irrevocable step once taken, the

victim rarely if ever recovers ; and, cs'en if tempo-

rarily cured, she is sure— unless some very stroii<j

counter-interest is introduced into her life—to re-

lapse, and liiid tlio wurld a very sorry, empty place

unless she can rejoin her old haunts.

It certainly is a very fascinating' existence.

There is a mixture of freedom ami restraint alwut

it, of independence of all rule and serf-like obedience

to your particular master, of monotony of routine

and variety of detail. You ignore society, yet take

the most unreasonable interest in all the sayings and

di)ings of your fifteen or twenty fellows. The great

question of dress resolves itself into what is the best

material for painting-blouses and how to get paint-

ing-rags ; and a dance or a party of any kind is

only regarded by the genuine enthusiast as an un-

pleasant occasion for which you must ransack your

forgot;'' and no (jhc who has not tried it can realise

its i)eculiar charm. Tiic actual teaching is not,

l)erliaps, the strong point so much as the regular

work, and the advantage of working amongst others,

which, in some studios, where the average of achieve-

ment is high, is of infinitely more practical use than

any number of lessons, when the student sees no

other drawings than his or her own.

A studio is a republic ; but it lias its recognised

leaders, and there is not unfrequently one who by

sheer force of will has established herself as autocrat,

and takes upon herself to regulate everything, from

the model to the clock. The autocrat is not always

what is known a.s a " strong worker," i.e., one whose

powers in drawing and painting might entitle her to

take the lead. Iler only iiualifications need be self-

contidenee, a capacity of early rising, and a temper

—

especially a temper. In no place more than a sfudio

is it true that the early bird gets the worm ; but in
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a studio tliat bird must be prepared to dei'end lier

spoils. Thus it is a great thing to be among the

first to pose the model at eight on Monday morning
;

but unless you are prepared to fight for the con-

tinuance of your pose, you will find that each comer

will want to alter it to suit her particular taste.

I'nforlunately, malcontents have the right to jiut the

jKisc to th(! vote ; and it not unfrequently happens

tiiat after you have patiently blocked in the figure

during the first hour, at nine o'clock, when the crowd

arrives, a fresh and totally different position is voted

for and carried by an exasperating majority, and

all your labour is lost. It is at such a juncture

as this that the powers of the autocrat really come

into play. She makes her sketch ; and, having once

done so, she takes upon herself the entire arranging

and correcting of the model. What does she care if

he was relaxing one limb or stiffening another at the

moment she drew him in? She gives one searching-

gaze at her canvas ;
glances with scorn at those of

her neighbours ; calmly observes, " The model has

moved; I will re-arrange him, as I have got him

all in
;

" and insists on her pose being maintained

for the rest of the week.

In contradistinction to this type, which is always

self-reliant, and generally argues with the professor,

is the harmless, imbecile, but ladylike student. She

begs every one to criticise her work, and resents

nothing in the way of comment. She is amply sup-

plied with every possible artistic necessary, from

white chalk (which every one borrows, to mark the

position of their easels on the floor) to a large piece

of fresh bread. She has more charcoal, a better

" fil-il-plomb," and more measures and compasses

than any one else in the studio. She is always

amiable, and ready to give out of her abundance to

her needy neighbours. She never misses a day's

work ; but she cannot draw, and she never expects to

be able to do so. She is a striking example of our

want of acquaintance with the laws which govern

the selection of art-students : all her tastes seem in

direct opposition to the somewhat untidy casual life

of a studio ; but year after year you find her there,

always nicely dressed, always humble, and always a

trifle silly. Appealed to as to whether the model is

right or no, she says, piteously, " Oh, jo/^««e don't ask

me; I never know!" She invariably makes the eyes

too large, and, as a rule, prefers to draw only the

head, throe times larger than life, on tinted paper,

in crayon, and with a good deal of stump.

Tinted paper and a stumj) are not " serious," so

the hard-working element says. The hard-working

element is mostly composed of Finns, Danes, and

Norwegians: northlanders to whom art is a terribly

earnest thing, and who rarely if ever mingle with

the more frivolous French, American, and British

sections. During the ten minutes of repose which

is allowed to the model every hour, these serious

ones collect in little knots, and in curious languages

(which sound vaguely like German cut up and har-

dened into cakes for exportation) they discuss each

others' work, or else one poses, and the others make
jiencil sketches of her. It is curious what a large

percentage of these ndrtlierners tliere are in nearly

every studio. They are almost all "serious," i.e.,

they work with a definite object ; their average of

work is consequently high ; and, although they do

not join in the general " frivol " of the studio, they

are always ready to help a struggling beginner, or to

give a timely criticism to any one in difficulties.

There are generally two professors, who come

twice a week to correct the students' work, one in

the morning, the other in the afternoon. Their

arrival is looked forward to with a fearful joy. You

hear a heavy step on the stair. " C'est lui 1 " says

some wag near the door, and every one begins to rub

out suddenly-found faults with frenzy, as Jacques,

the {/argon, comes in to make up the fire, or an un-

kempt Italian puts in her head to know if a model is

wanted. However when, after many false alarms,

the professor really appears, the joy of anticipation

is lost in the horrid discovery of the mistakes which

seem to break out all over your drawing as you feel

the master coming nearer and nearer ; and when you

dismount from your high stool to allow him to ascend

in your place, your terrors have not unfrequently so

quickened your eye that you know instinctively that

he will correct parts with which you were blandly

pleased before he came. It would be interesting to

know if this is an instance of thought-reiiding on

the part of the pupil, or merely the working of an

unnaturally stimulated conscience. The professor's

criticisms are usually very short, and most frequently-

severe :
" Pas assez bien construit. ^a manque un

pen d'enveloppe. Pas assez na'ivement vu." And he

passes on, leaving what had been a sufficiently self-

satisfied young woman a broken-hearted ruin.

The atrocity of some of the drawings makes it diffi-

cult sometimes for M. le Professeur to find anything

to say, but I have only once seen a master absolutely

silenced by bad work. One Monday morning, on

arriving at the studio, we were all much surjn'ised

to see a very old woman in the heaviest widow's

weeds, in the act of trying to arrange an easel.

We concluded that she was making preparations for

some grandchild or great-grandchild, or, as her age

could not have been fiir short of ninety, some great-

great-grandchild even ; but to our astonishment it

soon became evident that she had not been working

in the interests of any descendants, for she climbed

nimbly enough on to her stool, produced a carton

and a sheet of common brown pajjcr, and. began to
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draw. She made the quaintest ti<ruro possilile on

the top of her hijj^h stool, in her jioke-bonnet and

long cloak, and with her rusty old nmbrella hanging

on the back of her easel.

Every one was longing to see her work; the

general rumour was that in her day she had been

•' exeessivement forte," and was coming to amuse

herself in her old age : as a veteran polishes up the

old sword which he will never wield again. For the

tirst two days it was impossible to find out what her

drawing was like. We could see nothing but the

big bonnet noilding backwards and forwards, and a

little knotted claw in a black mitten moving indus-

triously over the sheet of brown paper. If any one

approa"hed the corner in which she had established

herself, a long pallid nose would emerge from the re-

cesses of the bonnet, and a pair of bright eyes would

be anxiously fixed upon the intruder ; while the little

elav/ would furtively draw a piece of white paper over

the study on which it had been so busily engaged.

One day, however, the opportunity came to me. The
old lady dropped her crayon-holiler ; and I picked

it up before she had time to get down for it. I

talked to her for a few minutes, and at last plucked

up heart to remark that " doubtless Madame had

already studied a great deal ? " " But no. Made-

moiselle," was the reply :
" 1 only now begin. I wish

to copy at the Louvre; and it is always well to learu

to draw a little before beginning." At this point

my curiosity got the better of my politeness, and,

stepping behind her easel, I saw her work. Siie had

drawn in the figure witli ordinary lead pencil. She

had picked out the nostrils and lips with red chalk,

and in the centre of each eye was a dazzling pip of

white. Every law of proportion had been shame-

lessly violated ; it was absolutely bad ; and she was

waiting for my criticism. I was dumb, no words

would come to my rescue ; but at length I framed a

guileful compliment, and was lieginning to stammer

it out in response to her pathetic look of enquiry,

when the sudden arrival of the jirofessor sent me
back to niy own easel, and I was spared the utterance.

W'u all watched him as he came up to the old lady.

I knew what he was suffering. PLid I not endured

it myself a moment before? lie gazed at the draw-

ing, then at tlie bonnet, then at the drawing again.

He was a tender-hearted young man, and reverenced

old age ; but the situation was too much for him.

He glared distractedly round the room for inspira-

tion ; and, finding none, he managed to gasp out a

wild " Contiiuiez, Madame," and literally turned

and ran. The old lady looked rather disappointed,

but she applied herself to her drawing, and at the

end of the week she departed and did not return. AVc

heard that she thought the professor's counsels not

very useful, and so went straight to the Louvre.

In some few studios the proprietor or "patron"

supplies a piano for the use of the students. There

is always a musical element in every studio. During

tiie jiause some enthusiast produces a ragged copy

of Beethoveu's "Symphonies it Quatrc Mains;" a

fellow-genius who reads music at sight is evolveil

from the crowd by the mere opening of the jiiano
;

and then, as Kingsley says somewhere, "there begins

a murder grim and great." Tlie executants both

count out loud, each in different languages. Beet-

hoven is battered about the keyboard by the light-

hearted jilayers, whose one object seems to be to out-

din the din of talk which arises the moment the music

begins. The noise is indescribable : until some one

fortunately notices that the ten minutes of grace

have expired, and manages to shriek above the tur-

moil, " C'est I'heure
; " when the uproar subsides.

Now and then some quiet Russian or Swede or

Pole will play charmingly, when, for once, the in-

defatigable duettists have left the piano in peace;

and it sometimes happens that a stern-faced English

or Scotch woman will sit down and unflinchingly

go through all the known variations upon " Home,

Sweet Home" or "Ye Banks and Braes." But the

execution is not generally equal to the intention.

There is very little time for practice, when you have

to be at woi'k from eight to twelve and from one

to five every day. Then, after work, there is always

some shopping to be done: canvases to be ordered,

brushes to be chosen, or, possibly, dinner to be

bought. Numbers of students, whose means would

not permit them to live in a hotel or pension] find

that, by taking a room and buying and cooking

I heir own victuals, they can live better, and for far

less than they would have to pay en pension. Gene-

rally two or three girls club together, and while

one undertakes the important position of cook, the

others act as kitchenmaid and caterer respectively.

What triumphs of the art have I not seen \n-ci-

duced upon a small petroleum cooking-stove ! And
how admirable is the chop which you have cooked

j-ourself, over a fire which is also the work of

your own hands, and whose building, in the iron

basket which is the Parisian apology for an open

grate, requires as much architectural skill as that

of a cathedral ! The cost of living in this way is

more than one-third less than the ])rices of the

chea|iest pension, and there is a delightful, pic-

nickish, hand-to-mouth flavour about it that gives a

peculiar interest to every meal.

The principal excitement of studio life, and the

one perhaps which exercises the students most of

all, is the question of the model. At most places

they have one in the morning and another in the

afternoon, each of whom keeps his (or her) respec-

tive pose for the whole week. Bad or disagreeable
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models have a groat de;il in llieii' hands. One of

tlieif most powerl'ul weajjons is tlie temperature of

the studio. The nnulel will declare that he is

dying with eold, and keep on heaping coal upon

the stove until the room becomes like a furuaee;

Fuseo," one of the oldest and best known of

Parisian models, is a fine sjiecimen of the genus,

and has, at one time or another, sat for every saint

in the calendar.

The models have a whole street to themselves

and if, goaded to desperation, some one opens a in one part of Paris—and their name is legion,

window, the practised model will shudder skilfully They are almost all Italians, and form a distinct

throiigli his entire frame, and so make drawing an and ever-increasing class. They begin their pro-

impossibility till the window is shut again. This fessioual career as little children of two or three

is the model who wants to be disagreeable ; liut, years old ; and if they have the good luck to have

on the other hand, there is no serener joy than a good figure, or characteristic features or colouring,

that you experience during the spell of a pleasant they will probably continue it until they die. One

model. It is perfectly amazing how some of them man, who posed for us as an abbe, assured me

will not only remain quite motionless, but will re- that ho had sat for every picture and bust of

cover their pose day after day for a whole week, Napoleon I. that had been produced for fifteen

and never change the position of a muscle. But years. Another was always employed for religious

these paragons are rather the exception than the subjects, and had been the model for Christ in many

rule; and the model only too often justifies the cry famous pictures. One dark-browed Italian woman

of anguish which I once heard :
" The fifteenth was in all the exhibitions as Judith ; and another

change in one hour! Oh! this isn't a model—it was the conventional Mary for a convent altar-

is a panorama !

"

piece. With these there are also a few negroes.

It may therefore bo easy to understand the who are always in great request. By dint of much

general interest on Saturday afternoon, to know bullying of the " patron," we secured a most inte

what is to be the

studio's fate for the

fdllowiug week. If

the " patron" is so

rash as to appear, he

is besieged with ques-

tions, or entreaties for

some special favourite.

It is a noticeable

fact that the feebler

the student the more

determined she is to

have a difficult sub-

ject : as, for instance,

a child for the whole

figure, or a pretty

woman's head to

]»int : and the more

indignant if she is

refused her wish. The

venerable and patri-

archal type is gene-

rally in gi-eat demand.

The ])atriareh is, as a

rule, simple in colour,

and also " character-

istic ;
" his long grey

board is elfective;

and if lie has not got

the palsy, and does

not go to sleep too

frequently, lie sits

svell. " Le Pcre nil'. ri;ui'i;ssou sri-;,\Ks,

resting barbarian for

one week. He was

well worth the trouble

we took to get him.

Again, there are stu-

dios where the work

is confined exclusively

to soldier - subjects.

Here the models are

almost always genuine

soldiers.

But soldier-models

are sometimes a delu-

sion. Here is a case

in point. We were

to have for the after-

noon seance a real

cuirassier. Every one

invested in stately

long canvases whereon

there would be room

for the entire warrior

;

every one was ready

as the clock struck

one—but where was

the cuirassier ? AVe

waited, feeling lower

and lower every mo-

ment; and at 1.30 the

" patron " a]ipeared,

and broke the cruel

news that, in conse-

quence of the Chinese
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\\ ;ir, tlu' odious Govenunoiit had suininonoil I'vciy (juito I'liiled to consoli' us. Wliat were to iis his

uviiilahli' mail lur active service, ami our soldier academic poses and exaggerated muscular ilcvclo|i-

AN AMATECE MOPEI..

—our hero—instead of going on canvas, was going nient? Di.spiritudly wo put our canvases away, and

under it, and liad deserted our colours for those of tried to forget our sorrows in an every-day charcoal

France. It was a terrible blow, and one for wliich drawling and miliniilcd abuse of the Minister of

the commonplace Italian model who took his place A\'ar. E. CE. Somervii.lk.

PROFILES FKOM THE FEENCH RENAISSANCE.

DIANE DE

ON the 3rd of Septenihcr, in the year 119!), was

born that great Diana, whose dubious moon .so

long should li<2'ht the Renaissance of France. Her

father, Jean de Poictiers, Seigneur de Saint-^'allier,

was a jirince in Dauphine, and one of the greatest

n(jl)les in the kingdom; and in Lj12, being then

thirteen years old, she was married to the hereditary

great Seneschal of Normandy, Louis de Hrcze, an

even greater noble than he, but ali-eady a widower,

and fifty years of age.

No life could well seem less eventful than that of

a great provincial lady, married to a man much nlder

than herself, and secure in her Norman manor-house

against the temptations of the distant Court. For

more than ten years the beautiful Grande Seneschale

did indeed pursue this trantiuil existence, living at

home with her elderly husband and her two baby

girls; and hiding in the greenery of the lush Nurniau

country the marvel of her face. In this seclusion

her beauty ripened to its prime, and her maguilicent

382

POICTIERS.

health, which no future anxieties or tiiumplis should

ever break, developed its secret of continual youth.

She became a ereatui-e without nerves; wIiIkmiI the

sudden illnesses and fever-lits of a town-bred woman.

Rejdiiing in hunting and a free ojien life, she was

miw the mere Diana of the forests, who later should

beconu' the magical Diana of enchantments, the modu

that lillcd the windy skies of France.

But, though Norman in her houic, she was no

ruddy Norman in the ty])e of her beauty. An ex-

(piisite creature ; mysterious, exotic, with eyelids

strained a little tightly over the long full eyes,

with narrow li])s shutting closely over their secrets,

with a rounded forehead i)ale \nidcr the abundant

tresses of the curly deep black hair ; and yet, for all

this air of secrecy, with something strong and noble

in the pillar-like throat and straight pure angle of

the faie ; and with something ])urely feminine in the

small nose, delicately prominent in ]irofilc, and in the

forehead, wdiich was round as flial of a ^ irgin by
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Anili'oa. This cunt nulict inn of expressions, the secret

lips and noble deliant earriaj^-e of the head, the deep

pallor of the fare with the elastic strength and

c.ncro-v of ^-ail, liad a, laryer jiart in the singular

charm of this inconi])aral)le woman than even the

delicate heanty of her features.

iJut in the aulunm of 15:2.'5 the long discontent

of the provinces came to an end, and, espousing

the cause of the young Constable de Bourbon, the

Emperor's ally, the greater part of the provincial'

nobles rose against King Frangois in <a rebellion,

whieli threatened to degrade their country into the

mere divided appanage of Germany and England.

Diana's father, Saint-Vallier, was at the very front

and head of this ill-omened rising, in which her

husband also was involved. A few months after this,

the Constable had retreated into the Emperor's camp

before Provence, and Saint-Vallier, with many other

nobles, was a captive at Loches, in the holding of

the king. To most of these offenders the chivalrous

Francois, that gallant, tinsel Amadis of Gaul, was

as generous in pardon as any victor in a romance of

knight-errantry. But Saint-Vallier was too eminent

and dangerous a rebel to be spared. On Tuesday,

therefore, the 17th of February, 15:J-1', after dinner,

he was taken to the Greve, riding pillion with an

archer, who held him fast. In a simple roSe of

serge and fox-fur he stood there, bare-headed, his

hands bound together beliind his back. Then the

collar of the Order of the King was taken from

him, and his name struck out of the army roll.

This done, and all prejiared for death, he kneels, his

hands still bound, praying his last prayer ; when the

crowd hears a great crying, and one of the chan-

cellor's servants is seen Hying rather than riding on a

galloping horse, and crying hoarsely, " Holla, holla !

Cessez, cessez! Voila la remission dn Roy!" Louis

de Breze, it was explained to the crowd, the pardoned

Seneschal of Normandy, had obtained from Fran(jois

a commutation of Saint-Vallier's sentence to one of

perpetual imprisonment. But the crowd soon learned

an explanation, more conformable at any rate with

what it knew of the character of the king. The old

Seneschal had hardly been so eloc^ucnt ; but his young-

wife was one of the loveliest women in France. She

had pleaded with Francois for her father's life. And
at what cost had she induced him to spare it ?

But of the innocence or of the pardonable guilt

of Diane we have no exacter proof. And we must
admit that we know nothing of her from the remis-

sion of her father's capital sentence in 1524 until

the death of Louis de Breze, in lo-H. We know
that then his widow mourned him well, that she

raised for him in the cathedral at Rouen a price-

less monument, lliat- she never quitted the weeds

of black and white which she wore in mourniny:

for his death. We know, too, that she lived for

some years in a sort of sober splendour, full of

dignity, inaccessible, beyond the breath of scandal,

occupied with the future of her two young daughters,

and engaged in arranging becoming marriages for

them. For herself, also, did she but know it, for

this wise and matronly woman of six-and-thirty,

the future had its strangest gifts in store.

They met, her Endymion and she, at Ecouen,

the Norman manor of Montmorency, not yet trans-

formed by Bullant into historic beauty, but a country

house, strong and large and simple, as befitted the

dwelling-place of a great soldier. In that year of

153.5, partly because he felt his interest grow weaker

on the king, and partly from a real sympathy of

temperament, Montmorency had begun specially to

ally himself with the king's second son, Henri, Duke
of Orleans. Henri, sixteen years old, silent, melan-

cholv, and phlegmatic, was no favourite with the

volatile king; it was of him that Fran9ois had said,

" Je n'aime pas les enfans sourdauds et songeards."

Over this lad, with his taste for the ideal, his

strong Catholic fervour, his narrow judgments un-

modified by reality, his weak will—over this young

prince the dogmatic Constable acquired a great

ascendancy. In him the Constable saw the possible

salvation of France from the hands of Huguenots

and unbelievers. But to secure Henri it was, accord-

ing to the Sixteenth Century theories, necessary to

give him a mistress. Nothing as a rule more easy,

nothing in this case more difficult; for this young son

of the most dissolute prince in Eurojie had no love

of women. Lately married to the child, Catherine

de' Medici, he had taken in aversion this lively and

chattering little Florentine honrgeohe. As yet he

had not found the remote Egeria of his dreams ; but

the shrewd Constable perceived that, once discovered,

her reign would be profound and durable over that

melancholy heart.

In 1535 the meeting took place ; and almost at

once that strange and ])assionate friendship began,

which during four-and-twenty years united this young

prince to a woman twenty years his elder, in a union

to be broken only by death. Theri^ was little, indeed,

of common love, in the sense in which that word was

used in the Court of Paris, between these strangely-

matched lovers ; but the influence which Diane

exerted over her devoted worshipper was to mould

the whole civilisation of her time. The type of her

face and form, the type of her mind, delicate and cold

and ai-tificial, inspire the poetry and the art of twenty

years in France. Her chill, intolerant temper is

reflected in the ruling of her lover. With her pre-

dominance the early movement o£ the Renaissance,

impetuous, all-questioning, humane, is van((nished

and extinguished. That sun is for ever set, and in
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its place, dubious ami cold, there rises the moon of

Diana.

And soon her influence began to widen. In l.")3tj

the early deatli of Frangois, the young Dauphin,

left Henri heir to France, and made Diane a great

jiersonage at Court. Round her pale and stately

presence all that was conservative, all that was

Calholic, correct, and " bien pensant," began to

rally. It was pretty certain, though never quite

certain (until the Revolution should find and dese-

crate the little graves at Anet of her infant children),

that Diane was the mistress of Prince Henri
;
people

said that she liad been the mistress of his father.

.\nd yet so strongly did this strange creature impose

hei-sclf on her surroundings, that in all the Court of

France there was no woman so respectable as Diane.

Among the brilliant ladies of the Court she moved

pale, inaccessible, wearing her weeds of black and

white : even as among the sparkling, twinkling, blue-

and-red darting little stai-s the white moon sails.

By luT side the good, iniprndent, impulsive Queen

of Navarre looked almost improper, and Madame

D'Etampes a vulgar little chatterbox. Such charm

there was in her magical serenity that the common

people, remembering the witch Diana of the forests,

declared that she had used herbs and philtres to distil

this enchantment.

No wonder the other women did not love her.

Wit, youth, beauty, learning, were vain weapons to

use against her. Day by day this cold creature

grew more powerful in France, till at Court there

were two factions, the party of the Daupliin and the

party of the King, and already the prudent began

to attach themselves to the younger, the solemn,

decorous, and Catholic faction. Vainly those of the

older fashion threw at the enchantress their ridicule

and insult, calling her " La A'ieille," making her

presents of false hair, asking after imaginary ail-

ments which they gave her, trying to make her old

and superannuated. Nay, it was they, rather, who

were superannuated: it was the flimsy chivalrous

Francois, the gay, hare-brained Duke of Orleans, the

learned and humane Queen of Navarre, and brilliant

Chabot, all the audacious, free-thinking, and free-

living champions of the modern world, whom this

pale enchantress should subdue with her chill wand

and her spells of romance and dreams.

In 1.5 17 FranQois died ; his younger son was buried

with him, his sister scarce survived him ; the old gay

chivalrous France was dead with them. Now Henri

reigned, and at his side Diane. There was, indeed,

another woman whose throne was placed beside him :

the ingratiating, timid, servile little Catherine. But

she was of slight account, a mere handmaiden of

Diane's. For it was by the protection of the king's

mistress that his wife was not divorced from him ;

and in every illness of Queen Catherine's it was

Diane who became her nnrsc.

The moon was full now, and flooded all the skies.

In LjIS Henri made her Duchess of \'alcntinois,

and a great fortune came into her hands. ^Much ot

it she spent at Anet, where Dclorme built for her

a princely hunting manor, and where the business

of the State was usually contracted, and much at

Clienf)nceaux, where her most charming chateau was.

Diane, cold-natured, fond of jiowcr and inllucnce,

and perhaps not quite satisfied with tlie devotion of

this dull and dreamy lad who made her great—Diane

found a great pleasure in favouring the arts. Goujon

made a statue of her ; Rosso painted her at Fontaine-

blcau ; and her face and form abound in medals and

bas-reliefs of the time. For, by a fortunate concur-

rence, the beauty of the most important woman in

France was precisely of the type which Primaticcio and

the Italian artists had lately introduccil there. This

dmible influence imposed the features of Diane as the

model of French art, and, through the masterpieces

of many men, has secured her face to us for ever.

Great in art, building chateaux, fostering the

frigid pseudo-classic genius of Dclorme, inspiring

the delicate artificial masterpieces of her time, Diane

l)ecomes the patroness of the exquisite in mono-

chrome. Not less was her influence on politics ; and

this we may believe, without endowing her with any

great penetration, or even with the passionate interest

in living history which distinguished such a woman

as Marguerite of Angoulcme. For, in the Sixteenth

Century France, there was one short way out of

political difficulties. Were you for the wide diffusion

of learning, for the printing-press, for a qualified

Huguenotism ? Then you approved a liberal forcigK

policy : you were for uniting France with England,

Denmark, Protestant Germany, Venice, and Turkey

in a great defensive alliance against the Lupiijition

and the Empire. On the otlu'r hand, were you

Catholic? In that case you hated all these things:

you wished to centralise and circumscribe the vital

force of France, to keep her free of foreign and es-

pecially of heretic influence, while for all-powerful

Spain you felt an admiration tempered by jealousy.

Diane, of course, belonged to the second ]'arty.

During four-and-twenty years her influence grew

and widened. She lost her b-auty as she grew,

at last, an old woman, a woman sixty years of age.

Her later medals show us the sad, almost shocking

face of the whilom beauty : the lined face with a

double chin; the wrinkles round the thin lips, and

the drawn and pointed no.se ; the crimped hair sus-

piciously abundant above the withered brow; the long

eyes faded ami sunken under the eyebrows, grown

too thick and ridiculously arched. But though her

enchanted beauty went, the magic of her influence
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ivniainril ; not evfu tlicii cduU any vonture to fore- King Henri dii'd, and Diane at onoe repaired to

tell llie end of her reign. Anetj giving, with a contemptuous magnanimity,

At last, in l.j.'jll, a sudden accidental wound in her manor of Chenonceaux to Catherine the queen,

a tourney gave the death-Mow to Henri II. As At Anet she lived on another seven years, keeping

he lay a-dying, (-iueen Catherine, with the servile absolute silence, holding no relations with the world,

pleasure in tyranny of all feelile creatures, sent for save with the family of Montmorency, into which

Diane, and bade her leave the palace, and restore the her daughter married. She must have watched.

DIANE DE POICTIEKS.

(From a Portrait hy DcllianJ.)

jewejs which the king had given her. " Madame,"
said the old enchantress, "are you sure he is dead

yet?" And, being told there still was left some
breath in his body, she continued, " As yet, then, I

have no master. Let my enemies know I do not

fear them. For when this prince is dead I shall be

too busy mourning him to heed the sorrows they

would heap upon me." Thus, sober and calm as

ever, Diane quits the stage of the world.

For this, in truth, is her final exit. That night

amused, indignant, contemptuous, the uncertain for-

tunes of France in the weak capricious hands of

her rival. But no counsel, no caution, ever came to

Court from the silent woods of Anet. There, still

mourning, in such devotion as that fickle age should

never see again, she died in 1.566: leaving behind her

the memory of a woman not bad, and certainly not

base, who had done more, perhaps, than any other

to impoverish and sterilise the destiny of a great

country. A. Mary F. Robinson.



A EEVERIK.

(Painted by Solomon J. Solomon. Society c/ British Artists, ISS5.)

THE SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

WE Eii<j;lish have played a strange j^art in the and our search fnr the (rue relations of a li^^^ure to

history of Art dunng this century. After its environment. In a word, after Constable, C'rome,

initiating a renaissance which, based on the work of Gainsborough, and others had pointed out the road

the Low Countries, was yet as national and original of modern research, their successors went astray into

as theltalian art domesticated in Belgium by Eubens, by-paths and strange quags, and foreign schools re-

we suddenly discontinued our march in landscape, ceived the impulse thus avoided. And in this waj- it
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camo to pass tliat, whilst ul;road the school fomuleil

in 1830 was pin-suing possible ami legitimate aims

on canvas, in England, the /'ons e/ orir/o oi the de-

velopment, all manner of cliques of painters were

wholly giving themselves over to representing a

variety of subjects—anecdotic, symbolical, and philo-

sophical—quite uncongenial to the medium of paint.

No wonder, then, that the school which grappled

boldly witli the visible attributes and beauties of things

became European; that, occupied with abstractions

fit only for spoken language, the insular school got

to be incomprehensible, or by reaction stupidly com-

monplace ; and that Paris, and not London, became

the atelier of the world. Amidst all the achieve-

ment of this period : whether frankly commercial

work—painted stories of dogs, babies, sweethearts,

covenanters or Bible-reading elders—or archaic re-

vivals by poets and archaeologists : England's most

vital effort was in the art of illustration. The few

good examples of the real art of picture-making were

scouted at important exhibitions ; whilst a sort of

enlarged Christmas cards were offered to the closer

inspection of the enchanted public. Unquestionably

the worst sign of English art in this century has been

a timidity that seems to freeze all .original or un-

authorised endeavour and render all experiment sus-

picious. Let a man have been trained in however

bold and however broad a school, once fairly under

the spell of the English art atmosphere, he is apt to

become anxious about small artistic proprieties, and

fearful of the very inspiration which formerly re-

deemed his faults.

For in England, be it noted, many worries await

the artist. As a man of business he must pose amongst

his fellows, must be like prosperous people, and not

indulge in the eccentricities proper to his craft.

Even frames must be uniformly gilt, and pictures

uniformly finished, according to a cheap standard, so

as to present no point of weakness to the common
person who cannot distinguish between the beauties

and emotions of art and the beauties and emotions of

life. The English can make a good suit of clothes,

because they cut them after a common pattern, avoid

novelty of design, and seek to dissemble individual

taste and position, whilst satisfying a conventional

standard of propriety. Unfortunately, a picture is

not like a suit of clothes, but is meant to attract

the eye and to enforce an impression of the artist's

personality ; and Continental work became for this

reason as unmistakable in our galleries as a foreigner

in o>ir streets. So many were sick of common-
place netttness, cheap story-telling, and complete dis-

regard for dignity, <'m.?(?w,^/(?, atmosphere— all, in fact,

that goes to make a picture noble or decorative! But
there has been an awakening in artistic England.

Once roused, none is more subtle and original in

perception than the reserved, slowly-moved Anglo-

Saxon race ; and nowadays one hears, as a reproach,

that most young men of talent paint in a more or

less Continental style. The truth is, of course,

that, owing to our long period of insularity, the

accusation only means that they are paying atten-

tion to breadth, value, and relative importance, as

did Constable and Crome before them.

Perhaps in Suffolk Street more effectually than

elsewhere, you may judge of the variety and

originality of the sentiment and practice of those

young Anglo-Saxon painters who have acquired

technique—and technique only—from the example of

foreign schools. The exhibition of the Society of

British Artists is no longer eaten up with timidity

and respectable commonplace. Work trivial in aim

may still be found there, but it no more consti-

tutes the bulk of the gathering. Not, as once, can

this gallery be justly dismissed with a reference to

one or two exceptional pictures; not, as once, is

original and experimental initiative derided as dan-

gerous and unsafe. At last real art—art large in

aim and worthy in sentiment—is being preferred to

mere purblind patience, flimsy pretence, and catch-

penny cheapness of subject.

Doubtless this revolution, so desirable in effect,

so rapidly accomplished, is due in a measure to

the boldness of the many new associates whom
the Society has had the prevision to take in. ]\Ir.

Whistler's election—Saul among the Prop)hets—gave

rise at the time to much wondering comment. It

has probably been the most influential of all in the

right direction. He, Mr. Legros, and Rossetti have

pursued their own paths, and their marked per-

sonalities have given them tremendous influence for

good or bad. Their very different styles all trench

more decidedly upon the general background of Eng-

lish art than do those of any other contemporaries.

With Mr. Legros we are not immediately concerned.

As for the art of Rossetti, keen and original as

it was, it came from himself, was based on no

tradition, and can hand down to posterity nothing

palpable save a peculiar and very faulty technique.

Mr. Whistler is a painter to begin with : in amusing

himself, he instructs and delights as many of his

fellow-craftsmen as have eyes to see, and his work,

derided at first for its exclusi(m of all popular and

literary qualities, has come to be regarded as a sort of

high-water mark of st}le. He exhibits as many as

nine works, some of them those very small sketches

with which he tickles his public as " Notes " and
" Harmonies " and " Caprices." His " Caprice in

Red" (570), a water-colour, is a good example of

the genus : only what is absolutely necessary to

indicate a graceful pose and give a pleasant sugges-

tion of colour is admitted. Characteristic also of
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(he artist's small figures done in pastel is a " Note

ill Violet anil Green (JUS), from whieh the eum-

mittee (it is hard to say why) have removed the

apt and amusing; motto, " Jlorxlej/ soit qui mal y

j)eiise/' oriyiiialiy written on the frame. "An Ar-

rangement in Grey" (liil) is more important work;

low-toned and unobtrusively modelled in a sober

brownish key without affectation or exaggeration,

it is an e.\ainple of Mr. Whistler at his best.

Tiie " Arrangement in Blaek : a Portrait of Mrs.

Cassatt" (30;J) in a ri<liiig-lial(it, is, however, his

largest and most serious contribution. Painted on

a basis of black, and very low in tone, it recalls

by its general aspect several of his previous works,

and especially that splendid portrait of Seiior Sarawite

whieh we lately had the honour to engrave. But

there are differences not of the most excellent sort.

Tlic artistic convention is not so well concealed, the

general tone is not so luminous and aerial, the

texture is not so vibrating, the modelling is not s(7

simple and true, as in the " Sarasate
; " nor has the

touch, in important places, that delightful precision

and rcliuement which told with such effect in the

general atnios|)heric vagueness of the " Lady Archi-

bald Cam[ibell." In the matter of composition, too,

we caniicjt help feeling a certain stiff and affected

inelegance about the lower part of the figure and

the hang of its draperies. But there are, to make

up, felicities of colour in flesh-painting the like of

which even ^Vhistler has not often attained.

The rich simplicity of its flesh-painting, the

striking yet sober wholeness of its effect, and the

strength and subtlety of its modelling made ^Ir.

Dannat's "Portrait of Eva Haviland " (:22.j) re-

markable even in last year's Salon, that gigantic

collection of bold attempts and technical master-

pieces. Here at the British Artists' its mellow and

creamy unity of colour at once attracts the eye

;

looked at from the far side of the large room, the

main masses of its modelling are right and effective;

the "Portrait of Leonie Ilaviland" (l~o), somewhat

similar in its general appearance, without being a

whit stronger, seems coarse and hard in compari-

son. His studv for -the head of that " Aragonese

Smiiffi which we engraved has a totally different

asj)ect : its main division is the light and shade pro-

duced by a strong effect of sun; its tone is some-

what cold, and its modelling is a mosaic of broad

scjuare and very cleverly expressive touches. Mr.

Harrison's "Study; Bathing Scene" (71), the

sketch for the large picture which illustrated our

"American Salon," is but a rough note of the

general scheme : in the completed work the harsh-

ness of relation between shadow and sun on the

sands was much modified, the figures were relieved

more delicately and without .such evident spots of

dark, and in general the colour was more refined and

harmonious, ilr. Harrison, one may note, has the

rare power of perfecting his ideas in his pictures

whilst preserving the freshness and vitality of his

sketches: his sketch of a wave in liic Institute is

better than this one in the British .\rtists', yet the

large Salon picture surpasses it in the qualities of

air and freedom, and in the sense of liquidity and

movement. ]\Ir. Stott's " Portrait of my Father and

my ^lothcr" (11)7) is unpleasantly stiff and heavy

in colour, and, in spite of its undeniable merits of

draughtsmanshii) and character, has a disagreeable

affcctatioii of dreariness. His landscape, "Moonrise"

(^92), is othergucsswork. Simple and solemn in

aspect, it is a large and aerial ))iclure of moon-

light quivering over a vast and hardly-perceived lake

and mountain district. Mr. Stott has thought the

general action of this sort of light a worthy enough

subject, without descending to the delineation of

objects which, on such a night, come and go indis-

tinctly, or at least apjjcar to have but an unimportant

existence. In unpleasant exception to the general

breadth of treatment is the somewhat wiry fore-

ground : little spider-legged islands and promonto-

ries break on the solemnity with complications un-

necessary, and too small iu size to balance the main

masses ; broader blocks, with but a spike or so for

character's sake, would have rendered the picture less

eccentric as well as more suave in composition. Mr.

Wally Moes's large canvas, " His Mother's Proj)

"

(:275), is in a style but little admired in England,

and in France less common now than it has been.

Paint piled on roughly, anyhow ; impasto the result

of accident or sincere effort to improve tone ; and

colour naturalistic if not coarse—these are giving

place to elegance of manipulation even at the cost

of sincerity in the representation of tJie subject.

It is strange that this rudely sincere art has never

taken root in England, where the general disdain

of technical cleverness would have left the searcher

after truth quite unembarrassed by other considera-

tions ; but it is rare among us that a sober, rough,

and sincere presentation of anything has ever been

carried out without being sjioilt by the introduc-

tion of inajjpropriate " prettinesses " of colour and

sentiment. Mr. 11. J. Gordon's " Ophelia" (:i07) is,

however, good strong work, owing little to any

foreign example; the handling is loose, "sloppy,"

and quite unconventional, and though the structure

and modelling arc not as sound as Mr. Dannat's (for

instance), the rich scheme of gold and green is fasci-

nating iu colour. Another of our illustrations is

taken from Mr. Solomon's "A Reverie " (12), which,

if one may judge from his picture in the Institute, is

none the worse, in spite of occasional flimsiness and

h:inlni'ss, for lacking his usual square and smartly
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r „ .1 ,.n,.l, If he displays in Suffolk Street impi-essionism than these others. Mr. Pennington's
conventional touch.

^^ ^^j'^^^ ,

^ ^..^,.^,f^,i
. t'vo Ballet Girls" (605) is an exceedingly graceful

'ZJ^:S::Z:^.X^V^L:^:^l^n,r.o.e pastd. though the drawing is hr. and elegant.

OPHELIA.

{rainU'd by n. J. Gordon. Society 0/ Btilish Artists, 1SS5.)

logical effect than in his larger pictnre aforesaid, neither it nor the n.odell.ng .s as sea.-ch.ngo.necm-ate

Mr. Dunsinore's little portrait (3.52), though rather as is the study of values and relief. _Ji^^- '
^-^

black, i.. soberly and effectively painted, as is Mr. Blanche's "Little Jane at the Seaside (48) is an

Gotch's "Portrait of a Lady" (129). Mr. J. J. example of thorough-going impvessionism in figure-

Shannon in "Thoughts" (207), and Mr. Pennington, painting: it is true in both tone and colour, and

aim more at elegance of handling and more marked handled with immense spirit and breadth.
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AGAINST III.S WILL: •JIALGUI^; Lll."

(Pointed by Henry B. Detmold. SocUty of British Arllsl<. ISSS.)
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Froiiflimcn, even wlioii they have become cave-

less about the truths whose expression originally made

it necessary, are generally desirous to preserve the

characteristics of broad handling, as more conducive

to a beautiful and expressive technique. In this way

Mr. Detmold's " Malgre Lui " (204) is, to a cer-

tain extent, French : the broad square technique is

almost mannered, in that the artistic feeling seems

lavished on the lumciling more than on the truths of

nature and the constructive side of art. Mr. Leslie

Thomson's solid and noble "Skylark" (308), and

INIr. Aubrey Hunt's big marine, " Wood Carriers,

Brittany" (~1S), are both as true, perhaps truer, to

nature; but the presentation is more naive: their

handling has some of the cumbrousness which must

occur in the w^ork of men always ready to sacrifice

perfection of technique to a closer rendering of truth.

The tone of Mr. Thomson's sky is, however, so

luminous and so true, his manner so sincere, broad,

and unaffected, that no one could wish him to gain

elegance and ease at the loss of any of these more

important qualities. i\Ir. Hunt has succeeded best in

his " Cloudland" (34i) in rendering the atmospheric

quiver of large empty space : dealing with blue sky,

white clouds, and objects high in tone, he has avoided

anything metallic, and has given us a singularly

simple and luminous work. Mr. Edwin IS^ichoTs

"Sunlight and Shadow" (49) is bi-oadly handled,

but without any affectation of style ; it has a large

and noble decorative aspect, with its great division of

light and shadow, its towering mill, and its huge
rolling cumuli. Mr. Percy Belgrave's " December

Afternoon" (301) shows the same big manner of

working employed on a solemn grey sul)ject, afford-

ing no trenchant division or opposition of colour.

Strong work in a similar vein comes from Mr.

Edwin Ellis, Mr. H. Wilkinson, Mr. Bloomer, and

many others. Not unexceptionable in execution,

Mr. J. S. Hill's "The Avon, Christchureh " (370),

has a poetry of its own and a solemn mellowness

of general effect which make it one of the most

pleasing canvases of all. Among landscapes more

personal and impressionistic may be mentioned Mr.

Toovey's "Cornfield" (307)—blonde, aerial, skilfully

smudged in; Mr. Sickert's "Breakwater" (222),

and Mr. Peppercorn's dark and heavy Corot (24.5).

In sculpture, Mr. Nelson Maclean's "Yes or No"
is a very graceful terra-cotta bust, aiid is, with Mr.

Lee's bronzes and ^Ir. Onslow Ford's portrait of the

Rev. Newman Hall, the best thing in the room.

AET IN PEESIA.

EEASTWARD of Assyria, as far

as Carmania and the Cas-

pian, in the tract between the Aras

and tlie Persian Gulf, dwelt a race

of hardy mountaineers, sprung of

the great Aryan family. This

territory was divided laterally by a

desert which separated the Modes

in the north from the Persians in

the south, but between the two

peoples it is very hard to draw a

sharp ethnographical line; although

they first appear under separate

and independent monarchies, it is

almost as difficult to distinguish

between them historically. Their

land was very varied in character,

;ind had every variety of climate : mountain and plain
;

forests and jiasturc-lands ; arid wastes of rock and

salt and sand swe])t by pestilential winds; fertile

valleys M'atercd by beaut il'id streams and brii;ht willi

a thousand flowers, or with gleaming orchard-groves.

Played upon by these inlluenccs, a character was
developed in which strength and grace, limited

by a crude barbarism, refiected the environment.

-A CAPITAL.

Vigorous and brave, the race w^ns yet savage, and

defaced its conquests by unrestrained lust and fero-

city ; but it maintained throughout its record the

courage which won the highest place in the body-

guard of Mardonius, which conferred on the Mede
the fatal pre-eminence of leading the attack at

Thermopyhe, and bore down before him all the might

of Babylon ; while its independence and its hardi-

hood are conspicuously illustrated by the resurrec-

tion, all unchanged, of the Persian government and

religion after six hundred years of foreign domi-

nation, and the survival of its monarchy until this

day, notwithstanding the fierce ravages of Saracen

and of Tartar. There was also a true love of beauty

and earnest effort for its realisation. Mede and

Persian are not by any means to be confounded with

the mere hunters and wasters of mankind
; yet to a

true civilisation (such as that of Egypt, for instance)

they never attained, and to the world's science they

have added absolutely nothing.

These characteristics—fair tine instincts arrested

and rendered aburtive by an ineradicable barbarianism

—find expression in their wairks of art. The source

of their inspiration was not nature but Assyria, and

their monuments exhibit an a'sthctic taste quite
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unknown to the latter, but liave none of the charm

impartcHl to those of Egypt by her unity and " cast of

thou<'lit." The magnificence is fantastic, the appeal

U.—SHAHPUK I. AXD THE EMPEEOE VALERIAN.

is still to wonder ; mass is relied on for the effect on

the spectator. Still prominent are colossal forms and

huge winged creatures in relief (ill.) ; spliinxes and

gryphons still haunt the palace walls, or stand as

warders at the entrances (v.). But there is a very

vigorous individuality in the treatment of them.

Tlie native Medo-Persian energy and endurance is

shown in the superior accuracy, fulness, and anima-

tion of her figures. Egypt is no better in delineation,

Assyria has nothing like her carven lions and bulls

;

the very posture and attitude of them is without pre-

cedent either at Thebes or at Nineveh. It is seen

also in the imaginative force which gave birth to

new ideals ; not only are tlie sphinxes not Egyptian,

and the human-headed bulls not Assyrian—notice

the backward and upward turn of the tips of their

wings—but there are numbers of strange shapes,

undreamed of in the other philosophies, compound in

body of bird aiul beast,—sometimes one, sometimes

the other predominating—we have never seen the

like before. But it is most evident in the remarkable

fact that when Cambyses returned from the conquest

of Egypt, bringing in his train a host of captive

artists, these had to work under tlio ]inimpting of the

Persian priests. Nothing can subdue the dominant

Persian style and tone in architecture and in sculp-

ture. Their effort after beauty is seen in the shape

and proportions whicli they gave the column, of which

more hereafter ; but no sooner had they reared it to

its airy height than the woe came up into their

palaces and made its home on the very top and crown

of them. "We have seen the happy genius with which

the Egyptian sculptor wrought out for his capitals

manifold beautiful adaptations of his favourite lotos ;

but where the fiora was innumerable of form and hue,

where every shape of shoot and sucker and leaf was

exquisite, the Persian made no attempt to wreathe

them round the pillar, or to lead them in sulitle

gracious twine through and about the masses of his

capitals. His lovely shapes, and they are lovely,

culminate in a double gryphon or a double bull.

But two distinguishing features of Persian archi-

tecture demand particular notice. It was impossi-

ble that a people of so much inherent force should

ever be mere reproducers of a foreign model. The

Assyrians and Babylonians reared their palaces ujion

platforms of C(nisiderable elevation, which, however,

were nothing more than vast flat base-plates; the

Persians adopted the same ])rineiple, but made their

platforms a pile of lofty terraces, and asserted their

individuality by the artificial ascents which thus be-

came indispensable. The Persians were the greatest

builders of staircases which the world has seen
;

plan

and scale and decoration were alike superb. In them,

as also in the platforms, stones of enormous bulk were

used, and the sjjaciousness of the design throughout is

k \

in.—EAS-KELIKF, FEOM PEESEPOLIS.

quite in kee])ing. The grandest example (vii.), having

regard to dimensions, occurs in the palace at Perse-
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polis. This staircase leads from a plain in tlic beauti- on either side exhibit a lion devouring a bull—

a

ful vallev'of the Bendamir to the summit of a ten-aee, favourite Persian device, understood to be symbolical

out of which it is taken. It consists of two sets of of the conquest of Assyria—the centre is occupied by

IV.— FIEE ALTARS, NAKHLI-EUSTAJI.

two flights of stall's, each with a broad landing-stage

between them ; the two lower flights diverge to the

level of the foundation, the two upper converge to a

eommnn landing-place at the top. The shallowness

of the pitch, each stair being only three or four inches

in height, constitutes an ascent so easily graduated

that horses may be ridden up and down, while the

width of 2i feet admits of a cavalcade of ten abreast.

Less noble in size, but distinguished by the character

of its ornamentation, is the next staircase which

opens to the view, somewhat out of line, when that

just described has been mounted. It conducts to

the summit of the central terrace, and is comjwsed of

four single flights : two of them being central, and

facing each other, the other two standing on either

side of these at about 21 yards distance from them.

The entire length is 212 feet, the width 16 feet, and

there are thirty-one steps in an ascent of 10 feet. It

is flanked by an immense parapet wall, surmounted

by a massive rounded coping of elegant carven-work,

which overlaps the wall on the inside ; the ends and

the entire face are covered with sculptures, and ex-

hibit a long procession of colossal guardsmen armed
with spears. There is a ccTitral projection divided

perpendieidarly into three compartments; the spandrils

eight colossal guardsmen ; above the spandrils is a

row of cypress trees, and above these a narrow border

thick-set with rosettes. Elsewhere are represented

court officials, monarchs receiving tribute, and similar

scenes. An inscription on a slab informs us that this

magniflcent structure was the work of " Xerxes, the

great King, the King of Kings, son of Darius the

Achipmenian."

But it is not her imperial staircases which give its

true distinction to Persian art. This is seen in her

successful effort to supplant the hitherto dominant

horizontal style of architecture by the aspiring per-

pendicular. The instinct of the Egyptian made him

conscious of the depressed effect of his long level

lines, and he had sought to dissipate this by the

clumsy expedient of the obelisk ; the Assyrian—a true

Philistine, in the modern sense of the term^—probably

cared nothing at all about the matter ; there is no

indication that he recognised any deflciency in the un-

broken flat style, to which at all events he accommo-

dated himself with entire content. The constructive

use of the arch was not yet understood ; but what the

Persian could do, he did, and his woi'k is the world's

wonder even now. Among these barbarians fir.st

appeared a genuine pillar architecture, a new oj'der,
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whicli the Greek afterwards made perfect in beauty.

It is more than probable that the incentive was

supplied by Media, where timber was so freely used

that the remains of what she wrou<^ht are but few,

and those few exceptionally incomplete. In the

towering trunks of poplar and of pine, of dm and

plane and cedar, which beautiiie I the slopes of Za^jros

and nourished on his upland plains, the Mede found

the column ready to liis hand, and ca\iq:ht at the

sugn^estion of nature. A similar course might have

been adopted by the Phoenician ; but the forests of

his Lcban(Mi failed to prompt any impulse of the kind

in him. It is the honour of the Persian that he

seized on the idea and worked it out in stone. A\ itli

imaginative daring and large mechanical resources he

piled gigantic blocks up in lofty taper shaft, slender,

vet firm, carrying them to a height not surpassed by

anv, not so much as attempted by the (i recks (who,

however, could do a better thing) ; crowning them

In Kgypt, where it had been reared on a colossal

scale, grandly wrought, and delicately enriched, it

w:is at best but the remnant of stone allowed to

stand, when the wall of rock about it had been

cleared away; nor did the primitive notion of it

attain to higher development than the imitative

production of a massive turret. In Persia it became

the fulfilment of a fresh idea, of a constructive

thought ; and rose under the band of her builders

from broad and beautiful base, in gradual diminution,

to full and well-poised capital. The later base is

frecpiently a repetition of the inverted and elongated

lotos leaf; this form abounds in Perscpolitan remains,

which belong to the maturity of the I'^mpire ; but

there is a much simpler form in the ancient ruins of

Pasargada;, which is very noble as well as singular.

" It exhibits at the side a semicircular bulge, orna-

mented with a series of nine (lutings carried entirely

round the base in parallel horizontal circles;" and with

;SCT Ol':;',^

'^
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with enormous proportionate capitals (i.), and leaving the plain dignity of this design well acc.jrds the brief

them in and about their palaces to excite the amaze- bold inscription on an axljoining stone, " I am Cyrus,

ment and admiration of successive ages. the King, the Achsmenian."

For the true column had not been seen before. The finest illustrations of Persian architecture are
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round at Persepolis : tlie ruins of the maguifieence

destroyed by the victorious Macedonian, in a moment

of brute exnltation wlien the long revel had made him

a mere " fury slinging flame." Of the great splen-

full effect of the mingled strength and grace of the

structure, introduces that discordant element which

civilisation could never eradicate, and disappoints us

with a sense of incompleteness and incongruity.

0M 'Ml
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dour of these palaces, aglow with gold and colour, we
can but form a guess; but their vastness in respect

both of area, and of height, is capable of realisation.

The Hall of a Hundred Pillars, the Tschil Minar,

was an enormous rectangle, outmeasuring the Great

Hall of Columns at Karnak, larger than any temple

of classic times, or than any mediaeval cathedral ex-

cept that of Milan. Here, supporting the exiDanse

of roof upsprung a grove of glorious columns, firm

and fair, rising to an altitude of G5 feet; the length

throughout being elegantly fluted ; the bases formed

o£ the pendent lotos leaves in triple row, the shaft

spreading fan-wis(! with hollow outward curve at top,

and surmounted by the Ionic volute set on end instead

of being imposed horizontally, the whole disfigured

aloft by the monstrous double bull or double gryphon

—an uncouth anti-climax which detracts from the

But where is the temple? and the tomb? It

would be too much to say, as of snakes in Iceland,

" There are none ;
" but they are far between and un-

important. The explanation is not, as in the case of

the Assyrian, worldliuess and irreligion ; on the con-

trary it is religion and other-worldliness. The ]\Iede

began with an archaic \\'orshi2-) of Nature-Powers,

which became to him sjiiritual personalities; and this

conception attained a strangely pure height, being

resolved into an idea of a Supreme Deity which

differed from the severe monotheism of the Jews not

so much in principle as in the inferior measure of the

revelation. The later form of Zoroastrianism became

Dualistic ; the universe was regarded as the perpetual

battle-ground between the Good S])irit and the Evil

Spirit, who wore almost evenly matched, the balance

of advantage being, however, with the former. Each,
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in timo, came to he attended by a lios't nf purlisan

raladins, and it is considered that the mature creed

concerning angels fallen and unfallen, held by the

Jews, was due to Persian influences. At this stage

we note in jNIedia a belief resembling, and perhaps

more respectable than, the Calvinism of " Paradise

Lost," to which not even the gorgeous imagery, tlie

sonorous music, the cadences so solemn yet so sweet of

Milton's majestic verse can ever reconcile us. At first

crude, the Median religion was always s])irilual, and

to it idolatry was utterly repugnant, so that one in-

citement very provocative in the old Wiirld oT suiiLib

temples and of carven images was wanting here; nor

in its last phase did tliis religion clothe itself nmre in

form. Upon the conquest of the Scythians, the victori-

ous Medes adoi)ted the Magianism of the vanquished,

grafting it upon, or weaving it in with, the doctrines

derived from Zoroaster. This cultus of the elemeuts

needed uo temjile any more than did the ubiquitous

sjiirits ; the earth was floor for them, the sky their

roof ; their sanctuaries were the rock and the mountain

crest, and there their altar-fires were kindled (iv.).

Under it, moreover, the tomb was religiously excluded :

a cori>se might not pollute earth by interment, fire

by cremation, or water by submersion ; therefore the

bodies of the dead were exposed for a prey to wild

bird or brute, and by these they were consumed.

This religion was practically that of the Persians,

but with a difference. Having once allowed the

articles of beaten foes to be received, the practice w^as

repeated; and when Persia bad adopted the lascivious

rites of the Baliylonian Venus—primarily a nature

goddess—the door was open for idolatry in its most

debasing forms, and temples came into requisition.

Sucli memorials are, however, insignificant; the

genius of the people was inimical. Again, to the

belief in immortality, held firmly by the IMedes, it is

maintained that the Persians added the expectation of

tlie resurrection of the ])ody—but it would appear that

they practically limited this hope to their kings. The

tombs that are known are royal {\i.), and the ritual of

sepulture was probably performed with considerable

pomp. The lifeless form of the monarch was deposited

in a coffin of gold, fitted with a close lid; and secluded

eitlicr in a monumental pile reared upon the soil, or in

an almost inaccessible cavern hewn out of the face of

some mountain or towering rock ; and the aperture

was carefully blocked and barricaded by cyclopa!an

stones ; the wide surface of the flat front was deco-

rated with carving, often elaborate, and enriched by

a mask of columns with entablature.

Whatever of profound, or opening upon the illimit-

able, existed in the faith of Egypt, we come upon in

the creeil of ilede and Persian also ; and yet, grand

and artistic as was the work of these, tliere is no

touch in it of the perennial enchantment felt in the

shrines of the former, wliich awes while it allures.

The secret of failure is the inveterate coarseness latent

in the Persian nature, which imposed strict limita-

tions on his capacity to advance, nor permitted him

to perfect any kind of culture. The Persian had a

spiritual religion, but he was unequal to line thinking

in relation to it ; never realised its scope, or made

it subserve that expansion of mind and soul which

would have uplifted his whole life, and infused into

his art some sense of mystery and the infinite.

Tlie same deficiency, or irreclaimable border-land

around his nature, seems inherent in the race. The

literature of modern Persia has been both abundant

and brilliant in every department, but the religious

part of it is not so much speculative as didactic. It

is great in wise maxims and proverbial moralities.

There was a deep vein of mysticism in his creed, but the

Persian never worked it as like material was worked

by Egyptian or Hindu. It was broken into in the

mallinawh of that prolific genius Firdausi, whose poem,

the "Shiihnama," deserves, say some, to rank with

Homer's verse ; and whose light was caught by many

lesser suns—the moralist Abi Said, the rationalist

Omar Khayyam, the mystic Hakim Sanai, Attar, and

the Sufic pantheist Jelal-uddin-Kumi—who appear to

have taken hold of the popular mind to the extent in

which, in their writing's, spiritualism overshadowed

spirituality, and according to the measure in which

tlieir fancies were undisciplined, marred with wild

eccentricities. Sheikh Sadl of Shiraz, whose " Bus-

tan" (or fruit-garden) and "(iulistan" (rose-garden)

are said to be full of wit, rclinciiieiit, of thought, and

spirituality, was as a voice crying in the wilderness ;

he attracted few, and provoked no imitators. The

stately matJmawi gave place at last to the ghazul of

that epicurean genius Ilafiz—the elegant utterance of

a cultivated but eminently artificial life. The Persian

went forward to a jxiint of a;sthctic excellence which

like a prophetic dawn told that the radiant day was

near ; but there he paused ; he could not lead it in, or

see its glory. Look at his column (i.), a wondrous

invention ;
yet his unchaste fancy could deface it

with that bizarre capital. The Egyptian conveys

always the impression that he had seen far beyond

what it was possible to express ; the Persian always

seems greater in accomi)lisliraent than in inspiration.

Yet within his bounds he is great. His hardihood

and endurance are writ in his memorials; his fixity of

purpose is consonant with the unbending rigour of

his code. The force that gave the world a columnar

architecture is to the front in Persia's story. To

whativer cause we assign her liberation of the Jews

:

whether to a Divine comiiulsion not to be resisted

(albeit we know it worked unconsciously) ; or to

ardent sympathy with pure monotheism ; or to the

political exigencies of. the time, which made much to
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he dcsii'uJ that a. friendly nation bound to her allianco spiritual impulse, to its religious aliinities, to a policy

should be interposed between her and a great rival so far-sighted and (for any age and nation, more

VII.—THE PAXAOB OF XEEXES, PEHSEPOLIS.

like Egypt, or an uncertain dependency like Phoenicia: especially for an old Oriental despotism) so daring

whether we give weight to any or to all of these con- in idea. Persia, I would conclude, inaugurated a

siderations, it argues a deep strong nature that can new era in art ; she exhibits a phenomenon abso-

admit and give free play in such fashion as this to a lutely unique in history. Wm. Holmden.

THE BOY MUSICIAN: " LULLI ENFANT."

From the Plaster by Gaudez. Salon, 1885.

THIS is a happy and elegant example of what

may be called sense in sculpture—of anecdote

in three dimensions. It recalls, we are told, the

" Young Mozart " of M. Barrias ; but as few or

none of us are privileged to have seen that work,

the suggestion is of little consequence. We can

look, and we can enjoy j and that is enough. We
can see that M. Gaudez is scarce less fortunate in

his subject than remarkable in the technical ability

he has displayed in the treatment. It was much
to see that the costume of the marmiloit is one that

lends itself to the requirements of sculpture; that

is (he ])art of the artist. It was as much (in a

way) to hit upon a means by which a sculptm-esque

exliibition of the muniiitoii should be made inter-

esting to the general public ; that is the part of the

man of reading and esjjrif. To us English Jean-

Baptiste Lulli is little but a name. To the French

he is a sort of hero of art romance. He began as a

scullion in the kitchen of La Grande Mademoiselle,

and he rose to be not merely the friend and colleague

of Moliere (to whose widow he behaved disgracefully),

but the founder of the Academic de Musique, the

author of French ballet and French opera, and the

originator of a tradition in music which flourished

for a hundred years witliout a break, and is still

audible in the work of Meyerbeer and Goiuiod.

M. Gaudez, for the rest, is an accomplished

artist, and had it only been produced as " The

Boy Musician," his "Lulli Enfant" would still

have been assured of popvdarity. It is one of those

works which, at once decorative and suggestive, at

once artistic and .spiritiiel, thrive admirably in the

hands of dealers.
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AET IN AUSTEALIA.

HAD an opportunity last spring

of seeing' two of the three largest

cities in Australia^ and was both

pleased and surprised at the in-

telligent interest in art every-

where disjilayed. I could not

visit Sydney, but I received an

illustrated catalogue of the pic-

ture-gallery there, and had much
conversation with people well acquainted with it.

On the whole, the conclusion was reluctantly forced

upon me that, in spite of the intelligent interest, in

spite of vast sums expended, in spite of very strong

efforts, Australian art is not flourishing as it should in

such good circumstances. I know that this Magazine

is much read in Australia. It was to be seen at

Adelaide and Melbourne in the shop-windows, and

in private houses, just as at home. The few remarks

I have to make will therefore, it is to be hoped, reach

those for whose benefit they are humbly intended
;

and I wish I could think that they should be accepted

as, however inadeijuately, acknowledging the great

personal kindness with which I was welcomed.

The need of art and the beauty art brings into

home-life is even greater there than here. The day-

light in Australia is, to any one accustomed to London,

a feature of the country in itself. Except in Nubia,

I never saw such brilliant illumination. Colours and

tints are visible there which are invisible here. Even
the nights are not so dark as here, and the stars throw

strong reflections when there is no moon. So, too, the

distance is not bounded, as here, by mistiness, but

only, as in Egypt, by the rotundity of the earth.

Froni a high hill the view is marvellously extensive,

because marvellously clear. At the same time, there

is a great want of natural colour, owing partly to the

dryness, which leaves very little blue in the distance,

and partly to the greyness of the foliage and brown-

ness of the grass. In botanical gardens, and in a

few other places after recent rain, we find the same
kind of verdure as here, but in small quantities. The
fronts of houses in Adelaide are often, indeed usually,

except in the business streets, covered with climbing

plants of great beauty; and there are evergreen firs,

and a large-leaved tree like a very formal laurel,

which is universally called the "Ficus," planted

along the streets. In short, there is evidence ever}'-

where that the colonists are aware both of the inten-

sity of the daylight and the drabness of the land-

scape ; they have a deep interest in art, and in all

the variety and pleasure which art in such conditions

would afford to them. They are, collectively, very

wealthy; whatever else may bo wanting— rain, pujju-

lation, building stone, verdiu'e—money is always to

be had, especially for public purposes. Therefore

the craving for art, which undoubtedly exists, finds

a vent in lavish expenditure on two branches of

artistic production, namely, architecture and painting.

There is little or no sculpture. The most ambitious

public group is that of Burke and Wills, in Collins

Street, Melbourne, which, though in many respects

an affecting monument, is hai'dly sculpture.

The architecture surprised me. It seemed as if

the Australians had recognised that as building is

costly, for want of good stone, and on accomit of

the high price of skilled labour, it had better be

done well, if done at all. Collins Street is another

Pall Mall, but longer than Piccadilly; and Swanston

Street, at right angles to it, is almost as fine. Of
course, in such a multitude of handsome buildings,

all are not in equally good taste, but the Post Office

and the Law Courts are admirably designed, and the

Houses of Parliament already promise well. I only

saw one building at Melbourne in what we should

call the South Kensington style, an extinct exhibi-

tion. At Adelaide, too, architecture flourishes. The

Post Office, the Town Hall, a dozen banks, and other

buildings crowd into my mind as I think of King
William Street. I did not visit Sydney, as I have

said, but many people are familiar with the splendid

Gothic of the University, and with the solid gravity

of the Museum and the grace of the new Post Office.

In these things there is a wholesome rivalry between

the different colonies, and whether they have been

fortunate in securing good architects, or have instinc-

tively selected the best designs, they have certainly

contrived to decorate their cities with houses worthy

of their prosjjerity. It struck me over and over again

that no one could walk through these cities without

seeing that architects had been employed and designs

had been prepared : unlike oiu' own great city, nearly

every street of which has been built or rebuilt con-

temporaneously with Collins Street or King William

Street, and where ornament has had to do duty for

design, and costly materials for proportion.

Seeing, then, that the exteriors were so good, and

knowing, as I did, what fabulous sums had been spent

on pictures for the public galleries, the disappoint-

ment I felt when I entered was keen. The pur-

chases have been ignorantly or mistakenly made. In

Australia the rudiments of an art-education have to

be learned from (bird and fciurth rate modern works

—
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works wliicli the stiulont lioars have been l)i)u<rlit at

liij^li prices, and wliich he must persuade himself

to admire. One nii<>ht have thou<rht that a IVw

great pictures, especially pictures l)y Old blasters,

which are only half visible in our hyperborean twi-

light; some careful studies of form and figure, to

sliow how real artists go about their work ; a few

European landscapes, with sheep and corn, to show the

Australian how to make picturesque drawings of the

staple proiluctions of his own country: one might

iiave supposed, I say, that such things as these woukl

have been bought, that so, as years go on, the colonists

may be abie to jirovide pictures for themselves, and of

themselves, and of tiieir surroundings. But I failed

to find anywhere that this idea had guided the pur-

chasers in their choice. In the first place, there were

no Old Masters at all ; in the second, the pictures

were, with two or three exceptions, by inferior artists
;

in the third, the prices given were excessive. The

case of tlie Irish National Gallery in Dublin comes

into my mind as I think of the three great Aus-

tralian collections. Mr. Henry Doyle, C.B., has

never had half or quarter the money to spend in a

single year that has been spent in any one of the

three. Yet ho has gathered a representative collec-

tion of almost all jieriods of art, and has, moreover,

contrived to obtain so many rarities, that already we

have to cross tlie Channel to study certain painters

who are best represented in ^lerrion Square. I do

not know with whom the blame lies ; but I have no

hesitation in saying that, if the object of the public-

spirited Australians who have found the money was

to provide examples calculated to teach art, and to

buy what will increase in value as time goes on, they

have been woefully deceived.

Here are brief enumerations of the princijial works

in the three galleries mentioned. It will be appa-

rent at once that certain good—I cannot say exactly

instructive—pictures have found their way to the

antipodes. At Sydney, the " great gun " is Sir

F. Leighton's " Wedded," which is, so far as I

know, the best work of the kind in Australia. For

this, I believe, £1,500 was paid. For Mr. Fildes's

"Widower" the colony paid £2,000, and the same

sum for De Neuville's " Rorke's Drift." Now, how-

ever much I may admire some of these pictures, I

admire the prices much more ; and I venture to assert

that in the three there is not as much material for

the instruction of students as might have been

bought at Christie's for one of the five thousands.

They have, in addition, at Sydney, a picture by Mr.

Madox Brown, a cattle piece by ^Ir. Cooper, the

"Gordon Riots" by Mr. Lucas, Mr. Topham's

" Savonarola," some French work, and Mr. Colin

Hunter's " Salmon Fisheries on Loch Fyne." This

last-named artist figures at the top of the Adelaide

list with a view of the Bass Rock. It is impossible

to believe that iiis pciuliar metiiud of painling the

sea can convey any idea w hatevcr to the Australian

mind. No student born and brought up in the

colonies can ever have seen such effects ; and this

picture of his might ho hung ujiside down for any

idea it can convey to an Australian. The finest pic-

ture in the Adelaide Gallery is undoubtedly Le-

febvre's " Chloe," a great nudity in the worst French

taste, which the authorities have skied; but a student

might learn something about liith drawing and

colouring from it. Signor Nono's " Prayer " is a

pretty picture, and was much praised in one of the

Haymarket exhibitions some years ago, but it was

hardly worth the trouble of exiwrting. Nothing else

calls for notice except Mv. Waterhouse's " Favourites

of the Emperor Honorius," one of the best and

wisest purchases of the committee, yet not very in-

structive or suggestive to a student who has never

seen a really great picture. At Melbourne the

amount of money s])ent has been also very large.

For it they have secured two Baxters— docs any

one here remember Baxter's pretty faces ?— two

Longs, one of which is the " (Jijjsies Dancing before

the Inquisition"— and two very tine battle scenes by

Mrs. Butler. There are two screens covered with

good water-colours, chiclly French ; and I am inclined

to think that these are more instructive than any-

thing else in all three galleries.

These remarks are offered with the greaiest

diffidence. I should be extremely sorry if they give

offence to any of my kind Australian friends. If it

had not been that, first, I remember money is the

last tiling that has been grudged, and secondly, what

has been done for Dublin under precisely similar

circumstances—e. ee])t that very little money was

fortlicoming—I think it a duty to those whom I

remember with gratitude to offer them my o[)inion

of the result of their lavish expenditure. It is dis-

appointing and depressing to see so much trouble

and so much money laid out on what will not lielp

Australia to produce a single great artist, and indeed,

I may add, on what would not, if put up in a London

auction-room, fetch more than half what has been

jiaid for it. For the £2,000 paid for De Neuvillc's

" Rorke's Drift"—I specially select this picture, for

obvious reasons—the Sydney Gallery might have

bought a couple of genuine Sir Joshuas, and a good

Gainsborough, and two or three representative Italian

pictures. It would be easy to name ten really valu-

able, because really representative and instructive,

works, which have fetched less, collectively, at Chris-

tie's, than the New South Welsh have given for a

battle piece which will never teach anybody any-

thing, and which will never fetch the .same money

again. ^V. .T. LoniK.
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I.— SLYFIELD HOUSK : TIIK OAIUiKN I'UiOXT.

SLY FIELD, SURKEY

Bl';sil)l-;s the wrll-kiiiiwii cxiiiniiK's nl' the

liniiicslic [ircliiti'iturc nf tlir I'ln^-lisli Heiiais-

saiici- wliicli in aliimst every district i>f tlie etmntry

maintain sonR'tliiny; of tlieir original sjilenilour, and

eontiniie to serve the ])urj>iises fur wiiii-ii tliey were

lirst tiiiilt, there are ahundant instaiiees nl' mansions

mutilated or decaved., deiirailed from tlieir former

state, or nninlialiite<l and forlorn. The age must

indeed have been ]>rolitie whieh ])roduee(l not merely

those works wliieh have been maintaini'd to this day

by their unbroken connection with th<' I'ortunes of

august families-, and remain similarly imposing and

famous, l)ut those also, such as that aljout which T

propose to speak to-day, whose glory has long de-

parted, and whose original scope may bo no more

than conjectured from fragmentary remains. The

fate of such monuments of former days has been very

various. Occasionally the magnificence of the original

enterprise was such, as for example at Audley Knd,

that a mere portion of the entire scheme is lit to raidc

385

among the tirst-rate mansiipus of the country. In

other eases the buildiiiL;' has been deL;i'adi'd to a

lower use. The home ol' the great family, the family

having- become extinct, or ])ossil)ly imjioverished by

the lavish architectural ambition of the founder of

the edifice, has become the abode of the yeoman

or tenant-farmer. In his hands it has often been

reduced in size, mutilated in its features, and may

retain but a few hints of its former estate. This is

])retty much the condition in which we find Slyfield

at the present moment. Originally it must have

ranked in the second class of family mansions—in no

way comparable to Hatfield, Uliekling, Uramshill,

&e., but scarcely less removed from the scale of the

manor-house. Only a little more than half of the

original house remains. The i|uain1 galde to the left

of our illustration (i.), that (d' the garden front, ])ro-

bably formed the central feature of the fa(,'ade. The

entrance, which is now at the side of this wing, was

jirobably oi)]ifisite to this gabh^ when the Imuse was
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complete. Tlie iliniiiji-lwll ddubtless occupied :i

considerable portiwi of the wing now destroyed.

The house, as it stands, has been reduced to little

more than the scale of the tenant-farmer's residence,

but is fortunate in retaining many featiues and

details which belong to the more sumptuous type

of Seventeenth Century architecture.

Not only has the main building suffered. The

outbuildings also have been greatly reduced in size,

and it is difficult to tracj their original design.

Our illustration (vii.) shows what remain of these.

The pilasters by the left angle of the front pro-

barbly flanked an entrance gateway, the main ap-

proach to the house, and this, surmounted by some

quaint gable, may have been the central feature of

the fayade. The entire range of these outbuildings

would then have formed an extensive line, and must

have given, as well as ample stable accommodation,

lodgings for a considerable staff of retainers.

The main interest which attaches to the domestic

architecture of the Seventeenth Century is the fusion

of the Gothic tradition with the classical features and

ideas which as a result of foreign travel had lately

become fashionable. This combination appears in

very various types and very different proportions. In

most cases, up to at least the middle of the century,

the Gothic element predominates. It is seen in the

II. THE STAIIiCASE.

nudlioncd and tiansomed windows, in the steep roofs

and the quaint moulded chimney-stacks. Not un-

frequently the older style rules in the main build-

ing, while the later is exhibited only in a projecting

porch, in the pedimented gables, or in the balus-

trades occu]iying the position proper to the Gothic

parapet. The principle involved in this kind of

fusion of styles, by which the essentials of the design

retain the earlier form while the more accidental

and purely ornamental features follow the influence

of the new fashion, is one which is traceable in

almost all architectural periods. The reason of it

is obvious. The new type being more or less ex-

perimental, was at first reserved for features of least

importance. Por example, in the days when the

semicircular arch was established for constructional

purposes, it would seem to the builders of the later

part of the Twelfth Century to involve less of risk

to employ the pointed arch for wall-arcading only,

and in later periods of Gothic , art the newer style

would be more easily handled in purely decorative

features, such as the canopies in stained-glass win-

dows, or in a more malleable material, such as oak,

than in the solid stone. At all events, it is usual

to find the course of development from the earlier to

the later style following the order I have described.

In the example we are considering, the case is

different. The designer of Sly-

field, whoever he was, appears, as

regards the exterior at least, to

have started upon a fixed idea.

To him the Renaissance meant

mainly pilasters. In the front we
are considering there appears to

be no aim but one, to introduce as

many of these, and of as large a

size as possible. These features,

whether they be considered in

themselves, or in relation to the

fayade, are of the strangest, their

details of the crudest type. They

are brought right to the project-

ing eaves without entablature or

cornice, and answer apparently no

purpose in the design exce])t that

of being there at all costs. In

the gable the plain pilasters are

surmounted by a rude pulvination

and cornice, which is strangely and

awkwardly broken in upon by the

circular-headed window, the whole

being surmounted by a very simple

and rather quaintly-shaped gable.

As regards the exterior, then,

there is little enough to admire as

design, though the work has the
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churm wliicli antiquity rarely fails to i-'ive, uiiil is

sii.nj>vstivo of iut«restin<;- c-oiijecturo how in the world

it i-ainc to be so. For the

case is truly somewhat ex-

ceptional. It is by no means

the rule that the features of

classical architecture were

crudest when iirst intro-

(lucel. On the contrary, in

some of the earliest ex-

ami>les the desi>ru is most

carefully and elaborately

studied, even thou<i;h it fails

to follow the strict gram-

matical rule. In this case

we may ima>;ine, if we

choose, with some ilegree of

probability, that the founder

of the house had tnivelled,

possibly iu the Low Coun-

tries, and having returned

with i)ilasters on the brain,

hail forced the hand of his

rather bucolic architect or

liuilder to realise his fixed

idea as best he could.

If so, he must at all

events have either increased

his knowledge of art, or had recourse to fresh advice,

before he tackled the interior of his house. As

evidence of this I would merely ask my readers to

look from the first to the third illustration (in.),

which represents the interior of what was probably

the withdrawing roum in the original house. Here

everything is duly onlered, harmoniously designed,

and executed iu the most refined and perfect detail.

The mantel is a very pleasing example of the well-

known transitional type, in which the stonework

xarcelv varies from the antecedent Tudor fashion,

an<l the oak sides and superstructure arc of a fvdly-

developcd Ilenai.ssance type. The wall-panelling,

too, shows the same fusion of styles, the small panels

recalling the Gothic, and the well-proportioned

]>ilasters spaced at intervals showing the later style.

The ceiling, of which enough is shown in the cut

to indicate the full design, is set out on very bold

lines, but in detail shows less refinement than the

woodwork. It is, however, well worthy of study,

especially as an example of vigour and breadth of

treatment, of which character too we shall find a

further example later. I am inclined to think, in

contrasting the woodwork in this room with that

of the rest of the house, that the designer must

have had some direct aid either from foreigners, or

possibly from examples of foreign work, in this

portion of the enter])rise.

The room in ipiestion opens into a hall of mode-

rate size, from which the staircase starts (iv.). This

III.—AN OLD KNOLISII .pn.VWlNO ROOM.

side of the staircase the hail is spanned by an ellip-

tical arch carried on (piaint though rather clumsy

pilasters. A curiously rusticated lintel sunnounts the

arch, from which drops a heavy key-block. Notice

to the right the strange rusticated door jambs and

lintel; then, in front, the dog-gates at the foot

of the stairs. Possibly some of our readers may

not understand the i)urposc of these, of which not

very many examples are extant to my knowledge,

though they may bo seen in hUk, or tlieir posi-

tion made out in some few old houses, iiot:ilily at

Hatfield, at Iladdon, and in the original President's

lodging at Brasenose, Oxford. 1 mkiv then inform

the ignorant that in a more primitive state of civili-

sation, the dogs, which were many, hatl the run of

the entire house, but thai certain disailvantages were

found to atta(;h to their occupation of the bedrooms,

and it was thought desirable t(^ limit them to the

hospitality of the groiiiul lloor. For this purpose

gates were hung to the lowest newels of the staircase.

This feature, of which the continuation is shown

on another page (ii.), is of a well-known Jacobean

character, very similar to that at llowdon House in

Hertroidshire. The newels are rusticated in the

manner of stonework in Renaissance architecture,

another example of the manner in which change of

stvle first showed itself in a purely ornamental and

uuconstructional maiiiier. These arc carried to a
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coiisick'raljlc liuiglit iiliove the massive liand-rail, and vaulted ceiling—a eeilinjj;' whieli is one of the very

terminated hy nrn-shapcd finials, wliile the buliis- hest I know of, and which I should iinhositating'ly

trade is formed by open carved i)anels between per- jiut down as the gem of the entire house, and the

pendieular pilasters, of which the rustication is made feature which makes it best worth a visit (v.).

to follow the rise of the stairs. Though the fea- The types of ancient plaster ceilings are many and

tures are excessively substantial, the whole effect of various, their earliest forms being tracealde to the

the staircase is exceedingly (piaint, dignified, and Gothic type, in which heavy main timbers supported

satisfactory, open no doubt to numerous critical the ordinal'}' joists, which were also exposed to view,

objections, such as the lavish and unnecessary abnnd- When plaster ornamentation superseded the timber

ance of material, the imitation in woodwork of fea- ceiling, the lines of the latter were preserved. Then

tures properly appertaining to stone, &c., but possess- these developed into more varied forms, still adhering

-THE HALL AND STAIECASE.

ing a degree of character which is seklom attained,

at any rate, in contemporary work.

The lirst-floor landing opens on various bedrooms,

some of which still possess a portion of their original

woodwork, the most notable being that to which be-

longs the curvilinear-headed window in the exterior

gable in our first jiirture. This room, which was no

doubt the chajiel, is ])anelled to the full height of

the perpendicular wall, and is covered by a wagon-

to the rectilinear. Gradually greater freedom ob-

tained; curves took the place of straight lines, and

these developed into bold and broad jiattei-ns, such

as we have seen in the drawing-room illustrated

above. Finally, as in the ceiling at present under

consideration, all restraint of geometrical form was

thrown aside, and the design obtained jierfect free-

dom of movement, thus at last fulfilling the condi-

tions, and developing all the resources of the material.
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Siinii]tani'()usly pro'Tfi'ss wns niiuli' in ollior iliwc- trilinj^ hrre illii.^lniti-il (v.) sivms to me tn liillil

tioiis. TIu' lioaviiH'ss which is ty|iic:il of the carlior all llio fniiililioiis nl" a Ihonm^hly aiipniin-iato ih'co-

ceiliiiys, whii'h ivtaiiu'il iiiuiii nl' tlic solidit v oF iho rati.ni. 'niciv is siilliciciit iutiTc.-t wilh^ul uhhu-

antecedent type, <>jave way to rlclicate and low iclioF, whereliy

li<^htness and refinement, which are especially valuable in

ceilinc^, were secured. For one of the lirst requisites for Ih

satisfactory treatment of a ceiling is that it should he quiet

and unobtrusive. The position is not one which lends itself

to forms of decoration which require for their appreciation

elaborate or attentive study. ^Nluch as we admire the ])owcrs

which were brought to bear on painted ceilings, such, for

example, as those in the palace at Mantua, wc feel equally

sure that they are not best to live with. Though we can

never ignore them, they are too conspicuous and b>i> valu-

able for that; it is not conducive to unalloyed pleasure to

be continually performing gymnastics in order to appreciate

them, antl to lie on our backs with binoculars is u perform-

ance which may reasonably be reserved for special occasions.

The conditions, then, of a satisfactory ceiling seem to

be that if the effect be by colour, it should be quiet ; if by

relief, it should be low and delicate; that the lines shoidd

be harmonious, and easily blending with one another with-

out violence of form or conspicuous angles. ^^ ith the single

exception of the amorini, which, lu'ing in much higher relief,

are rather too eonsiucuously dctadicd in the enxeiiiLle, the

VI. —OXB OK Tin; nooitw.ws.

siveuess, generally luw ivlicl', but with rnw-

siderable variety, the swags of foliage being

charniinglv contrasted with strap work which

forms the base of the design—a perfect har-

mony of graceful curves. I do not know

where to look for a better example, nor,

indeed, do I think that there is much need

to seek one.

One word about the various methods in

which plaster ceilings are and were executed.

In the present day the usual trade method

is to lay a foundation of perfectly level

plaster, and to plant on it the ornamental

design worked out in carton-pierrc. This is

an easy and cheap contrivance, but one that
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skives a luinl und woodon effect totally at variance

witJi tlie character of ancient ceilings. A better

method is to model the entire ceiling, or such por-

tions as rojieat themselves, in clay, and to east in

plaster from moulds taken from the clay. The great

advantage this has as compared with the former

method is that, instead of standing out from a hard

level surface, the ornament has a slightly undulating

and varied background. The outline of the ornament

is brought into relief as much l)y the depression of

the background adjoining it as by its own pro-

minence, and the general effect as regards relief is

somewhat similar to that of stamped leather. A
third method is to model the entire design on the

ceiling itself in the plaster while it is soft. This last

has all the advantages of the second method (unless

it be that it is more costly), and secures the additional

advantage of enabling the workman to stud\- the

effect on the sjot, under all the special conditions

of light and shade. There is little doubt that the

ancient method was generally similar to this last,

painting. So with jilaster ceilings, probably por-

tions of the designs, especially those which occurred

more than once, were cast and fixed on the back-

ground, and the intermediate portions modelled on

the spot, the entire ceiling being completed while

it was soft and malleable, so that the variations of

the background, so essential to the effect, might be

obtained.

Of actual history in connection with Slyfield I

cannot find very much. It belonged to an ancient

family of Slyfields, who had been in possession of it

in the time of Henry VII. The last owner of this

name was Edmimd Slyfield, who inherited in 1598,

and sold the estate some fort}^ years later to Henry

Breton. Edmund Slyfield must have been the builder

of the house we see. The style shows that it could

not have been built before the date given above,

and as the arms exhibited are those of the Slyfield

family it must have been finished before it passed

away from them. It is a reasonable conjecture

that Edmund Slyfield, like many another ambitious

VII.—THE FAKJI BUILIIIXOS.

thougb doubtless the second was employed to some

extent. I have seen cases in which imperfect or

superfluous castings of portions of a ceiling in one

of the most important rooms of a house were used

up in some subordinate room. In all y)robability the

method Was generally somewhat similar to that of

which we find traces in mediieval waJl and roof deco-

rations, where the salient features v^'cre stencilled,

and the subordinate portions completed by freehand

dabbler in bricks and mortar, overburdened his estate

by his enter]irise, and was forced to sell it in con-

secpience. From Henry Breton it passed to George

Shiers, whose heir, his mother, devised the estate to

charitaVde objects, endowing Exeter College, Oxford,

with a considerable share. It was occupied as a

])rivate residence until about 1720, when a large

portion was pulled down and the rest occupied as

(1 farm, as it is at the present moment.
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Any one who wishes to visit it will liiul it within rviidy eiiuuylj to sliow it, ami seem to appreciate the

a moderate walk of LeatherheaJ, some four miles, iiitoiost which its aiitiipiit y arouses—a state of miml

uear the IjouuJary of the parishes of Great Bookhain which has the further advautii<;e of affording some

ami Stoke d'Ahernou, and pleasantly placed on a sort of security against the destruction or mutilation

iivetty reach of the Mole. The present occupants are of its ancient features. Bash, Cmamfnevs.

FEAXZ DEFEEGGER.

N the fair lauds that clus-

ter round the water-shed

of the Adriatic; in the

home of the Minne-

singer Walter von der

Vogelweide ; within e;isy

reach of Titian's country,

under the shadow of

giant dolomites — lies

many a sunny green alp,

stands many a lonely

farmstead. In one of

these was born to the

peasant proprietor, in

tilt? April of 1835, an only son,

La])tised as Franz Defregger. The

little one's childhood was passed

amid these idyllic surroundings, and

resembled for all the world that of

a Theocritan shepherd. lie knew

neither sorrow nor care as he spent

the days tending his father's goats,

imbibing the while a love for his

native land, and modelling his flocks

and friends in dough or clay, or

carving them out of jwtatoes and

carrots. The gift of a pair of scissors led liim to

cut landscapes out of paper ; the return of his

father with the fairing of a pencil marked an era

in his career. For miles around no wall or door

was safe from the young artist ; he even imitated

a bank note so skilfully that he came near to being

accused of forgery. Tall and rcjbust at fifteen,

his father began to employ him as his labourer,

and after this Franz was too weary when the day's

work was done to give time to drawing. AVhen he

was twenty-two the elder Defrcgger died suddenly,

and Franz found himself the owner of the stately

homestead. He soon proved himself incapable of

managing it, selling cattle and goods at a loss, and

being cheated right and left. He cast about how

he could rid himself of his lands ; he even contem-

plated emigration to America. He resolved, how-

ever, to be a sculptor. Disregarding the outcry

of his relatives, he sold his farm, and, armed with

a letter from the village priest, sought Innsbruck

and the head-master of its technical school. The

professor received him kindly, but told him, after

he had studied under him a few months, that his

talents were better suited for painting than sculp-

ture. He therefore proposed that Defrcgger should

accompany him to ]\lunii]i, where he would intro-

duce him to Piloty.

This was in 1860. Piloty was just painting

his famous "Nero," which made as deep an im-

pression upon the raw Tyrolese as the appearance of

a stalwart yokel, clad in his native leathern knee-

hose and embroidered jacket, demanding to become a

pupil, made on the ^Munich artist. Piloty could not

receive him, for his lack of elementary knowledge,

but he indicated the course that should be followed,

and for some time Defrcgger worked industriously

at Munich. Its capricious climate, however, told on

his health, and, seeing after awhile tliat his art

also made no progress, he listened to a friend, and

went to study in Paris. Ignorant of the language,

he profited little by the instruction given, but he

saw much that cultivated his eye. After a year,

his health restored, he spent a summer in his native

village. Here he painted portraits of all his friends

and relatives, made studies aftw nature, and began

his first picture—that of a poacher who staggers into

his cottage severely wounded, just as his wife is

bathing their little one. He took it to Munich in

]S61, and, after seeing it, Piloty admitted him into

his studio.

" Speckbacher and His Son Anderl," the i)icture

that created a cerbiin furore in 1868 and laid the

foundations of his fame, was the first he began in

Piloty's studio. The scene is laid in the village tavern,

the head-quarters of the insurgents, a party of whom

has just returned from the fray. Among them is the

ten-year-old son of the gallant innkeeper and ally

of Hofer, Joseph Speckbacher, who, in defiance of

his father's interdict, went forth to battle with the

oppressors of the fatherland. The characterisation

of each face is excellent; the whole leaves a powerful

impression on the mind. It is this alternation between

])ure-minded sentiment, pathos, naive humour, and

the heroic that is the strength of Defrcgger, as it
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is also llu' c-liarai'leristio of liis countrymen, of whom home dui-ini;' his alisenee. Tliere is something gently

he is an absolutely typical representative. His art is ironical in the mode in whicli each, the unconscious

Tree from all trickiness, all seeking after meretricious balie and the half-conscious hoy, sums up the other,

effect. lie strives hut to he true, to tell his story His next effort was a dejiarture from ^«;;-('—an altar-

SISlliK ASD BROTIIEES.

(Painted by Franz Defrcgger.)

with concrete simplicity. There are better colourists

and surer draughfsnien, but few artists surpass him
in that easy natural idealism of temperament which

shows us the man through his art.

His next picture, "The Wrestlers," was followed

by " Tlie Urolliers," another of his w orlil-wide suc-

cesses. This takes us into a well-to-do Tyrolese

peasant parlour, where we see a fresh rosy lad of some
fourteen summers, just returned for (he holidays, greet-

ing the little brother who has a|)peareil in the ]iaternal

piece dedicated to his native cburch of Ddlsacli, a

iMadonna enthroned, with St. Joseph reading at her

feet. There is a purity and an innocent archaism

about the work that recall the Bellini school; and

there is, besides, so much of true religious feeling

that many have deplored that Defregger has not

farther pursued this department of art. It would

seem that he has not himself abandoned the idea,

and tliat the ])ain(ing of religious pictures is what

he Would ambition above .ill.
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(t'ainUd by Franz lhftT(jif^.r.)
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^leantime Defregger had left Piloty's studio,

and, seeing that painting brought him not (inly fame

but means, he married and bonglit himself a house

in the neigldjourhood of Munich. It was not long

after that a misfortune Ix'fi'U him, which threatened

permanentlv to cheek his activity, and kept him a

prisoner on the sofa for two years. It was an attack

of rheumatic fever, which at last vanished in eight

days under the treatment of a peasant at Botzen.

Grateful for this cure, delighted with the climate

inherent differences 'twixt the downright simple

Tyrolese and the arch, innately-refine<l Italians, who,

even as beggars in filthy rags, bear about them that

indefinable air which is given to them by the cen-

turies of civilisation they have had in advance of

their rude northern neighbours. "The Ball on the

Alp " is })ure Tyrol. The moment chosen is doubt-

less the end of the summer, when the flocks are led

down again to the valley and the huts are shut up

for the winter. Then shepherds and shepherdesses.

and as])ect of the sunburnt half-Italian town that is

nestled away under the dolomite peaks of the Jassa-

thal, Defregger here bought himself a villa, where to

tliis day he goes to spend the summer holidays, and

where at that time he stayed for two years, painting

in the happiness of his new-found health. Here,

among other works, he produced his famous " Ball

on the Alp," his " Last Muster," and his " Italian

Beggar Musicians." This last is especially attractive

for the delicate variety of types and of expressions

introduced ; it is also a gra|)hie re]ireseii(atiou of the

their produce garnered, their herds successfully reared,

meet to celebrate their return to the haunts of men
and the relative civilisation of village life. The pic-

ture breathes a robust gaiety. But " The Last

Cluster " is the best, artistically, of all—is in some

respects the painter's masterpiece. It represents a

scene in the wars of the Tyrolese liberation when

it was found needful to call out to active service

even the veterans who can only be called to arms

on an emergency of life and death. The scene is

a village street, through which these patriarchs are
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delilint,'-, iiniicil witli rc:ipino--li(ioks, scythes beaten

stniiyhl, jilimijlisliares, and iiitcliforks. The women

and children ol' the hamlet watch them eaij^crly and

anxionslv. There are no men left but a cri])p]e and

one desperately wonnded. It is a movinfj work, but

it is entirely free from any attempt at depicting

pathos, that sentiment to which the peasant is a

strani^er. It is a sort of folk-paintins;-, as certain

heroic ballads are folk-songs.

Defregger returned to ^lunich, where he bought

for himself a house and large garden in ilu' palatial

Kiinigstrasse. In this garden he built a studio, and

here he painted fast and well. ^Vith a number of

rienre scenes, of life in the Tyrolese Alps, he pro-

duced the " Visit," which found such favour in the

Paris ICxhibition of 187S : two women who come

to call on their friend's first baby; a conventional

theme saved from insijiidity by the artist's naivete.

Far more wortliy and important is " The Return

of the Victors," a sort of pendant to " The Last

Muster," by which Defregger is represented in the

JJerlin National Gallery. Here again the heroic

character of the Tyrolese is depicted with masterly

knowledge; their deep seriousness, their uuseliish

devntii.n. The street through which they pass is

nitu-h like that of "The Last Muster "—long and

narrow, bordered by the half- stone, half- wooden

houses of the Alps, with a luscious peep of green

fir-woods and glistening glaciers beyond.

The success of this picture, completed in 1876,

enabled Defregger to gratify a long-cherished desire,

and paint the last moments of his hero, Andreas

Ilofer. To this end he produced a scries of studies

which are among his most powerful attempts. In

the picture itself all his love for simple heroism, for

ideal moments, found full scope. It has been said

of him with great truth that he is the optimist

among painters; he never limns vice or vulgarity;

he knows how to extract from the lowest village

scene its higher essence. In its details the work is

perhaps not so wholly successful as its predecessors;

but the principal figure, of the hero marching to

his death, is one that graves itself indelibly into

the memorj'. It is significant that the picture was

bou<rht neither in Austrian nor in the Tvrol, but

wandered into the Kiinigsberg Museum. The second

Ilofer picture was, however, painted liy order of

the Emperor of A\istria on the occasion of his

silver wedding. It represents Ilofer in the Castle

of Innsbruck receiving a general's commission from

the Hmperor. Although excellently carried out, the

whole impression is neither as harmonious nor as

elevating as that of the first work.

The execution of Defrcgt^-er's i)ictnres is at times

a little careless, notwithstanding his great technical

skill. llis colour is that of the Munich school,

rather pronounced and a trifle hard, llis greatest

gift, after his good heart, is his power of dramatic

representation. Another of his qualities is that he

has not only humour but a genuine spirit of fun.

lie is not less attractive in his smaller works

than in his more ambitious. A deep i'erling for

and sympathetic insight into the poetry of family

life distinguishes him. As for his insight into

the character of animals, especially of dogs and

horses, it might have made him the Landseer of his

country. AVhelher he will yet carry out his desire

to turn from all these themes and become a purely

religious painter remains to be seen. It seems to

me doubtful. The world does not make it easy for

a successful man to change his course, to take up

a new line of activity; it demands from a finished

master that which it knows and is assured will prove

excellent. Defregger is now fifty, his family is

growing up around him, and in modern society

there is no demand for religious ail.

I have said that it is in the Kunigstrasse of

IMunieh that Defregger has made his home. This

street lies near the lovely part of the town known as

the l-]nglish Garden, and consists of a single row of

detached villas, each of which the owner has built

according to his idiosyncrasy. Defregger's is in the

style, half Italian Renaissance and half Tyrolese home-

stead, that distinguishes the houses around the Adige

valley. The interior is decorated with early German

furniture, such as the Tyrol shows to this day : <ild

carved cupboards, majolica vases, painted earthenware

stoves, bi-ass and pewter pots, and what not besides.

One of his rooms is an actual fac-siniilc of a Tyrolese

])casant parlour. Helen Zijlmeux.

A CHAPTER ON FIREPLACES.

IN discussing a hall or a room, whatever its uses

are to be, the fireplace will hold the foremost

place. Generally it is the one and only strnclnnd

fealnre in any room. AVindows are more ornamental

from the outside than from within; and doors and

doorwavs are only in rare instances treated with

Hirudural additions of the nature of ])orchcs.

It is not very certain at what time chimneys

were first made in this country. In ancient halls the

hearth was raised in the middle of the hall, ]>avcd
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willi liricl^ i>r tiK-, :uul ddii's to Imlil luii's of wood.

Ilcartlis were jirescrvcd in this position in many

insfaiK-cs down (o tin- Sixteenth Century. The

College Hall in AVestminster School retained one

down to re'eenl times (if, indeed, it does not to

this day). There are some few instances in priv^ate

honses. Is not there such a hearth iu the hall

of Penshurst, in Kent? To hearths of this kind

there was, of oourse, no chimney, only the lantern

over the middle of the roof, through which the

smoke, after hanging like a grey pall over the com-

pany, gradually made its way out. It acted as a

potent antiseptic, and is the cause of the dark hue, the

"black oak," of many old hall roofs.

Some few examples there are of chimneys to

sacristies of churches. Early in the Thirteenth

Century, jierhaps earlier, Henry III. made many
reforms in the architecture of his houses and castles.

In his time chimneys were built at Westminster

and Windsor. The ruins of Fountains Abbey, in

Yorkshire, and of Glastonbury Abbey, have still the

kitchen tire])laces entire. That of Fountains is an

arched recess in a wall; that of Glastonburv a liuild-

fireplaces across the fcnir corners. An example of an

old media'val lircplace still in use may be seen in the

kitchen of Christ Church, Oxford, but it is not older

than the time of Wolsey. It resembles the earlier

firejjlaees already noticed, which are merely arched

undeeorated recesses, being only kitchen lireplaces.

In habitable rooms fireplaces were contrived to

come as far forward into the room as was conveniently

possible (that no more of the heat of the fire should

be wasted than was absolutely unavoidable) , and were

often covered by a hood of stone jjrojecting at an

angle from the wall. Many old farmhouses in the

south of England have the kitchen fireplace in a wide

arched recess, with just such a hood stretching over

the fire so as to bring the draught of air and the

smoke of the fire up into the chimney; they are of

l)rickwork. The stone hoods of the Middle Ages

were carved with heraldic devices, or with niches,

tabernacle work, and figure sculjiture (i.). There

are in the Kensington Museum some casts of fire-

places from the ruined castle of Tattershall, iu Lin-

colnshire. They are wide depressed arches of the

Fifteenth Century, abutting on siJe-piers, and with

\
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I —FHOM THE SALLE DES FHANCS, BKUQES : OAK AND BLACK AND WHITE MABBLE.

ing square below and octagonal above, carried to a rows of panels lillid with admirable heraldic shields

high domed roof of noble construction, and there are and badges.
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The fireplaces of wliic-h wo hiivc so many lieaiitilul

examples scattered up and dnwu tlu' count r\- are

I'!lix.al>ethau—some are of stoiio, all witli janilis and

iuelies of stone or marble; but the deeonitive f'ea-

They are of many ilinu'n.sii)ns— IVom live to twelve

feel wide or nicire. The wooiluurk bridLjes over this

wide openinLr, and rests on detached columns stand-

ing on the lluor, or on terminal lii^ures earvetl into

II.—ri:oM sri;KK hall : klizaeetiiak.

tures of most are of carved cak ami pancdlini;-. .Must

of them derive their architectural composition and

decoration from the remains of classic Rome. Eliza-

betlian house-fronts, college gateways, and similar

surfaces are generally treated as a sort of section

of such a building as the Colosseum. Others are re-

presentations <if the triumphal andics, then, as now,

striking objects in Rome. These arches—tbat of

Uonstantine and the others—were complete buildings

on a small scale, and well suited for rej)resentation

iu such a composition as a firt'place front. The
<'abinet-makers of the dav were fcdlowing immemo-
rial tradition, I'cpr the buildings of the pointed style

of architecture furnished models for the woodwork
and metal-work of ecclesiastical and civil use. The

Idizabethan fireplace front, when panelled, is gene-

rally a pedimeutal frontisjjiece, or a set of three

arches divided by columns or pilasters. The chim-

ney <ipening is a depressed two-centred arch, with

moulded edges, and encased in a structure of timber.

busts and heads—on wliiili the capitals rest— or on

liui;-c iialustcr-sha]jcd hUjipMi'ts. Instead of detached

columns or ligures m the round, some lireidaces have

only pilasters, or ligures which are only in half n lief

and s(i on. From ca])ital to capital of these piers

runs a massive andiitrave, with a cornice su])]iortcd

on carved modillious or brackets. On this stands the

superstructure of more or less andiilectuial [lanel-

ling: a set of arches, or of s(juare panels, generally

with a .second storey, or an attic above the first cor-

nice, and a second architrave frieze and cornice over

the whole. Figure sculj)lure, or foliage ornament re-

sembling the flowers and Hower-pots so common in

Persian decoration, fills the j)anels; or they contain

heraldic decoration, or are flat and inlaid with simple

patterns of other woods. The running mouldings are

bold and cfFectively carveil, after the ]iatfcnis found

on old Roman architecture.

Often, besides these carvings in the panels and on

the framework, chimney-fronts are decorated with a
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cresting o£ pierced cnrving: siipportiiii^ coats-of-arms.

Of extraordinary lig-litness wlien considered as wood

carvings, they show a certain playfulness and opu-

lenee of decoration wanting in the sober produc-

tion of the Vitruvian Jones and his conteuiporavics.

Like many other features of Elizabethan architecture

these details are contrary to some recognisable laws

of architectural propriety ; they are only justified

as we see them in their results. The fireplace in

Speke Hall, Lancashire (ii.), from its great size, is

one of the most imposing of its kind.

The (h'cornfive designing of heraldic carving was

understood by the Elizabethan carvers as it has never

been understood since. It plays so important a part

in fireplace decorations that a word or two may be

devoted to this part of the sidjject. Heraldic insignia

are of no beauty. They are so many arbitrary hiero-

glyphics, bends, chevrons, lozenges, mullets; are no

more susceptible of artistic treatment than alphabets.

Even animals so used—lions, eagles, hounds, and so

forth—are used not as natural representations of

natm-e but as liieroglyphics. Still, this !iierogly[)hic

language can be set out in such a way as to chime

in with the lines, curves,

breaks, and so forth, which

require relief and anima-

tion among the severe lines

of architecture, even when

the attitude of animals is

a stretch on the efforts of

nature. All over Europe

this decorative treatment

of heralilry was well un-

derstood in the age we are

discussing : and nowhere

better than in North Ger-

many, the Low Countries,

and by the schools of

Diircr and Holbein. When
the Stuart reigns eame to

an end, and by the time

that the massive columns,

arches, and cornices of the

two great arcliiteets of

Whitehall and St. Paul's

had displaced the rude but

spirited caryatides, the ter-

minal brackets, the scrolls

in which animal heads

formed bosses or ends of

rolling stalks, heraldic carv-

ing became naturalistic,

tame, aiid tending to heavi-

ness. Only a few features

of nat\u'al life are expressed

in heraldic animals; their

^^^s

different attitudes show what different families the

same animals are made to represent ; and these cha-

racteristics have to be discernible at once and from a

distance. Heraldry is a feudal tradition ; the signs

and letters of its legenda connect us with mediaeval

national life: with historic tenures of lands and

forests, castles and towers of romantic interest.

There is all the difference in the world between the

heraldic carvings of a period during which media;val

traditions were living and fresh, and those of a later

day when the claims of dignitaries or of families are

embodied in printed statutes, or in wills that any one

can examine for himself in Doctors' Commons.

The firejdaces of Inigo Jones were of marble, or,

if of wood, were painted white in imitation of marble.

Plaster (of excellent quality) was used to decorate

chimney-pieces or fronts with swags, wreaths, or

similar ornaments. These were in addition to bold

mouldings, either of white marble or of wood. The

space above the fireplace was panelled in one im-

jiortant panel, the frame of a family portrait by

Rubens or Van Dyck, flanked by pilasters, and

surmounted liy a pediment enriched with carved

mouldings. Wren was fa-

vourable to the old-fash-

ioned British oak, cut in

large panels, and unpainted.

His chimney -fronts also

were generally intended

for a jiicture. It is on his

chimney-pieces that we

meet with swags carved

by Grinling Gibbons, an

artist of mixed nationality,

who worked in Deptford

and in London. He lived

in Belle Sauvage Yard,

the very spot (or close to

it) on which these sheets

are printed. Festoons,

birds, bunches of flowers,

and fruit, make up the

decoration of most of

Wren's pieces. The reader

who will spend an hour

in the rooms built by him

in Hampton Court Palace

will see specimens of his

work over many of the

fireplaces. The carving is

executed in lime and other

light-coloured woods (gene-

rally lime), and the brush

of the profane varnisher

has generally been care-

fully kept afar.m.—FBOM CABEY STItEET : CAEVED WOOD.
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It slioiilil Ite observed that Keiiaissaiice areliiteets of liieplaees of tliis kind (liiriiii;- llie lirst lialF of llie

iutrodueed into these panelled fronts a broken pedi- last eeuliiry. The Hat areliilrave under the mantel

ment, the point beiu"- cut

out, leavinj;' a spaee for a

bust, whiuli thus stands

up above the pediment,

tlie slopes of whieh lead

the eye up to it and set

it off with <;v)od effeet.

Some of these pediments

are segments of a eirele,

kept entire or broken with

the same intention as

those already deseribed.

Sometimes, when on a

small scale, the broken

ends of tiie mouldings are

rolled round into louie

volutes. The panel over

the fireplace is often

flanked by a sort of but-

tress curling over into a

large volute, and decorated

with swags or garlands

of carved work. As the

I'lighteentli ('mlury wore

on, smaller fireplaces were

made up of one bold

decorative cornice and

architrave, resting on

sniall side pilasters, over

which are ])laced blocks

-l-EOil A nuUSE IN LIME STBEnT

STONE.

CVIiVED OAK AND

cornici- has generally a

wide key-piece projecting

from the centre, and a

mask on it; rococo carv-

ing found its way to vari-

ous parts of the structure;

the panel above became

a mere i)icture - frame,

with fret mouldings round

it. A good deal of variety

is shown in the carving

of the egg and tongue

mouldings round the

marble jambs of the fire-

place. Altogether, there

is a good deal of variety

amongst the lirei)laces of

the school of designers

who succeeded AVren.

Varying in many details,

and with nuu-h inventive-

ness, the examjiles follow

certain recognised out-

lines. There are many
standing still in (he dingy

])nrlicus of legal Jjc)ndon,

once the (piarter in which

the dignitaries of the law

had not only their business

cliauilicis but liicir homes;

carved into brackets or capitals. "Within these fea- and great numbers have been removed during the

tures come the marble jambs, enclosing in three course of recent reconstructions, and passed throuo-h

sides a picture-frame of egg and tongue moulding, the hands of stove-makers and cabinet-making firms.

Sir AVilliam Chambers settled in town about

the middle of the last century, lie built many

houses in and around London (including the modern

Somerset House). His work is pure "classic," le.-^s

massive ami bold than that of \Vrcn ; and his chim-

ney-pieces are usually elaborate cornices of white

often a richly decorated piece of carving.

Wren has left many of his fire])laces of a very

plain character: as may be seen in ( ireenwidi

Hospital. The jambs are of white marlde, moulded

in the shape of the Greek wave, which rolls inwards

in a bold him.s with t\k'o small mouldings, a ci/ma

recl,i, and a slight cucelto on the inner side. The statuary marble. As I have said elsewhere, he

outer side rises into a quirk and a small tonis. brought decorative artists over to England; they

These small mouldings on the inner and outer edges were well trained in small decorative scul])ture, and

contrast with, and set off, the bold wave and torn^ in inlaying with hard ])ebbles and coloured cements,

which form the chief features. This jjarticular set His fireplaces were supported on Corinthian columns

of mouldings, or something of very similar outline, of the finest Parian marble. The flutings were cut

is found in French firei)laces of the same date, built and polished, sometimes inlaid with coloured marbles,

during the reign of Louis the Magnificent. Wren's The key.stones in the middle of his architraves were

houses have occasionally a corner fireplace, such as sculptured with little figures representing classieal

can be seen in one of the small rooms at Hampton myths, the four Seasons, ,Ksop's i'abh'S, and the like.

Court. They are built ui) in rows of shelves, with The same workmen seem to have be<>n employed by

moulded rims, or galleries, to hold porcelain, and the Adams. Their decorative work is nowhere better

generally rise up to a pedestal or bracket, for some seen than in their marble fireplaees. An elaborate

lari^e piece. example was removed from NorthuniKerland House

Kent and other architects kept up the tradition a few years ago.
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The Ailani llrcplaces can be studieil in the pul)- is in the annoui- oi' a cavalier of tlie Seventeenth

lislied desio'ns of the hrotliers. To tlie initiative Century. It is signed " I. M." and dated l(i50.

of these architects we may trace the ehiborate grates (Jrates in the form of square baskets, with lion's

made partly in ease-hardened steel with brass ad- feet, not set as fixtures but movable, are found in

ditions. There arc obelisks, nrns, medallions, and some old London and country houses. They are

various other decorations. Bright steel fenders were probably anterior in point of date to the middle

designed to accompany these grates. The older of the last ccntiuy. After the accession of William

-WEDOWOOri AND ALABASTEE : EIGHTEENTH CENTUEV.

fenders were upright bands of iron, shaped out in

curves, or kept in place l)y heavy pieces of brass-work

at the two ends. Of all the fireplaces designed by

the brothers, that intended for St. James's Palace,

and engraved amongst the publi.shed plates, may be

taken as one of the most cliaracteristio.

We should not forget the plates of embossed iron

which used tn be ])laced at the back of the old-

f'ashioneil hearth. These plates were east in the

Sussex forests, in which iron ore is still found in

considerable quantities. One in fmnt of us, as we
write these lines, bears a s))irited "(niisivs" (M. Cur-

tius riding into tiie gulf in the Roman Forum). He

and Mar^', Dutch tiles came into fashion for the

lining of the fireplace recess. If we can but be rid

of the ignoble Brummagem stove-grate with its

casings of iron and heavy architectonic decorations,

these tiles round simple hob-grates are fresh, clean,

ami cheerful.

As for stoves proper, they arc, hajipily, confined

to the kitchen and to entrance passages. They are

almost univei'sal in Germany, and are common in

France. jMay they long remain uniised in our living-

rooms ! In any ease they are indejiendcnt ]>ieees

of furniture, and do not come under a notice on

fireplaces. J. H. I'oLLEN.
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THE ROMANCE OF ART.

THE YOUTH OF HOLBEIN.

UNHAPPILY for us, Germany has uo Yasari :

still more unhappily, Holbein did not possess

those literary gifts so general among his Italian

contemporaries, and which have made the domestic

manners and modes of thought in the Fifteenth and

Sixteenth Centuries in Italy as familiar to us and

those of our own time and country. France, too,

is well provided in this respect, and the inimitable

gossip of Cellini''s autobiography gives us, on one

canvas, an admirable picture of Court and domestic

life in the two countries. But Germany, Switzer-

land, and even England, before the time of Elizabeth,

are known to most of us chiefly in an historic way: of

domestic chronicle and gossip we have little, and it is

just this that inclines us to indulge in the futile w'ish

for a German Yasari, and to speculate on the sort of

chronicle that a German Cellini would have left to

us. Save in this most important matter of literary

gift, Holbein was the Benveuuto Cellini of Ger-

many, and he occupied at the Court of Henry much
the same position that his Italian contemporary held

in the service of Francois I.

About the year 1494-5, when the Great Maxi-

milian was Emperor of the West, Hans Holbein the

younger was born in the imperial city of Augsburg,

wherein his father, his uncle, his mother's father,

and, indeed, most of the family, were in business as

painters and decorators. Those were the great days

of Augsburg ; the city, on the direct route to Italy,

was the richest commercial town of South Germany,

and it was also the frequent halting-place of Maxi-

milian, his Court, and his armies. Its intercourse

with Italy, too, had great influence in the develop-

ment of artistic ideas ; and though one or two

media;val buildings heighten the contrast, Augsburg

is essentially a city of the Renaissance. During the

childhood and early youth of Hans Holbein, the

building of Augsburg was in progress : Renaissance

churches and palaces were rising on every side, and

the streets echoed with the ring of the trowel and

the chisel, and the louder clang of the hammers of

the metal-workers; and among it all was the incessant

bustle of merchandise, the importing and storing of

spices, the whirr of the spinning-wheel, the clat-

tering of the looms, the rumbling of the great

carts that carried away the linens. Amid all this

noise and bustle the painters worked at their less

noisy trade, painting (piaint, coarse, hard-featured

])ortraits, decorating house-fronts, designing sign-

boards, and ornamenting furaiture. The elder Hans

Holbein took both his boys—Ambrosms and Hans

—

into his studio, and the three worked together until

the year 1516. The work was, for the most part,

done in common, but a book of sketches by the

younger Hans, preserved in the Berlin Museum,

shows us that he was already a better draughtsman

than his father. In this book we find portraits of the

Fuggers and other city magnates ; and among the

sketches are those of a man on horseback, " Der Gros

Kaiser Maximilian," and a lad, " Herzog Karl vo

Burgundy," bearing on his wrist a hawk, against

which is written, " Kaisers Falk." This title, Duke
of Burgundy, proves the date of the sketches, for

it was not conferred on Charles till 1515, and he

became King of Spain in 1510.

In that year the three Holbeins went to Basle,

but wherefore, or with what intention, we know not.

Ambrosius at once entered the Painters' Guild, and

Hans remained for about a year in the capital of

Berne. Basle was at that time a centre of learning

and enlightenment. It was its boast that every house

contained at least one learned man ; and in those

days, when printing-presses were few, and publishers

and authors had not learned to be antagonistic, the

great Amerbach press must have been an immense

attraction to men of letters. \Yhen Holbein arrived

in Basle, the Amerbach press had been founded

twenty years. John Amerbach had recently died,

and business was carried on by his still more famous

partner, John Froben. Froben and a forgotten

schoolmaster were Holbein's first patrons, and the

well-known printer's mark that adorns so many of

the Froben press books was designed by him on his

arrival in Basic. He also found another powerful

patron in Jacob Meier, the first commoner who ever

held oifice as burgomaster of Basle, and under whose

rule the reformation of the city laws was so peace-

ably carried out. But the local magnate, powerful

in his time and city, is remembered chiefly as the

original of Holbein's first portrait painted in Basle,

and as the art-patron for whom the ]\leier ^Madonna

was painted eight or nine years later. With two such

influential patrons as Froben and ^leier, Holbein's

position must have been assured ; but either from a

love of travel, or a wish to leave the field clear for

his brother, he left the city in 1517, and spent two

years in travel. At Lucerne and Altorf he left

traces of his passing, but nowhere else do we follow

him. It is said, on doubtful authority, that he never

set foot in Italy ; but the astonishing development of
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Ills powers sii£j2^ests tliat he must, by a sin^ht of" some

of the masterpieces oi: Italian art, hail a new ideal

>iig<^ested to him about this time.

Ill 1510 Ambrose Holbein died, and we know

that i« this year Hans returned anil settled in Basle,

for the portrait of Boniface Amerbach, son of Amer-

baeh, the printer, bears this date. This is an im-

portant landmark in Holbein's history, for it is

the tii-st work showin£y the full development of his

powers. It is interestincj, also, as a likeness of the

i^entle and serious scholar who made that magnifi-

cent collection of Holbein paintings, drawings, and

sketeiies, still preserved in Basle, and for whom
J']rasnius entertained so great an affection and respect

that he made him his sole heir. Ilolliein's portrait

represents Amerbach as a grave, handsome young

man, with dark hair and beard; and in the back-

ground he has painted a signboard setting forth the

virtues and (pialities of this friend of his, this learned,

stainless youth, of whom Erasmus said that his only

failing was his too modest iestimate of his own

ipialities and value.

The next year, 1520, so important in history as

the year of Luther's excommunication, of Uapliael's

death, and of the meeting of Henry and Francois at

the Field of the Cloth of Gold, was also an important

vear in Holbein's life. In it ho became a citizen of

i>asle and a member of tlie Painters' Guild, " Zum
Himmel;" and in it Erasmus, after an aljsence of six

years, returned to Basle, and returned as a resident.

The learned Dutchman, the first man of letters since

the old days of Rome, had accepted the post of editor

and pul)lisher's reader to liis friend, John Froben,

in whose house he was to make his home. The re-

turn of Erasmus was a public event; he was publicly

received by the citizens, and we may be sure that a

no less hearty welcome awaited him in the printer's

house, where all the learned youth of the city assem-

bled to meet him. There was Bcatus llhinanus, the

future biographer of the sage, and there was young

Amerbach, honoured and abashed by the great man's

preference for himself; there was the kind square-faced

host, his homely features beautified by the honest

smile and look of kindly intelligence ; and there, no

doubt, was our friend the handsome young painter,

fc'eling a little out of place in the midst of so much
learning and Latin conversation, but observing and

enjoying the variotj' of character expressed in the thin,

neat, refined, vain features of Erasmus, the broad, plain

sincerity of Froben's homely face, and the sensitive,

high-minded nobility that was stamped on the en-

dearing countenance of young Amerbach. Between

Holbein and Erasmus some sort of friendship quickly

sprang up, a friendship founded rather on mutual

admiration than the intimate interchange of ideas
;

for Erasmus spoke no modern language except his

native Dutch, and l)y the inscriptions on liis jiort raits

Holbein betrays an ignorance of the Latin language

and a capacity for phonetic spelling, tempered by
(Jernian pronunciation, tliat are truly astonishing.

But despite this ignorance of Latin, Holbein did

undoubtedly enjoy some measure of intimacy with

Erasmus, and the sketches with wliieli he illustrated

" Tbe Praise of Folly " prove tliat by some means
lie managed to get at the meaning of Latin books

;

and this and the well-known affection of Erasmus
for young men suggest the jdeasiug fancy that the

talk and book were alike translated by Amerbach at

Erasmus's social fireside. For such talking and read-

ing Holbein probabl}' lia<l ample time ; the tendency

of the Ileformation was unfavourable to art, and but

for the patronage of Meiei', Holbein would have re-

ceived no important commission in Biusle. Easel pic-

tures of this period are rare ; a few portraits we have

of Froben and Erasmus, but Holbein seems chiefly

to have been employed in designing for stained glass,

decorating fiu'niturc, and illustrating boidis. The

impressive, terribly realistic " Dead Christ," painted

in 15:21, and now in the Basle Museum, was pro-

bably not a commission, but jiainted merely as a

study. To the student of Holbein it has a jieculiar

interest, for it strikes a note that the painter never

])layed on again. Stark, rigid, straight, the solitary

figure is awful in its deathliness ; but this deserted

corpse, almost revolting in its livid grininess, has a

solemnity and dignity that raise it far above an

anatomical study, and make it worthy of i(s subject.

Never again did Holbein depict death with such

solemn dignity. The whole jioint oL' the " Dance

of Death " is in the malicious pleasure with which

Death beholds the consternation of his victims:

pope, emperor, preacher, nun are alike unready for

his coming; rich and poor, young and old, make the

same desperate, vain resistance. Only, in the little

series of the "Alphabet of Death," a baby initsci-adle

stretches out chubby arms and crows at its grim

visitor with the unconscious courage of innocence;

and from one picture of the large "Dance of Death"

Death is absent: the beggar on the dunghill out-

side the city gate, of all mankind, is alone without

fear of Death ; to him alone of all humanity is life so

joyless that his eyes, dimmed with tears, cannot see

the terrors of the grave. The "Dance of Death," like

the Bible illustrations, are undated; but the drawings

must have been made some time before 1527, for in

that year Hans Liitzcibergcr, their engraver, died,

leaving his work unfinished, and for more than ten

years the publication was delayed, it being impos-

sible to find a wood-engraver competent to render the

action and expression of the tiny faces. The dramatic

feeling, the raciness, the grim luimonr and aljundant

fancy of these little masterpieces, as well as the
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extreme care ol'tlieir eumpositioii and drawing;, prove

that Holbein must have thrown himself heart and

soul into their composition.

But book-illustrating was poorly-paid work, and

as time went on, Holbein found the difficulty of

livina- increase. He had, moreover, added to his

cares by marriage with a widow, Elizabeth Schmidt,

a woman some years older than himself. Once only

before her marriage «ith the painter do we find men-

tion of the widow, and on that occasion she sues

Hans Holbein, painter, for debt incurred for goods

supplied to him by her late husband. The curtain

falls, and when next it rises it is lifted by Holbein's

hand, for in the Basle Museum is a magnificent

painting of Mrs. Holbein with her baby on her knee,

and her eldest son, Franz Schmidt, standing at her

side. A plain, worn woman, long past youth, with

a look of querulous sadness on her large face, she

does not look the woman to gain and keep a young

man's love; and so, perchance, there may be some

truth in the legend that Holbein was driven by his

wife's tongue from Basle. But the real reason of his

leaving was probably that mentioned by Erasmus to

More, the want of money. So, bearing this one

letter of introduction from Froben's editor to the

Speaker of our House of Commons, Holbein went

forth one summer morning of 1526 to seek his for-

tune in a strange land. F. Mabel Robinson.

THE TIBER: FEOM BAGNOREA TO THE SOURCE.

F
RO]\I Bagnorea to Orvielo is a distance of about fields being drawn on sledges over the roughest of

ten miles. The country between is of an almost roads. Just before Orvieto we pass a quaint little

ideal tyjie of the rural kind. The oxen are yoked mediieval town or village called Porano. It is sur-

in pairs, and regard each other with so much affec- rounded with strong walls, and is enterc<l by a

tion that it is with difllculty they are separated, gateway flanked with towers, which has, ho doubt,

^Vheels are unknown, or unused : the produce of the had its uses in the quarrelsome jMiddle Ages. Then
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tin- vill.v ..!• tlu- l':».-lia is mK-lu'.l : tlu- I'aylia, a ll.e Lost to conviiKC an unl.ulicviii- CKT.iiaii imrsl,

tril,ut'..y"..L- tho Til.cr, which it joins a htlle lower paintt-d by Raphael as the" IMiraeloor Holseua." lu-

down; the niins of an old abbey aiv i>assed ; and, dulgeueies being granUd, ihe citizens themselves and

t

II.—FItATlA.

crossiii<^ Ihc river (ni.), we begin to ascend the

height on wliicli is built Orvieto

—

" Remote and hin;h,

^\'lli(ll from tho ancient Romans had its name,

"Who thither went l]ceausc the air is pure,"

as Fazio degli Ubeiti says in his " Dillann.iido."

It was the aneieiit Etruscan town Ilerbanntii,

spoken of by Pliny, and subsequently bore the name

of Urbs Vetus, of which the modern one is a corruji-

tinii. On the side of the valley opposite to the city

are niaiiy Etruscan tombs: some decorated with very

remarkable paintings. They are generally formed

like arehitccturally constructed chambers, beam and

rafter being cut in the solid rock. Tlie position of

the town is very picturesque. It stands on nu

elevated table-land, rising from the ])lain of the

valley, as it might be a natural fortress. It was

the place of refuge of Pope Clement All., at llie

siege and sack of Rome by the Constable Hoiirbon;

he was here visited by an embassy from England, sent

by Henry VIII. to plead his divorce from Catherine

of Arragon. The history of its vicissitudes during

the i\liddle Ages, from war, famine, earthquakes, and

pestilence, reads like a romance. It seems wonder-

ful that any one survived to tell the tale.

By far the noblest monument in Orvieto is the

famous cathedral. It was built, as is said, to

commemorate the miracle of blood dropiiing from

many pilgrims helped in the construction with might

and main. It is assuredly a noble building. The

outside is covered with mosaics and sculptures, repre-

sentative in their kind, whilst the inside is nuire than

beautified by the sublime frescoes of Signorelli.

The course of the Tiber Irnm Orvieto to Todi, a

distance of rather more than twenty miles following

the stream, may be .said to be almost undiscovere<l

land, as far as the visits of strangers are concerned.

Truly it passes through a strange, wild country :

where deep shadows brood from ledge and ])recipice,

where no .sound is beard save (lie dull complaint of

the river or the voice of some wild animal or Ijinl.

Ill one jilace a little village, Corbaro, glares from the

rocks, apparently inaccessible to man, as if it were

the sombre abode of some powerful enchanter. Thick

brushwood entangles the ])atli, for road (here is

none. Then, when the stream jilunges into a Ijlack

gorge, impenetrable to any footstep, one ascends,

up, up, to the summit of (he hills, and, turning to

look back, a vision of beauty is seen far below : the

river wending its way through a varied landscape

for many a mile. Descending once more, Todi pre-

.sently becomes visible, as it were on the to]) of a

lofty mountain, beautiful as seen through the shim-

mering foliage of a summer afternoon. Crossing a

serviceable modern bridge, the ascent of an hour

brings one to this little town (i.).
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As it is entered by tlio windinq- road, tlio first

oLjeet that meets the sight is a singular church of

clustered domes, built Ijy Bramante, and perhaps

his masterpiece. The town is clean and cheery-

III.—THE PAGLIA, FROM OEVIETO.

looking. The ancient Eomau Tuder, it was the site

of a I'anious temple of Mars. There are exten-

sive remains of ancient walls of Etruscan origin

to be seen in various parts. The modern city, as

it is still called, is surmounted by a mediieval

castle, and surrounded by walls, with sijuare towers

built into them at intervals. It has four or five

thousand inhabitants. Some straggling streets, a

piazza, a town-hall, and a substantially-built cathe-

dral dating centuries back, constitute its main fea-

tures. Its most attractive spots, however, are the

terrace walks laid out for a public promenade. These

command the whole river valley, and a most delight-

I'ul scene it is, especially at the evening hour. A
strange effect, too, is conveyed to the mind by the

wild songs of the peasants labouring below, as they

answer each other in the sfornelli, or improvised ver-

sicles peculiar to the country. Apart from a turbulent

mediiBval history, common to all the towns of Central

Italy, Todi has little to render it remarkable except-

ing that it was the birthi^lace of Jacopo de' Bene-

detti, called Era Jacopone, the author of the " Stabat

Mater," with other hymns and verses : mnny of

them bright and clever enough, though he was, or by
way of penance he assumed to be, half-witted.

The distance between Todi and Perugia, twenty-

seven miles, is not marked with anything of remark-

ablo interest. The river Hows through a flat country,

n'ell cultivated, and pleasant to look upon. Indeed,

ihis is one of the most fertile parts of Italy, with

orchards and vineyards, olive groves, and rich pas-

tures. Only Diruta is passed, of memorable fame
in the production of fine majolica, and soon we begin

the ascent to the pleasant little capital of Umbria,

Perugia, which Fazio degli Uberti describes as " allegro

e bello,"' becap.^c, as he says, it is situated on a hill.

Nor will the stranger disagree. Particularly in the

summer months will the inhabitant of the larger city

of Rome or of Florence find its cool breezes refresh-

ing, and the prospect which lies below him charming.

It commands views of the whole valley of Eoligno,

extending almost forty miles from its foot : little

villages sparkling here and there or glimmering on

the distant range at the other side of the valley

;

cpiiet homesteads embosomed in trees ; tiny cam-

paniles starting uf) at intervals; groves of trees,

spreading fields, winding roads : spread out like a

map before the eye ; and, through it all, flowing in

shade and sunshine, creeping out and in amongst

the foliage, the farms and the villages, the Tiber,

wandering away "at its own sweet will" (iv.) towards

the city of the Colosseum and of St. Peter's.

It is diSicult to j)oint out to the traveller the

most worthy oliject of interest in a city containing

so much. He will not fail to visit the Peruginos in

the old Cambio or Exchange. Then he will pass

round the quaint market-place, and spell out with

loving attention the vanishing sculptures of the

old fountain, so human, so full of vitality through

the crumbling stone. And so he will wander from

church to church, not forgetting that of S. Pietro

for its wood-carvings and lovely intarsia woi'k, and

from street to street, until the moment arrives when

-AT PEEUGIA.

he must

journey.

bid it farewi'll and pursue his onward

Before leaving the neighbourhood, how-
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ever, as tlie iiili;-i-im of this aucieut river, lie slioiiUl

iiiit fail to visit Assisi^ the city of St. Francis and

of Metastasio, connected with it l>v a small tribn-

tarv. It is situated on a spur of the Ai)ciiniues,

with much the same jinispect as is seen I'rnm

i\nii"ia. The noble cluireh, which is the substan

the I hill mist which bcautilics without hiding the

view. An old castle takes the lirst touch of sun-

shine ; then farm and homestead and each jutliiii;'

peak and promontory sparkle iu the ray ; and the

world is once more alive.

At Fratta (ii.), now called Umbertidi, we need only

tial moiiumcut of the man, of so larye an iiillucnce stop for a mid-day meal on our way to the lart-er

in his dav and subsccpieutly, whose name it bears, and more important Cittil di Castello (v.). Towards

contains some of

the finest works

of Giotto, and

particularly his

" Marriage of St.

Francis with

I'overty by our

Lord." Con-
nected with the

Tiber, lint far

fiiiiii here, is the

Clituiuuus, a

stream famous iu

ancient days as

the seat of a tem-

]ile, still stand-

ing-, ill which

jirophetic oracles

were delivered ;

it gushes out at

the foot of a

iiiuuntain and

tlows away as a

en 11 s i (1 e r a b 1 e

sire a m. T li c

white o.\cu nf

Uinbria were said

to owe their ini-

iiiaculateuess to

being washed in

its waters. How-
ever that may
have been, they

have not yet lost

their character-

istic ill that re-

spect.

'M.
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a fertile i)I;iiii skifted liy ;i rnuiir (if liills, some of tiou " hero decorates tlie Monte di Pieta. Never

them surmounted by quaint little towns or the was a relif^'ious suljject jiainted more unconven-

fortresses of former days. We pass a little village tionally; never with more sineerity. And there is

called San (4iustino, where there is a good sample of

the mediteval castle. Strongly built with towered

battlements, a surrounding moat, now dried up,

completed its fortification. A tall clock tower

commands fine views of the surrounding country,

whilst a delightful garden, with an abundance of

lemon trees, alleys of clipped box, a maze like that

of Hampton Court, and long avenues of laurel, add

to its charms as a summer residence, for which the

owner has adapted it.

By the wayside to Borgo San Sejwlcro are in-

numerable religious symbols : shrines and black

crosses with the emblems of the Passion attached to

them. It is a characteristic little town siuTounded

with bastioned walls. The tradition of its origin

is that here, on a rocky mound in the midst of a

vast forest, some pilgrims returning from the Holy
Land fell asleep, and in a dream were commanded
to build a church on the spot. A small chapel

was formed in which they deposited their relies,

which, being resorted to by the country people

round, finally formed the nucleus of the present

town. Art-lovers will remember this as the birth-

place of Piero della Francesea, a remarkable man
in many respects. Like the children of his genera-

tion, he excelled in many things. He was one of the

best of painters ; and Vasari says he was the first

mathematician of his time. His noble " Resurrec-

VI.—PIEVE DI SAN STEFANO.

beautiful work besides. Attached to the river which

directs our course by a tributary, the Singerna, is

Caprese, the birthplace of jMichclangelo. This nota-

ble spot, known to few of his many biographers,

and to fewer still of the pilgrims to his shrines,

is situated on a lofty cone of volcanic ashes in the

midst of a wide valley. A few wretched houses, a

small chapel, a ruined castle, and the municipal

buildings arei all that mark the summit. It was

in these latter that oue of the greatest artists the

world has ever known first saw the light. The

chamber i& still to be seen in which he was born.

His father, a man of note in his day, had been

appointed ^^odeda, or governor of the district, for

one year, and returned to Florence after the term

had expired.

At the foot of the Apennines, where our goal lies,

is a bright and homely little town called Pieve di San

Stefano (vi.), running along the side of the river in

the midst of a country rich in com and grain. This is

the last of our pilgrimage. Beyond it only a few

scattered cottages lie in the way to the heart of the

Apennines. A cheery little town it is on market-
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(Invs, wlioii the youths unci niaulens come from the

wide .surniumliiiij ilistriets, perhaps as much to see

I'aeh other as to make pm'chases or to drive har<j;ains.

A sad disaster happened to it in iSuo. An enormous

landslip occurred, a little lower down the river, which

choked np the stream, and so Hooded the town that

the inhabitants had to leave it until the water was

liberated. A deep artificial cutting now marks the

>ite of the <'atastrophe.

Ascending the lied of the river we reach a most

picturesque point. In a deep and gloomy gorge,

called Val Savigiione, the river twists, and almost

encircles a table rock on which are built a few black-

looking houses and a grotesque old mill. Lashed

bv wintry torrents, remote from fields and woods

and the airy abodes of men, one wonders what must

be tlie nature of the inhabitants. Then we skirl

I^a Ralza della Donna—the Woman's Rock—a local

name which commemorates the legend of a woman
who tiirew herself over its steep and precipitous sides

from dis;ippointed love. And so, (inally, we arrive at

Le Mal/e, where a few rude houses limit the domain

"I' mail. We have now reached almost the summit

of the Apennines. Craggy points rise around us,

the highest of whicii, above our heads, is called

Monte Fumajolo ; it is said that from some of flic-m

Rimini niav be discerned on a clear dav- On the

other side of the watersheil, imt very far from here,

the Arno takes its rise. In our course upstream

from Ostia and San (iallo's castle—proceeding by

the very highway of history ; among the vestiges of

the grandest and the most im])osing of the civilisa-

tions of antiquity ; by storied cities, and places of

romance, and ruins once centres of art and life and

war—we have traversed a distance of upwards of

two hundred and fifty miles. Now we are near

our journey's end. Leaving the last vestiges of

human residence, we enter a beech-forest of pro-

found shade, with ancestral trees in the reilining

attitudes of age on every side, always following the

coui-se of a garrulous brook, which falls sparkling

over broken ledges of rock. Soon il splits up into

a number of branches. We trace, under faithful

guidance, the longest of these. It creeps in hollows,

it gurgles under bushes, il sjiarkles in the sun, and

hides itself in shadow ; and si ill, where it goes,

wo follow— lollow. Prcscntiv we emerge into

an open space. The trees form an am]>liilheatre

around. Surely here, if anywhere on earth, should

lie a fciiipie to the river-god? Snrroinidcd liy

delicate flowers, fringed with tlu; fine embroidery of

the woods and fields, a little fountain of crystalline

water gushes from the sod (\ ii.), and tiiis is called

tJie Tiber in Rome. \Vii,Li.\M Daviics.

^?- '?-:^i^}-Zy^

-•- -:V-
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VII.—THE SOUBCE.
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THE ANNUNCIATION IN ART.

IlE Anmineiation is more com-

tliau perhaps any other

ibjeet in early Italian and

German art. Pictorially, the

scene adapted itself easily to

any decurative purpose ; while

as a primary symbol of the

Incarnation it was the basis of

Catholic theology.

Sometimes it is the central subject of the altar-

piece ; often it forms one of a triptych, • with the

Nativity and the Adoration of the Magi; still more

constantly the separate figures of the angel and

A'irgin are painted on the outer side of the shutters

or side-panels. Often we find them set in the

framework of the picture, in lunettes or medal-

lions, surrounded with traceries and arabesques.

Sometimes they are divided by the opening of the

chancel arch, as in Giotto's chapel at Padua; else-

where they are represented to the right and left of

tb.e altar. Whether carved in stone or painted in

fresco, whether worked in mosaic or in terra-cotta,

the Annunciation appears constantly above church

portals and cathedral gates ; within it meets our

eyes again, on marble font or screen, set in the

jewelled hues of stained glass, or else wrought in

the gold and silver and precious enamels on altar

shrines. It formed the subject of votive pictures

offered by rejoicing parents on the birth of a child.

In the streets of old German towns you may still see

statues of the Virgin and archangel carved on oppo-

site angles of the house. Again and again you find it

in the stately chambers and corridors of the Vatican;

on the frescoes which adorn the walls of humble

convent cells; painted on tabernacle doors and sacristy

chests ; or preserved for us in the pages of missals

and choir books.

Niccolo, the Pisan, placed it first among the reliefs

of his famous bajitistery pulpit ; and in the noble

sculptures which adorn the facade of Orvieto there

is no fairer scene than this of Gabriel saluting Mary
between adoring angels. The greatest of Florentine

churches took its name of Santa Maria del Fiore

from the lily of the Annunciation, which Florence

adopted as her own device; and to this day we see

the figures of the archangel and Virgin carved in

the spandrels of the massive arch which upholds the

bridge of the Rialto. Among the mass of sculp-

ture on the portals of St. Mark's, at Venice, the

Anmmciation is conspicuous, and we enter to find it

again pictured in mosaic on the burnished gold of the

storie 1 vaults within. It ajipears frequently in Vene-

tian and Lombard toml)s, and is carved sid(! by side

with the Resurrection on the sarcophagus which holds

the ashes of Can Grande, on the open square of Verona.

It was not, however, until the Thirteenth and

Fourteenth Centuries that the Annunciation became

a popular motive in Christian art. It is seldom seen

in the earliest ages, and once only in the catacombs :

this is in a fresco of St. Priscilla's cemetery, where

the angel, a youth without wings, and simply draped

in pallium and tunic, stands erect before the seated

Virgin, and raises his arm in the act of delivering the

message, which she receives with modest looks and a

gesture of surprise in her uplifted hand. Again, in

the mosaics on the triumphal arch of Santa Maria

Maggiore (a.d. 433), the Annunciation forms one

comi^artment of the series on the life of Christ; the

Virgin, richly apjiarelled, but as yet without nimbus,

sits in a chair, with two angels behind her; Gabriel

stands before her, while in the upper part of the com-

position he appears again flying, winged and nimbed,

through the air towards the Virgin. In another

mosaic, in the apse of the Duomo of Parenzo, in

Istria, the Virgin is seated at the door of a small

cottage ; and in a curious ivory diptych of the

Sixth or Seventh Century, instead of being repre-

sented in the house, she is drawing water at a spring,

and turns round as if startled at the sound of the

angel's voice. This conception owes its origin to the

" Protevangelion" or apocryphal Gospel of St. James,

which relates how one evening the youthful INIary

went out with a hydria to draw water, and as she

knelt at the spring, heard a voice behind her say-

ing, "Ave, gratia plena." It has been followed by

several old German and Dutch engravers, and acquires

new interest as painted by Dante Rossetti.

About the Eleventh Century we fir.st (liul the

Annunciation in old stained glass and sculpture, but

not till the Thirteenth does it seem to come into

very general use. To this ilate belongs the miracu-

lous picture preserved in the church of the Sautissima

Annunziata at Florence, with the Virgin's head said

to have been painted by St. Luke, who, according

to tradition, took the brush which dropjied from

the hand of the artist, and while he slept filled in

the outline. The Virgin is represented sitting with

folded hands, her book lying at her side, meekly

listening to the message which the kneeling angel

delivers, while the dove fioats towards her on a ray

of light proceeding from the Father.

In Cimabue's "Annunciation" the angel stands.
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and with lifted hand seems to emphasise the words of:

his s;ilutation. Tlie Mrsj:in is also standing; but in

liieturcs of this date is just as frequeutly reitiosented

either kneeling or sitting with arms meekly folded

on her breast. Both angel and Virgin kneel in

the noble and touching fresco by Giotto at Padua ;

while ill his iiujul Taddeo Gaddi's "Annunciation"

at Santa Croee, Mary is seated on the ground, and

looks up devoutly with clasped hands at the heavenly

visitant descending towards her.

In one version which Fra Angelico painted in a

convent cell of St. ]SIark's, the white-rol)ed av.gvl

stands, and the sweet-faced Virgin kneels iu lowly

worship ; while in a second, in a corridor of the same

convent, Mary is seated, and the archangel bends one

knee before her. In a third, belonging to a series

painted for the plate-chest of the Servite monks in

THE A^TNTISCIATIOX.

(Painted bv MeUUr SUplian. Cologne Cathedral)

the sacristy of the Annunziata, both ^ irgin and

angel kneel between the arcades of a pillared court

where cypresses grow in straight stiff rows. In fact,

notwithstanding the supposed theological reasons

which have been assigned as the cause of these varia-

tions, no rigid rule seems ever to have governed the

attitude of Gabriel and ^lary, and iu all i)r(ibability

the painter followed his own or his patron's taste, or

suited the grouping of the picture to the space at his

command. But whether sitting or kneeling, the ex-

pression of the A'irgin in the works of these early

artists is almost always that of lowly submission, the

spirit of loving trust that breathes in the words of

her answer, " Behold the handmaid of the Lord, be

it unto me according unto Thy word."

The painters of the Siennese school, from Simone

Memmi down to Pacchia, represent the Virgin as

shrinking back timidly at the sight

of the archangel ; and Butt icclli and

one or two other Florentines give

her the startled look common in the

earliest Byzantine pictures. There

is a charming little work by Lo-

renzo di Credi, in which the Virgin

raises one hand, and looks inquir-

ingly at the adoring angel bending

before her, while the round arched

portico under which she stands opens

on a sunny garden with avenues of

shady trees and clear streams.

Generally the A''irgin is repre-

sented either reading the Scriptures

or pondering silently over them,

agreeably to the tradition recorded

by St. Bernard, who saj's that the

angel appeared to her as she was

musing over Isaiah's prophecy :

" Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and

l)ear a son." If she kneels, tlie

open book is laid on a desk before

her; and if she is seated, it rests on

her lap or lies at her side. Some-

times, as in Giotto's fresco, she holds

the closed book in her hand, and

her finger marks the place. If a

second book lies closed and sealed

at her feet, as in the famous Cologne

Lombild, by Meister Stephan, an

allusion is probably intended to the

sealed book spoken of by Isaiah.

The desk at which she kneels is

sometimes a draped table; in later

times it became elaborately orna-

mented, carved in the shape of a

lyre, or worked with cherubs and

lilies and allegorical subjects.
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The dove, as emblem of the Holy Spirit, is almost

always present, flying towards the Virgin or hovering-

in the air above—sometimes, in old German designs,

netnallv settling on her brow. In Angelico's picture

it is seen descending between symmetrical rows of

]iillars and cyj^resses, and forms the central point

which gives unity to the whole.

German and Flemish masters generally place the

scene in a Gothic house with arched windows and

gabled roof. Sometimes the building is of spacious

size, crowned with turrets and cupolas, but more

often it. is a homely room, with chairs and cushioned

seats, lattice window, and a four-post bed hung with

heavv curtains. A pot of tlowering lilies is commonly

by the Virgin's side, sometimes a distatt', in a few

instances a spinning-wheel ; and pots and pans and

dishes, or else candles an<l lamps, are often ranged on

a shelf against the wall. In some Italian pictures a

row of Florentine flasks and majolica dishes are in-

troduced ; and in Carlo Crivelli's altar-pieoe, in the

National Gallery, a bright-coloured Persian carpet

hangs over the plates and jars on the shelf, while

on the floor we see a gourd and melon. A peacock

spreads his tail on the edge of the wall, and white-

winged l)irds hover among the topmost roofs against

the blue sky; while the background is enlivened with

richlv-chul ladies and Venetian senators moving to

and fro, and the courtvard is filled with iigures.

THK ANNUNCIATION.

(Painted by Lorenzo ili Cmli. I'ffizi.)

introduced, and implements for household use lie Tlie dress and attributes of the archangel were

strewn about the lloor. Sometimes a pitcher stands another point in which considerable variety
,
was
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allowed. It is ciwions tliat, whereas tlie lily is

coniniDiily assoeiateil witli the Annuneiatioii, Uante

s|x;aks of (iaKriel as the augel who bore the /;<///// to

masters "generally rejiresent him wearing- a rieh l;i)1i1-

iinlir.iidered eope, as (yi'e of jiriestly oiiiee, fastened

hy a jewelled clasp in the shape oi a dove or heart.

TU1-; ASNUXCIATIOX.

il'aiiitt'd bii Angclico. ,Stm Marco, J-'lvrntrc)

Mary. As the sign oi' victory it does appear in

(iahriel's hands in one of Angelico's smaller "An-
nunciations," while the olive-hranch, as the emhleni

of i)eacc, is freipiently given to him by Viennese and

German painters. In most (lermaii works, however,

he is re]>resented bearing the lierald's stall' surmounted

with a tiny cross or encircled with a scroll inscribed

with the words " Ave Maria, gratia ])lena." In

Florentine ))ietures the lily is by far more common.
Often, as in Lippo Lippi's beautiful little picture, it is

seen growing in a flower-pot as well as borne by the

angel, and in later works we seldom see any other

attribute. In older Italian pictures Gabriel is always

clad in a plain white robe, with wings either white

or studded with i)eaeock-eyes ; but in later times his

raiment, as well as that of ^Mary's, glows with re-

splendent hues, and is patterned over with end^rnid-

eries of elaborate desi"!!. Both German and Meniish

In the roof-bosses of Norwich Calhedral, jjnjbably

the work of Flemish sculptors df the Fifteenth Cen-

tury, the angel wears a cope of ]iowdered ermine,

srallo|M'd and slashed, and the same fur is used for

(he lining n[' tlie Virgin's robe. In .Martin Sehiin-

gauer's engravings (iabi'iel's brow is often crowned

with llowcrs, and a small cross starts out of the centre

of the wreath. His flowing locks descend on his

shoulders, and he bears a staff or sceptre in his hand

as he comes gliding in by a door in the backgronml,

imsocn by Mary, who yet ap])ears aware of llu' vision

beside her. Closely akin to Martin's creations, in

their touch of sweetness and spiritual feeling, are the

])ictures of the old Cologite masters, Meister Wilhrlm

and Meister Stei)han. As in Van Eyck's "Aiiium-

ciation," in the Ghent altar-])iece, Ste])han's ^'irgin

and angel are both robed in white, ami (iabriel's

wino are relieveil with a tender jjleam of lolour.
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With tliu \voo(l-c-arvpi's of NufeniLerg the Aniuin-

ciation was a favourite subject iu tlie Jast lialE of

tlie Fifteenth Century. Veit Stoss's masterpiece,

the " Eno-lisches Grass" ("Angelic Salutation"),

still hangs suspended by a swinging chain to the

roof of the Lorenzlcirche choir. It consists of statues

of the ^'irgin and Gabriel, larger than life, sur-

rounded by a wreath of gilded roses which enclose

seven medallions of the joys of Mary. The feet of

the Viro-in are on tlie clouds, and the dove rests on

her forehead ; one hand is raised to her face, the other

clasps the closed book, while with downcast eyes she

receives the angeFs greeting. Gabriel himself is an

animated, vigorous (igure; and a multitude of cherubs

peep out of the folds of jMary's robe and start up

under the clouds at her feet. Some hover in the

air pla^-ing viol and lute, others cling to Gabriel's

mantle, and one tiny form is poised on the tij) of

his wings.

The Florentine sculptors in the same century told

the familiar story in a very different manner. In

every part of Tuscany and Umliria, on the mountain

heights of La Veruia, in many a lonely village in

the fastnesses of the Apennine, or in the valley of

Arno, we come across Delia Robbia's "Annuncia-

tions," exquisite in finish and purity, and as fresh

and bright in colour as if they were the work of

yesterday. One of the fairest is the lunette over the

chajiel door of the Innocents' Hospital in Fhirence,

and is the work of Andrea, the one of all his family

who carried his art to the highest perfection. A
flowering lily in a vase of antique pattern divides

the angel-ministrant, kneeling to speak his message,

from the Virgin, whose pure young face and flow-

ing draperies come nearer to Raphael than any

master who lived before him in their simple grace

;

while the cherubs who float round the form of the

Eternal and the wreath of baby-faces round the

whole are instinct with joyous life.

With the Umbriau school it was a very favourite

subject from the first. Indeed, there is scarcely

an altar-jjiece by tiie older masters of Buonfiglise

Fiorenzo's time which does not contain the figures

of the " Annunziata " and " AtiscIo Annunziatore "

either on side panels or on the doors, or in lunettes

and medallions in the upper part of the picture.

Many veiy lovely examples are to be seen in the

gallery of Perugia, that storehouse of Umbrian art,

among them Niceolo Alunno's masterpiece painted

for members of the confraternity of the Annuncia-

tion, whose portraits are introduced in the fore-

grounds troops of sportive angels crowned with

flowers and flowering rose-bushes divide the groups,

and the whole composition is animated with a life

and gaiely which the painter probably owed to his

Florentine studies. In a picture by Roufigli we

liud St. Luke seated in the foreground, probably as

the recorder of the scene whether with brush or

pen. The chief feature of these Umbrian " Annuncia-

tions " is the mystic devotion of the figures and the

splendour of the architecture and accessories. The
garments of Virgin and angel sjiarkle with gold and

jewels, and the scene is laid in a stately portico,

rich with marbles, friezes, and colonnades, opening

on some fair Perugiau landscape watered by cool

streams and l:)right with soft sunshine.

Perugino and Pinturicchio painted more than one

such picture, always with the same slender drooping

forms and rapt faces ; but the loveliest of all is the

"Annunciation" which the young Raphael designed

as a predella for his "-Coronation" in the Vatican.

The picture detached from the original is still in the

Vatican ; and the drawing, almost the more precious

of the two as showing the very lines which Raphael

drew, belongs to the Louvre. The Corinthian pillare

of the double portico are not overloaded with orna-

ment, and the joyous bird-like movement of the angel

contrasts finely with the modest grace of the Virgin,

as sweet and lowly in her deep devotion as that of

any old Umbrian. The long shadows which fall on

brown marble columns and tesselated floor remind

us that it is the hour of the Angelus; and without,

beyond the ai-ches, the evening sunlight lights up

hill and vale, and winding river and castellated

towers—some memory of those highlands of Urbino

which Raphael loved so well.

The "Annunciations" of Fra Bartolommeo—
monk though he was—of Albertinelli, and of An-

drea del Sarto, are based on new conceptions. The

forms are fuller and more realistic, less attention is

jjaid to expression and more to lines of drapery,

to colouring, and effects of atmosphere. There is

more movement in the group : the angel enters

hastily, or descends on a cloud, followed by a playful

trooj) of boy-cherubs ; the Virgin turns round as in

fear, or welcomes the messenger joyfully. Atten-

dant saints are frequently introduced, and in some

mystic representations the child Christ Himself is

seen descending from the skies bearing His cross.

Francia places his Madonna in a flowery meaxlow,

gazing upwards with clasped hands at the vision of

the angel, while adoring saints worshiiJ a little below

her on either side. In a great allegorical composition

by Rubens she kneels at the head of a flight of stejis,

with cherubs round her brow, and patriarchs and

prophets at her feet. Later still animals are brought

in to enliven the scene. Peacocks and doves had

been admitted in all ages of art, and birds of every

description now make their appearance, as well as

the ape of the Ferrarese masters and Baroecio's alto-

gether objectionable cat. Titian, with more reason,

places a partridge at the feet of jSIary. The subject
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was scarcclv suitod to liis sploinlid jivnius, althougli \vc Rossetli, cxliibiti'il at Hurliii<;(()n llousi- in 1SS;3.

know that on his journey to Cadore ho often turned I'nlike all others hel'ore him, he has shown us Mary

aside (o visit a certain "Annunciation'' by one ot" suddenly awakened i'nnn sleep by the vision dl" the

in a cliureli at Ceneda. His annid. The g-rcv morning' li^^-lit lllls the vooiii andGian Bell mi s pupil

Tllli ANNiraciATIOJI.

lBas-rdU>/ by Amlrca ilcUa Rohhtn. InnocmU, Florence.)

"AnnuiU'iations" are master])ieees of gorgeous colour

and iii<i-('iii()us comiiosition, the architecture is i)ala-

tial, M\A the glow of liglit dazzles our eyes ; liut his

dancing angels and startled Virgins fail to touch us

as they should.

Tintoretto's treatment of the theme is grand and

original, as witli all lie ]iiiinti'd. The scene is laid, imt

under a cottage rnof or in a ]ialace loggia, but in a

dark ruined building, where Jusejili the carpenter is

at wiii-k with his tmils, and the swil't-llying clierubiin

come breaking through the roof on the astoiiislietl

Virgin's sight. In Correggios "Annunciation" at

Parma, laughing boys gambol round the archangel's

wings, while in Mochi's group at Orvicto the Virgin

grasjis her chair with a gesture of indignant surprise.

-\s we follow the track of art on its downward course

each representation becomes more painful, and there

is no teini)tation to linger over Caraeci's colossal

pictures or Bernini's more odious statuary.

In a peculiar manner the subject seems to belong

to mediicval jiainters, and in our own days we have

only seen it adeipuitely treated b}' artists who have

owed their inspiration in a large measure to these

masters. No one who has once seen is ever likely to

forget the beautiful little "Annunciation" by Dante

falls on the folds of the coverlid and the worked lily

on the red enibmidery frame at the foot of the bed.

What little colour there is in the picture belongs (o

this and a lilue cuitaiu behind. The angel w'ears a

plain white robe, and is without wings or halo, but

the llames, breaking out under his feet, sjieak of his

celestial birth as he delivers his message to Mary,

raising hersell' up on her white bed and opening her

blue eyes as if suddenly aware of a strange ])resencc

beside her. The expression of her face is not fear, is

not trouble, is scarcely wonder; rather is it the musing

thought fulness of one who pondered all things in her

heart. On a much larger scale, and far more highly

finished, is the " Annunciation " of Mr. Rurne Jones.

Here the angel drops with (juietly-folded wings on

the boughs of a tree, while the Virgin stands below,

with her pitcher beside her and a troubled look ou

her fair pale face.

I?oth these men have loved their subject and felt

its beauty to the full. But it is characteristic of the

times that wdiile tlic Old Masters only show us the

lowly surrender and willing response of the \ir!L;iii—
"Ecce ancilla Domini "—the trouble, the jierplexity,

has been the side which the painters of to-day have

chosen to set before our eyes. Julia CAUTWEicnr.
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(PainUd by Alphonse de NenvUle.)
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AMERICAN EMBROIDERIES.

'X AmiM-ica, tliiou<rli the efforts of certain artists, nierlv assoeiateil with .Mr. TifTaiiv, but sinee some
T-
JL amoii^- wluiiii -Mr. Jolin La Farg-e and Mr. years indepemleiitly estahlislied,

Ijoiiis C. Tiffany were tlie pioneers, a closer connec- kiinwn fur tlu'ir I'nilirnidcrics.

tion has ay-.iin been estahlislied

between art and industry, to the

I'vident benefit of botli. It is

one of the <;;ood results of the

new movement in favour of deco-

rative art. The pity is only that

all this skill is expended solely

upon ))rivate houses, since with

us in the United States, no use

lias as yet been found for art in

public life.

Till' art of embroidery may
perhaps be said to have profited

more than any other industrial

art by the new movement, and

to have attained to a degree of

iMi]inrtance in the United States

which it has not readied else-

where. For not only has it been

lifted uj) again from the low level

into which it had sunk in the

era of sofa cushions and slipper

patterns and brightly-coloured

Hiblical pictures worked in Berlin

worsteds and cross-stitch ; it has

even outgrown the period of sun-

tlowers and cats' tails, cranes and

lilies, and has once more assumed

the position which it occupied in

])ast centuries, of a branch of tin;

line arts with aims of its own.

Nor has it been content to rc-

tm-n to old examples, and to re-

sume old ways of working ; it has

also struck out boldly in a new
direction which tallies with the

general development _ of decora-

tion, and aims at a higher intel-

lectual achievement. The out-

come has been the invention of

what is known to-day as Needle-

wovon Tapestry, a new means of

artistic expression, the introduc-

tion and development of which

must be credited to ]\Irs. Candace

Wheeler, tlie President of the

Associated Artists of New York

—a band of women workers, for-

389

and long favourably

Here a '''a ill we see

A ZUM OIEL.

{Desigiud by Itosina Emvwtt.)
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tlio iniluoncc of a general artistic education upon

an industry, for ]Mrs. Wheeler was an accomplished

painter before she became interested in embroidery,

and among those who have chiefly assisted her as

designers are to be named Miss Dora "Wheeler and

Miss Rosina Emmett, both of whom have studied

in the best schools of painting, in the United States

as well as in Europe. IVIrs. Wheeler has also found

a valuable assistant in Miss Lyman, who has special

charge of the Tapestry Department of the Associated

Artists, and is the chief executant.

The method of executing these tapestries—which,

as well as the material upon which they are worked,

is covered by letters-patent in the United States and

in England— is simple enough in theory. Upon
heavy silk canvas of a rather coarse and loose texture

the design is pi'oduced, or woven as it were, by

introducing threads of the necessary colours either

along the woof or the warp, as the case may be.

The silk canvas which serves as a basis—specially

made for the purpose by the INIessrs. Cheney, the

American silk manufacturers—is in itself very beau-

tiful ; and, as the woof and the warp are usually of

different colours, develops a play of changing tints,

which, aided by the rich gloss of the silk, gives it

a life not to be otherwise attained. As the colour

of the ground can never be wholly sujijJi'essed, it is

easily seen that it fixes the keynote of the scale to be

employed, and thus keeps the artist within certain

decorative bounds, however pronounced may be his or

her tendency towards realism. This is an important

point, for although these works of the needle, as was

stated above, may be said to have an aim of their

own, they must always remain a means of decora-

tion, and the wholesome restriction noted will tend to

prevent their trying to dominate for their own sake.

Within these bounds, however, the facilities which

the new method offers to the artist are astonish-

ingly great. The delicacy of gradation that can he

obtained by the introduction of threads, either of one

colour or of several colours twisted together, is quite

extraordinary ; and as metal threads can also be em-

ployed, while high lights .or an especial emphasis

of colour can be forced, if need be, by calling iu the

aid of actual embroidery, it is evident that the means

at the command of the artist are sufficiently varied.

As a practical advantage of these tapestries, it is

worth noting that they are absolutely moth-proof, as

nothing but silk, and occasionally threads of gold

and silver, enter into their composition.

It is exceedingly difficult to give anything like an

adequate idea of works of this character in words,

even with the aid of the excellent engravings which

accompany this notice. For it stands to reason that

the designs, however meritorious the}' niay be, are

lor the present of but secondary imjwrtance to the

reader, since what he specially desires to gain is a

knowledge of the means by which they are executed.

The attempt must nevertheless be made.

The ficculiar capabilities of the new technique

are best seen in two wall-hangings lately iinished,

the subjects of which—" The Birth of Psyche " and

"The Winged Moon"— may be classed as ideal.

"The Rirth of Psyche," or, as it might be very

appropriately called, " ]\Iorning," is executed upon a

salmon-pink ground, iu shades of flesh tint and very

pale green and white, and is surrounded by a border

of butterfly wings. Psyche is represented by a

winged female figure, arising slowly in a dreamily

ascending line, like curling smoke, through the rosy

mists of a warm morning, her garments still trail-

ing along the earth, her gossamer wings—of a pale,

broken green—exi]anding in the mild air of the new-

born day. There is something very suggestive in the

composition of the pure, almost unconscious volup-

tuousness caused by the passing out of one happy

state into another. Vse have here an allegory, so

graceful and so suggestive as to be free from the

least trace of frostiness which usually makes similar

attempts unpalatable. But there is besides in this

conception aa element of sensuousness, which line

alone, without the aid of colour, could hardlj' express
;

and it ma}' perhaps be said that the princijial charm

of the j)icture lies in its colour. This charm, how-

ever, is due in great part to the qualities imparted to

the colouring by the medium in which the design is

worked. There is a delicacy in it somewhat akin to

that of pure water-colour washes, combined with a

soft gloss and brilliancy which even such washes

cannot attain.

The capabilities of silk as a medium of artistic

expression are even still more triumphantly shown in

the companion hanging. While in the '/ Psyche" we

have the roseate hues of a morning veiled by the

vapours arising from the earth, " The Winged Moon,"

although executed upon a ground of the same colour,

calls up the feeling of a perfect evening. The com-

position is sufficiently shown in our engraving ; as in

the "Psyche," we have again a slightly draped female

figjure, this time with slender bird's wings. The

latter, of pale yellow, are folded around and behind

the figure, and assume a form suggesting the crescent-

of the young moon. The figure, thus bedded ujion

its own wings, floats in the calm evening sky, in

which are slight indications of bluish or violet

clouds, and of stars. Those who have watched the

varying phenomena of sunset will have noticed on

some rare evenings, when the sky is calm and clear,

a combination of colours—pale blue, - violet, pink,

and yellow— which, under ordinary circumstances,

and iu unskilled hands, would be quite irreconcilable.

In such a sky, however, they are the perfection
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of (]('lic:»ey ami Inveliness, and iirddiuo a quiolly

l)rilliaiit liarmouy which is positively soothini;' and

rcfreshiiisj. Paintiii", whether in oil or in water-

colours, seems incapable of adequately rendeiino;

such super-tenestrial l)eauty. In tliis ereatiou ol'

till' needle and the loom, however, there is a very

jxjtent sugu^cstion—the best yet g-iven—of these

glorious effeets. The colours are there, with tlie

exception of the pale blue of tlie upper sky ; the

harmony is there, and as much of the tender bright-

ness and glow as material means may attain.

It is interesting to inipiirf how this result is

reached, and thus to arrive at a clear understanding

of the advantages of the new teehniipie. Without a

ddubt it is due to the nature of the silk employed,

and the loose way in which it is woven. The coarse

surface of the silk canvas offers to the eye a mul-

titude of minute spots of high light, of half light

illuminated by reflections, and of shadow, all closely

intersjiersed. The half lights are of extraordinary

intensity of colour, owing to the repeated absorptiim

of the reflected rays; and even the lights are not com-

])osed of purely white surface reflections, as silk seems

to have some of the qualities of metals, wdiieh, as

is well known, reflect a peculiar coloured light, even

from the surface. It is this intensity of coloured

light, combined with the intimate mixture of lights

and shadows, and subject to chauges upon the

slightest movement of the tapestry—thus keeping

the retina constantly employed without tiring it

—

which i)roduces an effect remotely similar to the

scintillations, the twinkling, of the light produced

in nature by the movement of the air—an effect

which it must necessarily be impossible to produce

upon paper or canvas. It is as if the artist had

caught some of the sun's beams to paint my lady's

chamber with them. This new method of needle-

woven tapestry has therefore enriched art with a

means of expression which will be of great value, if

the attempt is not made to carry it too far. In

the two pieces described it produces an admirable

effect, Ijccause it is content to be suggestive. The

size of each, including the borders, is eight feet five

inches in height, by five feet five inches in width.

The designs arc by Miss Dora Wheeler.

While these two hangings, the " Psyche " and

"The Winged Moon," aim principally at the render-

ing of an effect, there are others also which offer

more of a strictly pictorial interest, always, however,

with due resard to their decorative character. Of

this kind is the figure of a gleaner, executed, from

a design by ^liss Rosina Emmett, for Governor

Alger, of ^Michigan. Another, very rich and deep in

colour, worked upon an olive ground, represents a

young girl in mediaeval costume, feeding iicacoeks.

Of more special interest, as illustrating a lately-

awakened desire to utilise native Indian subjects and

motives of decoration, are the two tai)estries herewith

figured, " A Zufii Girl," designed l)y Miss Emmett,
and '"'Minnehaha," I'roin Longfellow's " Hiawatha,"

by Miss AV heeler. The former, being the more

realistic of the two, is based upon studies made by

Miss Emmett during a summer's residence in the

Zufii Country. The border, adapted in colour to the

(lelieate tints of the tapestry itself, but wivikcd in

glass beads, in Indian fashion, is borrowed from the

designs on the ])ottery made from i\u\c ininieniorial,

and still made to-day, by the Zufiis. The border

around the "Minnehaha" is based upon designs used

by the more northern Indians of the United States

in the ornamentation of their blankets, painted skins,

&e. : w'hich were furnished to the arti.st by Pro-

fessor Hitchcock, of Amherst College. It is almost

unnecessary to say that the outer fringe on these

ta])estries, which is of leather, is also a feature of

Indian origin. The " Zuni (iirl" and the " ^linne-

haiia " measure each about seven and a quarter feet

in height, by four and a half feet in breadth, borders

and fringes included.

All the designs so far mentioned were worked

from small colour sketches, the enlarged outline only

having previously been traced on the material which

serves as a ground. Fre<piently, however, the artists

work from simple black-and-white sketches, or from

photographs, supplying the colour, either from other

studies, or from nature, from experience, or from the

imagination. They may claim, therefore, to be truly

considered painters with the needle.

The needle-woven tapestries represent the most

ambitious achievement of the Associated Artists, but

they do not by any means exhaust the list of their

productions. There is no kind of artistic embroidery

or decoration in which the needle is emiiloyed, whieh

is not practised in tin; rooms at Xo. 11.'), I^ast

Twenty-third Street, in New York, and no means

are there despised, so long as they will give the de-

sired result. Occasionally these means are of a kind

which, at first sight, would hardly seem suitable for

artistic use of any sort. In the Veterans' Room of

the Seventh Regiment, alluded to above somewhat

critically, there are two portieres, one ornamented

with small brass rings, the other with an ajii)arently

still more unpromising profusion of brass and other

metal buttons of the kind usually doing humble

service upon the nether garments of the male sex.

But in their ensemble these portieres are quite

effective, and fit excellently well into the strange

medley of the whole scheme of decoration. Possibly,

however, these are experiments belonging to a past

j)eriod. Of a less eccentric but thoroughly noble

character is a rich double portiere, not very long ago

completed iijjon the order of a wealthy American
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ri^I 1 1'^ \"\.i:^''i :i1"1il;' tile ca^trni ( ::i-l oL' tlir Mi'di- stri|i nf S\ riati tcmldi-y was (iflru liraken Ly tlic

-J- tcrraiiiaii will imt fail tn ii'itr a inrky |iriiiii>iila i'lmt (if smne rra^'uy lifii;Iil (<v liy smni' wi'stward

a liltli' I'arllii'i- iidi-di lliaii llicliiiiii intliat ilircctinii spur ol' Lelnuinii thrust far and deep into tlie

i^f I'alrstinc : it is the li^uic "f lislinmen ; it wears wave. Here, on ])ronnintiiry nv on island rock, tlie

the nielaui-holv aspeet, of aluio-l uni'i'lieved desola- I'hienieian ei vilisat inn was I'ounded in Aivail, Avkrt.

tidU.aiid is little nmre than a ]ilaee for
' the spread- (rehal {Bi/IjIh-s) , IJerytos [lie//run t), Siihin, Sarejita,

ine- iif nets in the midst ol' the sea.'' The roek was Tyro, Aeeho (./'vv), .Toppa (./({//''/), and other towns

nnee an island , <'rM\vded with a wealllu pnpulatmn, nion' ur less fanmus. Ilenee, in enurse <if time,

and eenfreiited nu the nianilaud Iiv a ciU' more sailed the merehantmen, wliieli liavin^' made every

nninerousK tenanted, lioastmi;' a prosperitv eipial]\' Imle and corner of the ^[editerrauean their own,

niai-\ ellous. The eouiieetine;- wall has arrested the and studded all her coasts with l'huMii<nan settle-

drilt of sands w hieh swei'p that sliore, and has caused nients, dared at the ]iillars of Hercules to ])ass out

theharliour to he silted up; it washuilt- to he tlu' into the >inkn<iwn world; to hrave the dreadful

hane of one of ihe most jiampered ;ind arroo'ant of swell of the Atlantic rollers, anil the strani;-e roek-

ancient powei-s. Threatened on land, her children ino- of the ocean tides; to hold resolutely nn until

retired to the shelter and secui-itv of the sea-^irt roek ; the Canaries and .Madeira faded hehind them in the

hut the ai-nn of .Vlexander made a causewav for its Ivist ; nntil Afric:i had lieen circnmnavio'ated and

niare'.i al'ter them, :ind Nature ;nid Time have used (•olonised as far south as Cape Xun, and in the

their work to elTeet. a ruin more completi' than was north the woad-stained Celts hrouolit to their em-

inllicted hv the exasperated conipieror. This is all jmriums up in the coast of Britain hides ;ind metal,

that remains of Tyre, the mother of peoples. To in liarter for the productions of the Orient,

this iieiohli,,nrhoi.d

came. Ill t he niornint;'

twilight of the na-

tions, a com] an V of

adventnro'us colonists

of Semitic 1)1 1

from the Bahrein

Islands, in the Per-

sian ( iiilf. With nii-

erriiiL;' instinct tliev

selected >itcs so ad-

mirahly jilaced for

tr,-iiliiio- eenti-es, that

not one ol' them has

lieeu utterlv ahaii-

doiicd, nor within the

stretch of coast w liicli

they appropriated has

any new' town hecu

£oUllilc<l. Of set JHir-

]iose, with delihcr.ate

intent to rely on an

insular ]iosition and

on inaritime pursuits,

they located them

selves hetween the

nioinit;iins and the

sea, where there was

no room on l.ind,

where the narrow

A COLOSS.U. iiEAn : atiuexo.

(Mitnii>uUtun Mnscv.ii, Xiic Yofl^.)

I'lK.onieia soon

covered the wliolc

inhabited earth (so

far as it could he

known) with a net-

work of eommeree
;

the trade of tlie world

was in her hands
;

she held the mines

of the Caucasus, o£

Thrace, Sardinia, and

Britain ; her ships

earried the wines of

(ireeee,aiid com from

]-'o-y]it and Sicily

;

her camels broui^-ht

wools and iieeces from

Persia ; her agents

amoiio- the Tartar

tribes sent her droves

of horses and of

mules ; she had a

monopoly of the ex-

cessively valuable

produce brought
down to the delta of

the X'ile ; and from

her ]iosit ion was en-

abled to divert to her

ow n holds large part
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of the business done by caravans from Iiulia and tliu)- borrowed all tlieir forms, and almost all tlieii

Pei-sia over the Syrian and Arabian deserts to Asia decorative devices, from Egypt, Assyria, Persia, and,

Minor and Ejiypt.

Her wealth <4'rew

ai)ace, the riches of

the earth \\'ere poured

into her lap ; but this

was all she sought,

with this, alas ! she

was content. No people

ever had more splen-

did opportunities, or

secured so distin-

guished a vantage

ground whereon to win

itself an everlasting

name by services ren-

dered to mankind.

Alone of all nations

the Phoenicians were

free of the learned

and of the unlearned,

of the civilised and

the barbarian : they

carried to the ignorant

and the rude a know- v

ledge of the arts, and

of the inrtuences and

appliances which tend

to the refinement of

life ; to the uncul-

A SUnSTBUCTUKE, BAALBKK : KOMAN PEKIOD.

tured they bore whatever of wise and \vonderf\d

the world possessed— the science of Chakhra, the

l)hilosophy of Egypt. But of the magnificent career

thus opened to them they appear to have been

in the later stages of their history, from Greece ; all

they can claim is a curious inartistic jumble of thc^e

several styles, and a remarkable faculty of spoiling

whatever they adii])tcd ])y depriving it of all grace

entirely unconscious ; it never fired their imagina- and nobleness. They were massive builders ; b\it

tion or kindled their enthusiasm, and they passed

through the ages without the slightest " feeling

of their business," rather without a feeling for

anything except their business. The money that

perished with them was the sole inspiration of tlu'ir

they did not waste this order of work on such un-

profitable objects as temples or tombs: they jnit it

all into fortifications and city walls necessary for

defence. Their religion was not of a tyjie to stimu-

late architectural elTorl ; in its ))rimitive form it was

energies, the one object of their efforts; and this a simple nalure-worshi|), with an a/y'/vwo ritual cele-

miserable end they pursued with a fraudulent mean- brated in forests and on hills. ^Mountains, trees,

ness and a callous cruelty which made their name grottoes, rocks, springs, rivers, and certain stones

despised and execrated among the nations. They were honoured as gods with prayers and sacrifices;

gave man what is, perhaps, the greatest intellectual as time went on an astral jiolytheism supervened,

invention of all time—the alphaljet—but they alone with indications of a dim surmise of the Divine

made no good use of it ; they have no literature

;

with them it was simply a code for ledger ]iurposes,

an anticpie shorthand much more convenient for calcu-

lations and accounts than tiie cumbrous hieroglyphics

of Egypt, or cuneiform signs current in Assyria.

When we think of what art is—a creation of the been familiar
;
yet they held aloof

—

their most recent

mind for the mind's delight—how should it ever interpreters and critics do not scrui)le to say—becau.se

come to the birth am.mg a people such as this? they could not hope to reap any profit by spreading

The Pha'uiciaus have no art at all of their own ; the religion of a (iod like the (iod of Israel, whose

I nity. They were not only congeners but near

neighbours of Elijah and Isaiah; their language was

almost identical, the teachings of the Pentateuch and

of the Psalter, the lofty declamations of the Projihet.'*,

coiilil be readily understood by them, and must have
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l;i\v with iv^^'aril tn iina^'cs wmilil have Ijclmi rejcrted foul a lunch wliieli makes us kin witli the Plirenieian,

b}' Greece and Ronie, while it coudenineil one de- and -wo suspend our blame as we go with him to

PHCENICIAN POTTEEY.

partment of trade wherein tliey made much o-ain.

Having quenched the heavenly gleam, they shaped

the old belief into an adoration of the reproductive

forces of Nature. They introduced a phallic cultns
;

sensual licence became a religious duty j and the most

debasing vices were jiractised as a holy rite. And
the foulness of Phoenician religion was equalled only

by its ilerceness : young children, new-born babes,

were offered in fire to tbe solar element, and in times

of disaster their bolocansts of human victims were

conducted on a scale which drew down the reproba-

tion of the whole civilised world.

All high imagining was out of the reach of these

men ; they could form no ideal of majesty, their work

could not possibly reflect any conception worthy of

a god, and we are shocked by the dull, sensuous,

vacant, or idiotic faces of their divinities, and by the

meanness of their forms. The principal deity of the

Carthaginians is figured w ith placid features as ex-

pressive, and in a po.sture as dignified, as a sleep-

ing alderman's; yet Carthage was a most vigorous

state, and, in an age of warriors, produced the most

consummate general of antiquity.

In the common fate which attends all men, we

bury his dead. We have no record, either in litera-

ture or in sepulchral inscription, from which to learn

his belief about the hereafter ; but the remains which

we are able to examine point to the conclusion that

his notions did not differ widely from those of the

Chaldseans and of the Syrian nomads. He appears

to have held to the idea of a shadowy underground

existence after death, but to have formulated no

doctrine of immortality, or, indeed, of any larger

life, though the myth of Psyche, often represented

on the coffin, indicates hope. The skeleton is found

surrounded with vases of exhaled perfumes, intended,

probably, to arrest decay ; with amphorae containing

a sediment as of evaporated wine; with philters and

patens; with amulets and charms, as a protection

against the unknown perils of the under-world ; with

rings and seals and statuettes. It is deposited in a

spacious cave or vault, perhaps enclosed in a cofRn

of metal or of cedar; the chambers, whether sub-

terranean or opened from the face of the rock, are

very roomy, and constructed witli extreme care ; but

neither these, nor the colossal piles in some places

reared upon the sepulchre, have any indication of

art, or any touch characteristic of the maker except
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tlie restriction to what he deemed ahsohitely neees-

sarv. Tlie only jieeuliarities are cofliiis made of

UKissive i)iates of lead, moulded, and tis>htly soldered

tu<;etlier; and what il. Renan calls the "anthropoid

sarcoi)ha'j;'i
"—vipon the lids is a swathed humaa

lijjure, of which, for the most part, the face and

throat oidy have been earven by the sculptor :
but

these, even where most hig-hly finished, clearly liiul

their motive in the E,y;yptian mummy case.

As a sculptor the Phtjcnician has left no lej^acy

to the an^es worth preserving, except for archseoloyical

and autiipiarian purposes ; and we must do him the

justice to say that in the calcareous tufa of his

country, coarse and loose in grain, full of little holes

and shells, he had a material of which nothing great

could be made. If he wanted marble, he had to im-

[lort it ; and in these circumstances if would be (mi

iiiurh to expect him to ilevelop genius. J5nt he was

under no such initial disability in jiainting; where he

showed himself quite incapable of acciuMic delinea-

tion, and faileil in making any adequate prescntuient

of himself, he could not preserveeven race distinctions

in his features and figures. The truth is, that he was

never a disciple of Nature; he was always adopt Ihl;'

and adapting, with mercantile shrewdness and clever-

ness, those productions of foreigners which for the t inie

chanced to be in fashion. It was in articles which

cnulil be Ijought and sold, the work of the artisan

rather than of the artist, that the Phcenieian is at

his best : in form and in colour his glass and his

earthenware demand our admiration; but,

like (itlicr Orientals, he was more con-

cerned with colour than with I'm-m, ami

his finest shapes reinuul us at siL;ht

wliat we have ])reviously witnessed in

Egvi)t and Chalda^a. In quaint, (piecr,

lji:)irn' shajies, devoid of arti.stie worth

excelled ; and tli<' Cypriot sites a

jiarlicular, " a lilth' heaven

bclnw " to the lif'ic-a-hrnc

hunter.

The only services ren-

dered b\- Fluenieia to art

were indirectly and unc(ni-

seiously rendered. She was

not, in the proper sense, a

nation ; she was a federa-

tion more or less formal of

iudependent cities, each with

its own mode of govern-

ment, and ill this way she

founded those munic-ipal in-

dividualities which, taking

root in Greece, did so much
by niutiial rivalries for the

develnpment of the arts in

390

that fair land, .\gain, it is said that by the coarse

insistence, which her religion prompted, upon the

distin<'tion of the sexes in all her figures, I'haMiieia

brought into jirominenee the human form, and gave

an impulse to the study of it and •!' liiiiiian nature,

which resulted not only in the models of IMiidias and

of I'raxiieles, and in the shapes that gleamed on

the panels of Apelles, but led to the detachment of

the brute from the conception of divinity, the per-

petual banishment of sphinx and bull and eagle,

and the establishment of the idea that if (iod is to

be known at all of nii-n it nnisl be thriiUL;h the

medium of the human.

It would be to miss one great nigral nf this melan-

choly story if, before it closes, we do not remark

the suicidal character of the I'lKcnician ])olicy. The

I'hu'uicians gave themselves heai't and snul to trade,

the^' took no interest in anything beside ; and this ex-

clusive devotion to their one object was the ruin both

of it and of them. As long as they were without

rivals, so long things wi'nt well ; liul the time i-ame

when comjK'titors a])peared, who, Iiowcvit Iccenly

alive li> the advantages of wealth, were a |icoplc with

ideas, and who ]nit into their proiluetions the charm

of bi'autiful thoughts, of gracious eulfnre, of iesl belie

and aitistic lini^li, I lial w as iiiiniilaMe and inc>i-l iblc.

THE MEUHAZIM AT AMIirT.
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Tims it I'aniP tn jmss tlial, when tlu' tire-jk had ac-

quired sidll in navigation and ontured into comnier-

cial i-flalions with othoi- peoples, the PhaMiician, as

Mr. Matthew Arnold has depicted in one of his most

perfect, illustrations, was easily Leaten off the seas.

And l)y-aiKl-l)y his western outposts were threat-

ened also, and, indeed, all his trade in the Medi-

terranean basin. His greed had made him hated

everywhere, and every tribe and country sided with

his enemies ; scarcely a station was secure. Tyre

w-as the leading city, Init Tyre could not fight.

Neither she nor any other home state ever hatl an

army ; when they needed one they subsidised merce-

naries from the countries round ; besides, Tyre was

exhausted by the ten years' siege of Nebuchadnezzar.

In the h<iur of peril, her most dutiful daughter, the

great colony of Carthage, compelled by her circum-

stances to maintain an army, entered upon aggres-

sive tactics, and by her eriergetic action secured j)re-

eminence in the Western ^Mediterranean for three

centuries mure. But Carthage was " wijied out " at

the fatal close of her long duel witii Rome; and

Tyre (having been for once proud instead of jirudent)

was destroyed by Alexander.

So jierished a great civilisation, a people of un-

daunted courage, of sublime endurance, of infinite

resources, of noble daring, leaving only a name for

detestation and for scorn. The world gained great

benefits from them, yet the world loved them not.

They lived but for themselves, and upon a very low

level at that. Art cannot find a place among people

of this calibre ; and none can grieve for the fall of

the renowned city, she that was glorious in the midst

of the seas. • Wm. Hoi.mdex.

—»«^^^IO*»^»

BOYDELL'S SHAKESPEAKE.

N a previous paper we spoke of

Alderman Boydell's career as a

publisher, and referred in general

terms to the rajiid progress of the

arts in this country. The condi-

tion of historical painting prompted

Roy dell in 17 SO to undertake

another great effort—the publica-

tion of an extensive series of prints illustrating

Shakespeare's plays. For this enterprise, truly

gigantic for the time, he commissioned over three

hundred pictures— many of large dimensions— in

illustration of the various scenes, and the pencils

of every painter of repute in the country were called

into requisition. Reynolds furnished " Puck," the

"Death of Cardinal Beaufort," and " Macbeth and

the Witches." The first was one of the painter's

numerous child fancies, fitted to the character at

the request of Boydell, and is one of his most re-

markable works; the others were painted directly

upon commission, and are not to be counted among
his successes ; indeed, Reynolds—who has given

us so many remarkable exam])les of portrait as

"the only true history," to wit, the "Commodore
Keppel," 1755, "Mrs. Sheridan as the Tragic Muse,"

or "Mrs. Billington as St. Cecilia"—displayed very

little talent in historical j)ainting proper; and although

there are not wanting evidences of poetical feeling

in such pictures as "The Snake in the Grass," or

" N'enus Chiding Cupid," or of allegorical fertility,

as in the Oxford window, yet on the whole the c;ist

of his mind was un-imaginative, and there is no room

for doubt that the taste of the time led him into

his true sphere. Romney painted " Prospero and

INIiranda," " Cassandra Raving," and " The Infant

Shakespeare," for the galler}', and the remarks

upoii Reynolds apply almost equally well to this

painter. The faculty of imaginative composition

had too long lain dormant to be brought out in its

highest jihase, at a stroke of the pen. The same

conclusion had to be arrived at about half a century

later, when another great effort was made, viz.,

the competitions for the decoration of the New
Houses of Parliament.

Amongst the other names to be found in the

catalogue of the Shakespeare Gallery are Smirke

(26 pictures), "Westall (22), Hamilton (23), Fuseli,

Stothard, Northeote, Rigaud> Opie, Howard, Wheat-

ley, Tresham, Peters, West, Barry, Wright of Derby,

and Ibbctson. Northeote bears testimony to Boy-

dell's treatment of artists in a letter to Mrs. Carey,

October 3rd, 1821, in which he says :
" My picture

of 'The Death of Wat Tyler' was painted in the

year 1786, for my friend and patron. Alderman

Boyd<'ll, who did more for the advancement of the

arts in England than the whole mass of the nobility

put together! He paid me more nobly than any

other person has done ; and his memory I shall

ever hold in reverence."

For the reception of these pictures, Boydell built

a special gallery in Pall Mall, afterwards used as the

British Institution. In the preface to the 1789 cata-

logue he says: " In the progress of the Fine Arts,

though foreigners have allowed our lately acquired

su]ieriority of engraving, and readily admitted the

great talents of the principal painters, yet they have
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said witli some severity, and I am soriy to say with

some tnitli, that the al)ilities of our best artists are

cliicllv eniployed in paiutiiii;- ])i)rti'ails of tlmse who,

in less tliau half a century, will be lost in oblivion.

Historical paintiii>;' is much neojlected. To obviate

tliis national rellection was, as 1 have already hinted,

the principal cause of the present undertaking. Upon

the merits of the pictures themselves, it is not for

me to speak; I believe there never was a perfect

])icture in all the three great requisites of composi-

tion, colouring, and design; it must not, therefoi-e, be

expected that such a phenomenon will be found here.

This much, however, I will venture to say, that in

everv picture in the gallery there is something to

be praised, and I hope sufTicient marks of merit to

justify the lovers of their country in holding out the

fostering hand of encouragement to native genius."

Although every one will sympathise with the expres-

sions of the j)rojeet()r, yet a glance through the list

of names is sufficient for the conclusion that the effort

was beyond the eajiabilities of the executants. Really

successful historical treatment did not come within

the range of Reynolds, Romney, Barry, Fuseli,

Wright, and Opie—the most capable of the list;

Sinirke possessed an undeniably humorous fancy, and

Stothard, " the graceful," well merited the epitbet

bestcnved on him by Walter Thornbury; but the

remainder, though good enough in book illustra-

tions, small pictures of domestic t/e lire, or "conversa-

tion pieces " and the sentimental allegories then in

vogue, had neither the mind nor the training that

such a task demanded. Hence, in the light of its

proposed intention, the enterprise cannot be regarded

otherwise than as a failure.

But yet it was not wholly a failure; it at least

stimulated many of our painters to an honourable

ambition, directed their attention to a wealthy mine

of noble subjects, and suggested to patrons a worthy

line in which they might encourage native workers.

In this last sense it bore much fruit, and during the

next few years many collectors set themselves to the

encouragement of English masters, among whom Sir

J. Leicester, Bart, (founder of the De Tabley gal-

lery), Thos. Bernard, Alex. Davison (who in giving

commissions allowed the artists to choose their own

subjects), T. L. Parker, Charles Hoare, and Sir F.

Hiring are honouralily distinguished. Though it was

many years before a real historical school began to

grow up amongst us, and only after almost innu-

merable failures, yet the hard struggling times soon

began to be a thing of the i)ast. Though lacking the

most essential elements of success, this last enter-

prise of Boydell was a healthy experience. To say

the very least, the exhibition was not contemjitible,

and although the English school did not Icaii at one

bouiid into historical power, yet it was evident that

there was an array of latent ability well worth bring-

ing out; and to the patrons we have mentioned above,

with others, we owe much of tiie j>rogresti that was

made in the early part of the present century.

In IsOl- Boydell obtained the permission of ]'ar-

liament to dispose of his property by lottery; in the

scheme he stated that he had expended upwards

of £300,000 upon the jilates of the prints, over

£ 10,000 upon the prints and drawings, and £:M),nOO

upon the Shakespeare (iailery. The :2;i,0(IO tickets for

the lottery were all sold out at the Alderman's death

(Dec. l:2tii, 1804), and the lottery wa.s drawn on the

following Jan. 15th. James Tassie, the modeller,

was fortunate enough to obtain the principal ]irize,

the Shakespcai-e Gallery, and sold off the ])ictures by

auction, when they realised only one-tenth of the

sum that had been expeniled upon them. The dis-

proportion between some of the prices paid and those

obtained was enormous: thus Fuseli's " Macbeth and

the Witches" (now in the collection of the Baroness

Burdett-Coutts), commissioned at a thousand guineas,

went for twenty only ; West's " Lear in the

Storm," at the same price, 205 guineas; Ronmey's
" Prosi)ero and ^Miranda,'' at 000 guineas, 50 only.

The highest bidding was for the Reynoldses : 505

guineas for the " Death of Cardinal Beaufort," bought

b}' the Earl of Egremont; -300 guineas for " Macbeth

and the Witches ; " and 205 guineas for " Puck." The

last price, however, was exceeded by Smirke's " Seven

Ages," 240 guineas. Some of the other prices are

instructive. Thus, four of Northeote's contributions

reached three figures: one of them—" Romeo, Juliet,

and Paris in the Tomb of the Capulets "—going

as high as 200 guineas. These pictures would, not

improbably, now sell with difliculty at twenty guineas.

Two large performances at the Knighton Sale last

year fetched only twenty-four guineas between them.

Three Wests (bought for the Philadelphia Museum)

and a Tresham—" Antony and Cleo])atra "—were

the only others that passed one hundred pounds.

Doubtless to-day the works of Romney, Ojiie, Barry,

A. Kauft'mann, Smirke, ami Stothard would all take a

higher place in the market than those of West, North-

cote, or Tresham. An important piece of seulpture

by Banks, "The Ajjotheosis of Shakespeare," was

presented by Mr. Tassie to the family for a monu-

ment over Boydell's grave.

The pictures from tlu' above collection were

scattered through various jirivate gatherings, :ind

most of them are forgotten, not a few, jirobably,

destroyed. The "Puck "is in Buckingham Palace;

a Durno and a llaniilton, both very mediocre, are

in the Soanc Musemn, and aiK^ther Jlamilton is

at South Kensington. The engravings from the

pictures have been recently published in ]ihoto-

graphy. Amkkd iU;A\Klt.
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BEX.TAMIX DISRAELI, EAllL OF BEACONSFIELD.

APOLITICAL pnltMnio ami a careful bino^raphy

of facts would be equally out of place as

letterpress accompaniment to a scries of jiortraits attained these difjnities without any advantages of

of a statesman whose death is so recent and wliuse fortune or nf family; and llial (m- llie wlinli' nf his

land and four times leader of the House of Commons,

is iortuualcly not matter of contention. That he

FAINTED IJY MILLAIS. ACADOnr, ISSl.

(C;/ Joint r.rmtssion nf l!,r Ririhl Unn. VT. II. fimilh, M.P.. nml Ihr Flnr Arf tJor-hlii.)

political merits arc so mmli mailer of controversy as lifetime he was conspicuously free from some wcalc-

tl>e death and the political merits oF Lord Beacons- ncsses whidi have commonly hesct those who, in

field. Here, at least, there can be no desire to tread constitutional countries, Jiave without advantao-es of

on any one's corns, and political discussion without

such corn-treading is impossible. Here, moreover,

there is no space for any but the briefest summary

of the facts of a long and eventful career. That

Lord Bcaconsfield was twice Prime ^linister of Eng-

391

fortune or of family risen to tlie disposal of (lie wealth

and jiower of a nation, may perhaps also be granted.

It is not disputable any more that he won his way in

spite of a considerable ill-will on the part of his own

l)artv, or that for more than forty years he had the
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singiilar ill-t'ortinu' to attract expressions of dislike

quite different from those of mere party rancour.

Finally, it is un([uestionable that during the last years

of his life, and ever since his death, he was and has

been regarded by his admirers with a kind of vene-

ration to which it is difficult to find a i^arallel in

English history; while, except in the mere fanatics

or the mere gutterbloods of politics, the general

dislike which once attached to him has singularly

declined, even among those by whom formal dis-

approval of his political methods and conclusions is

nominally maintained.

After these pacta conventa, however, or at least

after these propositions, which ought not to be

matters of dispute, the would-be impartial historian

is launched into a sea of difficulties. He cannot

dwell on Mr. Disraeli's birth, on his ancestry, on

his baptism, on his education and early pursuits,

without a temptation to repeat or refute sarcasms,

based on all. He may gravely record that his hero

three times canvassed Wycombe, aud once Taunton;

but how (at least here) is he to discuss the question

Vv'hether it was as a Tory or a Radical? Let him

take refuge in the safe, the incontrovertible, and,

to those who have ears to hear, the very sugges-

tive statement, that it was always as a pronounced

enemy of the Whigs, and always with pronounced

Tory support. It was on the same platform that he

canvassed and won ^laidstone and Shrewsbury : it

was not been shown that it was on one very different,

if different at all, that he entered on his thirty years'

tenure of Buckinghamshire. He answered O'Con-

nell's Billingsgate in kind, and he requited Charles

Austin's privileged libel with libel which, as it hap-

pened, was unprivileged. He was a dandy in his

youth, and perhaps there is no feature in his history

more remarkable than the combined testimony of

every one, that he (whose j)ersonal appearance was

later the favourite butt of satirists, somewhat at a

loss for another mark) was strikingly handsome.

His hair was as extraordinary as his taste in waist-

coats, at a time when all men's taste in waistcoats

was extraordinary. He wrote many books, which,

as affording uneoutentious matter, may be dealt with

at greater length presently. He forced himself upon

an unwilling Parliament by sheer strength of perse-

verance and genius. He waged political war almost

single-handed for years, as far as championship in

debate was concerned, in the cause of the most shat-

tered and dispirited party that England has ever

seen; first, against a ^Minister, powerful in the flush

of the carrying of a vastly popular measure, and

then against a coalition which for array of " all the

talents" has never been equalled. He brought his

party twice into office in minority ; made at least a

brilliant, if not a solid reputation in the most diflicult

and laborious of all ^Ministerial posts ; kept the party

during long periods of defeat unbroken and ready

for action; conducted it through a minor revolution,

and at last lifted it into the control of English affairs

for six years, at the same time that lingland once

more came into the front rank amono: the Powers of

Europe. He underwent a great defeat with unsur-

passed fortitude ; and died, almost with the dramatic

effect, and with much more than the political credit

of Chatham, after pronouncing in the House of Lords

a speech on matters vitally affecting the empire, the

principles of which sjieech have been since proved to

be correct by the course of affairs, and admitted to

be so by the very official who was appointed, and

who consented against his own now declared opinion,

to reverse Lord Beaconsfield's Indian policy.

He had little or no history out of politics and

literature, and the first being here in a manner
" taboo," and only to be dealt with indirectly and

in the way of general remarks on his character, his

literary work may justly receive some particular

attentionr It is unfortunate that while that work

m fiction has been collected in an accessible and

satisfactory manner, some of his political and mis-

cellaneous writings have never been reprinted at all,

while none are accessible except in fi'agmentary and

unco-ordinated form. The reproach ought to be re-

moved, and the addition of some half-dozen volumes

to the Hughenden edition of the novels would remove

it. We should then have a uniform collection of

literary work quite unique in character. It has been

frequently objected to the authoi-s of the present

century that they are " not quotable ;
" that the

jewels five words long, which they contain from the

point of view of thought, as well as from that of

style, are conspicuously few as compared with those

of former ages, when the immense mass of the pro-

duction, both of the whole period and of separate

authors, is considered. This reproach may be true :

there is, at any rate, some truth in it. But it is

not true of Mr. Disraeli. The excellence of his sepa-

rate ])hrases, of his epigrams, of his maxims of life,

perhaps contrasts, and certainly has for the most part

been thought to contrast, with the inequality and

disappointingness of his works as wholes. Again,

there is some truth in this. Except " The Infernal

]\Iarriage " I do not know an}' work of Lord Beacons-

field's which is entirely 7;«r sifji. In that resf)ect even
" Ixion " is inferior ; and if the author had done

more work of this kind he would have equalled (as

it is, he has very nearly equalled in " The Infernal

Marriage ") the author of the incomparable volume

which begins with " Babouc " aud ends with " Le

Taureau Blanc." In a very different way, I think,

" Henrietta Temple " may be called a masterpiece,

though it is a masterpiece, of course, in a conven-
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(ional style, and playeil upon few strings; in fact,

upon only one. Of all the others, fr.im " Vivian

Grey" to " iMulyniion/' a critic, that is to say a

]ierson who does not indulge in indiscriminate superla-

tives, must speak with certain allowances. " Vivian

Cirey " itself is a marvel of youthful brilliancy, hut

the brilliancy is decidedly youthful. "The Young-

Duke" contains one scene, the gambling party,

which is nut inferior to anything of the kind in

fiction; but the author's apology for it a-* " a i>ic-

ture rather of llccting manners than of jicrcn-

iiial character," is its best description as a whole.

" Contarini Fleming " is, no doubt, a book of great

power, and I know critics, wIkjui I respect, who

rank it lirst of all the novels. But I suspect that,

to rank thus, it ought to be read in youth ; and by

an accident 1 happen never to have read it myself

till middle age, though I had long known all the

others. " Alroy," good of its kind, belongs to a

kind which must be better than good t^i be lirst-rate.

" I'opanilla" is inferior to " The Infernal .Marriage
"

and " Ixion." For " Venetia," I have -myself a

jieculiar affection, and it seems to me (contrary, I

believe, to the general opinion) a very happy in-

stance of the pecidiar faculty which Mr. Disraeli

had in roiniiion with all the great writers who have

woven real charactcis into the characters of novels

—the faculty of giving a certain original twist to

the borrowed personality. Of the trilogy, I prefer

"Sybil" to "Coningsby" and " Tancred," despite

the unmatched political portraits of the second and

the ])icturesque imagination of the third. I should

call "Sybil" ^h: Disraeli's best novel, a judgment

which is not incompatible with the judgment above

given, that "Henrietta Temple" is a masterpiece;

and finally, rnnning contrary to the general judg-

ment once more, I should prefer "Endymion" to

"Lnthair." Hut in all these books (excepting "Hen-

rietta Temple," and not excepting " Sybil ") the

parts surpass the whole, and even make the reader

lose sight of the whole. The inimitable social and

j>ersonal judgments, the admirable epigrams, the de-

tached phrases and scenes that bring their individual

subjects before the eye as by a flash of lightning,

dwarf or obscure the total impression. No doubt

the author had definite purposes in w liting all, or at

least most of them, but the purpose is not the chief

tiling that impresses itself, nor the characters, still

less the plot, or what does duty for a plot, which those

characters combine {/tiut bien, qua iiial, and it must

be confessed cpiite as often intil as Ijleii) to work out.

For the present ]iur]iose, however, the chief thing

is to sec what light these books and their author's

other writings give us on his own character, and (ju

that career which is otherwise illustrated by the

gallery of portraits here collected. Undoubtedly the

light which they give is not small. Perhaps the most

remarkable illumination of all is that thrown by

their combination of Voltairean wit with a singular

imaginativeness, political and other, a consiilerable

tendency to sentiment, and a distinct belief in ideals.

N'oltaire himself never wrote anything in his own

peculiar style much superior to the description of the

Elysians ; but a Voltaire who could write " Tancred "

or "Henrietta Tcmiile" would have been (if l^Ir.

Disraeli had not shown it in fact) an inconceivable

thing. So, again, there is the other odd mixture

(not the same by any means, though also to be illus-

trated from Voltaire) of a ]ironeness to foppery of

various kinds, combined with the keenest and most

cvnical delight in satirising tin; i'ojtpery of others.

If there is one thing more noteworthy than Lord

Beacons field's famous inclination to " u[)holstery," it

is the certainty that Lord Beaconslield must have

known and laughed at this tendency himself.

One of the most interesting subjects of the whole

life is Mr. Disraeli's connection with the Young

England movement. Tiie famous speech at the

Manchester Athenajuni, with "Sybil" and other

documents, has naturally caused him— indeed, did

naturally cause him at the time—to be regarded as

a leader, if not the leader, of the whole movement.

Y'et is it no secret that the invention not merely of

the name (that required no very great ability after

Y'oung Italy and Young France) but of the thing is

attributed by many peojjle who ought to know, to

^lonckton Milnes. A year or two ago I wrote some-

thing in one of the magazines on Y'oung Fhigland

—a something which did not ])reten(l to any esoteric

knowdedge, and merely dealt with the generally

known facts. The next time that I met Lord Hough-

ton he said to me, " I wish you had told me that

you were going to write that. 1 could have set

you right on a great, many things which nobody

knows now exce]it Fjonl John ^ranners." I ]ioiiited

out to him that he eoulil give the inlorniation at

first hand a great deal better than I couhl jiossibly

do at second, and that he ought to give it. " Well/'

he said, " I did think of writing something, but I

am too old, and it is too much trouble." Let it be

hoped that his literary executors will lind that his

first thoughts bore some fruit. The only point in

the rest of the conversation which has relevance here

was the remark, " He [Disraeli] knew nothing at all

about it at first: he came in afterwards;" which,

indeed, was already pretty generally known. It

hardly detracts from Mr. Disraeli's genius that he

did come in afterwards, and that, despite that draw-

back, he gave the school by far the most important

literary and historical monuments that it is likely to

have. As concerns Mr. Disraeli himself, the Y'oung

luigland matter, interesting as it is, is chiefly note-
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woi-lhv ;is illusti-aliii- til.' nipidily and success with like all masters of cpi<rram, into odd places. I never

wiiich lie would -;ias^) any eoutemporary movement met any man o£ l.raius who was prepared to endorse

that showed siuns ..i' contrihutini;- to' the general the matter of all Mr. Disraeli's propositions. But,

tendency with which he strove to inspire the nation, then, I never met any man o£ brains who could

His wliole life, his whole woric, is full of such produce an even appreciable number of propositions

illustrations. The auon\ninus "Wit and Wisdom of which he could endorse from some of Mr. Disraeli's

FKOM THE BUST BY EDflAE J. EOEIIM, E.A.

(711 the. Possession of Her .Vn>s(i; llir Um-ni.)

Lord Beaconstiekl " (which, though no one who reads

it must fancy that he has exhausted the subject, is

both a very useful introduction to that subject and

a very convenient bird's-eye view of it to one who

has quartered it over) will show how admirably he

carried out the system. If will show, also, what a

master of both wit and wisdom was lost in him.

The spirit of epigrammatising occasionally led him,

rivals. And the great ebarm of the book, which

may be taken as a fair representation of the man,

is that it is never /ii'/c. Of how many statesmen

of our days can we say the same? and how many

statesmen of our days could have signed the fol-

lowing ?

"Nothing depresses a man's spirits more com-

pletely than a self-conviction of self-conceit."
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CARICATURES FROM "PUNCH": 1844-1882.

(By Iticliaril DoyU. Charles Keene, John Leech, John Tennicl, Harry Fumiss, and Linley Hamboume.
SekcUd and Itc-draim by Harry FurnUs.)
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[They were] men who seldom stepped out of a' 1 venturer, and as Canning was. He was not nearly

the sphere of their private virtues.'

" He is a very learned man, though he despises

history. He can chop logic like Dean Aldrich ; but

what is more remarkable than his learning and his

logic is that power of spontaneous aversion which

particularly characterises him."

But I give up in dcsjiair the attempt to make

any anthology exten-

sive enough to be re-

presentative and com-

pact enough to be

admissible. The de-

scription of " that

very gentlemanlike

person the Thug ;

"

the extinct volcanoes

;

the short labels at-

tached to the political

characters in " Con-

ingsby " and "Endy-

mion ;
" the Professor

in " Lothair ;
" a

hundred other things

universally known oc-

cur, and demand an

impossible admission.

Only, if I had to in-

dicate a single test

passage, I should re-

peat the indication of

"The Elysians" as

the best of all.

There remains, of

course, the stale ca-

lumny, which must

be noticed here, be-

cause it forms pai't of

all hostile and most

neutral criticisms of

our subject, that Lord

Beaconsfield was "an
adventurer." The
more intelligent per-

sons who speak abimt

the political adventures of Lord Beaconsfield are,

naturally, not touched by the contempt which must

fall on the precious phrase which has been briefed

to them. They are convinced that Lord Beaconsfield

was an adventurer, exactly to the same extent as iL-.

Serjeant Buzfuz was convinced that Mr. Pickwick

was a Lothario and a scoundrel. But the dupes, the

platform orators, the rag and tag of the believers in

the adventurer theory, what is to be said of them ?

Lord Beaconsfield was an adventurer in politics

in very nearly the same sense as ^li\ Gladstone is an

so much of an adventurer as Burke, and he was

not very much more of one than Mr. Pitt. That is

to say, Mr. Disraeli was not cradled and rocked

and dandled into legislatorhood ; he had no political

sponsors in English politics, and he did not belong

to any of the great houses which have governed

Great Britain, on the whole for Great Britain's good,

during the last few

hundred years. On
the other hand, he

was so little of an

adventurer that he

entirely lacked, and

never attempted to

gain, the adventitious

aids to political suc-

cess which all the four

distinguished persons

above-mentioned pos-

sessed. He did not

come into public life

as a nominee of a

great man like Mr.

Gladstone and Can-

ning, or as a useful

"devil" like Burke,

or as a freelance, sub-

sidised by party hatred

to a great minister,

like Pitt. There is no

Duke of Newcastle,

there is no Marquess

of Rockingham, there

is no Duchess of

Marlborough, in Lord

Beaconslield's career.

He fought the fight

with a barely suffi-

cient independence of

property, and with a

great deal more than

sufficient independence

of character. It is a

subject of some amuse-

ment to the critics of his detractors that these

detractors, at the very moment that they decry Mr.

Disi-aeli as an adventurer, quote with pride and joy

the heartliurnings of great Tory magnates over his

friendship with their sons, and the tlings of Tory

members of Parliament at the gradual progress of

this astonishing u/irai-lrx. What I wish to point

out is that in English we don't call that kind of

success the success of an adventurer; we call it the

success of a genius.

Let us, to conclude, sum up the simple facts of

VIVIAN OBEY.

(Draiin lnj Maclise, 1S33.)
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what tliis aJvL'iituivr did. Without unreal I'urtiiiK',

without pati-onaj-c, without popular agitation, with-

out tl)e popular subseriptiou of nionev which two

oF liis faniouH eonloniporavii's, Cobduu and O'Con-

ncll, did not disdain, he raiseil Iiiniselt' Ironi a voiy

ordinary, though not mean, station to the Prime

Ministersliip of England, and to something whieh

has been mistaken by men not altogether fools

for the arbitership of Europe. I do not mention

his earldom, because that has been attained by quite

otherguess sorts of persons, and beeause it has been

baeksliding ; that he put it in a state to maintain,

if it ehose, that position; that he ranked as a kind

of paeilic Wellington, as a bloodless Marlborough, as

a restorer of ICnglish honmir after a long eclipse.

^ cry likely they were wrong: on that point it would

be improper to offer the least opinion here. But
who else that can be mentioned has ever spread such

an opinion of himself and his actions not among the

thirty millions, " mostly fools," but among the thou-

sands or hundreds, some, at least, of whom are most

certainly not foolish ?

THE LAST ArPEAEAXXE IN THE COMMONS.

<Dfairn by llarrif Fitntiss.)

suspected that at least one part of ^Ir. Disraeli's

reasons for accepting it was good-humoured delight

in feeling that the fact of his acceptance made a

similar acceptance by other people, who would really

have liked it much more, a political impossibility. As
to what he did for England we get once again into

contested matter. Let it only be said what the

men before referred to, some of whom have not

been deemed fools, thonqld he did for ]']ngland.

They thought—and it would appear have not ceased

to think after seven twelvemonths and a day—that

he raised the country once more to its proper posi-

tion among European nations, after a generation of

I was walking not long ago with a friend of

mine from who.se society I lind it didicull to cut

myself off, despite the extraordiijary and most pro-

voking difliculty of finding out exactly what he

means. The subject of ]mh-nlietzi; had somehow (.r

other turned u]i, and I remarked, perhaps rashly,

" After all they have given us the greatest i>oet of

this century." " Yes," he said, " and they have

given us the greatest statesman too. Anybody with

ordinary talents can direct a development. It is not

everybody that can arrest a decay." I daresay we

were both talking nonsense : yet there are moments

when I doubt it. Geokgi; Saixtsblky.
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CEILINGS AND WALLS,

VERY litflc !i(foiition is paid l)y inodcni aivliiteets ence of the inliabitanis lias to give way to the pur-

to tlie peili::'4's of tlie iimisps tlioy linilil. Those, jioses of defence. Habitable rooms with vaulted

for instance, of costly London houses are generally ceilings are therefore rave.

decorated with some few stock patterns ordered Of timber roofs there still remain very beauti-

from a ])la-;terer's shoj). Old houses in this country ful examples all over England. In respect of them

used to be better cared for in this respect, as can be we are unsurpassed. They cover not churches only,

.seen by many and various examples. Now the ceil- but in the most beautiful and remarkable instances

ing of a room may be made of the same material that the halls and chambers of colleges, palaces, and jirivate

forms the outer roof, or it may be of stone or plaster, houses. We could see no finer examples than two

A ceiling of stone is, in plain terms, a vault: a which lie within easy distance of any part of London :

continuous arch carried down in a cylindrical form those of Westminster Hall, and the Great Hall of

to the side walls, or subdivided into quarters by build- ILampton Court. The walls of Westminster Hall

ing cross arches so as to divide the haunches of the are low as compared with the height of the roof,

vault into fours. On the other hand, the walls of the hall at Hampton
Plain cylindrical vaults are seen in perfection in Court are loft}', and bear a much larger proportion to

the Pantheon in Rome, in the dome of St. Peter's, the roof, which is comparatively a flat one—not really

and in the shallow saucer-shaped dome of St. Sophia Hat, but of low pitch when compared to Westminster

in Constantinople, all of which are half spheres, more Hall. In both cases the entire structure of the roof

or less exact; while the cross-vaulting or quadripartite can be seen at a glance, and it is in the decoration of

is to be seen in the ceiling of Westminster Abbey, this timber construction that the whole beauty of

the Cathedrals of Norwich, Lincoln, and Winchestcrj the roof consists. The roof of Westminster Hall

King's College, Cambridge, and many other large being of great height and width—sixty-five feet

—

churches. All these are vast rooms or halls, un- the rafters are long, and have a tendency to spread

divided by floors.

In each case there

is an external and

distinct covering

to keep out the

weather, wholly in-

dependent of the

stone ceilings as

seen from within.

The weight sus-

pended overhead is

so enormous that

were we to vault

several storeys, this

could only be done

in such buildings

as the Tower of

London, in which

the walls are of

enormous thick-

ness, and the rooms

of moderate size.

The mass of the

outer walls is out

of all proportion

to the cubic eon-

tents of tlie rooms,

and the conveni-

-AT IlUKTON AONES : PLASTEK. EARLY SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

(SoiUh Keusingiou.)

at the ends, which

rest on the wall.

The thrust is re-

sisted partly by

luittresses placed

some way beyond

the walls, and con-

nected with them

b)- bridges—called

flying - buttresses.

But the rafters are

connected from

side to side by in-

genious ties of

timber in the form

of a series of arched

girders, which in-

tercept the weight

and thrust of the

rafters in the mid-

dle of their length.

Upright timbers

rest on the arches,

and bring t h e

weight of the

rafter down iqion

them. These up-

risjhts form a com-
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]>lete reticulation of small arclies. A similar scries —squares, (iianiniuls, and the like. ^^ here these

dl' arches runs in the dircctidii of the length of the pieces of nionlilin<; met, some little sprio's of earved-

hall from girder to girder. I'mni

tliese, again, a series of upright

posts rise, and meet the loiigitudiTial
.^

timbers or pnrlines on whieli (he

rafters are laid. The whole forms

au orderly force of small and large

arelies of tiniher (probably chest-

nut). The main horizontal timbers

which join tlic various parts of the

arched girders t<i the rafters licliiml

them, and the ])osts which rise from

them, are finished with ligures of

wiui;-c(l angels with outspread wings,

beautifully carved, as if sustaining

llie roof in air. If _you look atten-

tively at any mie of the girders, the

nietiiod of construction will explain

itself. It is a multiplication of

very sim))le units intelligibly com-

liined ; a superlative effort of the

carpenter's art. The roof at Hamp-
ton Coiu't is made on a similar

jiriiiriple, but the pitch of it is

Ihiltcr, tiic rafters are shorter, and the an-bes are

made up in less beautiful curves. Then; is a loftv

T2LiaAAlA.lJMiL.lUlIlll;LmUUll'tVll^
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-FItOM A HOUSE IN EXETliB : CARVED OAK.

(South Kensington.)

work

—

gilt, perhaps were made |o cover (lie jiouits

of junction. Such ceilings are still to be seen— at

roof of oak in the old palace of Eltham, in Kent; Kenilworth, and some few old Kli/.abethan houses;

another, very similar to (hat of Hampton ('our(, at

Christ Church, ()xf)rd. Tbe Westminster roof was

made in (be Fourteenth Cen(ury.

As such roofs as these can only be made over

rooms with no floor abov(> (hem, a very differcn(

disposi(ion is nnpiircd where hou.ses arc built in

storeys, and where there is a llof)r immediately over

(he ceiliu"-. Ancient medla'Vid buildin"s in which

but more often in churches— in several of (be Nor-

folk cburchi'S, for ins(aucc, wbicli wcim' built in tlic

Fil'teenth Century.

Early in the Si.\tcenth Century ceilings were made

of latli and ]ilastcr, l.-iid out in |iancls of every variety

of fanciful sliajic and complication of design. 'i"be

mati'rial lends itself (o dclicati' modelling in rebel';

and these ceilin"s arc beantifullv decoraicd with

there were first, second, and third floors wore generally flowery borders, sprigs of foliage, heraldic shields.

arranged so that the joists of the floor above should Sometimes the panels arc large, and are set in stout

lie panelled, or themselves be decorated with some imder frames, containing figure conipcsitions in relief

kind of carvinsr. The beams and joists were moiddcd —(he Virtues, alli'gorical com])osi(ions, and so forth.

liidcr (be WMW oi pan/ell in i/, (his kind of decoration

was very commonly used on the walls of houses. There

is work of the sort in many old houses in JIaidstono,

and in a

kino'dom.

hundred towns and villages all over the

These beautiful ceilings, sometimes gilt

on their edges, leaving the butt ends .square, anil with

some sort of carving where they meet the wall. If,

as was general, the beams did not enter tbe wall, but

rested on short brackets built into the wall, then

some carving (generally heraldic) was placed on

the front of the bracket. I have seen bed-testers and jKiinted, but perhaps most effective when left

strained from tbe joists of a floor overbea.l. There ]iui-e white (i.) continu.'il to be made as long as the

arc inconveniences in such an arrangement : footsteps old type of the Englisli bouse was mainlained, and

are too easily heard; dust falls Ibrougb the floor, till the Ver.saillcs fashions and those of Holland dis-

Boards and some kind of jianelling are needed to placed it. Inigo .Jones and Wren began a fresh

remedy such defects : in other words, the floor architectural reign, and these charming old-world

timbers require a lining; and this was often made in methods were forgotten, as being altogether out of

our old English houses. One simple way of doing this rule. Probably they became rare in London after

was by sheeting the whole space over with boards the Fire, and had ceased to be made anywhere in

ploughed and tongued together, and then planting England by the end of the Seventeenth Century.

mouldings on the boards in some reticulated pattern

392

Piet< ceilings succeeded. Sir ^^ . Til ibil
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ami liis pupils and some foreign painters took jjos-

session of the ceiling-s of great houses. Hampton

Court and Blenheim Palace retain these works of art,

which show great skill in their treatment of perspec-

tive, but are rather awkward to see and study. The

triumphs of Fame, the apotheosis of kings, generals,

dukes, and other personages are favourite subjects.

They are not such as all persons can understand

—

are not the common allegories, for instance, which

liad been so generally represented in older work; and

they require a showman, with a story to Le learnt

by rote. Horses and chariots, and such-like, are not

naturally drawn up in the air, nor are pictorial sub-

jects ever comfortably seen in such positions.

Plaster ceilings laid out in the rococo style partly

divided by mouldings, and with sprig and other fillings,

became common in the Eighteenth Century. They are

never cut up into regular subdivisions, but the whole

ceiling is decorated as one large panel, and to lay

out so large a space is not easv. The want of some

kind of panelled subdivision is felt in most of them.

To gather large busy spaces into special corners, or

to subdivide the length and breadth of the whole

by means of ornaments collected, balanced, and con-

trasted with plain surfaces, requires great knowledge

and judgment, and is not often

effectively done. The strength

of constant straight lines, of defi-

nite and ]iroportional subdivision

by such lines, seems wanting in

most Eighteenth Century ceilings,

which have a tendency to sprawl.

The cornices made tip of rows of

modillions are the most effective

part of the ceilings of the period

in question.

The Adam brothers designed

many ceilings, and have published

their designs. They are thinner,

drier, more wiry than those just

described. Their work is delicate

— is classic, according to the

latest antique discoveries of their

day. It abounds in oval medal-

lions, acanthus ornament (such

as is seen on the friezes of the

Koman temples now standing),

swags of small buds, leaf-mould-

ings : small, crisp, well designed,

but for the most part distin-

guished by minuteness, smallness

of parts, want of sweep ; a

wealth of busy but rather petty

decoration. Still the plaster-work

of the Adams, like their architec-

ture and furniture, deserves praise. (s„ah K.nsington.)

The fineness of their work is appropriate in many
parts of interior decorations, and they did their best

to make known all the decorative motives they had

learned from recent discoveries. As yet tbey have

had no successor.

Turning our attention to the various methods of

clothing or lining walls which have been in use, it may
safely be said that no material is more appropriate for

this purpose than wood. Wood is by nature neither

hot nor cold, as would be walls of marble or couches

of bronze. In Southern Italy, in Greece, and the far

East, coolness, above all things, has to be sought for;

but in our climate this is no object, and our furniture,

tools, and utensils are of a material more agreeable

to the touch. It is necessary to observe, however,

that panelling was not of very early introduction into

England. There is a notice of panelled rooms in

the time of Henry III., and probably the fashion

was all but unknown to our joiners and builders

before. Walls used up to that time to be hung with

cloth, embroideries, or tapestries and ornamented

stuffs worked in the loom.

Wool has from immemorial time been a staple

product of England. The art of dyeing wool, and

weaving it into carpets and hangings, is of great anti-

quity, and so is that of embroidery.

What is known as the Bayeux

Tapestry (to which we are so often

referring) is embroidery on linen.

Tapestry in the Eleventh Century

was, however, sometimes woven.

Tapestry made in the loom was,

in the Middle Ages, a special

manufacture of Flanders. The

Dukes of Burgundy ruled over the

rich provinces of that country,

and the towns were rich and pros-

perous. Wool was imported from

England for their looms: Arras,

Valenciennes, Tournay, Oude-

narde, Lille, and Brussels were

seats of guilds of tapestry workers.

Tapestry was made also in" Eng-

land. Edward III. made laws

for the regulation of the manu-

facture. Tapestry is named in

the will of an Earl of Arundel

in lo92. Hangings made b}' the

monks of Canterbury, for their

cathedral, are now preserved at

Aix.

A manufactory was established

at Barchestou, in Warwickshire,

by oneW illiam Sheldon ; another,

by Francis Crane, at Mortlake, in

Surrey, under James I.; hither the

\

PANEI,, I.INl X r.VTIEKN, WITU

INITIALS.
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famous enrtoons of Ra])liael were sent by Cliacli^ L, one ccHtnvl spine with one I)ol<l iiiiilnlatin>r surlaee

wlio lioiiiilit tlieni from the factory in I5russels ; it on eaeli side, sometimes witli a very iarj^^e nnmlier of

continneil till 1708. Another was

estalilisliecl in Solio Fields, Lon-

don, and eontinued till tlu' middle

of last century. A curious piece

with Chinese tigures, of London

make, probably from Soho, is

preserved at Belton Hall, Lincoln-

shire. In the reij^-n of Henry IlL

tapestry was kept in such quan-

tities for the walls of houses that

dukes and kings carried it about

to set up in their half-furnished

fortresses, or in their tents when

on a campaign. Though panelling

displaced tapestry in great mea-

sure, as less costly and more per-

manent, that material continued

to be stiaiiied on drawing-room

walls down to the later years of

the ]']ighteenth Century.

Now let us turn to panel-

ling. It is true that long before

pant'lling had dis|ilaced the great

use 111' t.'ipest'.'v wliicli has been

noticed above, it had been made

in manv instances, and rooms

IV. —A PANEL, LINEN PATTERN, PLAIN.

(South Knat'nt'iton.)

plaits or folds. Some have initial

Icttei-s intertwined, as in our

woodcut (ill.). Several of the old

halls of our colleges and I'^liza-

bethan houses and manors Inive

panelling of the linen pattern still

i/i li/ii. It seems to have come

into fashion before the close of

the Fifteenth Century. In Eng-

land Renaissance panelling did

nut in the Sixteenth Century by

any means cont'dini to the large

sulidivisions and bold and salient

nii'uldinn's of the Italian teachers.

It ((inlinnrd for a long period to

be in small divisions : a foot or

sixteen im-lics broad by eighteen

(U- twenty-two inches high, vary-

ing with the width of the heart-

wood of the oak boards of which

it was niadi' \ip. The doors and

the corners ol' I he room were bor-

dered by pilasters covered with

arabesfjue carvings. The tops are

(inished with a border of long nar-

row panels, or widi a continuous

were partly furnished with it, leaving large spaces to frieze. Here (ii.) is part of a room said to have

be covered in the old method. Oak was not always

the material used for room panels. Norway jiine

found its way to Holland and to England; and we

hear of Henry III. ordering certain rooms in his

Castle at AVindsor to be panelled with it, painted

and irilt. His sreat chamber at Westminster was on the base of the panel seem t

" painted like a curtain," so that the idea of hangings

was still i)reserved. The queen's bedroom was /'/w////

wainscoted and lined (it had been wainscoted already)

before her first confinement. The wood was jiainted

with " images of our Lord and angels;" with in-

cense-pots scattered over the border at intervals

;

with the Four Evangelists in another part. Window

tracery was carved on panelling of later date; the

come from Exeter (now at South Kensington).

The mouldings of small panelling of this kind are

in very line lines. Tlu' U])rights seem to have been

worked on the bench and thi-n cut to the required

length, while the top line and the weathering below

avc been worked

with hand tools ti/h-r the making up of the whole

series. The lower weathering is a mere bevilling,

meant to avoid the accumulation of dust..

The age of really imaginative; panelling is that

of full-blown Elizabethan arcliiU'iture during its

thoronghlv national period, the Seventeenth Century.

Panelling in many old halls of that time is made

with arched headings divided by pilasters, straight or

doors, door-heads, windows, fireplaces being the parts in bold baluster shapes; sometimes the panelling is

most decorated. This kind of panelling is usually oval. Wlwde screens were made uj) of large archeil

liordered with a long cornice carved with half-figures panels, the arch is cnriidu'd by bold carved nionld-

of angels, long scrolls lettered with pious prayers, ings, and the sides su|)i)orted by rude caryatid or

names of saints, family mottoes and war-cries, and terminal ligures. The cornices or upper limslnng

other leffoiila.

Traeeried decoration went out of fashion in the

Sixteenth Century. Then came the carvings called

"linen patterns" (iii. and iv.). The carving is a suc-

cession of salient and hollow mouldings iilouL^hed with

moulding-planes, and cut into such curves at the eiuU

as to represent a napkin folded in and out. The linen

pattern is found in many varieties- sometimes only to imagine anything better, more sinritcd, or more

borders are surmounted by quaint erestuigs cut out in

bold curves with little obelisks, fantastic urns, and

a hundred curious motives r)f ornament. .Much of

this (v.), were we to take it to pieces, would .justly

be consiilered in its separate details as rudi' and bar-

barous; but seen entire, and over the bold i)anels of

which it is the accompaniment, it would be difficult
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characteristic of the burly lioncst lift' of the period

at which it was produced.

The more correct Renaissance panelling, borrowed

fr<Mu Italy, is made in large oblongs. On the best

Italian ])anelling the mouldings, however large, are

l)arts of the framing rails, and rarely project beyond

tliem. The panel itself is of the same thickness, or

nearly so, and is moulded where it begins to be

bevelled down to meet the grooves into which it

has to be framed. The frame mouldings are often

finely carved—Wren's panelling, for instance, at

Hamilton Court. Generally panelling of his time is

in two tiers, one of dado height—long j^anels—and a

series up the wall, tall panels, with a cornice along the

papers. A\ e meet with specimens of old China papers,

partly made by block-printing, partly filled in by

hand—trees with bird-cages and brilliantly-coloured

birds beautifully drawn. Such papers are still to

be seen, first hung, perhaps, a hundred and forty or

fifty years ago—certainly unsurjiasseil by any modern

production. It is probable that Indian chintzes are

the originals of our Eurojiean papers. To this day,

in spite of the destroying angel of IManchester,

whose ultimate triumph is no doubt inevitable, the

beautiful stained cottons of that country are far

superior to most of our best productions.

The immense demand for cheap, and in conse-

quence flimsy, decorations of this kind has driven

V. WALL AND CiilLlXU : TLASTEr. AXU OAE. HAULY SEVENTKEXTII CENTUKV

(Cliastktoji, Oxon.)

top. The work of Grinling Gibbons was sometimes

added to give richness to panel frames. Pctworth

House, in Sussex, and Chatsworth, in Derbyshire,

contain fine examples of carved panel frames. This

skilful and elegant decoration gave place to the rococo

panel carvings, already mentioned, in imitation of

the not very hajipy fashions of Louis X\\
By the end of the Eighteenth Century panelling

had nearly gone out of use. Dadoes were retained,

and walls were hung with silk brocades, finally with

good designs out of the market, even out of the

knowledge of most householders. Great honour is

due to such artists as INIr. Morris, and to the pains

taken in our national art-training schools to teach

the pupils how to draw and to colour such ni;ite-

rials as jiaper and cotton for decorative purposes.

There is also a general stir on the subject. Let

us hope it may help us to recover some of those

simple and sensible traditions which are in no small

danger of being lost. J. H. Pollkn.

I
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(From the Tcrm-Cotta by T. A'cteon ^[acLcan.)

AN ENGLISH SCULPTOE.

MH. MACLEAN'S exliil.ilion hi<t ..mmncr .-il

^[essi's. Bellnian ami I\t'y's <;all('ries in

Piccadilly was intcrcstinij in more ways than one.

Here were g'atliered some forty examples, in marble,

bronze, or terra-cotta, of the work of one of the

fnreniosl of our youn^^er sculptors, fiirniin<^ tlie

nif)s( c<invincini^ deimmstralion of llie artist's emi-

nent claims to the iionour of separate exiiibition.

One of the objects of Mr. MacLean's enterprise was

to fj^-ivc pi-actical exjiosilioii of the falsity of the
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|iiij)ular juili^-nicnt tliat crcatus an impassable barrier

betwooii sculpture and painting'. Much has been

written of the dissemination of art in the home
;

vet in tlie majority of announcements of the new

evangel the work of the painter, the potter, the

engraver, and diver-s artificers in the industrial arts,

takes precedence of that of the sculptor, even if

the latter is not altogether ignored. That sodjiture

may l)e reproduced and published, just as paint-

ings are, is something of a revelation to many
who gladly hear the messrge that exhorts them

to surround themselves with beautiful objects. At
Mr. MacLean's exhibition this fact was clearly es-

tablished, that by means of artistic reproduction

in bronze the most beautiful creations of eon-

temporary sculpture may take their rightful place

among etchings, drawings, and other objects of

decoration. If it were not for a wide-spread mis-

apjjrehension of the decorative value of sculpture

in the house there would be no obstacle to the

circulation of fine casts from statuettes. But the

old perverse view of art that limited the sculp-

tor's functions to the production of portraiture is

still largely prevalent ; and portrait busts are still

chiefly valued in proportion to the veracity of the

individual likeness. That is the one merit that is

instantly recognised, and it is for most people the

sole justification of portraiture in sculpture. This

being so, even in these days of grace, there is no

difficulty in estimating the forces with which sculp-

tors of Mr. jNIacLean's powers and convictions have

to contend. It has been the pathetic fate of too

many English .sculptors that almost the whole of

their life-work should have been rendered barren of

imaginative art through the hard necessity that con-

fined them in the lower branch of production.

The story of Mr. MacLean's first venture in the

world of art, and of his subsequent career, full of in-

cident and vicissitude as it is, is especially interesting

as throwing an instructive light on the sources of the

artist's idiosyncrasies, the characteristics of his style

and technique. He is the only English sculptor of

reputation, unless Mr. Onslow Ford is an exception,

whose art-education was gained in the schools and

studios of Paris. We add studios advisedly, not

only to mark the distinction that exists between the

Freiich system and that of South Kensington, but

because it is to his early studio-training that Mi-.

MacLean owes the practical experience which he con-

fesses to be invaluable. Descended from a family

long resid(_'nt in Tiree, one of the southernmost of

the Hebrides, Thomas Nelson i\IacLean was born at

Deptford in IS 15, and spent some of his early years

at Birmingham, wlicrc his father was engaged in a

manufactory. Thence he madi' one or two excursions

to France and Belgium, travelling with his father, and

while yet a b(iy manifested so strong a predilection for

art that his father \vas induced to send him to Paris.

There, at the age of fourteen, he entered the studio

of Carrier-Belleuse, and commenced laying the foun-

dation of knowledge in the most practical fashion,

putting a ready hand to any of the odd and multi-

farious labours of an assistant—mixing clay or

liuilding-up, or bending irons and the like, and thus

acquiring manipulative skill from the humblest be-

ginnings. This exhaustive apprenticeship was fol-

lowed, two years later, by his entrance into the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts, where he continued his studies until

he became one of the assistants.

It has been well observed that the artist, what-

ever his material equipment may be, never suffers

for long the intellectual ]n'ivation and isolation

that have wrecked the pride and hopes of the poet.

Whatever measure of disappointment may be his

eventual portion, the period of study is radiant

with the joys of unreserved companionship and

the confidence of youth. In this respect Mr.

^MacLean's student- life in Paris was eminently

fortunate. He numliered among his friends the

distinguished sculptors Falguiere and Dubois ; he

worked in the company of men who have achieved

the highest reputation—Mercie, the scul])tor, the

lamented Bastien-Le]xige, and many others. In

1868 he commenced working on his own account,

and in 1870 made his first exhibition at the Royal

Academy, with a statue of " Clio," and a group in

terra-cotta entitled " La Reprimande,-' both of which

received most favourable notice. The outbreak of

the Franco-Prussian War brought evil days to the

sculptor, whose sojourn in Paris had not sufiiced to

Gallicise his individuality so far as to assure him

from the unpleasant results of being an alien in a

beleaguered city, although his artistic work was so

distinctly French in style and quality. At length,

after considerable hardships, in November, 1870, he

successfully made his escape, and reached London,

where for awhile he vainly sought employment in

the studios of the leading sculptors. For a short

l)eriod, however, he assisted Mr. Armstead, and

produced in his favourite material, terra-cotta, a

number of studies of single figures, being, at the

same time, greatly hindered by the want of a studio.

The much-needed studio was eventually found for

him by Sir Henry Cole, who lent him a portion of

the greenhouse in the garden of the South Ken-

sinsrton jNIuseum in mititiation of the failure of

the Royal Horticultural Society in carrying out the

terms of a commission. This abortive scheme com-

prised in the first instance a design for a statue of

F^lora, eight feet in height. There was a competi-

tion, in which ^fr. ]\IacLean was successful, but the

scheme fell through just as the statue was ready.
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While at South Kensington the. sculptor pro- " Sappho," the first st;i<jfc in a eoiiception to be

Juced, amonij many smaller pieces and busts, three finally workeil out in life-size iu marble. This fervid

of the most important of his works, all of which, and inspired tiu;ure, which so eloquently realises the

in their finished states, were exhibited in the Royal sway of lyrical impulse, in the rapt expression of

Academy of l!^75. These were tiie 'j;-roup iu marble the face and the dramatic gesture of the uplifted

of ' The Finding of Moses," ilr. MaeLean's first arm, is an excellent example of the s|)irit and fresh-

work in marble; the charming marble statue " Im ness of a lii-st impression. It is seldom given to

Fleur des Champs;" and "lone," a conception of the artist, iu whatever material he works, to sur-

exceeding beauty and reliuement, that at once placed pass the quick vitality of such spontaneous pro-

the sculptor in the first rank of ideal artists. Tlie duction. The statue of "Comedy"— which we

circunistanccs in wliicli this life-size statue took .its engrave—and the com[)anion '" Tragedy," are figures

final form are extremely interesting, being cpiite ex- of stately and noble presentment, reticent in treat-

ceptional. The work was executed after the small meiit, unweighted by any symbolism. The severe

sketch, itself a marvel of subtlety in modelling, which and simple composition of the drapery, so harmo-

was shown in the Piccadilly exhibition, and was nious in line and fold, is a cons])iciious instance of

wholly produced—with the exception of a small por- the sculptor's masterly skill. -Mr. MacLean is an

tion of the back, where the supporting iron for the enthusiast in the matter of drapery. His study of

chair was fixed— from a huge mass of clay, kneaded the subject has been continuous and searching; his

and iudurateil by great pressure, not built up piece- wtuks abundantly exemplify with what thoroughness

meal: a reversal of the normal process that occasioned he has mastered the anatomy of folds, the exhaust-

some doubt in Mr. Doultun's mind as to the jiossi- less problems of light and shade, the potentialities

bility of successful firing. It did U(n lly, as we know, of drapery, whether treated decoratively and in re-

but emerged
from the ordeal

of the kiln in

|K'rfect condition.

When the work

at length found

a purchaser will-

ing to pay a-

ti,(IOO for an

iileal statue by

an English sculp-

tor, the rumour

of the sale pro-

voked the incre-

dulity of a fa-

iiKjus jiainter and

member of the

Ro\'al Acadenn .

In those days the

sentiment was

not unnatural, in

one whose ex[.e-

rience of 13 ur-

liiigton House

sculpture was ex-

tensive and de-

pressing, though

it was immedi-

ately dissij)ated

by a prompt visit

toMr.MacLean's

studio. Among
our illustrations

is the sketch for

IIEDITAIION.

{From the I'cna-CuUa by T. Xtlson MacLian.)

pose—as in the

" Comedy "— or

as the medium
of expressing

rhythmic move-

ment or accen-

tuating emotion.

Our first illus-

tration, a monu-

ment in high

relief, designed

for Weeting
Church, Norfolk,

is one more in-

stance of this.

Iu no branch of

technique do we
find the sound-

ness of Mr.
-MacLeau'strain-

iiig more strik-

ingly manifest,

or his science

more deftly and

delightfully cm-

ployed than in

his treatment of

dra|)ery. In the

\\ ceting monu-

ment the vesture

actually contri-

butes to the

buoyancy of the

ecstatic fi;fure.
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and clinging, does

not embarrass tlie

upward move-

ment, wliifli is so

happily realised.

The progressive

accentuation of

the relief, from

the reeunihcnt

figure of the dead,

at the base of the

monument, is a

noteworthy fea-

ture in the treat-

ment of a difficult

subject. One of

the most fascinat-

ing of :Mr. Mac-

Lean's works is

the ideal bust en-

titled " Medita-

tion/' the original

of our second illus-

tration, a charm-

ing conception,

wrought in the

silent poetry of

form, and express-

ing with exqui-

site felicity the

pure serene of

happy contempla-

tion.

Mr. MacLean's

successful debut

in London did not

prevent him ex-

tending his sphere

of observation and

study. Shortly

afterexecutingthe

statue of " lone,"

he determined to

settle in Florence

in order to be-

come thoroughly

acquainted with

the great Italian

renaissance, whose

inlluence, grafted

on his French

training, is per-

ceptible in many
subsequent works.

Before starting,

he had taken a

THE MAGAZINE OF ART.

COMEDY.

(,From the Tcrra-Cotta by T. Stlson MacLran.)

plaster cast of

" lone," which

was forwarded to

Florence, but un-

happily was griev-

ously wrecked in

transit, so that his

Italian studio re-

mained without

any memorial of

his most distinc-

tive and popular

work. It is al-

most needless to

add that while in

Italy ^Ir. Mac-

Lean was a dili-

gent student of

Donatello and the

"reat precursors

of Michelangelo,

and by a natural

afhnity was at-

tracted to the

works of Delia

Robbia, and other

artists in terra-

cotta. His most

important work at

this time, "The

Spring Festival,"

a life-size group

in marble, sug-

gested by Mr.

Alma Tadema's

well-known paint-

intr—occupied the

greater part of

four years, and

was executed

from a small

model after the

method of the old

Italian masters.

This vigorous and

brilliant group

formed the cen-

tral object of Mr.

]\[acLean's exhi-

bition last year;

differing greatly,

as the subject does,

from the quiet

and unsensational

types of the sculp-

tor's previous
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SAPPHO.

(_From. the Terra-Cotta by T. Helson Maclean.)
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work, it is oxcellcd hy lume imioiig- them in exceu- iikhIith ]irac(ice of which is not precisely identical

tion. Ijik(> tlio others, it is reproduced anil pnhlished with the older; and, like them, it should have the

in bronze, by the process known as a cire perdue, the success of popularity. J. A. Blaikie.

THE EOMANCE OF AKT.

THE BRIDE'S ROOM.

BOUT A.D. 1500 Salvi

Bortyherini bethovig'ht

himself of building a

family mansion. He did

not " ijo in " for vast-

ness, like Luea I'itti,

nor for pre-eminence in

the size of his buildino'o
stones, like Cosimo de'

jMedici; but he deter-

mined that his Palazzo

should be a work of art.

So he took counsel of an

architect who was also an artist, by name Barto-

lommeo Baj^lione (better known in the annals of art

as Baccio d'Agnolo). lie lived in the Via Santa

Caterina, and was not only capo Wfiexlro in the re-

storation (if the Palazzo Veeehio, btit (he architect

of several of the finest houses in Florence, the gem
of his designs being the Palazzo Bartolini, in the

Piazza S. Trinita (now the Hotel du Nord). He
gave Borgherini the designs for his house, and

being sculptor as well as architect, he carved with

his own hands the lintels and architraves of the

doors, and in the front he put a bas-relief of the

Madonna and Child, which is to be seen to this

day, as are the windows he designed, with the small

round panes of glass, and their massive .shutters de-

corated with brass nails.

The carving of the chimney-jiicce in the hall was

confided to a young man of great promise named
Benedetto da Rovezzano, who had lately come to

Florence, and of whom artists said " the marble

becomes flexible as lace-work in his hands." It is

a fine piece of sculpture. The sides are composed

of Raphael escpie scrolls and trophies of arms in

relief; the frieze across the front ajiparently repre-

sents the story of the Maccabees. On the right is a

king on his throne talking to a warrior; on the left

two horsemen and a statue of a man with a bow; in

the centre a stake and seven men burning. Above
are two sphinxes, two genii, and the arms of the

family surmounted by a vase of fire.

So stone by stone rose the palace of the honest

burgher, and the impress of art was on eveiy part.

The house only wanted a mistress, and this Pier

Francesco supplied in his betrothal to the 3'oung

Margherita Acciajoli, whose house was just at the

back of Borgherini's, and faced the Arno. It was

a great match for Pier Francesco, for the Acciajoli

were one of the most important families in the

city. Their remote ancestors (as the name implies)

were steel-workers, who had fled from Brescia to

escape the tyranny of Frederic Barbarossa. Some of

them had founded the monastery of the Certosa, and

their sculptured effigies had lain there for centuries

beneath the low arches of the crypt. Margherita's

father Ruperto was one of the eminent men of the

time. He had in 1.510 been sent as Ambassador

to the Court of Louis XII. of France, when he and

his family gained the privilege of carrying a golden

Heur-de-lys and the royal crown of France on the

blue lion of their shield. In 1513 he was Am-
bassador to Rome at the Court of Leo X., and in

the very year of his daughter's marriage (1515) he

was called to Pisa to reform the University, which

had rebelled against Florentine rule.

Having won so eligible a bride for his son, old

Salvi Borgherini set himself to prepare a bridal

chamber which should be worthy of her. Baccio

d'Agnolo again took chisel in hand, and blocks of

black walnut - wood were transformed by magic

into the most excpiisite furniture. Angels and loves

disported themselves amidst the rich foliage on the

great bedstead, and on the cabinets and "cassoni"

(chests) which were to contain the wedding finery.

The backs of tlie chairs and the long settees, called

in those dn^-s "spallieri," were richly carved and

inlaid with painted panels. The bedstead and cas-

sone, and even the walls, had similar decorations;

but what precious panels they were ! Andrea del

Sarto painted those for the walls. Granacci did the

ones for the head and foot of the bedstead. Pontormo

decorated the sides of a large "cassa." Bachiacca

(Francesco d'Ubertino) painted a long settee. And

on all these things the same tale was told in

manj' scenes—that pathetic and wondrous story of

Joseph. Andrea's finely painted pictures tell the tale

of the Patriarch's childhood and his being sold into

Egypt ; Granacci's bedstead gives his serving of

Potiphar and his prison life ; while Pontormo paints

his greatness as lord of Egypt, and Bachiacca's
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" s])alliere " shows Josejdi's bretliieii Ijowiiiy down

to liim iu Ej^ypt.

The Ijridal bower being- ready, the marriag-e took

jiUvce oil July 15lli, lolo, and though wo have no

speeial account of it, yet from the descriptions of

otlier Florentine weddings wo can portray tlio scene.

A curious old painting in the Uliizi shows how the

wedding guests were received under awnings in the

street at the marriage of Bocaccio Adimari with Luisa

Kicasoli iu June, 14-20. Sacchctti also speaks of

this custom of guests assembling in the street; so

Marghorita's wedding guests probably moot on the

banks of the Arno till the feast is ready, lloro might

bo seen burghers in rod luoeas, knights in spurs

and enibroidored doublets, soldiers in bull', ladies in

stiff brocades and pearls, with i)riosts and doctors in

sober black. Inside tho bouse the feast is prepared

in the great central hail, and here tho guests are

sui)i)lied with course after course, and drink the

bride's health in wine from the Borgherini podere.

Poets abound in Florence, and sonnets and odes

are freely intersiiorscd between the coiu'ses. In

the kitchen thoro has been of course great stress

of business for many a day. The larders are not

large enough to hold the wedding gifts which take

the form of eatables. Strange cooks have been

at work making confections and marvellous pasties

which take all kinds of artistic forms, for in those

days design was not confined to the painters aud

seuli)tors; the very ))astry-cooks modelled statues in

sugar and temples in pie-crust, while sausages and

cheese were materials for comic scenes. Barrels of

wine have arrived from the country villas of the

spouses; and in the kitchen are huge lires, with

revolving wheels above them, on which scores of

fat ortolans, dozens of i)igeons and fowls roast all

together, spitted in rows.

;Margherita had a full appreciation of tho artistic

beauties of her bridal home, and preserved them with

all her housewifely care till the troublous time of

the siege, when she had to defend them almost with

her life. By that time she ha<l been married four-

teen years, and sons and daughters were growing up

around her. During the siege in l.jriO Pior Francesco

was away on some civic business at Lucca, so Mar-

gherita had to fight for her household gods alone;

and bravely she did so.

Francois I. anticipated Napoleon not only in his

passion for Italian art, but in the means he took to

satisfy it. His agent in Florence was a certain Giovan-

Baltista della Palla, who thought to curry favour

with a great power by laying his hands on many

a precious work of art to send to Paris. He had long

cast his eyes on ^Margherita's chamber, and coveted

its unique furniture to adorn a room at Versailles

—

which he promised King Fran9ois should ^urpass every

room in the world; and he so worked on the Signoria

as to obtain their consent to purchase the Borgherini

treasures, and present them to the king. Armed

with this permission, (liovan-I?attista della Palla

wont forthwith to the house in Borgo S. Apostoii

to make his proposals. But Marghorita was e(iual

to the occasion ; her loyally did not feel itself

called upon to adorn her enemies' palaces, even

at the command of the Signoria. " You are a

bold man, Messer CJiovaii-Hattista," she said, "vile

broker that you arc, to despoil the homes of gen-

tlemen, and to rob the city of its richest and most

revered treasures to beautify the land of stningors

and our enemies. I do not wonder at you, low man

and traitor as you are, but at the magistrates of this

city who allow you to act so vilely. This furniture

which you covet to make money out of was my
marriage gift from Salvi, my father-in-law, and I

revere it for his memory and my love for his son,

and with my life-blood, if need be, I will defend

it. Leave this house with your villainies, Giovau-

Battista, and go to those who sent you a"nd say that

I will not have a single thing moved, and if they

want to make presents to King i'ram^ois let them

despoil their own houses—and—never dare you to

enter this door again."

Della Palla retired ; and the Borgherini treasures

remained untouched. Margherita's descendants were

not equally reverent towards their jjciiatcs, for the

beautiful things are now scattered far and wide. Two

of Andrea del Sarlo's panels and two of Pontormo's

are in the Florentine galleries, for Niccolo Borghorini

—Margherita's grandson—sold them to tho Grand

Duke Francesco in 1581. For those of Andrea he

was paid o6U ducats, and for Pontormo's ftO ducats.

Nothing now remains of the bride's home but the

carvings of Baccio d'Agnolo over the doors, and the

chimney-piece of Rovezzano, which is still in its

place in the old house, now Palazzo del Turco in

Borgo S. Apostoii. It is believed that a beautiful

Madonna which Andrea del Sarto painted for a

member of the same family—tiiovanni Borgherini

— is now in tho jiossessiou of Major Oliver Day

St(jkos, of Cheltenham. Yasari describes it as "a

Madonna, with a St. J(jlin giving a ball, emblem-

atising the world, to tho infant Christ, and a fine

head of St. Jose]»h." Sig. Milanesi, the annotator

of Yasari, says he saw the painting in a private

house in Florence, where it was offered for sale

in 1852, which is about the time it came into

the possession of :Mrs. Stokes' family from Italy.

Two panels of the story of St. Josejih are in the

collection of Earl Cowper at Panshanger; but these

are more probably the ones painted by Andrea and

Pontormo for the monks of S. Gallo, and distinct

from the Borgherini series. Li;a UKU Scott.
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AET IN METAL-WORK.

A TJT in metal-work is a subject on which a o-reat

J\. (leal is to he said, cither from the historic or from

the artistic point of view. In his "Histoire Artistique

du Metal " (Paris : Rouam), ^I. Rene ^lenard has

approaclRHl it from botli sides. The book is divided

into two unequal parts. In the first the art that prefers to a work of art,

is traced from Eijyptian, Phccnician, such as Holbein or

and Classic sources; through Cellini knew how

terms for different things, and one could wish that

the English language were equally explicit with

the French on this point, but the f/iiii/; described

by the word "joaillerie" we could well

spare. It is worse than Philistinism

the

Roman,
Byzantine,
Gothic, and Renaissance

stages of its development;

to its decadence under Louis

Quatorze and his successors,

and its degradation in our own
century to a machine-made branch

of manufacture. In the second

and more important section of the

work, the subject is dealt with in a

more technical manner: as jewellery,

goldsmiths' work, enamel, armour,

bronze, and so on.

Beginning with jewellerv, the

autlior dwells upon the distinction

between " bijouterie" and " joaillerie,"

quoting M. Albert Jaequemart to

the effect that the taste for precious

stones and pearls superseded little

by little the demand for " l)ijoux

eiseles," until it came to pass that

the "bijouticr" was supplanted by

the "joaillicr" altogctlier. Jewel-

lery, according to M. Menard, is

the art of mounting in gold or

silver,* and without recourse to the

auxiliary arts of chasing, engraving,

or enamelling, diamomls and other

precious stones, in such a way that

the entire surface of the ornament

is covered with them : they must

not only be in preponderance—they

must be everything. Certainly it

is a good thing to have distinctive

to de-

sign, some

clumsy imitation

of a ro.se or a butterfly

in diamonds : it is the very

essence of vulgarity. It is

rangcre," is it not.

I.— ORII '

- iHASEI)

AND ENAMKLLEK WITH OEMS.

(Imperial CoUictimi, Vieiiua.)

tliat the lady of doubtful posi-

tinu is described as bediamonded

"commc une lustre"? Some of the

modern specimens of this gaselier-like

ornamentation illustrated in " L'Histoire

Avtistique du Metal " are in their way

quite wonderful, but one (that is, any one

but a "joaillicr") would gladly have

spared some of the " precious " stones in

favour of art more precious.

It is interesting, if not altogether

satisfactory, to learn that scarcely any

authentic pieces of goldsmiths' work re-

main to us, not only of the work of

Cellini, but of the ))eriod of Francois I.

It is readily understood that the great

W(jrks ill the precious metals were melted

down to pay the king's ransom, but one

would have supposed that a number of

smaller objects would have escaped de-

struction. The moral of it is that it is

unwise in the artist to work in metals

so precious as to endanger the survival

of his art. A tankard of some preten-

sions by Francjois Briot, engraved in M.

Menard's bot)k, owes its existence at this

date probably to the fact of its having

been executed in pewter.

A very characteristic cxam])lc of Six-

teenth Century silversmith's work is a
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Iiainmrr (ill.) i)rt'sci-vrcl in the Museum at Munieli.

it is a model of what such a thing- should be, and

of the way iu which it should be illustrated, witli

details which give us the thing in its entirety, and

not merely its pictorial effect. So many of the

so-called illustrations of decorative objects suffer

the fate of the ambitious frog in attempting to

swell themselves out into pictures. A little more

l^recision in the drawing of the actual details in

this instance would not have been amiss; but one

is loth to find fault with such workmanlike work.

It is noticeable that the French publishers have the

courage to produce a rougher and sketchier kind

of drawing than would pass mn.ster with us. The

English public appears to care more about a cer-

tain sleekness, which is mistaken for iinisli, than

about freshness and go in the drawing.

A somewhat catholic spirit appears to have

directed the choice of ]\I. Menard's subjects, among
which are some in very questionable taste. Any
attempt at historical treatment of the subject ne-

cessitates this more or less. The question is whether

we might not have had rather less of the work of the

decadence. The author speaks with something more

than approval of a "superbe terrine" with a head

of celery appearing from nnder its forked feet,

whilst " on the cover, disposed round an orange with

natural foliage, are ortolans, oysters, truffles, mush-

rooms, artichokes, and fishes, modelled to perfection."

And yet a similar French licence is revolting to the

Frenchman in what he calls a German caricature of

it. The monstrosities of the Green Vaults at Dresden

are not to be endured ; it is not the rococo, he says,

which reigns there, but the baroque. The Gallic pot

has scarcely the right to call the German kettle black,

but of its blackness there is no manner of possible

doubt. In the presence of all that imbecile extrava-

gance, so amply illustrated in the Green Vaults, one

realises to the full the degree of degradation into

which a royal coui't could sink.

For English work of the Seventeenth and

Eighteenth Centuries the author has not much to

say. He quotes M. De Lasteyrie to the effect that,

good as it is in certain technical qualities, of st3'le or

taste there is not a trace : it is Louis XIV. without

grandeur, Louis. XV. without spirit or originality.

The return to forms more chaste manifests itself,

we are told, " tardily, and moreover very incom-

pletely, in England under the ultra-classic influence

of Flaxman." There is truth in the remark that

the general forms of English design were less ele-

gant, and the ornament more meagre than in con-

temporary France; and the examples given go far

to prove it. The immense strides made in this

country between 18o;J and 1878 arc acknowledged,

and due meed of jiraise is given to the American

Tiffany, "one of those artists to whom the future

belongs."

It appears that the examples of Indian art lent

to the last Paris Exhibition by the Prince of Wales
were something of a revelation to the Parisian metal-

worker. Some superb pieces are reproduced in ]\I.

Menard's book. For his remarks on this branch of

art he is indebted mainly to Sir George Birdwood's

handbook. He could not have gone to a more trust-

worthy source of information.

Arms and armour form a most important branch

of metal-work, and some very splendid examj)les are

given liy way of illustration : elaborately chased

sword-hilts of the Sixteenth Century, from the Im-

perial ^Museum at Vienna ; shields of damascened

or repousse iron, from the galleries at Dresden [iiol

the Green Vaults) ; and the so-called Cellini Shield,

from the Armeria Reale at Turin
;

gala suits of

armour, and the caparisons of royal chargers, chiefly

of Italian or German workmanship, of the Sixteenth

Century. Absolutely dift'crent i'rom these, but not

less beautiful, are the filagreed and jewelled arms

of Persia and the East, splendid with pearls and

precious stones, employed not so much for their in-

trinsic value as for the colour without which the

Oriental eye will not be satisfied. Here, indeed, is a

lesson in the decorative use of jewels (i.), if not in

the design of weapons, a lesson that the " joaillier"

might well take to heart. In wandering through

the galleries of such an unrivalled collection as that

at Dresden, the artist cannot but wonder how it is

that modern arms are so invariably devoid of any

decorative character. One can understand that, with

the mitrailleuse in place of the arquebus, there can be

no thought of decorating the horrible instrument

;

but in the case of the sportsman's gun it is imaginable

that even in these days he might think it worthy of

all enrichment that did not in any way impair its

primary use. The faint hope of such a possibility,

however, dies out when we remember the modern

pace. A gun is no longer a precious possession ; it is

only a makeshift until some newer and yet newer

breechloader is invented.

The art of the locksmith is another of those which

we have allowed to die. We concern ourselves about

the patent spring, and care nothing whatever about

the escutcheon of the lock or the handle of the key.

Perhaps this is why our author has given us no

examples of the characteristic locksmiths' work of

the Augsburg and Nuremberg smiths. Altogether

there is somewhat scant justice done to the German

craftsmen. The name of Holbein, for instance, is

not mentioned in connection with goldsmiths' work,

though he is responsible for probably the very finest

designs of the kind that were ever produced. The

works of Etienne de Laune, Franyois liriot, and
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otlicrs nro well enou<;li, but tlicy are not to bo com- under the auspiees of the Society for the Propafri-

pared to the designs of the incdnipanible Hans. One tiou of A\'orks of Art, which, perhaps, explains to

>•{ the most tasteful bits of French smiths' work some extent how it is that such books come to be

given is the pair of snuffers (ii.), damaseenctl in gold published in Paris, and not, as some Englishmen
on blue steel, the original of which is to be found would prefer, in London.

at South Kensington. Of iron grilles, gates, rails, ^Vllatever the reason, it is an astonishing thing

and the like, we might have had more specimens of that costly and even sumptuous books on art are

the simpler and earlier wrought work in jilace of

the somewhat ilnrid examples of one Jean Lamour,

II.—SNUFFERS IN BLtTE STEEL, D.iMASCENKD WITH SOLO.

(French ; circ. 1700. South Kcnsmylon.}

which smack, I feel constrained to note, a little of

the trade catalogue.

Bronze founding could not well be exchiiled from

a work of this kind, but it is scarcely possible to do

justice to it towai-ds the end of a book traversing all

the wide range of metal-work. Among ^f. ^fenard's

illustrations is an etching of a jMirtion of Sausovino'.s

bronze doors to the sacristy of St. itfark's, at Venice ;

and there is a still better one of a very rich candcla-

Ijrum of the Sixteenth Century from Milan. ^lichel-

angelo is represented by the cover of a casket in high

relief, and Benvenuto Cellini by his admirable bust

of Cosmo de' Medici.

Among the minor metal-workers, Gouthiere,

"inventeur de la dorure mate," has a prominent ])lace

assigned to him among the workers who mini.stered

to the magnificence of the later Louis. Examples

are also given of the peculiar metal inlay introduced

by Boulle, whose own work, by the way, is not of

that stereotyped character which his imitators adopt.

There is evidence of that in the Jones Collection at

South Kensington.

Embroidery, it might be thought, hardly comes

under the category of "art in metal," but gold is

gold and silver silver, even in the form of gold or

silver thread. Accordingly the work includes some

sumptuous Fifteenth and Sixteenth Century altar-

cloths and such-like, of Spanish and Italian work-

manship, engraved with all the care the designs so

richly deserve. Li fact, the engravings throughout,

whether on wood or by process, are as good as need be.

This " Histoire Artisticjue du Metal " is produced

]iuiilisiu(l in P:iris which no J'^iglish publisher would

dare to produce. They must presumably pay, or Ihey

would not continue to be brought out. The French

public is not, ])crliaps, much more educated in art

than the English ; but it appears to be more really

interested in the subject, and the class of possible

bu\-crs is larger. The Continental artisan considers

himself an artist, and is one, and he sometimes buj-s

books on art that an Englishman in a similar position

in life, and earning the same wages, would not dream

of purchasing. For all that, one is inclined to wonder

whether they " know crerything down in " Pater-

noster Row, and whether works on art, as well done;

as they arc in Paris, might not be successful also in

London. That there is no great sale here for foreign

publications is not a conclusive argument against

such a possibility ; for a man may well stand in

awe of a French or German book on a subject which

must be more or less technically treated who would

yet eagerly welcome anything of (he kind in his own
language. The intermediate man between the j)ro-

dueer and the public has not, as a rule, the ardour

and enthusiasm of the artist. It is not to be ex-

pected that he should have the faith in a new thing

which inspires the man who first imagined it. He
believes mainly in the success of that which has suc-

ceeded. The masterpieces of literature have, not a

few of them, gone begging for years before they

could fiiul a purchaser at any j)riee, and it is quite

possible that the publisher who had the pluck to pro-

duce books on art of a quality equal to the French

might have ctpuil success. But they would have to
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be uji to the higli stamlard of Continental produe- attempt to combine things incompatible. A book

tion—real books, not compromises. The faint-hearted that is at once too technical for the general public

III.—A SILVER-OII.T HAMMER.

(Sixteenth Ceuiuru. Munich.)

producer sometimes ascribes to an unappreciative and too ]iopular for the expert is altogether out o£

public the failure which is the result of his own the running. Lewis E. Day.
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AN AMERICAN GALLEEY.

THE pictures of the l;iti' Mrs. Morgan, of New
York, represent a collector who began very re-

cently to buy ; yet so many are noteworthy that a

volume might be written on tliem. In this space

onlv a bare numbering and naming would be pos-

sible; let me take a hall'-dozen, then, and note briefly

what they are and who were their makers.

Than Delacroix no painter of his day bore more

violi-nt attacks; yet none had more unstinted praise

from poet and novelist, essay-writer and art-critic.

In l*>(i:5 he said, on his death-bed, "I have scaled

Heaven ; but always I wake again on earth, ever

found his women above all things "distinguished."

!Mrs. ^Morgan's collection has the " Cleopatra,"

assigned by the last to those among the women
by Delacroix, wlioni he tries t<> detine as " femmes

d'intimite." There is also a landscape ; but the

picture chosen for reproduction here is a wild beast

combat just before actual hostilities have begun—

a

Tiger and Serpent picture which recalls the relations

of Delacroix to Barye, the great sculptor of animals.

There is, indeed, a strong resemblance between the

work of these two friends and contemporaries : par-

ticularlv as reijards those water-colour sketches of

AX EKCiLloU LjLliba^^L.

(Painted by J. CoiislaMc. Morijan Colkclioii.)

struggling, ever opposed." George Sand loved him ;

Alfred de IMusset walked with him during the better

part of a night, discussing art; Silvcstre and Gautier

marvelled at his creations; and Charles Baudelaire

394

animals which collectors of Barye bronzes like to

own.

Delacroix was both cause and effect in the cvcr-

recurring (piarrel between lovers of foi-m and lovers
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of colour, i?pirit-worslii|ipers and body-worsliijipcrs,

Platonists and Aristoteliaus. Yet he cared little for

terms and phrases, occujiied as he was in a constant

struggle for expression. The very flood of im-

pressions bearing in on him was so strong that he

could not give to his pictures that calm, thoughtful,

loving- care which less original men do; the effort of

creation spent even his strength. Born of parents

agitated by the Revolution, he was soon enough

awake to the beauties of art to marvel at the statues

and paintings, the plunder of Italy, with which the

Little Corporal bribed Paris. It is hardly enough

to say that he was a Romautist ; rather that

Romantism was largely Delacroix. If one may
believe that the emotions of the pai'ents registered

long before the day of birth leave their trace on

the offspring, an explanation of the restless disjjosi-

tion of this iminter is afforded—his love of peace

yet constant occupation with scenes of war, and the

anguish of his men and women. He is always

haunted by the spectre of the Reign of Terror. It

is an old mistake to suppose that he liked such

scenes; rather judge that above all things he hated

bloodshed, but was pushed to it by the fatal fibres

of his composition, encouraged in it by an idea that

he v.'as a prophet and benefactor. He would not be

Delacroix was a highly educated aitist, a great

reader, a capital writer. His learning fortified what

reason continued and natural bent began. His brush

apjiears to have trembled with the eagerness of the

impulse to create, and it is said tliat his gait betrayed

the passion within. Those whose respect for English

literature partakes of the pride of ownership must

regard him with uncommon interest, for by him

great works of our language have been illustrated

with striking originality. Let that man ridicule

who will the conceptions of characters in Shake-

speare, Milton, Byron, made by foreigners. The

point of view of men like Victor Hugo and Dela-

croix should be examined with respect before it

is rejected ; for who knows whether or not the

foreign mind, owing to the freshness of the im-

pression on it, may see certain sides truer, certain

depths more clearly, than one drilled by early associa-

tions, repetitions at school, ceaseless quotation ? The
" Cleopatra " is one of these impressions made by

Shakespeare on Delacroix, as are other pictures too

many to mention. The rudeness of brushwork in

the master startles those who see it for the first time,

particularly if they come upon it after some marvel

of the brush, intricate as a carved cherry-pit. Haste

and disdain of control slunv in many of his pictures,

TIOEE AND SERPENT.

^Paintrd by Eiighie Drhicroij:. Morgan CoVcction.)

the first who reasoned that all of art is not in sweet- but it is saftr to hesitate before pronouncing whether

ness and light, and that the lessons which sink or not a given figure is well drawn or the reverse,

deepest are those that hurt most. until one has studied a number of his paintings.
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UATHKl'.lNG HEAN.S.

(,1'ainlcd b'j J.F. Milkl. Morgan ColUUioti, Xcic York.)
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Concvraing .Milk'l's sliaie in this g:il!ery muuh recalls tlu' Ciiitiiie-ceuto masters, ami note curiously

might be said, for, to speak of the smallest only, the modern suggestion in the old-masterly [licture,

tiicrc is a little '' Woman in

the Kitchen,'' bigly paintcil,

that is such a minim mastcr-

I)iece as the aftercomin^-

Memling might envy. Our

fi-ontispieee, Mr. Juengling's

woodcut, shows a garden,

in which stands a woman

gathering beans (a portrait

of the jiainter's mother)',

and in the background a

cottage modestly shrinking

away. It is not one of

Millet's very greatest, but

has a touch of the sonibre-

poetic vein of the man, of

his aloofness from the com-

mon herd of imitators.

It is remarkable how

many great French painters

turn toward the art of Hol-

land and Flanders for in-

spiration. Jean - Fran(^H>is

TUK EESUEBECTION.

^Painted by Albert nyihi: Morgan Collection.)

the analiigy of the morning

sun with that Saviour who

has risen from hell to drive

away despair. Seizing on

certain parallels between

Christianity and other great

world-religions, the painter

has made the streams of

light that rush from the up-

coming sun a natural aureole

for Christ ; for, like the sun,

lie has been below the earlh

in the regions of darkness,

yet returns with fresh vigour,

]nn-ilied of earthly stains,

lie has placed on the right

of his picture nothing that

interferes with the elTcct
;

only a small vine near the

yawning rock tomb sjjeaks

of the resurrection of the

world in spring. Christ

stands with the left hand

Millet recalls not only the Dutch hindscapists, but in the act of blessing, and pointed to the skies, a

also Constable, and not without purjiose ; the only simple gesture in most religions. :Mary cannot bc-

esamplc of the great English master in this collection lieve her eyes, and her hands go instinctively toward

has been included in our handful of woodcuts. Con- the apparition. But the right hand of Christ bids

stable recalls the Ilollandish influences on English art, her beware. j\Ir. Ryder's work has a strong family

though not without a measurable note of Claude, so likeness to old Dutch and recent French landscape;

that he forms an English clilf, upon which the strong but also he has the honour to evoke lierce di.scus-

clear notes from Holland reverberated into the sensi-

tive eai-s of certain Parisian artists during the romantic

revival. Constable, then, must stand for the centre

around wdiich this little band of workmen groups.

sions among painters and amateurs, and so recalls

Delacroix and Millet.

Since the death of Bastien-Lepage no very } oung

painter (he is not yet thirty) rivals Dagnan-Bouveret

On Mrs. Morgan's walls American work was in the quality of his work as regards thought and

thinly represented, but signs are not wanting that style. The " Orphan in Church," of which a wood-

she was beginning to realise the wealth, beauty, cut is given, has not won the fame of "The

and variety of native art. A Boughton, a Knight, Accident" and " Au Louvre," pictures that made no

a Bridgman, mark the step toward her own country small stir a few years ago; yet it may be questioned

by way of the Europeanised painters. An Oriental whether either equals in fineness of sentiment, or

scene by Church comes nearer home. But with the quiet beauty of drawing and colouring, this delightful

" Resurrection," by Albert Ryder, she found her- bit of work. Here, too, we see how strong is the

self at last face to face with purely native art. She influence of Holland. Delacroix felt it, Rousseau,

had already bought a charmingly naif "Chatelaine Millet, and Corot turn that way; Albert Ryder

with Greyhound," by Ryder, which has delicious makes you think of the Netherlands; and Dagnan-

dcpth of tone and quaint originality of composi- Bouveret's firm, broad, and thoughtful style in the

tion, tenderness of sky, otherworld glamour over the church interior, with the impassive but sympathetic

landscape, when she found in the painter's studio a figure of a little orphan, betrays the same leaning,

view of the tomb with Christ, risen, appearing to In 185C Silvcstre complained that good paintings

Mary Magdalene. The powerful contrast of light by Corot at the current sales would not fetcli one

and shade in colours do not lend themselves to hundred francs, and consoled himself by saying that

photography ; but our engraver has done what is the right to be foolish belongs to the public and to

possible for'the brushwork. We can admire in black amateurs in art, literature, i)hilosophy— in a word, to

and wliite the simplicity of the composition, whicli amateurs in everything. Perhaps nobody docs more
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to cliang-e that note of woe than collectors like the

late Mrs. ^Morgan. She was a childless widow who

cared for her heirs-at-law comparatively little. In

her case there was no chaffering over a price ; what

the most fabulous art-dealer, what the most self-im-

portant artist asked, that she paid without wincing

;

having learned to value good work through the best

Eurojiean models, she was beginning to realise the

fine points in native art. Slie had of Corot eight

good examples, tlie largest of which is presented

here. Surely among all beholden in one way or

another to Claude, this one came nearest in spirit?

Hardly inferior to " The Wood-Gatherers " is the

"Evening on the River," all water, air, and cloud.

A somewhat wooden and awkward painter at first,

a prolonged stay in Rome, where lie underwent the

" classical " influences to which the Poussins bowed,

and many a forgotten French genius succumbed,

followed I)y studies of landscape in Florence, Venice,

Avignon, and other parts of Italy and France, was

succeeded by a solid twenty years of work in and

around Paris. In "The Wood - Gatherers " the

figures, and especially the faces of the women, are

wrought with a care and finish quite unusual. They
add value to the jiicture because they register the

triumph over Corot's natural weakness ; but all

lovers of his grey skies and shadowy woodlands

will treasure far more in this magnificent land-

scape its cloud-values, its vistas into the wood to the

right, its delicate adjustments of values. French-

men do well to love Corot ; for he loved utterly

the peculiar, sweet, monotonous colouring of France

on the watershed of the Seine.

A strong passion seldom arises in old age unless

circumstances have thwarted it earlier. Could this

have been the case witii ]\Irs. iVIorgan ? Her wealth

was so great that nothing need have stood in the way

of an earlier quenching of that .v///.? coUhji'iuli which

THE OKPHAN IN CHUEOH.

CraiiiM by r.-A.-J, Dagnan-lSonveret. Morgan Collection.)
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bffi'll lu'i- only duriiiff llie last years. She iiuliil-;o(l Of Diaz there are no less than sixteen specimens,

in some of the virtuoso's mistakes on le<,niinin<,'' a of Millet eleven, of Corot eight, of Meyer Von

collection without any wholesome restraints on the Bremen ten, of Rousseau seven, of Troyon ami "\ an

THE WOOD-QATHEBEES.

(raintrd Inj J.-B. Carol. Morgan CoUcdioii.)

purse-strings, but she had the good sense to choose

capable advisers, and presently showed that she had

taste of her own. It is olnious that a gallery of

jiietui-es which runs into the hundreds, a compact

squadron of specimens above the average from the

foremost French, (ierman, Dutch, Sjianish and Kng-

lish artists, has pictures that appeal to so many

tastes that it can be in all cases admirable to none.

Mrs. ^Morgan had begun to take an international

interest in her gallery, and to buy sometimes for the

sake of owning a new name.

Marcke six each. It is hard to say no word of

admiration for the delightful little blond view of

.Mont St.-Michel by Kou.«seau, an early work; for

the "Symphony "of Jules Dujire ; or lur " Bazaars

in Cairo," by Decamps, with its i)ale l)hie sky and

(piiet yet rich effects of architecture. The water-

colinir by Fortuny, "La I'otiche," was never enjoyed

by its late owner; indeed, death called before the

decorations of her house were finished, and while

artists and art-dealers were preparing to send in

pictures she had bought. Cii.\iu,E.s UK K.w.

>IO«^>-<

RUSSIAN OR SCYTHIAN?*

F the four parts of :\Ir. Maskell's wnrk the lirst of the Kertch coll,.,-li,,n at flir Ilnmitagc, of onr

two are the most important and interesting to Siberian and Asiatic colle<.ti<,ns, and secondly of the

us in this review, /.^., those chapters which treat, first objects of religious an<l domestic (essentially Rus-

,. . , sian^ use. The remaining two iiarts, which speak
• "Russian Art." By Alfrrd Jfaskoll. South Kensington ^'^"' ^ ^ " ''..'..

Handbooks Series. (London: Ch.ipman and Hall, Limited.) of the Western Kiuoi)ean armour at the Arsenal of
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Tzarskoselo, and "1' the silver ornanionts and plate The most imj)nrtaiit nf these mistakes is their re-

of English workmanship jireserved in Rnssia, are of cognition (if the Scythians as the direct ancestors of

course iniineasuraljly less interesting and important the Slavs. Of course this opinion is not new ; it has

to us, inasmuch as Mr. Maskell's book bears the prevailed long enough in Europe, and has even been

title " Russian Art/' and it is specially to this that upheld by more than one Russian writer, especially

our attention is just now turned. in bygone yeai's ; but of late it has become too in-

Having undertaken to write on this subject, Mr. consistent to rejjeat after all the linguistic, ethno-

]\Iaskell did not confine himself to such material as gra])hical, and archaeological labours relating to the

the electrotypes brought from Russia afforded him. Scythians, so much so that ^I. de Linas, very well

Numerous as these were, ably as the selection had acquainted in numerous instances with historical

been made, they were yet far from su])plying a com- sources, says not another word about the Slavism

plete representation of Russian art viewed as a whole, of the Scythians in his great work, " Les Origines

or indeed from giving

a faithful idea of it.

Whether IMr. Maskell

was among us in Russia,

visiting our museums in

|)erson and seeing with

his own eyes our vast

artistic treasures, I can-

not say ; but this is

evident, that, in one

way or another, he has

acquired a great know-

ledge of our art and of

our collections, and that

he set about his task in

the best way. He ex-

amined and studied all

such works and publica-

tions having reference

to our antique national

art as were available for

him, ignorant as he was

of our language. Of
course this does him the

greatest honour ; but at

the same time the de-

fects of Mr. Maskell's

book are due to the

de I'Orfevrcric Cloison-

nee," but leaves the

question of their origin

undecided. M. VioUet-

le-Duc, on the other

hand, far less acquainted

witli written history and

its sources than ]M. de

Linas, has no hesitation

in adopting received

opinions. This is the

more strange, inasmuch

as M. Viollet-le-Duc is

among the greatest au-

thorities on the art of

any nation, ejwch, and

style ; he might there-

fore sooner than any

one have freed himself

from that baneful error,

into which the majority

in Europe have fallen,

by the very artistic

works themselves dis-

played before him. He
had only to forget for

a moment that anti-

quated but universally

very circumstance that he could only learn about fixed idea, and compare existing works of Scythian

our art that which had been written of it in art preserved at the present time with the oldest

foreign languages. This led him to adopt sundry Slavonrc, and more particularly ancient Russian,

incorrect views and opinions, without weighing in in order to convince himself immediately that be-

the opposite scale those really sound judgments tween the one and the other there is neither re-

whieh have been passed on questions relating to semblance nor affinity. And this is not wonderful,

this subject by Russian savants. Mr. Maskell considering that all the conditions of life and

trusted chiefly to two French works — " L'Art habits of the Scythians and Slavs were always, ac-

Russe," by ^I. A'iollet-le-Duc, and " Les Origines cording to what history tells us, entirely distinct.

de POrfevrerie Cloisonnee," by M. de Linas— and The Scythians were nomads, the Slavs (and par-

very rightly, because these two authors are generally ticularly the Slavonic ancestors of the Russians)

well informed and correct, and have taken pains to agriculturists. The Scythians were ruled by their

learn their subject as far as lay in their power ; Tzars and Tzarlnas, the Slavs (particularly those of

but with their ignorance of Russian they un- the F]ast) never had any Tzars; their government

avoidaldy passed over much, and could not help was from time immemorial that of the rclcli, or

falling into various errors. popular assembly. The Scythians were thoroughly

I.—GOLD MASK, FOUND AT KKETOH.

(Sermitage.)
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mibiicd, fvou luiit-' boluiv the iourlli Ceutmy u.v.,

with Greek art and civilisation iu its most Hourish-

iiit? periml ; wliih' in the whole of " Shivism

"

(esjiecially in the East) not tlie

siiijhtcst ti-ace is to be found of

nntitiue Greek ek-ments, and even

in all the productions of its pre-

historic period we find any influences

rather than Cireek, antique, or clas-

sical. In order to prove the "Slav-

ism" of the Scythians, reference

has been repeatedly made to the

dress and style of wearing the hair

of the Scythians, as jiortraycd on

the silver Nikopol ^';^se at the Her-

mitage, with its famous //enre bas-

reliefs. It has usually been said

that the short " kaftans '•" (tunics) of the Scythians,

represented on it folded across the breast, their hair

cut circular fashion, and their Ioul;', wide breeches,

accurately portray the very tunics, trousers, and

style of wearing the hair hitherto in use among

Russians, particularly in the south. But it is

forgotten in the meanwhile that on other Scythian

monuments-—for instance, on the Koul-oba vase

—

the costume and arrangement of the hair arc again

([uite different. Thus we observe bashliks on the

head, kaftans and breeches embroidered with ]«t-

terus, boots tightly fastened at the ankle, long hair

hanging half-way down the back, armour thoroughly

Asiatic, and so forth ; besides which, it has always

been overlooked, or perhaps never known, that the

costume acknowledged as " thoroughly llussian," as

we know it among Southern Russians (and therefore

among the Cossacks), is not in the least ancient

Russian, but of foreign introduction, having been

adoptal in Russia comparatively recently from the

Asiatic nomads, jiartly of Turkish, partly of Iranian

race, whose hordes roamed over Southern Russia for

many long years in the mediaeval period. The style

of culling the hair "round" or " heel-sha])ed " is

generally mediieval, common all over Europe a thou-

sand years ago, and characteristic not specially of

Scythians but generally of Asiatics.

Of the costume of the Scythians I shall here

rei)eat that, after investigating the (Jreco-Scythian

monuments at the Hermitage, we must deny any

possibility of considering the Scythians and Slavs

-'^

III.—SCABBAED, FROM THE KOUL-OBA TOMB.

(Scimitai/e.)

II.— BAS-KELIEF PKOSI THE KOCL-ODA VASB,

(Hcrmilage.)

—]iarticularly the Russo-Slavs—as the same people.

The dilference between them in dress, in llicir whole

mode of life, is enormous and decisive. It is usual

to refer to a passage in Herodotus for the Slavism

of the Scythians. But this text has the opposite

meaning. Herodotus describes the Scythians as

nomads, riders, a nation of horsemen, and this to

such an extent that they were even Inuied with

their horses. The Slavs, on the other hand, and

more especially the Husso-Slavs, were not in the

least nomadic tribes or addicted to horsemanship.

There is not a single trait in our ancient hisl(pry,

nor in our character and habits in more recent times,

which supports such a ])arallel.

The Slavs went chielly on foot, and lived in

settlements. If we may accept, as a few of our

writers have done, and among these M. /nhli'lin

(in his admirable work, "The History of Russian

Life "), that the forefathers of the Russo-Slavs may

be considered not the Siythians in general, nor the

Scythian nomads, but those Seytha3-Aroteres who,

according to Herodotus, wnv a subject race of native

(U'igin, and more auloelillionous, ;ind who were sub-

dued by the intruding nomadic Scythians; in that

case it should be remarked that this is merely pre-

sumptive, and is proved by nothing in the text of

Herodotus, whose remark's on these Scytha>-.\roteres

are \inusually brief and w^anting in details, which in

this instance are particularly necessary. That the

Scythse-Aroteres, according to Herodotus, " sowed

corn not for their own use but for sale," is no proof,

as M. Zabielin thinks, that they

were otir forefathers, and at

, liiiulh became the root of our

Hii--^. I'ctween our remote an-

cestors and the Scythians how

many tribes and generations may

there not have been ? Hut

even supposing M. Zabieiiu to
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l)c quitp correct in liis supposition, admitting his

Scytlia'-Aroteres to be nothing but the Poliani-

Kiani of Nestor and the root-stock of the Russian

IV.—THE KOUL-OBA VASE.

(H(rmitage.)

people, nevertlieless no Russian historian has the

right to restore the costume of tlie Scythian Poliaui-

Kiani on the basis of that of their Scythian masters.

Even by M. Zabielin's own admission, the two are

separated by a whole gulf. The first are aboriginal

natives, the second intruders. The first are hus-

Ijandmen, the second nomads. It may be asked,

AVhat have they in common ? What bond of rela-

tionship exists between them ? Directed by his

splendid excavations (of infinite

value not only for Russian science,

but for that of the world at large),

by the representations on the bas-

reliefs of our marvellous Scythian

vases and other unique objects, M.
Zabielin says, "The Scythian dress -_^

was evidently that of an expert ^^~^«

horseman." This is perfectly true;

it is only necessary to glance at the

two vases, that of Nikopol and

Koul-oba, as well as those well-

known gold brooches and clasps,

representing Scythians on horseback,

in order to agree with him : the

short and closely-fitting tunic or

kafian, the small boots fastened at

the ankle and stretched under the

heel, the narrow sleeves, the tightly-

belted waist, the hood for protec-

tion against inclement weather and cold during

long marches and nights in the open air.

All these details are best suited to the rider

and the nomad. But they can have nothing to do

with the husbandman or the settler whose work only

lasts during a certain part of the day. No Russian

agriculturist ever went on his land, even in ancient

times, accoutred in boots, bashlik, and fur-trimmed

tunic. Our agricultural labourer has always worn,

and to this day wears, sandals or some light kind of

foot-gear ; he wears neither fur nor bashlik—without

these the perspiration runs down his face and breast.

Long trousers fastened at the ankle, narrow, almost

tight (as on the Koul-oba "N'^ase), covered too with

stripes of emliroidery, were apparently never heard

of or seen in all the Slav-land, including Russian

Slav-land. But wdiat part in the life of the peaceful

agriculturist is to be assigned to the figures of men
continually portrayed with bow, shield, and javelin,

lassoing the wild horse of the steppe, and dressing

one another's wounds, or counting in one another's

mouths the teeth broken during the battle or the

foray? It is evident there is positively nothing

here to harmonise w'ith our progenitors the Kiani-

Poliani of Nestor. We will only admit the possi-

bili.ty of transferring the dress of the nomad

Scythians to the agricultural Scythians when it can

be shown that the conquerors have departed from

the dress belonging to their profession, and borrowed

from their conquered subjects that previously worn

bv these. But this is not, nor could ever have been

the case, since we find the dress of the nomad

Scythians to have been only such as was peculiar to

them and to their mode of life. Our doubts become

even greater on attentively examining the details of

our vases. Thus we find the Scythians to have had

GOLD HELMET, FEOM THE TOMB OF THE SEVEN BROTHERS.

(Jlermitage.)
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T/.iir« and Tzaritsas, a full cimrl ivtinue, stale i-liariots, Srytliiaiis. Hi'seinljlani-f we may speak nf, l)ii(

thoiv arc several ways id' cxiilaiiiiiii;' this, ami tlie

chief of these— (hat. the dress of the Seyliiiaiis on

the Nikopol and Koiil-olia Vases is from a reiuole

jieriod that of the Iranian trihes. In sn]i]iort of

this view, reference may he made to a terra-cotta

staluclto of Iranian oriy'in discovereil liy hayard at

.Mosul. On coniparinjj

iiiilitarv hanners, many thing's of household use, rich

and eletyant, chiefly of metal, some few of gold and

silver. Where is all this to be found amoii^- the

Russian Slavs, a people evidently peculiarly demo-

cratic at their very root (judg-infif fnmi their iuvi(;i-

tion to the Varang-ian jirinces to come and rule

over them), and (juite

unactiuaint ed with

luxury ? Chariots, not

merely of state, but

of any kind, artistic

bowls, lla<;^ons, ^(dd

lias-reliefs and fine or-

naments, elaborate

liorse-tra[)ping-s—tliese

have surely nothing' in

ciininion with theprini-

itive manner of life of

our Kiani-Poliani an-

cestors.

We therefore are

])crfectly justified in

saying that until new,

h i t h e r t o u n k n o w n

nionumeiitsare brought

to light, such as would

])orfray the lite and

habits of our peaceful

ancestors with pre-

cisely the same fidelity,

accuracy, and detail,

as the Nikopol, Koul-

oba, and other monu-

ments have done those

of the warlike Scythi-

ans, we must alto- ".I.

gether leave both kinds

of Scythians out of

the question as regards

the character of the

costume and mode of

life of the ancient

Russians. It will be

far better in this ease

to confine ourselves to the cautious views expressed in orilcr t

by some Western writers who have treated of the numerous and

ancient Russian costume; of Weiss, for instance,

who, in his admirable book, " Kostiimkunde," finds

a resemblance between the dress of the Southern

Russians and Cossacks and that of the nomad

Scythians, but does not argue fi-oni this that these

people were our progenitors. lie contents himself

with observing that the ancient Russo-Slavs may

it with the Scythians

figured on the above-

men! inned vases, W(!

shall find the same

detads of dress — the

high-peaked hood or

bashlik, the (dosely-

fitting tunii' fohh'd

across the breast and

(rimmed or lined with

fur, the narrow sleeves

wilii ornaninital strips

over the shoulder, the

small metal bell lightly

clasping the waist, and

(he booted feet. 'I'hal

till' iidiabilauts of

Soutlurn liussia (from

whom subsci|ucntly

originated the (xis-

sacks) may have bor-

rowed all (his from

lliciv imniiTdUS eques-

trian neighbours, and

may have borrowed at

a <oniiiaratively recent

period the short tunic

and long narrow
breeches, without or-

naments, however —
that is not in (he lea-st

extraordinary.

To these considera-

tions on the coslumc

and mode of life (here

may be added, by (he

way (for this quesdon,

be wi'll and fully discussed, requires

imple deiails and drawings), )iar(icu-

lars concerning the architecture, confirmatory of the

facts already adduced. The original and solidly-

built monumental edifices of the Scythians, wi(h their

tliuhts id' steps narrowing as they a.sccnd, supjHirtcd

>t-<r
.V

-TIIK NIKOPOL V.1SK.

(Hermitage.)

on arihes, have nothing in commcni with anything

we know about the architecture, not only of (hi-

Russo-Slavs but of Slavs in general, and lead our

have borrowed some portion of their costume from thoughts back to the Asia of remote antiquity.^

their neighbours, and, amongst others, from the What then is the conclusion to all this? That

395
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wo have no rii^'ht to reg'anl the Sc^tliiati nation as tlio

forofathci's of tlie Russian people, or the Scytliian art

as tlie parent of Russian art. Nowhere in Russian

art, as far as we know it, from its earliest origin, do

we meet with the slio-htest trace of Scythian influence.

Neither tlie Russo-Slav architecture, whether in stone

or woorl, nor the costume, nor any of the products

of art-industry known to ns from the earliest times,

pi-esent any points of resemblance with all we know
of anything Scythian.

The English were, therefore, entirely wrong in ex-

hibiting at the South Kensington JNIuseum cojiies of

Scythian objects in a special R.ussian department, and

in printing books entitled " Russian Art," a good

half of which consists of a description of our Scythian

treasures—priceless and exquisite as these doubtless

are, and in the highest degree important and in-

teresting, yet presenting nothing "Russian." Of

course, this marvellous collection must occupy a most

honourable place at the South Kensington Museum,
only in its own special class, not in the Russian.

Many have been the tribes who have passed over the

soil of the Russia of to-day, and lie buried in the

tombs and tumuli scattered over otu- land. Can the

mere fact of their having lived here suffice to include

them in our race, language, life, and art? No; they

were only casual, temporary, foreign visitors to our

land ; its real owners, who had been in possession for

ages, were and became by force of circumstances a

people of quite a different race, who in course of

time lost even all memory of the former early immi-

grants, and preserved in their habits and mode of

life not the slightest trace of all that characterised

their thoughts, taste, talents, and productions. If

the example of the South Kensington Museum and

its published handbooks were followed, the depart-

ment of Russian art should include all Finnish and

Turkish art, merely because the Finns and Turks,

with their numerous tribes and nations, for a long

time filled vast tracts of Russia ; and this would be

the more reasonable because Finnish and Turkish

art exercised a great influence in forming that of

ancient Russia, and impressed upon it ineffaceable

traces.

Of these, however, (un- author says little or

nothing. lie certainly speaks in one j^art of his

book of the pre-historic antiquities of Russia, dis-

covered in various parts of the country and preserved

in our museums, belonging for the most part to the

Finnish world ; Isut he does not enter upon an investi-

gation of these, apparently because these objects wci'c

not reproduced by the electrotype process for the

South Kensington Museum. Instead of this, Mr.

Maskell, on (he score of want of space, refers those

interested in this subject to the celebrated work of

Aspelin, " Les Antiquites du Nord Finno-Ougrien."

Such an omission, botli in the museum and the book,

is a very important defect.

Tlie Sassanide and Siberian antiquities (the latter

also of Finnish type) are only investigated by Mr.

Maskell to the same extent as M. de Linas has done

in his book " Les Origines de I'Email Cloisonne ;

"

but this is far from satisfactory, inasmuch as M.
de Linas confines himself in most cases to the de-

scription (partly technical) of the objects, and, with

his usual timidity, does not venture upon deducing

'

any conclusions. In this way the bond which unites

Russian art with the Sassanide and Finno-Turkish

of Siberia and Southern Russia remains entirely

uninvestigated and undetermined by the valuable

monuments of this kind at the Hermitage.

There is one other great error in Mr. Maskell's

handbook, the blind and slavish imitation of M.
Viollet-le-Duc, in his opinions on ancient Russian

architecture and decorative art. That which is

stated in M. Viollet-le-Due's otherwise excellent

woi-k, " L'Art Russe,^' with reference to Syrian and

Indian influences on our architectural and decorative

art, is repeated by Mr. Maskell. He is ignorant

of the criticisms of Russian savants on the opinions

of M. Viollet-le-Duc, especially those of Professor

Buslaief, Father Martynof, and Count Stroganof, and

therefore repeats all those unfounded opinions which

cannot have any significance for us. All this is a

comparison of our antiquities with such elements and

nations as were always very far from our fatherland

and ancient art. Besides this, Central Asian elements

have been wholly lost sight of, yet these, at all periods

of our ancient history, acted with constant and most

decisive manner in the formation of our national taste.

With reference to the department of various

Russian artistic objects of the period between the

Eleventh and Thirteenth Centuries, and down to

Peter the Great's time, this should have filled the

principal place both in the museum and book, because

it is real " Russian art," the aim of the collections

at South Kensington and the book. But few of

these have been electrotyped by the English. In

the whole handbook there are only seven illustra-

tions of these objects, whereas the Scythian, Siberian,

and Sassanide are numerously rej)resented. ]?ut be-

sides this, what has become of all the thoroughly

Russian objects in wood, burnt clay, cast and cut

glass, tin, bone, and so forth ? Of these, Mr.

Maskell (and apparently the collections at South

Kensington) say not a word, though they contain

a mass of Russian forms, ornaments, fantasies, &c.

Was it then onl}' necessary to obtain co]")ies of gold

and silver objects alone, and if none but these were

reproduced, should not a handbook specially dedi-

cated to " Russian " art have mentioned those other

things ? Vladimir Stassoff.
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STUDIO LANDSCAPE.

IT is a commonplace amongst artists tluit a laiul-

sc-ape iiaiiitod on the s])ot is truer than a studio

picture. This is partly the case, but when we

eonie to analyse we find tliat the kind <>[' trutli

obtained is superficial— is only an cii)tieal trulli

—

and implies that nature is nothing for the artist but

a combination of sense perceptions, and lie no more

liian a healthy eye and skilful hand.

It is my object to sIkjw that the artist must be

more than these, because nature appeals to more than

the senses, thouo-h by means of them. It will then

be manifest that a studio picture fails becau.sc the

artist, by being thrown upon his mental resources,

himself fails, wanting knowledge of the deeper prin-

ciples in nature of which the external appearance is

only the manifestation. ^Vhilst, on the other hand,

it will be manifest, that if the mind and heart of the

artist ar*; cultivated, then studio work will express

deeper truths about nature than outdoor work, in-

asmuch as these qualities are more fully called out

away from the spot.

Suppose, for instance, a painter has a scene before

him of distant mountains and a near foreground

:

his eye at once marks the value of the one against

the other and puts it dow n ; while tlie mists and

clouds are all so many values and tints, and are

transferred to the canvas by a process akiu to pho-

tography. But suppose, when the study is considered

in the studio, it appears that the i)arts of the natural

scene do not arrange themselves satisfactorily (as

they scarcely ever do entirely), but that the eye

would be better satisfied by some being left out,

some modified, or some introduced from elsewhere.

Then comes the difficulty ; for the eye is only dis-

satisfied, it cannot see what is wanted, it can only

say of an alteration after it is made that it is good

or bal. The artist makes experiment after experi-

ment, but has nothing to trust to but gootl fortune,

and he ends in a result which he justly regards as

inferior to the study done on the spot.

But is he right, therefore, in condemning all

studio work ? Does not his failure rather show that

he is the failure, and that his way of studying nature

is defective? For even his transcrij)t of nature, he

feels, lacks something- to the cyej and ought he not

to be driven to the conclusion that he has missed her

deeper meaning? and that it wants a heart and mind

as well as an eye to penetrate her mysteries ?

A transcript of nature is but an optical delusion,

and w'ants feeling and eomjwsition, owing to the

artist appearing simply as a copying machine. Bnt

if the artist has a heart and a head, (hen the

more he digests and a.ssimilates the material sup-

l)lied by studies from nature, the more like nature

in her higher attributes will his studio pictures be.

I'or, like Turner, he will paint his impressions and

keep his eye ellicicnt by holding apart the general

effect with the mind ; or, by studying how one

thing in the picture hel|)s to express another by con-

trast or variety, he will be able to apply the same

laws in his own composition; or if one i)ait of an

actual scene is more adecpiatcly brought out by some

feature which is not actually found on the spot,

but is a characteristic of the neighbourhood, he will

know how to introduce it so as to harmonise with

the surroundings, and give the wider truth of the

locality.

A picture, then, will not be simply ])aintcd

mechanically as an optical delusion, but there will

be a tendenc)' to suppress the lesser truth, which

aj)peals to the e>'e only, in order to dwell more

strongly on the deeper and wider truth, which the

heart and mind see; and the right way, consequently,

to look at a picture which shows signs of arrange-

ment and comjwsition is not so much with the eye

as with the mind, and the strength of the wurk

must be judged and valued according t(j whether it

reflects a real mood or thought in nature. The im-

portance also of the artist will be recognised more

and more in work of higher merit ; for as long as

he is inspired by nature, the more of bim in the

picture the better.

If art is to be a conii)lcte language it will not

only be the evidence of a healthy eye, but will speak

of the heart of the man rellccting the moods of

nature, and of the head rellccting her laws and

complexities. And Xh\> leads to the consideration

that art, viewed as a language, is not only the

utterance of the whole man, but is a language

which all can understand who love nature ; and that

from its involving so nuich of the jicrsonality of tlie

artist, his weakness or strength is much more vividly

felt than in any other kind of speech about nature.

To sum up : a picture implies two things—an

aspect of nature and the man who saw it ; and these

are the two sides to be considered in estimating the

<piality of a work of art : its likeness to nature, and

what faculties it shows in healthy activity in the

artist. And my conclusion is that no work in paint-

ing, unless it exhibits thought and feeling reflecting

the same qualities in nature, is worthy of the name

of picture. Aldlky Mackwouth.
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SO:\[E NEW BOOKS.

ILLUSTRATION, in the good sense of the word,

is the plastic artist's comineiitaiy i>ii the work

(if the artist iu speeeh or the artist in sounds. Tlie

nuisieian makes melodies for the poet's rhythms

and rlivmes, and in tlie same spirit the painter pro-

jcrhaps. for Cioethc's popularity than (ioethe's own

Work. Tliis effected, it was the turn of tlie musician,

and M. (iounod stepped in, and (Berlioz aidini,--, and

his immortal " Damnation") there was produced tliat

opera of " Faust " which, in iMviich or Knf,^lish or

THE FIVK SVNPICS.

(Painted by Rtmbiamll. ArnKteniam.)

duces liis descant iu two dimensions on tlie work of

one or other, or both. Of such, for instance, is

tlie last of our tlircc illustrations. The author of

•'Faust" was Joliann Wolfganj^ von Goethe. But,

as it stands in German, "Faust" is not a play, hut

a poem in dialoo-ue. To fit it for the stai>e there

was necessary the intcrveution of the practical

dramatist, so it was taken in hand by M-M. Barbier

and Carre (if we rememlier arl<>-ht), wlio produced

a literary ilhistration of it which has d<inc more,

Italian, has made the round of the civilised wor]<l,

and is now as fresh, or almost a.s frcsji, as tlie day

it was heard for tlic first time in the Academic do

Musique ill Paris. Tlie next step wa.s for a painter

to make, and our jMcture, " Le ' Faust' de Gounod,"

was the result. I'ortuny heard and saw, Fortuny

painted his impression, and we know the issue. Mr.

Low, an American, a pupil of M. Caiolus Duraii,

has read and descanted upon Keats's " Lamia " in

the same free and liberal spirit, and the result (Pliila-
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(Ifljiliia : Lipiiincott) is ono of the good things of

American art.

INIr. Low, who dedicates his " work in this book"

to ^Ir. 11. L. Stevenson, " iu testimony of my loyal

friendship and of a common faith in doubtCnl tales

from fairyland/' has the advantage of most illus-

trators (so called) in that he is able to draw, that he

has the sense of beauty, and that he has a sound and

definite theory of illustration. Moreover, he is always

original. \\ hat he sees he sees for himself—through

nobody's spectacles, through nobody's ej'es but his

own ; and if he is sometimes ungraceful, he is always

sincere. Of his author, that incomplete and un-

developed heir of Shakespeare—his wealth of colour,

his luxuriant imagery, his prodigality of whatever is

sensuous and human, his passionate sense of emotion

and the " liveableness of life"—he does not give us

much. The commentary with which he is inspired

has a certain grave and even academical sweetness,

which is scarce to be recognised as the master-qualitj'

of " Lamia." All the more, therefore, do we praise

him for tlic independence of his interpretation, the

large and liberal tei'ms in which his appreciation is

conveyed. Perhaps his age is a thought too much
for him : perhaps his types are a trifle too modern

and too highly civilised, too highly cultured
;

per-

haps (in a word) he is touched, though never so

slightly, with cockneyism, as his poet is ; assuredly

he lacks the piassion, the thrill, the "note emue,"

which in his author makes so many rough ])laces

])lain, and reconciles us to innumerable disparities.

But, for all that, his " Lamia " is original as the

"Lamia" of Keats is original. He has seen, felt,

imagined, worked for himself alone ; and the issue is

a set of variations on themes from Keats which should

make him known wherever Keats is read.

M. Lalauze, the most accomplished and intelli-

gent of translator-etchers, has linished at last his

task of interpreting, in black and white, the La
Tours of the gallery at Saint-Quentin. The result

—

"L'ffiuvre de Maurice-Quentin de La Tourau Musee
de Saint-Quentin" (Paris: Da])ont ; Saint-Quentin:

Triqueneaux-Devienne)—is one of which he may well

be proud. 'Tis impossible to know La Tour, says

M. Abel Patoux, in his excellent note on the great

master of portraiture in pastel, unless you know the

Saint-Quentin gallery. At the Louvre he is imper-

fectly represented by a number of official portraits,

and he is, moreover, badly quartered and badly hung.

At Saint-Quentin, on the other hand, you have the

master's own collection, bequeathed by him to his

native town, and constituting a complete expression

of his genius at its brightest and its best. It includes

a certain quantity of linished work, but for the most

l)art it is composed of "jirepai'ations " and studies of

fa-ces pure and simple :
" des masfjues, rien (pie des

masques," says M. Patoux, "etincelants de vie, de

mouvement, de lumierc . . . pele-mcle charmant, oii

tons les rangs sent confoudus, toutes les distances

rapprochees, vrai ceuaclc des Graces, oii, pour etre

admis, il sufRt d'ajiporter I'appoint d'un sourire, d'une

a'illade, d'une fossette epanoiiie au coin des levres."

Here, he goes on to note, is Mnie. de Pompadour,
" serieuse et digne " as becomes the mistress of a

king ; here Camargo, the incomparable dancer, " pim-

])ante et souriante ;
" here are the delicious Puvigny,

the irresistible Mondonville, the enchanting Favart;

here is the Fel whom the painter loved so long, who
sang in LuUi and Rameau and Rousseau, and whose

disdain brought Baron Grimm nigh unto death. Here

is Louis XV., " eclectique . . . grave comme dans un

conseil des ministres ;
" here the " pompous nullity "

of farmer-general La Reyniere, and the "sourire

enigmatique" of D'Alembert, the painters Restout

and Chardin, the clown Manelli ; here are Rousseau

and D'Argensou, Moncrif and Maurice de Saxe; here,

in fact, is the France of the Eighteenth Century,

There are seventy in all ; so that any one who is lucky

enough to possess the work—the edition, it should

be noted, is limited to three hundred copies—will

have, as it were, the Saint-Quentin collection at

his elbow. That M. Lalauze is invariably successful

we shall not take it on ourselves to say, any more

than that his La Tour is altogether the La Tour

of Saint-Quentin. But the task he set himself to

accomplish—the task, that is, of interpreting in black

and white the work of a jjainter at once the boldest

and subtlest, the strongest and the most -yiiri/nel—was

one of prodigious difficulty. To reproduce the whole

of La Tour there was needed nothing less than La
Tour's own genius ; and, in the inevitable absence

of this particular condition, ]M. Lalauze has done as

well as could jiossiljly be expected. Technically his

work is excellent ; and he has caught and rendered

a great deal of the inspiration—compacted of verve

and charm, of vigour and intelligence—peculiar to

his immortal original. To say that is to say much ;

and it may be said with perfect truth. AVe can

heartily echo the suggestion of Paul Lacroix—who

contributed a charming preface to INI. Lalauzc's first

lirritisoiiy which contains, perhaps, the best and most

interesting portraits of all—that he should present

his plates to the La Tour museum, on condition that

thirty years hence they should form "la calcographie

du Musee, qui en fera tirer des epreuves a vendre au

profit de I'ecole de dessin de Saint-Quentin."

In the life of the great paslelliste there are two

periods. He began as the most brilliant artist in

portraiture of his time ; and he ended as a kind of

visionary, disgusted with his earlier work, absorbed

in metaphysical speculations, and abandoned to the

pursuit of an ideal of universal ha])piness. It is much
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to his credit that, as M. Pati)ux reinimls us in liis

excellent note on tlie artist's last years, he was not

content with tlic theory of benevolence, but was re-

solute in its practice as well. lie is found presentiurr

a sum of 0,000 livres to the municipality of his native

town, " (lestinee a secourir les artisans infirmes, ages,

et hors d'etat de gagner leur vie ;
" establishing a free

school of art for his fellow-townsmen ; and—perhaps,

as a recent writer in the G(i:elle des Beaiix-Arh has

tried to show, in remorse for a sin of his youth

—

endowing a lying-in hospital for the poor and un-

fortunate among his fellow-townswomcn. ^loro than

that, his foundations were for years the principal busi-

ness of his life. yi. Patoux shows him "wigging"
his fii'st drawing-master, interesting himself devotedly

in the conduct of his charities, and in active com-

munication with the committees charged with the

administration of his gifts. Meanwhile, however, his

mental health was steatlily waning. He left his studio

in the Louvre, and went to live at Auteuil, under

the supervision of ^larie Fel, his old mistress ; and

in 17S1 the trouble of his brain was such that his

brother had to take him in charge, and remove him,

by stratagem, to Saint-Quentin. The town turned

out in his honour, and he entered it in triumph,

with cannon firing and the bells all ringing, like a

king returning from a glorious campaign. But his

mind was a wreck. He could talk of nothing but his

prodigious wealth and his prodigious age. He had

lived, he said, for millions of years ; only the Empcmr
of China was as rich as he ; and he went about offer-

ing two or three thousand a-year to everybody he

met. It was recognised that he was utterly mad

—

" dans un etat de demence absolue ;
" and, after an

interview with authority, which consisted on his part

in the utterance of language and sentiments totally

unfit for print, he was placed under restraint. He
seems to have been happy until the end, and until

the end to have remembered Marie Fel. He died

in 1788, and was buried with all the honoui-s. And
then, says ^I. Patoux, " le silence se fit pour long-

temps autour de cette grande et chere memoire."

^^"ith Watteau and Boucher, and the dii minores

of his age, the "great enchanter," as Diderot called

him, was rejected and contemned. He was nothing

less than Roman ; and he suffered for that excellence.

It is onlj- of late years that he has been recognised

for one of the great artists in portraittu'e. That in

the future he v.il\ be found indebted to jM. Lalauze

seems unquestionable. Let us hope that in the

Elysian Fields he will recognise his liability, and

behave as is incumbent on the royalty of genius.

It is only some two or three years since ^Nlr. Colvin

reviewed in these pages the English translation of

^L Eugene ]\[iintz's " Raphael," and already here

is a new French edition of the same excellent book

(Paris: Haehette). It is entirely remodelled and

recast, but it presents no abatement of enthusiasm

in the learned writer, and only differs from the

original in a nearer approach to completeness, a

greater thoroughness of mastery, a more sustained

and resolute determination to justify that absolute

sovereignty in art which, after three centuries of

criticism, is Raphael's still. The work, as we need

hardly note, is one to be studied as well as com-

mended. For the royalty of Raphael is no longer

undisputed. There were no rebels in those days,

and in these tliere are. Men had not then begmi to

play with paint for the sake of playing. There had

been no Velasquez, no Hals, no Tintoret, to show
what splendid things might result from the pre-

ference of the medium of exjtression to the idea ex-

pressed, from the mastery of material pure and

simple as opposed to the combination of material

with human sentiment. It was not then a dogma
that painting is all the better for being nothing but

jiainting, and that the best picture is that which says

the least to humanity at large, and is only to be

regarded as paint et prtelcrea nil—as an essay in

style, and an essay in style alone. Raphael and his

contemporaries had not been educated up to such

niceties ; they had not been civilised to such a point

of barbarism. Nowadays we have changed all that.

Velasquez, like Hugo's Judge Jefferies, " a fait des

petits ;
" Hals has been edited down into a whole

library of duodecimos. To make music without

melody, to write verses without meaning, to paint

pictures which are only delightful as combinations

of paint—as a Persian rug is delightful, or a,fu/ciisa

from Japan—these have been discovered to be the

true ends of art. 'Tis an Alexandrian age, as it

were—a period which atones for lack of thought by

so-called perfection of workmanship. The idea is

less than nothing; the expression is more than every-,

thing. The painter in Rembrandt is " complicated "

with a great poet ; in Velasquez what is best is

the pure craftsman; painting begins with Tintoret

and ends (for the present) with ^Ir. Whistler. The

public, it is pleasant to reflect, has not begun to take

u]) with painting pure and simple a.s a sultstitute

for painting combined with literature. It is spas-

modically affected, no doubt ; but for the ])resent

it is still faithful to its old ideals. And in this

frame of mind it should be prepared to make much
of M. Miintz's estimate of Raphael. For him the

" School of Athens " is a work that " reeule les

limites de Fintelligence humaine," and "forme

comme le dernier mot de Fart:" a work in which

the painter " traduit les idecs les plus abstraites

avec ime clarte et une eloquence qui tienuent du

miracle." lie holds that in certain other pictures

" le dramaturge porte I'expression des passions iX
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sa supreme puis-

sance;" that Ra-

phael, by virtue,

of a " melange

de naturalisme, de

distinction, et de

mysticisme," is

" le peintre par

excellence des

madoues ;
" that

in the " Baldas-

sare Castiglione"

and the upper part

of the "Trans-

iig-uration " he is,

" memo compare

a ses successeurs,

un coloriste du

premier ordre
;

"

that it was his,

in liuu, to till " de

sa pensee I'Europo

entiere," and,

what is more, " la

Renaissance en-

tiere, quo Ton

aurait peine a se

representor privee

de ses modeles, de

ses lumieres."

Delacroix was the

least Raphael-
esque oi; painters,

but he confessed

that he dared not

think too much

of Raphael's " ad-

mirable entente

des lignes ....
de peur de jeter

tout par les fene-

tres." His suc-

cessors are less

discerning and
more self-satisfied;

and it is as well

that M. Milntz

and the public to

wliii-h they appeal

should be ac-

quainted.

The • nearest

English analogy w
Celcbres" (Paris:

eellent series of
"

by Mr. John Moi

THE MAGAZINE OF ART.

(Di-aicn hy I'.-P. rrud'hon.)

ith the series called " Les Artistes

J. Rouam) is presented by the ex-

Eno-lish Men of Letters," edited

ley. In both there are, or seem

to be, mistakes

:

in both, that is,

the editor's touch

is sometimes at

fault, the editor's

choice might well

have been better.

But in both there

is noticeable the

same determina-

tion to do as well

as possible, to

maintain a high

standard, and to

appropriate to

every author his

peculiar subject.

In the one case

the result has been

what we know

:

such admirable

work as Mi: Col-

viu's " Landor,"

as ^Ir. Cotter

:\rorison's " Ma-

laulay" and "Gib-

bon,'' as Mr.

Leslie Stephen's

" Johnson," as the

editor's " Rurke."

lu the other, so

far as we have yet

gone, the result

is equally satis-

factory in its way.

The 'editor, M.

Eugene INIiintz,

has the qualities

of his function.

He knows how to

pick his men, and

how to distribute

his subjects. He
himself has taken

Donatello ; and

his "monograph"

on the illustrious

artist is one at

which only speci-

alists can cavil

and only pedants

piek holes. To

:\r. Ruvty ho has given Reniard Palissy ; he has

made m" Andre Michel responsible for an excellent

study of Boucher; wliilo Rembrandt has fallen to

the lot of M. Emile Michel, who is completely in
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svmpatliv with lli^; siibji'ct, wlm is ixtsteil in all tlii" series is excellently ilesijjned and well proilueetl ; that

latest discoveries, and who has fjiven ns a piece of the illustrations, ol" which we iniole three specimens

work which any art-critic or art-biographer mii^ht be —a renowned masterpiece of Hembrandt, a s])irited

jirond to siy^n. M. Marias

N'achon is responsible for

a picturesciue biography of

Callot ; M. Charles Yriarte

for a synii>athetic study of

Fortuny—an artist whose

place in art is not yet

made out ; and ^F. Pierre

Gauthiez for a capital

account of Pierre- Paul

Prud'hon— a painter too

little known in England,

anil (perhaps) too warmly

appreciated in France.

Thus much for the pre-

sent. There is every whit

as much to look for m
tlic future. ^Ve could well

spare, it is true, the

"Edelinck" of the A''is-

eomte Henri Delaborde

;

the "Puget" of M. de

^lontaigion; the " Mino

da Fiesole" of .M. de Cor-

rajod ; M. Duplessis' " Les

Andran;" even M. Ha-

vard's "Van der Meer."

in these the interest is

either local or limited ; and

in their room we should

gladly welcome such men
:us Poussin and Corot, as

Millet and Claude, as Ra-

jihael and Rousseau, as

Crome and Hobbema and

Rubens. They will have

their turn, no doubt; but

'tis pity that it comes so

late. On the other hand,

we hasten to note, there is

]denty to anticipate with

pleasure and with in-

terest : the " Decamps" of

M. Charles Clement ; ^Ir.

Hamerton's " Turner ; " .M. J

Euphrussi's " Diirer ;

"

!

Champflenrv's " Dc la

Tour;" i\. Collignon's

" Pheidias ;
" the " Diaz " of M. Rcnc-:\rcnanl

;

the " Gros " of M. Dargcnty ; the " Jordaens
"

of M. Paul Leroi ; M. Ye'ron's " Delacroix ;
" Mr.

Hobart's "Constable;" the "Botticelli" of M

and takinu- design by Prud'hon, and an ndil and

altogether uncharacteristic fantasia of Fortuny—are

suflicicnt; and that the price of each number is

small enough to bring the series within reach of

Georges Lafenestre.
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It ins to add, that the everybody interested in art. W. E. H.
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IN MEDIEVAL ALMAYNE.

5T it: easier to keep a dry

eye at the sight of

the pictures illustrat-

ing " La Civilisation

et la Vie Seigneuriale

en Alleniagne" (Paris:

Quantin) than to turn

over the pictures in an

old copy of Quarles's

" Emblems/' and re-

tain a shred of de-

portment. To say this

is to say little; for it

is easier for a camel to

go through the eye of a needle than for a reader

to deny himself indecorous merriment over the

" Emblems " done for Quarles's charming verse.

The book in hand is, of course, a gi'eat way behind

the " Emblems " in the cpiality of the amusement it

affords, yet it encourages a iew genial moments too,

in spite of, or by reason of, certain serious aspirations

set forth in the preface. None of the text of the

original MS. (dating from the Fifteenth Century,

and preserved in the archives of the noble house of

Wolfegg) is vouchsafed to usj and, as it is said to

contain every sort of information necessary to further

" the career of a medieval baron living alone and

isolated in his castle," a little of it might not be

unwelcome to a modern reader, even if afflicted with

an equal want of solitude and of castles. The volume,

then, contains the illustrations only, accompanied by

explanatory notes serving as guides (so the preface re-

marks) to these " occasionally strange pictures," and
" facilitating a readier enjoyment of their originality

and simple charm." It goes on to say that they

unfold, "as in a panorama, the vices, virtues, manners,

customs, and ideas of the time, in a succession of

scenes—pastoral and warlike, tender and terrible,

joyful and melancholy, familiar and solemn, lofty

and simple
: " the whole breathless catalogue being

calculated to "instruct the beholdei", and to help him
to enter on and enjoy as it were a medieval exist-

ence of his own ;
" and it concludes with the opinion

that the volume " will appeal to all who are inter-

ested in the progress of art and humanity."

Thus far and boldly the preface. Humanitarians

and lovers of art will judge for themselves to what
degree their hearts and heads echo back the call;

but what is decidedly open to question is whether

the notes do indeed increase tlie significance of the

pictui-cs. The first design, taken from a pleasing and

quaint old miniature, is merely described as a " land-

scape, with jugglers, wrestlers, and gladiators." So

much as this is apparent without any note, for here

are strange games—serpent-training, fire-breathing,

back-sword playing and foining—while grave mys-

terious antics are being solemnly performed by fat-

faced mournful beings, placed at impossible eleva-

tions on a hill-top perilous steej). Other persons, also

of the baser sex, are grouped together, at a little

distance, watching the sports: their faces wreathed

in an expression of something like stolid indifference.

One more animated monkish form, with upraised

hands, bends towards a stumjiy loose-robed person,

as though deprecating a perfectly invisible desire on

the part of the stumpy one to join the dance with

him. Faint baronial residences. Hanked by occasional

Noah's Ark trees, form a pleasing and sane enough

background. But the intention of all else is gloriously

uncertain. Indeed, the cause " for why " a distant

horse and rider should conceive the idea of taking

a stone wall at this juncture appears to an unpre-

judiced mind quite one of the burning questions

raised by the pictures. There is in them, evidently,

far more than meets the eye or the understanding;

but the burden of ex])lanation should rest on the

writer of the promissoiy notes, if on anybody, and

the note remains discreetly silent, exactly where a

reader would have been inclined to accejjt its guess-

work in good Y)art. It is as well to state at once

that neither the notes nor the preface fulfil their

bargain. We are not contemplating an exactly gay

view of the Middle Agc's ; but, from first to last,

there is not a hint of the " horrible and awfu'
"

announced by our editor. The very hangings and

givings in charge, so frequent in the " dear dead

days of old," are robbed of their terrors. Tiie male-

factor (usually very shaky on his legs, from any cause

rather than a moral one) rolls stupidly along fo his

fate, between a most amiable priestly personage and a

thoroughly incompetent member of the constabulary.

The slaying and flaying of animals, euphemistically

explained in the text (it is imjiossible to imagine

why) as " living familiarly with wild beasts," though

seemingly a distressful and arduous calling to those

connected with it, is by no means painfully impres-

sive to a looker-on.

The book is arranged on an astrological plan,

exemplifying the various influences exerted by mytho-

logical deities on the human race. One is inclined

to be disappointed in a class of beings " under the

influence of Saturn," who, by the way, mounts a
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elas^sically Gi'rmaii stoutl in mid-air : they o;et the

chaiac-ter of beiiij^' " notably " and deploralily de-

jiravod ; but for all their imputed iiiiijuity and moral

(fiiile, whieh are eomjilieated further with a deformed

plnsitjue and a tendeney to paralysis, they look

nothing worse than q\iorulous old children engaged

iu feeble revolt ag-ainst nursery diseipline. Thus a

refraetory coujde in stocks, in a cave in a mountain-

side, are not angry nor penitent, but only pouting

at a senile old person a])proachiug on crutches. If this

be the dark oppression of niediasvalism, a suggestion

of the " smothered cry of the serf," it seems to us

that the bitterest expression of it never amounted

to more than a mild physical nausea.

A surprisingly pleasant if slight ly incredible scene

treats of the " noisy and quarrelsome offspring of

Mars.'^ Their " favourite occupations " are thieving

and rieving, varied by incendiarism and assault and

battery. Whatever be the " favourite occupation "

of the moment (and everybody is engaged in his

or her pet crime), the aggressor and " aggressee

"

seem equally pleased with themselves. Even a

screaming old w-oman, receiving a charge of crockery

at her head, enjoys the business nearly as much as

the martialist with whom she is engaged. The

stabbed and the stabber, the cavalier with the pedes-

trian, assaulters and assaulted—all enter into their

l)arts with good humour. The dread assassin and

robber makes off with the coveted circular cake of

mediaeval commerce (or the bird-cage, as the case may

be) and nobody is the worse for it—not even " the

murdered person.'' These often-repeated bird-cages

were no doubt a peculiar lure of the medi.eval Evil

One. The cattle and ]iigs, stealing reproachfully

away up a perpendicular hill, alone appear a good

deal " i>ut out" l>y the manners of the human crowd

beliiw them. But the cheery incendiary is the plea-

santest feature of many an animated scene. On
horseback, in the village street, and wearing a smile

of unaffected gaiet}', he halts to apply his torch to

the house of a sympathetic neighbour in no other

spirit than that of kindness. The neighbour looks

on well pleased at his deft touch, whilst he of the

firebrand remains to note the effect.

AVas the gay and thoughtless nature of the

mediajval incendiary a foreshadowing of the "nature

artiste " of to-day ? The Middle Ages, after all, had

their charms. Our gloomy secret dynamiter is not

to be compared with their ineendiar\-. Their vener-

able women attacking bold horsemen and routing

them with spindles are scarce to be matched in these

days of female suffrage.

Of the corpulent well-behaved descendants of the

Sun there is little to say. They are described as

" intelligent, sleek-headed, and of keen intellect." 1

would nnly mention in passing that some of their

number are certainly not (as our author says they

arc) " breaking stones," whatever else they may be

about ; they are engaged in what is technically

called " j)utting the weight." I'nlike the gentleman

of the cabriolet in the French song, who addressed

uuconiplinientary remarks to the stone-breaker ou

his work, the writer of the note appears to consider

stone-breaking a jjleasant occupation, and one well

suited to the intellectual classes. This may be a

useful idea; but there are other subtle notions to

be derived from the same source. The children of

Mercury, for instance, have diverged so far and so

sadly from the path t)f righteousness as to have

acquired the habit of deliberate shop-lifting ; and

this pernicious custom is, in delicate innuendo, de-

scribed in the note as " contempt for the laws of

friendshij)." Kleptomania is surely but a coarsely

scientific term com]>ared to this. The human species,

under lunar iiillucnce, make an agreeable picture,

to our way of thinking ; but our author's note is

very hard on them. Yet their diversions seem harm-

less enough. Youths dis])ort themselves in the diffi-

cult task of swimming u]) an inclined water-plane,

whilst others seem no worse emi)lo\cd than in the

" books and work and healthful i>lay " of the poet.

But the note says they are "swollen with ])ride,"

" enemies to the conventions of society," and gi'ue-

rally intractable. So we turn to phases of Love and

Spring in the Middle Ages, which are not without

their charm; though the feminine ideal is almost too

middle-aged for every taste.

There is a matter of some two ])lates devoted

to tournaments (the love of tournaments on paper is

only an accpiired taste with some people, and never

excessively well develoi)ed even in them) ; but

amateurs will possibly see with pleasure some

humorous things in hor-ses and ridel's. There is

also a picture, conspicuous for a conscientious " hunt-

in<'- of the stag," in (he which is more cheery

by-play amongst the hanged and hangmen of the

epoch. From this point readers may easily i)ursue

their course unaided : amidst maidens eloping with

the bird-cages of the period ; examples of mediaeval

machinery; washings and fishings in troubled waters;

and many other seasonable delights. These so-called

])leasures and occupations are now and then conducted

with immense zest by the medievalists, though they

seldom relax the cramped and tortured attitudes they

so often assume. Belonging as do these people to

past history, it is difficult to be rctrosjiective and to

measure their thoughts and delights with any degree

of accuracy. The conspicuous spinal curvatures visible

in so many of them may be the medieval wriggler's

fi.Kcd manner of expressing the varied emotions of sur-

prise and pleasure, and all other sensations ; but this

is mere guesswork. K vthakine de Mattos.
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I.—THE Or.AMM.ir. SCHOOL.

GUILDFORD

mil ERE arc
-- few fairer

views in En<il:ui(l

tlian lliose whicli

comprise tlie

liiuii (if (iiiild-

fiinl, on its tun

liillsjwilliilsriver

wiiiiliiii^ lliroiiyli

llie valley be-

tween. Tlieiiame

of the ])lace is

ciimisjh in itself

to suggest all

Iciiuls of interest-

ing historical

qu6stions ; ami

the spleniliil situation, the antiiiuity of some of the

architectural features, and the heauty of others, are

enough to add association and pieturesqucness to

tlie maiiy attractions of Guildford to the visitor.

It does not seem to liave been noticed, even in

the guide-books, that Guildford is remarkably well

off in good examples of domestic architecture ; and
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11.— Till-: BAILINIIS, HOLY TEINITY.

besides old houses, it has a Norman castle, two very

fine churches, one medireval and the other in the

best style of the last century, to say nothing of St.

Catherine's ruined cha)ii'l in the i>ulskii-ls. .Abbot's

Ibispilal and tlie'l'nwn liall are cnnut;-!!. uiljinutthe

eastle or the churches, to make the place famous

among architectural students; ami it is surprising

how little ha-s been done to illustrate u jilaee so easily

accessible from London. Peojilt! go to (iloucester or

to Tewkesbury to look at jiatterns of domestic archi-

tecture, while Guildford is too near to be visible.

There are some gabled cottages with high-railed stcjis,

sueh as artists go to the Continent to sketch, in Park

Street, close to the railway station. By the way, is

it not strange that with so much worthy of imitation

close by, sueh a structure as that same new rail-

way station should have been erected to disfigin'c the

old town? Unfortunately, similar buililings by the

score are disjdaciug the old Imnses. The cottages in

Park Street will soon, no doubl, share the fate of

their neighbours. Of a totally dilferent character is

a brewery close to the bridge, a ])lain, simple, well-

])roportioned red-brick house, such as A\'rcn might

have designed, with its little pediment and its dee])
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cornice. I' j) the liill also, toward tlie west, tliere even emblematie. The object of the niedia?val builder

are one or two siniiiur houses, but not (juite so <;'ood : was fulfilled if he could provide chantries and side

and across the bridge, on tbe same side of the way, chapels for altars, while daylight was with him quite

there is, at the corner of Friary Street, a remnant of a secondary matter, as the want of it, where caudles

what must once have been a very beautiful l)uilding, wore coustantly provided by the faithful, need never

in the best tiueen Aune style. The upper part still be felt. Accordingly we have in St. IMary's the

remains, and shows a deej) cornice and carved capitals, features we most admire in an ancient church—the

but the lower part has been cut away for a shop-frout. same features which are so out of place in a modern
Turning aside into Quarry Street, and passing the building of almost any kind—low vaulted aisles, a

truncated apse of the nld church, said to have lieen " dim religious light " through small pointed win-

pulled d(jwn to let the Prince Regent's carriage pass dows tilled with coloured glass, and walls covered

on his way to Brighton, we come on the right to two with mysterious paintings of grim and ghostly saints,

small houses (v.), which were originallj- only one, Most peoiile like to see such things, in their jiroper

with curious ]daster-work decorations, eross-mullioned place and in genuine condition, and St. Mary's is

window.s, a carved wooden cornice, and other signs of deservedly famous, while close at hand we may
age. They probably date

from the time of Charles II.

;

but nearly opposite, at the

castle gate, is a much older

house, with a bow-window

and an archway of Gothic

form adjoining. This house

probably dates from the

time of James I., and re-

places the still older Nor-

man gatehouse, of which

the buttresses still remain.

Of Gothic fragments, be-

sides St. Mary's Church

and St. Catherine's Chapel,

Guildford has a good store.

The castle is very dilapi-

dated, liut there is a fine

cryjjt under the " Angel "

Inn, and, I believe, another

on the southern side of

the street. The Pointed

style still flickers in the

chapel window of Abbot's

Hospital, and in the Gram-
mar School (i.). But the

prettiest buildings are more

modern. I confess to a

great admiration for Trinity

Church, which is simjile

and dignified, and admir-

ably suited to its jnu'iiose.

The wide span of tlu- ilat

coiling, and the abundant

light which pours through

the arched windows, make
the church a very good one

in which' to see and hear,

as well as to wnrslii]i. The
contrast between it and St.

Mary's is very striking, and III.—AJ;I1UT S HOSPITAL : THE COLUTYAED.

study the effect of similar

features in the wrong place,

and only to be considered

in a genuine state wdiere

the copier has failed in his

copy. Architects are, I

am sorry to say, the last

to acknowledge it j and

wdien St. Nicholas, on the

western bank of the Way,
was rebuilt a few years

ago, during the prevalence

of the mock-Gothic mania,

it was made to imitate

—

at a respectful distance

—

the old Church of St. Mary,

with its dark aisles and

general inconvenience, in-

stead of the light, whole-

some, airy, and convenient

Holy Trinity ; such are

the aberrations of pojiular

taste. In the Surrey guide-

book, written, I believe, by
the late John Timbs, we
read that Holy Trinity is

" an ugly red-brick build-

ing, though of late some-

what redeemed by the re-

moval of three forlorn

clipped yews, and laying

out the churchyard in ceme-

tery style." By the way,

some very charming old

houses are at the back of

the said cemetery, and the

view from the top of the

hill above should not be

missed.

The jirettiest houses in

the Hiiih Street are not
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till' (iMcsi. In Miv, l(i()l, l'f|)ys passvd Uiroiiyh IVsIudu work over the vi'iy eorreet Classiial \hh\\\

(iiiiUU'cinl on liis way from Povtsmouth, ami slept "at of No. :J'.), and on tlie oiijiosite side of the street

the ' lied Lyon/ the best inne,

x:^' ^^
four liouscs, Nos. 125 to l'~>>,

form a very pleasint^ >rronp

(viii.). The "White Hart"

lias been rc-fronled, I>nt dates

fioni the time of the Stuarts,

and there are remains of a

handsome Jacobean f^atcway

and some very ancient houses

in tlie courtyard. \ yood

si)ecimen of " Queen Anne "

is a little beyond the (irani-

niar School, and anotluT, dated

17-"5], lon<;; after (•luccn Anne's

death, in North Street. Hut

I caiiniit enunu'ratr half tlie

houses wliicli make (juildford

a museum of domestic archi-

tecture.

J'crliaps the most interest-

inn' tliiiiL;' in the history of

the town is its name, (iiiild-

I'diil is mentioned in tlic will

(pf Kiiiii,- AU'rcil, si] that we

i]):\\ assume thai Lj'uilds were

kuiiwii as far back as his time.

'I'lic hiyh road i'roni hnudi'U

liii-e ])asscs throu<;-li a j;'ap in

the hills. As .Mr. Clark has well i>ut it in his

" .Medieval Military .Vnlntecture," the ,i;reat chalk

ri<ltje which forms the bulwark of London, and the

sdulhcru limit of the Thames A'allcy, thou,i;h i;ciicrally

uubr.'kcu from Kcin'ate to l''arnhain, is traversed liy

two n'orii-es about twelve miles apart, that of the

^SFole at Dorkinf^, and that of the Wcy at (luild-

I'oi-il. The ti-rcater jjart of the iiKHliaai town is (.n

the eastern side of the river; but there are indica-

above the Town Hall is a very pretty house (iv.) ; it tions in the local names tiiat anciently if was not so,

is of limber, painted white, and apjiears to date from and the building- of the castle, jirobahly in the r.i-u

the reij^n of Charles I. or thereabouts. The desii,ru of lleury IL, may have attracted the inhabitants

is semi-classical, with Hat pilasters betweeir the beau- from the opposite bank. The <hicf lh..r..u-hl'arc,

tiful eross-mullioned windows. As the whole front the High Street, iscoutinui'd acmss the hrid-v, and

is perfect, and as it is of a kind very rare in England, thus exists on both banks of the river, a ran' cx.implc.

where we are more disjiosed to admire the "half- After the death of Kthelwald, King All'ivd's nephew,

timbered" cottage style, it seems well worth while to to wh<an he had bccpa'athcd " (Jyldfor.l," it reverted

call attention to it." In Canada, New Zealand, and to tlie Crown, and so continued for some seven

other countries where. stone is dear and bad, and wood centuries, when .lames L gave the castle to Francis

Cartel-. The town had, in L;rcat part at Ica-'l, been

built on various private Imldiiigs, and was oltrii

reckone<l tlie co\inly town of Surrey. The wild

dnwns which surrounded it, and tiie park (.ii the

and lay in the room the kin

lately lay in." He visited the

hospital and the school, and

was " civilly treated by the

Mayster." He mentions (luild-

forJ, and the " Red Lion,"

which still exists, on several

other occasions, and in lI'iGS

tells us of showing his wife

"and Deb" Archbishop Ab-

Iwt's Hospital, and his monu-

ment in Holy Trinity Church

(vii.), and the rest of the

tombs there, of which he re-

marks that they "are kept

mighty clean and neat with

curtains liefore them." This

church wiis rebuilt in 17(3 1,

but, contrary to the practice

of modern " restorers," the

monuments were serupidously

respected. The Town Hall

(vi.) is ll'it iiicnliniicil by

I'epys, and ]U'obably did not

exist in his time, though much
of it may be older than 1 l^iS:J,

the date on the clock. It is greatly disfigured by a

hideous banking-house, which was built up against

it last year, blocking out the viiw fium the east. I

suppose the local anthoritics had no jiwwcr to pit'vent

the perpetration of this ^'alKlalism, Imt the biiikers

in question should have taken care that im harm was

done to the view. Perhaps an andiiteel was employed,

but even a local builder sliould havi' hesitated to carry

out such a desii^n in such a place. A few doors

IV.—TWKNTT-FIVE, IIIRII STliEET.

is cheap and good, such a design as this iniuht be

verv suitable, esjiecially when dignity as well as

beauty is roquired. Timber eonstni -tion does not

often lend itself to anything but uiei'e pretline^^s.

Although I nndersland that the fortunate iirojiricfMr

of this lovelv dwellinii" takes worthy care of it, sc

western l)ank of the ^^'ey, were no doubt a great

attraction i<> the Norman kings. Henry IIL also

little is it appreciated locally that I Cculd not find a visited Guildford fre.jnenfly, and we read of a great

photograph of it in the b.wii. Tlierc is some pretty extension and repair of the castle accommodation in
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iiis time, dl' :i]i:irtiiirnts luiilt for liis son, afterwards passing througli various liands, and })eeoming' sadly

JOdward I., and ol' painting's executed in the liall, to dilapidated, it was sold on the Stli ol' last July (ISST))

wit, opposite the king's seat, " The Story of Dives to the Corporation of (iuildford for ,1:2,01)0, and is to

and La/.arns," and also, on the seat itself, " a eer- he laid out, as lloeliester Castle has been, for the

tain ligure with beasts," probahly heraldie. Latterly recreation of the peoi)le of the town. Tt occupies a

the castle heeanie a kind of county gaol for Sussex natural jilatforni of aliout six acres, but little is left

as well as Surrey. It plays no further part in except the walls of the keep, a rare example of a

history until James I. gave it away in IGH, after it square tower on an artiticial mound.

V.—aUARKTT STREET, WITH ST. MARTS.

had been for seven centuries at least Crown property.

The grantee, the first private owner since the days

of Alfred's nephew Ethelwald, was Francis Carter,

and the family initials may still be seen over the

entrance in Quarry Sti-eet. The castle was purchased

by Sir Fletcher Norton, created Lord Grantley in

17SJ. He was Recorder of Guildford at the time,

but it seems probable that the Carters were the last

to use the castle as a residence. They made many
alterations in the futile endeavour to fit a Norman
keep for the habitation of a modern family. Their

difficulties may be gathered from a single sentence

in Mr. Clark's description :
" The first or state floor

was about thirty feet high." Imagine the wall-paper,

curtains, and furniture requisite, to say nothing of

the fuel, to make such gigantic halls comfortable for

a middle-class hou.sehold of moderate means. After

The town, in I'-i'-iC), was granted by King Edward

III. to the Corporation " in fee farm," and was

thenceforth free, and grew in wealth and extent

owing to its admirable jiosition. It has still a largely

attended grain and cattle market, and a whole

(|uarter of new villas has grown up on the eastern

heights. Abbot's Hospital (lu.) is very conspicuous,

and, with a very fine monument in the church oppo-

site, keeps alive the memory of the three brothers,

sons of a elothworker in the town, who rose to be

respectively Archbishop of Canterbury, Bishop of

Salisbury, and Lord Mayor of Ijondon, in the early

years of the Seventeenth Century. It is often said

that the archbishop built the hospital as an expiation

for having accidentally killed a keejier while hunting

deer in Bramshill Park. But the dates will not fit.

The hospital was founded in 1617; the. accident
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olm-ihi-llI oil TiR'sihiy, ^Itli July, lli.M. Tlio :iiili- Tiu'silay, tli.uiMl, Uc livevl until Aus^iist, 10;i:?. Tin-

bi^Iiiip was imicli distrcsswl at what lio luul dnno, ui)i)er cIkiihIht oI' (lie tiilraiice gati-way was the

and ivtiivd hero ti> the liospilal I'l'i- a time, and loniji'irary ]irisiiii ol' Mouninulh in 1C)S5.

VI.—HlOn STKEET, WITH THE TOWN HALL.

afterwards to one of his coniilry seats ; and on tlie Tlicre are some pretty old-fasliioned rooms iii

:J2nd November in the same year had a formal par- the hospital, which should be seen, but they seem

don from Kino- James. But ever after he fasted on to be somewhat neglected and out of repair: and,
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indet'J, the wliolc plaro lonlcod to mo r;itlier poorly may well he held to o-ive a name (o Quarry Street,

kept ami poverty-stricken. The hall and council which leads to them.

<'haml)er of the Town Hall onght also to be visited. Intolerance of cjood art is as niucli the sit;-n of

They are hoth pleasing, and a chimneypieee, brought an inartistic age as the production of bail art itself,

from an old house in the neighbourhood, is ornamented At Guildford the two destructive agencies, " restora-

with curious allegorical iigures and carving fif a tion " and rebuilding, are very rife, and the pre-

date earlier than the building itself. To show liow sent taste of the inhabitants being what I have de-

greatlv the modern people of Guildford have declined scribed, I strongly recommend every one who likes

VII. AKCIIBISIIOr ABBOT S TOME, HOLT TniNITY CHURCH.

from the good taste of their ancestors, we have a

courthouse "in the Gothic style" in North Street,

and a militia barracks on the site of the old Friary

founded l)y Queen Eleanor. I do not hesitate to

declare that it would lie diflicult to find two uglier

buildings in England.

j\Inch has been written and asserted as to some

curious Excavations in the chalk near the castle.

All kinds of silly theories have been started about

them, as in these days are started about everything,

but they are jirobably nothing Imt (jnarries, and

to see pretty old houses to go soon. It was only in

186i that Abbot's birthplace was ]iullcd down ; and

its fate is very little worse than that of a number of

houses which have been "improved." ^Ir. Norman

Shaw has designed a few villas on the western hill

and near St. Catherine's, so that the builders of the

liideons new houses on the opposite heights have the

less excuse. But if any one thinks that the recent

agitation against so-called " restoration " is exagger-

ated, he has only to walk out eastwai'd—a. most en-

chanting walk for tine landscape—and see IMerrow.
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First, 1 here is an old inn, tlie " Horse anil Groom," tionaml untiiiuity. Under the name of "restoration"

wliieh dates, or dated, irom 102 1, but lias been —a name that covers more sins than eliarity itself

—

terribly

features

Chureli,
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VIII. -IN UIOII STREET.

imllcd about nf late, and lias few ancient it lias been wholly n'lmilt ,
and now only dates fn.m

left. Close to it is the site of Mern.w lS7i. If there is any old aivhiteeture left the restorer

a buildino' famous for its beauty of situa- has earefully disg-uised it. \V. J. LoniK.

ALEXANDEE CABANEL.

HIS master of what we may eall

the penultimate iM-eiich manner

is the eompanion in ]iaintiiiij,- of

M. Gerome, a diseijile in tin-

same school and a teacher ol

the same technical principles.

Ilis work holds a position be-

tween the elevated art of In<'-res

and Delacroix and the painter-like savoir-faire

of the younger generation : between the grave

achievements, on the one hand, of men who con-

sidered subject in painting—thought, emotion, and

incideid—as altogether worthy of an artist's research,

who aimed at lofty things, and who were learned

i-atiier than dexterous in execution, and, on the other

hand, the successes, the triumphs, the manipulative

victories of those contemporary artists in whose eyes

painting is self-complete, and not oidy independent

of tiie interest of subject, but even better without

it. M. Cabauel, and those like him, carry dexterity

to a point which has never been surpas.sed in its

own qualities. If many artists may be <li\ ided into

the two classes of tho.se who aim at reproducing

nature literally for nature's sake, and tJio.se whose

object is to make a jiieture for a jiieture's sake, j\l.

Cabanel may be said to take the niidille place of

one who seeks ti> jiroduec a nature iilealisivl, and a

picture with its art at once consummated ami effaced.

Those of our readers who are not familiar with Ids

art can best represent it to themselves Ijy imagining

it as that of a Leighton translated into French, and

pushed a little further— relinement relined upon.

Lucid faces of women with waves of imjialpable

hair dickering upon the white brows, the breeding,

the bearing, and the dress of a Parisian mondaiiie—
these are among the graceful visions which his name

evokes; for ^I. Cabanel has done much work in

jKjrtraiture. But whether in historical incidents, or

in picluresiiue groups, or in portraits, one ipiality is

manifest, and this is comi)leteiiess. His art is com-

plete in its beauty and in its science.

M. Cabanel was born at Monti)ellier, in the
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di'I)ar(iiient of L'llcrault, in IS];!. At sixteen years

of ao-e ho was vied >r in tlu> local art competition at

his native plaee, a sneeess wliieli o-aineil him a scholar-

shiji for the ])iirsuit of his stnilies in Paris. From
the moment this first step was taken his devotion to

his art never abated for a day ; he never faltered in

his confidence, or flaowed in his as]>irations and his

lalx)nr. From such whole-hearted devotion have re-

sulted two thintys—his own work and his teaehino".

The snm of his lahonrs is very considerable, and

was received with acclamation at the Salon of 1S52,

and a " Vclleda" (also at Montpellier). To the same
early ])art of his career liclong also a series of twelve

compositions representing the months of the year;

these were placed iu the Hall of Caryatides in the

ancient Hotel de A'ille, destroyed by tlie fires of

the Commune, and established him as an historical

]>ainter, at the same time that a line portrait of a

lady and her child fixed his position amoni^- the fore-

most portrait-painters of his time.

the extent of his infiuence is to be marked throno'h-

out the world of French art. He has had, perhaps,

ft larj^er number of pujjils, and pupils of higher talent

and of more distino-uishcd position, than any other

living master can boast. In 1845 he won the

rjraiul prix de Home by his picture of " Christ in

the Pra;torinm." From the Villa Mcdicis, whither

this studentship took him, his ])rincipal works

sent home were "The Preaching of St. John (he

IJa])tist," now at the Mu.seum of Mont|ielli(r, the

artist's native jilace; "The Death of j\I..ses," which

The gravest subjects still occupied M. Cabanel's

exquisitely graceful pencil. At the Universal Ex-

hibition of 1S5.J he chose to be represented l>y "The
Glorification of St. Louis," which is now at the

Lnxembonrg, and by "Christians Discovering the

B(xly of a Martyr on the Banks of the Tiber," w Inch

latter gained for the artist a medal of the first class

and the cross of the Legion of Honour. To a less

solemn class of subjects belong a picture painted in

illustration of that, poet whom artists of all nations

have delighted to honour—"Othello Relating his
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Ailvt'iitures to Desilemona," " ^licliolaiinvlo \ isiled a.loniiiu-nts lo soculnr airliiU'clure at leasl : llio o;ival

in liis Studio by Pope Julius II.," and " Anlaci \'ouftians, I'mi- instanir, wlio aiv tlii' niaslois for all

and Boniface." These were ^I. Cabanel's eon- time <d' tliis luaiich of ail, were above all I'Minteis

tribution to the Salon nf Is.'w; and the two branlirul, llirir work beino- a ban.|U.'t ol' e( dour, of

DESDKMONA.

(I'ainUil by AU^andrc Cahanel.)

follnwinj? yeais were absorbed by tin- ).iMdiictlnn of nobjr barnmnirs nf ton, , and of lovely form. Severity

some of tbo.se mural painfincrs towbieh the luxurious would esi)eeially be out of place on the walls ol a

and brilliant ele^-anec of his work seems specially Parisian hotel, tlumoh science is always appropriate,

adapted. In all times beauty has been considered and in science this master's work never fails. Two

the first reciuisite for the success and fitness of such magnificent houses were thus d.'coralcd by Inm at

398
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ubuLil this time, oiio (il' (liciii liaviny a laryc t'eiliiii:;'

painted with a, licautil'iil aUcydiical cuniposilioii,

" The Dream ol' Lil'e/'aiul types of the I'our eleiueuts

over four doorways. In 18(31 ]\1. Cabanel combined

the religious, tlie niythuloo-ic-al, and the mediieval in

liis ehoieo of subjects, his three principal pictures

being "St. Maiy :\lagdalen/' "A Nympli Carried

olf by a Fawn," and " A Florentine Poet." The second

of tliese works is remarkable as containing one of

the prettiest female faces in modern art, while the

thir.l is a fascinating composition of Florentines

sitting or lying on long garden seats listening to

the improvisation of a poet; a refined and delicate

hajipiuess is expressed by this charming group. Two

portraits of ladies—Mme. Pereire (for whose house

were executed some of the mural paintings of which

we have spoken) and Airs, liidgway—attracted at

the same time great attention by their distinction

of style; but perhaps M. Cabanel's greatest success

in this way was reached iu 1863, when he exhiliited

the portrait of Mme. de Clermont-Tonnerre. In

the same year appeared " The Florentine," a female

study in costume, and one of the artist's most cele-

brated works, "The Birth of Venus." The god-

dess is represented, not as rising erect from the

sea, but as rolled upon the beach by the long wave

which is just retreating from her hair; the picture is

full of grace, and, it need scarcely be said, much more

French than Greek in feeling, the attitude being con-

scious and the face arch iu expression.

In 1861' M. Cabanel was appointed Mcml>er of

the Institute and raised to officer's rank in the Legion

of Honour, and in the following year he exhibited his

portrait of the Emperor Napoleon 111. It is said that

llipixilyte Flandrin had produced a noble portrait of

the Emperor, but that the work fell out of favour on

account of the sombre and brooding exiiression which

the painter had given his model. In the system of

the Second Empire the expression of a portrait was

an important matter; ta look happy was a point

of some moment. Poor Flandrin's picture was sup-

pressed ; it was placed iu several public institutions,

but banished from each successively, and the artist's

last days were saddened by the failure of a work

which the best critics of his time had pronounced

to be superb; its ultimate fate is matter of conjec-

ture—it has disappeared. To M. Cabanel thereupon

was entrusted the production of a ])ortrait which

should l)e more expressive of the stability, suavity,

and prosperity of the Fhnpire, and he not only suc-

cecdeil in this, but produced a work whii'h was in

many solid qualities the finest examjilc of his talent.

A brilliant female jiortrait—that of Mme.de Ganay

—

being exhil)ited at the same time, the two successes

won for the artist the medal of honoiu'. " Ruth and

Boaz '' was ]iainted iu \'^iiC>, and this, tlmugh one of

j\l. Cabanel's most inlercstnig and expressive works,

lias never ajipearcd iu any ]mblic gallery; in the same

year the artist couipleted his decoration of Mme.
Pereire's house by painting six panels of " The

Hours," iu the large drawing-room. Needless to say

that at the International Exhibitions M. Cabanel has

carried off consideraljle honours ; that of 1SG7 gave

him its medal of honour for " Paradise Lost," a work

which was executed for the JMuseura Maximiliaueum

at ]\Iunich, and the same distinction was awarded him

iu Paris some years ago. " The Death of Francesca

da Rimini and Paolo Malatcsta " is the only figure-

subject which occurs for some years among a large

number of portraits ; but iu 1873 the artist accom-

plished one of his most important works in deco-

rative design, the ''Triumph of Flora," which was

jiainted on the ceiling of the great staircase of the

Pavilion de Flore. A remarkaljle Scriptural work

followed; this was "The First Ecstasy of St. John

the Baptist." The saint is represented as a child,

thin, brow-n, and ascetic, rapt in a kind oF trance,

the hollow eyes being fixed, and the hair erect,

and the effect of the whole being rather terrible

than happy. The same Salon contained portraits

as usual, that of Mme. Welles de Lavalette being

especially admired. In this picture a slight affec-

tation of attitude—two fingers of the right hand

playing with the ring-finger of the left—is in keep-

ing with the character of the attractive and unusual

face.

" Tamar and Al)salom " marked another of the

artist's return^ to Biblical themes. It differs from

the artist's usual work, inasmuch as the colour is

strong and positive, and full of sudden contrasts

and combinations. He paints habitually with so

limited, moderate, and subdued a palette that the

chanere was the more remarkable. It was received

by contemporary critics as evincing the artist's

sympathy with the movement begun by F'ortuny

and followed by Regnault and others, and his

readiness to renounce ujiou occasion the academic or

official grey with which every one who knows French

art is familiar. In the same Salon appeared " The

Triumjih of Venus," an ethereal study from the nude

which was probably intended for a protest against a

fashion for which INI. Cabanel had less tolerance than

for that of rainbow colour—excessive realism. His

Venus, surrounded liy doves, is going up towards a

temjile of which the niarlde whiteness appears against

a pale blue sky. The goddess, holding a rose-coloured

drapery, looks round with a languid smile ; her head

with its long fair hair is full of the beauty of which

M. Cabanel is so complete a master. Of more vigo-

rous cpiality was the porti'ait (that of INIme. de Gar-

gan) contributed by him to the same exhibition.

" The Shulamite," from the " Song of Songs," was
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his Salon picture in 1870, ami " Lucvetia ami Sexlus surnioimts the three great jnetinvs. The suhjeets

Tar.|uinins " in 1S77. are the prineipal events of the kini,''s life: in the
In the latter year M. Cabanel completed his "frcat fii-st he is a child reeeivini,' his instnietion from his

works for the left transept of the Pantheon at Paris, mother, Rlaiiehe of Castille, who is surrounded by

» •=

Those must he considered the most truly national her counsellors in the work of lu-r son's education—
of all his painlinsTs, beinsf inspired hy a religious the savants and prelates of her court ; in the second

veneration for the canonised kinq^ of ancient France, Louis is dispensini; justice an<l direitin<;- the foim-

Louis IX. They consist of four larn-e compositions, dation of the national institutions which rendered his

the last beinfj a frieze of immense leuijth which name jjlorious: in the third he is in his tent, on
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(lusadc; some Saracens enter iu the hopes of pro-

lyl iating the Vuvj; hy presenting- him witli the

spoils of their nwn sovereign whom (hoy lune niur-

(lereil. Tlie frieze is a processional composition

showino- Louis walking harefoot carrying the relies

(4' the Saviour. A\'ith these there are a number of

portraits—those of Mr. W. Mackay and of Mme.
Louis Adam heing among the number—and at least

<ine impnrtiiiil composition, "The Sleeplessness of

I'lii.'dra." :\I. ("abanel, like Sarah Bernhardt, has in-

I'vitalily imbued his Racine with modern sentiment.

The time, we take it, has gone by when either actor

or painter can give form to the massive and monu-

mental emotions of classic literature. Genius may

do much, as with Rachel and Ingres; but Poussin

and the Champmesle are of necessity the contem-

]ioraries of Corneille and Racine.

Our list of the master's works has Ijecn a long

one, nevertheless it comprises barely half of his

achievements; for besides the pictures we have men-

tioned, all of which liave been publicly exhibited, his

untiring pencil has produced a mass of work which

has been taken straight from the jiainter's studio to

the rooms of its possessors. Nor is there any sign of

failing in the productive power of an artist who has

so long pleased and tlattered the world, and whose

studio has been one of the most important schools

m Paris. Alice jMeynell.

SOME ENGLISH CARRIAGES.

WE possess ample information as to the build and

decoration of the chariots of the Egyptians

alone in anticpiity in their sepulchral paintings.

They were probably the best built, and the most

and decorated with leather bindings and metal

clamps. The floor, made of wicker, rested on a frame

rounded in front, into which the pole and the axle

were set. The pole curved upwards and forwards

esteemed by the states of x\sia. Carriage-makers some eight inches, and was then sloped forwards,

are represented in Egyptian sculptures using the adze The centre of gravity was not placed directly over

-^i*

A^

X ^

I.—THE DAENLEY STATE CARRIAGE ; EARLY EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

(South Krnsiv^tun.)

and sjjokeshave, showini;- that the most part of tln'm the axle, but the back seldom projected beyond the

was made of wood. The body was made of a frame centre of the wheel, and ])art of the weight was

of wood bent to the rcipiired shape, strengthened thrown on the pole, and evenly divided Ijctween the
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wheels anil the horse. The sides consisted of a liijhl been disenvered in I'Vaiiee in wliieli there are fray--

frainework of bent wood, rising in a line with tlie nients of sueli ears. Our British eliariots were imi-

eentre of the wiieel, sometimes curving baekwanls bably not unlike them. Tiiere is a east in the Ken-
beforo following the rounded front of the floor, from singtou ]\Iuseum of a ear found in Denmark (iii.). It

which it received the support of a central upright. is six feet long in the body, and three feet eight inches

II.—THE TniKD OEOEGE S CHAJIIOT.

(South A' ".sinyftm.

)

A thong of leather stayed it down to the pole. The

front stood about thirty inches high in the centre,

and to it were hung the warrior's quiver and bow-

ease. The whole was so light that it could be easily

carried by one man. The jiole was sujjported on a

curved yoke resting on a small padded .saddle placed

over the withers of the horse, and furuislicd with

girths and a breast-plate, and it was surmounted

by an ornamental knob, and the bearing-roin was

hitched on a small hook in front of it. The driving-

reins passed through a thong or ring at the side of

the saddle, and thence over tlie projecting extremity

of the yoke. The same thong secured the girths if

it was not attached to tlicm. There was one brace to

each horse on the pole side ; the yoke snfTiced to kee])

the drag even. The wlieels for warlike chariots had

six spokes, those for civic use had four. They were

secured at the ji)ints of the felloes with clamps or

plates of bronze, and tlicy were bound with a tire of

that metal. The harness of the horses, the bowcasc,

the leather details of the carriage were dyed of a

bright vermilion, with gold studs and fringes.

Ossian describes the cars of the (lermans and

Gauls as having a pole of jiojished yew, with gems

set in the car and harness. The (jaulisli chiefs were

buried with their chariots and horses, tlicir arms,

and other personalty comi)lete. Several tombs have

wide. There are two wlieels, with fourteen spokes,

and thirty-seven inclies in diameter. It is assumed

by the late Professor Worsaa to have been an idol

car, on account of the bosses of gilt bronze wifh

wliirh the original is decorated.

Our British ch;iriots resembled, ]irotiably, those

of the Egyptians. The combatants could run out on

the polo, which must have been wide, and retreat to

the body of the carriage to attack, and they attached

sharp blades to the ends of the axles, thereby obliging

the infantry opjiosed to give them as wide a berth ius

possi})le. In the Battle of the Slaiidanl, a.d. 11-"5s,

a wagon on four wheels held the standard of the

English army. A crucilix anil the sacred Host in a

silver case were fastened to it, and three banners

lloated from it at a lower part. This is one of the

few instances of a niedia;val war-car. We have, too,

an Englisli family coach of the early Fourteenth

Century. The owner and his family arc seated in

a long wagon, elegantly ]ianrllril on the sides, and

covered by a tilt stretched over curved battens, thi'

ends of the woodwork being carved. The awning

is of rii'li material. There are \viiiilo\vs in the

awning, which can be closed by curtains. The

carriage is drawn by a team of five horses, driven

from the back of the wheeler, and attended by

mounted servants. Carriatres in which ladies of rank
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were driven iihoul in ineili:ev:il I'lngliind were called

w/drlecoles; one belonged to the nititherof Riehard II.

Tiie first London eoaeli-l)uilder we read of was

named Walter Ri]i|ion. He was employed by Qneen

j\Iary Tudor to Imild iier a.
" turninijj coach," with

i)illars and arches. Presumal)!y the fore-wheels turned

on_ a pivot, as onr modern carriajjes do. In 15S1.

he made a chariot for (iueen ]']lizabcth, with four

])illars, surmounted by an imperial crown, and with

two lower j)illars in front, surmounted by a lion and a

dragon, her armorial supporters. The same sovereign

is represented in one of her portraits in an open

litter, borne by the great officers of her Court. It is

from her reign that coaches (a name derived from

Hungary) and carriages resembling those we now
use came into fashion. For many years carriages

were possessed only by the qneen and the great

officers of the kingdom ; they were exceptional

luxuries. Her Majesty's carriages were open at

the sides. She was fond of progresses from one

great nobleman's house to another, or to and from

her own palaces, and wished her liege subjects to see

hci'. Tiie closed coach, as already remarked, was

introduced from Hungary. It had a wooilen top,

plentifully garnished with gilt nails, and the sides

were closed by curtains. Tiie Emfieror of Germany
went to Frankfort to his coronation in such a

of their carriages or coaches. Henri I^'. of France

had but one, and he was in it when he was murdered

by Ravaillac. The coaches or carnssex of Louis the

Magnilicent were numerous and sumptuously deco-

rated. According to Macaulay, a procession of a

hundred carriages belonging to His Majesty and the

Court was sent out to I'eceive James II. when he

took refuge in France.

Glass coaches, or coaches with glass panels

instead of curtains at the sides, do not seem to

have been introduced into England till the middle

of the Seventeenth Century. Plate glass for the

purpose was of Venetian origin. The manufacture

was established at Fulham by the Duke of Bucking-

ham, and it was used for carriage panels during

the reigns of the Stuart sovereigns. The coach of

the Speaker (iv.) is said to have been made for or

used by Oliver Cromwell. It is of carved oak,

similar in genei'al outline to the state coaches of

more recent times, but more upright on the angles

and more compact in appearance. The body is hung
by stout leather straps to iron standards, which rest

on groups of well-carved figure-work, representing

Jupiter, Neptune, the City of London, and Africa.

Other mythological groups are carved on the driving

box and at the back. It must be of enormous

weight, as it measures nineteen feet in total length

in.—AN IDOL CAK : rnEnisTOEic denmap.k.

(South Krnsinrttnn.)

coach in 1 l?."). The (iermnn princes in the Six-

teenth and following centuries seem tn liaxc been

far in advance of other potentates in the number

and fourteen from axle to axle. It is drawn by two

horses only—etiquette does not allow the Speaker

a larger number—so those two have to be of clcjihan-
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tine woii^lit and stivni^-tli. It is said tlial the second

JUickingliaui was tlie iirst subject wlio liarnessed six

horses to his carriajje ; and that the proud Dvdce of

Noiiluinibeiland did thereupon prt,ieeetl to harness

eitrlit to his.

The use of carriages increased enormously duriiiy

the reifjn of Cluirles II. Tlie luiuiher of coaches in

and about London duriuij his reii^'n is stated to

have been not less than six thousand. Hackney

coaches had been starteil in Ijondon by a Captain

IJaxley in lO-M-. lie beyan with four. They were

directed to stand at the "Maypole," in the Strand;

the drivei-s wore liveries, and had exact instructions

as to the rates of fare which they were to demand.

Other speculators followed, and the numbers increased

r.il)idly. In ltj5:J there were two hundred; in 169 ]

tliev were limited to the number of seven hundred.

The hu<2;e lumbering carriages of the Seventeenth

Century did not carry hunches of footmen behind,

as was the case with J'^ighteenth Century carriages.

I'twtmen carrying stout staves walked or ran along

the pavement or beside the carriage. The pace was

not very severe. Running footmen used to accom-

pany sedan chairs of fine ladies during the last

century, and sometimes their carriages. Probably

those functionaries were not wholly unknown in 180U.

Cajitain Blood was able, in Charles II. 's time, to open

the carriage of the Duke of Ormond in a street so

central as St. James's Street, to drag the duke out

and carry him off, with the help of one or two

accomplices, to hang him at Tyburn.

Durinsr the reigns of Anne and of the iirst two

(ieorges most persons of rank or wealth had carriages.

State carriages of great men of the Georgian time

are well illustrated by that of Lord Darnley, now at

South Kensington (i.). The framework is admirably

carved, and the top covered with leather, and with gilt

coronets at the angles. The panels are gaily painted,

and the hinges and other metal-work are modelled in

bronze. The reader will remember carriages like it

in the etchings and pictures of Hogarth. Sedan

chairs carried by two men have l)een in use down

to recent times. Pers(jns of rank went to drawing-

rooms and court receptions with a string of sedan

chairs, accompanied by footmen, each containing one

of the ladies of the family. Sucli a i)roceBsion has

been described to the present writer by an eye-

witness as nothing uncommon eighty jears agJ.

The tops of sedan chairs are hinged—are, in fact, lids

which shut down over the front and sides, and keep

them together when closed. There are specimens

from other countries now in the Kensington Museum,

for they were in use all over Euroix.'.

Tliere are, besides the Sjjcaker's coach already

noticed, two other state carriages in London, both

built in the last century, those of the Lord flavor

and of Her Majesty the t-iueen. Tiic former was

built in the reign of George H. It was Iirst

used during the mayoralty of 17o7. The frame-

work is carved in bold acanthus work, after the

pattern of the Italian acanthus carving on looking-

glass frames, &c., of the day. Tlie upper panels

are of ]>late glass. The royal state coach is of later

date, more fanciful in structure. The bed of it is

composed of four tritons, who support the body on

massive cables of carved oak. The driver's box is

planted on the two front figures, and he has a carved

scallop shell for a footboard. The body is composed

of eight palm trees, with'trophies on the lour angles.

A crown surmounts the centre, upheld by three boys,

representing the three kingdoms, and holding the

sword of state and other insignia. The ])auels are

of cojjper, painted in enamel ; the upper panels are

of bevelled Yauxhall plate glass. The ]iainting

represents grouj)S of allegorical figures, Britannia,

A'ictory, Abundance, and the Virtues. It is drawn

by eight horses, but it has not been used since the

death of the Prince Consort. It was designed by

Sir W. Chambers, and the decorations were super-

intended by Pigalle, a sculjitor, and by Capitsoldi

and ^'ouers, decorators settled in London. Joseph

Willou superintended the painting ; the carving is

by Nicolas Collett ; the chasing by Coit ; the

builder was Butler. The harness is of red morocco,

with silver-gilt mounts, made by Kin-^'stead. It

measures twenty-four feet by eight feet three inches;

the ])ole is twelve feet long.

\VlKitever may have been the skill of the coach-

makers of Hungary, l''rance, Italy, and other Con-

tinental countries during the reign of Louis the

;\[agniticent and his contemporaries, it seems iiidis-

l)utable that from the reign of George III. London

Imildi'rs have held the palm in structures of this

kind. They were the fii-st to make carriages—good

carriai;es—of lighter and more convenient shape.

Englishmen bred the best horses, and had a jiassion

for travelling fast. The slate carriage of the Irish

Chancellor (v.) is, though large, light in compari-

son with the older carriages we have described. A

chariot (ii.) made for George III. differs little

from those old-fashioned chariots which have not

wholly gone out of use, with C-springs and sword-

cases. The sides are flatter, and the fore and hind

parts of the bed are connected by two perches

instead of one. During the last century good

English carriages were Ijought by foreigners who

wanted the best thing of the kind that was then

to be had. There is one in the Hotel de Cluny.

Lord Afaiartney took l^nglish carriages as presents

to the Emperor of China when he made his embassy

to that potentate. They were found by our allies

the French when they looted the Summer Palace of
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Iho iviyiiiiii;' cmpcnir iluriiiy tlie Cliinose War, some

few years ago. They were eovereil witli dust, and it

was believed that tliey had never been j)ut into use.

Before adverting to the carriages now, or within

recent years, in use, we may say a woril or two as to

the mean.s of public travelling- in this coinitry. Stage-

ooaches were running on the great roads before the

middle of the last century. The roads were bad,

the journeys long, and beset by gentlemen of the

ro.id, well mounted, and more or less favoured by

inn-keepers, whom they paid well. Walter Scott

brings liis hero, Waverley, after the disasters of

17 15, to London by the " Northern Diligence," a

huge old-fashioned tub drawn by three horses, which

completed the journey from Edinburgh to London

(God willing, as the advertisement expressed it) in

three weeks. Some years later, four days was con-

sidered a reasonable time for a journey from London

to York. Humbler travellers were contented with a

seat on the straw of the liroad-whecled road-wagon,

which continued as a regular institution during the

immediately prereding the events of 17>>'.'. The
Duke of Orleans and the young jirinees wore top-

boots and " redingotes " (riding-coats), and drove

fancy carriages of various shajies. French kings,

indeed, drove after the hounds in their huntings.

Louis the iSIagnificent had a chair or small caU'che

with four horses, and was a dexterous whip. But

the dandies of Louis XVI.^s time took to driving

as an outlet to the Anglomania by which they

were fired, till the Revolution put an cud to them.

Gentlemen of George lY.'s time drove coaches, their

own, such as we see in Hyde Park ; and in some

instances ruined dandies took to the road, and be-

came paid drivers of stage-coaches. They are still

remembered.

Omnibuses are said to have made their first

appearance in Paris. They were in use in London in

1S;30, perhaps earlier. At first they were made up

of a coach and a chariot together, or two coaches.

The earliest cabs were in the shajie of private gen-

tlemen's cabs, with a narrow driver's seat built on

IV.—THE SrEAKEE S : SliVENTEENTU CENTURY.

iSoiUh Kensiiioton.

)

days of rapid coaching down to more recent times, outside, a sort of excrescence ; one is etched in an

The wagon was drawn by eight horses, two abreast, early number of " Pickwick." The first hansoms
and the driver rode alongside on a pony. had a seat on the front of the hood, with a foot-board

During the youth of George I^". men of all ranks slo))ing down in front. In ls;3(j tlie Messrs. Han-
look to driving themselves. The love of sports of som made improvements, and gradually brought out

all kinds passed the Channel, and lireil the minds the hansom we now use. About the same time

of the French princes and tlandies during the years the modern four-wheeled "growler" came in, and
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tlie old liackni'v coach or iliaviot, witli one or with tht- britsi'hka (a baronoho of which the hood can

two horees respectively, disajipcared lioin street life. be shut in with fi^lass), are of foreign introduction.

The clarence, the brouo-hani, the open victoria, Recent improvements—as, for instance, those of the

derive their arbitrary titles from august names. Hoopers—have lijjlitciied carria<i-es and increased their

The buggy (a Ilindustaui word) is now rare. It is convenience. But there is a tendency on the part of

li&tfjl
jltTtiTt^,

V.—THE IRISH LORD CHANCELLOR'S.

{South Kensington.)

a near relation of the private cabriolet. The cur-

ricle more nearly resembled the Roman l/iffa than

any other modern carriage, had a pole, restincf on a

yoke, that fitted on small saddles on the backs of

two horses. They are rarely seen nowadays. The

landau (a coach the roof of which can be opened).

builders to make one carriage serve many purposes, and

they are far from successful in too many instances.

Into the merits of dog-carts, two and four-wheeled,

of T-carts, and other vehicles of the day we need not

enter. The various kinds still in use have their ])roto-

type far back in carriage history. J. II. Poli.k.n.

THE EOMANCE OF ART.

CLOSE to the gates of Stamford, that ancient city

whose old churches, houses, and many quaint

cnrners well deserve a visit, rises the stately pile of

Rurghley, " Hmlcigh House by Stamford town."

We cross the stone bridge over the rushing stream

which divides the two counties of Lincoln and

Northampton, Spenser's "fatal AVcllaiid," which

still to-day, as in times past, so often drowns the

low-lying country around
;

glance at the Burleigh

alms-houses, with their charming river-front, gables,

and chinine} s ; and pass up the long street known as

Stamford Baron, the Northamptonshire portion of the

town, held of old in baronial tenure by the aljbots

THE COTTAGE COUNTESS.

And here, at the head of the street, is the entrance to

Lord Exeter's park; and as wc walk up the long

avenues of aged oak and wych-elm, gorgcduson bright

autumn days with their wealth of russet and g<ild,

we see already the towers of this historic mansion.

Burghley, as its name denotes, belonged originally

to the abbots of Peterborough : it was the /ei/, or

jiasture, of the great house of St. Peter, the fioldcn

Hiirgli, as this wealthy and strongly fortified abbey

was often called in mediaeval days. In the early

jiart of the Sixteenth Century it was bnuglit by

Richard Cecil, the father of Queen Elizabeth's

favourite minister, and about 1577 the Lord Treasurer

of the great Benedictine

399

lonastery at Peterborough, employed John Thorpe to build him this sumptuous
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liouse, which a Liter visitor, Kiiij;- Willium 111.,

pronounced to be too large for a subject.

Less majestic than Hatfield, the other palace of

the Cecils, Burghley is none the less a fine and dig-

nified pile, a good ex:imple of English Renaissance

buililings. Classical ft)rQis mingle largely with late

Tudor features, clustered chimneys and mullioned

windows are combined with open-work parapets and

cupolas. But, in the main. Lord Bacon's princii)Ies

of building have been observed, and Burghley House

lias the inward court, the great and stately tower, the

fair gallery and embowed windows—of such use in

his opinion as "pretty retiring places for conference.''

The west front, with its square central tower, flaid<ed

by turrets and cupolas, is imposing, and without

being by any means free from faults in design, the

whole effect is striking and ]iicturesque when seen

in the sunlight: as Horace Walpole declares he eould

never see it, thanks to the abominable climate of

Northamptonshire. Within its magnificence is un-

questioned. Saving for one fine stone staircase with

a richly-grained roof and pendants, little of the

original work remains ; but halls and doorways are

panelled and wainscoted with oak, and adorned with

the most elaborate carvings of birds, and flowers, and

shells, and fishes by Grinling Gibbous.

As for the treasures it contains in the shape of

oriental china. Delft vases, tortoiseshell and pearl

mirrors, painted and inlaid cabinets, Chippendale

furniture, ta[)estry, embroidered hangings, and bric-a-

hrac of every description, they are simply endless.

" The china and japan are of the finest," said Horace

Walpiile, who explored every corner of the house, and

boasts tliiit Lord Exeter made every door-lock fly

open for his benefit :
" miniatures in plenty, and a

shrine full of filigree, enamels, jewels, and trinkets of

taste that have belonged to many a noble dame."

All these are here, together with many relics of

Queen Bess and other royal visitors.

Among many superb cabinets in which Burghley,

as most great houses of the period, abounds, is the

one painted by Rubens and his scholars, and first

discovered by Horace Walpole, who informs us that,

in return for Lord E.^eter's civilities, he made him

a present of a glorious cabinet, whose drawers and

sides were all painted by Rubens. " This present,"

he adds, "you must know is his own, but he knew
nothing of the hand or the value. Just so, I have

given Lady Betty Gei-maine a very fine portrait that

I discovered at Drayton, in the wood-house."

There are a few good pictures : a fine Rembrandt

head ; one of Andrea del Sarto's favourite type of

" Holy Family ;
" two charming Claudes ; a good

Palma, with the blue hills and Venetian faces that

we know so well ; two excellent Bassanos, somewhat

crowded with figures; a very interesting "Life cf

St. Augustine " by the Fleming \x\x\ der Goes,

with one lovely scene—the Saint finding the Child

on the sea-shore; and a still more curious panel

ascrilicd, without much reason, to Cimabue, represent-

ing " la Gran Contessa Matilda" in a scarlet robe,

holding a white rose in her hand. Unlortunately the

Titianic "Madonna" (one of the best examples of the

master's early style in England) is kept in the private

apartments, and not shown to the ordinary visitor.

The well-known Carlo Dolce, " Christ Blessing the

Bread and Wine," is a poor compensation for this loss,

and as Walpole remarked, " one gets a little tired of

Carlo Maratti and Luca (iiordano." Still worse are

the giant gods and goddesses, angels and demons,

which, painted by Verrio's hand, sprawl over ceilings

and walls ; and although a far better artist (Stothard)

spent three years in decorating the great staircase,

the effect can hardly ba called satisfactory, tine in

colour as many portions undoubtedly are.

Burghley contains, on the other hand, an admir-

able collection of portraits by Holbein, Velasquez, Van

Dyck, Cornelius Janssen, Leiy, and other painters.

Cecils of every date and age abound, and not a

few royal personages adorn the walls of the so-called

Pagoda Room. Henry VIIL, Edward VL, and Mary
are all there, painted by the hand of Holbein. There,

too, are Charles I. and his queen by Van Dyck; and

their children by Stone; and Walker's portrait of

Cromwell, sent by the Protector as a gift to Lady

Exeter after he had battered the walls of Burghley

with his shot. There, looking less sinister than we
might have expected, is Ferdinand, Duke of Alva,

splendidly painted by Veronese in his suit of black

and gold armour. And there are Elizabeth's hand-

some favourite. Lord Essex ; and the noble Cavalier

lords, Newcastle and Southampton ; and young

Charles Cavendish, with his bright hair curling over

his pale forehead, as he was found dead ; and Isaiie

Newton and Thomas Hobbes ; and Lady Rachel

Russell, " that sweet saint who sat by Russell's

side," painted by Van Dyck in a blue robe with a

handful of roses on her knee. There, too, is the Lord

Treasurer himself, very grand and venerable in his

long white beard and high ruff, wearing the crimson

suit and the collar of the Garter, and holding his

staff in his hand, as we see him in his sepulchral

eftigy down yonder in St. Martin's at the bridge

;

there is Queen Bess herself, at the ripe age of sixty-

five, painted and tricked out in youthful finery, with

a peaked head-dress on the top of her yellow wig,

and pink roses in her stiffly-starched ruff ; and there

are Lord Peterborough, and David Garrick, and

Angelica Kauffmann, and the great landscape-

gardener. Capability Brown.

But it is not for all, or any of these, that most

people come to Burghley, not to see the noble founder.
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nor j-et the Hcilheins, nor Queen Bess in all her

borrowed plumes, but for the sake of one picture

which hangs over the mantelpiece in one of the

smaller rooms. It is a Lawrence : a family group,

in which Henry Cecil, tenth Earl of Exeter, and

Hret marquis, is represented with his wife and infant

daughter. The earl, in a crimson coat, stands by

the side of a ])illar, with one arm round his wife, a

fair woman with grey eyes, flowing locks, and re-

fined, beautiful features, simply dressed in white,

and gazing on the smiling child that stands at her

knee. The portico where they are seated opens on

a woodland scene where shady trees bend over a

cascade of rushing waters.

I']very visitor who conies to Burghley pauses before

that picture, and does not need to be told its story.

For that gentle countess, with the fair face and soft

grev eyes, is the village maiden of Tennyson's famous

ballad—a poem which has done more to make the

lords of Burghley a household name than all the

reniTwn of the Lord Treisurer, and all the glories of

his palatial home, (io where you will in Stamford

town, the fame of that legend follows }ou : local

guide-books and histories are full of it, and you read

the Laureate's verses on every paper-bag in grocer

or pastry-cook's shop. And here in Lawrence's

picture is the "Cottage Countess" herself—as the

Stamford people call her—the village maiden whom
the lord of Burghley wooed and won for his bride.

In the year 1791, Henry Cecil, then a man of

seven or eight and thirty, nephew and heir to the

Earl of Exeter and lord of Burghley of those days,

came to live in the cpiiet village of Bolas, on the

banks of the river Tern, in a remote corner of Shrop-

shire. While young he had been led into a marriage

which had proved unhappy, and when he came to

Shropshire had recently dis'orced his wife. In a

melancholy mood he resolved to hide himself from

the world, and, concealing his birth and rank, he

assumed the name of Jones and the profession of a

travelling artist, and lodged during some months

in the house of a farmer called Thomas Hoggins.

Here he fell in love with the farmer's fair young

daughter, Sarah, and, with her parents' consent,

made her his wife. The names of the contracting

parties may still be read in the parish register of

the Shropshire village, where the w'cdding tof)k place

on the 3rd of October, 1791. Upon his uncle's death,

a year afterwai"ds, Mr. Cecil succeeded to the earl-

dom ; and without telling his secret he brought his

bride home to Burghley, where she learned it for the

first time.

For this and all the rest we may go to the Lau-

reate. It is true that the village maiden made a

" noble lady, and the people loved her much," for not

many years ago there were still living in Stamford

more than one aged inhabitant who remembered the

bounty anil kindness of the Cottage Countess, and

spoke with warm affection and gratitude of her

charity. It is also true that from the time of her

marriage she seemed melancholy and oppressed, and

several who were pereonally acquainted with her bore

witness to the unspoken sadness which seemed to

bow down her spirit.

" But a trouble wcigh'J upon her,

.\n(t pcrplex'd lior night and mom
With thn Imrthen of an honour

I'lito which she was not born."

Of the three fair children which she bore her hus-

band, the second was Brownlow, who was born in

1795, Iwcame the second Marquis of Exeter, and lived

till 18(37. The eldest, Sophia—the graceful child

of Sir Thomas Lawrence's picture—grew up also,

and married the Right Honourable Henry Manvers

Pierre])ont, but dioil young, like her mother, in the

year 18^3. She left an only daughter, who mar-

ried Lord Charles Wellesley, and was the mother of

the present Duke of \\ ellington, so that the blood

of the Cottage Countess runs in the veins of two

of our most illustrious families at this moment.

In January, 1797, she gave birth to a third child,

Thomas Cecil, and in the autumn of the following

year died, to the deep grief of her husband, who,

all the same, consuled himself before long, and

married a third wife, the Duchess of Hamilton.

This lady, however, left no children; and the earl,

after being advanced in 1801 to the rank of mar-

quis, died in 1804, at the age of fifty, and was

succeeded by Countess Sarah's youthful son, the last

Lord Exeter.

Tradition says that the Cottage Countess was, by

her lord's command and in fulfilment of her own last

wish, borne to her grave in the lowly village maiden's

dress she had worn on her wedding-day, "that her

spirit might have rest." So they buried her one

autumn day in St. Martin of Stamford—the old

church on the Xorthamptonshire side of the river,

where the Cecils of many generations sleep. Here,

too, in seven years, her lord was laid beside her

under a flat tombstone in a dark corner of the church.

The Lord Treasurer, we know, rests under a

stately tomb of marble and alabaster with a richlv-

carved canopy and an efligy of himself in armour,

wearing the red mantle and star of the (Jarfer.

Other monuments there are, too, of various date and

form; but no splendid tomb or elegant inscription

marks the resting-place of the Cottage Countess.

Nor is there any need of such memorial. Her

memory is fresh in the hearts of the Stamford people,

while her fair face lives in glorious colours on the

painter's canvas, and her story is en.shrined in Tenny-

son's immortal verse. Jri.iv CAi!TWitif;::T.
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CELTIC METAL-WOKK.
CllKISTIAX PEUIOD.

TIIK lirst fact til IjeiiDled iiiL-ominirinprPiifi^an (V'ltic I'aiv or jutsoiuiI nnianKMifs. "Willi (In- introrliiedun nl'

ini'tal-work with lliat of tlie Christian tinu-s is Christianity tlic ]iractice dI' hurvinu: weapdiis and nrna-

that in llie latter case tho area where tiie objeets are menls with the boily ceased; and althouy;h Christian

found is more restricted, being' confined to Ireland and <j-raves have not been the means of preserving relics

Scotland, instead of extending over the wliole of (Ireat of a ]iast age, tlie superstitious reverence with which

Britain. This results from the Celtic people having everything belonging to the Churcli was looked ujjon

been driven out of England at the time of the Saxon has fortunately prevented the destruction of the jirice-

I.—ST. patkick's bell-cask

[Royal Irish Acailnny.)

conquest. The specimens of Pagan Celtic metal-work less treasures now safely deposited in our museums,

which have survived to the present day have Ijeen They consist chiefly of imtrumenfa eccle.naslico, such

derived chiefly from excavations made in burial as shrines for books, bells, or relics, croziers, chalices,

mounds, and consist either of weapons used in war- and processional crosses ; in addition to which personal
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ornaments, such as brooches and pins, have been

found, and also bronze bowls.

The decorative features of the metal-work cor-

respond exactly with those of the sculptured stones

and MSS. of the same date, being only slig-htly modi-

fied to suit the difference of material. The chief

characteristics of the Christian Celtic style of art

are the use of three particular kinds of purely

geometrical ornament : (1) spiral patterns
; (2) key

patterns ;
{'6) interlaced work, combined with zoomor-

phic decoration, consisting of lacustrine animals, with

their bodies, limbs, and tails knotted and twisted

in every conceivable manner. The ornament is in-

variably arranged in panels, each complete in itself,

and surrounded by a frame or margin.

Celtic Christian art was founded on that of Pagan

times which preceded it, some of the old features

being retained, but with various changes and addi-

tions. The spiral forms of ornament are almost iden-

tical with those described in my previous article,

and their adoption in later times shows that there

was no real break in the continuity of the art-

history of the country. The key patterns resemble

the Greek fret ornament, but are thrown diagonally

across the surface to be decorated, instead of being

square to the sides of the border. The interlaced

work is composed of a series of one or more bands

passing under and over each other alternately with

unerring precision, and forming twists, plaits or

knots, repeated at regular intervals. The key patterns

and interlaced work are not found on Pagan Celtic

metal-work, and their origin must probably be traced

to the connection with the East at the time of the

introduction of Christianity into this country. The
first idea of these patterns may have come from

an external source, but the original elements were

developed to such an extent as to constitute a special

and original art. Besides the changes which took

place in the character of ornamental details, there

were differences in method. The production of de-

coration by. means of repousse work extending over

large surfaces was almost entirely given up ; and
filigree work implanted on plates below, settings of

rock-crystal in the shape of large bosses, pierced

plates riveted one above the other, and incised work
with triangular facets between the interlaced bands

or spirals were introduced. Enamelling was still

used, but generally confined to small circular settings,

and not spread over a large surface.

AA hen the early Celtic saints died, the books and
bells which they had used during their lifetime were

l)reserved in costly shrines or caskets, and became
objects of superstitious reverence : being carried by
the ecclesiastics in front of armies in battle to insure

victory, and employed for healing the sick and for

taking oaths upon. Each shrine had its hereditary

keeper, who was answerable for the safety of the

relic, and the history of many of them may thus

be traced back from the present day to the time of

the saints to whom they originally belonged. The

oldest " cumdach " or book shrine now remaining is

that of St. Molaise's Gospels, in the Museum of the

Royal Irish Academy in Dublin. It is known as

the " Soicel Molaise," and has an inscription upon it

showing that it was made for Cennfaelad, who was

Abbot of Devenish, a.d. 1001 to 102.5. The shrine

was preserved up to IS^o in the family of O'Meehan,

who for more than 500 years were the " Comarbas,"

or representatives of St. Molaise. It consists of an

oblong case formed of bronze plates, and is orna-

mented w'ith the symbols of the Four Evangelists,

and panels of interlaced dragons and knotwork.

The cover of the Stowe Missal, in the Ashburnham

Collection, of the Eleventh Century, is made of oak,

plated with silver. It is inscribed, and has small

figures on the side, one playing a harp and others

with a spear and crozier. The decoration, how-

ever, consists chiefly in plates fastened one above the

other, the upper ones being pierced with openings in

the shape of crosses, squares, or triangles, so as to

show the ones below. This method of decoration

is peculiar to Celtic art. Besides these two, there

exist five others, all bearing inscriptions, and most of

which have been repaired at different periods. That

of St. Patrick's Gospels (Royal Irish Academy),

known as the " Doranach Airgid," is possibly as old

as the Tenth Century ; but it was repaired about the

year 1353.

The bells of the early Celtic Church were of

quadrangular shape, getting narrower towards the

top, and sumiounted by a handle. Although in a

few cases made of cast bronze, they were generally of

wrought iron, riveted down the side like a sheep-bell.

The case or shrine in which the bell was enclosed

took the same outward form us the bell within

—

namely, that of a truncated pyramid with four sides.

There are at present in existence at least seven Celtic

bell shrines, varying in date from the Eleventh to

the Fourteenth Century. The finest example is that

of Armagh, or the shrine of the bell of St. Patrick's

"Will, now in the Museum of the Royal Irish Academy

(i.). The bell itself is mentioned in the Annals of

Ulster as far back as the year 552, but the present

case was made about the year 1100. The body of

the shrine consists of brass plates, upon which are

fixed ornamental silver-gilt plates and gold filigree

work. The front is divided up into a large number

of small rectangular panels filled in with filigree inter-

laced work, and ornamented with large oval settings

of rock-crystal. The back is formed of a plate

pierced with cross-shaped openings, so as to show

the plate beneath in the way already referred to in
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tlie case of the cover of the Stowe Missal. Koiiiul

the edge is an inscription. The sides are ornamented

with elaborate interlaced filigree work covering tlic

whole snrface, and in the centre of each is a ring

handle. The bottom is a plain plate, sliding in

grooves to allow the bell to be inserted. The top

is arched to receive the handle of the bell, and

is elaborately ornamented in a similar manner to

the front. Another fine shrine is preserved in the

British Museum enclosing the bell of St. Culan, the

brother of Cormac, King of Cashel iu the Tenth

Century. The shrine is of the Twelfth Century,

and is composed of bronze castings at the top and

bottom, to which the thin metal plates forming the

sides are riveted. Only one of these plates remains,

and upon it is engraved a cross in outline. The

upper part of the shrine is ornamented with inter-

laced patterns produced by enamelling instead of

filigree work as in the case of St. Patrick's bell.

The two Scotch bell shrines, one in the Edinburgh

Museum of Antiquities, the other at Guthrie Castle,

are both of late date, and possess none of the charac-

teristics of Celtic art.

The third class of

shrine with which we
have to deal is that

used for preserving

relics of early saints.

These caskets, or relic

shrines, wei-e generally

made in the form of

an oblong box, smaller

at the top than at the

bottom, and with a lid

having sloping sides

like the roof of a

house, so that the

whole bears a striking

resemblance to the

stone - roofed oratories

of Ireland. One of

the most interesting

is that of St. Moedoc
of Fearns (also known
as St. Aidan), which

is now preserved, to-

gether with its origi-

nal leather satchel, in

the Museum of the

Royal Irish Academy.

It was kept for many
centuries in the Church

of St. Moedoc at

Drumlane. It was

occasionally lent for

swearing the accused

II.—THE CLONMACNOISE CBOZIEE.

(Royal Irish Acadrmi/.}

at trials, and in ISIG it was entrusted to a person

named Magauran, who dejwsited the usual pledge of

a guinea for its safe restoration. This person sold

it to a Dublin jeweller, from whom it was bought by
Dr. Petrie. It is formed of bronze plates and orna-

mented with bronze gilt plaques containing groups

of figures. Three of these figures are female saints

with long tresses of hair, and the others are males,

nearly all having beards, and holding different em-

blems or insignia in their hands, such as swords,

scejitres, crosses, &c. On the end of the shrine is a

man ])laying on a harp, on which a bird is perched.

The bottom and back are ornamented with plates,

pierced with cross-shaped opening.s, as described in

the case of other shrines. There are ring handles at

each side. The leather satchel is possibly as old as

the Eighth Century, and is decorated with character-

istic Celtic interlaced work. Only three other such

satchels are in existence. They were used by the

priests for suspension round the neck when carry-

ing about the shrines, and (^urzon found similar

satchels still in use in Coptic monasteries in Egypt.

By far the most

beautiful relic shrine

as regards design and

workmanship is that i)f

St. ^lanchan, now pre-

served in the chapel of

Boher, King's Count3\

It is jirobably the one

referred to in the An-

nals of the Eour Mas-

ters as having been

made in the year ] 1C6

by Kory O'Connor,

King of Ireland. The

framework is of solid

boards of yew, placed

in the shape of the

roof of a house of

steep pitch. At each of the four corners of

the base is a bronze foot with a ring handle

attached. The back and front are ornamented

with large cro.sscs of metal-work, having a

central boss and four other bosses at the ends

of the arms, all enriched with the most ex-

quisite interlaced patterns of zoomnrphic cha-

racter. The arms are decorated with cham-

pleve enamel, surrounded by delicate chevron

mouldings. The s]iaces on eacli side of the

cross are filled in with figures dressed in kilts,

each figure being complete in itself and fas-

tened on with a couple of rivets. The two

ends and the borders of the sides are com-

posed of a fretwork of interlacing animal

forms. The most celebrated Scotch reliquary.
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HOW at ^Monymusk House, in Aberdeenshire, and

believed to be the ]3recbeunoch of St. Columba,

III.—THE TAEA BEOOCH.

{Royal Irish Academy.)

which was carried in front of the Scottish armies,

is a very beautiful specimen of early Celtic metal-

work of the best period.

The croziers of the early Celtic Church were

often elaborate specimens of orna- .

mental metal-work, enclosing the ,^1'
"'

plain wooden walking-stick or crook

of some saint. The crozier of

Kells, in the British Museum, may
be taken as a typical examjile. It

is made up of three pieces of hol-

low metal tubing, formed out of a

flat wrought plate by bending and

riveting up the side. These tubes

are joined together with cast metal

sockets. The u|)iicrm()st piece is

bent round like the top of a walk-

ing-stick, but instead of coiling

round spirally it terminates in the

characteristic straight flattened end.

The curved top is surmounted by

a cresting of ornamental metal-

work. The two straight pieces of

tube forming the body have crosses

covered with interlaced patterns fas-

tened on with rivets. The metal

sockets which form the junction are

all decorated panels filled in with

chased interlaced work. At the

bottom is a solid point of cast metal, enamelled, and

with a curious triple tip. Under the crest o£ the

top is inscribed, " Pray for Cuduilig

and for Mellinnen," which fixes the

date A.D. 96S to 101-7. The crozier

preserved in Lismore Castle is perhaps

the most beautiful of all, and bears

an inscription showing that it was

made by Nectan, the artisan, for

Niall, the son of MacAeducaiu (who

was Bishop of Lismore from A.D.

1U90 to 111;}). The small circular

bosses of enamel with chequer pat-

terns upon it are specially to be

noticed.

The Museum of National Scotch

Antiquities possesses a crozier, known

as the Quigrich of St. Fillan, of the

highest possible interest. There is a

document still ex-

tant, dated the 6th of

July, 14-81, in which

King James III.

grants the peaceable

possession of the holy

relic of St. Fillan,

called the Quigrich,

to Malise Doire (or Dewar), in the keeping of

whose family it had been since the time of King
Robert Bruce. In 1876 the relic was delivered over

to the safe keeping of the Society of Antiquaries

IV.—THE TAEA BKOOCII : THE BKOOCH PliOPEE.

(Roi/ui Irish Academy.)
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(if Scotland, by Alexander Dewar, the last hereditary smith which is not here exhibited in its highest

keeper. When the top was taken to pieces some iJerl'ection.

years ago a most curious discovery was made, as it Besides the objects of metal directly connected

was found to contiiin an older metal crozier within, with the usages of the early Celtic Church, a large

The Eaciiul More, or great staii of St. ^[oluaL;-, number of personal ornaments belonging to pre-

another example of an early Scotch crozier, is in Norman Christian times have been found from time

the possession of the Duke of Argyll. to time, amongst which large i)enannular brooches

T.—PINS FOUND IN THE TIHTHAM.

(British Musntm.)

The two finest works of early Celtic art in metal

are the processional Cross of Cong and the Ardagh

Chalice, both in the Museum of the Royal Irish

Academy. Tlie Cross of Cong is entirely covered

with small panels of chased zonmorphic interlaced

work of the most i)erfect design and execution, and

is further ornamented with bosses of crystal and

enamel. It bears an inscription showing that it

was made by MacBratdan O'Echan, and tixing the

date at a.b. 1130 to \i2'i. Nothing is known of

the history of the Ardagh Chalice beyond the fact

that it was dug up near the village of that name in

the year 186S. The bowl is hemispherical, with

a handle at each side, and is supported on a short

cylindrical stem, resting on a conical base. The

names of the Twelve Apostles are inscribed round

the outside of the bowl, in angular capitals, on a

dotted ground, as in the Lindisfarne Gospels (a.d.

(JOS—721). The body of the cup is of silver, and

the ornaments of gold and enamel. Round the bowl

runs a band of plaques of interlaced work, alternating

with bosses of coloured enamel. The interlaced pat-

terns are produced b}' filigree of gold wire wrought

on the front of a repousse ground of the same metal.

Tliere is no branch of the art of the gold- and silver-

400

for fastening the dress are most common. The typical

form of such brooches is a Hat ring, with a slit or

break in its circumference, on each side of which the

breadth of the ring is increased, so that although

the outside is circular, the inside is more or less

elliptical. A long i)in is attached to the narrow

portion of the ring, upon which it slides freely. In

some brooches of this type there is no actual .slit

in the ring, although the outward appearance of

one is still retained by the disjiosition of the orna-

ment. The finest s]iecimen of early Celtic brooch is

one which was found by an old woman in Drogheda,

in IS.jO, and is now in the Museum of the Royal

Irish Academy, being known as the Tara Brooch (in.

and IV.). No written description could convey an

adcfiuate idea of the extreme delicacy and beauty of

this relic; but the ornament corresjjonds with that

to be found in Celtic MSS. of the best period, such

as the Book of Kclls, and the gold, silver, niello,

variously coloured glass settings and enamels are

masterpieces of the jeweller's skill. The most cele-

brated Scotch brooch is that found at Hunterston,

near Largs, in ]S:iO, and now in the possession of

^Fr. Hunter, of Hunterston. It is decorated with

the usual forms of Celtic interlacements and spiral
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work, :iiul on tlie Ixick are scratched two old Nortlit>rn

Runic inscriptions, indicating' the owners' names,

IMacliiritlia and Olfriti, the formei- Celtic and the

latter Norse, ilany examples of Celtic metal-work

have been discovered in Norway, where some beautiful

specimens are to Ix' seen in the Berg'eii Museum.

Metal objects with characteristic forms of Celtic

ornament have occasionally been found in England ;

as for instance the beautiful set of three pins found

in the river Witluxm, and now in the British Aluseum

(v.), and the bronze bowls at LuUingston Park, Kent,

and in the York Museum. J. Romili.y Allen.

PROFILES FEOM THE FRENCH RENAISSANCE.

CHARLES IX.

ilN the 5tli of December, 1560, a

great anxiety tilled the royal

Castle of Orleans. The king lay

on his death-bed, with clogged

brain and heavy eyes—a plain,

sallow boy, sixteen years old.

By his side knelt his young wife,

Mary Stuart, wtiom his death should launch at once

upon a sea of sorrows. Behind her stood her uncles,

the Duke of Guise and the Cardinal of Lorraine, who

ruled the kingdom absolutely so long as Fran9ois

lived. On the other side of her dying child sat the

queen-mother, Catherine de IMedicis, a plain, un-

wieldy woman of forty, with beautiful feet and hands,

and the alertest step of any lady at the court. She

passed for a very timid and irresolute creature, of

little character or enterprise ; yet she endured her

sorrow calmly. She knew her son would die, for

Nostradamus had foretold the early childless deaths

of all her children. Erancjois would die. She would

be regent; and she would at last outwit the insolence

of the Guises, and be quit for ever of Mary Stuart,

her detested daughter-in-law. So the two queens

watched and waited with different hopes and fears.

Behind them the Guises also waited ; and in his

prison cell their enemy, and the Huguenot Prince

of Conde, condemned to death if they remained in

power. Before night the Guises were merely nobles,

Mary of Scotland a widow, the Prince of Conde

free, and the shopkeeper's daughter regent of the

kingdom. The new king was a child of ten years old :

a brilliant, eager, valorous, handsome little fellow,

most unlike the memory we keep of Charles IX.

The letters and records of the Venetian envoys

are full of his gaiety and courage. He had the

vivacity, the ardour of Eran^ois I. Erom his baby-

hood he talked of war and soldiers, and at nine years

old he planned with his generals an expedition to

recover Milan. The French found their old ideal

in this light-hearted young princCj never weary,

hunting all day through the forests of his king-

dom, ])laying at every game, forging swords on his

own anvil, writiu<j verses scarce less elejTant than

Ronsard's, singing the quaint chui'ch-like music of

De Caurroy and Orlando Lassus, and still keeping a

sense of the caution that befits a king. Soon after

his accession, in the thick of bis fever for Milan, a

courtier said to him in the audience chamber that it

would be well to conciliate a certain Milanese. " Do
you think I forget it?" cried the child ; "but now
that I am king we do not speak of such things in

public !

"

The queen-regent was, however, most unwilling

that the child should cultivate his taste for kingship.

She kept him absolutely in her power, and gently

influenced him to spend his energies on hunting and

the arts. The child loved fatigue and violent exer-

cise ; and as he grew older became overgrown and

very pale, with something odd and fatal in his white

face, with his father's singular great eyes, with the

weak Medici chin, and the temples delicate and

drawn beneath the shock of his ruddy hair.

The people complained that the king was forging

his own death upon his anvil, that he hunted his

own life away in the continual chase; but his mother

did not find this exercise too violent for his slender

health, and no one could hint that she was not a

careful mother. For years the young king slept in

her bed-chamber, and she was with him all day long.

She accompanied him even to the chase, dragging

her enormous form through thicket and brush-wood,

even as in her slender girlhood she had hunted hour

after hour with King EranQois I. :
" hoping," Bran-

tome says, "to win his secrets from him."

The years passed on, and at fourteen the king was

nominally of age; but Catherine still kept the reins

of government very firmly in her hands. The king

had other duties. He did not inherit the taste for

building of his ancestors, but he loved painting and

sculpture; the works of Clouet illustrate his court,

and Pilon, the sculptor, has left a strange dramatic

portrait of his handsome, terrible young head. " He

is generous, noble, and an enemy of vice," write the

Venetian envoys, " eating and drinking little, and

he does not care for women." Indeed, we know the

only woman that he loved was Marie Touehet, the
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(lauii-litcr of a jufl<fc at Orleans. P'or this ocuialilo

halt'-Flemish hourgeoine the young king nourishcil a

lovo more faithful tlian that of his father for Diane.

His life was sober enough, with its violent oxeroise

and simple living; but it was not the life of a king.

" They talk of the king, but they look towanls

the queen," writes Correro, in 1,')()0. In the letters

of these Venetians we notice a growing respect for

Catherine. Lamentably inexperienced at (irst, dis-

liked and despised by the arrogant French nobles,

friendless, timid, and irresolute, her address and in-

defatigable industry con([Upred every disadvantage.

"She eats, walks about, and almost sleeps with a

secret whispered at her car," writes Barbaro. " Her

address is marvellous," says Michiel; " she is a born

Malici, and well knows how to feign and to dissimu-

late." In 1.j6'J Correro tells us how oliedient this

impulsive Charles has grown. lie is very pale and

thin. They say he is afraid of this mother who is

always at his side. And we remember how another

son of Catherine should choose for her the ghastly

nickname of Madame Serpenlc.

I'^vidently there would be no interference from

this crushed and gaunt-eyed son. The livid and

enormous figure of Catherine lills the political hori-

zon of France. While she was pitting the Catholics

against the Huguenots, giving her favour now to

Conde, now to Guise, the young king tried to lose

himself in the music of De Caurroy and the love of

.Marie Touchet. Civil warfare racked his kingdom

—

and he dared not take a side, pofir involuntary Nero,

compelled to fiddle on among the flames.

In 1570 there seemed a clearing in the sky.

Peace was made between the Huguenots and the

armies of the League. Coligni came to court,

and was greeted with every flattery by the queen.

Palissy, the Huguenot potter, was making his cele-

brated grotto for the queen's garden. Catherine

talked seriously of marrying her second son to Queen

Elizabeth of I'^ngland. The lion appeared to lie

down with the lamb. It was even suggfcsted that

the king's sister, the charming Margot, should

marry the Prince of Navarre, head of the Huguenot

faction. But this the Protestants would not believe.

The ([ueen, they .said, is a clever woman :
" she

stan(,'lies our hunger with smoke!"

It is probable that for the moment Catherine her-

self believed in peace. She held the Italian theories

of a balance of power; and we know how she shifted

her protection now to the Huguenots, and now to

the Guises. When in 1570 she married Charles IX.

to the daughter of the emperor, and sought to marry

Henri to our Elizabeth, she had, no doubt, some

niition of an equilibrium in her mind. One child

should be the head of the Catholic world and one

of the Reformed. Notwithstanding the Protestant

distrust of her, notwithstanding the speech reported

by Barbaro in 15(3^} (" in the end, you shall see, I

will m.ake every sort of pious demonstration"), the

more we know of Catherine, the more it seems

decided that this idea of an e(|uilibrium occupied

her fancy for some years. She meant to distribute

her children among the heads of both factions. In

157^ she was still anxiously planning the English

match, she had marrit'd Charles to Maximilian's

daughter, she was actually marrying her Margot to

Henri of Navarre. Then something bappenctl which

threatened to overturn her theories.

All the Huguenots were up in Paris for the

wediling of the King of Navarre. The young Hugue-

not chief was intimate with Charles, who saw much

of him and much of Admiral Coligni. At last it

became evident to Catherine that her son—the King

of France, the husband of the emperor's daughter,

the head and front of Catholicism, was visibly fall-

in<r under the influence of the Hujjuenot Colisjni.

Charles, young, enthusiastic, fond as ever of the

stories of battle, found more to attract him in the

Huguenot hero than in the men alwut his mother's

court. In the secret cy|)her of Salviati, at that time

Nuncio in Paris, we learn that Coligni " almost

governs the kingdom." We can imagine the rage and

despair of Catherine, her equilibrimn broken, all her

children on the side of heresy. The rest we need not

imagine. The facts are set down for us by Salviati,

by the French ambassador at Venice, by competent

and trusty witnesses. With the assistance of Henri,

her second son, Catherine commissioned the Dnke of

Guise to assassinate Caligni. The king, of cour.se,

was kept in ignorance. Had the admiral died at

once, no one else would have suffered ; but he did

not die. That night, terrified by the failure of

her attempt, by the agitation among the Hugue-

nots, and fearing (says Salviati) some terrible evil,

the unstable and paTiic-haimted Catherine visited her

son, confessed her crime, and also her terror lest

the angered Huguenots should rise and murder her

in the night. For her sake, and for Anjou's, she

lx>seeched him to be beforehand with the Huguenots.

This was early in the evening. Charles continued

stern. About ten Catherine sent the king her

minister, the Florentine Gondi. Gondi, himself ash-

white with panic, so worked upon the over-wrought

and half-mad brain of Charles, that at length the

miserable king gave his authority. Three hours after,

the massacre began, when Charles himself, stung (as

Michclet suggests) by some savage instinct of sport,

snatched up an arquebu.ss and shot the Huguenots

whom the soldiers hunted past his window.

Charles was not really vile; the tocsin of Saint

Bartholomew rang his death-bell. The blood of his

friend, the blood of thousands of innocents had been
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his ovplipr
" All that is done they impute to you

alone" aud to Monseio-neur d'Anjou," writes Du Fer-

rier, from Venice, to Catherine. But it was Charles

alone wlio repented. " The queen looks twenty years

younger, as if she had recovered from a dangerous

illness and issued out of a great danger, writes the

envoy of Savoy. " The king is reduced to such

lad, who, to save the mother he feared, had shed

such wealth of innocent blood. His songs his love

of art, his passion for bunting, his placable Mane

could not console him now. In 1574 he died a

wreck in mind and body, and the most execrated ol

European kings-so had his fate belied the promise

oi: his childhood. A. M.UIY F. IIOBINSON.
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ARTIST AND ARTISAN.

IN cansiderinn' the question of the relation of the

artist to the artisan, social considerations have,

of course, to be taken into account. We cannot

expect men to step down to a lower social grade

than that in which they Hnd themselves; but wo

were not all of us bred in Belgravia, or foredoomed to

associate with [)riiices and men of princely fortune.

Some of us may not even belong to the mixed

multitude who suppose themselves to be the elect of

society. In truth, we raise neither ourselves nor our

calling by yielding to the attractions of the social

glare. It pays, we know, to assume a certain posi-

tion in the world in proportion as you have it not;

but the pay is the pay of a mercenary. Our art is

none the better for the metamor[)hosis of the artist

into a social lion, the elevation of art into a profes-

sion. It is not elevation. To what is the man
raised ? To the necessity of living in luxury that

is good neither for him nor for his work; or call it

extravagance rather, for luxury seems to imply some

sort of pleasure in it, which does not by any means

always exist. The need of living at ever-increasing

expense tempts a man to take the market for his

guide, and so by degrees to submit his talent to

meaner consideratimis.

It was a much wholesomer state of things when
the artist simply set up to bo a craftsman. Then
there was no lack of artists. Now we get little

more than craftsmen under the name of artists

;

for who has leisure to cultivate in him that

which raises workmanship into worthy art ? The

artists of the Middle Ages and of the Renaissance

were craftsmen first and artists afterwards—or per-

haps it would be more exact to say craftsmen by

profession and artists by right of genius. An iron-

worker developed maybe into a Peter Vischer, a

goldsmith into a Cellini or an Albert Diirer; be

professed less than he did, he was ready to under-

take what came in his way, and thought no good

work beneath his notice. But that was in days

when such an event as the erection of a new foun-

tain was an occasion for craftsmen to show their

art, and not just a job for the mason whose tender

was lowest. The purposelessness and characterless-

ness of Nineteenth Century sculpture is to some extent

explained, when we see that all manner of carving,

whether in wood or stone—the stalls of a cathedral,

the altar of a church, the pediment of a public

building—is entrusted to contractors, and not to

artists of repute or rising young students. This

may be accounted for by the fact that the tine-artist

of these days is not qualilicd for such work ; iiut it

accounts also for his incompetence. It was on work
of this kind that the old masters cut their teeth ; but

the modern has absolutely no training in the applica-

tion of his art to architecture or ornament. The
neglect of the lower arts is accordingly unaccom-

panied by any corresponding benefit to the higher,

for it will not be contended that we have in either

excelled our predecessors.

A wave of popularity has tilted the artist into a

professional position, which is far from adding to his

actual dignity. What, in the interests of art, we

want, is the raising of craftsmanshij) to the position it

deserves. Has an artist any cause to pride himself

upon his admission to the companionship of the lazy

classes ? A real worker should err on the side of

overvaluing labour, even to the point of thiuJcing

that his quality of doer lifts him above any mere

non-producer. Were he but prouder of his rank as

worker, doer, man., in fact, how much better it would

be for his art

!

There is something too conscious about our con-

sciousness of the artist in us. If we are artists,

that will appear ; we need not pose superior to the

workman. There is this further evil : jirofessional

prestige has attracted, and continues to attract, men
who woidd never have been impelled by any inborn

instinct to adopt the career of art. It is suggested

to the youth emerging into manhood as one of the

pleasantest and most gentlemanlike walks in life

;

and so he enters it ; and the sacred grove becomes a

fashionable promenade.

In the implied sacredness of art there is nothing

opposed to the work-a-day character by rights be-

longing to it. Art is, indeed, a sort of religion,

properly influencing the every act of its votary ; but

this new doctrine of its divinity appears to imply

that we should be everlastingly singing its praises,

magnifying ourselves through it, and thanking God
that we are not as other men.

It is easy, by blackening all subsidiary crafts-

manship, to throw into apparently greater relief

the attractions of fine art. But in magnifying the

glories of a professional career, into which we are so

eager to enter, we forget that even in the professions

of more established repute, life is not all fees and

flattery. There are signs, significant enough, that

])rofessionalism may some day be played out. Are

not men of science, impatient of the narrow range of

merely sjieculative and theoretic inquiry, beginning

openly to identify themselves with the practical and
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commercial aspects of the ijiK'stion? Ami in the

supremely conservative circle of the law it is no

set-ret that men are to be founil, willinj;- to do

business on the terms that tlu> costs shall be con-

ditional upon the successful issue of the case. But

that is done under the rose, else the prestis>:e of the

practitioner would suffer. But why should it ?

\Vhy should not a lawyer acknowled<»'e it a frank

matter of business between him and his customer ?

or why should not an arcliitect do the same? why
should he not build his house, whether for sale or

on commission, without jjretensions to be other than

a builder? If he be soinetliin<;- more than a builder,

if he be endowed with artistic capacity, so nuieli the

better for the work, and consequently for him ; but

surely that may Ijc left to speak for itself? At least

a man does himself scant credit in crying the artistic

character of his wares. If the merit of art happen

not to exist, that slightly alters the case : there may
be some sort of commercial 'cuteness then in adver-

tisin;^ it ; but tha expedient, such as it is, does not

exactly redound to the honour of the profession. So

also, in connection with decoration, the use of the

silly epithet "art" as a prefix indicates, not that the

purveyor is an artist, but that he is anxious to be

mistaken for one.

With regard to painters and sculptors, they are

in some measure disiiualified for applied art by their

very artistic jjretensions. When it comes to the

point of business with them, there is usually a sort of

awkwardness about the question of price. This comes,

of course, from unfamiliarity with the situation. Manv
a young ]iainter would he only too glad of decorative

work to do. Had he lived in pre-renaissance times

he would have l)egun life in the workshop, and ended

there, unless he developed the genius to rise. Now-
adays, he is trained for the profession, and starts with

pi-econceived, and not j)recisely accurate, ideas as to

the status of the artist and the value of art. He

jierhaps over-estimates his own usefulness, oi* else he

is unable to adapt him.self to the circumstances of

any given case ; and either way his services are

not sought. Now, in all crafts there is a certain

unwritten tariff of wage (it settles itself) by which

a man is paid according to prolieiency—an average

worker at this rate, an exceptionally skilful work-

man at that ; and a man knows pretty well the

limits of price within which he am find cmplo}'-

nient : that is to say, he knows the value of his

work, or at all events, the price at which any one can

alTord to enijiloy him. But one of the privileges of

a profession is to value itself and its work ; and the

artificial value of a work of " fine art," as o])posed

to the actual value of craftsmanship, is a very

adecpiate reason why the young artist (especially

if he has been so unfortunate as once to sell a

picture well) can get no work to do. He has no

notion of working: so many hours a day at so much
an hour; he scorns the mean idea; he is an artist,

not an artisan, that he should do this miserable

thing !

The fact is he has not been trained to any-

thing but a sadly overstocked profession. He has

been carefully nursed in an academy. In some

respects it would have been better for him if be had

been knocked about in a workshop. No man was

ever the worse for having learnt a trade. iJelter

men than the best of us have begun in the wcirk-

shop; and there is no litter starting-])oint for I hi'

artist than jiroliciency in mere craftsmanshi]p. 'I'lie

s]>liere of skilled workmanship is the most natural

and obvious recruiting ground for the ranks of art.

Alas ! the ranks of modern art are fast being filled

b\' as])irants for ready-made generalship.

Yes, it is a noble ])rofession. See how fine we

are in our uniforms! But here and tlirir, and once

in a way, ])erhaps, is one who sighs for the work-

man's blouse. Lewis F. Day.

JAPANESE HOMES AND THEIR SUIlllOUXDINGS.*

IT is not more than a generation ago that the

term " Jajianose Homes " would have failed to

conjure up in the minds of the greater number of

educated English men and women anything beyond

a vague picture of a scene of the willow-pattern

order, pervaded by quaint figures of indeterminate

sex and complicated attitudes; but now that "of

making many books there is no end," upon the

• * "Japanese Homes and their Surroundinf^." By Edward

S. Morse, with illustrations by the author. (London : Sampson

I,ow and Co. 1886.)

subject of the Land of the Rising Sun there are

few of the i-eadiug public who have not attained a

fairly correct general imjiression as to the cmmtry

and its inhabitants. Any one, moreover, who chooses

to wend his way to Knightsbridge may step out of

the commonplace turmoil of a London street into

the very heart of Japan, or, better, into a Ja])aiiese

" village," peopled with .selected natives— a village

where the agricultural element is conspicuous by its

absence; where all the houses are new, all the streets

are clean, and everything that is cbjcctionable to
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Western prejudices ol' iiiiiid and nostril is sedulously

suppressed ; wliere the villagers are all industrious

and sdher; and wliere a perennial supply of dancin<y,

juggling, t'eneing, wrestling, and acting is provided

for the amusement of every one except the hard-

workintr cottagers themselves. This is not exactly

Japan, but it is sufficient to make us desire to

know more of a people who can bring before us

a picture of an almost Arcadian existence in this

prosaic Nineteenth Century of the Christian era.

America has just placed in our hands an almost

exhaustive treatise upon all that appertains to the

Japanese habitation and its surroundings, by an

author already

well known to the

more serious stu-

dents of Japanese

lore. The scope of

Professor Morse's

work m a y b e

gathered from the

list of contents. It

commences with a

general sketch of

the house and its

construction, with

some remarks upon

the Japanese car-

penter and his

tools. This is suc-

ceeded l)y a de-

scription of the
' different types of

houses in town and

country, and an ex-

haustive study of

roof areliitecture.

The interior of the

h o m e s t e ad f rom
guest- r m to

kitchen, from floor to ceiling, is then reviewed in

detail ; and, afterwards, the entrance and approaches,

and the garden with all its miniature wonders of

trees, stones, bridges, summer-liouses and ponds, are

treated in a similarly comprehensive vein. Finally,

the author presents us with two interesting chap-

ters upon the dwelling-places of the ancient Japa-

nese, and upon the comjiarative architecture of the

Ainos of Yezo, the Bonin Islanders, the Looehooans,

the Koreans, and the Chinese. We must not forget

to speak of the illustrations, which ai'e nearly all from

the pencil of the author, and—as our specimens will

show—not only testify to considerable artistic power,

but are as clear, concise, and exact as the text itself.

On our first near acquaintance with the exterior

of the Japanese house, curiosity is almost lost in

I.

—

cnonzrBAcnr (watek-yessel)

PENT'

disappointment. Our preconceived ideas of Oriental

architecture receive a shock when we ai-e confronted

with the average domicile of the middle or lower

class Japanese. Small, low of pitch, its main element,

the woodwork, washed with a dismal black, or un-

painted and discoloured, it suggests poverty ; the ab-

sence of doors, of windows, and of chimneys jiresents

to the F'uropean eye a strong air of discomfort ; and

the substitution of solid wall by papered slides, or

by a poor arrangement of lath and plaster, gives an

aspect of instability which is exaggerated by the con-

trast with the disproportionately solid and weighty

roof. The first impression is unfavourable, but a

closer intimacy
teaches us to cor-

rect it. Whatever

is commonplace in

the appearance of

the dwelling is to-

wards the street,

while the artistic

or picturesque face

is turned towards

the garden at the

side or back. The

dingy woodwork

reveals wonders of

carpentry ; the

slender uprights

support the pon-

derous roof bravely

and efficiently un-

der all ordinary

trials ; and touches

of artistic feeling

and inventive

power meet us at

every point of ex-

amination. The

tenants, too, al-

though not types of robust health or muscular vigour,

require no pity from us, for of all people in the

world for cheerful faces and genial courtesy commend

us to the Japanese, unspoiled by foreign contact

;

and we need not fear that the close of our study will

leave us in other respects on ill terms with either the

home or its architects.

The framework of a Japanese house divested of

its movable partitions is little more than a skeleton,

consisting of upright beams running from the ground

to the transverse beams and inclines of the roof above,

and held together " either by short strips which are

let into appropriate notches in the uprights to which

the bamboo lathing is fixed, or by longer strips. of

wood, which pass through mortises in the uprights,

and are firmly keyed or pinned into place." In

AND VIHAsnlYEX (SUPPLEMENTAEY

•koof).
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II.—OLD HOUSE IN KIOTO, GARIir.X VIKW

larger houses these uprights are further connected

1)V a framework resting upon the foundation stones,

l)ut in other cases each of the vertical beams stands

directly upon a single uncut or roughly hewn stone,

which in turn is su]iported hy another stone firmly

imjilanted in the ground. There is no cellar or other

underground extension ; hut the flooring is always

separated from the naked soil by a ventilating space

of some eighteen inches or two feet in depth.

The most noteworthy

peculiarities in the frame-

work are the absence of

arches and the omission

of diagonal braces. In

their non-recognition of

the arch it is not that

the Japanese are ignorant

nf this element of archi-

tecture, for it exists in

some of their stone

bridges ; but it would

ajipcar that the economy

of material to be gained

l>y the introduction of

arches is loo small to in-

duce the people to depart

from tile traditional and

well-tested practice

handed down to them by
the Koreans and Chinese

401

of fifteen centuries ago.

The neglect of diagonal

bi-aees is less easy to ac-

count for, as there can bo

110 doubt that a judicious

use of the principle would

lend increased security with-

out adding materially to ex-

pense. I']xperience certainly

demonstrates that the

strength ol' the framework

is already sufHcicut under

all ordinary circumstances,

but it is no less true that

under the extraordinary

strain of a Ivphoon or severe

carthipiakc many habita-

tions come down that might

have stood had the ])laii of

eoiistructiou included a more

generous provision lor sta-

bility.

The universal employ-

ment of wood as the main

constructive element in the

dwelling-house necessarily

entails a serious danger of widely and swiftly spread-

ing fires, and a temptation to every miscreant who

may seek his profit in such a calamity. It is

seldom that a winter passes without the occurrence

of terrible destruction from this cause, and some of

the connagrations in the capital carry away many

hundreds or even thousands of houses at one ter-

rific swoop. This permanent source of insecurity ren-

ders it absolutely necessary that owners of valuable

2?r

HI.—VIEW OF liWtLLlXU UiOM IjAlilitN, IN lOKIO.
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property should liave some means of protecting it

from destruction, and to this end is instituted the

lireproof " o-odo\vn," or kura, a building with enor-

mously thick walls, massive roof, and small, closely-

guarded doors and windows, which offers as complete

a contrast to the dwelling-house as could well be

imagined.

The Jajianese methods of roofing are of sufficient

interest and variety to provide material for a small

treatise; and the forms of gable and front, the details

of framework, the coverings of shingle, tile, and

thatch, and the various developments of the ridge,

are all described by Professor Morse with a thorough-

ness and technical accuracy that leaves nothing to

be desired. Were the author writing a book upon

Japanese keramic art he might devote a long chapter

solely to the consideration of the tile, but the in-

finite variety of these objects, as governed by period

and locality, would have been obviously out of

place in his present work. One point of history is,

however, deserving of record. It is stated, on the

authority of the " Nihongi," one of the most ancient

Japanese writings extant, that the fabrication of tiles

was commenced in Japan in the first year of the

Emperor Sujun (588 a.d.) by five Korean potters,

whose names are preserved ; and that Shotoku

Taishi, the princely apostle of Japanese Buddhism

(572—621 A.D.), caused a number of carpenters and

tile-makers to come from Korea for the purpose of

aiding in the erection of the temple of Tennoji

IV. OUEST-EOOM, SHOWING CIECULAR WINDOW, TOKtlxn-MA AND CniCAhllAXA. WITH
ri.AN OF MATTED FLOOR.

(Osaka) and other buildings. The period at which

the tile was first manufactured in China is doubtful,

but by some writers is placed in the Tsin dynasty

(2(35— 119 A.D.). It may here be remarked mciden-

tally that almost every principle of Japanese archi-

tecture was derived from Korea and China during

and after the Fifth Century, and that many of the

noblest of the ancient temples in Japan were pro-

bably constructed after the designs or under the

superintendence of Koreans and Chinese.

We may now accompany the author into the

interior of the domicile, and may note the relatively

small size, low stud and rectangular shape of the

rooms, the exposure on all sides of the constructive

details of woodwork, the wooden ceiling, light and

beautiful when not discoloured with age, and some-

times marvellously delicate and complex in design ;

the roughly-made floor, the one part of his woi'k in

which the Japanese carjjenter permits himself the

luxury of scamping ; the verandah, protected by its

special pent roof ; and, if the house be furnished,

the thick, solid mats, which form one of the most

serious elements of the fitting of the establishment.

The mat, which constitutes the unit of admeasure-

ment of ever'y Japanese room, is about six feet in

length, three feet in breadth, and consists of a basis

of rice straw about two inches in thickness, covered

with a woven matting of various degrees of fine-

ness, bound at the edges with linen. As the

author tells us, " Ujion these mats the people eat,

sleep, and die ; they represent

the bed, chair, lounge, and

sometimes table combined."

But although so comprehen-

sively convenient, they cannot

be praised on sanitary grounds,

for the interior, which ordi-

narily does duty for a long

term of years, becomes the

home of fleas and other in-

sects, and a nidus for germs

of all kinds; and during the

summer months is apt to

undergo a kind of fermenta-

tion, which is perhai^s as de-

trimental to the health as it

is unpleasantly evident to the

nostril.

The walls are chiefly re-

presented by sliding screens

of two principal kinds : the

one i^fioji) a lattice-work,

covered with thin translucent

paper, serves not only as a

jjartition, but also for the trans-

mission of light j the other
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(fiisiniia, or kuiukami) a tlui-kly-iiaiii,'red traiiu'WDrk, well-orilorud Ja|):inose p^ucst-room is a inoik'l of

borderoil witli plain or laf(juercd wood, and in (juiL't c'k'<;'anL'e, wilhuiit a sn^^l)ic'ion of that ten<ioncy

wcaitliy liouses often beautifidly decorated. A third to overcrowdinfj witli ornaments and curiosities

and more siil)stanfial kind, called ktigumi-ild, whicli whicli often imparls to the Western reception- rocm

-CAEVE' WOOD n.tMil.t IN GOJIO VILLAGE, Y.VMATO.

in certain buildings, more particularly those attached

to temples, may replace ihe fitsuma, is not noticed

bv the author, as it is rarely seen in the ordinary

dwelliug'-house. It consists of a wooden panel,

tleeply and strongly framed with a lacquered border,

and may be covered with pictorial designs. A reed

screen, entitled lox/ii-Jn, in whicli paper is replaced

by a grating of a kind of rush [tos/ii), may be

substituted for the fit.siima in summer. These are

not the only movable elements; above the kamoi,

or continuous lintel, which tops the row ol' slides,

we may find in the larger houses a special set of

frames called rumma, which serve for ventilation,

and are often beautiful esanijiles of lattice-work,

or may be represented by elaborate carvings in

open-work.

In the guest-room, which is, of course, an

institution of the better class of houses only, we

find a special feature in the presence of a pair of

recesses called respectively ioko-no-ma and cliigai-

(Iiiiiii. The latter is fitted with an arrangement of

shelves and little cupboards with sliding d<iors ; the

former is utilised for the display of one, a jiair,

or a set of three hanging pictures, and ujion its

elevated floor may be placed a vase of flowers, a

sword-stand, or some other decorative object. The

term toko-no-ma, or " bed-space," may possibly re-

present a small closet originally built out from the

main apartment as a sleeping-place, but its origin

is involved in obscurity. It dates only from the

Fourteenth Century, and there is no evidence of

the existence of any such arrangement in the ]irinii-

tive hut.

The furniture of the guest-room, and indeed of

the whole house, is remarkable for the almost com-

jilete absence of superfluity. It is necessary in a

country where fire spreads with such terrible rapidity

that the householder should not be over-burdened

with goods; but more than this, the advantages

of economy, space, simplicity, and cleanliness are

4jained without any sacrifice of good taste. A

all the ostentation of the bazaar, and delivers to

the tender mercies of the domestic servant many
a jirecious relic that the Oriental collector would

guard as the api)lc of his eye.

We are not likely to assimilate the arrangement

of our kitchens, bath-rooms, &c., to those of the

Japanese house, but we might benefit largely and

easily by the ingenuity that slmus us how we may
transform the distressing conunonplace of our sub-

urban garden plot into a miniature jiaradiseof moun-

tain and valley, winding streams, and trancpiil lakes,

grassy slopes, and ]ireci|)ilous rocks, besprinkled with

quaintly-dwarfed trees that seem to have been gnarled

by a century of exposure, and with curiously-shaiied

evergreen bushes and carefully-chosen flowers that

gladden the eye with life and beauty throughout the

year. The plan of all this is undoubtedly Chinese,

perhaps modified to some extent, and mifavourably,

by the Dutch influence, which ta\ight the artificial

trimming and shaping of the vegetation; but it is

invested with a charm and variety that is essen-

tially Japanese. The author gives a valuable fund

of information as to detail, and introduces some

interesting fac-similes of native woodcuts to illus-

trate this section. Reproductions of this kind might

indeed have been further utilised with advantage.

In conclusion, we may congratulate the author,

and all who are interested in Ja])an, upon the im-

portant work before us. It is not too early. Of

the condition of things which Professor Jlorse,

like a Ja])anese painter, has delineated without the

shadows, the greater ]iart must soon i)ass away, and

it is well that it should be so, now that better

materials and more scientific theories of construction

are available for the ingenuity and workmanlike

skill so long and successfully ajiplied to the utilisa-

tion of imperfect resources. In the meantime, we

have learned that there are some features of the

domestic economy and architecture of the far East

which may convey a useful les.sou to the countries

of the West. William Andeuson.
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A KOYAL AETIST.

BETWEEN tlio time of Ileniy III. aiul Henry

VII. all art hut aroliitecture seuins to have

died out in England. In the latter jieriod, Mahuse

came to tliis country ; hut heyond oljtaining- a com-

mission from the king' (for which we will hope he

was paid) to paint a pictr.re of his marriage with

Elizabeth of York, he seems to have received but

little support.

The chivalrous and romantic young- Henry VIII.

was ver}- unlike his lather, and under him the real

art-life of England began. Whether it was from a

natural love of art, or whctlicr it was in emulation of

that (hy him) much admired King Fran(;i>is I., we
know not ; but Henry VIII., very early in his

reign, began that pntrouage of the arts which he

continued until quite late in it. It is not gene-

rally known that he did his best to tempt Raphael

and Titian hither from Italy. Unfortunately for

us, his inducements were not sufficiently strong to

entice either of those giants among men to England.

But we all know how he befriended and enriched

Holbein.

Mary was too much engaged with pyrotechnics to

pay any attention to the sister arts ; and Elizabeth

AT I'EGLI, NliAK GENOA.

{PuinUtl by Jlty Roijal and Imperial Highness the Crown rrincess of Utinmnjj.)
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eaa scarcely be said to have encouraged any art but teinixirary writers tell us that he " had a singular

that of the clear-starcher. The Second Solomon skill in limning, and was a good judge of pictures."

was too true a Scotchman to have any taste for art; But Charles's claim 1.. a ])laee on the roll of artists

and it is a very surprising thing that the olTspring rests upon surer foundations than his uwii productions

PEEISHABLENESS.

(Pai»(«! bil ner Royal ami Impcrkil llUjhncs» the Crown PrincFss of Germany.)

of that f.M.lish monarrh and of the dull and jdileg- can be considered to be. Ik- it was who caused the

matic Anne of Denmark should have possessed so princely Rubens to stay with us. Van Dyck, that

true a love and intelligent api-rcciation of art as courtly painter, who must have been so true a g.Mitle-

^^Ijg., ^lij
man, or he never could have bequeathed so many to

Charles I. is perhaps the first of our royal family us, was induced to return to London after he had left

who is known to have practised art himself. Con- England in disgust, by the personal request of the
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king-, will) lifterwards had a groat regard for the

artist as well as admiration for his works. Per-

haps the best thing that Charles did for us was

to purehase the great Raphael cartoons, which are

now at Hampton Court. He inherited a good col-

lection of works of art from his elder brother Henry,

and this he constantly augmented with splendid pur-

chases of statuary, and Italian and other paintings.

One reads of the fine Raphaels, Titians, Lionardos,

Tintorets, and HolJjeins he possessed, not to speak

of his collection of antiques. It makes one writhe

in one's seat, even in this long-after year of grace,

to think of the jiriceless gems of art which were

sold, destroyed, or disjjersed at the beginning of

the Interregnum. To give the Lord Protector but

his just due, we must say that he did his best to

stay the senseless destruction of pictures which was

countenanced by the Act which was passed to the

effect that all pictures which were without super-

stition should be sold, but that all those on which

were representations of the Blessed Virgin were to Ije

burnt. At the sale of the late king's effects—how
near this seems to bring the unfortunate prince to

the level of ordinary mortals !—he and his wife were

l)oth present, with a catalogue, and, judging from

the results, the lady was the more s])irited bidder,

for her purchases amounted to £:iU(J, whilst her

careful husband only laid out £109 5s.

That amiable jirince, Charles II., had not the

same interest in and love of art as distinguished, in

however small a degree, his plebeian predecessor, for

his attempts at re-forming the scattered collection

of his father were of the most half-hearted descrip-

tion. Probably to p)lease some art-loving favourite

he did manage to get back a portrait of his father by

Van Dyek, but there his efforts ceased ; though one

can imagine him sitting very much bored at Council,

scribbling pretty faces in pen and ink upon his paper.

He certainly gave Lely commissions to paint him
portraits of the volujotuous beauties of his court, and

I suppose we must be thankful for small mercies.

The rest of the Stuarts did even less for art than

Charles : one cannot even imagine the steady Mary
of Orange or the virtuous Anne scribbling faces

at Privy Council meetings; and James II., of whom
one always thinks as being in a hurry, even less so.

During the time of the four Georges, art, to say the

least of it, seems to have slumbered. George III.

certainly had a love of music, but that was all. Yet

we feel sure that somewhere at Windsor, in some

lumber-room or old spare chamber, there lie even

now dull, dusty ])ortfolios, fdled with conventional,

quaint land.scapes and delicately stippled flower pieces,

jM-ettily ]iainted by those poor shadowy ladies, the

daughters of George III.

It is only when wc come down to (juite our own

day that the love of art in the Ro3'al Faniily^which

the heavy Hanovers must have considerably jeopar-

dised—rouses itself from its lethargy, and, to use a

rather mixed metaphor, bears fruit. The influence,

not only of the royal patronage, of art, but of the

royal in.terest in it during the present reign, has

been very greatly beneficial. The Prince Consort

was a man of great natural taste, which he had

sedulously cultivated, and the same taste is apparent

in most of his children.

Her Majesty the Queen is herself an artist. She

sketches from nature ; and the public has lately had

the privilege of seeing reproductions of some of her

work. Her drawings from the figure are spirited

and forcible, and her animals are full of life and
" go." The writer is not aware whether the Prince

of Wales is himself an artist, but he does know
how keen an interest he takes in art in general,

and in that of his own country in particular. The

time and personal attention which he has devoted

on different occasions to our art exhibits at various

great international exhibitions would alone be proof

of the love he bears for art. Several of the other

members of the Royal Family practise painting ad-

mirably. The late Princess Alice possessed unusual

artistic powers ; we all know the Princess Beatrice's

work ; and the Princess Louise, besides being a first-

rate landscape-painter, has lately turned her artistic

talent in a new direction, and has produced a statue

of the Queen for the west front of Lichfield Cathe-

dral, which is full of dignity, and possesses beauty

of line. But it is to none of these ladies that our

title alludes. The Royal Artist of whom we speak

is the Crown Princess of Germany, our own Princess

Royal.

In otu' present number we have the honour of

reproducing three of the works of this royal, and

very real, artist, which not only show us her great

talent, but her exceptional versatility in the appli-

cation of it. Having studied like a student, the

Crown Princess now paints as an artist. The powers

of the Princess Royal have long been acknowledged

in Germany, upon the art of which country she

has had great and lasting influence. In 1860 she

was elected Member of the Berlin Academy, where

she has constantly exhibited. Painting admirably,

as she does, in landscape, portraiture, and still-life,

it is 2)erha]is in her portraits that she excels. An
artist may be an admirable draughtsman of the

figure, he may have the finest technique and a true

love of colour, he may possess a perfect mastery of

carnations (critics always talk a lot about carna-

tions), and yet fail entirely in portraiture. The one

essential thing is the instinct for reading character

and the power of seizing upon and depicting, without

exaggeration or burlesque, the salient points in the
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expression of his sitter. That tlie Princess Royal

possesses this fjift may be seen by refcrrinrf to

our last illustration. Without knowinjj the lady,

one feels sure that this is a " speakin<> " likeness.

This may be the result of the careful study of

character as expressed in ])hysioL;-nomy, whii'li one

expects is a lesson early taught to royal cliildren,

or one that is quickly gained in courts^ if it be not

gain one every advantage), so that he is unable to

speak of the Princess Royal's methods of woi-k or

scheme of colour. Of one thing he is sure, that

she goes direct to nature. There is an air of sin-

cerity and fii-st-hand-ness about the street scene in

Pi'gli—which we engrave—which convinces one that

the work was faithfully drawn out of donrs, and

probably finished on the spot. The tliinl picture,

POBTEAIT OP A LADT.

(f rum o Drawing hij Hrr Royal and Imperial Highness the Crown Princfss of Ccrmany.)

actually inculcated. There is dignity in the simple

treatment of this picture, and the easy pose of the

figure has been skilfully caught.

We believe that the Princess Royal has studied

under Yon Angeli for the figure, and under ^^ ilberg

for landscape. Jt is perhaps possible to detect the

influence of the former artist in the drawing of the

" Portrait of a Lady." The House of Brandenburg

has not the pleasure of the writer's acquaintance

(which is an instance that even Im])erial rank cannot

" Pcrishableness/' shows signs of the same conscien-

tious study, and there is an appreciation of just

values in it which is very noticeable. .\Itlio>igh lliis

j)icture very well bears translation into black and

white, we probably lose much by missing its rich

and quiet colour. We hope one day to see some of

the royal painter's pictures in Tjondim, that English

]»cople may know that we have an artist of whom
we ma}' be proud in the person of a princess whom
we love. Alfred St. Johnston.
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NEEDLEWOEK AS AKT.

LADY MARIAN ALFORD'S "Needlework as

Art " (Samjison Low & Co.) is very welcome,

tilliiiij, as it does, a hitherto unoccupied space in the

historv of the arts. It contains original thouii-ht

Liml many practical suggestions, and sets forth the

results of a great deal of inquiry and research,

with minute reference to trustworthy authorities

on difficult or disputed points. The freshness of

the historical view of needlework as a decorative

art, the generally well-assimilated mass of archseo-

logical and technical information, and above all the

pleasant and easy style can hardly fail to make the

book interesting to most readers : even to the ordinary

amateur, who knows little or nothing of needlework,

ancient or modern. JNIoreovcr, ns onr specimens will

show, it is well and copiously illustrated, in jiliato-

gravitre as in wood engraving; so that its equip-

ment may fairly be described as of exceptional fitness

and completeness. We venture to say that so far

from proving " too shallow for the learned, too deep

Though the principle of a certain unity in all the

arts is generally accepted, their action and reaction,

their mutual give and take so to speak, have not

before been insisted upon in connection with needle-

work. By the nature of its materials and the way
of using them, the practice of embroidery stands

apart from sculpture, painting, and other kindred

arts. Yet their several histories meet and touch

at many points, and on these points Lady jNIarian

has much to say that is new and interesting.

Without rushing into Semper's somewhat extra-

vagant view of the exalted position of needlework

as the origin of the other arts, she dignifies it

with very ancient and authentic descent, and proves

its early influence on the history of its companions.

By thus tracing its course to the fountain-head

and exhibiting its earliest beginnings and latest

development, she enables us to realise, perhaps for

the first time, its glorious past, its present respect-

able revival, and its future possibilities. We feel

-THE DUNSTABLE TALL : LATE FOURTEENTH CENTURY.

for the frivolous, too technical for the general public, how long it has been insuHiciently 'recognised ; that,

and too diffuse for the specialist," it will apjieal though " only " a decorative art, and hardly perhaps
to all these and other classes of readers, and afford that in the eyes of some people, embroidery must be

something of interest or of use to all. governed by the larger and wider laws that are iu
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priiR-iiili.' uc'Cdi-deil to tlio ilocorativo .ii'ls, liowi'vor tlioy jxiiiils, tlian ol' u comploU' orj^uuie wlioli'. Taking-

may be treated in practice. Its ultimate possibilities, into account the variety and volume nl' tlic iulornui-

aiul, more especially, its neeessai-y liinltatiuns, are, t ion, collected from Eastern and ^Veslern sources, this

I'lir llie first tini;>, cli'arly and loiiically deliiied. ett'eet was perhaps to he more or less expected. In

The (Hie laull nl' the book is it>s arianycnicnl. (racing- the course of needlework, we are bronfjlit face

II. —THE DUUnAM MAXIPLES : TENTH CENTUEY.

That is to say, there is not enoug-li unity of idea to face witli the causes of its different styles; and the

to make the mass uf details n firm, eon<rlonierate study of their historical progression involves, of neccs-

whole. Each division is in itself excellent, and sity, the detailed consideration of designs, patterns,

works towards a delinite end; yet the general im- stitches, materials, and colours, and the separate treat-

pression left on the mind of the ordinary reader is meat of the archa-ological and iusthetic, apart from

rather one of isolated facts and well-reasoned special the technical, aspects. The absence of a chapter on

402
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Japanese embrciiiloiy is ti) be regretted ; beyond a

photogra]ih or two, and what seems an incidental

montion licro and tliorc, we hear nothing about it.

III.—THE OnAllLEMAGNE DALIIATIC : EIGHTH CENIUET.

Yet there is ]*]nropean embroidery, contemporary with

the work oE the Japanese nun Iloni ; and it would

have been interesting to comjjare the differences in

styles and stitches.

Style 2ii'r sc has first to be defined and considered,

and a fiood ol: light is cast upon the origins of

the various forms oC antique embroidery. From

primitive and archaic times to the present Nineteenth

Century, they arc traced in their developments, diver-

gences, and likenesses, and, so far as possible, are once

moi-e associated with the civilisations so long gone to

dust. Seldom, perhaps, do those who ]>ly the needle

realise that they cojw the very stitches that may have

adorned the Sanctuary in the Wilderness, and even

then were probably not new. We have to confess

that there are no new patterns under the sun, and no

likelihood of a new one making its

appearance. Novel combinations are

almost infinite ; but the patterns which

are the basis of all our design can no

more be banished than any other in-

herited instinct. A pattern is the out-

come of long descent, and is stamped

with the seal of its origin and epoch,

and can be as surely deciphered as

any other character by those who can

read aright. Of the primitive stock

we cannot hope to trace the ancestry,

nor to understand the intention; but

the designs and devices still used in

Christian worship and decoration are

marked with pagan and barbaric ves-

tiges, whose significance is still com-

pi'ehensible.

The earliest extant sjDecimens of

decorative art are furnished by Egyp-

tian textiles. The seeds of the

Egyptian style were carried by the

Phoenicians all over the ancient world,

to take permanent root in Greece

alone ; and on the importation Greek

art grafted itself to work out its

artistic salvation in faith and harmony.

Amongst all the designs and patterns

Lady INIarian lias brought before us,

the Greek alone are completely signi-

ficant : they have the unapproachable

and perfect sini]>licity which is a cha-

racteristic of Ilelleiiie art; compared

with their Ciroek developments, the

original wave and key pattern of

Egypt and Assyria are mean and

trifling. The proof is that in the

common domestic work of to-day the

Greek type of these designs is con-

stantly used, while the Assyrian and

Egyptian have passed out of service. Here the col-

lective taste of society has shown itself infallible. .

In treating of designs and patterns generally,

there is more technical matter than in the chapter

on style, but not less historical interest. The rules

for the composition of design, too often neglected

and ignored, are constantly insisted upon, and the

five guiding principles of decorative art are constantly

quoted from Charles Blanc. It is to be noted of our

own designers of the present day—of j\Ir. Morris, for

instance—that their strength would seem to lie in

the arrangement of naturalistic rather than conven-

tional or geometrical forms. The aptitude shown
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ill many o£ tlicir arrangemciits of l->uttorllics, birds,

flowei-s, and otlicr natural objoets, points to a taste

inherited from Aryan forefathers, who loved this

sort of decoration. Certain it is that we excel in

the decorative use of lloral and insectile forms, and

fail in the lightness and ingenuity required for the

invention of arabesque or the lines of conventional

and symmetrical designs.

A little patience is, perhaps, required, when we

come to Lady Marian's investigation of the materials

used in antique embroidery ; but in saying this we

do not mean to convey that this section of her work

is lacking in historical and other interest. Some

account of the nature and structure of hemp, jute,

wool, hair, leather, and other textiles of antiquity,

is no doubt a necessary part of the subject, and with

spcimeiis and a microscope might even be made en-

gaging. Once these plainer substances disposeil of,

Lady Marian's description of gold brocades and

embroideries works like a charm j the garments of

silver, and fine linen and purple—the purple that re-

presented so much to the ancients—are alluring even

in print. As we read, the faded nigs of history un-

fold themselves like banners, and once more assume

something of their fabled glory. The peoples who

wrought and wore them pass as in procession j and

we realise as never before that needlework is an art,

in the sense that painting and architecture are arts,

and that, like them, it may be the expression of a

nation's inner life and thought.

The book, however, is not one to be dipped into

and skii>ped. It deserves sustained attention and

study ; for the ancient history of needlework is a

complete history, sometimes faint and apparently

lost, yet continuously linked, and carried without

a break, from one epoch to another by tradition,

architectural representation, and such old embroi-

dered fabrics as still exist. Something is gained

if it only teaches that the art deserves better treat-

ment at our hands than it is receiving ; but it

should, besides, inspire its practitioners to higher

efforts. They may feel certain that the results of

their labours, if worthy, will at any rate be pre-

served more carefully than such things have been

in the past. Lady Marian Alfoid, like many others,

cannot forgive the enthusiasm which at tlie Refor-

mation swept away so many evidences of English toil

and skill in church embroidery and decoration. The

England of the ^Middle Ages was long foremost in

such work ; and the description of the season of its

fame is specially interesting. It is to be feared that

the talent, taste, and time for such achievements

have been lost beyond recovery. But though Lady

Marian scarcely hopes that we shall altogether re-

trieve our lost renown, she encourages higher expec-

tations in that direction than are justified, perhaj^s.

by facts. Tiie question of the decoration and em-

bellishment of churches is regaixled by her from

the point of view of pure beauty and originality of

effect. Indeed, she move than once calls attention

to the fact that the side of the (juestion on which

she s])caks is not that of religion and party, but

that of pure art. We need hardly indicate that the

point of view is one to be adopted by everybody in-

teivstid in the subject of ecclesiastical adornment.

We are led by plain and easy paths through

mazes of stitches of every sort : stitches for em-

broidery, for feather-work, patch-work, lace-work,

tapestry. From these we turn aside to consider the

hangings, furniture, and dresses of the peoples of

all tongues and times, till we arrive at the present

condition of art-needlework. Its recent revival,

under well-known auspices, including Lady Marian's

own, will be encouraging to those interested in the

cause. The Royal School of Art Needlework, which

sprang from quite small beginnings in 187^, and

has since grown into an organised association under

royal patronage, boasts a list of highly respectable

achievements in needlework, designed and carried

out with real artistic feeling and discrimination.

With such signs of improvement, we may feel sure

that, whatever betides, so disastrous a crisis as the

Berlin wool epidemic is henceforth impossible. It

left in its wake vestiges not even now effaced, in

the sliajje of mats and cushions coarsely worked in

strong magentas and violent spinach greens. It is

evident that Lady Marian looks with sober mistrust

on the exaggerated " ([uaintnesses " of fashionable

a>stheticism. But she heartily ajiproves the signs of

more wholesome inlluences, and the evidences, how-

ever slight, of individual taste as compared with

collective mania. When this tendency takes the

form of a revived interest in hand embroideries and

decorations versus woven or stamped materials, she

is still better pleased. She wouhl like to see the em-

broidery frame, not in itself an ungraceful object,

become a common piece of furniture. Women have

a natural inclination towards the needle. A\ hy, she

asks, should not our women re-introduce the habit

of designing and producing great pieces of needle-

work for home decoration and the delight of the

family? Why not, indeed? We should then again

be cheered by the sight of beautiful women " seated

low at tapestry," as the Laureate says, labouring

for posterity as much as for themselves and their

surroundings, and learning more in the practice of

art than from any number of jirivate views and

public theories. Though the golden age of needle-

work may seem to lie behind rather than before

us, there really appeai-s to l^e no reason why the art

may not once more blossom into use and beauty, and

be as it was of old. Katiuuink de ^L\itos.



A LADY OF OLD GERMANY.

(From a Drawing Iry Alexander Oiemmskl.)
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I.^EXTF.RIOU FACADE OF WAMIHOUSE COURT, WITH THE INXEK OATEWAY.

OLD CHARTERHOUSE.

FOR tlip liciu'lit III' siirli subseribei's to Tin. M ai;a-

/IXK OF Art— iL' aiiv sucli tla-re l»u—as oaic

mainly for the illustrations, and either skim or

ignore the letterpress, or at any rate for the sake of

enipliasis, let me begin by raisiiiif a protest ai^ainst

the scheme now on foot for ruinin"' the intetrritv of

the Ijuildings which I am going to describe. De-

struction is imminent. At this moment there is

before the Upper House a Bill which will give the

Governors authority to destroy all the ancient liuild-

iugs which the Cliarter]i<iuse still retains, and to

convert the pensioners into mere recipients of out-

door relief. Possibly bv the time that this article

ajjpears the scope of the scheme of destruction

may have been limited by amendments to the Bill.

There is, however, I fear, but little chance that the

danger will have ])een altogether averted, and so

long as any portion of this most interesting relic

of antiquity is subject to any degree of risk, the

]irotest is valid and sliould be vigorously pressed

home. It is fatal to temporise with schemes of

destruction. In such matters compromise is out of

the question. Our Lj-eneration has had f.-ir too large

4113

an expei'ieiice of vandalism to be igncranl that the

mutilation of a jiart is the almost certain forerunner

of the destruction of the whole. " He that is un-

faithful in the least will also be unt'aithrul ni much."

AViien the integrity of a building is sacriiieed, its

total ab(dition has become easier, and is generally

within measurable distance. The law of destruction

is similar to the law of decay. The " little pitted

spi'ek in o'arncred fruit''' is the begin )f Ih

and the surrender of the wholeness of a building is

no less s\-mptomatic of its ultimate abolition. Nor

is this jiriMcijile to be conlined to individual monu-

ments iif aiitiijuity. As the loss of a jjart makes

I'asier the loss of the whole, so the surrender of one

building renders the next wcnk of destruction that

may be proposed more feasible. If the loss of works

of antiquity which one generation lias seen could be

reckoned uj), the most ajiathetic would be ap])alled at

the loss which our country has sustained in those

features round which centre some of the tinest of our

sentiments—in tho.se monuments which nud<e our

country what it is, and serve to keep the lamp of

our national art alive for us.
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As iiiueli :is this iiiiiy no doubt he legitimately

said in a periodical whieli aims at creating and foster-

ing a true interest in art. No apology is needed

for a protest against the mutilation of fabrics. I

would, however, go a step farther, without, as I

think, overstepping the boundary, and plead also for

the preservation of the ancient institutions inti-

mately associated with old buildings, which tend to

give to them their special meaning and local colour.

Imagine Saint Cross at AVinehester dissociated from

the bedesmen and reduced to a mere structural

monument of antiquity. At least half of that which

gives it its charm for us would have vanished. The

case is no less strong in the present instance. At

any rate, no apology is needed for pleading in the

interests of art for the preservation of that old-world

life which inspired one of the most perfect episodes

in the- literature of our country, and gave ws from

the pen of Thackeray, himself a Carthusian, the

description of the last days of Colonel Newcome.

The sense of the quiet sober life ordained by the

founder for the objects of his charity appeals to the

same instincts in us as the antiquity of the buildings;

and it is no anomaly that we should in these pages

protest against the destruction of this farther link

with the past.

Doubtless there are often insuperable reasons

against the maintenance in charitable bequests of

the precise enactments of the founder. These may
often become hojielessly out oE date. They may
even by lapse of time and change of circumstance

have become injurious instead of helpful. In such

cases the only possible attitude towards alterations

of management is' to grin and bear them. In the

present instance, I, for one, can see no reason for a

radical change in an institution which has stood tiie

test of time, and has pr(jved the foresight at least as

undeniably as the beneficent intentions of the founder.

^^ ere this the place for it, I could find much to

say as to the presumable origin of this scheme, de-

structive alike of buildings and of institutions. If

money is needed, there are more ways of obtaining

it than by the obliteration of all that Sutton held

dear. I would, for instance, ask my readers to

calculate the working expenses in the salaries of a

staff which has to look to the interests of- forty-

seven ancient gentlemen, and see whether some

clipjiing here and there would not seem to be rather

a fulfilment than a violation of the founder's in-

tentions. The present ijroportion of machinery to

objects attained will probably seem, to those who take

the tronVjle to inform themselves, somewhat analogous

to the dog l)eing wagged by his tail. The staff was

made for the ])ensioners (and for the boys who have

long since gone elsewhere), and present arrangements

seem ralher to suggest that the pensioners have come

to exist for the benefit of the staff : a state of things

for which the enquiring mind will find occasional

jivecedent in the modern development of some other

institutions. But I must not pursue this aspect of

the subject farther. If I have aroused the interest of

my readers who have the will or the power to assert

their influence on the question, I would ask them

to examine for farther information the following

documents : {//)
" The scheme for the regulation of

Sutton's hospital, ajjproved by the Charity Commis-

sioners, December 3rd, 1872;" and (i) "A petition

presented to Parliament by some of the pensioners,

dated July 19, 1873 ;" and to consider, in connection

with this, the Governor's regulations respecting the

Poor Brothers of the Charterhouse, that they may
see how an almost impossible protest on their part

has been made. Then they may consult the Times

for the following dates, December 2i< and 29, and

January 2, noticing, especially', " F. G.'s " challenge,

which has never been taken uji. And if I am forced

at last to admit that I have passed beyond the sub-

ject, if not bej'ond the intei-ests, of art, I hereby

apologise to the editor and to my readers, and pass

on to the-part of the matter which is more germane

to the character of this magazine.

To begin with the history of Charterhouse.

When, in the middle of the Fourteenth Ceutur^^,

a plague broke out in England, a Flemish noble-

man named Sir Walter de IManny purchased some

thirteen acres of land known as the Spittle {i.e.,

Hospital) Croft. The land thus acquired adjoined a

plot of three acres, known anciently as " No Man's

Land," which had been purchased for a burial-ground

by the then Bishop of London, who had, moreover,

ei-ected a chapel on the spot in which mass might be

said for the dead. De ^lanny had originally intended

the land he bought for an extension of the burial-

ground, and .5t>,(U)0 bodies are said to have been in-

terred there. A few years later, however, he altered

his intentions, and in 1371 had completed the build-

ings for a Carthusian monastery. The extent of his

buildings may still to some extent be traced. The

original jMrtion of the chapel may be that founded

bv the Bishop of London some quarter of a century

earlier, and incorporated by Sir A\'alter de IManny in

his scheme, or he may have rebuilt it. There are no

features extant, nor am I aware of any records which

Would definitely settle this question. The extent of

De Manny's buildings is clearly marked by a plan

which is, or was, preserved in the Master's lodge.

But for some outlying buildings, a gateway, a

" wyndmylle," and a " fleysche kychen," known as

" K"'ypte "—a name which indicates the austerity

of the Carthusian's life—they formed a complete

and very extensive quadrangle. The whole was sur-

rounded by a cloister, the site of which, on the west.
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\v;is that iif tlio present cloister. The south side

iiK'luileil tlie present south aisle of the chapel, and

the position ot" the chapter-house and ot* some of the

cells may be obtained by continuing the lines ol' (lie

north and south limits of this aisle cast and west.

The western wall of the eastern cells is now the

eastern boundary of the premises. In the old stone

wall, some of which still remains, was discernible some

time since the opening through which the food was

passed to the occupant of one of the cells ; and a

was thirteen. The oriiiinal main gateway is slmwn
in the ]iosition of that which now stands fronting on

Charterhouse Stpiare, though I should imagine that

it had been rebuilt or modilied at a somewhat later

ilate. The plan I have alluded to shows a very

elaborate system of water supply. The central fea-

ture of the cpiadrangle is a sort of conduit house,

octagonal in form, which, if drawn ])ro])ortionatcly,

must have been some fifty feet in diameter, and more
tlian a liiimlred feet in height. From it there issue

)\

\ti v."

^^^s

n—JIANTKLFIECE IN Tllli MASTKB S LODGE.

similar opening and the doorway of the cell to whicii

it belongs are still traceable in the inner wall of flic

cloister near to the south-west corner. The northern

boundary of the ([iiadraiigle has totally disappeared,

but as it seems to have formed a perfect sipiare, its

position could easily be rccovcri'il by measurement.

Probably the " hill " on which the old big school used

to stand was formed of the i/rOris of this ])ortion of

the monastery. At the south-west corner of the

([uadrangle, apparently in the position oc<iipie(l by

u ])orti()n of the pensioners' " hall," a small cloister

is indicated on the ])laii which may have been the

residence of the " conversi," or lay brethren. There

seem to have been twenty-three cells in all. This

is a larger number than is usually found in a Car-

thusian monastery, the regulation nunilier of which

four streams towards the cardinal ])oints, which again

commmiicale with water-courses niniiiny behind the

cells, used jinibably for sanitary |iiir|i"sc>;, and ap-

[larently having no exit at the ends. ]t is not easy

to understand thoroughly how things were managed

ill respect of saiiilalioii. Let us ho]ic llial tlic warn-

ing of the .50,l)()() corpses underground had not been

lost on the founder, ami that his provisions for the

living were as tlioruii^li as those for the deaci had

bi'cn kindly.

Before passing to the next sta^c of the history of

the fabric, it is worth while to say a few words about

the life which was lived in this and other Carthusian

monasteries, as to some extent its inlluence has to

this day remained within the precincts. The rules

of the Carthusian order, founded on those of the;
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BuiU'ilictines, wore cxeui'(lin<;ly strict. Solitiule ami

silence were enjoined. The l)r(itliers dined in eom-

mon (>n rare occasions only, and usually met tog-ether

in the chapel alone. So strict was the rule, that

tiiey were excluded by elaborate devices from com-

munication even with the lay brothers who attended

lo their wants. So far was this isolation carried, that

those very openings, of which we saw that traces

still remained here and there, were secured against

use as a means of conversation not only by a door,

of which the " conversus '' in attendance on the par-

ticular cell kept the key, Lut further by a tortuosity

in the passage communicating with the dwelling.

The monks wore hair shirts; generally abstained

from meat ; on Fridays took nothing but bread and

water ; never left the monastery ; and allowed no

women within the precincts.

By the time that the next stage in the history

is reached, it is possible that some relaxation of

entertained there, among whom were Sir Thomas
More and Dean Colct. Though the guests were

doubtless received in an outer court, they may be

supposed to have had some social converse with the

monks, unless indeed they went there for " retreat,"

and observed as strict a seclusion as the brothers.

It was probably for the reception of guests that the

outer courts, those, I mean, which are now known

as the Master's and Washhoiise Courts (i., iv., and

v.), were built. They are undoubtedly of later date

than De Manny's work, and VVashliouse Court, with

the adjoining inner gateway, was certainly built by

Prior Houghton himself. The other court, of which

the external facade is shown in our fifth cut, is of

very similar date, though possibly portions of it may
be a little earlier. ^Sluch of its interior face is now

built up in a coating of modern brickwork, leaving

the windows and doorways alone to speak to its

antiquity. The hall, which forms the north side

'^^&f.J^o,.

III.—THE CHAPEL.

discipline may liave been admitted. Prior Houghton of the quadrangle of the Master's Court, is of two

appears to have been the first to enlarge the monas- dates : the lower porti<in is median-al, and suggests

tery; and it is known that in his time guests were the latest stage of Tudor architecture, while it was



i;i.i) t iiAi;ri:i;ii()i >i;. liVi

^—^^ y ^-3ii»cjj,iV,?>„^c
Or^^a

raised ami luldi'd to at

a subsequent period, (d'

which we have jH't to

speak. Though no re-

cords, to my knowledge,

exist on the subject, it

seems safe to put down
tile whole oi' this en-

largement to tlie rcin'us

of Henry VII. aiu

VIII., and perha])s to

the priorate of Hoi;gh-

tou, though the fact that

the work which is definitely his is of brick construe- In I ')-M' it was "visited" by Heiny \1IT. Tin-

tion, while the rest was originally of stone, seems monks who remained faithful to their nli-i'.ii wnv

to indicate that two priors must have been at work, treated with severity exceptional <'veM und.r fli.'

of whom Houghton was the later, while the character hands of that " spot of blood and grease on the i)age

of the architecture shows that the iiiteival can have of history." Houghton was hanged at his own

been but brief. gateway ; the monks met either the same fate or a

The completed monastery had but a brief career. worse in being sent to a lingeiing death in prison.

17. -IM WASHHOUSE COUUT.
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Ilavinn' contisc-ati-'il tlio in-opt'rty uC the brotlier-

IkkkI, Heiirv bestowed it ujimi Lord North, from

wlioni it passed to the Duke of Norfolk. With one

or other, or with both of these, begins a new era

in the liistory of the fabric. The monastery was

converted into a mansion. The Guesten Hall was

raised in height, and fitted in tlie manner of the

period. The original monastic buildings were pro-

bably then taken down, and the strangers' court

was converted into dwelling-rooms. A cloister was

built as a covered passage from the house to a

tennis-court on the spot where the head-master's

house stood some fifteen years ago. To the same

period we owe the beautiful staircase which leads to

the reception-rooms on the first floor with the plaster

ceiling above it, the fine mantels in the chamber

known as the Governor's Room, in the old Gown-
boys' Hall, and in the Master's Lodge (ii.), the door-

way leading from the corridor into the chapel (in.),

and from the Gown-boys' Hall to the Cloister. Cer-

tainly at this time it must have been an important

and beautiful habitation, and it figures among the

countless mansions which were visited by Elizabeth,

who was entertained there by Lord North, its first

lay possessor. James I., too, made it his first lodg-

ing when he came to London on his accession. This

stage of the history of the fabric covers the period

between 1534, when the monastery was dissolved,

and 1611, when Sutton purchased the premises, con-

taining thirteen acres of land and the buildings

thereon, and proceeded to convert them to the use

of his intended charity.

Not very much of his work remains. He enlarged

the chapel by the addition of a north aisle, which

presents an almost unique examjile of the architec-

ture of the period. Both the arcade, with its semi-

circular arches and Doric capitals, the mouldings

interrupted by a species of keystone strapes which

are generally found in the cornices to the mantel-

pieces of Jacobean date, and the adjoining wood-

work, with its fantastic detail and arched panels in

artificial jierspective, are very curious and interesting.

The system of false perspective was obviously intro-

duced from Italy, where it is very commonly found

in the intarsia work of the later Renaissance. The
most elaborate example with which I am acquainted

is the " scene " of the theatre at Vicenza, where all

the various avenues of approach are made to diminish

rapidly in size as they recede from the stage, and

where they radiate fi'om a centre which would be in

the middle of what is now the pit. The device, though

worked out with consummate care, is open to two

grave objections : the first, that there can only have

been one person in the audience—the one, namely,

who occupied a focal position—to whom the perspec-

tive can have appeared correct ; the second, that as

the actor^ cannot be supposed Id have been endmvcd

with the power to expand or contract tluir stature

at will, they must have ]n'esented the appearance of

giants in the recesses of the vistas, and, it is evi-

dent, must certainly, as they ap])roached the stage,

have gradually shrunk to the average proportions of

humanity.

But to return to our immediate subject. At
the northern end of the cloister, near where the

Duke of Norfolk had built his tennis-courts, Sutton

put up the schoolhouse for the lodgment of the

" poor children " for whose education he provided.

These were standing until the school was trans-

ferred to Godalming, when they were destroyed to

make way for a new building for " Merchant-

Tailors " School, of the character of which and its

appropriateness to the site I i^refer not to speak. At
the same time a large portion of the characteristic

old cloister disappeared. The school buildings—
having spent there some yeai's of my life— I remem-

ber well. They were modest, sober, and dignified in

character, and a fair example of the more utilitarian

brick architecture of the date. It is sad to think

that the actual work of the founder of the charity

has been so lightly doomed to destruction. There

were doubtless other buildings erected by Sutton
;

some record remains of the position of a preacher's

and master's house, which were placed to the north

of the scholars' house, but none, so far as I know,

of its design. Probably, too, he built chambers for

the Poor Brothers; but of these I know neither of

trace or record. Sutton's hand may probably be seen

in the over-mantel of the Pensioners' Hall, where

the cannon are meant to record his tenure of the

office of " Master General of the Ordnance of the

North," to which post he was appointed in 1569.

The very fine tomb in the chapel, which was erected

to his memory, was not completed until many years

after his death.

It speaks well for the solidity and adaptability of

the mediaeval work that Sutton's changes were so

slight; but the fact that he did so little to alter the

work of his predecessors may be taken, at least to

some extent, as evidence that his disposition was con-

servative, and that he was averse from unnecessary

change. The same spirit is shown in his enactments.

It is evident that the manner of life which had pre-

vailed in the ancient jirecincts had taken strong hold

of his sympathies, and his rules of celibacy, both

for the Poor Brothers and for the staff appointed

in their service, as well as of regular attendance in

chapel for all of these and for his scholars, imply

a desire to give some degree of continuity to the

manner of life to which the precincts had been pre-

viously devoted. Would that it had been in his

power to hand down to the executors of his trust
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some portion of the j^eiierous ami nolile ^\m-\t liy ci-eated i'or aged and deeayed ffentlemeii ii* invaliialjle.

whieli he himself was actuated ! There they may spend the autumn of life in jioace

There is so much interest connectid with the and ipiietncss, uudisturhcd by the management of

^^-h-

^itn/Troii.+^

of Cf^rferf.,,,^
V.-Tliy. JrASTEKS COURT.

premises that this more skeleton account has almost

run into a somewhat lengthy article. It will, however,

by accurately defining the various building periods,

make the individual illustrations the easier to under-

stand. I have only to C(jnclude, as I began, by

entreating all my readere who have authority or in-

fluence to do all that in them lies to save, even from

the beginning of destruction, this invaluable and

unique monument of the past. The scheme at present

mooted is, as I believe, even on its more plausible

side, radicailv un.suund. The retreat which Sutton

their own affairs, for which many, or most, of them

must in earlier life have shown themselves more or

less unfitted. It can be no emiivalent to them to be

thrust out into the world, even with an allowance

equal to their ])resent advantages, and turned over in

waning life to the tender mercies of Betsy Prig and

Sarah CJamp. It is well to atlhcre to Sutton's wise

institutions, even if a reduced number benefit by

them. It is better to increase the number of bene-

ficiaries by reducing the number or the income of

the cumbrous staff. Bash, Cu.^mi'XEV.s.

BASIL PEROFF.

PROBABLY the realistic, or naturalistic, school montoff, the novelist Gogol, and others, had depicted

in art and literature began earlier in Russia entirely different phases of life from those attempted

than in any other cnuntry. Even in the first half by their contemporaries.

of the present century Griboiedoff the dramatist. After a long period of imitation and pseudo-

Kryloff the fabulist, the poets Pouse'.ikine and Ler- classicism, a longing to give expression to national
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feelino^ ami reality was manitVstcd almost simul-

taneously ill literature and painting-. In paintinij,

this aspiration was Krst betrayed purely in externals,

and not, as in literature, in any revelation of their

inner sig-nifleance. Hence our pictures were at first

quite as conventional as their predecessors, inas-

much as they did nut attempt to portray any o£

the varied aspects of real life. They are even less

known, out of Russia, than the literature of the

same period. Venetzianoff, who flourished at the

heg-inning of the present century and is the father of

national painting, confesses in his memoirs " that

his long experience of convention prevented him

from following nature." The real criminal was

the St. Petersburg Academy ; it not only corrupted

Venetzianoff and his pupils, but every other painter

who worked under its auspices. Other conditions

were needed to develop a really national school ; and

they revealed themselves in the second quarter of

by private enterprise. Just as the St. Petersburg;

Academy only sought to imitate Western examples,

nor dreamed of creating anything individual and

original, the Moscow foundation at once began to

tend in the direction of personal and national creation.

It was therefore not its fault if its pupils did not

afterwards achieve anything remarkable.

The true representatives of latter-day realism are

Fedotoff in St. Petersburg, and Perolf in Moscow,

both belonging to the middle of the century, and

only separated by an interval of some ten years.

Fedotoff was a pupil of the famous Bruloff, the last

able representative of the pseudo-classical tendency

;

and he was indebted for his realism, not to his

master, but to the influence of the fabulist Kryloff.

But Fedotoff was already a man grown when he

began his studies, and attained to great skill neither

in drawing nor colouring. His work includes, with

many drawings, a few pictures only ; and these,

THE FUUEEAL.

(^Painted by Basil Prroff.)

the present century in the Academy of Sculpture their realism notwithstanding, contain a certain

and Architecture originally established in Moscow element of caricature.
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PerofT far surpassed his predecessors. It was Harmi Kriidener, he was unable to hear liis lather's

onlv now ami then that he strayed fruni thi' pallis name, tlie Russian law fiirbiddin<«- tiie uoljles to

THK UKAWlSL-MASltlt.

(rainted liii Haxil Pirnfft

of realism, nor was he inducted into them liy a lej^itimise children horn out of wedlock, even should

sinsj^Je influence— realistic expression became the the parents afterwards marry. The name of Peroff

object of his life. Moreover, he was better orift^d [pero is Russian for '' pen ") was bestowed upon

nnd more skilful and accomplished than Fedotoff. him by his first teacher for proofress in writinj^,

He was born, educated, and brouirht up in the and to distins^uish him from another pupil who
midst of every possible disadvantage. A sou of fidgeted his feet in class tiuu', and who was niek-

404
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namoil Boltuff (from the verb /")//(// ^ • (o shako").

His father, on aeeount of ill-liealth or the ret^iiire-

inents of liis otiice, or for other causes^ was obliged

to keep moving from one town to another: from

Tobolsk, in Siberia (where Peroff was born in

December, 1833), to Archangel; from thence to St.

Petersbnrg; from St. Petersburg to the Baltic jiro-

vinces, and finally to Samara and Nijiii-Novgorod.

Here he obtained the position of steward to an

estate, and young Peroff found himself in that

environment he afterwards painted, not once, but

constantly. Like his fatlier, he became a true friend

to the peasants ; the last j-ears of his career are one

long manifestation of love for them.

His first original work was religions. At seven-

teen, impressed by the Lenten services, he painted a

" Crucifixion " from a living model hung to a wooden

cross with ropes and rings. This picture to the con-

trary, his real vocation from childhood had been genre,

especially with reference to the lives of the poor and

oppressed ; and soon after the " Crucifixion " he

painted a " Beggar Asking Alms." He had then

only just left Stoupin's studio in Arsamass, where,

after finishing his course at the village school, he

had studied drawing and jjainting. Seeing his

decided talent for art, his parents resolved to send

him to ^Moscow. There he entered the Academy,

and lived for some time in the house of the super-

intendent of a girls' school. He was three years a

student, and went away to be a drawing-master;

but he was saved from this fate by his teacher,

Vasilieff, who took him to his own house. As the

])rofessors were constantly qiiarrelling among them-

selves, they had no influence for good either on

Peroff or on any of their other pu])ils. One would

recommend a servile imitation of the great masters,

meaning himself ; another would advise a deep and

conscientious study of nature ; while nothing satis-

fied a third but literal and lifeless copies. Though
Peroff acquired from his teacher neither science of

drawing nor feeling for colour, his own native obser-

vation su]iplied him with material, and unwearying

laliour enabled him to carry out his ideas. Thanks

to these qualities, the pictures he sent to St. Peters-

burg were always medalled. Between 1850 and

ISGU, the intellectual world was awakening to a

strong impulse towards nationalism after the period

of stagnation and subordination under Nicholas.

Even the Academy liad begun to .shake off the

p.seudo-classic, and to admit yenre with other styles

;

and Peroff was medalled for " A Boy's Head

"

( 1 85G)-, his "Village IMagistrate," "His First Uni-

form," and the "Village Church" (1861). They

were not without mistakes of drawing and per-

spective, they were mannered in the details, and the

colouring was gcnerallv drv. But no other Hnssian,

Fedotoff cscej)ted, had painted such realistic stuff,

and it is not astonishing that they were loudly

praised ami heartily admireJ. ALany writcn-.? of dis-

tinction—more jiartieularly those who treated the

negative side of Russian life—hailed the young
painter as the Gogol of Russian painting, or com-

pared him with the dramatist Ostrovski and Pis-

semski the novelist. And, indeed, his characters were

all studied from living people. They were there for

any one to paint, though they had never been painted

before.

Another set of motives he derived from the

seamy side of peasant life, and the gross and sordid

habits of the clergy (especially the monks), the

bureaucracy, and the uppar class in general. Amongst
these are "An Easter Procession" (1861), and

"En route for the Troiski " (1862). In the first he

represents the start of a party of priests, with crosses

and ieones, from the house of a rich peasant, after a

good, fat mid-da}' meal ; in the second, a gang of

monks tea-drinking at an inn, with a maid-servant

hounding a lame soldier away from tlieir table. Both

were taken directly from life ; but as the servants

of the altar were displayed, not as angels, but as

common clay, they were not long allowed to be ex-

hibited. AVith these and kindred themes, however,

he did more than sustain his reputation ; he won

the gold medal, and was sent to study abroad at the

expense of the Academy.

He was consigned to Paris, where he at once set

to work to 2)aint the lives of the common people

—

the beggars, the ragmen, the street musicians. But

he soon saw "that he could do nothing without a

profound study of local conditions." Then he liegan

haunting the taverns, and sketching types wherever

he found them ; but this did not help him either.

He writes thus to the Academy :
" Being unac-

quainted with the character and moral life of the

people, I am unable to complete a single picture.

It seems to me less useful to devote a certain

number of years to the study of a foreign country

than to study and work out the immense wealth

that is hoarded in the villages and cities of my own."

After a sufficient study of the technique of his art,

he asked leave to return. The Academy agreed

with him entirely ; and he was allowed to retrace

his steps sooner than is customary. He settled per-

manently in Moscow, devoted himself to painting

Russian life, and began to produce such scenes as

"The Dinner" (1860); "A Holy-day Feast," to which

he afterwards added the figures of a general and

his parvenu wife; an "Old Beggar" (187.5); "The

Funeral" (186.5), whidi shows with inimitable truth

a mother and her two children seated on the same

sledge with the father's coffin; "The Last Wine

Shop" (1S6S)
; "The Young xVjiiirenlice and the
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PaiTot" (I'^Oli) ; ami the '-800110 on a Railway"

flSliS). At other timos ho |iainti'd episodes in city

life, as " The Fountain " and " The 81ed<i-e ;
" or snh-

jeels from the life of poor ladies and unfortunates,

as •The New (ioverness " (iSOti) and "Drowned"

(1867) ; or from the life of poor clerks and teachers,

as the "Post Ofliee" (ISGG), and "The Drawing?

.Master" jiatiently awaitini«- his hi^h-born pupils in a

riehly-furnished room. For some of these he was

elected Ae.idemician ; with others he took first jirizes

hoth at St. Petersburg- and Moscow.

In 1867, however, Peroff, under the induenee of

a dream, suddenly painted a picture called " Christ

•ml His .Mother l>y the Sea of Life." He is not the

only one in whom wo do find this abrupt transition

from realism to mysticism ; it is also the case with

(iogol and Leo Tolstoi. Both beg-an by paintiiii;-

evorv-d;iy life with extreme truthfulness, and after-

wards threw themselves into religious thought to the

point of denying their former work. Pcroff never

reached such a pass as this ; but ho lingered long

by the way, and busied himself almost exclusively

with portraiture, save for his " Autumn," his " Eaves-

drojiper," and " The Bridal Eve." The portraits

[laiiilod at this time {Is7ll-7:J) are roniarkablo. Tlicy

will always survive as striking examples of Russian

portniiture, not merely for their reseml)lanec and

naturalness, but especially as the presentments of

famous men : of Pissen)ski, Ostrovsky, Pogodin,

Dostoievsky, Maikoif, Oahl, Turgenieff, the brothers

Rubinstein, anil Stepanoil' the artist. They were the

first works in which Peroff attempted life-size figures;

before thein he had painted on a small scale, like

Meissonier. But, liowever tine his portraits, they are

in no sense creations, but simply excellent studies

from nature.

His next departure was as a painter of pecu-

liarities, when he jn-oduced "A Fowler," "A Fisher-

man," "The Sh.ioting Party," " A Pigeon Fancier,"

and "The Botanist ;" these, like his portraits, rank

with his best achievements in expression and tech-

nical execution. But he still continued to paint the

life of peasants ami the poor in general, though not,

it must be allowed, with the old success; and all the

while he was engrosseil in what was then the burning

question of the relations Ijetween the old and the

now generations. This conflict of thought resulted,

among others, in "The Students and the ]\[onk

"

(1871); " Bazaroff's Grave," from TurgoniofT's

"Peres et Enfants " (1S71), and other-s, many of

them merely unfinished sketches. From 1^7(5 he

ceased to exhibit, and devoted liimself to the pre-

paration of a set of sketches on motives from the

revolt of Pugatehcff. He was constantly engrossed

in the conflict between the now an<l old orders of

things, not in the present only, but also in the past

;

and in its latest phase ho recognised that theslreiiglh

lay with the innovators. Spcaliing generally, his

liistorical work is oxcciient in detail, but the <-;/-

xciiiIjIi; sa}'s nothing, and leaves the spectator in-

dilTorent. Dissatisfied with his results, ho again

began to paint religion, allegory, and folk-lore : the

" Garden of Gethsomano," a " Descent from the

Cross," "Spring," "The Snow Maiden" (from a

Russian story), and "The Czarevitch Ivan and the

Grey Wolf." A simpler, a loss ambitious hi^lo^iral

essay was "The False Demetrius and the Monk
Pymen." But he was never satisfied with anything

he did. Art-critics explained the alteration in his

taste in various ways. Some thought it caused by

one iir other of his external eircumstances—the death

of his first wife, his aj)poiiitment to a chair in

the MdscDW Academy, the ])rogress of ])lithisis.

Others attributeil it to more occult causes : as, for

instance, the cliaugo in the mental attitude of society

itself, which, after being on lire fur great reforms,

was entering upon a time of moral lassitude, and

even stagnation. And, again, it wassaid that, tlmugh

all his life he hail denii'd the ideal, in the cud his

nature had overcome him and obliged him to yield.

But ho had not really changed ; he had <nily i)een

diverted by various causes and circumstances to the

consideration of other ([uestions. The pustiuimous

exhibition dcinoustratcd that the statement as to the

decay of his talent was ]ircinatuie. No Russian

j)ainter has rendered three different aspects of our

national life with such perfection, and none has

Ijetter expressed the hidden significance and tho

characteristics of Russian society in the past reigns.

Should the time ever come to illustrate the secret

life of the nation in the third (piarlcr of tho eentnry,

there can bo no better illustrations than Perolf's

sketches and pictures. A\'hatovor the question agi-

tating society, it was always refleeted in his work.

If he often painted tho dark side of life, it was

not that he went out of his way to look for it, but

because it confrontc(l him at every step. That ho

was no servile copyist of nature is the reason his

pictures are so natural and produce so powerful an

impression. It cannot be said of certain of his

pu]iils, who have often something unnatural in their

coneoj)tions and ideas. The one who has aiiproachod

him nearest is Vladimir Makovski.

The question frequently arose in criticism, why

Peroff did not paint this or that other aspect of

Russian life? It is surely enough that he painted

what no other Russian had over touched befcu'c.

He was right to a\di(l what he neither knew iKir

understood; ami had ho not done so, there can be

no doulit that his naturalistic work would have been

still more frigid than his essays in history, allegory,

and pietism. Nicolas SobkA.
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I.—THE ST. JOHN : OKAXD FALLS.

THE ST. JOHN lUVEJJ.

THE St. .lolin river, wliicli wms kiuiwii hy the

^licmac Iiuliaiis at the time of its discovery

by the name of the Looshtook (the long river), has

its source in the wildernesses of Northern Maine,

wlienoe it flows in a north-easterly directiim, nearly

]iarallel with the St. Lawrence, to its junction witli

tlie St. Francis, a distance of about one luimliiil and

lifty miles. It here assumes an irrefjular east-south-

east course to Grand Falls, where it has a jierpen-

dicular descent of seventy to eighty feet, ami thence

flows nearly south to the entrance of (irand Lake, a

distance of about one hundred miles, and finally in a

south-south-westerly direction to St. Jdhn Harbour.

The whole length of the river is estimated at four

hundred and lifty miles, two hundred and twenty-

five of which are entirely within British territory.

At certain seasons of the year it is navigable by

steamers of large size to Grand Falls, a distance of

two hundred and twenty-five miles ; above which it

has been navigated for many years to a distance of

forty-five miles bv steamers of lighter draught.

The St. .inlm, wliicli, with its I ributaries, em-

braces the largest area of fresh waler in North

America east of the Mississippi, was first explored,

according to legend, by Champlain, De Mouts, and

Pontriiuoiu't, the founders of New France, who

anchored (heir vessels at its month on June ;!7th,

|li(l7, St. Jiihn's Day. Tliry must liavr brcn sur-

jirised, those old navigators—in this new world two

or three centuries seem very long—by the ti<les

of the 15av of FuM<ly, whieli ri.se to a height d'

forty to si.\ty feet, by the grandeur of its islands,

and by the pieture.s([uenc.ss of its shores. Fur some

days they tarried at Grand Manan, they explored

Urier Island, and Inst themselves amid the Kden-like

glories of St. -Mary's ]5ay. Chami)lain sailed up the

river a distance of about fifteen leagues, and sent

to France a glowing account of its majesty and the

diversity of its shores, and of the magniliccriee of

the new empire of which he thought it would form

a jKirt. He tarried but a little while, however, and

then sailed away with a view to other discoveries.
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Tn (iif vo;ir lfi07, writes a local historian, many

of the islauils whicli lie near the mouth of the St.

Jolin, antl the territory immediately adjacent, were

made the theatre of a dreadful scene. Memberton,

the chief of the Micmacs, was at war with tlie

Armonehiquois of Saco, and he had called all the

warriors of his tribe to aid him in the expedition

a,^ainst his enemies. Tiie mouth of the St. John

was the place of rendezvous, and to it they came

from the marshlands oi; Chigneet, from the ^Nlira-

michi, from Cape Breton, and from Gaspe. Early

in June, four hundred braves were assembled. They

passed westward to the eoasis of Maine, and, after a

brief but bloody contest, returned to their homes in

the forest. In a paper so brief as this, allusion can

only be made to the chivalrous deeds of La Tour,

who, a few years later, erected a fort and trading-

post- at the mouth of the St. John ; to Madame la

Tour, who defended that fort so heroically against

her enemies, in the absence of her lord ; and to the

fina ession of Acadia to the Enfjlish.

Tradition has it that the deep and narrow chasm

through which the waters of the St. John find their

way to the sea was formed by some mighty con-

vulsion of nature many centuries ago, and there is

sufficient conllrmatory evidence that the statement

rests upon more than mere tradition. The level of

the waters of the St. John is fifty feet above that

of the bay, yet so mighty are the tides of the latt'r

that steamers and sailing vessels of six hundred tons

burthen are borne from the one to the other at their

ineuming and outgoing. The rapids or falls are

principally just above the chasm referred to, over

which, many years ago, an airy suspension bridge

was thrown for carriage and foot travel, and recently

the cantilever which connects the railway systems of

the Strait of Canso with those of the Pacific coast.

Directly above its mouth, wdiieh is spanned by the

suspension and cantilever bridges, the river expands

into a basin of such extent that it affords room for

the storage of vast rafts of timber, which are towed

down by small steamers from its upper waters and

its tributaries, as well as anchorage for a great

number of steam and sailing vessels. In the same

basin lie three small islunds, two of which have pre-

cipitous sides, and are very picturesque ; while the

lumber mills, giving employment to thousands of

men, are planted on both shores. Proceeding up
the stream, we reach Pleasant Point, the heights of

Poquiock, Randolph—an artificial island of consider-

able size, formed by the construction of a short

canal across an isthmus that formerly connected it

with the mainland^and the Narrows, which extend

about two miles to Boar's Head. It would be an

exaggeration to compare the Narrows of Si. John
with the Pali.sades of the Hudson, but they have

characteristics which are peculiarly Ihcir owr.. Thj

cliffs ou either side of the channel rise to a height

of from sixty to two hundred feet, and are almost

perpendicular. Thej' are covered with stunted ever-

greens, mosses, lichens, and Howers, and shrubs which

gain a foothold in every crevice and cranny in the

rocks, while their summits are crowned with spruce

and fir and pine interspersed with the maiden birch

and rowan and wild plum.

Near Glen Cove, which lies about midway in the

Narrows, nature has chiselled ou one of the most

precipitous cliffs the profile of a man of gigantic

size. Among the Indians a tradition is preserved

that, many centuries ago, long before Champlain

sailed into the harbour of St. John, the tribe wdiich

had its village on Kennebeccasis Island, near by,

suffered greatly from the depredations of another

tribe which frequented the shores of Pisarineo and

^lusquash, small harbours in the bay, a few miles

below the mouth of the St. John. So they prayed

the divine Gloseap, who was their great father, to

protect them in their sore distress. Their prayer

was readily granted. Gloseap carved his own image

on the rock, where it could not fail to attract the

attention of the marauders as they passed up the

river in their canoes ; on their next pillaging expe-

dition they were confronteil by the frowning coun-

tenance of their divinity, and, turning back, they

hastily paddled down the river, never more to annoy

their more peaceful island brethren.

The Narrows terminate at Boar's Head, where

the river expands into Grand Bay on the left and

Kennebeccasis Bay on the right, with Kennebeccasis

Island, triangular in form and about seven miles in

circumference, in its mouth. These bays form an

inland sea about twenty miles in length and from

three to six miles in breadth, and wonderful in the

diversity and beauty of its shores. Kennebeccasis

Bay abounds in pleasant coves, beaches of shining

sand with frowning headlands, green islands, and

cascades that leap from rockv pi'ecipices and hasten

over shingly shores to the greater waters that attract

them. Along its right bank runs the Intercolonial

Railway, connecting St. John by the sea with, it

may be said, the whole western world. It is rich

in legend and story. It is averred that in one of

its obscurest coves the hull of a French vessel,

there scuttled to escape piratical pursuit, more than

two hundred years ago, may still be seen of a calm

day, when the sun penetrates the dense foliage that

shadows the locality. Phantom boats with bellying

sails are seen in the moonlight, scudding over its

surface, when it is unri])pled by the lightest breeze

;

and here and there Kidd's hoards are guarded by the

ghosts of his murdered crews.

On the western bank of the river, and twelve
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miles fr.nn St. Julin, llio pleasant villayv nl' West-

field is discovered. The Nerepis, one of the iinpir-

t:int feeders of the river, here has its junction with

the St. .lohn ; and near hy it is spanneil hy a hridg-e

whieh is hut little less than a mile In leiiiith. At
the iiorthrrM cxtrcniily of the hridfje, A\ ood man's

Point, with its heautiful farms, slopes down to the

river's ed<i;e, which is shadowed by elms, beeches, and

everfi'reens of g-iant <;Towth. Carter's is another of

the delightful points that jut into the river. "What

pleasant walks there are about its shores ! w hat broad

fields in wliic-h to bask when the sunshine is not too

fervent ! what thick shades of ever<i,'i-een, through

which the iiercest suns of July are never able to

jicnetratc ! .Vnd then on the left the Devil's Creek

winds away anions^ the jirecipitnus and densely-

wnoded hills, while bevond rises the Devil's Back

—

stern, furbiddiuL;-, and piercing- the clouds.

Sabbath Day Point, or Day's Landini"-, as it is

more generally named, is one of the most delightful

resorts for excursion and picnic parties to be found

on the St. John. Oak Point, too, has long been a

favourite resort. Its peculiar formation, its beau-

tiful trees, its quaint old church, and its pleasant

highway skirting the shore of the river, have attrac-

tions wdiieh long since were generally recognised.

Nearly opposite Oak Point the close observer sees

the narrow entrance to Bclleisle Bay, a beautiful

sheet of water, ncarls' 1 went v miles in length, that

to those of Aberdeen, and have been used for monu-
ments and in the pui)lic buildings of New Orleans,

St. Louis, and many other leading cities, both in

the I'nited States and Canada. The tourist nc\(

reaches llamstea<], about half way between St. John
and Fredericton, which \\;us one nf the first of the

hamlets situated on the river to gather to itself a

crowd of summer visitors. Shortly above llam-

slca<l, W'ashademoak Lake stretches away to the

right in a direction nearly parallel to Bclleisle Bay.

Something of a Hollandish appearance is taken on

by the St. John above the mouth of the Washa-
demoak. The river exjiands, broad intervales stretch

out from its shores on either side, and islands,

ranging from one to seven miles in length, bordered

with hedges of willow to guard thcui frimi the

devastation of the tides, are encountered in niiuibers

that seem innumerable.

Not far from (iagetnwn, the Ji'mscg, through

which the (irand L:dve is reached, winds like a

silver thread among its green and elm-studded isles.

On the Jemseg, and at no great distance from the

bit of road shown in the picture, the Seigneiu-

Villebon Imilt his fort in the Seventeenth Century,

and surrounded himself with a priucel}- retinue of

courtiers and men-of-arms. Near by is the farm once

owned by the father of William IJoyd (iarrison.

Four miles above, at the lower extremity of (J rand

Lake, which is thirty miles long and three to ten

-THK Sr. JOHN : THK JKM»K(..

strct<'hes awav among Ihc hills nf King's County ; uidcs wide, a large body of land was gi-antcd at an

while just above lie the inexhaustible quarries of early date to the Seigneur Frenense, a young Parisian

(ireenwich, the products of which are hardly infi rior who was active in si'tlliug the St. John valley and
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clflV'iicling' it ngaiiist, tlic ener(i:)chiiieiits of tlic New
Eng-landei-s. On maps dated early in the Eig-iiteenth

Centuiy (Jrand Lake was called Lac Freneuse, aud

a village ul' the same name was indicated as occu-

])ving the site of the present village of Scotchtown.

Tt is not likely that in this respect history is astray,

looked n)ion iVoin a distance, it seems hardly less than

a forest. Its principal buildings are the University,

House of Parliament, Cathedral, Normal School, and

Government House ; while many of the private re-

sidences would do credit to the proudest centres of

wealth and refinement. Recently a bridge has been

III.—IIIE ST. JOHN: A GLIMPSE OF FBEDEKICTOX

for at that place relies of French occupation, as well

as of the Mitecetes, whom the French supplanted,

are frequently xmearthed.

The approaches to and the surroundings of Gage-

town, nearly opposite the mouth of the Jemseg,

which is one of the oldest towns in the province, are

superlatively pictui'esque, and the repose with which

the quaint old village is invested is peculiarly in-

viting. The islands and the shores for miles on

either side are studded with elms of great size and

beautiful form ; and the green hills that slope gently

upwards from the shore, with evergreen and de-

ciduous trees. Thenceforward, the steamer glides

among the grassy i.slands, and past the wide ex-

tending intervales, and, leaving behind Sheffield and

Majorville and Oromoeto and Lincoln, finally reaches

Fredericton, the capital of the province. Frederic-

ton, wdiich has about 10,000 inhabitants, lies on a

broad ]i!ateau on the west bank of the river. Its

streets are laid out at right angles, along which

trees have been planted at frequent intervals, so that.

thrown across the river here, connecting' Fredericton

with Gibson and Marysville, where a cotton factory,

the largest in America owned liy a single individual,

is in successful ojieration.

The steamers plying between St. John and Frede-

ricton proceed no farther than the last-named place,

but at certain seasons of the year steam vessels of

lighter draught ascend the river as far as Grand

Falls ; and several years ago another line was estab-

lished, by which jjassengers and freight were con-

veyed as far as the mouth of the St. Francis.

Tourist travel, however, is largely monopolised by

the New Brunswick Railway, from the carriages of

which much of the striking scenery of the river be-

tween the capital and Grand Falls may be enjoyed.

The scenery around Canterbury, Poquiock, "Woodstock

—one of the most beautiful towns in the province

—

Florenceville, Andover, and River de Chute, is of a

pictiu'esqueness and diversity rarely, if ever, equalled

on the Continent, while Grand Falls are thought by

many to rival in majesty even Niagara.
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For a liuncli-eJ years, millions of feet of spruce, Its waters teem with sturgeou, salmon, bass, sliail,

pine, birch, and other timber have been floated an- i)ickerel, herring, and otlier varieties of fish, while

iniallv from the upper waters of the St. John and the woods adjacent .are well stocked with many

its tributaries to the mills nearer its mouth, whence kinds of game. It is, in every sense, a blessing

it has found its way to the markets of the world, wherever it flows. H. L. Spencer.

THE EOYAL ACADEMY AND THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON ARTS.

LONG before the last exhibition of the Incor-

porated Artists, in 1791, the Academicians bad

shown themselves anxious to "promote the arts of

design," only so long as such promotion interfered

not at all with their own dignity and emolument.

The first exhibition in the pokey little shop in Pall

Mall left it perfectly clear that, in the mass, they

had more talent for business than for painting.

Fully one-half of the original thirty-six members
Were incapables whom South Kensington would

refuse to certificate; and they took infinite pains

that they might not suffer from the competition of

better men. They filled the walls with the veriest

potboilers, hung in places of their own choosing, and

left only gloomy corners and the sky-line to those

who, as Sir Robert Strange sarcastically remarked,

provided most of the talent and the larger propor-

tion of the entrance-money. A long and savage con-

troversy followed the publication of his "Enquiry,''

in which the friends of the Academy had the best of

it, for Strange seems to have held aloof personally,

and those who undertook to defend him had little

wit and less discretion.

This tilt at thct " National " Corporation, which

consisted one-fonrth of foreigners, still further em-

bittered its relations with the painters. As time

went on, the water- colourists were treated with only

less contempt than the engravers. They were,

moreover, dissatisfied with the management of the

Academy as a benevolent institution. Of this dis-

satisfaction was born the Society of Painters in

Water-Colours. For many years after the cessa-

tion of the exhibitions of the Incorporated Artists

in 1791, there was no organised opposition to the

Academy, and, in consequence, it became increas-

ingly illiberal. At first there was no limit to the

number of pictures each member might send, and in

the early exhibitions about 19 per cent, of the works

were contributed by Academicians. A considerable

proportion of the never very extensive wall-space in

Pall Mall and at Somerset House was thus perma-

nently mortgaged. At length the outcry became so

loud that the Academicians, from motives of worldly

prudence rather than from any exaggerated zeal for

art, fixed a highly beneficent limit to the number of

pictures they might individually exhibit. This was

a concession, and of 1,278 works in the Academy of

1830, 175 only were contributed by members.

It was not until 183-1 that tlie constitution and

status of the Royal Academy received any notice in

Parliament. In May of that year a return—moved
for by JNlr. ^A'illiam Ewart—was ordered of the con-

ditions upon which apartments in Somerset House

were originally bestowed on the Academy, and of

the number of exhibitors in each of the previous

ten years, together with a variety of other statistics.

The return, prepared after some demur and an appeal

to the king, set forth that the rooms in old Somer-

set House, entered ujron in 1780, were a gift from

George III. ; and that, when it was decided to

replace the old palace by the present melancholy

building, the king stipulated that apartments should

be specially built for the Academy. The number of

exhibitors during the ten years 1824—1833 varied

from 5-li in 1824. to 697 in 1831 ; and of works

exhibited, from 1,037 in 1824 to 1,278 in 1830. Of

1,072 works in the Academy of 1825, no more

than 144 were sent by Academicians and Associates.

In 1827, however, members contributed 187 works,

but the total-general then stood at 1,127. At this

time there were usually from 200 to 300 minia-

tures in each exhibition. The number of professors

was returned as five, and they taught respectively

anatomy, pcrsj^ective, architecture, sculpture, and

painting. Each jirofessor was expected to deliver

six lectures every year. Instead, however, of 300

lectures, which should have been given in the ten

years, 189 only, or considerably less than two-thirds,

were actually delivered. (From 1827 to the end of

1833 Turner gave not one lecture in perspective.) In

architecture the case was even worse, for the lectures

ceased from 1824 to 1831. The fees paid by the

Academy to the professors were £60 for each course

of six lectures ; but the fees, it was said, were not

paid unless the duties were performed. This re-

markable return naturally attracted much attention;
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and when, iu July, 1S35, a Select Committee was

a|)))ointed to " enquire into the best means of ex-

tending' a knowledj^e of the arts and i)rineiiiles of

desii^n," it was farther instructed to "enquire into

the constitution, management, and effects of institu-

tions connected with the arts." The committee took

a considerable body of evidence that session, and it

was continued durinij that of 1S3G.

The committee examined a very lar<^e number of

artists and manufacturers, and some few amateurs,

Buch as Sir John Dean Paul. With the exceptions of

Sir^L^rtin Archer Slice, the President, and Mr. Henry

Howard, R.A., the Secretary, the lloyal Academy

found no single artist to bear witness in its favour.

Most of the artists spoke of it bitterly, some with

anger; all dwelt upon the monstrous injustice of ex-

cluding the engravers. George Rennie, the sculptor,

deemed the Academy's only claim to public assistance

to consist iu its free schools; but of what use were

scliools of art, even when they gave free instruction,

which the Professor of Perspective did not enter for

half a dozen years at a stretch? In architecture we

were lamentably behind the rest of Europe, yet the

lecturer on architecture had taken a seven years' holi-

day. Rennie was niucli aggiieved that the Academy

had never published any account of its receipts and

expenditure; but the sorest point of all with him was

the manner in which the Academicians distributed

invitations to the annual dinner. No more than 140

tickets were ever issued, and care was taken that only

" great personages " likely to purchase their hosts'

immortal pictures were invited. It was moreover, he

considered, a substantial grievance that an}' portion

of the funds intended for the relief of necessitous

artists and their families should be spent in feast-

ing. He held the Academy to have no better

right to apartments in a national building than any

other ])rivate society ; and that other artists thought

similarly was indicated by the presentation to Par-

liament of two petitions against the transfer of the

Academy from Somerset House to the National

Gallery. ^Ir. Hurlstone minced his words even less

than Mr. Rennie. The very departments of art in

which the English most excel were not taught at all

in the schools of the Academy; and the Charity

Fund, as then administered, was one of the worst

evils of the institution. The majority of the ex-

hibitors were not members, and, therefore, had no

control whatever over money which was mainly

obtained by the exhibition of their works. That

the Academy had been inefficient as a relieving

society was proved by the necessity artists had been

under of establishing two benevolent institutions.

He was very scornful, indeed, when a member of the

committee suggested that perhaps, after all, it was

the works of the Academicians which frnmed the

chief attraction to the public. Nothing of the kind,

he declared; for the R.A.'s were not usually artists

of the greatest talent. Indeed, there was far more

artistic talent outside the Academy than within it.

George Clint, a sometime A.K..V., followed Mr.
Hurlstone. He would do away with the Associates

altogether, and increase the number of Academi-

cians ; for under the existing system " the Asso-

ciates became sycophants and the Academicians

despots." lie resigned his Associateship, because,

having waittxl a reasonable time for election to the

higher dignity, he felt the position to be degrading;

and, moreover, he could never depend. Associate

though he was, upon having a i)ictiu'e even fairly

well hung. The "reasonable time" of waiting was
fourteen years. The jietty tyranny of the Acade-

micians was pushed as far as placing .some of the

A. R.A.'s in bad positions at the annual dinner.

Asked if there were not "many eminent ))ersons"

in the Academy, Clint replied that undoubtedly

there were—a few. He was the only witness who
referred to a trick members sometimes resorteil to,

of keeping out a new man by retaining the name
of a deceased Associate u])ou the list long after

his death. He instanced the case of Jilias Martin,

A.R.A., " a most enormous grievance." Martin's

name appeared on the list for sixty-one years, from

1771 to 1S32, by which time he must have been

nearly a hundred. Many years before his name
was erased, ]\Iartin mysteriously disappeared ; and it

was only ivasonable to suppose that he had long

been dead. The " law^s " required that members
should be resident iu Great Britain ; but the}- elected

English artists who resided permanently abroad.

Questioned as to the capacity of the Academicians

as judges of architecture, he said he could hardly

find terms strong enough to emphasise the absurditj'

of such ])retensions.

But the most violent was Haydon. He spoke

passionately, with a sweeping invective which bore

down all questioners. Since the Academy was in-

stituted, England had produced no really great

artist; even Flaxman, one of the most remarkable

of its students, was unjustly refused the gold medal.

But fairness and justice could not be expected from

an institution which " originated in the very basest

intrigue." The members had no desire to be made
into a regularly constituted ])ui)lic body, for they un-

conditionally refused George IV. 's offer of a charter.

"These men," said Haydon, with a scorn which stung

Sir Archer Shee to the quick, "are an liKpiisition

without a Pope ; a House of Lords without King

or Commons." Twenty years ago no one dared

say anything against the Academy, and when he

found fault with it the Academicians ruined him.

All the artists agreed with him, but they joined
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too-etlicr and set iipun him " to sbow that tlierc

was no connection." Wilkie, indeed, was so fright-

ened tliat he refused to be seen in the streets with

liim. There was nothing straightforward about the

Academy; it was "always behind a curtain." To

such lengths did nieml)ers push the advantages of

their position over their rivals outside, that he had

known Academicians send in a canvas with nothing

upon it but a head. They would wait until they

saw what was hung next to it, and then paint in a

picture in a week. He would give every exhibitor of

three years'" standing a vote for the Council ; which

should have the entire management of the Academy,

and be charged with the selection of the works to

be exhibited. He had only too much reason for

bitterness against his persecutors ; and, from the

drift of the questions put to him, it is clear that

the committee was sympathetic.

When on a later day the President, Sir Archer

Shee, was called in, he was naturally in a tower-

ing passion. He began by saying that " the grossest

and most unfounded accusations " had been made

against the Academy, whose benevolence was un-

bounded. During the jircvious ten years, the average

amount of relief granted to members had been £490
a year, and to non-members £160. It was untrue

that, as had been stated, individual members had

power to give tickets for the banquet ; since the

names of the persons to be invited were balloted

for. Also, the cost of the banquet was very small

—£250 or £300. He devoted some time to show-

ing how the funds were expended ; and Mr. Henry

Howard, the Secretary, who followed him, entered

into detail upon the same head. Apart from these

financial particulars, the only important statement

made by ]\Ir. Howard was a denial of Haydon's asser-

tion that a charter was refused ; for such an instru-

ment had been " neither offered nor desired." With
the latter portion of this statement there is no need

whatever to quarrel. Had the Royal Academy ever

desired that its pretensions should be confirmed and

its status regularised by charter, it had only to ask

and have. The committee, it remains to add, in its

report, merely summarised the evidence ; and made

no recommendation as to the future government of

the Academy. J. Penderel-Brodhukst.

SOME EAST INDIAN WOOD CARVING.

THE Oriental craftsman carries his work to a point disregard of the paltry consideration of mere time

—

of elaboration and minute finish which is the' which we in our wisdom have proverbially agreed to

marvel of all Western admirers. But he takes his call " money.'" A year or two ago it was proposed

1. A PANEL.

(Colonial Exhililion.)

time over it ; and tlio time he takes goes some way to obtain a copy of one of tlie most elaborately

towards an explanation of the mystery. Thus the ornamented gates oF an Indian temple ; and it was
art of the JajJanese bears evidence of an identical found that it would be no more costly to procure a
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fac-siinile in stone, whioli was acconlinijly cavvoil, wlio aiv iiittTcstfil in the trade and nianiit'aetui'es

at a price not exceeding" wliut it would have cost to dt" India deplore sometinies the native inability

east it in plaster. to appreciate our ideas of conunerce ; and they are

an.

'
1

II.—A CAl'ITAL.

(Colmiial Ej:hibUion.)

The leisurely proceodins; of the Indian workman doing their hest to iuculcato what, for waul of a

is as traditional as the forms he follows; is more better word, we must call " i>rin(iples " of Western

so, perhaps, for Hindoo forms have been modilied business-like behaviour. Any degree of success in

by Arab, and even by Renaissance influence, but that direction may tend to the material jirosperity

the Hindoo has never fpiickened his pace. Those of the Empire, but it will be the dralh of Indian
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art, which is the product of those very leisurely

ami imperturbable ways of workinjj' which have

liecn followed from time immemorial. Imagine an

Indian tem})le, with its wealth of carving, iulaj',

and all kinds of detail, executed " as per contract,"

binding the unfortunate artist strictly as to time

and ju'ice. Pegasus in shafts would be more con-

ceivable. It is to be hoped that there is life

enough yet in the village system of hereditary

artisanship to withstand the touch of the all-con-

in its way, a kind of repose. The carving of the

facades, for example, is itself too thoroughly broken

up to break the forms it clothes ; just as in

Eastern colour, the multiplicity of bright parts

neutralises their gaudiness, and leads to something

like breadth of tone. The main lines of the con-

struction assert themselves, notwithstanding all
;

and, if emphasis is wanted, the merest strip of ])lain

surface tells with marvellous effect.

The inlluence of the Renaissance is apparent in

quering dollar. If Indian art is not to be imported a great deal of Indian art. Many a scroll is taken

except at the cost of its degradation to the trade as exactly as the Hindoo workman could bring liim-

le\el, let us be content to do without it and leave self to take anything from the Italian, or more

the artist in peaceful enjoyment of his art. ])roperly speaking, from the Portuguese, who im-

Traces of the Greek invasion remain in Indian ported the European style of their day with them

architecture to this day. The square lintel form, when they first colonised the peninsula. There is

which is a feature common to all wooden construe- a carved door from Bombay in the Indian Museum
tions, may not have been introduced into India by at South Kensington, which is just a Sixteenth

Alexander, but there is no mistaking some of the Century arabesque—Indianised.

It is not so easy to reduce Indian art to its

Hindoo and Arab elements. There is all the differ-

ence in the world between the diablerie of the one

and the elaborate severity

familiar enrichments carved on the Hindoo mould-

ings. For all that, there is very little in common
between Greek ornament and Indian, which, on the

contrary, strikes one as

the very antithesis to the

classical ideal. Simplicity

and self - restraint, and

the dignity that comes

of them, are unknown in

Indian art. Everything,

and every part of every-

thing, is overrun with

elaborate detail : whether

it is the sandalwood of

the Bombay Presidency

and jNIysore, the lacquer

of Cashmere, the inlay

of Calcutta, Agra, and

Siam, the embroideries of

Scinde and Delhi, the

metal-work of the North-

west provinces, the bro-

cades of Benares, the rich

embroideries in silk and

gold, or the common
printed cottons of the

country ; or whether it is

in the more lofty sphere

of architectural design

—

there is no relief from

ornamental detail, except-

ing such as comes from

its very profusion. And
some such relief does

come. In some degree

the very restlessness of

the art leads to what is,

III.— A LATTICE.

(Culoiiial Exhibition.)

of the other style. But

it is not the purest form

of jNIohammedan art that

we find always in India.

It is more flowing in its

lines and less conventional

altogether than Arab art

generally ; and in the

lioral forms especiallv, the

immediate influence of

Persia is very apparent.

]\Iost of us will be con-

tent to ascribe to the

native whatever is fan-

tastic or monstrous in the

way of human or other

animal form, and to credit

the ]\Ioorish conqueror

with the intricate tracery

and geometric pattern

work which cannot be

dissociated from the Mo-
resque.

Architectural wood

carving is to some extent

a speciality of the Pun-

jab, as the more trivial

industry in sandalwood is

of Guzerat, Bombay, and

Southern India. The

Raj])utana district and

other jiarts of the Bom-

bay Presidency, \\'here
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^<.^i^i^^> #

timber is for the most part scaroo, have for ccmi

turits been famous for the wonderful stone carviii!.

which enriches the facjadcs

and interiors alike of teni-

jiU's and [)alaees. If wood

was not to be iiad, marble

:nid other kinds of stone

were jilentiful, some of it

of a nature just suited to

carvinti:, easy to eut when

newly quarried, and hard-

ening by exposure to the

air. The wliole district

appears aecordinyly to be

a vast historieal museum,

in which the finest ex-

amples of the art of stoue-

cuttinji^ are preserved,

ransjing over a period

whieh extends, ron<^hly

speakin*;, from the begin-

ning of the Tenth to the

end of the Sixteenth Cen-

tury. It has occurred to

certain enterprising per-

sons in Bombay and Ah-

niedabad to turn this

wealth of art to account,

by establishing workshops

for the reproduction of

the ancient models, not

only in stone, but also in

wood, for which purpost!

teak is now imported from

Burniah.

The outcome of this

industry is to be seen in

the exhibition at South Kensington in the carved idea of growth. And (he value of those massive

in this case the objection to such imitation scarcely

holds good, for the stone architecture of the Hindoo

temples is itself founded

upon the forms of wooden

construction. Mr. Fcr-

gusson deilned it as a

" wooden style, painfully

struggling into lilhic

forms." As a matter of

fact it never cpiite at-

tained the " lithic " cha-

racter. It remains to the

last suggestive of wood-

work. There is, therefore,

no great inconsistency in

reproducing (as is done in

the exhibition screen) the

stone lattices of the old

inosipics in Rangoon teak.

These lattices f<n-m at

once the most character-

istic and the most beauti-

Inl jiortion of the W(U'k.

Tiie specially Indian cha-

racteristic about their de-

sign is that, though the

foliated oniament is always

more Oriental than natural

—more strictly ornamen-

tal, that is to say, than

related to any known form

of foliage— the graceful

lines seem always to grow.

If thcv remind one in

no other way of natural

models, they do impress

one very forcibly with the

IV.—A LATTICE.

(^Colonial Exhibitinii.)

screen- work which forms so important a feature of stems (iii. and iv.) from which the scrolls all spring

the Bombay court. The general design of this was

supplied by Mr. Griffiths, the secretary of the Bombay

committee, and it has been executed under the super-

intendence of Mr. Wimbridge, of the East Indian

Art Manufacturing Company, and Mr. Proctor Sims,

the state engineer. The names of the native artists.

IS incalculable, both as mass in the composition

and as indicating that it is not mere diai)er work.

About the geometric piercing of the smaller and

subsidiary panels there is sometimes a suggestion

to the English mind of so many feet "super" at so

much "per foot." The fretwork forms, however, an

to whom not the least part of the credit of the work admirable foil to the freer and more fanciful work

belongs, do not appear. If they did they would pro- of the arcaded panels framed in it.

bably convey very little to our English understandings. The capitals (ii.) of the pillars are of the

It is through the courtesy of Mr. Wimbridge that bracketed kind found in tiie hill temples in the

we are enabled to illustrate portions of this screen, neighbourhood of Simla. Whether copied in this

which is a very remarkable and characteristic work, instance from wood or stone, they obviously originated

Its details are copied from the sculptures of the in carpentry. The ornament with which they are

mosques at Ahmedabad and various houses in Surat. incrusted is so minute and in such low relief as to

Their beauty and delicacy speak for themselves. present very much the effect of embroidery or brocade.

It appears on the face of it scarcely advisable to This is not at all an uncommon thing m Hindoo

imitate in wood the forms of sculptured stone. But carving, even in stone, which has sometimes all the
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charaeler of raised needlework studded with pearls

aud precious stones. In fact, if it were gilded and

painted, the effect would be very much that of the

I
to a point of extravagance which to us is almost in-

conceivable. But there it is, and we see it, and must

believe in it; though we could not have imagined

\lm^y.W\

V. OENAMKXTAI. COURSE, WITH COEBELS.

(Colonial Exhibition.)

gorgeous trappings, horse cloths, and elepliant cloths

which belong to the pomp and state of the Indian

potentate. It is more than possible that work of

this kind was meant to be decorated in that way.
Some, at least, of the profusely carved faQades of

wooden palaces in India are further enriched with

colour ; and it is quite in keeping with Oriental

notions of splendour to carry richness and elaboration

it, much less dared to do it. The ornamental course

above them (v.) is also of Hindoo character.

In sf)me of the panels of the balcony, or gallery

above (i.), aud in certain horizontal bands of unpierccd

carving, the scrolls are more of the Portuguese type.

The central vase, from which the stems proceed, the

details of the husks, and some of the leaves, have a

distinct Renaissance flavour. Lewis F. Day.

^n fBc ^oitfB.

y] LITTLE grey s'.uallo'di,^ Ifled to the vales

Of the vighliiigales.

And the 'voods of Apollo.

Behind me lie the sheer white cliffs, the holloiu

Green waves that break at home, the northern s^les,

The misty skies, the homesteads in the dales—
For all my home is far and cannot follo'^v.

O nightingale voices,

lemons in flower,

branches of laurel I

You all are here ; but, ah, not here my choice is!

Tain would I pluck one pink-veined bloom of sorrel,

Or hear the wrens build in a hazel boxver.

A. ^[ARV F. Robinson.
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{/'ui>itf<i bji Alfred Heifeyl.)



"AND TO SOME ONJi I CUI THE SIIUEUP LEAIHEK OF lUE MOUNTlNa SIDE."

A. NEW KABELAIS.

0^

FEIAE JOHN OF THE FUNNELS.

kNE of the hap-

piest efforts in

illustration wliirli has

been seen this long

while is M. A. Ro-

Ijida's pictorial com-

mentary on the works

of Rabelais (Paris :

Librairie Illustree). It

comes to iis after Dore, and is touched with sng-

g'estions of Core's work, especially of his " Contes

Drulatiques." M. Robida, however, while scarce less

fanciful than his famous predecessor, has ever so

much more gaiety and brio, and a human insight far

finer in quality as well as larger in degree. His

Gargantua, his

Panurge,his Friar

John of the Fun-

nels are veritable

creations; he

draws and com-

poses with won-

derful vivacity

and spirit ; he is

prodigal of sug-

gestion and re-

mark ; and his

orgies and sieges,

his brawls and

lovemakings and

<lis))utes, his con-

sultations and ilr-

hates, have such

multitudinous
life and move-

ment as place

them altogether apart. With the te.\t of Urquhart

and Peter Motteux, they should be scarce less popular

than with that of Master Alcofribas himself.

As yet we have no more than the first volume,

which takes us down to the end of the third book.

Tlie quest of the Dive Bouteille is therefore yet

to come, and if M. Robida handles it as he has

handled the battles and drinking-bouts of Gargan-

tua and the noble deeds of Pantagruel and the

hundred and one experiences of Panurge, there will

be no more need of illustrations to Rabelais. We
shall have the Ringing Island and the Furred Law-
Cats as we have the land of Picrochole and the

nover-to-lie forgotten series of oracles ; the epic of

Shrovetide and the ambuscado of the Chitterlinfjs

"THE CAST WAS FIVE, SIX, AND FIVE.
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will exist for us as now Epistemon's descent into

the nellicr rcj^ions and the varied and deli<>;htfiil

aspects of the Abbey of Thelema. And that is say-

?^, ''^>

"THE SOKT OF lOTTEEY IS DECEITFITL, ABUSIVE, ILLICITOUS.

inif a great deal. Rabelais is not ju'ceisely a book

for bachelors and maids—at times, indeed, is not a

book for grown men. There are jiassages not to be

read without a blush and a sensation of sickness
;

the young giant, which is the Renaissance, is filthy

and gross as nature herself at her grossest and most

liltliy. It is argued that this is all deliberate—is an

effect of premeditation : that Rabelais had certain

home-truths to deliver to his generation, and de-

livered them in such terms as kept him from the

faggot and the ro])e by securing him the reputation

of a common bulfoon. But the argument is none

of the soundest in itself, and ina>' fairly be set aside

as a j)ieee of desperate special ])leading, the work of

ounsel at their wits' end for matter of defence.

Rabelais clean, indeed, is hardly Rabelais at all. His

giossness is a vital part of liim; it is an essential

c )mponent in his mental fabric, an element in whose

absence he would be not Rabelais but somebody else.

It insjjires his jiraclieeof art to the full as thoroughly

as it informs his theory of language. lie not only

employs it wherever it might be useful : he goes out

of his way to find it, he brings it in by the ears on

any and every occasion, he bedaubs his readers and

himself with a gusto that assuredly is not a common
characteristic of defensive operations. In him, in-

deed, the humour of .old France—the broad, rank,

inisavoury esprit Gaulois—found its hL'ri;ic expres-

sion ; he made use of it, not because he must, but

because he would ; and we can no more eliminate it

from his work than we can remove the fpiality of

imagination from Shakespeare's, or those of intellect

and learning from Ben Jonson's. Other men are as

foul or fouler ; but in none is foulness so innate and

so ingrained, from none is it so inseparable. Few have

had .so much genius, and in nobody else has such

genius been so curiously featured.

It is significant enough that, with all this against

him, he should have been from the first a great moral

and literary influence, and the delight of the wisest

and greatest minds the W(.rld has seen. Shakespeare

read him, and Jonson ; Montaigne, a greater than

himself, is in some sort his descendant ; Swift, in

Coleridge's admirable and enlightening phrase, is but
" anima R.ibelaesii habitans in slcco " (the soul of

Rabelais dwelling in a dry place). To the same fine

critic, who classes him with "the great creative

minils of the world," and '"'among the deepest, as

well as the boldest, thinkers of his age," he is

not merely a " most wonderful writer," but also his

morality is "of the purest and most exalted kind;"

to Sterne and Balzac and ^loliere he was si constant

inspiration; urtto this day his work is studied and his

meanings are sought with almost religious devout-

ness; while his phrases have passed into the constitu-

tion of a dozen languages, and the great figures he

scrawled across the face of the Reiuiissanee have

survived the movement that gave them being, and

take rank with the monuments of literature. Himself

has given us the reason, in the prologue to the first

book, where he tells of the likeness between Socrates

and the boxes called Sileui, and discourses of the

manifest resemblance of his own work with Socrates.

" Opening this box," wdiich is Socrates, says he,

" you would have found within it a heavenly and in-

estimable drug, a more than human understanding,

an admirable virtue, matchless learning, invincible

courage, inimitable sobriety, certain contentnuMit of

mind, perieet assurance, and an incredible disregard

of all that for which rae.i cunningly do so much

watch, run, sail, fight, travel, toil, and turmoil them-

selves." In such wise must his book be opened, and

the "high conceptions" with which it is stuffed will

TUK OUACLX OF WAXEB.

presently be apparent. Nay, more; you arc to do

with it even as a dog with a marrow-bone. " If you

have seen him, yon might have lemarked with what
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devotiiiii ;inJ cironmspcetiiin M. Robithi's ci>mineii(;irv nn the Master's work

he watches and wards it ; with is eminently gay, fanciful, and suggestive. Jle

what care he keeps it; how avoids the deeps of his subject, and concerns himself

fervently he holds it ; how mainly with its surfaces ; but he has always sonie-

prudcntly he gobbets it ; with what affection he thing witty to say, and wliat he has is always wit-

breaks it; with what diligence he sucks it." And, tily said. He has a capital knack of characterisa-

iu the same way, you, " by a sedulous lecture aud tion ; his giants are the most human and delightful

frequent meditation," shall break the bone and suck of monsters; his Panurge and his Friar John are good

out the marrow of these books. Since the advice was enough to be accepted as heroes of Ralielais, which is

proffered generation after generation of mighty wits saying a great deal ; his Epistemon, his Rondibilis,

have taken counsel with the Master, and his wisdom his Joan le Fol, his Brid'oison, his Triboulet, his

has through them been passed out into the practice Raminagrobis, are excellent, one and all ; while, as

of life, the construction of society, the development for his brawls and junkettings, his dreams and alle-

of humanity. But the " prince de toute sajiience et gories^ and fantasies, bis jjretty women and heroic

de toute eomedie" has not yet uttered his last word, drutikards, they really help the reader to understand

He is yet in the front of time, as when he lived and and enjoy his author, and are as far from Ijeing im-

wrote. The Abbey of Thelema and the education of ])crtinent or superfluous as any illustrations we re-

Oargantna are still unrealised ideals ; the Ringing member to have seen.

Island and the Island of Pajiimany are in their essen- It remains to add that this new Rabelais is a

tials pretty macli as he left them; Panurge, "the wonder of cheapness. It is disKgured by a common
pollarded man—the man with every faculty except cover in red cloth, and gold and black and blue;

the reason," has bettered no whit for the three cen- but fault-finding must cease, and admiration begin,

tiu'ies of improvement that have passed since he was the moment it is opened. A large proportion of the

lla-shed into being. We have much to learn from illustrations are full-page plates, many of which are

liim still, and until wr have learned it well enough in several colours, while not one but has taken at

to put it into practice, his work will remain half least three separate jirintings. How this sort of

done and his book still one to study. work can be ])roduced in France, and sold at a
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smaller price

mere paper ;

tli:ui in England we have to pay for the Six Pil-jrims who came up trom Sel)astian; that

ukI tyiie, is one of those mysteries of he would have heen f-really jileased with the i,-esture

and the inspiration of M. Rohiila's Panurt,'e, \\lutli(r

dieinjif for a wife or foroseeinfj the issues ol mar-

riage in a basin of fair water ; that he would liave

looked twiee at the artist's idea of the (ioddess of

the Die; that, ahove all, he would have heartily ap-

plauded the admirable series of designs which (ell

the story of the adventures of (he two immortal

giants, (iargantua and his son, (he wise, (he n(ible,

iho humane Pautagruel. In (liese last M. Uobida

the jiublishiiig trade which none has yet been ex-

])ert enough to latliom. Of work of the otiier sort

—

drawn for " process," and reproduced witli ailinirablc

spirit and effect—we are able to give a fairly repre-

sentative selection. They are of all sorts and shapes

and sizes : from such teles de page as the portrait of

Friar John of (he Funnels, as he appeared to the

anxious and encjuiring Panurge, to the big vignette

which shows us how, in the time of Pan(agruel, such

good Pantngruelians as were (hat way inclined were

wont, with the help of tumbrels and a scarped and

narrow street, (o overcome the watch. But, what-

ever their material importance, they are never barren

of signiiicance, but always elucidatory and suggestive.

One cannot help thinking that the Master himself

would have smiled over M. Robida's presentment of

is fairly at

the height of

bis argument ; and

to say that is to say

everything. There

are illus( rations and

ilbistrations ; and to

have done these—thus to have

understood and explained

one's Rabelais—is, every one

will agree, to Lave deserved

well of lioth literature and

art. U. E. II.

"THEN KE AND U13 COJII'AHIONS TOOK A TUMBBEL, AXD GAVE IT A BK,O;0I.E.'
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IIROUGH rifts in the wraok of

legviid, wliieli like a mist floats

about the craggy corners and blos-

soiny vales of olden Greece, we

discern dim figures—Asiatic colo-

nists of the Aryan stock. Tlie

Pelasgi were the first comers; they

settled down in Thessaly and in

Arcadia. The Hellenes took up a middle position

in Phocis, and subsequently became predominant

throughout the land. In less than a century from

the f:dl of Troy that famous migration befell which

changed the face of Greece and decided the destinies

of the world. An irruption of the Dorians from the

northern frontiers drove the important clan of the

lonians out of the Peloponnesus into Attica, and

when the dust of the fierce struggle cleared away, it

was seen that the Dorians had made Laconia their

stronghold, the lonians were in force in Arcadia, and

in Attica the two races were evenly mingled. They

exhibited respectively the characteristics of the Teuton

and the Celt; and their fusion in Athens laid the

foundation of that culture which is the glory of Greece,

and the intellectual illumination of all the after-time.

In the two tribal names thus forced to the front,

two out of the three orders of architecture will be

recognised, each eminently representative of those

who gave it Lirth. Of the third, the Corinthian, it

is only necessary to remark that its voluptuous orna-

mentation, enriched with undulating lines and graced

** Wilh many a movoii acanthus leaf divine,"

indicates the period of decline, when an over-

luxuriousness enfeebled the race, and creative force

had been spent. There are no purely Greek remains

;

the design was attractive to the pampered pomp
and pride of imperial Rome; she made it her own,

and the examples before ns were wrought under her

inlluenee. But it is otherwise with the preceding

orders—they are essentially Greek. One is the very

emblem of severe and simple majesty, of conscious,

unencumbered dignity, of compressed energy, of

immovable resolution : a Doric temjde is the natural

utterance of the spirit which breathes in the inflexible

rigour of Lycurgus, which confronted alone the

collected might of • Asia and fell unconquered at

Thermopyloe, which prompted its young girls to

loathe the disgrace of Persian bribes, and its boys to

endure wilh silence the fangs of the wolf rather than

be detected in a theft. In its wirliest forms—tlie

1emj)le at (^orinfh, or at ^'Egina, for instance—tlie

short columns, the abrupt effect, are the counterpart

in stone of the terse, curt speech of the people; they

recall the mother who dismissed her &on to battle

with his father's shield and the emphatic farewell :

"This, or upon this!"

The other—examples of its first style being a

temple on the Ilissus, and that of the AVingless

Victory at Athens ; of its most perfect form, the

Ereehtheum—with its flowing lines and rounded

volutes, its taller and more slender shafts, is the

expression of the soft, self-indulgent elements in

the Pelasgic character, of a people too well known
for levity and inconstancy. An Ionic column reveals

a more flexible nature : it is the type of the ex-

liediency which distinguished the milder legislation

of Solon ; of the affability and tact which enabled

Pisistratus to establish the tyranny at Athens, and

of the disposition which acquiesced in it ; of the

accommodation to the popular humour by which

Themistocles effected the banishment of Aristides

;

of the fascinating versatility of Alcibiades, disastrous

alike to himself and to his country. It is in unisou

with the liquid dialect of Ionia, melting and deli-

cately modulated, full and smooth and sweet,

delighting in a concourse of vowels. Both orders

were endowed with an innate capacity for attaining

the ]ierfection of beauty in respect both of form

and of proportion, the purest and truest architectural

harmony ; and by the wonderful people among whom
they had birth their utmost possibilities were evoked

and adequately realised.

Beside the work of Greece, indeed, that of tiie

hoary empires of the East seems undeserving of the

name of art. Notwithstanding their grandeur and

solemn beauty, their imposing dimensions, their ex-

pression of ideas for which the average Greek had

no capacity, the memorials of Egypt cannot be

covered with the same term as those of Greece with-

out a palpable misapplication, because the Greek has

given to the word a new and an inalienable signifi-

cance. The ancient im]ierial civilisations achieved

stupendous structures, but they knew nothing of

co//-struction ; they had no conception of a building

as a whole. A temple was a medley of columns and

of massive blocks imposed horizontally; but between

these two parts there was no relation but that of

position, no proportion, no consideration of them as

affecting each other and contributing to the general

effect. The Dorian first formed, and has jierpetuated

the idea of, an organic \inity in a builJing, and

of a pervading- svninictrv. The architecture of the
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precciliiij^ nations is in some respects intonlopeiulent, fected. Not in Laceilwmon, bnt in Atliciis, was the

but as reg'arils later ages it is completely isolated, finest illustration of Doric erected. In respect of

The Greek liit u])on principles which will never be purpose, and of adaptation thereto, the Parthenon is

su|)erse<.!c(l, and introduced forms which are the by universial acclaim the most ex(iuisite, pure, and

base and germ of all subsequent design, of which lovely building in the world—the (lower and crown

^iiceeetling styles—Italian, Norman, Gothic— how- of that illustrious city, herself the flower and crown

THE DYING JIEDUSA.

(Villa LudovicU')

ever much modified by particular requirements, and

by such an event as the development of the arch,

are but transitions, an evolution every step and

stage of which may be distinctly traced.

It was not, however, the " uncontaminated

Dorian " who attained to the excellence which gives

law throughout the realm of art ; it was by and

through the infusion of the Ionian character and

taste that his own beautiful architecture was pcr-

of Greece and of mere intellectual humanity. For

not only did her art, lier literature, and her philosophy

surpass that of the other Grecian states, and of all

the world outside, but her artists, her poets, her

sages seemed to have reached the utmost scope and

bound of human faculty. " The process of the

suns " has brought with it increase of knowledge,

and the sum of human wisdom is doubtless far larger

to-day than when Pericles held receptions at Athens.
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THE TEMPLE OF ATIII'NK rAIlTUENOS, EE&TOUl.D.

But wl,at ^n.wth l,.s Ihe.-o l,.., wlu.t advano.. in a sculptor since Phidias -1-- oon^pW ex.^

the naturalpow.vs of man > Hns the world seen the calm ma.iesty of las i a prophet of huei laptuie
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than the tliroe great trao-edians ? A\ hat pliilcisopher

of later time has evinced capacity for sounder and

profounder thinking than Socrates and Plato, or for

keener analysis and larger grasp of principles than

Aristotle ? When we look at a typical Greek we are

looking at the completest development of the human

body and mind—there is no evidence to support the

notion that our race will ever exhibit higher physical

and intellectual perfection tiian we see in him.

Nor in architecture alone, but in sculpture also

and in painting was the Greek supreme ; his study

of form and of position was exhaustive. Words are

wasted in insisting on his immeasurable sujieriority

to all his predecessors; we have simply to look at

the horse's head from the eastern pediment of the

Parthenon, at the contending Centaurs and Lapithaj

from its western frieze, at the august pageant of the

of Herodotus because we refuse to go the wliole

length of his statements. Before they reached their

prime the Greeks were familiar with the mature

civilisations of the older world; and it is incredible

that the arts, the lore, the institutions of other and

more advanced countries should have been barren of

import or suggestiveness to so quick-witted a people.

That they should appropriate, recreate hy their trans-

cendent genius, transfuse with their own bright

imagination, refine by their clear aesthetic taste, the

productions of alien lands, is natural enough. But

all that the Greek touched he transfigured and

etherealised ; the germ of the Doric order may have

been brought from Egypt or Assyria, Persia may have

prompted his column, Phcenieiau practice have in-

tensified his study of the human frame and con-

tributed to the education of his sculptors, it may
Panathcnaic procession, or at the metopes from the have furnished the model for his civic constitutions;

temple of Theseus, and the least and most unregarded

figure will make us feel that we have never seen horses

or men in stone before. There is no need to turn to

such incomparable masterpieces as the " Discobolus "

of Myron, to the majestic, calm, and severe beauty

in the works of Phidias, to the recumbout river-god

" Ilissus," or the reclining " Clotho" and "Lachesis."

The perfection of Greek art was also thorough ; it

is not confined to oltjects on a line with the spec-

tator, the canon of proportion under all conditidns

was early fixed by the practice of her artists; it is

said that you may make mathematical calculation

of the degree of elongation to be given to a head so

that its effect at a given altitude—that of the twfos

of the Parthenon for example—shall be the same as

thiiugh the figure were placed on the ground line,

and you will find that somehow or other the (Jreek

sculptor has hit ujion these identical proportions.

The sources, the secret, of this superlative ex-

cellence—where and what are these ? Long and

learnetl has been the controversy waged upon this

question, and the critics have come to no agreement

yet. Was Greek art indigenous or was it derived?

Is its origin to be sought in wooden huts or in caves

of the rock? The deliverances are equally dog-

matic and confident on both sides. We may search

out secondary causes and fostering conditions, but

more than this eludes our grasp ; when all is said we

must come to this, that like government among the

Romans, like religion among the Hebrews, like life

wherever we find it, art among the Greeks was an

insjnration, a Divine afflatus.

No one will please either Mr. Freeman or ^Ir.

Fergusson by taking a middle course ; yet the high

probability is that the truth lies along that way. If

we credit to the full their own travelled historian, the

(ireeks possessed nothing that they had not received ;

but we are not bound to decline every step alongside

for all that the art and the life of the Greek are

essentially and entirely his own.

Natural endowment and bias are, of course, a

fundamental clement. With the Greek beauty was

a passion, order was the first law, the universe was

in his eyes the Kosmos, unity and harmony were

the objects of his constant search and perpetual

endeavour. In this pursuit he was sustained by

the fresh, buoyant, lusty youth of his race, by the

liveliest wit, the most acute perception, a creative

imagination, and an intense vitalitVj sensitive to

every external impression, and projecting itself into

all around him. He had no great taste for the

abstract; his genius was analytical and critical,

devoted to the concrete, and always running into

Form, about which he was highly fastidious.

His relisrion had a "reat deal to do with it. This

was essentially anthropomorphic ; and his search

after the Divine, through the human, induced that

thoughtful study of the form of man which gave

him such unrivalled mastery over marble. Hitherto

sculpture had been only carving in relief ; it was

the Greek who, transcending every difficulty of action

and posture, liberatwl the figure from the stone, and

impersonated strength and grace in those petrifica-

tions of heroes and of gods which are at once the

glory and the despair of each successive generation.

The gymnasia in which both youths and maidens

competed, the athletic contests in which freedom

and suppleness of limb, elasticity of muscle, and ele-

gance of motion were gained, were preparatory to the

renowned games at Olynipia, at Corinth, at Nemea,

at Delphi, which were part of a ritual celebrated

with the devoutest circumstance and pomp. The

academicians also inculcated the development and

training of the body as a duty incumbent upon

every citizen ; as a consequence, the finest models

were continually before the artist, he Was himself
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stimulated^ and tlio liig-liost popsible standard of

public- taste was maintained by the perpetual \n-c-

senee among the people of forms which realised the

utniiist perfection of manly and of -womanly beauty.

Jloreover, it was not a partial or one-sidel

development that was aimed at In' the (ireek,

it was harmonious and complete—that of every

jiart in due iirojiortion. Among peo]de regulated by

such instincts ami pi-iueiples—insisting upon unity

wherever, and just so far as^ there was sufficient

homogeneity in the constituent parts to admit of

it ; and upon the strictest symmetry among these—

a

building could no longer remain a congeries of in-

dependent members; it must become, in the amplest

sense of the term, a work of art ; it was likewise

inevitable that sculpture should become a new crea-

tion. These forces were, however, of wide applica-

tion, and, carried into politics, they reacted upon art

with a favourable infkience hardly to be exaggerated.

The antijiathies of race were too ardent, the rivalries

of clans too bitter, for the tribes of Greece to be

fused into a nation ; but they did what they coukl

in this direction, and made a vast advance upon the

\ample set by Phrenieia. They constituted theui-

si'lves into republican cities or states, each conceivecl

of as a moral being under the obligation of self-

government; the individual was merged in the

community, no citizen was permitted to occupy

himself solely with his private affairs; personal

aggrandisement was a public wrong, personal display

an affront to the State ; hence art became a comnu)n

interest, her masterpieces common j'l'operty. A"o

])rivatc person might build a sumptuous residence for

himself—when Athens was verging on her prime the

mean dwellings of Thcmistocles and Aristides were

]>ointcd out with pride—or possess a statue or a

picture ; no sooner had Pliryne received from Praxi-

teles his favourite "Eros" than she sent it to the

imniicipality of Thes])iiP.

Thus art was freed, not only from the <'rucl tram-

mels imposed by despotic patrons and conventional

Ivpes, but also from the stu]iid ca]iriccs and intoler-

able conditions of the Philistine millionaire, while the

artist was sustained by the rush and glow of that

mighty inspiration born from the consciousness of

working for his country, and of securing f(U' him-

self, in making for her, an cvei'lasting name. It

was when Lysippns and Apclles were subsidised by

Philip and Alexander that the decline of art set in.

This lofty initial impulse was incalculably invigo-

rated by the incessant emulation between the several

cities, each of whom sought to enrich her public

places with the finest creations of architect and

sculptor. AVhen to these considerations we add the

exquisite climate, the stainless skies, the brilliant

sunshine of Greece, and the superlative excellence of

the material in her marble f|uarries of Pares and

Pentelicus, how should it not be that never before,

and never since, has art blossonied in such rare 1ki])-

piness and freedom.

J5ut when all this has been said, it is not iicre that

the secret of Grecian supremacy is to be found. We
arc nearer the source when we consider the absolute

disinterestedness of her artists, who gave themselves

to art for her own sake alone; love is the suflicicul and

exhaustive exjilanation. They cared little for material

recompense. Pcdygnotus painted the Pa'cilc for no-

thing; when Zeuxis had enough to live upon he would

accept no fee for his pictures, but gave them away.

For " The Region of the Shades," a subject from the

" Odyssey," Ptolemy I. ]iroposed to give Nicias sixty

talents—a sum equal to tl 1,000 ; the painter declined

the imperial offer, and presented the picture to the

city of Athens. They attached no value to undis-

cerning praise, the applause current in modern ex-

hibition rooms was to them odious and contemptible;

iiuding that his great " Centaurs at Home" evoked

admiration mainly because of the singularity of the

subject, Zeuxis withdrew it from public view.

In consequence of the perishable nature of the

materials of the ancient painters, and the ]iart ]ilayed

by fire and sword in the history of llie oMcn world,

few examples, or none, of their achievements reached

a later daj', but we seem to know them well in the

pages of Pausanias, of Pliny, and of Plutarch ; well

enough to say that among the (irecks painting ceased

to be a mere accessory of architecture and sculpture,

and was elevati-d to the rank of an independent art;

ceased to be only imitative and objective, but became

ideal and sul)jective, suffused with fancy and imagina-

tion. The shadowless shadows which st;iin the walls

and columns of Egypt and Assyria gave jilace to

elaborate grouj)ing, admirable foreshortening, and

harmonious colouring, perfect mastery of light and

shade; and, according to Vitruvius, a close study of

perspective. The painter's instinct is revealed in the

advice given by Eupompus to the young sculptor

Lysippns— " Let Nature be \ oui- model, iicjt an

artist
!

"

If there is an^'thing in (ireek art more marvellous

than its incomparable beauty, that greater marvel

is the rapidity of its development. The Tegcaii

statue of Apollo in the Glyptothck at Munich is

not native, but an imitation of Egyptian sculpture.

In the Lycian room at the Pritish Museum sits

the headless figure of Chares, from the Sacred Way
at Branchida,'; the artist has failed to disengage

it from the stone, the material is unmastered, the

crude workmanship far inferior to what Egypt had

accomplished a thousand years before. Yet a century

after this attempt had been made, the "Olympian
Zeus," and the " licrc^' of Argos—the masterjiicces
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risliod.

of Pludias and Polycletus-had De.u adnevcd, sculp- fell into rnin „f which the very faces have per.

tL; had attained . grandeur of treatment never The en.pire of Alexander hn.selt d^d not surv.ve

THE IIEItJIES or I'KAXITELES.

{Berlin.)

since surpassed, and the cuiou of proportion had hiu, ; but the realm of art, called forth as Ly magic

hcen perfected. The old Oriental despotisms rose at the touch of the Greek, and his supremacy therem,

with sudden swiftness to tlu^ir height, and as swiftly endure imperishable. W. Holmden.



THE FOUD.

{Painted by J. S. Hill. Sociely of Ilrilb'h AiiisUo, /S*6.)

T
rpHIS year the Unyal Arailciiiy is at its worst.

It lias readied its nadir in tin; way of ex- canvases; ^^^

QUERENT ART.—I.

is i-eprcsciitcil li\' 11(1 iniHi' tliaii a couiili' •>( niiiiur

\\'at(s lias a pDrtrait ami a not too

liiljitioiis, and is only interestini^ here and there. successful piece of hiyh art ; Mr. Poyntcr, who is

The collection is larger than ever—comprises, indeed, not a portrait-jiaiiiler in any sense of the term, elects

some 1,920 numbers; but in all this mass of work to appear as nothing but a painter of portraits;

there is nothing great, while there is comparatively Mr. Orchardson sciid.s two pictures only, and Mr.
little that is good. The Academicians themselves l?rett but one ; Mr. Burne Jones, the new Associate,

appear to have lost heart, and to have persuaded contributes but a single picture, which is as good an

themselves that jiossibly the victory may, after all, example of what some one has called "literature

be elsewhere : that Burlington House is not the only in two dimensions" as anything lie has produced,

co-operative society in London ; and (such things ^fr. Herbert, in himself a sort of Old (luard of the

have been !) tliat institutions over a century old are Academy, exhibits, it is true, eight canvases (eight

—naturally—a weariness to themselves and a source is the full number <if the good Aradeinician) of the

of disappointment to the public. make and ]iattcrn we know so well ; Messrs. Sidney

Anyhow, they are not very much in evidence this Cooper and Sant are responsible f<n- five each, while

year. Mr. Herkomer exhibits nothing, and Mr. Messrs. Frith, Hodgson, Facd, \ iiiit Cole, Briton

Gregory as little; as far as the present gathering Riviere, Tjoug, -Nfarks, Val Prinsep, I'liil .Aforris, and

is concerned, Messrs. Woolner and Armstead might F. Goodall have four apiece, and ^Icssrs. Leader,

never have been; Sir John !Millais, who, when he Graham, Hoi-sley, and McWhirter (whose best pic-

is not the English Rubens, has nothing whatever ture we engrave) are content to go one lower. These

to do but be the English ^'elasquez, sends but a works impart a pleasant and familiar air to the ex-

single portrait ; the President is content to appear hibition ; one teels at home with them ; they rest

as a sculptor and a decorator; Mr. Alma Tadema one's eyes after the shock inflicted by such unwonted
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prcsoncos as ^Ir. S;u-geiit'sj ami his master's, M.

Carolus-Duran. As for the ynunger division, they

arc in as srreat strenath as usual. ]\Ir. IIoll sends six

poi-traits : the effect— oL" manly, forthright aeeom-

jdishment, imagination, intelligence, and style— is

perhaps a little monotonous; but among them is a

" Mr. Chamberlain," which—in originality of type

and force of presentation—seems startliugly good.

Mr. Colin Hunter is represented by five " coast

marines," all skilful and pleasing, but none novel

in conception and treatment or other than super-

ficial in sentiment and effect. Its murderous environ-

ment notwithstanding, ]\Ir. Frank Dieksee's " JNIemo-

ries " remains his finest work. ^Ir. Pettie's six are

most of them a vast improvement on his last year's

achievement ; i\Ir. Lucas's three are neither better

nor worse than his average ; Mr. Fildes, in " A
Daughter of the Lagoons," and esjjccially in " The

Flower Girl," is stronger and more successful than

he has been for some time ; Mr. Henry Woods,

in " The Water Wheels of Savassa," has painted

what is, so far, his best picture ; IMr. Ouless's six

jxn-traits are all the solid and useful sort of thing to

which he has so long accustomed us ; Mr. Water-

house, in "The ^lagic Circle," is still at his best

—is still original in conception and pictorial in his

results ; Messrs. Van Haanen, Favretto, Logsduil, and

De Blaas have nothing new to say, and say it spark-

lingly. Mr. Henry Moore and the Hon. John

Collier are, each in his way, the painters we know.

It is all very clever and well-meaning, but we seem

to have seen it before. Mr. Swinburne's superlatives

and Mr. Black's Highlanders and effects of mist

are not more familiar in literature than the cliches,

of theme and expression alike, which the most of our

painters seem C(nitent to offer year by year as their

individual contribution to the sum of English art.

There is, of course, a certain amount of work

that is fresh in inspiration and novel in style ; but

there is not enough of it, and what there is is for

the most part too ill-placed to make any real impres-

sion. Mr. Sargent, it is true, has a good place on

the line with his "Misses Vickers" (engraved for

this Magazine), of last year's Salon; Miss Alice

Havers is thrice fortunate (it is hard to say why)

in honours of the same degree; and ^Ir. F. W. Cal-

deron's one picture is equally lucky. But M. Cai'olus-

Duran's " INIiss Robbins," one of his best works, and

in every way the portrait of the year, is hung at

a certain altitude ; so is M. Aublet's " Comtesse de

Martel;" so is M. Fantin's "Autour du Piano;"

so are M. !Margetson's " Squire's Daughter," and jMr.

Carter's " Sir Ralph Galwey," and Mr. Knighton

Warren's effective " Marquis Tseng." Mr. Lemon,

as a contemporary has noted, is this year as high as

the carpenters could get him ; IMr. East is off the

line; so is Mr. Beadle, whose "Toil and Storm"
is one of the best things in the third room ; so

is Mr. E. Nichol ; so—not undeservedly—is Mr.

Collier's " Msenads ;
" so, to an extent which makes

A CATCn OF MULLET.

(.raiv.lcd by It. U. Carlo-. Itoyal Institute, 1SS6.)
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the word "skied" seem tame and iiioxprussive,

is Mr. S. J. Solomon''s big " Cassandra ; " and so,

almost to extinction, is Mr. J. J. Sliannon. The

consequence is sneh as mij^ht easily be foreseen.

Never has the Academy exhibition seemed less repre-

sentative and more insijjnilicant. It tells so little

of the jiresent, it is so full of obsolete ideals and

superannuated methods, that, if a hundredth part

of its contents were subtracted, it mig-ht stand as

well for ten years ago as to-day. It is supposal to

represent a twelvemonth of the achievement in art

of the whole English nation ; but, in fact, it does

nothiu"' of the sort. On everv hand new inlluenccs

are at work, new traditions are in process of con-

struction, new conventions are establishing, new
sources of insjiiration are being sought and found

and tested ; but to such signs of the times the

Academicians elect to remain more or less deaf and

blind. They recognise them in the feeble, grudging,

half-hearted fashion peculiar to such corporations as

the one they compose. In the struggle for exist-

ence they are more or less secure : it is not for them

to peril their chances by admitting younger and

stronger men to any share in them; it is a question

of business, and business only ; art is but a pretext,

much as it is at the commonest of dealers. To
know that English painting is' on the move one must

go elsewhere than Burlington House. !Mr. Whistler,

for instance, has just now an exhibition of his own :

that he should not be on view at the Royal Academy
is simply a proof that the Royal Academy is a long

way in rear of its age. One may think as one

will of his art ; but it is not to be denied that it is

something, that it is eminently artistic, that no

exhibition in which it does not find a place can be

considered representative or com])lete. It is the

same with the animal pictures of Mr. Swann ; with

the work of ^lessrs. Stott and Dannat and James

Hind : with much besides, experimental or accom-

plished, of kindred t^'pe and intention. All these

are expressions of the art of ])ainting, and the proper

place for them is not a dealer's sho]i, nor the gallery

of a private society, Init tlie national t'xhibition,

which, if it excludes tliem, avows itself, by the act

of exclusion, at best a big emporium for the sale of

pictures of a certain sort : or, in other words, the

place of business of an artistic trades-union.

The (irosvcnor Galler}- is more interesting than

usual this year ; but it bears a family likeness to

the Royal Academy, which, it is assumed, was not

a part of the original intention of its founders.

It is, in fact, a sort of epitome of the exhibition at

Burlington House, with much of the doubtful stuff

omitted. Against this, it is true, there is to be set

the fact that the Grosvenor Gallery has invented a

set of Academicians of its own, who ma}' fairly

enter into competitinn willi the Ijest of those at

Burlington House. Mr. lluUe, f..r instance, is in

most respects the peer of -Mr. llerlicrt himself: he

is almost as copious, quite as ambitious, and to the

full as anxious for the honours of the line. Sir

Coutts Lindsay is by no means the worst jilaced in

the exhibition ; with a portrait of Joseph Pyke, Esq.,

he is ranged on a level with Messrs. Orchardson

and Frank Holl, and with a sumptuous and highly

original " Paolo and Fraucesca," he shares the line

on the same wall with Mcssi-s. Watts, Richmond,
Alma Tadcma, John Collier, Leslie, and George

Boughton. For the rest the Grosvenrjr Academi-

cians arc this year less obtrusive than llicir wont.

Miss Pickering exhibits but a single example, and

that one is skied ; ^Ir. Strudwick's " (Jircc and

Scylla " is not large enough to be noticeable

;

Mr. Walter Crane's triptych, " Venice, Florence,

Rome," is so obviously a design for a sampler

that it passes almost unperceived ; Mr. Spencer

Stanhope's allegorical " Why Seek Ye the Living

among the Dead?" is on a larger scale, but is

not so strong that it may not be faced and van-

quished very summarily. With Mr. Jones in no

great force, and with these, his most distinguished

disciples, in a condition (so to speak) of collapse, it

is not surprising that the Grosvenor Gallery should

present, as we have said, a strong resemblance with

the Royal Academy, where, as if to comjilete the

illusion, Mr. Jones himself is fur (he first time

represented. It may be added that tlic hanging

has been done in such a way as still fiuilier (o

strengthen this a]>pearancc of rivalry. ^Ir. David

-Alurray, Mr. North, ^Ir. I'liil Morris, Mr. Strud-

wick. Miss Tennant, Mrs. Jopling, and Mr. Philip

Burne Jones are all conspicuously on the line. Mr.

llennessy, whose jiictures are the best we have

yet had from him, is not only skied, Init hung in

the neighbourhood of such reds and blues as bring

destruction on the delicate effects and subtle grada-

tions of which his several schemes are coin])i)sed;

]\Ir. Lemon has attained to what is, for the Gros-

venor, an ini])ijsing altitude, while ^Ir. Sjiencer

Stanhope is triumphing allegorically on the line

below. In the West Gallery, ]\Ir. Arthur Thomson

and Mr. R. Corbett, with "One More Day" and
" Before the Dawn," two of the good things of the

exhiijition, survey mankind from equal heights witii

Mr. Lemon in the East Gallery ; while a graceful

and taking sketch by ^Ir. Maurice Pollock appeal's

in such lonely elevation as suggests the crown of

sovran Blanc.

Mr. Burne Jones is i-eprescnted by three can-

vases, none of the first importance, but presenting,

in one instance at least, a combination of qualities

not usual in his art. In the ]iieture in question

—
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" Elnmiii.'i ^'^stalis," as it is called—there is no lite-

rature to spealc of: or, at any rate, wliat literature

tliere may be is s\vani]ieil by other and more appro-

priate ipialil ics ; while the idea is really plastic, the

Mr. Jones's third and most ambitious contribution,

"The IMorninc? of the Resurrection," has good quali-

ties of colour and design, but is too complete an ex-

|}i'ession <if the i)ainter's idiosyncrasy to be accept-

expression is in consonance with the laws of painting able to any but his staunchest disciples. In singular

«ff^p*'^s^^n

"Haiiii}- if lipr toiii.-li can trace

The features of anotlier face

Loved long ago."

(Painted iy J. E. Christie. Rotjril Aeatlcviy, ISSe.)

\i\\vQ and simple, the colour has an appearance of

S])ontaneity rare in the painter's work, the effect is

really decorative. In his "Sibylla Delphica" the

literary intention is far more obtrusive than in the

" Flamma Yestalis;" the mannerisms are strong

enough to be predominant; the colour is altogether

rouliie, the effect is neither convincing nor attractive.

contrast with these three arc the varied and taking

group of portraits—especially the " Miss JIargarct

Burne Jones" and the " ^Irs. Warren de la Hue"

—

contributed by Mr. Richmond ; the vi\acious and

graceful " ]\Iiss Annie Beebe " of Mr. J. J. Shan-

non ; the landscapes of Messrs. Costa, Ilennessy,

East, Leslie Thomson, and Corbett; the cattle and
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huulseape of -Mr. Artluir Leinoa; -Mr. Sartj^ciit's must

niasturly and pictorial "Study"— to our mind the

paintov's best ;iud most painter-like work this year;

the rich colour ol' Mr. Alma Tadema's '' A Portrait;"

the fine accomplishment and veracity of expression

of Jlr. Orchardson's '" blaster Baby; " the style, the

treatment, the charm of Mik Collier's " Miss Nettie

Huxley," which, after M. Carolus-Durau's "Miss

Robbing," is certainly the portrait of the year.

The sculjiture is this year of remarkable interest.

At the Grosvenor, Mr. Nelson M'Lean exhibits his

" iSpriuy." At the Academy are the President's

carefully modelled and eii'ective " Shiy;i;'ard ;" Mr.

Thornyerof t's " The Sower "—a work of real origi-

nality and power ; the lliidinesque busts of ]\Ir.

Gilbert, and his yroup, "The ^lagic Chair," in which,

with a good deal of detail the reverse of sculp-

turesque, there is much admirable modelling-;' Mr.

Drury's lifelike and vigorous busts; the animals of

j\Iiss Chapman; and IMr. Bates's imaginative and

accomplished essays in bas-relief. There is no doubt,

indeed, that the sculpture is better than the painting.

THE EOMANCE OF ART.

HOLBEIN'S LONDON.

IASTER HAUNCE, as wo

find Holbein colloquially

called in England, arrived

in London t<iwards th?

close of 153G. The influ-

ence of the Renaissance,

which had already left its

mark on public buildings

and monuments, had not

extended to houses of or-

dinary size, which were

still built chiefly of wood

and mud, and set close together in very narrow

streets; the rooms were usually small and dark,

and the flooring of the lower storey was commonly

merely the beaten earth on which the house was

built. Each tradesman hung out a swinging sign

above his shop, and besides shops many booths and

stalls were placed in the crowded streets. Carriages

were happily extremely rare ; those who did not ride

went on foot, but even so the streets were intensely

thronged. Fr(:)in the highest to the lowest all Lon-

don jostled and hustled in the narrow ways noisy

with screaming cries of the hawkers and keepers of

booths and stalls.

In an age when dress was ever^'where magnificent,

the English were remarkable for the overladen rich-

ness of their attire. But what must have struck

Holbein most in this busy humming city was the

enormous proi)ortion of religious habits. For in

those days one-third of the land and building of

London was Church property, and a fifth of the

population was in religious orders. Wolsey was still

in power, for though the people murmured, he had

not yet lost the king's favour, and the Cardinal's

Court still vied in splendour with the Court of

Henry—the most gorgeous potentate in Europe

—

and the Lord Chancellor's money, stamped with the

cardinal's hat, still circulated side by side with the

king's. But for all the richness of attire and the

unequalled pomp of public life in England, life within

doors was still intensely uncomfortable ; it was an

age of rapid transition, but when Holbein arrived in

London the new order of things had scarcely set in.

The boundless hospitality of the old days was still in

vogue, but so, too, were the old rough ways of living.

Chairs were a luxury reserved for the great ; few

dining halls owned more than two of them, stools

and benches being still the usual seats. Carpets

were almost unknown, green rushes were the usual

covering for floors ; but, indeed, in a society where

each person fed his dog with bones and scraps from

the table, the floor-cloth that could most readily be

renewed was the most cleanly and convenient. Our

table manners were the astonishment and disgust of

foreigners : forks were used only for serving, fingers

did the rest ; and when some very tempting dish

appeared, the high-born company, unable to repress

their longing, rose from their seats, and, hustling

and pushing one another, stretched eager fingers into

the dish and heljied themselves, each striving to obtain

the best portion. The appetite of " those bears of

English " was a marvel to foreigners of their own

time, as it is to their degenerate descendants.

But the national gluttony had resulted in pro-

ducing the finest physique in Europe, and if the table

manners of our forefathers suggest that civilisation

had done little for England in the early part of the

Sixteenth Century, we must concede that the energy,

learning, and accomplishments of the men and women
of Henry's Court were considerable. The king spoke

both French and Latin, and understood Italian well.

He played on almost every instrument, and sang

songs of his own composing. He was good at every

manly sport, and was an intelligent patron of the

fine arts. The like accomplishments were expected
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(if evoiy courlior, and ladies of position woiv n» whit

Ijehiud tlie men in the gentler arts. The evening

liours were nniversally devoted to such ainnsenicnts

as musie, daneinu-, ehess, and cards, for nothing that

required very bright or steady light could be d(jne

when twilight had set in and the pot of burning

tar, whieh was still the only illumination, even in

houses of the Ijetter class, had been kindled. But

bed-time eame early, for seven o'clock was the uni-

vei-sai breakfast hour, then followed a time for

work, and at eleven the king and all classes set to

the long business of dinner.

On his arrival Holbein passed through the noisy

city and the Court suburb of Westminster till he

reached the green riverside country at Chelsea, where

Sir Thomas More lived in a house he had built for

himself in the new stylo, and which is supposed to be

that now known as Beaufort House. Here he was

welcomed for the sake of Erasmus, and here he re-

mained throughout his first visit to England. This

peaceful home, " the school of all Christian virtues,"

must have given him a charming impression of

]>nglish family life here :

'•' no wrangling, no angry

word was heard ; every one did his duty with alacrity

and with a temperate cheerfulness." There he met

Archbisiiop Warham, Nicholas Kratzcr, and Fisher,

who was destined to become !More's fellow-martyr.

These and many others gave him sittings, and he also

made drawings nnd studies of More and his house-

hold—studies intended to be used for the great group

of the More family—a picture destined to remain for

ever unliiiished. Bat of all the frequent visitors to

Chelsea the most honoured was the king, who in

those days so loved this subject that he would ride

over from Westminster uninvited, and, after sharing

the family dinner, would stroll round the farm and

gai-den with his arm lovingly twined round More's

nick. We cannot doubt that ]\Ioro would show Hans

Holbein's paintings to the king; but John Browne

was Court painter, and Luke Homebolt had the royal

patronage; besides, the mind of Henry was filled with

other things—with State ditlieulties and the doubtful

succession ; with the relations of foreign powers

;

with the sweet face and voice of Anne Boleyn ; and

with Wolsey's scheme for the divorce. For though

it was no part of Wolsey's wish that Henry should

make jVnne Boleyn queen, the divorce was already

common talk, and the name of Katharine's maid of

honour was already coupled with the king's.

In the summer of 1528 that dreaded malady,

the sweating sickness, once more broke out in Eng-

land, and for fear of infection, or else by order of

his guild, our jjainter returned to Basle, where he

now finished the decorations for the town hall.

But Basle was the Basle of his youth no longer.

I'roben was dead, Erasmus, ^Slcicr, and the majority'

of tiie cultured class had abandoned the city to

the zeal of the Reformers. Holbein conld not

adai)t himself to the new order of things, and in

the autumn of 15ol we find him once more in

London. Three years had brought great changes

to England. Queen Katharine had left the Court,

and Anne Boleyn, acknowledged by Henry as his

future wife, lived in the queen's apartments, and

was treated with queeidy homage. Wolsey was

fallen and was dead, and Holbein's former patron.

Sir Thomas More, had accepted the L(U'd Chan-

cclloi'ship, though with a heavy heart. Jiut the

breach between Pope and King was daily widening,

and a few months after Holbein's return the re-

signation of More brought an end to the painter's

hopes of Court patronage. In the meantime he

was working for the (ierman merchants of the

Steelyard, and had settled himself in that house in

the parish of St. Andrew Undershaft whieh was his

home for the remainder of his life.

But in one matter Holbein found England un-

changed : the question of divorce was still the public

topic, and s]ieculation was still rife as to the nature

of the king's relations with Anne. Still the divorce

was not obtained ; hope followed hope, disappointment

succeeded disappointment, till in the spring of '-'J-'J

the suspicions of the lady's dishonour grew almost

into certainty. Then in the few weeks between

March and June eanie the swift series of surprises

:

the announcement of the .secret marriage ; Cranmer's

uiipapal divorce of Katharine, and the coronation of

Anne. On the last day of ]VIay a gorgeous pageant

was prepared in honour of the lU'W queen, and she,

s))lendid and alone, drove in triumph through the

city on a car drawn by white i)alfreys and sheltered

b}' a canopy of jingling silver bells. The streets

were hung with silk and strewn with roses, and every

little way there was an arch of triumph, that of the

merchants of the Steelyard being the linesl in design,

for it was constructed by Master Haunce. Whether

our artist ever painted the discarded or triumphant

queen we know not. Unfortunately his work of

this and later times is seldom dated, but there is no

evidence to show that ho painted the king or any

of his wives until after the execution of Anne.

But Holbein, who had witnessed the bloodless re-

formation of Basle, was now a witness of the crueller

purification of the Church of England. Heresy

—

such heresy as was orthodoxy in Basle—was worthy

of death in Henry's eyes, and Holbein saw many a

man hanged or beheaded for denying the doctrines

of the Transubstantiation. Others and many he saw

suffer death for refusing to acknowledge the king

supreme head of the Church. For this offence he

saw More die, and the good old Bishop Fisher he

bad so often met at the jK-aceful home in Cliel.sea.
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And doubtless Hol-

bein saw tliat sixfold

execution ol: Anne's lovers on Tower

Hill, and two days later witnessed the

death of the beautiful young queen for

crimes of which many believed her innocent. It is

about this time that we find the first evidence of his

oftieial connection with the Court, and in the following year

the great picture of Henry VII. with Elizabeth of York, an(_

VIII. with Jane Seymour, for the Privy Cliamber of the T

"Westminster. The original perished in tlie lire wliich destr

Palace in 169S, but the composition of it is f«miliar to us

the small copy at Hampton Court and numerous engravings. In this

copy Jane Seymour belies her reputation for beauty, but many faces

lose" much of their charm in painting ; and, moreover, Jane was ill

when the original was ]iainted, a few months before her death in child-

bed, in October, l.j;37. In the search for a new wife for the king,

Holbein played an important part, for in the following March he was

despatched to Brussels to make a likeness of the sixteen-year old Princess

Christina of Denmark, widow of the Duke of Milan. A contemporary

letter from the English Minister tells us that Master Haunce had but

three hours in which to make the study from which that marvellous

portrait which, through the kindness of the Duke of Norfolk, is now

.ju view in the National Gallery, was painted. With this likeness Henry

declared himself well pleased, but at the new year the Papal excom-

mvuiicatinn put an end to all hoj)e of union with a Roman Catholic

|.riuccss, and in June Holbein was sent to Cleves to make the best he

rould of the ])lain features of the Duchess Anne. He succeeded only too

well, for when poor Anne appeared Henry protested that lie liked her

"nothing so well as she had been praised to him;" and this unlucky

transaction, which ruined Anne's life and cost Cromwell his head, pro-

bably put an end to Holbein's active career as a Court painter.

But when Catherine Parr became queen the sands of Holbein's

life were almost run, for about three months after her coronation the

painter died. His death, like his birth and life, is enveloped in mystery.

All that we know is that in this year of 151:3 the sweating sickness

again attacked London, that on the 7th of October he made his will,

and that on the 19th of November he was already numbered with the

dead. And so, without a sign, with no word to note the day or manner

of his death, or the place of his burial, the great ]iainter, whose work is

so well and whose character so little known, glides silently from the

pages of English history. E. Mabel Robixso.v.
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CURRENT ART.— 11.

rpill'. process of selection at the big picture-shows ligible system of woithily iKinginn- wh;i( is wcrthy

X of Burlington House is always a hard matter. were logically carried out. Thai, however, is not

This year it is rcnilerod intolerably fatiguing by the the rule of the Royal Academy. Yet Ix-cause it has

CnAni-KS SAXTLF.Y.

(PainUd by T. C. Golcli. Society of British Artisix, isse.)

caprice or opportunism of the banging committee, never been the rule does by no means make it less

Nothing were easier than to sift the fruitage from difficult, even for the experienced hand, to weed the

the surplusage of sterilitv if only the simple and intel- held or gather into the gamer. A\ hy the task should

409
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1)0 iiimlc as avdiioiis as it is possible for Academic

ingenuity to make it, or why it should be a task

at all, is only one problem of a Burlington House

exhibition. The work of selection is jiroporly the

oflicial duty of the hanging committee. More than

this, it should be a pure and hallowed joy to show

themselves competent to discharge a public trust.

Tlieirs it is to select, and theirs to present the art of

the year, so it may be viewed at once in its continuity

and strength; theirs is it, in fact as in metaphor, to

pronounce a verdict such as might be worthy of the

recognised guardians of British art. When, how-

ever, we pass from the line to survey the whole col-

lection, what is their verdict as expressed by the

works they honour, and what tlieir selection ? The

former defies translation into intelligible terms; the

latter teems with excruciating contradictions, and is

not even faithful to the low standard of excellence

prescribed by Academic custom. Hence it is that,

judged from this standpoint—which should, at least,

afford a satisfactory basis for an inclusive judgment

—the show arouses, as we have already recorded,

little but depression and desjiair. Bad as things

are made to appear to the front, there yet remains

enough to mitigate the rigours of first impressions.

Not a few works cry aloud fiom the heights against

the unmeaning jumble of good works and base that

receive the honours of the line. The vagaries of the

hanging committee defy reconciliation. It is well,

to the traditions of office. In '.'very room at Bur-

lington House may be found instances of the moral

obliquity that provoked the indignation of Words-

worth in more august and more venerable precincts

;

for here assuredly are we reminded of—

•

" Decency and Custom stai'ving Truth,

And blind Autliority beating with his stiilf

The child that might have led him ; Emptiness

Followed as of good omen, and meek Worth
Left to herself, unheard of and unknown."

There is nothing new in all this, nothing strange,

even nothing pectdiar, for the Grosvenor Galleiy

promises to rival the Academy in this matter, as in

others. But practices that are blatant scandals at

the Academy admit of plausible extenuation at the

Grosvenor. The Academy is not a proprietary club.

It has not abandoned its chartered position, with its

privileges and influence. It still professedly exists

for the encouragement of art. Notwithstanding

which, it once more approves itself an anomalous

institution, and once more shows how vain is the

pretence that it represents the current aspirations and

tendencies of art.

The p)ortraiture of the \ear is decidedly above the

average everywhere, and at the Academy the work

of 'M. Carolus-Duran and Mr. J. S. Sargent would

suffice to give it distinction even if Mr. HoU and Mr.

John Collier, Mr. Margetson and Mr. Shannon, were

not as strongly represented as they are. Until quite

SHRIJIrEKS.

(raiiiteil by W. J. Hcnncssy. Grosvenor Gallrrji, ISS6.')

therefore, that some indcpriidi'ut solace is supplied recently, however, portraittu'c was never a notable

liy other evidence than tliat of the line, of the inju- feature of the Suffolk Street gallery, where art for

rious sway of place and prejudice, of official devotion some years had assumed a truly insular guise, faithful
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to tlio title iiiul limlitions of an old estahlisliinont.

But Ml'. \\'liisllor's |>oiti'ait of Sofior Sarasato was a

visitant of ai-tivo potuiicv in thai tiMiii|uil and cnn-

sorvative liavon ; it was sonu'tliini;' of a icwlaliou

to many wlio knew not Mr. AVliistler, sonietliino' so

stimulating' as to be a trumpet-call or a eliallenge.

Obviously it created a stron<;^ and healthy impulse,

the fruit of whieh distinguishes the present exhibi-

tion in more ways than one. Three portraits, at

least, may be named that would hold their own in

any modern gallery, and these are Mr. \\'. T.

Dannat's " M. Laplante," Mr. Stott's " Portrait of

my friend, T. M. D.," and the "Charles Santley,

I'^scp,'' of Mr. Goteh, rejirodueed in our first illustra-

tion. Without being exactly an inspired or a subtle

study of character, Mr. Gotch's presentment of the

great singer is striking and individual. Painted

with a broad and expressive touch, the face, in full

though soft light, is firm in colour and supple in

texture ; the head, skilfully modelled in a dark and

atmospheric environment, attains the right measure

of relief, while the attitude and expression are ad-

mirably characteristic. The portrait is altogether

one of the most effective exanii)les of the simplicity

that is always a feature of the painter's realistic

aim.

Ijatidscape at the Academy is marked by a fresh

advance iu the work of our younger jiainters, and

introduces a few new names whose ])icturcs, skied

for the most part, prophesy of better things. As it

is, the antagonism between the well-worn stereotypes

of the old school, and the sound methud and sen-

sitive perception of the rising men, is more acute

than ever. This wholesome fact must not, however,

blind us to less agreeable evidence. Mr. Vicat Cole,

Mr. Leader, Mr. Macbeth, have plenty of followers.

Mr. T. Austen Brown's " Playmates,''' for instance,

only requires a little additional coarseness of colour

to become a good caricature of Mr. Macbeth. ^Ir.

Vicat Cole's Thames transcripts, and the larger land-

scape, "The Sultry Hour," are neither better nor

worse than usual. They are smooth, tame, and un-

inspired, yet their lack of distinction does not quite

extinguish a certain agreeable effect of the placid

kind. ^lannered as is the last-named picture, its

defects are not palpable and distressing symptoms

of organic disorder. Mr. Leader's mannerisms have

jjassed into an acute stage ; such landscapes as " The

End of the Day" and "With Verdure Clad" reveal

nothing that is worth revelation or deserving of

comment. The antithesis of such work is found

in Mr. Percy Belgrave's impressive " Moorland and

Cloudland," with its broad aerial expanse and noble

sobriety of colour ; in Mr. Edwin Xichol's " \\ hen

the Summer Sun is Hot," a fine rendering of the

sun-bathed landscape, palpitating under the fathomless

ether of warm, vibrating a(mos|)here; in the tender

sentiment and delicate (piality of Mr. (i. F. Munn's
"On till' Kenuil ;'' ;ind in surh charming exanq)les

of style, colour, and harmony, of sober unoiitrnsive

truth and poetic sensibility of vision, as Mr. .\rtliur

Lemon's " Hvening," "A July Day," and the rest

—

all alike admirable, and all skied. The list is

not easily exhausted : there are " A Thames Back-

water," by Mv. Veend King ; Mr. Alfred East's

"By Tranquil Waters;" Mr. James Hill's impres-

sionistic "Leigh, Essex;" Mr. Picknell's vigorous

and masterly "Dreary Waste of Sand and Shore;"
Mr. Charles Eyles's " Sketch in Sufl'olk "—a true

sketch, of assured potency and truth. Mr. Hill is

indeed fortunately placed ; but for the majority of

the list, and for others scattered elsewhere, it is

impossible to pass along the line and view their

siqiplanters with a (piiet, mind. For such work to

be sacrificed is bad enough, but to be sacrificed to

the superior claims of the Haunting commonplace

of Mr. Phil Morris's "The Lone Farm," and much
vulgar sentiment of the same kind, is nothing less

than a gross outrage. At the Grosvenor, things are

almost worse, though the altitude attained by Mv.

Arthur Tomson's "One Day .More," Mr. Maurice

Pollock's "Mout St. ]\Iichcl,'' Mr. Corbett's " Before

the Dawn," is necessarily less than is the rule at

the Academy. Nevertheless, these pictures— all able

in their diverse styles— together with Mr. llcn-

nessy's relincd sid)tle landscapes, have to yield to the

smirking inanities of Mr. llallc, and such vapid

attempts in landscape as Mr. l>a\i(l Mnrrav 's. Mr.

Hennessy's case is con.s])icuous. Jt is the worst ex-

ample of the kind in either exhibition. The most

perverse ingenuity could not devise any surer means

of damaging the full low tone and perfect euiscinble

of the "Shrimpers," whieh we engrave as our

second illustration, and "The Washing Place, Cal-

vados Farm." These are not only skied, Uut the

former is subjected to the ruinous domination of a

ghastly example of British domestic sentiment, wlinse

raw aniline reds and blues of naked and unalxisheil

crudity ravish Mr. Hennessy's picture of most of

its influences and allurements. Whatever your

powers of concentration, however trained your eye,

vou have to succumb to the unequal conflict. M'ith

a flaring bandainia of Manchester make warring over

against you, and inflaming your meditative eye, there

is no hope of obtaining more than a fleeting and

incomplete impression of the solemnity and mys-

terious attraction of this study of twilight. Both

landscapes render with exquisite subtlety the vague

and resilient quality with which dusky and inde-

terminate light invests the depth and mystery of

the atmosphere. \\\ "The Washing Place" this

eiueial problem is solved with exceptional tlelicacy of
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,•11 -n i+^ vplntion to the trees, the sympathy, aud the indefiuahle charm we iind m

THE WILLOW-PATTEKN PLATE.

(ralntcd ly Mary L. Gov. Royal Institute, me.)

scape"—thon-h the adjective IS now generally mis- lathei t lan mm int
^

ap,Ilied-is suggested with the sensitive insight, the we continue to stone the prophets.
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Mr. ^V. 15. Hole's "If Tlicm Hadst Known,"

wliir-li forms our I'onrth illustration, is most ret'resh-

ing-lv unlike wliut is commonly considered " religious

art." The subject is the jiathetic lament of Christ

over Jerusalem, but the sentiment of tlie theme seeks

no expression in arclnuological display, in distracting

detail of the fauna or flora of Palestine, in glittering

" orientalism " or iridescent landscape. The figure,

seated in meditation, and brooding over the distant

city, is immersed in a solemn and tender atmosphere

of grev harmonious tone, while the embattled town

is vaguely discernible in the obscurity below. The

pathos of the figure is indissolubly merged iu that

of tlie landscape, whose infinite sadness and desola-

tion is in perfect accord with the religious senti-

ment. Mr. Hole's picture is, of course, primarily a

landscape, the didactic illustration being secondary;

though, even iu the latter respect, its artistic suc-

cess is more notalde than is the case with many

more ambitious designs, burdened with accessories

and symbolism. Ambition wholly misdirected, and

ill-supported by technical skill or imagination, is

obviously the original source of many irreverent or

trite versions of lofty themes. The epic poets and

the historians suffer extraordinai-y and ludicrous per-

version. Who can measure the distance between

the expectations roused by such a subject as Mr.

W. P. Calderon's "Dante in the Valley of Terrors"

and the painter's conception ? Excei)t in the mere

jiainting, which is skilful enough, it is as frank

a confession of ineptitude as may be found in the

Academy. The subjects illustrated by Mr. Frith are

somewhat less exalted, yet neither his scene from

"The Bride of Lammermoor" nor that from Boswell

adds any force or significance to the text. Let the

lover of Boswell confront Mr. Frith's " Dr. Johnson's

Tardy Gallantry," and then read Beauclerk's account

in Boswell of the visit of Mme. de BoufHers to

Johnson. Which is the more vital interpretation,

the more graphic, the more picturesque? Which of

the two, in fact, is the picture ? Emphatically it

is not Mr. Frith's. Mr. A. C. Gow's "Cromwell

at Dunbar " and ^Ir. Seymour Lucas's " Peter the

Great at Dejjtford " are somewhat conventional pre-

sentments of heroic figures. Cromwell and his

troopers bear small traces of the hot and obstinate

struggle at Dunbar, though there is a good deal of

spirit and vigour in the chief group.

In our third illustration, Miss Mary Ij. Gow's
" The Willow-Pattern Plate," we have an agreeable

specimen of the class of domestic (jcnre that is sure

of popularity. The original, which is at the Royal

Institute, endows the trite subject—a young mamma
amusing her little girl—with considerable grace of

design and elegance of presentment. The draughts-

manship is good, tlie colour refined and harmonious.

the little incident expressed with clearness and point.

The child's interest in the charming old legend is

aptly displayed in the pretty face—half iu thought,

half in wonder—as it gazes at the old ])late. There

is (piite a tovich of nature, as she is manifest in the

feminine child, in the resolute grasp of the little

hand on the real and tangible orange, which no

pretty fictions of China will loosen. She has no

reason to sigh for the magnificent fruit depicted on

the willow-pattern jilate. Many years will pass

before ever she murmurs regretfully that she, she

also, was once in Arcadia. The world of all of us

is her Arcadia, and the willow-pattern fable is a

mere excursion from a boundless realm of fancies,

a journey into the blue distance between tea-time

and bed.

In Miss Gow's drawing the sentiment is naturally

and soberly expressed, and its agreeable decorative

quality preserves it from the charge of sentimentalism,

which is the capital crime of many painters at the

Academy. " Sentimental,^' in the worst sense of the

word, is Mr. Horsley's " Young Life on Old Ground,"

which might be designed to catch the popular yearn-

ing for coloured plates, such as Christmas annuals

provide. Though there is less, perha])s, than usual

of this kind of work at the Academy, there is far

too much. " Home from Market," by Mr. Arthur

Hughes, is another flagrant example of cheap and

pretty sentiment, which with many people is like the

cloak of charity for false and flimsy workmanship.

Even more typical is Mr. Faed's " Oh, Why Left

I my Hame ? " for hei-e the appeal to popular senti-

ment is much more strenuously enforced, and the

])athos of exile is adroitly strengthened by the quota-

tion. Despite its glaring misrepresentation of nature,

Mr. Faed's picture is certain to receive the most sym-

pathetic admiration, and in black and white it is pos-

sible it might merit popularity. From sentiment to

sensation is but a step, and the melodramatic quality

vulgarly known as sensational is unmitigated in

"The Confessional," by Mr. E. Blair Leighton.

Vigorous as is the presentment of the murdered

priest outstretched on the pavement, the tragedy is

unimpressive. It is like a scene from a Radclyffe

romance, minus the supernatural element, the grue-

some horror, the jienetrating thrill. The faults of

composition, moreover, are something quite unlike

Mr. Leighton's careful and correct style.

In sea-pieces and coast-marines our leading painters

present little more than vain repetition or distinct de-

terioration. Mr. Henry Moore, for instance, sends

nothing so fresh in feeling or so bold in handling

as the "Newhaven Packet '•" of last year: nothing,

in fact, more stirring and vigorous than his water-

colours at the Society's exhibition. The "Mount's

Bay " id a notable work, though in no one quality is it
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comjiaraljle to tlie painter's lai'ufcrand nnnv individual

picture of last summer. Nor do Mr. Hook and Mr.

Colin Hunter surpass themselves, or visit our just

expectations with surprise. Mr. Hook's " Gather-

ing' Limpets," and the absurdly-named "An Under-

graduate," have a full measure of the artist's wonted

felicity of colour, with rather less of atmospheric truth.

Similarly, Mr. Colin Hunter approves himself the sound

craftsman and bad colourist we have long known, but

lie is without enterprise, and attains to no fresh dis-

tinct ion. Mr. Brett's single achievement, "An Argyll

IMcn," a panoramic composition, cannot increase his

reputation. It is redolent of paint and eloquent of

toil. The hard contours of the mountains, modelled

with painful assiduity, are void of all atmosjihcric

inHuences, while the presence of radiant, sunny air is

not even suggested by the metallic glitter and iiidcs-

cence of tlie sea-surfaee and reflections. Last year,

we remember, ^^r. IJrett abandoned to good purpose

his predilection for calm sea and prosperous voyag'e,

revealing— in an aerial and trutliful transcript of dark

heaving sea ilecked with pale lights of dawn—a pre-

sage of inspiration. Possibly there is a demand for

the painter's glittering panoramas. If so, it is oidy

one more instance of the Academician's fatal ten-

dency to stereotype; the good (pialities of his work

evaporate in the process of iteration, faclnrc is re-

placed by manufacture, and the rest is complacent

mannerism. At the (jrosvenor there is little marine

work that calls for notice. Mr. Henry Moore's

best work is at the Aciulemy ; ^Tr. Napier Ilcmy's

"How the Boat Came Home" and "Falmouth
Natives" afford a striking contrast; Mr. Barllett's

falling away in technique is signalised in both his

contributions — in the discordant colour of " A
Wrack Harvest " and in the weak, flimsy handling

of "A Wee Lady of the Ti:ike." A painter who has

done so well as Mi'. Barlictt in former cxhiliitions

might have been deemed incapable of the childish

sentiment and meretricious technique of the last-

named picture. There is plenty of movement in

AFr. Hemy's spirited representation of the boat and

its fisher crew riding on the huge breaker, and (he

iigures, it remains to add, are admirably characterised.

THE EAPID SPEY,

HE river Spey takes

its rise in a small

loch in Inverness-

shire, in the Bade-

iioch district, almost

on the boundary

line with Lochaber.

Its early course, if

not tame, is un-

interesting. There

are blackness and

barrenness, and yet

no savage grandeur to make up for the want of

pleasing features. Things soon improve though,

and from Kingussie, where it is only half through

Inverness-shire, to Fochabers, where it is but a few

miles from the sea, every part of the river presents

views of interest. The scenery, indeed, in Alvie, a

few miles below Kingussie, is not to be surpassed

by that of any other Scottish stream. The hills

assume fantastically beautiful shapes ; their lower

slopes are covered with fir and birch trees, remains

of the ancient forest of Rothiemurchus ; sometimes

they open into glens—through which a tributary

river dashes dowm to join the main stream—and

these, breaking the continuity of the range, allow

us to see into its veiy centre. Nor is all wildness.

Frequent haughs line the river, and here the trees,

collected for the most part into clumps, present the

appearance of a succession of parks. Far down the

haughs become cultivated fields.

These were, no doubt, the parts of the course that

Drummond of Hawthorndean knew best, and so he

gave the river the otherwise not verj' appropriate title

of the fertile Spey. Probably he wished to say some-

thing pleasant of it, and he could hardly i>raise the

wild scenery because neither he nor anybody else at

that time admired wild scenery. There was too much

of it, and it added so much difficulty to the traveller's

existence. Why, even to-day the native Highlander,

with his back turned on some of the finest bits of

Spey .scenery, will talk to yon with kindling eye of

the vulgar glories of Glasgow. Little more than a

century ago, Dr. Johnson, with his faithful " ^VFr.

Boswcll," traversed this country. ^Vitll an almost

perceptible shudder he describes the hills "towering

in horrid nakedness," and remarks that "an eye

accustomed to flowery ]ias(ures and waving harvests

is astonished and rc]icllcd by this wide extent of

hopeless sterility." No doubt had /'',' to labour out a

scanty harvest from the barren soil, or tend day after

day a herd of cattle on these desolate slopes, we too

would find tlie fertih- haughs on the lower reaches

of the river by far the finest thing in the landscape.

l'>ut the railway carries us only too swiftly through

the glens, and for many a mile by the side of the
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river, wiiiiliii:;- rmiiKl (hr Imso ol' ('niigvlhiiiluL' itseU', aiv t'ouuil lhroiiL;-li()ul all it.s t'i>iii'se. Tlieii tlir

and c'lialiliiiL;- us to catch at least a good notion of amount of water varies very inueli at different times.

asillie aspect of Strathspey. What most strikes us then This water is usually very clear, and the swift rush

' i\^l^ -*

-TUE OLD lilllDGE OF CAKE.

is, not the view near at hand, Iiut the somhre masses

of mountain that close the prospect to the north and

south. These arc the Monadhliath, or grey hills,

wild and desolate, which bound the horizon at some

distance to the north, and the edge of the Grampian

range, which rises precipitously to the south. Here,

close to the rivei", are some of the highest moun-

tains in Scotland, chief among them Benmacdui and

Cairngorm, and swiftly down their sides run the

thousands of streams and burns that swell the volume

of the Spey. This is greater than that of any other

Scotch river except the Tay.

In point of rapidity, indeed, the Spey comes first.

So rapid is it that at its mouth it keejts the tide

back, and even within a hundred yards of the sea

its water is always perfectly fresh. This swiftness

of motion gives rise to several marked features of

the river. Its channel is full of shingle, which is

kept constantly moving; near the sea it frequently

shifts its bed; numerous raj)ids and deep pools (ill.)

of the great transparent mass has a singular fascina-

tion for the eye. There is something of the terrilile,

too, in the cjuiet resistless movement. It strikes the

beholder very forcibly that, when this stream is in

flood, the cfPects must be like that which follow some

great convulsion of nature. The Spey in spate is

indeed a thing to be chronicled, and many of its floods

//tivc been more or less carefully chronicled. It seems

(piite certain that the greatest of these was reserved

for our own century. In August, 1S29, a terrible

rainfall took place on the Monadhliath to the north

and the Cairngorm range to the south of the Spey.

For some days water took the place of air. The

water did not come in drops, but in excessively line

thin streams. The least rain turns the southern

tributaries into great rivers : now they became fearful

torrents. One of the very worst was the Feshie,

which rises high up in the Grampians, near where

the three shires of Inverness, Aberdeen, and Perth

meet. A few feet above its source is the summit of
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llie riiljli', ami thi' streams that run d.iwn the nther

side run 1i> the Dee. The Fesliie winds thriin<^li a

l()n», narriiw, often jji'looniy t;-len, and joins the Spey

at Kinernisr. Even the wind works j^reat havoc in

the more sheltered parts ol' (he valley were earried

away. The sn<ldenness and extent of the rise were

heyond all expeelation. Donald Maepherson, a shep-

herd, iH'euj)ied a house in a ]iart of (ilen Feshie far

Glen Feshie (ii.). .\ wild south-wester jwnt up in it, from the stream. In the middle of the night liie

a.- IILKN FlvSIlIIi.

and rushing down the narrow funnel, teai-s trees up rising water began to lilt llir Iionse. The f;miily

by the roots, and takes the roofs off houses. This escape<l to a neighbouring hill, where they were soon

was the place where the flood was sjK-cially violent. imprisoned by the still rising Hood. There they

Great trees danced like playthings on the surfai-e of were detained till the water fell. Near Loch .\lvie

the water; great rocks were hurled grinding along the river played one of its fantastic tricks. "When
with hideous clamour ; the whole crojis that grew in the waters subsided a farmer's wife found at the

4 HI
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hack III' IIk' houso, all lyinif in a heap, a handsome

dish of trout, a pike, a hare, a partridge, and a

turkey, with a dish of potatoes and a dish of turnijjs,

all brought down by the burn and deposited there

for the good of the house." In the district of

Aberuethy the water cut a ravine down the side of

the mountains on the south bank, a mile long, forty

to fifty feet broad, and of proportionate depth. The

old bridge of Carr (t.) in this district had long been

disused, but it stood in tolerable completeness. The

flood now removed its wirg walls, leaving nrjthing

but the bare arch standing. There it still stands,

the very skeleton of a bridge, as our picture—tlrawn

and arranged, like the others, from an excellent series

of photographs published by T. W. Wilson, of Aber-

deen—will show. It was more fortunate than the

bridge of Curr, which stood near. After a long

resistance to the force of the water, it at length

gave way. The whole arch sprang, without losing its

shape, fifteen feet out of the water. In descending

the ends came together, and the mass fell with such

a shock that for a moment of time the headlong

current w^as checked.

After leaving Inverness the Spey continues its

course through Elgin and jiarts of Banff, till it falls

into the sea at Speymouth. Its most important

tributary in Banffshire is the Aven, which flows from

the Lake of Aven, in the very heart of the Cairngorm

range. The mountains rise almost sheer from the loch.

Cairngorm (iv.) to the west, Beinbainac to the north,

the steep shipes of Benmai-dui and Beinmain to the

south. The snow lies in patches on these mountains

through the whole year. No tree or shrub grows

there. The eagle still builds its nest in crannies

of the precipice. It is the very wildest scenery in

all Scotland. Hardly Scotch at all : as Hill Burton

truly says, " like a fragment of the Alps imported

and set down in Scotland.'^ There is no house to

shelter the tr;iveller, who has to take refuge beneath

the Stone of Shelter—a sort of cave formed by a

great block of granite which, rolling down the preci-

pice at some unknown time, happened to fall on two

other blocks. To it these serve as pillars.

Loch Aven is remarkable for a peculiar and

distinct species of black trout with which it abounds,

and for the extraordinary clearness and luminous

nature of the deep water that fills it. This clear-

ness also distinguishes the Aven, which flows from

the Locli through a deep, narrow, and dark glen.

According to a proverb,

" The water of Aven runs so clear

It would beguile a man of a hundred year."

A pool of twenty feet looks no more tlian a pool

of two, till you try to cross it. In 18;i9 the flood

filled up this ravine, the stream rising twenty-three

feet above its usual height. Acres of ground and

slices of the hillside were torn away. "The height

the burns rose to that day,^' said a suffering miller,

" was just a^thegether ridiculous."

At Drumin the Aven is increased by the Livet,

which flows throuo'h the srlen of the same name.

UI. —AT IIJVEEiLLEN.
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Diirinjj' its voiii-se it is spnmicil In' diic ol' those

imuii'iiiiis Ididijos for wliicli tlio lliu^lil;iiulors liavo

to tliiiiik tlifir iictivo enemy. General Watlc (v.). Tlie

"jlen is inoni<iral)Ie in Scottisli history for :i i^reat

battle fonj^ht iiere in lo'.U', in which tlie Unmauists

under llnntly defeated the Protestants under Argyll.

Ar-^yll's Highlanders had never seen lield-pieees (of

whieh their ojijxments had six) before, and these

raiisiil them as much consternation as Ciesar's

elephant did to (he ancient Britons. Glenlivet has,

we need scarcely say, another reputation, and that is

for its whisky; yet even that is perhaps not what

it was. Sixty yeai-s ago illicit stills were hard at

work t<i the number of two hundred on every burn

on the hillside. Even the gazetteer writer brightens

for a moment his serious page, as he almost pathe-

tically notes that the whisky was of " excpiisite

flavour." But the Distillery Act of 1821. changed

all that, and rudely "ecli])sed the gaiety of nations."

The stills were suppressed. You still find (heir

ruins on the hillside ; you still find some ancient

Highlander who yet " frisks beneath the burden of

fourscore "at the dim recollection of its fragrance.

What was the secret of the lost art ?

As the Spej- in the upper part of its coui-se did so

much damage, and as the volume of water kept con-

stantly increasing, it might be expected that it would

he most destructive just liefore reaching the sea.

Here, however, where the ground was most level, it

covered a great area, and this mitigated its effects.

Yet it did harm enough. The village of Garmouth,

a full cpiarter of a mile from the mouth, was almost

com])lc(ely destroyed ; Kingston, on the sea-shore,

narrowly escaped the same fate. " What must have

been the spectacle," says Lauder, "when day dawned

on the 4-th of .\ugust, when as far as the eye could

reach the neighljouriiig ]ilain was covered with water,

and the beach in the harbour and along the sweep

of the bay was studded with stranded vessels, and

covered with a heap of wreck from river and ocean,

composed of immense quantities of wood, dead Ixxlies

of animals, furniture, and an endless variety of hetero-

geneous articles, strangely tossed and blended to-

gether in one common ruin ?
"

The village of Kingston gets its name from the

fact that Charles II. landed here in 16.")() from

Holland. Royalty was a rare sight at that time in

these parts, and particulars of the event were carefully

preserved. The boat that brought the king from

the shi]) could not come cpiite close to (he shore;

so John Mylne, the ferryman, persuaded His ^lajesty

to take a seat on his shoulders. John was a very

little man, with, however, a very broad back, and

though the king showed some alarm, the transit was

safely accomplished. From this somewhat trifling

event the family are kn<jwn to the prcscn( day as

King Mylne. Otlu-r ma(ters soon claimed Charles's

attention. The dcryy i>f (he |irovince of ]\Ioray

hail everything in readiness I'nr liim. Tiie very day

of his landing he was ])rescntc<l with (he Solfinn

Lciigiie and CuvenanI for signature. You can still

read on the copies of the Confession of Faith the

formal testing clause, " lalcen and xiihxerihed hi/ Kino

Cliarh;x II., at S/)ei/, 23 Jniic, 105(1."

The Spey is intimately conneetwl with the for-

tunes of another member of the House of Stuart.

Nearly a hundred years after Prince Charles landed

at Moidart, "to recover the throne of my ancestors

or perish in the attempt," a good deal of the early

and latter history of the rising centres round the

S]wy country. It was at Corryarrick, the lofty

mountain whieh rises between the river and Fort

Augustus, and which General Wade's military road,

now s;idly ruinous, ascends in seventeen Irarcr.iis,

that Cope, to the natural disappointment of the

Highlanders, turned aside from certain destruction,

and slanted off by Ruthvcn to Invernes.-, The river

was crossed and recrossed by the forces of (^harles,

Cope, and Cumberland at various times. At Ruthvcn

Barracks, Kin<jussie, which the Gnvernment had built

on the ruins of a famous old civstle (o overawe (he

clans, a motley crowd collected after (he great dis-

aster of Culloden. Many were eager to strike yet

another blow for the cause, but Charles was thoroughly

disheartened. He sent them a message to disi)erse

and (ake care of themselves. Before doing so they

burned down the barracks, which have remained a

ruin ever since.

In the country about the upper ])art of the Sjicy

—that is in the very wildest ])arl i>f wild Badenoch

—the prince was in hiding during a part of the

autumn of I74-C. There were no woods to protect

the fugitive, and the soldiers under Loudon were

hunting for him everywhere ; but so dilHeult were

the paths, so faithful the Highlanders, that he lay

securely hid in a cave on the slopes of Benalder.

In a small hut in that district he met Lochiel, a

fugitive like himself. A rude but plentiful meal was

prejiared for them. There was also " an anker of

whisky," from which the prince "upon his entry"

took a hearty dram, ami which he " pretty often

called for thereafter (o diink his friends' health."

In truth, the stxiry of the wanderings of Prince

Charles, notwithstanding the Flora Macdonald epi-

sode, and what may be called (he natural romance of

(he situa(ion, is not on the whole an heroic one.

The royal fugitive was always far too ready to

forget his sorrows in the bottle, and from this time

we note that swift and terrible decline of charac(cr

which changed "the young .\scanius" into the

bloated sensualist. Yet in the fugitive life he led

in the mountains it was almost unavoidable that the
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v.— OENKKAI. WAriKS IllUDOE.

coarse si<lL- of liiiniaii niitiiiv should cxliiliil itsdl'. most iincicnt ilmisi' of Sluaii ! It \v;is imt lo lio.

All llic licroic, if sdincwliat theatrical, qiuilitii's wliicli Years after his mcinory was ehcrislied in the f^-lens,

liccainc him so well at Preston ami at llolyr.jod. jiiociis of the clolhini;' he had worn were i)res<"rvecl

vanished after Cuilddeii. Fate was donhly unkind as sacred relics, (he Jiin-lijanilers " rarely s|Mike of

to him iin that fatal day. He lost his causi; and Inm without a tear or a si^-h." And far away

he lost himself. Had some chanee bullet found its at K.imc, Aseanius, ch'au i^'one to tlu' dno-s, was

way to his heart, had he carried out his intention trealinj;- the unfortunate (^)nntess of Alliany ''in

of dyinti' un the iield of hattle, in what a storm- the most, indecent and cruel manner." Healing' his

(dond lie woidd have disa|ii>eared from life! How wife and driid<in^' constantly, this was tln'cnd of it

n.)hle would have seemed his character and career, how all. There is, to me, nolhiuij else in human histnry

Htly maoiiiticent the la.st scene in the annals of the .[uite so miserahly tragic. Fka.N'CI.s Watt.

THE ROMANCE OF ART.

A FLOilFA'TI.NK W'F.l iJUXf;.

OF all Florentine wcddin«i-s, (.f all the hrilliant written hy one I'iciro Parenti, who took ilown the

festivals held in the ooldeu days of the Medici, account of the festivities (rom the lips ..f an oliiiial

uoiio surpassed in splendour the puhlic celebration orator present on the auspicious occasion,

of Lorenzo the jMao-niliecnt's own. Fortunately, The moment was an important one, not only in

minute details have been recorded in a contemporary the history of the ^[edici themselves, but of l'"lorenee.

chronicle preserved in the ^rao-liabeeehian library. The irreat Cosimo, who, iirst of his family, had attained
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til virtual sdverciii'iil y, liatl ilifd livo years liefoR', ami

the feeble healtli of his son, Fiero the Gouty, naturally

broui^lit I'ioro's eldest son, Lorenzo, forward at an

early aq-e. Already in his g-randfather's lifetime,

wliile still a child, he had taken part in public cere-

monies, and his quick ^wit, and love of art and letters,

made him a leading' ligure in Florentine society.

Scholars such as Landino and Poliziano bear witness to

the delight which he took in philosophical discussion ;

and at the age of sixteen he already wrote sonnets and

canzoni. The lady to whon-» his poetical compositions

were addressed was Luci'ezia Douati, a fair maiden

wiiom he had first met at a tournament held at a

Florentine wedding. So great was the impression

her beauty and wit made upon him that he asked her

to give him the wreath of violets she bore in her

hand that day, and ])n)mised to give a similar tourna-

ment in her honour. But while Lorenzo and his poet

friends were celebrating tliis object of his youthful

passion in verse, another marriage was being arranged

for him. Piero de' !Medici, unlike his father, did

not wish his son to choose a Florentine bride, but

jireferred to strengthen his position by a foreign

alliance, and for this purpose had already entered

into negotiations with the powerful Roman family

of the Orsini. Lorenzo himself had, it appears, seen

Clarice, the daughter of Jacopo Orsini, at Naples,

in 1467, and in the following spring his mother,

Lucrezia, paid a visit to Rome to see for herself if the

alliance was a suitable one. The letters in which she

de.scribes her first impressions of her .son's future bride

are amusing specimens of the style and customs of

the time. After thanking her husband for his letter,

and expressing her satisfaction at the improvement

in his health, she continues thus :

—

" Yesterday I paid a visit to Monsignore Orsini, and
while I was conversing with him his sister came in, and lier

daughter, wearing a tight-fitting Roman dress. Our conversa-

tion lasted some time, so that I had time to take a good
look at her. The maiden is, as we were told, above middle
lieight, with a bright colour, and agreeable counteuanco,

and although less attractive than our girls, very shy and
modest, so that it will be easy to teach her our ways. She
is not blonde—no one here is that—and her thick hair

inclines to a red tint. Her face is round, but not unpleas-

ing, and her neck fine, although thin, or, more correctly,

delicately shaped. She does not carry her head as proudly

as our girls, but bends it slightly forward, a habit caused,

it may be, by her evident timidity of nature. Her hand is

long and finely shaped. Everything about her seems to me
above the ordinary

;
yet is she not to compare with our

Maria or our Lucrezia and Bianca."

By the end of the year tiie contract was signed.

Roth Clarice's father and her uncle, the cardinal, were

extremely anxious for the marriage, and sent pressing

invitations to the young bridegroom. But whether

Lorenzo himself felt little ardour for the proposed

union, or whether his father's illness detained him

in Florence, h(> never came to Rome. His kinsman,

Filippo de' Medici, Archbishop of Pisa, represented

him at the wedding, and wrote to tell the absent

bridegroom that he had that day wedded the noble

Madonna Clarice in his name: "a maiden," he adds,

" possessed of such charms of body and mind that

she is worthy of no other bridegroom in the world."

Even then the bride remained during several months

in her parent's house, and Lorenzo, wdio, it appears,

had intended to fetch her home, sent one excuse after

another. What seems the strangest part is that this

very spring the tournament took place which he had

promised to give in honour of Lucrezia. Pulci has

told us in his poem how Lorenzo, splendidly ap])arelled

in red and white brocade, sewn with ]iearls and rfdjies,

entered the lists, and was crowned victor of the day,

wdiile his absent bride wrote him a formal little letter

offering her congratulations on his success, and com-

mending herself humijly to her father, Piero, and her

mother, Lucrezia.

Three months afterwards Clarice left Rome, and

early in June arrived at the Palazzo Alessandri in

Florence. Sunday, the 4th of June, was fixed for

the bride's entry into the Medici palace, the famous

house at the corner of the Via Larga. Here

immense preparations for the festivities had been

already made. During the last week presents of

wine and wax confetti, and of as many as 150 calves

and 2,000 couple of capons, had been sent to the

iledici from the different townships and villages

in the neighbourhood. In the Via Larga opposite

the house a magnificent ball-room had been set up,

draped with coloured embroidered hangings, and

richly decorated by the hands of Florentine artists.

Here thirty of the noblest and fairest maidens in

Florence received the bride, who came attended by

her own kindred and a splendid retinue of the Medici.

Clarice was robed in white and gold brocade, with

jewelled mantle and hootl, and rode the Sicilian

jennet, presented to Lorenzo by King^ Ferrante of

Naples. Her approach was heralded by the music of

trumpets and flutes, and as she alighted at the doors

of the palace a large olive tree, symbol of peace and

fruitfulness, was slowly raised to the windows of the

topmost storey by one of those ingenious mechanical

contrivances wdiich have delighted the Florentines

of all ages. Then the feasting began on a splendid

scale, like all the rest of the proceedings. Madonna
Lucrezia entertained the more matronly ladies in the

ujiper chambers, the most distinguished guests sat

with Piero and Lorenzo under the arcades of the beau-

tiful inner court built by Michelozzo, and decorated

by Cusimo's beloved friend, Donatello, thirty years

before. Covers were lai<l in the halls for a thousand

other guests, while in the loggia of the gardens the

bride herself and her bridesmaids were entertained,
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waited upon by forty liigli-born pasjos. Eiicli of the

fifty dishes served in turn was preceded by heralds

blowing trumpets, and richly elad cupbearers handed

round goblets of the choice JSIalmsey and Burgundy

wines which stood in massive silver wine-eoolers on

tables grouped round the central fountain in the

gardens and Donatello's statue of David in the

courtyard.

For three whole days the feasting went on, not

only in the palace of the Via Larga, but in the

houses of all the Medici. In that of Lorenzo's

cousin, Jlesser Carlo, a luiudred casks of wine were

consumed each day. The doors of the Medici house

stood ojx-n to all comers, and all who came to con-

gratulate the ])arents of the bridegroom were regaled

with confetti, while the same gifts were distributed

to all the relii;ious orders connected with the Medici

family. The mornings were s]x>nt in receiving de-

putations and presents, which came from all ])Mrts

of the Florentine State. Amongst others, the newly

married pair received fifty costly rings, dishes of

silver plate of rare and exquisite workmanship, and

]>ieces of gorgeous brocade. But the gift which

Lorenzo prized most highly of all was an office-book,

bound in crystal and silver, with g iklen letters on

an ultramarine ground, and countless miniatures by

the best Florentine artists. This book, which was

reckoned among the most precious treasures of the

^ledici gniirdiiroljit, and is mentioned in the inventory

taken on LorcTizo's death, was presented to him by

his old tutor, ^lesser Gentile of Urbino, afterwards

Bishop of Arezzo. Every day the assembled guests

sat down at noon to a sinnpt.uous rejiast ; each

afternoon they danced, and heard music and recita-

tions initil nightfall, when the feasting began again.

Fortunately the weather wa.s propitious, e.Kcepting on

the Monday evening, when a heavy storm broke over

the scene, and the rain fell in torrents, damaging

many a costly toilette, as our chronicler mournfully

records. On Tuesday the bride attended mass in tJie

Church of San Lorenzo, accompanied by the sam •

suite all in new and magnificent attire, and afterwards

proceeded to witness a tournament, which finally closed

the three days' festivities. After that every one was

tired and glad to rest, as we ma}' well believe. So

Clarice degli Orsini became the bride of Lorenzo de'

Medici, or, as ho himself records the event in a MS.
still preserved in the public library of Florence:

—

" I, Lorenzo, took to wife Donna Clarice, or rather

she was given to mo, in December, 14'6S, and the

marriage festivities were celebrated in our house, 4th

June, 1469."

The expression, " mi fa ihiln
"— sJie was given

to me—has been held by Roscoe an<l others to imply

a lack of affection on Lorenzo's pari for his wife, but

It is more probably the simple stating of a well-

known fact, common in those days, when it was (he

business of parents to provide suitable marriages for

their children. Certainly, in the same memorial, he

goes on to speak warml)' of the bride whom he had

received at his father's hands, and after observing

that his wife is expecting a third child, exclaims

proudly :
" ^lay God preserve lier to me for many

years, and keep her safe from all harm ! " And
a few months after the wedding festivities, when
Lorenzo went to Jlilan to stand godfather to

Galeazzo Sforza's son, we find him writing to Clarice

in the most natural and affectionate terms :
—

"I have just arrived here, and am quite well. This, it

seems to me, will plciuse you better than any other news f can

give you, excepting that of my intended return. For these

are my own feelings, and I long for you and wish myself

back again. Be good coiniiany to Piero, Mona Contessina

(his grandmotiier), and Jlona Lucrezia. I will soon finish

my affairs here and return to you, for it seems a tliousaml

years till 1 see you again. Pray to God for me, atid if there

is anything you wish for from here let me know liefore [

leave.— Your Lorenzo de' Medici."

At the same time Messer Gentile, who ji.-id ac-

companied Lorenzo to ^[ilan, was, by C'lariee's in-

structions, giving her full particulars by letter of the

events of the journc}' and the reception given to her

lord. And when, twelve years afterwards, Cliiriee

])ai(l a visit to her own family in Rome, we find

Pulei, who had been sent to escort her, writing to

Lorenzo :
" Your wife's stay here will be but a short

one, for the little Lucrezia and Piero are powerful

magnets to her mother's heart."

The shy Roman girl had grown into a loving wife

and tender mother. Li spite of her great youth

and foreign birth and edueatiou, Clariee seems to

have shown remarkable tact and good feeling in the

iliflicult circumstances of her early married life, and

retained Lorenzo's affections to the day when, over-

come with grief at her loss, \\^^ wrote the touching

letter lamenting that death had robbed him of the

companion of his life and the peace of his soul. His

letters and those of his intimafe friends all reveal her

in the same favoiu'able light. ^Ye sec her full of

anxiety for his safety, and devoted to the care and

education of her children : especially that of little

Giovanni, afterwards Pope Leo X., whose delicate

health often roused her fears. Occasionally this

maternal solicitude brought her into conflict with

Angelo Poliziano, whom Lorenzo had appointed tutor

to his sons, and whoso crotehi'ts he humonrcd and

forgave for the sake of his learning. But Poliziano,

with his overweening vanity and irritable temper,

was bv no means easy to deal with, and on one oc-

casion lu^ roused even gentle M'juna Clarii'c's indig-

nation. It was the year of the plague, and Lorenzo,

comiH'lled himself by jiublic business to remain in

Florence, had sent his wile and children to si)end the
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winter ;il ( ':ilV:ijiiol(i, a lav(>\iriti' villa ol' tlio ^lodici

iUnoiiiJ- tlif ]>ine wodtls ol' (lie Aponiiines. Bnf

alUunitjli 11k' most cliarming residence in summer,

llio villa was not a pleasant winter home for the

crahlied old seliolar, aeeiistonied as he was to the com-

forts and society of the Via Larga house. " It rains

all dav," he wrote disconsolately to his good friend,

^ladonna Lucrezia, who had remained with her son

in Florence. " It is impossible to leave the honse, and

we have given up Inniting and are forced to play at

hall to keep the children in exercise. I sit by the

tire in slippers and dressing-gown, and yon wonld

take me for an image of melancholy. I neither see

nor hear anything that pleases me. Monsignore

((ientile Becchi) shuts himself np in his room, and

Ser Alberto (Clarice's chaplain) says liis office all day.

1 have no one to speak to, and am dying of weariness."

I'lvery day his temper grew worse, and at length he

addressed a querulous letter to Lorenzo complaining

that Clarice interfered with his pupils. Worse than

all, she taught little Giovanni to read the Psalms.

As the future Pope was scarcely yet four years old,

although he could already read without help, and

was said by his tutor to make surprising progress

when left to his care, Poliziano's complaint could

hardly be treated as a reasonable one : uidess, as

Bcmbo said of St. Paul's Epistles, he feared that bad

Latin would spoil his pupil's style. Clarice now wrote

to Lorenzo in her turn to complain of Poliziano. " I

do not like that Messer Agnolo should openly say he

remains in the house in spite of me. You know I

told you that if it was your will he should stay I

was content, although I have suffered an iniinite

deal of abuse from him, but I do not believe it to

1)0 so." The quarrel ended in an open rupture.

Poliziano retired to Careggi, and Lorenzo forbade

him his house, but kindly gave him a refuge at

Fiesole, where he spent bis days bemoaning his hard

fate, and writing exquisite Latin verses on the beauty

of the view over the fair valley of Arno.

The brief span of Clarice's after-life was sad-

dened by ill-health. She did not long survive the

marriage of her favourite daughter IVIaddalena, and

died in the Via Larga palace on the 3Uth of July,

1488 : only nineteen years from the festal day when

with music and song and joyous faces round her

she lirst entered its doors as the bride of Lorenzo

de' Medici. JuLiA Cautwiugiit.

DIONYSUS' SEA-FARING.

VASE from the Berlin Museum
which we publish is an early

(Ireek illustration fif the Ho-

meric hymn to Dionysus. The

vase itself is an example of the

very finest Greek decorative art.

Nothing can be nobler than the

How of the curves, in which the

dolpliins take up, as it were, and continue the lines

of the vessel, and of the miraculous vine which

grows from the deck and interweaves its clusters

with the sail and the rigging.

The story illustrated by the vase is sufficiently

explained in the Homeric hymn here translated into

prose. The myth of Dionysus, as it has reached us

in Greek literature, is extremely complex, and it is

]irobable, or rather certain, that the stories and rites

of various deities of different tribes, and even that

the cult of certain sacred animals, have been fused

into the Diouysiac legend. We must distinguish

Dionysus Zagreus, with his gloomy and cruel

mysteries; and the "Cannibal Dionysus;" and the

Dionysus wlio, if the details of his ritual may bo

interpreted, was originally a bull-god, or a goat-god,

from the young and beautiful spirit of the vine

and of mirth and mischief wdio is the hero of the

Homeric hymn. Li the " Hiad " and "Odyssey"

there is little or nothing to connect Dionysus with
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the vine and its juice. Hul in tlio ILuiu'rie hymn,

traushiteil below, this aspect of his legend is ex-

pressed in the description of the vine that grows

up ning'ieally, and fills the ship from which he has

driven his enemies. There is usually something

tricksy, when there is not something actually mis-

chievous and baneful, in the exploits of this god.

Tie more than once is described as converting himself

into the shape of various wild beasts, and, with little

provocation, changing his opponents into various

lower animal forms. In the Homeric hymn his wrath

is not causeless. Pirates have seen a fair young man
lonely on the shore, and arc carrying him away into

slavery, as was the common custom in the Homeric

age whenever a good chance presented itself.

The hymn, in addition to its beauty, is interesting

for the free and beautiful lines in which it describes

the ancient poet's vision of the god. His Dionysus

is not the "lordly bull" of the Elian hymn, nor the

bearded god, nor the womanish god of art, nor the

much-persecuted Zagreus, whose tortures and death

—

reminding us of the fate of "John Barleycorn-"

—

])erhaps originally meant n(j more than a popular

description of what the grapes suffer in the vin-

taging and in the wine-press. The Dionysus of the

Homeric hymn is simply an immortal youth, glad

in his deathless boyhood and in his supernatural

powers. " Whoso forgetteth thee can make no sweet

minstrelsy," says the Homeric hymn; but, indeed,

where is poetry without Dionysus? and have we
many epics or lyrics of value from the pens of total

abstainers ?

THE HYMN.

Of Dionysus, the son of glorious Semele, will

I sing, even how once he stood on a jutting

foreland, on the shore of the salt sea unharvested.

In the likeness of a young man did he reveal him-

self; a young man in his earliest youth, with his

beautiful dark locks shaken abroad, and on his strong

shoulders a purple mantle. So straightway certain

sea riiljbers came swiftly by, in a trim ship, sailing

over (he sea that is dark as wine. Tyrenian men
were they, and an ill fate guided their ship, who,

when they beheld Dionysus, nodded one to the

other, and speedily leaped overboard, and swiftly

.seized tiie god, and haled him back to their vessel,

and were ha])i)y of heart. Yea, they deemed that

he was a child of kings, the fosterling of Zeus,

and their pur[)os(! was to bind him in a grievous

bond. Hut him their bonds held not, and the

withes fell far from his hands and feet, while he sat

there smiling with his dark blue eyes. Thereon the

pilot of the ship knew him, and straightway cried to

iiiii fellows, and uttered his voice, saying : Friends,

wherefore have ye taken this god, and fain would

bind liiui ; a hard god is he to overcome; n<ir can any

fair-wrought ship bear such a freight. Nay, surely

he is Zeus, or Apollo of the silver bow, or Poseidon, for

he is in nowise like men that die, but like the gods

that have mansions in Olympus. Nay, go to, let

us presently set him free on the dark mainland, and

lay not your lumds upon him, lest, being somewhat

angered, he loose the tierce winds on you, and a

mighty rushing tempest.

So he spake ; but with a hateful vow did the

ship's master make him answer: Friend, do thou

watch for a fair wind, and up with the ship's sail,

and all the gear ; but this is matter for men.

Methinks the stranger will fare as far with us as

Egypt, yea, or Cyprus, or to the men beyond the

North Wind, or fiu'ther far, but in the end he will

tell us who his friends are, and of all his wealth,

and his brethren, since God hath given him into

our hands.

So spake he, and set up the mast, and ran

the tackling aloft, and the wind blew and bellied

out the sail, and all the gear was made taut

;

then, lo, there speedily came upon them matters

marvellous !

First sweet wine and fragrant welled forth

musical through all the swift black ship, and there

arose a wondrous sweet savour, and fear fell on all

them that saw these things. Anon from the sail-

yard spread, this way and that, the branches of a

vine, laden with many a cluster, and round the mast

went the black ivy winding, with wealth of ivy

bloom, and fair wns the fruit thereof, and all the

tholes were ivy-cruwned. Then they that saw it

called on Mesteides, the pilot, to bring them ashore.

But straightway the god took on him the likeness of

a lion, leaping to the poop of the .ship, and he roared

terribly, and in midships set he the appearance of a

bristling she-bear, displaying great signs and wonders.

There stood the she-bear ravening, and the awful

eyes of the lion glared from the half-deck, and they

fled into the hindmost ]>art of the ship, crouching

roun<l the pilot, that was wise and righteous of heart,

and all adread were they.

Then leaped the god on them, and seized the

shiji's master, and all they leaped overboard, avoiding

the evil doom ; all at once they leaped at the sight

of him into the salt sea divine, and then were they

changed to doljihins. But on the pilot he took

pity, and kept him aboard, and made him blessed

among men, and spake him, saying :

Take courage, good steersman, dear to my heart,

and, lo, I am Dionysus, the loud reveller, whom
Semele bore, the daughter of Cadmus, the child of

the embraces of Zeus.

All h;iil, lliou son of lovely Semele, whoso for-

getteth th(U'. can nuike no sweetest minstrelsy!

A. Lang.
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PLAGIARISMS OF THE OLD MASTERS.

KAl'llAKL.

IJT is to LeniK.l it'll' tliat boloui^s

tiie merit of having- first coii-

viiifin^lvsliown tli:it tlio yimii;;'

l{:il)liai'l, lii'foiv liis l\'rui>i:in

ai)i>ivnticeslii]i, luid al)Sorbed

all that the i;-eiitle uature of

Tiinotoo Viti owned of j^raee

:in(l sincerity, and that the

Iraees of the attraction so

niulergone, siibuiert;vd for the

time by that of the Umbrians,

reappeared in the subsequent

stages of the •••reater jjainter's

art.

AVe may pass lightly over the well-trodden ground

—we might well say battle-ground—of the painter's

I'mbrian jieriod, during which the inHuenceof I'ietro

Perugino was naturally paramount, though it is im-

possible to deny that that of Pinturicehio also made

itself felt. And we can readily understand lunv

this inHuenee of the second light of the Unibrian

school asserted itself, whatever the conclusion which

we may form as to the share alleged to have bci'n

taken by the young Sanzio in the preparation of

the designs for the frescoes executed by Pinturicehio

in the Libreria of Siena, and as to the mutual

relations between the gifted youth and the then

already mature and celebrated Bernardino. If the

young Raphael was too much the child of the

achieved Renaissance to impart, even to the works

of his youthful time, all the naivete, the mystic re-

])nse and conviction which mark his master's finest

productions, how enormous was the technical advance

be then already showed, how groat the suppleness,

the life, the grace, which he infused into the well-

known tyjx'S of the school ! In the" Three Graces,"

which adorns the cabinet of the Due' d'Aumale at

Chantiliy, is to be found the first evidence of the

niliuence of the antique on Sanzio. Though we

may be unable to accept as from the hand of even

the boy Raphael the stiff, hard drawing, representing

two figures from the marble group of the " Three

Graces " preserved at Siena, which is one of the

series of designs forming the so-called " Venice

Sketch-book," we know that the picture itself, an

exquisite performance which contains the very essence

of Raphael's art, must have been inspired by the

sculptured group. Strange to say, the painter has

half-unconsciously imparted to it, if not as much of

the form, yet more of the true grace and serenity,

of the linest classical art, than is shown by the

marble itself.

The i)aintcr's first visit to Florence seems to have

opened up to hiui innumerable new vistas—paths to

fair unex[)lored countries, nut all riuiniiig parallel,

but which yet never confused or led astray the

radiant youth who, with unerring instinct, absorbed

only the purest rays among those which all at once

convergetl upon him. Masaccio and Filippino Lip])!,

in the frescoes of the Brancacci C-liapel, exercised on

liiui an indelible inlluence, the practical results of

which were to reveal themselves especially in certain

jiortions of those most inspired works of his maturity

—the Cartoons. The "Christ Delivering the Keys

to Peter"—one of the most sublime and seemingly

one of the simplest of Sanzio's designs, because it is

one of those in whicli the consummate art is most

skilfully concealed—recalls in more than one respect

Masaccio's " Tribute Money ;
" the " Expulsion from

Paradise" of the Loggie follows with remarkable

clo.seiiess the elder master's design at the Carmine.

Another of Raphael's finest and most inspired figures,

that of the Ai)ostle in the cartoon of " St. Faul Preach-

ing at Athens," is taken with comparatively slight

alteration from Filippino Lippi's fresco in the same

chapel, " St. Paul Addressing St. Peter in Prison,"

a design which is one of the liai)piest inspirations

of that ])ainter's earlier time. At Florence, Fra

Bartolomnieo, too, exerted over the youthful Sanzio

a ijowerful fascination. No better example need be

sought for than Raphael's "Madonna of the Nuns

of St. Antonio," better known as the "IMadone d'un

]\Iilliou,'^ which is now to be seen in the Raphael

gallery at South Kensington. If the excjuisitely

tender and mystic concejitiou of the Virgin will,

the infant Christ and St. John is all Raphael's own,

on the other hand the majestic figures of St. Peter

and St. Paul, and in a still higher degree tho.se of

the attendant female saints in the background, recall,

both in style and arrangement, types in the altar-

pieces of the Dominican painter. To the Frate,

likewise, may be ascribed the skilful pyramidal

arrangement affected by llai)hael in so many of his

" Holy Families," a very perfect specimen of which

mode of design is Fra Bartolommeo's own " Holy

Family" in the collection of Lord Cowper, at Pans-

hanger, and another, less perfect because the effort

is more visible, is Sanzio's " Madonna Canigiani,"

at >[unich. Roth at first hand, and also in a

measure through the Frate, whose female ty^H-'S show
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a c-oi'taiii oinli'iudiii' tu i'i'|iru(lui'i' the suhtle I'Mscina- authenticated is that at tlie UHizi. It slioukl

tions of Lionarih) da ^'illei, Rajihael may have de- he pointed out, however, tliat the desig-u bears an

rived tlio Lionardesc^ue manner which characterises ahnost equally close, in some respects a closer, re-

so manv drawinj^s of his earlier Florentiue period, and semblance to Martin Schciugauer's small circular " St.

also in a less degree certain finished w(irks ol' that time, (ieorge," one of three diminutive engravings in

THE PROCESSION TO CALVART.

(Engraved by Mayt'tv SchmujaiLcr.)

such as the jwrtrait of " jNIaddalena Doni " at the

I'll I i. Donatello, again, whose influence had for

innrc lliau half a century been paramount in Tus-

cany and Northern Italy, appears to have exercised

ill al least one instance his chai'm over an artistic

iiatini' So little akin to his own. The "St. (!e<irge

and the Dragon" of the Hermitage, painted by

llaph;ii'l ill l.jOG fur (iuidobaldo of Urbino, and by

him sent as a gift to Henry VII. of England in

rcijuital for his investiture by the Fnglish king

witli the Older of the (Jiarter, appears to have been

inspired by the marble relief which ornaments

the base t)'f the "St. (Jeorge" of Or Saiimichele.

This resendilanee of ]ianel and bas-relief is, as

minht be expectel, still more accentuated in the

drawings for lla])bael's [licture, of wdiieh the best

which the Colmar artist has reiireseiited the same

subject. Once, and apparently once only, we find in

l\a]iliaers work traces of Flemish iuHuence, ascribable,

it may be, to that Justus of (ilient who was accli-

matised at Urbino, and whose only autlu'iiticatcd

work is still to be seen there. This is the small

"St. Michael" of the Louvre which serves as a

jiendaiit to the " St. Cieorge"of the same gallery,

both jianels having been, as it is assumed, jiainted

in I5U1', the year iu which Raphael first revisited

his birthplace. But this influence must have been

ephemeral— the caprice of a moment—for we meet

with it no more.

If in the earlier stages of the numerous designs

for the great "Entombment" of the Borghese

Gallery, painted in \W1 for Atalanla Baglioni, the



THE SPASIMO UI SICILIA.

(I'niiilril hii Knpharl. Pradn. iladfid.)
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heen named. It sluiws in tlie orderint;' and in all the

main linos of its cuinposition, but more especially iu

the design of the central figure, a resemblance, so

remarkable that it cannot possibly be accidental, to

Albert Diirer's great woodcut of the same subject

in the series of the " Grosse Passion." The sugges-

tion for this last design (again more especially the

figure of Christ) was evidently derived bv Diirer from

]Martin Schonsi-auer's large and elaljorate en"ravin<>-,

the " Procession to Calvary;" and it would almost

appear that Raphael, not content with reference to

Diirer's composition, had gone to the fountain-head

and consulted Schongauer ; for in some respects his

Christ, and the group which immediately surrounds

the chief tigurc, come almost nearer to Schcingauer's

design than to the improved version of DLirer.

Though it may be held that the Nurembersi' master

more than touch has attained in his central personage a higher pathos,

a truer dignity than that achieved in the same jiortiou

of his design by the Urbinate, yet it is impossible

not to feel surprise and admiration for the manner

in which the latter has translated the terrible energy,

the uncompromising directness and realistic jiassiou

of the German version into the idealised passion,

suave even in its intensity, into the rhythmic unity of

line and sentiment which make of the " Spasimo

"

inlluence of I'erugiuo's famous "Pieta" in the Pitti

is manifest, in the later stages of preparation for the

Borghese picture, and in the work itself, it is evident

that, under the fascination of Mantegna's great

design in the engraved series of the " Passion," he

to a great extent remodelled his concejition, and based

it on that of the Paduan master. The completed

picture—the most important work of the painter's

pre-Koman period—has evidently suffered from tbe

elaborate preparation, the overstudy revealed by the

sketches ; it fails to convince, from a want of real

unity of conception, of true dramatic passion, from

a displav of t'lwrgy a /'roiil ; and in these respects

is far behind the engraved design of the earlier

master, sublime and touching in the rugged grandeur

of its conception, and full of generalised truth and

sculpturesque dignity.

It is impossible here to do

once again upon the question— worn well-nigh

threadbare—of the inlluence on Sanzio of his great

rival Buonarroti. AVhatever may be the truth as

to the exact date at which there were revealed to

the Urbinate the wonders of the Sistine—of which,

it must be remembered, he had in Florence a fore-

taste in the famous " Cartoon of Pisa," from which

he, according to Vasari, made drawings—to deny

the great impression produced by these masterpieces one of his most consummate, and not one of his least

on the more evenly balanced and less turbulent inspired works. The acquaintance thus shown by

nature of the younger master would be futile. Raphael with the masterpieces of wood-cutting and

They stimulated him to no mere imitations of the engraving produced north of the Alps is not in any

sublime qualities or the mannerisms of his rival, way surprising, seeing that their great popularity in

but rather to a further and final self-development, Italy is proved by Marcantonio's deliberate ajjpro-

which resulted in the last and greatest phase of his priatiou of the whole series of the " Marienleben

"

maturity. The divinely harmonious design of the and the '"' Kleiue Passion," re-engraved by him on

"Sibyls of Sta. Maria della Pace" stands, among copper, as well as by the fashion in which the prints

many others, as a proof of the indebtedness of of Schongauer, Diirer, and others were copied and

Raphael, while it evidences at the same time his paraphrased in the engravings, paintings, and espe-

])eculiar power of assimilating great qualities without cially in the ceramic works produced in Italy during

their defects, and of borrowing without impairing the first half of the Sixteenth Century. We know,

his own idiosyncrasy. too, that Raphael possessed and highly prized certain

Want of space forbids us, too, to enter upon engravings by Diirer, some of which, together with

another important question : that of the influence, so a tempera piortrait of the Nurembei'g master by

evident in Raphael's later works, of the antique, to himself, were gifts from him to Raphael,

the study of which he in his last years devoted him- Even the influence of the dignified luxury and

self with such extraordinary assiduity. Of this in- poetic realism which marked the Venetian art of

lluence the long series of designs supplied by Sanzio the time reached Raphael, through Giorgione's most

to ]\larcantonio constitute proofs far stronger even accomplished pupil, Sebastiano del Pionibo, who,

on the other hand, willingly sought inspiration at

the fount of the Raphaelesque, before he elected to

sit at the feet of ^Michelangelo, and, so far as in

him was, to shake off his early Venetian manner

and shine only as a light of the Romano-Florentine

school. This reciprocal influence of the future

enemies is chielly made manifest in three celebrated

portraits, the " Dorothea '' (formerly " Fornarina "),

which has passed from Blenheim to the Berlin

!

than are furnished by the "School of Athens," the

frescoes of the Farneslna, or the famous, if some-

what overrated, decorations of the Loggie of the

Vatican.

A typical example—as evidencing the catholicity

of his views and his readiness to ac(piire fresh material

from every source—is the " Spasimo di Sicilia," as the

maguificent "Christ Carrying the ('ross " which now
adorns the Museo del Prado of Madrid has universal) v
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fi;'allery ; tlio soHalk'd " I'oniaritui ' ol" tlio Tribiiiia
;

iiiul the " Violinist " of the Seiarra I'alaco at Riiinu.

Of these works, tlie two former—both, it is l)elieve(I,

painted in the year I.jH—were in former and less

critieal times very generally, tliouii:h not without

question, ofiven to Kajjhael. In reeent years almost

all eompetent authorities have assigned them to the

early Roman time of Sebastiauo, under the domi-

nating inlluenee of Sanzio. An attemjit is now being

made bv Pr. Bode and some Berlin erities, on what

appear somewhat insudieient grounds, to restore the

" r'oruarina " of the Tribune to Raphael, aeeounting

f(jr the (iiorgiones(pie iduiraeter ol' the iciii('e|ition

by the intercourse of the painter with Sebastiano,

then newly arrived from Yeniee. Tlie incomparable
" \'i(plinist," though painted in IJLS, at tlie elose

of liMiihail's eareer, reveals so unmistakably, in tlio

sober glow of its eolouring and in certain jiassages

of the execution, \'enctian inlluenee that some

reviewers of art-history would assign tiiis master-

piece also to Sebastiano. But here the aftril)ufion

is less excusable; for through the manifest ell'ort

to create a masterpiece which should i)ossess the

tyjiieal richness and the technical mastery of Venice,

shines the very s])irit of

Sanzio, th^

CHKIST BHAKINQ THE CKOSS.

(From the " Grossc rasaion." Engraved by Albtrt Diircr.)

divine se-

renity, the calm sclf-

R'liani'e, which are the

special attributes of the

master. And with the

aiii of these attributes we

have the presentment of

a fascinating personality

which consciously half

withdraws itself from

the beholder's interpre-

tation, remaining just

sullic-'Mitly revealed to

stimulate the fancy. No-

where has Raphael, while

o]ienly affirming his en-

deavour to assimilate the

(jualitiesof an ait in some

respects o])j)oscd to his

own, more triuni]ihantly

maintained liis individu-

ality, or more thoroughly

vindicated the strength

of his artistic nature.

The instance, drawn as

it is from the last and

most bi'illiaiit jieriod of

his radiant career, is a

lilting illustration of the

system which, ]iai-tly

with deliberation and

]iartly in response to the

irresistible cravings o!

his genius, he followed

from the very begin-

ning; a system from the

temptations of which he

rose supreme, stronger,

and more thoroughly

himself every time he

drew fresh draughts from

new sources of inspira-

tion. Claude riiiLLii's.
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ANIMALS IN DECORATION.

rjllll] t':U'( is, T know siinu'lliini;- nl' animals, Imt

J- iiL'xt to iiotliiii<4' historically, or i)y education,

ol' till' tanoiis of ilueorative art. I have a clear

instinct that such ami such a line or asseinhla;;e of

sliajK's Would yo well in a jiaucl ur on a frieze; Iml

most of the actual animals in decoration that one

sees are j)retty nuuh failures, because their line or

tree sha|ies which nii<4iit make licautiful siuh a

hideous waste as the insidu of Euston Square, for

instance ; and there is plenty of room there which

Mr. Watts would douhtless ^;Iiuliy spare ((i. F.

\\'atts, ll.A. lie olTcred hmj;' !i<^o to fresco tlie

walls o^ratis. The olTcr was declined witli tliaidis).

1 am ignorant, but douhtless most true decorative

I.—THE roi.in beae.

(Drain, hij W. ./. XettltaMi>.)

curve is made matiiematical, so to .say, not natural.

There seems to be little beauty in a symmetrical

serpent inini;- curve when eom|)ared with the free

.sweep of nature's hand, and almost no pleasure to

be i^ot from even the best (ireck ornament—pure

ornament on textile fabrics of course—by the side of

tliat ijiven by the ini'xhaustiblc richness of nature's

patterns.

All this is just necessary to show how much on

the one hand 1 need answers to (piestions, on the

otlier how an instinct or taste may make one an

enthusiastic advocate but a bad judge. Starting

then with this idiosyncrasy, I contend that the

lowest form of animal decoration is such work as

the Trafalgar Square lions, and the highest the Par-

thenon frieze. It makes one despair to think of the

countless scul^itural and gracious animal, flower, and

412

artists can tcli Iimw far the iridescence of a peacock's

plnniage or the yet subtler prismatic richness of a

]nihou's skin can be reproduced in fresco; nor do 1

forget for a moment tlic necessity for flatness, and

absence of moilclling or lumpiness.

The Tral'algar Square lions must be <piictly

damned, because, pretending to be done from nature,

they alisolutely miss the true seulj)tural (luality whii-h

distinguishes the leonine pose, and because a lion

couched like that ha.s not a concave Itack like a grey-

hound, but a convex back, greatly ennobled in line

from tlie line of a cat's back in the same position.

15ut there is perhaps a lowerdcplh of degradation,

and hero I douljt if any one will be on my side. I

mean the conventional animal, the grotes(juc, or the

so-called terrible. I would abolish every dragon,

sphinx, bogus elephant-god, aye, and even the (,'entaur
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himseir. T wmilil r:itlirr liavc such a iliiiii;; as tliis

asli-tray (iv.), cut into a vurv fair resemblance to a

(Jerman boar, tlian the best brass dragon-dog from

.lapaii tliat ever gaped. I would rather luive, if I

wanted to make the outside of a church hideous

with devil's heads, the simplest reproduction of such

a crocodile's or iguana's head as this (v.) tlian the

widest-mouthed gargoyle that ever grinned.

But all this tirade, although it may seem narrow-

minded, may induce some men who know better to

tell me the true raison d'l'tre of grotesquerie in art

at all, as it stands. Will you take what I am
going to .say iu the modest sense in which it is

offered? Feeling so strongly as I do the huge

waste of material implied by the comparatively

general neglect of the wealth of animal forms, which

lend themselves for decorative design in uncon-

ventional shapes (shapes cojiied strictly from nature),

I venture to suggest that such a group as this

sketch (ill.), for a moonlight picture of lions, shows

how some one with the requisite decorative facility

and genius in massing shapes might make countless

friezes, panels, and pediments from lions, bulls, all

the antelope and deer tribe, bears, rhinoceri, and

camels, to say nothing of the legion tribes of birds.

And that not in bas-relief only, but in colour too.

But the outcome of all this is that if imitation,

copying of nature strictly, lies at the root of all

decorative art as applied to organic shapes, the first

step downwards on that road is departure from

nature for the sake of so-called symmetry. In short,

imjHilse, and not calculation or conscientiousness, is

the true and only motive power, however restricted

the space to be filled.

Nay, I will go a step further, and say that tlie

truest decorative artist in this line is he who, when
]ilaced in front of any prescribed space, does not

think, but acts. I mean he does not want to iill the

space si/inmelricallj ; he wants to put a shape he

knows into it. His arrangement will, all the same,

be symmetrical, but it will be right ahsolutel//. If

he thought for a single moment, his arrangement

might be symmetrical, but would only be right re-

lativc/i/ to the space tilled, from the point of view of

conventional symmetry, not from that of necessity

—

the need, I mean, of the artist to put his shapes

seemingly at random, but really because they must
absolutely be there and nowhere else.

I see, then, three methods in which animals may
be used in decoration on a Hat surface, in paint or

fresco, and in bas-relief. There is, first, the pure

Japanese way—the way of what I may call ordered

impulse-; second, the frieze, or pediment in high or

low relief, which, while demanding impulse iu the

conception of the main idea, is fettered to some
degree by the necessity of actually fdling the space

with shapes. Massed info a whole their lines carry

the eye along, while 8e[iarately thev are large enough

to rest, and not tease the eye. I do not know whether

the Japanese way has ever been applied, in all its

joyous beauty, to bas-reliel: in wood or stone, where

the shape i.s square or a large oblong, as in panels; but

I can conceive a room in marble, oak, or jesso which

might, done in that way, be of exceeding beauty.

The third way is sculpture on a large scale.

Here there is ijreat room also. Having: nothing'

better at hand to refer to (for only in America,

France, and Germany has pure animal sculpture

reached the point of serious achievement),* I venture

again to point to attempts of my own, by way of

showing how lines, sumptuous or severe, but acci-

dental always, call out to be rendered in a great

manner. Such a noble line as that of the couched

lion in the previous illustration ; such a rocky line

as that of this polar bear, or this two-horned rhi-

nocei'os, who looks like a living torpedo ram—these

things should be done, not as framed pictures, but

on large wall spaces, or in bas-relief on any scale, or

in sculpture life-size. And the day will come, though

perhaps not in our time, when they will be done, if

it be true that civilisation and progress are but an

ebb and flow of the tide.

When I first made this title out iu my own
mind it was a very serious matter indeed. I thought

of the cave man and his bone drawings, the Assyrian

bas-relief, the Egyptian basalt or porphyry lions. I

thought of the Japanese birds, fishes, beasts, and

dragons—it would be diflicult to say what did not

enter this bewildered brain claiming a right of being

included in a paper imder the head of "Animals in

Decoration."

By this time I have more or less given up the

cave man and his bone drawings. He draws too

well, if the serious reader will allow me to say so.

Besides, I have certain tracings from modern Bush-

men drawings (ii.), which really are to the point, and

show what primitive observation (it is probably much

the same now or 30,000 years ago) really can do

when the hand is called upon by the brain.

t

* I Jo not forgot Mr. Walts's horse carrying '• Le Gros Vcncur,"

Jlr. Bochm'.s liuU, Mr. Birch's trumpeter, or last, but not least,

Mr. Gilbert's eagle on the enchanted chair. But none of those,

except perhaps Sir. Boehm's bull, are piu'e animal sculpture ; and
Miss Ida Clarke, Miss Chaplin, and Mr. Stark have not, so far as

I know, had an opportunity of showing their unquestioned power

on a large scale.

t These drawings are from tracings taken directly from the

rock walls of a cave in the Hex River Valley, Cape Colony, by
Mr. Louis Peringuez ; they were very kindly lent me by Professor

C. Lloyd Morgan, of I'nivcrsity College, Bristol, and are hitherto

unpublished. lie says that such designs " arc foimd in caves or

rock shelters, and are nearly always executed in a sort of red odire,

which must, I think, have been mixed with oil of some kind, and

is fairly duralde. In none that I have seen is there any shading

or detail ; but this is very likely because it has been weathered."
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Tlio nkk'st I'unu ul' (locoratinu 1 liuw been alilr thinks, that is, so i'ai- as tlic brute think> at all ; but

to 14ft hold of exists in these Bushmen drawinjfs. so it would if he made patterns all over it in ri't«uiar

The eavi' man isn't to be named in tlie same day with intervals.

these l'(ir rudeness. lie is a linished genllenuin by Thus, in jtoint ul' antii(uity, the i>altein makiui;'

the side of them. And yet, iudierous as these are art nnist yiehl to the animal painlinj;- ait. Nul in

in a wav, how deeorative they are! How, with a imint of develojiment, of course, but of old famdy.

little more firmness and certainty of hand, and a The iteh to make patterns is, I sidjmit, the residt

little more Hat tint, thev could, in the estaldishment of nerves either strained and chafed by the conditions

of a new Kcniunio, make the apjiropriatc desiijn for

a busliman's chamber or cave where Fortunio niio^hl

])ursue his pK'asures under the low<'st and most primi-

tive diso-uise known to human beinj^s.

Of eoui'se if Vou juxtapose the terms animals and

decoration you at once o])en a new field for con-

jecture or dispute on that much vexeil ([Uestiou

—

what is decorative art? Not that I am "'oino- to

bore the reader with theories or with my pet nostrum.

I haven't a theory in tlie world, not even a nostrum.

Hut when it comes to animals in decoration, it is

of over-civilisation, or slackened by the sensuousness

of savao'c life in a bounteous climate.

Men have tried their minds many a time on ihe

ipiestion, what is a picture, and whal is decoration ?

W hen does the one become the other, or the other the

oney How may i)ieture and decoration intermarry,

or at least live in coneubinao'e, without smjishinif the

furniture? The (juiet bushman answers us— 1 draw

wliat I see and what 1 like, on what answers fo me
for wall space.

Is not the /?tf/w^ f(jrm of animal decoration that

obvious that the rules governinj^ tlieir introduction whi<h involves the putting down of a shape—imi-

on a wall or in a panel, or where you will, must be tated from nature—on any space Ibaf may come

hu'tjely modified in favtnir of the artist—of the man handy':' Does not tlie necessity to till a space with

who makes the design. Here a curious cpiestion shapes, either not imitated or else merely adajited

puts out its head, and what I am going to say froni nature, imply a certain deterioration "i* Whence

sounds perilously like a theory. Very fortunately comes the desire to make shapes in drawing or other-

this subject affords a basis to go on such as no man, wise? Is it an instinct that urges to imitate a

other than an animal painter, can boast. Animal known shape, or a necessity that urges to ornament

drawing is the earliest known form of visible mental a given space? The two co-exist; can they not be

exi)ression the whole organic world through. fused with advantage? Is not the higher jiower of

Picture writing, the ]\Icxican and the I'gyptian, animal decoration that which consists of assemblages

eame ages after. I am not, of course, going to abjure of real forms, never mind whal their geography,

my cave man draughtsman altogether. Indeed, I instead of combinations of invented forms? Is not

accept the well-known mammoth as having existed

on a bone. The earliest known form of picture, of

making a shape, was (his cave man drawing, re-

peated to-day by his brother the Bushman. AVhy he

did it heaven knows. It is very difficult to know

why any one should, nowadays, paint a ))ieture, or

make a bas-relief or

nature as a decorator su]ierior fo man? Can you

match with vour own handiwork (he beauty of the

])attern on a p\t lion's skin (see the reticulated

jivdion at the Zoo)? ("ould you with your un-

ai<lcil hand ami brain invent anil draw a line so rare,

so comj)lcte, so varied, am

a statue. But tlie

Bushman is indejien-

dent of the almighty

picture-dealer, and yet

he— well, he draws

animals when he has

nothing better to do.

Good Bushman !

Here, then, we

have the rudimentary

form—the elemental

type—of the necessity

this human species is

under to scratch or

draw shapes. His

njck or cave looks

the better for it, he II. A BUSHMAN KI.KIIIANT.

:o satisiying to the

decorative sense, ns

almost ail}' li/.ard or

snake gives ?

A Ja]iaiiese artist,

tli(y (ell me, takes

his fan or screen or

oblong space, and

la\s upon it, wi(h an

unerring hand, where

an<l how he chooses,

and widi no other

guiding rule, (he

shape of some bird,

boast, fish, or ])laiit.

But that shape is

almost always as like

as i( can be maile to

the jiarticular bird,
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beast, flsli, or i>l;mt he wants to represent ; and it botlierod In's liead alinut the word deeorative. He
is so placed or juxtaposed that no eye detects it as had to do his daily task, and pnilndily his grand-

a spot or as pin-poseless. It is not a receipt for an father had done the same sort of thing- not quite so

animal or plant, like the animal of the child's pic- well ; but neither he nor his grandfather cared much
ture-book, or the foliage of Harvey ; nor is it innigi- cither for art or for lions, and nothing at all for

narv, fanciful, or conventional. lieauty or rightness or jireciousness. Only he drew

To ni}- mind—and the only value of what I am from nature, mechanically—I concede tliat if you

III.—LIONS AND LIOXESSKS.

(Drawn by 11'. ./. yMlcahip.)

going to say is its conviction—the jewel of animal

decoration as such loses its fine water the moment it

is clouded with the human intellect.

It may be a l)egging of the que-;tion, or arguing

in a circle, or something equally vicious and terrible,

but I cannot refrain from asking, had the gentlemen

who did the Assyrian bas-reliefs or the Egyptian
lion statues, decoration in their mind at all? Presum-

ably the Ninevites- had absolute tyrants to rule over

them, and these tyrants liked to have their liooms

and their splurges put ilown in plain picture language
for themselves, their wives, and their courtiers to

.see. So they made the artist sit iip and do lions

and horses and stolid-faced warriors, and colour them
red and brown and green. Why did not the artist

make his lion's mane more like a lion's mane ? Did
he think it more decorative to make it like an under-

done artichoke ? I say he made it so, because all he

wanted to do, and he succeeded in doing it, was the

outline, action, and character of the lion. The mane
was a mass; lie liJled it up witli a biothed kind of

zigzag, to 1)0 done with it. I don't know Assyrian
or Sanskrit, but I do not believe that artist ever

like—but instinctivel}' at the same time; and, there-

fore, his work is immortal.

The secret, then, of true animal decoration (as 1

understand it) is going direct to nature. Let us take

a crucial instance. The reader will probably grant

that, however he may laugh at the rudeness of my
Bushman drawings, they are absolutely unconven-

tional, and convey the direct impression to the spec-

tator of the image seen by the Bushman in actual

life, and directly scrawled down on his cave's side.

No woodcut or hieroglyph disturbed his sight ; be

knew nothing but giraffe, elephant, or antelope. A
civilised man looking at a giraffe might describe it,

or even fairly represent it, as a short cylinder su])-

ported l>y four poles, with a knot in the middle

of each, and supporting, at an angle of forty-five

degrees, a long plank, at the top end of which is

inserted a triangular plane, jdaced at a siniihu- angle

downwards or horizimtally. That, of course, would

be no good decoratively ; but even that would be

better decoratively than a giraffe drawn by the same

civilised man, either from another drawing or from

description. And I think that the rude Bushman's
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scrawl is really the gerin of true ileeonilive arl a-^

aiipiieil to animals.

IV.—A WILD no : ASn-TUAY.

Take anollier instaiiee. Certain apes and nmn-

k«!ys, and all snakerJ and lizards, ineludin<j crocudiles,

have very wide imiutlis—mouths wide onoui;li Inr

anytliinj^. They are in all their eDnrorniation mure

sirietly <4-rotes(|ue than any otlier l'i)rms of orj^-anie

life, and from that point of view a reproduction ol'

them in eoluur, lias-relief, or seulpluro would he very

heantilnl and delicate, if we cunsider onlv detail and

i^radation <il' line and colour, and ahstain from apply-

in<j to the shajie as a whole any covered standard

of heauly. And yet the net restdt of these existences

on decoration in civilised nations is the gargoyle of

our cathedrals.

ilost people who read this will renienihei- a dran'ou

done hy .Mr. I'nynter in his jiictiire of " Andromeda

and Perseus;" hut I will hack the most conimon-

jdace iguana against it for heanty of detail and

thorough grotesquerie.

The elements which animal shajios sujiply to the

decorative artist are, then, endless variety of form

and colour, and, included in these, in their strongest

and most widespread types, the grotescpio, the

massive, the graceful, and the unexiiected. And
that hai)py accident whi<-h more lh;in

one painter dreams of as the iiUimd.

T/iiili' of decorative art, is at men's

heck and call in the shapes of most

(juadrnpeils, hirds, and reptiles—
onl}', have men eves to see it?

An im]Msh desire took possession

of me at the heginning of this paper

to call it " Animals in Decoration,"

or " Decoration in Animals." Curses,

like chickens, come home to roost

;

and as this little essay is running out

its last lines, we arc brought face

to face with the fact that decoration

in animals really is a suhject, anil a good one.

Moreover, that in discussing it 1 sliould iiave to

mollify my previous theory as to the

relative values of pure imitation, anil

f:in('ifnl i>\ o'MVi'iit Mnai ornament.

Anil allhougii it is nut strictly

within the limits of the snhjccl in

hand, a word or two may he said (in

the value of ornament as pnuluiu-il

hy nature; and then I, who am in

the door, so to speak, between natural

di'coration and fanciful or conventional

ornament, shall get out of it cleverly.

We all know the dilTerence between

drawing- and jjainling a desi<j;'n for a

]ilate, say, with ime's hand, and tak-

ing the scrapings o\ a good, juicy,

varied palette, cla]iping them on a

sheet of paper, fnhling it double, and

pressing it, and then cutting a shape, say .a biitlerlly ,

out of th(> design thus proiluced. And we all know
hnw this chance shape, for beauty and (piaintne.ss

of design in i'orm and cohim', and for all (pialities

which make animal decorative art best worth having,

will heal our own handiwork hollow.

In such a chance fashion, when she is doing

jiattcrns, nature seems to work; and lu'r ]iatterns,

though freipiently oi'dercd and s\ sleuiatic, can only

be fully accounteil I'or li\' leaving room fi'r the

happy accident.

Some day, in a very far a)id ros\- future, perhaps

an artist may arise who can and will sch'ct a house

—the LauLihani Hotel mijjht do, fir the house Baron

(irant built—i^r tiial artist may choose rather to

build one on a corrcs]ionding scale. He will decorate

it from ground floor to attic with true animal and

foliage sha])CS. ~S\;\\\ and woman shall only lake

their place as constitutional sovereigns in that vast

realm where movement, colour, and mass shall be

everything, and the almighty dollar shall seek in

vain for some pocket to hide in, or a stditary six-

pence to scratch himself against. The greatest

v.—A CnOCOCILF. S 1IEM>.

(Dra)fn hy II'. J. XrUlnhip.)
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swells ill that kingiLun sliall In' Mic jiossessoi's dl' (lie is the alisolute i^'overnor of tlu' decorative desisrii

most variouslv jiattenied skiiis^ the uoblest, most tlir(iui;hout the Iniikling. And I conclude with

massive, or most <;Tacefiil lines of form, the subtlest this: that in no square inch of it shall any line

and richest colours. Intellect sliall not exist in tiiat or colour appear which is not a direct imitation oF

house, but in its stead the plastic impulse which nature. W. J. Niirii.KsuiP.

THE EOYAL ACADEMY: INQUESTS AND COMMISSIONS.

IN ]\Iarch, lS;5y, Mr. Hume moved for a Return

ol' the amount of money received for admission

to, and the number of persons who visited, the ex-

hibitions of the Academy in 1S36, 1S:57, and 1838.

The entrance-money was to be distinguished from

the proceeds of the sale of cataloo-ues ; and the

Return was to be rounded off witli a list of the

officers of the Academy, their salaries, and the num-

ber of students in the schools.

The categorical nature of these demands, quite

as much as the demands themselves, irritated the

Academicians to incandescence. They squarely re-

fused to make the Return, denied the right of

Parliament to call for it, and petitioned for protec-

tion against farther " rec^uests " of the same sort.

Then the House of Commons solemnly discussed the

past achievements and the existing jiosition of the

Academy, several great personages taking the oppor-

tunity to say some very handsome things about the

institution, which, according to Haydon, was estab-

lished by means of the " basest intrigue." Haydon,

by the way, was one of the several artists who

petitioned the House to insist upon making the

Academy amenable to its authority. Petitions on the

other side, of course, did not lack. The result of the

division was 38 votes for rescinding the order calling

for the Returns, and 33 for adhering to it. The

big battalions had it; and for five more years no

echo of Mr. Hume's voice reached the Academical

" Sleepy Hollow." Then, in 1814, he flung another

dart at his old enemies. He moved an Address to the

Crown praying Her Majesty to withdraw her coun-

tenance from the Academy, which, having departed

from the original intention of its founder and being

no longer capable of rendering service to English art,

ought to be ejected from its ]iremises in Trafalgar

Square. The first time the motion was made the

House was counted out, and on the second occasion

Mr. Hume received no support. And once inore

vested interests remained imdisturbed.

Their next dozen annual dinners the Academicians

were suffered to eat in peace; but early in the Session

of 1803 a Royal Commission was ajipointed " to en-

(piire into the ]irescnt ]iosition of the Royal Academy
in relation to the Fine Arts." The Commission

held very numerous sittings, and examined very

numerous witnesses at such inordinate length that

their evidence filled a Blue Book of more than six

hundred folio pages. Sir Charles Eastlake described

the privileges of the Academicians as the right to

be called " esquires," and to have their works placed

prominently in the exhibitions. The statement on

the Catalogue that artists beh)nging to any otlier

artistic society could not exhibit was only empty

thunder; it was never acted upon. In his opinion the

Associates were too many, and their very number fre-

quently prevented their election until they had reached

old age, and a meritorious artist might, from absolute

weariness and despondency, at last lose even the ability

which had won him his Associateship. He would

reduce the number of Associates by one half; lint

would not increase the Academicians. It was a dis-

tinct advantage in the Academy teaching that it had

no regular unvarying fashion of tuition to bind and

cramp the ability of students; and he believed that to

this freedom from trammel were owing the freshness

and variety of the English school of painting. He
would like to see the sculptors form themselves into

an independent society. From each exhibition works

to the value of from £3,000 to £5,000 were sold. The

jieriod during which successful students were allowed

to remain in Italy had been reduced from three to

two years on account of a doubt as to the amount of

good they derived from their stay ; but iiersonally he

thought they should be sent in greater number and

for a longer time. Between 1771 and 186:2 the enor-

mous number of twenty-three students had been sent

abroad ; the smallness of the number was to some

extent accounted for by the disturbed condition of the

Continent between 1795 and 1818, when no students

were sent. The expense of the schools was about

£;i,300 a year. He was entirely in favour of gratui-

tous teaching, and believed that if students paid,

the Academy would be unable to give them better

instruction than they already received for nothing.

His colleagues had endeavoured to increase the How

of promotion within the Academy by inventing a

class of " Honorary Retired Academicians " with

pensions of £100 a year each ; but he thought there

were still too many painter R.A.'s. There were
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lU'itluT siiffii-iont sfiili)ti>rs inu- siillieient aivliitti-ts

ainoiij;' the Forty, and any adiliticms to tlioir number

ouylit to be made from among distiiii»'uisl)ed sculptoi-s

and architects. In order to retain its independence,

and not to afford any excuse for Government med-

illing, the .Vcademy had offered to erect tlie proposetl

new building on the site of Burlington House at their

own expense, ]irovided that some compensation for

being turned out of tlic National (Jallery was given

in the shape of a generous arrangement regarding

the laud. An essential condition of this offer was

that the Academy was to remain entirely uncontrolled,

save by the Sovereign acting by her own volition,

and not upon the advice of her Ministers.

To the President of the Academy succeeded several

distinguislied artists and amateurs. Sir Edwin Land-

seer thought that, on the whole, it would be better if

the number of works an Academician can send were

more restricted; but since the ]irivilege was so rarely

availed of to the full, it really did not matter much,

"and if you coidd recall some of the celebi-itics who

have been members of the Academy you would be very

glad to have eight pictures by them." He considered

the Academy was altogether wrong in retjuiring a

candidate's withdrawal from any other artistic society

of which he might be a member. A man of con-

spicuous talent ought to be elected an .\cademiciun

whether he belonged to any other society or not. He
failed to see that R.A.'s enjoyed any advantages

which other artists did not ; but it was true there

was a possible " paltry pension ;
" while the salaries

of the officers were "most contemptible." He did

not think the teaching in the schools could be greatly

im]iroved, but the students ought to undergo a much
stricter examination. Mr. ^laclise thought the Asso-

ciates were in a most invidious and uncomfortable

position, and that they ought to be abolished. The
" wretched suspicions there always arc against the

Academy " annoyed him exceedingly, and he "often

wondered why these emjuiries were constantly being

made :
" whcrefrom it would seem that judges learned

in the law have no monopoly of obliviousness. Mr.

Millais, who was then A.R.A., would abolish the

.Vssociatcship, and increase the number of Acade-

micians, and would curtail the number of works that

could be exhibited as of right. All great artists,

whether in oil or in water-cob lur, ought to be Acade-

micians ; and it must be remembered that if Turner

had painted only in water-colour he would never have

been a member of the Academy. One evil result of

there being so many Associates was that Mr. Tjinnell's

name had been down for election for fifteen years,

despite that he was one of the most distinguished

landscape-painters of the time. Si.xty Acatlemicians

would be more than enough.

Mr. Holmau Hunt brou<;-ht a tremendous indict-

nieul aj;-.iinst tin- Academy. The gist of it was,

that its teaching was exceedingly incomplete and in-

effectual, and that its constitution was radically bad.

If the Academy did nothing else it ought to be able

to give direction and advice regarding pigments and

canvases. The Assoeiateship was a distinct advan-

tage : he would have double as many Associates as

Academicians ; and it would not be a bad thing to

give them some voice in the management of the

institution. Exhibitoi-s who were not members of

the Academy were most unjustifiably overlooked in

every way. He had tried to regard the proceedings of

the Hanging Committees in a charitable light, but had

been obliged to give up the attempt. Injustice was

done even to ~Slv. Frederick Leighton, whose pictures

were constantly hung badly. He was altogether

opposed to the suggestion mkkIc by a memljcr of the

Commission that there should be some test of general

education in candidates for the schools, since it was

very possible that Turner would have failed to satisfy

such a test. Mr. lluskin declared, in phrases full of

vigour and colour, that the Academicians were self-

elected, and that it was a cardinal jirinciple in such

matters that the electorate should be distinct from

the body into which a man was elected. He would

like the constituent body to consist of artists and

the public. As matters were the Academy did very

little, and what it did was mischievous. The effect

of its teaching upon the art of the country was

entirely nugatory. It was desiiixble to retain the

Assoeiateship, since while a man was an Associate

he was on his ])robation. It did no harm to a pro-

mising artist tx) be left out of the Academy, but it

did harm to the public for an unpromising one to

be let in. Lord Elcho tried hard to get Mr. Ruskin

to admit that it would be desirable to have lay as

well as artistic members of the Academy. " F>ither

you or I," was the answer, " would work great

mischief if we had much to do with the Academy."

But Mr. Ruskin thought the travelling studentships

might be made very usi'ful indeed.

The Royal Commission, in a long licporl, ex-

pressed themselves satisfied that the " Instrunient"

had full and binding legal force; but they thought

"the position of the Academy would be far belter

defined and far more satisfactory" if a Royal Charter

were substituted. Suj>posing a Charter to be given,

the Commissioiicrs proceeded to develop their scheme

of reorganisation. They recommended that the num-

ber of Academiifians should be extended from forty-

two (including the two Academician I'Ugravcrs) to

fifty, the eight additional members Ix-ing chosen by

])refercnee from among architects and scul|>tors. To

these were to enter ten lay mcndjcrs, all distingiiishcil

])ersonages—elected for a term of five years by the

Academy in (xcneral Assembly of Acatlcmicians
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and Associates. The Cominission, with a tender

reQ,'ard for the Associates which lew oi' the witnesses

had shown, thought that the number of A.R.A/s

should be at once extended from twenty to fifty,

power lieing given for their future indefinite exten-

sion. Tlic salary of £300 a year received by the

President, the Commissioners regarded as utterly

inadequate to the duties he is expected to perform.

" AA'e conceive," the Report added on this head,

"that in emolument, as well as in dignity, the

Presidency ought to be established and regarded as

the great prize of Briti.«h art.'^ The Council was to

consist of twelve members, including the President,

two Vice-Presidents, and two lay members. Reports

and statements of accounts were to be published

annually. Following a suggestion made by INIr.

Bcresford-Hope, there w-as to be a class of " art-

workmen" associated with the Academy. They were

to be selected for the excellence of their work in

"metal, stone, wood, and other materials;" it was

to be competent, where there was sufficient merit, to

make tliem Associates, and each art-workman was

to receive a bronze medal and be known as a " Koyal

Academy medallist." It was further recommended

that the Academicians should be selected from among
the Associates on the ground of merit alone, wholly

regardless of the length of time they had been on

the list of Associates ; but no Academician or Asso-

ciate was to be elected with less than half the votes

of the members of the General Assembly jiresent

at the election.

Upon the great hanging question the minds of

the Commissioners were very clear. The complaints

that had been made (for fifty years or more) were

caused entirely by lack of space. When the Academy

was better housed, grumbling upon this head would

fly away like shadows, and every man's picture would

be well hung. At the same time, they thought it

desirable that Academicians and the existing Asso-

ciates should have the right to exhibit four works

only instead of eight, while future Associates were

not to send any works at all as of right. It was

recommended that the scope of the Exhibition should

be extended to engravings, coins, medals, engraved

gems, "and such works in chasing and carving as

m::y jiroperly be classed under the head of Fine Art.^^

All works sent in for exhibition were to be submitted

to the Council, who were to accept and reject"; but

three committees, nominated by the Council and

selected by the General Assembly, were to arrange

the aeee])ted works—one committee for painting and

engraving, one for sculpture, and one for " works of

architecture," whatever tlio.se may be. Each com-

mittee was to consist of two Academicians and an

As.sociate, and no member of the Council was to sit

on any of them. The Commissioners could not but

admit that the Academy teaching was defective,

and they accordingly recommended that the exist-

ing system of instruction, as superintended by the

Keeper in the Antique School, and by visitors alone

in the Life and Painting Schools, should be aban-

doned. There oug-ht to be a General Director of the

Schools, not necessarily a member of the Academy,
who should receive a salary sufficient to secure the

services of a first-rate teacher, with competent and

well-paid instructors at the head of each department

of the schools. Candidates for admission to the

schools should be required to pass an examination as

a test of their general education, and in view of the

greater eflieiency of the teaching under the new
system, the students should j^iiy moderate fees.

There should be jieriodical examinations, and for

the encouragement of students of straitened means,

a number of scholarships might be estnblished.

"Chemistry as apjilied to art^' should be added to

the curriculum. A chemist should be attached to

the Academy, in whose laljoratory experiments could

lie made with colours and vehicles for jiainting.

The results of these tests were to be annually

published. The Commissioners would abolish the

travelling studentships, which, as they mildly re-

marked, " had nut worked well," and would replace

them by "art fellowships," tenable for a term of

years, "the object being to assist students in the

study and practice of art at home and aliroad.'''

Also it was desirable, funds permitting, that "a
small branch Academy " should be established in

Rome, " so far as regards, at least, the permanent

residence of a jirofessor at a sufficient salary, who

shotdd have a general control over such travelling

students of the Academy as might wish to pursue

their studies at any time in that city." In the

event of the Associate class being largely increased,

the Commissioners recommended that future Asso-

ciates and their widows should not be entitled to

pensions.

This most remarkable Report wound u]) with a

declaration that, since it was only by giving the

Academy rooms that the nation acquired any control

over it, no Government could possibly interfere with

its proceedings if it built a house for itself. The

Commissioners therefiu'c reconunendc<l that, in the

event of a new National Gallery being built, the

Academy should occupy the whole of the discarded

building in Trafalgar Square. " Such a grant, accom-

panied by a Royal Charter," they added, " would, we

think, be found to work most beneficially, and the

public would then have a right to expect a ready and

cheerful concurrence on the part of the Academy in

these measures of management which we have pro-

posed." But the Academy saw these proposals in

another light. J. Pkndekkl-Bkuuuikst.
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A GEOUP OF COLOUKISTS.

THE paintings brought together one by one in

the house of Mr. J. T. Williams, of New York,

show, like so many pages of a progressive reader,

the evolution of a taste for canvases not appreciated

by ordinary gallery haunters. One may say of ]\Ir.

AVilliams that, beginning patriotically enough with

American landscapes of the second rank, and some-

times making the mistake of buying the inferior

work of a native painter, he enlarged his horizon

to take in artistic natures of far greater subtlety.

Study of French and English pictures in New York,

study of the best of the newer schools and the old

in Europe, brought him well beyond the common
run of native production into the sjihere of good

modern painting. From the French school of land-

scape especially he learned to value the Dutch.

Almost alone among our collectors in the present

decade, he dares to buy an old Dutch masterpiece

for its intrinsic beauty, without caring whether the

master has ever been the fashion or not.

His education has been in the direction of colour.

Can we say that iinconscio\isly his own profession

led him that way ? !Mr. Williams is an importer of

woods wrought by cabinet-makers into ornamental

furniture, and though the actual purchases are on

a grand scale and from sight of the imtrimmed

timber, he is forced to know what most of the

world ignores—the look of textures of woods more

or less smoothed, more or less highly polished. Has

the reader ever seen a polished slab of the satin-

wood tree that grows in Colombia ? It is a glorious

sight. The saw and polislier lay bare a wealth of

colour hidden awaj' in unsightly logs. Doubtless

the study of the colourists made Mr. Williams, the

importer of woods, more alive to the beauties con-

cealed in the heart of forest trees of which only a

few have yet been used in the industrial arts. But
has it not also worked the other way ? Did not his

trade begin a train of taste of which we now see

the reflex action ? Be it as it may, we find normally

in him the growth of feeling for delicate and rich

colour pushed so far that he can detect it in the

darkest night-scene Rousseau probably ever j)alnted :

a black landscape with half a silver moon such as

the untrained observer would make nothing of : a

picture as much darker than the master's " Le
Givre," for example, which is in the Walters col-

lection at Baltimore, as a midnight is blacker than

a cloudy end-of-day. Among American colourists,

Albert Ryder is a favourite with him; among living

Belgians are Matthew, James, and William Maris at

the Hague; among Englishmen are Orchardson and

Albert iloore. Space will not permit a mention of

all his pictures ; tliese few must suftice.

Theodule Augustin Ribot is sometimes likened

to Ribera, owing to certain pictures, scenes from

the lives of saints, painted with rude contrasts of

light and shade. Much stronger affiliations bind

him to Holland. Especially in the shadowy studio

interior found here does he challenge comjMrison

with the good old work of the Netherlands. It is

true that the subject is not taken at haphazard as

often seems the case in that school, as it often is

with the moderns too. Ribot began under Glaize

to paint still-life and kitchen interiors ; but here

he has risen to something on higher levels. It is

not a mere exercise of the brush for the sake of

exercise, but a grave and perchance to the artist

an epoch-making fact. An old painter, who is the

artist himself, bends forward on his carved painters'

chair, completing a great religious picture by a

waning light. It is a different vein from the i/awni

by Mettling, for instance, which the xinfortunate

state of its outer skin of varnish has prevented us

from reproducing. The boy has found the spoils

of a cavalier, whose soft leather shoes he has drawn

over the neglected stockings that show his bare legs,

whose broad-brimmed Spanish hat he has clapped

on, and whose big sword he has been playing with

just before the painter noted the beautiful lights

that fell on the snub nose, on the big hands, between

the bare calves, and on the casque, cuirass, and shield

thrown on the floor. Ribot is more formal, less rich

in colour than the charming Mettling. But how
sober and yet masterly is the management of the

light from the large-paned windows unmarred by

cross-pieces, as it contends with the light from a

higher, unseen window, which illuminates the ceiling

and brightens the edges of the lofty frame ou the

easel ! This picture represents Ribot as the serious

observer of life, the painter of the actual, yet not

ignorant of lovely dreams ; it catches him in a sub-

jective mood; it is a much-thumbed chapter of his

own life he has opened, and, such as it is, there is a

portrait besides.

Couture, I believe, is no longer the fashion; the

exhibition of his work in 1880 at the Palais de

rindustrie disenchanted more persons than it won.

Luckily, Mr. Williams has independence enough to

ignore tricks of fame, otherwise New York would no

longer possess this lovely head, painted with a simple

sweetness, a breadth, an api)arent absence of eiiort.
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wliifli deliglit beyoiul moasure. The ))aintcr is not

Iiy every one held to be a colourist, yet this has no

little colour in its pale yet living cheek, and its coil

of hair, dark, with a susi)ieioa of auburn. A some-

what rougli and stipply method of bruslnvork observed

in some of bis work is quite absent ; the line of brow

and cheek in the averted face is classic in etfeet

;

the painting of the short hairs on the nape is very

liajipy ; the shadow of the ear, and its old-fashioned

ear-ring, most pleasing. It is a head ; but is it a

portrait? Perhaps it is safer to accept tlie pluases

of lofty persons and call it a sketch, because no

distinct meaning attaches to the picture. It may be

allowed that Couture was greater as a teacher and

an influence tiirough pen and brush than as a painter

of ideas. But connoisseurs will not mind what it is

called so long as it charms. Did lie act in this case,

we wonder, on his rule, that the artist should ask

advice of a woman as to which view of herself is

points, she will put on the most favourable expres-

sion. Profit by it, do not let it escape you." He
certainly was practising what is implied in this sharp

ari-aigument of the workmen of his own time :
" The

grandeur of the present style is to crow-d together

many subjects, excluding everything that is true to

nature;" and this warning :
" Be careful not to give

to your portraits theatrical positions ; be simple and

modest in your jiose as in your expression." Couture

reached his period of sterility too soon for many of

his pictures to find their way to the United States,

but his influence was felt by the painters AV. .M.

Hunt, La I'arge, Healy, anil others.

The grand style in landscape was sought and

attained during a life of hard work, as a drawing

teacher, restorer of pictures, and painter on the can-

vases of other men, by Georges Michel. He is the

ancestor of Jules Dupre and Theodore Rousseau,

having his modest bloom during the French Revolu-

1

A LANDSCAPE.

{Painted hy Georges Michel. WiUiama CoUeclion.)

the best? " She knows well her best physical quali- tion and his end before Xapolcon was cliaineil.

ties. In the space of an hour, being face to face His early landscapes went to England and llussi.i
;

with a painter, she will show all her most beautiful some of late have appeared in America, but fetch
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low prices, owing to their resemblance to the upper-

middle grades of the old Dutch landscapes, and the

better sort, of imitations of the great. Since his

day its votaries find in landscape higher equalities

than in any representations of the human figure.

the one in French Switzerland, the other in English

Scotland. To Jean-Jacques Rousseau, the Genevan

rhapsodist upon landscape, and to Macpherson, the

man who introduced the lays of the Scottish Ossian

to Europe, we can confidently refer not only the

THE STUDIO.

{Fainted by Germain Bibot. Williams Colleclion.)

But the dawn had broken, and by 1791 people had meagre successes of tins o ten grandiose pan tio

already begun to suspect that the contemptuous air landscape, but the --^^"^1^!
j^'^^r"^':^;^'"; ^e

toward the landscape-painters was a huge mistake, that school wh.ch began
-^^^^^^/^^^^^.f ^\^;

Two main sources for this change may be sought: down to the present in Jules Dupre. Th,s example
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belonofs to a period wluni ^lidu-l rose frutn the stiff- of tlie Miuhel makes a <;ooil cdiitrast fur the sea-

ness of hafk-\vori< into breadth of conception, niehm- sc;ipe by Jules Diipre. Here all is dash of wind-

choly grandeur,

sweep, harmo-

nious n e s s of

tone. He was

an odd stick,

but a cheerful,

who had five

children before

he was twenty,

and fell roman-

tically in love

with the fasci-

nating girl who
became Mmc.
Vigee-Lebrun,

and left her

charming face

on canvas of

her own paint-

ing, lie seldom

signetl his pic-

tures, holding

that signatures

only seek to

falsify or sway

the observer
;

the painting,

was his sturdy

belief, ought to

please without

name or title.

AT SEA.

(PainKd by Jtihs Diqn-i. WiHiams Cullcctioii.)

blown crest of

wave, jilunge of

the lugger into

the billow that

sweeps under

lier prow, i>itch

of masts, move-

ment of the

scud overhead.

It is the chopjiy

sea of theChan-

nel, not the

Atlantic swell.

High up there

is a bit of blue

sk\', but the

general tone is

a dull green,

with a strong

touch of grey.

The shirt of a

man on the

luiTirer forms

one red spot,

and there is an-

other vessel

xnider sail near

the horizon.

The horizon line

is low and light

in tone, the

Michel had a gleam of rei)utation tcjward the end (jf niiddje distance dark, tlic forewater lit by the white

the century, but by 1830 he was supposed dead, and crests. One feels the dramatic lire of llug</s odes

long before 181:3, when he did die, he was (mly re- in the seascapes of Dui)rc, and such a severe strength

called by absurd stories among the gossips of the of colour that the Oriental scenes by Decamps are

atelier.^. suggested. Perhaps this is only the man's Hreton

Observe the big, simple modelling of these foot- nature anil the stern landscape of Brittany uniting

hills, how their outlines form with the swell of land to produce an indefinable, half-savage grandeur,

in the foreground, and the road slanting over the In the Williams (Collection a place of honour is

plain, and the straighter horizon of the centre and held by the " INIuse of Music," the w.)rk of Julian

left, certain large masses bounded by simple lines. Alden Weir. Is it because musicians are not the

The clouds are in two general masses that run from most amiable of gentry that Weir has given the

left to right upwards. In the original the foreground half-goddess a glance that is more than haughty?

is dark ; there is a heavy shadow on the plain to the An imperious beauty is hers, and an air of lofty

left; the hills on the right are also in shadow, leaving

light upon the ceutral plain. The sky is slightly

yellowish in tone, the earth a sombre brown running

into yellow. Lines of trees and groves on the hills

are introduced with effect ; the only life is at rest.

A seated woman, a dog, and a man who stands loi ik-

ing into the landscape, supply the faintest possible

touch of animate life, adding to, rather than taking

from, tlie solemnity of the scene.

mil an an'

lisdain, as if it had been lea]-ned fioni .Apollo whilst

he listened to his human rival. She has the fine

cutting about the eye-sockets which is to phrenolo-

gi.sts a sign of musiciil powers ; the left arm rests

negligently on the lyre, and the sha])ely hand falls

in front df the instrument with an ea.se one may

call patrician. The beauty of this picture is far

from exhausted in the admirahic jwse and clever

drawinij. ^Ii-. Weir enjoys a difficulty and works

The hush and absolute, yet not uudramatic, quiet the better for having given himself a task that
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many iJaiiiters would avoid. Sometimes he errs by

so doing; in this case, however, the result justifies

the daring, for the slight irregularity adds zest to

the pose, and relieves it of any possible common-

place. The worth of the picture lies greatly in the

painting, however, which is the most successful

jiiece of colour ]Mr. AVeir has shown, unless some

of his flower-groups be exeej)ted. No woodcut can

fairly render the painting of the lace or the trans-

parent hands in this masterpiece. A rich colourist

Mr. Weir is not ; but in certain excessively delicate

low keys he has a very remarkable and most in-

dividual feeling for colour. We may bracket him

with Ribot rather than with Diaz, with Monticelli

or Albert Ryder.

Amateurship in America has been the prop of

many French painters, without earning their grati-

tude ; legislation by Congress a j-ear or so ago gave

them a better reason for their openly-expressed con-

tempt than they once had. America's ready purse

has kept some from starving, and raised others to a

position which princes rightly envy. America has

also divined greatness : Barye, the sculptor, Jean-

rran9ois Millet, were better understood and better

treated by Americans than by their own country-

men. Go to Paris to-day and ask for ^Monticelli.

It will be a very

well - informed

artist who can

tell you who he

is. There are

twoJMonticellis,

one a Lombard,

w ho paints
fjenre pictures,

nowise differ-

ent from the

ordinary atro-

city of modem
Italy; and the

other, a French-

man of i\Iar-

seilles, who is

probably the

greatest colour-

ist alive. A
riotous early

life, great re-

serve, complete

w i t h d r a w a 1

from the world,

and present in-

capacity to

equal early
work — when a wosian'

Diaz lived, and (Pamuo. hn couture.

was charged with keeping this eccentric pauiter con-

cealed in order to profit by his work and counsel

—make the recognition of Monticelli by the men
of the day nearly impossible. Where was he re-

cognised ? In America. Where are his best pic-

tures ? In America. By some occult means he

inherited the palette which slipped so early from

the hand of Marilhat ; without any known excur-

sions into the true Orient, he seems to have found

in Provence the glowing and deeply harmonious

colours of the best old Oriental rugs and carpets.

This, to be sure, conveys but faint praise to some

minds who ask that a definite story shall be told in

every picture, and who use the term " decorative

"

as a slur. Such will find little to admire in Monti-

celli. The Bacchanalian scene here reproduced—

a

vision of a dance in that Italian garden to which the

pleasure-loving Florentines who told the stories of

the Decameron withdrew— is not by any means the

important point in the original. The groups are at

fii'st indistinct; only gradually do they announce

themselves to the brooding eye ; slowly they resolve

into three separate rings of dancers, and one great

cluster of quiet spectators grouped before the ruined

temple on the left. In Monticelli it is the wonder-

ful that attracts, a coin

S HEAD.

Willia^ns CoUcction.)

composed of an

apparently hap-

hazard b n t

really deeply

felt interming-

ling of cream-

whites, lemons,

subdued blues

and reds. Early

Italian pictures

often show this

heaping up of

incident, this

tapestry - like

mingling of low

colours, and this

high finish in

the faces. It is

a sensuous tu-

midt of colour

that rises from

the a m ]) 1 e

gowns and flow-

ing cloaks of

devil-may-care

dancers, as they

pace along
ecstatic, or fling

their limbs in

a sudden burst

to the thrum-
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AX ITALIAN FESTA.

(Pointed by JIoiMcclli. n'ilUams CulUcliou.)

niiii^ of ;i Provenoal Mephisto seatoil on the left. subtluty of liis colour-vulues liavc ;i cIiiiik-p to ]iciio-

No painter like Monticelli for startling' and milly tratc, before the hard conventionalities of wide-

gvieving honest orderly souls, who wish to take their awake day draw the l)linds upon the senses and

fine arts serenely, with circumspection, with instant open the doors to reason. IMonticelli al his best, as

p-asp of all the painter meant. To enjoy ^Monti- when he painted this, is a workman for jioets and

celli best it is well to have his picture at the foot for amateurs who will Uf.t i>ive a iii;' for rules—who

of one's bed, and open the eyes on it during the are at once wide enou<,''h and Imld cnuu-Ii t.. appre-

white first hours of morning-, when the spirit is eiate extremes in t lie arts. And to say that is to say

still half in dreamland, and the amazing' depth and a great deal. Chaulks uk Kay.

THE PICTORIAL AllTS 01'^ JAPAN.*

WE have enjoyed Japanese art for long, but we

are only just beginning to understand it. It

is one of the signs of its essentially artistic qualities

that we can enjoy so much when understanding so

little. If we take its heraldry, for example, we are

fascinated by the ingenuity and ornamental value of

its badges, without knowing, or even caring to know,

at least at first, their history, or that of the families

they designate, ^\'e can turn over page after page

of illustrations to novelettes and legends which we

cannot read, and yet find much to attract, to detain;

to amuse ns. The national gift of decoration accounts

• " The Piitorial Arts of .Tapaii.'' By William Andcisim.

Part II. (London: Sampson Low.)

for much of our interest, for the language of art is

universal, and we recpiire no dictionary to appreciate

the beauty of a pattern or a harmony of colour ; but

this will scarcely explain the delight we take in such

a drawing as that by Ilokusai, rein-oduccd here from

the second instalment of Mr. Anderson's admirable

book. It is called " The Quick Postman," and is one

of the Mangwa, or " Rough Sketches " of the great

master of the Artisan School of Japan. More infor-

mation than this is nf)t vouchsafed to us, and this is

only valuable as it identities the running, leaping, or

ilying figure as that of a postman. That the other

figure is a porter, we gather from the load of luggage

which he has evidently thrown from his shoulder to
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assist liis distressed friend. On what tlie load rests some personal and official connection with the stars.

is more uncertain ; it would seem to be blank space Further, it is to be observed that " the quick Post-

somewhere near the stars, but is at all events solid man's " hand is caught in the gigantic cobweb, and

I.—THE QUICK POSTMAX.

(Fi-om the '^ Hol-mal Mangu-a.")

enough to support it and its carrier. This man that the being with a broom is rendering this Japanese

appears to be employed, like the old woman "who Ariel a friendly service of extrication. Yet this

went up in a basket," in " sweeping cobwebs from design, so grotesque and unintelligible, is one of

the sky." The decoration of his" dress suggests thousands equally inexplicable, sometimes "plani,"
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sonietimps "coloured," priutpd on papor, carved in

ivory, cliased in metal, enamelled ui)oii pottery, which

exert an irresistible fascination over us ignorant—for

they are full of life and human character, and if they

do not tell their tale, they depict a situation, and

arouse curiosity and conjecture. Human nature is,

as well as art, a universal languag'c, and Japanese

artists speak l)oth to perfec-

tion.

Mr. Anderson does nut

often arouse our curiosity with-

out alhiying it, and thougli

his purpose—at least in the

parts of his book already pub-

lished— is mainly to tell us

the history of art in Japan,

each of the separate plates

(all good, ami some exquisitely

printed in colours) is accom-

panied by an explanation, the

fulness of which leaves little

to be desired. In this second

part is concluded the first

section of the text, which is

occupied by the most trust-

worthy "General History" of

Japanese art which has yet

appeared in English. The
first two chapters of Section

II., "The Application of Pic-

torial Art," are full of that

kind of information which is

specially interesting to the

student of Japanese life and

manners. If we care for Ja-

panese art it is impossible to

remain long satisfied without

knowing to what uses all the

pretty, strange things we
admire, such as the iiefsukes,

the medicine eases, the screens,

are put to in their native

country. In Japan, art is

almost as inseparable from

utility as in Persia, and is

quite inseparable from the

peculiar habits and daily life of the people. Many
of these habits, and the course of daily life, have

changed much, and are changing still, so that

articles not fifty years old are beginning to have

quite an archaeological interest. So we ought to

be all the more grateful to such patient students

and such gifted critics as !Mr. Anderson, who now,

while there is yet time, devote years to save for

us for ever the drifting associations, the fleeting

lore and unwritten records of an art and a civi-

41-4
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II.—THK

(from a rictttrc by

lisation which, as the nld order changes, givedi place

to new.

Pojndar as is the art of Japan amongst us, if is

scarcely to be expected that the jpuhlic will ever

take very great interest in its earlier developments.

The heroic and religious schools of ]iainfing are

too far removed from their ordinary sympathies

l'>r fluin to make the cfTort

necessary to com])rehen(l the

aims and appreciate the style

of the ' old masters." One
must l)ccomc almost a Ja-

|ianese to ])reler the "mnslcrly

liut fanciful touch of a JNIolo-

nobu or a Tanyu "' to llie

lifelike stroke of Joseu or

the graphic line of Hokusai.

Having lost the taste fnr

the "classical landsea])i' " of

Claude, that of Shiiibun will

.scarcely move the puldic

much. The po])uhirily in

l']urope of till' ]iictcirial arls

of Ja]ian is mainly based on

the works belnnging to what

Mr. Anderson calls the fumlli

and last era of Japanese art,

which began about I 77t). It

is (lilTcrcnt with the serious

art-student, to whom every

phase of Japanese art is in-

teresting. In its lont;' ami

varied career he will find

many analogies to the history

of J'hiropean art. In China

he will sec an inilueiice on

Japan not unlike that of By-

zantium on Italy ; he will

trace it through ils hieratic

stages and see how slowly but

surely the artistic instincts

of the Japanese asserted them-

selves; he wdll see the Bud-

dhist occupy much the same

place as the Christian Church,

and in the patronage of the

Shoguns and the Daimios a lay influence at work

like that of the feudal and commercial aristocracy of

Italy, fostering, and at the same time secularising, the

spirit of art, and, above all, he will trace the gradual

emancipation of the artist from conventional bonds,

and the final triumph of natui-alism.

To the ordinary art-lover, as to the special student,

this magnificent and scholarly work of Mv. Anderson

will lie ipf unlold advantage, and not less to the col-

lector and connoisseur. Cos.mo Monkhouse.

i

OlIOST.

Maid Chokueai.)
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'T'HE day but not the bride is conic.

As in her blossom-time;

But go/den lights sustain the home

She cherished in her prime.

Jilay we not call upon the band?

May we not ask the priest ?

Our golden wedding is at hand.

And we shall hold a feast.

But -iiihere is he in snow-white stole

Who the old sci-via read.

That made us one in heart and soul?

Long, long has he been dead.

The bridesmaids clad in silken fold

iVho waited on the bride.

Where are they now? Their tale is told

:

Long, long ago they died.

Where is the groomsman, chosen friend,

The true, the xvell-heloved ?

His term, alas! is at an end

;

Too soon was he removed.

Where is the bride, ah ! such a bride

As every joy foretells !

I see her walking by my side,

I hear the 7Uidding bells.

Where is she no7u ? That we should say

She did not live to kno-w

How passed her silver wedding-day.

So many years ago !

But come, andfor your mother's sake.

Though vain it were to 'weep.

Let us the silent feast partake.

Her golden -wedding keep.

Thomas Gordon Hake.

—— •:H=*»ot^^»

THE ACADEMY AND M. EODIN.

Mffl
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ctiual success at tlie Grosvenor Gallery— where his bronze.

' Un Masque de Vieillard,' was so excellent as to be taken

for an antiiiue—and at the Dudley Gallery ! The works

on view here were the plaster east of his 'St. Jean,' a

bronze of his admirable ' L'Eve,' which in marble is now

in the possession of M. Auguste N'acquerie, a bronze group

of two children, which has become part of the choice

collection of Mr. Constantino lonides, and the busts of

MM. .Iean-1'aul Laurens and Carrier-Beleuse.

'" But what of all that I The master, whose ' Age

d'Airain ' had won liim immortality, had to find out by

experience the unpardonable crime he had committed in the

eyes of some of his brethren. I must hasten to add that on

the other hand there are many with whom it is a matter of

honour to hail M. Auguste Eoilin as the greatest sculptor

of the day. Sir Frederick Leighton, under whose rule the

following incident occurred, Sir Frederick Leighton, who is

himself a member, as a Foreign A.ssociate, of the Institut

de France, Sir Frederick, statuary and painter, will, I am
sure, be obliged to nie for telling a little personal anecdote.

The story is greatly to the credit of one of his French

' brothers-inarms ' of the Academie des lieaux-Arts, and

the President's colleague has a name which is not altogether

unknown. One morning I was in the studio of the author

of the 'Premieres Funt'-railles,' the '^fozart Enfant,' the

' Bernard Pali.s.sy.' Our talk naturally turned upon sculp-

ture, and we soon began to speak of the monumental

doorway il. Rodin is fini.shing—a really Titanic composi-

tion, which owes its in.spiration to Dante's ' Liferno.'

M. Ernest Barrias stopped suddenly and exclaimed, ' If

Fate ever gives me a great fortune, the first extravagance I

shall permit myself will be to buy Rodin's "Age d'Airain.'"

This was very flattering and very delicate. Perhaps no

artist has ever paid another a prettier compliment.

"Last year M. Rodin modelled a group of children,

which work is itself an exquisite proof of the subtle and

beautiful mind that inspired it. He had this group per-

fectly reproduced <) cire perdue, called it ' Idylle,' and sent

it to the Royal Academy exhiliition, which was ju.st open.

You are aware that he does not know a word of English.

He heard nothing further of his contribution, but at last

received, towards the end of April, a card, here nio.st care-

fully reproduced in fac-simile.* This document M. Rodin

simply took for a ticket making him free of the exhibition,

and showed it to me as such. I had to undeceive him, and

to explain, moreover, that the thing was actually a notice

of the fact that he had been rejected, and that he was re-

quested to remove his work at his earliest convenience. I

* Here follows the Academic formula of rejection : for remarks

concerning the grammar and style of which see Tlic Atxhitccl of the

Mth May.

don t think any artist ever exhibited .so philosophic a spirit

in the face of sucli a shameful injury (mamlttltuai' ririiiiii').

As for myself, while lost in admiration of this hero's calm

—a hero who knows his work, but, at the .same time, is

modesty itself—I was filled with a just indignation, and

innnediately rushed off to the telegraiih-otfice in order to find

out the names of the vandals to whom their academic col-

leagues had on this occasion confided the right of admission

or rejection. In answer I received the list. Here it is :

—

Messrs. P. Calderon, E. Poynter, C!. Leslie, J. C. Hook,

J. Sant, H. T. Wells, F. 1!. Pickersgill, Sir .John Gilbert,

A. Waterhouse, W. C. Marshall.

"On reflection, the wisest course is to laugh, and to .sug-

gest that the .sculptor on this precious committee ought to

have been called I'oehm or Thornycroft (men of ability),

instead of W. V. Marshall. Then, perhaps, such a piece

of sheer stupidity (/lan i//i- dittne) would never have been

added to the already large sum of Academical blmiders.

"Our Mr. Marshall is just the man to furnish a pendant

to M. Blaize-Desgoffe's adventure. Sir Richard Wallace

had requested this artist to paint on canvas a group of

certain wonderful objects of art at Hertford House. The
resulting picture—one of the artist's best efibrts—was sent

to the Academy. Whereupon the committee promptly

rejected it, and Sir Richard received a letter from the

.secretary upholding the silly decision. He had it framed

at once, and crucified, as gamekeepers crucify veiniin, upon

the wall in his mansion in ^Manchester Square ; and those

who have the luck to be his friends may there contemplate

at their leisure the just punishment of Academical igno-

rance and ineptitude. This time, however, there may
possibly be a reasonable motive, if an interested one, for

the enormous piece of folly of which M. Roilin is the

victim.

"A countryman of yours—a man of taste and ability,

whom I have the honour to call my friend—wished to

know what I thought of our Salon, and I toM him, without

reserve. This was on April 2Sth, and on the 1st of May I

received his reply, a reply w^hich i)robably enables me to

do Mr. AV. C. Marshall justice. ' To use yotir own words

referring to the Salon,' wrote my friend, ' the exhibition

here is exceedingly poor.' Jiltcr thi.s, all is clear. Mr.

^larshall is gifted with a sense of congruity. He dared not

injure this disi)lay of homogeneous worthlessnes.s, and ho

rightly hesitated to destroy, by the admi.ssion of one work

of crushing brilliance, that effect of ' ensemble ' so dear to

the artistic mind.

"There is nothing more for me to say, my dear comrade

in art, except that I believe this incident to be the culmi-

nation and flower, the apogee to the glory of the great

Academy and its ' Council for 1886.' Paul Leroi."
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ON THE LERDKIiliLKii.

(Painted bj J. I'. I'ltUrson. Colonial Extiibilion.}

AKT IN AUSTRALIA.

AT first sight it would appear that art, as well

X\- as iinlustry, should develop new aspects and

novel energies under the incitements of a new
country and new social conditions. But it is not

so. In every art the relation which its material

bears to nature remains fixed. An absolute pro-

priety to express certain attitudes of the mind

towards the external world is perceived, for .some

occult reasons, in certain arrangements of sound,

colour, and form. Development only tends to the

perfect and universal expression of some particular

view of the relation between art and life, and so ends

in the culmination of a school, and bv no means in

the evolution of new sentiments about the world and

new conventions in art. It is only when methods

have become easy and familiar, when any special

correspondence between jiaint and nature has be-

come evident and almost common or stale, and when

artists have learnt to think on canvas, that restless

and original sjiirits begin to hanker to tran.slate new
sentiments of the human mind, and begin to perceive

new relations between the material of their art and

the visible universe. But reverie, the cradle of

artistic imagination, does not suit the frame of mind

of pioneers, nor does' a new country possess time-

honoured methods of decoration, which oidy require

41.5

to be used with significance to become the material

of a new art. Art, in fact, is an attvtude of mind by

no means easily attained, though it may exist even

in what are called uncivilised countries, provided

they are old enough to have had time to reflect on

their surroundings and tn form a national decorative

taste. Colonics either employ the materials of art in

an industrial or utilitarian spirit, or, if they perceive

the value of art, the exam]il(' of the perfection of

the mother country prevents their bungling on to

the discovery of a school of their own. America,

even, has as yet produced only one writer of emi-

nence who is not European in spirit. Walt Whit-

man does not use his pen for mere journalistic or

.sriontific purposes; he is an artist who tries to ex-

press the ]ihilosophy and poetry of the new American

life around him in a new style which he considers

suited to his subject.

Even when they are used artistically, and not, as

they are for the most part, in mere jiatient competi-

tion with mechanical processes like photography, the

materials of painting are used in Australia and other

colonies, to judge by the present exhibition, in com-

plete subservience to European methods and ideals.

Most of the pictures, indeed, are only mechanical

records of natural facts; none show a hopefully naive
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ami piimitive beginning- sucli as early Gothic decora-

tion or savage carving. They are just of the sort we

see here when the scientific or industrial spirit steps

in to do the work of the artistic. Painters of this

sort could never have originated even this utilitarian

use of the material. Uninterested in the beauties of

paint, they merely wish to make a trustworthy cata-

logue of the things they have seen. They unwit-

tingly misapply the processes of art to record the

flora, fauna, and geodetic structure of the places they

inhabit. They are photographic botanists, geolo-

gists, and sometimes special correspondents, never

artists ; yet, in the case of these new countries, their

work has some interest, though not an artistic one,

as we in this country are, for the most part, utterly

unacquainted with the scenes they have elected to

represent. It is impossible, of course, to criticise

from an artistic point of view work which pre-

tends to represent so much, and yet makes no

a?sthetic appeal of any kind whatever. Producers

and patrons of this sort of picture must be quite

unaware of the existence of an art behind the handi-

craft of painting, even as the judge and jury in the

Belt case had never dreamed that an art of sculpture

existed which could have any other aim than emu-

lating the unreasoning accuracy of a " cast from the

life." The slightness and comparative transitoriness

work an excuse that cannot be offered for parallel

stuff in sculpture. This, taken into account with

the petty but business-like fidelity of the workman-

ship, gives to pictures which thus represent strange

and unaccustomed scenery a more or less satisfactory

raisoii d'etre. Important among them, owing to

size, elaboration, and strangeness of aspect, are E.

Van Guerard's " On the Otway Ranges," a large,

dark picture representing a river as embowered with

curious oriental foliage as a Midsummer brook with

grasses ; and the late J. Whitehead's " Spring Morn-

ing," a minute representation on a large scale of big

gum-trees, ferns, and every sort of growth, done

in the spirit of an engineer's drawing. Work of

this sort is to be seen in such plenty in the other

sections no less than in the Victorian, from which

come these two examples, that we shall say no more

about it, but pass on to art derived directly from

European sources. It is needless to say that here

alone is shown any comprehension of the meaning

of the word art. To these schools of painters Aus-

tralia must look for the spread of the education and

traditions that will doubtless some day result in a com-

pletely national and original way of looking at nature.

Some of these painters have thoroughly understood

and assimilated the lessons of the various European

schools, and excellent, if not very novel, acliicve-

:".. X.TiJ'^^^**^^: ^ ' -^^--, \.

KED BLUFF.

{Painted by Miss E. Parsons. Colonial Kchlbltion.)

of painting, no less than the extra difficulty of repre- ment is the result. We see two distinct influences at

sonting the world in two dimensions instead of three, work : firstly, the English anecdotic and literary way of

pleads, however, for this sort of photographic handi- looking at nature, which leads to hot and arbitrary
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coloiw and a multiplicity of detail; and, socoiully, llio

modern Freneh departure, which has introduced a

broad and atmospheric treatment of nature into the

art of almost every country in the world. "Thorns,"

by C. Gregory, is by far the best and most im-

portant example of Uritish landscape and li^urc.

The work is very able indeed, but it is inspired

by anything but nature. As we have so often

criticised the faults of this sort of art, we shall not

be misunderstood when we say that this picture

is an immense relief from the acres of "no art"

which we have previously discussed. Neverthe-

less, when we look at work done under tlie in-

lluence of saner traditions, we cannot help feeling

the false sentiment and unnatural colour of Mr.

Gregory's picture, and trusting that Australians may
prefer in tlie long-run an ideal based on sounder,

broader, and more realistic traditions. After all, this

ai'bitrary English manner is new and upstart com-

pared to the present French style, which can be

traced, through Constable and Gainsborough, to the

Flemish and Dutch.

Mr. J. F. Paterson is unquestionably a painter of

whom Australia may be proud ; although, as yet, he

h;is done nothing eminently original, in manner at

least, he has, at any rate, applied the lessons of the

highest Continental art to subjects of his own, in a

way which gives him the right to be called an in-

telligent and personal painter. The study of such a

model cannot but be good for any school of artists
;

with such pictures before them, and a country full

of line effects and unhackneyed compositions, the

Australians should require no other stimulus to pro-

duce really artistic work of an original sort. That

they cannot do so at present is neither surprising nor

disappointing when we consider that, even in the

United States, it is but yesterday that sound prin-

ciples and practice were imported from France ; that

a few years ago all the science of American artists

was what may be got out of colourmen's handbooks

of oil painting, out of stij)pled chalk studies of casts,

out of receipts for sk}', foliage, and grass colours.

An accompanying illustration shows the black-and-

white arrangement of I\Ir. Paterson's " On the

Lerderberg," as well as the breadth and telling

effect of its masses, but, of course, fails to give an

idea of its mellow and broadly conceived atmospheric

colour. It will be observed that the fallen tree is

well placed, and, while forming a mass intelligently

studied in shaj)e and size, remains unbroken by that

small and troidjlesome detail whicli laziness or in-

capacity so often induces a painter to substitute for

really powerful and decorative finish. Mr. Paterson,

too, is the only painter in the Victorian, or, indeed,

m any other section, who gives one an artistic render-

mg of the special features of Australian scenery; in

his ''Morley's Track," for instiince, he has dealt

with palms, ferns, and big trees, as Mr. Whitehead

has in "A Spring Morning;" but, instead of ap-

proaching the subject as a cataloguing botanist, he

has seen the view as a whole, and has given us the

effect of the atmosphere on these uncommon kinds of

foliage. Fortunately, Mr. Paterson is pretty fully

represented at the " Colonies :
" we have from him,

" ]']vening on the Yarra Yarra, Melbourne," which,

in spite of occasional hardnesses in some of the blacks,

is fine broad art, conducted on sound principles of

vision ;
" Old Falls' Bridge on the Yarra Yarra,"

which shows a finer sentiment, perhaps, than any

other, in its quietly grey atmospheric envelope, and

in tlie romantic effect of the tree group, on the right;

"Evening at Fernsban, Victoria," a ])leasant wood-

land scene, and one or two more. Miss E. Parsons's

water-colour, "Red Bluff," which we also reproduce,

is another work inspired by study of good schools.

It is composed and arranged with taste and method,

and the colour is laid on in good broad washes.

Deserving of mention also is Mr. L. ^Mather's

" AVatcrfall at Riddell's Creek;" the composition

fdls the canvas effectively, and good feeling for the

li([aidity of water is shown, as also for coolness,

shadow, and light. We cannot altogether pass over

]\Ir. Goldsmith's water-colours in the South Aus-

tralian section, as they show both feeling and apti-

tude. His renderings of streets, such as llundle

Street, Adelaide, are brilliant, sparkling, and full of

detail. Though occasionally inclined to Ix^ hard

and sometimes conscientious, after the manner of a

mechanical draughtsman, he has evidently a seeing

eye, and should study values, focus, and the relative

importance of detail to masses, more especially as

he still works from what he knows, and not as yet

altogether from what he sees. In oils he is hard

and uneducated in his methods; but his rendering of

the copper hulls of ships and their reflections in the

water shows the power of observation and the sense

of colour in a very high degree. In the sanu' section,

ilr. Alfred Scott proves himself possessed of lesser

technical powers, though he, too, has some feeling

;

and Mrs. Strawbridge sends delicate flower-work,

very valuable and very well done, if looked at .scien-

tifically as botanical specimens.

Victoria certainly has the best of it as far as art

is concerned, and we cannot leave the question with-

out returning to figure pictures and other work which

is best represented there. "James Oddie, ]']sq.," by

Mr. Goodwyn Lewis, is the regular half-length

against a dark background, with which we are so

familiar in all exhibitions, but which is very rare on

these walls. It is unfortunate that it should be

flimsy and loose, as the painter has but little force of

modelling or grasp of character behind it by way of
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support. The flesh, however, is simply coloured, and

not as if it were in all stages of recovery from bruis-

ing : no small merit in eyes which have long perused

the walls of the Academy. "Sir. T. Roberts's " ^Mary,

a Portrait," is much more refined and elegant as

Old Woman" is, perhaps, in reality the strongest

figure work in the place, as Mr. G. R. Ashton's

" Luck at Last "—the original of our third and last

engraving— is the most full of character. Of course,

as in landscape, there is plenty of work which is only

LUCE AX LAST.

{Painted by G. R. AsMon. Colonial Exhibition.)

work, and, though it is neither strong nor quite true,

it is at least equal even iu these respects to the

first-mentioned portrait. His sketch of the deck

of a steamer in " Coming South," though here and

there smally and meanly observed, shows, on the

whole, that he has a true eye, and is searching after

the risht course in art. Miss Panton's " Head of au

interesting from its subject as a scientific diary is.

Such are the scenes of Australian life and adventure

by Messrs. Van Houten, Turner, and others. We
can pretend to have treated this subject neither fairly

nor exhaustively ; the arrangements of the exhibition

make that impossible even to the most patient and

herculean art-critic. R. A. M. Stevekson.
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SOME NEW YOllK TllEATRES.

THE New York play-houses which eombiue strik- moi-o brilliant by force of contrast. The outer pro-

ins: decorative features with the results of in- soenium frame consists of two ornate columns on

gcnuitv are the ^Madison Stpiare, the Casino, and each side, supporting a semicircular arch. The

the Lyceum. Tiie tlrst, situated in Twcuty-t'nurth i)roscenium frame proper is rectangular, ami is made

Street, a short distance west of Broadway, and

near ^Madison Square, combines more new features

of constmction with better decorative taste than

either of the other two. The house has been called

too dark by those who are fond of the glitter of

gold in a theatre, but its dai-kness adds to its rich-

ness of appearance, and makes the stage pictures

to iiuilate a picture-frame. The space enclosed

between the semicircular arch and the top of this

frame is utilised in a novel and attractive manner.

Under the arch, and projecting slightly, is a hanging

balcony, designed for the orchestra. The space im-

mediately in front of the stage, where the orchestra

is usually stationed, is tilled with Howers and plants.
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These can be taken out if necessary, and the orchestra

put in the conventional place for a musir'al perform-

THE BOXES AND BALCONY :

MADISON SQUAEE.

ance. As no entertainments of this kind have ever

been given at the Madison Square, the band has

always occupied the balcony. This feature of the

theatre is, I think, an excellent one. It prevents

the attention of the audience from being drawn

away from the action of the drama by the move-

ments of a lot of musicians who have nothing to

do with the play. It also adds to the impressive-

ness of the stage illusion, by causing the music to be

heard, while its means of production are not seen.

This idea of not interfering with the stage picture

is well carried out in the Madison Square Theatre.

The proscenium boxes are situated well back from

the front, and out of the line of sight from all the

seats. The stage is low and level, and those who sit

in the front row are not obliged to look upward.

The whole audience is thus brought close to the

stage, and looks njxin the scene as upon a large

picture. The stage is lighted as pictures are, by gas-

burners at the top and sides, outside of the curtain.

These lights are in a fire-proof niche under the

orchestra balcony, and at the sides. The ventila-

tion of the theatre is excellent. Every gas-lamp

in the auditorium is enclosed, and has a separate

ventilator. A lai'ge air-shaft, opening at the roof,

and provided at its lower end with a suction fan

seven feet in diameter, draws fresh air into air-boxes

suj)plied with steam radiators. Small tin

pipes lead from these air-boxes to open-

ings under each row of seats. The fresh

air, thoroughly warmed, is thus distributed

through the house. In summer the suction

fan draws the fresh air over ice, and sends it

thus cooled into the auditorium, ^'entilators

in the walls and ceilings carry off the viti-

ated air. The decorations of the theatre,

as I have said before, are elaborate. Rich

and heavy wood carvings are the chief fea-

ture. The general luxury of the interior is

completed by a sujaerb curtain, covered with

an ornate landscape design in hand embroi-

dery of silk.

The most important novelty in this

theatre, however, is the double stage. This

invention consists of two stages, one above

the other, so arranged as to be moved up

and down as a lift is in a hio-h buildinfr.

Either stage can thus be quickly brought

into position to be used for acting. The

stages are built in a two- floored structure

of timber, strapped with iron. They are

held together by truss beams, and strength-

ened with tie and tension rods. The entire

structure moves up and down in a shaft,

which reaches 114 feet from the cellar

to the roof. The two stages are 55 feet

in aggregate height, 22 feet wide, 31 feet deep,

weigh 48 tons, and have a vertical movement of

25 feet 2 inches. This immense lift hangs by steel

cables, two at each corner, and each one capable

of sustaining more than the entire load. These

cables jiass over pulleys set at different angles, and

thence downward to a saddle, where they all connect.

From this saddle a hoisting cable runs to a hoisting

drum, by which the stages are raised. Four men
can handle the winch, and only forty seconds are

required to lift or lower the stages into position.

The contrivance is admirably balanced and counter-

weighted, and its movement is easily effected, with-

out noise or vibration. Each stage has its own bor-

ders and border lights, the latter so connected with

flexible gas tubes as to be readily turned on or off.

Each stage is provided also with its own traps and

windlasses for raising them. Before beginning the

evening's performance the first scene is set on the

upper stage, which is on a level with the auditorium,

and the second on the lower stage, which is down
in the cellar. When the curtain falls at the end

of the first act the elevator is hoisted, and in forty

seconds the lower stage is in position and the curtain

is raised for the second act. AVhilethatis in progress
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the stage hands set the scene for tho tliiiil :ut un

the upper stage, which is then up in tlie tlies. Thus

the only waits necessary between the acts are those

required to enable the performers to change their

costumes, or such intervals as the manager may
choose to give the auclience to relieve the strain of

continuously watching the play. The length of the

intermissions is always announced on the programmes

of tht> hons('. They are rarely longer than live

minutes, wliiic the effect of seeing the curtain raised

upon an elaborate interior forty seconds after it has

fallen upon an equally elaborate landscape set is

astonishing.

The Casino, situated at Broadway and Tliirt\--

ninth Street, is devoted to musical entertainment. It

combines in itself a theatre and a concert garden.

There is less of real art al)out the building than

about either of the others mentioned in this article.

The architecture is Moorish. The exterior is of

brick and terra-cotta, and presents two tall, massive-

looking facades, one fronting on Broadway and one

on Thirty-ninth Street. These fronts are somewhat

plain, but the ^loorish character is preserved in the

arches of the doors and windows and their accom-

l)anying ornamentation. At the corner of the build-

ing there is a tall, rormd tower, surmounted by a

tile roof, above which rises a crystal lyre illuminated

at night. Small windows pierce the tower and the

sides of the building, except where the large groups

of central windows are massed. The edifice from

without has something of the appearance of an old

Moorish castle, and is undeniably a picturesque bit

of architecture.

The exterior is less questionable in taste than

the interior, where the eye

is dazzled by a wealth of

brilliancy. On entering the

main door j-ou find yourself

in a spacious lobby. On
one side is a stairway of

marble, leading directly to

the front of the auditorium,

which is on the second floor.

The first floor is parti)

taken up by a large cafe,

and partlv by the region

under the stage. At the

foot of the marble staircase

is the box-office, the front

of which is finished in orna-

mental Moorish lattice-woik.

On the opposite side of the

lobby is another staircase,

leading to the lift, which is

up half a dozen steps, to the

manager's office, and thence

to the ujtpcr parts of the Ijuilding. The floor of the

lobby is finished in coloured tiles. The walls are

covered with a sort of moulding, closely resembling

ptipicr-mac/it', which is used all through the building.

The raised figuring on this moulding is done in gold,

and the background in a pale greenish blue. The
ceiling is traversed by heavy rafters, with this UMuld-

ing in the panels between thcni. A large Oriental

lamp hangs in the centre of the lobby. The main

staircase makes a turn and reaches a small mezzanine

gallery before rising as high as the ceiling of the

lobby. Small ornate arches open over this little

gallery, affording a vii'W downward to the lobby.

This gallery also has its use, making an excellent

station for the doorkeeper. Heavy green plush

curtains hang at laeh side of an areb at tlu' icar of

the gallcrj', whence rises the second flight of marble

stairs. As you reach the to]) of these stairs you .see

dircctK' in front of vou an nrtilicial grotto, in \vbieb

water, illumined by a soft green light, trickles over

rocks. This lills in the space undi-r the stairs leading

to the baleony of the auditorium, 'rnrniiig to the

left you see the corridor at the rear of the auditoriuu),

or rather at its left side. This is finished in the same

style of decoration as the lobby, and contains large

])icturcs of some of the Casino's favourite performers.

Small and graceful Moorish arches oi)en into the

auditorium, which is, as I said before, somewhat too

brilliant. For the purposes of a concert hall, for

which the Casino is used every Sunday night in the

year, this brilliancy is admirable. The objection is

with good reason, however,

made against it that it de-

tracts from the effectiveness

^'^^'

A COUUIIIOR OK Tin; CASINO
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of the stao-e picture. Nevertheless, it must be said arrangement facilitates also the exit of the spectators,

that no theatre in New York has been visited by The walls at the back of the orchestra floor and

so many people actuated simply by a desire to see balcony are finished in the same raised mouldings as

the building. the lobbies. Gold prevails, and is varied with copper,

The lower floor is divided into orchestra stalls silver, and pale blue. The balcony is supported by

THE AUDITORiril OF THE CASINO.

and an orchestra circle, a light and rather i^lain railing liglit columns, while the floor above the balcony

separating them. The orchestra seats are arranged is upheld by tall graceful columns with spreading

in trios, those on each side of the centre seat folding palm-shaped tops. The proscenium arch is not very

up, so that previous to the entrance of the audience high, and is decorated in the same style as the rest

there are apparently more aisles than chairs. This of the house. The proscenium boxes, of which there
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arc two lower and two upper ones on caeh side, only from those chairs ranq^ed around the front of

project in the shape of semi-hexagons. They have tlie lloor against the railing in the arches, but those

heavy curtains of

green plush, and are

designed to represent

Moorish balconies. In

addition to those, and

ininiodiatcly adjoining

them, are eight open

boxes, two upper and two lower ones on

each side, situated at the ends of the

orchestra circle and balcony. The hav

and sides of tho.se boxes are of INIoorish

lattice-work. The upholstery of the entire

auditorium is green plush, which contrasts

well with the gold and glitter of the walls.

The front of the balcony is a balustrade

made of miniature columns supporting

miniature Moorish arches. The effect is exceedingly

ornate. All the passage-ways from the auditorium

into the lobbies and into the boxes are Moorish

arches, giving the place an appearance of great

openness and airiness. Every bend and angle that

will contain an arch has one. Hence the audi-

torium, though large, looks light and graceful.

So far we have viewed the Casino simply as a

theatre, but now we come to its novelties. Above

the balcony, running all the way around the audito-

rium, from one side of the top of the proscenium to

the other, is what is called the buffet Hoor, which

who are not in-

tensely interested in

the opera can hear

the music while con-

versing and smoking

a little further back.

We have still one more ascent to make in the

Ca.sino— to the roof. It is only in the summer that

we go there, and then a Ijrilliant spectacle is jircsentcd

to us. This is the famous Casino roof garden, the

most )iopular summer resort in the city. The rocjf

s practically level, and is paved with brick. It is

takes the place of an upper gallery. This floor is surrounded by a parapet high enough to prevent one

wide, spacious, and level. A view of the stage is from falling, but not so high as to shut out a view

obtained through the never-failing Moorish arches, of the surrounding city and the streets below. On

which surround the front of this floor and give a one side of the roof arc arches of white lights deco-

charming and novel finish to the upper part of the rated with prisms,while in various directions across the

auditorium. Instead of the customary theatre seats, pavement spring arches of vari-coloured illuminated

the buffet floor is filled with tables and chairs, at

which visitors to the Casino may sit and smoke their

cigars and sip cooling drinks, served by a corps of

active waiters. The stage can, of course, be seen

416

globes. Flowers, exotics, and waving palms are

arranged in artistic beds, while around them, in the

open passages, are tables and chairs and rustic seats

fur the accianmndatiiin <if the visitors. On the west
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side :i tilo-roofcil pavilion runs across the place, ter-

minating against the round tower at the corner of

the building. The huge bell-shaped, red-tiled top of

this, surmounted by its blazing lyre, towers above,

and just below its eaves is an observatoiy, whence a

dazzling view of the roof garden can be obtained.

At the opposite side of the roof is the band piavilion.

I purposely omitted to say before that just above the

proscenium of the theatre is a large balcony. Through

the opening over this, from the auditorium, one can

see more Moorish arches springing away into gloomy

heights above. This balcony, which is on a level

with the buffet floor, is the lower pai"t of the band

pavilion. The upper part opens, as I have said, above

the roof. It is possible thus to hear the music down

in the auditorium, on the buffet floor, and on the roof.

The last of my three theatres is the Lyceum.

This house is situated in Fourth Avenue, between

Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth Streets. Its ex-

terior is plainer and less pretentious than that of

any other uptown theatre in New York. Indeed, the

front of the building, from a business point of view,

is altogether too plain. Standing as the house does

in a neighbourhood which is practically remote from

the theatrical centre of the city, and which is quiet

even in davtirne, so modest an exterior is hardly

likely to attract the attention of the casual passer-by.

No one, I am sure, ever " drops in " at the Lyceum.

Only those go there who are searching for it.

A BIT FEOM THE

LVCEUM.

There are three entrances to the building from

Fourth Avenue. Of these the two on the sides lead

to the galleries, while the centre door admits you

directly into the vestibule. This has a low ceiling,

and is finished in dark woods in their natural state.

Opposite the entrance, at the other end of the small

lobby, and behind a pillar which has a marvellous

faculty for being in the way of every one, is the box-

oflice. At its right is a small retiring-room. At its

left is the anteroom to the manager's office. This

anteroom is handsomely carpeted and furnished, and

is used as a smoking-room between the acts of the

play. At one side of the lobby is a coat-room, and

on the other is a large settee. The general effect of

this vestibule is cramped and gloomy, and gives one

but little idea of the richness of the auditorium

above. On either side of the lobby are stairways

finished in the English style. They lead by two

turns to the auditorium. Here you find yourself in

the least showy but most costly theatrical interior

in New York, The slender pillars that support the

gallery glitter with streams of silver paint. The

dados, box-fronts, and other wooden surfaces through-

oxit the building are covered with stencillings in

silver and gold. This is designed to imitate that

woodwork, inlaid with ivory and mother-of-pearl, for

which Delhi is famous. The imitation is not striking,

but the general effect is rich. The lower wall in

front of the stage is variegated with ornamental

designs until it looks like a Persian rug. There arc

six small boxes on each side, built outside of the

proscenium arch. They are adorned with a filigree

of dark English wood, elaborately carved. The
upper boxes nearest to the stage have striped awnings

on them, making them equally suggestive of an

Arab tent or a circus. The wall above the flat pro-

scenium arch is finished in saffron. The background

of the front of the balcony is a rich brown French

satin. The walls of the house throughout are covered

with satin of a similar tint. Two slender columns,

with swelling ornamental bases, support the top of

the proscenium arch on either side. These columns,

like the others in the house, drip with silver paint.

The roof of the auditorium is finished in mock rafters

in the Hindoo style. There are no gas-burners

around the front of the balcony. In their place's

there arc glass sconces in clouded tints, to imitate

mother-of-pearl, and the lights are within these.

The effect, when illuminated, is really very pretty.

The lights in the dome are arranged in the same

manner. The whole auditorium is indescribably

puzzling in its appearance, for it is a jumble of all

styles. Some parts are Louis Quinze, some Turkish,

some of Ceylon, some of Arabia, others of Hindoostan,

and still others unadulterated Yankee. The decorative

work was done by Louis C. Tifl'any, and I believe I
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am jiistitie'd in sayiiiy tliat no one will ever dispute

ills title to originalitj'.

Tiu' one meehanical novelty in tliis theatre is tlie

band |)avilion. On enterin<;' tlie tlieatre you see no

jilaee for an orehestra. \\ lien the time for the over-

ture has arrived, the sta^e eurtains open and you

See the orehestra seated njwu a raised

])latf(irm. On either side of it, in

front and behind, are columns similar ' ^

to those whieh adorn the j)roseenium. ^^
These columns support a sort of en-

tablature, made of stained <>-lass in an

ornamental design, and illuminated.

The conductor stands in the centre

and leads his band. The overture

heinji; ended, the stage eurtains are lowered. ^ ou

hear the music usually jjlayed at the rising of the

cm-tain. It gradually fades away into the distance

;

the curtains are raised again, and you behold the

stage set for the lirst act. The band and its

pavilion, which apjieared to occupy fully one half

the depth of the stage, have vanished. When the

first act is over, the curtains are lowered for a few

seconds and then drawn back, when you see the band

pavilion once more in its i)lace. This contrivance is

at once simple and ingenious. The pavilion is about

six feet deep. A clever arrangement of the columns

and mirrors at its back make it appear niiuli deeper

than it is. The proscenium front of the theatre is

just the same width as this platform, and the curtains

whieh are raised and lowered are in front nf the

frame. The whole pavilion is lifted s[)eedily and

noiselessly, by means of a powerful hoisting ajjpa-

ratus, into the regions above the stage. The botttmi

of the pavilion, when it is raised, forms the top of

the broad gilded jiroscenium frame, while a narrow

l)ainted canvas border hanging from it completes the

illusion. In conclusion, let me add that this pavi-

lion and the double stage at the ,^ladi^on Sijuarc

were devised by James Steele Mackaye, whose un-
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THE CASINO TOWKIt.

tiring energy and restless ambition as an author,

actor, manager, instructor, and inventor ha\-e made

him a conspicuous figure in the theatrical world of

America. Both, as I need not say, are remarkable

of their kind. W. J. IIendku.'so.n'.

• :--^*»o»*^.

CUERENT ART.—III.

ri"10 ]iaint the figure in full sunlight in the mm-
-L al)S(irl)iiig and unmitigating environment ol

"A Sultry Day," at the SulTolk Street Exhibition,

involves problems in " value " naturally fascinating

to so strong a painter as Mr. Picknell. Nothing but

uncommon manipulative craft ami the courage of

knowledge could justify the attemjit. Mr. Picknell's

observation is evidently searching and trained. He

selects his facts with discretion, generalises with

breadth and vigour, jjresents them with simplicity

and directness, as may be profitably studied in his

Academy landscapes. His intrepid method is utterly

antagonistic to that incomideteness of vision and

incc]uality of gras]i that leave many works open to

the critic's dissection. There is nothing in Mr.

Picknell's paintings of what is commonly called

" subtlety "—a quality commonly attributed to the

false and weak essays that betray the jjainter's in-

ability to use his material. There is, moreover, no

possibility of misapprehending ]Mr. Picknell, as is

the case with more subtle painters of landscape.

"Whatever the subject, you may instantly and with-

out a waver of doubt perceive his aim and measure

his achievement. His work leaves no room for the
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cavils or sophistries of controversy, for the interjiosi-

tion of sentiment, literary or other. It is eminently

art fur the painter unsophisticated by the dogmas of

the visual scene and its phenomena ; his aim is to

solve its problems by a transcript of unscrupulous

fidelity. It is clear that the success of such an

1i

M/Wm diHIil UUUI I!

MISS NETTIE HUXLEY.

(Painted hy John Collier. Grosvcnor Gallery, ISSG.)

the schools. In "A Sultry Day," which forms our

second illustration, we have to deal with a study

of certain jAenonicna of light and atmos])hcre and

colour in which the pictorial design is a minor con-

sideration. The figure and the circumstance of its

environment are so naturalistic in ti'eatment, that it

maj' almost be said to demand the .scientific test

fur which the naturalides clamour. Tlic figure is

])rcscnted with an incisive force that is not to be

denied; the strength of the picture is overpowering

—is, in truth, a little too strong. In the noonday

heat and direct plan of sunlight the man stands

on the sea-shore, with white sand-banks about him,

under the burning blue whose dark and profound

tone Mr. Picknell delights to depict. The painter's

object is to give the utmost force to the figure in the

atmospheric conditions suggested. Ilis interest is in

attempt can only be judged from the painter's stand-

point of literal exactitude. In the glow and heat

so admirably realised in Mr. Picknell's canvas w-e

cannot forbear to note the forced contour of the

figure, and the absence of the aerial influence whicli,

in the circumstances, should soften the asperity of tiie

relief. The figure, indeed, is somewhat over-accen-

tuated and void of atmospheric envelopment. We
miss the veil-like and impalpable vapour never wholly

absent from shores, however arid and sultry, nor is

there a trace of fluctuant and tremulous irradiation

from the burning soil. The painter's aim has been

too insistently, too rigorously pursued, and, as often

happens in logic, the assurance of a full solution is

not borne out by the results. Of Mr. Picknell's

two landscapes, "Sunshine and Drifting Sand" and

"A Dreary Waste of Sand and Shore," we prefer



A SULTRY DAY.

(Pairtffd hy W. L. rickmU. SocMy of Dritish ArliatK, im.)
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the latter, though each is a strong example of the

painter's vigorous and expressive stylo. In literal

force these landscapes are unsurpassed ]>y anything

in the Academy. The moditication of the dark-

toned blue of the sky in the former by an cvi-n

distribution of small flecks of cloud is eft'ected in a

somewhat mannered fashion. Though the painter's

object is obvious, the means employed savour of arti-

fice, for these touches are too distinctly divisible to

be anything but particles of sunlit vaisoiir ; yet

they are impossible as c]or.d-f(n'matiou, and produce

a speckly effect. The clouds in the second landscape

are finely modelled, and full of aerial impulse, while

in both the sentiment of desolation cheered by dif-

fused sunlight and brisk air is impressively rendered.

Of a totally different interest from work like INlr.

PicknelFs, where the painter's individuality is marked,

is the class of landscape that shows the influence of

Constable and other English masters. In the Suf-

folk and Essex landscapes of Mr. Charles Eyles the

inspiration of the f/t'iiiits loci has produced most

agreeable results, particularly in the " Sketch in

Suffolk, '^ already noted. A more remarkable in-

stance is Mr. F. G. Cotman's " At the Lock." The

free, broad treatment of the dark, windy sky, the

low-toned harmonies, and admirable composition,

are all suggestive of Constable. The handling of

the wind-swept foliage of the foremost trees re-

calls Gainsborough somewhat less pleasantly, though

this is the only point in the picture that may
not be considered the wholesome fruit of legitimate

and sincerely-felt influence. In the same room we
must note Mr. Percy Belgrave's " April Showers,"

full of unobtrusive truth; Mr. John White's "Beer
Head, Devon," fine in colour, though with a need-

lessly assertive foreground ; and " On Shannon

Shore," b^^ Mr. Alfred Parsons, the best example

of the artist, both as to colour and tone, in

either exhibition. Not far away, though almost

invisible among its distracting surroundings, is Mr.

Leslie Thomson's charming and harmonious land-

scape, " Evening." There is one aspect of landscape

that has found few students, or few powerful

exponents, among English painters, excepting, in-

deed, those who deal with Alpine subjects. The
charms of wintry desolation, of the solemnity of the

landscape masked by snow, are perhaps more sensi-

tively rendered by Swedish and Dutch painters,

though there are Frenchmen who have succeeded

in this special direction. Mr. Lindstrom, indeed,

has done good work in representing the fir forests of

Scandinavia in mid-winter, but this year he exhibits

at the Academy but one picture, the "TuUiis Hill,

Aberdeen," and tliis is a strong and realistic land-

scape of firs and blossoming furze. A lew winter

landscapes and studies at the Academy deserve men-

tion. Mr. A. K. Brown's " ^Vinter in the Glen " is

altogether the most impressive. The distance of

rugged mountains and impending cloud are effec-

tively presented, and the picture is bathed in the

chill, clinging atmosjihere of a mountain climate,

^lore distinctly melodramatic, yet undeniably sincere

and realistic, is ]\Ir. T. T. Hamilton's Irish land-

scape, " Moonlight and Snow on the Killeries."

Mr. ^IcWhirtcr's ubiquitous birch figures in his

" Winter Morning," a study that is more to be

admired by the student of Evelyn's " Sylva " and

Gilpin's " l^orest Scenery" than by the lover of

landscape art. Much of the charm of Mr. Brewt-

nall's delightful winter pastoral at the W^ater Colour

Society's Exhibition is lost in the coarser replica in

oils at the Academy. !Mr. Vincent Yglesias gives a

rather idealised impression of the frozen Thames in

his "Prisoners of the Ice." The glowing sunset

behind the dome of St. Paul's is somewhat hot,

besides being a solecism, considering the season.

Better judgment is shown in the treatment of the

dusky river, with its ice-floes and imprisoned craft.

Landscape with cattle is generally a prominent

feature of the British school, but this }'ear it is jioorly

represented at the Academy. W^e have ajjparcntly

no painter of cattle whose skill and observation merit

comjiarison w'ith the dozen or more Dutchmen or

Flemings whose work may be seen at most of the

minor galleries. At the Academy there is no cattle-

piece that at all approaches the spirited drawing

and accomjilished modelling of the animals in Mr.

Arthur Lemon's " Oxen Threshing, Tuscany," at the

Grosvenor, where all the components of the eom-

jwsition are alike admirable, and the result a complete

picture. So much cannot be said of Mr. Sidney

Cooper's " Twins," and other works of smooth and

feeble technique, whose sheep and cattle are wooden

in texture, and the landscape mere curtain-jjainting

of the timidest workmanship. In these the landscape

is obviously designed to strengthen the open-air en-

vironment, and is realistic, not decorative, in treat-

ment; yet the large willow in"Twins" is elaborated in

every leaf of its foliage with the over-busy toil of Mr.

Herbert, ajid with precisely similar results. Nor does

Mr. Peter Graham present anything like a completely

satisfactory handling of the parts of his composition.

Better than these, as cattle-pieces, is ]\Ir. II. W. B.

Davis's " Flood on the W'ye." This picture is in

some i-espects superior to any recent work of the

artist, and if we could ignore the laboured and as-

sertive landscape, and had to consider alone the life-

like group of cattle and the powerful rendering of the

swollen river, there were nothing left but to praise.

The really notable merits of the foreground, with its

animals and tumultuous water, are terribly discounted

by the insobriety of the distance, with its restless.
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distrcssitiij accents nf lifjht and crude local tints.

Similar examples of this defective vision are in-

numcral)lc at the Academy, and tlic results in many
instances ruin tlie harmony of iijood landscape schemes

and agreeable composition. In such cases it would

seem that the painter endeavours to give all the facts

presentetl, instead of selecting and combining the

most important, so that he studies the distance with

the same assiduous research he bestows on the fore-

ground. Such a method can only end in dishar-

monising nature, in false or antagonistic relations,

and in the confusion of the landscape elements. The

worst instances of this kind are almost invariably

representative of sunset, and they display nature in a

fever, flusiied with all the tints of the rainbow, and

expressive of every species of distemperature. Sir.

Leader's " The End of the Day " is an uncommon

example; so also is Mr. Brennan's curiously iridescent

"Glow of an Autumn Sun." ^yorse even than these

is a landscape by Mr. E. R. Taylor, called "The
Close of Day," a jumble of raw greens and hot,

unnatural reds, that suggests intimate acquaintances

with dye-works or tar factories. ^Ir. Phil [NForris

is no lame competitor in this conspiracy against

nature, though the tinsel crown, the prize for open

and unashamed vulgarity, is most justly due to Mr.

Swinstcad's " lie's Coming," which has nothing to

fear from anything in the year's art, save Mr.

Batten's truly formidable "Life's Recompense" at

the Grosvenor.

The imaginative quality of Mr. .1. P. Beadle's

"Toil and Storm," which forms our third illustration,

suffices to place it among the most remarkable pictures

at the Academy, despite its slightness of execution

and cold, thin colour. It is a striking example of

the imposing heights to which the passionate will

may attain when dominated by a noble and elevat-

ing idea, even though the painter's hand lacks com-

plete assurance, and his vision imperfectly apprehends

nature. The technical shortcomings of the picture

are indeed not obtrusive. The subject is presented

with dignity, while the sentiment is enforced without

the adventitious aid of melodrama. Nothing could

well be more sober and more harmonious than the

atmosphere in which the three figures are projected,

and though the lighting is ineffective, in some respects,

there is something of passion and exaltation in the

presentment that is very impressive. On the windy
heights of the Normandy coast the three women in

Mr. Beadle's picture are engaged in weeding the land

preparatory to the autumnal operations of ploughing

and sowing. The attitude of the two foremost, and,

indeed, the composition itself, suggests Millet's mag-
nificent "Gleaners." A storm is gathering about them,

darkening the distant sea with impenetvalile glonm
;

a sudden gust of air sweeps the held, while the level,

momentary liglit from a rift in the storm-dmid plays

on the figures and intensifies the darkness beyond.

The aerial movement of storm is very finely sug-

gested by the vaporoiis, gloomy sk}', and its forlorn,

transverse light. Notwithstanding that the influence

of ]\Iillet extends even to imitation in the pose and

gest\u'c of the two foremost figures, there is much
original inspiration in the group, each being character-

ised with vital distinction, and the third—the young

girl whose hands are uplifted, surprised by the sudden

blast—is a type of unconscious dignity and strength,

the personification of the Doric muse. It is note-

worthy of this presentation of rude, uncultured beauty,

that the ideal is attained without any of the over-

refinement or " preciousncss " that mars some of

Frederick Walker's concejjtions. There are paintings

of far wider scope and more assured execution in the

Academy than Mr. Beadle's, but there are few indeed

so fraught with human interest, so charged with the

subtle, yet invincible quality, that moves the deeper

sources of emotion, whence spring the poet's joy in

"the human heart by which we live."

^Ir. Thornycroft's statue at the Academy, "A
Sower," reproduced in our frontispiece, is a worthy

companion to the artist's " Mower " of two years

ago. Like ^Ir. Beadle's picture, it is reminiscent of

Jlillct, though it is free from anything imitative.

Tlu' rhythmical swa}- of the body and the forward

movement are more successfully suggested in the

upper j^ortion of the figure than the lower. The

head is excellent in poise and character, the torso and

arms express with wonderfid force the free swing of

the sower's action, but the legs are a little constrained

and suggestive of pose rather than energetic stride.

This defect is perhaps accentuated by the treatment

of the leggings and other detail, which are elaborated

with a realistic nicety that scarcely accords with the

spontaneous vigour of the sculptor's conception. The

statue, however, is prominent among the more strik-

ing examples of this j'car's sculpture, which shows

in every line of production a marked improvement

on that of last year. At the Grosvenor we have

Mr. (iill)ert's masterly "Statuette in Bronze;"

^Ir. ^laclean's clever bust of ^Ime. Libotton, and

the large group in marble after ^Ir. Tadema's

"Spring Festival;" ]\Ir. Boehm's conscientious if

not very inspired bust of the Abbe Li.szt ; Miss

Elinor Halle's " Design for a Fountain," a good

study in Renaissance style; and the clever group

of " Ilagar and Ishmael," by ^Mr. Roscoe Mullins.

The range of work at the Academy is of course

much greater. The few who regard the President as

primarily a scul])tor will be strengthened in their

convictions by "The Sluggard," and Ihe graceful

and accomplisheil statuette, " Needless Alarms."

The influence af Michelangelo is clearly perceptible
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in tlu' foriiHT viynrous ami oiio-inal conception, sub- Mr. Onslow Ford's "Folly," a statnctte in

jected thougli it lie in the execution to chastening lironze, is a lithe female figure, beautiful in modelling,

innuonces oF another kind which by no means reflect embodying a very pretty fancy which the sculptor

llie inspiration of the master. The sculpturesque has invested with the fullest expression. As a crea-

C[uality of Mr. Gilbert's ideal fantasy, " The En- five effort it takes high rank among the examples

(liantcd Chair," is in some measure affected by the of pure ideal sculpture of the year. In imaginative

TOIL AND STOEM.

(Painted hy J. P. Beadle. Royal Academy, 1SS6.)

disproportionate accessories, which burden a truly

delightful conception without possessing any inter-

jiretative force or decorative value. Regarded as so

much symbolism, they are not in the least subservient

to the sculptor's idea, nor do they increase the signifi-

cance of the dreaming figure. Nothing, however,

could surpass the expression of languor and deep

slumber ; the figure is consummately modelled, and

the lia])py ahdHfJon of the pose lends itself to a most

harmonious arrangement of suave contours. But it

is in the (piality of the flesh, where the relaxation

of the muscles that attends sleep is most skilfully

suggested, that iNIr. Gilbert's work is most notable;

the voluptuous forms of the figure are unsurpassed

in beauty of surface, in truth of texture, in perfection

of relation. Tlunigh tlie iniagin.ativc theme ha but

partially rcalis<'d in "The Enchanted Chair," there

is no (juesfion as to the greatness of tlic technical

achievement.

works in relief Mr. Lee and Mr. Harry Bates are a

long way to the front, the former with an allegorical

subject of noble repose and impressive dignity, the

latter with his " Socrates " in marlde, and the

"Homer'"—"a blind old man and poor, sweetest

he sings'"—which forms our fourth illustration.

The composition of the latter is exceedingly beauti-

fid, and the treatment decorative, refined, and of

rare spiritual quality. The hand of the blind bard

sweejis the strings of his lyre in an ecstasy of

inspiration which is communicated to the eager

listeners, whose rapture, though intense, is subdued,

and the unity of the com]iosition, apart from the

disposition of the figures, is admirably preserved by

the emotional expression. The pathetic figure of

Homer is a truly intellectual conception of the poetic

spirit, thrilling with jmssion and fire the liowed,

infirm body of the minstrel. Recalling the spurious

classicism of the past, it is in such work as this, so
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purely stylistio, yet in tlie best

sense of the word so uneonven-

tidiial ill treatment, that our

present assurances in tlie ad-

vance of English sculpture, and

our not less certain expectations

of its future, possess a visible

and vital foundation.

One of the most command-

in!; portraits of the year is the

Hon. John Collier's "Miss

Nettie Huxley " at the Grosve-

nnr, which we engrave. It is

n.'i onlv the artist's linest work

in portraiture hitherto, but one

of the best of the year, and

notable for a large measure of

the higher and choicer qualities

of art. The imposing strength

of the presentment is due not

less to the painter's sound method

than to the expressive sinipli<ity

of the arrangement. To produce

"•reat effects bv means that are

apparently within the grasp of

ail artists—so 1)rnad, simjih', and

obvious do tbcy appear—is the

most certain test of the artist's

capacity and genius, in music and

poetry as in painting and sculp-

ture. Many, indeed, are the

channels of interpretation, but

there is no security save in the

logical pursuit of one, and in

the intelligent acquiescence of

its set limitations. The single

aim consistently kept in view

inevitably leads to the rejection

of the superfluous and the com-

bination of essentials, if only the

painter's equipment be such as

justifies the attempt. Of this

truth Mr. Collier's work is a

telling example. He has dis-

carded the burden of accesso-

ries that, if not absolutely un-

meaning or disconcerting, must

detract from the individualism

and power of his portrait. There

is small need to speak of the

technical strength of Mr. Col-

lier's work, of the excellent

qualities of flesh-iainting, the

broad aiiu accomplished treat-

ment of the drapery, the repose-

ful harmony of colour.

417
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THE KOMANCE OF AET.

QUENTIN METSYS IN LOUVAIN.

TIM'TII isofti'D stranger than fiction wlien isolated

Tacts alone are seen, but with a whole chain

of events before us, link by link, cause and effect,

strangeness vanishes. Does romance vanish, too,

with the marvellous? Does the poetry fade with

the p-iarnour which time and oral tradition have cast

around the life of an honest citizen and brilliant

artist ? The story of Quentiu Metsys, which the

i-ecords of Louvain* reveal to us, does not jjale before

the fiction, long recorded and sometimes cavilled at,

of the " Blacksmith of Antwerp" who gave up his

trade for art,, and in a miraculously short time, for

love of fair lady, transformed his strength of arm into

skill of eye and hand.

" Connubialis amor de Mulcibre fecit Apellem,"

is written to Quentin Metsys' memoiy in Antwerp

Cathedral. It may be t"ue, but the pretty story is

even then only half the truth. Quentin was born

an artist, and, by inclination a painter, was a black-

smith because his father was a blacksmith ; his two

brothers were blacksmiths, and they all forged iron,

useful and ornamental, for the good city of Louvain.

When old Josse (Josejsh) Metsys died, his three sons,

Josse, Quentin, and Jan, continued to work at their

father's trade as 'prentices and journej'men to the

smithy owned by their mother and grandmother.

Old Josse Metsys was also a clock and dial maker :

thus no rough blacksmith, but a worker in iron for

l)eauty and delicate use. We do not know whether

he ever shod horses at his forge, probably he did ; it

is, however, known that he made locks, hinges, and

hanging lamps for the new town hall. These things

were works of art in those days, and Josse's services

were secured to the town by the annual payment of

five ells of black cloth and a pot of wine.

Josse seems to have been a stranger in Louvain,

for he had no male relatives to stand by him in time

of need, or to act as guai'dians to his children when
he died. l'erha[>s became from Antwerp, where there

were several lilacksmiths and horologisfs of his name;

his children were early in communication with that

city, which but a short time ago was forced to give

up the long-contested claim to bo the illustrious

Quentin's birthplace.

Josse's means seem to have lain in his strong arms

and artistic sense, for he had no riches but what he

owed to his wife and his work. Li the year 1459

wo find him dwelling in the comfortable house of his

well-to-do father and mother in law, Van Kinckhem,

* Due to the researches of M. Van Even, archivist of Louvain.

in Castle Street, Louvain. There his children were

born, the three sons and one girl, Catherine; there

he died, leaving his widow to bring up her family

under the guardianship of the noble old grandmother,

Catherine Kinckhem, whose devotion stood test when
later on, to transfer her property to her grandchildren,

she was obliged to declare to the magistrates oi

Louvain the illegitimacy of those children's mother,

her daughter, Catherine Metsys. This last fact may
in some measure account for the patriarchal fashion

in which they continued to live all together until the

majority of the youngest child could be declared, and

the elder sons were long passed the age for indepen-

dent citizenship. Three j'ears after this event, viz.,

in 1494, when Quentin was twenty-eight years of age,

the household was broken up, the three Catherines,

grandmother, mother, and daughter, removed to Ant-

werp with Quentin and Jan, there to spend the rest

of their days. Young Josse, already married, bought

the rest of the family out of the old house and forge

in Castle Street, and brought up his children there,

as his father had done before him, to the honour and

glory of Louvain city.

Born in 1466, Quentin saw the light at a time

when Louvain was a centi-e of considerable artistic

activit3^ Dirk Bouts was working at his " Last

Supper," painted for the chapel of the Brotherhood

of the Holy Sacrament, in St. Peter's Cathedral

Church, where it bangs to this day. Opposite to

St. Peter's rose the town hall, " that pearl of civic

architecture," completed three years before—a fairy

dream of delicate pro])ortion and light grace, a frame

strong to withstand the shocks of four hundred years

and more, overlaid with a garment of fine tracery,

displaying a wealth of symljolic fancy which must

be examined in detail to be appreciated. For eighteen

years past artistic workmen, masons, carvers, gilders,

and painters bad swarmed around this work, until the

city teemed with busy decorators, and in course of

years scarcely a house was without pictures, statues,

and votive panels hung at every street corner, over

every gateway and arch. Patrician mansions with

pointed gables, richly carved and coloured, rose on

all sides. W^ealth abounded amongst the thrifty

knights and gentlemen of Louvain ; buildings and

their sumptuous decoration were a means of its dis-

persion in the ranks of the craftsmen who sprang

up to res])ond to the vv'ants of the times. The arts

rose to such repute that the sons of noble families

took to painting. Trade guilds and semi-religious
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friiloniities of various kinds, forineJ tor social supi)or(,

liaJ their cluipels in St. Peter's or St. Gertrude's

;

piftuivs and coloured scul|)t\ire liun<»' above each altar.

In their processions and festivals, broidered banners

and painteil "yniajjes" were borne aloft thx-ougfh the

tortuous streets of the city.

In " Onze Lieve Vrouwe Darbuylcn," llie church

of " Our Lady "Without," was the great altar-piece

of the "Descent from the Cross," by Roifcr Van der

Weyden, of whicii in St. Peter's, by the jjious care of

the Edelheere family, was jnovided a copy in little,

there to tliis day: some say by the hand of blaster

Roger hii[iseif, so beautiful is the painting;-.

Amid such surmundinifs was born the blacksmith's

gifted son. lie was nine years old when the brush

fell from the hand of the aged master. Dirk JJouts,

and niav well have been amongst (he crowd \\liich

Hocked to the town hall to see the two completed

panels of Bouts' " Triumph of Justice " set in their

])lace in the court of justice after llie painter's death.

^\ hether Quentin ever saw Bouts at work (a likely

chance) or not, he breathed from his cradle an atmo-

sphere ]n-egnant with reverence and admiration of

that artist's works. What wonder that Bouts' in-

Ihience is everywhere traceable in (luentin's pictures?

Not only the manner, but the spirit of Bouts, modi-

fied by the developing forces of the new generation,

is distinctly to be traced : a spirit intellei'tually

broader and morally equal to that of Van der Wey-
den, with all the solidity and practical purpose of

Bouts, added to Quentin's own powerful imagination,

ardent and delicate i)erception, expressed through the

medium of a perfect technical execution.

Quentin is said to have had lessons in oil-])aiiil-

ing from one Master Roger of Louvain, which has

caused him to be reckoned a pupil in the flesh as well

as in the spirit of Roger Van der Weyden, who, how-

ever, died two years before Quentin was born. ]''rom

his obscure teacher the young blacksmith jn'obably

learnt no more than the mechanical part of his art

;

but, for his inborn genius, education was to be bad

from the walls of church and street of his ornament-

laden city. In the works of Bouts and Van der

Weyden was food enough for the ambition which

culminated years after, when, a successful painter,

courted and admired, he sent from Antwerp his

great altar-piece of " The Legend of St. Anne " to

hang in the cathedral of his native city beside the

masterpieces of his great teachers.*

lie had learned to read and write, and w;is an

accomplished musician, highly esteemeil liy his fel-

lows of the rhetorical club, ' The Violet" of Antweiji.

* In the chapel of St. Anne in St. Peter'.s, Louvain, until

179-i, wlien it was carried off hy the French. liestored to Luu-

vain in ISIS, it was hought liy the Brussels Museum in I87U lor

200,000 francs.

Of these ^' Re<lcri/ker Kdinmcr," the Jiollcre, the

Olyflack, and the GondLlueme, Guicciardini writes

nearly lifty years later: "They played tragedies,

comedies, and other histories and divertissements as

civilising as they are moral, in imitation of the

ancient Greeks and Romans, in which one might

learn many good things and prolitable to the life

of men. The most principal and ancient of these

is 'The Violet,' consisting mostly of painters, who
show in all their ]ierformauces the subtlety and

gallantry of their minds." Quentin's verses wore

]iri/-ed above the average, and his frientlship with

J'^gidius, I'lrasnius, and Thomas ilore, bears witness

to their estimation of his intelligence.

But fifteen years of age when his father died,

Quentin passed his youth in the ancient capital of

Ibabant, uuw itling the brilliant future thai lay before

him in the city of the Scheldt, forging iron for the

c:ithedral, painting at his easel whilst Jan mixed his

colours and Josse worked at a clock on a bench

behind him. Such a j)icture of the three brothers

at work is preserved to us upon the signboard and

clock face in one, which was found some tliirly years

ago, concealed by dirt and whitewash, upon a house

in Louvain. This large scpiare panel, about four and

a half feet square, is painted with the signs of the

zodiac, the months of the year, and little pictures of

trades and occujjations, amongst which the one of

the three youths engaged in different occupations is

the central and striking one. The little scenes ai'c

in concentric circles round a hole in the centre,

through which a monk formerly appeared at intervals

to strike the hours.t It is tempting to think that

this is by the hand of young Quentin or his brother

Jan. Its colouring and the executicju— coarse but

truthful and original—make such an origin probable.

This curious relic of the Eifteenth Century work-a-

day art was seen a few months ago by the writer in

its present abiding place, viz., the garret of a house

in Louvain, where it is placed to be out of the way

of its very una]>[)reciative owners, descendants of the

gentleman who tliscovered it. It is in wonderfully

good condition considering the dangers to which it is

exposed by alternate weeks of proximity to the soiled

or clean wet linen of the household, with the con-

comitant housemaids and washerwomen, not to speak

of rats or cats. The thin paint here and there is

chi])ped and leaves the wood Ijarc, but the colour is

unfaded, ami the whole an interesting witness of

costume and manners of the time.

Who knows what ambitious thoughts visited the

lad as, leather - aproned, he swung the hammer?
and how far these were stirred by Alyt Tuylt to

devote the youth wholly to his jjalette? or what share

the obstinate father of Wyt, who, according to the

t Vide Juurual (/f* Mtatiu'-Arls, ]), 43.
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k'goiul, would i-ivc lirr liaii.l lo none l)u( quo of

his own trade^ had in liis I'lituiv son-in-hiw 's joerse-

veranee ?

We oonjcctuiv lluil (incut in'.s llrsi wife Alyt was

of the Lonvain family of Van Thnylt or Tnylt. In

any ease, her residenee in Antwerp is not necessary

to aecDunt for Quentin abandoning his native city

when lie did. The Queen of the Scheldt, as Ant-

werp was ealled, had succeeded Bruges in commerce,

and was fast becoming one of the richest cities of the

world. Here was a field for art superseding that

aiTonlcd by any other city of the ijrovinces. Pros-

perous as Louvain was, it had never recovered the

downfall of its trade in tlie h'ourteenth Cent\iry ; it

stood still, and, with its inland jiosition, could not

vie with Antwerp. Quentiii's name is the first of

importance inscribed in the records of the Guild of

Painters of Antwerp when entered in 1491 . Names
of his pupils are inscribed in 1495, which points to a

probability of his not having taken up his residenee

there upon matriculation, but rather when the family

l^roperty was divided, and all, excepting Josse, re-

moved to Antwerp in 1494. Alyt Tuylt bore Quentin

six children, and died in 1507, leaving the genius she

had fired with fresh, if not with jn-imal, enthusiasm

to work an undying name. Annie E. Evans.

THE EAPID SPEY.— II.

THE chief dwellers in Strathspey are the Clan they have dwelt by the Spey.

Grant. Accordintr to the account of their sions are "betwixt the two Crait

Their special posses-

Elaehies;" and to

own historians " their great progenitor was the devoted members of the clan it has seemed terrible

g(jd "Wodin, who came out of Asia about the year that any other than a Grant should hold land there.

"Oa.j^/yifc' :t*;?f
:J^lri

"^rfl^''

-MUCKEEACH CASTLE.

600 B.C." Even if we give up this ([uaint tradi- These Craig Elachies are two great rocks on the

tion, still we can safely claim for (he Grants a great Spey—the lower near the junction of that river with

historical record of many centuries, during which the Eiddich ; the upper—that is, f/ie Craig Elacliie —
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between BaJeiioeh and Strathspov. " A mountain itself into an inorganic mass of rubbish, llestora-

in flames " is the Grant crest, taken from it. The tion is quite a mistake. Have you ever noticed

name means "rock of alarm," and in times of dani;vr how commonplaee the restored castles on the Rhine

huge balefires kindled on it, and seen far and wide look? No one, we may safely predict, will try to

throughout Strathspey, caused the clan to assemble, restore the castles by Speyside ; but were they so

"Stand fast, Craig Elaehie !
" wrt.v tlie war-cry, and inclined they would have an immense variety to

in to-day the niottOj of the clan. choose from. To tell of them fully, their history and

II.—TUE SPEY BELOW ABEKLOVB.

Old fortresses as well as present homes of the

Grants are scattered over this district. One of the

most picturesque of these old fortresses is Muckcraeh

Castle, near Grantown (i.). Here the Grants of

Rothiemurehus had their chief seat. It was built

about 1598, which is not very old for a castle, at

least. Probably it did not look half so well the

day it was built as it does now. Castles are one

of the few things that grow continually more beau-

tiful with ai;e, almost to that iiual point when the

last wall crumbles and the whole buildin<j resolves

their legends, would take many jjages. For in.stance,

there is Auchindoun Castle (ill.) on the Fiddich,

a stately old building, wliich contained a "noble

Gothic hall, its vaulted roof u])borne on fluted

pillars." It was worthy of its architect, Cochrane,

that same unhappy artist whom the savage Scottish

nobles contemptuously designated " the mason," and

whom they ignominiously hung over Lauder Brig.

This castle, if not quite a royal residence, yet is

something very near it. Its annalist records that

Queen Mary rode by it in 150:2, and that "Queen
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\'ii-toi'i;i picnicked (Hi the o]iposite Ijaiik with the

Duke of Kiehmoiid and Gordon in 1867/^

Another castle rcDKU-kahle for the beaut v of its

situation is a ruined fortress of that romantic but

the cold and cruel winters. At one ]>lace the dead

were regularly interred in an island, for there only

were their graves safe from desecration.

About two hundred years ago, a great lire de-

4
"

i^t-.js^'- ^

:-,.^^-5;i.v«'a.

m.—AUCHINDOUIJ CASTLE.

disreputable character the Wolfe of Badenoch, which

is situated on Loch-au-eilan, in the llothieinurchus

district : a district which contains Loch Phitulais

(iv.) and many other beautiful sheets of water.

The castle in Loch-an-eilan (v.) is built on a small

island, which seems to have been artificially formed.

Perhajjs it was not a castle after all, but a religious

house. There is hereabouts a tendency to put down
every ruined building of an uncertain age as a habi-

tation of the " Wolfe," who, through a long course

of centuries, has very forcibly impressed the popular

imagination. The name seems to us now fanciful,

almost picturesque; but two centuries ago, when
wolves were plentiful in the North, there was a

terrible sound about it. Here is the very centre of

the old forest. To-day, if you dig for peats in the

heather-covered moors, you uncover tree-roots piled

one above another. Trees had grown and decayed

there for centuries ; no one came to cut them down.

In the lower hollows of the hills, in the gleus and

the deep forests, were many famous hiding-places

for the wolves. A real and terrible danger this was
once. You still come across the remains of the rude

traps that were used to catch them
; you still hear

traditions of children carried away from unguarded
luits, and desperate fights with benighted men in

stroyed most of the old forest. A large number of

the Wolves perished, the rest crowded together in a

small clump of trees that escaped the fire. The

people of the district there collected and destroyed

them all, save one that escaped over the hills to Moy,

where it devoured a mother and her child. The

Laird of Mackintosh fixed a day for hunting it ; but

it happened that as one of the clansmen was going

to the meeting-place he was obliged to pass over a

narrow path that wound round the face of the rock.

There he encountered the wolf face to face. After

a terrible struggle he killed it, and, cutting off its

head with his dirk, he proceeded to the meeting-

place. There his chief bitterly reproached him with

his tardy appearance. He replied by unwinding his

plaid, when the wolf's head rolled on the ground.

In this same Rothiemurchus district there is a

steep rock called " Craig na' iolar," or the Eagle's

Crag. The place is, no doubt, suitable enough i'or

eagles, for one half of the hill seems as if cut away,

so that a sheer jjrecipice from top to bottom remains.

This is due, the story says, to a stroke of Fingal's

sword. All day long he had hunted in the great

forest, but without success, for he had forgotten or

disdained to jmipitiate the goddess of the place, who

appeared lo him as an ugly old woman. Thus she
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inockeil all Iiis efforts. Just as his dofjs were about

to drag down a swift stai;^ wliieli tliey li:i(l inirsueil

for hours, the animal vanislicil into the air. AVheu

ring's! cut tlirou!4ii a hart with his sword, the jiarts

united themselves again, and his imagined pi"ev

eontinued its magic coui-se. At evening he was

forced to desist from his useless chase. He took

his revenge as he went on the forest, "snedding"

the tree-tops like thistles ; and when he came by the

hill, moved by some sudden impulse, he lifted bis

sword and cut it clean through.

There is many a tradition in the country around

reganling this great but shadowy Celtic hero, though

the stories themselves are vague and often unmean-

ing. As the ' King of the Hills " says in words

that to my mind have a touch of real pathos in

them, for they seem prophetic of (he fate of that

race of which Fingal is the legendary representa-

tive:— "We shall pass away like a dream; no

sound will be in the fields of our battles. Our
tombs will be lost in the heath; the hunter shall

not know the place of our rest. Our names may
be heard in the song, but the strength of our arms

will cease." It is scarcely necessary to tell the

reader that this is a quotation from " Fingal : an

Ancient K])ic Poem in Six Books, together with

several other Poems, composed by Ossian the Son of

Fingal, translated from the Gaelic language by James

Mae|)herson." " Ossian jNIacphorson," as friends

and foes alike agreed to call him, was born by the

Spey, and he finally acquired a fine property in Alvie,

in tiie beautiful Kinrara district. He bought Kails

Castle, an old seat of the Comyns, and having re-

constnicted it, as he did his Gaelic poetry, called it

Belleville, and set himself down to play the High-

land laird. Ho did it well too, was a considerate

landlord, and was noted for his hospitality in a dis-

trict where hospitality was too common to be called

a virtue. " That sublime bard," as his neighbour,

ilrs. Grant of Laggan, a once famous Highhuid

blue-stocking, called him, was a strangely mixed

character. He was madly conceited, and often did

supremely foolish things
; yet he had such a keen

business faculty in him that every prank was made
to pay. As Mrs. Grant said, " He got more by

the old harp of Ossian than most of his predecessors

could draw out of the silver strings of Apollo." Pro-

bably no poet ever asserted his place with more

determined persistence. Like the heroes of his own
conception, he delighted to "strike the bossy shield."

He died at Belleville, 17th February, 1796, after

leaving directions that his body should bo taken

to Westminster Abbey and interred in the Poets'

Corner there. This was accordingly done. His

remains lie there within a few feet of those of his

great enemy, Dr. Johnson.

That his memory might be preserved in Speyside,

he left £-"3(in for a monument, which you may sec

to-day at Belleville; also he left £1,1)00 to publish

the "originals"—those originals for which thetUudit-

ing had so long called in vain. In due time they

ap])eared ; and now, said the faithful, was it not

perfectly evident (to those acquainted with Gaelic)

that Macpherson's translations but faintly rellected

the perfect beauty of the original ? Alas 1 the

sceptics were no more convinced than before. They
roundly averred that the originals were only trans-

lations into Gaelic of Macpherson's English ! And
yet when all is said there is something in the book.

Na])oleon, Goethe, and Byron had some grounds for

their admiration of it. Perhajis Macpher.son was him-

self a poet
;
perhaps he was just in time to catch some

perishing fragments of old traditionary songs that

expressed, as the border ballads do, the deepest feel-

ings of a people. At any rate, there is some sound of

" Old unliappy far-off things,

And l)attles long ago,"

• ,1 ..t-4> *'-.- -'5?- • -

IV.—LOCH I'iiiruLAis.
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ill lliem iiiixccl witli all the bombast. Now ami aji^'ain society need not look for it in the Highlands. Even

yon eannot help saving :
" It is thus the poet of the where the buildings were rudest the manners were

IIi<>-hlands would sing." courteous. ]\Iany passages in the famous " Journey

Alvie has other ninnuments than those to James to the Hebrides " prove this. The travellers entered

-THE OSPKEY S NEST, L0CII-.4N-EILAN.

Maepherson. The " Beautiful Duchess of Gordon "

(1716—]S12) lived and died here. Her grave, too,

is marked with a monument. On the hill called

the Tor of Alvie, which rises near the river, there

is a monument to the Gordon Highlanders who
fell at AVaterloo, " the 02nd Gordon Highlanders

having been raised in Strathspey in 1791." This

was just half a century after the "4.5. But as we
all know, they were neither the first nor the last

Highland force that did splendid service in British

battle-fields. A fine idea that was of Pitt's to

raise regiments in the Highlands, to turn, with a

single touch as it were, the most bitter opponents

of the Hanoverian dynasty into its most devoted

defenders. The plan, too, had a good reflex action

on tiie Highlanders. It expanded their views ; it

showed them new worlds to conquer in other

things besides war; whilst those who returned

after the campaigns bringing with them memories
of foreign parts, elevated the notions of those

tliat remained. Observers at the end of tlie last

century expressed their surprise at the Avidth, so

to speak', of Highland ideas, and attributed it to

this cause. But something of it was in the nature
of the peoi)le. Dr. Johnson recorded, before this,

tliat lie wliii wished to see a barbarous state of

a poor hut \vhere they were received by an old

woman. " ^Yith true pastoral hospitality she asked

us to sit down and drink whisky." But to me the

most charming jiicture of all in the book is that of

the innkeeper's daughter of Anoch—" not inelegant

either in mien or dress "—who made tea for them

one evening. " We knew that the girls of the

Highlands were all gentlewomen," but to modest

self-possession, dignity, and politeness, here was

added charming grace. She expressed to the great

traveller the compliment he paid to her country by

his visit. The Doctor replied with stately compli-

ments, whilst Mr. Boswell grimaced in the back-

ground. " I should not be pleased to think she

forgets me," writes the old man.

It must not be supposed, from what we have

said of Highland military virtues, that the men
make in all respects good soldiers. Far from it.

Their courage is undoubted, but they have the want

of steady persistence that is the great curse of their

race. One defeat and all is lost. A battle fought

on the Spey in May, 1G90, near Grantown, and

known as the affair of the Haughs of Cromdale,

strikingly shows this. The battle is not specially

famous, and yet its effects were very great, for it

completely destroyed the Highland resistance to the
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Revolution ol' HISS. It was tlius muc-h more mo-

mentous than the brilliant but useless victory of

Killieerankie, which the other side had gained some

little time previous. The engagement was sim]ily

tliis :—Tiie year after Killieerankie a Highland army,

with, it seems, no very definite object, and mider

the not very able leadership of Buchan, was wan-

dering about the Spey. The men lay down to rest

one night in a sheltered valley at the foot of Ben

Cromdale. Sir Thomas Livingstone, the leader

of the Government forces, led his men by the aid

of an experienced guide and under the shelter of

a dark night to the spot. Just at dawn they

crept down a corrie upon their sleeping foes. There

was scarcely any resistance. More than half were

slain or captured. The rest escaped, almost naked,

up into the mountains, where they were lost in

the mist.

Of the snountains—Cairngorm and the rest of

them—in Strathspey enough has been said. It only

remains to add a word regarding the lochs which

abound by Speyside. Some of these are due to an

expansion of the river itself, others are the sources

of its tributaries. Loch Guinach (vr.) and Loch

Phitulais (iv.) are two of the most noteworthj'. Quite

apart from the natural interest which the traveller

finds in these lochs, there is often a legendary interest

attaching to them. ^lany of the legends that exist in

the country are found to have some connection with

them. This is because the castles of the old chiefs

were built beside them, or on islands in them, and

also because the fertile ground of the district is near

them, and they thus became the centre of what human
life and interest there was. Thus it w^as at Loch

Phitulais that the last of the Cumins of Eothie-

murchus fell into a trap laid for them by one Shaw,

surnamed Bucktooth. The story is that he set an

old woman on the top of the Calart, a small hill

near, and that, though she was apparently busy with

her distaff, her real object was to watch the approach

of the Cumins. At length, by exclaiming to Shaw
that " the goats were in the Calart," she signified

to him exactly where his foes were. They were all

killed, and some mounds near the Calart still mark

their graves. The Shaws then peaceably enjoytd

Rothiemurehus, till the son and successor of Buck-

tooth, on some slight cause of quarrel, nmrdcred

Dallas of Gantray. His mother thereujjon carried

the " title-deeds " (what these could possibly be it

is extremely difficult to conjecture) to Castle Grant,

and surrendered the property to the Laird. He
handed over such rights as they might be supposed

to give him to Peter of Muckerach, a very un-

scrupulous member of the clan. Peter, after a few

more murders, acquired possession, and so the pro-

perty passed into the hands of the Grants. This

is not a very pleasant or interesting story, but it

is a very good sample of Highland traditionary

history, which is usually but a monotonous collection

of murders. Now and again some deed of daring

more than ordinary, some pathetic instance of devo-

tion, strikes a light across the dreary gloom. It is

only then that the traditions rise to the elevation of

romance. Francis Watt.

THE PICTURE GALLERY AT DORCHESTER HOUSE.

THOUGH the collection at Dorchester House is

less widely known than it deserves to be, and

as regards reputation is not abreast of many galleries

which are by no means equal to it in real worth, it

is indubitably entitled to take very high rank among
the private collections of England, both in right of

the very fine quality of the works brought together,

of their good condition, and of the taste with which

the space at command has been utilised for their

display. There is here material enough, in Italian

and Spanish pictures alone, to make the reputation

of two or three Roman palazzos of the second order

;

while the Flemish and Dutch schools are represented

by choice and characteristic specimens, surpassed,

indeed, by those of few private gatherings.

The schools least well represented are those of

the Quattrocento ; Flemish and German art of that

period being almost, if not entirely, unrepresented,

and the Italian schools of the same time but

meagrely. Here is, however, by way of exception,

a small " Madonna and Child," by Pietro Perugino,

of undoubted genuineness and great charm (though

the often over-indulgent Dr. Waagen is, with regard

to this panel, critical and incredulous). It is now

much darker, as to general tone and background, than

is the typical work of this painter, and in this respect

resembles one of his masterpieces, the "Viigin

Appearing to St. Bernard," in the Munich Pina-

cothek, and also a panel in the Louvre. A large

and important altar-piece—representing the Madonna

enthroned in Ferrarese fashion between saints—by
Cotignola, a curious second-rate painter of the Ro-

magna, shows him to have worked under the influence

of Marco Palmezzano, and also, it would appear, of

Lorenzo Costa. The National Gallery possesses no

specimen from his hand. Here, too, is an altar-
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piece from tlic liaiicl i<i anntlier painter uiHV])re-

sentcd in tliat magnificent collection, and this tinu-

a first-rate one — GauJeiizio Ferrari. It is an
" Adiiratioii," s!iowiiii>; the ^'irlJin in prayer before

the infant Christ, attended by angels and worshipped

by a cardinal donor; and if it does not reveal tlie

highest (pialities of the great Piedniontese painter,

it is both interesting and characteristic. Scant

justice has been done to Ferrari in England, where

his works arc comparatively unknown, while those

of his sweeter and more seductive, though far less

powerful and niasonline contemporarv, Hernardino

Luini, are, not unjustly, accounted treasures of

price. This is, perhaps, in a measure attributable

to the fact that even in Italy, except at the Brera

and the Turin gallery, his works are not verv

accessible to the general tourist; they being found

chielly in such comparatively little-visited towns

as Vercclli, Varallo, Cannobbio, and Novara. It is

impossible to accept as from the hand of Lionardo

da Vinci himself a woman's head of small dimen-

sions painted en grisaille on a panel grounded so

as to have the tone of bare wood : the drawing of

the features, and especially of the mouth and eye-

lids, has neither the subtlety nor the unerring power

which characterise the work of the great founder

of the later Lombard school, though one of his de-

signs may very possibly have served as a model for

this sketch. A " Virgin and Child," attributed to

Fra Bartolommeo, but which, according to ilcssrs.

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, is a copy of an original

formerly at Cortona, in the ])ossession of a Signor

Passerini, hangs too high for critical examination.

The large " Holy Family " on panel, attributed to

less" Florentine; it appears to be a school replica of

a picture of similar subject at Madrid.

Let us ])ass to the A^enetian schools, and speak at

once of the pearl of the whole collection, Loren/.o

Lotto's famous portrait known as the " Lueretia."

This picture, of which we give an engraving, shows

a young and beautiful lady, of Lombard rather

than Venetian descent, for her rich lair tnsses are

crowned with a curiously-woven turban, such as

the Lombard dames, but not their Venetian sisters,

wore. She is richly, but for the jieriod nut over-

elal)i irately, dressed in a robe of dark green and red,

with few ornaments, and fronts the spectator, hold-

ing in her left hand a large drawing of the un-

drajied Lueretia, in the act of stabbing herself (not

the design of ^fare .\nlonio after Ra])liael), to which

she points with a strangely significant gesture: on

a cartel, lying on the table at her left, is the in-

scription, "Nee nlla Lueretia impudica cxcmplo

vivet." It is evident that here is no mere dilet-

tante exhibiting a newly-acquired treasure, such as

Lotto has immortalised in one of his most famous

portraits, the "Andrea Odoni" of Ilani])ton Court,

so long accepted as a portrait of Baceio Bandinelli

by Correggio. Nor is there about the picture any-

thing of masquerading in pseudo-classical guise; it

is no quaint conceit of a great lady steojied in the

humanistic lore of the time, and choosing, with the

frankness of self-laudation peculiar to the Renais-

sance, to be thus represented. The transient exj)res-

sion, which the painter has with extraordinary intui-

tion grasjied, and for ever stamped on the delicate,

nobly-moulded features, is one of intense but re-

pressed passion, of dauntless yet not steru resolve.

VIEW OF DOET.

(Painted by dti/p. Dorchester IJonse.)

Andrea del Sarto, exhibits in the faces of the chief revealing true feminine courage, nnlaiiiled by the

personages too much defective drawing to be allowed boldness of the virago; and so subtle is the art of the

to pass muster as an original work of the "fault- painter, that he achieves this result almost without
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niflliiiii- tlie heaufiful f;iep, we!l-iiii;li classic in its "Jiiditli witli tlie Head of Holofernos/' bearing

purity, of his model. TIumv can lie Imt little donht, duliitatively tlie name of Gioro'ionej reveals certain

we think, as to the re-

ality of the tras^ie fore-

boding' which seems to

overshadow this young

life. To identify the

portrait, to obtain a

clue to the mysterious

circumstances under

which it may be as-

sumed to have come

into existence, would

be a fascinating task,

wdiich we need not

despair of seeing some

day successfully per-

formed. Rare in Ve-

netian art— especially

when, after the disap-

pearance of its most

pathetic painter, Gior-

gione, it had attained

its full meridian glory

—is an achievement

combining such pas-

sion, such subtlety,

with so much pictorial

charm. True, the

colour is somewhat hot

and lurid, and cannot

compare with the rich-

ness and the golden

glow of such a ]iortrait

as the " Bella di Ti-

ziano" at the Pitti, or

with Palma Vecchio's

exquisite achievements

in a cooler key at the

Belvedere of Vienna.

PHILIP IV.

(Painted by relaaqnn. Dorchester TFoiise.)

analogies of style with

the " Lucretia," and

might well represent

Lotto's Giorgionesque

phase, though we hesi-

tate to ascribe it with

any certainty to him.

The delicate features

of the Judith, com-

posed, yet fraught with

tragic meaning, seem

to bear a resemblance

—which may be fan-

cied—to those of the

portrait, and the sharp

lights, abruptly con-

trasted with masses of

shade, are sufficiently

in the earlier style of

the Trevisan painter.

A very rich and glow-

ing " Santa Conversa-

zione,'' justly ascribed

to Bonil'azio, belongs

probably to the second

of the family of

painters of that name,

since in it the intlu-

euce of Titian has al-

most overcome that of

Palma, which is para-

mount in the produc-

tions of the first of

the family—Bonifazio

Veronese. The hnlf-

length of a beautiful,

riclily-attired Venetian

dame, in a high.

let it stands forth as possessing certain qualities pointed cap, belongs to the type commonly, tliougli

which even the two great masters just mentioned did erroneously, designated as " Catarina Cornaro." It

not attain in like measure, and should take its place is here given, in accordance with Dr. Waagen's die-

as one of the masterpieces, in its peculiar way, of tum, to Paolo Veronese, but its style has nothing in

the Venetian school of the Sixteenth Century. The common with the silvery flesh-tones and variegated

"Lueretia" is, moreover, a cogent proof that, what- draperies of that great master; its rich golden under-

ever Lotto may in his early days have taken from his glow and general treatment reveal the hand of a

friend and fellow-worker, Palma Vecchio—and some- follower of Titian.

thing, no doubt, he acquired, as is evidenced by the Three life-size full-lengths bear the great name
conception of female loveliness which the present of Velasquez. Of these the finest represents Pliilip

l)icture furnishes—he rises to greater heights than IV. at the age of about twenty-five, standing almost

his companion, and lets us divine an inner flame facing the spectator, clad in light chain-armour, over

far m«re intense than ever animated the work of which he wears a doublet of buff leather and a rich

the consummate, the sincere, yet the somewhat un- scarf of subdued crimson, embroidered with gold. It

imaginative Palma. is with a certain amonnt of diffidence that we approach

Another picture of this collection, the interesting the discussion of this fine, harmoniously-composed
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and harmoniously-coloured piece. It must, however,

in frankness he said that it does not leave on the

mind anv convineini>' impression that it is from tlic

hand of the ineomi)arahie Don Diego himseli". \\ e

miss the vitality, the suppressed vivacity, whiih

characterise his hest work even oF the earlier time ;

we seek in vain (or the magic touches of his hrush,

such as are revealed even iu our own full-lenglli

" Phihp IX." from the Hamilton Collection—a jiie-

ture i)rohaljly ])aintedafew years suhscquently to the

jiresent work, and by no means one of the painter's

masterpieces. On the other hand, it must be owned

that tile iigure has much luiaffcclcd dignity, and

stands supremely well ; besides which—an important

large " Conde Duque ()li\:irez " is one of many
repetitions of the same subject, somewhat coarsely

executed ; and the full-length, by no means want-

ing in touches of power, of an elderly warrior, clad

iu hall'-armour, has still snudler pretensions to be

cousidiTcd a genuine Velasc|ucz. En rrraiic/w, we

have iu the "Don Nicolas Oniazurino " a very fine

specimen of Murillo's excellencL- as a portrait-painter.

It ajjjjcars to have been painted about 1072, and

shows, iu point of style and execution, considerable

analogy with the celebrated "Don .Tustino Neve,"

jiainted in IdTS^ and now belonging to the Manpiis

tif Lausdowue. A ])ortrait of the Duke of Osufia,

also attributed to iluiillo, Mjipcars to be an enlarged

LUCnETIA.

(PaitiUd by Lorenzo Lotto. Dorchester Hmisc.)

point in its favour—it does not appear to correspond repetition of th<: small ]iortiait by him in the La

exactly, or even nearly, to any known portrait of Caze Collection of the Louvre,

the monarch, as is the case with the replicas in The Flemish school of the same century is repre-

the Louvre and iu many English collections. The sented by some masterpieces, which, apart from their
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inti-insic cxcollcnoo, :ire of considerable importance

in the history of art. In the eyes of many connois-

seurs, the fini.shed sketch from the hand of Rubens

for his o-reat " Elevation of the Cross " in Ant-

werp Catliedral, will rank as the crowning attraction

of the wliole collection. The subject, which in the

finished picture is divided into a central portion and

two wings, is here given on one oblong canvas of

comparatively small dimensions, but the composition,

nevertheless, approximates very closely to that of the

finished work. An additional proof of the authen-

ticity of the sketch, if any such were wanted, would

be furnished by the fact that certain figures, which

in the Dorchester House design appear whole—
notably that of the old man bending in intense effort

at the very foot of the cross—have in the work

itself been truncated, to suit the exigencies of the

triptych form. In the extraordinary spontaneity

and force of the composition^ in the delicious brown,

red, and silver tones which form the basis of the

chromatic harmony, the hand of the master himself

is unniist;ikably revealed. Especially the middle-

distance, in which, against a sky illuminated by a

strange lurid light, are seen the two thieves, one

prone and already nailed to his cross, the otiier

about to be thrown down by armed men, is of truly

magical power. A coat of thick glassy varnish

somewhat mars the enjoyment afforded b}^ this ex-

quisite study.

Van Dyck, too, is exceptionally well represented :

first, by the original sketch for a famous work

of his youth, the "St. Martin" of the church of

Saventhem ; next, by a fine specimen of his Italian

mannei-, the portrait of the iSIarchcsa Balbi, a

member of the great Genoese family of that name.

Her features have a singular resemblance to those

of the anonymous lady whom Van Dyck has repre-

sented with her child in the portrait No. 149 which

adorns the Long Gallery of the Lonvre. Lastly,

we have the magnificent portrait of the Abbe

Scaglia, delineated in a large full-length, erect, but

half leaning for support against the plinth of a

pillar, in a very characteristic attitude of repose,

fronting the spectator. The exquisite subtlety with

which the head and hands are modelled, and the

silvery delicacy of the flesh-tones, show the increased

refinemi'nt and skill of Van Dyek's latest period,

while the presentment has a life and vigour which

recall the earlier and more masculine works of the

ai'tist. It would appear that it was painted in

1634, during his last visit to his native country;

so that it belongs to the same j'car as Mr. Ays-

cough Eawkes's magnificent but very different

"Duchess of Arenberg" (?), shown last winter at

Burlington House. Judging by these works. Van
Dyck, like Antreus, must have derived fresh vitality.

fresh energy, from renewed contact with his

mother-earth, bringing, as it no doubt did, com-

parative repose, and a temporary severance from

the weakening influences which surrounded him in

England.

Holland sliows to the full as brilliantly in the

galleries of Dorchester House as the sister provinces.

It is, however, impossible to do more than indicate

some few of the chief ornaments of the collec-

tion belonging to the Dutch schools. Reml)randt is

adequatelv represented by the fine portrait of ISIartin

Looten, a work of the early time of the painter,

marked by the careful realism of that period, and

already full of decision and character. Like most

productions of those year.s, it is in very good pre-

servation ; the date inscribed is "January', 1632,"

so that the picture belongs to the same year as

the famous "Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Tulp," at the

Hague, which work it resembles in style and execu-

tion. There are few, if indeed any, finer Cuyps in

existence than the great " View of Dort " here,

formerly divided into two separate canvases, then

entitled " JNIorning " and "Evening," but which

have been very skilfully and successfully joined, so

as to restore the picture lo its original shape. It

shows the town to the left, at much closer quarters

than usual, with the church-tower which the painter

has immortalised, and with a less familiar, elabo-

rately-decorated town hall, as prominent features

;

the river, heavily laden with shipping, fills up the

foreground and middle-distance. Especially ex-

quisite is the rendering of a mill and group of

yellow-walled, red-roofed houses, bathed, and, as it

were, saturated with the tempered rays of the after-

noon sun. Three specimens of Teniers are of first-

rate quality; two of them, a small "Village Festival"

with miniature figures, and a " Bowling Alley,"

being painted with a nn'ifstrin, a delicate sharpness

of touch, remarkable even in him ; and what is more,

with a zest and a close and immediate reference to

nature which is not always to be found in his works.

The colouring of these admirable pieces is, howevei',

browner and less silvery than in some of the painter's

best performances. The finished and admirable, if

somewhat conventional, work of Adrian A^an der

Velde is represented by a landscape with cattle, of

unusual size and importance; Karel du Jardin

appears with two capital works; Paul Potter with

a curious specimen, signed and dated 1G47, show-

ing donkeys munching thistles, with goats and other

animals, in a landscape overshadowed by a lurid

skv, in which the painter has somewhat ineffectually

striven to reproduce the curious atmospheric effect

of a coming storm. Philip Wouverman is repi-e-

sented by several specimens of exquisite quality and

admirable preservation—scarcely paralleled, in these
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respects save l)y those of Cassel : a Jan IJotli of

umisual size and importance beai"s the name, '"St.

Pliiiip Baptising the Eunuch."

The French school of the Eighteentli Century is

represented in its earlier stage by a pretty, delicate

" L'Escarpolette," tlie work of Jean-Baptiste Pater,

who does not suffer liere from tiie vicinity of his

master Watteau ; in its later by a "Girl with a

Dove," a specimen of Greuze's most popular style

;

and above all by one of the same painter's very best

portraits—that of an old grey-haired lady, wearing

a black silk mantle and a very elaborate '' tuyaute"

cap of white gauze. This has a real pathos rare

even in his portraits, in which, however, he always

sliows himself less affected, and more genuinely

artistic, than in the semi-sentimental, wholly mere-

tricious futilities which arc chieily associated with

his name. Cl.ude Phillips.

FEMALE HEAD-GEAR.
LATER EIGHTEENTH CEXTUrxV.

THE hopes excited by the death of Louis XV. round in ambush, and i'ouud their advantage in the

expressed themselves in head-dresses surrounded young queen's craving for dressing her head (iii.).

by ears of wheat. A com])lete revolution in favour One day she saw tiie Due de Lauzun in uniform, his

of simplicitj- seemed probable, for Marie Antoinette

fully appreciated the freedom it gave. But fashion

seems strong as fate ; the young cpieen took the virus,

and with the aid of her milliner, ]\Ille. Berlin, and

her hairdresser, Leonard, she reopened the mad dance

in fashions so preposterous, that, sending her portrait

to her mother, the Empress Maria Theresa, it was

returned with the remark that there was some mis-

take, for the portrait of an actress liad been received,

and not that of a cpieen of France. This, however,

was Marie Antoinette's

idea of her vocation :
" I

am on the stage," she

said, " and shall be hissed

or applauded." Not only

herniiither, but her brother,

the Emperor Joseph IL,

was annoyed by tliis weak-

ness. ^Vhen the latter

came to see her at Paris,

he could not suppress his

vexation. Seeing her one

day laying on the rouge

very thick, preparatory to

going to the play, he

said, pointing to a lady in

the room whose face was

blazing with paint, " A
little more under the eyes

;

lay on the rouge like a

fury, as that lady does."

However, it is doubt-

ful whether Maria Theresa

hei-self could have resisted

such a legion of devils as

possessed the Court at

Versailles. They lay all

hat adorned with a most magniticcnt plume of white

heron's feathers. The duke being told the queen

admired the plume, offered it to her. It was accepted

and worn ; whereupon the donor supposed he had

made a conquest, and became so insulting that the

queen said, "That man shall nrvcr again come

within my doors."

About 1775 the feathered head-dress reached its

climax. The Duchess of Devonshire wore an ostrich

feather more than four feet long, and as she was a

reigning cpieen in the

domain of fashion, there

was cpiite a rage for

tcjwering feathers. As on

former occasions, the ladies

became so tall that they

could not enter the door of

any room. Queen Char-

liitte trieil to stop the

])ractice by forbidding fea-

thers at Court; but no-

thing- succeeded until

Foote appeared as Lady

Pentweazle, with a head-

dress at least a yard wide,

and no doubt correspond-

ingly high, stuck full of

feathers. The king and

queen, who were jiresent,

greatly enjoyed the cari-

cature ; and, to heighten

the joke, the whole appa-

ratus of feathers, hair, and

wool fell off as Lady Pent-

weazle waddled off the

stage. In this same year

Madame Campan relatesGKSSSr SX»IiL.
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in her mcinoirs li.>w Mario Aiitnlnette one day found

a peacock's featlior ou her toilet-table. 01: course it

went on to licr head ; the effect jsleased her; she put

ou a second, tlien she added some ostrich feathers.

The kiuu" came in at the moment; never had he seen

a head so well dressed.

Before 1778 the top knot had been placed literally

on the top of the bead, and even in advance, so that

all the caps of the time, like the one in which Queen

Charlotte appears in her portrait at South Kensinsj-

Ihe Drowned-chieken, the Indian-chestnut-tree, the

Brushes, the Round-table, the Chest-of-drawers, the

Cabriolet, the ]\Iad-dog, the Sportsman -in -the-

Coppice. But all these absurdities paled before a

certain head-dress of prodigMous height, which re-

presented precipitous hills, enamelled lields, silver

streams, foaming torrents, symmetrical gardens, and

an English park. This last ornament suggests the

birthplace of this marvellous exhibition, which our

authority tells us aj)peared in France in 1778. In

'^

II.—AFTEK GAINSBOKOUGH, 1700.

ton, were made to fit this arrangement. But in tiiat

year a new style came into vogue in France, called

the "herisson" (vii.). The hair was drawn up into

a very high higgledy-piggledy tuft, which was frizzed

at the points and maintained by a ribbon cut circu-

larly. This fashion quickly modified to the "demi-

herisson," continued some years. The various stages

of liair were adorned with flowers, garlands, gauze

articles, ])carls, ribbons, lace, fringes, tassels, and

phnncs. This magnificent apparatus was at least

two feet, and under it the face looked quite diminu-

tive. The names given at this time to head-dresses

were more ridioidous than ever. Their various styles

were spoken of as the Butterfly, the Spaniel's-ears,

one of Hannah More's letters she thus refers to the

English fashions of 1777 :
— "The other night we

had a great deal of company— eleven damsels, to

say nothing of men. I protest I hardly do them

justice when I pronounce that they had, amongst

them, on their heads, an acre and a half of shrub-

bery, besides slopes, grass-plots, tulip-beds, clumps

of peonies, kitchen-gardens, and greenhouses" (i.).

These amazing follies found their foes in the theatre.

In France they so intercepted the sight of those

who sat in the hinder tiers that they were finally re-

fused admittance into the ani]ihitheatre, and Garrick

put them to flight in England by appearing as Sir

John Brute, dressed in female attire, with his cap
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decorated with vegetable?, an enormous carrot liang;-

ing on either side.

Head-th-esses of the kind we have been describing;

completely disorganised the etiquette of the royal

bedelianiber at Versailles. In the earlier years of

Marie Antoinette's career, the royal chemise was put

over her head by a lady of honour—the highest in

rank present : but when hair-balloons and market

-

tliat there was a wistful looking towards England in

the latter part of the reign of Louis X\'I., which in

dress became the Aiiffiomaiiie. So it would seem as

if the club head-dress, with its broad braided bands of

hair crossing each other, had become untasliionable

in England before it was so in France.

Tn 177') the English ladies covered their heads in

small curls, with pearl pins and starred leaves, two

III. MARIE AXKIIXKTTK, ITb.i.

gardens became the fashion, the body-linen had to

be put on from below, an operation which it would

be dangerous for a lady in similar j)rcdicamcnt to

attempt. Consequently the queen retired to the

closet, and gave herself up to professional dressers.

It would be goiiig beyond the bounds of pro-

bability to suppose that that closet was the source

of all the fantastical fashions which at this time

oppressed the female head in Europe. Wherever a

fashion came from, it received in Paris that deft and

artful rendering, the peculiar gift of its handicrafts-

men. There are not wantingr signs that some of

them originated in London, and it is well known

419

curls dro]ipcd on the ears, and groat feathers, white

or coloured, were worn. In 177(5 the hair was drawn

up and thrown back, the hind hair being worn in a

puff bag, with slab curls aliovc it, and intermixed

with white tifEany and beads. In the next year,

1777, the fashion is described in the lines:

—

"Give Chloe a bushel of horsehair and wool.

Of paste and pomatum a pound,

Ten yards of gay ribbon to deck her sweet skull,

And gauze to cnton)pa.ss it round."

According to one writer (1776) the npe.\ of this

powdered edifice was at times surmounted by a par-

roquet, its wings and tail extended.
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Tliat absui-dities as gross as any that disgraced

Versailles and St. James's were to be seen in Berlin

and Potsdam, we learn from the admirable character-

drawings in which Chodowieeki has preserved for us

the life of the men and women who lived, moved, and

had their being in the Prussia made by Frederick II.

"Whatever else Carlyle's great hero succeeded in

doing, he did not create an elect people animated

by more exalted thoughts than the vest of Europe.

Costume in Berlin was much the same as in Paris or

London ; all the ridiculous head-dresses we find in

these latter cities appear on the heads of Prussian

women in the drawings by Chodowieeki ; sometimes,

indeed, in forms so extreme that we are inclined to

credit the artist with increasing the absurdity by

touches of his inimitable pencil. Thus he gives us

two, called Affectation and Taste. In the latter the

coiffure belongs to the year 1777 ; in the former the

hair is raised so that the general contour is that of a

triangle standing on its ajiex, with two great bunches

of curls hanging down at the sides ; above, a wide

ribbon surmounts the spreading hair like a garland

with two streamers; on this rises an enormous structure

shaped like the English crown, and formed of large

leaves in lace, and superadded was a boucpiet at the

side. This head-dress is here illustrated in a cut

(ix.), which is not taken from the character-drawing

just described,

l)ut from an

ordinary fa-

shion-plate by

the same artist.

The habit of

-THE H^RISSON :

CHODOWIECKI.

IV.—"OEKILLES DE CHIEN. V. AND VI.

—

liEVOI.UTIONAKT ENGLISH.

wearing the hat like the visor of a

helmet,- flat upon the forehead, com-

mon at this time in England, was, it

would seem, the fashion in Germany.

The same mode of wearing the bonnet was in vogue

in Paris; this style of head-gear taking various

forms, with the captivating names of " a I'Artiste,'

" a la Carmelite," " an Lever de la Reine," " h h

Novice de Cythere," and
" a la Pretresse de Venus."

In 1780 there was a

vast difference between

head-dressing in London

and Paris. The English

ladies were wearing enor-

mous plumes of feathers

of all colours, with chains

of pearls or beads hanging

round the mass of hair,

which formed the outside

covering of the " bushel

of horsehair or wool

"

within. Bunches of flowers

were stuck about the head,

surmounted by large but-

terflies, caterpillars, &c.,

in blown glass, as well

as models of coaches and

horses. This last fashion

was the subject of carica-

ture. In one of the year

1777 the hair is drawn up and extends backwards

perhaps a yard. On the summit a hearse, drawn by

six horses, and loaded with plumes, is seen slowly

crawling down the mountain of hair. At the base

of the print is the legend :
" A safe and effectual

preparation for the next world." In the year 1780

the Parisian ladies all cut off their locks and

adopted a new coiffure, called " k I'Enfant," the

queen having just had an illness in which she lost

her hair.

Probably this sudden change in Fashion's baro-

meter produced that vacillation which a satirist of

1780 thus reproached:

—

" Now dress' it in a cap, now naked in none,

Now loose in a mob, now close in a Joan

;

Like the clock in the tower that shows you

the weather.

You are hardly the same for two days

together."

But the fall in 1780 of the Parisian

head-dress was soon made up for by

the immense extension which it took

on both sides. In one of Gilray's

Caricatures a head, supposed to repre-

sent the unfortunate Perdita, is por-

trayed in an enormous cap, the crown

of which is fluted with two great rows

of perpendicular frills over the fore-

1786 the Paris head-dress was really

awful, absolutely a lion's mane, frizzed with regular

head. In
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cll^l^, and a great o:arlaiul at the top, with an

eiioinious phime of tlireo feathers arising out of

some drapery at tiie baek. Our illustration (viii.),

Vin.— AFTEB SIB JOSHCA EETS0LD9, 1780.

taken from Sir Josluia, gives this fasliion as worn

1)V people who avoided the extreme in fashion

—

Hannah ]\lore, for example. For heads so hydro-

cephalous, enornKJi.s hoods were required which,

wlien blown out by the wind, must have given a

lady the apjiearance of walking about with a tub on

her shoulders; hats with an immense circumference

of brim, turning down back and front into a half-

circle, with a Hat crown and plumes of feathers,

tied beneath the chin with broad ribbons ; mob-caps

of jn-odigious dimensions, with a deep penthouse of

fluted border and a broad ribbon hanging in long

streamers behind (v.). I should add that these enor-

mous manes, once the fashion, were built up by means

of pads.

The hats adopted by the ladies, French and

English, in 17^^9 and 1790, exceed imagination in

their eccentricity. They were sometimes of the shape

nf the immortal chimney-pot : only, in addition, there

was an abundance of ribbon and gauze, and perhaps

a great si)rig of flowers stuck in front of the crown.

Mostly the rims were of enormous dimensions,

almost the size of a parasol, with the crown rising

like an immense mob-cap, adorned with a vast rosette

of broad ribbons in front. Under the discriminating

taste of a Gainsborough this hat could be made to

set off a very ordinary face (ii.); but its grotesque

effect as worn by the oi-dinary Englishwoman can

better be judgeil in Morland's more realistic de-

lineations.

Rousseau's doctrine of a return to Simplicity and

Nature had reduced poor Society to a state of be-

wildered anarchv. Educated in the Courts of the

Louises and the Georges, it mistook ugliness for

simplicity, negligence for nature, licence for liberty.

Women became scarecrows; and nothing in all we

have described or depicted exceeds the astonishing

{rightfulness of the female head-dress in England

at the moment the French Revolution is opening

(v. and VI.). That wouderfid bit of grotescpicness

entitled "En Oreilles de Chien " (iv.) is hardly

human.

Is there nothing in all this; is costume a vagary

governed Ijv no law, a nice bit of fancy wholly di-

vorced from the interior of the society which thus

arravs itself ? Quite impossible : the outer form and

inner mind are closely allied. " He who knows the

costume of a period almost understands it," says

Henri Martin, one of the most judicious of historians.

So we think ; and only the ever-increasing certainty

that these trifles, taken on a large scale and studied

consecutively, lead to results more purely historic

than could be found in tomes of State papers could

ever repay the student for wading through such

painful rubbish.

Not that we pretend that the constant disease

evident in what is called "Society" is a iierfect

diagnosis of the life of Christendom. With it we

must ever take the real history of the people : a

history not j-et written, and only lately thought of;

a historv, however, for which there is ample material,

and which will some day—when the true meanings
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of knowledge are fully understood—relegate to its

place in the extreme background a vast proportion

of that which now goes to make u]) the ordinary

historical primer. RiciiAitD Heath.
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY: RECEIPTS AND
EXPENDITURE.

IT was inovitahle tluit the AcailcMiiicians slioukl liave something' to

say upon the lleport of tlie lloyal Coianiission; and on the loth of

^lai-ch, 1864, they addressed to Her Majesty a paper of observations in

whicli they traversed a considerable number of tlie Commissioners'' recom-

mendations. .Very reasonably the}' objocled to the introduction of lay

members, wJiich they re^'arded as "an uncalled-for innovation." The
])roposal that they should take a Charter, and live in consequent amity
with all the wm-ld ever after, they indifjnantly rejected. The Academy
lad nourished under the Instrument for nearly a hundred years, and tiicre

was no adequate reason why it should be cxchani^'ed for a Charter.

^\ ere they to consult their own convenience and conifnrt, indeed, tiiey

might be disposed to regard a Charter as calculalcd to protect the

Academy from vexatious interference ; but for ])ersonal ease thev cared

nothing, all their aims and ho]ies being focussed u]K)n the good of art.

Proceeding to suggest reforms of their nwn, the Academicians recom-

mended that the mimber of members should be increased to fifty, and
that the A.ssociateshi]i, as then existing, should be abolished, the Asso-

ciates retaining all their rights and ])rivileges. A new class of Asso-

ciates was to be established, to consist of an indefinite nnmljcr of

artists, including engravers. i']xhibition was not to be an essential pre-

liminary to election, and membership of any other art societv was to

be no bar. The Associates were t<j lie nominated " by invitation," and
they were not to be considered as candidates for Academicianships unless

they signified their desire to that end. They were to share in the

election of Associates and Academicians; but were not to form part of

the General Assembly. Anxious, in a qid s'cveuse s'accHHc kind of way,
to prove that they were not obstructive, the Academicians went beyond
the Commissioners, and ex])ressed their willingness to " grant the Asso-

ciates the right to nominate a candidate for the rank of Academician.'"

With a most creditable love for small salaries, they considered it in-

expedient to increase tiie President's remuneration ; nor would they hear

of the proposition for the appointment of two Vice-Presidents.

The Council, the Academicians proposed, should in future consist of

the President and nine members, six of whom were to be appointed in

rotation, according to the existing law, and three to be elected annually

from among the general l)ody of the Academicians. Thev dis-

approved of reducing from eight to four the number of works
that might be exhibited, and proposed, as a middle course, that six
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slioulil be made llie limit, since '• it might be ocea-

sionallv desirable, with a view to the character and

effect of the ]']xhibition, to liave more tlian four works

by one artist." The Academicians did not believe that

anv enlargement of the Hanging- Committee wonkl

render complaints less numerous. They objected to

the presence of laymen on the Committees of selec-

tion and arrangement, and also to the presence of

Associates, who, as candidates for Academicianships,

would 1)6 in a wrong position in either body. As to

teaching, the R.A.'s dissented altogether from the

costlv methods recommended by the Commissioners,

and jn-oposed a variety of alternative arrangements.

Tliev would appoint a School Committee of eight

members of the Academy : four painters, two sculp-

tors, and two architects; to be elected annually, and

to have complete control over schools, masters, and

students. A Director of the Schools would be too

expensive, and this Committee would do just as

well. As soon as sufficient space was obtained, a room

should be set apart for students of architecture, and

another for " architectural models " of ancient and

modern buildings. The Committee were to inspect

the schools sometimes in a body and sometimes indi-

viduallv. The teaching must continue to be gra-

tuit lus; but the Academy would do the bidding of

the Commissioners as regarded the appointing of a

Professor of Chemistry. The Academicians failed

to comprehend the difference between the existing

travelling studentships and the Art Scholarships of

the Commissioners ; moreover they could not afford

a greatl}- increased outlay upon this head. These

observations concluded with a parting shot at the

Royal Commission, which, although it certainly was

a stupid body, savoured of defiance. The Commis-

sioners, it was observed, had among them not a

single artist
;

yet they did not hesitate to propose

that laymen should assist in administering the affairs

of the Academy ; and since the Commission consisted

entirely of unprofessional men, its recommendations

were to be regai'ded " in some respects as open to

question." Of course no action was ever taken upon

the Report, and the affairs of the Royal Academy are

still conducted in precisely the same fashion as before

the Commission was appointed. There is, however,

one little further episode which should be mentioned.

In 186.5 the Government offered the Academy a

portion of the site of Burlington House for the erec-

tion of the more spacious buildings which had so long

been wanting. Accompanying the offer was a little

moral lecture: to the effect that the public interest

required the enlargement of the constituent body of

the Academy, the increase of the Academicians from

forty-two to fifty, and of the Associates from twenty

to forty, and that the Associates should be given

equal rights with the members in the elections to

both the higher and the lower dignity. The site,

or rather an equivalent one—for the Piccadilly front-

age had been offered—was accepted ; but it was

stipulated that it was to be clearly understood the

Academy was independent of Parliamentary control,

and that such alterations as w'ere made in the constitu-

tion of the Academy were to be regarded as due to

the unfettered initiative of the members, and not as a

condition of the gift of a site. A lively correspondence

followed, which ended in the Council refusing to

increase the number of Academicians, while express-

ing its willingness to elect an indefinite number of

Associates, with power to vote at all elections.

The appointment of a professional auditor, and the

annual publication of aceoimts, were two of the conces-

sions promised by the Council of the Royal Academy

in its observations upon the Report of the Royal

Commission of 1863 ; neither of these promises has

been kept. One of the most serious charges against

the Institution had for fifty years been that it kept

secret the details of its receipts and expenditui'e. It

is possible, however, from various sources, to bring

together a mass of figures which sujiply something ap-

proaching to a complete view of the Academy's finances

from its early years down to 186:2. The first exhibi-

tion was opened on April :26th, 1769; it remained

open a little more than a month, and the proceeds

were £699 17s. 9d., or a net profit, after deducting

exjienses, of £583. From this sum grants were made

to twentv-six persons—artists and the widows and

children of artists, in accordance with the seventeenth

section of the Instrument, to the amount of £146; and

in addition an artist's son was apprenticed to a wig-

maker at a premium of seven guineas. The balance

of the money was applied to the general expenses

of the Academy, which were so large that the sum

of £903 17s. 7d. had to be drawn from the Privy

Purse of George III. to meet them. In the Aca-

demy's second yeas the receipts from the exhibition

were £971, and the total expenditure, including grants

and the cost of maintaining the schools, exceeded the

incomings by £7:17, which was again supplied from

the convenient Privy Purse. In the third year the

receipts went up to £1,124, and the Privy Purse

supplied £669. In 1772 the deficiency was nearly as

large; but in 1773 it fell to £458; and 1780, when

the debit balance was £144, still made good from the

Privy Purse, was the last year in which the Academy

had to ask for pecuniary help. From that time for-

ward it was self-supporting. By 1791 the receipts

had increased to £2,954, out of which a consider-

able sum was saved ; and indeed the Academy had

then been saving for some years. In 1785 its accu-

mulations had reached £8,100; in 1796, thanks a

good deal to the benevolent operations of compound

interest, they were £13,800. This was the year iu
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which the Pension Fund was establis^heci. la 17'.H)

the Acadeuiy felt itself rieh eni)u<^-h io return a small

|X)rtion of the money it had reeeived from the Privy

Purse in the yuise of a gift of toOO to the (iovern-

nient tuwards the i)ressinii- " exigeneios of State"

—the smashing of Bonaparte to wit. Another £500

was offered in 1803 : this time for the relief of sufferers

from the war; but George III. thought there was no

justilieation for the spending of money upon objects

unconnected with the arts, and vetoed the sub-

scription. In 1S09 the Academy possessed £26,000

stock, which (iroduced an income of £700 a year. At

that time the total annual receipts averaged £2,898,

and about £500 a year was usually added to the

accumulations. It was decided to make an effort to

rapidly increase the income from the funds to £1,000

A vear ; and to this end the number of invitations to

the annual dinner was restricted to 150, and the j)rice

of the cat;ilogue raised to a shilling. The net income

was by these means increased by £700. In 1820

the income had increased to £6,299, of which £1,650

was the product of the exhil)ition. In the course

of the next twenty years the funds yielded by the

exhibitions steadily increased, until, in 1810, £6,193

was received from this source alone. In 1850 the

exhibition revenue was £6,477, and the amdunt ex-

pended upon jiensions was £700, exclusive of miscel-

laneous grants in aid. It was, however, in 1851

—

the Exhibition year— that the revenue of the Academy

first increased by leaps and bounds. The admissions

til the exhibition in Trafalgar Square in that year

readied the large total of £9,017. It might have

lieeii exjiected that it would be long indeed before the

receipts again mounted so high, and for some years

there was a falling-off; but in 1860, £10,900 was

taken at the doors of the Academy.

In his evidence before the Select Committe<' of

the House of Commons in 1836, Sir Martin Shee

stated that the total sum expended from the forma-

tion of the Academy to that date in pensions to

decayed members was £11,106 ; distressed artists

not members of the Academy had during the same

period received £19,249. The receipts from the exhi-

bitions at that time averaged from £4,000 to £5,000

a year. The salaries of the officials were small : the

Keeper, who had a great deal to do, received £160;

the Secretary, £140 ; Treasurer (appointed direct by

the Crown), £100 ; and the Librarian, for attending

three times weekly, £80. Every member who attended

a General Meeting was allowed a fee of 5s.
;
and at

each meeting of the Council £2 5s. was distributed

among the members present, who usually received

between 5s. and 6s. each. The fees of the Professors

were £60 for each course of six lectures; but the rule

of the Academy was no lecture no fee. Some years

later, it may here be said. Sir IMartiu Slice was given

a Salary of £300 a year as President, and the payment

has been continued to successive Presidents ever since.

Mr. Henry Howard, R.A., the Secretary, who gave

evidence at the same inquiry, stated that the funded

resources of the Academy at that time (1836) were

£17,000—invested in the n;niics cif the Presiilent,

Secretary, Treasurer, and a fourth elected Trustee.

The annual dinner cost from £250 to £300. The

members of the Hanging Committee received a

gratification of two guineas each for their trouble.

During the preceding sixty years the Academy had

fostered art in England at a cost of £240,0011. From

the evidence of Sir Charles Eastlake before the Royal

Commission of 1863 it appeared that since 1836 the

salary of the Secretary had been increased from £1 1-0

to £400 ; that of the Keeper from £100 to £200 and

a house; and that of the Librarian from £80 to £120;

while a new oUicial, called a Registrar, had been in-

vented at a salary of £200. Sir diaries added that

there was no audit of the accounts, save by membei-s

of the Academy. The savings amounted then to

£141,382, including the Turner beiiuest of over

£20,000. At this time the cost of the banquet had

increased to £320; the .ii/in'e at the close of the ex-

hiliition cost a little more than £100. The average

income of the Academy for the three years preced-

ing 1863 was £13,272, and the average expeiidiliire

£8,063. There was thus a very comfortable annual

surplus.

In 1860 the Academy, yielding to pressure, pub-

lished a sort of account of its receipts and expen-

diture from 1769 (o the end of 1859. In the

ninety-one years the maintenance of the schools, the

general management of the Academy, and a few

minor expenses absorbed £218,469. Members and

their families, and distressed artists unconnected with

the Academy, received in pensions and donations

£61,511. The net total—that is to say, the clear

profit—yielded by the exhibitions from 1769 to 1859

inclusive was £267,583 15s. 5d. The " unearned

increment "—dividends from invested funds, and the

several grants made from the Privy Purse—amounted

to £96,683. These sums, added to the £20,213 of

the Turner bequest, elevated the Academy's total

receipts to the noble sum of £381,480. The aggre-

gate of the expenditure was very comfortably less

—£10,499 less indeed—the which was snugly in-

vested in the Three per cents. Further statistics,

presented to the Royal Commission, showed that

the total expenditure upon the schools from 1769

to 1862 was £112,716, and that the number of

students educated was 2,825. During this period

of ninetv-three years £65,000 was expended upon

pensions and donations. In ls(;2 the savings were

£6,178, which increased the ttjfal in the funds to

£141,793. J. PENDEREL-BliODHUIiST.
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OLD EDINBURGH.*

F
OLLOWING the oscelliMit exampli- (if tlu- "Old

London Street'"' in the International Exhibition

of the metropolis, the directors of the Edinburgh

Exliibition have added a very i)opular element to their

display in a reproduction of .some of the most inter-

esting and picturesque of the edifices that formerly

crraecd their "romantic town." The designs to be

Hole will show—with substantial correct ne.^s, and

with taste as well.

As we liave indicated, we are presented with re-

productions only of .such buildings as arc now among

the things of the past, as have vanished liefore the

invasion of modern utilitarian improvement: surviving

structures like Knox's House, Ramsay's Shop, and

VIEW IN THE " OLD EDIN'BUEQII STKEET.

adopted for this Old Edinburgh Street wen fixed

upon by open competition ; and the choice fell upon

those submitted by Mr. Sydney Mitchell, the young

architect who executed for ]\Ir. (Hadstone that re-

storation of the ancient City Cross which he pre-

sented to Edinburgh. The selection has proved

in every way a fortunate one. Mr. ^Mitchell has

entered upon bis work with both knowledge and

sympathy, and has executed it—as our selection

from the graphic little sketches of Mr. W. B.

• " The Book of Old Edinburgh." By J. C. and A. H. Dunlop.

Illustrated by W. B. Hole, A.K.S.A. (Edinburgh: Constable.)

420

the thick-set square tower of St. Mary Magdalene's

Chapel, with its quaint guild-hall beneath, in which

the old Scotch painted glass—rare, indeed, in this

ultra-iconoclastic land—is still /// situ, are left to be

discovered, in their very actuality, hy the visitor.

But in his re-creation of the past, Mr. Mitchell has

been in possession of unusually full and accurate

material. Scotland has always been fortunate in the

number and the enthusiasm of her antiquaries—im-

mortalised by Sir AValter in the person of one of the

earlier and less critical of the fraternity. Among
the artists, Turner, Nasmyth, Gibson, Ewbank, Lizars,
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Somerville, nnunnioiKl, Wilson,

Mrs. Stewart Smith and Mr. he
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unl ijuite recently

Conte, Mr. J. M.

BOW-IIEAD COKNEE UOUSE.

Bell and ]\Ir. F. AV. Simon, have recorded the historic

stones ot* her capital, each in his own fashion ; while

Daniel Wilson and Robert Chambers have added sucli

literary comment and description as leaves little to

be desired.

Leaving the long glass-roofed Central Conrt of the

Exhibition, passing its cases of pnlpit-robes, and its

Egyptian temple, cnriously reared of patterned lino-

leum, we make our bow to that crowning develop-

ment of the Nineteenth Century, a huge locomotive,

poli>;hed and shining, sjiiek and span as my lady's

chamber, and enter through the Nether-bow Port,

upon the quaintness and the quietude of " the antique

world. '^ Here all is homely and " careless-ordered,"

with no undue formality or ])recision, no wearisome

sameness. The gables and dormers ridge the sky

with a fine irregularity ; timber is mingled with stone,

and both with rough "harlcd" mortar; windows are

thrust out where windows are wanted ; when an

ampler tipper chamber is required it is simply pro-

jected beyond that beneath,—use and not uniformity

has guided the happy builders whose vanished struc-

tures are here reproduced. In quite primitive fashion

the kennel Hows down the middle of the rough-paved

street; the mellow and varied colours of the building-

stones have been admirably imitated ; the tiles, among
whose chinks mosses and lichens have been cunningly

planted, and some of the blackened woodwork seem

to be veritable antiques removed from dismantled

hou.ses;.the doves that flutter overhead and nestle

among the roofs tend to increase the air of veri-

similitude ; mottoes, weighty with divine or mundane

wisdom, are carved curiously above the doorways

;

and from twisted iron rods in front of the booths

depend quaint sign-boards, not flaming with the

full potency of heraldic "tinctures" and "metals,"

like the shields upon the clock-tower of Lord Bute's

mediaival stronghold, which startle the stranger as he

leaves the busy streets of stirring, modern Cardiff,

but worn and wan of hue, subdued and tempered to

tlieir time-dimmed surroundings.

A closer and continued inspection tends to dispel

the illusion. The eye takes in the stream of muslin-

or tweed-clad tourists, and perceives that the cos-

tume of the fair stall-keepers reproduces rather the

court-dress of the Sixteenth Century than the garb

of the humbler classes of that time ; while, for the

most part, their merchandise is obtrusively modern in

character, and mackintosh-eapes or indiarubber over-

shoes seem hardly in keeping with the tiled and

timbered penthouse of an old Edinburgh "booth."

In one stall, indeed, that occupied by Messrs. Ballaii-

tyne, Hanson and Co., we have an interesting collection

of examples of typography, from the Bible of Mentelin

to the latest issues of Firmin Didot and Glady Freres,

and curious specimens of types, matrices, composing-

sticks, ball-stocks, and other adjuncts of the printing-

ofllce ; and here, too, an old wooden press, similar to

that upon which the original edition of the Waverley

Novels was printed, is at work throwing off copies of

an excellent sketch of Sir Walter Scott's life, and

a quaint little leaflet, dealing with the early Scottish

THE TWELVE APOSTLES HOUSE.

printers, and illustrated with fac-siniiles of the wood-

cut devices that figure on their title-pages.
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The Nether-ljow Port, through which we enter

the Old Street, was the chief of the six main gates

in tlic city wall—the " Fiodilen "Wall/' which was

erected for the protection of tlie capital after that

most disastrous defeat of the Scotch by their " auld

inymies of Ingland." It formed the main approach

from London, and also from the seaport of Leith.

Erected in 1(!0(), it appears to have been copied from

ihe old Porte St. Ilonore of Paris, and the stout,

circular towers that flank its entrance are similar

to that which still survives at the north-west anffle

of Holyrood. Above the central gate there rises a

great square tower, battlcmented at the top, and sur-

mounted by a stone spire. This old gate figured

prominently in the Parliamentary proceedings conse-

quent upon the Porteous mob of 1736. To punish

the offending city a Hill was introduced to withdraw

its municipal privileges, disband its town guard, and

dismantle its Nether-bow Port ; and the disgrace was

only averted by the firm and united action of the

Scottish peers and members, headed by the Duke of

Argyll.

On our left hand, as we enter the Street, are "The
Twelve Apostles' House," that used as the " French

Ambassador's Chapel " in Queen Mary's reign, and

a timber house which formerly stood in Dickson's

Close, and was the home, in 17S6, of David Allan,

" the Scottish Hogarth," the preeui-sor of Wilkie as

a painter of subjects of Scottish humble life. The

next edifice, the Bow-head Corner House, is a singu-

larly important and complete example of the over-

hanging tenements of Old Edinburgh, swelling in

girth with each ascending storey, and surmounted by

1508, when the magistrate permitted the citizens to

extend their dwellings seven feet over the street, on

NETHEE-BOW POET.

THE CITSZm HOUSE.

a steeply ridged roof, broken by boldly projecting

dormers—a style of architecture which dates from

condition that they employed for the purpose the stout

oak grown in the forest of Burgh Muir, which liad

just been gifted by James IV. to the city. Round
the street Hoor of the Bow-head Corner House there

sweeps an oi)en piazza, supported on square oaken

beams; the front is full of pleasantly varied line and

depth, of contrasting shadow, and is decorated be-

tween the windows of the second-lloor with a row of

fluted, pseudo-Ionic pilasters. This building occu-

pied the north-east angle of the precipitous West
Bow, facing towards the Castle and the Lawnniarkct.

It stood close to the Weigh-houseor " Butler Tronc,"

where, as the "Diurnal of Occurrents" relates. Queen
Mary, on her entry into Edinburgh in 1.5C1, was met

by a quaintly devised pageant—" Ane bonnie barne

deseendit down fra a cloude as if it had been ane

angell," and presented Her ^Majesty with the keys of

the city and a Bible and Psalm-book : and " that

being done, the barne ascendit in the cloud, and the

said clud stekit " (closed).

Beyond the Bow-head Comer House, withdrawn

from the main street as befits a domicile of such un-

hallowed repute, is the gable of the house of Major
Weir, that most terrible necromancer of Scottish

legend, which remained empty and deserted, a ])lace

to be passed with shuddering, till its removal in fSZS.

The next building that claims our attention is a tall

stone structure, raised clear of the street upon heavy

piers and strong circular arches, and surmounted by

picturesque "crow-feet" gables. It was the resi-

dence of the Earls of Selkirk, and afterwards of the

Earls of llvndford ; but it has still more interesting
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associations as the home, in girlhood, of Anne Ruther-

ford, the mother of Scott. From her father. Dr. John

Rutherford, a pupil of Boerhaave, and celebrated as

a clinical lecturer, it jmssed to her half-brother. Dr.

Daniel Rutheribrd, known as a skilful botanist, and,

in chemistry, as the discoverer of nitrogen, and

became a kind of second home to the novelist himself

during his school and college days.

Passing the " Laus Deo House " and the " Cunzie

pile of the Tolbooth, or city prison, with its railed

and open platform upon which e.xecutions were en-

acted, and with the celebrated " Blue Blanket/' the

banner of the Trade Guilds, floating from its summit.

Beneath the platform, isolated in the centre of the

street, stands the City Cross ; and behind it the

hexagonal tower of Cardinal Beaton's House.

Among the other interesting buildings that are

reproduced are the Old Parliament Hall, with the

VIEW IN THE "OLD EDINBUEOIl" STEEET.

House," or Mint, we find the east side of the Street

occupied by the house of Andrew Symson, the printer
;

and next comes the Oratory of Mary of Guise—

a

portion of that Guise Palace which was erected on

the Castle Hill, under the protection of the guns

of the fortress, after the English invasion of 1544
and the destruction of Holyrood. It was probably

the richest of all the Old Edinburgh dwellings, deli-

cately panelled and painted within, furnished with

carvings in stone and carvings in rare wood brought

from over-seas, and provided in one of its inner

chambers with a draw-well bored deep through the

castle rock.

The south-east entrance of the Street is a model
of the finely-groined Gothic porch erected by Abbot
Bellenden in 1 190, as the main approach to Holv-
rood Abbey ; and abutting this is the huge turreted

Parliament Stairs ; Robert Gourlay's House ; the

Assembly Rooms in the Bow ; and the Black

Turnpike, formerly the house of Provost Sir Simon

Preston, in which Queen Mary was confined after

her surrender at Carbery.

It should be said that a useful historical and

descriptive guide to the various buildings has been

prepared by Mr. J. C. Dunlop, the convener of the

Old Edinburgh Committee, and his sister, Miss

Dunlop, and illustrated by vigorous little sketches

from the pencil of Mr. W. B. Hole, A.R.S.A. It

will be valued by all visitors who desire not only

to enjoy the visual picturesqueness of the Street, its

pleasantness of varied form and mellow colouring,

but also its other " remoter charm by thought sup-

plied," which comes from association with strange or

stirring human deed. J. M. Gray.
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CUKKENT AET.—IV.

AT tlic Grosvenor, 'Slv. W. B. Richmond eontiiinos

-Li. to sustain liis reputation in portraiture, his

" Cicely Worniakl," his " Miss Burne Jones," and

his " Mrs. Henry Butcher " hcins; all distinguished

by the finely-felt colour, the elegance and grace of

presentment, and the individual decorative style that

will probably, in the judgment of the future, detach

this artist's work from contemporary portraiture, and

Appear even more distinctive than now. There is,

certainly, nothing ia Mr. Richmond's departures from

portraiture that suggests any complication of this

special claim, even with the fullest recognition of

the merits of the " Audience in Athens," and other

essays in imaginative design. There is small trace,

for instance, in the " Hermes " of this year—which

we reproduce—of the painter's wonted refinement of

colour and characteristic sensibility to beauty of line.

It is scai-celj- more successful as a stud\- nf the figure

421

tlian as an imaginative conception. There is something

iucijngruous, something repellent and grotesque, in the

association of this uuethereal conception—weighted

as it is with the most evident penalties of painful

labour—with the poetic quotation of the catalogue :

—

" But to hia feet liis fair winged shoes he tied,

Ambrosial), golden, that in his command

I'ut either sea or the unmeasured land,

With pace as speedy as a puff of wind."

Tlie drawing suggests faulty anatomical siruclure,

the jwse is a trifle awkward, and the scheme of

colour, if not assertively disagreeable, is antagonistic

to the sparkling vivacious quality which the theme

demands. It is the thief, bent on cunning lifting

of cattle and such mischievous emprize, and not

the persuasive and sprightly Hermes of the jjoet's

imagination, ])inioned with splendour and glorious

with the effulgent noon. As depicted here, we feel
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lie is 1i;iiii|>(M-(m1 by inoiiality, ;uiil tluit he could

not lauiifli liiinselt' with daring tlig'ht, even if tlie

lifeless void beyond his '•' eoig'n of vantage^' were

not incapable of sustaining him. Mr. Richmond's

realistic treatment of the figure is incompatible with

the sunless, unaerial vista beyond, which, though but

a curtain-like conventional background to a figure-

study, is yet the source of the strongly accented sun-

light that plays on the ferruginous tlesh and drapery

of Hermes. The dull rusty touches that ripple the

dead ocean seem indeed faintly sympathetic with this

unpleasant monotone, but the}' fail altogether to

lessen the divorcement of Hermes from the element

in which he should be supreme. And what is Hermes,

despite his " winged shoes " and air-blown draper}',

without the keen life and joyance of sunny, vibrating

atmosphere ? In the execution of this design the

l)ainter seems to have hovered between two concep-

tions of the subject, and have signalised the futility

of compromise. Mr. Richmond's failure in the ideal-

ising process is the more remarkable because it is

tolerably clear that his original ci)nception must have

relation to the wide sea and distant landscape, are

luiiutelligible.

Mr. Alfred East's two contributions to the

Academy, though somewhat less representative than

usual of the painter's powers as a colourist, are good

examples of his tine sense of the picturesque in com-

position, and both attain to the sober unity of the

landscape elements, which is an insoluble crux to so

many better-known artists. i\Iany are the compo-

sitions at the Academy and Grosvenor of which it is

impossible to speak, save in detail or by differentia-

tion, of the parts that should form an inviolate whole.

A logical and perfectly harmonised ensemhle is as

imperative in landscape painting as in other artistic

representations. Nor is it necessary that incomplete-

ness in this matter must proceed from incompleteness

of observation. The landscape-painter is not a trans-

lator, still less a transcriber, of the literal facts of

nature, but an interpreter, whose testimony should

bear the impress of jiersonality, and possess most con-

vincing evidence that the study of nature has engaged

not the eye alone, but has infiueuced both heart and

I.IONKSS AND CUB.

(From the Croup hy Alice M. Chaplin. Royal Acathimy, ISSG.)

demanded imaginative treatment, otheru ise the very brain. To achieve enseinlle is to exercise in no un-

gesturc of Hermes, and his conspicuous jwsition in important degree the creative faculty. By selection
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ami n'ioction tlie nnrealisahle an<l licwildc'iiiin;' ina-

torial III' the visual scone is tninsmuted to liarinniiioiis

unitv. There is no permanent siitisfaction even in

tiie skilful presentment of facts, however judicious

the selection, or however keen the observation, if the

whole he wantins;- in some unifyinj^- sentiment that

dominates the work as with a spiritual pa-senee.

Thus have we seen a Corot measurahle liy inches, a

veritable new world in its wealth of siii^Lfestion to us

dwellers on this tiny grain, this earth of ours; and

yet how slitrhf the jarring touch, how small the

discord that niinlit wreck the s|)luM'ical beauty and

order of this niag-ical ereation ! A\ c cannot, of course,

hail the legitimate successors to the genius of Corot

or Constable among the painters of to-day, though

every approach to their ideal, every proof that their

example is bearing fruit, merits ample encouragement.

It is not superfluous, indeed, to base our recognition

of Mr. East's sound method on this ground. By

common consent, it seems, there are no more vicious

ami jircvalcnt errors in current painting than the

passion for ticry and Haunting colour, and a deploraljlu

insensibility to false values and discordant relations.

Any one of sensitive and trained vision may gauge

the enormity of these defects of taste and sense by

studying the products of the numerous tribe who have

been happily dubbed by a contemporary "rainbow

painters." One of ]\lr. East's landscape studies

—

"The Lingering of the Dying Year"— depicts the

sad autunnial land: a rocky foreground and wild

running wati^r. It shares, with other good work, the

distinction of being skied. The second and more

notable picture is the original of oiw third engraving,

" ]5y Tran(piil AVaters." From a hillside of rough,

tangled growth we overlook a weather-stained, red-brick,

red-roofed cottage, in a neglected garden ; beyond this,

the great semi-einpie of a deep and ipiict river lapses

round the base of some grassy uplands on the right.

To the left stretches far away a level of meadow-land,

merged finally in the mellow, warm distance, where

a line of low wooded bills bounds the horizon. The

sentiment of brooding peace and happy lassitude is

admirably expressed in the refined and harmonious

colour, the reposeful, aerial sky, the breadth and so-

briety of general tone. The treatment of the old red

cottage in the broad diffused sunlight of a warm,

hazy atmosphere, is a lesson in values for the assertor

of the rights of local tints. No hot red tiles or

glowing brick burn in the ('rude green foliage to

affront the pure serene of the dreaming landscape.

True local colour, truthfully observed and rightly

subordinate, is what wo note here ; detail, also, that

is sincerely treated and does not advertise itself, liuf

is simply and surely wrought in the perfect keeping

of a comprehensive unity. Even the sail on the un-

wrinkled stream has no assertive vitality, but sleeps

on the water and shares the universal indolence. Tlu!

merely physical refreshment of such work as this is

not easily exaggerated, after a round of the galleries

has visited with a strange disease the tortured nerves.

j\Iuch greater, then, must be (he gain wluii suili a

]>ieture is denuded of its Academic I'lilniirnr/f, ami

studied in the isolation and calm (ha( belit its un-

assertive charm. And this truth slinuld lie ever

present in the mind of the c^inscientious critic when

called upon to indicate the individual merits of the

notable examples among some thousands of new

works.

The group of painters, with -Mr. Nan llaancn at

their hca^l, who have for some years (li|ii(tccl lii'i' in

\'cnicc, are mainly content this year with repeating

their impressions, so that most of their )icrfornianccs

arouse no keener sensations than cijicr sti rc.il \ pcd

features of a London season. AVc can hardly be said

to look for them, yet would miss thcni if altogetlu'r

absent. Of a truth we, not less than the painters

thcuiselves, are not a little weary of thcsi' clever and

dashing jiictures of open-air elTccls, which, after all,

represent Venetian life in one aspect, and that in-

iinitcsimal and sectional. If all that is worthy of

note in the A'enice of to-day is comprised in such

works as Mr. \ an llaancn's "Spring-tide, Venice,"

in the studies of llowcr-girls by Messrs. Lidvc Fildes

and lOugene de Blaas, or Mr. Logsdail's " Venetian

Al-frt'sco," we care not if we never see Venice as she

is known to modern painters. We greatly prefer the

Venice of ^frs. Uadclyfl'e, of Byron, and of George

Sand, to brilliant street-corner and market-place

studies that suggest little lint the ilcIt ap]ilieation of

studio properties and the accurate observation ol

uninteresting efl'ects of sunshine and free air. Mr.

Ijogsdail's Venetian fete study, " Preparing for the

Brocession of San Gifivanni Battista," and the fresli

and sparkling " Water-Wheels of Savassa " of ^Ir.

Henry Woods, may be excepted from the charge of

triteness. In the sombre air and scant liglit of the

former, the tig\ires are jiresented in trnlbrid relations

in respect to the action of vague illumination, though

the composition rallicr jicrvcrscly appeals to the

spirit of curious investigation. Whether the donicsti<'

iiU'idcnt is worthy of the ]iainfcr's skill and pains-

taking accuracy, and is endowed with any indlonnd

insight into the signilicancc of the thcnic, is ]ierhaps

a little doubtful. As with so much really good tech-

nical work, we may praise the execution, though we

cannot ajiplaud the choice of iimlif. Mr. Frank

]5ranilcy has much in common with these realistic

observere of o])en-air effects, both in tlic ]ierce])tion

of things and the rendering of them. His " Domino,"

which we engrave, is charaitcrised by remarkable

sincerity, and is absolutely free from trick or sub-

servience to convi'ution. In method it is singularly
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broad and slartlin,<rly siinjik'. In atrial quality and

subtlety of lijjliting it stands quite ai)art from all

otbor studies of interiors in the exhibition. The

square, massive brush-work of the painter imparts

peculiar individualism to the intrepid handling; the

rendering of cool, grey light that suffuses the room

—

broad and beamless where it floods the entrance—is

once—quite " unfinished." No record of imprGssions

could be completer, or more convincingly thorough

;

yet the popular verdict appears less absiu-dly inept

when we consider that the popular standard of

"finish" comprchen<ls the feeble hesitation that

spends itself in llimsy handling and a niggled and

unintelligent touch.

BY TlvANuUlL WATEKS.

(Painted by Alfred East. Royal Aceulcmy, ISSS.)

admirably gradated thmughout. It is not .surprising

that this picture, with its extraordinary force of effect

and realistic fidelity, should confound the jaded and

iniinstructed ob.scrver, or that it should be pronounced

by the distressed visitor—as we have heard more than

The Chantrey Fund purchases this year call for

note, if only on account of the well-merited recog-

nition of the notable revival of English sculpture.

Mr. Onslow Ford's bronze statuette, " Folly," which

has been bought by the trustees, represents with
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uiulL'iiialilc im;ij;iii:itivc I'lin-f tin' vitiility of till' n'uas- iiii^lil nn(, iini-casoiiatily tn' suiiposeil to carry some

ceiicc of English sculpture. It marks one more step weight with tiie Koyai .Vcademy. Yet we liave iiut

DOMINO.

(Paitttet! bi/ Frank Bmmhtj. Jtoijal Academy, ISHC.)

ill llie a'lvauce III' this yil'ted artist in the treatment

of ideal t hemes, while I'roni a technical point nl'

view it shows a corresponding increase in knowledge;

and skill. The additions to the disappointing and

depressing gallery at South Kensington include Mr.

AVaterhouse's "The Magic Circle" and Mv. Gow's
" Cromwell at Dunbar." The purchase of Mr. Water-

house's vigorous and suggestive jiicture will cause

general satisfaction, though far less must he affirmed

of the choice of Mr. Gow's tame illustration of history.

The latter selection is not, indeed, without precedent,

for the patronage of mediocrity has ever been asso-

ciated with the disbursement of Sir F. Chantrey's

fund. iS'o one possessed of a burning zeal to honour

the best art-work of the year, or sincerely desirous of

carrying out the terms of the Chantrey becpiest—and

this is much the same thing—can affect to regard

Mr. Gow's work as representative of any current im-

pulse or aspiration that deserves conspicunus honour.

The " Cromwell at Dunljar " does not even represent

Mr. Gow's level of achievement ; and this objection

jieard that (hi' |nnThase lias evoked a iio/n Cjiiscd/jari

fiiiiii .Mr. (low, who, we eaiinot doubt, is careful, as

artists are notoriously wont to be, of the (juality of

work submitted in a public gallery to the judgment

of posterity.

Pictures of animals form, perhaps, the most

popular class of work in the Academy, with the

exception of domestic genre; and particularly popu-

lar is the jireseiif ment of animals that travesties

the niniid of human life, its ordinary events and

everyday circumstances. The open-eyed delight of

a print-shop window audience attests to this univer-

sal love of animals, and the pleasant humours of

Mr. 'i'ates Charrington's terriers attract jieople wlio

probably never profess the least interest in art. At

the Academy we have a fair as.sortment of paint-

ings in which the w/c///' expresses some grotes(jue or

humorous view of animal existence. Among these

we may note Mr. I'.mtini Barbcr'.s "In Disgrace,"

.Mr. Aates Charrington's " J'y Sui.s, J'y Reste,"

Mr. Wcekes's funny illustrations of proverb.s, and
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.Ml-. Wiilln- llmit'.s " Ovcrmatchc.l." The latter,

wliieli we enyrave, depicts a vivacious cueounter

between an awkward puppy and sundry cats, who

have terribly bemaulcd the unfortunate dog in the

presence of an interested audience. That tlie cats

iiave drawn first l)!ood is too obviously asserted

in the painting, but this is handsomely glossed in

black and white. The action of the animals is

caiiitally given. Nothing could be more graphic

than the expression of the pup's surprise and ag-

grieved dignity. The jjicture, indeed, is a good one

of its kind, and its comic force is unmarred by

exaggeration. In another picture by Mr. Hunt at

the Academy—" To the Rescue "—the artist has

attempted too much. The incident of the dog res-

cuing the drowning lamb is somewhat overwrought,

for the admirable portrait of the collie suffers from

the competition of the elaborate foreground and

laboured landscape. The full force and beauty of

the animal-painting in the sheep and dog would

have been more comjiletely realised if the shining

and multi-coloured landscape had been drowsed in

mist or treated as a conventional background.

^liss Chaplin's "Lioness and Cub"—our second

illustration— is a spirited study after nature, and

one of the few examples of the realistic treatment

of animals in the year's sculpture. It is needless,

from an artistic point of view, to attempt to demon-

strate the fidelity of such work in the spirit of a

scientific observer. The opportunities for studying

the characteristic actions and expressions of savage

animals are extremely few, and to the average ex-

perience the motif of Miss Chaplin's sketch suggests

nothing that can serve as a basis for naturalistic

criticism. A great French painter is said to have

observed of a picture of horses, the technical quality

of which was beyond cavil in respect to drawing,

anatomy, and action, that it was not the function

of art to transcribe nature but to transfigure. No
mere process of copying, however exact the imita-

tion, can produce artistic results, unless the animat-

ing creative faculty impress the work with the

jwrsonalitj' of the artist. The grotesque and the

decorative treatment of animals in sculpture—the

bears and pigs of mediaeval metal art, or an

Egyptian bronze cat, equally with the horses of the

Parthenon frieze—would not survive the test of the

scientist's investigation. Sculptured representations

of animals in the round suggest more debatable

questions than that of imitative fidelity, as, for

instance, the nature and limitations of action,

whether of negative or violent character. In Miss
Chapliu'^K group the sentiment of re]io.-e ])ervades

the composition, de.sj)ite the vivacious action of the

cub and the suggestive tension and mobility of the

lithe body of the lioness. The action, in fact, is

negative; and the artist's scheme is purely sculp-

turesque, is mainly concerned with the bcatilil'iil

concord of line, mass, light and shade, of which

quiescence is the dominating and vivifying principle.

Viewed from every possible point, the composition

presents a beautiful arrangement of undulatory lines,

and in technical treatment and knowledge the work

is the most notable Miss Chaplin has exhibited.

The water-colour gallery at the Academy pre-

sents no very charming prospect as a whole, though

there are naturally a few sound and sincere drawings

among some two hundred examples. In open-air

subjects and landscape we cannot pass over Mr. T.

R. Hardy's "At Shoreham," Mr. Lessore's "Street

in Dieppe," Mr. Brockbank's " Meadows, Grez," JSIr.

Cafiieri's " Walberswick," and Mr. Rickatson's " On
the Common." Mr. Colin Phillips's "Ben Cruachen,"

and " Le Dent du Midi," by Mr. Alfred Parsons,

are strong and sympathetic studies of mountain

country, and fine in colour. Broadly handled, and

notable for their picturesque equality, are Mr. Arthur

Melville's vivacious street scenes in Bombay—two
instances of open-air effects wrought with great

brilliance and simplicity, and perhaps the most indi-

vidual work in the collection. In still-life. Miss

Kate Whitley's " Minerals and Fossils " is a search-

ing and careful study, not unworthy, in technical

skill and observation, of association with the art of

William Hunt.

Before leaving the two larger exhibitions, it

is not superfluous to consider the general charac-

teristics of the year's achievement, and to inquire

in what respects—if in any—the work displayed

reflects the liigher aspirations of art. If we sum-

marise our impressions of the Grosvenor and Royal

Academy, we shall find tliere are astonishingly

few paintings that have left any enduring influence

in our mind. Fewer still are the works whose

fascinating property it is to haunt the memory

with passionate insistence, whose beauty and power

abide with us, and the very thought of which pos-

sesses us like an inspiration. In this aspect the

art of the year is much like what has preceded it.

One annual show is but a repetition of another

;

and it is possible to forecast its successor without

any claim to jjrophetic gifts. The promise we detect

in the younger and unrecognised men may, of

course, respond to our expectations. But it is con-

trary to the testimony of the year's art to indulge

in enthusiasm. There is plenty of accomplishment,

of dexterity, of audacity, but little of exalted aim

and the intrepid pursuit of a noble ideal. There is

far too much also of the sclf-complaeency of the

clever craftsman in much modern painting; it is

work that asserts itself, advertises its smartness, and

cries aloud to be admired for its mere cleverness.
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Painters aiv iniwli more eoncenied with the class of

tiiemes aiul the methods that best exhibit their

manipulativo skill than honourably ilistiiij^uished by

uii\ve:irviii<^ efforts to further the true interests of

art. We shall not find at the Academy, however

diligently we search, more than half a dozen pictures

that betray the hiyher kind of promise that is re-

vealed by the incomplete realisation of an imagina-

tive conception. That is the more hopeful work,

whose very failure is a presage of eventual success,

and whose aim suggests the encouraging reileetion—

" Better to fail in the hiijh niiii,

Tlian vuli^aily in tlie low iiiiu suooueJ."

The painter who is not eonvineed of this truth is

no artist, but a day-labourer, working out his little

problems witli the petty anxli'tics of a trader, con-

scious of the ephemeral value of his work and i)os-

sessed with a lively feeling of the uncertainties of

the market. Of course, in a very <ibvious sense,

the j)ractice of art in this day is a trade, and for

the majority of painters it can never mean any-

thing else. l?ut there is a vast distinction between

the frank accei)tation of this view by men who

have nothing of the genius and instincts of the

artist, and its cynical a]ii)Iication to the conditions

of nmdern life by (itlicrs, whose gifts might well

qualify them to disdain tiic vulgar paths of self-

advertisement. Tile theory that artists can afford

—

not in the pecuniary sense—to work out their artistic

salvation as if they wrought for posterity, is cer-

tain to e.\eite nothing but derision. Painters and

seul|)tors cannot bt; expected to labour in clnistcrcd

seclusion, unsjwtted from a world of dealers and

patrons, and wholly absorbed in the single-hearted

j)roduction of imperishable work. In tiie mean-

while, the forces of patronage are too scattcrcil, too

eajjrieious in their inlluence, to be favourable tn the

creation of really national and ninnumcntal works

of art. The [)riini|it rci'dgnition ami I'm-ciuragcmcnt

of an epiH-h-making picture is by no means so

assured here as in Fraiu-e, where some sort of State

and ullirial suppurl <4' art ubtaiiis. If ai-l were

subsidised in this country we should probably gain

little but an extension of the evil system of com-

pel it imi, with the inevitable intrigues of rivals and

the dismal judgments of incompetent committees.

We are reduced, therefore, to the forlorn hope that

the Royal Academy will, in the future, do some-

thing more for the encouragement of art, and a

good deal less than they have of late years con-

trived (o do.

MORE ABOUT OLD CIIAETERHOUSE.

T'??CHARTER
HOUSE

—THE AEM9 OP THE

CHABTEBHOUSE.

SO far been settled,

IS still with us.

Before my last

paper on this

subject had ap-

l)eared the bat-

tle had already

been won. The

protest against

the destruction,

wliieli seemed imminent

when I wrote, must have

appeared somewhat out of

date. It will, however, be

wiser to consider that it is

but the opening skirmish

of the campaign that has

lid lovers of antiipiily will do

well to lie wary lor tin- fulure. The division wliich

defeated the (Jovcrnors' Mill went mainly on party

lines, and, strange as it may seem, it was the Con-

servative Party which supported and the Kadieals

who opposed. This is not an isolated instance.

Sir John Lubbock's Bill, the sole legal guarantee

against wanton destruction of ancient moiumu'uts,

found friends and enemies similarly jilaced. The

anomaly is hard to account for. On a jirmn grounds

it would have appeared obvious that tlie claims ol'

ancient buildings a])pealed to the .same sentiments

as the tinie-hoiKjurcd institutions of our country,

and that the opponents of the disintegration of

an emiiire would resist the mutilation of its monu-

ments. Certain is it that a spirit ol' recklessness in

minor matters cannot fail to act injuriously upon our

dealings with the larger. Principles of action which

are not consistently applied to all subjects and all

interests are justly open to suspicion and discredit.

It would be no less strange than lamentable if a

Government called in to preserve our empire were to

become the agrent of destruction to .some of its most

f']iar:i'-trrl<tir luid inv:ilii:ililr' pr.sscssions. Ab^'it omeii.
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Let lis liojiL' that the Conservatism of the future may

be whole-hearted, and may learn not to ignore the

domain of antiquity in fabrics ; that the spirit of

reverence for the past, which it inculcates, may be

simihir, I)ut, as the hall is laid out on a larger scale,

the passage from without is ceiled at the height of

the entablature, and a gallery obtained above. The
panels in the uj^per poi'tion were no doubt movable,

aJ5^//.LO»f- ^^^^ V

-TIIK ENIEANCE TO TIIE CUAPEL, CHAKTEEH0U3E.

complete. So may its advent to power for the future

bring security rather than alarm to such of us as

wish to see our country handed on to posterity' archi-

tecturally as well as politically intact.

The last paper dealt with the very varied and

composite history of the group of buildings which

compose Old Charterhouse. We saw that the ban-

queting hall, the interior of which is illustrated in

our third cut, w;is the original Gucsteu Hall of the

Carthusian monastery, built by Houghton or his

immediate predecessor, and enlarged and fitted as

a dining-hall by the Dulce of Norfolk, while the

only feature with which Sutton may be definitely

credited is the overmantel, where appear the can-

non which commemorate his tenure of the post of

Master of the Ordnance of the North.

The screen,. which is the main feature in the

illustration, is interesting not only as a most sump-
tuous and delicate example of Jacobean workmanship,

but as the direct successor of the Gothic screen, which,

in an analogous position, was almost invariably found

in mediajval houses, and survived through the Eliza-

bethan period. It was usually placed close to the

main entrance to the house to defend the diriing-hall

from draught, but seldom reached to the height of

the ceiling. Tiie position in the present instance is

and the gallery served for minstrels or spectators. A
similar arrangement is found in many college halls

at Oxford and Cambridge, and at Hatfield and other

mansions of similar date. Frequently, and especially

where the gallery was used as a passage from one part

of the mansion to another, the j)anels, still movable,

were of open-work. In the present instance there

can be little doubt that the dining-hall must have

been a passage-room from the main entrance to the

State staircase, which is beyond the further or south

end of the hall, an arrangement which must have

been attended by some inconvenience ; but doubtless

when existing buildings had to be adapted to more

modern requirements, such makeshifts had to be

endured. The passage formed by the screens seems

here to have led only to the kitchens and offices.

Our second illustration gives the lobby to the

chapel entrance, which was formerly an open cloister,

and was enclosed only in the last century. The door-

way is an excellent and characteristic example of

Jacobean work, and tallies precisely in character with

the doorway and mantel in the old Gown-Boys' Hall,

and other features which do not appear among the

present illustrations. But visitors to Old Charter-

house, however great may be their devotion to old

I^nglish architecture, will probably find a preponderant
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interest in the inoimnii'iits wliieh this lobby contains,

where are placed side by siite tablets in niemorv of

tlie most genial of English caricaturists and the

greatest of English hunionrists, both (ilniinii of the

old t'ciniihition. And the value of the association

of such names with the time-honoured fabric will

have been l)y no means lessened by recent events.

Tiie processes by which public opinion is formed

are not easy of analysis. Possibly the recent vic-

tory over threatened vanilalism may have in some

measure been brought about by motives scarcely

worthy of the struggle. To " dish " a Conservative

ex-Attorney-(ieneral, or to checkmate a not over-

popular archiepiscopal advocate of destruction, may

of opposition in the former category we have aheiidy

said enough ; of those which come within the hitter

we may, in the presence of Thackeray's tablet, say

more, and can, indeed, scarcely say loo much. If

he IkiiI iic\ci- lived, it' lie \\m\ licen educ:itcd rlsc-

wiicre, or even if the happiest of inspirations had

not led hini to send Colonel Newcome as a pensioner

to Charterhouse, possibly, nay probably, the house-

breaker would at this moment be at his vile work,

to the everlasting shame of a perverse generation.

So we may well be content if the future visitor,

whether Transatlantic or English, turns aside from

the charms of the doorway, and regards the neigh-

bouring memorial not merely as a record which asso-

'1^

Ul.— TilK HALL OF TIIE CIIABTEIIHODSE.

eonceivaljly have had charms for some of the majority ciales with the precincts a name whidi will survive

against the Govcrnor.s' Bill, but doubtless the larger the fabric, even though it be destined to live out its

causes of its rejection are to be looked for in the days to the fullest limits assigned to stone and mortar,

domain of sense and of sentiment. Of the grounds undisturl)ed by Archbishops or by ex-Attorney-

422
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Generals, wlu'tluT Conservative or Riuliial. If I say

he sees in it not only sucli a memorial, l)ut t^ives it

credit for the preservation of tlie ])uiklintis in the

past, and their seeurity in the future, we will pardon

him if the doorway fails to command due attention.

So may the memorial long stand as a sentinel to warn

off iconoelastie hands, as a siyn to the destroying

angel to pass this house by. Basil Cuampn-eys.

A VENETIAN AZZIMINA OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

i-'^^^
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intii tlu' romances of the West. In the " Romance

of Troy " we read :

—

" D'or fin furent il csperon,

Taillio a I'ucvrc S;ilcinon."

Or elsewhere :

—

" Et Aye In diuhoisc fii dedcns Avignon

En nno chanibre paintc de Tcvre Salomon."

.Vnd Marie de France, in the " Lay of (Jugemer,"

describes a bed :

—

" Dunt li i)ocun e li lininn

Furent al ovcrc iSiilcniun,

Taillie a or et a trifoiro

Do cifres et de bianco ivoire."

Chaucer knew the Saracen reputation for metal-work,

for he speaks in " Sir Thopas " tluis :

—

".\nd over that a fjTi hawljork

Was all i-wrought of jewcs work."

It was this " Jewes work," especially in metal,

that Venice cultivated with signal success. The

Saracenic mode of decorating brass and bronze with

silver iiday was at once so rich and so individual,

that it is no wonder that it speedily attracted the

admiration of the Venetians. Tlie art sprang nj) in

the cities of Mesopotamia, where the necessary mines

were found, and where the artists had shown a pecu-

liar aptitude for working in metal, ever since the gates

of Balawat were hammered in the days of Assyriaii

supremacy. Through the Arsacid and Sassanian

periods the art still survived ; and though, during

the earlier and more fanatical days of Mohammedan
rule, when the Prophet's prohibition of articles of

luxury, and especially of the representation of living

things in art, was more operative than it afterwards

became, the art temporarily languished, we find it in

the Thirteenth Century revived in full vigour, and

with a perfection of detail which only long pre])nra-

tory practice could have produced. The Jiritish and

South Kensington Museums contain several e.Kamples

of Mosil work of the Thirteenth Century, some with

dates and names, which no later artist ever excelled

in breadth of design and skill in execution. The

art of met;d inlay, or " damascening," to give it a

rather confusing and ill-defined name, was carried in

the Thirteenth Century to Egypt by the family of

Saladin ; and there some of the finest oljjccts were

made, and a llourishing school of coppersmiths was

created, which continued to produce excellent work

as late as the Fifteenth or even the Sixteenth

Century. The Cairo or Maniluk work, however,

possessed a character of its own ; the Mesopotamian

decoration of figures of men and animals, chiefly

engaged in the chase, gave place to a more orthodox

ornament of arabesques and conventional foliage,

with broad bauds of freely drawn Arabic inscriptions.

containing the name and titles of the Sultan or noble

to whom the trays, bowls, caskets, censers, writing

boxes, and other objects of metal-work belonged.

From the Mauiluk artists, either of Syrian or J'^gyji-

tian school, came the Mohammedans who made the

finest salvers of \\"nice.

The Venetian work dilTers in several important

particulars from its forerunners. The most striking

peculiarity of ^fosil and i\[anduk work is the rich-

ness of the silver (and sometimes gold) inlay which

covers the greater part of the surface, in plates of

various shapes anil sizes, which are let into the brass

and then chased on the surface with the faces, fur, or

feathers, of the men, beasts, and birds, which tlic design

represents. In Mamluk work the large surfaces of

silver inlaid in Aiabic inscriptions demanded infinite

care in littiuir and undereuttin? the edjjes of the bed
?? OCT

into which they were let, to prevent thcin from fall-

ing out. In Venetian metal-work this dillicnlty was

avoided by restricting the inlay to comparatively

narrow lines, and securing it in a different manner.

In the older iSIosil and Mamluk work the silver ])lal('

was held only by the close fitting of the slightly

undercut edges of its bed. In Venetian inlay the

surface of the bed was toothed with little projecting

notches, which penetrated into the silver, and helped

the undercut and slightly-serrated rim to keep it in

its place. Another difference between the Venetian

and the older JMamluk inlay is the mode of pro-

ducing variety in the effect. The older artists trusted

to the contrast of metals to produce this variety

;

but the ^'enetian Saracens, employing a inuch

smaller quantity of silver, effected the same result by

relief. The main design is raised, not by beating

out from the back, but by cutting away all the rest

of the surface. The raised design may be inlaid or

not; if the former, it consists of a thread of silver

let in between two thin walls of brass, all being

above the general level of the surface. The designs

of the Venetian artist were mainly arabesque, for

his teachers, the ^Mamluks, had passed frotn the stage

of figure ornament to that of geometrical and

arabesfpio decoration, before the Venetians began

to learn the iidayer's art. B\it a]iart from the decora-

tion and the ])rocess of inlay, the Venetian work is

.semi-Euroj)ean. Its forms are markedly different!

from the somewhat crude outlines of Eastern vessels,

and were changed to suit Italian taste; and I'^uro-

pean coats of arms are sometimes introduced in the

centres of salvers and the like.

A beautiful example of this Saracenic art of

Venice is a plate, or salver, in the British Museum,
made of bronze, inlaid with silver (i.). The design

consists of a star-like or double (pialrefoil ornament,

comprising a centre and four large panels, filled with

delicate arabesque tooling on the bronze surface,
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aiul lour ;ii-iiis fnrmL'il cmcIi liy tlmr linkeil nie-

(lallinns, wliicli arc onianientod witli araljescjues and

Arabic inscriplions iu relief, inlaid with silver. The

space round about this central figure is covered with

remarkably I'rce and bold arabesques, every line of

which is inlaid with silver, without sacrificing the

relief; and a scroll border, developed from the ancient

knop and flower pattern, encloses the whole. Here

and there a piece of the silver inlay has fallen out,

and this gives us an opportunity of witnessing the

honesty of a true artist We have said that the

Venetian workman added to the old undercutting a

stip])ling of the surface of the excavated bed with

little teeth, to hold the silver. Iu this example

these teeth, though intended to be entirely hidden

from view, and only now visible by the accident of

wear, are arranged in a charming scroll design. The

Saracen artist had not learned the economy of the

modern manufacturer; he made his work eijually

good, whether it was seen or not, and the under sides

and interior of his vessels were as carefully engraved

as the front and top.

The Arabic inscriptions on this tray record the

artist's name: " Scidjin'U Master Malimud the Kurd,

been one of the Saracens employed at Venice, and

probably the best of lier foreign artists. Another

example, also bearing his name, is in the South

Kensington Museum. It is a round sherbet bowl

with a cover, and the latter is engraved with deli-

cate arabesque tooling, surrounding a star-like or

double trefoil pattern, composed of several panels to

each arm, much in the style of the tray already

described. In the centre of the cover is his name,

" Scnlp.sit Master Mahmud." Other sherbet bowls

of similar shape and design differ from this in having

no inlay ; the design is in relief, and the whole sur-

face is of delicately chased brass. The better class,

however, are generally inlaid with silver.

Our other illustration (ii.) represents a In-ass

salver in the British Museum, which, though not

made by Master ]\Iahmud, was probably the work

of one of his Sixteenth or Seventeenth Century

pupils at Venice. It is covered with an interwoven

design in relief, inlaid witii silver, and the whole in-

tervening ground is tooled with delicate arabesques.

The shape of the salver, besides the worknianshi]i,

attests its European provenance. Oriental trays of

the Mamluk period were flat, without the basin in

I.—BliONZE TEAT, CHASED AKD INLAID WITH SILVEE.

iMadi^ Inj Afalimfiil the Kurtl. lirithh Mnfinim. From a Plintnrfrnpfi hi/ Messrs. Mawc.)

in hope of God's grace." Where Mahmiid came from, the middle. The decoration, while still distinctly

beyond the hint supplied by the word Kurd, we do not Saracenic in design, evinces a tendency to the in-

know; but the style of his work proves him to have tricacy and lack of rational development in the
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arabesques, wliidi inarU the (raiisition to tlie Italian and \vc read of several raiiimis Italian artists, like

iinitatiiiii. Tlie making of salvers, sueli as this, (liorgio (ihisi Azziniiiia of Mantua, and Panlus Age-

seems to have formed the prineijial eini)loyment minius, wlio exeelled in the art which the Suracens

of the Venetian metal-worker; and in the liritish had introduced into Europe. I5ut in their iiands

U.—BRASS SALVEU, CHASED AND INLAID WITH SILVKH.

(.'iaraccnic School 0/ Vcnio: British Miisatm. Fnim n Phntof/miiU Inj Messrs. Mawr.)

Museum one may trace tlie gr,i(Iu:il Iransformaf i<in

of these handsome trays, from the Saracenic work

of Mahmud the Kurd to the later and more Enro-

peanised salvers of Italy and other countries.

Native Italian artists had early begun to imitate

the skill of ^lahmud and his fellow Saracens. The

new copyists called themselves /Igeminii, or Azzimine
—i.e., workers all' Afjenuna, "in tlio Persian style,"

the character of brass ornament was mollified, and

few l;dor jiroductions of the kind can challenge com-

parison with the Sixteenth Century work of .Master

Mahmud the Kurd. Nevertheless the Sarrasinas and

Azziminas of Italy had learned right methods and

admirable designs from their " inlidcl " teachers, and

the results were seen in the h.nulicrafts of Europe

for many generations. Stanley Lane-Poole.

.;^to«^»—

SOME EOYAL ACADEMY SCANDALS.

THE inlluenees of heredity, that original sin of

the body, are not to be laughed at. The Royal

Academy was undoubtedly "conceived in the basest

intrigue," and it would have been amazing indeed

had the influences which surrounded it at its birth,

mean and spiteful as many of them wei"e, lost their

harmfulness either at once or at all. For tradition is

the fifth essence in the governance of an omnipotent

and irresponsii)lc cor[)oration ; and mistiikes once

made in anger and jealousy are liable to be repeated

to infinity in sheer wooden-headedness. The Academy

has made many such mistakes ; but the wonder is

that, with its terrible catalogue of rules general,

special, and technical, it has not made more. As it
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is there has always bei-n soine obstacle to ytumhlo at

;

some cause, silly and inadequate usually, for jealousy;

some fine-drawn exclusiveness, which has injured no

one so much as the Academy itself. From the very

beo'innini^ Academicians have been accused (and often-

times convicted) of jealousy of new men, and dislike

of all methods in art that were not pretty and cou-

ventioual. The mere possession of omnipotence to

make or mar those upon whom one sits in jud<^-ment

is, in itself, an incitement to the abuse of power.

And the Academicians have often enough used this

power crushingly, as is sufHeiently proved by the cir-

cumstance that in the list of R.A.'s, from the very

licii-inninLj until now, some great names are lacking.

In the end it has no doubt happened that a large

proportion of the men of genius, and of that supreme

talent in workmanship wliich trenches closely upon

genius, have been elected to the Academy. But

many of them have never passed beyond the stage

of probation. The weightiest and most disgraceful

plaint against the Academy is, paradoxical though it

may seem, not so much tliat it has sometimes denied

justice altogether, but that it lias withheld it until

the eleventh hour, and then only granted it through

the irresistible pressure of jiublic opinion or ill-defined

internal shame. Nor is this all ; the Academicians

have not forgotten to advance the arts by cpiarrelling

among themselves from time to time. That there

should be cliques, and cliq\ics of cliques in the

Academy, was inevitable. The very constitution of

such a body lends itself to that peculiar machinery

for mutual admiration ; and it is more than probable

that one-half the mischief the Academy has worked

has been hatched in these coteries. The Academy
was, indeed, instituted by a clique for the purposes

of a clique ; and in this regard at least few institu-

tions, whether they be "public" or private"—and

we know that the Academy is either, as occasion

and interest demand—have been more faithful to

their original purpose.

The very first scandal of any moment occurred

very shortly after the incorporation of the Academy,
in 177.5. This was the case of Sir Robert Strange,

which has been touched upon in an earlier article.

In Sir (then Mr.) Robert Strangers pamphlet, "An
Enquiry into the 'Rise of the Royal Academy," is

inserted a letter to the Earl of Bute—he who was
burned in effigy at Temple Bar. Although this letter

has no apparent connection with the sarcastic little

history of the origin of the Academy which follows,

it details certain happenings that were probably closely

associated with the writer's squabble with one of the

earliest Hanging Committees. Ramsay, who had

painted a portrait of the Prince of Wales, afterwards

George IV., requested Strange to engrave it, on the

plea that the Prince and the Earl of Bute woukl both

be gratified by his doing so. Strange was at the time

preparing to start for Italy, and not wishing to delay

his journey for the two years required for the en-

graving of a full-length portrait, he declined imless

it coukl be shown to him that it was the Prince's

own particular wish that he should comply. Shortly

afterwards William Chambers, the architect— he

whose sombi'e Tiiames-side pile is in its stony acreage

not unstately when its pilasters catch the crimson

gleam of Ihe evening sun—brought Strange a mes-

sage that the Prince of Wales was anxious he should

engrave not only His Highness's own portrait, but

likewise that of Lord Bute. It was requested that

he should lay aside every other engagement and en-

grave Lord Bute's picture first. In return for this

His Royal Highness, in his princely generosity, would

make the engraver a present of a hundred guineas,

and patronise a subscription for copies of the en-

gravings. This did not sound very promising; but

Strange was not angiy, attributing the meanness of

the offer to the Prince's ignorance of the length

of time required for engraving two large pictures.

Chamlx'rs i-epresented the position to the Prince, who

remarked that Strange's reasons were " both natural

and just." " But how great was my surprise," ex-

claims the indignant engraver, " when a day or two

afterwards a friend of mine told me that he had seen

Mr. Ramsay, who informed him that he had met

Lord Bute, who had said that the Prince was so pro-

voked at my refusal that he could not bear to hear

my name mentioned." Eventually Mr. Ryland en-

graved the portraits, which occupied him for four

years. He was paid a hundred guineas for making

the drawings, and £50 a quarter during the whole of

the four years, and received in addition the proceeds

of the sale of the prints. Strange made several

attempts—not very dignified perhaps, but eminently

natural on the part of a man who feared to be

harmed in his profession liy what was perhaps a

mere mystification—to obtain an explanation from

Lord Bute ; but the door was always shut upon him,

and even the presentation of a set of impressions

from some of the plates Strange engraved did not

procure him an interview.

Although he does not say it in so many words,

it is clear that Strange regarded this episode as the

real reason why the Academicians, in their miserable

toadyism to George III., who had so complacently

granted the " Instrument," were shy of him. He
had displeased the Court at a time when, as Burke

in stately phrase has told, such displeasure was

ruin to its objects. Then, as nearly ever since, the

Academicians were far more greedy of royal smiles

than eager for the good of art, and they were careful

not to compromise themselves by acting honestly to

him who was anathema. Not only was Strange, as
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an euj;'"i»ver, exclmled i'rimi the AcaJemy (lie cin-

jiluiticallv asserts that tlio law lUnying; nieinberslii|)

to ciii;iavors was jmsseil on piirjujso ti( excliulo him),

but whon, on his lotiini I'roin Italy in 17 75, he ton-

(k'R'd a eoloureil drawing of (juiJo's " Magdalon "

it was refused, although a head in red and black

chalk, after Guereino, was grudgingly admitted and

carefully skied. But the very next year a coloured

drawing liy Bartolozzi was accepted and well hung.

Strange, however, had done with the Aeademy, and,

as it hajipens, he was—like Roden is—a' man of too

much talent and perseverance to be seriously dam-

nified by anything the Academy could do. Later

on, moreover, George IIL knighted him, despite his

rancour against the monarch's Academic pet. Sir

Robert's " Enquiry " caused a terrible commotion,

and several of the newspapers attacked him siwagely.

Sir Joshua seems to have taken a malicious pleasure

in these "slashing" articles, for he cut out and care-

fully preserved a number of them.

All this time the famous Gainsborough quarrel

was a-brewing. Tiie fashionable portrait-jwinter had

very early grown dissatisfied with the hanging of his

lovely dames; and in 1773 George Dance being his

companion in contumacy, he for the first time sent

nothing to Pall Mall. Xor did he soon relent, and

the Academy had to do without him in 1771 and

again in 1775. This was too much for the Council,

which had from the first been in the mass t3-rannical

and intolerant; and in 1775 it resolved that Mr.

Gainsborough, " having declined to accept any office

in the Aeademy, and having never attended," his

name should be removed from the list of members
of the Council. The bulk of the Academicians saw

in this nothing but a piece of vindictive petulance,

and at the next general meeting the resolution was

rescinded. After this it was hardly likely that

Gainsborough's displeasure should be immediately

appeased, and it was not until 1777 that he again

exhibited. He continued to " send in" until 1783,

when his last picture was hung u]ion the walls of

the Academy. The next year he ])ainted the famous

full-length portrait-group of the Princess Royal and

Princesses Augusta and Elizabeth. The picture was

intended to fill a previousl}- chosen panel in the state

room of Carlton House ; and Gainsborough, as one

of the only two really great English portrait-painters

of his time, assuredly was not unreasonable when he

asked that it should be hung low down, near the

floor, that being the position it was to occu])y at

Carlton House. The Hanging Committee declined

to do this, and placed the canvas on the " full-length

line." Gainsborough was furious, and immediately

resolved no more to trust his pictures to the mercy of

unfriendly and unsympathetic arrangers ; and he kejjt

his word, for never again did the exhibitions of the

Academy gain lustre from the presence of picture of

his. The onl}- excuse possible of the Hanging Com-
mittee was the slilT-necked i)lea that full-lengths

must be hung on the full-length line. In matters of

art, rules, however necessary, must upon occasion be

applied more in their sjjirit than in their letter; but

the curs who barked at Gainsborough's heels, as their

like have ever done to men of genius or of super-

lative talent, could not be expected to feel this, or, if

they did, could be trusted to stifle it. Men who could

do what the Hanging Committee of 17s 1 did, would

have dictated the size of canvases to Michelangelo,

and the jiattern (d" a frame to Rai)hael. The colouring

of the portraits of the three Princesses was., tender

and delicate, and there was therefore good artistic

reason why the picture should be hung low down.

But to the malicious rigidity of the Hanging Com-
mittee that was but one reason the more why they

should disregard the courteous!}- expressed desire

of almost the most distinguished member of the

Academy, .ind one of the greatest of all English

portrait-painters.

The removal of Gainsborough's name from the lists

of the Council was surely sufficient proof of malice

in the " Arrangei-s; " and we have no record that,

when the mischief was done, the authorities of the

Academy made any advances towards a reconcilia-

tion. It will always be a blot upon the early history

of the Academy that such a man should have been

driven from its exhibitions by the pitiful jealousy and

the ignorant meanness of men, some of wdiom were

forgotten even in life. Certaiidy, Gainsborough

could do very well without the Academy. I nsold

and apparently unsaleable laiidscaj)es, worth many a

fortune now, might cumber the rooms and corridors

of Schomberg House ; but the fashionable ]iortrait-

])ainter, the proud, sensitive, self-reliant limner, as

unlike a man from Suffolk as well could be, had so

many sitters that his brush could not keep pace

with them. This, perhaps, was his chief offence in

the eyes of his rivals, for from what we know of

the composition of the Academy at this time it is

impossible that the Hanging Committee can have

included any man fitly dowered to pronounce judg-

ment upon a Gainsborough portrait, or whose own

reputation was much more than mediocre. In open-

ing an exhibition of his own works at Schomberg

House, Gainsborough was ])orhaps undignified ; since

the mere refraining from sending to the Academy
was sufficient demonstration of his independence.

Unfortunately, genius in a pique does not always

consult its dignity ; and it may perhaps be that the

l)ortrayer of so many Ijeauties was in want of monej'.

It is at any rate certain that he endeavoured in this

way to sell some of his sniicrfluous landsca])es—

•

rolling Suffolk vales, sombre with woodland, aglow
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with eorn-liclils, nuUy with square-towered churches;

narrow, ilarklius;-, amorous Suit'olk lanes, all verdure

and shade, and sheeny interlacement—lovely almost

as Warwickshire lanes, save for the ricli carmine and

the luxuriant hedo'e-row flowers, which the red sand-

stone shoots forth so f^encrously. Gainsborough must

often have been in need of money, for he probably

gave away more than any Suffolk man that ever

was, and he lived in a palace, and dressed like a fine

<i-entlemaii. The exhibition at Schomberg House

was not a success, and very soon it vanished ; nor

was it many years before the painter of the " Blue

Boy " and of the now stolen and departed " Duchess

Georgiana" was put to his rest at Kew. Had Gains-

borough been a Florentine the IMunicipality would

have ordered their tax-collector not to trouble him;

but since he was only an English painter he could

l)e worried and irritated just because three or four

nincompoop mediocrities had a mind to manifest the

insolence of office. J. Penderel-Bkoduuiist.

CULLEKCOATS.

THERE are not many places in England that can

show a better record of service in the cause of

art than can the comparatively unknown little fish-

in"' village of Cidlurcoats, which stands on the coast

of Northumberland, about a mile north of the mouth

of the Tyne, and jierched on the edge of the sea

banks, looks down upon its little bay, into which

the waves of the North Sea come gently rijjpling,

or fiercely rolling, according to their mood. It is

not a place which strikes you at first sight as being

eminently picturesque, and it is hard to account for

the fact of its having been such a favourite with

so many English artists, until you know it better.

As you become acquainted with it, its good qualities

and possibilities begin gradually to unfold them-

selves, and to present new features of interest day

by day, until at length they appear to be practically

inexhaustible, and the difficulty is to summon u))

I. - ON THE bear's BACK.
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resolution to leave such material behind. Such has to jileasurable surprise ami satisfaction, and here lie

been the experience of some of its most ardent produced some of his most snccessf\d works : notably

-lUL biNiio AT hVi;^•I^•a.

admirers, as, for instance, Mr. .1. 1). "Watson. It liis well known "Saved," a represcntatinn of the

was through the representations of Mr. Birkct rescue of a ninther and child from a wrecked vessel

Foster, who painted many of his pictures here and by means of tiic life-line and cradle, whicli, cncrraved,

hereabouts, that he was induced to visit Cullercoats. still hang's on the wall of many a Northern home.

His iirst feelings of disappointment speedily gave way It may be told, too, how Mi-. F. Hull jicre sought

423
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and found material for one of his most important

works, which now graces the walls of one of the

royal palaces. And, again, it was when on an ai-t tour

in Europe that Winslow Homer happened by chance

ui)on Cullercoats; and so strong did its attractions

prove that from it, and from it alone, he was con-

tent to carry home all his impressions of British

picturescpieness.

Taken altogether, Cullercoats is a standing in-

stance of the danger of trusting to first impressions.

On first coming to the place, you find it vary very

little from many another fishing village which is

merging into a watering place. There are the fisher

people's cottages all crowded together in the old

part of the village, and round this nucleus there is

a considerable formation of new terraces and streets.

There are the usual grouf)s of visitors and fisher-

men loungrinsr against the railings which top the

banks overlooking the bay. There is the Life

Brigade Look-out, with its little steeple and flag-

staff, and, down below, the plain square outline of

the lifeboat-house. Fishing-boats in all the colours

of the rainbow abound : some afloat in the harbour,

some drawn up in long lines on the beach, others

again ajiparently endeavouring to climb the steep

banks j and a happy remainder, which appear to have

succeeded in the attempt, and lie amongst the grass

on the toi^ as though tiiey never intended to go to

sea again, having retired on a comfortable comjietency

for life. There is an hotel, of course, and two or

three public-houses. Certainly nothing very new or

out of the way in all this to tempt a pilgrim to this

northern shrine ; rather something very disappoint-

ing and depressing, after all our expectations.

But at length a morning comes when, having

risen betimes, we wander forth wondering what
charm is in the morning breeze, so completely does

it clear away the cobwebs of despondency which

until now have hung upon our si^irits. The sun is

shining brightly and tinging with white light the

tops of the banks of clouds which hang on the horizon

and melt into tender grey shadows, until they seem
to mingle and lose themselves in the sea. High
overhead the skylark sings, and his strain sounds

congenial to our ear, so full is it of the joy of mere
existence on such a morning. We reach the bank
top and another scene bursts into view and the ever-

changing sea puts on a new face. There it lies,

gleaming and shimmering in the south-east, for all

the world like a vast outspread sheet of burnished

silver, only, that no silver can be compared for beauty

to this living, dazzling splendour. Around us we
see the same objects we saw yesterday, but they all

appear to have "suffered a sea change." There is

the look-out, no longer staringly, intentionally

picturesque, but transfigured by the warm light and

the cool translucent shadows of the morning. Down
on the beach, a crowd of busy figures gives life and

movement to what was but a sleepy hollow of idle-

ness when last we saw it. Descending the steep

and uneven pathway we approach the throng and see,

one by one, the fishing-boats come sailing into the

harbour. The morning breeze blows freshly, as they

glide towards us, the water flying in two graceful

wings from their bows. Very beautiful is the boat

peculiar to this coast, the "coble" as it is called; so fine

in its lines, so slim and graceful j it is the greyhound

amongst fishing craft. The brown sails and the

masts are lowered as they near the shore. Then they

are hauled up stern foremost into the shallow water,

while the crews proceed to unload them.

Quite as pleasant a sight, though of a quieter

kind, is it to see the boats go off at night ; to see the

men come leisurely down to the beach, carrying their

fishing gear and assisted by their wi\'es and children
;

to see the sails fade away into the gathering dark-

ness and afterwards to see the lights of the salmon

boats dotted over the distant sea, like a swarm of fire-

flies. There are many picturesque sights to be seen,

too, amongst the streets of the village, when you

come to know your way about; the mending of nets,

the baiting of lines, the groups of fisher people in

their quaint and peculiar costume. There are also

views to be had close by of all varieties of coast

scenery : steep cliffs, weed-grown rocks, pebbly beaches,

and long-stretehing sands, with mile upon mile of

grass-grown links, and on the laud side of the village

there is a pleasant rural country with hedge-rows,

cornfields, and meadows, with scattered farmsteads,

and the spires and rooftrees of distant villages.

So far, however, we have spoken only of summer-

time and pleasant weather and of scenes of mere

surface picturesqueness ; but it is when the days

shorten and the gales of autumn and of winter begin

to blow, that a deeper and more serious interest is

felt in our surroundings. It is then that the north-

east coast puts on its grandest aspect. As the storm

ijegins to gather, the very air seems charged with possi-

bilities of tragic disaster. The women, gathering bait

amongst the rocks, look up with startled faces as

the sky darkens, and the sharp blasts from the north-

east, forerunners of the tempest, whistle past. They

hasten home with their burthen, soon to come forth

again and gaze seaward with straining eyes, in hope

of seeing the returning boats. They gather in groups

upon the banks. Old tottering dames, supported on

the arms of their grandchildren, look with dim eyes

across the foam, and bemoan themselves in antici-

pation. Cruel and pitiless to these old penple is the

sea—not as a mere unconscious natural element—but

as a sentient thing, endowed with a distinct person-

ality. They say they heard it "calling " in the night;

kj
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and the mo;e yoiitlifnl sluulder as ll\ey licar tin-

words, so fraught witli sad foreboding. It is amidst

siu'li scenes that the secret of the jilaee hegins to

unfold itself l>et'ore us. We imagined we had found

it, anil so indeed we had to some extent, in the

quiet (lavs of summer and the golden mists of early

autumn, but now it reveals itself in a far more

thrilling form.

Suddenly there is a cry from the people on the

banks; and far out, amongst the boiling foam, we see

a little speck of brown sail, which appears for an instant

and then dips from sight as though the waves had

swallowed it up. But it rises ag-ainand bravely holds

on its course towards us, and, after some anxious

moments, while the waves buffet and drive it peril-

ously near the sunken rocks, it reaches the beach.

Then there appears another, and another, and all come

safely in save one, which still struggles amongst the

breakei-s outside. The gale has now grown in in-

tensity and the sea is one mass of white foam, which

is caught up in great flakes and sent flying high over

the banks and far inland. The lifeboat is run down

and launched, for the boat outside is in sore distress

and close ujion the rocks. We see the faces of the

Hul tlif wave comes sliding from under, and the

liuciyant craft dips downwards on the other side ; and

now we can see the loKlc helplessly ilrifting closer on

the rocks. We climb higher and see that she has

struck and that the waves are breaking over her. It

seems onlv bv a miracle that she lias l)cen enabled to

withstand the first shock of contact. Slowly the life-

boat seems to drift and creep like some heavy many-

legged water-beetle ; and no wonder in such a sea and

in the teeth of such a gale tliat it makes slow jiro-

grcss. At length it appears to be close to the wreck,

then is swept far from it again ; and after what seems

til us an age, spent in vain attemjiLs, and in apparently

clumsy manoeuvring, at length the object is attained,

and the crew is taken on board. Now the lifeboat

is headed for the shore, but nut witlmut danger

and difficulty is her passage through the channel.

Buffeted and tossed, the spray dashing over her, she

approaches slowly but surely, until suddenl}' a huge

wave, catching her astern, carries her with a long

rush almost to the beach. A few seconds more, and

savers and saved are ashore.

Not always, however, has such a scene so hajijiy

an ending. Not always do the boats, when caugiit

III.—ON THE EOCKS: TYXF.MOUTH IN THE DIOTANOE.

people on the beach, pale through their tan, as the by the storm, esca]ie thus. Larger vessels, tor, run

lifeboat makes its way slowly to the rescue. We see great risks on this coast in rough weather. Durmg

it poised on the slope of a wave, its bow pointing a single storm, the wrecks of sbij.s have been counted

straight upwards, and every man straining at his oar. by the dozen within little more than a mile of where
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we stand. Fishing-boats iniuinit'ral)le have g-one

down in sudden sqnalls, with all their crews complete
;

and there are women who will tell you how, in sneli-

and-such a storm, they lost father, husband, and

brothers or sons, at one fell swoop. Fearfully sudden

sometimes are the squalls. On one occasion, just

before the storm-cloud swept over and hid the sea, a

a certain place south of the harbour. Through some

mysterious set of the currents, it is at this place that

corpses lost in the neighbourhood are cast ashore.

And it is not in storms alone that danger is to

be feared. Sudden fogs, even in quiet weather, are

fruitful of disaster. Boats have run on the rocks

and their crews have been druwncd abnost within

IV.—THE LOOK-OUT.

ship w.is seen a few miles off the land, under a

goodly spread of canvas, her crew evidently unappre-

hensive of danger. When, after the squall, the sky

cleared and the sun shone out again, no shi]i was in

sight. She could not possibly, in the short time

which had elapsed, have sailed out of range of vision ;

the only inference to be drawn was that she had

foundered with all hands. A few days after, there

was ghastly confirmation of her dreaded fate, when
the bodies of her crew were washed upon the rocks at

hearing of the voices of their comrades, and wives

and children ashore. Ships and steamers losing their

bearings in the fog have run ashore, and the villagers,

hearing the sound of their guns or steam horns, have,

on flocking down to the water-side, found them

stranded on the sand, or perhaps looming up in the

mist like some great sea monstei", hard and fast on

the rocks of the " Bear's Back."

Much has been said and written, and justly so,

concerning the picturesqueness and pathos to be
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fouiul in tlie lives aud emitloynient ol' the tillers of ness whieii comes of labour uudertaken and faithfully

the soil. Rather too much has been said and written, performed. There is, on the contrary, something-

we imanine, concernino- the touehintj impressions to noMe and Impeful in the si<jht of the labour of tillinf)^

be experienced in contemplating what a certain school the earth, done in simple trust in the Divine promise

calls " the common and melancholy lot of humanity, of seed-time aud harvest, bow-ever small the prospec-

weariness," and many are the pictures which have tive share of the individual labourers in the result.

v.—RUN'NIXO FOK HOME.

been painted, with this for their key-note. We
must confess to a want of sympathy with those

who see, in scenes of rural labour, only a spectacle

of human woe, and draw their inspiration from a

fancied absence of all higher than mere animal in-

telligence, who see the chief claim to interest in a

morbid, unnatural apathy and dull indifference to life

in the objects of their study. We cannot see that

there is anything essentially melancholy in the weari-

Yet, take it at its noblest and best, it lacks the fasci-

nation which the element of danger adds to the call-

ing of the toilers of the sea. The faith and trust

shown in the one is great, but in the other it is

greater still, for those who seek their living in the

sea, without sowing go forth to reap their harvest

;

and then, not in peaceful fields where safety dwells,

but ill the deep waters where death is ever lurking to

find them unprepared.
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It is this tmo-i,> (.lonionf, luuU.i-lying their life, to themselves, attempt the rescue of shipwrecked

which iidds an iiUerest to all its phases, deeper aud strangers, whose only claim upon them is that they

more enthralling the more you know of it. It is this

which g-ives poetry to the most commonplace scenes.

Wo see the Ushers go forth, and know not that they

will ever return. We see them return, and the event

partakes of the character of a gracious preservation

in our eyes. And still more striking even than this

undercurrent of tragedy is the spirit of the people,

which enahlcs them to rise superior to its influence.

When the storm IjIows and the boats are out at night

;

when the sleepless women wander the banks in the

darkness and the tempest, we know that, whatever hunianity

the event—whether the sea brings back their loved

ones alive or dead—we shall witness nothing in their

behaviour that shall not raise our respect for human

nature, rising superior to wild extravagance of either

joy or grief. The companionship of the sea and its

perils gives a dignity to the character of those who

keep it. It is an ever-present memento mori, which

tenches at once restraint aud resignation. When the

nn'U a-o f(.>rth in the lifeboat and, at the risk of death

are in jeopardy, we recognise and admire the spirit of

heroic self-sacrifice, which has been nourished amidst

scenes of danger and in many a hand-to-hand en-

counter with the king of terrors. And when we see

the whole community going through life, cheerfully

bearing their burthen, bravely battling with death in

the pursuit of their living, sturdily independent, it

is inevitable, we take it, that we should think it a

far more pleasant sight than that which the school

of human weariness imagines it finds in labouring

Looking back upon our experiences of Cullercoats

and its people, we do not find it difficult to under-

stand the partiality so many of our artists have felt

to the place. We can see how it is they have not,

like others, gone to foreign lands to find the beauties

of nature and the picturesque and pathetic sides of

human life, but have been wise enough to study

them here, where they so richly abound, on this little

piece of North Sea coast. R. J. Charleton.

MACKLIN'S CxALLEKY.

A RECENT num-

ber we gave some

account of Alder-

man Boy dell's

enterprises, and

their influence on

the development

of English art.

The alderman's

example bore

fniit well worth

reviewing ; not

only did private

collectors follow

in the effort to

foster historical art in England, but other publishers

were tempted to follow in a similar line. Among
these were Thomas Macklin, who trod closely on

Boydell with two noteworthy publications — the

" Poets' Gallery " and the " Bible."

In the advertisement to one of his exhibitions he

says :
" The natural alliance between the Fine Arts

was a subject which early in the career of my profes-

sion very forcibly attracted my attention. . . . It was

from the fii'st a favourite pursuit with me to pro-

cure occasionally the happiest designs from the poets

of this country ; in the encouragement of the artists

on these occasions I made it my uniform practice to

act as lil)erally as my means would possibly admit,

relying only for remuneration on a generous public

;

and for the truth of this I can, with real satisfac-

tion, refer to the testimony of the artists themselves."

Later on he says :
" The present state of the arts in

this country appeared peculiarly favourable to these

undertakings. Genius at present needs only the

stimulus of public favour to rival or eclipse all that

may be boasted of the ancient schools." The latter

statement is the key-note which was struck in all

these efforts. The infant English school was at one

bound to surpass in brilliance and worth the most

matured efforts of the greatest of all preceding

schools. Had a calm moderation guided patrons

and painters a greater success might have been

obtained. When we find Romney—a painter of

high natural talent, but no adequate training, and

whose practice had lain almost entirely in portrai-

tm-e—measuring himself with the " Apotheosis of

Shakespeare ;
" a mediocre book-illustrator like Kirk

(who knows even his name now?) coping with "The

Angel Freeing the Apostles "—a subject which had

tested the powers of Raphael ; or a humourist like

Smirke (very capable as an illustrator of "Don

Quixote ") attempting the " Transfiguration," we

may easily guess the result.

English artists at the end of the Eighteenth

Century were, if we ma\- be allowed the exjjression,
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passiiiij through a period of iutoxication. Nor w:is

their delirium much to be wondered at. Half a century

previous, English art was in a most despicable con-

dition. Without any adccjuate means of study, with-

out any exhibition for the exposure of their works, and

witliout any cohesion as a body, their art was confined

to the feeblest imitation of the feeble followers of

Van Dyck's most artificial style. Suddenly a blaze

of talent burst out in the land : portrait and land-

scape painters of the highest class adorned the walls

of several annual exhibitions; and historical painters,

overflowing with Reynolds's theories of the grand

style, began to be, at all events, very ambitious.

English engravers found themselves the chief caterers

for the European market, and English painters found

their reputations travelling everywhere where culture

was regarded. So they tried to run with rapid strides

before they had well learned even to crawl safely.

The result was, sestlietically speaking, a succession of

failures, but there is something to gain in reviving

the memory of them. Tiie history of failures teaches

lessons quite as cogent and salutary as the history

of successes. It is only by many failures that success

becomes possible.

For his " Poets' Gallery," iNIacklin commissioned

one hundred pictures by the best English artists

available ; these pictures he formed into an exhibition

—extending over several years—and caused them to

be engraved by the best men of the time—chiefly

Bartolozzi and his school. The engravings were

published with letterpress extracts from the authors

illustrated—four i)rints to each part, by subscription.

It was a very expensive work, the parts appearing

every six months, at the price of three, six, and eight

guineas. It is scarce necessary to say that the sub-

jects were very various, ranging from "Alexander's

Feast," painted by Artaud, to "The Mouse's Peti-

tion," by H. Buubury.

The most famous of the pictures executed for this

work was undoubtedly Reynolds's " Cottagere," as it

was called in the catalogue, or the " Gleaners," as

it was named on Baitolozzi's print. It is a large

work—eight feet by six—and is interesting in several

respects. It is of course a portrait-group—including

Mrs. Macklin and her daughter, and a third figure,

a Miss Potts who, it is interesting to know, after-

wards became the mother of the three Landseers.

The figures are in peasant costume before a cottage,

Mrs. Miicklin with her spinning-wheel. Miss Potts

with a sheaf of corn on her head, and the little girl

feeding chickens. Reynolds's receipt for this picture

cannot accurately be made out, as it is not distinguished

in the painter's ledger from the receipts for the whole

of his commission from Macklin, which amount alto-

gether to more than £2,000. From Macklin the

picture passed to Mr. William Gosling, who lent it

to the British Institution in 1S13, and his descendant,

^Ir. Robert Gosling, recently exhibited it with the

magnificent gathering of Reynoldsesat the Grosvenor

(lailery in 188k Reynolds's second contribution to

the Poets' Gallery was " Tuccia the Vestal Virgin,"

an illustration of Gregory's "Ode to Meditation,"

which Xortlicote says was commissioned at three

hundred guineas. Cotton says it is a portrait of the

Duchess of Rutland, but it is certain that he confused

It with another picture, "The Trial of Chastity."

" Tuccia " was engraved by Bartolozzi's pupil, P. W.
Tompkins.

Gainsborough also painted two pictures
—" Hobbi-

nol and Gaudaretta " from Somerville, and " Lavinia
"

from Thomson. The former, engraved by Tomp-
kins, was bought by Sir Henry Hoare, Bart. The
" Lavinia " is, perhaps, more generally known as

"The Milk Girl" or "Girl with a Pan of Milk."

From IMacklin it passed to the celebrated Roger Col-

lection; but Benjamin West, with no great critical

acumen, having characterised the hair as " heavily

painted," Rogers determined to expel this exquisite

picture from his collection, and sold it to Mr. Philips

for one hundred and seventy guineas, in possession

of whose descendants it probably still is. Colonel

Sir Francis Bolton exliibited a duj)licate or replica at

the Grosvenor in 1885 ; and there is a full-size copy

at South Kensington Museum, in coloured wools.

Opie received commissions for the " Freeing of

Amoret by Britomarte " from Spenser's " Faery

Queene," " Damon and Musidora " from Thomson's
" Summ(>r," and " Henry and Emma " from Matthew

Prior. The second of these was afterwards in the

famous Dr. Tabley Collection, from which it was

sold in 1827 for seventy-nine guineas, and is now at

Pctworth. They were all three engraved by Barto-

lozzi. " None of these works," says Thomas Sandby,

"affect ideal beauty or refined composition, but they

are stamped by energy of style and a perfect purity

of colour, an harmonious tone, and an exact effect of

light and shade."

Amons: Fuseli's contributions was one which has

since Ijcen mutilated—" Queen Katherine's Dream "

from Shakespeare. Some remnants of it may be

seen at Kensington. One of the decided successes of

the enterprise was the " Woodman " by Barker of

Bath, the well-known illustration to Cowper. This

picture, by a painter who followed the rustic style of

Gainsborough, was long very popular. The picture,

which for some time hung in the National Gallery,

but is now expatriated, is another version differently

treated of the same suljject. Among the other

painters were Wheatley, Stothard, Hamilton, and

Richartl Cosway.

While this pultlication was successfully progress-

ing it was suggested to Macklin that a similar
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enterprise on beliall' nl' the l?iblc \vn\il(l meet with

o-i-eat encouragement and afford an opportunity for

the expression of the hig-hest aspirations of the

artists. Maeklin caught at the suggestion with

enthusiasm, and the general public responded with

equal aviditv, as will become evident from the

following quotation from his address to the public,

17!):}:
—"It is now five years since I first ventured

ou the delicate and hazardous step of exhibiting

to the public and the critic's eye a collection of pic-

tures. ... It is the strongest proof that I can

adduce of the liberality of my country to announce

that the subscription to my Bible is not only com-

plete, but is decorated with the most august and

respected names ; and that my prints illustrative of

the Poets have been honoured with all the encourage-

ment that my most sanguine hopes could anticipate.

... I do not -wish to appear forgetful of my obliga-

tions to the artists of Great Britain. Whatever I

have been able to achieve in this way it must be

remembered that to their zeal and to their exertions

I am principally indebted for the success of my
])lans. I do not wish to exhibit myself as a patron of

the arts : but I account it a happiness to have lived

to see a British School rival whatever of excellence

there is in the ancient masters, and to have contributed

in some small degree as an humble, but, I trust, not

unfaithful, steward of the public munificence to its

improvement."

For this publication sixty piictures were com-

missioned and engraved by Bartolozzi, Sharpe, Hall.

Heath, Byrne, and others. The work was published

in parts like the " Poets' Gallery," and, be-

sides a large plate, each part contained nume-

rous vignette head and tail pieces. The pub-

lisher estimated his own expense at £30,000.

The list of names and subjects, however, is

sorrowful reading. Of all the pictures painted

we may safely say that only one has survived

the wreck of oblivion—Reynolds's " Holy

Family," now in the National Gallery. It

was twice engraved for Macklin : on a large

scale by Sharpe, on account of the applause

with which it was reeei\ed by the general

public, and again on a smaller scale as frontis-

piece to the New Testament. ^lacklin sold it

for seven hundred guineas to Lord Gwydyr,

and on the dispersal of that nobleman's col-

lection it was bought by the Directors of

the British Institution, and pi'esentcd to the

National Gallery. Now, if the sentiment of

religion failed Reynolds in the subject

most easily within his grasp, what chance

was there for Stothard with
" Jacob's Dream," Cosway witli

" Christ in the Garden," Smirke

with '• The Maries Going to the Sepulchre," Bourgeois

with • The Devil Leaving Christ," Paye with " Na-

than's Parable," Hojipner with " The Raising of

Jairus's Daughter," Westall with " The Adoration

of the Shepherds," or Artaud with " Bclshazzar's

Feast"? The i[uestion can be answered in but one

way.

One of the largest contributors was P. J. de

Loutherbourg, who painttd " The Deluge," the

"Shipwreck of St. Paul," and even "Christ Ap-

peasing the Storm.'-' Opie also painted several pictures

—of wliich "The Sacrifice of Jephthah's Daughter"

and " The Presentation in the Temple " were the

most popular. It would 7iot be worth while to

particularise further. If the English artists of the

period found Shakespeare's hvrman subjects beyond

them, surely the supernatural feeling inseparable from

the subjects of Sacred AVrit was wholly impossible?

Nevertheless it will be seen that in Thomas Macklin,

Alderman Boydell had a worthy rival, and to both

we owe not a little of the development of English

art. For whatever position we hold now, we do so

solely because of the stages of experiment through

which we have passed. The bitter failures of the

ambitious artists of the early part of this century

have taught us lessons which are never forgotten,

and by their means obsolete theories have been com-

pletely exploded, while on the other hand, the con-

stant effort to reach into a higher region of work

was gradually developing a loftiness of mind and

seriousness of thought which, sooner or later, must

inevitably bear fruit. Alfred Beaver.
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A LONG GOODBYE.

(WriUm by May Ei-ndaU. Desigmd by ArUmr Hnpkin.i.)
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THE EOMANCE OF ART.

'LA BELLA SIMONETTA."

SI.MONETTA DE' VESPUCCI belonged to the

g-tv:i( ao-e of the Medici and tlie golden days

of art. Old Cosimo, i5urnamcd by his grateful fellow-

citizens "the father of his country," was still living

when she was Iiovn, about the middle of the Fif-

teenth ('entury. But he was already full of years

and infirmities; and the death of his favourite son,

Giovanni, had terribly saddened the close of his

active and splendid life. His elder son and suc-

cessor, Piero, was a chronic invalid, and the hopes

of the house were centred on two youthful grand-

sons, Lorenzo and Giuliauo de' Medici. The Ves-

pucci were staunch adherents of the Medici ; and

Simonetta's brothers and cousins shared in all the

courtly festivities of the palace in Via Larga, and

took part in the jousts, the pleasures of the chase,

and the philosophic studies in which the two brothers

spent their early years, until Piero's death, in 1469,

made young Lorenzo chief.

Simonetta herself was soon brought into close

connection with the Medici. Angelo Poliziano sang

the jiraises of her " crin iuanellato " and bright eyes,

the ju-oud humility of her brow, the divine grace of

her speech. Already her charms of person and mind

had attracted a large number of admirers. " She

was," writes Lorenzo de' ^Medici himself, " univer-

sally beloved and admired, a thing not singular,

for, independently of her beauty, her manners were

so winning that almost all those who had any ac-

quaintance with her flattered himself that he held

the first place in her affections." And now she

won the heart of the young and handsome Giuliano,

the great favourite of the Florentines. His friend

Poliziano describes him as tall and athletic, with fine

dark eyes and raven locks, which he wore combed
back over his forehead ; and tells us how, besides

being skilled in all knightly exercises, he took

delight in painting and poetry, and was himself

an accomplished musician and writer of sonnets.

Hitherto, if we are to believe Poliziano, the nymphs
of Florence had sighed in vain for the cruel youth,

and Love himself wept for the icy rigour of Giuli-

ano's breast until the beauty and heart of Simonetta

surprised and vanquished him. As a rule, these

platonic attachments were not of a very serious

order; the poets of those days often thought fit

to imagine themselves in love, and created a mis-

tress to whom they miglit address their verses ; and

Lorenzo himself tolls us how he sought about for a

lady whose charms and virtues might prove a fitting

subject for his pen. But Giuliano's love seems to

have been of a more ardent kind ; and the expression

which Vasari apjilies to Simonetta, " rinnamcirata di

Giuliano," probably implies something more than a

merely jjoetic passion.

In the unfinished poem, called the " Giostra di

Giuliano," devoted to his beloved patron's praise,

Poliziano describes the loves of the illustrious pair

after the fashion of the day ; and tells us how Queen

Venus sent a milk-white hind across the path of the

young hunter, and how, at the end of a fruitless

chase, the beautiful maiden appeared to Giuliano and

conquered him on the spot. The future chain of

events—the tournament in which Giuliano came off

victorious and the sudden death of Simonetta— are

foreshadowed in a dream sent by Venus. The yoiuig

hero returns, crowned with olive and laurel, from

the fray, and meets the lady of his love ; but as he

bends forward to embrace her, a thick cloud envelops

and shrouds her from his sight.

The dream proved all too true. Before the poem

was half finished a sudden death cut short the life of

fair Simonetta, and closed the story of Giuliano's

first love. Lorenzo himself has told us how great

was the shock, and how profound the impression,

created by the terrible event. All Florence wept

when the news was known ; and when, on the next

day, the dead maiden was borne to the place of

burial, with her face uncovered, crowds thronged the

streets and pressed round the bier to take one more

look at the beautiful countenance they had loved

so well ; and in whose face, says Lorenzo, quoting

Petrarch's famous line, even death seemed fair :

—

" Morte bella parea nel suo liel volte."

So they followed her to the grave with tears and

lamentations; and during the next few weeks all

the eloquence and wit of Florence were employed in

paying honour to her memory both in prose and in

verse. " And I also," writes Lorenzo, " composed

a few sonnets ; and in oi'der to give them greater

effect, I endeavoiu'ed to convince myself that I, too,

had been deprived of the object of my love, and

excite in my own mind the passions felt by those

by whom she had been beloved." Then Pulci wrote

his elegy ; and at the prayer of Giuliano, composed

an epitaph on the beloved maiden whom death had

snatched from his arms. Then, too, this poet, who

was the chosen friend and companion of the Medici,

wrote the famous Latin epigram :

—" Dum pulehra
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effortur nigro Simonetta fcretro," in which he de-

scribes the strife of Love ami Death over her mortal

remains. "[Mine she is still," the boy cries; '"not

yet have you robbed her from me. He spoke and

»roaned, knowing this was less a time for triumph

than for tears." Death had cou<juered, and held

on his way with resistless might. For not only La
Rella Simonetta died, but on the same day, two

years afterwards, (Jiuliano fell before the high altar

of the cathedral, murdered by the treacherous Pazzi

;

and the lover followed his mistress to the eternal

shailes.

Now her iieeuliar type of beauty possessed a re-

markable fascination for the most original and poetic

painter of that illustrious circle, Alessandro di Mariano

Filipepi, better known by the name of Sandro Botticelli.

Of the four portraits of La Bella Simonetta which

remain to-day, the most famous is the profile by

this master in the Pitti Palace. The picture be-

longed to the collection of the Grand Duke, and

there can be little doubt that it is the very portrait

of the "innamorata di Giuliano de' Medici" which

Vasari mentions in his life of Botticelli, and which

originally belonged to the (juardarohib of the Medici.

In his youth Sandro had been employed by the Ves-

l)ucci to decorate their palace, and had adorned a

whole chamber with creations of his pencil set in

riehly-carved frames of walnut. So the fair Simo-

netta may have been known to him from her child-

hood, and it was natural that he should be chosen

to paint her portrait. This ho has done after his

own fashion in a style altogether peculiar to himself.

We see the high-born Florentine maiden in a simjilc

bodice of dark stuff, cut in a low square to show the

long, slender throat, which was one of her charms.

She wears no jewels, and there is no attempt at

ornament or embroidery in her dress or in the cap

she wears on her head ; only one lock of wavy gold

hair, parting itself from the rest, strays carelessly on

her brow, exactly as Sandro would have loved to see

it. Critics have asked if this simply-clad maiden

can be the beloved of Giuliano de' Medici, and is

not rather a girl of humbler origin ; but we find the

same quiet tones and modest garb in this painter's

portrait of Lorenzo's mother, Luerezia Tornabuoni,

and we are particularly tcjld by contemporary writers

of the simjjle customs observed in the Medici house-

hold, and the plain stuff gowns worn by Lorenzo's

wife and daughters.

The second portrait is also the work of Botticelli,

and was exhibited as such at Burlington House last

winter. There we see his hclla in a rich brown robe

thickly sewn with pearls, and a many-coloured scarf

twisted round her shoulders. There are pearls on

the head-dress she wears, and a plume is fastened by

a single pearl on her brow, while her wavy locks are

blown about on the wind, and the easement behind

her oj)ens on white-clouded sky and a rocky sea-shore

such as Sandro often jiaiuts in the background of

his pictures. We note the use of gold in the lights

so common in this master's work, the long white

throat and regular features of the Pitti jiortrait;

but here the upturned eye is full of fire and anima-

tion, and reminds us of the lines in which Poliziano

describes " those sunny orbs which flashed a tiiousand

darts into the hearts of men."

The third portrait originally belonged to the

Reiset Collection, and is now, if we are not mis-

taken, in that of the Due d'Aumale. It bears a

strong resemblance to the last-named picture, but is

probably the work of Antonio Pollaiuolo. The words

"Simonetta Januenuis Vespuceia " are inscribed \ipon

the panel. A striped scarf is loosely draped round

the bare neck and shoulders of the figure, the hair

is braided with pearls, and a serpent-shaped jewel

glitters on the long throat, while the cheek has the

same warm glow, the eye the same sparkling lustre,

as in the picture ascribed to Sandro.

The fourth i)ortrait of La Bella Simonetta is

that lately exhibited at Christie's in the collection

of the late Mr. William Graham. It differs con-

siderably from the other three in character, and has

been partly repainted, but the features are the same.

The Florentine maiden in the blue-green dress, with

the bright curly hair under the white cap, the coral

necklace and pearl pendant at her throat, and the

single flower of white narcissus stuck in her waist-

band, has the broad, open brow, straight nose, and

long neck with which we are all familiar. The work

is a charming one in its way, and, if we hesitate in

ascribing it to Piero della Francesco, whose name it

bore in the catalogue last April, it may yet be the

work of some Umbriau master who, like him, I'cH the

force of Florentine influences.

But there is yet another reason which heightens

our interest in the Florentine maiden whose memory

lives in the paintings and poetry of her contem-

poraries. It is the remarkable influence which

Simonetta's peculiar type of beauty exercised upon

the art of Sandro Botticelli. It may be the tragic

nature of her end haunted the mind of this master,

who, like all the great Florentines, was busy with

the thought of death. It may be he could not forget

the cold white face of the dead girl whom he had

so lately seen glowing willi health and bi'auty, and

whom they bore through the weeping crowds in the

streets of Florence with the lovely smile still on lier

lips. But, whatever the reason, there is no doubt

that Simonetta's face and form took a strong hold on

the painter's imagination. Again and again in his

later pictures we see the long throat, the tall, slender

form, which had for him so strange a fascination.
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Now she figures as N'eiius vising from the sea, with

]iale waves beating on tlie lonely shore and the roses

lloatiug iu the air about her; then as Judith going

calmly home in tlie hour of her triumph and the

might of the great deliverance she has wrought for

Israel ; then, again, she takes the form of Abun-

dance, daughter of the gods. Fairest of all she appears

to us on the walls of the Sistine Chapel as Jethro's

daughter Zipporah. There we see her, standing

under the palm trees, robed in white and crowned

witJi myrtle, with gold sandals on her feet and a

distaff and bough of ajtples, the fruit of labour, in her

hands, the paiuter's ideal of pure and holy maideu-

hood. And, last of all, long years after the magni-

ficent Lorenzo was dead, and the names of Simonetta

and Giuliano were forgotten by the tickle Florentines,

Sandro painted her once more as Truth, despised and

oppressed of men, lifting up her hand to Heaven in

calm certainty that there her cause is tried and her

mute appeal heard. Jilia Caetwright.

PAUL BAUDEY.

FRANCP] justly mourns the death of Paul Baudry, Whereas formerly its province was to enrich the

one of the most gifted of her sons. Painted palace of a king, the nest of a royal favourite, or,

decoration conceived on a grand scale, and taking later on, to adorn the grandiose constructions which

A DECOKATITE PANEL.

(Painted by Paid Baudry.)

its proper place as one of the highest branches of rose during the First and Second Empires, now it is

art, is as important in the days of the Reptiblic deemed equally indispensable for the completion of

as it was under the Royalist or Imperial n'l/imes. a reconstructed Hotel de Ville, for the ornamentation



PAUL BAUDRY.

(Fro7)i the Bt(st by Paul Dubois.)
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of the endless Mairies of the French capital, and

above all for the eiubellishmeut of the Pantheon,

which, now once more a paganised temple, bids fair

to become a very museum of modern decorative art

both sacred and secular.

Baudry had not the Tintoretto-like audacity of

Delacroix, nor had he the monumental grandeur of

M. Puvis de Chavannes, the austere charm and calm-

ing- influence of whose art make him the incomparably

lit decorator of the church, or the public edifice of

tlie severer type : but the deceased painter had a

more evenly-sustained skill, a brighter and more

joy inspiring, if not a more serene and harmonious,

scheme of colour, than that of the last-named great

artist. His disappearance at the present moment is

doubly to be regretted, because in his peculiar branch

he leaves no successor of sufficient influence to coun-

teract the strenuous endeavour which is being made

by a number of artists of great merit and sincerity to

prove, on the one hand, that the blue-grey envelope,

which is all they succeed in imitating in M. Puvis

de Chavannes' subtle schemes of mitigated colour, is

the true, the only harmony for decoration on a large

scale ; on the other, that typical representations of

the scenes of the modern city and the country-side

are henceforth to take the place of those idealised

types and personifications of things human and divine,

those conceptions of widest scope and most soaring

phantasy, which are surely entitled to maintain their

supremacy among the subjects applied to decoration,

even though they have been irresistibly driven from

other places bj^ art of a tendency in closer accord

with the passions and aspirations of the day.

Paul Baudry was a Vendean, and was born at

La Roche-sur-Yon, on the 7th of November, 1828.

His family were workers of the humblest class; his

father being busied all day in the forest as a " sabo-

tier,'" and knowing but one relief from toil—that of

playing on an old violin which he possessed. This

talent Baudry inherited in a much higher degree,

and it was the cause that a long struggle established

itself between him and his parents, whose ambition

it was that he should become a violinist, while he

felt himself irresistibly attracted towards the voca-

tion of painter. The talent he revealed after some

very rudimentary instruction in painting, induced the

municipality of his native town—in this displaying

a rare sagacity—to send him in the year 18i4 to

Paris, where in 1817 he obtained the second prix de

Rome, and in 1850 carried off the first prize with his

" Zenobia Found on the Banks of the Araxes." The
four years passed in Rome at the Villa Medici were

spent in a searching and enthusiastic study of the

great masters of the Revival—chiefly those whose
works formed the climax and close of that great

period : Michelangelo, Raphael, the Venetians, and

Correggio. The first work sent by the painter from

the Eternal City was the well-known " La Fortune

et FEnfaut," the imrbidezza and mannered grace

of which are clearly derived from Correggio, while

its scheme of colour approximates to that of Titian

and his school, the individuality of the modern

painter nevertheless asserting itself, and thus re-

deeming the work from condemnation as an absolute

pasticcio. The admirable copy of Rajihael's " Juris-

prudence " dates from the same period. The last

picture executed by Baudry at Rome, during his first

sojourn there, was the " Supplice d'une Vestale

"

(1857), a huge composition, confused, and overloaded

with personages, with much detriment to its general

effect, though some of the figures are in themselves

admirable. This, the painter's only essay in histo-

rical composition on the vast scale so often perforce

adopted by French artists, proves that, admirably as

he understood how to impart symmetry, rhytlim, and

movement to decorative and symbolical compositions,

the calmer ])onderation, the more soberly-ordered har-

mony which belong to the treatment of historical

subjects proper, was not equally within his grasp.

As a painter, Baudry was perhaps never at a

higher technical level than in the " Saint Jean-

Baptiste" of the Luxembourg (1857), in which

the boy-saint is shown tenderly caressing a lamb.

Neither here, however, nor in any other among the

very few works dealing with sacred or mystical scenes

whicli the painter attempted, do we find him in real

touch with his subject, or approaching it either with

that simplicity of naive awe and reverence whicli is

under the conditions of modern life hardly attainable,

or with that ardent human sympathy which alone

can worthily replace it. It is well, perhaps, for his

reputation that the great dream of his life was not

realised ; that the important series of scenes from the

life of Jeanne d'Arc with which the State bade him

cover a portion of the wall-space of the Pantheon

remained unexecuted. Admirable as these would

have been in many respects, we cannot imagine that

he would have succeeded in imparting to France's

heroine the spiritual asjject, the inner flame of con-

suming, mystic passion which should be the chief ele-

ment of such a conception. High technical qualities

allied to a peculiar grace were shown also in the " Leda "

(1857); in the "Petit Saint Jean" (186U), a delight-

ful study of a modern Parisian child masquerading

with the inappropriate attributes of the Precursor

;

and in the delicious " La Perle et la Vague " (1862).

Another excursion into the domains of history—the

last, indeed, if we have regard only to the comjileted

work of the painter—was the " Charlotte Corday

"

of 1S61.

In or about 185-1 arrived the critical moment of

the artist's life, for in virtue of his annual successes
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at the Salon, he was chosen to carry out the i)ictorial

decoration of the great/o^er of the new Grand Opera.

Never did threat painter show a more ardent (h'vo-

tion to art, a truer humility of spirit, than IJaudry

as a divinity co-equal with her sisters—and of tlie

divine influence of beauty as an inseparahlc fli'mont

of the arts whose tcm]ile the Opera is, or siiould

be. Thus Baudry ha^ yiven us new versions of such

PAUL DAUDKY 8 STUDIO.

then displayed. Conscious of the magnitude of his

undertaking', distrustful, not of his powers, but of

his want of experience in this branch, he, no longer

a struggling youth, but a master of higli rank and

reputation, returned to Rome as a pupil, devoted

himself absolutely to the study of the Sistine Ch.Tpel

and the Stanze, and executed the series of magniii-

cent copies of portions of the former work, which

were among the greatest attractir)ns at the recent

exhibition of his works. In ISli? he was in England,

completing from the originals his series of copies on

a small scale of the Jjreat Cartoons of Raphael at

South Kensington.

The decoration of tlie J'oijcr—iu extent one of

the vastest artistic undertakings of modern times

—

occupied the painter almost exclusively during twelve

years. The subjects chosen for illustration are those

most typical of music, of poetry, of the witchery of

dancing—for at the Opera, Terpsichore is worshipped

World-legends as "Ap(;lIo and Marsyas,'' "Orpheus

and Eurydice," " Orpheus Slain by the Maenads,"
" Tyrtacus Inciting the Spartans to Combat," " David

before Saul," and " Salome Dancing before Herod."

Eight only of the Muses appear as single figures,

one of their number, Polymnia, ])eing sacrificed to

architectural exigencies.

Baudry, unable, after the completion of his

ma(Ilium opits, to settle down at once to labours more

ordinary and less inspiring, undertook two succes-

sive journeys to Egypt, whose aspect appears to have

left no impress on his genius, and on his return

saw Athens, whose serene beauties, gilded with the

halo of her glorious past, deeply moved him. Hence-

forth his energies were almost exclusively devoted

to the conception and execution of great i)ainted

decorations, in the peculiar style in which he had

proved himself without an equal among moderns.

There hail already been produced in 1865, before the
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decorations of the Opera were unJertakeu, an elalio- sufficient appreciation of its noble gravity, and of

rate symbolical composition, " Les Heures-/' for the tiie ideal character of the symbolism which should

ceiling of Madame de PaiVa's house in the Champs have been devoted' to its exposition. Here, even

EDMOXD ABOUT.

l,PainU'd hii Paul Bmulrtj.)

Elysees, and there now followed the " Glorification

de la Loi," a vast 'plafond for the Court of Cassa-

tion, which gained the Medaille d'Honneur at the

Salon of 1881. It is marked by a splendour of

colour in the Venetian mode, by a sureness and
vivacity of execution worthy of all praise ; but the

treatment of the hijrh theme chosen shows an in-

more than in the decorations of the Opera, we are

struck with the par fi jjnx of the painter, who, fearing

that his deep studies of the great Italian models

might tempt him to a conventional, lifeless repro-

duction of their distinctive qualities, determined,

while following the main principles with which he

had so ardently sought to imbue himself, to give his
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CUPID AXD PSYCHE.

(Pointed by Paid Dwidry.)

work vivauitv and 01-iginality of aspei/t l)y the iiw of tlio uifort piaisL-wortliy ami siiii-eiT in Inteiitinn ;

moJeni, livin<^ types chosen from ainoiiji^ his own but, in carryinj^' theory into practice, BauJry was

surmiuKlinus. The artistic jirinciple is a just one, not altoo-ether fortunate. The types selected were
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l'i-oi|ueiitly (()() fi-ivtilous in their " modeniite, " too

strongly snggestive of tlie grisette and the model, to

take their place worthily in the nohle conception of tlie

artist. Other important works were the " Noees de

Cupiilon et Psyche " (after Apuleius), and " Phcebe/'

both exeented for the Vanderbilts of New York

(ISS;>), and "St. Hubert" (188:2), an important

canvas destined to be the central ornament of a

huge chimneypieee at Chantilly. In this, abandon-

ing for the time the style and eilects of the achieved

Renaissance, he aimed at the clear, even illumination,

the flatter decorative effects, of the frescoes of the

Fifteenth Century.

All through his career Baudry practised with

signal merit and success an entirely distinct branch

of his art, that of portrait-painting. In the portraits

belonging to the earlier part of his career he revealed

a singular power of acutely analysing human charac-

ter, of seizing and perpetuating human individuality;

showing a strong, if somewhat cold and unsympathetic,

objectivity, the more remarkable for the singular con-

trast which it afforded to the qualities of sensuous

grace and charm which marked his other works of the

same period. Conception and execution were based on,

though not imitated from, the solid and imaffectedly

truthful school of portraiture which marked the

e;irlier part of the century, and had for its greatest

exponents David and, later on, Ingres. To this class

belong the coldly serene, the admirably true portraits

of Beule (18.")7) and of Baron Dupin" (1860), full of

individuality, and, as it were, revealing the very pro-

cesses of thought in the persons represented. The

painter's masterpiece in this style is, however, the

famous portrait of Guizot (1860), in whose delinea-

tion are emphasised with singular power the unbending

energy, the unemotional intellectuality, which still,

at that period, marked his green, upright, old age.

Gradually the manner changes. The portrait of

Charles Garnier, architect of the Opera (1868), has

a sombre Venetian glow, a great intensity of physical

life, and a characterisation of mental attributes less

acute than that of the first series. In the portrait

of Edmond About (1871), relieved on a blue-green

ground, somewhat after the manner of Holbein, and

illuminated after the same even fashion, but jjainted

with a freedom and even looseness of touch, excessive

for its size, the personality is still admirably character-

ised, but there is at the same time apparent the aim

to give at least equal prominence to the decorative

effect. In the large series of portraits executed

by the painter during his later years, his point of

view a])pears still further to have changed. His

main abject became the solution of new problems of

colour and decorative effect, the repetition of pictorial

arrangements and colonristic juxtapositions, which on

a iliffiMvnt scale and under different conditions had

achieved success. The jjainter apparently cared no

longer to mould his figures so as com[)letc]y to sug-

gest their osseous and muscular structure, and, less

interested than in former days in the human side

of the problem presented to him, he succeeded less

entirely in expressing their physical and mental

individuality. The brain could not forget its pre-

occupation with problems of a different class, or the

hand its labours on a grander scale.

To define, at this stage, Baudry 's exact position

in the Parnassus of modern French art, would be

a task of great difficulty. It cannot well be main-

tained that his faculty of artistic vision was of such

supreme distinctiveness, or that his power of giving

forth anew, stamped with the unmistakable mark of

his own individuality, the impressions received by him

from humanity and the outside world, was sufficiently

great, to entitle him to a place beside such noble

pioneers and innovators as Delacroix, Corot, Millet,

Rousseau, or even, it may be, beside such painter-poets

as Puvis de Chavannes and Gustave Moreau. Yet

there must be conceded to him in his own peculiar

branch the first jilace among the artists of his time,

not precisely as the greatest or most aspiring among
masters of the art of decoration, but certainly as the

most admirable in accomplishment, the most brilliant,

and the most uniformly successful. As a portrait-

painter, he must, too, if we have regard rather to the

works of his early and middle than to those of his

later time, be classed in all but the first rank—to

attain which, his sober mastery and keen penetration

need only have been tempered with a little more of

that indefinable yet inestimable quality of sympathy.

Baudry's artistic tenijjerament was a somewhat strange

and complex one. While his interest in nature, and,

from a certain point of view, in humanity, was in-

tense and enthusiastic, and his studies of those

manifestations from which are to be evolved life,

movement, grace, and rhythmic harmony, were un-

wearying, his artistic nature was nevertheless in a

sense a cold one. Are we to surmise that he dwelt

so long with the immortals, was so occupied in

evoking for us their radiant presence, was so intent

on presenting to us anew the great symbolical legends

of antiquity, that his heart a little forgot to beat in

unison with human interests and human wants ? Or

are we rather to seek the explanation in the peculiar

idiosyncrasy of the artist ? Whatever may be our

view as to the exact place whirh will ultimately be

accorded to the great painter, let us again record

that none ever displayed a more single-minded de-

votion to art, more absolutely devoted his whole

energies to its practice and development, or more

entirely merged his life in his works. What great

and happy result he achieved during his too short

life we have tried to show. Ci.aide Phillips.
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Airr IN" ROME.

HI'] carl}' Koiiians were

Hellenic settlers who in-

iriuli'il on territory colon-

ised in dim and distant

;ii>us by Pelasg'ic tribes—
Umbriaiis, Tyrrhenians,

and othere— which at a

later time had been dis-

possessed by the Etrus-

eans, emigrants from Lydia

driven from home by the

advance of the Assyrian

arms. For the first two and a half centuries of

her existence Rome was practically Etruscan ; but,

inasmucli as the art of the Pelasi^i had held its

own and eventually become predominant in Etruria,

the architecture of Rome is akin in its origin to

that of the old stone-buildei-s of Tiryns and !Myccna?,

where, amid the ruins of a prehistoric day, are

found fragments of cyclopivan walls and remains of

the round arch which was freely employed by the

Pelasgie colonists of Italy. It was this feature

upon which Rome seized, which she made lier own

by converting it from a mere convenience into a

constructive principle, by the fearless spring and

span she gave to it, the jionip with which she nun-

shalled it in spacious series and piled it tier on

tier; above all, by the manner in which she broke

up with it the hitherto unshaken predominance of

the horizontal line, and introduced variety of con-

liguration into architecture.

The undecorated style of the ancient buildings

harmonises well with the Dorian type of character,

and with the days when the countryman would leave

the plough to be invested with consular authority,

then, having saved the State, return to the plough

once more. It was the prevalence in the Roman of

the stern and severe element which made possible

that strictness of discipline under which his life in

the family and in the nation was subjected at every

step. This unbending rigidity it was which, entering

into his work, made ridiculous his attempt to combine

with it the ilexile lines of (Jreek ornamentation.

There is also a touch of everlastingucss about the

shattered memorials of the " eternal city," answer-

ing to her conception of a commonwealth. The civic

life of the Greek was carried out on a larger scale at

Rome, coucentred in a vast community co-extensive

with the nation, and constituting one undivided and

absorbing whole to which every individual and lesser

interest \\as resolutely and unreservedly subordinated.

This it was which imparted to the public works into

which the spirit of Uouie was infusiHl, the element

of immensity ; an idea quite unfamiliar to the mind

of tlie Greek, and, indeed, alien to his genius, liiit

embodied in the magnificent reach of the long Roman
curves, the countless procession of congregated arches,

the far-drawn vanishing lines along the flat sides of

the great ovals, the pervading height and spacious-

ness : a spaciousness that was filled with light, and

in which nothing was concealed.

Yet of national art the Romans had none; witli

all their great powers and a nature originally noble,

they never rose to so much as a respectable eminence

in this department ; in art, in lit€rature, and in re-

ligion they succumbed to the compelling influence

of the Greek. Greek modes of thought and forms

of expression were affected by their most gifted

writers: the national epic was an echo of Ilonicr;

the grace and beauty which they did not understand

were hung, like gauze and garlands on a giant,

about their own bold and sturdy productions. The

Roman did not enter into the meaning of a Greek

design, yet could not resist the loveliness with which

he did not at all know what to do, and his adoption

of it was disastrous. He framed his constructive

arch in columns and entablature, with this result :

the essential form was dismissed to a subsidiary

position, the decorative framework was forced into

prominence, and the column was degraded from a

structural support into the useless member of a quite

unnecessary screen ; thus debased, it soon became

engaged, and then dwindled down into a jiilastcr.

And so the ruin riots among all the beauty and

glory of a Greek fayade; every feature was cor-

rupted and impoverished ; the shaft became elon-

gated and attenuated, the introduction of a pedestal

destroyed its last semblance of service ; the en-

tablature shrunk into a " mere string against the

wall," and was then broken uji into fragments

and rendered void of all significance; the splendour

of a bioad effect was frittered away in petty de-

tails. After the fall of Carthage and of Corinth,

Roman taste was depraved by indulgence in shame-

less spoliation, and irredeemably vitiated by the

growing voluptuousness which supplanted the manly

vigour and simplicity of the old rci)ublic ; then the

pure loveliness of Grecian decoration was polluted

by exuberant ornamentation, adventitious, fantas-

tical, extravagant. The Doric style was never

popular, n'duccd to secondarv uses it withered away.

The volutes of the Ionic caj)ital were j)erverscly set
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diagonally, a cliMiiue destructive of tliu beautiftd

contrast betwet'ii tlu> I'lunt and sides. The lavish

dt' the gods or of man, but to obtaining from them

a plain "yes" or "no" to direct questions aljoiit

^371

^^^^|'**s^^^-«*?^%r*^?'t?f'=^?^S^iS

ll£h CULISLUM, WITH THE ABCH OF CONSTANTINK.

{Rfdiiccd from an Eklihifj by Piraursi.)

loveliness of the Corinthian order, however, found

a cono:enial home amons the Romans, and their

larger nature gave it the fulness of development

needed for architectural perfection. The finest

examples of the empire are of this class, in which

are at least fifty varieties. Then this passion f(jr

variety induced the Roman architect to combine in

one capital the Ionic volute and the Corinthian

acantlius, stunting the latter and exaggerating the

former : a monstrous device which took separate

rank under the name of the Composite.

There were numerous temples at Rome ; Augus-

tus " restored " eighty-two of them, but he was

too deeply interested in the success of a radical

revolution to be other than conventional and ortho-

dox with regard to social and ecclesiastical institu-

tions, and the circumstance that so many fanes were

in decay is suggestive. The fact is that the heart

of the Roman was never in this matter. The
pri.stine worship of the profoundly religious days of

old was directed by the hard utilitarian bent of the

Roman, not to speculative research into the nature

human affairs. The priest gave place to the diviner

;

and as the divinity, never humanised or localised,

needed no earthly habitation, so his interpreter,

oliservant of clouds and birds, required no more than

an enclosure partitioned into four equal square courts,

the ends of the dividing lines being coincident with

the cardinal points, and in those days there was no

impulse to the erection of large or elaborate temples.

Then came the time when fashion imported a reli-

gion ready-made, and the city was crowded with

imitative shrines for the reception of the "fair false

gods of Hellas ;
" but what life or force has ever

been, or can be, in a faith adopted at second-hand ?

The element of personality, vital in the Greek con-

ception of deity, disturbed the antique belief of

Rome ; and a fatal shock was sustained later when

it became clear that the teacher held no longer to

tlie creed he taught. Cireek scepticism broke up all

that remained of religious conviction, Rome became

cold and indifferent, the temples fell into ruins,

and the devastation wrought by Goth and Hun upon

the disruption of the empire was so complete that
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scarce a \cstif;(' iciiiaiiit; <ir the Aiiiiiistau lostora-

tioiis or <it' tlif later lonie aiul Coriiitliiau sanctuaries.

Hut tile lar<^e:^t temples were toys eoiiijiareil with

the hasilicas, ami mi^-lil have stood uiire<;"ir(Ieil in

a corner of one ol' the great amphitheatres. The

most ilistinclive is the spleiidiil hiiilding' reared hy

A-jfrippa, and dedicate(l liy him to Jupiter Ullor, now-

known as the Pantheon. It consists of a rotunda l;j;l

feet in diameter (exclusive of walls 19 feet thick),

iiieongriiousjy attached to a S(iuare portico ahout

mo feet in length, containing sixteen monolithic

Corinthian columns; the round cdilice was crowned

with a huge vault or dome, ei[ual in heiglit to the

diameter, a development of the round arch. The

proportions offend, the perpendicular portion being

(iverhorneby the cupola; so does the inharmonious

conjunction of circle and Mctangle ; hut the interior

is characterised by a simple grandeur wliicii makes

it one of the most sublime in the world.

The hopelessness of the heathen about death was

intense in sceptical Rome, and the jieople were with-

out a gleam of inspiration which could prompt to

artistic care for the resting-places of their dead.

But among the Komans natural affection was

strong, family and domestic ties were sacred and

inviolable; and when human love had nothing else

lo spend itself upon, there was at least a memory to

be tenderly eherislicd, to be openly honoured and

revered. Hence the Komans were grOat tomb

builders; they laid o\it large cemeteries, the \ ia

Aji[iia was popidous with sei)ulchrcs, there was a

street of graves at Pompeii; they ennstrucled every

variety of burial-place, cut caverns dee|) into the

rock, made excavations in the soil; imposeil upon it

mounds, towers, castles, ])illars, pyramids, temi>les,

and tiie large walled enclosures called eolnmbaria,

cities of the dead, where the funereal >n-ns were de-

posited in nil-lies with whii-li, row upon rnw, tiie

internal masonry was pien-ed. W itlunit stint was

the decoration of columnar fai^adc, of frieze and

cornice and shaft, for the most part Greek, of course
;

but there are Egyptian forms, and tignrcs which

recall the reliefs of Assyria or Persia. Illustrations

of memorial l)uildings arc found in the round tower

(-iimmemorating Ciucilia Metella, the wile of ("rassiis;

in the terraced cone of earth, planted with frees,

which, rising from pleasure grounds in the Cam]>us

Martins, marks the tomb of Augustus; but most

famous of all is the solid and splendid structure

reared for himself by Hadrian, on the far side of

Tiber, now known as the Castle of St. Angelo.

Canina's restoration shows a square colonnade of

Corinthian columns ui)holding two successive circular

colonnades, also Corinthian, the topmost surmounted

-rut ARCH OF TITIS.

(TfCdtiCfd from an Htdtimj by Piraiie»i.)
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rent round towor wasby :i pvvaiiiidMl rodl' ; tliu

faced witli Parian marble.

The palaces of consular and of imperial Rome

were of unexampled magnilieenee ; of this Ihe

completeness of their ruin may well assure us. To

dwell on the arro.<,^ant and pampered pride which

marked such a residence as the golden house of

Nero (occupying the Esquiline and Palatine hills,

with the intervening space), would only be to indi-

cate the degeneracy of manners and of morals which

enervated the great Latin race, and brought on the

fiery renewal effected by Alaric and Attila and Gen-

seric. It is more to the purpose to study the

" Villa," as old writers call it, which holds among

its ruins the larger part of the town of Spalatro, in

brates the renewal of the Appian Way; it mingles

in exceptional measure grace and beaiity with its

massive might. But the full significance was

realised when, in one wide span, or doubled, or sup-

ported on each side by a lower and narrower arch,

these detached structures stood over the road along

which the victorious general at the head of his army,

parading the spoils of conquest, entered the city,

and the " long triumph " swept from the Campus

Martins up to the temple of Capitollne Jupiter.

The arch of Titus is built of Pentelie marble ; winged

victories in the corners between arch and entablature

declare its meaning, and from frieze and inward

walls sculpture tells the dire story of Jiuhca capla.

There were arches of great magnificence at Orange

Dalmatia, and which was built by Diocletian for his and at Rhcims ; there was a very beautiful double

retirement upon his abdication. It helps to a com-

prehension of the scale of Roman ideas, to observe

what sort of place an emperor out of business re-

q\iired for his accommodation ; but more, the aspect

of this group of palatial structures shows what

Rome did for art by liberating architecture from

her subservience to the horizontal line, through the

constructive scope allowed the arch, and by the

introduction of variety in outline. "With no feature

so imposing as is seen on the sites of Thebes, of

arch at Autun, the entablature surmounted by an

elegant range of narrower arches; at Treves, another

much larger and still more beautiful, the ujipcr

arches rising in two successive t'ers. And of the

triple arch, it may here be noted that those of

Septimius Severus and of Constantine, the latter

adorned with detached columns of yellow Nuinidian

marble, are very noble examples of stately form and

tasteful arrangement of sculptures.

The basilicas furnished the general plan on which

Baliylon, or of Persepolis, a mere shadow of the throughout history Christian churches have been

beauty which dwells on the Acropolis, this palace built. A broad nave, flanked by narrower aisles,

3'et brings us into a new world, sets our faces to each parted from it by a row of columns, led up to

the future, and opens to us infinite possibilities as

we read the writing on its stones, " Old things are

passed away." That is a sentence which not even

Grecian art was able to pronounce.

Ministering less to material needs, but not there-

fore less strictly utilitarian, were the memorial

column and the triumphal arch, peculiarly Roman
institutions. The pillars of Trajan and of Marcus

Aurelius, each surmounted by a colossal statue in

bronze of its emperor, were composed of cylindrical

blocks of marble worked on the inside into a stair-

way winding up to the capital ; the shafts are

adorned with spiral curves of bas-reliefs comme-

morating wars with the Dacians and ISIarcomanni

resjiectively ; the former, the principal ornament of

the Forum, is carried to a height of 110 feet, ex-

clusive of the statue audits pedestal. The triumphal

arch was the most considerable example of Roman
architecture proper—the semicircle flanked by great

piers with entablature and frieze. The intention of

these erections was various : occasionally they were

memorial only ; sometimes recoi'ding great public

works, more jarticularly the construction or repair

of those highways which were as the arteries of the

commonwealth through which her life-blood ebbed

and flowed with tlu! movements of her invincible

legions ; the arch of Trajan at Beneventum cele-

a semicircular apse raised at the back part to con-

tain the seat of the presiding magistrate ; this was

reached by a range of semicircular steps, and on

either side of these were the chairs of the assessors.

These buildings were reared upon a scale and in a

style proportioned to the dignity of justice and to

the nobleness of the service which law rendered to

the State. The Basilica of Trajan was 180 feet

wide, more than twice ag long, and 120 feet high.

It consisted of four aisles, each %i\ feet wide, and

a nave 87 feet in width. There were four rows of

columns .S.5 feet in height. That of Maxentius, 195

feet wide, l)y about 280 feet long by 120 feet high,

contained a nave 83 feet in width, roofed by a mighty

vault, and two side aisles, the partitions on each side

being formed by three vast arches, each of 72 feet

span. This was built in less than two centuries after

the other, and a comparison of the ground-plans will

give a striking impression of the rapid development

of the arch, and of the vast strides made during this

interval in the principles of construction.

There remain theatres, amphitheatres, aqueducts,

bridges, and baths, which, rightly viewed, stand quite

outside the domain of art, yet bear deep set the pe-

culiar stamp of the Roman. It must suffice to say

that the three former classes of building consisted

mainly of replications of the arch with entablature.
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and oweJ their o-i:iiuk'ur to their amazing dimensions, is a survival.] Under the l^iiipire the hatlis were

massive construction, bold lines, and spacious effects, made subservient to luxury; at Pomi>i;ii and in ihe

The auditorium of Mareellus was a semicircde oC capital they comprised suites of rooms iurnisiied

ilil feet in diameter; that at Orange Lad a diameter and decorated like palaces ; the therm;e of Caracaiia

THE TOILB OF CXCULIA UKXELLA.

(Rcducfd /i-om an Etchififf hij Piyanesi.)

of .110 feet. The Flavian Amphitheatre, known as

the Coliseum, measured tJ2U feet by iJl^i feet by

157 feet, the arena was 287 feet by 180 feet, and

there was provision for a concourse of spectators

variously estimated at from 60,000 to 80,000 in

number. The Pont du Gard at Nemausis (Nismes)

rose ISO feet above the stream ; the acpieducts at

Segovia and Tarragona were 100 feet in height;

and each of these ran for 800 feet along its valley.

At Alcantara, Trajan Iniilt a bridge of six arches

only in a line of 0.50 feet, the centra! two are

each 100 feet in span and 110 feet in height ; the

Pons ^-Elius, flung by Hadrian across the Tiber, is a

very noble specimen of the unjirctcnding greatness

of true Roman work. [It may be remarked here

that of so great importance did the Romans esteem

their bridges, that they consigned the care of them

to a religious fraternity, hence called pontificeit, of

which the highest college of priests was a develop-

ment, and the Pope's title of Poutifex Maximus

were especially s])lendid ; the enclosure of the baths

of Diocletian was a s(juare of 1,1.'iO feet, and the

dimensions of the principal building were 730 feet

by 380 feet.

Among the Romans arose no ])aiutcr of anv
name. Three centuries B.C. the head of the great

Fabian Iiousl' earned the surname of Ficlur, but he

was accused of depraving the ]Hiblic morals by the

innocent exercise of his art; and Pliii}' tells us

that it was never favoured by " jiolite hands," while

Cassiodorus asserts that it was left to be jjractised

by slaves. "We cannot be surprised to learn that a

painter was esteemed, not by the worth of his work,

but according to the quantity he could get through

in a day. Yet the Romans became great collectors

of pictures: Marcellus first exhibited in his triumj)h

a number of j)aintings brought from Syracuse; and

Plutarch declares that the pictures and statues ira-

jwrted from Maceilonia by Paulus ^Emilius formed

two hundred and fifty wagon loads, this jinrtiou of
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his procession of'cu])vinL;- ;in entire tiny. A long' list Hud it not been I'm- her stron<j^ rule, and her rough-

of scene-painters ami painters of vases might be anti-ready public justice, Rome would have been

given, but every name is Greek ; and the decorations wanting in all the highest characteristics of a nation
;

of Pompeii are Greek also. her art, her literature, even her religion, was "con-

Jt. cannot be said that the Romans failed in art, veyed" from the ])eoples whom she tri'd beneath

IliAJ.VN S UULUMX.

(RriJiiiriJ from an EU-Iiinr/ hif Piranfui.)

for tliey despised and diil not attempt it in the days her feet. True, Rome could not help stamping on

when the foundations of character were laid, and the her work, even in her most degenerate days, the

national genius was created. But, as civilisation signs of her antique mould, of a simple and a noble

advanced, and the necessity foe art was realised, the nature; but the develoi)ment of the round arch, and

jjowers transcendent in organisation and administra- gloriously she wrought it out, is all she achieved for

tion, omnipotent in the wielding of armies and the art; in design no less than in ornament she owes
government of a world, were put forth in vain to everything great to the Greece she crushed and
meet th? requirements of culture and ajsthetic taste, spoiled. VVm. Holmdk.n'.
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FEENCH AND DUTCH PICTURES IN EDINBURGH.

lORDSWORTH, ]?yroii,

SlicUcy, and others have

brought a new spirit into

poetry during tliis cen-

tury, as Scott and Balzac

have into- the novel.

Beethoven, Schubert,

Berlioz, Mendelssohn,

"Wagner, &c., have by no

moans treated music as

Haydn and Gluek be-

fore them ; and painters,

among other artists, have not been behindhand, if

indeed they were not the first, in taking a new and

romantic view of nature. Gainsborough and Crome,

armed with Dutch and Flemish traditions of how to

work, succeeded in conquering some new provinces

of nature ; Constable and Bonington, still more

daring, inished further; but it was tlie great French-

men of ls:}0 who, inspired by the genius of these

Englishmen's work, completed and consolidated their

conquest of fresh fields for art, decided its future

path, and perfected the technical means by which

this new treatment of nature was to be carried out

with beauty of style and truth of representation.

As this is now hardly a matter of dispute, the

loan collection of French and Dutch painters which

Mr. R. T. Hamilton Bruce has got together at the

Edinburgh International Exhibition should be in-

teresting to every one, and particularly useful to

artists. No assemblage of pictures, except perhaps

that at Messrs. Durand-Ruel's in 1879, has so fully

illustrated the achievement of the great- French

painters of the century, and no exhibition has ever

shown at the same time and with such fulness the

fruit of their example, where perhaps their influence

has Ijcen most deeply felt, in Holland.

Tlie beauty of colour attained by the great

modern schools does not proceed from any arbitrary

arrangement of the resources of the palette. The

work, it is true, is decorative in result, but it has

not been made so by following decorative princi-

ples ; its beauty and its agreeablencss come fronr

conformity to the method of that subtle fuser and

refiner of colour—Nature. Its authors have, before

all things, determined that their work shall be

significant of the action of air and light, rightly

believiiig that what is ti'ue to a key based on atmos-

l)hcre is, at least, always harmonious, if not always

vivid or rich. The triumphs of the great French

school and its following are there in this gallery to

show that this confidence in nature was far from

misplaced. The harmony of colouring, which gives

to these walls such an air of sober rciinement and

distinction, is never, or is rarely, obtained at the

cost of sincerity in the translation of the artists' im-

pressions of nature.

Corot's genius should be counted the greatest

of this century, not only because his style is the

most finished and complete in its beauty, but also

because his sentiment for nature and his conception

of how it might be adjusted to the resources of art

have proved the most magnetic in influence and the

most fruitful in suggestion. Though he did not

experiment over such a wide range of actual sub-

jects as Rousseau and others, he brought under the

control of art fresher, more important, and more

generally essential qualities of landscape. Fairly

derived from the nature of human vision as it is,

that assemblage of qualities which gives so strong

a family resemblance to Corot's pictures had been

almost entirely neglected by painters, and it is

Corot's great merit to have proved this natural and

poetic aspect of the world capable of logical, com-

prehensible, and beautiful treatment on canvas.

Rousseau, Diaz, Daubigny, and the rest were not so

persistently determined to be content with nothing

short of a personal rendering of their own impres-

sions. They owed much besides inspiration to the

Low Countries and ICngland : their style bewrays

them ; it is more evidently compiled, and is not so

magically fitted as Corot's method to the matter

in hand and the treatment desired. In his work

we sec the elegance and stateliness of Claude and

Poussin, the breadth of Rubens, the aerial model-

ling of Ruysdael and Hobbema, as well as Con-

stable's justness of balance between veracious local

tint and the all-pervading atmosphere. These qual-

ities, however, are fused under the power of his

imagination, they arc not separately discernible, they

mingle but to give richness and completeness to a

new method of expressing a new view of nature.

How original, for instance, is his manner of dealing

with trees 1 Other painters of his time produced,

some of them, even the old classic tree, a mass of

little touches plastered on the sky, in a lovely pat-

tern like a dried seaweed; some, again, the stiffly-

modelled Dutch tree, too suggestive of separate

touches if not of individual leaves, the tree, in fact,

of Hobbema, Ruysdael, and occasionally of Cromo

and Gainsborough ; whilst others, following Rubens,

rather preferred the Ijroadiy massed tree, hewn as
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it were in blocks after the style tif a lew Gaiiis-

boroiiglis and the larji^er skelches ot' Constable. AVho

before Corut lias given us that feathery, vaporous,

waving tree, with its exquisitely chosen touches of

suggestive detail ? And yet it must be remembered

that, as should bo the ease with everything in

high art, his foliage was all of a piece with the

rest of his work, was part of a style deiiending on

his broad view of the action of light, and was, in

short, no isolated feat of observation. Throughout

any one of his pictures the force of realisation re-

mains consistently the same. You will not find

here none, there a crowd of details ; the amount of

the dose is regulated voluntarily by artistic taste

and respect for ensemfjle, not blindly by the limits

of the artist's capacity for niggling or the bounds

of his patience. It is but fair to say that this

reserve, without which no art is worthy, is one of

the chief characteristics of the whole school, and

by no means apj)lies to Corot only. As Mr. 15ruce

has man.Tged to collect twenty Corols, and these as

various and characteristic as possible, twelve Diazs,

seven Rousseaus, six Millets, twenty-two William

Marises, twenty -one James ]\rarises, and nianv

more pictures of the school, he may be congratulated

on having given the public a rare and excellent

o])port unity of judging the great French painter,

his contemporaries, and his direct successors. "An
Evening in Normandy'' (1,126) may be taken as

one of the most complete and finished examples of

that inimitable elegance of style with which Corot

was iinally able to convey his revelation of new
sentiments and feelings about landscape. By no

means high in tone or brilliant in colour, tinged in

fact even to the blue sky with a flavour of some-

thing warm and umbery in the atmosphere, it is,

nevertheless, wonderfully luminous. Without doubt,

surprise, or any question of blame or praise, you

accept the realism of the scene ; the position and

colour of every object indicated are so truly and

atmospherically suggested, that you can traverse in

mind every undulation of the surface, plunge into

the soft airy depths of the foliage, and enjoy, as you
would in nature, the supreme beauty and elegance

of the conception.

Few as they are in number, the examples of

^fillet's work, especially a chalk drawing, " The

Shcepfold" (1,107), give a very fair notion of that

nigged majesty, so far removed from the dignity

of stateliness of other men, with which, owing to

his manner of seeing and feeling natural shapes

and their envelopment, he could invest even the

commonest objects. I may have hinted that Corot

was a greater artist ; but I am convinced that

Millet was the greater man, and am aware that

personal predilection had too much to do in forming

my opinion, and that only by a liiMilr<l use of

(he word "artist" coidd it be reasonably justilird.

Millet has made such important contributions to

both arts, or rather to that modern art which con-

sists of the two fused in one, that he can neither

be classed as a ligure-painter nor as a landscape-

painter. The ligure, in its place in nature, struck

him as rocks and trees had struck other men, and he

wove it into his composition and his aerial scheme

as they had woven those. Nevertheless, no more
than the professed figure-painters of the past, did

be neglect the special characteristics of the human
frame, or content himself with its general atmos-

pheric aspect. Though the conditions of real land-

scaj)e art prevented his so ]iatently delineating men
as they did, no ligure-painter has succeeded in

making his people look less like models and more

like men, doing what they are supposed to be doing,

"doing to AVork " (l.l-'JS), an exquisite little pas-

toral, "The Shepherdess" (1,121), the astonishingly

vigorous " AVood Sawyers" (1,131), and the grand

and fiery sketch, " The Fisherman's Wife " (IJlo),

arc all cliaraeteristic examples of this sublime and

jiassioiiale artist; while " L'Amour Vaiiii|ueur

"

(1,111), strange and original as it is in manner, was

earlier work, and was done under the inilueiu-e of

a more or less foreign inspiration.

It is didicult to say which is the best Diaz:

the powerful but unostentatiously real " Forest

Path," that glorious golden sunset, " The Rather,"

or the Titianesque classicism of the "Wood Nymph"
(1,117). or the Daubignys, a coast scene, with a

long stretch of black, velvety, weed-covered rocks,

bare at low tide, strikes one as the most thoroughly

sincere and impressive; but choice among pictures

of such high merit is little more than a mere ex-

pression of personal taste. In the case of Jacque,

however, one may pronounce with decision in favour

of the antique breadth and simplicity of " Le Retour

du Troupeau " (l,l.j7), a picture which will a.stonish

those who only know the cominou Jacque of com-

merce.

Theodore Rousseau is Iiardl\- so well, or at- aiiv

rate so fully and effectually, represented as the

painters already mentioned. This unwearied inves-

tigator of natui'c and undaunted experimenter in art

must not be seen fragmentarily on a few canvases,

even though they be such gems of Rarbizonian scenery

as "The Hunt" (1,113), "The Heath" (1,125); such

rich studies of the forest foliage as "Clairbois"

(1,110) and "Le Rageur" (1,1211), or so powerful a

rendering of effect as the little "Storm" (1,1 fiO), the

only one which does not suggest the connlry about

Fontainebleau. [By (he way, it is impossible to

believe that this study of a. round, full, and leafy

oak was ieall\- made from that storm-stricken tree in
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the Gorge d'Aprcmont whoso h-.wc and contorted

limbs justify its time-honoured name " Lo Rageur."]

Little as has been said of Rousseau, still more grievous

injustice must bo done to the rest of the French

school, upon which <nw might enlarge for ever. For-

tunately no one visiting the gallery will be able to

neglect Troyon's vivid sunset sketch, " Fishing-Boat

off Honfieur" (1,11(1), the magnificent still-life of

Courbet and Vollon, the delicious and decorative

colour of jSIonticelli, or the sombre poetry of Dupre's

"Pointe des Dunes" (1,099). Two sorts of rival

fi^nro-painting which made a great noise in their day

are exemplitied in Ingres' "Odalisque" (1,173) and

Delacroix's " Barque de Don Juan." There is no

doubt that the comparison is unfair to Delacroix, for

Ingres seldom showed his peculiar qualities to much

better advantage, even in his large pictures, than he

did in this small figure, whereas his great rival only

appears of his full stature on such immense canvases

as the "Massacre of Scio " and the "Taking of

Constantinople." Diaz, in his figure-work, inclines

ather to Delacroix's impetuous love of colour and have appealed with unusual force to his strange and

poetry of whatever sort and however lofty it bo in

style and expression. Realists, men in fact who

see and feel like the mass of humanity, will never

quite understand or truly sympathise with any but

familiarly human sentiments and conceptions ; for,

let the style be as dignified or engaging as possible,

it must otherwise derive half its meaning and half

its beauty from its subservience to the ideas of a

visionary. Doubtless to the visionary himself, the

qualities he expresses seem most evident and im-

portant ; every really great artist unquestionably

perceives in nature some justifying reason for his

proceedings, and if we pay some slight attention

to it, though we may neither admire nor sympa-

thise with it, we shall at last partially understand

Matthew Maris's work. It is easy to see that he

is not merely a man with exquisite taste in the

decorative use of the palette, but that he is a poet

the aim of whose life has been to make these ex-

quisite refinements of tone and this short, sober

range of colour correspond to real qualities which

efEect ; Legros, in his " Demoiselles du Mois de

Marie " (1,161), notwithstanding the mellowaiess of

his sober colour, shows himself, as Ingres was, chiefly

occupied with construction, modelling, and expression

of type. As for the " Lion and Lioness Prowling
"

(1,159), of Mr. J. M. Swan, it is much to say for

this painter, the only Englishman of the lot, and

young enough to be the son of the youngest, that his

work is not unworthy to be hung beside that of the

great men whose tradition he has so intelligently

applied to subjects and sentiments of his own.

Of the Dutch school we need say but little

;

their work has been very extensively illustrated lately

at the Goupil galleries. The show in Edinburgh,

however, is undoubtedly fuller, both generally and

particularly as concerns the two men who must bo

counted the foremost of the group, ^Matthew and

James Maris. This is the first time, as far as I

know, that any one, at least in England, has had

an opportunity of fairly studying their genius and

achievement. Twenty-two specimens of Matthew's

and twenty-one of James's work strike one with a

jirofound respect for the loftiness of their imagi-

nations and the continuity and sincerity of their

. aims in art. Matthew Maris will never reach the

mass of those who must be affected naturally by

fervid personality. When one looks, for the first

time, at his mystic copses, dusty pulverised earth,

curly dry leaves, and far-off enchanted castles in a

blue haze opposed to strange little gnome-like per-

sons in the foreground, one is perhaps more aston-

ished than pleased; but soon the spell begins to

work, the strangeness passes off, and one finds one-

self in a world of original fancy. The large view

of Dordrecht, seen under a cloudy sky full of golden

and creamy tints, is without doubt the most striking

of the many works by James jNIaris. Admirable also

are his moonlight scenes and his powerful yet care-

ful water-colours. He excels as a painter of skies,

notably of those vast piles of cumuli in which

accuracy of form and firmness of modelling must

not be purchased at the cost of atmospheric softness

and envelopment. T. Bosboom's interiors, chiefly

churches, are simply and soberly coloured; the aim

has been to give more effect to the quality of the

light than to detail or local colour. Of Israels,

Mauve, Mesdag, and others, the inspiration is

neither so powerful nor original as that of ]\Iatthew

and James Maris. Inspection of the two walls will

show that the great Frenchmen had more charm

and variety in their colour than has been attained by

their Dutch followers. R. A. M. Stevexson.



-iTHEraXG SEAT^EED : STOEMY WEATHER.

(Pointed by John Smith-Lncis. Salon, ISSe.)

THE AMERICAN SALON.

I
FKI'Tj it a <yreat Iioikuiv to h:\vo boi'ii mvitcil to

contiilmte to The M aciazixe of Aut; ami if I

am tlnttoivd as woll ;is oratel'ul, it is not tliat I

attriKiitc it in any way to my own veiy sliglit

merit, but exclusively to my aitistie convictions,

wliich liave beeu ever expressed with absolute in-

dependence and a jirol'ound respect for truth.

Tiie opinions that I liave never ceased to main-

tain in L'Art, since its foundation twelve years ago,

have, according to my prediction, been irresistibly

confirmed from year to year by facts, to the hurt

—

and also by the great and peculiar fault— of the

French School of Painting. If that body visibly

declines, while French sculpture is more than ever

famous, and dominates, both by talent and genius, all

the other schools, and that from very lofty altitudes,

the French painters have only themselves to thank

for a decadence which the Salon of 1880 has made

manifest to eyes the least-discerning. "Warnings,

repeated to satiety, have not been wanting; tliey

have been systematically neglected, and, as none is so

blind as the}' who will not see, the French painters

have found themselves surrounded on all sides by

427

foreign rivals. These, by-the-bye, have never hidden

their constant progress under a bushel, and their

capncitv, in all stvles, is seen thrusting forward into

the first ranks. No later than yi'sterday the ])os-

sibility of any such rivalry- -nuich more the jiossilile

triumj)!! of foreign painters or their su]iremacy in

any degree—was wildly denied ; and nieanwliile the

futility of these hapless illusions has been demon-

strated by the overi>owering eloquence of facts.

The ndmirable French School of 1830 did not

content itself w'ith merely reforming the practical

parts of painting. If it very justly held that to be

a painter the first condition is to know how to paint,

it also perfectly understood that the reason for lay-

ing so much stress upon achieving the finest crafts-

manship is to place it at the service of artistic

creations which shall be lofty, intelligent, spiritual

at the least. Posterity, to which it now belongs,

daily renews the lasting glorv it achieved in every

department upon which it ventured; and Eugene

Delacroix, Theodore Rousseau, Corot, Millet— to

mention but four of the illustrious dead— will re-

main immortal as its ensigns.
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To (his "jcneralion nf :ui absolutely superior onli'r,

wiiicli practised exclusivel}' tliu reli<>'ion of art, and

never preoccupied itself with the cult of the Golden

Calf, succeeded a whole brood of painters who saw

in ]iaintin<^' not an art, but a profession as it were

gilt-edged : or, in a word, the most lucrative of

titules. Not only daubers but men of talent flun"-

themselves headlong into art, their wits bewildered

by a famous exemplar of success, the intoxicating

prices realised by the microscopic little pictures of

Meissonier. Now M. Meissonier is unquestionably a

draughtsman of talent and a painter of serious merit;

but, considered as an artist, as a creative spirit, he

ephemeral canvases in vvliich we have for some years

been whelmed : a few, a very few, possessing a cer-

tain cleverness of handling, but nearly all distin-

guished by a total lack of sentiment. One soon

sickens of the painting of properties and tinsel, and

of all its pretentious emptiness; we have sickened of

it already. But, all the same, its empire endured

far longer than was consistent with the honour and

glory of the School of France.

Meanwhile, the painters of other countries, long

since persuaded of the pictorial superiority of France,

were awakening to the fact that, after all, her supre-

macy was mainly a matter of technicpie, and that

THE TEIO.

(rainUd by Herbert Denman. Salon, 1SS6.)

stands on a lower level. Indeed, his single influence

would have been fatal to the French School of the

latter half of this century. Interesting in' himself

as an exception, his work has led a crowd of young
]ieople to imagine that to dress up any old fellow

in the frii)peries of a past age is enough to produce

and sell a picture outright. Hence the deluge of

there was no earthly reason why they should not suc-

ceed in thoroughly mastering the secrets of her finer

and more perfect craftsmanship. Then began from

all parts an invasion of Paris by foreign painters, of

wiiom it is to be noted that they all set out—and

that they all continue to set out—upon their artistic

crusade, without abandoning the simplicity of their
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national sentiment or tlieir sineere sense of nation-

ality. These ineoniparahle merits are possessed, nif

jiiiUi'i', in an exceptionally high degree by one member

of the Uoyal Academy of Arts: ~Sl\\ AVilliam Quillcr

Orcliardson, the excellent Scotch artist, who is purely

himself—\vho is entirely, exclusively himself—both

in freedom of liandlini;- and delicate acutcnes^ of

perception.

In this universal struggle for the palm, the young

school of the United States were too intelligently

observant of the doctrines of the "Go-Ahead" re-

ligion, not to east themselves at once into the thick

of the mellay. I still remember the laughter, as

sarcastic as silly, which greeted my Caveauf, Comnlex,

when I reiterated, in every key, that these determined

fnes, to whom there were no such encouragements as

dilficulties to be overcome, would soon develop into

formidable rivals. And yet, at every Salon, one or

other of them took a serious step, not to say stride,

to the front. We are only in 1886; yet we cannot

without dishonesty refuse to doff our hats, and re-

cognise that the}' have come in easily a good first.

In this year's Salon the supremacy of France—an

immense supremacy in the eyes of all real connois-

seurs—is only maintained by the work of two artists,

each in his own line absolutely <li jrrimo cartcUo.

One, of course, is Antoine Vollou, whose incom-

parable craftsmanship ennobles by its maestria, its

cerve, and its inspiration, any sort of still life you

jilea-se—an egg or two, a few pots, a common kettle,

what you will. The other is the greatest of living

artists, the king of portrait-painters, the too modest

filie Delaunay, who contents himself with quietly

producing masterpieces without seeming to be aware

of it. Ilis "Portrait of Madame M.," exhibited this

year, will one day be the glory of a public gallery.

I shall not pause before ^Ir. Whistler, whos<'

reputation dates neither from to-day nor yesterday,

and who will remain a brilliant exception with regard

to the epoch of his first appearance; neither shall J

make any stop for a considerable number of young

.\merican men and women whose names appear in the

catalogue of the Salon of lSS(i, and who, like Messrs.

Smith-Lewis and Dcnman, nearly all shoAV some

promise or other. I do not content myself with

promise, so I must needs hold over the whole grouj)

to the Salons of the future. ^ly intention is to take

notice only of those new men who have met with

real success, of those who offer the most brilliant

response to the babblings of the narrow-minded : to

the effect that the United States are far too young

a nation to produce artists, much less a school, one

needs acknowledge. For these poor people an

American School was, and must inevitably remain,

sheer nonsense, at all events for two or three genera-

tions yet. l>ul the Fact is, there was in the whole

Salon no landscape more lovingly treated, with the

play of light and shade more admirably rendered,

than the " En xVrcadie " of Mr. Alexander Harrison,

of Philadelphia ; not a single nudity—and, alas !

there was no lack of them !—which was drawn,

modelled, and painted with the perfection that this

excellent artist, full of resjiect for his art, has

brought to bear upon the bathing girls so deliciously

groujjed in his Arcady ; to say nothing of the fact

that his palette lacks no single relinement of the

most exquisite colouring. I have not the honour of

Jlr. Harrison's acquaintance, and cannot tell whether

he has read Chenier ; but this 1 know, that at tlu^

sight of his picture, my memory seemed to hear the

words of the poet

—

".Siir dfs pcnsers iiouveaux faisons des vers antiques.

"

The name of Alexander Hanison is one to be care-

fully remembered ; he is on the road to fame.

No less remarkable, in a very different style, is

Mr. Julius Ciari ^Iclchers, who was born at Detroit,

and is only twenty-six years old. Mr. I\relehers

fell in love with the Netherlands, and there he

bravely took up his residence to study the grand

tradition of Rembrandt, and of the leaders of the

great Dutch School of the Seventeenth Century,

Franz Hals, Thomas de Keyser, Bartholomew van

der Heist, Ferdinand Hoi, (iovert I'luiek, and the rest.

Like theirs, his aim is to reproduce life-size scenes of

Netherlandish life. His first effort in this direction,

" Le Prcche," announces an historian of the brush

as veracious as his famous predecessors, and gives

us earnest of an artist worthy to be their successor.

The subject is of the sini])lcst : fronting a pew con-

taining two ehurehwardens of a Protestant temple,

some peasant-women, in their picturesque costume,

are seated on chairs, with stretched throats and lifted

heads, carefully following the words of a preacher

who remains unseen, but who is literally audible, so

true is the expression of all these faces. There is

only one exception : a girl whose youth has suc-

cumbed to sleep, much to the indignation of the

cross old woman, her neighbour. That is all, but it

is enough to realise an impression, true, living, and

thoroughly felt. I have but one objection to offer

:

if the composition, the drawing, the observation,

the distribution of light, the colouring itself, con-

stitute the happiest eimcmhle, we still wish that here

and there in this admirable canvas the modelling

had been a trifle firmer in accent.

If Mr. Melchers calls himself in the catahjgue

the pupil of oMM. Boulanger and Lefebvre, whom
he in nowise resembles, ]\L-. Waller IMacl'lwen (of

Chicago) keeps the completest silence on the subject

of such studios as he may have frequenteil. It

m;il<es but little difference : the essential is thai he
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should have talent, ami he is clever enough to have as to be somewliat veiled. This is the one reproach

a o-reat deal. His male and female peasants "Re- to be justly addressed to Mr. MacEwen, who, if

vonant dti Travail" (that is the title of his picture) artistically speakinj^ he is most true to life and

THE INTENTOK.

(rainteil iii Daniel Ridgiemj KiiiriM. falon, ISSe.)

form a composition extremely truthful in perspecr

tive, windiufjj away in the open air alons^ an inter-

minable ])]aiii. The mist in which the \cing road

vanishes is the mist that is so dear to the Nether-

lands : for this country it is which inspires, with

rare felicity, the Chicago painter also : and its local

tone is astonishingly interpreted. His " Jugement
de Paris " is certainly the least mythological work
that I know, but I am far from complaining of that.

Three young Dutch girls ai'e working at a window,

in a modest interior ; and opposite them is seated a

stout young fellow, who is far from an Adonis, hut

who shows no small hesitation in making up his

mind.- The gestures are taken in the vei-y act of

life
J

and while the handling is very broad, the

modelling is delicate. The tone, albeit extremely

subtle, is so freely sprinkled with a sort of grey dust

nature, stoops no more than the rest of his country-

men to the insanities of the so-called natiu'alists

;

that is to say, he never forgets that painting is an

art, an interpretation by means of a creative idea, and

never a stupidly exact copy. That sort of painting

Mr. MacEwen and the Salon Americans generally

very sensibly abandon to the ungifted and untrained.

In " La Tisseuse," by ]\Ir. Walter Gay, of Boston,

we have a piece of good painting which again bears

witness to the faithful spirit of observation which

the artist brings to bear upon his successful studies

of the population of the West of France. His fellow-

citizen, Mr. Charles Sprague Pearce, is among the

best endowed of all, and has proved it more than once.

This yeai', as last, his merit is undeniable ; but why
dot it about in waste over a gigantic canvas on the

pretext of painting " Une Bergere : Souvenir de la
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Ficardio"? I shall pcrl)aps astonish Mr. Pearcc;

but it is certain that his modest pastel, " Uu Chcmin

a Auvors-snr-Oise," in its normal proportions, ijives

far more feclmg of space than his immense " Ber-

gerc." It is really strong work, the " Chemin a

Anvers-snr-Oise "—the work of a right artist. 'Mr.

Frank ]\Iyers Boggs, of New York, has on his palette

some precious delicacies of colour, but he has used

them with greater success than in his " Barque de

Peehe a Trouville " and his " Windsor Castle " of

this year. Mr. D. Ridgway Knight, of Philadelphia,

is a verv agreeable r/enre painter; in " L'lnventeur"

he has essayed to strike a keener note of emotion than

is possible in the general run of his subjects, where

the feminine element is predominant. A Parisian

of Philadelphia, an accomplished man of the world,

a society painter, who obtained a real artistic success

with his "Hunting Ball" and his "Five o'Clock

Tea," Mr. Julius Stewart has not happened upon

so fortunate an inspiration for his " Full Speed,"

whose composition is badly balanced, and whose tone

is a trifle "loud." Mr. Stewart, however, will no

doubt take his revenge next year; and I think I may

say the same of j\Ir. "William Dannat, of New York,

whose " Sacristie en Aragon " is in nowise com-

parable to his "Quatuor" of three years back, and

—perhaps—of Mr. E. L. Weeks. How heartily

could I wish for a similar return to himself on the

part of Mr. John S. Sargent, who, among other

talents, has of late developed that of putting me into

a bad temper. To remember his "Danse de Gitanes:

El Jaleo " (ISSii), dashed off with a gallantry and a

maestria that would have set Goya beside himself

with joy, and his portrait of a girl in black, that

W^atteau himself would have praised, and to see him

hurling himself down headlong into mere sloppiness

and commonplace, and strangling so many first-rate

qualities, as he does in his tlabby "Portraitg de Mme.

et de Mile. B.," is perfectly heart-breaking ; and I

have no words strong enough to reprove the artist

who thus compromises one of the most brilliant

careers that ever opened to a painter.

To foiget these things, and ease my mind, I must

straightway repair to the Rue Notre-Dame-de-Lorette,

where is the studio of Elie Delaunay. I shall be sur-

prised indeed if I do not find upon his easel some

page so masterly and noble it will bring me instant

consolation. Paul Leroi.

THE HON. ANN BINGHAM.

Painted by Reynolds : Engkaved by Bartolozzl

*A
BEAI'TIFUL portrait of a beautiful woman:"

the inference Ijciug that all beautiful women

do not make beautiful portraits, which applies e(iually

to art and to iiliotography. Let me instance the

pictorial presentments of Her Grace Georgiana of

Devonshire, " the beautiful Duchess." To compare

the productions of her limners—Reynolds, Gains-

borough, Downman, Cosway, and Hone—is to fail to

perceive any especial beauty of feature or etisemble.

In fact, the portraits are so dissimilar that, were it

not for the great ability of the painters, we should

consider them as fanciful rather than faithful. That

the Duchess was beautiful is amply revealed to us

in the exquisite miniature by Nixon, and the grace-

ful delineations of Angelica Kauffmann, and by the

- testimony of Walpole in his letter to Mann :
—" a

lovely girl, natural, and full of grace." The Duchess

was closely related to the charming original of our

frontispiece, George, second Earl of Spencer, the

then ])opular First Lord of the Admiralty, brother

of the Ducbess, having married Lavinia, Ann's elder

sister. It is related that, under his Lordshiji's ad-

ministration, so rapid was the increase of the navy

that there was a difliculty in linding names for the

now ships, and that, independently of several receiving

family names, six fine frigates, launched at the same

time, received their nomenclature from six of Lady

Spencer's favourite spaniels.

The Hon. Ann Bingham was the younger daughter

of Charles, Lord Lucan (created 177()), and Margaret,

his wife, daughter and co-heir of James Smith,

Esq., of Cannon's Leigh, Devonshire. Both Ann
and Lavinia evinced consideral)le talent in draw-

ing ; the great Sir Joshua actually condescended

to superintend their studies, and lent them his pet

pictures ("Studies of Children") to copy. Their

ability, as frequently occurs, was inherited from their

mother, who was, without doubt, responsible for

some of the many miniatures now ascribed to

Cosway.

The picture is in the possession of Lord Spencer,

who lent it to the Reynolds Exhibition at the Gros-

venor Gallery. It has been engraved more frequently

than any other portrait by Sir Joshua. The following

are the principal reproductions :—By Francesco Barto-

lozzl, R.A. ; by A. Le Grand Furcey ; by F. Bonne-

fov, and by Pietro Donato (in line). Examples of all

these—among them the original of our frontispiece

—

may be found in the Department of Prints and Draw-

ings, British Museum. E. Baiikixgtox N.ash.
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SOME HISTOEIC GLOVES.

THE reicn of Elizabeth may fairly be considered As securing safe piissage, like a passport ; as an

the turning-point in the history of gloves, offer of amity, like as though a friendly shake of

Through long years, and keeping line with the growth the hand were jirollVred ; even as a bribe, when it

of refinement and courtesy, the glove bad been iu- was often "lined" with good gold pieces, to tempt

vested fust with one association and then anotlier, men from their allegiance, or induce them to view

iT-iven part and lot in this custom and that, until it a suit favourably, the glove had many a momentous

had come to hold a very prominent place in the message to convey, many an important negotiation

economvof life. Both at weddings and funerals gloves to open or to bind.

wei-e offered as gifts so commonly as to be made a

recognised feature of the social ceremonial jiroper to

those occasions. Either for peace and in favour, or

defiant and in deadly anger, it had come to be as

binding upon ordinary transactions as a written deed.

Traces of the employment of gloves u|)on these

various errands may be found fretpiently enough

during the i-eign of the maiden (pieen, and she was

herself not likely to lose sight of or neglect a means

of reward so significant and, it must be added, so

and as evident of purpose as if the presence of its cheap. We should ipiite expect her to make use of

owner had enforced its

evident intent. Particu

larly as a token of love,

.as though it gave iu

pledge the hand and re-

gard of a fair lady, or as

a cartel of war, threaten-

ing so much of vengeful

punishment as the hand

it had covered could in-

flict, did the glove play

its part in times when

both these sentiments

were especially cherished

and avowed. It was made

the aegis of trade, en-

suring to chapmen and

ehalTcring purchasers of

the wares tliey offered

peace and protection ; and

in agreements of greater

moment the glove was

made witness of a pro-

mise given and the pledge

of its fulfilment. The

donation of land to a

church, and sometimes

even the offer of bodily

service, was made good

by the placing of a glove

upon the altar ; and in

the transfer of land—or,

in occasional instances, of

kingdoms—a glove was

made a veritable lease by

virtue of which posses-

sion was taken and held.

I.—OLOVE OP THE CKOWltEP. FAMILY, OF TUNSIAXI,, KENT.

iSixteetith Century. In the possession 0/ tlie Rev. W. C. Ltn<cr.)

a token so full of flattery

and as suggestive as the

recipient could be brought

to regard it, which yet re-

coni mended itself to her

vigilant parsimony ; and

the readiest of testimony

to her caressing diplo-

macy, as well as to the

esteem in which her fa-

vour was held, is aff(jrded

by the ])orti"aits in which

ClifToid, ]*>arl of ('uml)er-

land, sonielime her clnini-

])ion, is so evidently proud

of the glove which she

gave him, borne n\\ (lu'

front of his hat, and

surrounded with the jjril-

liants which he considered

the only fit and projier

setting for such a gage.

There is not, so far as I

know, any record rcmuin-

ing of her giving a glove

to either Leicester or

Arundel, or to either of

her foreign suitors ; but

iu one instance, at least,

and (hat probably in

which her heart was really

touched, we know that

she made it a message,

of which we can hartlly

doubt the meaning. The

Sidney jiapers tell ns

liow at a masque, which
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oelohratod tlic ;iniiivorsarv of lier accession, a slioit

wliil,' Ijofoi-e Essex camo to tlie iiH, " lio soiit liis

such f^loves, glittering with gohl nml silver lace

niul emhroiJery and seed pearls, were only simply

appropriate and in keeping with the rest. Two at

least of these would certainly he "richly redolent"

with perfume. There may be some doulit whether

the pair given by Henry to Sir Anthony Denny

would be scented, as this crowning refinement

had not become common then, as it did in the

reigns succeeding, when gloves so notable as these

would not fail to be made " right Spanish " to

the nose of the wearer. We have not either any

knowledge as to whether these gloves were given

by way of rewai'd for any particular service, or

were sent merely as presents of regai'd, probably

marking some festive season, such as New Year's

Day, then celebrated as effusively and with as great

cost as in France to-day. Certainly gloves, although

proper to these innocent occasions, and ])roffered

often in pure courtesy, often had to open up an

II.—LEATHEI!, EMBROIDEEED WITH SILK, GOLD, AND SEED
PEAELS.

(Temp, nenrii nil.)

page with some speech to the queen, who returned

with Her ^lajesty's glove."

It is circumstances such as these, read in the

light of the clustering growth of privilege and wont

about the glove, that give so much of vivacity and

animation to the study of glove history, and must

add so much of interest to every specimen remain-

ing to us of the days when gloves had so much of

expression and so exjilicit a language. The South

Kensington Museum is rarely fortunate in possess-

ing, through the generosity of Sir Edward Denny,

gloves given by Henry VIII., Elizabeth, and James

I. to former menib>'rs of the Denny family. These

splendid gloves may only have had an nnchcquercd

and tissue-paper career, without being given share

in a quarrel or domestic drama, but they are still embassage of corruption. An overhauling by a

eloquent of the art of their periods, and make us good anticinary of tiie Bursar's Accounts of Win-

think of what the costume must have been in which chester College disclosed numerous items expended

III.—CKIMSON VELVET, EMDEOIDEEED WITH GOLD AND SILVEE.

(Temp. Elizabeth.)
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f(.r j^ifts to 1)1' sent to persons " ut fiivonibilis essel
"

Imt siiii|ily lionest ami tender anVelinn. Ami to Ins

or "proamieitiasuahabemla." As those gifts, amontv niaiileii readers lie \vrit<?s again :—" \ on may l>os-

whieh gloves freiiuently apjK-ar, were invarialdy sent sil.ly lie wooed to intereliaiige i'avonrs. Rni<;s or

to i)ersons whose goodwill it was necessary to secure ribands are but trilles ; yet, trust me, tlicy are no

in the favouring of some suit in which the college triHes that are ainu-.l at in those exchanges." There

was interested, a large-hearted charity might con- was, of course, in those times a more direct evil to

sider them as ingenious compliments, but most be dreaded in respect of poison. In an age when

people would take "them to be bribes. There was a pathological skill was accredited in general, and attri-

scene once in the Tower which must have been, :U5 buted to some suspected people in particuhir, to a

the phrase goes, as g.iod as a play—jicrliajis better degree which modern science refuses to credit, it was

and more ti-rUy dramatic than many plays. The sec- certain that so ch)sely-lil ling an arti.'lc ol' apparel

saw of Fate had brought Archliishop Land to the would be believed to have been a m.'ans of evil. Few

Tower, and I'rynnc to make sear.-h among his eiTccts. pi-rsons had so black a reiiutatiou in this respect as

t

i-

• The last place he rilled,"

wrote the prelate in his

diary, "was a trunk which

stood by my bedside. Tn

that he found nothing but

about -Cll) in niiMiey for

my necessary cxjicnses,

which he meddled not

with, and a bundle of

some gloves. This bundle

he was so careful to open

as that he caused each

•;'love to I)e looked into.

I poll this 1 tendered him

line pair of the gloves,

which he refusing, I told

him he might take them

and fear no bribe, for he

had done me all the mis-

chief he could, and 1

asked no favour of him.

So he thanked me, took

the gloves and bound up

my papers, and went his

way." It is remarkable

that another account of

this interview declares that Prvnm

.H

]

f

IV. —BIIAKESPKAUK H GLOVES.

(Ill the Vmsrssion of Mr. Iluracr Fiirnrss, Pliilmhljihki.)

Leicester, and gifts from

him, especially gifts of

personal adornincnt, would

have been very dubiously

regarded by many ]ie(iiile.

It is true llial alliiopls to

inllict injury by poismicd

gloves are ludicvcd tn have

been made in very recent

times. The statement wa-

made not long ago in the

Standard that there bad

been known "gloves into

which some irritant poison

had been put being sent

to a lady wlmm it was jini-

poscd to injure, but who

could not by smdi means

have been 'killed;" and

Madame Patti is said to

have been maile tlic> nlijecl

of a like infamous design.

\Vith more credulity and

less knowled^i', our fore-

fathers had an imjilicit

belief in the power of jioi-

soncd L;loves, telling many a curdling talc of male-

volent marvels worked by them, some of which

fe^ ft-j*-

onlv acc(>]iie(

the gloves \\\mn the vehement persuasion of Laud.

Gloves were held as equivocal gifts in other remain on record to this day, while many more l..st

negotiations, and the ardent sentiment they were to us wouhl go the round of gossip from town to

considered to exjircss, together with an undoubtedly town wider and wider alield, and reach, by the chap-

lenient standard of morality, rendered them some-

times very doubtful compliments. There is a

strange passage in the " Gesta Komanornm " re-

marking upon damsels that fall into sin "and bith

ytake by the dividl fur ylovis or such maner iriftis ;

"

man, as he atti'ndcd country fairs, or the pedlar, who

carried his pack .-ind eiiattcring t<ingiie to remote

granyes and manor houses, the wfuidering ears of all

the land. The trembling faith with which these

narratives would be received only mirroicd ludiefs

and Ernest W. IJiaithwait, in his " English Gentle- firmly fast in the mimls of the wisest of men. Even

woman," warns the young women he did his best the Council of l':iizabeth was affected by these fears,

to mould aright to be cautious with whom they and in its collective wisdom enjoined several pre-

exchanged such favours. From an English gentle- cautions for their mistres.s's safety, and this among

woman" he says, you must not expect any " gngu- them :—" We think it very convenient that your

tyres, toyes, or trifles, love-scented gloves, amorous ISIajesty's apparel, and specially all manner of things

potions, perfumed pictures, or love-sick powders," that shall toucli any part of your Majesty's body

428
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hiwo, 1)0 circiimsju'c-lly lnoked into, ;uiil thai no ])or- siu'li-likL-, or otherwise tliat shall bo appointed for

son bo perinittoil to come near it Imt suoh as have your Majesty's savour, be presented by any strang-er

(lie tiust and eharye thereof. Ttoni. That no manner or other person, but that the same be corrected by
of perfume, either iu a|)parel or sleeves, gloves or some other fume." S. Willia.u Beck.

ANIMALS IN DECOEATION: A EEJOINDER.

^1

so well wortli readiui.

lip] ])oint of view is every-

thing-. Iu a very fresh

and suggestive article on

" Animals in Decoration,

"

which ajjpearod in the July

nuiiiber of The Magazixe of

AiiT, my friend, Mr. Nettlo-

ship, takes a glance at decora-

tion from the staudjjoint of

the animal-painter. No one

will be disposed to quarrel

with hini for that : it is the

]icculiar position from which

he views the subject, and the

naive way in which he betrays

his unconcern in the decora-

tive element in animal deco-

ration, which make his paper

In the Course of his argument
he more than once asks a question of those who differ

from him, and pauses, so to speak, for a reply. A
magazine article not being a pulpit, a word or two in

answer, from one who lias arrived at very different

conclusions, wnll perhaps help towards a more com-
plete understanding of the subject.

'Sly opinion is mainly in distinct opposition to

^Ir. Nettleship's. His is the doctrine of the irre-

concilable realist, that in art the plastic impulse is

absolutely everything, and that there is no art but
in the "direct imitation of nature.'' This is no new
gospel, liut hitherto its exponents have agreed in

making some sort of exception—even if a half-con-

temjjfuous one—in favour of decoration, as men some-
times defer magnanimously to the "weaker sex."

It is refreshing to find it preachod for once with-

out compromise—though it is the doom of decora-

tive art that is pronounced.

Lot us hope that the case is not so desperate.

Mr. Nettleship's creed would eventually insist upon
his renouncing decoration, and all its works ; mine
does not call upon me altogether to aljandon animal
form. Tiiat the beginning of true animal declara-

tion (aot the "secret" thereof—that would imply
too Diueli) is in "going direct to nature," may bo
admitted. The mechanical repetition of conventional

expressions is a weariness to every one concerned in

it. Our adaptations must be our own and natural

to lis; but without scmie sort of conventionality (if

wo must use the word) decoration is impossible.

There is no art without convention, and your most

determined realist is in his way as conventional as

the best, or worst, of us.

The modern Gotiiic gargoyle is without interest,

because the carver is content to copy other men's

imaginings; and because, in his heart of hearts, lie

does not, as the Gothic carvers did, believe ever so

little in these demons. If he did he could never

bring himself to do them to pattern. Tho media;val

sculptor, on the other hand, was more studious of

nature than the modern nature w^orshipper is accus-

tomed to suppose. There is evidence, over and over

again in his grotesques, of all the study of nature

that was possible to him ; only iu those days there

was not always a "Zoo" within a shilling cab fare.

Mr. Nettleship's study of a crocodile's head (p. ;381)

would make a capital gargojle. There is only just

this difficulty about it as it stands : in proportion

to our familiarity with the type, it would recall to

us the genus crocodile, and not the devil. Just so,

on the other hand, a realistic Agnus Dei would be

an irreverence. One would fain see the imaginary

monster designed by a man who had the necessary

knowledge of actual creatures fiend-like and ma-

lign. For monsters merely ornamental there is this

excuse : that they are at least amenable to every

decorative and ornamental consideration, which, as a

rule, the real beast from which he is derived is not.

That tlie grotesque creatures found in ornament are

so seldom all that a lover of animals could desire is

sometimes, and to some extent, owing to the exigencies

of ornamental design ; but it is probably more, and

more often, the fault of insufficient familiarity with

animal form on the part of the designer. In this

respect it would have been bettor if, to begin with, he

had saturated his mind with zoological facts. But

if a man wore to begin the study of ornamental design

by acquiring first of all a knowledge of all the forms

in nature that might thereafter be useful to him, he

would never got boyiaid tho preface of his art, though

he lived to the age of a Michelangelo. For my part

I should like, when I was going to indulge in the

design of the grotesque, to begin by getting Mr.
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Ni'ttleship up ill :i cmiU'r iiiul iiiilk'nir) him (as Got'lliu

(lid his learned anticiuuries) ; Imt I doul)t very imieh

whether lie would submit with convenient docility to

my decorative requirements. Rather I should expect

him im]iatieiitly to kick over the pail and spoil the

pattern.

To a painter (he "itch to make patterns " may
aj)pear to be "the result of nerves either strained

and eliai'cd In' the conditions of over-civilisation, or

slackened by the sensuousncss of savaj^e life;'" and

yet, one would have tliou<jlit (hat all historic evi-

dence went to show that it was (iie.xt to animal

seratehinp;) the very earlier form of the artistic

fever with which man was adlieted. The Enii^lisli

race cannot, it is true, be said to suffer from it in

tliese days. AVliere it exists amoii<jf us, \vc owe it

probably to some AVclsh ancestor or other. But to

some men, however few, it is every bit as natural

to trace jiatterns as it is to others to copy animals

—or to kill them.

The impulse of such an one, if placed in front of

any given space, is not to put into it any particular

"shape he knows," but a shape whitdi will /// that

space. If lie had to choose between an absolutely

natural form and one that was absolutely <lecorative,

he would sacrilicc nature, as the painter would sacrifice

decorative fitness, and with as little compunction.

Tliat is about the whole of the difference between

the two men. Neither would object to a perfection,

which, however to be desired, is practically out of the

ipiestion. It amounts theoretically to the same tliiiio-

whether you start with a notion from nature, and

make it amenable to decoration, or whether you begin

with the idea of decoration, and make it conform to

nature ; only, in our frailty, we have a way of leaning

one way or the other acc(H'diiig to our symjiathies.

In the inevitable compromise implied in the very iilca

of art, something has to be sacrificed. What .shall it

be? A fact of nature, or some rpiality of decorative

fitness ? According to a man's answer he shows himself

painter or decorator. Between the absolute realist and

the decorative purist there is room for innumerable

shades of opinion ; sooner or later, however, the line

has to be drawn, and the point at which you draw

it shows to wdiich side you incline. Mr. Nettlesliip

goes the " entire animal " with his ash-tray (p. 3S])

—

a wild pig after nature, modelled as though it were

standing, but meant to lie flat on its side. The artist,

however, has missed an opportunity for ugliness in

leaving the inside of the tray quite smooth and j)lain.

lie should, in consistency, have represented the in-

terior anatomy of the animal ! There would have

been a natural pattern after the naturalist's own
heart !

That form of animal decoration " which involves

the putting down of a shape imitated from nature"

is not the "Jiiic\/ form of animal decoration," as Mr.

Nettleship ])uts it, but the most purely animal form

of decoration—wdiieh is quite another tiling j and

the desire "to fill a space with shapes" implies not

" deterioration '' but decoration. Suppose you cannot

match the beauty of nature—what then ? Admit the

entire superiority of natural beauty over artistic.

Could we compete with creation, there might be some

excuse for our attempting it. Because such and such

forms are fittest in nature, it by no means follows

that they are ready made to tiie hand of art, least of

all that they are—without more ado—decoration.

This perpetual and absolute reference to nature is tlie

olil, old argunc'iit ; but it has not grown inon' logicMl

witli age.

Another fallacy, and one less intelligible on llic

]iarl of an artist, is the assunipti(}n of liic easiness

of jiaf tern-design, and of the accidental character of

nature's pattern-work. No one, with the slightest

respect for decorative design, will for a moment act-ept

the statement that tlie scrapings of colour from a

jialette, pressed between I'oMi'd ]iapcr, "will beat our

own handiwork hollow "—though we may grant that

in such a Idurred and shapeless chaos of colour there

may lie suiigestions worth l)earing in niiml. There

is a superstition still surviving that oinameiit is

desiLfned bv the aid oi' tlu^ kaleidoscojie.

The l';g\iitiaii lion statues, and, still iiion', the

Assyrian bas-reliefs, show what can be done in the

way of combining animal charaeterislies with qualities

altogether decorative; and there is some consolation

in learning that these sculi)tures come more nearly

to satisfying an animal painter than the lions in

Trafalgar Square. lu the estimation of the decorator

they come very near to perfection—nearer than any

modern sculptor yet has come. It is more than ]iro-

bable that the Assyrian sculptor—happy man !—had

no occasion to " bother his head about the word

decorative," for those were days when all ail was

decorative. It concerns us little to know w/ij/ he did

thus and thus, so long as he did it. There is his

work, and its lesson. Wliere one man stopped short

for want of ]M>wer, another may stay his hand of

his own free will. The Assyrian of old exercised,

we will say, no sort of restraint over himself. He
was a slave, perhajis, and did as he was bid ; a mem-

ber of a caste, and content to work patiently on the

lines laid down for him by tradition. Had he lived

under conditions more like our own, his art would

Very likely have been more like ours; and we should

have missed the best instances the world has yet to

show of animals in decoration. AVhat have these

grand relics of old-world art to say to us? To me
they jilead for self-restraint on the jHirf of the artist.

The plea for so-called realism in decoration is only a

plea for licence. Lkwis F. Day.



I.—ST. James's palace.

(From a Dratciwi bu Ilnhcrt PMilton.)

ST. JAMES'S PALACE.

MR. HILYARD has told me," said Porotliy

Foister, " of the famous tapestry which he

has seen in the Palace of St. James." When the

other day I read these words in j\lr. Walter Besant's

delii^htful novel, I bethought me of the duty laid

upon nie by the editor of The Magazine of Aht,

and bej^an to recall to myself the tapestry I once

saw " in tlie Palace of St. James." But, think as

I would, the subjects escaped me ; and the style,

and the stitch, and the period, and the preservation

—and, ill short, I had forgottei\ all about it, except

that the. sif^ht of it set me thinking' of the con-

nected hut not related events which have taken

place within these old walls, events which, however

faded and obscure tiiey have ail become now, are still

so sharply separated from each other that, though

the pictures, like pieces of old tapestry, are hardly

visible, there is no difReulty in tracing the boundary

of the frames.

Take this piece, for instance, so like Millais'

" Vale of Rest," done in wool : a long rising slope

of green grass, a few dark }'ew trees, a red-brick

wall, a low Ijclfry, and a shed-like building— all in

the liackgruund. In the foreground, a group of sad

women, jiale and sickly, in black dresses, and an old

priest in a cassock, with a short, ragged surplice,

who walks slowly, while the women carry a long

bundle sewed u]> in sackcloth, ami ]iassing out of a

porch at one side, climb the slope and lay (heir

Ijurden to rest near the belfry under the yews. We
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cami"! lnar tl)c (]ii:ivi.'riii!^ voice ol" tlu' clil man ; wo

cannot licar tliu (/iriffc iha sisters sing at the <>-ravo,

for tlioiiyli tapotry may siti^Ii iu the wind, it tells us

notliiny so ckllnite. These are the lepers, the I'our-

teeu poor virgins for whom the Ilos|Mtal of St. James

was founded, as fur baek, possihl^-, as the reigu of

Henry I. Henry III. rebuilt their house. Henry

VI. i)laeed it under the supervision of Eton College.

Henry \'III. suppressed it in 15;3:i, cxehanging the

site with the Eton authorities for a manor in

Suffolk. The invalid sistei-s werc j'ensioncd off;

I heir ehapel, their gardens, and the graves of their

jiredeee-ssors, soon disappeared, and within a few

years Henry had laid out the marsh which intervened

between St. James's and Whitehall as a park, liad

huilt himself a small house, where he might retire

occasionally from the cares of state, and had left

no memory of the nuns except the name of the

saint to whom tlieir hospital was dedicated.

Another shadowy tapestry might siiow us lliu tail,

stout ligure of the im})erious Henry, with tlie face

which we saw not long ago in a terrible portrait at

the Old blasters I'].\hibitiou—a pmtrait which showed

death thmwing its grey shadows over tlu- white, hope-

less, cruel features—a faded i)ortrail, not more dis-

tinct than a ])icee of jiale tapestry; and beside Henry
would have stodd, in the autumn of [b'i'Z, the slight,

graceful ligure and still youthful face of Anne,

Mareiiioness of Pembroke, who was to be acknow-

ledged as queen in the following January, and lo

figure on a sad ^lay morning, three years latei',

as (he iirst lady beheaded in the Tower of London.

The initials "II" and "A" are lovingly entwined

on the carving of a ehinincypicce in the Presence

Chamber; and the curious clock-tower, facing Si.

James's Street, is said to liave been designed and

carried out, not by Holbein, to whom it is usually

attributed, and who built similar gateway-towers at

II. —Tin; oi'.MiD-iioo.M.

(Ffont a ritotogiaifU by 11. A. A'i»y.)
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Wliiteliall across tin- park, liu(, liy Thomas Cromwell,

I'Jarl of Kssox, wliosu lu'atl, like that of Qiu'cn Anm;
Holeyii, was also " spurned off/' to use the expression

of Sir Tliouias Mure, hy his imperious master when

he hail lired of him.

Another Henry iiguros, hut not very clearly, on

these old walls. He is tall and straight, young and

strong, " and by his demeanour," as says a con-

temporary biographer, "seemed hke a king, even

whilst he was a prince only.^' A prince only he was

destined to remain, for whether a kind fate took him

away from the evil which came upon his younger

l)rother, or whether if he had lived it miglit have

been wholly averted, we cannot say now, for he died

at St. James's on the 6th of November, 1612. There

may have been something of his great-grand-uncle

in him. We see his broad forehead and piercing

grey eye, his "terrible frown," as well as his majestic

countenance and gracious smile ; but the picture is

fading, and even when Mr. Hdyard saw the tapestry

must have well-nigh departed.

A clearer portrait comes out of the adjoining

panel. I seldom walk through St. James's Park

towards the Horse Guards without a thought of that

e'>ld and dismal morning in January, 1619, when
Charles sat down for a moment—it must have been

near where the cows used to stand—and pointed out

a tree his elder brother Henry had planted. Hood,

in an exquisite little poem, remembered

"Whore my brother set

The laburnum on his birthday :

Tlio tree is living yet."

Is the hci living yet which Henry Prince of

Wales had set? Did S'lme such thought as Hood
has liere jnit into words cross the mind of Charles?

liefore the short winter's daylight had departed,

the tree, wherever it stood, had siu-vived both the

brothers. Charles had arrived at St. James's Palace

on the 19th of January, under the charge of Colonel

Harrison, who delivered him to Colonel Tomlinson.

He had not been at St. James's for years, and his

apartments—we are not told where they v.-ere situated

— had been hastily prepared for his recciition " bj^

Mr. Kinnersley, a servant of His Majesty, belonging
to the wardrobe." It was in his bedroom, the night

before his execution, that Herbert, his faithful at-

tendant, who slept on a pallet at the king's feet, had
that strange dream, or vision, when Archbishop Laud
(beheaded on Tower Hill on the lOth of January,

four years before) appeared to him, as if to warn
him of that " memorable scene," the tragedy to be

enacted on the morrow.

A vignette in "Pepys's Diary" shows St. James's

under the monarchy of the Restoration. The (German

Chapel, close to Marlborough House, is now sejjarated

from St. James's Palace by the roadway which crosses

the site of the ajwrlments burnt in ISOll. \Vlien

Charles II. married Katharine of Braganza, the

Portuguese Government sti[julated fur a chapel in

which she could worship after the manner of her

people. The " Friary," as it was popularly called,

was accordingly established iu the garden east of the

palace; and the buildings, of wdiich only the trans-

formed chapel remains, were completed by Itill?.

Pepys went into one of the cells
—"a very iiretly lillle

room, very clean, hung with pictures, and set with

books." lie describes the inhabitant of the apart-

ment—with his hair shirt, his hard bed, his cord

about his middle—but concludes that, " in so good

company, living with ease, I thought it a very

good life." He peeps into the kitchen, " where a

good neck of mutton at the fire ;
" and admires the

library. " Their windows all looking mto a fine

garden and the park, and mighty pretty rooms all.

I wished myself one of the Capuchins," he adds

with his wonted gusto. Later on the chapel was

assigned to French Protestant refugees, and in 1781

was given to the German Lutherans, who, from the

tiine of George of Dcninark, had been permitted to

worsliip in the palace.

The fire of 1809 consumed the scene, real or

supposed, of the " Warming-pan Plot," which so

greatly agitated the minds of our ancestors nearly

two hundred years ago. The queen of James II.

was living in the royal apartments at "the east

end of the sfiuth front." These apartments must

have been close to the Friary Court and the chapel.

Bishop Burnet was firmly convinced that the plot

existed ; but whether it was a plot to palm off a

child upon the nation as the son and heir of the

king, or only to do so in case the queen's infant

proved to be a daughter, we are not informed. Such

parts of this corner of the palace as were not burnt

in 1809 were pulled down in 1823, the "Old Bed-

chamber " among them, but Pyne preserves a view.

It contained both tapestry and jiictures, and a private

door near the head of the bed led to a secret stair, so

that the popular delusion was excusable.

Tills Lutheran Chapel is by no means to be con-

founded with the Chapel Royal, of which Holbein is

sometimes said to have jiainted the ceiling for Henry
A'lII. The German Chapel is not, strictly speak-

ing, within the Palace now. It is nearer Marl-

borough House, the residence in the garden which

Queen Anne gave to the great duke, and which

AVren built for him and his duchess, who both died

in it. Wren himself was married in the older, or

Royal Chapel, to his second wife, Jane Fitzwilliam,

on 36th February, 1677. But many weddings of

great folk and christenings of princes and princesses

have taken place here in the course of ages, and
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ni:inv royal personages have ilied in tlu" jialace. As

in \'ill<>u's ballade, " autanl en empoite li vcnz."

Let nie ennclmle tliese vig-nettes with an example

of eaeli kiiiil.

The Inave (pieeii of Georfje II., Caroline (<(

Anspaeh, who made AValpole's ^linishy possible,

and who laid ont Kensington Gardens, to mention

two of her claims on the gratitude of posterity, died

at St. James's on Sunday, 2(lth November, 17;i7.

She had built herself a library in the garden, and,

after a visit to it and a walk, fell suddenly ill, w lu'n

it turned out that she had long- suffered from a

painful malady, but that, for fear of being prevented

from fulfillinsr her duties to her husband and his

klndly-intentioned but brutal vow with whiih he

tried to soothe her last moments, see Thai keray, in

his leetures on the l'\>ur (Jeorges. It is said that,

stupid and sensual as he was, after her death George

burrowed a portrait of her, wiiicli \\r lliouglit more

like her than any of his <iwn, from one of his atten-

dants, and wept beside it for hours. " Nemo repente

fuit turpissimus," ;us llic Roman Juvenal remarked

long ago.

Here is a royal wedding at the Court of St.

James's. This is a pieee which Mr. Ililyard can never

liave seen, for when the young (ieorge HI. ascended

the throne the "fifteen" and the "forty-ilvc" were

both over long ago, and no one oj)enly disj)uled his

Hi. - iUl. LU'LolLV i.vOM.

(riom o Dwtoijraph ly fl. K. King.)

people, she had never allowed any conijilaint to escape title. In the following year he married, by the advice

her. For the piece of tapestry in which is woven of the Council, Charlotte of Mecklenburg Strelitz, a

the last interview of the king and queen, the sob- princess whom he had never seen before. \Vlien she

bing husband and the forgiving wife, and for the arriveil, one line September afternoon, at the famous
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" Court of St. Jainos's," it is related that .^lic turned Parliament; and the young- couple had to "hcgin

p.ile ; and, in truth, it must liave been difticult for housekeeping-" in St. James's.

her to realise, ai'ler all she had heard of the greatness I have attempted no detailed account of St.

IV.—QTJEEN ANNe's EOOM.

(From a Photooyaph hy IT. X. King.)

and ojndenee and magnificence of the king- who had

chosen her for his bride, when she came to the low,

irregular pile of bricks, without any architectural

features except those then known throughout Europe

as barbarous, Yandalic, or Gothic, that, though her

bridegroom was so great, and so young, and so hand-

some, he literally had not a palace in which any

other king in Christendom would have lived at the

time. Buckingham House, at the other end of the

park, was settled im her, as I have already shown

in an article in this jMagazine (Januar}', ISSd).

J3ut Windsor was little more than a picturejBquo

ruin; Kcw was a mere private lodge; Whitehall had

been burnt ages before and never rebuilt ; the old

Palace of AVestininster was wholly occupied by the

James's Palace, The place is almost too familiar to

Londoners, and, though it is shabby and old and not

very convenient, wc should be sorry to see it pulled

down or even altered. It is a monument of the daj's

when England was more remarkable for large sub-

sidies than for fine palaces, and it has been the scene

of some of the greatest events in our history. I have

mentioned only a few, but I cannot conclude with-

out one more. It is too late, too modern, to figure

on tapestry, lliough it is well-nig-h fifty years old;

lint in a book on " London Interiors," jiublished and

dedicated to Queen Victoria in 184.1, there is a view

of the chapel of St. James's Palace, during the per-

formance of divine service, soon after the Queen's

marriage witli Prince Albert. It was drawn by
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T. H. Slieiihcril, wlio ((luld draw ooiTcetly eiunigh the s;-i,(jantic figuros of the Queen and lirr luisljaiid

pomeliines. But, thous'h Her Majesty is, like Queen dwarf everything else iu the view. Perhaps Shepherd

I'.li/.aheth of moderate height, and though tlie considered that they were botli at the time very

lamented Prince was })y no means tall, and though young and might grow, and so gave them the benefit

the roval uallery is in the haekground of the picture, of the doubt. \V. J. LoFTlE.

^$asfc6 ?

T KNEW (liirui !tie//!) your figure s%myed

Willi gush of grief: yet deemed it hind

To seem as one botli deaf and blind.

And still you weft ; till I, dismayed,

J\ansacl;cd my heart, if I might find

Some healing vords : and thus essayed:

A holy trinity of graee

Lights up, lonely one, thy face.

BlessH the Wife {the Church has said),

Blessifd the Wido-.v and the Maid!

The glory of each separate stale

To thee belongs inviolate:

A IVife in Virginal robe arrayed,

Married and yet without a mate.

Nature, our mother prodigal,

Loosens her rivers to run to waste

;

And lets her russet apples fall

IVhere none may touch and none may taste.

And is thy Beauty thus misplaced—
Thy bosom unblessed if uncnibraced ?

Not so, O pure evangelist

!

Thy face is instant to declare

Its Maker's glory unto all.

When thou eonfessest " I believe,'''

IVhat man remaincth scefticall

And seraphs on the golden stair

Hasten to hearken to thy call,

Fiiuling thee like themselves, thou Fair.

Yea, and the limners with the sain's.

Who, leaning, see thy suppliant lips

And thy u/'lifted finger-tips.

In fancy take again their paints

:

Mantegna's self they shall eclipse I

Was John, the gentle, unaware

Of Mary Magdalen's radiant hair?

Or did its gold thread inteiivcuve

With all the network of his prayer?

Why, even his dread Apocalypse

Betrays her face refieeled there.

For Woman's grace and Heaven's grace

Are locked in mystical embrace

;

As when grave Mary, in her place

In Paradise,' turns and kisses Eve.

O Dear One, of the double dower.

Be comforted at least in this

!

Thou mayst forego beloved bliss—
But not thy plenitude of power.

The face which only angels kiss

Pleads with and for us at this hour.

You heard, ami said my words were good.

Yet I felt half a hypocrite,

When I looked up, and saw you, Sweet,

So perfect, yet so incomplete

:

A field of wheat, yet no man's food

;

A throne where never a king shall sit

!

That hair seemed made not a nun's hood.

That symmetry for solitude.

Yet lot the Lord ordaineth it.

Or, not ordaining, doth permit.

All puzzles of our time and place

Which men desire, but fail, to fit—

All abstruse passages of grace

Arc gathered np in this one Face.

On this fair forehead's Holy JFrit

God's hands mysteriously trace

The riddle of our fallen race.

Thereat lies baffled all our -wit.

Wilfrid Mrvneli-.

%i

\ y^---L. iro (?*r^
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rUE ROMANCE OF ART,

THE FORGERIES OF BASTIANINI.

GIOVANNI BASTIA-
XI XI was born in

ls;5U, at Ponte alia

Batlia.closo totliecou-

veut of St. Domenico,

between Florence and

Fiesole. His fatlier

was a poor peasant,

living the hard hand-

;-__- - _ to-nu>utli existence

oommou to his class

in Tuscany; and the boy, durinji^ his earliest years,

had no prospect of a wider life for himself. A
scanty subsistence on dry bread, beans, ficrg^ or

water-melons, according to the season, days spent

in and out of the stable with a mule or two and

a rough pony—the most precious of the family

possessions—then, after a time, work in the stone

(juarrics up on the hill-top— this was Giovanni's

life till he reached his thirteenth year. Of cduca-

titin, properly so called, he had none
j
but he must

have very soon opened his eyes to the beauty and

wonder of changing human expression, and made

some attempt at giving form to his ideas, for we

hear that at thirteen years old he attracted the

notice of Professor Inghirami, who was then print-

ing his work on the Etruscans. Seeing evident

traces of talent in the boy, he took him into his

]>rinting-office, where he learnt the elements of draw-

ing. Later on he was employed as " facchino " and

errand boy by the sculptor Torrini, and in his studio,

though Giovanni's mission was merely to sweep the

iloor or other such menial work, he began to ma-

nipulate the clay, and even surreptitiously to work

at bits of marble. He had no definite teaching from

Torrini. The technical part of the work he learnt

by watching his master's process : his own quick per-

ceptions of truth and beauty, fed by observation of

the living types around him, and also of the works

of Delia Robbia and Donatello in the galleries and

jiiazzas of Florence, grew and develoi)ed wonder-

fully day by day.

He also worked for a time in Signor Fedi's studio

;

but the turning-point in Bastianini's life came in his

twentieth year, when Freppa, the antiipiarian and

ex-charcoal-seller, cast his eye upon the youth and

marked him for his own. For a man who made

his living by the selling of old bas-reliefs, busts,

or fragments, genuine or otherwise, what a treasure

was this ! Here was a simple-minded peasant boy.

ignorant, unquestioning, and poor, yet apparently

gifted with a quite phenomenal sense of form, daring

skill of handling, and above all, what was most

useful for Freppa, an intense sym|)athy with the

great masters of the Renaissance. What gems of

C'inquc-cento work could he not produce if only this

brain and these hands could be induced ti> work for

him and him alone I It was not difficult to compass

this. The offer of two francs a day, and all material

and facilities for work, was a sutliciently tempting

bait. It was, at any rate, a steady certainty, and

would with care perhaps enable Giovanni to provide

bread for his father. Thus the poor boy, not know-

ing the power that was in hini, entered the bondage

that was his doom.

He was now installed in Freppa's dingy workshop

in the Borgoguissanti, bound as a galley-slave to his

bench. All facilities for work were indeed given

him, and he could now mould his ideas in clay, or

chisel them in marble, to the joy of his soul ; l)ut not

for his own profit or fame were these things to l)e

made. For him the pittance of two francs a day—for

Freppa, the antiquarian, was the credit of diHcovenng

trciixitreH of itiicient art, for Freppa the money of

rich collectors. And as a slave-owner so feeds his

human machines as to extract from the thew and

sinew the utmost amount of labour jimlitablc to him-

self, always stopping sliort of develo])ing a power in

his victim which might lead to rebellion, so Freppa,

with well-cakulated prudence, having accjuircd for

himself this living artist brain, began to feed it in

order to stimulate its creative power. Bastianini

was provided with books, and he read eagerly the

history of Florence, of her great men, j)atriots, poets,

saints—the historj' of her art from its first root

to its final flowering in the Renaissance, and u))on

this culminating phase his imagination rested. The

fruits of those years of patient, arduous, and ill-

paid toil may be seen in every museum in Europe,

for there is scarcely one that cannot show some bas-

relief, or some portrait-bust, ascribed to one of the

great masters, but really due to the hand of ]5astianini.

In the South Kensington ^Museum there is a panel

rei)resenting the Virgin and Child in very low relief,

with two winged cherubs in the background. It is

labelled Rossellino, but the fact of its having been

procured from Frejipa, combined with the existence

of an antique fragment exactly resembling the lower

half of it, and of a complete l>as-relief, from which the

upper half is copied, would seem to afford abundant
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evidence of its lii'liifj tlic ivsuU cit' ]?astiaiiiiii's in- rolict' oC liis in Siffnor Tniclli's studio in Florence

<yenuity, if not of his artistic skill. Also in the which is interesting- as being a chisel-sketeh show-

same museum a ]iortrait-bustj in marble, of Luerezia ins^ eacli stroke. The subject is a " Holy Family/'

iVfdm Vii' MtirltV hji TlasCianivL Sonfh Ki-)ifi}Ullov.}

i

!

Donati, atfoniiated in form, but full of livino: force sim])ly and pathetically rendered, after the manner
and individuality. ]?astianini, it seems, would con- of Luca della Robliia.

stantly work direct upon the marble, after the fasliion By degrees it seems that poverty began to press

of IMichelangelo, without any preliminary modelling harder on the Bastianinis. Sons and daughters had
in clay, and there is now a small uniiuished bas- increased to five or six, and the father was inlirm, and
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coulil earn Imt lilllu : si>, of courso, lUTonliiiLr to tlu- iiiaililc aiiMiiijst the straw ami llic sIccimiil;- Kcasls, Iiy

ltdcmI old Itiiliaii custom of the one meiuher who lias (lie li>;lil oT a lililr ilim oil-lamp, ami thus reeiliiiy

the talent su}>iii)rtini; the rest of the family, our pnur the I'aiiiily imise. And these sleepless nii^hls of his

SAVO-N'AROIA.

(/'lOHi Ih': nit.ll hy liaslinninl. San Marcn, Flonncr.)

Giovanni hetjan to steal some hcmis Iimih his sleep in jirodnecd fra<:^monts fif such stranp^e beauty, that with

order to work clandestinely in his fath.'r's stable. the help of some little story of a I'ontadiiio having

His brother, younger than himself by twelve fonn<l them undern'nitind he sueceeded ii\ eheating

years, is still livinij in Florenee, and he says he can even the eyes and siispieious mind of his master, who

well remember watching Giovanni chipping at his bought the things of him as real " antichitsi."
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Tlio imlividiiality of B;tHti;uiiiii would have Ikh-ii

lost to us liaJ it not been for liis two most audacious

foi-o-eries, the busts of Savonarola and of the poet

Benivieni, both done by Freppa's orders. The en-

Uuisiasni amongst the artists of Florence when the

bust of Savonarola first appeared, and their excitement

ou discovering it to be the work of a contemporary,

seem to me so interesting and characteristic that I

venture to insert a translation of a letter from Sign(jr

Diego Martelli, the Tuscan art-critic, which tells

the story of its discovery as Nino Costa told it at

a dinner at the painter Cristiano Banti's :

—

" ' Do you remember,' Costa said, ' the fuss there

was that evening at the Caffe Michelangelo, when

every one was talking of the discovery of a terra-

cotta bust of Savonarola which had been found in a

villa of the Inghirami ? Well, the next morning

Banti comes to me (I was then living in the Via

Maggio), wakes me up, and says, " Let us go and

see the Savonarola." I agree, and we go off to the

shop of the ex-charcoal-seller Freppa, in the Borgo-

guissanti, and there find him the happy possessor of

this wonderful work of art. But we, moved by a

scrupulous spirit of research, rush off from there to

every gallery and museum in Florence in order to be

able to compare the newly-discovered bust with all

the other authenticated likenesses of the monk ; and,

after having examined the portrait by Fra Barto-

lommeo, in the possession of the Rubieri, and the

Corniola of Giovanni delle Corniole, as well as

everything else that was to be seen, we came to the

conclusion that none showed such evidence of ve-

racity as the bust in the Borgoguissanti.

"'Thus convinced of its genuineness, and hearing

it vociferated on all sides that the bust would most

surely be snatched up by some of our neighbours

across the Alps, Banti and 1 each collected half the

necessary money, returned to the ex-charcoal-seller,

and bought the bust for 10,000 francs. Having

concluded the purchase and carried the bust to

Banti's house, we told Campani, the Inspector of

the Galleries, and also Marchese Ferrani, that we had

possessed ourselves of the terra-eotta in order to pre-

vent its leaving the country, and that we would hold

it at the disposal of the Royal Galleries for the same

price we had given for it. Campani and Ferrani

then hinted that there were many forgeries going

about, and that one must keep one's eyes open.
"

' In the meantime Fra Girolamo, resuscitated by

the magic i)ower of art, received many visits from

the lovers of the bcniilirul. Amongst these visitors

was Dnpre, who was so overwhelmed with admira-

tion that be said ho could only attribute this work to

Michelangelo for its force and to Luca della Robbia

for its exquisite handling ; at any rate, he considered

it the most beaut if\d thing he had ever seen, and

went so far as to say that it determined him to

attempt a fresh departure in art. He took his young

daughter to see it, and showed her how the clay had

been divided into two parts to ensure greater security

in the baking ; and, in observing this, he praised the

skill and patience and the wise methods of the old

masters. Frederick Leighton, the celebrated English

jiainter, sent a telegram to Costa, who was then out

of Florence, asking for permission to make a drawing

of it, and for answer received a photograph, which he

placed, like a sacred image, at the head of his bed

;

and there it still remains. The Grandduchess Marie

of Russia and Lippart meditated the construction of

a temple for its reception.

'"All this crowding of visitors, though admirable

in itself as a sign of artistic enthusiasm, was yet

not convenient to the master of the house whose

guest the Frate had become, and we determined to

exhibit him in the Palazzo Riccardi for the benefit

of the Infant Asylum, asking half a franc entrance.

Thus curiosity was appeased, and the children of

the Asylum gained some thousands of francs.

"'In those days I had, as you know, my heart

in the arts and my feet in piDlitics. The capital

was not for ever to be I'lorence, paralysing the

Administration with the same narcotics that Rome

had given the Romans, preparing for revolution and

for Italy. I had then to leave Florence, my friends,

and Savonarola, and go to Rome. Whilst there I

received certain nebulous letters from Banti, letting

fall hints and warnings that this work was pro-

bably modern. Being occupied with other things, I

did not pay any attention to this, when, in either '6i

or '65, having gone to Naples to consult with the

Prefect Gualterio on Roman affairs, I came across

Alessandro Castellani, and was invited to dinner

with him and his wife. During dinner the conver-

sation turned upon the "Bienvieni" that had been

bought by the Louvre as an antique, and the jokes

that had arisen from the discovery that the real

author of it was Bastianini. The most laughable

thing was when Alessandro said to me, " This bust

is lieautiful, it is true, but it is nothing to a bust

of Savonarola that I saw in his workshop. I wonder

what has become of it." " I can tell you all about

that bust," I answered ;
" it is mine, and I paid

such and such a price for it." " We are giving

Signor Costa a very poor Avelcome," said Castellani's

amiable wife, to whom I replied that I was very

glad to find that such a distinguished artist was

livino-, and not dead, and that as soon as I could

investigate the case I would make it known to the

world. Castellani then told me that the antiquary

Gagliardi was in the secret, and that 7/e could point

out the furnace that hatl baked the bust and the

model that had po=cd for it to Bastianini.
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••
' Moantimo tlio yi'ar.< were passiiiij, tlic :ifTair>

(if luinio were s\vollin<;- in ina<;'nitiuli', and the Bas-

tiaiiini matter sluniljered. But after Mentana I

came to Florence witli Banti and Giulio I'oli, and im

tlic otli i>f XmcniluT went too-cUier to Bastianini's

WDrksliDj). 1 asked liini abnii^tly wlu'ther it was he

who had done the bust of Savonarola. " Yes, I am
sorry to say," he answered, with much a>;itation.

" It was not intended to deceive you ; it was to

satisfy Neuwekerke." " A pity," I said, " that with

your (alent you should only make fori^'eries."

" ' Ilaviui;- thus proved the fait, we rushed

off to (lie liifurmu, anti ])ublislied a declaration

announcing' to the public that the bust of Savona-

rola, hitherto supposed to have been the work of

an old master, was by the living sculptor Basti-

anini. Tableau !

'

"Many years," continues Signor ]\Iartelli for

himself, "after the marriage of King Umberto,

Kaffaello Foresi, a givat friend of mine, took me to

iiastianini's workshop, and I thus made acquaint-

ance with this singular man, who for so many years

had lent his genius and iiis skill to the frauds of his

>ni[iloyer, receiving a mere pittance himself. There

stood upon his shelves busts in various styles, from the

delicate characteristics of Mino da Fiesole to those

in which the treatment was more Ijiinxjitc, such as

a Bianea Capello, whii'h was to be or had been a

(iiau Bologna. On the easel was a half-length figure

of an l'"nglish dijilomat in a frock-coat, who had

ordered his own image to be produced in the style

of the Fifteenth Century, coml)ined with modern

costume— an effectual encouragement to the freedom

of art. We spoke of tilings artistic—Raffaello Foresi

with his usual emphatic veracity, and Bastianini

with the simi)licit\- of a potter from Impruneta.

Ajiropos of the real old masters, Bastianini remarked,

and illustrated his meaning as he spoke—that Dona-

tello put a certain touch of feeling in the nostrils

thus, whilst Luca did it in such and such a manner;

in the hair Mino had usually a certain method of

treatment, Benedetto da Rovezzano another; and so

from sentiment to sentiment he commented, analysed,

anatomised, all the most celebrated works of the best

masters, nnlil he concluded b}' informing us that one

of them, T forget whicii, showed great individuality

in his treatment of the nails of the toes."

The second forgery stirred even a wider sea of

controversy, and to its author lirought bitterness,

despair, and death. In ]sii7 an Exhiijition of Ancient

Art was opened in Paris, and one of the objects that

attracted most attention there was a terra-cotta bust

of Benivieni, the Florentine poet of the Sixteenth

Century. The masterly treatment of the head, its

strange modelling, and the living personality ex-

pressed in its somewhat rugged features, all pointed

to its being an aulheutic contemporary portrait from

one of the great master-hands.

This bust was then the property of IM. de Nolivos,

an art -collector ; but some months afterwards, his

whole eolleetion being offered for sale at the Hotel

Drouot, the "Benivieni" was bought by the Director of

the Louvre for 1 •"3,1)0(1 francs, and ])laced in the centre

of the room containiu"' ^Iichelan<relo's " Caiitives,"

a nym])h by Beuvenuto Cellini, a bust by Desiderio

da Settiguano, and other works of the Fifteenth

and Sixteenth Centuries. Hither connoisseurs of all

nations thronged to admire the newly-found treasure.

Historians and archEeologists expatiated on the look

of concentrated thought in the strangelv-niarked

face, and allirmed that such was indid)itably thi; face

of the poet who sang the " Divine Love," the platonic

jihilosophcr, friend of Pico della Jllraiidola and of

Savonarola. Art-critics marvelled at the technical

skill it displaytnl, com])ared it with other works of

the Kcuaissanee, ])roving it ecpial to the best among
them ; and rejoiced in it as a rare sjiccimen of the

art that is no more.

Suddenly an- impudent rumour ruflles the com-

placency of the savants of Paris. Whence it came

first does not seem cpiite clear. Some say that the

Giizellc lira Bvau.r-Arls was the first to hint at any-

thing wrong. Then, again, tliere is a story of how
Dr. Foresi (a well-known art-collector in Florence)

carried certain undoubtedly genuine antiques to Paris

and offered them to the Louvre; how ]\1. de Neuwe-
kerke declined to give the prices demanded, adding

a disparaging doubt as to their authenticit v ; how
Foresi, indignant and wounded, llared into wrathful

plain-speaking: "You will not give the just value

for real objects of antique art, and yet you ])ay

13,000 francs for that 'Benivieni,' which is a thing

of to-day!" Then followed storms, jirotcstations,

offended dignity, and utter refusal on the jiart of

the Paris connoisseurs to accept the truth. Frejipa,

when apjiealed to, made no attem]it to claim an-

tiquity for the bust, declaring that he had sold it

for 700 francs on its own merits (having given

Bastianini •"i.jO francs for the commission), and that

if the purchaser chose to consider it old it was no

affair of his.

The controversy grew hotter and hotter. There

Were angry hints at a Florentine intrigue, gross im|)os-

ture on the part of the pretended author of the master-

j)iece ; finally, the settled determination that the " Beni-

vieni" had been bought as Ciiupie-ceiito, and Cinque-

cento it should remain. And all this time there was

old Giuse])pe Bonaiuti, the tobacconist, whose head

had served as a model for the cultured man of letters

of three centuries ago, sitting in his little shop in the

narrow Florentine Street, chuckling with his cus-

tomers over tlio newspapier gossip from deluded I'aris;
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wliili' r!as(i;iiiini liinisflf, sore woiiiuk-d, was calling

vipon Heaven ami eai'lli to witness that (lie Imst was

tli(! woi'k of his own hands.

'I'lie world was indeed out ol' joint I'or jioor lias-

(ianiiii. After so many years of jialient toil, in whieli

he asked for nothins;' but bread for his father, loviuy

the work for his work's sake, now at last the fire of

Always <if a nervous, excitable temiierament, workinjy

with fury one <lay and the next, perhaps, languid

and dispirited, the i?enivieni (juestion, with all the

doubis thrown upon his word, (he insults heaped U])nu

him by the French press, had so crushed and con-

sumed him, that at the very moment when he began

to understand what possibilities life might have had

ambition kindled in his heart, and he began to realise for him, he fell, worsted in the hopeless struggle,

(ho supreme joy of the artist whose name shines for His health rapidly declined, and he died of a low

ever on the liis(oric ]iage. Hut it was too late. fever at (he age <]f thirty-eight. NiNA Baustow.

APPLE-TREE CORNER.

01 III determination to invade an artists' colony of vin doux or cider, were already manifest in the

was no new thing, yet it was late in the year deportment of the peasantry,

ere (he purpose was accomplished, so late that the Our young relative the painter was waiting at

last ap]ile and grape of Sevray- sur-Vallais were the cross-roads to disinter ns from a most depressing

gathered and garnered, anil ready to produce more diligence, and conduct us (o the inn a few yards off.

exhilarating and delinite results than the poetical On the way there he tried to console us for the ad-

roses and snows of yester years. Indeed, ere wo vanced season by the assurance that the mean, tufty

departed, their effects, in the shape of early glasses little leaves still lingering on the twisted network

-A FRENCH 1I0.UESTEA.1I.
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of apple-brancbes, were ail-sufficieut for serious art-

purposes. At dinner, too, more than one voice was

heard rejoiein<^ in the absence of the " monotonous

i>-reen lone " of full summer. An animated discussion,

li'd by ;i dark man in a blue jersey, was the result

of such an expression of views. He first inveighed

gloomily against the limitations, dangers, and snares

of certain greens, gathering as he proceeded as much

fire and earnestness as the keenest disputant— the

most i)erfervid splitter of hairs—on the obscurest

theological topic might display. The uplifted finger

beseeching a hearing, the eager gestures of warning,

of reproof, and of counsel, suggested a discourse of

absorbing and vital interest.

At a word the conversation suddenly turned into

quite another channel, and dispelled the illusion.

The chief characteristic, we found, of all their talk

was the pleasant, desultory way it ran from one thing

to another without the least warning. Most aspects

of men and things, from the pure technicalities of

the jjrofcssion to the wildest speculations or confessions

of faith on humanity, past, present, and to be, were

word, instead of proving final, only revealed fresli

horizons, and we \vould mechanically relapse into our

places, or linger about the room in fascinated attention

or rejoinder. It was not always so. Sometimes talk

was scant and silence supreme, for of the common,

the discomforting pressure that makes the weather or

kindred topics ajjpear more desirable than quiet there

^vas none. Occasionally the very men \vho talked

most would rush in to eat, and rush back again to

work, so absorbed that thinking and feeding were

done in silence ; but this was rare.

We were not at all disposed to grumble at the

strangely uncomfortable conditions of life inside the

inn. Even the cruel access of cold which greeted

us, and lingered for many days, making the whole

place look "unseasonable," chilled us physically only.

AVith the painters themselves it was clearly a ju^/Yi

pris to ignore small discomfcu'ts, and praise every-

thing that could be praised—at any rate, to "out-

siders" like ourselves. Some of the number we knew
to be not quite ingenuous in their utter disregard and

seeminij unconsciousness of evils which, in another

in. "STILL EVENING.

discussed or touched ujion. To he!]) out argument,

one illustration followed another, generally to the

point, and usually expressed in the vivid .slang of the

studio. AVe had heard painters called " conversation-

ally limited," but the statement has since been looked

upon as a fable. There were days when, after ani])le

table-talk, and we were about to disperse, a further

entouruge, would have disturbed them. But here it

all suited well with a certain "painting attitude of

mind." Sounds would come to us, on many a morn-

ing, of the north wind whistling ironically at rickety

doors and windows, and frequent sluieings of cold

water by the fat fcmme (hi login over the already

clammy brick flooring. The greater the outside
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ilaiii]!, tlu" nioiT the jjnod woman strove to encourage

it within. \ ;ist quantities of water were consumed

in what seemed worse than useless hibour, and some-

times little was to be had for better purposes. But

when she swept or cleaned, as she too often did at

ill-timeil moments, no one murmured, not a voice was

raised in unkindly criticism of her domestic econo-

mies. A friendly woman was this hostess of ours,

perhaps not energetic in other departments, but

throwing soul and body into voluble talk and water-

pouring. Sometimes she kept both going together,

whilst her bearded guests stam]'ed energetically aljinit

on the bricks to keep up their circulation, lowered by

wandering for hours after motives, through sloppy

lanes and field-paths. In suite of weather, and as

loth to leave them, many of the men retained hats,

of strange shajie and size, fitted to ward off tropical

sunshine at the least. True, the radiance of St.

^larlin's Summer was still expected to vindicate their

presence, with the help of their wearers' good looks;

but, in the meantime, they flapped somewhat discon-

solately over storm-ridden locks and reddened cars.

AVhen that ephemeral season did arrive, we were as

ready to enjoy it as the lazy, enthusiastie, talkative,

dreamy people around us, so i'vdl of contradictions and

anomalous qualities. Fond of the place—especially

after a sunshiny hour or two—to the extent of dis-

loyalty to all others, they even made light, and

that with no dubious earnestness, of the "taillis de

Fontainebleau si passiounement aimes des peintres,"

as Fromentin says somewhere. Thus is the real

nature arfinte constructed; and it does not fear to

contradict itself, nor to change and waver a thousand

times a day on the matter of likes and dislikes, and

gaily to dismiss logical conclusions whenever they

become troublesome.

Even without these litanies of praise we sin mid

have discovered that it was a pleasant and pretty

little place, full of variety and interest. But we
should never have found out for ourselves all the

hidden lieauties and subtle expressions in the scenery.

Much was, indeed, worthy of the seeing eye

and the understanding mind; and these remarkable

features were continually reviewed. Our friends

assured us they contained— within how small an

area it would be impossible to say—every imaginable

variety of scenery. There was " a kind of sentiment

about'' that suggested the Low Countries; some-

thing else recalled the "feeling" of the Alps or

Apennines ; elsewhere it was a district of Scotland or

Southern Africa. The great waste places of oriental

lands were also dulj' rej)resented by vague indica-

tions in a lonely cabbage plantation that seemed to

have " gone wrong." A demand (it is to be feared,

a flippant one) for so specific an article as the Yose-

mite ^ alley proved the pioneers, and their country.

equal to the occasion. If we did not get the Yosemite

l>rcciscly, we were at any rate invited to inspect the

"idea" of it, to be obtained by noting certain rela-

tions between something and stmiething else. "What

a field for an intelligent artist ! what a sum of ad-

vantages condensed into one small corner of the

universe! Even to an ordinary observer there was

a marked variety on a miniature scale in the local

characteristics which, under these favouring circum-

stances, developed enormously. Sometimes we set

forth to look at things in Biblical-like bands of

disciples listening to the discourse of one inspired

person. Sometimes, for a spell, everybody talked

at once ; and, if nobody was benefited, none was

the worse. Our way often led across the high

levels: so often that the long stretches of jilouglied

land, dotted with the crooked and beloved ai)plc-

tree, became very familiar spectacles to us. We
admired, at leisure, the ])urply warmth of the up-

tiu'ned earth, and the stout horses labouring. As-

pects of sunset, suiu'ise, or broad afternoon, were

described in technical terms by a group of enthu-

siasts breathing forth fresh notes of adminition at

one's elbow, and appearing unable for weeks to-

gether, through overweening admiration and intelli-

gent comprehension of the scene (or what ti) the

unworthy sometimes apjieared no scene), to register

their impressions on canvas. It was cheering to

know that so many fine conceptions and so much

careful observation were at least immortalised in

conversation. Thus, pausing and sauntering, with

earnest gesticulation, and sundry tarryings, that led

to the loss of one or more of the party by the way,

we would descend to the valley beneath. Here is

the enchanted ground—the hajjpy valley of painters.

Here the light and air shift and change continually,

there is an interminable dynasty of as]iects; and the

place never fails to suggest to them fresh intellectual

or technical problems.

To the uninitiate it jierliaps looks no more than a

bit of woodland, but it is always bristling with camp-

stools, easels, and figures, feverishly or meditatively at

work. Every one found his material and worked it

as he liked ; the streamlet, with its dark rocks and

trees, never twice wore the same aspect in nature or

on canvas; vocal only with the wandering rivulet

setting to tiny waterfalls or calm basins, and Hooded

all over with luminous darkness, half-tints, and mys-

terious glimmerings, the groves just then "a pale,

frail mist," the grey sky caught in meshes of crossed

branches, it had a witchery of its own that infected

one readily. Dawn and twilight visited it with

hopeful or tender gleams, and in broad day, when

everything else fainted under garish light and laughter,

it held its own secret. Under a bright and breezy sky

it took on a delicate and sylvan, almost a ]iiqnant,
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grace, dotted about with sudden notes of

briglit-hued, moving raiment, frail gos-

samers and airy flounces rustling through

the trees; alive with the presence and voices of

charming little persons who looked upon the tiny

cascade and the miniature crags as difficulties insur-

mountable without the help of small cries and much

encouragement. In all these phases, and a hundred

more, it was the subject of innumerable notes,

sketches, and studies. Even then it w^as not ex-

hausted, for it haunted many a conversation. The

next best thing to painting is, not to buy pictures,

but to watch others paint, or to listen to intelligent

talk on the subject. There was no lack of oppor-

timity of the kind here.

One wholesome feature

sion of work and methods,

were brought to the saUe

in the best light; the day's labours were criticised,

encouraged, joked over, more to the profit than the

hurt of anj' one concerned. The true story of the

British artist, his lonely and secret pilgrimage in fear

of his brethren, and in search of a picture, came back

was the daily discus-

The still wet canvases

a manfjer and ranged

to one. Here no one called an embryo idea his own,

certain that it must become so in due course. The

dinner-hour was perhaps the pleasantest of the day

;

if " shop " was banished it was not for long, and we

foro-ot to be sorry when it recurred. The food was

mediocre enough, though the hospitable hostess, hand-

ing and pressing her dishes, praised them and her-

self unreservedly. "Regardez-nioi cc petit M ,"

she would say, pointing to a guest, "qui eligne,

qui fait les petits yeux ; he knows what is good

and what to expect of my cooking." And he pro-

bably did, having long been detained, on parole,

in the establishment. The total eclipse and disap-

pearance of debtors in their simple working attire of

blouse and unhoftt, untrammelled by aught save a

jwchaile box and the bare means of reaching Paris, is
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perhaps a more cliaracteristic feature of tliese resorts.

Payments by instalments from distant ereditoi-s

brimmin<j^ over with good intentions and small re-

sults were so rare as to excite a feeling more akin

to bewildered amusement than satisfaction in the

reei]iients. If a kindly failh in his ultimate success

can lielj) a man whilst his bill is accpiiriiig a dread-

ful length— is running nu, as the wit said, as if it

would never stop—the sanguine host and hostess

were helping more than one along tlie thorny path

to fame and fortune.

By evening the train of a long-laid fire was

fairly ablaze—that kind of fire that might roast

ail ox, but only served to roast the humbler chest-

nut accompanied by white wine, when, dinner

over, we gathered round the wid<' chinnicy- On
some nights the lurid fires of Paris were said to

redden the horizon ; but wjC sat round our own
hearth, and the restless centre, so near us, seemed

the traditional pleasure-soeker, tlian overflowing witii

fresh news and interests. The piano was often ii

use to cheer us ; but otherwise the furniture was

scanty, and the room bare—bare, that is, if a room

can be called bare whose walls are alive with fancies,

and where there is not a bit of blank space to stare

one stupidly in the face. For, as at Harbizon and

Grez.as at most artist haunts, these walls are crowded

with memories. Hands of the great dead and the

livino' have set their seal on these walls and turned

thcni into a rich j)hantasmagoria of suggestions,

visions, real sights, and dream-scenes of all sorts.

The signatures of Corot and of Francais, the pathetic

name of Heraut and the robust toinh of Pelousc

(and how many more!), are all to be found there.

Perhaps the sight reacts on the spectators, and helps

to accentuate the rambling, brilliant, and imaginative

character of their talk. Certain it is, these " pic-

tured places " give rise to many a story, grave or gay.

V. "a U001> .MUTlVIj."

far enough away. ^Tis true, some one would occa- to much poignanf discussion, to uuuttered thoughts

sionally take a plunge and disappear there for a and aspirations, that may have helped many a man to

few days, retur-niug, less with the wrecked aspect of paint—perhaps to live. K.\TiiATtiNE de Mattos.
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him that the Academy h;ul real affection for hiiu,

and real need of his help. To this end a deputa-

tion waited upon Sir Joshua, composed of his oldest

Academic friends—West, Sandhy, Cojde^', Bacon,

Calton, Cosway, Farin^-ton, and John Richards. They
earnestly be^'t^'ed iiini to witlulnnv his resij^nation

;

and their entreaties were happily successful.

The next scandal had a inncli more i)ainful ter-

mination. James Barry had for years been a sharp

thorn in the sides of his brother Academicians; but

it was not until 17!I'J that his <>-ibes became too

acute to be longer borne l>y the thin-skins. There

were, of course, faults upon both sides; but the

childish spitefulncss of the Academy at the last

was such that one is bound to feel sympathy

for Barry, lie made an honest, if a somewhat

brutal, attempt to reform the administration of the

Academy ; and at least he did the <^ood service of

telliny; the world the exact extent of the mismanage-

ment (not to say worse) which at that time rendered

the Academy odious in the sight of those who saw

through its jirctensions. Years before 1799 Barry

had Ijocome unpopular with the majority of the

Miembcrs because he urged, vehemently and persist-

ently, that all tlie surplus funds of the Academy
should be expended in the purchase of Old Masters,

with the design of giadualh' forming a gallerv of

])ictures which would be of the extremest value to

the students of the Academy, and would teach them

the canons of form and colour. It is ])ossil)le that the

design was impracticable; and his brethren urged that

it Would be against the rules to apjjropriate money
(o this purpose. " Then alter the rules," was his

reply ; and when the others refused to do so, he treated

them (o a string of brutal sarcasms, which caused

them to turn individually and collectively livid. Barry

was robbed one night of £100. The next morning

he posted up a notice declaring that the robbers were

the thirty-nine other Academicians. His pleasantries

ilid not stop there even. He was Professor of Paint-

ing in the Academy, and in the course of his lectures

and teaching he would compare the works of living

Academicians with those of great painters of old in

a manner excessively amusing to the students, but

less gratefulto the objects of his sarcasms. All this

was in extremely bad taste, of course, and at last the

worm turned. In 1799 Barry published "A Letter

to the Dilettante Society respecting the obtension of

certain matters essentially necessary for the i)nprove-

ment of ])ublic taste, and for accomplishing the

original views of the Royal Academ)' of (Ireat

Britain." This was the most audacious and uncivil

hit that had been made at the Academy during

ihe thirty years of its existence. The vigour of

Harry's denunciations was amazing. The Academv,

lie said in effect, was full of coteries moved by

the meanest jealousies ; the funds were dissipated

by secret intrigues; and he gravely proposed that,

as the only means of obtaining honest and truthful

expressions of opinion, the members should, ujiou

all occasions of importance, give their votes on oath.

To crown all, he accused the Academicians of having

voted to themselves £10,000, which ought to have

been spent for the beiielit of the students. This

was more than Hesh and blood could endure ; and

at a General Assembly held on the l.jlh of .\pril,

1799, the charges against Barry were cmbodirl in

a long resolution which was carried on the 21tli ol

the same month ; and by virtue of that resolution

he was removed IViiin the (illice ni Professor of

Painting, and ex])cllcd the Academy. It is worth

remembrance that it was not thought proper to

send any coj)y of the resolution to Barry, nor to give

him any ojiportunity for explanation or defence;

and he protested against the idea which lluis got

abroad that he admitted the charges against him.

The year ISU-'J saw a domestic squabble within

the bosom of the autocratic Council itself. A dis-

])utc aro.se regarding the respective jurisdictions of

the Council and the General Assembly. Five mem-
bers of the Council—Copley, Wyatt, Venn, Soane,

and Bourgeois—sustained that the Assemblv had no

right to interfere in the administration; whereupon

a General Assembly reproved tlicm lor (heir presum|)-

tion. Then the Council passed a res(jlutiiiu (len\ ing

that they were res])onsiljlc, either individually or

collectively, to the (icneral Assembly, and in'gging

the President to ascertain the king's sentiments on

the matter. Six days later the Assembly retorted

by a resolution declaring that (he cnnduct of (he live

members of the Council had rendered it exi)i'dient

to temporarily suspend them from (heir functions.

The suspended and the suspenders both aj'pcalcd (o

the long-suffering monarch who had cread'd this

quarrelsome Listilution. George IIL, after taking a

legal opinion, expressed his disapproval of the action

of the General Assembly, and ordered that all the

accounts of their scjuabble w-ith the Council sh(nild be

cxjiungcd from the minutes of the Academy.

Li 1S05 Benjamin West was driven to resign

the Presidency by the illiberal treatment he received

from several of the Academicians, becau.se durinii'

a visit to Paris to examine the spoils collected in the

Louvre he Lad dared to express his admiration for

Napoleon. Li England in 1805 that was the unjjar-

donablc sin ; and West resigned. He was succeeded

by Wyatt; but West was shortly afterwards rein-

stated, the only opposition coming from Fnseli, who
V(jted for Mrs. Moser for President, on the ground

that " one <il<l woman was :is good as another."

Fnseli, it may be remembered, was the only .\cade-

miciau who had courage enough to vote for Georire
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Henry Harlowe, when he was a candidate for the

Associateship iu 1S05. But he took care to explain

that the vote was " not for the man, but for the

talent."

Of the treatment experienced by Benjamin Robert

Haydon at the hands of the Academicians we have

heard in his evidence before the Committee of the

House of Commons in 1835. The quarrel originated

in 1 808, when Haydon's " Dentatus " was badly

hung; and the disappointed painter at once com-

menced a campaign of denunciation, which he con-

tinued until his death by his own hand nearly forty

years later. The absurdity of Hajdon's statement,

that the R.A.'s were afraid of him because he was

a greater historical painter than any of them, is

obvious. When he said that the Academy con-

stantly exerted itself to depress the arts he was on

much less debatable ground. His mind very early

lost its balance, and perhaps not even success would

have restored it, since naught can " minister to a

mind diseased." The Academicians seem, at least iu

some regards, to have learned wisdom b}' experience,

and during the last half-century their internal quarrels

have been fewer and less acrid than they were during

the first fifty years of their corporate existence. In

more recent times they have devoted their enei'gies

to an endeavour first to crush the Pre-Raphaelites

(with such conspicuous success!), and since to elimi-

nate from their exhibitions all but the smug and the

" exquisitely pretty." J. Pendeuel-Brodhurst.

AET IN CANADA.

WHILE walking among the Canadian pictures

at the Colonial Exhibition, you can fancy

yourself in a good European gallcr\' much more

easily than you can if you arc in the Fine Art

section of any other Colony. This is considerable

praise; for, though art is differentl}' conceived of and

(iUUl'-liVE.

(I'ainlal by I'aiU ftrl. Culonial KxliibUiuii.)
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differently practised in tlic various qnartei-s of bettor tlian Mr. J. F. Paterson, wli') lx'lono:s to

Europe, yet every old country has been subjected at Australia, it must be confessed tliat tlu-y have more

some time or other to vivifvintj currents of poetical of them than are to be found in any other Colony,

MEETIXU OF THE Tl:rST?;KS OK A BACK SETTLLMKXT srilOOL : THE TEACIIEE TALKl.\(i TllKM OVKU.

(Tainted by Robert Ila'-ris. Culonial Exhibition.)

feelinLC, wliifli have, as it were, tiiawed tlie sjiiiit of

the nation, and permitted the germs of art latent

in primitive customs, costumes, a'ul decorations, to

develop into artistic life. Half oi the conf ril)ntions

to a modern exhibition, tlinn>;h one may consider

many of them of poisonous, arc at any rate of vital

organic growth. They are in some sort artistic : a

term which would 1)0 misapplied to the mass of

Colonial work, totally uninspired as it is by any

a;stlietic feeling for the materials employed. It

may be described as a use of the handicrafts of

drawing and colour with the intentions of military,

architectural, or engineering draughtsmen, but with-

out their patient accuracy and thorough accomplish-

ment. From this reproach the Canadians, however,

are tolerably free. Though their best men are hardly

431

and thai tlicy show a niiich larger )irop(irtiiin of

wnrk up to a fairly good standard. This is nnt to

be wondered at, since they are nearer the principal

centres of education, and have easier access to historic

galleries and monuments of past traditions. An Aus-

tralian has no means of seeing old masters, and thei-e

is no reason why those who have learnt their profes-

sion in Europe should make a voyage across the

world to imjiart tlieir knowledge to others. Even if

it were so, the mere hearsay information of one or

two men will not make up for the actual study of

pictures, and the direct influence of the artistic s])irit

and endeavour of a whole country. The United

States, on the other liand, is a close neighbo\ir of

Canada ; and Americans have lately learnt much
from F'rance, both directly and indirectly : directly
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in the studios of jjreat artists in Paris, which are

ojieii to all comers; indirectly from the many French

pictures which the improvement in taste anioni;st

the having- classes has brought into the country.

.Moreover, young- Canadian artists have the opj)or-

tunity, not only of learning European art from

Americans, but of crossing the Atlantic and putting

themselves under its immediate iuBueuce. Of many

students of all nationalities whom I can remenilxu-

in Paris, a Canadian, Wyatt Eaton, was by no means

the least talented, and certainly one of the most judi-

cious. Not content to pass through the regular educa-

tion of the Beaux-Arts, he was more alive than any

one else at Barbizou to the advantages of the friend-

ship and advice of J.-F. Millet, whom he took care

to see every day. Thus the spirit and opinions of

one of the most fervent and original minds of the

century were passed on by an actual pupil, who had

studied the master's subjects under his own eye,

and who on his return to his own country was, if

1 am rightly informed, appointed to a professorship

of art.

The Canadian artists are not original among their

Colonial rivals in proportion to their much greater

technical accomplishment. On this point, however,

it is very didicult to form anything like a just com-

parison ; when we have excluded from the exhibition

the mass of work which is not art at all, we have

more painters to consider among the Canadians than

in all the other sections put together. I shall,

therefore, attempt no thorough determination of the

question beyond saying that between Mr. Homer

Watson at his best in the Canadian section, Mr.

Branfill in the New Zealand, and Mr. Paterson in

the Australian, there is not much to choose in point

of oriii-inalitv of vision and treatment. Mr. Homer
AVal son's method may be a little more unusual than

Mr. Paterson's, and yet it appears cognate to his

subject-matter. He has evidently not learnt it as

a moidcey acquires tricks, and I think it is possible

to make sure, from an examination of his exhibits,

that the masterly manner which lie has attained in

"A Frosty ISIorning at the Edge of a Clearing,"

has been superim].osed upon his original way of see-

ing nature by a ]irocess of natural development.

" A River Torrent," though it is without the breadth

and science of the above-mentioned picture, shows,

"in spite of its want of feeling for large forms and

its small, niggling manner, much the same sense of

air, sky, and weather, a similar vein of colour, and

a like view of what is interesting in nature; and as

a composition, " Gathering Storm in the Adiron-

dacks " is another example of the sentiment for

the picturesque in landscape, and the tendency to

sober colour which this artist possessed even before

he had learut a satisfactory technical style. His

best work—" The F^rosty Morning "—is painted

with considerable knowledge of the right use of

a foreground as a mere vestibule of introduction to

a large, aerial huidscape. He has acquired a tnia-h,

an impasto, and a scheme of low-toned, silvery

green, all excellently suited to the treatment of

lumpy, sturdy trees, and the general appearance

of the country. A mixture of C. Jacque and Th.

de Bock might give some notion of the effect of

the colour and touch in his best work. In ad-

dition to these pictures, it would be unfair should

one omit to notice his large " Saw Mill," remark-

able for a fine rendering of wind-blown trees; his

small and beautiful sketch, " A Frosty Morning in

October," not unlike a Dupre; and his little pochade

"Landscape," with a lovely opalescent rift in a

rainy sky.

As I have already hinted, the Canadians have not

been slow to take advantage of luiropean, and more

especially of French, sentiments and traditions. This

influence is easily seen in figure-work—a branch of

tlie art almost totally unrepresented in any serious

way in the Australian, and even in other sections.

In deference to new sentiments on the question of

man's position in nature, all modern schools have

inclined to a form of art in which the figure is

accorded a comparatively small ])roportion of space

in the composition. The French, it is true, have

continued, as an Academical exercise, the older styles

of figure-painting; but, on the other hand, in the

modern fashion of the art they have been more

rigorous than any one else in refusing much separate

interest or special treatment to the figure. It must,

according to them, fare as it can in the general land-

scape effect, which should be all-important. They

object to its being specially illumined, conventionally

relieved so as to show up the flesh tints, or bathed

in warm colours that it may attract undue attention,

all of which, most English painters consider fair and

artistic devices. Whether the English are justified

or not depends very much upon whether each man's

sentiment be valuable, and whether his system be uni-

formly conventional throughout. At any rate, the

natural and aerial representation of figure and land-

scape in a realistic unity, which the French aspire

to, must be an impossible aim to these men ; and one

which, if they insist on jiursuing it in combination

with their own ideals and devices, cannot but be

prejudicial to the manifestation of whatever senti-

ment and artistic feeling they may possess. Some of

the best pictures in the Canadian gallery deal with

atmospheric representations of the human figure.

One of the most charming as well as the most

masterly of these, Mr. P. F. Woodcock's "Aban-

doned Nest," is among the illustrations to this article.

Its pleasant, easy composition and firm drawing will
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be perccptiltle, luit its adininihlo coldiir niu!?t W
iniafjincil. It is a line luirmony of cr^am, ochre, and

blue, jiaintoil in a oompaiativoly low tone : tliat is to

say, tliat altlioug-h the picture is solid and luminous,

it is without any striving after garish brilliancy, or

startling vividness of tint. Neither are the tones

shallow, niir the forms characterless, as in a common
imitation of tine French work. The artist has a real

and most effective sense of the intrinsic agreeable-

ness of paint; the texture and brushwork of the sky,

of the shimmering corntield, of the child's warmly-

lit cream dress, &c., are well suited to reveal the

character of the things they signify, and they have,

moreover, much of the purely sensuous beauty and

decorative quality of surface of the promiscuous

paint on an old palette. This may not be an import-

ant ingredient of serious art, and if used as an end

or to the excbision of other things it may easily

become a source of weakness, j'et when kept in

due subordination to significance and meaning, it is

unquestionably a source of great and legitimate

charm.

" Good-bye," the subject of another illustration,

is both the simplest and most pleasing in colour of

Mr. Paul Peel's many contributions. Although he

knows how to paint, yet in most of liis larger works he

is sadly wanting in charm, fervour, and personality.

His " Return of Harvesters," the largest canvas in

the place, is viciously pink and yellow. His "Return

of the Flock," a pleasant composition, is too soft

and weak in some places—as in the sheep—and hard

while it is unmeaning in others-—as in the pattern of

leaves against the sky. Somewhat cheap in tone,

poor in composition, and lacking chai-acter as it is

both in colour and the expression of form, " Await-

ing his Return " is qtiite Mr. Peel's worst exhibit

;

while " Covent Garden Market, London, Ontario,"

is, in its sincere and forcible realism, its truthful

rendciing of sunlight upon bright colours, without

doubt his strongest if not his most graceful pro-

duction. Mr. William Brymner is also very fully

represented, and notably so by some excellent open-

air figure subjects, conceived and treated much in the

manner of Mr. Charles Sprague Pcarcc, and other

young Americans of the same school. Air. Rrvmner's

colour is not so rich, and his delight in paint as a

material is not so evident, as Air. Woodcock's; but

he has learnt to work in the same l)road manner, and

his most important canvas, " A Wreath of Flowers,"

shows him to be a skilled draughtsman, and an artist

well versed in the mysteries of suggestive handling.

In its elegant simplicity of workmanship and the

broad truth of its effect of soft grey sunlight, his

small sketch of a cornfield, entitled " The Day is

Done," is unsurpassed by any landscape work in

the show. His " Crazy Patch Work " belongs to

another unlcr of wnrk—the ]iure ligurc ]iicturc

—

and, though treated with a true feeling for light,

it is, I believe, less interesting than his open-air

studies.

Another interior with figures. Air. R. Harris's

" Aleeting of the Trustees," has been reproduced

for this Alagazine. It is a very sincere and success-

ful study of character and type, executed in a naive,

earnest, and unassuming manner. The colour is not

decoratively beautiful, but the general effect is true

to nature. This artist is sure of the sympathy and

comprehension of most people, and, when he l)ecomes

more familiar with the means of ex])ression, and,

therefore, less embarrassed in his pursuit of truth, he

cannot fail to do really excellent work. I remember

Alillet .saying, " Do not bother yourself alwut methods

at first; put on the colour directly, anyhow " ; and

Carolus Duran frequently told his pupils, " Be as

clumsy as you like, but be just." There is no doubt,

as the practice of many groat artists shows, that this

exclusive preoccupation about truth may be pro-

longed with advantage to the future soundness and

general himian satisfactoriness of a painter's work.

This is why I do not see so much promise of progress

in Mr. Wickson's " Dawn of Genius." He aims too

much at someth.ing like the cleverness of style of the

French School, without searching out in nature the

realities upon which such a manner has been founded.

As to Air. Harris's big open-air figure ]iicturc,

" On the Shores of the St. Lawrence," its sickly

colour, hard black shadows, and conventional ch-

xemhle, undeniably prove that lie had better as yet

stick closely to a conscientious observation of nature,

and put off attempting such ambitious flights of the

imagination. It is no doubt well " to have the

deep poetic heart"; but the gift has its responsi-

bilities, and not the least of them is the absolute and

dire necessity of study and self-culture.

Air. H. Perre's "Canadian Oak" shows that he

has studied good ti-aditions of composition and picture-

making ; his colour and general treatment, too, are

original in their way, and owe their inspiration more

to good Dutch and English than to French example.

Air. Henry Sandhani, though his figure is l)adly con-

structed, has managed to secure some good qualities

of paint in his " Un Habitant," especially in his .sky

and water. Notice should be taken of the fine sky,

water, and cloud reflections in Air. L. O'Brien's view

from a fort, of Air. P)dson's good water-colours, and

of his oil picture, which is an example of a mean
and thoroughly false style of painting; of Air. T. G.

Forbes's studies of curious scenery, such as "A Rocky
Alountain Canon," and " Mount Stephen," interest-

ing as they are only as examples of patience and

fiildity and as laborious portraits of strange places;

of Air. F. M. Bell Smith's large and tolerably aerial
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marine " Last Rays, Bay of Fundy "; of Mr. Gov- cnlour in " Potatoes in Bloom." Mr. Perce, Mv. J.

don's minute, meclianieal, but well-moanin- " Wasl,- A. and IMr. J. H. Frasor are strong in water-colours,

in<i- Day"; of Mr. Mower Martin's "Untrodden though not always with sufficient sense of value. In

THl'; AJiANUONhl- M.->r.

l^Paintal by P. F. Woodcock. Colonial ExhihUion.)

Wilds of Canada," and " Sunrise in Muskoka, Rous- this branch of art, one of (he most artistic exhibits is

seau Lake," whicii, though jjicturesque in intention "Niagara Falls," by H.R.U. the Princess Louise.

and composition, suffer greatly from a laborious, The style is broad and simple, and the foreground

almost (pierulous, search after minute form ; and Mr. in no way shows anything of the usual timidity of

William Raphael's pleasant and original feeling for the amateur. R. A. ]\L Stevenson.
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VAN DYCK IN ANTWERP.

F tin" iiiinov details of

tho life of Van Dyek

little is known, and only

in roni])ar;itively recent

times have the broad

outlines of his career

l)een established. But,

where fact has failed,

fable has stepped in, and

tradition has woven round

his memory a mist of amorous romance. The clear,

liard light of fact dispels most of these fantastic

legends ; yet our painter, shorn of these glories, re-

mains, when all is told, handsome and comely, fond

of luxury and of splendour, of all things rare and

beautiful, of the great ones of the world, of wine and

of women : so fond, indeed, of all these things, that

he was content to work very hard to obtain them.

When, in 1599, Anthony Van Dyck was born,

llicve was already a nurseryful of children in the big

old house by the Scheldt, for Anthony was the

seventh child of his mother and the eighth of his

father, who had been a young widower when Mary

Cuypers took pity upon him. Mary was famed for

her embroideries, and little Anthony must often have

seen his mother bending over her gorgeous handi-

work, most of which found its way into convents

and churches, for the Van Dycks were Catholics and

devout. Such work was done only for pleasure, for

the Van Dycks were well-to-do. The business, a

cloth and silk manufactory, was old-established, and

various little hints and facts that have come down to

us show them to have been persons of culture and

refinement. But the key-note of the peaceful, easy

life, where toil meant occupation, not anxiety, where

plenty meant the power of giving, where work and

play alike were good and pure and sweet—the key-

note of this quiet life was devotion ; and when, in

1607, the mother died, leaving twelve little ones

behind her, the children were watched and tended by

the nuns of the Dominican Convent. Years after-

wards the same nuns helped the Van Dyck girls to

'tend their father through his la.st illness, and he, in

gratitude, laid on Anthony a sacred charge to paint a

picture for their high altar—an obligation which

remained undischarged for seven years. The re-

ligious nature of the older Van Dycks was inherited

by many of their children. Four girls became nuns

while still in the flower of their youth, and Theo-

dore, the youngest son, took vows at the age of

twenty. To make up one's mind early seems to

have been the family tradition, for Anthony was

only ten years old when he entered the studio of

Henry Van Balen, one of the best artists of his day.

There he remained five years, and then passed on

into Rubens' workshop, where he made sketches

from the great pictures of his master for the

engravers to work from. Among the legends that

suiTound Van Dyck are many telling of Rubens's

jealousy, but the more we read of the relations

between the great master and the favourite pupil,

the more we learn of their faithful friendship and

mutual respect. Anthony was indeed a pupil to

be proud of, and envy was unknown to Rubens's

generous soul; and it was a glad day for him when

the lad, only nineteen years old, was admitted a

member of that painters' Guild of St. Luke, which

had existed in Antwer^j since the early years of the

Fifteenth Century.

In this same year of IfilS Van Dj'ck painted

his first important picture : the " Christ bearing His

Cross," which is still in the Church of the Domini-

cans at Antwerp. Riibens now felt that his pupil

had learned all that it was in his power to teach him,

and he advised the youth to travel in Italy in order

to study the works of the great masters, and more

especially their portrait art, for already he was con-

vinced that Van Dyck's true genius was for portrai-

ture. The advice was the best that could be given,

and in 1620 Van Dyck, having attained his majority,

prepared to follow it ; but, when he was on the eve

of starting, an invitation from the Earl of Arundel

induced him to turn his face towards England.

Our country still refused to bring forth artists,

and this sterility must have resulted from want of

genius in the national character, for art was as

dearly loved by English monarchs and nobles as was

literature ;
yet, while the preceding century had pro-

duced a literature unsurpassed in the world's historj',

no one Englishman had won renowm as a painter.

Since the days when Henry VIII. was a gallant king

in his teens, a long list of foreign artists had been

received and had worked at the English Court ; and

in 1620 the post of Court Painter was still held by a

foreigner, one Daniel ISIytens, a Netherlander. We
do not know with whom originated the idea of

bringing a second Netherlander to the English Court,

but the earliest mention of the project is contained

in a letter written in Italian to the Earl of Arundel

by some unknown person, and dated from Antwcrj),

(m the 17th of July. "Van Dyck," writes this

unknown correspondent, " lives with Rubens, and his
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works are beijfiniiins'' to be scarcely less esteemcJ

than tliose of his master. He is a youug luau ol" oiic-

aud-twenty ; his relati\es are persons of considerable

property in tiie city, and it will be diHieiilt to iudiiee

him to remove, especially as he must iierceive the

raj)id fortune which Kubens is amassin<:f." Never-

theless, an offer was made and was :u;cepted; for in

Xovembcr Toby Matliew writes from Antwerp to

!Sir Dudley Charlcton, then English Ambassador at

the Hayue, "Your lordship has no doubt heard that

\m\ Dyck, the famous pupil of Rubens, has left for

Kn!>-laiul, and that the kiujjf has granted him a

j>ension of £100 a year." The details of this visit

arc wrap]icd in mystery, only we know that, in the

follow iujj February, Van Uj'ck received ilOO " for

special services," and that he left England for Holland

]>rotected by a passport which stvlcd him tiie king's

servant, and wiiich on!}' accorded him a leave of ab-

sence for eight months. This title of king's servant

may jirobably have been notliing more than a kindly

liction invented for the greater safety of a Netiicr-

lauder travelling in the then hostile state of Holland,

for there is nothing to show that Van Dvck intended

to settle in England, nor that when he left he gave

any pledge or was expected to return. But in any

case this visit—unsuspected until within the last few

years—is of great historical importance, for it clears

up the mystery of the portrait of James I., now in

Windsor Castle, which, though always admitted to be

a genuine \'an Dyck, was, until recently, supposed to

have been painted from portraits after the accession

of Charles—and this in face of the fact that it bears

the date 1621. The business which took Van Dyck
to Holland was a commission to paint the portrait of

William of Nassau, Prince of Orange; and this com-

pleted, \a\\ Uyck returned home, and in the aut\nnn

set out for Italy. We know nothing of his journey,

not even the route by which it was made ; and we

next find him in Venice, working very hard copying

and making sketches from the works of the great

masters. But these useful studies brought in no

c:ish ; and a few months later he set out with a light

purse for Genoa, where Rubens had been so well

received fifteen years earlier. Probably Van Dyck
iiad introductions from his master to the Genoese

magnates, for commissions came thick and fast; and

(icnoa proved a gold mine, which he worked a second

time in 16£4, and again on his homeward journey in

the following year. The dated portrait of James I.

IS a rare exce])tion, for, like most of his contem-

poraries. Van Dyck habitually left his work without

signatm-e or date, so that we cannot ascertain which

among the many fine Van Dycks still to be seen in

the Genoese galleries and palaces were painted during

this first visit ; it is, however, pretty sale to assume

that the more mature works, such as the magnificent

portraits of Antonio aud Paulina Briguole Sale, were

j)ainUHl during the later sojourns. His |x>cket filled,

our artist set out for Rome, where, despite his mourn-

ing- for his father, who died at the end of ]&Z-1, he

lived a gay life and in such fine style as to earn the

nickname "il pittore cavalieresco." Yet he found time

for Work; and the fine ])ortrait of Cardinal Benti-

voglio, now in the Pitti Palace at Florence, painted

during his stay at Rome, is a marvellous achieve-

ment Cor a young man of three-and-twenfy. Genoa
was revisited in 1(J:J1, and was left for Palermo,

where Phillibert, Prince of Savoy, held vice-regal

court. But jilaguc—that hideous background to the

splendours of the past—tlrove him northward ; and

in the next year he was again in Genoa, now on

his way home, for by the close of the year he was

once more in Autwerj). Four years of absence had

greatly changed his home: the father was dead, the

favourite brother had embniced the religious life;

some sistei-s had married, and the dearest, Susanne,

had become a nun. To this young girl Antiiouy dedi-

cated the first ]>icturc ]iaiutcd after his i-clurn—-the

famous "' St. Augustim- in Ecstasy," which brought

him great renown. But the glory of Rnbens's fame

eclipsed all lesser liglils ; and it was not until the

great master dei)arted on a (li|iliimatic mission to

the Courts of S])ain and luighnul tliat the ]iU])il re-

ceived a fair ]iricc for his wurk. Aud Uow began

the most laborious years of his life—-years spent for

the most part in painting altar-pieces, and to which

belong the great part of Van Dyck's devotional com-

positions. The range of subjects is limited : the

most frecpient is the " Madonna aud Child," then t lie

" Crucifixion," the " Descent from the Cross," and

the "Entombment ;" the manner is as little varied

as the subject, and a want of elevation and ideality

in the treatment, together with a certain common-
place quality in composition and grouping, ])rove the

wisdom of Rnbens's early counsel, that Van Dyck

should devote himself to j)ortrait.

In 1027, our painter made a visit to England; but

the inHuence of Buckingham then excluded Arundel

from the Court ; A'an Dyck does not apjiear to

have met the king, aud after a short time he re-

turned to Antwerp. A year later Felton's dagger

had entered Buckingham's heart, and once more the

old inlluences resumed their sway. Rubens was still

at the English Court ; but after a time it became

apjiarent that he could not be induced to settle out of

his own country; and in the autumn of lU:!'.) Charles

began to entertain the jjroject of bringing \'an Dyck
over to till the place that would so soon be vacant.

He therefore empowered J'lndymion Porter to eom-

missi(jn Van Dyck to paint a subject -picture for the

sum of £7S; and in the following March, the "Loves

of Rinaldo and Armiia" was delivered into the hands
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of tho kins- Tlio iiictuic pleasLxl; and the favour-

able impression was confirmed by the admirable por-

trait of Nicholas Tjaniere, the Court Musician, which

came into the kint;''s possessiou shortly afterwards.

With this fine work, which still forms part of the

Royal collection, our painter took especial pains ; and

Laniere afterwards told Sir Peter Lely that ho was

made to sit for seven entire days, nor would Van

Dyck allow him a sight of the canvas during the

whole of that time. It was this portrait, adds Lely,

which secured to Van Dyck his invitation to the

English Court; and it is certain that formal nego-

tiations with him were opened towards the close

of 1031. F. Mabel Robinson.

MEDALS OF THE STAGE.

M RODIN is not the only foreign artist wdio malice, how M. Ringel (d'lllzach), against his will

. has had to complain this year of the eecen- and much to his astonishment, was elevated to a

trieities of the Royal Academy. There has been like apotheosis. The Academy has been made of

I

ALEXANDEE DUMAS II.

{From tltc ^f€daUion by Rlntjd.)

exhibited at Messrs. Boussod and Valadon's an ex- late the subject of so much bitter criticism, and has

ccllent Mcsdag, which is said to have achieved found its sayings and doings so keenly scrutinised,

the honours of rejection ; and in a recent number that the story of M. Ringel's odyssey, which is not

of L'Ait, the story is told, with an abundance of at all to its credit, may here be summarised.
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Last year, M. lilnyil exhibited al tlu' Sali>u a

case 111- frame of twelve medals, three of which

—

tliose of MM. Augfier, Rodin, aud Victor IIiii^-o

—

were engraved lor presentation in The Macazixk of

AuT. They found favour in the eyes of the jury,

and it occurred to him that Ihey would look well at

Burlington House, and that they might find favour

in the eyes of the Hanging (^immitfee of ls(IC>. To

once adilri'sscil luni an ajiiieai from the judgment of

the Council. " Permettez-moi," the letter ran, "de

ne pas m'adresser seulemeut il I'esprit de justice du

President, niais aussi uu goiit eelaire de I'artiste

eminent qui comprendi-a que je ne puis niutilcr un

cadre fait expres pour contenir douze niedaillons et

(]ui a etc admis comme tel a toutes les Exjiositions

on jc I'ai presente et nolammcnl au Salon tie Paris,

EDMOXD UOT.

(From thr, MidiiUion bu Uhir/el.)

Burlington House they were despatched aoeordingly,

together (as I read the story) with a thirteenth

—

the medallion of M. (irevy, now and this some time

past President of the French Re|)uhlic. For some

occult and inex])licable reason, the Council would

receive no more than eight of them. On the 7th

April, Mr. Eaton wrote to M. Ringel "to ask you if

you will consent to eight being removed from the

]]anel to which they are attached for that purpose."

M. Ringel was out of town at the moment ; but on

the ]5th April he came back, and "remembering

that the P.R.A. is both sculptor and painter," he at

432

ou mcs niedaillons ont ete recompenses ])ar le .Tuiy."

Rather than sanction any such nnitilation he would

witlulraw his work, and renounce the honour of

exhibition; and "dans I'attente d'etre honore de

votre reponse," he signed and despatched liis letter.

No answer came ; but he duly received an invitation

to the private view, and was hap])y to think that

his ])leading had not been in vain. As he could not

cross to London to make sure of it, he deputed the

duty to a friend, who repaired to lUirlino-lon House

to find exhibited, not the whole set of medallions, not

even eight of them, but only one, the " (irevy," and
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tliat one " in-evereneieusement accroche au nuliL'ti

d'une gaine.'-" The proceeding- seems to have stniek

him as a little strong; for his second letter to the

President (31st May, 1886) is touched with a certain

irritation. He remarks that, not havint;' received any

answer to his letter of the 15th April, he had natu-

rally concluded that the President and Council had

yielded to the respectful observations which, " in reply

to the strang'e request transmitted by your secretary,"

he had taken the liberty to address them ; and he

is all the more astonished to learn that his case of

medals is not included in the exhibition. He refers

in passing to the " immense wrong " which has been

done him by the suppression of his works, and the

fact that it was not thought worth while to tell him

that he could have them when he cared to send for

thom—"which would at least have permitted me to

exhibit them elsewhere ;
" and he goes on to say

that he is trying, " but in vain, to reconcile the ex-

treme impolitesse of your behaviour with your great

re]nitation for courtesy, in which I had always

hitherto believed." It is enough, he adds, "il de-

courager il jamais les artistes etrangers de se risquer

encore si exposer il la ' Royal Academy ;
' " and he

concludes by remarking that "en depit de vos pro-

cedes il mon egard, je me respecte trop, M. le Presi-

dent, pour ne pas contiuuer a me dire votre tres

humble et tres obeissant serviteur." To dispose of

this protest was for Mr. Eaton the work of no time at

all. Writing under date of the 1st June, he informed

]\r. Uingel that no answer had ever been received to

his notification of the 7th April ; that if any such

answer had been received it would have been his duty

to lay it before the President and Council, and reply

to it according to their instructions ; that the Presi-

dent never replied in person ; that as no letter had

ever been received from INI. Ringel, nobody could be

accused of Ijiipuliiesne towards him ; that he had only

received his invitation to the private view as the ex-

hibitor of the"Grevy;" that, with regard to the

case of medals, in a former letter, of the 7th April,

" I explained to you why they could not be exhibited,

and it would not have been in the j>o\ver of the

President or any one else to make any alteration of

the rules in your favour ;
" and, finally, that " I have

given orders for the medallions to be given up to M.
Thibaudeau in accordance with your request."" For

'M. Leroi's remarks on this document our readers

may be referred to the original text in L'Art for the

15th AugiKt. I shall only note in this place (1)

that M. Ringel, by no means satisfied with the exact-

ness of Mr. Eaton''s information with regard to the

non-delivery of his letter of the 15th April, addressed,

on the 2n(l June, a formal complaint to the Minister

des Postes et Telegraphes, who informed him, si.x

days after, that his researches having been in vain.

he had asked the Postmaster-General to institute an

inquiry on this side the Channel also ; and (2) that

iNIr. Eaton's " I explained to you why they could not

be exhibited " only meant that he had altogether

forgotten his own letter, which, as we have seen,

was but " to ask you if you will consent to eight

being removed from the panel to which they are

attached for that purpose." It will be more to the

point to touch, if but for an instant, on the expe-

riences of M. Thibaudeau, who, when he sent to

Burlington House for M. Rodin's " Idylle," received,

in lieu thereof, M. Riugel's hapless case of medals !

This he at once returned, as at the moment it was

not included in his commission ; and when, in due

course, he made application for it in M. Ringel's

name, he appears to have got into difficulties at once,

and to have proved beyond dispute that JM. Ringel's

case was unmarked, unnumbered, and completely for-

gotten ! Nobody knew anything about it,, and it

was some time ere it could be identified and handed

over to his care. " Le desordre organise," concludes

M. Paul Leroi, not, it is to be feared, without reason,

" Risiim teueatis, amici, et Dieu vous garde d'exposer

a la Royal Academy of Arts !
"

M. Ringel's medallions have not, it may be, the

romantic touch, the fine imaginative treatment of

character and material which distinguish those of

David d'Angers ; nor have they, it seems certain, the

austerity, the dignity, the masterly sobriety wdiieh

stamp the later work in this department of Legros.

But they deserved a better fate than rejection at

the hands of the sculptor of the "Deboridi" of this

last Academy exhibition. To say nothing of their

technical qualities, which are neither few nor in-

considerable, and which secured their acceptance,

with honour, by a tribunal to say the least of it

not inferior in intelligence and skill to the Royiil

Academy Council, they fill a gap in contemporary

art. There are few nowadays to practise the craft

of the Pisanello and Dupre ; and the encourage-

ment that is doled out to these is of the scantest.

In France, where they are proud of their great men,

the circumstances of the medallist are likely to

improve, and M. Ringel is to be congratulated on

the perseverance he has shown in keeping to his task.

As has already been said in this magazine, he has it

in him to do for the men of this generation what

was done by Dixvid d'Angers for the men of 1830.

If he will (in other words) he may render no small

service to posterity, and impose upon unborn France

an obligation which cannot easily be over-estimated.

In his first series he dealt with all sorts and con-

ditions of greatness—Piisteur's with Hugo's, Rodin's

and Angler's, Chevreul's and Rcnan's and Gambetta's.

In his second, which is now in course of issue, he has

advanced to immortality the likenesses of a second
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tliizi'ii i)f clistinsjiiislied iiipii, enough ol' whom are

Uiiowu ill I'uuneetion uiili the stage to give the

issue a distinct stage touch, and to make it even

more interesting to some of us than tlie dozen or

tliirleeii that went before.

In Enghmd here the name and fame of Ak'xandre

Dumas I.—Alexander Maximus as he is called by
those who delight to do him honour—have been a

national possession for more years than I care to be

at the pains of calculating. His influence upon the

French theatre has been incalculable: with "Henri
Trois et sa Cour " he fought and won the battle of

" Hernani " while " Hernani " was yet in manuscript

;

while with "Antony" he not only antici))ated the

best effects of his successors, but mapped them out a

path which only the strongest of them have trodden

with safety and with pnifit. Oddly enough, he has

not touched the English drama directly; if his

example has impressed at all, it has been through the

work of his heirs and imitators. But it is otherwise

in the department of the novel. His (and Maquet's)

Monte Cristo is a legendary figure with us, and it

need sur|)rise nobody that he is this winter to be bur-

lesijued at a jiopular London playhouse, as Eaust and

Don .luaii have been before him; the epic of the

^luskcteers has sold by cartloads any time these

forty years, and is selling by cartloads still; while

Balsamo :ind Chicot, Ange Pitou and Bussy and

Diane de Monsoreau, a score of gallant and romantic

creations besides, are scarce less familiar and less well-

beloved than the most popular figures of Scott and

Thackeray and Dickens themselves. It is otherwise

with his son, the dramatist of " Le Demi-Monde"
and "Monsieur Alphonse" and " L'Ami des

Eemmes." He is a man remarkable in every way;

but none of his |ilays has taken root annnigst ns save

the fii-st, the " Dame aux Camelias," and to most of

us he is only known as a writer of prefaces designed

to secure the circulation of impossible theories of

morality, and—to the hardened and unbelieving—as

"his father's worst work" and " the small change of

Alexander Maximus." This is, of course, unjust, and

unjust in the highest degree. ]5orn an Englishman,

Alexandre Dumas II. would have been one of the

most popular of English writers, if only by reason of

the completeness of his intellectnal individuality, of

the strong and peculiar element of mysticism which

pervades his w'orks, and the passionate sincerity

which inspires his views of morals and of life. As it

is, he remains nnpresentably French, for the touch

of African blood which he inherits from his greater

father compels him to exaggeration, and his theories

—which may or may not be contestable in themselves

—are formulated in terms and pushed to conclusions

which make the serious consideration of them impos-

sible. ^Vhat is more, perhaps, to the jnirpose is, that

ill him tiic moralist is apt to spoil the artist: he is

pre-eminently a writer of plays with a purpose ; and

of late it has happened with distressing frcijueney

that the purptise has killed the l>lay. All this to

the contrary, however, he h:is but one rival—Emile

Augier—in contemporary drama, and his best work
IS animated by a ))ropriety and a vigour of expression,

a completeness of characterisation, a daring and a

vivacity of conception, a solidity of craftsmanship,

and a sustained brilliancy of style which have been

e(pialled by no contemjjorary dramatist.

It was in "Denise" that M. F.-J.-E. Got, the

doyen of the Comedie Francai.se, secured one of the

greatest successes of his later years. Befcne that,

if I remember aright, he had played but little for

M. Alexandre Dumas II., and a very great deal

fcjr M. Augier, with whose masterpieces his name
and fame are indissolubly associated. He was the

Sj)iegel of "La Pierre de Touche," the Giboyer of

"Les EfTrontes" and " Le Fils de Giboyer,"" the

Andre Lazare of " La Contagion," the hero of

"Paul Foresticr," the elder brother of "Les Four-

chamlKuilt," the Maitre (iuerin of, perhajis, the most

striking piece of the whole set, and, above all, the

Poirier of the famous and delightful comedy which

I\l. Augier wrote in collaboration with Jules Sandcau.

But it is not for nothing that he has been from the

first the most studious, painstaking, and intellectual

actor of his generation ; it was not by phiving Augier

alone that he became the most finished artist of his

time. He worked hard at the Conservatoire, to begin

with; he entered the Theatre Frangais in ISM, :uul

was made an Associate in PS.'JO; and meanwhile

he i>layed, says Sarpey, "tons les petits loles du
vieux repertoire, portant des lettres an besoin." In

ISIS he came first to the front with his admirable

creation of the Abbe in Musset's " II Ne Faut Jurer

de Ilien ;
" but even then it took him years to con-

(juer the first place, and during this time of battle

and endeavour he appears to have atteni])ted every-

thing. All the Scajiins of Molicre, all the Crispins

of Ilegnard, the Patlielin of the immortal farce, the

Miles Gloriosus of Corneille, Pourceaugnac and the

greater Sganarelles, the Arnolphe of " L'Ecole des

l''emmes," the Trissolin of "Les Femmes Savantes,"

the Tibia and the Podcsta of "Les Caprices de

Marianne," Beaumarehais' F'igaro and Balzac's Mer-

cadet, and the Duke Job of Leon de Laya, and

the De la Porcheraie of Labiehe, in the prose of

Malletille and Scribe, the ver.se of Ponsard and

llaeine— in each and every one of these did the

indefatigable artist essay himself, and in each and

every one he left his mark. " Le vrai caraetcre ile

son talent," says M. Sarcey, who understands him

thoroughly and admires him as he deserves, " e'est

un gout de rcalite qui s'allic, par un melange singulier.
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i\ uue fantaisie puissante." His (iiieiin, his Abbe,

liis (Jibojer, are taken in the very act of being, and

are composed and presented with a completeness that

beo-srar iUusion and make tliem more living than life;

liis Paflielin, his Sganarelle, his Alatamore, are eol-

lossal extravagances, the very heroics of farce, crea-

tions in which the most riotous and abundant fantasy

is tempered by the severest art. Tt is this double

done the most and the best; and many and eminent

as his predecessors have been, it seems certain that

tiie House of Moliere has had no worthier head.

He has jjlayed even less for Labiche than for

Dumas II.: the De la Porcheraie of " Moi " being,

I believe, the only thing in which the two have

come together. But Labiche, who, albeit of the

Academic, is not a "classic" writer, has done but

EUGEKE LABICUE.

(From the ^ff-llaUion hy Jliugfl.)

gift which has won for Got the fame that he enjoys,

liie autliority it is his to wield, and his place at the

head of his profession. I have seen him jdaying

against M. Coquelin,and preferred the younger artist

to his chief ; the exquisite ion//omie, the delightful

and refreshing good humour of M. Tliirou are not

within his means ; in dwelling on tne Fran9ais as

it is ceasing to exist, the unique endowment of M.
Delaunay will always remain one of the pleasures of

memory. But, for all that, M. Got, as the doyen of

the Comedie Franyaise, is the right man in the right

place. He it is who has worked the hardest and

little for the Frangaise, true heir of Moliere as he

is. His theatre has been the Palais Royal, and his

actor was Geoffroy. Incomparably the greatest

modern writer of farce, he is not the man to be

dealt with at the tail of an article ; and I shall do

no more than suggest to such of my readers as

know him not that, if they want to laugh and to

learn something of the l/oi/iyeois, they take unto

themselves as many of the hundred and sixty pieces

in which he has had a share as are included in the

ten enchanting volumes published as the " Theatre

Complet de Eugene Labiche." \\ , E. II.
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M. TuRQUET has decided to fi)und an artists' portrait

gallery, in imitjition of the one in the UiRzi, and has re-

quested the Keeper of the Louvre to find room for and instal

the collection against the opening of Parliament. The new-

buildings of the Luxembourg are now complete, and the

Luxembourg collection will soon be housed therein ; they

are situate at the extreme west of the g-ardeus, and are

entered from the Kue de Vaugirard. M. Alfred Darcel is

completely re-arranging the multifarious contents of the

Musee de Cluny. King Humbert has decreed the foun-

dation at IJavenna of a Museum of Byzantine Art. Herr
Adolf Guttbier, art-publisher to the Saxon Court, has

ju-i^t opened at Dresden a Mu.seum of Italian Painting,

which contains photographs of over two thou.s;ind examples ;

including all the works of Lionardo, liaphael, and Michel-

angelo ; over five hundred and tifty of the school of Siena
;

over two hundred of tlie Umbrian school ; and so fortL

The collection will be shown all over Germany, and then

sent on to Paris and London. The catalogue has been

com|>iled by Dr. Schuman. The Art Committee of the

Albert Palace is making a collection of pictures of Old
London. Sir Charles Mills has presented to the British

Museum the archaic " Bull" which Cockerell brought from

Athens some sixty years since. The Walker Art Gallery is

in disgrace over the purchase of a poor example of Charles

Landseer, which contains a couple of dogs painted by some-

body of no account, and mistaken for Sir Edwin's own.

and N'orth Italy. It is announced that "the most per-

fect mechanical process" will be employed ; and there is

little reason to doubt, from the constitution of the Society,

that the result will lie other than eminently satisfactory.

Mr. Thieaudeau, of 18, Green Street, Leicester Square,

will receive subscriptions—£2 annually—for the new Inter-

national Chalcographical Society. Of pmblic companies

and institutions on the list there are twenty-three German,

seven British, three Au.strian, two American ; w^ith one

Belgian, one Spanish, one Swiss, one Danish, and one

Norwegian. MM. Clement and Eugene Muntz have sub-

scribed—apparently on their own account— on behalf of the

Bibliotheque Nationale and the Bibliotheiiue de I'tcole des

Beaux-Arts. But it woidd seem that official France has

so far been nobly deaf to the new Society's claims ; for in

a recent number of the Cowi-ier de /'Art M. Paul Leroi

addresses an indignant protest to JL Turquet against
" I'etat de deplorable infiiriorite qu'occupent les institutions

publiques de la France .sur les listes de souscription d'une

creation aussi ^mincmment utile."' Meanwhile, the Society

has comjiosed the .scheme of its earliest issues. They will

include : Diirer's "Etlects of .Jealousy," from an unique

(unfinished) proof in the Berlin Museum ; Lionardo's

"Sybils," from the Malcolm Collection, and "Studies of

Heads" (Pa.ssavant 1 and 2) from the British Mu.seum
;

Mocetto's " Virgin Surrounded by Saints ; " the " Chess

Players" of the master " E. S.," from a set of four in

the collection of Baron E. de Hothschild : and seven or

eight examples of the .schools of Florence. North Germany,
„30fi

In Switzerland a society, " Pro Aventico," has been
formed for the purpose of exploring systematically the re-

mains of Aventicum, and the preservation of whatever is

unearthed as public property. It is announced that the

committee formed for renewing the excavations so brilliantly

executed by Mr. Wood at lilphesus, on the site of the Temple
of Diana, have not .succeeded in raising the minimum
amount rccjuired for the work. At Tanagra there has been
discovered a tomb, the walls of which are covered with

highly finished paintings in encaustic, dating (it is supposed)

from the Third Century b.c. From Rome is announced
the di.scovery, in the bed of the Tiber—by the men at work
on the new bridge between the Regola and the Ti-astevere

—

of a life-size statue, in Corinthian bronze, with silver eye.s.

It represents a slave in the act to strike with a dagger, and
Commendatore Fiorilli has pronounced it an example of

the best epoch of Kouian art.

M. Cazix is at work on a bronze pla(|Ue for the hou.se, at

Damvillier.s, of Bastien-Lepage, to whom it is proposed to

erect, in the same town, a subscription statue, the work of

M. Augu.ste Eodin. M. Albert Lenoir has fini.shed the

model of his "Hector Berlioz" for the Place Vintimille.

At Abbeville the sculptor Hiron has exhibited the maquelte

of his monument to Admiral Courbet. !M. t!roisy has re-

ceived the riband of the Legion for his " Monument de

I'ArnKie de la Loire," in the last exhibition of the Salon.

Subscription li.sts are being opened in all the mairiis in

France for a monumental "Defense Nationale." The
"Zwinglius" of M. Henri Natter has been unveiled at

Zurich. Barrias' Imst of Thd-odore Ballu will be placed in

the Hotel de Ville, in the Grande Galdrie des Fetes. A
statue of Victor Emnianuel, the work of Auguste Passaglia,

a pupil of Giovanni Dupro, has been unveiled at Lucca.

A corPLE of sphinxes seen at Cairo, and the memory of

a pa.s.sage in Strabo, led Mariette Bey to the ([uest and dis-

covery of the Serapeum. An alaliaster statuette offered for

sale in the .same city has led Mr. Flindus Petrie to the quest

and discovery of the ruins of Naukratis, that Hellenic

colony on the Nile which, at its height six hundred years

B.C., declined with the rise of Alexandria, and finally dis-

appeared from the face of the land, so that not even its place

was known. The statuette was pure Greek. It came from
a mound in the Delta called Kont-el-Gnieff, and Mr. Petrie

at once divined that the time had come when the secret of
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Naukratis sliould be revealed. He found, not one, but many
mounds, wliicli, on examination, gave up a certain quantity

of Greek pottery and Athenian coins. His presumption

that licrc Naukratis had been has been amply confirmed by

later and more systematic research. Excavation has brought

fo li.uht, in an area of some eight hundred square yards, a

tenqile of Apollo (archaic period), temples of Pallas and

Zeus, a palaes/ra, and a sort of citadel. In the first of these,

whicli is of -white marble, were the fragments of a hundred

vases inscribed with dedications in Greek characters, and in

another are coknnns of a type (Ionic) of whicli the only

example heretofore in evidence is in the Erechtheum at

x^thens. The Hellenium, an exchange and a place of wor-

ship in one, built by subscription among certain Greek

cities, stands in the northern quarter of the town. It con-

tains a chapel to Zeus, built by one of the Ptolemies, a fort,

and a general warehouse ; and in the ruius there was found

a stone model of the whole structure. The multifarious

objects—in bronze, iron, earthenware—which have been

brought to light are of the highest interest. Among them
are jewels, weights and measures, moulds, and iron tools,

with the implements and materials appertaining to a factory

of amulets and blue scarab.s. The discovery, which places

beyond doubt the site of Naukratis, is unquestionably one

of the most important of the present century.

Messes. Bell propose to publish a new edition of Fair-

holt's " Costume in England," by the Hon. H. A. Dillon,

and an enlarged issue of the Rev. C. \V. King's " Handbook
of Engraved Gems." The new volumes in Cassell's " Fine

Art Library " will be the " Tapestry " of ^I. Eugene iluntz ;

the " Engraving " of the Vicomte Henri Delaborde ; and il.

Ma.x CoUignon's " Greek Archeology." Messrs. Sampson
Low announce a new and enlarged edition of Mr. Redfern's
" ilanual of Antique Sculpture

;

" with Lady Marian

Alford's " Needlework as an Art ; " Messrs. A. and C.

Black, Mr. Henry Jliddleton's " Ancient Rome in 1885 ;

"

and Messrs. Seeley, Mr. Martin Conway's " Reynolds and

Gainsborough." Mr. Budge has published an edition of the

texts from the sarcophagus of Queen Anchnesranelereh, and
Mr. Stanley Lane Poole the second volume of his " Catalogue

of Indian Coins in the British Museum." M. J. Cohen
publishes (by subscription) a " Costumes ^lilitaires : " fifty

lithographs by Charlet, with a text by GuillaumotyrVs.

According to the Moniteur des Arts there are but three

or four imbroken statues in the whole extent of the Place

des Tuileries. A while ago the marble " Lais " of Mathieu

Meusnier was found with a smashed nose ; not long after-

wards the blackguards who walk in darkness attacked the

"Alligator and Tiger" group of Cain, and broke off, all

bronze as it is, the alligator's tail ; and on the 20th August
last an immense fragment of another group was found

—

promiscuous—in the middle of the square. Of the other

.
statncs, this one is the poorer by a finger, that one by a

hand ; this nymph has lost a quiver, and that one an ear.

All that is wanted, it appears, is a gate ; but such is the

prudence of a Republican Government that this the architect

attached to the Louvre has never been able to achieve.

It is rumoured that his colleagues, the trustees of the great

French gallery, intend to resume possession of their pro-

perty unless it is better guarded ; but whether or not they

will ever be able to generate enough activity to take so

decided a step is doubtful. Meanwhile, the voijou is free

to have his will, and has it.

It is to be noted in this connection that the statues of

the Place des Tuileries are not the only sufferers, nor the

night-birds of Paris the only destroyers. The famous
'• Hemicycle," painted by Paul Delaroche for the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts, has fallen into the most lamentable state of

neglectedness and dust. " We are sorry '' (remarks the

Adiena'um) "to have to say that the tinkering at West-

minster Abbey, to which we called attention a few weeks

ago, is still going on." It also hears " with a certain amount
of dread," that it is proposed to fill the Neville Screen in

Durham Cathedral with new and original figures : a pro-

ceeding it condemns with justifiable asperity. A corre-

spondent to the same print regrets to have seen, at Go.slar,

" that the ceiling paintings by Wohlgemuth in the Council

Chamber of the old Rathhaus have suffered damage, pre-

sumably by the persons employed by the Berlin Academy
to copy the pictures." The Academy notes that at Florence

a masterpiece of Luca della Robbia has been smashed to

bits by the ladder of an intelligent workman. And in a

recent number of Le Courrier de I'Art the story is told

how at Bordeaux a mighty Delacroix—a " Lion Hunt " of

the finest type—was stuck before a stove, which stove was

presently lighted by a thoughtful official ; so that at this

hour only half the master's work remains, and the Bordeaux

Gallery is the poorer by a great picture.

As for the possibilities of destruction, they are endless.

Harewood House, with its superb Sir Jo.shuas, has but just

escaped the fate of Belvoir, Littleton, and scores of noble

places besides, and succumbed to its kitchen chimneys.

And the other day an expert, called in by INI. Turquet

to examine into the condition of the Louvre, discovered

in the Campana Galleries no less than fourteen stores of fire-

wood, the allowance of the employees, who object to keep

their combustibles in the cellars. One of these stores, above

the gallery of bronze antiques, is on so vast a scale as to

surprise the attendants that it has not yet tumbled in

through the floor, and covered the bronzes with logs and

faggots. Nor is this all. Hard by the Mus(5e de Marine

the expert brought to light a complete carpenter's shop,

with the floor a foot deep in shavings ! M. Turquet has

taken steps to rid the Louvre of these innocent perils.

The odd thing is that they should ever have sprung into

existence. But the experience of several thousand years has

demonstrated that between human brutality and human
indifterence there is very little to choose.

The water colours and pastels exhibited by the members
of the Dudley Gallery Art Society, as " Sketches and

Studies," will disappoint any one who expects the strange-

ness, the vigour, and the personality of really artistic

sketchwork, which by a small section of the public is often

preferred to the generality of so-called finished pictures.

For a sketch is a mere note of an ensemble of facts, or

of a conception in the artist's mind, and is therefore

almost rudely simplified in the direction of some dominant

effect. Now true artists, artists of imagination, who are,

nevertheless, hardly accomplished painters, frequently con-

trive to convey in a sketch a tolerably striking idea of a

general impression ; whereas in a picture their ineffective

management of the necessary accuracies of form and the

desirable fulness of detail, only confuses, instead of ex-

plaining and illuminating, their original and fundamental

conception. A study, again, need comport no rational or
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complete view of nature. It is to be regarded as a store

of information upon some quality or some definite set of

facts. It is, indeed, but the <l(issi<r of the point in ijues-

tion, and is made indeiiendrntly, or to the projndice, of

evorytliius else. Evidently the work undertaken with .such

aims must be often stran;,'e and striking, and may often

require a good deal of consideration. Now there is a de-

pressing sameness of timid commoniilace, anxious finish,

and feeble rationality about mo.st of the men in the Dudley
Gallery. The terror of the amateur—" But will it look like

a real picture ! "—seems to have haunted the discreet and
impeccable routine of their laboui-s. Their object in most
cases seems to have been the production of a little jiicture

whifh should neither puzzle the common-sense of the
straightforward jierson who " knows nothing of Ai't, but
has ahvay.s kept his eyes open, you know," nor give rise

to the carping objections of the ordinary dealer. The
e.xhibition fortunately contains some few exceptions.

Amongst these is Mr. Alfred East's "Sunshine After a
Shower," the most pronounced in effect and the most tell-

ing in treatment in the gallery; his "Cottage at Pang-
bourne," too, has a certain breadth quite noticeable in such
a show. ilr. Walter Severn, in a "Richmond Park," has
also managed to inform an unpromising composition with
some largeness and dignity. Mr. F. Hines' "Study of a
Cottage," strong, rich, and low-toned, is a very pleasant spot

in the flimsy general effect of the exhibition. Mr. A. de
lireanski's work is so forcible and wcirkinan-likc, that the

visitor cannot fail to find it for himself : with the few other

good things noticeable for intention or execution.

Mes.srs. Boussod and Valadon exhibited the large

picture from the last Salon— R. Friese's " Brigands du
Ddsert." A diagonal line from high up on the right to

low on the left divides the canvas into a strong and
realistically-painted rocky foreground, and a contra.sted

abyss of distant desert, hills, and sky. A lion and
lioness crouched amidst the stones, look over the precipice

at a camp with its minute dots of figures in the depths

below. The foreground, nearly life-size, is about as fine

a piece of vigorous, straightforward, open-air still-life as

can be imagined. The general tone of it is high, and veiy

true in its variety of close shades of slaty-grey proceeding

from the stones, which form a light mass, very subtly

opjwsed to the sky and distance, and ditlering from them
but slightly in pitch. A few black holes in the rocks arc

the only vigorous darks in the light-toned envelope which
surrounds the beasts. They, however, in spite of their good
local colour and their admirable dramatic quality, are rather

hard and wirily drawn. The picture aims at realism, but
the tones neither of the animals, nor of the land.scape, seem
]ierfectly true to the general effect. Minor sketches of

lions by the same painter present some interesting and
natural, though not very imjjressive, attitude.s. Bouguereau's
" Byblis," also from the Salon, has a certain grace atid

complete elegance in it? composition, which shows to better

advantage here, where it is not confronted with robuster

figure painting, than in Paris, where it is. There is good
work liy Th. de Bock—a sort of rough Corot dashed with

Jules Dui)r6 ; two telling sheep pictures by Mauve—one

grey, quiet, and truthful, the other with more forcible but

less sincerely observed effect ; two large examples of Israels

—one very mellow in colour, of a girl sewing, another,

rather meaningless, shadowy, and unnecessarily large, of a
man with a .shrimping net ; two or three worLs, loose in

handling, but full of sentiment, by Maris ; a few broad
and brilliant water colours by Zuber ; and a ma.ss of other
excellent work, Ixtth I'jiglish and foreign.

Thk death is announced of Professor Karl Triebel, jiupil

of Beck and " Jagd-Schulz," a i)ainter of montitaiu land-
scajie ; of .Joseph Beanme, a painter of history, the favourite

pupil of Gros, medalled in lS-2i and 1827 ; of Peter Nichol-
son, a landscape-painter and designer of promise ; of the
landscape-i)aiuter, Edmund T. Crawford, R.S.A., one of the
original Associates of the Royal Scottish Academy ; of the
distinguished Germau architect, Anton Widmann, of cholera

at Granada ; of the Austrian portrait-painter, llans Canon
;

of Leon llayon, painter of " Le Jour de la Fete " and " Le
Mere Madeleine ; " of the Belgian portrait-painter, Agnees-
sens, a pupil of Portaels ; of Henri Baron, a pupil of Gigoux,
twice medalled, artist of " Le Pays Latin " and " L'Enfance
de Ribeira ;

' and of the architect (Liege) Blandot.

In the new volume—the twenty-fifth —of the complete

edition of Thackeray (London : Smith, Elder and Co.)

there is included not a little art-criticism. Thackeray had
failed in jiainting before he took to succeeding in letter.s,

and his interest in the art which would none of hiin was
always vigorous and keen, and always—as might be sup-

posed—intelligent and pensonal. But these art-criticisms of

his are curious reading nowadaj's. They are delightfully

written, of course, in that vein of comic seriousness in

which the master's admirers exult, and with not a few of

those fopperies of style and manner which to the master's

admirers are as bread of life and the very stuff of art. But
the opinions are sometimes of the oddest. " These two
pictures of Mr. Eastlake's" (we are told) "would merit to

hang in a gallery where there were only Rafl'aelles besides."

'Tis a gallant sentiment, no doubt, but is it not somewhat
in the manner of our good friend F. B. ] "Mr.Macli.se''

(again) " h<is for his share humour such as few )>ainters

ever possessed, and a power of drawing such as never was
possessed by aiii/ otiur ; no, not by one, from Albert Diirer

downwards." That may well have been so then ; but some-
how it is not so now; the fact is out of date, \vith the

enthusiasm which prompted its recognition. 'Tis the same
with Mr. Titmar.sh's remarks on Etty. " His colour," says

the creator of Frederick I'ayham, "is sublime; I doubt if

Titian ever knew how to i)aint flesh better : " with more to

the same ]nirpo.se ; and more (it must be confessed) to in-

finitely better purpose—some capital gibing at the namby-
pamby school, a good note or two on Haydon, a fine descrip-

tion of the " Banjue " of Delacroix, and of Turner's " Rain,

Speed, and Steam." The point of it all appears to be,

not that Thackeray was fallible, but that most literary art-

criticism is (as Mr. Furuivall .says of something) " all gam-
mon and pooh ! " The contenqwrary atmosphere intoxicates,

the contemporary magic has Circean influences. A score of

years hence, and (such things have been ') the fact that Sir

J. E. Millais was compared with Hals and Velxs(iuez, and
Mr. Alma Tadema with Terborch and Pietcr de Hooch, will

sound, it may be, almost as far-fetched as these utterances

of Mr. Michael Angelo Titmarsh.

The new volume of the English version of JI. Victor

Duruy's admirable "History of Rome " (Ijondon : Kegan
Paul) is, like its i)redecessors, in two i)arts. The fii-st,

"From Augustus to the Death of Claudias," contains, with
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two maps and some two Imndved and fifty illustrations hi

tlie text, half a dozen cliromo-lithographs of great merit.

In the second, " From the Accession of Nero to the Death

of Trajan," there arc four maps, two chromos, and over two

liundred and twenty i)icces of black and white. The illus-

trations are from all manner of originals : busts, statues,

coins, frescoes, vase-paintings, jewels, bronzes, reliefs, draw-

ings of landscape and architecture : and their usefulness

is very great. They form, indeed, a pictorial commen-

tary on M. Duruy's text which in completeness and sugges-

tiveness leaves nothing to be desired. Among the best

are the reproduction of a wonderful burial urn in blue

glass and white enamel ; a reduced fac-simile of an ad-

mirable mosaic from Lyons ; and a specimen of the mural

deccirations in the palace of the Empress Livia.

which there is ever so much to be said. Mr. Hole has done

his work with a real intelligence of his subject : that is to

say, with just a touch (and no more) of kindly Jiuniour, and

with a simplicity of insight and a directness of represen-

tation which can scarce be too highly praised.

I

In " That Very Mab "' (Longmans), an old, wild, fan-

tastic, hard-hitting little book, which every one will read

for himself, there is a certain amount of brave thinking and

plain speaking about the Koyal Academy. In the chapter

called "The Beautiful"' (which is not, perhaps, in the

author's best vein) it is told how ]\Iab and the Owl fly in

at the doors of Burlington House. Here they soon discover

that " of all the many thousand ofterings, only a very few,

namely, those hung at a certain height from the floor, are

really visible to any one who is neither a fairy nor a bird ;"

and that these " are almost in every case the work of the

Forty Priests of Beauty, the Thirty Acolytes, and of their

cou.sins, their sisters, and their aunts." Flying "swiftly

as Art Critics " round the rooms, they perceive, moreover,

that the authors of these favoured pieces are, " with few ex-

ceptions, men who .seem to have been blinded, perhaps, by

the Beatific Vision of Beauty." This is jNIab's hypothesis at

least ; " for," she plaintively enquires, " if the Beatific Vision

of Beauty has not blinded them, why are they and their

friends so hopelessly absurd?" Afterwards the Owl ex-

plains that most of the works in question ' disappear by

means of a very clever invention," the device of a " famous

Priest, named Chantrey," who, perceiving that the whole

land would sjieedily be overrun with them, " bequeathed a

sum of money, called the Chantrey Bequest, to enable the

Forty to purchase each other's pictures." The author says

nothing of the Gro.svenor, and is at his best in treating, not

of art, but of morals and religion and philosophy ; but his

reference to the Academy is significant as well as enter-

taining. It seems to show that the tide has turned, and is

setting strong towards unpopularity and enquiry.

In "The Dandie Dinmont Terrier" (Edinburgh : David

Douglas) we have a scientific work which is also a remark-

ably comely book. Paper, type, printing, general get-up

and appearance—all are in the best taste, and all are

worthy of the text, which is authoritative in the loftiest

degree. A leature of special interest is the illustrations,

which are etched by Mr. W. B. Hole, from originals of mark
" and repute. Mr. Hole (as we have had occasion to note) is

a real etcher. He has the true instinct of the art, with

much excellent accomplishment, and his etchings are always

etchings, and never engravings in disguise. Thus, his

picture of Mr. Slater's Tweedmouth is not only a delightful

bit of animal j)ortraiture ; it is right etcher's work as well,

and may be studied in that light with both profit and

pleasure. Of equal merit and charm is the presentment of

Podgy II., and not far behind is that of Border Queen.

These are our favourites, but there are half a dozen others for

The five numbers of " Figaru-fia.\on " (London and

Paris : Boussod and Valadon) rank with the good things

of the year. The text, by M. Albert Wolft', is of no great

merit : is literary criticism of pictures, in fact, and nothing

more. But the illustrations, by the typogravure process, are

remarkable. There is a certain sameness of tint, a certain

monotony of texture, a certain excess of smoothness and

finish which reminds one of the achievements of American

wood engraving, as exampled in Harper s and the Century.

But when all is said, the result presented is surprising.

Here, for some seven shillings English money, are a

series of reproductions in various tints, and ranging in size

from half a folio page to two folios, of all the pictures

of the year; and (one is constrained to admit) here, it

would seem, is the beginning of the end of wood en-

graving. To enter into a detailed analysis of the whole

set of four or five score reproductions is impossible ; it is

enough that they are the best results of a mechanical pro-

cess we have seen. What is wonderful is the publication

itself, which is simply the Salon in black and white, and

brought within reach of everybody with seven shillings.

Me. Kand.\'s "Notes on Ancient Stone Implements,

etc., of Japan " (Tokio : Kokubunsha) is a capital contribu-

tion to the study of a doubtful point of archieology. The

author, a member of the Japanese senate, and ex-governor of

Hiogo, announces his object as twofold : he wishes " to

furnish Western scholars with materials for the study of the

Archieology of Japan ;

" and he is anxious " to hear the

results of their study." It is probable, he remarks, " that

in many other parts of the world there are found some

remains of the Stone Age which exactly resemble our own,"

and " others which resemble them in the main but differ in

details ;
" just as " it is also probable that there are some in

this country which are not found elsewhere." This being

the case, he has traced, described, calendared, and illustrated

as many as he has been able to bring together, from his own

and other collections ; and the present plaquette is the

result. The specimens, which are over two hundred in

number, are weU presented, by means of lithography, in

a series of twenty-four plates ; and there is no doulit that

the book—which is printed and produced at Tokio, and,

written by one Japanese, has been translated by another

—

has but to be known among archasologists to receive the

respect which, if only as a piece of serious work, is its due.

A MONOCHROME by Mr. Shields, " The Good Shepherd "

(London : The Autotype Company), is in some ways a

good thing to have. It is admirably reproduced, to begin

with ; and in itself it is sympathetic in no mean degree.

Christ, through a grove of fig-trees, leads His sheep to

drink ; into His arms He has gathered two lambs, wdiich

nestle prettily to His bosom ; while a mother sheep, all

wistful content, follows at His heel. The figure of the

Saviour is well conceived, and has both dignity and sweet-

ness ; His draperies, albeit a little too reminiscent of ilan-

tegna, are not lacking in a certain sculptural quality ;
the

impression of the whole design is iieaceful and full of

charm. The work, we think, is certain to be popular.
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SiK John i[il,LAis is iiaintin;; an iiiiiiortant jiieco of

Ian(lsfai)e. >[r. Macbeth lias etclii'd (lor >[e.ssrs. ColiiaRlii)

tlie little Mason, '•The End of the Day,' in possession of

Her Majesty the Qneen. Mr. liiehuiond's "Athenian
Audience" has been purchased for the Corporation Art
(ialleryat Birmingham. Hcrr von Piloty is jiainting, for

the Berlin Gallery, a colossal picture of the death of

.\le.\ander the Great. Mr. Walter Horsley has gone to

Cairo to iiaint. M. blie Delaunay has linisiied a portrait

of the dramatist, Henri ^feilhac ; M. Dalou a bust of M.
Auguste Vae(inerie. M. I'vodin is at work on the iiut'jue/li'

of his " Bastien-Lepage ' for Viile d'Avray ; he has rei)re-

sented the painter at his " chevalet de cam])agne " in the

act of sketching from nature. The sculptor Autokolsky is

hard at work on the Moscow monument to Alexander II.

To survive the chances of an exiiibition conijiosed of

his own work, an artist must be strong with the strength of

genius. If he is not thus gifted he must of necessity

snccund) beneath the weight of his own uninterestingues.s.

This was, to .sonic extent, the fate of Mr. Alma T'adcTna
;

it was even, to .some extent, the fate of (Jainsborougli : it

is very much, indeed, the fate of Mr. Carl Haag. Of the

two hundred and fifteen numbers which compose the col-

lection on view at Messrs. Boussiid and Valadon's, at least

two hundred are .superfluous. The artist is seen at his best

in a dozen or fifteen ; and when these have been considered

the rest is mere vanity and re|ietition. Some early work, lent'

by Her JIajesty the Queen, is curiously, is even absurdly,

snranne. Among the good things are Lord Penrhyu's
" .Vcropolis " and Lady Siemen.s's " Sphynx of Gheezeh."

The sketches, it should be noted, are better than the

finished pictures—are often touched, indeed, with real

strength and vivacity. Still, as we have said, the general

impression is one of sameness and smallness, and its

immediate outcome a regret, for the artist's sake, tliat so

much has been given where so little would have sutticed.

Thk French Gallery in Pali .Mall is less attractive this

year than usual. There are no .samjiles of the great work
of the century. At a late exhibition .some one said, '•Corot

is climbing skywards ; he will soon be out at the toplight

altogether." And truly this year we see none of the works

of the great French masters that used to make Mr. AVallis's

gallery a sure source of refreshment to the critic. Though
the rage of fashion may be pa.ssed, it is surely bad policy

not to sjiare a few scpiare feet for Corot, liousseau, Troyon,

Daubigny, and their compeers. We have never quarrelled

with the yards of excellent picture-manufacturing which do
so much to keep up the high general level of .Mr. Wallis's

show : they made a fit setting for the few gems of rare

and reil genius that used to shine there. And the benefit

was mutual ; for the mass of work was raised from the
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position of a high industry to that of significant art, when
the ntUon (I'llir of a too mechanical techniiiuc was ex-

jilained by the achievements from which it was derived.

Imiwrtaut by its place, size, and telling subject is Mr. II.

Corrodi's " Sandstorm in the Desert." Idea ami composition

are good, the sky iseflbctive; but there is throughout a want
of fire and spirit in the treatment, and, for .so vast a subject,

the foreground is especially weak and trivial in handling.

The works of Mcssns. Hefl'ner and .Miiller form the most
interesting feature of the collection. For here, licside their

finished pictures, may be .seen a sort of autol)iograiihi(;

record of their aims in art, and their .several views and
impres.sions of nature. Three studies from nature (22) and
three others (9) show us that Mr. Ilcfbier is little impres.sed

by, and only superficially observant of, the large atmospheric
efTect of a scene, and that ho searches for local facts iu

))rcferonce to general aspect. Thus, naturally, his jiictures,

of which " A Beverie of Windsor" is the most important,

are at best but splendid cttbrts at picture-manufacturing.

They are not largely conceived, but a sort of artificial unity

is preserved in them because Mr. Hefl'ner is aci|uainted

with this particular jirinciiiie anil recognises its importance.
Professor Midler's .sketches are another matter. The large

(pialities of nature, the main tones of earth ami sky, and the
subtle presence of the air, arc forcibly and boldly expressed.

Jfr. Heffner very easily improves u|)on his studies from
nature, for they liave nothing in them that coiM not be
produced in the .studio more elaborately ; but Profe.s.sor

.^^iiller in his finished work hardly attains to some of the
superb qualities of his sketches. It would be difficidt

to surpass the breadth and luminosity of his " Phihe,"
with its yollow-white walls and warm .sands ; of his "Old
Caravan Route," both enveloped iu a green blue sky and
glowing blonde atmo.spherc ; of " In the Desert," with its

dark rocks, browner sand, and a white, well-planted floating

cloud in a sky of purple blue ; or of the " Fellaheen Village,"

with its low-toned greens and broad efl"ect of light. Mr.
Staidiope Forbes is represented by an ujiright picture,

"Corni.sh Fishermen Preparing for Sea" (9(i). Its tones

are natural enough, but its .squareness of handling is pushed
to a (|uitc uunieaning point of consistency.

Ai.Tiiofiiir, like every gallery, big and little, the Nine-
teenth Century show contains its i)roportion of bad work, it

is not of the wearisome kind common in dealers' exhibition.*.

In these every one, in spite of temjieranient, must reach,

mechanically or otherwise, a decent dead level of excellence

in every quality of art. Now- the Nineteenth Century is

more lively, more diversified. The work is often the work
of inexperience ; Init when it is bad in one way it is not

seldom fresh and interesting in others. Some of it, too,

is masterly in execution, and sincere in observation of

nature. Mr. A. Comiuest's true effect of "Evening," and
his rich and broad '• Bois d'Amour—Pont Aven, ' .show
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both rjuiilities in an eminent degree. So, more or le.s.s, do

Mr. Percy Belgrave's "Old Age;" Ui: Edgar Willis's

"Welcome Shade"—a picture of delightful quality; Mr.

Aulirey Hunt's " Fisherman's Rest—Venice "—very strong

in colour ; Jfr. O. Kickatson's fresh and natural " Coming
Spring ; " Mr. G. Marks's " May-time "—conventional in

stylo, but true to art and nature. Mr. Fred Hines is tender,

sincere, and careful in his " Where the Primroses Grow ;

"

his "Glade in Epping Forest" is evidently painted out

of doors. Mr. Edwin Nichol's " Sunset in April " has the

true grey of nature, and i.s yet rich in tone. Powerful in

technique also is Mr. Edwin Ellis's strong dark picture,

" An Old Lobster-Catcher—Yorkshire Coast." Jlr. Muhr-
nian's " Boj's Eating Bread " is a good piece of continental

realism, after the manner of Paul Dubois. Elegant and
pleasing work comes from Mr. Will Anderson, especially

in his large picture, "Fair-time;" from Mr. Lindstriim,

despite his somewhat flimsy execution, in " Early Morning
—Aberdeenshire ; " from Mr. Guardabassi in " Pleasant

Pastimes ;

" and from Mr. Fuller Maitland in his pearly

grey morning sketch numbered 101. In the Water-Colour
room Mr. T. B. Hardy is, as usual, conspicuous for the

large style and true grey tone of his marine work, and
Mr. Henry S. Tuke for the style and freshness of his

"Coming Home." j\lr. Henry Terry also .sends .some

excellent work : as, for instance, his " Shy," a picture

careful in detail, and reminding one of Fred Walker in

some of its higher qualities.

Me. J[acle.\n'.s winter show in the Haymarket is made
up, as usual, of works by artists of all nations and of nearly

every degree of merit, except perhaps the very highest and
the very lowest. The English exhibits seem to be chosen
with less judgment than the foreign ones : perhaps because

not until foreigners achieve a certain success at home can

their works command con.sideration abroad. At any rate,

imongst the English work there is little that is imposing
in style, or sincerely and originally observed from nature.

Such work, especially the latter sort, is to be had in

quantities ; only the timidity and apathy of the public and
of the dealers make them recoil from what is not like

something already well accredited ; and acres of base
imitation, meaningless detail, pointless style, and empty
fashion are the result. Amongst some of the better sort of

English pictures are Sir John Gilbert's " Joan of Arc ;

"

" Springtime," a fair Mark Fisher, though le.ss carefully and
originally composed than many of his late pictures ; an
Edwin Ellis, " Off Whitby," rather heavy and coarsely
handled, but showing much spirit in the swish and run of

the water ;
" Breaking Up," by Mr. Henry Moore, a small

but fully observed sketch, true in its effect of grey sea and
bad weather. Noticeable, from their similarity of shape,
size, and .subject, amongst the other works of foreign schools,

are Benlliure's " Preaching in a Church in Valencia
;

"

Barbudo's "Le Mariage d'un Prince," and "Les Offrandes
k Notre Dame de la Salute," by Jlas y Fondevila. The
last is incomparably the best ; but all three are rather
fantastical, and while they simulate a broad realism, repose
more on fancy than fact. Then there is an example of
Carl Heffner's rather spidery looking trees and unreal
landscape aspect, and, in " The Last Day of a Condenmed "

(sic), a piece of cheap tragedy and too facile modelling which
is a mere pretext for M. iluiikacsy's'cxtremely clever brush-
work and delineation of old clothes. M. HarlamoH" .sends

two girls' heads, both painted on rough canvas showing the

grain, and both—especially the first—well executed, .and

with the charm of simply-painted flesh. Decidedly the
strongest work, however, is by Pierre Billet and Josef
Israels. In " A Shejjherdess—Brittany," by the former, the
figure is solid, well planted, and expressive

; the greens are

low-toned and vibrating
; the liandling throughout is justly

proportioned to the relative importance of the matter.
" The Widow's Harvest," by the latter, is hardly .so broadly
and firmly handled, but the sentiment of the figure and
the sense of confusion of sea and air are most sincerely

and feelingly rendered. Good, too, in Olivier de Penne's
" Waiting for the Guns," is the manner in which the land-

scape ensemble is rendered subservient to the dogs : com-
parison with Mr. J. S.Noble's otherwise meritorious "Otter
Hunting" will show the advantage of such treatment. It

would be impossible to pass over work so excellent as Mr.
L. W. Hawkins' " Wayside Cross ;

" Jacque's classic and
.stately " Minding the Sheep ; " the mellow colour and refined

feeling of E. Frere's "Boasted Apple ;" and the interesting

little " In the Forest of Fontainebleau," by Rosa Bonheur.

JIessrs. Dowdeswell's exhiVntion of water-colour land-

scapes reminds one of the English style which Birket

Foster has rendered popular; a style which is niggling, dotty,

and painfully neat, more fit for book illustration of a certain

class than for gallery pictures. ]\Iuch of this sort of work
needs no mention ; it is purely commercial in aim, and
aspires to no truthfulness in nature. Amongst good things

of the class—works whose niggling at least expresses the

truth about the small facts of nature—nuiy be mentioned
Mr. W. F. Garden's many pictures, of which " A Deserted

Lane " is perhaps the best, both in sentiment and colour
;

Mr. Sutton Palmer's " Seven Sisters' Rock, Wye ;
" and

Mr. E. Wake Cooke's graceful " Durham from the ileadows."

^Ir. Cartwright's many sketches are in this style, but with

a difference ; they suggest what Turner's illustrations of

Rogers might have been had they been carried out by
Birket Foster. The general aspect of feminine neatness

and particularity is diversified by occasional notes of

contrast. First, there is woi-k with a touch of French
impressionism in it; as M. Theodore Roussel's "Thames
Embankment, Chelsea ''—

'" full of straight lines, air and
emptiness." Secondly, there are some examples of an

older and more conventional school of English water-

colours, such as Jlr. Jackson Curnock's " Summer Morning"
—not .specially minute, elegantly composed, and set off

with bright, well-drawn figures. Then, last and best, come
a few specimens of honest realism carried out with artistic

feeling and broad and clever handling ; such, for instance,

as Mr. Wimperis's "Aldborough Common"—strong, grey,

and fresh, smacking of nature and Constable ; Mr. Max
Sudby's " Great Marlow from Shelley's Seat "—a sober,

honest sketch from nature ; Mr. S. G. Roscoe's '' At Plymp-
stone, Devon," an old fisherman mending nets—strong and
good in colour; Mr. Daniel Lun's "At Gothland, Yorkshire"

—picturesque and broad ; and Mr. A. W. Weedon's freelj"

painted " On the Adur, Sussex."

At the Hanover Gallery. 47, New Bond Street, Messrs.

Hollander and Cremetti exhibit Bertier's seductive and
lirilliant " La Danseuse " from the last Salon ; a sombre
and impressive landscape by Courbet ;

" The Postillion," a

recent and highly chanicteristic work by Meissonier ; land-

scapes by Corot, Diaz, and Daubigny ; two drawings by
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Millet ; besides a varied selection from foieigu studios

more or less famed. Of these, the Meissoiiier is in some
respects the most striking. Its mere size is unusual, and
its technical mastery— though such as is not unusual with

the artist— is yet remarkable. The concejition is admirably

8irai)le, the display of knowledge comprehensive and pro-

found. The accessories, harness and equipment, every

detail of the man's accoutrement and of the animals, are

given with finish and comprehension, yet without one
distracting touch. As with all Meissonier's work, the

)iainting provokes investigation with the force of a chal-

le!ige. AVith Millet's drawings— particularly the Rembrandt-
like and pathetic " .Seamstres-ses "-the matter is ditferent,

as the message of the artist and the spirit of art are distinct.

Thk exhibition of the Photographic Society, in Pall

Mall Ea.st, is as large and in many ways as interesting

as last year. In portraiture and landscapes, and in the

technical quality of the work generally, there is even
distinct progress

;
yet in some important matters tlie show

is disappointing. The tendency to over-exhibit is revealed

on all sides ; even the most successful photographers injure

their work by showing twice the number of examjiles their

frames should contain. The result of this crowding is dis-

tracting. The gallery is congested with a mass of work,

respectable indeed, but in no sense artistic ; and iteration is

much more than last year the burden of the exhibition.

After last year's promi.se, the paxicity of figure-subjects is

remarkable. Mr. H. P. Robinson's " Dawn and Sun.sct"is

indeed a brilliant exception ; it is a picture—not an arrange-

ment more or less fortuitous—is finely comiiosed, free from
artifice, with a quality of chiaroscuro hitherto unaccom-
plished in photography. Very good also is Mr. Henry
Stevens' portrait-study, " A Rustic ;

" and among the finer

examples of ]mre portraiture are Mr. H. S. Mendels-

sohn's "Mi-s. Blyth's Children" and "Lady Alice Eyre's

Children ; " Mr. Lafayette's " Mrs. Scroope Bernard ; " and
—in its way the best thing in the show—Mr. Dew Smith's
" Herr Joachim," an enlarged platinotype of exquisite

quality and rare suggestiveness and force. The Autotype

Company show several excellent enlargements from nega-

tives untouched. Mr. Luke Berry's " Darby and Joan

"

and " The Old Herbalist," and Mr. George Renwick's " An
Old Blade," are excellent figure-studies, full of nature and

character. The show of land.scapes is unusually fine, and

much too extensive to receive more than general recognition.

Other notable examples of skill are Jlr. Henry Stevens'

life-size "' Group of Orchids and Ferns ;" studies of yachts

sailing by Mr. W. Symonds and Me.ssrs. G. West and Son
;

and two interiors with figures — good pictures both of

them—by Mr. J. Tarras and Mr. W. N. Malby.

At 96, ifount Street, Grosvenor Square, Me.ssrs.

Hogarth and Sons have collected a choice collection of

drawings by the fathers of water-colour art, including

Varley, Hunt, Cotman, Girtin, Copley Fielding, Barret,

and others of the old society. With these are represented

artists more famous in oils, such as Cronie, with a " Scene

in Wales," and Constable. J. S. Cotman's " Hampstead
Heath" suggests not a little of the latter master in its

spacious rendering of atmosphere and skilful harmonics

of the blue landscapes and blue aerial distance. The elabo-

rate composition of Crome has di.stinction enough to place

it among the foremost examples in the gallery as an illus-

tration of pure style. Girtiu's masterly use of broad washes

and effective generalisation are finely displayed in the
" Heath Scene." Of Copley Fielding there are very diverse

examples : from the " Dover," with its tumultuous .seas and
mist-clad coast, to the richly harmonised "Scene in Vork-
shire." G. Barret and his pupil, F. 0. Finch, are most
admirably represented : the former in " River View-
Sunset," a very delicate and finished drawing of a rocky
valley, opening beyond into an infinite vi.sta of champaign.
Finch's "Towards the Sea" is notable for the romantic
sentiment of the landscape, and the exceedingly effective

foreground of rocky platform and noble trees. W. Muller's
" Hilly Scene "may well be conqiarcd with Ciirtins" Heath
Scene " tis a iKietical vision of twilight, and is fully as impres-

sive and moving. Other works are Boiinington's " Calais,"

where the relation of the church to the street and its

figures naturally suggests comparison with Cotman's more
atmo.spheric and brilliant "Norwich ;" Varley 's minutely
touched and somewhat hard "Greenwich" and "View on
the Thames ; " G. Robson's " In the Lake County "—a
fine example; De Wint's "Carisbrook Castle;" and
Prout's careful and clean, though not very characteristic,

"Cottage "(19).

Thk Society of Painters in Water-Colours, Glasgow,

have opened their present exhibition to all comers, and
the result is a display of much greater extent and interest

than was previously the ca.se, wlien the works shown con-

sisted exclusively of the productions of their own members
and as.sociatcs. This year most of the Royal Scottish

Academicians, nearly thirty of the members of the Hoyal
Institute, and many members of the Royal Society of

Painters in Water-Colours contribute, and a collection

of between eight and nine hundred works has been brought

together. A very fair average of excellence has been

maintained throughout, and few works api)ear that are

unworthy of a place upon the walls. A few interesting

contributions come from the honorary members of the

Society. Sir J. D. Linton shows his dramatic little

picture, " Rejected ; " Sir John Gilbert a large woodland

scene with "Banditti Gambling;" Mr. Alma Tadema his

plea.sant little Roman "Roadside Altar;" while from Sir

Wm. Fettes Douglas, P.R.S.A., come three delicate little

water-colours, representative of the landscape work which

has entirely occujiied him during recent years. The
President of the Society, Mr. Francis Powell, has attained

in his large upright .subject, " Sunlit Waters," a telling

effect of brilliant sun.set, and in .several of his smaller

subjects he gives delicate renderings of cloud and sea.

Among the other marine pictures are three excellent

contributions by Mr. Henry Moore, and a very clever

scene with shipping, " The City of Rochester," by Mr.

W. L. Wyllie. In several of his recent water-colours Mr.

W. E. Lockhart has shown a hardness and "tightness " of

touch and an insistence upon definite outline which are

far from pleasing. His subjects in the present exhibition,

however—a view of the Brig o' Doon, and two .street .scenes

in Lincoln—are more in his old manner, distinguished by

direct handling, potent colour, and telling effect. Of the

work of Mr. Wm. M'Taggart, so wayward and ai)iiarcntly

careless, so fresh always, so full of space and atmosphere

and a .sense of the motion and glitter of thing,s, we have

three examjilcs. In addition to "A Corner of Pompeii,"

Mr. W. B. Hole sends two scenes of quiet village life
;

"When the Day's Work is Done" is especially good in

tone and in its rendering of peaceful moonlight. Two of

the ablest of the younger Scottish water-coloiu- painters,
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Mr. Arthur Melville and Mr. ThonuLs Scott, are represented,

the former by three of his vividly coloured, dexterously

liandled Oriental .subjects, and the latter by the largest

picture which he has yet produced, the " Meet of the Duke
of Buccleuch's Fo.\liounds at Itiddell."' In his "Broken
String " Mr. A. Davidson exhibits the most complete thing

that we have yet seen from his brush.

Hals (1,(121), all of which are only less useful and .suggestive

than the pictures themselves. On tlic other hand, tiie

Terburg—the "Guitar Les.son " (8()4)— is unskilfully illu-

minated, so that, as was inevitable, a part of the exipii-

site original effect is lost.

The death is announced of the American painter,

William Page ; of the Polish patriot and painter, Zaliski
;

of the Belgian sculptor, Joseph Geefs ; of the Diisseldorf

(jenve painter, Heinrich Weischebrink ; of the Flemish

painter, Leon Hayon, and of I'.mile Perrin, director of the

C'oniedie Francaise, a pupil of Gros and Delaroche.

TiiE etching from Mr. Orchardson's "Hard Hit" wliich

M. t'liamjiollion has ])repared for VArt (Paris : Rouam)
is one of the most picturesque and vivacious transcripts

from a picture which we have seen for some time. M.
Champollion has wrought with rare intelligence and skill,

and his treatment of the several gestures and expressions

which make up the dramatic interest of the picture is

simply masterly. What is more, perhaps, he is singularly

felicitous in his management of the subtle values and the

delicate .scheme of tone which represent the pla.stic interest

of his subject. Perfectly to maintain in black and white

a balance so exquisitely graded in colour is, perhaps, im-

possible. j\r. Champollion, however, has gone so near to it

as to have produced a work which is an achievement in

reproductive etching. M. Gaucherel's translation into

black and white of the '' Mrs. Winchester Clowes " of the

same painter (Paris : Rouam) is less successful— is harder

in line and le.ss delicate and attractive in tone. The picture

itself is not to be compared with " Hard Hit " and the

etching is .similarly afflicted with tlie picture

In the third livraison of autotypes from pictures in the

National Gallery (London : The Autotype Company) the

most interesting number is probably the "Mariage a la

Mode" series (113—118), which is better than any set of

prints we know. Sir Joshua (871) is badly represented
;

but Gainsborough, with a fine transcript of the " Parish

Clerk " (760), and Lawraice (922), are seen at their best.

The Spanish selection is notable in a magnificent re-

production of Zurbaran's " Monk" (23i)) ; the French in

the worst translation from Claude—the " Queen of Sheba "

(14)—which Messrs. Braun have made. There is a great deal

of admirable matter from the Italian schools :—Bellini's

lovely " Virgin and Child " (280) ; Bonvicino's romantic
"Italian Gentleman" (299); Correggio's delicious "Venus,
Cupid, and Mercury "

(10) ; Raphael's " Vision of a Knight

"

(213 and 218"), the painting and drawing both ; an exquisite

Francia (180) ; Antonello's noble and virile " Portrait of a

Man" (1,141); a charming example of Garofalo (170).

En rt^anche, the Sebastian del Pionibo (1) is spotty to a

degree ; and the Titianic " Holy Family "
(4), while excellent

as a ])hotograph, is not suggestive of the master at his best.

Rubens is not represented at all. Rembrandt, however, is

shown at his most wondrous in the famous " Old Woman "

(775), and the miraculous " Lace Collar " (800), both of which
it were hard to praise too highly. The reproduction from
Pieter de Hooch's astonishing " Courtyard" (1794) is superb

;

and so in their several ways and degrees are those of the

excellent Hobbima (995), the Ituysdael (C28), and the Franz

The new edition of Captain Jesse's "Beau Brummell"
(London : Niinmo) contains a good deal of fresh inattei-,

and is altogether an improvement on the old. Like ;ill

Nimmo's publications, moreover, it is quite admirably

produced : in a couple of comely volumes, on good thick-

jiaper, and in tlie best of type. A special feature is the

illu.stratious after Dighton and others. In themselves

they are of no great merit ; liut they are excellently printed

(in colours), and as portraits of the Beau and his con-

temporaries they have an intere.st and value which are al-

together irrespective of art. The new edition of " Gulliver,"

just issued by the same publisher, is—albeit a trifle un-

wieldy—the handsomest and most attractive of recent

years. It contains an admirable introduction by Mr. Geo.

Saintsbury, who has made Swift his own lieyond dispute,

and it is further remarkable in its spirited and striking

illustrations (ni colour.s) of Poinson, which we de.scribcd on

the occasion ol tlitir first iiroduction, in a French trans-

lation, liy ]\1. Quantin.

CHRisTM.\ii Novelties.—One of the prettiest of Messrs.

Marcus Ward's new Christmas Cards is the " combination"

card entitled " Kate Greenaway's Little Folks.'' Something
in the same style are a number of "Christinas Greetings."

Miss Georgina Bowers contributes, in "Young Blood" and
" Across Country," two sets of lively pictures of the

chase ; and Mr. Walter Crane a number of quaint and

liretty " Winged Wishes." Some screens and leaflets of

sulijects from Fra Angelico are particularly commendable,

as, in other styles, are some designs of Miss Greenaway
in light tints on a gold ground, and certain cameo effects

in white upon blue. The whole issue of Messrs. Hildes-

heimer and Faulkner is remarkable for charm of design and

exquisite colouring. Special mention should be made of

the landscapes of Mr. F. C. Price ; the floral designs of Mr.

Erne.st Wilson ; Mrs. Dealy's pretty ^>ns<ic7«es of Miss Green-

away ; the landscapes of ^lessrs. Sigmund and Fred Hines
;

and the flower pictures of Mr. O. G. Noakes. For the same

publishers Miss Havers has illustrated a pleasant .selection

from Hans Andersen (" The AVhite Swans and Other Tales "),

and illustrated it as prettily as you please ; her designs are

not invariably happy, but on the whole the set may be

accepted as her best work so far. In " Through the

Meadows " (same publishers) we have a string of songlets

by Mr. F. E. Weatherly, and a series of pleasant pictures

in colour and monochrome by Mi.ss M. E. Edwards and

Mr. Staples. Both volumes are admirably "got up." The
" Old English " Christmas and New Year Cards of INIessrs.

Falkner and Sons (Deangate, Manchester) are quaint, and
iiave the merit of cheapness. The " frosted " cards of Messrs.

AVirth (London and New York) are jiretty in themselves and

are prettily produced. Lord Brabourne's " Friends and

Foes from Fairyland " (Longmans) contains a number of the

quaint but very mannered designs of Mr. Linley Sambourne.

In " Thoughts for Sunset " (Edinburgh : Nelson) we have a

series of delicate and pleasing illuminations by "L. M. W."
The artist of "Slateandpencilvauia" (London: ]\Iarcus

Ward) is Mr. Walter Crane—by no means at his best.
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The Oxford Shulo Professor has decided to adopt tlie

liractice of the Shide Professor in London, and paint heads

in public. The demonstrations of Mr. Legros liave beeu

reiiroaehed witli iliarlatanisni any time tliese ten years,

llcnceforlli, it is hardly to he doulited, their reproarli will

disappeai' : even in the eyes of stupid and envious people.

Heu Majesty the Queen Las commissioned Professor

Von Angel i to jiaint the portraits of H.Pi.II. the Princess

])eatrice and Prince Henry of Battenbcrg. !Mr. Poynter

has made good progress with his " Queen of Sheba," for

the next Academy exliil)ition. Mr. Ouless's " Professor

Kennedy '' has lieen placed in the College Hall, St. John's.

M. Dalou has been commissioned to design and execute the

monument to Eugene Delacroix. Mr. Hester has etched,

for Mr. Arthur Lucas, ]Mr. Dollman's "Not Worth Powder

and Shot ;" Af. IJracquemond has fini.sbed liisiilate after

Mei.ssonier's " Lc I'.ixe," M. liajon his etching of the
" liouget de I'lsle" of Pils, and M. Bertinott his engraving

of the " Tiiisbe " of Mr. Edwin Long. M^L Cavellier and

Aime Millet have been commissioned to execute the busts

of iMuile Perrin and Victor Massci for the Listitute ; M.

Franceschi, a bust of Victor Ma.ssc for the Opera C'omi<iue.

The monument to Admiral Courbet, at Abbeville, has been

entrusted to MM. Mercic, Paul Duliois, and Falguiere. M.

CJautheriu has iinished the model of his "Denis Diderot"

for the Place Saint-Germain-des Pre.s. M. Etcheto has

tini.shed, for Baron Alphonse de Rothschild, a reduction in

marble of his monumental " Francois A'illon," now in the

Place Monge. M. Bingel lias produced a medallion por-

trait of iL Auguste Vacijucric ; why does he neglect such

admirable material as the head of I'erlioz ? M. Chaplain

has finished, for the Municipal Council of Paris, his medal

in commemoration of the opening of the new Hotel de Ville.

Signor (ialhn-i will be the sculjitor of the " Garibaldi " w^hich

is to be set up on the Janicukim, at a cost of 40,(100 francs.

il. Durand Greville has been entrusted by the Ministere

dcs Beaux-Arts with a mi.ssion to the United States : its

oV)ject is that of describing and cataloguing all the art-col-

lccti(jns, laiblic and private, iu the country.

SiK John Millais has sold (says the Moniteur cles Arix)

his "Ornithologist " for £'5.000 to an Australian, and M.

Meissonier his " Vedette " for ,t3,0rt0 to an American
;

w^hile Jlr. C. Haseltine (of Philadelphia) lias been buying in

Paris to the tune of £'40,000. Bart)n Alphonse de Pioth.schild

has sent 5,000 francs to the Chalcographical Society, and

3,000 francs to the Hugo Jlemorial Committee. Mr. W. Stott

has been elected a member of the Incorjiorated Society of

British Artists. SL Charles Verlat has been appointed to

the directorship of the Antwerp Academic des Beaux-Arts.

M. J.-P Laurens succeeds M. Boulanger in the ccjutrol of

the evening cla.ss atthe.licole dcs Beaux-Art.s, whore the

latter artist now holds the Chair of Painting. Signor Pietro

Kosa has been elected a foreign associate of the Academic, in

place of the late Thomas ]Jonaldson.

JI. Cakles' " La Jeuuosse," M. Cordonnier's "Jeanne
Dare," M. Marqueste's " Galathee," and M. Christophe's

marble " La Fatalite," are all reser\'ed for the Luxembourg.
So, among other pictures bought by the State, are the
'• Chevaux a I'Abreuvoir " of M. Dagnan-Bouveret, the
" Hollandisch Dieji "' of M. Henri Zuber, the "Givre et

Neige" of M. A. Nozal, M. Thirion's " Molse Jixpose sur le

Nil," and JL Michel's "Les Dunes, Prcs de Harlem ;" M.
Clairin's innnense ''Les Maures^ en Espagne" is a kind

of white elephant, and, as yet, accommodation has not been

found for it. Six i)ictures have been bought by subscrip-

tion (Baron A. de Bothschild contriliuting the sum of 4o,()00

francs) for the Louvre. They are attributed as follows :

—

a "Dead Christ," Carlo Crivelli ; an "Annunciation,"

Angelico ; an " Annunciation," School of Bruges ; a " Virgin

at the Well," Sandro Botticelli ; a " Saint George," Lucas

Gassel ; and a " Madonna with the Lily," Hugo Van der

Goes. M. Louis Gon.se, writing upon hearsay, is inclined to

suspect their authenticity, and to believe the " Virgin at the

Well " a mere copy. At the Louvre the removal of the

"Magliana" fresco has been safely accomplished. To the

Musde Carnavalet M. A. Guillou has presented a curious

scries of picture plates in Wedgwood and Choisy. The
"Fileuse " of Henri de Brackeleer has been jjurchascd for

the Antwerp Gallery. !Mr. W. Palin has copied for South

Kensington, from the originals in the Vatican, the three

tapestries designed by Raphael of which the cartoons are

lost ; they are " The Stoning of Stcjihcn," " J'aul and Silas

at Philippi," and " The Conversion of Saul." it is assumed

that they will be placed with the seven cartoons, so that the

wouderful set of designs will henceforth stand complete.

The first part of " The Pictorial Arts of Japan '' (Lon-

don : Sampson Low), which we reviewed from advance

sheets, will be ready early in the year. Mr. W. Niven,

F.S.A., has almo.st fini.shed a book on the City churches

already destroyed or threatened with destruction; the

illu.strations, in etching and lithography, are from the

author's own designs. Messrs. Batsford announce the

issue, in ten monthly parts at 3.s. Od. each, of a new
book by Dr. Christoj)her Dresser, on "Moilern Ornamen-

tation ; " it is specially addres.sed to manufacturers and

their designers, and to architects and decorators. Mr.

Hipkins is writing a book on musical instruments; it

will be illustrated in chromo-lithography from drawings, by

Mr. W. Gibb, of examples in the Inventions Exhibition;

the publishers are Messrs. A. and C. Black, lulinburgli, who
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have in the jiress a work on tlie coinaso of Scotland, written

by >rr. Edwanl P.uriis, an.l illnsfratrd by the Dujardin

process of Iwliixjmmir. 'S\. Afnntz'.s excellent " Donatello,"

in the series called "Les Grands Artistes" (Paris: J.

Ixouani), is being issued in weekly parts at 50 centimes. •

Mr. Edwin Ellis has at last produced a picture in which

he combines delicacy and an unaffectedly sincere sentiment

of nature with his acknowledged strength and vigorous feel-

ing for " paint
:

" his " Spani-sh Head—Isle of Man," in this

^\-intor's Dudley. The great headland, like soft brown velvet,

and the placid sea, rich, blue, and liiiuid, are admirably

bathed in air ; indeed the colour has none of the jiainter's

occasional coarseness, and the general effect is mellow and

luminous. The canvas shows a noble and tranquil deco-

rative mass. Even the broad and tumbled confusion of the

foreground is made just and significant by the powerful

e.xecution and large style of the whole picture. There are

several instances of good, though less patent and masterly

work, than Mr. Ellis's. Of two or three figure pictures

which Mr. Rossi has painted with a dexterous and modern

conventionality of handling, " Artists "
(.31) best combines

some impression of nature with the elegance of art. IVIr.

Blair Leighton's " Cut Off with a Shilling " (56) and " A
Humourist of the Eighteenth Century " (73) are interesting

studies of character and gesture ; but the carefulness and

patience of their workmanship hardly make up for a total

lack of that sjiirited and suggestive handling which is

Mr. Eossi's chief merit. Mr. JNIenta to some extent com-

bines the qualities of both men ; at least he does so in his

"Dessert" (257), in which the pose and character of the

ladies and baby are excellent, while the handling and

colour are agreeable and decorative. Mr. Arthur G. Bell

contributes a good atmospheric landscape, " Homeward
Bent" (14). Mr. E. A. Waterlow's "Moonrise" (115) is

well arranged, though the distance somewhat lacks repose.

Mr. Barton's clever " Low Tide : Inverness " would be de-

cidedly blotter if it were more largely tranquil and less

detailed in execution. j\Ir. Alfred Elias has more breadth

in his '• Returning Home ; Normandy," and the effect of a

largely undulating plain is truly rendered. The flowers in

Miss Ada Bell's picture (40) are soft, fresh, and naturally

coloured. Mr. Wasse's "Bailers at Beligion" (209) is a

picture by a man who naturally sees minutely, and not

from " malice prepense " or for commercial reasons ; but

the result, if eccentric and interesting, is hardly worthy of

imitation. i\Iost of the bad work in the gallery belongs either

to the class of anecdotic sentiment flimsily executed, or to

that school of hard, and so-called sincere, representation of

trivial facts, which suggests the use of the instantaneous

photograph by men without any knowledge of the construc-

tive and artistic side of picture-making.

To the Exhibition of the Eoyal Society of Painters in

Water-Colours Mr. Henry Wallis contributes a brilliant

and vivacious " Smyrna Bazaar," and !Mr. Charles Gregory,

among other things, a " Fringe of the Common," which has

good popular qualities. Mr. Glindoni's "The Matheris

"

and " The Conchologists " are in his ordinarj' style. Miss

Clara Montalba is pleasantly represented by a number of

drawings made in Holland ; Mr. W. Lockhart by three

characteri.stic views of Lincoln ; Sir John Gilbert by a

drawing called " The Ford," which is by no means worthy
bis reputation ; Mr. Poynter by a group of landscapes ; Mr.

ThorneWaite by a good, open, airy study of "Yew Trees at

Kingley Vale." Mr. North is, as usual, Mr, North ; Mr.

Tom Lloyd, as always, Mr. Tom I^loyd ; Mr. Birket Foster,

as ever, Mr. Birket Foster. !Mr. Naftel sends an " On the

Common," a " Bridge at Capel Curig," and a " Millbeck,

Dungeon Ghyll
;

" Mr. Charles Robertson, an " End of a

Shower ; " Mr. E. A. Waterlow, a " Cornish Courtyard ;

"

and Mr. Albert Goodwin, an admirable "Requiem," and a

" Streatley, Thames." All these are good works in their

several ways ; and there are others as commendable.

Messrs. Lieeety and Co.'s annual exhibition of oriental

and other art embroideries, held in Novembei', included a

number of remarkable specimens of ancient needlework,

which in themselves sufKced to make the show of unusual

interest. Among these was a superb altar-cover of the Six-

teenth Century, entirely wrought with a Japanese design

of the most delicate embroidery, marvellously preserved

and of exquisite workmanship. Only less interesting than

this beautiful example were an antique Chinese coverlet,

magnificent in colour, and a very curious Indo-Portuguese

coverlet of the last century. A fine collection of old

Chinese curtains, tapestries, mandarins' state robes, and

temple hangings—all illustrating by emblems or figures some

fable or historic fact—claimed and merited the closest study.

In the large class of Japanese folding screens and fuku.sas,

the inexhaustible invention of the most ingenious of oriental

artists was abundantly displayed. In many of these the

technical quality of the work—wonderful as it is—is yet

secondary to the design. In .showing a number of Javan

cotton-prints, Messrs. Liberty and Co. competed with these

curious and highly decorative fabrics by exliibitiug their

very clever imitations, colour-printed in England. In a

room devoted to the work of students of the Liberty School

of Embroidery a varied assortment of table-covers, fans,

screens, bellows, sofa and chair covers, album and book-

biudings, and other useful and beautiful objects—mostly of

oriental design—represented the aims and accomplishments

of the school in the most satisfactory manner.

At the Albert Palace a miscellaneous collection of works

in oils and water-colours may be conveniently studied.

Here are the well-known works of the Chevalier Desanges,

the "' Victoria Cross " series ; with many clever and

humorous paintings of animals by T. Sclimitzberger, J.

Yates Carrington, W. H. Trood, with J. McLure Hamilton's

well-painted, clever, and taking " Vivisection." Among the

rest are Mr. Yglesias' fine winter land.scape, "Windsor;"

Mr. Yeend King's " Con Amore ; " Mr. Henry Moore's

noble " Calm before Storm ;
" Mr. Clough Bromley's romantic

landscape, " Gone Times ; " ]\Ir. G. G. Kilburne's " Sir

Peter Lely Painting the Portrait of Mary of ]\Iodena ;

"

and some good examples of Munich and Diisseldorf.

The School of Art Wood-Carving, which has migrated

from the Albert Hall to the 'City and Guilds Technical

Institute, Exhibition Road, has recently executed an elabo-

rate carved oak fireplace with double mantel, designed by

Mr. J. H. Potter for the Earl of Shrewsbury, Ingestre

Hall. The design, which measures some thirteen feet by

seven, is well calculated to test the skill and training of the

students, and the work in all respects is a notable example

of efficiency. The operations of the school are extensive.

Instruction is given by correspondence, with results that

certainly jirove beyond a doubt the .success of the scheme
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in fiisteiing the elements of the ait in couiitiy districts,

Tiie work at the school is further encouraged by twelve

free studentships divided eiiually between the day and

evening classes, and suiiplieil by a grant of the City and

Ciuilds Institute. Many artisans who attend the evening

classes have been enabled, without any iirevious instruction,

to develop iiuite remarkable aliility. The great progress of

the school under !Miss Howe's manageincnt justifies the hope

that the ai<l of the Institute will be supplemented nut only

by amateurs and the public, but by architects as well.

The Fine Art Gallery and Museum, which for the last

four years has been in process of building for Birniing-

ham, was opened on the asth November by the Prince of

\\ales. The main lines of the building, which is of the

comprehensive style called "Classic," are good, and the

series of galleries is structm-ally fine and i)ossesses some

elements of grandeur ; but the detail of ornament is

pt)or and incongruous. The gallery is on the first floor,

and consists of five fine rooms, and a large vestibule filled

with statuary and bronzes. The fiist is a large circular

room, and is hung with the pictures belonging to the town.

This includes a collection of more than forty David Coxes,

several fine Midlers, a characteristic Brett, a powerful
'• Condottiere " by the P.K.A., two poor examples of

llossetti, and many good and some inferior pictures. The.

" Italian Gallery," which joins the Circular Itoom, is one

of the most charming and instructive of the series. Here

is displayed to very great advantage the fine collection of

Italian furniture, woodwork, carvings, and architectural

detail in stone and marble and wrought metal-work, made
for the Birmingham Corporation by Mr. J. C. llobinson.

The two great corrugated figures by Jacoi)0 Sansovino,

and the balcony by the same master, and the several

pieces of Delia llobbia, are very enviable possessions. The

Industrial Hall, which lies beyond the Italian Gallery, is

a great room a hundred feet in length, in which has been

brought together a maguificeut collection of objects illus-

trative of the industrial arts. The plate, ghuss, metal-work,

and carved ivories are very fine collection.s, and the Arms
Collection, which is in one of the side galleries, is singularly

interesting, both from its completeness and the artistic

merit of some of the Comminazzo, Cazaroni, and other

Hi.xteenth Century pieces. The collection of Wedgwood,

which is exhibited in the Wedgwood Gallery, is considered

by connoisseurs to be the most admiraljly representative

ever brought together. A portion of this collection has been

j)resentcd to the town by the owners. To many visitors

the last room, the great Picture Gallery, will present

the greatest attraction. Here is hung the superb collec-

tion of pictures by Mr. G. F. Watts : some eighty in all,

several of which have not been exhibited before. On one

wall is hung a small but very representative gathering of

Mr. Burnc Jones's works: among other.s, "The Hours,"

"Venus' Mirror," "Love amongst the Iluins," and "Le
Chant d'Amour." The arrangements by the ojiening day

were in all ways coinplet\ every descriptive label being in

its place, and no detail of management omitted.

the Belgian, Gustave Coppietcrs, luiiiler of " The Dance of

Death ;'' of the Austrian architect, .Vugust von Hchwendeii-

mein ; of the Belgian Givthals, jiaintcr of " Le Viatiipie"

and " La Dentellierc ;
" and of the French painter, Meill.

CllltlsTM.vs N0VELTIE.S.—Messrs. liajihael Tuck (Lon-

don) are more successful this year than ever. Their general

issue is characterised by good design and finished execution.

Among their "specialities" are four "Turner Portfolios"

(4(HK)-3), of chromos from originals in the National (iallury;

portfolios, named after David Cox, Gainsliorough, (,'alcott.

Constable, of etchings by Henry Crickmoro and B. Myers

;

some charmuig " Mirror " cards (3015-17, 3(M)3-i;5) ; and

more "Screens," " Easels," and "Triptychs" than we have

sjiace to mention. Their " Fringed Cards ''—landscapes,

sea-scajies. flowere, figures—are ;i.s good as good can be
;

and in plu.sh and silk they have surjiassed tlienLselves.

Messrs. Blackie (Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Dublin) are to be

credited with the production of fi)ur capital boys' books :

—

a new edition of "Gulliver," with spirited and clever i)ic-

tures by Gordon Browne ;
" Brownsniith's Boy," a good

story by George JIanville Fenn, also illustrated (less

happily) by Gordon Browne ; "The Lion of the North," by

G. A. Henty, illustrated, not ill, by John Sdulnberg ; and
" Two Thousand Years Ago," in which the ad\entures of a

Roman boy (straight out of llugby) are told by Professor

Church, and illuslrated^cleverly—by Adrien Marie. In
" The Angel of Love " (London : Hodder and Btoughton) we
have a novel for little girls, with a nund)er of clever vignettes

by T. Pym ; and in " Three Fairy Princesses " (London :

Jlarcus Ward), a pretty booklet, in which the stories of

Snowwhite, Cinderella, and the Sleeping Beauty are illus-

trated by Caroline Patei'sou (who has some acquaintance

with the works of Kate Greenaway) in a set of designs

often fanciful and taking, and always well printed.

The death is announced of Eobert Thorburn, A.Il.A.; of

John Mogford, R.I., the painter of rocks and sea ; of the

Italian architect, JIariano Falcino ; of the French painter,

Victor Parisel ; of Auguste Chavard, a pupil of Ingres ; of

the English architect, A. J. Graham ; of the landscape-

jiainter, Alexandre Sege, a impil of Coignet and Flers ; of

Handbooks and Manuals. — Professor Church's
" English Porcelain " (London : Chapman and I [all, Limited),

in the " South Kensington llandlmoks" .sei'ies, is tlie com-

jilement of the same author's " Engli-sh Earthenware." It

is written with in.sight and authority, and it is neatly

and sufficiently illu.strated. In " La Composition Deco-

rative" of M. Henri Slayeux and the second volume of

M. Champcaux's " Le Meuble " (Paris : Quantin) we have

two new numbers of the excellent " Bibliotheiiue de I'En-

seignement des JSeau.x-Arts " which take rank with the best

of the series. Intended for beginners and for amateurs

generally, Mr. It. P. Leitch's " Cour.se of Water-Colour 1 'aint-

ing" (London : Cassell and Co.) is now in its ninth edition
;

its jiopularity is thoroughly deserved. In the "Animal
Drawing" (same i)ublishers) of Mr. A. T. Ehves, a work not

so well known as it should be, there are a nundjer of capital

exercises, and not a little good jirecept in the form of good

practice. Miss Lily Higgin's "Art as Apiilied to Dress"

(London : Virtue) is a cai)ital little manual ; intelligently

conceived, clearly written, and careful as to theory and practice

alike. The new edition of Henfrey's well-known "Guide to

the Study of English Coins" (London ; ]5ell and Sons), pre-

]jared fur the projier series in "J!ohn Liluaries," by the

Itev. W. Keary, presents an additional number of additions

and correction.s, an improved text, and a new "Historical

Introduction" quite excellent of its kind. The new
edition (being the third) prepared Ijy Mr. H. A. Dillon,

of Fairholt's "Costume in England" (London: Bell and

Sons), is likewise a great improvement uiion its predecessors.
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Mr. Dillon has cut away the gossip and the " portion re-

lating to the Druids" in favour of a quantity of better

matter in notes and text ; lias written two hundred new

articles, and has added an historical table of illustrations,

a list of references, and a number of new cuts. Miss

Harrison's "Introductory Studies in Greek Art" (London :

Fisher Unwin) is admirable work in every way. The lady

has mastered her subject ; she writes a good, expressive,

moving .style ; .she has a fine talent of exposition ; she

understands, and her readers have no clioice but to under-

stand with her. To students, not only of Greek art, but of

art in general, her book is really indispensable.

The National Society for Promoting the Education

of the Poor in the Principles of the Established Church

have produced and published (Broad Sanctuary, West-

minster) a " Life of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,"

which is deserving of a great deal of commendation. The

Oxford Professor of Poetry contributes an introduction and

a set of descriptive annotations ; the drawings, with some

few exceptions, are the w-ork of Mr. Edward Goodall

;

the chromo-lithography has been done by M. Charles

Delaye, under the direction of Mr. F. Jenkins. In a series

of selections from Italian art the earthly life of Christ is

here illustrated as it has not been illustrated before in

England. The first picture chosen for reproduction is

Angelico's "Annunciation," and this is succeeded by some
twenty examples of the art of the same Angelico, Gaudenzio

Ferrari, Duccio di Bononinsegna, Perugino, Li]jpo Lippi,

Luini, Cima da Conegliana, Gentile da Fabriano, Cardi da

Cigoli, and Fra Bartolommeo. The selection is arbitrary

enough ; but all these artists are men in whom " not draw-

ing, nor colour, nor picturesqueness, nor power for their

own sake—but VisioH is paramount," and that, we must
suppose, is sufficient. The results, though of necessity

imperfect, are surprisingly good. One cannot help feeling

that a series of photographs would have done better ; as one

cannot exactly see the use of 5Ir. Palgrave's involved and
rather euphuistic introduction. But. of course, the jiro-

jectors know best what they want ; and it has to be admitted

that they have done their utmost to achieve it.

The " Ladies' Old-fashioned Shoes " (Edinburgh : David

Douglas), which .Mr. Watson Grieg has described and

illustrated from examples in his collection, are decidedly

interesting. It was inevitable, perhaps, that the series

should be initiated by a shoe which may possibly have

belonged to Mary Queen of Scots. 'Tis of plain black

satin, very small, high-heeled, and far from picturesque.

Mr.s. Langley, however, who lived in Charles II.'s days,

was happy in shoes of the most romantic type. They were

of pale silk, embroidered with flowers, laced to perfection,

and higli-hceled au /losgible. A neat shoe is one in spotted

yellow brocade, embroidered in pale blue ; it belonged to

a ilrs. Woodcock ; it was buckled, and has the smartest

-heel ! A certain Mrs. Brown rejoiced in shoes of cloth

of gold, with heels unparalleled, and the most majestic

buckles ; nothing else is known of her. A red-heeled shoe

in green and yellow brocade is captivating ; a Queen Anne
shoe in pink silk, heavily embroidered, with a tremendous

heel and a toe pointed like one of Congreve's repartees, has

on the whole a discouraging effect. These and other works

of vanity are admiraljly figured by Mr. Grieg with the aid

of chromo-lithography. A brief appendix is completed,

very happily, by the articles on " Fa.shions for the Feet,"

contributed to this magazine by Mr. Kicliard Heath.

The examples of French art contained in " Twenty

Photogravures from Pictures in the Salon of 188.5 " (London

and New York : CasseJl) are fairly well selected, and are

excellently reproduced. The series opens with AI. Adan's

"Anniversary," which could hardly be improved upon.

Then follow Guillou's "Grandfather's Boat;" J. L. Brown's
'' Return from the Chase ;

" Cabanel's graceful " Jephtha's

Daughter ; " Cain's dramatic, but rather conventional pic-

ture, of Marie Antoinette going to execution ; Brouillet's

" Le Tania," which is hardly a success ; GeofFroy's " School

Lavatory ;
" a good piece of public theatricals by Casanova y

Estrach ; Clairin's vast and ineffective " Ajues la Yictoire ;

"

works by Gilbert, Guillaumet, Lhermitte, Pelez(one of the

best of the set), Toudouze ; llochegrosse's "Jacquerie;" the

dreadful " Les Fous " of Jean Beraud ; Merci6's " Michel-

angelo Studying Anatomy ; " the curious e.s.say in Macaireism

of Boutet de Monvel. One or two good specimens of jrare

landscape—the branch of art in which the French are doing

their best work—and the set had been really representative.

Miscellanea.—Mr. Andrew Tuer's "Bartolozzi and His

Works" (London: The Leadenhall Pres.s) is a revised

edition, unillustiated, of the larger work. It contains a

good deal of new matter and some important corrections
;

but, save by specialists, it will be valued quite as much for

its appearance— which is absurdly foppish .md pretty—
as for its more serious qualities. A novelty in its way is

" The Twelve Months of the Year " (P.oder : Leipzig) : it

consists of twelve designs in colours and twelve pianoforte

pieces ; the nuisic, by Theodore Kirehner, is pretty and

well written ; the designs—of naked liabies, abroad in .all

weathers— are naught. In "Turner the Artist" (London;

Ca.ssell and Co.), the initial luimber of a series called

"The World's Workers," Mr. S. A. Swaine presents us

with a readable and unpretentious summary of the principal

facts of a curious and interesting life. Mr. Hi.s.sey's "A
Drive Through England " (London : Bentley) has no special

literary merit, but is pleasant and suggestive reading ; the

illustrations, twenty-four in number, and the author's own
Work, are not at all unacceptable, if a trifle old-fashioned in

sentiment and style. The fourth and fifth books of the

" Cinq Livres de Fran(joys Piabelais " (Paris : Jouaust) fill

the third and fourth volumes of a new and very readable

edition. The "Souvenirs" of M. Amaury Duval (Paris:

Plon, Nourrit et Cie.) are a little thin in texture, and have

scarce the interest of the writer's "Atelier d'Ingres." They

are amiably inspired, however, and they are written with

real good breeding ; and to the student of 18,30 they will

prove acceptable enough, M. Honore Bonhomme's " Mme,

de Genlis" (Paris: Jouaust) is well-considered, well-

written, intelligent, and useful work. In "La Chine

Inconnue " (Paris : Rouam) of M. ilaurice Jametel we have

the most curious and entertaining book imaginable. M,

Jametel's " China " is that of the curiosity shops and book-

stalls, of minsters and fair porcelains, and artistic knick-

knackery, and the jewels your good collector lives but to

discover. The author has had extraordinary opportunities;

and he has made such use of them as gives him a place

apart among collectors alike with those who write for them.

Mr. Fradelle, of 247, Regent Street, has published a

portrait of Mr. Robert Browning, which, besides being a

fine example of enlargement by the photograjiher's photo-

mezzotint process, is a good and characteristic likeness.
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The President has at last received a baronetcy ; lie has

finished his new statue^ "The Sluggard,'' and is engaged

upon a set of decorations for the nmsicrooni of Mr. Mar-

quand's house in Xew York, for which Mr. Alma Tadema
not only designed the furniture, but painted the " Rhapso-

dist '" of la.st year's Academy as well. Mr. Oswald Brierly,

Marine Painter to the Queen, has received the honour of

knighthood, " in recognition of his great abilities as an

artist." Mr. Pioehm has finished busts of Chinese Gordon, Sir

James Paget, and the late Lord Dudley : together with his

design for the Wellington monument. Jlr. Lowes Dickinson

has painted a portrait of Frederick ^[aurice for Queen's

College, Harley Street. M. Meissonier has undertaken to

paint in fresco, for the Panthdon, a vast composition repre-

senting Attila's march upon Pari.s. Mr. Pearson has been

elected an Honorary Fellow of iLagdalene, Cambridge. M.
Alphonsc de Rothschild has been elected a memlire Uhir of

the Academic des Beau.x-Arts, vice Emilc Perrin, deceased.

M. Benjamin Con.stant has sold his " Justice du Chirifa
"

to the Viennese Society of Arts. A[r. Grant Stevenson's

colossal " Wallace " will soon be ready for the founders,

Messrs. Young, of Pinilico ; the .sculi)tor has in hand another

"Wallace" and a "Burns." M. Dalou's "Mirabeau" is

being cast "
Ji cire perdu" by !M. Honord Gonon ; it is .said

that it will l)c the largest piece ever produced at a stroke

by this delicate and admirable process. Lord Ashburnham
has connnissioned Mr. L. F. Silas to paint a large cla.ssic

subject for his drawing-room. Jlr. H. Doulton has received

the Albert medal for his excellent pottery.

The Dudley Rai)hael, "The Three Graces," has been

sold to the Due d'Aumale for £2u,00() : something less,

that is, than half the sum which was jiaid by the English

nation for the Marlhorougli "Madonna." This to the con-

trary, it is obvious that our own National Gallery is, on the

whole, a good deal better managed than the Louvre. Of
the lialf-diizcn dubious Old Masters presented, by subscrip-

tion, to that wonderful mu.seuin, three, it is true, have been

rejected unconditionally ; while the others are accepted,

not for the line, to the honour of which they did most

seriously pretend, but only, so to speak, as padding.

Against this there must be set the tremendous charge,

advanced by M. Clovis Hugues, that the directors are in

the hal it of washing their treasures in a solution of pota.sh,

the efl'eet of whicli, in the case of a famous Gerard Dow, and

of perhaps the finest Poussin in the gallery, has been, it is

said (and one can well believe it), disastrous. Nor is this

all. M. Hugues asserted with confidence that the .sculpture

had suddenly put forth such a growth of fig-leaves as even

Mr. Horsley might approve ; and M. Tnrquet, in reply, was

constrained to admit the fact, to deny his part in it, and to

plead in extenuation that the objectionable efflorescence

had, when he knew of it, been instantly stopped, and its

traces removed. If we add to all these things the rather

lively scandal produced by the ministerial concession to

Messrs. Rraun. the photogra])hers, we cannot revert to the

consideration of Sir Richard Burton's management of our

own national collection without a good deal of pleasure.

Tiiouon the present winter exhibition at Burlington

House is not so splendid as some have been, it does more
than merely afford good scope for these speculations in

names, dates, and .schools ,so dear to experts and the

learned. While a fair proportion of its ingredients are in-

trinsically beautiful, the gathering in general illustrates many
natural tendencies and important divisions of painting, and
effects some instructive rapprocluments of styles and ei)och.s.

Every year, in a greater or less degree, the Royal Academy
"winters" have enabled us to study the masters of English

portraiture in the prolific Eighteenth Century ; and this

time we have an opportunity of comparing the works of

Reynolds, Gainsliorough, Romncy, Lawrence, Hoppner,

and others, with many examples of Joseph Wright of Derby,

hung in the first room, i.orn, as he was, .some years later

than Reynolds, Wright may not ajipear very original in the

general aspect of his work. In siiite, however, of a certain

family likeness among their conceptions, the masters of

that time, and Wright, as one of them, preserve a strong

flavour of personality in their executive methods. In

portraiture, especially, the Derby painter's handling is con-

sistently elegant, and free from any evidence of hesitation,

labour, eft'ort, and painful re-touching. His flesh-painting,

though not .so .solid or so true as Reynolds's, like Reynolds's

is simple and uniform in tone. The " Kilwin "
(!») may be

taken as an excellent example of his skilful, pliant touch, and
the "Children of Richard .\rkwright " (Hi) as an extreme

in.stanco of his tendency to the employment of a false and
unpleasant red as a basis for flesh-colour. In the "Orrery"

(111), a work in which the figures are lit by candle-light

from below, as in the picture of the chemical experiment

in the National Gallery, Wright .shows himself le.ss facile

and less conventional than in more decided portraiture :

herein he aims at a more realistic effect, and sees more as

an individual than as a member of a .school.

The Reynolds portraits are good, though not specially

remarkable, with the excepticm of " Mrs. Hale'' (142), whicli

hanj-s, without suffering any noticeable eclip.se, beside a

superb Van Dyck, "The Duchess of Arcnburg and Child"
(148). This Van Dyck is, indeed, a sort of touchstone of the

pictures that are constellated in its neighbourhood : beside
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it Keynolds's "Duchess of Gordon" (152) becomes mere

painted card. Hoppner's " Mrs. Lascelles " (101) and Gains-

borough's faded " Lady Brisco " (ISO) appear weak in tone

and flimsy in construction. At the other end of the room,

however, is an altogether richer and better preserved

Gainsborough : here depth of colour and solidity of con-

struction are combined with the charming softness and

suggestive looseness of touch natural to the painter ; and

such an assemblage of qualities make this portrait of Mrs.

Sheridan (103) by far the best Gainsborough in the gallery.

fariiKB. Such work is, of course, far from commonplace,

bears the stamp of genius, and is only incomprehensible.

The Mulready landscape (4) is its dead opposite : is, indeed,

the vei-y pink of stujiid and unsightly vulgarity.

Landscape is not so fully or so nobly represented as last

winter ; but some of the characteristics and origins of

modern endeavour are well enough illustrated. Wright,

for instance (in 8, 11, 12), shows originality, and, for the

time, sincerity of observation, sufficient to make him count

for something alongside of Gainsborough in the trans-

mi.s.sion of landscape feeling between the Low Countries

and modern painters. Pvichard Wilson (.38), chiefly repre-

sented by a somewhat mechanical composition, of a very

rich, mellow, and fascinating colour, more decidedly handed

on the principles of Claude and the Italian tradition. Jlost

interesting and important of all, the later results of these

rival tendencies in art may here be seen, as they stood at

the beginning of the century, beckoning for the suffrage of

the rising generations of artists ; for here (15.3) is Constable's

"Hay Wain," one of the most influential pictures of the

century, and the best example we know of a new sincerity

of vision. True, it has but little of the lofty and classic

imagination of the other school : an imagination which, as in

the magnificent Claude opposite (133), employs and so freely

edits the aimless information of the senses. Neither can

it boast the systematic and picturesque style of handling

which later followers of the school have adopted, and some-

times unwisely preferred to a complete sincerity in the

rendering of impressions. Eubens, in a manner the fore-

runner of the school, had he so wished, coidd have made
a braver display of stylish technique than most modern

craftsmen ; but, to judge from such works as the " Chateau

Stein," he seems to have considered—as Constable after him
—a free and unsystematic method best suited to render

landscape facts. Constable and the Norwich school, of

which we have a superb example in Vincent's " Greenwich

Hospital " (34), elected to do one thing well, and rarely

attempted the double task, fit only for a Velascjuez, of com-
bining perfect sincerity with perfect style.

Thomson's sketch (21), broad and full of style, and Sir

Joshua's splendidly rich and decorative land.scape (42), after

the style of Caspar Poussin^ more or less continue the

Italian traditiorj. Turner's water-colours, however, afford

many examples of this tradition contemporary with Con-

stable. Except, perhaps, when—as in " Bligli Sands" and

in ''The Pilot Boat" (156), his only oil picture in this

present show—he worked more after the manner of the

Norwich school. Turner is at his best when working after

Claude and Wilson. Such work, though it has attracted little

'

following or none, is at least better than the pronounced

Turnerism which has only attracted one of the literary

critics. For instance, " Bonneville, Savoy" (38), "Folby Hill"

(10), "Orfordness" (4G) are elegant, refined, imaginative, and,

within their classical convention, true and well observed
;

whereas it is difficult to see the aim of such flimsy, unreal,

and withal conqilicated work as the " Lake Lucerne " ((J),

the "City and Lake of Constance" (18), and others ejusdem

Noticeable amongst the Old Masters are a fine rich

.sketch, "The Marriage Feast" (125), by Tintoretto, and his
" Portrait of a Venetian Senator " (144). The well-known
"Water-seller" (119) of Velasquez is more remarkable in

the rendering of the general environment and accessories

than in the actual painting of the heads, which is harder

than is u.sual in his good work. Jan Van Eyck's "St.

Francis receiving the Stigmata" (198) is a marvel of dex-

terous and patient manipulation upon the smallest possible

scale. Two superb portraits may be set beside the Tinto-

retto as examples of three very different styles. " A
Buigomaster's Wife" (105), by Antonio Moro, is dignified,

dry, and accurate ;
" Palma's Daughter," by Paris Bordone,

is smooth, mellow, and luminous ; the Tinttjretto is low-

toned, rich, yet rugged, and painted with a square and evi-

dent touch ; but in all three the sureness of the construction

and the subtlety of the modelling almost reach perfection.

"Life and Work in Bavaria's Alps" is the title of an

interesting little gathering of sketches and pictures exhibited

for ilr. Hubert Herkomer by the Fine Art Society. The

district is one to which, for obvious reasons, !Mr. Herkomer

is greatly attached, and of many of these records of his

impressions of it he has reason to be proud. They are

unequal, of course. Some are acconq)lished, some are not

;

some are interesting, others the reverse ; some are touched

with sincere sentiment, others are plainly painted to sell.

On the whole, however, the collection is a good one, and if

much of the finished work fail to please, most of the sketches

are excellent. We have more than once remarked ujion the

dangerous delights of exhibitions composed of pictures

painted by a single man. In justice to Jlr. Herkomer, it

must be noted that he has borne the ordeal a good deal

better than might have been expected.

Mr. Dieeken's collection of modern paintings, at 157,

New Bond Street, includes some representative woiUs by

A. Normann, Hans Dahl, Morton Miiller, A. M. Lindstrom,

and other Scandinavian artists, together with Dutch and

Belgian landscapes, by H. Flockenliaus, W. Frey, '\'an de

Beck, and others. In Norwegian landscape, Normann's
immense canvas of islanded sea and distant mountain range,

lit by the rosy midnight sun, is a strong if somewhat un-

concentrated impression of a strange phenomenon. Morton
I\Iiiller's pictiu'es of fiord and forest are full of force and
character, and even more delicate in sentiment arc some
charming studies by A. M. Lindstriim—one in particu-

lar, of a misty morning by a woodland \\ater\vaj'.

At Mr. Mendoza's exhibition of drawings in black-and-

white at King Street, St. .James's, Mr. J. C. Dolhnan and

Mr. Ernest Parton, in totally opposed lines of sentiment,

are more effective and vigorous than they frequently are

in colour; so also are Mr. R. Caton Woodville, Mr. W. L.

Wyllie, and even Mr. Goodall, whose " The Mother of

Closes " has real distinction and style. Jlr. J. W. North's

idiosyncrasies may likewise be studied with greater profit

in his landscape-vignettes than at the Watcr-Culour

Society's gallery. ^Ir. G. L. Seymour is fully represented
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liy n varied series of drawings, some of groat tiiiish mihI

ri'scarch. For the rest, we must mention an unnamed
drawing by the late 15. Sainsbury—not strong, but fraught

witli feeling naturally expressed ; .NFr. F. liarnard's "Caleb
Plunimer," '" At the Piano," and other (hawings, all life-

like and individual ; Mr. Stanley Lerkley's humorous
" Union is Strength," and " Discretion is the Better Part of

Valour;" and J[r. S. E. Waller's "Companions of the

Path," a pretty subject, and one that should be popular.

Sculpture is very strongly represented this year in

the exhibition of the competitive works .sent in by the

Academy students. Nine comiiete for the gold medal
and travelling studentship, and four out of their works
arc excellent. Not only is the modelling bold and masterly,

but the grouping is eftectively studied, and shows to advan-

tage from more than one jwint of view. The nine models
in the round, of a design for a group to cml)ody the idea

of " Afcrcy pleading for the Vaniiui.shed " arc much less

ctfcctive, owing to their small scale. The two that have
taken medals carry out the idea, but whether, when en-

larged, they would prove ei|iially cfl'cctive is doubtful. In
painting, the work is on the whole above the average in

excellence. The subject was a scene from " Hamlet," and
there were no less thau twelve competitors. The Turner
(iold Medal only brings out eight competitors, and of

these two only are at all good. The Creswick I'rize

brings nineteen into the field ; but of these some are

positively bad, and only alK)ut three passable. Laudscape
is never good in the Academy .schools, though most
students think they can handle it. The following are

the principal prize-winners: Gold Medal and Travelling

Studentship for best historical painting, H. P>. Fisher :

for work in sculpture, F. W. Pomeroy ; for architectural

design, T. Maclaren. Turner Gold Medal for best land-

scape, C. A. Wilkinson. Creswick Scholarship for land-

scape, ^finnie Tayler. Premium for Cartoon, Margaret
Simpson. Design and Cartoon for Decoration of Public

Piuilding, R. A. Bell. The female students arc not as suc-

cessful this year as they sometimes are, though they take

all four prizes for work in chalk. On former occasions two
and even three of the medals in the department of .sculp-

ture have been won by women ; but this time none have
fallen to their share. They have not the advantage (as

Mr. Horsley is proud to own) of studying from the nude,

and are not very successful in painting either.

The death is announced of the Danish historical painter,

G. Sinionsen ; of the Greek architect, Lysandcr Caphtan-
zoglu, director of the Athenian Polytechnic ; of Joseph

Schubert, the Belgian portrait draughtsman and arclueolo-

gist ; of the French historical painter, Joseph Beaume, a

pupil of Gros ; of the French architect, Thi5odore Lal)rouste
;

of FTeinrich Hcinlcin (1803— 18S.')), "the Nestor of German
landscape-painters ;

" of the Belgian sculptor, Jan van der

Kereckhoven ; of Soverin van Aerschodt, a pupil of Etex,

.sculptor of the bas-reliefs on the tomb of Napoleon ; of

Fernando King of Portugal, a good draughtsman and etcher,

and an enlightened patron of the arts ; of the comic painter,

Walter Eicher, a pupil of Ciceri ; of the Antwerp architect,

Auguste Schoy ; of Charles Pilatte, the draughtsman and
designer of fa.shionable costumes ; of James Fahey, a dis-

tinguished member of the Pioyal In.stitute of Painters in

Water-Colours ; of Amaury Duval, a famous pupil of

Ingres ; and of Dr. Samuel Birch, Keejicr of the Egyptian
and Oriental Antiquities in the Briti.-^h Museum.

Dk. Sciiliem.wn's new book, " Tiryns " (London : John
Murray), a sumjituous iiuarto, profusely illustrated in black-

anil-white and in colours, .sets forth with an alunidance of

detail and reference the .story of the author's excavations

on the site of the city of Hercules, by which he has done as

erstwhile by Mycen;B and Ilium and Orchomenos. Pro-

fessor Adier contributes an admirable preface, in which he
succeeds in presenting .something like a picture of, as he
say.s, " the oldest art of building in Greece and Asia Elinor

;"

while Dr. Diirpfeld is responsible for a minuteand elaborate

account of the constructive anil architectural ipiality of the

remains unearthed in '8-J, and a history of the excavations

inusui'd in ',s.")
; and Ilerr 11 elm, of Dantzic, for an appendix

which proves that the amber found at Mycenaj is Baltic

aiidier, .so that prehistoric Ph(enicia nuist inevitably have
been in communication with the north.

A GOOD book in every way is " Dick Doyle's Journal "

(London : Smith, Elder and Co.). The preface, which is of

great interest, is by Mr. Ilungerford Pollen. The " Journal

"

itself, which was done by Doyle at the age of lifteen, is good
enough reading, and is illustrated by some hundreds of

designs, many of which, as it .seems to u,s, the artist never

surpa.ssed. The whole thing is a monument of precocious

sprightliness, invention, and accomplishment ; and we shall

be unpleasantly surjirised if it does not prove, as it deserves,

one of the most popular publications of the season.

An interesting publication is the re-issue (Derby : Frank
Murray) of the etchings made by W. B. and George
Cooke, from drawings by Sir Francis Chantrey in ilkus-

tration of the " Peak Scenery ; or, Excursions in Derby-
shire," by Ebenezer Rhodes. The book was published in

1817-2.3. It is but little known, and in its present form,

with Ehodes's text omitted, and the addition of a number
of "Historical and Topograjiliical Descriptions" by the
author of " On Foot Through the Peak,'' it has the interest of

a new publication. The illu.strations are printed from the
original plates, and are, to say the lea.st of it, curious. It

is evident that Chantrey was in no .sense a landscape-artist,

and in making these drawings did better for his friend than
for him.self. They are certainly careful ; but they are as
certainly feeble and spotty. They suggest old-fashioned

drawing copies rather than original works, and they go far

to prove that, in landscape convention at least, we have
greatly improved since the time when they wore produced.

M. Jouaust's winter issue (Paris : Librairie des Biblio-

philes) is not a whit less rich than usual. Perhaps the best

thing in it is the seventh annual issue of " Le Livre d'Or
du Salon," edited as usual by M. Georges Lafenestre, and
illustrated with etchings by such men as Cliam]iollion,

Daiunont, (iauchorol, Lalauze, Lc l!at, Moiigin, Yon, Salmon,
andDe los Rios, after Bouguereau, Pelouse, P.uland, Meroic,

Levj', Moreau de Tours, Bonnat, Daillion, and Lcrolle
;

paper and type are, as always, exquisite, and the efi'ect is,

as always, as near perfection as can be. Another notable

volume is the new edition of M. Stapfer's translation of
" Faust " —the one which Goethe deigned to apju-ove, and
which had the honour to suggest the immortal designs of

Eugene Delacroix—with illustrations etched by Cliam-
pollion from originals by M. J.-P. Laurcn.s. As an achieve-

ment in the art of ]iul)lication nothing could well be better.

It must be owned, though, that M. Laurens, master though

he be, is not on a level with his tremendous argument.
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Ili.s designs are unsuggestive and a trifle tame
;
what is

worse, they have none of tlic spirit of tlie poem ;
they would

beconio a book of Copp6e's well enough, they are out of

place in a book of (ioothe's. Far more satisfactory in every

way isanew edition in the admirable Bibliotheque Artisticiue

of "r.amartine's ".Tocclyn," illustrated—really illustrated—

witli a dozen etchings by De los Rios of designs by Bcsnard.

Etclier and designer are both to be jiraised : the one for

intelligent eraftsmansliip, the other for spirited and sug-

gestive commentary. We are promised, by the Avay, a

" Graziella " in the same series ; a far better gift to offer

to the public would be a masterpiece of Dumas'—" La

Dame de Monsoreau," for example, or the incomparable

" Bragelonne "—with illustrations by the artists of the

•Jouaust edition of " Le Capitaine Fracasse." In the

Petite Bibliothcijue Artistique the new number is an

edition, in two volumes, of La Fontaine's "Fables," de-

lightfully illustrated by Emile Adan (etched by Le Bat),

whose designs—gay, suggestive, graceful, full of life and

point- are among the best M. Jouaust has produced.

Included in Jl. Quantin's last issue (Paris : 6, Rue

Saint-Benoit) are some very pretty books indeed. To begin

with, there is a charming edition of the "Vicar of Wake-

field," neatly translated by U. B. H. Gausseron, and admir-

ably illustrated, in colours, by M. Poirson, of who.se

"Gulliver" pictures we have spoken more than once

in terms of praise : a better prize-book is hardly to be

imagined. Another remarkable number is " LAngleterre "

of jNL F. Villars, which is by far the best work on the

picturesque topography of England" ever produced in

France ; it is illustrated, by proces.s, with upwards of si.x

hundred cuts, all wonderfully spirited and taking, and may

be cordially recommended to everybody who cares for

French opinions and French views. Again, there is a

wliole sheaf of publications for children : all crammed with

coloured pictures, and all as gay and bright and dainty as

'tis possible for such things to be. Of course the illustra-

tions are less sweet in sentiment, and less daintily perfect

in style, than those to which we are accustomed through

the good offices of Mr. Caldecott and Miss Greenaway ; but

they arc capital in their way, and will prove welcome in

every nursery where French is taught and youngsters must

be coaxed to learn. To beginners we may recommend the

series of "Alphabets Illustres," by MM. Adrien Marie,

Liphart, and Firniin I'.ouisset ; the last two in particular.

Even better in their way are the several series of "Albums,"

at prices ranging from l.'i centimes (Series V.) to 1 franc

and 25 centimes (Series I.). The first includes the story of

Ali Baba, a pretty fantasy on flower-land, and a capital

book of animals ; in the next, which is a trifle smaller and

Jess costly, are versions of " Don Quixote " and " Robinson

Crusoe ;
" the third is composed of " Le Baron de Krack

"

(Munchausen), of "L'Oiseau Bleu," and of the story of the

tailor who so truly reported himself to have slaughtered

- seven at a blow; in the fourth are "Pierrot" and "Le
Chat Bott6

;

" while the fifth, to our mind the sprightliest

of all, comprises " Malbrouck," and the legends of Cadet-

Rousselle, and King Dagobert, and "La Mere Michel."

More elaborate and expensive than any of these are "La
Journ(5e de Beb6," of MM. Arnault and Firmin BouLsset—

a

really delightful bit of colour and design—and "Les Bebes

des Jardins de Paris," by MJL Grigny and Bonhomme,
l)Oth for advanced (nursery) students : as also are the

"Scenes Enfantines" of Marie de Boisgudrand and the
" Contcs aux Tout Petits " of D. Audivrau.

Miscellanea.—Republished, words and designs from

the pages of a contemporary, ]Mr. Walter Crane's "The
Sirens Three " arrives too late for detailed notice ; we shall

only say of it that it is earnestly written, and that the

illustrations are instinct with that real, if somewhat pecu-

liar, sentiment of decoration which has won the artist

his jiopularity. Mr. Ashton's new book, "The Dawn of

the Nineteenth Century in England " (London : Fisher

LTnwin), is an amusing farrago of fpiaint illustrations from

any number of sources, literary and pictorial ; it will be

found acceptable everywhere. Three charming gift-books

are the illustrated reprints of "The Deserted Village,"

of " L'Allegro and II Penseroso," and of Wordsworth's

"Ode" and "Tintern Abbey," which are is.sued by Messrs.

Cassell (London, Paris, and New York) ; the illustrations

are very good of their kind, and are uncommonly well pro-

duced. A i)leasant volume of a dift'erent sort is Miss

Crommelin's " Poets in the Garden " (London : Fisher

Unwin) ; it hascertain faults, of course—faults of incomplete-

ness, incorrectness, and what may be called "uncriticality;"

but it is an anthology of unusual comprehensiveness, it

contains little or nothing bad, and it is well illustrated. In
" Thoughts of Heaven " (London and Edinburgh : Nelson)

we have one of those pleasing and skilful efl'ects in illu-

mination of which these publishers have made a sort of

.specialty ; in "The Land of Greece" (same publishers), a

careful jiiece of bookmaking, historical and descriptive,

copiously but on the whole indifi'erently illustrated. Mr.

Percy Maccpioid's de.signs to illustrate " The Bridal of

Triermain " (London : Art LTnion of London) are by no

means unattractive, nor are they lacking in a certain spirit

and invention, but they are too tame in ettcct and too

conventional in manner to accord with the ringing verse

and high adventurou.sness of the poem to which they are

attached. A work of great interest and peculiar merit is

M. Charles Diehl's " Ravenne" (Paris : Rouam) ; it is well

written, touched with true scholarship, and excellently

illustrated in " process " cuts from special drawings.

New Peint.s.—IMessrs. Boussod and Valadon (London :

Bond St.) have just issued a couple of their admirable

achievements in photogravure : one M. Vibert's "Missionary

Monk," the other Mr. Edgar Barclay's "Playful Kittens."

In the first, with a great deal of space to let, we have an

excellent study of character and gesture, a good and taking

incident, and a capital general effect. The second, far

inferior, as art, is likely to be popular. Like M. Vibert's

work, it is anecdotic in its puriiose ; but the characterisation

is a trifle feeble, the composition a trifle commonplace, the

effect a trifle cheap and obvious. Mr. Liiwenstam's etching

of Mr. Alma Tadema's delightful little "Expectations"

(London : the Fine Art Society) is skilful and intelligent

work, and preserves for us as much of the original as can

be expressed in black-and-white. The colour, of course,

has gone, and the colour is the great quality of the picture
;

and there is, it is true, a certain confusion in the several

values of the sky and the marble foreground. But, on the

whole, the thing is well done, and deserves success. Work

of a far higher order is IMr. W. B. Hole's reproduction

in etching of his own picture, the " Christ Watching over

Jerusalem " of last year's Royal Scottish Academy. The

picture was distinguished by an admirable quality of

sentiment ; and that sentiment is all in the etching. The

picture was an excellent piece of tone ; and the etching is

one likewise. A finer achievement in translation we scarce

remember to have seen.
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Jfn. Seymour Lucas has been elected an Associate of

tlie Itoyal Academy. The President and Mr. Waterhousc

liave lieen elected Associates of the Royal Academy of

Tlelffium, in place of the late Mr. Louis Haghc and Mr.

I)onald.son. Jfr. A. S. Murray replaces Mr. Newton,

C.P>., in the Department of Greek and Koman Auti-

(piitics. Sir John Millais has finished his " Ui Vernon,"

and is painting two more pictures of children, and the

portraits of Lord Pusher and ^[r. Barlow the engraver.

^[r. Frank Holl has painted the portraits of Sir John

Millais and Mr. Chamberlain. It is propo.sed to hold an

exhil)ition, as complete as possible, of the work of Mr.

Holman Hunt. Miss Ellen Farnell projioses to deliver a

course of lectures on Italian Art—the revival under Giotto ;

the growth of pietistic and realistic Pre-Raphaelite art ; and

the full renaissance art of Lionardo, Raphael, and Michel-

angelo—at 23, Southwick Street, Hyde Park, and to such

clas.sesasmay be formed within si.\ty miles of London. M.

Eugene Muntz has received the riband of the Legion of

Honour. M. Rodin has sold his admirable " Eve" in marble

to M. Auguste Vacqucrie. Jlrs. Leland Stamford has pre-

sented a collection of works of art to the city of San Fran-

cisco. M. Clement-Ganneau has accepted a mission to the

Red Sea, from the Ministry of Public Instruction. M. Clovis

llugties proposes to found a "groups de la Defense des

Intcrets Artistiques."

Mn. SiDNKY CoT.vix has resigned the Slade Professor-

•ship of Fine Arts at Cambridge, which he ha.s held since its

foundation, thirteen years ago. Till the election, not long

since, of Dr. Charles Waldstein, it wa.s Mr. Col vin's func-

tion to deal with classic archaeology, as well as the modern

history and developments of art. On these branches he gave

two courses of lectures ayear, to cla.sses sometimes two hun-

dred and fifty strong. In the former field he lectured upon

the chief extant monuments of Greek art, on Athene in

Greek religion and art, on the myths of the Amazons and

Centaurs, on Homeric art, on the discoveries atPergamosand

at Olynipia ; and in the latter, on art in the Eighteenth

Century in England, on the early Italian Itenaissance, on the

art and history of Siena, on engraving in the Fifteenth and

Sixteenth Centuries, ou the Fitzwilliam pictures, on the life

and works of Rembrandt, Diirer, Raphael, and Michel-

angelo, and on the laws and mutual relations of the fine

arts. In addition to all this, he completely re-organised the

Fitzwilliam collections, of pictures and engravings, and

made the museum in his charge one of the best and most

efficient in England ; and he planned, endowed, built, and

arranged the new Museum of Classic Archaiology which,

in completeness and efficiency, is only second to the great

collection at Berlin. Among his pupils are Mi.ss Jane

Harrison and Mr. W. M. Conway, both well known to

readers of this magazine ; Mr. Ernest Radford ; and Mes.^rs.

^30u

Ernest Gardner and A. H. Smith, both actually in charge

of the excavations at Xaukratis. It is understood that Mr.

Colvin jiroposes to devote his time and attention to the

organisation and rc-arrangeinent of the Prints and Drawings.

As usual there is plenty of interesting work on view

at Messrs. Boussod and Valadon's (late Goupil and Co.)

galleries in Bond Street. Most in evidence, owing to its

size and ambitious aim, is Benjamin's Constant's "Justice

du Cherifa," of which we spoke in our notice of the la.st

Salon. In London, perhaps to its advantage, the picture

appears lower in tone and greyer in colour than it did in

Paris. Hung as it is here, though one sees it too near for a

completely satisfactory general view, one can, on the other

hand, examine its technique more closely than before. A
gorgeous Oriental harem, seen after a wholesale butchery of

women, could be suitably treated only by a really great

historical painter of noble imagination and impeccable

technique. In default of him we have what is next be.st

for the purpose, and what is rare enough, a man capable of

organising a big composition of life-size nudes and exe-

cuting it with a broad swinging brush and a rich palette.

Science of composition and effect shown on so large a scale
;

complete ordinance of a strong scheme of colour ; and the

ease and sufficiency of the direct and sweeping method of

handling, make the picture imposing and striking at first

sight. To us the conception appears scenic rather than

humanly tragic. The opportunity of weaving tumbled

forms, rich stuffs, and jewels into cascades of colour, beneath

a warm, mellow light, w.as more welcome to the artist than

the expression of a special tragedy clo.sely observed, or the

presentment of beautiful types, or even than the search of

truth and variety in planes and surfaces. But it is entitled

to respect as a great scenic display ; and much thought and

experience have gone to realise and complete its composi-

tion. It has the merits of a good sketch, and the large

gradations of its eflfect are true, and the grouping of figures

and ma.s.ses of rich colour are tliorouf;hly logical. The

handling quite carries out the intention of ])rcsenting you

with a bold summary view of the general effect seen at a

good distance. So far the technique is quite suitable to a

large scale of work, though a greater and more earnest

master would have made it at the same time more inti-

mately expressive. The modelling, in fact, is too roimd,

too slick, too monotonously sure ; the faces are too sum-

marily rendered, all the forms too easily expressed. One is

apt to regard them as mere properties, mere ingredients of

a big decorative idea, rather than as the human elements of

an awful scene. The brown girl immediately above the

blood-stained pool is more naturally iH).sedand moresearch-

ingly niodi'lli'il tli;ui the other figures, yet even in this case

these undisturlied and too .smoothly turned forms do not
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M. Frederic Masson's " Le Ddismc pendant la Revolu-

tion ;
" M. Kaffaeli's vigorous ftisain in " Les Logements

d'Ouvriers " or M. Henri L6vy's mystical fantasia on " Les

Rois !N[ages." Among other contributors are MM. Gounod,

Jules Simon, Claudius Popelin (with an admirable paper

on the art of enamelling), Emile C'aro, and Mme. Judith

Gautier ; among other artists MM. Cornion, Edouard de

Beaumont, Cic^ri, Giacomelli, and Charles Delort. The

experiment is too costly to be other than extremely

hazardous, but, as represented by this first part of " Les

Lettres et les Arts," it is likely not only to deserve but to

command .success. A reproduction in photogravure (same

publishers) of Mr. G. W. Jay's " Young Nelson
;
or, Thirty

Years before Trafalgar," is likely to be popular for other

reasons and in other circles.

In the range of picturesque topography there are few

. better books than " The Royal River " (London : Cassell

and Co.). It gives us the Thames from source to sea, in a

series of chapters, the work of good writers, and a long

sequence of pictures, the work of good artists. Mr. Senior

leads off, with a pleasant note on the river "Above Ox-

ford ;
" and to him there succeed, each with one or more

districts of his own, Professor Boniiey and Messrs. D.

.Maccoll. J. Penderel-Rrodhurst, Godfrey Turner, Schiitz

Wil.^on, Edmund Oilier, Aaron Watson, and James Runci-

nian, with the last of whom we travel from Gravesend t(j

the sea. Chief among the artists is Mr. G. L. Seymour,

whose admirable talent is here seen to the greatest advan-

tage. He is hard pressed, however, by Mr. W. L. AVyllie,

who shows excellently. Mr. A. W. Henley is indiiferently

represented ; but there is a capital choice from the work

of Messr-s. Clough Rromley, Hatherell, Boot, Walter May,

Stuart Lloyd, and Frank Murray. It will be seen that,

with a fine variety of subject, we have, in the work of so

many hands and minds, an uncommon variety of treatment

;

a combination which makes "The Royal River" a table-

book of quite extraordinary merit and attractiveness.

In "English Caricaturists and Grai>liic Humourists of

the Nineteenth Century " (London: Swan Sonnenschein),

Mr. Graham Everitt has produced a volume—a large and

sumptuous volume—of gossip and anecdote and purposeless

description, amusing to read, hard to remember, and profit-

able to forget : a work, in short, which, admirably pro-

duced and on the whole well illustrated, will be found

useful only by the author (as yet unknown") of the final

" Hi.story of English Caricature." The worst that can be

.said of Mr. Turner's " Short History of Art" (same pub-

lishers) is that it is feeble as well as altogether sui)er-

fluous ; the best, that it means well, and is no worse than

the multitude of good intentions generally. The " Moon-

Lore " of IMr. Timothy Harley (same publishers) is, on

the other hand, albeit pervaded by an inappropriate and

annoying jocosity of intention and style, a really amusing

compilation, a cento of odd quotations, a farrago of quaint

readings and curious illustrations ; it may be studied with

real profit and a certain amount of jileasure. All these

books, it is fair to note, are well printed and produced,

especially the first, which i.s, in fact, an uncommonly hand-

some and presentable thing.

Mr. B.\rn.\rd's third series of "Character Sketches

from Dickens " (Cassell and Co.) includes, we think, some

happier members than the first ; the " Jlicawber," for in-

stance, is first-rate—less farcical than Browne's, and more

human and Dickensian ; a qualification that applies with

almost equal force to the " Captain Cuttle " and the " Uriah

Heep." The " Betsy Trotwood " and the " Bob Cratchit

and Tiny Tim " are not to our mind so good ; but the

"Dick Swivelier and the Marchioness" has con.siderable

merits, both of invention and characterisation. The new
number in the " Fine Art Library" is a " Short History of

Tajicstry," excellently translated from the French of

Eugene Muntz, by ]\Iiss L. J. Davis. In the "National

Library " (same publishers) are rejirints of Sheridan, Silvi<i

Pellico, Isaac Walton (" The Complete Angler "), Macaulay
(" Warren Hastings"), and the "Autobiography" of Benja-

min Franklin, which are marvels of cheap excellence. As
good, if not better, and almost as cheap, are the " Long.

fellow" and the "Wordsworth" in a series of "Miniature

Library of the Poets," also published by Cassell and Co.

In the " Red Library " (.same iiublisher.s) a charming num-
ber is the " Sketch-Iiook " of Wa.sliington Irving, the most

readable edition of the work we know. Of " Home
Chimes," ".Daily Chimes," "Old World Chimes," and

"Bible Chimes" (same publishers), a (juartett of tiny

anthologies of morality and good example, we need only

say that they are neatly printed and prettily produced.

MISCELLANE.\.—Two excellent books for the art library

are the " Ghiberti " of Mr. Charles Perkins, and tlie

" Musees d'AUemagne " of M. limile Michel, both num-

bers in the Bibliotheque Internationale de I'Art (Paris:

I!ouam), the series so well designed and edited by JI.

Eugene ]\Iuntz. In the former the illustrations are the

result of a mechanical process, which, in the latter, is com-

bined with etchings—after Rubens, Rembrandt, Teniers,

\:u\ Dyck, Brauwer, Antonio Moro, Bartholomew Bruyn,

:Murillo, Raima Vecchio—by MM. Rolir, Jasinski, Ramu.s,

Bocourt, Artigue, and Mordant, which are good enough

for anything, as craftsmanship and as translation both.

M. Henry Jouin's " Hi-stoire et De.scription des Musees

d'Angers" (Paris: Plon, Nourrit et Cie.), published for the

Ministry of Public Instruction, as the initial number of

the " Inventaire des Richesses d'Art de la France," consists

of a group of well and thoroughly redacted catalogues of

the Musee de Peinture et de Sculpture, the ]SIus(Se David,

the Cabinet Turpin de Criss(5 and the Musce Saint-Jean.

The new volume in the " Bibliotheque de I'Enseignement des

Beaux-Arts
'' (Paris : Quantin) is the first (of two) of M.

Georges Lafenestre's "La Peinture Italienne :" the illustra-

tions are poor ; the author, however, knows his subject,

has a fine critical faculty, and writes admirable French, so

that the book is not oidy one to have, but one to read and

enjoy. In the first part of his " Indian Architecture of

To-day " (.A.llahabad : Government Press), Mr. Growse has

jiroduced an extremely telling indictment against common

otticial architecture, and a convincing proof of the supe-

riority, alike as construction and as taste, of buildings

of his own design. Anything more bare and ordinary

than the District Law Courts at Bulandshahr ; anything

more vulgar and tawdry than the Danpur Gate, w'hich a

native gentleman is building unto himself, it would be

difficult to conceive. Besides these flowers of fancy, Mr.

Growse's work, which is touched with a real artistic spirit,

aiifiears thrice admirable. The second edition of the late

Lord Crawford's " Sketches of Christian Art " (London :

INIurray) is identical with the first, which was pulilished in

Ks4() : in its day the book was excellent, and after forty

years, when the subject is no longer novel, and the author's

learning is seen to be only a beginning, it remains of interest

and retains a certain value.
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^Fe. Watts has " retired fiom tlio profession, ;ind no
liinj^er works as a professional man ;

" whatever ho is doing

and may do is for the nation. The President will be repre-

sented at the next Academy by his statue, " The Sluggard

Awaking." Mr. iladox Brown has completed his seventh

fresco for tlie city of Manchester ; his memorial bust of

l\os.setti, for Mr. Seddon's fountain in Cheyne Walk, will

shortly be exhibited in London. M. Waltner has been com-
missioned by Messrs. 1'. and D. Coliiaghi to etch ("ornelius

Jansen's "William Harvey," from the College of Physicians.

Mr. Lowenstani is etching Mr. Alma Tadema's " Foregone

Conclusion." The mosaic designed by Mr. P>urne Jones

for the American Church at Home is now in its place.

At the Female School of Art, Rloomsbury, the Queen's

Scholarship was awarded to Marion Ryder Henn ; tlie

Clothworkers' to Emma Ada Newcomb ; the Atkinson to

Hilda Lucj' 15ell ; the Duchess of Westminster's to Bertha

.Icffreys ; the Brightmen to Helen Ijouise Condor ; the

(jtueen's Medal to Mary Harnett Fores ; the ]5aroness

JUirdett-Coutts's Scholarships to liuth Harman and Char-

lotte Maria Alston ; and the Gilchri.st Scholarship to

Catherine Mary Howard. The Greek sculptor Apergis

has been commissioned to execute a statue of Lord
Ciuildford for the Ionian Academy in Corfu. M. Georges

Lafenestre has been nominated Professor of the History

of Painting at the itcole des Beaux-Arts. M. Afun-

kacsy's "Death of Mozart," exhibited of late in Paris,

is pronounced a pretentious and rather vulgar failure.

Mine. Clovis Hugues intends to appear as a sculptor at the

coming Salon, with a bust of the advocate who defended

her in a recent criminal trial. M. (iuillaume"s "Claude
liernard'"—the composition of which includes a di.s.sected

dog—has been unveiled in the College de France. Mr.

Chaplin has been naturalised, and is now M. Chaplin.

Hen. Ludwig Brunard, of Berlin, has been commissioned

to execute a statue of the Grand-Duke Frederick Franz of

Mecklenburg- Schwerin. Brugsch Bey, Keeper of the

Museum at Boulak, has been actively engaged in disinterring

the Sphinx from the drift of ages ; it is hoped, at the time

of writing, that by the end of March the work will be com-

jileted, and the whole of the Sphinx revealed. M. Puvis

de Chavanues .succeeds il. Paul Baudry on the Council of

the licole Nationale des Beaux-Arts ; he will not ofl'er him-

self for election at the Institute. Mr. Ball, the American

sculptor at Florence, is at work on gigantic statues of

Barnnm and the legendary backwoodsman, Blackstone.

Finally, the 50nth anniversary of the birth of Donatello

will be celebrated this year by the city of Florence, and in

connection therewith a collection of thirty platinotyi)es, of

sculptures and drawings, is announced by Ulrich Hoeiili,

of Milan, produced by Alinari, of Florence, under the

editorship of. and with a biographical and critical text by.

Professor C. -J. CavalluccL

•3'Jli

H.IMI. TiiK PiiiNcE OK Walks has presented to the

British Mu.seum a collection of Chinese printed books, six

hundred volumes strong. To the Hermitage Collection there

have been added two small examiiles of the art of Lucas van

Leyden. JI. Hugues Krafft has distributed .some eighty

examples— pictures, drawings, and lithographs - of the

animal painter, Ihaseassat, among the twenty principal

nui.scums of France. The Trocaddro Collection has l)een

increased by the addition of a number of bas-reliefs from

the Church of St. .lohu at Troycs; from the chapel at

Kcouen ; and from the tomb of Cardinal Dnprat in Sens

Cathedral. The Belvedere, Vienna, has bought for 2(>,ni()

florins a capital work of Gerard David. M. S|iitzer has

enriched his collection with a number of antiipie bronzes

and Tanagm terra-cottas. To the Acropolis Museum at

Athens there have been added ten imiwrtant statues, in

Parian marlile, of the pre-Phidian school, and a vast num-
ber (if fragments, discovered in the Acropolis excavations

by M. Kavatias ; together with a terracotta tablet, jiainted

(it is supposed) by Palanu'des. and |irecious as the' most

uiiii|uc example of aiitii|uc Greek painting in existence.

The autumn exhibitiun at the Walker Art Gallery re-

sulted in a profit of .some £1,800. A l?audry Exhibition will

be opened in Paris on the l.st of April. The Council of the

Hartley Institution, Southampton, will organise this .siiring

an exhibition of jiictures, drawings, and engravings illus-

trative of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight. The second

Annual International Aniateiu- Plmtograiiliic Exhibition of

the London Stereoscopic Company will be held at In.'j, New
Bond Street, from l.")th April to 24tli May, for the benefit

of Princess Frederica"s Convalescent Home. Hanijiton

Court ; the exhibits will be arranged in fifteen classes
;

the prizes will be four gold medal.s, sixteen of silver, and

thirty of bronze ; communications may be addressed to the

Manager, International Amateur Photographic Exliiliition,

108 and Ho, Regent Street, London, W. The Committee

of the Liverpool Art Club will open in May an Exhibi-

tion of Continental Pictures and Sculpture, at 98, Upper
Parliament Street, Liverpool. There will be a water-colour

exhibition at Brighton in .June.

Most interesting and important of all, however, is the

gathering of pictures made and arranged for tlie Art Com-
mittee of the Edinburgh International by Mr. R. T. Hamilton

Bruce. It will consist exclusively of examples of the

school which derives from Constable, whose " Salisbury

Cathedral," from South Kensington, will figure, it is hoped,

in the place of honour. It is to include some thirty Corots
;

a fairly good selection of Millets and llousseaus ; a notable

group of Daubignys and Jules Dupros ; a very full and
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reprcseiitiitive choice of works by Monticelli and Matthew

ilaris ; and a most suggestive and useful assortment of

pictures by Legros, James Maris, Bosbooni, Artz, Mauve,

Diaz, Ingres, Israels, Vollon, Troyon, Delacroix, and (.it

is hoped) Henry de Brakeleer and Fortuny. It is the first

of its kind that has ever been got together in England,

and has had, so far as we know, no parallel on the Con-

tinent since the year of the last Paris Exhibition, and the

wonderful exhibition at M. Durand-Ruel's.

Mr. Long's new pictures, on view at 168, New Bond

Street, are much the same as the old ones—are examples,

in fact, of the type of painting which has brought English

art into a sort of artistic disrepute. For this kind of work

has little or no merit that an outline sketch of a picture

would not equally possess ; and as it is impossible to silence

the clamour of the other qualities, whether for good or for

bad, the addition of colour, tone, and handling of paint

rather hurts than helps. Such pictures aim simply at giving

a limit of some sort to literary and archaeological memories,

and this the commonest chromo-lithographs of them would

do equally well. The art in them serves (so to speak) but

as a winch to the floodgates of memory and feeling, and is

not, as it should be, a channel deliberately prepared to

restrain and guide the out-ru.sh. That cannot be called art

in the high sense which says nothing by its style or the

manner in which its matter is presented, but relies solely

on calling forth mechanically the many ideas with which

its subject is associated. The conceptions of both pictures

are parodies of the dignified and mysterious manner in

which light discloses the world ; and the technical qualities

at their service are, like themselves, commonplace and in-

artistic. The sense of air is wanting ; the masses lack

dignity and truth ; the modelling is iiim.sy and incorrect

;

the drawing common ; the touch loose, inexpressive, and

mechanical; and the colour shallow and ill-arranged: in

fact, the only technical qualities which we can discover

are a sense of composition in line, and a certain feeling for

breadth of execution. That !Mr. Long's work is art to a

certain extent we do not deny ; what we do deny is that it

is art of the right sort—of the sort that is high enough to

grapple with the lofty subjects he has chosen. That it is

much run after by those on the look-out for panoramas and

other sights is not surprising. The exhibition brings toge-

ther the Pyramids from Egypt, costumes from all epochs,

and the female figure of all shades of complexion ; moreover

it is a kind of pious peep-show, a Puritan diversion.

WATER-coLorE artists of all epochs hang side by side

at Messrs. Agnew's interesting exhibition in Bond Street.

Here, in " Responsibility " (1(»5), you may see an example

of ilr. Abbey's powerful, almost witty, illustrations of

character and costume ; and not far off, George Cattermole's

serious and nobly-composed "Christ Preaching" (264):

works as different as the music of Handel and the music of

Saint-Saens. A raging storm, a murky evening sky, a pier

all wet and sloppy, an eager group of figures, a picture, in

fact, full of dash and excitement, by Mr. Edwin Ellis,

" The Return of the Fi-shing Boats " (44), hangs hard by

a large, dignified, and soberly brown view of "Lanca.ster"

(43) by De Wint. Such opiiortunities of comparison are

endless, and cannot fail to be interesting, even to visitors

not profoundly conversant with technical questions. One
of the finest, perhaps, of the specimens of older masters is

"The White Clifts of Albion" (2), which shows us Copley

Fielding at his best, treating a subject he knew, and able

to do with no convention save that which proceeded

necessarily from his own view of such a scene. Quite

different, and more tinged by recollections of still older

masters, is his large, strongly-coloured "Glen Falloch,

Argyllshire " (28). Here, too, are plenty of opportunities

of studying David Cox : from his large, noble, but encum-

bered composition, " On the Wye" (51), to such lovely little

pieces of colour as his " Windsor Castle " (2.53). Turner is

not so well represented as he might have been ; but what

there is of Bonington, a small sketch, " Verona" (212), is

still fresh, truthful, and characteristic of the painter's large

sincerity of view. Birket Foster and Prout are, perhaps,

the most largely represented of the older men ; and, however

convinced you may be of the triviality and inartistic small-

ness of the former's landscape method, you will hardly fail

to enjoy his little architectural gems, which, in their own
microscopic way, are almost as interesting as Prout's

broader and more masculine renderings of kindred subjects.

To these must be added drawings by Stanfield, Wilkie,

"S'arley, Rossetti, and Rosa Bonheur, of which we have no

space to speak. Messrs. Burne Jones, Macbeth, Nicol,

Gow, Dob.son, Cooper, Sir John Millais, and Sir John

Gilbert represent the Academy, and their work is too well

known to need comment. Amongst the outsiders, besides

those we have already mentioned, Mr. R. Jones is con-

spicuous for glowing colour in his " Autumn Tints " (20),

and other works ; Mr. Chialiva, for the elegance and grace

of his colour, composition, and touch in " A Rest " (85)

;

Mr. Coleman, for the frank realism of his " Convent

Cook" (97); Mr. Keeley Halswelle, for strength of eftect

in his " Stacking Hay " (94) ; Mr. G. F. Wetherbee, for

the rich landscape sentiment of his " Harvest Song " (86),

which even the affected dolefulness of his figures is not

able to destroy. Good work comes from Messrs. Parton,

David Green, Eussell Dowson, Edwin Bale, W. May, and

others. Indeed, the only work which we feel bound to

criticise unfavourably is Mr. Newman's vast and preten-

tious " Gulf of Spezzia " (19) ; large only in size, it is badly

composed, false in value, niggling in method, aad cold and

ineffective in colour.

At the Nineteenth Century show, the water-colour

section is more creditable than hitherto ;
this year, indeed,

it is more generally interesting than the display of oils. A
large proportion of the work is of a realistic sort ; a render-

ing of the qualities of atmosphere and of true local tint is

attempted. Impossible values, conventions in brown, flimsy

arrangements of complementary colours and other customary

weaknesses of the water-colour painter, are much less plenti-

ful than usual. For instance, 'Sir. Powell May's " Sandown

Bay " (336), though not a composition of the first order,

and by no means elegantly or cleverly handled, is based

upon natural effect, true local colour, and a broad and

sane view of nature. Drawings with such merits and such

defects are many, and speak well for a determination on

the part of water-colour artists to look for themselves and

not be beaten in force, sobriety, and truth by their brothers

of the hog's-hair brush. Without wishing to make too

much of fault.s, we cannot heli) remarking on the impor-

tant and destructive errors in value which ruin IMiss Amy
Foster's tender feeling for colour and sentiment of effect.

That sentiment of effect will not do without some know-

ledge of treatment and some consistent scheme of values,

the bank, the ducks, and much else in her little sunset

will most effectually prove. The works that call for more

absolute praise are Mr. R. H. Nibbs's "Bosham Quay,
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Sussex,"' full i>f interesting and jiuliciously-distributecl

detail, and painted with a lively touch in fresh colour ; Mr.

T. J. Soper'.s " Thames at Sutton " (38fi), and Mr. John
Steeple's " Arundel Park " (396), both large, well composed
views, steeped in the natural grey of the air, and handled

without any preoccupation with unnecessary details ; and
Mr. A. Kinsley's delicate and charming little autumn
picture, ' The Year's Decline " (389). For bold and dashing

work, hanliy full enough in tone, however, Mr. F. Davis's
" Lane, Shiere '' (.331) is deserving of .special notice ; but

yir. David Green's " Homeward Bound " |464) is, if any-

thing, better, as it adds fuller colour and a more strongly

realised efiect to an equally bold and resolute manner of

handling. Amongst the oils there are far too many stupidly

carefid or cheaply effective pictures ; but there is good work
even here. ilr. Edwin Xichol, generally an admirable

l)ainter all round, has this time nut found a pleasant scheme

of colour in his ''I'reezes Fresh and Meadows Green" (242).

Jlr. H. S. Tuke is as usual superb, yet sober and reti-

cent, in his " Morning Gos.sip " (200). Mr. Aubrey Hunt's

"Dieppe" (139) and "Granville" (284) are the best ex-

amples of dashing brilliant sketches, masterly both in in-

tention and execution. Mr. Norton, Jlr. Wills, Mr. T. F.

Goodall, and Mr. Trevor Haddon have some good points in

conunon : quiet colour, sober effect, and an uucmphasised

elegance and breadth, ifr. Percy Belgrave, ^[r. Yeend King,

Mr. A'incent Yglesias, and Mr. Arthur G. J>ell are strong,

bold, and true, both in colour and tone, though inclined

in different ways to verge on harshness. We shall con-

clude with a mention of Miss Alice Miller's elegant and
cleverly-handled portraits, particularly " A Studio Belle

"

(105).

The exhibition of the Royal Scottish Academy is not

of especial excellence. Though it includes Mr. W. E.

Lockhart's "Church Lottery in Si)ain," a work full of good

char.acter-i>ainting, broad in handling, and telling in colour

and distribution of light and shade, it is rather wanting

in important subject-pictures liy Edinburgh artists, whoso

I)lace is filled by a few fine works from London : by Mr.

Orchardson's " Salon of Madame Itecamier," and by Mr.

J. li. Reid's " Fatherless," a fair example of the school which

makes truth of tonality a main aim. Mr. Robert JI'Gregor

sends a large cottage interior, a " Story of the Flood,"

which has character, and is harmonious in its scheme of

subdued and restricted colour. Mr. C. Mai-tin Hardie,

in his " Home from the Soudan," and his more complex

composition of " Our Grandmothers' Dancing School,"

two i)leasant scenes from village life, shows the strongest

and the most delicate work he has yet exhibited. The
former has admirable brush-work , the latter evinces a

sense of grace and beauty which is almo.st a new thing in

this painter's art. Some softly-idealised scenes of rural life

are contributed by Mr. Austin Brown and Mr. Jlichael

Brown, two of the most promising of the younger Scottish

figure-painters, whose works only require a firmer hold

ujion reality to possess great interest and charm. Jlr.

W. B. Hole sends a vigorously-handled rendering of an old

fisherman, and a pathetic subject of a dying Covenanter.

From Mr. .J. H. Lorimer comes a large park-scene, with

children and other figures, and an effect of vivid sunlight

;

and Mr. .T.Thorburn Ross, in his "Beginnings of Pvomance,"

gives a really poetic rendering of brilliant sea and sky.

which they have contributed for many years past ; but

distinctly marked progress is visible in the productions of

some of their juniors. Very especially is this the ca.se with

J[r. J. C. Noble, who this year works with unprecedented

force and lirilliancy. manifestly founding his art upt>n the

more studied and elaborate work of the older schools of

English landscai)e. His "Spring-time" is learned and
complex in composition, and po.s.sesses admirable ([uality

in its sky ; his land.scape with cla.ssical figures, " Actiuon

and Diana," is a singularly beautiful rendering of mellow
autumn tinting and soft autumn sunshine. Mr. Lawton
Wingate, who won full Academic honours at the last elec-

tion, shows his " Wreck of tlie Storm," of the last Royal
Academy, and a tender and delicate effect of spring twi-

light
;
and Mr. W. D. M'Kay continues to i)aint his favourite

South Country scenes with his accu.stomcd care and—what
does not invariably acconii)any care—his accustomed sensi-

tivene.s.s. Mr. David .Murray's most important contribution

is a view on "The Rotlier, at Rye, Su.ssex;" two small,

carefully-touched cabinet jiictures are representative of the

best jieriod of the late Mr. E. T. Crawford's landscape
;

and the works from London include a large subject by Mr.
Keeley Halswelle and two works by Jlr. J. W. Oakes.

The portraits are unusually numerous and excellent.

Mr. George Reid shows his full-length " Duke of Rich-

mond," and, along with other works, a line bust, the " Rev.

Dr. J. J. Bonar." Mr. Herdman is reiirescnted by .several

graceful female portraits, and Mr. W. B. Hole has a solidly

painted full-length of the "Rev. Dr. Moody Stuart." Mr. R.

Gibb is quite in his best in a likeness of Mr. Archibald

Ramsden ; and .some most successful pictures of children

come from Mr. W. E. Lockhart and Mr. W. M'Taggart.
Mr. Arthur Melville, a young artist hitherto mainly known
by his clever water-colours of Eastern subjects, sends a

seated portrait of a girl, remarkable in pose, tone, and
colour. Among the other painters who deserve mention in

this department are Messrs. .J. H. Lorimer, P. W. Adam, J.

Jlichael Brown, and T. Austen Brown. It remains to add,

the Water-Colour Room contains an important subject,
" Border Moss-Troopers returning from a Raid," by Jlr.

T. Scott ; and that among the works of sculi)ture are

examples by Messrs. Calder ^Marshall, John Hutcheson,

George Webster, D. W. Stevenson, and T. Stuart Burnett.

The death is announced of the Poli.sh sculjitor. Count
Oscar Sosnowski ; of the English architect, George Adam
Burn ; of the Liverpool landscape-painter, R. Sebastian

]?ond ; of the Alsatian paintcr-ctchor. Constant Lajiaix
;

of the land.scape-painter, Percy Williams ; of the French
sculptor, Pierre Loison, a pupil of David d'Angers ; of the

portrait and figure painter, Gustave Morin ; of the litho-

grapher and engraver, Emile Bcllot; of the Stuttgart

professor, Bernhard Reher ; of the miniaturist, Louis-

Alexandre Feuland ; of the painter, Hadnmard ; and of

Shakespeare Wood, trained as a sculptor, and eminent as a

cicerone and the Roman correspondent of the Times.

The older landscape-painters of the Academy contribute

their usual quota of canvases, which differ little from those

It is hardly an exaggeration to .say of the death of

Randolph Caldecott, as Johnson said of Garrick'.s, that it

eclipses the gaiety of nations ; for there is not a nursery in

the Engli.sh-speaking world but will be the poorer in his

loss. His design was, perhaps, less elocjuent and suggestive

than has been said ; but he had the sense of beauty, an
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iitmiidiincc of kindly and graceful humour, a fancy at once

delicate in iiuality and inexhaustible in kind, and—above

all—the gift of charm. He was always deli.nhtfully in-

spired ; and in him all nursery rhymes found an ideal

illustrator. He could be quaint, funny, dainty, ex(iuisitely

jiretty, and delicately suggestive in the compass of a single

drawing. He had a capital eye for simple character, and

united in his sketches of men and animals the shrewdest

tibservation with the most whimsical personal view. His

sense of colour was a triHe narrow ; but its expressions—in

chromo-xylography at least—were invariably attractive.

The best of his work, we take it, is to be found in the series

of ' Pict\u-e-Books," which won him the greater and happier

])art of his popularity. He did other things well ; but in

these baby epics he was supreme, and it will be long ere

they are forgotten—longer still ere they are superseded.

Tjik Graham Collection will be sold by auction next

month. Jlessr.s. Christie, JIanson and Woods have sold,

for m. B. P. G. C. Noel, Lily's " Elizabeth Noel " for £05,

and Gerard Honthor.st's "Elizabeth of Bohemia" for £141.

At the sale of the Ellis Collection, by the same auctioneers,

the following prices were realised :—Hans ilakart, three

" Processions," £126, £131, and £131 respectively ; Colin

Hunter, "lona," £147; F. B. Lee and T. S. Cooper, "A
Kiver Scene in Devonshire," £195 ; T. S. Cooper, " Sheep,"

£215 ; E. Landseer, " Badminton," £299 ; Erskine Nicol,

" When There's Nothing Else to Do," £257; Marcus Stone,
" Amour ou Patrie ] " £294 ; W. P. Frith, " Scene from the

'Yicar of Wakefield,'" £441; J. Linnell, "The Harve.st

Wagon " and " Over the Hills," £483 and £603 respectively
;

J. C. Hook, "The Coral Fisher, Amalfi," £850 ; and W. P.

Frith, "The Road to Ruin"—a set of four—£1,575. In

Paris, at the Hotel Drouot, two pencil drawings by Ingres

sold for 2,100 francs and 3,550 francs respectively ; a
" Portrait de Dame," by Drouais, 6,500 francs ; and Lancret's

"La Musette" aud " Le Berger," 7,500 francs; while the

pictures of JL Emile Vernier realised a total of 25,000 francs
;

the pictures and drawings of the late Edmond Yon, a total

of 34,350 francs ; the Gilbert collection of furniture, one of

52,000 francs ; and the hric-a-hrac and antique furniture of

M. Lippmann, one of lo2,00(j francs.

A SET of " Floral Studies " (London ; Reeves and Son),

lately published, by an anonymous designer, deserves

particular commendation. The effect, in certain cases, is

spoiled by the addition of a conventional landscape back-

ground ; but in others, where the flowers alone are pre-

sented, the arrangement, the design, the effect, are alike

excellent. Moreover, one and all are very well reproduced.

The colours are of exceptional softness and truth, and the

suggestion is in most cases remarkably decorative. Of new
work on black and white, mention must be made of the

reproduction (London : Leggatts), in pure mezzotint, by
Mr. C. W. Tomkins, of the " Daring Highway Robbery,"

exhibited by Mr. Weekes in the Royal Academy of 1885.

The ])icture, a bright and lively one, is strong in one of

those subjects which the million love ; and the reproduction,

which is intelligent and workmanlike, is sure to be popular.

The "Impressions sur la Peinture" (Paris: Librairie

des Bibliophiles), of .M. Alfred Stevens, are for the most part

good reading. Occasionally M. Stevens is guilty of saying

nothing with an air ; but, as a rule, he is found capable of

remarks that are not only neatly phrased and clearly cut,

but suggestive and full of matter, ^\'hat, for instance,

could be more apt and trenchant at once than his " Plus ou

salt, plus on simplihe ! '' What more true and memorable
than that " II faut savoir peindre une moustache poll par

puil avant de se permettre de I'accuser d'un seul coup de

bi'osse ? " It sounds a truism, but it is none the less a truth,

that " Le critique d'art a un penchant a plus s'occuper du
cote litteraire que de la partie technique." It is a great

fact, and a great fact newly stated—and one that in England
can hardly be stated too often—that " Les tableaux p6ni-

l)lenient executes, oil Ton sent le labeur, regalent le public :

il en a pour son argent." That is for a certain sort of

painter in general. Here is something that cannot be too

closely laid to heart by the asjnrant in landscape :
" Bien

([ue le soleil donne la vie a la couleur, il est brutal en jilein

midi, et devient anti-coloriste." And here, to make an end
(for we must end somewhere), is a word that successful

men would do well to ponder :
" La commande d'un tableau

est dejii presque un empoisonnement pour I'artiste, jiuis-

qu'elle porte atteinte a son initiative." There are some
three hundred more for those (and they should be many)
who like such ware.

MlscELLANE.\.—The reprint (London : The Autotype

Company) of Mr. Stopford Brooke's "Notes on the Liber

Studiorum" is good enough reading as literary art-criticism

—is a fair example, that is, of the manner in which Mr.

Ruskin's pupils consider art, and the terms in which they

express their results ; the illustrations are satisfactory ; the
" get up " is e.xcellent. Miss Robinson's new volume, "An
Italian Garden " (London : T. Fisher Unwin), contains, with

certain numbers only charming in their form, not a little

verse so graceful and genuine as to move and interest us

as poetry ; all are pretty—some are very much more than

pretty ; all may be read with jileasure—some may be

remembered, which is quite another matter. The new
volumes in " Cassell's Red Library " (London, Paris, New
York and Melbourne : Cassell and Company) are the
" Last of the Mohicans " and the first half of " Pick-

wick"—both excellent selections ; those in the now world-

famous "National Library" (same publishers) are "The
Man of Feeling " and a good selection from Latimer's

" Sermons," both of which, in their several ways, it would

be hard to beat. So little is known in England of wood-

engraving in America that such a work as Mr. Duyekinck's
" Catalogue of Books Illustrated by Dr. Alexander Ander-

son " (New York : Printed by Thompson and Moreau) might

well have been issued in an edition of more than one hun-

dred copies ; Anderson was (with certain difference.s) a sort

of American Bewick, and his achievement, which is con-

siderable, is of the greatest interest to students of the art

and champions of the true " white line ; " the catalogue,

which is neatly produced, is prefaced by a memoir by Dr.

Benjamin .1. Lossing. The new number in the excellent
' Guides des CoUectionneurs " series (Paris : Rouam) is a
" Dictionnaire des Marques et Monogrammes des Gravures,"

Ijy M. Georges Duplessis, Keeper of the Prints at the

Bibliotheque Nationale, and M. Henri Bouchot of the same

department; it does not claim to be exhaustive, only to

conqileteness within certain limits ; it is an excellent piece

of work. The two new parts—the fifth and .sixth— of Mr.

R. E. Graves's excellent new edition of Bryan's " Dictionary

of Painters and Engravers " (London : George Bell) carries

on the work from " Fossano (Ambrogio da) " to " Kiisel

(Melchior);" the work, we need hardly remind our readers,

fills such a void it can hardly be too widely recommended.
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Mu. J. II. MiDDLETON lias been elected to the Slade

Chair of Fine Alts at Caiiibiiilge, in room of Mr. Sidney

Colvin, re.signed, and Mr. Murray to the Keoiicrship of

Greek and Roman Anticitiitie.s, vacated by Mr. Newton,

C.n. Mr. Seymour Lucas has been elected an Associate

of the lioyal Academy. Messrs. David Murray and C. R.

Philip have been elected Associates of the Society of Painters

ill Water Colours. M. Jules Rreton has been elected a

iiii'iuber of the AcacliMiiie, in room of the late Paul I'audiy.

Ill tlie section of jiaintiii^', for the Salon of lS8(i, the fol-

lowing, among otheis, have been elected of the jury: MM.
Humbert, Kobert-Fleuiy, Ouillauinet, Harpignie.s, Heniier,

ISniinat. Morot, Roll, Lefebvre, Corniou, Pierre, Puvis de

Cliavannes, Diaz, Gerve.v, Vayson, Jules Breton, J.-P.

Laurens, Yon, Cabanel, Benjamin Constant, Hanoteau, De
A'liillefroy, Carolus Duraii, Barillot, Feyen-Perrin, Thirion,

Liiiuinais, Barrias, and Detaillc ; the jircsident is M.
Piouguereau, the vice-presidents are MM. Bonnat, Cabanel,

and Piusson, and the secretaries MM . Cuillaiimet, De Vuille-

froy, Robert- Fleury, and Iluinbort. M. A. Quantin, who.so

publications we have had so often occasion to praise, has

turned his busine.ss into a company.

Ml!. E. J. tJREiioRY will paint a portrait uf II.II.II. the

Prince of Wales ; Mr. John Collier has painted one of Mr.

Irving ; ^Ir. Macbeth Raeburn one of Mi.ss Jenny Lee as

" Jo." Jlr. Orchardson has painted a sequel to his " Mariage

de Coiivenance," and two other figure pictures ; Mr.

Colin Hunter, a number of Scotch coa.st-mariiies and some

portraits ; Mr. W. P.. Richmond, a " Hermes " and a num-
ber of portraits. Mr. Leslie has sent to the Academy a

group of girls wearing garlands ; Mr. Prinsep, a " Mr.

Leyland " and a " Priestesses of Siva ;
" Mr. Alma Tadema,

a Roman bath scene. Mr. Fulleylove exhibits drawings

of Hampton Court, Christchurch, Canterbury, and Ware-

ham. Mr. Towneley Green has painted an "Amateur"
(LSI.')), and a pastoral called " Shepherds All and Maidens

Fair ;
" Mr. Charles Green, a picture of Cajitain Cuttle

and Fhn'cnce Donibey ; Sir James Linton, a " Diirer and
.Ma.xiniilian " (for .Mr. Irving^ and a "Romeo and Juliet ;"

Mr. Carl Haag, a " Shipwreck in the Desert ;" Mr. Goodall,

an "Old Maid'' and. a "Puritan and Cavalier;" Mr.

Seymour Lucas, a " Peter the Great in Woolwich Dock-

yard ; " Mr. McWhirter, a landscape called " The Three

Witches ;" Mr. Sargent, among other portraits, the "Misses

Vickers," engraved, from last year's Salon, for this maga-

zine ; Mr. H. ilaccallum, a scene in Heligoland ; Mr.

Van Haanen, a "Spring Tide in Venice;" Mr. Henry
Woods, a picture of the Zattere ; Mr. De Rlaas, "a
liretty face and a has bieit tin':;" Mr. Waterliouse, a

fourth V'enctian subject; and Mr. Logsdail, a view of the
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Grand Canal and a picture of children being dressed f ir

the San (liovanni procession. Mr. Macbeth is etching (for

^Ir. Dunthorue) the Titianic "Bacchus and Ariadne."

For the British Museum—where Mr. Murray is re-arrang-

ing the Greek and Etruscan Vases—the trustees liavc pur-

chased a bust (white marble) of Brutus, and have advised

the Treasury to acquire a famous bronze fragment (Greece,

450 B c.) from the Piot Collection. Mr. Watts's gift to the

nation includes the whole of his acliicvcniciits. with the

excejition of his "Time and Death and Eternity "—a dupli-

cate of which he has presented to the Canadian National

Gallery—and his "Love and Life," which will go to the

United States. To the National Ciallery there have been

added a half-length of Garrick by Zoffany ; three Italian

pictures by Macrino d'Alta and a Fifteenth Century

Florentine; a good example of ]5onifazio; an example of

Giovanni liusi, known as Cariani ; by purchase, from the

Graham Collection, at a cost of £1,8.'J8, the "Vagrants"

of P'rederick Walker, and Ro.s.sctti's "Ecce Ancilla Domini,"

at a cost of £'k40
; and, by the gift of Mr. Vaughan, the

famous " Hay-W'ain " of John Constable.

Tins last, l)y far the most ini]i(irtant of all, is repro-

duced as our frontispiece. It is in some .sort the most

meniorablo picture of the century ; for to its example is

owing the development of certain principal aims in the

Romantic revolution of 183(1, and through that the evolu-

tion of the great scluml of landscape |)aintiiig —the school

of Dupre and Daubigny, of Rousseau and Millet andCurot

—which is, .so far, the culmination and the crowning glory

of modern art. Exhiliited at Somerset House in 1821, it

was returned mion the painter's hands, to be again ex-

hibited at the British Institution in 1822. Constable was

badly in want of money ; he writes to Archdeacim Fisher

that "a loan of £20 or £:io would be of the greatest u.sc
"

to him ; but though a Frenchman has offered him as much
as £70 for his " Hay-Wain," " it would be disgraceful to allow

myself to be knocked down by a Frenchman." Two years

after, the " Hay-Wain " was sold to the same intriguing

and abominable foreigner, and went with six others to

France. Constable got a gold medal from the king " for

the merit of my land.scapes ;
" the French painters had no

" Oxford Graduate " to mislead them, and were candid and

acute enough to look and see for themselves ; a new force

was developed in [lainting, a new inspiration descended

upon art, the greatest of modern schools began to be. This

is the picture which Mr. Vaughan has just presented to

the English people. Its proper place is not the National

Gallery, but the Louvre ; but since its fortune is other than
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the right ouc, and it is hencefortli the property of the

niition wliicli, to understand its Constable, has had to read

him in a series of French translations, it should be in-

scribed for exliibition with that famous houtade of Jlr.

Raskin's : the cruel, the solemn, the delightful, the im-

possible assertion— that Constable " had nothing else, but

he had not chiaroscuro"—which promises to go down to

posterity as all art-criticism in little.

The Royal Academy will this year publish an illustrated

catalogue, prepared by Messrs. Boussod and Valadon, by

the process used in their excellent " Figaro-Salon " of last

year. The project of producing an illustrated catalogue of

the Salon has been remitted to 1887..

At the last exhibition of the Manchester Academy, the

admissions, exclusive of 200 season tickets, were only some

4,000, while the sales amounted to no more than £1,088.

As last year, an overflow exhibition will be held at the

Crystal Palace, to be opened on the 24th of May ; the

gathering wiU also include pictures from the last exhibi-

tions of the Institute and the British Artists, with other

work as well, all of which should be sent in (to Mawer and

Stephenson, 221-33, Fulham Road) on the 3rd, 4th, .0th,

6th, and 7th days of May, 1886. Mr. Keene's annual

exhibition of oils, water-colours, china-paintings, and draw-

ings, (fee, will be held in Derby from the .5th to the 29th of

May. Messrs. H. and J. Cooper, Pulteney Street, Golden

Square, will shortly exhibit a Music Room with decora-

tions from the Greek executed by them from designs by

Mr. H. Quilter. In New York an exhibition of Meryon's

etchings has been organised by ^Ir. S. Keppel, the well-

known picture-dealer. A great exhibition of coins and

medals will be h?ld at Vienna in 1887. It is propo.sed to

hold an international exhibition at Berlin in 1888. There

will be a guarantee fund of 3,000,000 marks, two-thirds

covered by the city, and the rest by the Government.

Most of the twenty-six pictures by !Mr. Holman Hunt,

exhibiting at the Fine Art Society's gallery in New Bond
Street, are in some .sort historical, and will have, for some

time at least, the true historical interest. Of course they

have other qualities as well : such qualities, for instance, as

earnestness of purpose, indefatigable patience, a singular

complexity of intention, with here and there original colour,

and here and there good technical skill. The great fault

of them is that they pretend to be so much besides

pictures, that as pictures they have no very marked or

active existence. Mr. Hunt, indeed, is not so much a

l)ainter as a man of letters who has wandered into paint.

His aim is always to produce, less an example of plastic

art than a work of literature in two dimensions. Even

"The Scapegoat," which is purely pictorial in effect, is

complicated to excess with literary suggestions and sig-

nificance ; even the " London Bridge," which embodies a

scheme of colour at once imaginative and acceptable (a rare

combination in Mr. Hunt's work), is inspired with memories

of Heme the Hunter and "the burning of another London

Bridge by the D.ines of other days." Mr. Hunt, in a word,

paints pictures, not because he has ideas that can only be

expre.s-sed in the material of paint, but on an inspiration

altogether remote from and foreign to the said material : an

inspiration whose proper vehicle is words, and whose out-

come in another medium is neither poem nor picture, but

p. hybrid, with all the faults of both and none of the beauties

of either. One consequence is that nrost of Mr. Hunt's

work is best in translation—is more interesting in engraving

than in colour. Another, and a far more important, is that

it only becomes real art when its innumerable intentions

have been retransfcrred to their proper medium, and are re-

jiroduced—as in the case of " The Light (.)f the World " and

"The Awakening Conscience"'—in Mr. Ruskin's prose.

.To discuss the twenty-six is impossible. It remains to

add that in all of them Mr. Hunt is greatly preoccupied

with a reality that is not plastic but literary ; that he more

than once approves himself a good painter of still-life ; and

that the whole collection is distinguished by an honesty

of purpose and power of sustained and laborious eti'ort of

which it is impossible to speak save with respect.

The French Gallery is much as usual this year. Karl

Heffner occupies the same amount of wall space ; he used

to be light, now he tends to be dark, and steeps himself in

an atmosphere bituminous and thick. We prefer him in

his more sombre mood : it dissembles a multitude of sin.s.

Innumerable small forms, invented for trouble's sake and

to make work, may still be discerned ; but under the

glamour of this darker convention of colour it is po.?.sible

for distance to lend a certain enchantment to the view.

M. Joanowitz is a new find, and one that should pay

remarkably well. He has just that sense of dramatic situa-

tion which comprehends the popular qualities of effective

grouping, marked facial expression, and picturesque abund-

ance of accessory. He has art enough to know that paint

is limited, and in some directions he is sufficiently sober

and reticent. His colour is systematic, Ijeing founded on a

dry, brown convention, which represents the medium in

which everything floats. The few suggestions of bright

hues which are allowed to appear are in small proportion

to this general tone, and thus acquire considerable brilliancy

and effect, without seeming unpleasantly garish. The touch,

though not exactly liquid, is vivacious, and expresses a fair

amount of the structure of objects. His "War Dance"
and "The Traitor Tracked '' are in sentiment not unlike the

usual Oriental costume picture as understood and practised

by Professor Miiller. This gentleman, by the way, con-

tributes comparatively little to the show this year, and that

little is a repetition of old effects and old suljects which

savours of mannerism. On the Mediterranean, doubtless,

the sea is blue, and the sunlit coast more or less yellow
;

but with him the contrast has reached such a patent and

ungraduated intensity as to render his picture decorative

beyond what is permissible in a movable framed work.

A. D. Montemezzo, in " Midday Rest," produces decorative

colour enough, but he maintains in it that pretext of

representative aims necessary in every picture which is not

merely an item in a fixed and inevitalile scheme of mural

decoration. Amongst works of the older schools are two

Corots : one, '" Sur les Bords de la Seine," a very poor

specimen of the master's light and ethereal colour ; the

other, here called "Summer Is a Comyu-in" (18), both

better in composition and more atmospheric and silvery in

tone. Add to these a rich little Diaz, an ineffective and

characterless Jules Dupr^, two common Meissoniers, and

a " Prayer " by G(5r6me ; and you have the best of the lot.

At Mes.sr.s. Tooth's gallery there is no work of a really

high order of imagination, but there are several pictures

which stand out from among the ordinary insincere and

more or less technically clever potboilers, in virtue of their
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earnestness of purpose and their attempt to combine with

it some of the broad org-anisiiig priiicii)li's of art. Mr. F.

I )ioksee's " llomeo and Juliet," a large picture, e.\lubited in

a late Academy, is the most serious and the most ambitious

in aim. It shows no striving after cheap eticct, no reliance

on high tone or garish colour, no obtrusion of method, no
parade of learning, no ilourisli of trumpets of any kind

;

indeed, tlic fault is that it is perhaps too Uime, too pains-

taking, and sc>mewhut over-relined. Mr. Boughton's " For-

get-Me-Not," close beside it, is more confident—too con-

fident, in fact ; its simplicity is not real, not motivie

enough; and the general eftect, in spite of good drawing
and certain other (pialities, is chalky and unsatisfactory.

Mr. Long, a.s always, is smootli, insignilicant, and more
occupied with a meaningless roundness of form and a

uniform browniiess of colour than interested in the aspect of

nature and the structure of the human form. Sir J. E.

Millais, in "Bubbles," is more vulgarly robust and sloppily

effective than usual. Mr. Leader sends a light and brilliant

" Summer Afternoon," which di.splays, with considerable

mechanical power, some of the more ordinary, few of the

es.scntial, and none of the more occult qualities of nature.

Mr. Wyllie's "A Three Knots Turn " and "The Busy
Medway," Mr. Weekes's "Who Goes There 1" Mr. Leon
Lhermitte's " Haytime," ilr. T. C. S. Benham's brilliant

" Ott" the Isle of Skye," Mr. Parton's " Silver Stream," Mr.

Potter's richly coloured interior with figures, "The Music
Lesson," and many others, are sober, refined, and more or

less natural and unpretentious. M. Victor Gilbert's " Flower
Market, the Madeleine, Paris," is one of the truest in value

and in colour of the many French works here to be seen.

JIk. Maclean's little gallery contains a large propor-

tion of foreign pictures. One of the most pleasing is

" The Ivembrandt Hat," by Hermann Philips. In art, to

make your work sympathetic, you nuist feel something
strongly, and Mr. Philips revels in colour. He prefers rich

and low-toned schemes ; and it is to be hoped that he will

never replace by a mannerism the sulitle variety which he

obtains by abandoning Iiim.self to instinct. .AI. Harlamort'

is another excellent, though less exuberant colourist ; he

is particularly successful in treating flowers—a subject

which to the colouri.st is as a bravura to the singer ; his

"Italian Flower Girls" combines with the excellent colour

realisation of the whole a pleasing choice of type and a

feeling for expression in the faces. Herr Carl JIarr and
il. P. Billet are not exactly colourists : they employ the

vehicle too realistically and too much for the purpose of

establishing relations of light, bathed in a cool grey sun-

shine. Herr !Marr's large picture is also broadly and nobly

composed, and produces an effect of striking originality

here, though the scheme of colour is common enough in

the Salon. Several Academicians exhibit.

We shall first mention those exhibitors in the Dudley
Water Colour Gallery who have set themselves to deal

with the ditficultics of nature on principles of sound and
fearless realism, and have not yielded to the temptations

of false colour or ready-made conventions of tone. Mr.

Clem Lambert, in " Littlehampton," Mr. Lessore, in

" Greenwich," and ilr. Eiis-sell Dowson, in " Low Tide at

Concarncau," have before all things attemi)ted, by the

justness of their large relations and the atmospheric quality

of their colour, to produce a solid, strong, and .sine expres-

sion of the outdoor world. \ little less uncompromisingly

vigorous and natural, Mr. A. W. W^eedon relies on more

generally taking sentiment in his "Twilight," his "Sun-
shine and Shadow," and his " .Vrundel Park." Mr. A. C.

Wyatt, in his fresh and sparkling sketches, " .Mowing-

Time," and "Highgato from Caen Wood," show.s, by the

clever expressiveness of his touch, that he too, and with

good result, is preoccupied with the iiuestion of handling.

The realism of Mr. Norman's " 01d-Fa.shioned Garden"
is somewhat enciunbered with trivial detail. Mr. A. W.
Parsons, in his admirably broad and telling little com-
position, "Picking up a Water-logged Brig," and Mr. A.
Kinsley, in ids "Bolton Abbey," though far from being

untrue or flimsy, have merits rather proceeding from well-

understood convention than from personal observation.

Much the same may be said of Mr. Bowman and .Mr.

Stephen Clift. Another school, relying uixni delicate

rather forced colour, and an elegant but unrealistic elabo-

ration of detail, is cleverly represented in Mr. S. G. W.
Ilo.scoe's brilliant "Dartmoor Stream," and Mr. E. W.
Cooke's graceful and poetic view of " Wordsworth's Walk."

Miss Ada Bell's flowers (424) are fresh, soft, yet powerful

in colour ; and Mi.ss Macaulay's " Battersea Bridge " is a

very happy arrangement for a long shaped panel. Some
honest but rough work comes from Messrs. A. and G. de

Breanski, it. M. Lloyd, D. Green, and J. Steeple.

A VISIT to the workshops and forges of Jlr. Alfred

Newman in 10, Archer Street, Haymarket, will well repay

any one who despairs of the capacity of British workmen to

compete with foreigners in right workmanship and artistic

taste. He will there find iron being wrought l)y EnglLsh

men and youths according to English designs, not oidy

with skill, but with the plciwure and interest only felt

when both hand and brain are emiiloyed in production.

All the work that comes from these forges shows a right

sense of the peculiar properties of the material and the

special capacities of the tools employed, and may, at least

in the rightness of its direction, compare with the best

wrought iron of any time. The pieces in progress show
that Mr. Newman's efforts to restore the art to its former

usefulness and dignity have not been in vain. Newells
girandoles, candlesticks, brackets, gates, stanils for flower-

pots and hour-glasses, vanes, chandeliers, and lanterns,

are amongst the olijects in course of manufacture for the

Duke of Hamilton, Lord Londonderry, Lady Steiiheu.son,

Sir William CnnlUie Browne, the Oiutury (Bronipton),

yU: I'liky, Mr. C. F. Hoghton, and otlier.s.

The fifty-seventh exhibition of the Royal Hibernian

Academy is a fairly good one, but most of the work is

from EnglLsh and Scottish studios, only about one-third of

it being contributed by natives. The Irish Acadcniiiians

are not remarkable, though some of them have sent and
hung from seven to eighteen numbers each. Mr. Augustus
Turke's landscapes ; Mr. Hone's fine " Sands, Port 2klar-

nock," " -Malahide Estuary," and " Scheveningen ;" Mr.

Bingham McGuiness's "Ben Lair,'' "Street Scene in Ba-

varia," and " Lough Bray
;

'' Jlr. Caterson Smith's powerful

portrait of Mrs. McCauslaud ; and Mr. Osborne's " Receiv-

ing a Deputation," are exceptions. Some of the dissociates,

too, have done nnicli to lift the Academy work from an

almost fatal level of sameness. Mr. Williams makes

marked progress, while Mr. Walter Osborne's "Cupboard
Love " is one of the best things in the collection.

Tup; Royal Academy is well represented, the President,

by his "Singiiig Girl," and two studies, "A View from the
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Piiicio," and " St. ^Mark's, Venice ;
" Mr. Alma Tadema by

his "M. Lowen-stam;" Mr. HoU by an "Archbishop

Trench;" Mr. Pettie by a "Colin Hunter;" and Mr.

Seymour Luca.s by his "After CuUoden." Miss Marion

Cliase, Mr. Corbould, Mr. Walter Crane, Mr. Goodall, Mr.

Cuthbert Rigby, and Mr. Frank Topham are all repre-

sented. Miss Webb's "Net-Mender" is well drawn, and

good in colour. ^Ir. Thaddeus has an " Elaine," which

shows that the motive has not been exhausted by his

predecessors. Miss Sharland sends a " Lyn Idwall ; " Mr.

Arthur Stocks, " Her Sweetest Flower ; " Mr. Yeats, a

pathetic bit of street life ; Mr. Mackenzie, in " Looking

South," one of the best landscapes ; Mr. Bach, an equally

good "From the Sunny South;" Miss Dorothy Tennant,

two figure studies, which have been very badly placed
;

and Mr. Dicksee, a careful and pleasant " Cinderella."

The water-colour section is below the average. The

room— "the kitchen," as 'tis called — is admirably un-

suited as ever. It is indeed pitiable to see such work as

that by Mi.ss Martineau, Mr. E. W. Goodall, Mr. Hewett,

Mr. A. K. Brown, Helen O'Hara, and others hung in such

a place. To the " kitchen " M. Storm Von Gravesand's fine

" On the Y, near Amsterdam" has been relegated : upon what

principle is not known ; the committee having elsewhere

hung—and well—a (jiiantity of work which would disgrace

an amateur exhibition. Doubtless a wholesome dread of the

back room, and a suspicion of the method of selection,

restrain the Irish water-colour painters from contributing

to the Academy ; for the Fine Art Society's exhibition, also

open in Dublin, includes some capital contributions from

artists whose work is never seen at Abbey Street. Of the

278 pictxires at the Leinster Hall, there are few which do

not show conscientiousness or ability. Mr. Wynne's " Ben

Nevis," Miss Barton's " Capel Curig " and " St. Patrick's

Close," Miss Currey's " Picking Peas " and " Summer
Flowers," iliss O'Hara's powerful " On the Blackwater,"

Mr. Usher's and JILss Colville's landscapes, are all com-
mendable. Owing to the prevailing depression, the sales

at both exhibitions have been unsatisfactory.

The death is announced of W. K. Keeling, one of the

founders of the ilanchester Academy ; of Bouverie Goddard,

the painter of " Love and AVar," " Lord Wolverton's Blood-

hounds," " The Struggle for Existence," and "The Fall of

Man ;" of the painter, Jacques-Emile Lafon, a pupil of Gros

and Delaroche ; of the painter-archseologist, Victor Navlet

;

of the collector, Laurent Richard ; of the numismatist,

Edward Thomas ; of the water-colour painter, Thomas
Danby, a son of the famous A.R.A.; of the French land-

scape-painter, Lapierre ; and of the expert and collector,

Samuel Addiugton.

Messrs. Christie, M.\nson, and Woods have sold the

/ollowing pictures : L. Ilaghe, " The Audience Chamber in

the Hotel de Ville at Bruges," £315 ; J. Holland, " The
Chiesa dei Gesuiti," £378 ; Henry Dawson, "A River

Scene," £399 ; Vicat Cole, " Summer Showers," £787. By
the late Richard An.sdcll, R,A., "Going to Market, Anda-
lusia," and " Water Carriers of the Alhambra,"£204 each;

"Fifty Years Ago," £210 ; "Muleteer at a Shrine," £220
;

"The Forester's Pets," £215; "To Sea!" £278; "The
Iiiterru]itfd Meal,'' C2'.l4 ; and " Ptarniig.ui Shooting," £3!);j.

Tiie McConnell (,'(iIlection, of eigiity i)icturcs, realised a
total of £35,942. The following were the top prices :

Linnell's " The Brow of the Hill," £640 ; Calcotfs '' Ghent

"

and " Gulf of Salerno," £840 and £735 ; W. Collins, " The
Morning Bath," £892 10s. ; Turner's " Rockets and Blue

Lights," £745 10s. ; Rosa Bonheur, " A Mare and Foal,"

£903 ; Webster, " The Smile " and " The Frown," £1 ,627 los.

;

Faed, " Conquered but not Subdued,"£l,155 ; Turner, "The
Bathers," £1,134 ; Henriette Browne, "Visit to the Harem,''

£1,312 10s. ; Stanfield, " Port-na-Spauia," £1,417 ; Philip,

" The Volunteer," jE 1,575; Mulready, "Idle Boys," £l,.585 lo.s.;

Constable, " A Dell in Helmingham Park," £1,627 lOs.
;

Philip, "The Water-Drinkers," £2,572 lOs.; Turner, "Campo
Santo, Venice," £2,625 ; Rosa Bonheur, "The Horse Fair,"

£3,150; and Philij), " The Early Days of Jlurillo," £3,990.

There are some capital examples of the art of repro-

duction in the new livraison (which is the fourth) of the

National Gallery Autotypes (Paris : Braun ; London : The

Autotype Company). Such, for instance, in the English

selection, are Sir Joshua's noble " Dr. Johnson " (887) ; the

delightful " Mr.s. Siddons "
(78.5) ; the Hogarth (112); the

Constable (327), a fine and most effective transcript of the

"Valley Farm ;" the "Palace and Bridge of Caligula" (512),

in which Turner does his best to rise to the level of Claude
;

and, above all perhaps, the enchanting Gain.sborough (109),

a landscape as elegant and romantic as any in the painter's

achievement. Such, too, are the magnificent "St. Helena"

(1,041) of Veronese; the "Ariosto" (636) and the "Ganymede"
(32) of Titian ; the " Noli ile Tangere " (639) of Mantegna

;

Raphael's heroic " Pope Julius II." (27) ; a Hobbema (832),

the "Village avec Moulins;" a Roger Van der Weyden
(664). "The Entombment;" Sandro Botticelli's amazing
"A.ssuniptiou''(l,126); the strange and perplexing "Triumph
of Chastity "(910) of Luca Signorelli ; and destined, perhaps,

to be most popular of all, Andrea del Sarto's incomparable

portrait of the painter (690).

MiscELLiNE.\.—There is much good feeling and good
sen.se in Jlr. St. John Tyrwhitt's '' Amateur Art Book "

(London: Simpkin, Mar.shall and Co. ; Oxford: Vincent);

the views are those of a pupil of Ru.skin, but they are well

stated, they are plainly sincere, to some they will prove

quite helpful and suggestive. The best possible new
edition of " The Vicar of Wakefield " is the orie (London :

Nimmo) with Poirson's delightful pictures and Mr.

Saintsbury's preface ; like all Mr. Nimmo's books, it is

excellently produced. In two parts, like its predecessors,

the fifth volume of M. Duruy's admirable " History of

Rome and the Roman People " (London : Kegan Paul) is,

like its predecessors, a mine of interest in the way of maps
and cuts and plates ; the coloured picture of the Bernay
Vases is as good in every way as it can be. Jlr. Baldwin
Brown's "From Stola to Cathedral" (Edinburgh: David
Douglas) may be described as a history—clear, concise, and
thorough—of the development of Christian architecture ; it

may be cordially recommended. A new edition of Lamar-
tine's "Graziella" (Paris: Jonaust) in the Bibliothcque

Artistique, is illustrated with etchings by Champollion

from designs by Bramtot ; it is a beautiful book. Of
" Gerard Edelinck " (Paris : Rouam), the new number in

the .series, " Les Artistes Cdlebres," we need say no more
than that the illustrations, whicli are Edelinck's, are better

than the text, whii:h is by A'icomte Henri 1 )claborde ; and no

more of Jlr. French Sheldon's translation of " Salamnibo"

(London and New York : Saxon) than that it pretends to

much and accomplishes little or nothing.
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At the I\oy;il Institute of Painters in AVater Colours
till- oxiiibitiuii is of more than average excellence. There is

plenty of bad work, no doubt, but there is also much that

is fresh in sentiment and sound in method. Perhaps the

liest tliiuj; in the collection is Mr. Collier's '• Woodland and
Down," which has truth and richness of colour, subtlety,

yet breadth of composition, j;reat delicacy of values, and
a line, luminous atmos])here. Mr. Wimpcris sends a
" Marsh, Llanbedr," which may be compared with Mr.

Collier's work in some res|)ects, but iu others is inferior.

Mr. Edwin Hayes a])i>ears to advantage in his "West Pier,

Gorlestone," which is a i)lea.sant and arti.stic work, quick

w ith moving water and blowing sails and a .sense of storm.

Other drawings in something of a kindred vein are Mr.

T. 15. Hardy's " Beaching a Pink,"' Mr. Parsons's " Dutch
I'ink Punning Free," and Mr. P. II. Carter's "Catch of

(irey .Mullet ' (which last we engrave for this Mag-azinel.

There is plenty of original observation, vcraciuusly yet

broadly rendered in ^l. Lessore's "Fish Market" and
"' Place du March6," both painted at Diepiie ; as, with other

i|Ualitie.s, there is in Mr. Clem Lambert's "Carting Sea-

weed " and "Morning iu .lune ;" in the "Scanty Pasture"

of Mr. Claude Hayes ; in Mr. Holloway's "Southend I'ier"

an<l "The Afouth of the Vare;" in Mr. Alfred Par.sons's

" 15alliua ;" in Mr. John Eyre's quaint and graceful " Dyni-

church ;

" Mr. 1\. .Jones's "Mountain Stream;" and in

!Mr. Clausen's vigorous and aerial " Mowers." The best of

Mr. Severn's three is certainly the " Storm-Cloud passing

over Venice." Mr. Hargi'.t's "Sunshine and Showers" is

licildly conceived and remarkably artistic in its techuicjue.

Mr. K. Macbeth contribute.s, in his "Landing of Sardines

at Low Water,'' a i)iecc of craftsmanshii) which is far

ahead of his work in oils : a remark that aiiplics with

almost equal force to Mr. McWhirter's .severe and truthful

" Rome : the Pincian Hill." Worthy of regard and applause

are Mr. Caffieri's " Thames Backwater," Mr. Wyatt's " The
Ruddy Grain," and Mr. Parton's " Bridge at Cretz." Of
Sir J. D. Linton's four, the best is the "Olivia," which is

graceful in conception, attractive iu colour, and polished in

style. Mr. Abbey's " The March Past " is less pictorial than

illustrative ; but it abounds in character and point, and

may be considered with plea.sure. The bright yet .soft

colour harmony of 3Ir. Bale's "The Reader "is .singularly

jileasant. Most conspicuous among the figure .subjects,

however, is Mr. E. .J. Gregory's " Hoyden," broad, yet

minute in style, distinguished in treatment, and vigorous

and taking in eti'ect. Good work- suggestive and strong,

or subtle and delicate—comes from Messrs. Langley, W ells,

Fahey, Alfred East, Napier Hemy, Huson, ^PDougall,

AVhymper, Maddox, Miss Helen O'Hara, and many others.

The present exhibition of the Society of British Artists

is less interesting than the last. Mr. Whistler has betaken

/,408

him.sclf to (piarters of his own, for one thing ; and for

anotiier there is a larger projiortion of work in tlie old

bygone style and of the old bygone sentiment. One of the

best things in the place, "A Venetian liagoon," is a com-

plete surpri.se ; it is painted by a Mr. Frank Hind, whose
work we do not renu,inber to have seen before, and is so

excjuisitely perceived, and rendered with so much delicacy

and charm, as to be in its way a masterpiece. Worthy of

comparison in every way is Mr. Aubrey Hunt's "Flowing
Tide," in which the light and colour and motion of (piick

water are treated with real nKifxtrin. Mr. Picknell's
" Ploughing Deep while Others Sleep," and " A Sultry Day,"

are distinguished by exceptional vigour of handling and
a strong .sen.se of reality. Mr. Starr's " Paddington," a

clever and novel iiiece of im^frcs^iimisine, has great merits

in places, and defects as great : as, for that matter, has the

ugly, and in parts inaccurate, "Kissing Ring "of Mr. W.
Stott, masterly thougii in some respects it be. (Jreatly to

be conunended as examples of pure landscape are Mr.

Percy Belgrave's " Spring-time ; " J[r. Synion's " Looking

Seaward;" the "llye" of Mr. Yglesias ; Mr. G. Boyle's

".\ Bit of the Old Farm;" and Mr. Leslie Thomson's

"A Berkshire Road." Anu)ng pure figure subjects mention

is due to Mr. .1. .J. Shannon's " In the Studio,'' which is

clever in handling and delicate in tone ; Miss Connell's

"Waiting;" the quaintly treated "Phillis" and "Dolce

Far Niente" of Mr Menpes ; and Mr. A. Lodovici's

"Cosy Nook," the arrangement of which is pretty—even

elegant. ICasily first among the jtortraits is the " Charles

Laplantc " of Mr. W. J. Dannat : solid in structure and
modelling, supple in texture, expressive in effect, masterly

in accomplishmont and style. Mr. Stott's "Portrait of my
Friend, T. JL D.," has the same fine qualities more or les.s,

and is evidently a product of the same school ; as for that

matter is the "Ciiarles Santley" of Mr. T. C. (!otch.

Mr. Carter's "Colonel Tottenham " is in curious contrast

with all these, being a good example of the good English

school of portraiture ; it has little of the broatl and
thorough craftsman.ship, the personal manner, the intimate

acquaintance with the effects of light by which they are

distinguished ; but it is a forcible and life-like present-

ment of a character and a face, and it has a consistent

loftiness of style. i[r. Munn's " Portrait Sketch " shows
how much may be done in the way of .softness, deli-

cacy, and charm by the proi)er use of rough canviis and
thin jiainting. Mr. Harper Pennington's " Portrait of a

Lady in a Yellow Dress " and " Mrs. Langtry as Pauline"

are both of them comparative failures. Good work in

various departments comes from Messrs. Mark Fisher,

Howgate, Sidney Moore, Somerset, Grace, Bartlett, Edwin
Nichol, and others. Noticeable among the sculpture is

Mr. Adams-Acton's vigorous " Professor Fawcett ;
" but

the highest point is reached in Air. Nelson McLean'?
" Bacchante " and " Suppliant," which arc excellent.
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Thk show of water-colours of the Royal Society is

distinctly poor, and the general tameness is not due to any

serious defections among the members. The more notable

drawings are readily enumerated. Mr. Smallfield's " Colonel

Newcome in the Charterhouse," though in no sense an

illustration of Thackeray, is a design of admirable finish

and refinement, well-composed, soberly harmonised, and

thoroughly wrought ; the architectural features of the in-

terior are not less skilfully presented than the expressive

figures. In Jlr. Wainwright's large and vigorous "Imperial

Drawing" the ill proportions of the rosy Hebe who is

chalking a tavern-score on the wall somewhat detract from

the subtle colour that is its chief distinction. The sea-

pieces of ilr. Powell and Mr. Henry Moore are also animated

by the force and truth of nature; the former has never

shown anything better than his sparkling " World's High-

way" and " On the Cantire Coast." Mr. Brewtnall's work,

as usual, is varied and unequal in accomplishment. His

largest drawing, " Where to Next 1 " shows a young couple

consulting a map in a kind of pavilion overlooking a blue sea

and a sunny harvest-field : the hand of the young man on

the girl's shoulder is an instance of slovenly drawing in a

composition that abounds in technical cleverness. More

entirely satisfactory is the same painter's "And Dick the

Shepherd Blows his Nail," in which the delicate play of

light in the deep snow is given with real felicity.

Me. Hen.shall's charming drawing, " The Sister.s," is

somewhat injured by a needless straining of sentiment, by

the trite contrast of health and sickness. Apart from its

conventionality, the juxtaposition of the very rude health

t>f the one sister rather detracts from the impressive pathos

of the sick child, though it appeals with telling effect to

popular sympathies. Mr. Albert Moore's " Myth," a semi-

nude figure, seated, is a little awkward in the arrangement

of the drapery, though the torso is exquisitely moidded, the

flesh admirable in cokiur and texture. Neither Mr. A.

W. Hunt nor Mr. Albert Goodwin is up to his wonted

standard ; while the list of names who are only fairly re-

presented include Uv. Thome Waite, l\Iiss Clara INIontalba,

Jlr. Eyre Walker, Mr. Boyce, Mr. John Burr, IMr. E. K.

Johnson, and Mr. Waterlow. Mr. Charles Gregory, though

he has not deserted Itye, makes a fresh departure in " The

Sorcerer:" a well-composed drawing, that tells its story with

extravagant emphasis, and is aggressive in colour. For the

rest Mr. Carl Haag has a melodramatic " Shipwreck in

the Desert," with an incredible sky ; Mr. H. S. Marks

sends one small work, " The Pen," a good piece of character

drawing, sound and conscientious in all respects ; Mr.

Poynter's '" The Ferry," a view of houses huddled on a

steep hillside, is strong, and rather dry in colour ; Sir John

Gilbert's larger contribution, " The Enclianted Forest," has

more ingenuity and invention than poetic fancy ; and Jlr.

J5eavis's powers as a painter of animals are fairly repre-

sented in " Carting Seaweed on the Brittany Coast."

The first exhibition—at the Marlborough Gallery, New
Bond Street—of the New English Art Club is singularly

interesting. It has the quality, uniiiue among exhibitions,

of a complete imity of effect and aim. There are but

fifty-eight pictures in all, and all fifty-eight are inspired

by kindred conventions, of vision as of treatment, and
designed to represent a certain theory of nature and a

certain practice of art. The coterie of whose ideas they

are the expression are modern French in training and

ambition. " Especially occupied," says a writer in the

Saturdaij Revinv with equal ^reesse and truth, "with the

rigorous application of a certain form of technique to the

facts of observation, they strive to express the real appear-

ances of things as seen by the eye, and not the deducted

results of knowledge and further examination. They

studiously subordinate local colour to atmospheric effect,

and detail to the large masses that are actually important

in vision ; their scheme of colour is usually fresh and

aerial ; their handling is often square, sometimes ostenta-

tiously regular, and always as broad as the treatment it

expresses. They detest a set composition, and take great

pains to get a focus of impression without any palpable

arrangement. They are rather logical and intelligent than

poetical in their observation of nature and their use of

methods," and, in spite of the fact that they have " lost

much of the fervid and romantic feeling of Corot,

Rousseau, and Duprc," it may reasonably be expected that

they will "contribute much towards the useful study of the

limits of the art, towards the development of an intelligent

view of realism, and towards the culture of elegance,

serenity, and simplicity in method." In Mr. La Thangue's
" In Dauphiue," broad and systematic in touch, and " high

bluish and open-air-like in colour," the characteristics of

the .school are most fully expressed—" partly, perhaps,

because it is unfinished." Equally conspicuous is Mr.

Tuke's " Bathers : " a singularly natural and forcible ren-

dering of the external facts of nature, as seen in a certain

envelope of air and sunshine. Mr. Alfred Parsons is

represented by a "Weeds" and "In an Orchard;" Mr.

Goodall by a large and solemn " Last Load ;

" 5Ir.

Stanhope Forbes by a "Cornish Street;" Mr. Sargent by

an admirable " Study " in his wittiest vein of painting and

observation. One of the best of the fifty-eight is Mr.

iMann's broad, dignified, and sober " Portrait
;

" another,

Mr. Clausen's veracious and forcible "A Shepherdess ;" a

third, an impression, by Mr. W. Stott, of the woods in early

spring. Other contributors, whose work it is impossible to

discuss in detail, are Messrs. Gogin, Jacomb Hood, Harper

Pennington, Frederick Brown, and H. Fisher. It should

be added that one characteristic of the school is a certain

tendency to ugliness for its own sake ; also that their work,

while excellent as prose, would be none the worse if they

would permit themselves to be le.ss ashamed of the inspira-

tion of poetry and " la recherche du beau."

Me. Wjiistlee is artistic to his finger-ends ;
he is less

in love with nature than many painters, but he is more

in love with art than most. He is ruthless in his sacrifice

of mere truth to beauty and elegance. He must dispose

jiaint gracefully, must consider keys, and obey the laws of

decorative harmony ; but he need pay little attention to

the claims of nature, the ordinary principles of vision, the

laws of anatomy, and such troublesome requirements of the

game of painting as may embarrass the display of his per-

fection in the other directions. No one could have designed

a prettier room, or one more suited to his purpose, than

that now furnished with his sketches at ]\Iessrs. Dowdes-

well's, in New Bond Street. Connuon brown paper is the

basis of the harmony, and forms the substance, and runs into

the tone, of many of his sketches. The various tints of

metal in his frames, from silver, through citron and yellow-

gold to copper, lead admirably into the general tone of the

room. Only the colours in the sketches themselves are
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detached witli any forco ; ami therefore, even when they
are delicate, they arc still discernible. The girl rccliniu';

on i>uriile and holding; a blue fan (-12) makes a low but
singing note in all this harmony of yellow and subdued
orange. Tlie dark brown fog of a second (G.")), thougli it means
nothing, or rather represents nothing, sounds, as it were,

the fundamental ba.ss of the chord in a low octave. The
"llamiunyin Blue and IVarl"(l)is a solid oil upright,

•which is more than decorative, and gives admirably the

flat, oily surface of a miniature lagoon inside the breaking
waves on a flat sandy coast. " Grey and Gold "

(;J) is a
true representation of a stormy haze at sea ; and there

are many more of these little gems of colour which really

do express some true, but broad, impres.sion of external

nature. Such, for instance, are the rich, low-toned, and
comparatively complete "Sweet Shop" (49) and the

'"Arrangement in Rod and Black" (.")()). The "Note in

Flesh Colour and Red" (IS) is one of the most realistic

and full of character of all the figure " notes ; " it gives a

good notion of the pose of a (juite young girl standing

scpiarely naked, and doing nothing.

At ^fcssrs. Obach's there have been on view for some
little time a selection of such i)ictures as are rarely seen in

I-ondon galleries. Conspicuous among them is a large and
very striking Diaz— a storm in the Forest of Fontainebleau

—rich in colour even for that great master, and in concep-

tion touched with an almost terrible solcnniity rare in his

work. Of the passion and romance of Jules Dupre there

are several excellent examples ; two Chintreuils, a little

mannered in execution and idea, but elegant, reflned, and
very pleasing ; an Marpignies that is a model of elegance

of style and purity of .sentiment ; two naive and simple

Michels ; and a tiny Rousseau—a sketch—wliich summa-
rises, in terms at once the most exquisite and the broadest,

the efl'ect of a roseate sunset
—

" uu soir plein de rose et

de bleu mystique "—over miles and miles of traufpiil cham-

paign. To our mind, this last is the gem of the collection.

J!ut, indeed, there is nothing in it but is good in its way,

and for its own .sake worthy of study and regard.

At the Continental Gallery there is .some good land-

scape : M. Verstracten's fresh and aerial " Farm in Hol-

land," for instance, Mr. Norman's large and .solidly-wnmght
" Midsummer Night in Norway " and " Bodo," and M. Van
Luppcn's charming and accomplished " In the Woods."

Other noteworthy work is E. Claus's true but unlovely

''Returning from Work;" J. Montigny's "A November
Morning"—grey, misty, redolent of damp woodland atmo-

sphere ; Lindstrom's elegant but mannered landsoai)es

;

Van der Beek's "Cinderella," vaguely modelled, but mellow

in tone and, in places, good in treatment ; the clever and

brilliant "Tempt;ition" of Silvia S. Rotta ; Oiacometti's

w-ell-drawn and ill-coloured "Innocence ;" and pictures of

varying degrees of merit by Hans Dahl, Russ, Nicolet,

and others. The adrerlised attractions of the gixUery

are Rend Vauqiielin's hard, commonplace, and immodest

"Beauties of the Harem," and his flimsy and meretricious

"Bourreau and \'ictime.s," which introduces a portrait,

under unpleasant circumstances, of Jules Simon, and is not

a picture, but an ill-bred political caricature.

place. ^leanwhile it is .sitisfactory to note that, save for

the absence of a Constable, the gathering made by Mr.

Hamilton Bruce is, as we predicted of it, one of the most

interesting and suggestive of recent times. On one wall

hang the great Frenchmen of the century, and on the

other the Dutchmen, their successors and compeer.s. The
palm remains, it is hardly necessary to say, with the men of

1830. Cm-ot, for instance, is reiircsented by a score of can-

vases, "The Wood-cutters," "An Evening in Normandy,'

a "Storm on the Sandhills " (engnived in this Magaziiie),

a "Lac de Garde," a ' Iiocky Land.scajte," a " Hay Cart,"

and " In Arcadia," among them ; and though none of

them show him at his loftiest and most classic, there is

not one but is well chosen, and not one but is touched with

the qualities of Corot's art—the art, that is, of the greatest

master of style since Claude Lorraine. Rousseau is less

fortunate ; the most varied of the group, he is only to be

expressed in a very much larger selection than ^Ir. l^ruec

has been able to get together. Among the eight canvases

for which he is here responsible are a portrait of " Le
Rageur," a famous oak in the (Jorge d'Apremont ; the

"Hunt," a dark and mellow sunset; a lovely little

" Heath ;" and a sujierb "Clairebois : Fontainebleau." Millet

is not inadequately represented by (among otheis) " The

Sawyers" and "The Shepherdess" (both engraved for this

Magazine); the "Going to Woi-k " (engraved for this

Magazine) ; and a wonderful " Bergcr au Pare," in three

crayons. Of fifteen examples of Diaz, the best arc a noble
" Sunset in a Wood," a vigorous and impressive " Forest-

Path : Autumn," and a Titianic " Wood Nymph." There is

a good choice of MonticellLs, Courbets, and Dupres ; at

least one admirable example of Jacquc ; three of Dela-

croix, among them the wonderful sketch for the " Barcpie

de Don Juan ; " four Troyons, a Decamps, a Vollon, a good

Legros, and eleven Daubignys. In the Dutch section the

largest place is given to the brothers Claris, who contribute

some thirty or forty canvases, and of whose remarkable

merits the exhibition is in some sort a revelation ; but

there arc also thirteen Bosbooms, .seven of Israels', and a

good choice of work by Ariz, .Mauve, and others.

The death is announced of the landscape-painter Louis-

Emile La])ierre ; of the founder of the (so-called) Barnes

School, S. R. Perry ; of E. L. G. Isabey, son of the famous

miniaturist, himself a famous painter of marine and genre,

thrice medalled at the Salon, and an ofticer of the Legion of

Honour ; of Richard Norbery, R.C.A., a constant exhibitoi

at the Royal Academy, and head master, for many years,

of the Liverpool School of Design ; and of the archxologist

and art-critic, Edmond Michel.

To the subject of the Loan Collection in the Edinburgh

International Exhibition we purpose to return in another

Messrs. Christie sold the collection of the lute Mr.

William Graham for i'(i!),l(i8 ."Js. The modern pictures

reali.scd f4.'j,757, of which the Ro.ssottis alone brought

£9,6(il. Among the highest iirices were the following :

Holman Hunt, " The Scapegoat " (study), £.j2-'), and " The

Light of the World" (study), i;787. G. F. Watts, "Dianaand
Endymion " (engraved for this Magazine), £91.3. Dante

Ros.setti, "Francescada Rimini," £'404 ; "The Loving Cup,"

£430; " ifarigolds," ,£.JGO ;
" Mariana," £(!G1 ; "Found,"

£756; "Eccc Ancilla Domini," £840; "Dante at the

Bier of Beatrice," £l,o.')0 ;
" La Ghirlandata," £1,0.50; and

"Beata Beatrix," £1.209. Frederick Walker, "Stobhall

Garden," £3(j7 ; "The Sunny Thames," £1,218; "The
Lilies," £1,365; "The Vagrants," £1,858; and "The
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Bathers." £2,625. Jlillais, " The Blind Girl," £871 ; "Ai)plc

Blos.soin.s," £1,0.50 : and "The Vale of Best," £i,UM.

E. Burne -Jones, "Green Summer,"' £.'>2f ; "Chant d'Amour"

(first designl, £fj0n ;
" Love Disguised as Reason," £93.")

;

"St. George," £(il4 ;
" Cophetua and the Beggar jMaid

"

(cartoon), £766; " Venus's Mirror" (sketch), £819; "The

Feast of Peleus," £iU:, ; "The Days of Creation," £1,732 ;

" Laus "\'eneris," £2,677 ; and the " Chant d'Amour," £3,307.

Among the Old blasters the following realised over £300

each : Nicolas Poussin, "A Classic Landscape," £304 ; El

Greco, " The Daughter of the Artist," £304 ; Luini, " The

Virgin and Child," £315 ; Claude Gelce, " A Classic Land-

scape," £409; Tintoretto, "Jupiter Nursed by the Melian

Nymphs," £420; F. da Siena, "The Virgin and Child,"

£4,30; Piero della Francessca, "La Bella Simonetta," £525

;

tihirlandajo, " Count Sassetto and his Son," £535 ; Filippo

Lippi, "The Virgin and Child and Two Angels," £661
;

Giovanni Bellini, " The Virgin and Child and Saints,"

£745 ; and Ghirlandajo, " The Virgin and Child, St. .John,

and two Angels," £777.

Is New York, extraordinary prices were olitained at the

sale of Mrs. Morgan's pictures, a selection from which was

engraved in The M.\g.\zine of Art for April, 1886. The

total realised was 885,306 dollars (over £197,300), an average

of 3688'87 dollars for the 240 pictures. Here are some of

the top prices in dollar.s. Fromentin, "An Arab Horse-

man " and " On the Nile," 4,050 and 5,000 respectively.

De Neuville, " Infantry," 5,000 ; and " A French Cuirassier,"

6,300. Detaille, " Le Porte-Etendard,"' 7,150. Henner, "La
Source," 10,100. Alma Tadema, "Roman Lady Feeding

Fish," 5,000 ; and " Spring," 7,000. Rosa Bonheur, " Cow
and Calf in the Scottish Highlands," 12,000. G{5r6me,

"La Tulipe," 6,000. Bouguereau, "Cupid," 5,500; "The
Nutgatherers," 7,250 ; and " The Holy Family, 9,000. For-

tuny, "A Rare Vase," 7,100. Troyon, "Pasturage in Nor-

mandy," 6,350 ;
" Return to the Farm," 6,550 ;

" Coast near

Villiers," 8,100 ; and "Dog and Cow," 9,100. Van Marcke,
'•' Going to Pasture " and " The Mill Farm," 8,o;o0 and 11,500.

Daubigny, "The Cooperage," 5,.3O0 ;
" On the Marne," .5,500

;

and " On the Seine," 6,200. Jules Dupre, " Morning," 8,0.50

;

and "The Symphony," 8,100. Diaz, "Sunset after Storm,"

8,650. Rousseau, "A Mound in Fontainebleau," 9,700. Millet,

" Gathering Beans " (engraved for this Magazine), 6,300 ;

" La Baratteuse," 8,700 ; and " Le Fileur," 14,000. Corot,

"A Landscape," 9,000; "LakeNemi," 14,000; and "Wood
Gatherer.s" (engraved for this Magazine), 15,000. Meissonier,

"The Standard Bearer," 15,000; "The Vedette," 15,000;

and "In the Library," 16,525. Vibert, the "Menu du
Cardinal," 12,500; and "The Missionary's Story," 25,500.

Jules Breton, " Breton Coniraunicants," 45,000. Millet and
Diaz, it is to be noted, have depreciated almost as much as

Vibert and Breton have increased in value. For the costlier

Vibert, Mrs. Morgan paid not very much, and it sold for

over £5,000 sterling; the Jules Breton she bought for £4,400,

and it sold for £9,000 sterling to a gentleman in Montreal,

whose heirs will jjrobably look back upon the event with
anything Jjut satisfaction. On the other hand, there were
seventeen examples of Diaz, which had cost the collector

.some £18,000, and which went for £10,260 ; while her eleven

Millets, which cost her £17,200, realised no more than
£10,915. Among the hric-a-brar, mention is made of a
" peach-blow " va.se, which sold for £3,600, and which, it

is said, was bought in a Pekin Wardour Street for £40,
and sold to Mrs. Morgan (as emanating from a famous
Chinese collection) for over £2,000.

At the Hotel Drouot, the Mera collectim'. of iiioture.;

and objects of art realised a total of 129,:5oi) francs ; tlie

Barye bronzes, in the possession of M. Sichel, one of

60,000 francs ; the Sichel collection of furniture and hric-

h-hrac, one of 160,446 francs; the Jubinal pictures and

drawings, one of .33,513 francs; the jMaze-Semien, of

miniatures and faiences, one of 85,831 francs ; the C
collection, of pictures by old and new masters, one of 291,925

francs ; an anonymous collection of old masters' draw-

ings, one of 91,381 francs ; and the Lefaulotte collection

(four instalments) of enamels, goldsmith's work, porcelains,

faiences, glass, and so forth, one of 421,566 francs.

Of late the accomplished nonentity, Francesco Barto-

lozzi, has had his apotheosis, and something more. Jlr.

Tuer has made him the hero of two lordly cjuartos ; and here

is Mr. Fagan bent on making him the great First Cause of

four costly folios. His " Francesco ]>artolozzi " (London :

Sotheran), of which the first instalment is at present under

notice, is de.signed, it would seem, as a monument to "le

Jupiter du pointille "—the stippling Jove—which neither

rain shall drown nor fire consume out of sight and memory.

It will consist of representations in autotype of a hundred

of the famous engraver's most characteristic plates ; and

for every one enamoured of the graceful, the finished, the

pretty, as for every one interested in the art and progress

of engraving, it will be more or less indispensable. Mr.

Fagan, who takes his subject very serioiisly, contributes

an introduction in majestic English (with whose conclu-

sions the readers may or may not agree, as they please),

and a series of useful elucidation.s. The originals selected

for reproduction are of all sorts of sentiment, and of all

degrees of merit ; they proceed from Guido and Guercino,

from Cosway ("Venus and Adonis ") and Zucchero (" Mary
Queen of Scots ''), from Sir Joshua, and from Angelica Kauff-

m.ann, Cipriani and Lady Di Beauclerc, Albani and the

Countess Spencer, Mme. Vigee Le Brun and Samuel Shelley,

and they include a certain number " Del. et Sculpt."' by the

exquisite Francesco himself. One of the most curious and

entertaining is Dance's " Gaetano \'estris ;
" perhaps the

most absurd is Angelica Kauft"mann"s " Eurydice ;

" the best

is probably Sir Joshua's " Lady Smith and her Children."

In the ensuing numbers it is greatly to be hoped that Jlr.

Fagan will make more of the interest of portraiture. In

these days Bartolozzi himself is hardly a source of excite-

ment ; and Guercino, Albani, Guido, Angelica, even Lady
Di Beauclerc (for all the Amazonian and delightful sugges-

tiveness of her name) are all acold. Bartolozzi working

after these is only exquisite and accomplished ; working

after Reynolds he is helping to write history.

The ])resent is.sue of the " Glasgow Art-Club Book

(Glasgow; The Glasgow Art Club)" is a vast improve-

ment on its predece.ssor—is, indeed, a handsome and taking

volume, as well designed, well filled, and well produced as

most things of the kind we know. Among the signatories

are the President, Sir William Fettes Douglas ; and good

work is contributed l>y Messrs. Alfred East (a transcriiit of

the fine " Dark Island " of last year), Docharty (a cai)ital

" Callander"), James Patenson, Hugh Allan, John Miller,

Andrew Black, James Aitken, Charles Lauder (" The

Thames at Greenwich ''), J. S. Laing, James Nairn (a strik-

ing view of a wet, gaunt, naked Gla.sgow .street), and many
others. A better table-book has not often been seen.
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Every one in sympathy with real art will find the

Dutch Exhiliition at the Cioupil Galleries a most refreshing

interliule in the weary hunt through miles of glaring and

meaningless colour, and vulgar, catch-penny incident, which

they must undertake in order to come upon a few interest-

ing canvases in the large shows of the season. Here every

picture is at least a work of art of some kind, and colour is

not used impertinently to brutalisc the eye and render it

incai)al)le of seeing quiet work. As a presentment of the

modern Dutch School, it is the finest and fullest that

we have seen in London, in spite of the absence of one

or two painters, and notably of Mathew Maris. His

brother .lames is, however, etTectually represented ; indeed,
" The Quay " is, in some ways, the finest e.xample of his

work we remember to have seeu. Good as he is in that

respect, neither he nor any one else has often eiiualled the

noble and truthful simplicity of this sky. The method of

working shows the earnest and not easily pleased searcher

after truth and dignity, rather than the slick accomplished

craftsman. Though modelled thoroughly, the vast cloud

Hoats softly ami lightly over a blue sky of rare justness

in colour, and of a jirofound depth seldom attained in

paint. In the ground, figures, and other objects, Maris

has put more colour and drawing than he usually does, so

that, from every point of view, this may be called a cha-

racteristic picture. One does not often .see a large Israels

so free from all atl'ectation in style and all untimely pretti-

ne.ss of colour as ''The Shipwrecked Mariner" (D). The
line of waves may be a little hard, but this small matter

does not aflfect a canvas whose great merit is a sincerity

powerful almost to majesty, especially as the treatment

otherwise is conducted with consistent breadth and fit-

ting sobriety. Ojiposite to it hangs another large Israels,

"The Sewing Cla.ss "
(.35), aerial and luminous enough, but

fuller of detail and le.ss nobly imagined. The "Iteturn

from the Dunes'' (49) is a smaller i)icture than these ; but,

owing to its pure beauty of colour and its imaginative

rendering of empty aerial space, it is, no le.ss than the other

two, a valuable illustration of Israels' fervid and poetic

talent. Mauve, an artist who seems to be always improv-

ing and always searching, is represented by several works
of difterent character and tonality. " February " (4) and
"Labour'' (.38), pictures of ploughing, are nio.st elegantly

painted in fresh tones, which admirably roider the action

of a grey silvery light. " In the Orchard " (4.")) is without

any of the dull heaviness of colour which may be observed

in many Dutch works, and which we have noticed in some
of Mauve's. The greens are of a most refined and rare

ipiality, whilst the en.^tnible is wonderfully true to nature.

The light upon tree-stems and grass is managed without
spottiness or undue heat ; it illumes the local colours with-

out giving you an idea that they are different from what
is in the shadows. In W. Roefel's charming little " Quiet
Stream" i'lS) there is something of Diaz and Daubigny, as

there is of Corot and J. Dupr6 in T. de Bock. Among the

water-colours, one of this last artist's broad and sober

pictures, "On the Dunes" (81), is well worth noticing, .as

indeed is the work of .\rtz, Ter Meulen, .Mauve, Maris,

and many others. Where so high a standard as this is

reached, the visitor will do well to pass over uotliing, and
decide for himself what is most worthy of .special attention.

The Nineteenth Century Gallery (Conduit Street) is

never very strong in i)ortraits, though we have at times no-

ticed good work from Miss Alice Miller and Miss Ethel

Rose. This time it is also a lady who contributes the most
prominent jwrtrait. Miss Lily Stacpoole's " .\rthur Arnold,

Esq." (89), is painted in a quiet, sober key, without those

eccentricities of colour which in English art so often militate

against one's enjoyment of much stronger work. The pose

on the whole is ea.sy, in spite of a tendency to stiffness in

the hand holding a scroll, and the worst fault of the picture

is that it suggests a want of .solidity in the figure beneath

the black coat. Mr. T. 'Ward Dunsmore sends, as usual,

some well-imagined and cleverly-executed figure work ; and
Mr. Edwin Nichol has also appeared as a figure painter •.

not, we must add, in a way calculated to make us forget his

renown in landscape. His "
'Neath Southern Skies" is an

odd and not quite agreeable composition of a girl who looks

as if she were rising out of a well by hidden mechanical

means. Mr. Nichol, true to the lessons of his open air ex-

perience, has boldly lowered the tone of his flesh to some-

thing like its right value again.st the sunlit .sea. In laud-

scape, Mr. Edgar Wills is of course among the few painters

that really send work worthy to live. His artistic but

modest little canvius, " Their Favourite Haunt" (18.5), has

been painted to jilease himself and not for public applause.

The calves in the foreground are unobtrusively excellent in

the way of both painting and drawing, and the whole thing

is scientific in value, as well as harmonious and agreeable.

Really good work, too, is attached to names of men from
whom previous exhibitions have led us to exjiect .something.

Forin.stance, from Mi-. C. Gogin we have " The Moou is Up,
and Yet it is not Night "

(19), a strong, true, jiersonal render-

ing of such French scenery as one sees at Barbizon ; from

^I. G. Montbard, a canvas big and dark but mellow, "Soli-

tude" (54); from Mr. E. S. Calvert, " November" (97), a

large sunset, painted in a broad, free style ; from Mr. G. E.

Corner, several grey and silvery presentations of nature, of

which "A Grey Day on the Normandy Coast" (37) may be

taken as an example ; from Mr. W. E. Norton, excellent

studies of light and air, such as "Sunlight and Shadow"
(121) ; from .Mr. W. Anderson, "Welcome Shades" (18), an
agreeable ]>icture, in his u.sual style. Moreover, we have
good spirited work from Mr. E. P. Sauguinetti and Mi.ss

Alice Miller, and sound and true landscape from Jlessrs.

J. Ross and J. Inglis. Messrs. E. Helck6 and V. Yglesias

are a little disai)pointing. But perhaps the great attraction

this year is Mr. Fred Vezin's immense illustration of Henley
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Regatta. Tliat the subject is a show one, and more fit for

the Graphic than for a picture, must not be allowed to

militate against the jiower and truth of the achievement.

The arrangement and brush-work of some figure groups in

boats, on the left, are rarely artistic and ingenious.

Me. Pownoll Williams is a graceful slcetcher, who
brings a considerable feeling for the art of picture-making

to bear upon a wide and cultivated observation of nature.

As he succeeds best, perhaps, in rendering compositions and

effects drawn from the south of Europe, his admirers will

be sorry that he has notlieen able this year to complete that

set of illustrations of the Riviera, the beginning of which

we noticed in a former number. The present exhibition

at Jlr. -Maclean's Gallery is, however, not without many
examples of his treatment of these subjects, some of which

are new to us, while others we have seen before. Cactus

shrubs, palms, and other growths strange to the habits and

traditions of artists, are of course excessively difficult to

compose, and render acceptable in a picture; and in this task

Mr. Pownoll Williams succeeds best when he is treating them
under some marked effect, such as sunset, which leuds itself

more easily to a decorative convention. When his ambition

leads him to tackle such subjects realistically, and under

the unveiled and glaring effect of a full sunshine, as in

" Noon " (3), he produces a less pleasing result. Strong

sunlight of course bleaches a landscape, and renders it, as

far as local tints are concerned, almost colourless. In spite

of this the general atmosphere produces a warm grey veil,

which involves things in a certain delicate haze ; this, in

spite of its just relations, we rather miss in "Noon," a

picture somewhat cold in tone and prosaic in envelopment.

An " Olives in Shifting Sunlight " is better in this respect,

and is an infinitely more ple.asing composition to boot.

Another good example of the regular Southern mise-eii-

scene, "Palms in a Garden at Mentone" (37), will attract

those whose memories of the South lead thera to dwell

rather on its peculiarities than on its larger and more de-

cidedly pictorial beautie.s. Others will prefer the richly

decorative, yet not unrealistic, representation of an " Even-
ing Sketch from the End of Cap St. Martin" (4), or the

imaginative qualities of such work as the " Sunset Sketch :

Venice, Storm Approaching" (541, the ''View from Axen-
stein. Lake Lucerne" (19), or the "Sketch on the Riviera"

((j.5). This last is at once the most sober, the most dig-

nified, and the most sincere work in the gallery. The
composition represents the country lying between Hyires
and Toulon, a country which recalls the romantic canvases

of the Italian School, and more especially Poussin. The
hills are treated with breadth and fidelity, and the fore-

ground, with its stone pines, is arranged largely in masses so

as to form a fitting repoussoir to the picture. In the " Sun-
rise, Lago di Como " (9) rather too much force and salience

has been given to broken lines and detail, to the prejudice

of the majesty and mass of the mountains.

?kli!. Albert Goodwin, who exhibits a collection of

water-colours at the Fine Art Society's Galleries, has neither

the force nor the sincerity of vision of ilr. Pownoll Williams.

On a large scale, as in " Dordrecht " (2 1 ), he especially .shows

his lack of strength, truthfulness, and effective pictorial

arrangement ; the jam-like red of two or three roofs iu this

l)icture being all that he has cared to treat with importance.

In the smaller sketches, better handling and more artistic

composition is to be seen, though here, in spite of a certain

grace and refinement, the colour is generally flimsy or sickly,

and it is never natural or sincerely observed. There are

one or two exceptions to this general charge of effeminacy.

A " St. David's " (28) is a tolerably real effect ; the big cloud

is excellent, and so is the effect of light on the roofs.

"Hastings"(15) and "Rye" (30), with sheep, are good effective

pictorial sunsets, striking, though by no means absolutely

true to nature. A " Certosa : Moonlight " (80) is freely and

suggestively handled; " Worcester " (75) is a very pleasant

composition of a lock, painted in good grey colour ; and, if

not approached in too critical a spirit, " Elvet Bridge, Dur-

ham "
(76), and one or two others of like nature, will be

found elegant and refined. " Whitby "(20) is far from ugly
;

it is without doubt meant to be conventional, and yet the

uniform red heat, which is as false as a monochrome, and

still suggests realistic colour, makes too great demands tijion

the elasticity of our imagination. It is impossible, however,

to stand the long array of falsely red houses, flimsy green

banks and foregrounds of certain numbers (51, 55, 57, 58, for

instance) ; and we cannot agree with Mv. Albert Goodwin
that it will be a bad day for all artists when the tiled roofs

of the " ruddy north of England towns " get " replaced by

slate." We know at least one artist who is led, in his

unqualified admiration of " pleasant warm Venetian red,"

to forget the air and light iu which all things must live,

and in whose works a strong infusion of " cold grey " would

be far from undesirable. A series of drawings made for

St. George's Guild, under the direction of Mr. Rn.skin,

are also to be seen at this gallery. Some copies by Mr.

Fairfax ilurray and Mr. Alessandri merit a most careful

attention. Most of the landscape is abominable, and we
cannot see the use of placing before any one such .specimens

of how not to .see nature and how not to use paint, as (for

instance) the " Cottages at St. Martin's, with the Aiguille

de Varens"(13(i).

:M. Tissot's Pictures of Parisian Life at ilessrs. Tooth's

ought to attract crowds. The English love for anecdote

and incident is amply catered for here, and by a man who
can use paint and can give something of the real aspect of

a scene. His way of relieving one figure against another

is not always very true or very delicate, but he has a

powerful brush, a feeling for character, and the art of

grouping figures on a canvas in a natural and ett'ective

manner. The "^Esthetic Woman " and the " 'Young Lady

'

of the Shop " are poor in colour and somewhat conventional

—in a modern way, of course ; and there is no truth of

light or atmosphere in the representation of out-of-doors

as .seen from inside. In the "Woman of Fashion," the

"Amateur Circus," and several others, the figures are all

jammed together, with no air between them, and no sense

of value in their reliefs. The painting, however, is quite

good enough for the purpose—that of amusing the public

with stories in paint ; indeed, a much feebler and falser

style of work than this is what they are accustomed to in

such art on this side of the Channel. ]\I. Tissot can do ten

times better work than this ; and, indeed, we have proof of it

in the gallery itself ; the " Provincials," "Painters and their

Wives," " Ladies of the Cars," " The Mystery," and one

or two others, are on a much higher level. It is useless

to point out their merits, for no one will care for anything

but the suliject and idea of these pictures, and most people

would like them equally well if they were executed by the

wor.st black-and-white illustrator who has taken to tinting

his drawings enlarged with oil colours.
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Thanks to the recent exliiliitiou and lectures by Mr.

Ernest Hart at the Society of Arts, we have been at length

enabled to aciiuire a correct knowledge of the historical and
technical development of many branches of Japanese art

that have never before been adequately rejiresented amongst

us. Mr. Hart, aided by the experience and judgment of the

well-known expert, Mr. T. Hayashi, has brought together

a collection that in certain directions stands unrivalled in

its scientific completeness, and he has laid before us not

only in carefully studied language, but by direct exem-

plitication, a number of important facts that had found no

|)revious record. We have now seen the evolution of glyiitic

art in metal from the repoiifse iron-work of the Miochins,

the great armourers whose labours date from the Thirteenth

Century, to the exquisite ornamental bronzes of Toun, who
died but a few decades ago ; from the Cellini-like svvord-

gnards and " menuki " of the (iotos of the Sixteenth Cen-

tury, to the toggle buttons and pouch- clasps of the arti.san

workers of to-ilay. In lacquer we have followed, through

a series of rare specinien.s, the great schools of the last

two hundred and thirty years, from KOyetsu, KOrin, the

Komas and Shunsho.s, down to the veteran Z(5shin, who still

wields a firm and graceful pencil. There are neUnkis from

Sliiuzan to ItiOmin, and Huddliistic wood-carvings from the

Tenth to the Eigliteenth Century. Pottery has been illus-

trated in its various form.s, from the uniiretentious little

Thirteenth-Century tea-jars of TOshiro, the "Father of

Kiraniics," and the bluc-and-whitc ware of Shondzui, the

originator of Jajiancsc jiorcelain (Sixteenth Century), to the

harmonious enamels and graceful de.-.igns of the faience of

Musoi, and the vigorous pictorial embellishmeuts of Kenzan

and Tangen. In pictures we have been shown authentic

works of famous artists from Kanaoka, a grandee of the

court of Kioto a thousand years ago, to Hokusai, the Y^do
artisan of the present century. Lastly, chromoxylographic

printing appears from its highest manife.stations under the

Toriis and Kat.sugawas, down to the last desirable examples

of an art which seems to have departed for ever.

The assemblage of types and masterpieces is so great,

that it is impo.ssible to attempt any enumeration of individual

specimens beyond the mention of some half-dozen of the

cliief gems of the collection, such as the magnificent painting

of the Bodhisattva K shitegarbha by Kanaoka (lent by Mr.

T. Haya.shi), a work as valuable for its dignity of composi-

tion and perfection of colouring as for its rarity ; a nearly

contemporary sculpture in wood of the same subject, and

inspired by the same religious and artistic traditions ; a

vigorously carved pair of miniature Deva Kings, apparently

copied from the great images at Todaiji, Nara, by the

celebrated Ritsuwd ; a series of drawings maile for the

engraver by Hokusai ; a singularly graceful female figure,

modelled in porcelain by Kakiyemon of Hizen ; a fine suit

of iron armour, fashioned in rejionsfi' by a Miochin of the

Thirteenth Century ; and a lacquer box for writing imple-

ments, decorated by Korin. They will be sufficient to

prove that all who have had the desire and opportunity to

avail themselves of this unique disjjlay may have become

acquainted, not with the modern "Japanesque" wares of

the L<indon dealer, but with Japanese art as it is under-

stood by the connoisseurs of Japan.

Mr. Gkorge Tinworth's latest work, recently on view

at Messrs. Doulton's, takes the form of four large panels in

high relief, drsigned for the walls of Cajiosthorne Chapel

as a memorial of the late Mr. Bromley-Davenport. The

themes are all drawn from the Bible, and .sot forth the

I'owers of Temptation, Faith, Darknes.s, and Light. The
three last are representations of Moses and the brazen

serpent, the Crucifixion, and the Ascension. Though more

formal in conqiosition, more subdued in expre.ssion, and
more reposeful in ett'ect than much of the artist's \Vork,

they are not wanting in the hajipy touches of suggestion

that give so much individuality to Mr. Tinworth's pictures

in terra-cotta. In the group around Moses, for instance,

the radiant apjieal of the little child to the foremost figure

is a characteristic note of invention ; the force of elucida-

tion could scarcely surpass this stinmlating contrast of the

dejected spiritless man and the confident strength of the

child. It may, of course, be urged that this touch of realism

disturbs the sombre sentiment and the impression of

affliction. But Mr. Tinworth's aim is never wholly pic-

torial ; it is generally combined with the didactic spirit that

loves to jioint a moral. In ''The I'ower of Temi)tatioir'

Eve is represented standing on a couchant eiiphant, ii' the

act of plucking the fruit that hangs from a group of tre.s,

while Adam sits with bowed head beneath. The singularly

bold composition is .set in a frame of palms and tree-ferns

that form a luxuriant bower. The modelling of the grace-

ful figure of Eve—the finest instance of the sculjjtor's

treatment of the nude— is excellent, and the ornate acces-

sories arc broadly wrought and unobtrusive.

TiTKRK is always something of interest to be seen at the

Hanover (Jallery. This time "Landscape and Cattle" (5),

by M. Jacque, will not prove one of the slightest attractions

of the show. It is large, sober, and aerial, and without any

such concessions in the way of triviality Iti execution, or

misjjlaced prettiness of colour, as this painter has so often

made to the bad taste of the ordinary buyer. Then there

are three Corots : one "Landscape" (.21), a peep at a dis-

tance through bushy trees ; another brown, serious, and less

gaily ethereal than usual, a bit of undulatingsandy country,

with figures, called " The Hay Cart'' (3,')) ; and finally, what
is perhaiis the most interesting of all there, a grey silvery

gem, a real iiorhwh; about the size of your hand. Of the

Duprc.s, " Marine ''
(;J) is a good example of its kind, whilst

"The Pond" (47), delicate as it is, is rather poor and man-
nered compared to other work by the master on similar

lines. Daubigny is pretty fairly represented by a "Land-

scape" (43), in spite of its inky sky; and "The Orchard"

(85), a dark but rich upright, cannot fail to be interesting as

the work of his son, Karl Daubigny, who died but the other

day. A pastel, "The Old Water Mill" (Hi)), is the only

Millet. Slight as it is, and only conventionally suggestive,

the simple ingredients are so intelligently nuanced in their

values that the scheme of dose greys will bear looking at,

and will support comparison, with Troyon's fully coloured,

rich, and romantic " Old Mill" (1121 which hangs near at

hand. A work of Chaplin's should be of interest nowa-

day.s. More than any one else, perhaps more than Duez,

Chaiilin popularised, by applying it to so many subjects,

that square yet melting touch, which seems to mean all art

to so many young painters of the Marlborough CJailery per-

suasion. Unfortunately, this "Belle of the Ball'' (41), in

spite of its ex<iuisite style and delii'ate close modelling, is

not serious or imposing enough in aim, and cannot a|)proacli

in brilliance the head in the Luxembourg. Alfred Stevens,

one of the most celebrated of Franco-Belgian painter.s, and

the author of a book of aphorisms on art, may be seen to

advantage in "The Lady in Grey," a piece of delicate colour

and sober and master-like execution. Henry Lerolle's
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" Potato Gathering "
(9) belongs to a good school of lofty

realism ; the figures are fine and noble in gesture, the plain

swims in real air, the sacks, apple-trees, and other objects

have that intimate character which Millet gave to every-

thing. Besides sentiment, character, and all that, Aime

Ferret's "On the Road to the Village" (30) shows some

knifing and smudging which are more than clever, inasmuch

as they are applied to carry out big principles of construc-

tive art. The foreground stones thus treated are more

effectively finished than if they were laboriously made out.

Art-critics have clamoured in vain about this question of

finish ; a greater than thoy, Mr. Ruskin, has hopelessly i>re-

judiced the British mind on the point ;
yet we really think

a study of this picture, both from a distance and near at

hand, might do much to show an honest and intelligent

person the superiority of art to mechanism. There is

much to see in the works of Garrido, T'scharner, Gegerfeldt,

Berne Bellecour, Quadrune, Brillouin, and Gilbert Munger

—who manages to tread with some success rather too

closely in the footsteps of Diaz and Theodore Rousseau
;

but w^e have not space to enter into detailed consideration

of the good and bad in their work.

force to Rembrandt's " Bather," and the " Courtyard " of

Pieter de Hoocli. Of Moroni there is an excellent " Italian

Ecclesiastic
;
" of Titian the sumptuous and noble " ^'irgin

and Child, witli St. John and St. Catharine ; " and of Ber-

nardino Luini, the refined and beauteous " Christ and the

Doctors." France is represented by the usual Greuze ;
Spain

and Germany are not represented at all ; but of Pre-Raphael-

ites—Angelico, Melozzo da Forli, Niccolo Alunno, Crivelli,

Cima da Conegliano, Benozzo Gozzoli, Antonello, Filippino

Lippi, and others—there is an abundance.

It is pleasant after passing through acres of bright mis-

used pigment to get amongst the cool tones of a black-and-

white exhibition. Moreover, that in the Memorial Hall,

Farringdon Street—of drawings done for Messrs. Cassell—

contains excellent and tender work. Considerable variety

of styles may be observed ; notable amongst others is the

pen-and-ink sketch in line, a method which has come into

much favour lately. Of this we have an excellent example

in a series of drawings of the Charterhouse, from the hand

of Mr. J. Pennell, who is an undisputed master of the

genre. The names of Messrs. Heunessy, Clausen, Barnard,

Macbeth, Harry Furniss, and of ladies like Miss Clara

Montalba, Mi.ss Alice Havers, and Miss Mary Gow, are

guarantees that in black-and-white illustration there will

be something worth seeing. We notice also broad and ex-

cellent landscape from Mr. A. W. Henley ;
spirited and

effective composition from Mr. W. II. Overend ; and gene-

rally good work from ^lessrs. Hatherell, Barnes, H. .John-

son, Capt. AV. W. ]\Iay, H. J. Walker, J. Fulleylove, Herbert

Railton, and many others.

The fifth livraison of autotypes from the National Gal-

lery (London : The Autotype Company ; Paris : Braun) is

not so interesting as some of its predecessors. Considered

as reproduction.s, the photographs are not always succe.ssful

;

in that, for instance, of the principal Turner, the " Crossing

the Brook," the scheme of illumination has been recon-

structed, and the effect of the picture destroyed ; while in

one of the Rembrandts, the " Woman Taken in Adultery,"

the high lights have been so heightened as to be almost

intolerable. As a rule, however, the work is excellent, and

in many cases — Landseer's " Highland Dogs," Turner's

"Bay of Baise," Hogarth's " Sigismunda "— one would be

Justified in preferring the copy to the original. The best

Turner is the "Frosty Morning," which, all things con-

sidered, comes out very well ; the Gainsborough is the

good and characteristic " Musidora ; " the two Reynoklses

are the " Infant Samuel "—which, as has been said, should

be not less popular in autotype than it has been in engraving

—and the gallant and generous " George, Prince of Wales."

The Rubens is the " Judgment of Paris," which is capital ;

the Van Dyck, the "Miraculous Draught," which could

hardly be surpassed : a remark that applies with almost equal

The sumiituous publication of ilessrs. Audsley, "The

Ornamental Arts of Japan " (London : Sampson Low) is

now completed by the issue of a fourth and last part.

Those who have the good luck to possess it are to be con-

gratulated. In many ways it is a good and valuable book ;

and if the examples are not all well chosen they are always

reproduced in a fashion that leaves little or nothing to

be desired. The literary matter in the present number is

better, perhaps, than any in those which have preceded it.

It includes a good readable account of the arts of drawing,

painting, engraving, and printing—the materials used, the

processes employed, and the results obtained—and is illus-

trated with some capital woodcuts after Hokusai, Shum-

boku, Toyekei, and others. This is followed by a chapter on

the textile fabrics of Japan, which contains a good deal of

sound and useful information, and may be cordially recom-

mended ; by the conclusion of the chapter on lacquer

;

by complete chapters on incrusted work and metal-work
;

by a long and able treatise oh modelling and carving ;
and

by a curious and novel account of Japanese heraldry, with

which the work concludes. Chief among the coloured

plates—which, as before, are among the good woik of

Lemercier, are a portrait of the gentle courtesan Takao, by

MiyagawaShoshun ; a pleasant enough example of Hoku.sai,

a combat (with beans) between Ofuku and a Demon ; a

couple of groups of monkeys in the manner of Sosen ; a

singularly beautiful embroidery, fiowers on a gold ground,

proceeding from the Kioto of the Seventeenth Century
;

some good pieces of lacquer ; a fine specimen of cloisonne

enamel (vii. 9), a capital group in tinted terra-cotta ; some

admirable ivories (viii. 3 and 4) ; and an admirable porce-

lain, a portrait .statuette by Kakiyemon. Of several ex-

cellent reproductions in photogravure the most striking is

certainly that of Ritsuwo's copies (in wood) of the Deva

Kings at Todaiji.

Miscellanea.—Mr. Standage's new booklet, "The Artist's

Manual of Pigments " (London : Crosby Lockwood), is well

written, well meant, and likely to be exceedingly u.seful.

Mr. T. C. Hepworth's "Photography for Amateurs" (Lon-

don : Cassell and Co.) is now in a second edition ; there

is every reason to suppose that it will not soon be super-

seded. Mr. Trevor's "French Art and English Morals"

(London : Swann Sonnenschein) is plainly the work of one

with authority to speak on neither branch of his subject.

Apparently one of a series, "The Young Collector," the

"English Coins and Tokens" of :Messr.s. Llewellynn Jewitt

and Barclay Head, is well designed and well done enough

to be a model of its kind. For " Le Salon Artiste " (Paris :

Quantin), and the "Catalogue Illustr6 du Salon" (Paris:

Baschet), they are much the same as last year : useful, that

is to say, suggestive, and quite indispensable to everybody

interested in contemporary painting. In Melandri's "Les

Pierrots " and " Giboulees d'Avril " (Paris : Vanier), we

have a couple of lively fantasies in verse, quite cleverly, but

very impudently, illustrated by Willette.
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Mr. Robert Rrowniko has accepted the Secretaryship

of Foreign Corres]i(iiulence at the Royal Acafleiny, in rodiii

of the late Lord Houghton. M. Charles Ciarnier has re-

ceived the triennial j;old medal of the Institute of British

Architects. At Boulak M. Maspdro is succeeded by M.

Gr^bault, chief of the hcole Fran(5'aise at Cairo. Sir John
Gilbert has resigned the Presidency of the Society of

Painters in Water-Cohiurs. Mr. J. JPNeil Whistler has

licen elected President of the Society of British Artists.

MM. Puvis de Chavannes, E. Flamen,?, Benjamin Constant,

Li'rolle, Lliermitte, Cazin, luill, Galland, Wencker, Chatran,

Duez, Collin, Olivier Merson, and Clairin have been

comnii-ssioned to decorate the new Sorlxmne. The Medal
d'Honneur of the Salon of 18SG for Painting; has fallen to

M. Jules Lefebvre for his "Portrait de Madame T "

and " Portrait de Madame L. G ." The Salon Medal for

Sculpture has not been awarded ; the late Schoenewerk had

the highest number of votes (.seventeen) for his " Li'Ui," for

the peristyle of the Opera, and the group, " Un Prisonnier

Dangereux." The Salon Medal for Engraving h;is gone to

M. Flaincng for liis"Mort de Ste. (Jenevieve," after J. P.

Laurens. The Second Cla.ss Medals for Painting went
to MM. ^[arec, Bordes, Luigi Loir, M(5dard, V. Binet,

Gagliardini, Brouillet, Olive. Albert Girard, Charnay,

Destrem, GeoftVoy, and Valadon. The Third Class Medals

were given to M.\L Pharaon de Winter, Lelievre, Berthelon,

Vimont, Ruel, Mesl6, Perrandeau, Lahaye, Paul Sain,

(Jelhay, GroUeron, Richemout, Melida, Gridel, Luna, Ren6
Gilbert, Le Poittevin, Jules Ferry, Hubert Vos, Charles

Tlioma.s, Rivoire, Halkett, J. Bail, Durangel, Biayn.Laurent-

Desrousseau.x, Cavti, Guetal, Zacharie, and Prouve. In

the section of Sculjiture First Cla.ss Medals have fallen to

MM. Peynot and Boucher ; and Second Cla.ss Medals to

MM. L. Gossin, Ba.stet, Coutan, Vital Cornu, Lnyseau, and

Ferrary. The First Class Medal for Architecture falls to

.M. Blavette; the First Class Medal in Engraving to Jf.

Brunet-Debaines. No First Class Medals for Painting—of

which there are three—have been awarded ; and the Salou

Medal for Architecture is in the same case.

The President has finished his "Arts of Peace " at South

Kensington, and it will be open to the public as soon as the

decorative border is completed. It is interesting to note,

on the authority of the gifted writer of English who "does

the art ' for the Athenaeum (he refers, by the way, to >[.

Rodin as "a third-rate French sculptor, who will ]irobably

do better next time"), that its "coloration" is "bright and

pure,"' while its "carnations" not only have "more of

golden sub-hues ' than those of "The Arts of War," biit

" they could not be more harmonious." Mr. Woolner has

finished the clay model of his "Sir Stamford Raffles ;" the

lace, one is delighted to hear, on the same eminent authority,

"attests the energ)' of the man, and liis quick mental

grasp." "The .s|x)ntancity of the design," adds our expert,

" and the manner in which it has been carried out. are very

telling indeed." Unless, however, "the figure is to Ije

placed on a very high pedestal ... it is too tall for good

proportion ; " but " of its fineness and thorough execution

there cannot," the critic thinks, " be two oiiinion.s." Such

is the valour of friendship, such the etlcct of old associa-

tions on the critical mind !

Mr. Whistler has painted, or is painting, for the next

exhibition of the Society of British Artists, a portrait of

Mr. Walter Sickert, a portrait of Mrs. Godwin, and other

l)ortrait.s, "harmonics," studies, nocturnes, and such cx-

((ui.site wares besides. In connection with recent doings at

the Royal Academy it may here be roi>eated (from a weekly

contemporary) that Mr. Whistler's jiortrait of his mother,

which won tlie gold medal of the Salon, was actually re-

jected by the Hanging Committee of 1872, and was only

brought up from the cellars, and hung, " at the exjiress

insistence of Sir W. Boxall, who threatened to leave the

Council if this were not done."

Mu. J. C. Robinson maybe said to have thrown a stone

into a hornet's nest when he wrote to the Tiiiii.< dojiloring

the evanescence of water-colours exposed to daylight, and

recommending changes in the management of the collection

at South Kensington. The whole arti.stic world has been

filled with confusion, and ^Ir. Robinson has fared much
as Paul at Eidiesus. Inappeasable, indeed, has been the

anger of the water-colourists that this their craft is in

danger to be .set at naught ; and in the President of the

Royal Institute they have found a Demetrius to give

tongue to their di.s.satisfaction. Really, it is a pity that .so

much bitterness should have been allowed to filter into

the discussion, which, whatever the rights of it, is a whole-

some one for art and artist.s. But where interest and

reputation are imperilled, it is useless to exi)ect the dis-

putants to keep their heads cool and their language free

from personalities. Now that the exhibition of water-

colours by deceased masters of the British School, which

has been held at the Institute, has so decidedly proved that

the.se paintings need not fade when exposed to ordinary

daylight, we may ho])e that some points raised in the

discussion will receive the deliberate and uniirojudiced

attention they merit. While painters are quite right in

demonstrating some of the exaggerations and inconsistencies

of Mr. Pioliin.son's statement, it would surely become them

at this time to welcome all advice which they can get from

chemists of experience such as Professor Church, and to

show no childish touchiness at the full investigation of a

subject in which all the world is legitimately concerned.
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It matters little whether or not Islr. Robiuson's "skill as

a water-colour painter has been undervalued," whether he

is or is not fitted to teach i[r. Ruskin anything, or whether,

again, Jlr. Ruskin lias or has not given him " unnecessary

advice
; " but it is of great importance that painters should

fully understand and conform to the conditions which, as

far as they are concerned, render painting in water-colour

a permanent process. That it is not always so, it is useless

for painters to deny : it appears to be admitted on all hands

that, besides the action of direct sunlight, the improper use

of colour at the outset is fatal to the permanency of pig-

ments. Mr. Church, in the course of the correspondence

on the subject, has given many hints which he would do

well to explain more fully. Amongst other things, he

advises a simple palette, and says :—" It is quite possible

so to select and restrict the water-colourist's palette, as to

secure every desired nuance and richness of hue, and yet

produce drawings which, with proper precautions, may be

exhibited freely without material change in colour or

keeping." Now, there is no doubt that the rivalry of

the large modern exhibitions has induced artists to take

advantage of many new and attractively bright pigments

unknown to the ancients. This is disastrous : not only

because such colours are very often unstable and dan-

gerous ; but also because many of them accord but ill

with the older and safer pigments, which should form the

basis of painting. To use these earths so as to obtain

a full and true effect, great subtlety of gradation among

the simple elements is necessary ; and to learn to paint

effectively in the less brilliant key which their use exacts,

improves the eye, and is of immense educational importance

in art. One of the curses of modern practice is the way in

which painters who fail to understand all the resources of

the old limited and harmonious palette, clap on bright,

ready-made colours without taste and without due feeling

for their value in the atmospheric scheme. If they could

be persuaded not to use most of these ready-made greens,

violets, citrons, and lakes until they have accustomed them-

selves to realise the effect justly in the low tones of the

older colours, they would then have some chance of using

the brighter pigments harmoniously, and only when abso-

lutely necessary. It shocks the eye to see an atmospheric

tone which is so far simply and aerially true, suddenly

disorganised by the introduction of raw citrons, greens, etc.,

where compounds of the ochres and such colours could

well have been continued throughout the scheme.

As several writers have pointed out, it is just because

the older painters employed a simpler gamut of colour,

and never admitted those patches of bright colour which in

modern work suggest a change of key, that their works,

beside those of to-day, often appear faded and colourless.

Surely, however, it is better to educate the eye to accept

a refined and consistent expression of general truth which

can be painted in safe colours so as to resist change,

than to accustom it to a sensational exaggeration of local

- brightness and vividness, which, besides being inartistic, is

pretty nearly sure to contain elements of instability ?

appear neither variously nor richly coloured, inspection of

the consistency and significance of the gradations will

reveal that they never were so, and that to-day their state-

ments of the painter's views are as full of meaning as they

ever were. It would be madness, for instance, to suppose

the blue sky in " Calais Pier " (<i~), by David Cox, to have

changed in the least. Not only has it all the beautiful

tiuth of gradation and air of a Corot, but everything

else—red caps, blue and green dresses—goes perfectly in

keeping with it. Many as are the examples of Cox,

it would be safe to say that none seem to have under-

gone any change worth speaking of. Most of the De
Wints, too, are fre.sh, though it must be remembered that

originally he did not paint in a very varied or bright

manner. The same may be said with confidence of the

Cotmans and Varleys. Of the Turners one does not feel so

universally sure ; here and there one or two inspire some

doubt as to whether the original tone is quite preserved.

William Hunt, Prout, Barret, James Holland, Copley

Fielding, and Cattermole are among the chief names illus-

trated: and De Witte's "Dutch Church" (12(i\ in capital

preservation, is the oldest drawing in the room.

The promoters of the show at the Royal Institute must be

congi-atulated no less upon having successfully proved their

point : that judiciou.sly-painted and well-cared-for drawings

may stand to be the delight of more than one generation :

than upon having got together an interesting and mag-

nificent collection of old British work. In most of these

water-colours one can see no evidence of change. If some

With respect to English water-colours in America, Mr.

Henry Blackburn writes as follows ;—" Dear Sir,—I have

the pleasure to inform you that the movement set on foot

last year (see Atheiiceum, August 1st, 1885) for establishing

periodical exhibitions of the works of English artists in

America was so successful, that another and more im-

portant collection of water-colours will be sent to New
York next autumn. The exhitiitic^n, which will consist of

the works of living artists only, will he held under the

au.spices of the 'American Art Association' in their fine

galleries in the centre of New York, and a special eft'ort

will be made to insure- a representative collection. The

exhibition which was held last year in Boston and Phila-

delphia was visited by 20,000 people in the first three

weeks. Drawings to the value of nearly £2,000 were sold

in America, the annotated catalogues were widely dispersed,

and the public interest in the collection was great from

first to last. The promoters of the forthcoming exhibi-

tion are aided in the work of making these exhibitions

self-paying by the Royal Society of Painters in Water-

Colours and the Royal Institute of Painters in Water-

Colours lending their galleries for receiving drawings by

their members, and by the Cunard Steamship Company

taking out the collection carriage free in September next.

All drawings not sold in America will be returned to

London before the end of March, 1887."

The exhibition, it is further to be noted, will consist of

English water-colour drawings and miniatures, which must

be protected by a gold or light mount, without glass, and

ready for framing. The drawings will be exhibited under

glass, in frames, provided in New York without charge.

Drawings sent for exhibition will be insured to and from

Liverpool and New York, and exhibited in a fireproof

building in the custody of the " American Art Association
"

in New York, and returned to London in six months. The

utmost care will be taken of all works sent to prevent

damage or injury, but no further responsibility will be in-

curred by the promoters. Each exhibitor will be required

to pay one guinea towards the general expenses, and will

be at liberty to send two drawings. No other expense

will be incurred by exhibitors. The largest size admitted,
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including mounts, is 54 in. x 3G in. Drawings will be re-

turned (if not .sold) within six niontli.s, and a coinnii.s.sioii

of 1(1 per cent, will be deducted fioin the amount received,

without reckoning custoni.s duty, which will in all cases be

paid by the puicha.ser in America. Drawings by members
and .Vssoci.ites of the Uoyal Society of Painters in Water-
Colours and by members of the Itoyal Institute will be
received at their respective galleries to the end of the lir.st

week in August. Other drawings will be received by Mr.
James Bourlet, 17, Nassau Street, between the 6th and loth

of September.

Thk MuMici|iality of the city of Amsterdam propose to

hold an e.\liil)ititin of contemporary art—painting, sculp-

ture, architecture, engraving, drawing, and lithography—in

that city from 2{jtli Seiiteudjer to .3iith October of the

current year. All work for exhibition should be sent in

—

between 23rd August and 7th September—to " La Com-
mission Executive de I'Exposition Communale d'Giluvres

d'Artistes Contemporains, Local de I'Exposition, ;'i Amster-

dam." No work will be exhibitel unless it is the artist's

own property. The Committee will sell, but will charge no

commission on their sale.s. The Committee reserve to them-

selves the right of acceptance and rejection. Finally, the

Committee will give six gold mcdal.s, which will beawardeil

by a jury of seven mend)ers, three to be nominated by the

Communal Council and four by the exhibitors.

Messrs. Christie have sold the following of late :—

Phillip, "The Salute," £4fi2 ; F. Goodall, "Mater Pnris-

sima," £1S3 ; Cooke, " A North Sea Breeze on the Dutch
Coast," £493 ; Frith, Creswick, and .Vnsdell, " The Passing

Cloud," £-l,fi-<;i; Faed, "The .Mitherle.ss Bairn," i;!)4.-) (to

Mr. Agncw for the Melbourne National Gallery) ; and

C'larks m Stanlleld, "The Fortress of Savona," .fI,soi).

Drawings :—Michelangelo, four sketches for "David Slaying

Goliath," £205; Lionardo, a "Sheet with an Allegorical

Comjwsition of several Figures," £210, a "Study for a

Nativity," £'180, and "Sketches of Figures and two Studies

for Handles of Keys," £175; Andrea del Sarto, "A Man
Kneeling," £125; Albrecht Diirer, "Head of a Weeping
Child," £S5 ; Jehan Fou<iuet, " .\ Knight in Ai-mour," £101

;

an " Illuminated Breviary, with Calendar, ' £735 ; E. Burne

Jones, " The Annunciation " and " The Christmas Carol,"

£120 and £141; G. J. Pinwell, "A Seat in St. James's

Park," £120; and Frederick Walker, "Refreshment,"

"Strange Faces," and "Philip in Church," £110, £120, and

£577 respectively. The same auctioneers sold the Dudley
Porcelains for a total of £38,000. The three top i)rices were

as follows : a yarniture de c/icinim'e in old Sevres, £2,050
;

an aiguiere, with its tray, in rock crystal, £3,000 ; and a

service of old Sevres,/t>»(/ vert, £3,274. Messrs. Sotheby sold

the Addington Collection of prints for a total of £8,981 1 Is.

At the Hotel Drouot there have been the following

sales :—The Defoer Collection—of pictures and drawings

—

for a total of 103,550 francs ; the Viot Collection—of pic-

tures—for a total of over 22"),()iH) francs ; the Stein Collec-

tion—of pictures, drawings, bronzes, furnitinv, armours>,

jewels, wood-carvings, enamels, faiences, scnl[iture, tapestry,

andso forth—for a total of 1,298,0(X) francs ; the Laurent-

Richard Collection—of old and new pictures, sculpture,

and tapestry—for a total of 455,136 francs; the Saulnier

Collection — of pictures by modern masters— for a total

of 587,720 francs, of which some 250,000 francs were for

examples of Corot ; the Maniuis Collection—of porcelain

and china—for a total of lo4,154 francs; the Techner

Ciillection — of books and nuuniscripls—for a total of

17.'>,000 francs: the De Neuville pictures and sketches for

a total of 300,1100 francs ; and the Schwiter Collection—of

oKl nni.sters and terra-cottas—for a total of 88,581 francs.

At the first of these Sitle.s, that of the Defoer Collec-

tion, the top prices were as follows :—Troyon, " Piiturage,"

33,000 francs ; Decamps, " Le Garde-Chasse," 36,000 francs

;

Rousseau, " Bords de la Loire," 55,0t)o francs ; Millet, " La
Lessiveuse," 35,100 francs, and " I/llonune ii la Hone,'

57,100 francs ; Corot, " Nyuii)hes et Fannes," 6H,1(K) francs
;

Fromentin, " La Fantasia," 08,ooo francs ; and Mois,snnicr,

" Les Joucurs de lioules .'i Antibes," 40,7(io francs, and
" lsl4,' 128,000 francs. Of the Saulnier i)ictures, tho.se

that sold highest were as follows:— l!ons.seau, "Le Prin-

temp.s," 24,5(K) francs ; Corot, " La Moulin," 25,tKM) francs,

and " La Clairiere," 25,.5tK) francs ; and Delacroix, " Bois.sy

d'Anglas !i la Convention Nationale " (for the Musee de Bor-

deaux), 40,000 francs.

Is connection with the Viot, Saulnier, and Defoer .sale.s,

M. Tunpiet is severely rated by the C/nuni(juf </(.',• Arls,

Uiv having sjient, in the acquisition for the Luxendiourg of

certain examiiles of De Neuville, a sum of money— 48,2(M>

francs, to be exact—which might have been devoted to the

purcluise of repre.sentative work by Corot and Millet. It is

evident that M. Tunpiet has been, to say the least of it,

indiscreet ; for it appears that, in his quest of patriotic

stutr, he has done the State some service in possessing it

of "des ceuvres secondaires, dedaigni5es des amateurs,"

which in the artist's lifetime might have been had of him
at a reduction of ninety jwr cent. Thus, .says Im C/iruniqiie

i/if Arts, he gave, "
;i I'ebahi.ssement de toute la salle"— to

the consternation of the whole auction —some 20,0oo francs

(€80(1) fur a certain water-cohnu-, "Le Parlementaire,"

which De Neuville would have been happy to sell him for

2,5(K> francs, or a hundred sterling 1 When it is noted that,

at the sales above mentioned, Corot's "Le Pont de Mantes"
went for 18,ooo francs; Millet's "Les Glaneu.ses," an
immortal masterpiece, for 24,100 francs ; and the same
tremendous painter's " Les Meules" (pastel) for 9,000, and
his " La Nu(3e de Corbeaux " ([lastel) for 7,ooo francs, it is

not to be doubted that M. Tiu'cpiet has made an immense
nnstake. E.specially as tlie only Corot in the Luxembourg
is "un Corot de facture," and the only .Millet a .Millet

altogether ".sans imijortance"

In New York the following pictures were sold for

francs :—Berne-Bellecour, "En Observation," 15,500, and
"Sur le Glacis des Fortifications." 13, 2(H) ; A. de Neuville,

"Soldat Anglais," 10,000 ; Clairin, "Scene Espagnole," 1.3,."i(iO;

Alfred Stevens, "Les Papillons," 13,(i(K), " Crtiimscule,"
14,(Ki(), and "Contemplation sur le Bord de la Mer," 13,200;
Jacquet, "La Reine du Camp," 38,000; Heilbuth, "\Jn
Jour de Fete," 36,000 ; Munkacsy, " Le Defi du Luttour,"

70,000; Roybet, "La Sultane," 20,000; Meis.sonier, "La
Voyageur," 55,()oo ; Fromentin, "Le Combat," 86,.500

;

Ilenner, "Eglogue," 19,500; and Bouguereau, "Les
Baigneuses" (for the New York Museum), 93,000.

The death is announced of the .sculptor, painter, and
drawing master, Richard Norbury of Liverpool ; of Eugene
Dutuit, the eminent collector, author of the "Manuel de

r.Amateur d'E.stampes," and of " L'Gyivre Com|ilet dc

Kembrandt;" of the Munich animalier. Professor J. F,
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Voltz ; of the line and mezzotint engraver, .Tames Stephcn-

.snn, aiitlior of many famous plates after Martin, Landseer,

JIaclise, Watts, Millais, and others ; of Anguste Marc, a

pupil of Delaroche, tlie art-editor of Vllluatvation ; of the

antiquary. Dr. H. W. Diamond, of Twickenham ; of the

landscape-painter, Alfred MouUion, a pupil of Delestre
;

of Jules Corblet, director of the Reime de I'Art Chretien ; of

Karl Daubigny, son of the famous landscape-painter ; of

the architect, Emmanuel Brune, a professor at the Kcole des

Beaux-Arts, and artist of the Ministere de 1'Agriculture et

du Commerce ; and of the painter, Edouard Frere, a pupil

of Delaroche, thrice medalled at the Salon, and a Knight

of the Legion of Honour.

The "Giovanni Dupre" of Mr. H. S. Friese (London :

Sampson Low) is a wholesome and pleasant book. Dupre

was not, perhaps, the greatest sculptor of his age ; but

he was a man of heart and a man of character, and the

story of his life is good to read. Mr. Friese has told it

with commendable brevity, and a good understanding of

its peculiar qualities. He has made ample use of the

"Eicordi," and has supplemented his biography with a

couple of dialogues on art, by Auguste Conti, in which

Dupre is made to figure as one of the interlocutors. In

these a great deal is told of the arti.st's ideas, and some-

thing, but not much, of his methods. It is evident that he

had the religious mind in its best expression, and that he

was incapable of treason, even for an instant, to his ideals

of art and life. In a certain sense he was uneducated
;

that is to say, he knew no literature but Italian, the

study of which he began upon when he was already old.

With two books, however—the Bible and the "Divina

C'onimedia"—he had lived from boyhood ; he knew them so

intimately it was believed he had them by heart ; and, just

as Berlioz lived upon his Virgil and his Shakespeare, and

did well on them, so did Dupre on these two, which (it is

interesting to note) are the chosen favourites of a greater

than himself, the sculptor of the "Age of Bronze" and the

" Dante " alone. Their influence is apparent in all his

work ; to them is owing the full development of that

idealism which is the principal characteristic of his art ; so

that after all he has a better right to be considered an

educated man than if he had read some thousands of books,

in all manner of languages, and got no good of any.

The third volume of Mr. N. H. J. Westlake's important

and valuable " History of Design in Painted Glass" (London
and Oxford : Parker) is devoted to the glass of the Fifteenth

Century in England, France, Germany, and Italy. By far

the greater part of the volume (Sections VI. and VII., of

108 pages in all) is given up to English gla.ss ; with special

reference to examples at Winchester, Oxford, York, Malvern,

Fairford, and Gloucester, Bowness, Lavenhani, the cathedrals

of Salisbury, Canterbury, Eccles, and so forth ; and with a

separate chaprter for English Fifteenth Century subject win-

dcfws, as those in the Jlinster and the other churches of York
;

and at Leverington, Comb.«, Blakney, Buckland, Ticelmr.st,

Martham, Beauchamp Chapel, and elsewhere. In his Eighth

Section Mr. Westlake deals, at much greater brevity, with

French glass—at St. Maclou, Le Mans, Evreux, Bourges, Metz,

Amiens, St. Lo ; with German and Flemish glass, as shown
at L'lm, Hildesheim, Nuremberg, Tournai ; and with

Italian gla.ss—about which a great deal more is promised
for the next volume—at Lucca, Florence, and Bologna.

The matter of the Ninth Part is heraldic glass ; with

examples from Odele, Cambridge, Fairford, Blakeney, Stam.

ford, Leicester, Salisbury, Lavenham, Ockwells, Netley,

Bruges, Nuremberg, and Norbury. The illustrations—

a

hundred and eighteen in number— are excellent ; the

text is distinguished by insight as well as scholarship, by
critical acumen as well as knowledge and research.

The " Precis d'Histoire de I'Art" of M. C. Bayet (Paris :

Quantin), one of the numbers in the " Bibliotheque de

I'Enseignement des Beaux-Arts," is a book of unu.sual

value and interest. There have been other summaries of

the history of art, but there has been none so sound, so

scholarly, so complete, as this one. M. Bayet has the

talent of his race : the talent of selecting what is essential,

of presenting the important features only in an argument,

of making a complete picture out of details that to the im-

perfectly informed seem trivial and ineffective ; and this

talent is displayed to the greatest advantage in the volume

at present under notice. He starts with the antique, and

in a first book he conveys a sufficient idea of the genesis

and the early development of art— in Egypt, Assyria,

Phcenicia, Greece, Eoine, Etruria. In a second book, "Le
Moyen Age," he treats of art, Byzantine, Arab, Germanic,

and Gothic ; in a third of the Italian Renaissance and its

results, of the Flemish and German revivals, and of art

in the France of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries
;

and in a fourth of art in Flanders, Holland, England,

Italy, and Spain during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth

Centuries, and of art in France—in two special chapters

—

during the same period. Tiie effect of the whole book is

singularly complete. No such work has been attempted

before, and it will be long ere this of M. Bayet is super-

seded or surpassed.

MiscELL.\NE.\. — The " Decamps " of " Les Artistes

Celfebres " (Paris : Rouam) is by ^I. Charles Clement ; it

is, perhaps, a little excessive in the way of praise, but it

is well worth reading all the same ; the illustrations are

capital. The " Pheidias " of the same series is by M. Max
Collignon ; it is, perhaps, the best and most valuable of

all which have appeared. Among recent numbers of the

"National Library " (London : Cas.sell and Co.) are things

so admirable in their several ways as the two plays of

Oliver Goldsmith, " Hamlet " (completely revised by Pro-

fessor Morley from the First and Second Quartos and

the First Folio), the "Thoughts on the Present Dis-

contents" of Edmund Burke, "The Lady of the Lake,"

selections from Crabbe, Johnson's " Lives," Herodotus,

Hakluyt, Cowley's "Essays," and the "Table Talk" of

Martin Luther. In Mr. Sparkes's " Fine Art Library

"

(same publishers) the new volume is a " Manual of Greek

Archaeology," from the French of M. Max Collignon ; one

of the best of the original series (Paris : Quantin), it is

probably the best translated and best edited of the adap-

tations. In "A Practical Manual of Wood Engraving," by

W. Norman Brown (London : Crosby Lockwood), and
" Practical House Decoration," by James W. Facey (same

publishers), we have a couple of text-books which are not

far short of excellent, and maybe universally recommended.

Such parts as have reached us of Dr. Dresser's " Modern

Ornamentation " (London : Batsford) are copiously illus-

trated with good examples, and will l>e useful to the

student and the practical workman alike. ^liss Eowe's
" Hints on Woodcarving " (London : City and Guilds In-

stitute) is intelligent in design and clearly written.
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Sir .Ioun Mii.i.ais is painting, or lias painted, a picture

called " Mercy," which may be considered us " a sort of sccpiel

to 'A Huguenot;'" a "Portia," which is described as "a

brilliant and rich exercise in deep rose colour, contrast-

ing with the carnations of a handsome fair-haired damsel

an.l a dark warm background ;

" a child-portrait, called

" Lilacs ;' and a tlnee-iiuarter length " Lord Itosebery." M.

liajon has finished an etched portrait of AL Meissonier.

Mr. Wedniore is preparing, for M. Tliibaiuleau. a '• Whistler's

Etchings, a Study and a Catalogue." M. Edmund Von, the

painter, and M. tlillot, inventor of an excellent jirocess in

colour-printing, have been made Knights of the Legion of

Honour. M. Eugene Lambert, the painter of cats, has

been commissioned by iL Tunpiet to paint a picture for

the Luxembourg. The Premier Grand Prix de Peinture

has fallen to M. Charles Lebayle, a^])upil of MAL Cabauel

and Ainie Millet; the Premier Grand Prix de Sculpture to

M. Capellaio, a pupil of ]M^L Thomas. Dumont, and P.onas-

sieux ; the Premier Grand Prix for line engraving to M.

Patricot, a pupil »( MM- lienriiiiKl-Dujiont and Cabmel.

It is an open -secret that the Council of the Royal

Academy have decided that no alteration shall be made in

the rule in virtue of which every member is entitled to

exhibit eight several pictures. Mr. Frith, Mr. Poynter, and

the President are understood to have pleaded for a change;

Mr. Hull and Mr. Sidney Cooper to have .spoken in the

other sense. As the debate, however, was secret, and the

revelation of its results is due to an indiscretion on the part

of some one unknown, the less that is .said about its details

the better. With reference to the point at issue between

the reformers and the reactionary party, it may be remarked

that the alteration proposed would undoubtedly have done

much to popularise the Academy, nt)t only with the pro-

fession, but with the public as well. For some years past

the incapacity of much of the work on which the line at

Burlington House is wasted has been a general scandal.

Its tpiality is of the flagrant type that is scarce less obvious

to the visitor who pays his shilling than to the trained

observer ; and the fact that many good things have to be

shelved or skied to make room for such ruldnsh as nobody

wants to look at, has come to be recognised as a charac-

teristic of every exhibition. As the Koyal Academy is a

l)rivate corporation, it is not from without that reform

can be exiiected ; till all the Forty are of one mind in

being a little ashamed of themselves, the annual show of

tea-trays and wild spring salads will flourish as hereto-

fore. Meanwhile, it is impossible to insist too often or

too strongly on this: that the Academy is in no sense

a national or a representative institution, and that to

pass over in its favour such exhibitions as (for instance)

tho.se of the New English Art Club or the Society of

Pritish Artists is to be practically at one with the least

competent and the most notorious of its members, and

in e\'ery way inditl'ereut to the true interests of art.

This is not the iilace, nor is it yet the time perliai.s,

to remark that whether Mr. Sidney Cooper exhibits eight

canvases or none, the Pioyal Academy exhibition, as at

present arranged, would still leave much to be desired.

On the average mind the efl'ect of such an enormous jumble

of styles and schools as is achieved by the Haii'^ing Com-

mittee year by year is necessarily no more than bewildering.

To the public its educational value is ml— is " zero, or even

a frightful miuiis quantity ;" while to the painter, ill-hung

or ill-matched, or both at once, its one use is that it gives

him place in the catalogue, and therewithal a chance of

appealing with success to the ordinary or extraordinary

dealer. What is wanted, no doubt, is a deiiarture such as

is iire.scntly to be taken by the council of the Walker Art

Gallery at Liverjiool, who have set ajiart a sjiccial rnnm

for the use of the New English Art Club, which can hardly

fail to be a principal feature of their coining exhiliitiuii.

At the Poyal Academy, crippled by couvention, blinded by

a sense of self-importance, worm-eaten with traditions ol

the worst and most respectable sort, such an innovation is

just now manifestly impossible. It is significant, however,

that the fashion should have begun ; and it is otkls that,

having once begun, it will gain ground steadily, until it

forces the very doors of IJurliiigton House. It is from the

study of the work of a knot of men united in the pursuit (jf

a common aim that one gets to know .something of ait; not

from that of a couiile of thousand numbers wlio.se only

j)oints of resemblance are that they are all done in I'aint

uiiou canvas, and that they all profess to be pictures. The

artistic value of exhibitions of any sort has yet to be

proved-; but it seems not doubtful that-the exhibitions of

the future will be exhibitions of coteries and clitiues.

Taking into account the many excellent shows which

have been held in the Goupil galleries, one should be

grateful for past favours, and disposed to be lenient to

"Famous Pictures from the French Salon," even if one

considers it, as an exhibition, below the average of past

years, and not very representative of the best work in

France. Carolus-Duran's "L'Eveil" (21) shows more feel-

ing for the colourist's u.se of paint and more mastery than

is to be seen in the works around it of the iiuahties which

suit the tendencies of the day. We do not wish, however,

to pronounce the painter faultless, and an artist on the same

level with Titian or Vela.s(iuez : a jiosition which has been

claimed for him, as it has for Mr. Whistler, not altogether,

we fear, without these gentlemen's hearty aiiiirobation. It

is, indeed, excessively difficult to praise sufiicieiitly what is

e-xcellent in a mans work without aiipearing to consider

him au overwhelming genius and a mighty master. Every
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real artist at times carries some quality to perfection, or

executes some portion of a work as well as it coukl be done

;

yet for all that he may have narrow sympathies, and may

even see crooked. Though, for_ instance, the breast and

upper part of the body in "L'Eveil" is modelled with a

subtlety and force worthy of any one, yet the construction

of the lower limbs is somewhat flimsy in spite of fine

colom-, and the feeling for line is, throughout the picture,

a little cheap and empty of character, iloreover, it may be

felt by many that the general sentiment of the face and

fio-ure as well as of the mise-en-sccne, is theatrical rather

than touching and human. It is impossible to resist admi-

ration at the style of the flesh-painting, and, while we do

not wish Duran to change his broad painter's manner and

the glow aud eclat of his colour for Bouguereau's cold

staining and methodical drawing, we yet cannot help feel-

ing sorry that some truer and more intimate suggestion of

those forms which Bouguereau laboriously studies should

not spring up naturally under the magnificent .sweeps of

the other artist's brush. It is only saying that, unless he

belongs to tlie highest rank of all, the man who proceeds

by artistic instinct is inevitably limited, whereas the oidy

limit set to the engineer turned artist is, that in spite of his

intelligent combination of all the qualities, he can never be

artistic. To draw jierfectly with the brush, to set down the

right tone of the light shape in the right place, and that

elegantly, so as to avoid the necessity of any retouching

which might .spoil the surface of the paint and disturb the

pleasing and expressive set of the colour, is the achievement

of a perfect painter. Who besides Velasquez can make all

Ills dabs, sweeps, and splashes just in tone and colour as

well as exquisitely communicative of realistic form l Not

even Legros, certainly not Carolus-Darau, Whistler, and

Sargent, though of living painters they perhaps best compre-

hend and emulate the great Spaniard's manner. Very large,

l.iut not very interesting, either in subject or treatment, is

Mile. T. Schwartzes "At Church" i24), while Jules Breton

in "Bretonne" (IS) and Artz in "The Sewing Lesson" U<J)

are dull and below their ordinarily high level of excellence.

Boggs in "Windsor Castle" (2) is undefined as usual, but

not altogether with his customary suggestive and pleasing

sloppiness. Flameng's " ]5ath in the Eighteenth Century "

(7) is twiny in texture, and over-full of bright fla.shy colour :

faults with which we are familiar in Van Haanen, Logsdail,

and others who follow the lead of Fortuny with more

courage than judgment. A Mesdag, "In Danger" (5),

I'cfused, we understand, at the Iloyal Academy, is the

finest of the landscapes, unless " The Arrival " (3), by the

same painter, be preferred from the liarmoniousness of its

colour. In both the lively da.shing handling, besides being

well suited to the sentiment of wind and water, is con-

scientiously used to express form in every stroke.

By the courtesy of Messrs. Young and Miss Kennedy,

we lately witnessed the casting of Signor Ilaggi's colossal

statue of Sir Arthur Kennedy, former Go\'ernor of Hong-

Kong. The modern ceremony has none of the terror and

excitement of the old busines.s, as described by Alexander

Dimias in "Ascanio," but the sad experience at Woolwich

the other day in lifting the big gun whilst hot shows

that some stages of the oi)eration require to be performed

with care. The statue, in full uniform, is executed with

some breadth, and appears to be a thoroughly satisfac-

tory portrait. Sir George Bowen, the present Governor,

made a speech in praise nf the life and character of his

predecessor.

The Lords of the Committee of Council on Educa-

tion liave appointed a committee consisting of Sir F.

Leighton (chairman), Mr. Poynter, Mr. Alma Tadema

;

Mr. Carl Haag and Mr. Henry Wallis named by the Royal

Society of Painters in Water-Colours ; Sir J. D. Linton

and Mr. F. Dillon by the Koyal Institute of Paiuters in

Water-Colours; together with Mr. Sidney Colviu, of the

Briti.sh Museum, and Mr. Armstrong, of the Science and

Art Department, to consider the question of the action

of light on paintings iu water-colours. It is understood

that Captain Abney aud Dr. Ilu.ssell have for some time

l)ast been making a scientific investigation of the action

of light on the various pigments used in painting, and

that they will inform the committee of the method

and nature of their inquiry.

It has been decided by the Court of Common Council

that there are to be no statues, equestrian or others, at the

ends of Blackfriars Bridge. A great deal of trouble has

been taken in the matter. The President, in answer to an

application for advice, had opined that ihe four sites were

appropriate either for recumbent figures or men on horse-

back. It had been estimated that each statue would cost

no more than some £7,500, and "four eminent artists"

—

^Messr.s. Birch, Boehm, Thornycroft, and Armstead— had

made models, on the scale of one-eighth of the full size, of

the works with which they were prepared to gratify the

jiopulace of London. Mr. Birch had arranged to pro-

duce a " Henry V.," as he appeared wdien he re-entered

London after Agincourt ; Mr. Thornycroft, an " Edward I.,"

bent on presenting his subjects with a certain Charter;

Mr. Armstead, an " Edward III.," which should express

" the kingly dignity of that great commander in the

field and wise statesman ; " and Mr. Boehm, a " llichard

Coeur de Lion," " trusting in Providence and his .strong

arm, full of lofty enthusiasm, going to fight the infidels."

But these preparations, however poetical, availed their

authors nothing. ]\Ir. Frank Green regretted the ex-

clusion of Mr. Brock, and reinarked that to place on the

sites in question the statues recommended by the Bridge

House Estates dunmittee would be to make the Cor-

poration "the laughing stock of the world." Mr. John-

son did not believe that the reputation of these four

mediaeval kings would be improved by the fanciful and

repulsive e(iuestrian presentments" suggested by ^Messrs.

Birch, Thornycroft, Armstead, and Boehm. Mr. E. Hart

considered that Messrs. Birch and Boehm had succeeded,

but that INIessrs. Armstead and Thornycroft had failed.

Mr. Benjamin Scott said that if the statues were put

up, the Committee would have to borrow £30,O00 aJ

hoc on the security of the Bridge House Estates. Mr.

]\Iorton proposed, in amendment, "that the question be

not now put," which was carried by 75 to 41 votes, and

Mr. Loveridge gave notice that at the next meeting

he would move that also the resolutions having refer-

ence to statuary in connection witli Blackfriars Bridge

be rescinded, and the references to the committee dis-

charged. And there is an end of the matter. The kingly

dignity of Mr. Armstead's "Edward III.," the lofty en-

thusiasm of ]\lr. Boehm's " Richard I.," exulting in his

strong arm, will never be seen of men ; Mr. Thornycroft's

" Edward I." nuist keep his Charter uupresented. Of course

the Common Council were right. The decoration of Black-

friars Bridge is an excellent motive; but to pledge the

Bridge House Estates to a debt of .£30,000 was manifestly

unadvisable.
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Last year some 340,600 persons visited the .Salon ; tliis

year there were rlose on 3li,0(X) more. This year the gate

receii)ts were 3(lh,lKiO fi-anes ; last year they were 7,(KMi franes

less. In aililitioii to this, season tickets were sold to the

amount of 7,(Hio francs, which, with the jirotits on the

catalogues sold, and the 1 1,(K)0 franes paid by the refresh-

ment contractor, swells the total of money taken to 330,(X)0

francs, or £'13,200 sterling. Among the twenty i>ictiues

purcliased for the State were .M. Edelfelt's " M. Pasteur
;

"

M. Morot's " Rezonville ;
" the " Plateau de la Montjoie

"

of }>l. Pelouze ; the " IJataillon Carre" of M. ProUiis
;

M. Dagnan-Bouveret's " Le Pain Benit;" M. Binet's "La
Plaine ;

" the " Vercingetorix se Kend a CtSsar " of M. Motte

;

the " Victime " of M. Pelez ; M. Berthelon's " Ancienne

Jetee du Treport un Jour de Tempete ;
" ^f. Schuller's

' Automne ;
" the " Vue Prise aux Environs de Cannes" of

.M. .I.-J. Bellel ; and M. Collin's " Floreal." The sculpture

purcliased for the Stiite were M. Boucher's" Au Bdt;"
:M. (iodebski's "Persuasion;" M. Uumilatre's "Jeune
Yendangeur ; " M. Injalbert's " Hippomene ; " and the

"Satyrc et Xymplie'' of M. J. Desbois. Among the sculp-

ture purchased for the city of Paris were the " Belles

A'endanges" (7,i»00 francs) of M. Cornu ; M. Mathuriu

Moreau's "L'Avenir" (3,000 francs), in marble ; the " pMit-

teleur" (4,(K)0 francs), in plaster, of M. .laccjues Perrin
;

and M. Michel's "Circ6" (12,000 francs), in bronze.

PouTKAiTs of CJeneral Fairfax and of Thomas Bettertun

have been added to the National Portrait Gallery, while

the Dilettanti Society have sent on loan to the National

tiallery the two canvases painted for them by Sir Joshua,

and exhibited two years ago at the Grosvenor Gallery. To
the Louvre (I)epartement de la iloyen-Age et de la Re-

naissance) there have been added a replica in stucco of

the "Virgin" made in marble by Donatello for the I'azzi

family, now in the Berlin Museum ; a colo.s.sjd " Virgin, " by

Jacopo Sansovino, also in stucco; and a marble bust of

one of the princes of the Hon.se of Naples. At the same

museum there arrived in July hist the 215 cases of relics

and specimens collected by M. Dieulafoy at Susa, in the

ruins of the i)alaces of Artaxerxes and Darins. In this

precious trover are included two fragments of a frieze in

enamelled faience from the jiylons of the ]ialace of Arta-

xerxes ^Incmon, four metres high and nine metres long
;

a third fragment, also in enamelled faience, from the jialace

of Darius, three and a half metres high and twelve metres

long, painted with twelve fignres of the king's guard, the

Innnortals of Herodotus—as brilliant and fresh, says M.

Dieulafoy, as when they left the kiln ; a vast collection of

inscriptions, coins, and graven stones ; a great part of the

bronze .sheathing of the outer gates of Artaxerxes' palace ; a

series of statuettes in bronze, marble, ivory, and terra-cotta ; a

number of lachrymatories in glass ; and clo.se on five hundred

objects of secondary orderand interest, as Parthian funerary

urn.s, enamelled vases, arms, toilet utensils, and so forth.

The find, as will be seen, is of the very greatest importance,

and gives the Louvre u jilace apart among museums. When
it is added that M. Dieulafoy turned over no more than

42,000 cubic metres of the 15,0(K),000 of which the tumulus

is composed, it will be obvious at once that, rich as is the

Louvre, there is no reason why the British Museum should

not be richer still

The "Diderot" of M. (Jautherin, in the Place St.

Germain-des-Pre.s, and the " Rabelais " (bu.st) of M. Tru-

pheme, in tin; Place at Meudon, have been unveiled. It

has been decided to remove llie chariot and hoi'ses !•( M.

Falguiere from the Are de 'l'riomi>he at the Barriere de

riitoile, and to break up the model. The inauguration of

M. Bartholdi's eolos.sal " Liberty," at New Vork, has been

deferred until the middle (b>th to 20th) of October next.

The United States Government have voted a sum of

,flO,(Hio for a Lafayette Memorial ; MM. Bartholdi and

Palguiere have already submitted designs to the couiuiittee

;

M. Antonin Mercie has been invited to comi>ete.

It has been decided to hold an exhibition of the fine

and industrial arts next year at Manchester, and to raise,

for this iiuri)0.se, a guarantee fund of i;iO(t,000. At N'ienna,

the First Annual Exhibition of Grai>hic Works of Art will

be held at the Kiuistlerliaus, from 1st December, 188(), to

31st January, 1887. There will be here collected and shown

all manner of copiierjilate engravings, etchings, litliogia|ilis,

woodcuts, "and other cognate objects," with "Illustrated

e<Hliu)i!< dc lu.li! and scientific works on art," and '"Repro-

ductions effected by the aid of chemico-technical mean.s."

Artists, art-publishers, and art-institutes are invited to

send for exhibition, carriage paid, " as rich and complete a

collection of their works as possible, to the offices of the

Society for Graphic Arts, VI. Magdalenan-Strasse, No. 2(i,

Vienna, before the end of September, 18S(i. An Inter-

national Exhibition, to celebrate the .lubilee of the t^tueen

and of South Australia, will be held at Adelaide next year.

The LoniloM Comniitlee is thus comiio.sed ;— The Duke ol

Mauche.ster (chairman), Sir James Fergn.sson, Sir John

Rose, Sir Frederick Leighton, Sir P. Cunlitt'e-Oweii, Sir

Arthur lilythe. Sir W. C. Sargeaunt, Sir John Gilbert, Sir

J. D. Linton, Colonel Sir Henry Sandford, and Messrs.

Neville Blyth, Sanuiel Deering, W. G. Elder, Joseph liar-

rold, J. S. O'Halloran, and Frederick Young.

The death is announced of the Danish landsca]ieiiainter,

Niels Rhode ; of the painter and lithographer, Charles

Baugniet ; of the Lyt)nne.sc painter, Jean-Baptiste Clia-

tigny ; and of the famous painter, Professor Carl von

Piloty, master of Lenbach, Defregger, and Hans Makart,

artist of "Nero in the Ruins of Rome," and " Wallenstcin's

Zug nach Egger," and the recipient of a Fir.st Cla.ss Jledal

at the Paris International of 18(J7.

Messrs. Chulstie have sold, from various collections,

the following jiictures :—Sir Peter Lely, " Anne Lee, of

Ditchley," t:i73 ; "Miss Jennie Deering," £'435. Wynants
and Lingelbnck, " A Itiver Scene," .€3 HI. Rubens, " Ihigida

Spinola," .C301. W. Van de Vehle, " \a: Coupde Canon,'

£'31.'). B. C. Kockkoek, " Le Chateau de Bentheini, ' £3."i7.

Metsu, "A G'entleman Leading his Horse into a P.laik-

smith's Shop," .€399. Jan Van Eyck, "Portrait of the

Painter," £399. Jan Van lluysum, "Flowers and 'N'ase,"

£404. Titian, " Tarquia and Lucretia," £430. Honde-

koetcr, "A Garden Scene, with Peacocks," £441. Albert

Cuyp, a landscape, with the Tower of Dort, .£435 ; and
" Milking Time," £'52.j. W'ouvermans, "A Halt of Cavalry,"

£388 ; and " Depart Pour la Chasse," £.'J35. Ruysdael, " A.

Norwegian Landsca])e," £430, and "A Ruin, with a Cas-

cade," £5.-)l. J. 15. Weenix, " Landscai)e, with Figures and
Dead Game," £787. David Tenier.s, '• The Archers," £477;
and " Interior of a Guard Room," £8G1.

The .same auctioneers have sold, for the Duke of Marl-

borough, the following pictures:—Wouvernians, "A Sortie,"
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£472. Gonzales Coques, "A Portrait Group," £535. Rem-

brandt, "Isaac Blessing Jacob," £o35. Weenix, "A Sea-

port in Spain," £546. Teniers, " An Interior with Figures,"

£577. Daniel Mytens, "William, Second Duke of

Hamilton," £546 ; " George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham,"

£735; "Henry Rich, First Lord Holland," £1,005 15s.

Reynolds, "The Manpicss of Tavistock," £1,037 10s. Van

Dyek, "The Virgin and Child," £535; " Wentworth, Earl of

Stratford, and his Secretary, Philip Mainwaring," £735
;

"Queen Henrietta Maria," £735 ; "Mary, Duchess of Rich-

mond, £1,207 10s. Albert Cuyp, "A Halt of Travellers,"

£1,837. Rubens, "A Holy Family, with St. Elizabeth and

St. Joseph," £483 ;
" Meleager Presenting the Wild Boar to

Atalanta," £546; "Suffer the Little Children to Come
Uuto Me," £840; "A Holy Family "(three figures), £1,050;

"Filial Piety," £1,260; "The Holy Family Assembled in

an Apartment," £1,260 ; "The Return of the Holy Family

from Egypt,"' £1,575 ; "The Adoration of the ilagi," £1,575;
" The Distribution of the Rosary," £1,585 ;

" The Departure

of Lot and His Family from Sodom," £1,942; "Anne of

Austria," £3,885; and "Venus Endeavouring to Restrain

Adonis from the Chase," £7,560. [The last picture was

bought in.] The Teniers Copies sold c/i bloc for £2,002 10s.

The total amount realised is over £47,000.

being ovcr-enthusia.stic about its merits. What he has

tried to do is to consider his subject with inteUigence, and

to formulate it absolutely for his contemporaries and their

successors ; and what he has tried to do, that has he done.

The adaptation to decorative purposes of Bartolozzi's

engravings, and those of his school, is by no means a new

idea. It has been on trial, with more or less of success,

this some time past, and has resulted in the production of

some very pretty and engaging work. A good example, in the

shape of a three-leaf screen, has been made, decorated, and

exhibited by the Lincrusta and General Decorating Com-
pany (London : Old Cavendish Street). Here the Barto-

lozzis were printed on silk ; and the effect was one of un-

questionable elegance and charm. It has, in fact, been

demonstrated that tlie idea is a good one, and has but to

be worked with taste to achieve a certain popularity.

The " Henri Regnault " of M. Roger Marx, in the series

called " Les Grandes Artistes " (Paris : Rouam), is good

reading and good criticism. M. !Marx, unlike the generality

of his kind, is able to write of his subject with moderation.

If he knows the dictum of Cherbuliez, "Pour admirer

assez, il faut admirer trop," he is very far indeed from

allowing it to govern his practice of biography. It is for-

tunate that he is this way inclined ; for Henri Regnault, in

his works as in his death, is of those who create an atmos-

phere of enthusiasm, which makes the serious study of

them difficult. He was something more than a painter of

great gifts and singular promise ; he was also, as Mr.

Hamerton has shown, a man of heart and brains whom it

is impossible to consider without interest and without

re.spect. He had done enough at eight-and-twenty to

entitle him to the position of a sort of chef d'ecole; he had

said enough to show that he had it in him to contribute a

really personal note to the art of France ; and when he was

shot down at Buzenval he left none behind him who had

fared so far so soon, or of whom so much was expected in

the future. In dealing with such a life the temptation is

always to make too much of it : to rate its achievement

too higli, and discuss its possibilities with too devout a

sentiment of tenderness and regret. That is precisely wliat

M. Marx has not done. He has no great liking, if the truth

must be told, for the greater part of Regnault's work ; he is

keenly alive to its faults, and he is very far indeed from

M. Cn.iRLES CouENAULT, in his "Jean Lamour"
(Paris : Rouam), also in " Les Grandes Artistes " series, is

a good deal less fortunate in his subject than M. Marx.

There are not many to whom the name of the artist-smith

is significant of anything. L^nless, indeed, one has been to

Nancy, and seen and admired the great iron gates in the

Place Stanislas, or studied the wonderful " Recueil des

Ouvrages du Serrurerie que Stanislas le Bienfaisant, Roi de

Pologne, a fait po.ser .sur la Place Royale de Nancy, ii la

Gloire de Louis le Bien-Aim6," which was published by the

master in 1767, it must fall on one's ear with sound as vain

and idle as Brown or Robinson themselves. There is not

nuich to tell of Jean Lamour, in any case ; but he sm-vives

in his works and in the designs of his " Recueil," and his

title to a number in " Les Grandes Artistes " is indisputable.

M. Cournault writes with intelligence and discretion ; and

his de.scriptive criticism of the marvels of ironwork which

Lamour produced is excellent.

The magnificent magazine "Les Arts et Les Lettres"

(London and Paris : Boussod, Valadon, et Cie.), which is to

the other monthlies as is the Empress of India to her

feudatories, continues to maintain the promise of its first

numlser. In the July part, for instance, we have a coloured

frontispiece by M. Franc^ois Flameng which is a very marvel

of the art of reproduction. For a note on the life and the

loves of Petrarch, M. E. Wallet has engraved, fnmi a

Fourteenth Century miniature, a jiortrait of Laure de Sade

which has much of the sentiment of the original ; while

M. Adrien Moreau has furnished a design which, modern

though it be, is illustrative in the good sense of the word.

Of equal merit are the set of designs contributed by

M.. Flameng in illustration of a novelette by M. Theo.

Gautier fils, "L'Avcnture du Commandant Pervenche." The

sketches, which include j\I. J. L. Brown's fine portrait of

Minting, for an article on the Grand Prize of Paris, are

admirably spirited and effective ; and we shall go far ere

we find neater illustrative work than that which accom-

Xianies "La Manteau de Joseph Oleniue," and which ap-

pears to be due to MM. H. Gray and Chelmonski. The

portraits of Mile. Rosita ]\Iauri and Mile. Subra, both from

photographs, are a mistake—the only one in the number

;

that of Count Leo Tolstoi, from a drawing by M. E. de

Liphart, is, on the other hand, first-rate.

The re-issue, under the title of "The Seine and the

Loire " (London : Virtue), of the sixty plates originally

published half a century ago as " Turner's Annual Tour,"

and afterwards produced by Mr. Bohn as the "Liber

Fluviorum," is timely and interesting. As Jlr. Huish

remarks in his useful introductory note, the application of

fine line engraving to the reproduction of landscape is a

thing of the past ; the art is dead, and can never be re-

suscitated. In " The Seine and the Loire," which is printed

from the original plates (the "Annual Tours" were not a

.success, and the plates are almost as good as new), there is

comprehended not a little of the best work of Woollett's

best descendants ; so that the book has a distinct anil

lasting value of its own.
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The inovement against the Royal Academy, which tooic

its imincfliate departure iu the proposal made V>y Messrs.

Holman Hunt, Clausen, and Walter Crane to cstalilisli a

national exhibition, appears, at the time of writing, to have
spent its force and come to a close. The strife was hot

enough while it lasted, but it wjus too illogical in design, and

too incon.se(|nent in action, to have had any other ending.

Every one in the attacking party fougiit for his own hand,

and that in a fashion which, in more cases than one, was all

to the advantage of the defence. The Academicians, on the

contrary, were strong in the knowledge of what they wanted,

and what they meant to have ; and, as it seems to us, the

result of the whole business has been to generate a good

deal of bad blood, and, apart from that, to leave matters

almost precisely as they were. It luw been proved, of

course, that in the profession a va.st amount of dissatis-

faction exists with regard to the Academical practice of art-

criticism ; but there is nothing new in that, for nobody out-

side the Academy has had a good word to say for it since,

at the bidding of George III., it began to be. Mr. Harry

Quilter, again, has called for the reconstruction of the

schools and the system of teaching ; but for years past

there has been an exodus of English students to Paris^

and for years past the influence of French technical

methods has been steadily on the increase. The gentle-

man who signs hini.'^elf " An Outsider,' has suggested, in

the name of hundreds of outsiders more, that there should

be a new rule with regard to the number of pictures ex-

hibited, by Academicians and outsiders alike ; but so far

the only result of his suggestion has been to anger the

Council, and to subject himself and his supporters to the

indignity of a flat refusal. And the worst of it all is that

the public, to which of necessity the final appeal must be

made, has .shown it.self completely indifferent to the whole

question. Attempts have been made- in the 7Vmc.<, .the

Snfurdiiij Beview, the I'ri/I Mall (!<i:rtu, and clsLwherc

to interest it in the rights and wrongs of the matter; but

they seem to have been unsucce.s.sful. It neither knows
nor cares about them. It goes to the Academy because the

Academy is fashionable ; it looks at certain pictures, not

because they are good, but because they are signed by cer-

tain men ; and there is an end of it. That is how things

have always been ; that is how things are now : and that is

how things will be until as the Times has remarked— the

public completes its education and develops a right senti-

ment of art. A hundred years hence the consummation

will appear as desirable—and as near—as now.

It is said that Parliament will be asked to take up the

matter next session ; that there will be a Royal Commis-
sion ; in short, that the Golden Age is immediate and in-

evitable. But there have been Royal Commissions before
;

1*32

and we are still clamouring for reform, and still rejoicing

in the annual exhibition, under Academical auspices and
with .Vcademical honours, of a numlier of works which are,

individually and collectively, the negation of art. It is just

possible that, //' Parliament can be persiiaded to interfere,

if a Royal Commission lie granted, and //" anything but

suggestions anil complaints can come of it, it may be estab-

lished once for all that the Royal Academy is—as ha,s been

reiterated in these pages a<l tiause'un— not a national in-

stitution, but a i)rivate corporation, admission to which no
more confers honour (we say nothing of profit) than exclu-

sion from it brings disgrace. This point determined in one

.sen.se or another, it is possible that .something may be done.

If the Royal Academy be really national and representa-

tive, as it claims to be (s<mietimes), it may get at last to

be administered for the national benefit. If it be a private

corporation or club, as (on occasion) it declares, it may
continue to exist on that footing, or it may not. Whatever
happens can matter little in the immediate present. It can

profit none but the artists of a dim and distant future.

For the men of to-day there is nothing for it but to hel])

themselves—to paint their best and fear not. If it bo

true, as is reported, that the sales at Burlington IIou.se this

year were far below the average, while, in spite of the

"general depression,' tho.se at the (Jrosvenor Gallery and
the Institute were much as usual, the worst of the future'

will not be theirs.

Mu. lliiitliiciiT has resigned, and is no longer a Royal

Academician. The President's second fresco, " The Arts of

Peace,'' has been unveiled at South Kensington, and is now
open to the public. Sir John (Jilbort has withdrawn his

resignation of the Presidentship of the Royal Society of

Painters in Water Colours. Mr. L. Alma Tadcnia has been

elected a member, and Sir Henry Thompson an honorary

member, of the Antwerp Academy. At Berlin English art

is represented by the President, Sir .John Millais, and

Messrs. Alma Tadema, Caton Woodville, (iow, Herkomer,

Oules.s, Poynter, and Whistler among others. The winners

of the Prix de Rome for architecture are M. Defrasse,

M. Louvet, and M. Sortais. M. Cernuschi has presented

his unrivalled collection of Jaiianese and Chinese bronzes

to the city of Paris, but the gift will not take efTect till

after his death. Mr. C. O. Murray and Mr. l)avid Law
have etched for Messrs. Frost and Reed, the former a view

of (Canterbury Cathedral, the latter a .scries of four jilates

of Tintern Abbey. Mr. R. .Macbeth has fini.shed, for Mr.

Dunthorne. an etching of Frederick Walker's "Fishmonger's

Shoj)." M. Mateyko, the Polish painter, has finished a

colossal " Entry of .loan of Arc into Rheims," which he in-

tends to present to that city. Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse will

contribute to " Les Artistes C61ebres " the number relating

to Cronie and the Norwich artists.
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"
].¥. VoYAGEl'R," exliiliitcd :it jNIessrs. Tooth's Gallery,

is more than a moiiumeiit of Mcissonier's science, skill, and

putienco. Touching, natural, and human in its subject, it

is also varied, suggestive, and tolerably free in its handling.

There is none of that visible and l)oring effort after technical

perfection, that wilful delight in the display of power and

sureness of touch on an astonishingly, but perversely, small

scale, which so often render Meissonier's art an art of parade

rather than of emotion. Here we feel the man and his mood
in the manner of laying on paint. The touch is loose, and

the painter on tiie whole has rather tried to suggest in the

surroundings an effect of wind and weather than to denote

separate objects. Of course, with such a mind and such

habits of brush as Meissonier's, this endeavour is coupled

with considerable attention to detail and care for delicacy

in the texture of the surface of paint. Moreover, in places

of small importance in the painter's eyes, the looseness of

touch is not thought out enough, not suggestively broad

enough, and, in an attempt to express too much too care-

lessly, becomes trivially complex, meaningless, and childish.

But these are chiefly faults in comparison to the merits of

the picture ; and the somewhat weak over- elaboration of

certain parts, such as the distance, scarcely affects one's

enjoyment of the admirable realisation of the whole scene :

the careful painting of the horse, the sense of action, the

cool, fresh, windy aspect of the landscape, and the refined

grey tone pervading the picture.

The sixteenth annual autumn exhibition of pictures in

the Liverpool Corporation Art Galleries was opened on the

6th September. The collection, which contains 1,279 ex-

hibits, was hung by the Arts Committee, assisted by Messrs.

W. C. T. Dobson, E.A., George Clausen and James Towers,

of the Liverpool Academy. Apart from the works of local

men, the most notable canvases are from the Academy,
Grosvenor, and other London galleries, the most striking

exception being a fine interior, by Professor Geets, titled

"Awaiting an Audience" (8.33); the subject is agreeable,

and the technical adroitness and elaborate finish are equal

to the painter's best work. Among the subject-pictures are

J. P. Beadle's " Toil and Storm " (27) ;
" The Start of the

Season" (66) and "The Finish of the Season" (76), by
T. 'Walter "Wilson and Frank Wilton ;

" Sunday Morning "

(825), by Thomas Faed ; "The Exile" (855), by Briton

Riviere, R.A. ; "Puritan and Cavalier" (909), by Frederick

Goodall, R.A. ; "Pharaoh's Daughter" (914), by E. Long,

R.A. ;
" Dr. Johnson's Tardy Gallantry " r92.3), by W. P.

Frith, R.A. ;
" Susannah," by Frederick Goodall, R.A.

;

" Ruth and Naomi " (1,040), by P. H. Cakleron, R.A. ; Logs-
dail's "Preparing for the Festa " (1,06.3); "Venturesome"
(3), by W. H. Bartlett; "Destiny," by T. C. Gotch ; and
" The Contest " (109), by Heywood Hardy. The portraits

are not so numerous or important as usual. Special notice

may be taken of W. B. Boadle's " Lieutenant-General Sir

E. R. Hamley" (86), and "Miss Nellie Huxley," by J.Collier.

U. E. Morrison and T. B. Kennington have also some good
work in this department of art. A series of drawings in

crayon, by Frederick Sandys, of eminent persons, executed

for and lent by Messrs. Macmillan, is of great interest,

including as it does presentments of Lord Tennyson,
Robert Browning, Matthew Arnold, Dean Church, J. R.

Green, J. H. Shorthouse, Goldwin Smith, Alexander Mac-
millan, Mrs.-Oliphant, John Morley, Lord Wolsoley, and
Dr. K J. Westcott.

Landscape, as usual, in Liverpool is strongly represented.

John Finnie's "At Last the Rousedup River Pours Along"

(106) is an admirable example of his best style, and IVtir

dhent has two widely different works which show a dis-

tinct advance in versatility and power. " Nature's Majesty "

(1,068) is a vivid presentation of storm-beaten mountain
scenery in its wildest aspects, while " After Evensong

"

(551) is a calm and broadly treated evening effect, the

rustic congregation dispersing being charmingly introduced.

Keeley Halswelle is represented by two views of West
Highland scenery. Among many other works deserving of

notice but too numerous to get it are "Winter Sunlight"

(94), by Hugh Wilkinson ;
" Off the Fishing Ground," by

S. A. Forbes ;
" Autumn " (373), by J. Knight (water-colour)

;

"A Gathering Storm o'er Moor and Moss" (976), by J.

Smart, U.S.A. ;
" A Deeside Pastoral " (1,001), by R. Fowler

;

and " When the AVest with Evening Glows " (1,010), by B. W.
Leader, R.A. Sir Frederick Leighton's decorative panels

are also included in a collection which, as a whole, will

rank as one of the best seen in the galleries.

One characteristic feature of the exhibition is a gallery

set wholly apart for oil paintings " representing the new
English art movement." The level of merit is very high.

In addition to* certain work by S. A. Forbes and T. C.

Gotch, special mention may be made of " For a Holy
Family" (182), by S. J. Solomon ; "Paddington" (231), by

S. Starr ; and J. J. Shannon's portrait of Miss Annie

A. Beebe ; with much admirable stuff by G. Clausen,

W. L. Menpes, W. Langley, C. Gogin, Alfred East, and

others. The gathering is of special interest, as it presents

the achievement of a group of men for the most part

united by a common aim in art, dominated by a com-

mon impulse, and expressing themselves on certain definite

principles of technique. It is greatly to be hoped that

the experiment w'll succeed, and that it will be found

worth repeating, not at Liverpool alone, but in other pro-

^incial art-centres. Its influence could hardly be other

than stimulating and good.

The exhibition of the works of Old Masters at Brussels

is a surprise. It was heralded by no preliminary flourish,

although mention had modestly been made that it was

in preparation
;
yet, far surpassing all expectations, it is

revealed as a collection of the first class, containing hardly

any bad or uninteresting pictures, and in one respect

unique, for it includes a gathering of first-rate woi'ks by

some of the less known and less appreciated Flemish and

Dutch painters of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,

such as has not yet been seen together. The Italian schools

are represented only by a fine and perfectly preserved

"Madonna and Child" by Beato Angelico, lent by the

king ; by a very curious work, " The Bull of Phalaris,"

incorrectly attributed to Pinturicchio, but perhaps by

Baldassare Peruzzi ; and by two Tiepolos. All the rest

belong to the Flemish, Dutch, and German schools.

Baeon Oppenheim, of Cologne, sends one of the most

important specimens known of the work of Petrus Cristus,

the "Fiancailles de Ste. Godeberte," painted in 1449

for the Goldsmiths' Guild at Antwerp, as well as a very

interesting " Virgin and Child," by Gheerardt David.

An important and little-known retable in six compart-

ments, "The Death of the Virgin," is from the hand of

iSernard van Orley (Administration des Hospice-s), and a

" St Jerome in Penitence " is a very expressive work due to

the Louvain painter, Dietrich Bouts. A triptych given to
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Sclioortl (M. do FraiKliiinont) suggests rather the over-

I smooth work of Mostiiert. A series of five separate panels

representing male and fcinah' saints (M. I'VHis), iiroductions

of Diirer's school, are given to Barthel Bchaui, but are

rather in the. manner of Schiinfelein. An admirable speci-

men of the scarce work of Pieter Pourbus (l.JlO— 1583)

is the portrait of Jean Ahnar. dated ITiTS (M. de Franchi-

niont). Franz Pourbus the elder (1")-I5— 1.'>81
) is represented

by a jiortrait-piece of many figures, which otters iiuite an

cxceiitional interest, historical and artistic. It is desig-

nated " Fete de Noces de Georges Hoefnagel." By Bubens,

besides some large canvases of doubtful authenticity and

some interesting sketches from larger works, is tlic large

"Mii-aclcs of St. Benedict," a heterogeneous composition

contaiuing many cpi.sodes of great power. It is lent by

the king, who, it is said, possesses also a copy of the work

by Paul Delacroix. The "Pierre Peeiiuius," from the

Orenberg Gallery, is fine, but over-cleaned. By Van Dyck

is an exquisite portrait of a youthful princess, in reddish-

brown silk, ai>parently one of Charles I.'s children (M.

F^tis) ; it is, however, terribly marred by the coarse,

staring painting of a couple of scarlet macaws, which, in

their present state, can scarcely be from the hand of the

master himself. By Brouwer is a singuUir " Intcrieur de

Cabaret" (M. Cavens), painted in evident imitation of the

bravura of Franz Hals, but without his certainty of touch.

The death is announced of the German landscape-

painter, Carl P. Hiirnitz, a pupil of Dupre, Corot, and

Thiiodore Rousseau ; of Thomas Wollaston Moody, for

many years Instructor in Decorative Art at South Ken-

sington ; and of the Italian arclueoiogist, Bernardino Bion-

delli, curator of the numismatic museum at Milan.

Bauon Oppenheim contributes a magnificent portrait

by Rembrandt of an eUlcrly burgher clad in black, a picture

belonging to the famous year 16.'>4, but not specially re-

ferred to by Bode. The technique of the work is astonish-

ing both for sobriety and strength, while the conception is

calmer and more prosaic than was usual with the master

at that late period. A very interesting early work of the

master, "St. Peter in Prison," signed " U. H. 1631," is con-

tributed by the Prince de Merode. By G. Dou we have

an unusually large and elaborate work, " The Adoration of

the Magi " (M. Hollcnder), painted in undi.sguised imita-

tion of Rembrandt, with infinite patience, but with an

entire lack of the great master's poetic realism and pathos :

it is dated 1G53. Terborch is represented, first, by a mar-

vellous little head of a blonde cavalier, in grey and silver

;

next, by one of his most important works, so far as size is

concerned, the " Depart pour I'Armce " (M. Konincxi, which

shows him a consummate craftsman, but not an artist

capable of completely realising a dramatic incident of the

higher order. Two charming pieces of (/enre on a small

scale, given by the catalogue to Franz Hals, arc evidently

by' his less illustrious brother. Dirk Hals. Of the same

school are two exquisite specimens of Palamedes Stevacrt,

who has rarely been .seen to such advantage. The large

landscape by Van Goyen, in the foreground of which is

seen the coach and cortege of the Stadhouder (M. Dele-

becque), is probably the finest existing specimen of the

work of that master, and a river-scene by the same painter

is also of unusual interest, on account of its marked Beni-

brandtesriue character.' The scarce E. van Valkenborgh is

admirably represented by a curiously-wrought " Bords de

la Meuse," dated 1575, and the still scarcer L. de Vadder

is revealed by two exquisite landscapes executed in col-

laboration with Teniers the younger. With these may be

mentioned landscapes by Josse de Momper and Pieter

Snayers. It remains to note that it has been necessary to

pass over in this .short smnmary many important works by

celebrated masters, perhaps more widely known in England

than some of those here mentioned.

If the second volume of M. Robida's " Rabelais" (Paris :

Libr.airie Illustr6o) be less interesting than the fir.st, the

fault is less the arti.sfs than the author's. In the first the

matter is admirably fitted for illustration ; and we kncpw

how brilliantly and well M. Bobida performed his descant

upon it. Jn the volume at present under consideration the

matter is more metaphysical and fantastic; and, as we have

said, the artist's achievement, remarkable as it is, is in i)ro-

portion less satisfying and less strong. Of course, there

is an abundance of good stuff in it. The ship, for instance,

is well felt and well handled ; so is the storm ;
so is the

episode of Panurge's sheep ; while a number of the head

and tail pieces are not to be surpassed. It has to be con-

fessed, however, that M. Bobida's genius has failed him more

than once, and that on issues of considerable importance :

among the Chatz Fourrez and the Andouilles, for example,

and particularly at the shrine of the Dive I'louteille, which

has .suggestions of a /eerie at the Porte-Saint-Martin, which

are far from agreeable. It must be added that, in spite of

these lapse.s, the book is one to have and to- keep and

cherish. The task of producing a running commentary of

design on the five books of Rabelais is one of enormous

difficulty ; and the gaiety, the invention, the inspiration which

M. lioliida has brought to bear upon it have not, that we

kn<j\v, been equalled 'in the range of modern illustration.

In the "Fantaisies Decoratives" (Paris : Ronam) of M.

Habert-Dys there is little to blame, and a very great deal to

praise. The artist has the right decorative in.stinct, and

uses it for the most part in a way that gives him a i>lace of

his own among contemporary masters of the craft. It is

not that he is incapalile of error : here and there he strikes

a realistic note which sounds a trifle false, and here and

there he addicts himself to la japoiumerk with results that

in nowise make us forget the charm and fancy of the

original .style. But—and this is a great point—in most

cases it is felt that his designs are a genuine expression of

art. There is nothing of the Christmas card ab(.ut his wmk,

and ncitiiing of the shoi) ; he is a decorator to please him.self,

and becau.se it is in decoration that he is best and most

naturally revealed ; and the general impression produced

by his work is really individual and fresh. The six

IhraUom at present issued contain four pieces each. The

subjects are of all sorts- fans, screens, pottery, panels,

hangings, jewels, and for all sorts of materials. Among the

best"of''the twenty-four are Nos. 3, 0, Id, 16, 17, 18, 20, and

21 ; but the most interesting and the most serviceable of

all,' perhajis, is No. 8, a design which lace-workers should

be' encouraged to study and adopt. It remains to add that

the work is beautifully produced, in colours and gohl
;
and

that, complete, it will be one of the hand.somest, as well as

one of the most suggestive, of its kind.

In " Ees Styles" (Paris : Rouam) we have what may be

described a.s an excellent arti.sts' scrap-book. The author

of the text is M. Paul Rouaix, who has done his work with

singular skill and intelligence, and a brevity more singular

still. He begins by establishing in what consists an artistic
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style ;iiid liy deliniiis its cDuiponents, :md he proceeds

til aiiply the formula thus determined to a considerable

number of the styles which have governed in the world,

from Egy]it downwards to the France of the First Empire.

As the seven hundred engravings of which the book is com-

jiosed have all done duty elsewhere, it is not surprising

that certain epochs should receive more ample illustration

than others : that Egypt and Etruria, for instance, should

fare worse than the Renaissance and the time of Louis

Quatorze, or that there should be a larger choice of ex-

amples of Gouthi&re and Eiesener than of Pheidias and

Praxiteles. It may justly be urged, too, that M. Eouaix

has arranged his pictures anyhow, so that the first effect of

his work is mainly one of confusion. But, when all is said

in this direction, the fact remains that '" Les Styles'' is a

good thing of its kind. There is not much in it that is not

eminently artistic in sentiment and type ; its price is mode-

rate enough to place it within reach of everybody ; and

though the specialist may gird at it (and with reason, for it

is not intended for his eye), the student and the artisan

will find it serviceable in a very high degree : as a collec-

tion of well-chosen and suggestive examples these, and

those as an excellent book of patterns.

and we shall only add to what we have been able to say,

that it marks a new era in the study of Japanese art, and

not only tells us as much as is known about the painting

and the painters of .Japan, but enables us to understand

with some thoroughness the literary element which is so

largely represented in most Japanese pictures.

Printed by order of the Trustees, Mr. Anderson's new
liook, " A Catalogue of Japanese and Chinese Paintings in

the British Museum" (London : Longmans, Quaritch, and

Trlibner), is remarkable work in every way. As ilr. Colvin

says of it in his prefatory note, it " both furnishes the neces-

sary guidance for the study of the collection "—which, by the

way, is some three thousand seven hundred numbers strong
—''and contains the most complete account of the general

history of the subject which at present exi.sts." What this

signifies is neither more nor less than that the obscurity

in which the whole course of Japanese pictorial art has

hitherto been involved is dissipated at last, and that hence-

forth he may study it who will. ilr. Anderson has arranged

and catalogued the collection in schools, of which eight are

Japanese, while two are Chinese and Korean. Of the last

he has little to say ;

" partly on account tif the close resem-

blance of Korean art to the art of China, and partly because

of the difficulty in obtaining access to authentic historical

facts, and of procuring a sufficient number of representative

specimens;" but the others are treated with admirable

fulness, and au intelligence that leaves nothing to desire.

Of the eight schools of Japan—the Buddhist, the Yamato-

Tosa, the Chinese, the Sesshiu, the Kano, the Popular, the

Shijo (or Naturalistic), and the Ganku—Mr. Anderson

writes with such insight and authority as none have

hitherto displayed : tracing the course of their develop-

ments and advances with excellent lucidity, analj'sing their

several characteristics with admirable insight, and com-

pleting his presentations with a biographic and chrono-

liigical list of the innumerable masters whose practice has

illustrated the special traditions of each academy in turn.

A- feature of peculiar value in his work is the minute yet

abundant analysis of the more popular motives of picto-

rial art in Japan. History, legend, romance, mythology,

archasology, biography— all the sources at which the

Japanese painter has refreshed and stimulated his imagi-

nation are drawn upon as occasion serves, now in special

chapters, and now in the notes to jiarticular pictures; .so

that the book is not only an exhau.stive treati.se on Japane.se

painting, but a full compendium of Japane.se folk-lore also.

In the .space at our disposal it is, of course, impossible to deal

with such a work in any but the most perfunctory manner
;

Is the third part of "The Pictorial Arts of Japan"

(London : Sampson Low), which should, of course, be

studied in connection with the " Catalogue " aforesaid, Mr.

Anderson concludes his di.squisition on the several " appli-

cations "' of pictorial art with a chapter on wood-engraving,

chromo-xylography, book-illustration, etching, stencilling,

tattooing, and so forth ; discusses and exhausts the question

of " Technique "—the painter's materials, his pigments, his

surfaces, his accessories, and the several processes by which

he produces his effects ; and passes on to the first two

chapters of what jiromises to be the best part of the work :

the section entitled " Characteristics." The larger illustra-

tions—whatever the medium of production—are one and

all admirable. In photogravure are reproductions of the

magnificent armour of Yoshitsune, which dates from the

Twelfth Century, and is now preserved at Nara ; a group

of Cranes, by Okio, the founder of the Shijo School ; a

good " Peacock and Pine Tree," signed " Saikiosio Yusei," of

the same academy ; an admirable " Fish," by Mori Sosen
;

a " Hawk and AVild Goose," stencilled on .silk at Kioto in

1779 ; a curious bas-relief in plaster of a Chinese land-

-scape, by Kando from an original by Tachibana Morikuni

;

two interesting specimens of modern I18:2n) wood-carvings
;

a curious waterscape by Tagaku.sei Shikio (1830) ; and a

group of Sosen's monkeys. In chromo-lithography (by

Greve, of Berlin) are a good specimen of the Tosa School

(late Eighteenth Century) ; a lovely landscape, " Spring

Morning on the Y'odo," by Shiwogawa Bunrin, a light of

the Ganku School ; a capital "Monkey,"' by Hogen Shiuho ;

and a brilliant and faultless reproduction of one of the

masterpieces in chromo-xylography of Katsugawa Shunsho.

And, finally, among the wood engravings are two heroic por-

traits from the " Zenken Kojit-su " .of Yo-sai ; a striking

river scene, after Kano Motonobu ; and five or six admirable

examples of Chinese draughtsmanship, two of them the

work of the Emperor Hwei Tsung, and dating from close

on nine hundred years ago.

In "The Follies and Fashions of our Grandfathers"

(London : Field and Tuer), Mr. Andrew Tuer presents us

with a volume at once comely and entertaining. It is a

compilation from the literature and "embellishments" of a

number of magazines for the year 1807

—

Le Bean Monde,

the Anniiril h'tyister, the Antiqvririan, the Cabinet, the

Satirist, the //(.•.•/( Magazine, a dozen others ; and it

contains nothing that is not in some sort amusing and

instructive. A special feature is the illustrations, which

are not only excellent in themselves, but so excellently

[iroduced as to give the book a value of its own. Among
them are a dozen or fourteen fashion plates, hand- coloured,

not one of which is uninteresting or unsuggestive ; three

portraits of Lady Hamilton—as Cassandra, as Miranda, and

as herself
;

portraits of Lord Byron (after Harlowe\ in

recognition of the .success of his lordship's " Hours of Idle-

ness;" and of William Wordsworth (after Carruthers), "as

a fitting accompaniment to our review of his poems, which,

though largely read, we regret our inability to praise."

It remains to note that the book is so well printed and so

well designed as to be in its way a work of art.
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Assur-Baiii-Pal. 112
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Addington Collection of Prints, Sale of the,

xxxi.x

Addington, Samuel, Death of. xxviii

Acrschodt. S6v*^rin van. Death of, xv
Agneessens, Death of. iii

Agnew's Exhibition, xxii

Albert Palace Exhibition, x
"American Art .\ssociation " Exhibition of

English Water-Colours, xxxiii

.Amsterdam Exhibition of Contemporary
Art, .xxxix

" .\ninuil Drawing.** By A. T. Elwes. xi

Artists" Portrait Gallery at the Louvre, i

* Arts of Peace." By Sir Frederick Leigh-
ton. xxx\-ii

Autotypes from Pictures in the National
Gallery, viii. xxviii. xxxvi

Aventicum, Remains of, i

Baron, Henri, Death of. iii

" Bartolozzi, Francesco," xxxii

Bastien-Lepage, Statue to, i

Baudry. Paul. Death of. xix
Baugniet. Charles. Death of, xliii

" Beau BnimmcU." By Captain Jesse, viii

Bcaume. Joseph, Death of, iii

Bellot, fimile. Death of, xxiii

Biondelli. Bernardino, Death of, xlvii

Birch, Dr. Samuel. Death of, xv
Birmingham Fine Art Gallery and Museum,

Ol>ening of, xi

Blackfriars Bridge, Statues on, xlii

Blandot, Dejith of, iii

Bloomsbui-y Female School of Art., xxi
Bond, R. Sebastian, Death of, xxiii

Boussod and Vula<lon'3 Exhibitions, iii, v,

xvii. xxxiii, xli

" Brigands dxi Dc.sert.** By R. Friese. iii

British Artists. Society of. Exhibition, xxix
British Museum, Catalogue of Japanese and

Chinese Paintings in the. xlviii

Bnine, Emmanuel, Death of, xl

Brussels Exhibition of Works of Old Masters,
xlvi

Buck and Reed's Exhibition, xviii

Burn, George .Vdam, Death of. xxiii

Biirnitz, Carl 1^.. Death of, xlvii

liyzjintine Art, Museum of, at Ravenna, i

Caldecott, Randolph, Death of, xxiii

Canon, Hans, Death of. iii

Caphtanzoglu, Lysander. Death of. xv
Casey, Daniel, Death of, xix
Cassell and Co.*s Exliibition of I'iclure.s,

xxxvi
Chalcographical Society, i

*' Character Sketches from Dickens,** xx
Chatigny, Jean-Baptiste, Death of, xliii

Chavard, Auguste, Death of, xi

Christie, Manson and Woods, Sales at,

xxviii, xxxi, xxxi.x, xliii

Christmas Novelties, viii, xi

Cl(?mcnt, M , Death of, xix
Colvin, Sidney, xvii

Constiible's "
I lay-Wain." xxv

Constant's " Justice du Cherifa," xvii

C'ontinental Gallery, Pictures at, xxxi
Coppieters, Gustave, Death of, xi

Corblet. Jules, Death of, xl

Corot's Pictures, xviii

"Costumes in England *" (J'airholt'sl, xl
" Country of Scott" Exliibition, xviii

Crawford, Edmund T..R.S.A.. Death of. iii

Danby. Thoma.*'. A.R.A.. Death of. xxviii
" Dandie Dinmont Terrier, The,'" iv

Dauhigny, Karl, Death of, xl

Defoor Collection, Sale of the, xxxix
Diamond, Dr. H. W., Death of, xl
" Dick Doyle"s Journal," xiv

Dierken"s Exhibition of Modem Paintings,

xiv
Dowdeswcirs Exhibition of the "Country of

Scott," xviii

Dowdeswell's Gallery, Exhibition of ^Vliist-

ler's Pictures at. xxx
Dowdeswell's Water Colour Exhibition, vi

Dudley Gallery Art ,Society, ii

r>udley Gallery Winter Exhibition, x
Dudley Porcelains, Sale of the, xxxix

Dudley Rni)hnc]. The, xiii

Dudley \\"ater-('o]our Gallery, xxvil
" Duprti Giovanni." By H. S. Friese. Xl

Duruy*s "Hi-story of Rome." iii

Dutch p:xhlbltion at the Goupil Galleries,

xxxiii

Dutuit, Engine, Death of, xxx
Duval, Amaury, Death of, xv

Edinburgh International Art Exhibition.
xxi, xxxi

Ellis Collection, Sale of the, xxi v
Embroidery Exhibition, Liberty and Co.'s, x
Ephesus, E.xcavations at, 1

Fahcy, James, Death of, xv
Falcino, Mariano, Death of, xi

Famous I'ictures from the French .Salon

Exhibition, xli

"Fantaisies DiJcorativcs,*' By M. Habert-
Dys. xlvii

Female School of Art, Bloomsbury, xxi

Fergusson, James, Death of, xix
Fernando, King of Portugal. Death of, xv
Feidand, Alexandre, Death of, xxiii
*' Figaro-Salon." Iv

Fine Art Library, Cassell's. U, xx, xl

Fine .Art Society's Exhibition of Herkomer*8
Pictures, xiv

Fine Art Society's Gallery, Pictures at.

xxvi, x.xxiv

Fine Arts Exhibition of Drawings of Lon-
don, xviii

" p'loral Studies," xxiv
" Follies and Fa-shionsof our Grandfathers,

The, " xlviii

Franel, Death of, xix

French Gallery, Exhibitions at the, v,

xxvi
Frire, Kdouard. Death of, xl

Gauchcrel, IxJon, Death of, xix
Geefa, Joseph, Death of, viii

" Glasgow Art-Club Book," xxxii

Glasgow Institute, Pictures at the, xix
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Glasgow Society of Paintera in Water-

Colo\irs. vii

"Glass. History oC Design in Painted,'" xl

Godtlard, Bonverie, Deatii of, xxviii

Grethals, Death of, xi

"Good Shepherd, The." By Shields, iv

Goodwin, Albert, Exhibition of Pictures

by. xxxiv
Graham, A. J., Death of. xi

Grand Prix, Awards of. xli

"Greek Art. Introductory Studies in." By
.lane E. Harrison, xii

" Gulliver," Illustrated by Poinson, viii

Haag, Carl, Exhibition of Pictures by, v
Hadumard, Death of, xxiii

Hanover Gallery, Pictures at the, vi. xxxv
"Hard Hit" (Orchardson). Etched by

Champollion. viii

Hayon. Leon, Death of, iii

" Hay-Wain, The." By John Constable, xxv
Heill, Death of, xi

Heinlein, Heinricb, Death of, xv
Herkouier. Hubert: Pictures Exhibited by

Fine Art Society, xiv
" History of Design in Painted Glass." By

N. H. J. Westlake. xl

Hogarth and Sons' Water-Colour Exhibi-

tion, Tii

Holman Hunt Exhibition, xxvi

" Impressions sur la Peinture." By Alfred

Stevens, xxiv
International Chaleographical Society, i

Isaby, E. L. G., Death of, xxxi
Italian Painting, Museum of, at Dresden, i

" Japanese and Chinese Paintings in the

British Museum," xlviii

Japanese Art Collection, xxxv
Japanese Stone Implements, iv

"Justice du Cherifa." By Benjamin Con-
stant, xvii

Keeling, W. K., Death of, xxviii

Kereckhoven, Jan van der. Death of, xv

Labrouste, Theodore, Deatlj of, xv
" Ladies' Old-Fashioned Shoes," xii

Lafon, Jacques-Emile, Death of, xxviii

"Laniour, Jean." By Charles Cournault.

xliv

Lapaix. Constant, Death of, xxiii

Lapierre, Louis-Emile, Death of, xxxi
Lefortier, Henri, Death of, xix
Leighton, Sir F. :

" Arts of Peace," xxxvii
" Lettres et les Arts. Les," xix, xliv

Liberty and Co.'s Embroidery Exhibition, x
Liverpool Corporation Art Galleries Exhibi-

tion, xlvi

Loison, Pierre, Death of, xxiii

Long, Pictures by, xxii

Louvre, The, iii, ix, xiii, xliii

Luxembourg, The, xxxix

Maclean's Gallery, Pictures at, xxvi, xxxiv
Maclean's Winter Exhibition, vi

Marc, Augusle, Death of, xl

Marlborough Collection, Sales of Pictures
frotii the, xliii

McConnell Collection, Sale of the, xxviii

Mayer, Joseph, Death of, xix

Mendoza's Exliibition of Drawings in Black-

and-White. xiv

Michel, Edmond, Death of, xxxi

Mogford, John, R.I., Death of, xi

Moody, Thomas Wollaston, Death of. xlvii

Morgan Collection, Sale of the, xxxii

Morin, Gustave, Death of, xxiii

Moullion, Alfred, Death of, xl

Musee de Cluny, i

Mutrie, Miss M. D., Death of, xix

National Galler,v, The, xiii. xxv
National Gallery, Autotypes from Pictures

in the, viii. xxviii. xxxvi
" National Librar.v," xx
Naukratis, Ruins of, i

Navlet, Victor, Death of, xxviii

New EngUsh Art Club Exhibition, xxx
Newman, Alfred, Workshops and Forges of,

xxvii
Nicholson, Peter, Death of, iii

Nineteenth Century Gallery, Pictures at the,

V, xxii, xxxiii

Norbery, Kichard, R.C.A., Death of, xxxi

Obach's Gallery, Pictures at. xix. xxxi

Obituary, iii, viii, xi, xv, xix, xxiii, xxviii,

xxxi, xxxix, xliii, xlvii
" Ornamental Arts of Japan, The," xxxvi

Page, William, Death of, viii

Parisel, Victor, Death of, xi

Paris Salon, The, xliii

Paris Salon, Jury of the, xxv
" Peak Scenery," xv
Perrin, fimUe, Death of, viii

Perry, S. R., Death of, xxxi

Petrie : Discovery of Ruins of Naukratis, i

Photographic Society Exhibition, vii

"Pictorial Arts of Japan, The," xlviii

Pilatte, Charles, Death of, xv
Piloty, Professor Carl von. Death of, xliii

Place des Tuileries, Statues in the, u
Pownoll Williams, Exhibition of Pictures

by, xxxiv
"Precis d'Histoire de I'Art."" By M. C.

Bayet. xl

Prints, xvi

Raab, Georg, Death of, xix
'" Rabelais."' By A. Hobida. xlvii

Raggi : Colossal Statue of Sir Arthur Ken-

nedy, xiii

"EegnaiUt, Henry." By Roger Marx. xUv
Reher, Bernhard, Death of, xix

Reignier, Jean, Death of, xix

Reviews, &c., ii, iii, iv, viii, ix, xi, xii, xv,

xvi, xix, XX, xxiv, xxviii, xxxii, xxxvi,

xl, xliv, xlvii, xlviii

Rhode, Niels, Death of, xliii

Richard, Laurent. Death of, xxviii

Richer, Walter, Death of, xv
Robinson, J. C, on the Evanescence of Water

Colours, xxxvii

Royal Academicians, Pictm-es Exhibited by,

xli

Royal Academy Students, Prize Works by,

Royal Academy, The Constitution of the,

xiv
Royal Academy Winter Exhibition, xiii

Royal Hibernian Academy, xxvii

Royal Institute of Painters in Water Colours,

Exhibition of the, xxix
" Royal River, The,"' xx
Royal Scottish Academy Exhibition, xxiii

Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,

Exhibitions of the, x, xxx

Salon, The, xliii

Salon of 18S.i, Twenty Photogravures from
Pictures in the, xii

Salon Medals, Award of, xxxvii

Salon Parisien, sviii

Saulnier Collection, Sale of the, xxx
School of Art Wood Carving, x
Schoy, Auguste. Death of. xv
Schubert, Joseph, Death of, xv
Schwendenmein, August von. Death of, xi

S6g(5, Alexandre, Death of, xi
" Seine and the Loire, The," xliv

Simonsen. G., Death of. xv
Slade Professors' Demonstrations, ix

Slade Professorship at Cambridge, xvli,

xxv
Society of Arts: Exhibition of Japanese

Art, xxxv
Society of British Artists' Exhibition, xxix

Sosnowski, Count Oscar, Death of, xxiii

" Spanish Head—Isle of Man." By Edwin
EUis. X

Stephenson, James, Death of, xl

" Styles, Les." By Paul Rouaix. xlvii

Thackeray's Art Criticism, iii

"That Very Mab," iv

Thomas, Edward, Death of, xxviii

Thorburn, Robert, A.R.A., Death of, xi

Tiber, .Statue in bed of the, i

Tinworth, George, Panels by, xxxv
"Tiryiis." By Dr. Schliemann. xv
Tissofs Pictures of Parisian Life, xxxiv

Tooth"s Gallery, Pictures at, xxvi, xxxiv,

xlvi

Triebel, Professor Karl, Death of, iii

Tm-quet, M., Purchases by, xxxix

Vienna Exhibition of Graphic Works of Art,

xxxiii

Viot Collection, Sale of the, xxxix

Voltz, Professor J. F., Death of, xl

" Voyageur, Le." By Meissonier. xlvi

"Walker Art Gallery, i

" Water-Colour Painting." By R. P. Leitch.

xi

Water Colours, Action of Light on, xiii

Water Colours, Evanescence of, xxxvii

Watts, G. F., R.A., xxi, xxv
Weischebrink, Heinrich, Death of, viii

Whistler, Exhibition of Pictures by, xxx
Widmann, Anton, Death of, iii

Williams, Percy, Death of, xxiii

Wood, Shakespeare, Death of, xxiii

Wright of Derby, Pictures by, xiii

Zaliski, Death of, viii
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